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INTRODUCTION

BY THE EDITOR.

MR BENTHAMwas one of the first to recognise the extraordinary
improvement in the method
of instruction developed by Mr Lancaster and modified and extended by Dr Bell. The account
of the results attending its application to the acquisrnon of language, given by several eminent
teachers from their own actual trial of It, and more especially the statements of Dr Russel,
then Head-master
of the Charter-house
School, and ofMr Pillans and Mr Gray, masters of the
High School of Edinburgh, (Appendrx No.2. and 3. pp. 59 and 61)-made
a strong impression on
Mr Bentham's mind. If It were true, as stated by Dr Russel, that since he had introduced into the
Charter-house School books prepared on the simple principle of the Madras System, no boy had
ever passed a sentence of which he was ignorant, nor been flogged on the ground of his learning;
if it were true, as stated by Mr Gray, that since he had introduced this system into his school,
his whole class had gained a more extensive knowledge of the Latin language than he had
ever known on any former occasion ; that not a Single boy had failed; that it had enabled
him entirely to abolish. corporal pumshment ; that It had animated his whole school with
one spirit, making them all advance m the intellectual career with the like ardour, and though
not WIth equal success, vzithout a sinqle failure, and that Mr La.ncaster had put into his hands
an instrument which had enabled him to realize his fondest VIsions in hIS most sanguine
mood ;*-if such results were obtained by the application of this instrument to the acquisition
of Latin and Greek, what, said Mr Bentha.m, may not be expected from its application to the
whole field of knowledge ~ Are there not several branches to which It might be applied with
still greater advantage than to language;
and is there one which does not afford the promise
of at least equal success ~
Mr Bentham thought that these questions must be answered in the affirmative, and the
great interest which he naturally took in this subject, was strengthened by the desire expressed
by some friends of hIS, among whom were several statesmen and men of wealth, that the
experiment should be tried; that a Day School should be opened for the children of the middle
and higher classes, in which the principles of the new method should be applied, not only to
the teaclnng of language, but of all the other branches of Instruction which are ordinarily
included III the curriculum of the highest schools.
With his usual ardour, ?lIr Bentham Immediately proposed that the school-house should be erected in his own garden, and that he
himself should take a chief part in the superintendance
of the school; at the same time his
opulent friends agreed to supply the requisite funds.
Dut these arrangements
having been determined on, Mr Bentham now saw that the most
difficult part of the undertaking
still remained to be accomplished.
It was necessary to bring
out the principles of the new method more distinctly than had yet been done, and to shape
them into so many instruments,
each capable of being applied, by ordinary hands, to its
specific use: it was equally necessary to review the whole field of knowledge in order to
ascertain to what branches of instruction these instruments might be applied with the greatest
promise of success; and to what, if an)', their application should not be attempted.
The accomphshmeut
of such a project was well calculated to call forth all the energies of
Mr Bentham's mind, and he immediately applied himself to the work.
In the meantime, this
new school and the devotion of Mr Bentham to the development of the plan of it, became
matter of conversation among the philosophers, statesmen, and friends to education of the day.
The determmanon
which had been come to, to exclude Theology from the curriculum of
instruction, on the ground that its inclusion would be preguant WIth exclusion, was also very
generally discussed.
Alarm was taken at the rumour of this onussion ; and clerical influence
was brought to bear upon the minds of some of the more opulent persons who had encouraged
the project, with the ultimate result of causing them to abandon it. However he might regret
the loss of support which had been so readily and confidently assured to him, Mr Bentham
was not on that account to be turned aside from his purpose.
He resolutely persevered in the
completion of his part of the compact; and hence although there is no school in the garden of
Queen Square Place, yet we have the Chrestomathia.
Whatever
other useful purposes may result from the intellectual
labour which has been
spent upon the production of these papers, it will be found that they are capable of affording
special and invaluable assistance to two different classes of persons.
FIrst to him who IS
desirous of developing and strengthening
his own intellectual faculties, and of rendermg his

* The e~sential excellence of this system IS not lessened hy It, hav JUgbeen found to be practicable,
after experience 10 the working of It, to IIDIJrove the 1Il0"i/uIl«ll'llit
of It.
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mind capa.ble of ma.king some progress in the field of original thought and invention, and of
extending the domain of science. Such a person should give his days and nights to the study
of the instrument described in Appendix, p, 101-128, (and further illustrated in the work on
Logic, p. 253 ~t Beq.,) and to actual practice with it. There is no intellectual gymnasium from
exercise in which a powerful mind will derive so great an accession of strength.
Secondly, to him who is desirous of improving the character of elementary school-books.
In the first number of the Wcstmimter &mew, in an elaborate article written nearly twenty
years ago, on the Chrestomathia, after an attempt to show, that, for perfect instruction In all
the physical sciences, as well as in geometry, algebra, and language, nothmg is requisite but
elementary books adapted to the new system, the writer asks whether" it be too much to hope,
that there are men of science, whose benevolence will induce them to undertake a labour which,
humble as it may appear, can be performed only by a philosophical mmd which has thoroughly
mastered the art and science to be taught. Can any scholar be more nobly employed than in
writing such a book on language ~ or any natural, moral, or political philosopher, than in disclosing to the youthful understanding, In the most lucid order, and in the plainest terms, the
profound, which are always the Simple, prmciples of his respective science."
Since Mr. Bentham wrote, the perception, in the public mind, has become more clear and
strong, of the folly of consuming more than three-fourths of the Invaluable time appropriated
to education, "in scraping together," as Milton expresses it," so much miserable Greek and
Latin," by persons of the middle classes, to whom it is of no manner of use; to whose pursuits
it bears no kind of relation; who, after all, acquire it so imperfectly, as to derive no pleasure
from the future cultivation of it; who invariably neglect It as soon as they are released from
the authority of school; and, in the lapse of a few years, allow every trace of it to be obliterated from the memory. Not only IS it now generally admitted, that the subject-matter of
instruction for these classes should consist of the physical SCiences,as well as of language, but
it is, moreover, beginning to be perceived, that some advantages wonld result to the commumtj'
from opening the book of knowledge to the very lowest of the people; that everything which
it is desirable to teach even the masses, is not comprehended in the facts, that there IS a devil,
a hell, a so-called heaven, a Sunday, and a church, but that there are things worth)' of their
attention connected With the objects of this present world,-the properties and relations of the
air they breathe, the Boil they cultivate, the plants they rear, the animals they tend, the materials they work upon in their different trades and manufactures,-the instruments With which
they work,-the machinery by which a child is able to prodnce more than many men, and a.
single man to generate, combine, control, and direct a physical power superior to that of a.
thousand horses. There is a growing conviction, that the commumcanon of knowledge of this
kind to the working classes would make them better and happier men; and that the possession
of such knowledge by these classes would be attended with no injury whatever to any other
class. The want of elementary books is therefore becommg every day more urgent; nothing
has yet been done to supply them; and yet here, fn the Chrestomathia, there is a mine from
which any competent hand might dig the material, and fashion the Instrument.
The comprehensiveness of the view taken by one and the same mind, of every subject included in such a work as the Chrestomathia, cannot be expected to be equal; nor were all the
subjects treated of by Mr Bentham left by him in a state which he regarded as complete. The
papers which relate to Geometry and Algebra, III particular, appeared to require revision ; and
the Editor thought it right to place them for that purpose in the hands of a universally acknowledged master of these sciences. After a. careful examination of these manuscripts by this
gentleman, they were returned to the Editor, with the following observation :-" That although
much has been done in relation to these subjects, on many of the points treated of by Mr Bentham, since the time at which he wrote, or so shortly before it, that he could not know of it ;
and though his views of first principles were unmatured by the consideration of their lnghest
results, yet the publication of these papers, without alteration or ormssion, 18 still desirable, as
exhibiting many useful, and several original, trains of thought; and offermg many suggestions,
of which, though some are imperfect, and others obsolete, the grea.ter number may furnish
matter for reflection even to those who ha.ve made the exact sciences more their special study
than did Mr Bentham."
Severa.l passages in this work will appear obscure, and a. few perhaps nnintelligible, owing
to the occurrence in the manuscript of eome words, so illegible, that those best acquainted with
Mr Bentham's hand-writing have been unable to decypher them. The only liberty taken ~th
the manuscript has been that of supplying, in these comparatively few cases, the best conJe~tural word that could be imagined. It has been deemed a duty to publish these papers In
the sta.te In which Mr Bentham left them, it being no part of the office of an Editor to intermeddle with the thoughts and expressions of the author.
SOl:THWOOD SMITH.
LO!'lDON, ]fay, 1841.
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CHRESTOMATHIA.
FIRST PREFACE TO THE FIRST EDITION.
FROM the determination
to employ the requisite mental labour, in addition to the requisite
pecuniary means, in the endeavour to apply
the newly invented system of instruction,
to
the ulterior branches of useful learning, followed the necessity of framing a scheme of
instruction
for the school, in which it was
proposed
that the experiment
should be
made.
From the necessity of framing this scheme,
followed the necessity of making a selection
among the various branches of learning-artand-science-learning,
as well as languageIearnmg included.
From the necessity of making this selection,
followed the necessity of takmg a comprehensive-howsoever
slight, and unavoidably hasty
-survey,
of the whole field.
In the course of this survey, several ideas
presented themselves, of which some had for
some forty or forty-five years been lying dormant, others were brought into existence by
the occasion : and, which, appearing to afford
a promise of being, in some degree, capable of
being rendered
subservient
to the present
design, were-after
inquiry among books and
men-supposed
to have In them more or less
of novelty, as well as use.
Introduced,
though necessarily
in a very
abridged form, into the present collection of
papers, they will, It is hoped, be productive
of one effect-nor
will It be deemed an irrelevant one-viz.
the contributing
to produceIII the breasts of the persons concerned, whether

in the character of parents and guardians, or
In the character
of contributors
to the fund
necessary for the mstrtunon of the proposed
experimental
course, the assurance that, on
the part of the proposed conductors, howsoever
it may be in regard to ability, neither zeal nor
industry are wantmg:
and that, having undertaken for the applying, to this, in some
respects superior purpose, according
to the
best of their ability, the powers of the newly
invented and so universally approved intellectual machine-their
eyes, their hearts, and
their hands will continue open, to every suggestion, that shall afford a prospect, of being
in any way contributory,
to 80 universally
desirable an effect.
In regard to such part of Table II. as regards the PRIXCIPLES of the lVew Lnaructio»
Sps/mI, though of the matter itself, no part
worth mentionmg belongs to the author of the
other parts, nor to any person other than those
benefactors of mankmd, whose title to it stands
acknowledged
by a perpetual
cham of references--yet,
in respect of the arrangement,
which is altogether new, and the compression,
which is studiously close-such
IS the convemence, which, it is hoped, will be found
derivable from the summary, which (though
for an ulterior and somewhat different purpose)
18 here given of it, that=-even
were this the
only use of that summary-the
labour here
expended, though upon a soil already so rich.
would not, it is hoped. be regarded as having
been altogether unprofitably bestowed.

SECOND PREFACE TO THE FIRST EDITION.
Ix the Table of Contents, to wit in that part' want nothing but to be revised."
How long.
of it which regards the Appendix, the number:
or how short soever, may be the portion of
of articles mentioned will be observed to be time still requisite for giving completion to the
ten.
Of these no more than four can at the work. the purpose for which It was wrrtten
present conjuncture be delivered.
They have,
admitted not ulterior delay, in the pubhcation
however, been all of them written at least once of such part of it as was in readiness.
With
over: and the fifth, which is longer than all
the following ones put together, is completed
.. The papers here spoken of. IL< not hav mg been
for the press, and wants not much of being all completed for the first edition, ..re incorporated In
pnnted.
The rest, to fit them for the press, i this edltlOn.-Ed.
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reference to the main purpose, it may, however,
without any very material misconception, be
considered as complete.
In what is now made
public will be found everything that can be
considered as essential to the development of
the plan of instruction.
What remams is little
more than what seemed necessary to give expression to a few ideas of the author's own,
relative to the subjects which will be found
mentioned : ideas, so far as he knows, peculiar
to himself,and which had presented themselves
as affording a hope of their giving, in different
ways, more or less additional facility to the
accomplishment
of the useful purposes
in
view.
Time enough for their taking their chance
for helping to recommend the plan, to the
notice of such persons to whom, in the hope of
obtaining their pecuniary assistance, the plan
will come to be submitted, it has not been
possible for him to get it in readiness:
but,
from t)1jl general intimation given of the toPICS
in the Table of Contents, may be seen what is
in view; and from the first Preface, together
with what has Just oeen said m this second,
what progress has been made in it. Whatsoever assistance
it may be found capable of
contributing
towards the accomplishment
of
the general object, thus much the reader may
be assured of, VIZ. that, if life and faculties
eontmue, everything that has thus been announced will be before the public in a few
months, and long enough before the course
of instrucnon
can have placed any of its
scholars in a condition to reap any benefit
that may be found derivable from It.
Of this Appendix, No. I. IS occnpied by a
paper there styled Chrestomathic Proposal.
In
concert with the public-spmted
men, with
whom the idea of the enterprise
had onginated, it was drawn up, at a time when it
was thought that, by the circulation of that
paper, such a conception of the plan might
be afforded as might be sufficient for the
obtaining
such assistance
as, either from
pecuniary
contributrons, or from additronal
managing hands, should be found requisite.
After the paper was printed III the form and
in the place in which It will be seen, mtervenmgincldents,andulteriorconslderationshavmg
suggested various particulars,
as bemg requisite-some
to be added, others to be substituted-the
task of drawing up a paper for
this purpose, Was undertaken by other hands.
It will be seen, however, that the plan of in·
struction referred to being exactly the same,
what difference there is turns upon no other
pomt than some of those which relate to the
plan of manage1/!el~: and even of these matters, as con tamed m the more recent paper in
question, several Will, it is believed, be found
to receive more or less of explanation
from
the anterior paper, which, as above, will be
seen reprmted in these pages.
On the length of the mterval-which,
between the printing of the Preface, and the

I

I

sending to the press this Supplement to it, has
elapsed-the
author, though he has the satisfaction of thinking the commencement of the
enterprise has not been retarded by it, cannot,
on his own account, reflect without regret, nor
altogether without shame.
Under this pressure, his good fortune has, however, as will
presently be seen, brought to him a consolation,
superior to everything to which his hopes conld
have raised themselves.
The delay m question has had for its source
the paper which, m the contents of the Appendix to this tract, will be seen distinguished by
No. V. [IV.], and to which, at the top of each
page, for a running title, the words, On NomenciatUf'eand Classification, or On the Construction
of Encyclopedical Trees-had
been destined,
but came too late to be employed.
Of the
number of sections which it contains, all but
the 12th had been completed for the press,
and all down to the 12th exclusive been delivered from the press-when,
from a recent
pubhcation, a passage, of which what follows
is a reprint, was put into the author's hands.
In It the reader will observe-and
from an
official hand of the first celebrity-a
certificate
of dilficulty, indeed of somethmg more' than
difficulty, applied to the very work, of which,
in and by this same 12th section, the execution
has been attempted.
It will be found, in
Volume I. of the Appendix to the new edition,
termed, on tbe cover, the 4th and 5th, of the
Edinburgh Encyclopedia Britannica:
date on
the cover, December 1315. It commences at
the verv commencement of the Preface. which
has for its title, "PREFACE to the FIRST DISSERTATION, cOlltaining some critical rCII1<1rks
011 the
Discourse prefixed to the French Encf/clopedie."
,. When I ventured," says Mr Stewart, .. to
undertake the task of contributing a Preliminary Dissertation to these supplemental volumes
of the Encuclopcedu» Britannica,
my ongmal
intention was, after the example of D'Alembert, to have begun with a general survey of
the various departments of human knowledge.
The outline of such a survey, sketched by the
comprehensive gellius of Bacon, together With
the corrections and improvements
suggested
by his illustrious disciple, would, I thought,
have rendered It comparatively
easy to adapt
their intellectual map to the present advanced
state of the sciences ; while the unrivalled
authority which their united work has long
mamtained in the republic of letters, would, I
flattered myself, have softened those criticrsms
which might be expected to be incurred by
any similar attempt of a more modern hand.
On a closer examination,
however, of their
labours, I found myself under the necessity of
abandonmg this design.
Doubts immediately
occurred to me with respect to their logical
views, and soon terminated
in a conviction,
that these views are radically and essentially
erroneous.
Instead, therefore, of endeavourmg to give additional currency to speculations
which I conceived to be fundamentally
un-

SECOND PREFACE

TO THE FIRST EDITION.
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sound, I resolved to avail myselfof the present in the present state of things, from any such
opportunity to point out their most important comparison,time for the instruction being past,
defects ;--defects which I am nevertheless nothing better than embarrassment couldhave
very ready to acknowledge, it is much more been the practical result: for the departed
easy to remark than to supply. The critical philosophers had already called forth from his
strictures, which in the course of this discus- pen a load already but too heavy for many a
sion I shall have occasion to offer on my pre- reader's patience.
decessors, will, at the same time, account for
On casting upon the ensuing pages a conmy forbearing to substitute a new map of my eluding glance, the eye of the author cannot
own, instead of that to which the names of but sympathize with that of the reader, in
Bacon and D'Alembert have lent so great and being struck WIth the smgulanty of a work,
so well-merited a celebrity; and may perhaps which, from the running titles to the pages,
suggest a doubt, whether the period be yet appears to consist of nothing but Notes. Had
arrived for hazarding again, WIthany reason- the whole together-text
and notes-been
able prospect of success, a repetition of their printed in the ordinarily folded or book form,
bold experiment.
For the length to which this singulanty would have been avoided.
these strictures are likely to extend, the only But in the view taken of the matter by the
apology I have to offer is, the peculiar import- author, it being impossible to form any tolerance of the questions to which they relate, and ably adequate judgment on, or even conception
the high authority of the writers whose opinions of, the whole, without the means of carrying
I presume to controvert."
the eye, with unlimited velocity, over every
In the above-mentioned1'\0. V. [IV.] the ex- part of the field,-and thus at pleasure ringing
periment thus spoken of will be seen hazarded: the changes upon the different orders, in which
and, to help to showthe demandfor it,a critique the several parts were capable of being suron the Map, for which Bacon found matenals veyed and confronted,-hence the presenting
and D'Alembert the graphical form, precedes' them all together upon one and the same plane
it: a critique, penned by one, in whose eyes! --or, In one word, Table-ll'ise-became
in his
the most passionate adnnranon, conceived in VIewa matter of necessity. But the matter
early youth, afforded not a reason for suppress- of the text bemg thus treated Table-esse, to
ing any of the observanons of an opposite pnnt it over again in the ordinary form would,
tendency, which, on a close examination, have It seemed, have been making an unnecessary
presented themselves to maturer age.
additron to the bulk of the work. Hence It
By an odd comcidence, each Without the I is that, while the Notes alone are printed lookknowledge of the other, the Emeritus Profes- I tr-lsr, the Tat, to which these Notes make
sor and the author of these pages will be seen I reference, and without which there can be
occupied in exactly the same task. The one httle expectation of Its being intelligible, must
quitted it, the other persevered in it: whether be looked for in the fICO first of the Tables
both, or one alone-and which, did right, the which will accompany this work-and which,
reader will have to judge. For an experiment, out of a larger number, are the only ones that
from wluch no suffering can ensue, unless it Willaccompany this first part of it.
be to the antma 1:'liu, by which it ISmade, no
Hence it happens, that, on pam of not exapology can be necessary. Having neither tracting any Ideas from the characters over
time nor eyes, for the reading of anythIng wlnch he casts his eye, the reader WIll find
but what ISof practical necessity, the above the trouble of spreading open the Tables, as
passage contains everythmg which the author he would so man)' maps, a necessary one.
will have read, in the book from which it IS Even this trouble, slightly as it may be felt
quoted, before the number in question is re- under the stimulus of any strongly exciting
ceived from the press. To some readers-not
interest. will-as ISbut too well known to the
to speak of mstruction-e-rt may perhaps be Author, from observation, not to speak of exmatter of amusement, to see in what coincident penence-be but too apt to have the effect of
and in what different points of View,a field so an instrument of exclusion, on those mmds, of
vast in its extent has been presenting itself to which there are so many, of which the views
two mutnally distant pair of pyes,-and in extend not beyond the amusement of the mowhat different manners it has accordingly ment. But. as above, whatsoever may be the
been laboured in by two mutually distant risk attached to the smgulanty thus hazarded,
pair of hands. To the author of these pages, it has presented itself as an unavoidable one.
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CHRESTO~iATHIA.
NOTES TO CHRESTOMATHIC

TABLES.

TABLE 1.
(a.) L Ckrestomathk]
A WORD, formed from
two Greek words, signifying o01iduciu to meful learning.
After it was framed, it was
found employed in II> book of the seventeenth
century," and would probably be to be found
in other books.
(b.) [Stages.]
In regard to the several
stages, into which the proposed course is proposed to be divided, aU that, in the present
state of the undertaking,
can be done, is-to give intimation
of the choice, which,
among the several possible subjects of mstruction, has been made, and of the order in
which it is proposed they shall succeed to
one another.
At this Juncture,
any such
attempt as that of fixing the quantity of time,
absolute and comparative, respectively
to be
allotted to them, would evidently be premature.

is left a prey to the sort of uneasiness just
designated.
In the extent and variety of the ideas obtainable by instruction, are found security for
that profit-yielding
employment,
commonly
designated by the words livelihood and business ; for the necessary security against the
accidents of all sorts by which well-being ma.y
be impaired and being destroyed..
For ~he
designation of the means of securing being
and well-being, the words-callIng,
vocation,
and occupation, were commonly employed by
our forefathers,
meaning always, on these
occasions, profit-yielding
occupation, as the
words-s-busmess, the means of hvehhood, are
employed by us their successors.
The. word
avocation, a most incompetent and equivocal
term, has of late years been vulgarly, and we
may almost say commonly, obtruded upon the
ADVANTAGES
DERIVABLE
FROM LEAR:lIJ.G
OR
words calling. 'Vocation, employment.
A voINTELLECTUAL
INSTRUCTION:
viz.
cation is a caUing; an avocation IS a rolling (Iff
1. From learninq, as such, in uhaisoeier par- Engaged in an avoeation, a man is engaged in
ticular SHAPE obtained.
that, whereby being called off from everyAd'tantage the Fwst : Securing to the pos- tiring, he is not left free to apply himself to
sessora proportionable share of general respect.
anything.
See Table I.
In this same case, in WhICh so efficient a
Adrontage Second. Security against ennui,
security is afforded against pain In all Its
viz., the condition of him who, for want of shapes, as well as against the extinction of all
something in prospect that would afford him pleasures, may be seen an equally efficient
pleasure, knows not what to do with himself:
and much more extensively necessary secua malady to which, in retirement, men of bUSI- rity against the pain of mental vacuity or
ness are particularly exposed.
ennui.
(1.) For this sort of uneasy sensation, to
It is true, to a mind engaged in the toil of
which everywhere the human mind is exposed,
business, a state of repose ib in the intervals
the English language, in general, so much more of business a state of pleasure.
For a time,
copious than the French, affords no single
yes; but, especially when the nature of the
worded appellative.
The word ennui expresses
business includes not in it anything peculiarly
the species of uneasiness ; d~u7J'l'ement.another
toilsome, that time must be short, otherwise
word for which the English language furnishes
the pain of ennui soon succeeds to the pleasure
no equivalent, expresses the cause of the un- of repose.
easiness.
Ennui is the state of uneasiness.
Durmg the life of him who continues in
felt by him whose mind unoccupied, but withbusiness to the end of it, this pain seldom
out reproach, is on the look out for pleasure;
exceeds the measure of a slight uneasiness.
pleasure in some one or more of all shapes;
But when remembering the anxieties, as well
and beholds at the tune no source which
as toils. under which he had been labouring in
promises to' afford it: deseeuvrement is the the course of his business, the man of busmess
state in which the mind, seeing before it seeks, in the absence of this source of toil and
nothing to be done, nothing in the shape of anxiety, a source of perpetual pleasure, he
business or amusement which promises either
finds too often that the mere pleasure of repose
security against pain or possession of pleasure,
is but a short-Jived pleasure, and that its place
is soon occupied by a pain of ennui which ends
but with life .
.. An allusion, probably, to the Chrestomathia
"f Helladm- published WIth notes by Meursius in
To this pain of ennui, to which the man of
lG(j(;.-L<I.
industry IS exposed only towards the end of

CHRESTO~IATHIC

(a)

INSTRUCTION TABLES.

TABLE I.

Showing the several branches of Il'TELLECTUAL
I:\'STRrCTIO~,
included in the aggregate course, proposed to be carried on in the Chrestomathic school:
together 'with the several STAGE:-i, into which the course is proposed to be divided: accompanied with a brief view of the ADVANTAGES derivable
from such Instruction: together with an intimation of the REAbONS, by which the ORDER OF PRIORITY, herein observed, was suggested; and
a List of BRA~CHES OF I~STHUCTION OMITTED, with an indication of the Grounds of the omission.
N. B.-TIle

hard words, t-i::. those derived from

I. From Learniup
soerer particular

are throuqhout explained.
Throuqh. necessity alone are they here employed.
Under almost ever.?!one of these names will be found
familiar
zn every family;
even to children who ltave but just learnt to read.

I

14 Affording, to the first race of scholars, a
2. The antiquity (33.) of the art or science,
mark of parncular distmction and recommen- , i. c. the length of tune since the study of it
dation. (15)
I happened to come into use.
15. Enlargement given to each scholar's field 'I
3. The number of the persons who, in the
of occupation
(16.)
respective capacities of learners and teachers
i (34,) happen to be, at the time in quesnon,

ADVANTAGES
from Learning,
Instruction:

derivable

tke Greek or Latin,

or Intellectual
viz.

as suclt;-w

what-

SHAPE obtained.

I OC~?~~~BI~~~e
a!~t~~I~~::~~~' degree

OBJECTIONSanswered.

1. Securing to the possessor a proportionable share of general rps1Ject.
2 Security against en11111, viz. the eondition
Of him who for want of something m prospect
that would afford him plea,ure,kn",,,
not uhn:
to dll WIth ltimsel; a maladv to which on retirement, men of business are particularly exsed
(I)
posen.
.
3 Security
against inordinate "n,ual,tu,'
and its miscluevous consequences.
('2)
•
4. Securrty against idleness, and consequent
mischle~ousne88 (:l)
Ii Secuntvfor admISSIOninto, and agreeable
intercourse with, flouri cOII'1J'l/ly
I c company
Ill, or from which, present and harmless
pleasur", or future profit or security, or both,may
Le obtained

16. Geometry continued.
(60.)
17. HIstorical Chronology contmued.
(61.)
18. Biographical Chronology continued.
19. Appropriate Drawing continued.
(62.)
20. Grammatical
Exercises,
applied to
English, Latin, Greek, French, and German,
in conjunction.
(63.)

of PRE-

.

BRANCHES
OF INSTRUCTION
omitted;
viz. on one or more of the
ensuing GROUNDS;
to wit,
I. School-Room
II.
sion.

.,

,

j

...

I

I

~n;.'

z£

f

n~~
r~~
~i:;

l

r

I

I

I

,

I

I

objects already

Admission

(94.)

insufficient.
pregnant

with

(93.)
exclu-

I SUppO'PI! impracticabrhty.
Gr:mtmg i P.\RED~ES5will.in the mst~nce of each scholar,
III. Time of life too early.
(95.)
, your endeavour to be good, the accompli-h- ' be ascertained by exammatwn. After entrance,
STAGE III.
(64.)
I ment of It will not be possible (Ii.)
It may, m relation to an mdeflmte number of
IV. Utility
not sufficiently
general;
I
"D 15regarll
.1
.
branches of instruction,
and to an mdefimte
viz. as being Imuted to particular
ranks
Sh own t 0 cIa'SSlcaI IearnIng,
1 h
.
.
I and other polite accomphshmsnt-,
(Ia.)
amo~nt III eac I, appen to It to receive in1. Mmmg. (65.)
or professions.
(96. )
'.
crease from sources external to the school. But
2. Geognosy or Geology. (66.)
3. Superficiahty
of the OC' anvJ'Us cl1 m crease (Ih e woe
h I b em g casual)
_ h
b and confusednesl
3. Land-Surveying and Measuring.
(67.)
$i" In the instance of each branch, indicaconceptions t as 0 tamable.
(I~)
, no account can, to any such purpose as that of
4. Architecture.
(68.)
I 8C h oo I mstruction,
non is given of the ground or grounds of
. 4 . U ppi- Imess a pro b a bl e resu Itot f h e did
IS-, mo Ifying t I ie course of the
5. Husbandry (mcludmg Theory of Vegeta- I
ImUS"lOn, hy the numerals
prefixed as
tincnons thu- obtained.
('20)
: be taken.
The absence o~ all such mcr~ase IS, bon and Gardemng.)
(69)
above.
; therefore, the only supposinon upon which any
6 Physical Economics, i e Mechanics and
RELATIOX~
arrangement can be built,
Chemistry, applied to domestic management
1. GYMXASTlCEXERCISES. (9i.)
and the other common purpose; of life, (iU)
of the proposed,. to the existing g-reat
i. Geography continued.
I Dancing. 1.
: schools, unrversrties, and other Didactic
8. Geometry contmued.
'2 Ridmg (the Great Horse.)
I. III.
IXTROD"L'CTORY,
Preparatory,
or
'instItution&.
(21.)
9. HIstory contmued.
3 Fencing. I. III. IV.
Elementary
STAGE.
(35.)
10. BIOgraphy contmued.
4. Mihtary Exercise, (98)
I.
11. Appropriate Drawmg contmued.
OB5TACLE, and EXCOl:RAGE}IEXTS. ( 22.)
12
Grammatical
Exercises,
applied
as
above,
I. Rcadmg (taught by writmg )
II. From Learnina, in this or that parII. FIXE ARTS.
continued,
ticular SlUPE, and more especialh) from the
2 Wntmg,
ADYl:R,E PRI:JTDICES obviated.
5. (I Music. I. II.
proposed course of IXTELLECTL\L !xSTRl:C- ,
&. )::!. Painting,
I IY.
3. Common Arithmetic.
1. Novelry of the plan
('23.)
t, J 3. Sculpture. 1. IV.
TI~
I 2. Abstruseness of the subjects, (::!.i.)
ST.W';; IV.
A nd see Stage I.
U. t 4 Engraving.
I. IV.
I. Multitude and extent of the branches of I
usetul skill and kllOlcledpr the possesston of I GE:-IER.UCoXCLl'DnmOBbERvATIOX;'. (2':;.)
III. ApI'LICATIOX~ of MECHANICS and
:S ~ ~
1. Physiology.
(i2)
which I' promised by this system, and at an I'
STAGE I.
;:;!1{!N
2. Anatomy.
(73.)
CHDIISTTIY.
early age
(4)
:; ~ :: ::
3. Pathology.
(i 4 )
2 Increased chance of lIghting upon pur- I
GROr~DS
OF PRIORITY.
Gunnery
I. II. IY.
,
'"
4.
Nosology.
(~5)
suits and employments most SUItable to the i
•
.'
9. ~ 2.
1. Fortification.
10.
I IY.
)1!i neralog'(·3··()36.) exhitblte~ imn'lthaer
5. Dietetics,
(i6.)
powers and mclmations of the youthful nund, ' Or Circumstances,
on which, as between
t
~ >0 any.
,I.
mos
ra II
.. ~ c 0
6. Materia Medica. (i7)
II. 3. Navigation
I. IV.
III every iudividual
case. (5)
lone
subject of intellectual instruction
13. Zoology. (38.)
pomts of view,
~ ':"2]1
7. Prophylactics.
(i8.)
12. 4. Art of War.
I. III. n.
(99.)
3 General strength of mind derivable from
and another,
the ORDER of PRIORITY
4. Geography (39) (the fam.har part.)
~
8. Therapeutics (79.) at large
that multuudo anti extent of the branches of
.
I . 1 th
t d
t
1
5. Geometry (40) (the defimtions explained
c: ~"'l! 9. Surgery, i. e. Mechanical TheraIV. BELLES LETTRES.
knowledge included III this course of mstrucIII W 11C 1
ey are mos a van ageous y
by diagrams or models.)
~
peutics. (80.)
non. (6)
taught, depends.
13.
(
1
LIterary
Composition at large. (III )
6. Hi-torieal Chronology.
(41)
~"S= 11 I 10. Zohygiantics,
i. e. Physiology,
4 Comrnumcanon of mental strength con14. ) 2. Poetical Composition.
III.
i. Biograplncal Chronclogy. (42)
'I
c; 1:: gr.1)
&c. applied to the mferror
sidered III I\'<applrcation to the business cho-en ,
1. On the part of the mmd, the relative
8 AppropnateDrawmg.
(43.)
~~-~
animals.
(81.)
I 15 J 3. Rhetorical CompOSItIOn. III.
hy ear h puprl, whatever that business may be. : degree of PREP...RED"ESS, WIth relation to the
16. t 4. Crrticrsm. III.
11. Phthisozoics, the art of destruction, ap(7)
" subject and mode of instruction III question.
, plied to noxious animals.
(82.)
5 Gmng to the youthful mmd habits of
2. The natural pleasautnas (26.) of the
V. MORAL ARTS and SCIENCES.
12. Geography contmued.
order applicable to the most fannhar, as well subject,
STAGE II.
13. Geometry continued.
Ii. (1. DIVInity. II. III.
a' to the highest purpose': good order, t.he
3. The artificial pleasantness (27.) given to
14. History continued.
18'12.
Private EthICS or Morals (controgreat source of mternal tranquilhty, and Ill- the subject or mode of instruction
15. BIOgraphy contmued.
I. )lECHA~ICS at large.
verted pomts.)
II. III.
(100)
<trument
of good management.
See Sta:I' V.'
.
16. Appropriate Drawmg continued.
19.
3. Law (Nanonal.)
!II.
(H)
17.
Grammatical
Exercises
contmued.
I 1 Mechanics m the linnted sense of
20. ,4. Internanonal Law. Ill. IY.
G. Possession of sources of comfort in va- OBSERVATION,as to relativePREPARED~ESS.
I the word.
(44)
21. [5. Art and SCIence of Legtslation In
rious shapes, and security agamst discomfort
2. Hydrostatics.
(45.)
general.
III. IV
~I~Iya::I~ui\~~apes. See, 'II particular, Stages ;
I. Circumstances
ott whiclt
suclt PRE3. Hydraulics.
(46)
22. ,G. Pohncal Economy.
III. IV.
STAGE V.
4.
Mechanical
Pneumancs.
(4i.)
i Security of life, as well as health: that
PAREDXESSdepends.
5. Acoustics. (48.)
VI. ALL-DIRECTING ART and SCIEXCE.
6. OptICS. (49.)
~;;;'~;~, :a~~:~~;r:'hIc,~,p~S~~~,? It~~ng as com- : pa;~d Cf~it~:I~I::cee~t!~dt~:~ :~~~:::e~~ro~:~:
>='
I
~ {
1. Geometry (84.) (with demonstra23. Logie (by some called Metaphysics.)
fJ Security afforded against groundless ter(2B)
..
tions.)
~~
2. ArIthmetic
(85.)
(the higher
III.
rors, mischievous impostures, and self-dclu2 Concrete, than abstract ones. (29.)
~
II. CHEMISTRY (50.) at large; in~branches.)
N. B.-In regard to several of the branches
sions. S." i'ita,7,'s II. III. and IV. (9)
3. Ideas find the mind the earlier prepared
~'du(ling
Chemical Pneumatics.
~
3.
Algebra
(86.)
in
this
list,
the proposition by which the omiso Secunng an unexampled choice of wellfor their reception, I the less they have in
;:; J
4. Uranological Geography.
(87.)
sion is prescribed, as likewise the Ground on
informed companion, through hfe, (10)
them of an ill' -rporeal nature, 2. the less ex~
i. Mineral Chemistry. (.SI.)
5. Uranological Chronology.
(88)
which It is prescribed, may, in some way or
II) Affordlllg to parents a more than ordi- tel/sire, 3. nltm, "oU8. 4. 'I'flrwus, and 5. complex
" i
8. Vegetable Chemistry. (52.)
6. HIstory continued.
other, be found susceptible of modiflcatron.
nary relief from the labour, anxiety, and ex- or complicated (30.) they are; and the less
~'
9. Animal Chemistry
(53.)
i. Biography contmued.
But whatever may, In this or that instance, be
pen-e of time necessary to personal inspection,
they include of what belongs to the relation
Z II I O. ~Ieteorology.
(54)
(I I )
8. Appropriate Drawing continued.
thought of the jillzng up, the scheme of the
II. "Unexampled cheapness of the mstrucbetween cause and effect. (31)
9. Grammatical Exercises contmued.
outlme may, it IS hoped, be found to have its
tion, III proporuon to its value, (1'2.)
III. Subjects
belonging
to Che10. Technology, or Arts and Manufactures
use.
12. Least generally useful branches last au-,
II. Circumstances,
on uhich. sucl: PREmistry and Mechanics jointly,
in general.
(89.)
.... It IS supposed that few, if any, existing
11. Book-keeping at large; i. e. the art of branches of Art or Science can be found,
mnu-terod ; and thence, m case of necessity, : PAREDXE..,Sdoes not depend.
onns-rble With least loss. (l:i)
11. Magnetism,
(55.)
Regtstration or Recordation.
(90.)
which are not mcluded in one or other of the
13. ~ eed and practice of corporeal punish- i
I. The nam" more or less famihar or ab12. Commercial Book-keeping.
(91.)
Denominations inserted in this Table. In so
12. Electncrty,
(.16.)
mer.t <upcr-eded : thence roaster- preserved ' struse, of the art or sCIence(32) under which
13 Galvanism.
(57.)
13. Note-taking (92.) apphed to Recapitufar as this is the case, it may, m some m.eafrom the gUIlt and reproach of cruelty and Ill- : the particular subject or object in question has II
14. Bahstrcs. (58.)
latory Lectures, on such of the above branches
sure, serve the purpose of an Encyciopa:du:al
jusuce
(14)
I been ranked.
(59.)
15. Geography continued.
as admit and require it.
sketch.
,

I,

included

I

,

THE

ADVANTAGES.

bis ea.reer, tbe man of bereditary
opulence
stands exposed througbout
tbe whole course
of it. It is the endemical disease that hovers
over the couch of him whose mind, though
encompassed with the elements of felicity in
the richest profusion, allows them, by neglecting them, to play a comparatively
passive
part.
From uneasmess of this sort, the mind
of him who has cultivated no more than a
single branch of art or science, possesses a
rarely insufficient policy of insurance.
How
much more complete the security of him who
possesses in his own mind a richly stocked and
variegated garden of art and science!
Of the value of this kind of advantage, a
more striking
and mstructrve
example
is
scarcely to be found than that which is afforded
by the case of 1\1r Beardmore, as reported in
the Obituary of the" Gentleman's Magazine"
for February
1814. "DIed,
Feb. 13, of a
gradual dechne, after having passed his grand:
chmaeteric with less visitation from indisposition of mind or body than happens to mankind in general, at his house in Owen's Row,
Ishngton ; calm from philosophical consideranons, and resigned
upon truly
Christian
principles;
beloved, esteemed, and regretted
by all who knew his worth, John Beardmore,
Esq., formerly of the great porter-brewing
firm
of Calvert and Co., in Redcross Street, London.
A stronger evidence of the fallaciousness
of
human JOYS, and of the advantages resulting
from honest employment,
can scarcely be
pointed ont than the life, the illness, and the
death of this good man exhibited.
Mr Beardmore was born in dependent
circumstances,
and of humble parentage,
in the country.
His constitution.naturally
sound, was hardened
by exercise ; his frame of body, naturally athletic, was braced by temperance;
his mind,
naturally
capacious, owed little to regular
education.
The theatre of life was his school
and university, and in it he passed through all
his degrees WIth increasing
honours.
For
many years after his residence in London, 1I-1r
Beardmore acted as a clerk in the brewery in
which he finally became a distingnished partnero 'When It was deemed proper to transfer
the concern from Redcross Street, and to consolidate it with that III Campion Lane, Upper
Thames
Street,
Mr Beardmore
withdrew
himself entirely from business, and retired to
one of the houses which his brother '" ilham
had left him at Islington, by will at his decease,
some years before.
From inchnation active,
and from habit indefatigably
industrious,
he
had hitherto commanded such an exuberant
flow of good spirits as made him the object of
general remark among friends, whom his kindness and vivacity delighted.
Early rising
contributed much to the support of this happy
and equable temperament.
He preserved a
memory richly stored with pleasant anecdotes,
sprightly remarks, and useful information on
a great variety of topics, derived not from
boob, but from hvmg studies.
He had uc-
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quired also a lively, popular fuility of smging
easy songs, to which a tuneful voice gave
tolerable execution.
For dull sedentary investigations of abstract science ; for plodding
mechanical, uninterrupted
pursuits of didactic
instruction,
classical learning, or moral and
theological knowledge, the gay, the heartsome
John Beardmore, felt no WIsh, and avowed no
relish.
He was, as he often proudly declared,
a' true-born Englishman,'
Humane by natural feelings, and charitable by a sense of
religious duty, he passed through a life of
honourable toil in business with an easy mind,
with a light heart, and with an unsullied
reputation.
From the fatal hour in which he
quitted business, however, he grew insensibly
more and more the victim of listlessness and
ennui,
With high animal spirits;
with a
I mind
still active, and a body still robust;
I with confirmed
health, independent
property,
an amiable wife, a plentiful table, and a social
. neighbourhood,
Mr Beardmore was no longer
: ' at home' in his OWl! house.
The mainspring
I of action was now stopped. In all his pleai sures, in all his engagements,
for the day, for
the week, or for the month, he was conscious
. of a vacuum, that, alas! hIS want of intellecI tual resources
rendered rum utterly unable to
\ supply; he experienced now, perhaps for the
I first time, that
intolerable ta'dium rita', which,
hke hope deferred, 'maketh
the heart SIck.'
I The
result is soon told. Long did he bear up
. against the clouds that obscured hIS httle
:,horizon of domestic repose; at times, indeed,
i transient flashes of cheerfulness still gleamed
: athwart the gathering gloom; but the intervals
i between these bright seasons grew longer, and
: even their short duration lessened.
\\, ant of
\ customary application brought on relaxation
I of activity;
want of exercise brought on Iangour of body and depression of spirits; a train
of evils ensued, comprising loss of appetite,
nervous affections, debility mental and corporeal, despondency, sleeplessness, decay of nature, difficulty of respiration, weariness, pain
and death."
.Adrontage Third Security against inordinate sensuahty,
and Its mischievous eonsequences.
('2.) Against the pleasures of sense, over and
above such objections as are in some cases
drawn from the topic of religion, there are
these grand heads of objection, that in the
pursuit they are apt to lead into courses injurious to others, and, by the obstruction they
occasion to necessary business, as well as by
the loss of reputation. to a man's self, and that,
through satiety, the consequence of full indulgence in them, they are apt to end in ennUIa pain for which they have left no cure. Not
in any degree to dnnmish, but to increase to
the utmost, the sum of innoxious enjoyment,
is the object of this system.
But, to secure
that increase, It is necessary to render men
duly sensible of the value, and to engage them
I III the steady pursuit of those perennial spnngs
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of enjoyment which are the more productive
the more copiously they are drawn upon, in
preference to those which, m proportion as they
are drawn upon to excess, yield in the shape
of ennui, at the least, if not in still more affhcting shapes, pain and grief instead of the expected pleasure.
When it is by the apprehension of future
evil that men are turned aside from the pursuit
of present pleasure, the sacrifice. however
prudent and even necessary, IS still not the
less a painful one. But, when it is by the
expectation of still greater pleasure, whether
near or more or less remote, that the diversion
is occasioned, pain is not produced in any
shape; the profit made is made without sacriflee, and the transmon IS only from a less to a
greater pleasure.
But, the greater the variety
of the shapes in which pleasures of an intellectual nature are made to present themselves to
view, and consequently the greater the degree
of success and perfection With which the mind
is prepared for the receptron of intellectual
pleasures, the greater the chance afforded of
security from the pams by which sensual pleasures are encompassed, and the more advantageous the terms on which the purchase of
that security IS effected.
.Adrautaqc Fourth . Security against idleness and consequent mischievousness.
(:~.) The connexron between mental vacuity
and miscluevousness is not as obvious as that
between mental vacuity and sensuality ; but
It is not less natural and indisputable,
The notion which ascribes to inanimate
nature the abhorrence of a vacuum, has been
long spoken of as an ungrounded and wlnmsical conceit; had the notion been confined to
human nature, It would not have been equally
open to dispute.
A mind completely vacant, if any such there
be, IS a mind in which there exists neither
pleasure nor pam. nor any expectation of
either.
But, scarcely has such a state of mind
time to take place, when It IS succeeded by
ennui.
EnnUI. It has been shown, IS a state
of pam; and from pain m this shape, as from
pam in every other shape, man seeks deliverance,
That deliverance is attempted
no
otherwise than by the attempt to fill the
vacuity With pleasures.
The pleasures thereupon sought, consist in the gratification
afforded to one or other of these appetites,
namely, the self-regardmg, the social, or the
drssocial.
To the self-regardmg belong. as
has been shown, sensuahty.
From gratification afforded to the social affection, not evil
but good would be the result; but unfortunately, this result, in whatsoever degree heneficial, is of all of these the least natural.
There
remains only the dissocial class of affecnons.
In human beings in general, and in human
beings during the age of childhood in particular, what is called nuschief, springs commonly
either from curiosity, or love of sport; and III
particular, that sort of sport, that pleasure of
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the imagination, of which in virtue of its
novelty, whatever appears new, and affords in
any shape, how indeterminate soever, the prospect of pleasure, is the natural source.
From this source it is, that mischief in the
case of children, IS most apt to spring.
The
other source is the dissocial affection, ill Will
or malevolence.
Where love of sport 18 the
source of action, the suffering which happens
to be produced, is rather an accidental effect
than a result aimed at ; if it be among the
results aimed at, the source of the action is
not so much love of sport as malevolence.
What renders the love of sport dangerous,
when not tempered or directed by that prudence
or benevolence which is necessary to restrain It
from seeking its gratification in actions productive of suffenng, is that the love of sport
exists at all times, and waits not for accident
to call it forth; whereas, malevolence scarcely
ever has place, unless excited by some partrcular incident havmg the effect of a provocation. A disposition to seek in the destruction
of a house by fire, a gratificatiou for revenge,
is highly dangerous;
but a disposition tu
seek m that same source, a granficanon for
the mere love of sport, unmixed With any
portion of revenge or anger. IS stillmore dangerous.
From the former, no person has any
thing to fear, excepting the comparatively
small number of persons who have happened,
by means of some special cause of displeasure,
to have excited III the mind of the indrvidual
in question, the appetite of III wrll ; whereas
from the incendiary, who has been rendered
such by the mere love of sport, every person
has equally cause for fear who has property
that stands equally exposed to destruction
from fire.
If in any respect a disposition to sportive
mischief is less formidable than a disposinon
to mahcious mischief, It IS because, in the fir.t
place, in the love of sport the paSSIOn is not
near as strong as in the other rase; and,
secondly, because it is equally capable of
finding gratification in results that are una ttended With mischief; while the strength of
malevolence IS boundless. and nothmg but the
production of suffering can afford It grauficanon,
Thus it is, that wee <h.of all sorts, even the
most poisonous, are the natural produce of the
vacant mmd,
For the exclusion of these
weeds, no species of husbandry is so effectual,
as the fillmg the SOIl With flowers, such as the
particular nature of the soil is best adapted to
produce.
What those flowers are can only be
known from experiment;
and the greater the
variety that can be introduced, the greater the
chance that the experiment Will be attended
with success.
.Adtantaqe
Fifth:
Security for admission
into, and agreeable intercourse With, good
company, i. 1'., company III or from whu-h,
present and harmless pleasure, or future profit
or security, 01 both, may be obt.nued.
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II. Adrontages deriroble from Learning in will be contributory, by the whole amount of
thu or thai particular lkape, and 'IlWrees- the difference in point of variety and extent of
pecia1ly from the proposed Course of INTEL- instruction, which the lot of the pupil will
LECTUALINSTRUCTION.
exhibit, compared with what would have been
It may be of use to bring together, under
his lot, had his qualities been improved by no
one view, the advantageous
results of which
better culture than such as an ordinary school,
the proposed scheme of instruction seems to conducted
under the existing
system, can
afford a promise; after that, an examination
afford,or, what is but too common, been suffered
will be made of such objections as seem most to remain in a state of utter neglect up to the
likely to be opposed to it; answers will be age of about fourteen-the
age at which apprensubjoined, which will show that these objectieeship usually commences, and at which the
tions are either inapplicable or inconclusive;
course of instruction here proposed Will have
and III addition, some circumstances
will be been gone through.
stated servmg to fortify the confidence with
Ad:rantage Third: General strength of
which the managers look forward to the accommind derivable from that multitude and explishment of the proposed objects, as well in tent of the branches of knowledge included in
regard to the efficiency of instruction as to the this course of instrucnon.
rate of progress.
(6.) If the objects presented in this course of
Admntaqe First : Multitude and extent of instruction to the youthful mind, had no conthe branches of useful skill and knowledge,
nexion WIth each other, no such beneficial
the possession of which is promised by this result as that which is here announced could
system, and at an early age.
be expected.
But amongst those objects,
(4.) As to the multitude of the branches of natural principles of order have place, and to
useful instruction promised by this system, and apply those prmciples to the best advantage,
the extent which they cover m the field of I Will be the constant aim of the whole system
knowledge, these are points not exposed to from the begmning to the end. Every part
doubt.
Of this extent, the conception f~ed
having a natural connexion With every other,
will be more and more correct and complete,
and every favourable occasion being embraced
the more closely the subject is exammed.
for bringing that connexion into View, every
Whether with reference to the field of knowobject will, by virtue of the principle of assoledge considered by itself, or With reference
oration, as often as It is presented, contribute
to whatsoever has hitherto been either executed
more or less to fix every other in the memory,
or attempted
at the most approved estabhshand thus to render the conception entertained
ments, even in those in which the tune allotted
of It 80 much the clearer.
At the first stage,
to mstruction has no assigned hmits, it will sensation and memory being the only faculties
not be easy to find an example in which the called directly into exercise, the eonception
quantity of useful knowledge, here proposed I may be expected to be proportionally
faint
to be administered,
has been equalled.
Still, and indistinct,
But at each succeeding stage,
less when consideration
is had of the age,: not only will sensation and memory be applied
namely, fourteen years and no more, at which; to the subject matter, but the Judgment 11'111
this mass of instruction is proposed to han'
be applied to the observation of the points of
been administered, and expected to have been i agreement and diversrty.
In the first stage,
admuustered
with good fruit.
i the object 11'111 be exhibited in an isolated and
In relation
to these points, whatsoever I quiescent state.
At the succeeding stages, the
opposition
the system may be destined
to; same objects will be exhibited as parts of a
experience,
will assuredly be built on very; moving scene, acting one upon another.
different grounds.
The promise (It Will be i
Adrantagc Fourth: Communication of mensaid) is too great to be accomphshed ; or sup- , tal strength considered in its apphcation to
posing It accomphshed,
more evil Will be : the business chosen by each pupil, whatever
produced in other shapes, than good in the that business may be.
shape of knowledge.
Under the head of
(i.) Strengthened to so many comparatively
objections obviated, an answer WIll be given
arduous purposes, the mmd of the pupil cannot
to both these surmises.
be otherwise than strengthened to the purpose
.Adtaniaqe Second : Increased chance of of the comparatively
easy occupation, be it
lightmg upon pursuits and employments most what it may, to which it is to apply Itself With
suitable to the powers and inclinations of the a view to obtain a livelihood.
Between two
youthful mind 11l every individual case.
minds equal by nature, the strength at each
(5.) "Ah, what talents!
Ah, what capaperiod of their growth, will be 11l proportion
bilities ! Had but the opportunities and assis- to the variety and extent of the ideas with
tances necessary to the development of them,
which they have been impressed;
and III this
and turning them to account, fallen in his Circumstance, may be seen the only cause of
way."
Under the existing system,lamentawhatsoever
difference there is between the
tI011S to this effect are perhaps not much less mind of a well educated youth under the existreasonable and well grounded than they are ing systems of educatron, and the mind of the
frequent.
To obviate this cause of regret,
Esquimaux, or the New Zealand savage at the
nothing is more manifest than tha.t this system
same age.
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From the immaturity and weakness exhi- have fallen under the observation of several of
bited by the minds of most children, under the the proposed managers,
present mode of culture, it would be wholly
.Ad'cantage Fifth: Giving to the youthful
unjust to infer, that the imperfections would mind habits of order applicable to the most
be Similar under a system of culture, raised to familiar, as well as to the highest, purposes:
that degree of improvement of which the good order, the great source of internal tranhuman mind is capable. At present, the term quillity and instrument of good management.
of childhood is protracted, and the growth of (See Stage V.)
the mind is retarded to an inordinate degree,
(8.) In as far as the names of species, the
by the state of inanimation in wluch it is kept. names of the genera in which they are comTo the body, exercise of some sort, however pnsed, and of the orders and classes (or by
childish, is necessary; not merely with a view whatsoever sets of names rising one above
to present comfort and that sort of general another in the scale of comprehensivenessthe
fehcity which is termed good spirits, but with several groups of objects have been designated)
a view to future health and VIgour. On the are brought under review, in conjunctionWith
contrary, to the mmd, even from the earhest natural history, a lesson III one of the most
period at which ideas begin to be received useful branches of logic, VIZ.,the art of classifrom surrounding objects, It is neither neces- fication will have been admmistered-adminsary nor useful in any way, that either the istered insensibly and without parade, but not
eouversation, or the objects which that con- the less effectually-and this Without any
versation takes for It, subjects, should be of additional time or trouble on the part of either
the cast commonly called childish; because, teacher or learner.
under the present system, children can have
In this way, and by this means, a foundaaccess to nothmg better. When due attention tion WIll be laid, and even at this early age,
is paid to adaptmg to the state of the youthful the mmd insensibly prepared for the reception
mmd the objects which, for the sake of iustruc- of a science destined for a superior stage, as
tion, are presented to it, the differencebetween being of the number of those for the attainplay and study IS but nommal. Every task ment of which the exercise of a faculty of a.
may be converted into play, if the task- higher order, the judgment, is necessary, viz.,
master be but properly acquainted With his chemistry-a science in which more use is
business.
made of'arrangement, and m which more imThat the minds of children, down to so late portanee is attached to that operation, than in
a period, contmue in the sort of childish state, anv other.
which at present IS so general, is but the
'When once formed, the habit of and the
natural and necessary consequenceof the sort disposition to order, to whatsoever subjects it
of occupation,or no occupatron, WhIChthey are may have been first applied, IS so easily and
left to find out for themselves, or to which readily transferred to any and to every other,
they are put, and of the conversation WIth that It ought not to be matter of surprise,
which they are surrounded: occupation put should the assertion be advanced, that by the
into their hands Withno higher VIewthan that habit thus Implanted at the very openmg of
of keeping them for the moment from being life, a man will findhimself so much the better
miscluevous or troublesome: conversation durmg the whole course down to the very
composedof the prattling of Ignorant persons close of it ; and that, by what is thus gamed
of both sexes in the condition of servants. at the day-school, the state of the house and
In the existing state of things, tlus utter family, whatever it may come to be, and the
absence of improving intercourse, coupled fre- state of the shop, the counting-house, and the
qnently With the abundance of corruptive profession, whatever they may come to be,
intercourse; this hapless condition, though in will, to a greater or less degree, be sure of
every instance a misfortune, is scarcely III any bemg rendered better than they would otherinstance a fault. The time of both parents IS wise have been.
engrossed by the necessary business of the
Ad'rantage Sixth Possession of sources of
family, added to that of the shop, the counting- comfort in various shapes, and security against
house, or the profession. The children, mean- discomfort m various shapes, (See, in parntime, are left almost entirely to themselves, cular, Stages III. and IV.) Table 1. (5.)
and to one another, under the casual lnspection
.Adrontage Setenth , Security oflife, as well
of a female servant.
as health-that blessing, without which no
By the proposed plan of Instruction, the such thing as comfort can have place. (See
young mind Will,for the greater part of the Stage IV.) Table I. (6.)
day, be rescued out of such hands.
.Admntage Elghtlr , Security affordedagainst
Children, in whose mmds, and thence in groundless terrors, nuscluevous Imposture"
whose conversation, from the earhest dawn of and self-delusions.
reason, nothing of what IS commonly under(9.) Numberless are the mischievous delustood as childish has had place, and on whose sions to which a man I~exposed by ignorance,
countenancesall the time scarcely a cloud has against which knowledge presents the only
been visible; children not less replete with preservative.
vigour and felicity than Withuseful knowledge ] Of thebe doluuons some operate to the pre-
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judice of the person himself, others to the
prejudice of persons in general, to an extent
to which there are no limits but those by
which this power of doing mischief IS circumscribed.
Examples.-Delusion
1. Hopes of profit, in
a mechanical establishment, from discovery of
a practically applicable perpetual
motion:
PreBerMtiu-Acquaintance
with the principies of mechanics. (See Stage II.)-Delusion
2.
Hopes of profit, from discovery of what has
been called the philosopher's stone: and thereby
that of she art of convertmg less rare and
costly metals into gold: Preserrotire-Acquaintance with the mmeralogical branch of
chemistry: (See Stage II.)-Delusion
3. Hope.
of extravagant profit, from manures, the composition of which is kept secret: Preeerraure=Acquaintance with thetheoryof ugetation. (See
Stage 1IJ.)-Delusion
4. Hopes of profit to
health, by the use of medicaments, or modes of
medical treatment, to which no such virtue as
is believed or pretended to be believed, is
attached:
as m the case of Ilntmal magnetism,
tractorism, &c. &c., and of medicaments m
vast variety, prepared without sufficient acquaintance With, or attention to, the branches
of art and science subservient to Hyoiantu;s·
Preserratire-Acquamtance
With those several
branches of art and science, (See Stage IV.)Delunon 5. Hopes and fears, derived from a
supposed connexron, between the distant celestial bodies on the one part, and the well or
ill being, of particular
individuals among
mankind, on the other part: Preserraure=Acquaintance with U ranoloqy, more frequently
termed AstrCfnomy. (See Stage V.)-6. Fears,
derived from the opinion of the existenceand occasional operation or appearance-e-of
Ghosts. Vampire<1, V tsible Deed», lVitches. and!
unembodied beings, of various sorts, actuated
by the desrr e, and endued WIth the power, of
doing mischief to mankmd:
Preserraure=On the one hand, acquaintance With ]I.-atural
Philosophy in general (see Stages II. III. IV.
V.,) i. c. With the means by which, and the
manner in which, effects beneficial and pernicious to mankind are really produced:
on
theotherhand,inthenatureofhumantestimonp,
in the imperfections of which, delusive notions
sometimes find their channel, and sometimes
have had their E071rC<' in that propensity to
be deceived, whrch is in the inverse ratio of
the progress of true knowledge, and m that,
propensity to deceive others, which is III the:
inverse ratio of the progress of true morality:
of these propensities, it IS by History and Biography that the exemplifications, and thence
the proofs, are furnished.
In so far as It is
from Natural Philosophy. that the preservative:
IS derived,
it belongs beyond doubt to the
Ckrestomatkic course: ill so far as it is from
the principles of Eridencc, and thence from'
Hi6tory and BiOflTaphy, the investigation and
application of the remedy will. probably.
according to general opmion, be regarded as
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belonging to a maturer and self-instructing
time of life. For, on this head, the correct.
ness, of whatsoever notrons may come to be
entertained, will depend-not,
as in the case
of Natural Philosophy, in a principal measure
on the senses and the memory, but in a much
greater degree upon the judgment or judicial
faculty;
and that, too, actmg in each instance
under the necessity of including, in the grounds
of its decisions, collections of particulars,
ample in extent multitude and variety, taken
conjunctly into consideration,
after havmg
been brought all together into comparison for
the purpose.
In knowledge in general, and in knowledge
belongmg to the physical department in particular, will the vast mass of mischief, of which
perverted religion is the source, find its preventive remedy.
It IS from physical science
alone that a man IS capable of deriving that
mental strength and that well-grounded confidence which renders him proof against so
many groundless terrors flowing from that
prolific source, which, by enabling him to see
how prone to error the mind is on this ground,
and thence how free such error IS from all
moral blame, disposes him to that forbearance
towards supposed error, which men are so
ready to preach and so reluctant to practise.
Adrantage Ninth· Securing an unexampled
choice of well-informed compamons through
hfe.
(10.) Among unfurnished minds, from the
excitements It affords to sensuality, idleness,
, and mischievousness, company, III proportion
to its abundance, ISthe great source of danger:
i hence, in the like proportion, will be the great
i source of security. The greater the multitude
~and variety of the sources of entertamment
opened to his View, the greater is a person's
: chance of findmg those which are suited to his
, taste; the greater the multitude of associates
occupied along With him III seeking entertain~ ment from each source, the stronger his
i assurance of meeting with that social co-opeI ration from which labour receives so much
relief. and pleasure so much increase.
At the end of a !erm of SIXor seven years,
passed in company with so many hundred
: fellow-labourers and coadjutors, m occupauons
for which this scheme of instruction alone
i provides, nothmg but that persevering course
of bad behaviour, against which It afford. a
matchless secunty, can ever leave him at a
loss for company, the agreeableness of which
' has been 80 amply provided for by the magniI tude of the number open to his choice.
i .Adraraaqe Tenth: Affordmg to parents a.
! more than
ordinary reItef from the labour.
anxiety, and expense of time necessary to
i personal inspection.
I
(11) To the class of persons whose calhngs
present an urgent demand for every moment
of their time, during the hours of business, a.
1 temporary neglect of their children, If kept at
' home, is a misfortune, III a great degree,

i
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unavoidable. In this state of things an expedient, not unfrequently resorted to, is that of
sending the cluldren to some day-school,however incompetent to the purpose of instruction,
more for the assurance of keeping them under
inspection, and thence out of harm, than for
the hope of enabling them to make any considerable acquisition t·f useful knowledge. To
all persons thus circumstanced, the particular
value of an institution in wluch so much
positive good is superadded to this sort of
negative accommodation,IStoo obviousto need
any further mention.
AdMntage Elerenth: Unexampled cheapness of the instruction in proportion to Its
value.
(12.) That in proportion to the quantity and
value of the instruction thus proposed to be
administered, the cheapnessis altogether without example, is a position, the truth of wluch
will not admit of a moment's doubt. The
price, say £6 per year for seven years, in all
£42, for instruction in the hst of branches
proposed to be administered!
The cheapness of the price depends upon
and is proportionate to, the quantity and
variety of instruction administered in the
given length of time. In this, If there be any
thing to the proof of which words can be
necessary, or so much as conducive, it is not
to the fact or the degreeofcheapness,supposing
the Service rendered, but to the possibility of
its being rendered, and rendered in so short a
space of time. Of the assumed possibility
and probability, the expected causes are,
therefore, the only objects which, on this
occasion,can require to be brought to view.
These causes may be summed up under the
followmg heads: l. The use made of the
Laneasterian method. 2. The largenessofthe
scale. 3. The care taken to adapt the species
of instruction to the state of the pupil's faculties in respect of maturity.
l. As to the Lancasterian method, the
efficiencyof it is already matter of experience;
experience so well established, that It was the '
very certainty and invariableness of success,
to the extent to which It has hitherto been
applied, that suggested the extended applica- I
tion of It here proposed.
I
2. As to the proposed magnitude of the I
scale, tlus advantage, though in its nature '
distinct from the peculiar method of teaching
in question, is however among the fruits of It.
That method may be used upou the smallest
scale with the advantage peculiar to it ; but
it is only by the combination of expedients
included in this method, that so unexampled
a magnitude could be given to the scale, that
Instruction could be administered to so prodigious a multitude of scholars by the same
person at the same time.
It is by means of the peculiar method of
teaching that the number of scholars capable
of receiving instruction from the same person,
at the same time, is made to receive such
I
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great increase. It is from the ma.gnitude of
the number of the persons receiving instruction,underthe samesystemofsnperintendence,
that the sum required of each is capable of
being to such a degree reduced. Being taught
at one and the same time, by one and the
same person, at one and the same place,
various sources of expense which, on the
existing plans are necessarily multiplied, are
by this plan reduced to one :--one building,
one general superintendent, constantly on the
spot; one apparatus for warming, the same
for lightmg ; one set of Implements employed
as instruments of instruction.
Moreover, many helps to instruction are
easy to be procured; many helps unattainable
otherwise than by that ample contribution,
the burthen of wluch is rendered light by the
multitude of contributors.
Adrontage Tuelfth : Least generally useful
branches last administered, and thence, in
case of necessity, omissiblewith least loss.
(13.) Of this arrangement the great practical
use is, that when either the quantity of money,
or of time to be spared for the purpose of
instruction, is limited, instruction to the
greatest amount, in regard to value, may be
admmistered and received for a given quantity of money and of time; or, what amounts
to the same thmg, instruction of the greatest
value is given at the least expense of money
and time.
The coincidence which it is supposed will
be seen to have place, aud wluch, if It does,
will be acknowledged to be a fortunate one, is,
that for the most part those branches which
are the most useful Will be fount! the easiest
and the pleasantest. 'I'hus->
l. In the last stage of all comes mathematical science by itself. Of this branch considered apart and contradistmgurshed
from
mechanics, the usefulness will be foun-t less
extensive in respect to the number of persons
to whom it can be of any me, and to the common purposes of life, than any other of the
branches of instruction comprehended in this
course. It is accordingly referred to the
last stage; and hence those parents, in whose
estimation the value of the instruction thus
obtainable, will not afford a sufficient compensation for the time and moneythat can be
spared for it, may stop at this point of the
course.
2. In the last stage but one comes Medical
Science by itself: multitude takmg place of
umty no otherwise than by the division of the
one great whole into its componentparts.
In speaking of this branch of knowledge as
of Iess utility than any of those which It IS
proposed should precede it, the opinion thus
expressed is rather the opimon regarded as
likely to be the prevalent one, than an opinion
with which the authors of the plan are themselves Impressed. To the claim it makes to
precedence in competition With mathematical
science,they can give their support with much
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less diffidence. Unless in the case of a person
who, by profession, or in the gratification of a
predominant taste, is devoted to the mathematies, they can affirm, without hesitation, not
only that health and strength themselves are,
in relation to being and well-being, of more
value than abstract ideas of circles, triangles,
squares, or even the highest exemplified or
imaginable orders of curves, but even that the
difference in respect of security that may
reasonably be expected for those blessings, by
means of the proffered instruction, in comparison with the degree of security of which a
man, not designed for the medical profession,
would otherwise be in possession, would, with
a degree of persuasion proportioned
to the
intensity of the attention bestowed npon the
comparison, be found to be possessed of the
alleged superiority in point of substantial
value.
This persuasion would still have place, even
though the portion of time allotted to instruction in this branch of useful knowledge
were accelerated; and in such sort accelerated
that it should be administered antecedeutly to
those portions of Natural History and Natural
Philosophy which respectively contribute to
form its basis. But, forasmuch as these introductory branches are included in the present
plan, were that of medicine, stript of these
supports, taught at an earher stage, some of
those other branches themselves, so constantly
and mdispensably useful, might to some mdividuals be lost. Hence, upon the whole it
was thought best to postpone this branch of
instruction to that stage at which it could be
administered to most advantage.
3. In the third stage, and not before the
above-mentioned two, come ~cllltecture and
Husbandry. Of these two branches of instruction, the utility is too obvious to be in danger
of finding contradiction from any person. To
the purpose of direct a.pplication to practice, the
utility of them, in comparison with that of the
branches which immediately precede them, is in
point of extent, as measured by the relative
number of persons likely to derive from them
any material information, limited and narrow.
Here, then, may be seen a stage at which a
pornon of the whole number of scholars might
in case of pressure, either ill respect of time or
money, make a stand.
4. There remain for consideration the two
first stages; and here it cannot but be confessed, and even professed, that the advantage
stops. Unless it were for innoxious amusement, invigoration, and mental enlargement,
WIthout the second stage of instruction, whatsoever is contained In the first would, comparatively speaking at least, not to say absolutely,
be of little value. It is chiefly for the sake
of the second, and to serve for introduction to
the second, and this at a. time when the
juvenile mind would not be ripe enongh for
the reception of the second, that the first stage
is received Into the course.
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With regard to what is here said on the
subject of eventual premature departure, the
persuasion entertained by the authors of this
plan, would be very much misconceived, if the
supposition were, that in their opinion any
thing less than irresistible necessity could
serve as a sufficient warrant for any such
relinquishment,
By thus qurtting' the course
at the commencement of a posterior stage, the
I08S which the scholar would sustain would be
not ouly the whole of the instruction comprehended in that stage, but a portion more or
less considerable of the mass of instruction
comprehended in the several preceding stages.
For, that nothing which has once been gained
be lost, one of the fundamental maxims of this
institutron is, that whatsoever thread of Instrucnon has once been begun upon, should be
carried on to the very end. In a great measure, this, the chain whereby in the proposed
course, the several branches of instruction are
linked together, will suffice for the purpose of
thia unremitting continuance; and when this
natural means fails, care is intended to be
taken for supplying the deficiency by repetitiona and re-exhibrtions made for this express
purpose.
Adrontage Thirteenth: Need and practice
of corporeal punishment superseded; thence
masters preserved from the guilt and reproach
of cruelty and mjustice.
(14.) In regard to this advantage, the assuri ance of success stands on firmer ground than
i In the Instance of any of the precedmg advantages,-that of direct experience, as exlubited
In the Improved system of education under
both Its modifications, viz., in the one pursued
by the Rev. Dr Bell, and in that pursued by
Mr Lancaster. It belongs not, therefore, to
the addrtional story here proposed to be erected
on that fabric, In contradistmction
to the
original buildmg ; but to the whol e structure
together, in contradistinction to the unimproved
methods followed in schools in general.
In no school conducted upon erther ofthose
plans, is any use made of corporeally affiictlve
punishment in any form, and in particular In
that of flogging. In the Lancasterian mode,
It cannot be said, that, on the occasion of
punishment, the person remains in every mstance, altogether unafHicted. But, m whatsoever shape punishment is applied to any part
of the body, no bodily pain IS produced; of
the suffering, such as it IS, the seat IS not in
the body but in the mind.
Under the Lancasterian mode, the severest
punishment ever known to be inflicted IS,if
it can with any propriety be termed a corporeal punishment, at any rate of this mild and
innoxious nature; and in Dr Bell's, nothing,
it should seem, that can In any way be termed
corporeal punishment, has ever been in use.
On this occasion, a singular contrast presents
itself to view. Durmg their non-age, the
children of the very lowest ranks in society,
are in a way to be liberated, and in no incon-

I
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siderable number, have actually been liberated
Admntage Fifteenth: Enlargement given to
from a species of affiiction and debasement to each scholar's field of occupation.
which the very highest remain
subjected.
(16.) The more things he is more or less
Under the present plan, the exemption will,
acquainted with, the more things he is :fit for,
at any rate, be extended to the middle ranks;
and the better chance he has acquired of
and the highest may have the benefit of it if meeting with some occupation, (pecuniarythey please.
It is a questron not unworthy
profit-yielding or not,) according to his condithe consideration of mothers, even in the highest
tion, which shall be at once within his power,
rank, whether they will have their sons taught
and suited to his taste.
a smattering of Latin and Greek by tasks and
Hogging at Eton, Winchester,
and the Royal
School at Westminster,
or in the way of pasOBJECTIONS ANSWERED.
time (without flogging) at the Chrestomathic
Having considered the advantages promised
School, within view of the august royal one.
by the proposed course of Intellectual
InstrucIn this aspect may be seen another advantion, it may be of use now to consider the
tage which, though to the proposed plan it objections which may be urged against it.
belongs no otherwise than in its character of an
Objection First:
Supposed
impracticabiextension given to the Bell and Lancaster
lity.
Granting your endeavour to be good,
plan, belongs to it not the less unquestionably,
the accomplishment of It Will not be possible.
and that in contradistincnon
to the mode of
(17.) Answer. The experiment being yet to
instruction still pursued in the great aud old make, no answer can be deduced from expertestablished schools.
ence, that is, from direct and identical expertUnder the system of Ho~ging, coupled with
ence.
From analogy must be sought the only
the system of tasking, the flogging applied to ground of assurance of which the nature of the
the enforcement of the task-work, among the case admits.
multitude of offences of which that system is
l. The first ground of assurance is this, viz,
constantly prolific, an incident wlnch can never
That the difficulties attendant on the reception
fail to happen now and then, under the most of the mass of instruction in question, are not
careful and Irreproachable master, and is sure so great as it is natural that to a hasty glance
to happen every now and then under an ordithey should appear to be.
nary master, is an act of punishment which,
One circumstance
by which the difficulty
being by hastiness or wrong inference from the Will be apt to be painted in exaggerated
evidence really undue, is seen by the scholars
colours is, the abstruseness
of the names by
to be so. As often as such an mcident takes
which, III a number of instances, the branches
place, the imputation
of injustice attaches
of art and science are designated.
This objecitself to the character of the master, under
tion, having its root m prejudice, will be conwhose order the punishment
has been in- sideredin the section allotted to the examination
flicted;
and with a degree of strength pro- of opposmg prejudices.
portionate to the severity of the infliction, the
2. Another ground of assurance is constituted
Imputation of cruelty attaches itself to that of by the experienced strength of the newly deinjustice,
vised instrument which Will be employed, viz,
.Adcantaae Fourteenth:
Affording
to the the instrument composed of the helps to infirst race of scholars a mark of particular dis- struction, the assemblage of which constitute»
tmction and recommendation.
the Lancasterian
method.
By this method,
(15.) What, is common to all affords no dis- instrucnon has now, for several years, and With
tinction to any, and accordmgly
the more incontestable success, been adnnmstered
m a
extensive the progress of this system of edu- like Simultaneous manner, to a number of
cation, the less Will be the advantage
it is scholars as great as the number here proposed;
capable of affording in this particular
shape.
indeed greater;
forasmuch as, under the forAt the outset, however, and on the supposition
mer plan, It being intended that of the whole
that III other respects, the prospects held out number, a division should be made for some
by it are found to be realized, this advantage
purposes, it Will seldom happen
that the
cannot but be a very substantial one. Every
instruction
should be administered
to the
case in which, between a scholar of the Chres- whole number at once.
tomathic School, and a scholar of any ordinary
To the branches of art and science here III
school (not to mention a boy who has not been
question, the instrument
m question was not
to any school.) a competition on any grounds
applied on the occasion of the successful exhas taken place, the advantage which wJ!1 be periment ; not to any of them, but, to a specie
possessed by the superiorly-instructed
boy, is of mstruction which, in respect of real drfllsuch, the estimation of which may be safely
culty of reception (prejudice from novelty and
left to anyone whose eyes have glanced over untarmhar names apart) will be found to exceed
the preceding pages.
This advantage,
inse- by far the species of instruction here admimsparably attached to the very nature of the tered at the earliest stage, hy which the youthcase, may be considered as a premium, which
ful mind will be RO effectually prepared for the
in C:1SeSeven of the most moderate degree of reception of ulterior mstrucnou at the several
bUC(,(',S the fir-t comer VI'I1\ be sure to reap.
I ulterior stages,

OBJECTIONS
Notwithstanding
the earliness of the age at
which this instruction is proposed to be coneluded, it may be affirmed with confidence
that, of all the branches of instruction here
proposed to be admmistered, there is not one
the reception of winch will, at the age at which
it is proposed to be admimstered, be attended
With a degree of difficulty as great as that
which attends the reception of the art of reading and writing, at the age at which they are
commonly taught according to the established
practice.
Of all the branches of instruction, with the
exception, perhaps, of mathematics,
which
under the proposed system IS put oft' to the
last stage, that which is composed of the rules
of grammar, especially as applied to a dead
language, will be generally acknowledged to
be the most crabbed and repulsive ; and in
that respect opposed by the hea nest load of
difficulty.
Fortunately,
the applicability
of
this system, with the most complete success,
to the most difficult purpose, i, already put
out of donbt by experience,
Thi« IS proved
indisputably by the testimony of a witness,
whose evidence on this subject, it IS presumed,
everyone
will admit to be deer-ave.
See
Letter of Mr -Iames Gray, Master of the High
School-of Edinburgh.
Appendix, 1'10. III
Objection Second
Disregard shown to classical learnmg, and other polite accomphshments.
(18.) Under the present system.no soouer are
the first difficulties surmounted that stand in
the way of the art of readma, the art of wntllIg a ieglble hand, and the art of vulgar
arithmetic, as comprised 1lI a few of the first
rules, than the scholar ISmore or less instructed
in the rudiment' of the Latm tonaue.
To tlus
accomplishment, a preference i- thus given as
compared WIth all ulterior accomphshments,
Under the proposed system of instruction,
ornamental and respectable as it IS,and necessary as It IS to raise the scholar above the:
imputation of vulgar Ignorance, It IS III a manner put aside, and placed III the back-ground.
.Ansuer : TIle disregard, If any, I, only comparative, not positive.
Considerable will be
the disappointment
of the contrivers of this'
plan, if at the end of the proposed six or seven'
years' course of instruction, conducted upon:
the principles here explan.ed, the proficiency
of the scholar in Latm and Greek, or at least
in one of these languages, WIll not be fonnd to
outstrip, instead of falling short of the ordinary rate.
In as far as this expectation seems to be
verified by experience, this objecnon falls to the;
ground.
But even supposing. that instead of bemg
but comparative, which IS a- much as to oay
not real and effective, It were absolute, the
objection would not, they confess, appear III
their eves a substantial one.
Bv the middle
rank of hfe, for the use elf which 'the proposed
system of instruction IS designed, useful and
Dot merely ornamental instruction is required.
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Except in as far as ornamental is considered
as a species of useful, or a well-grounded acquamtance with his own language IS regarded
as useful, to one in a situation above that of a
man whose subsistence does not depend on
SHere toil or manual labour, no degree of acquamtance With any of the dead languages can
surely be placed to the account of use ,-It cannot, unless in the case where it has been but
the ladder by which the scholar has been conducted to a much higher degree of proficiency,
have contributed many considerable degree to
the furnishing him With the means of securlllg
a more comfortable subsistence, or have furrushed him with the means of mnoxious and
mexpensive entertainment
durmz hi" vacant
hours; whereas the proposed system promises
in an inexhaustible
variety of way', t'J he
subservient to both those incontestably useful
purposes.
For the pnrpose of anyone of the learned
professions, Law, Physic, or Divnuty, no doubt
but that an acquaintance with the dead Ianzuages, meaning the two classical ones of
Latin and Greek, may well lee considered a
matter even of necessitv, much more of simnle
use. But for any youth <lestllled to the exercise of any one ~f 'those elevated professions,
this system of education is not designed : and
III the
instance of any person so destmed,
should the parents condescend to gn'e acceptance to the sort of mstrucnon here proffered,
what remains of the quantity of time at present
allotted to a cour=e of preparauon for the-e
professions, Will afford ample room for additional instructiou 1lI those relatrvelv necessarv
shapes.
.•
Though With a view to the bar or the pulpit,
not to speak of the bed of sickne-s the I""'C-sion of a considerable acquaintance
with the
dead language- rna)', III a general He", be
i considered a, neces-arv, till' necessity, e-pecially If comparison be had With the ") stern to!'
I mstruction
here proposed, WIll hardly l.e re' garded as having place, with relation to a yet
: more exalted thean c. the House of Common-.
, Take two men, one of them capable of rendermg into English WIthout premeditation
(not
perhaps that any such person ever had existcncc,) any sentence whatsoever. in every one
: of the Greek and Latm classics extant. hut
i unacquamted
with any of the branches of art
and science beyond common arithmetic Illi eluded m tlns s~'stelll,-the other acquainted
! With everv one of them, III the decree m which
i an averag-e scholar m.1Ybe generally expected
to be acquamted WIth them, but unable to
render into English any such sentence, which
, of these two men, on the occasion of the ordinary details of parliamentary business, Will be
hkelv to find himself most at home! Without
much danger of contradicuon, the answer may
surely be, he who has passed through the
proposed course of practically useful in-trueuon
The classical scholar may be better
qualified for decorating Ins speech with rheto-
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rical flower s ; but the ehrestomathic scholar,
after a familiar and thorough acquaintance
has been contracted with things, with things
of all sorts, will be, in a much more useful
and efficient way, qualified for the general
course of parliamentary business.
As to the classical authors, Greek and Roman,
to any such purpose as the present, the question is not what they knew, but what, by the
study of them, is at this time of day to be
learnt from them, more than is to be learnt
without reading them. Such is the quesnon,
and the answer is-not
anything.
Among
the branches of art and science included m the
present system of instruction, many there are
of which they had not so much as a suspicion
of their existence.
With no one of them had'
they any degree of acquaintance approaching
to that which IS to be obtained from modern
and Enghsh authors; and If on the part of
any of them, any superior degree of acquamtance really had place, still no need is there of
any acquaintance with the ornrinals ; forasmuch as there IS not one of them of which a
translation mto English Ib not to be found.
Not even for the purpose of history, were that,
comprised Within the present scheme, would
any acquaintance WIth those author; 1lI the
Original bt' of any substantial use; for of the
historians, at any rate, there is not one of
which translations into Enghsh arc not to be
found. For the purpose of poetry and oratory
--yes, let it be allowed;
though the most
illustrious of our poets, as well as some of our
most Impressive and efficient speakers, are
known to have been destitute of all classical
learning, except through the medium of translation, and that before any translations that
are now read had come into existence.
Objection Third: Superficiahty and confusedness of the conceptions thus obtainable.
(19.) A smattermgofmany thmgs--a thorough
or useful acquaintance with nothmg, such will
borne regard as the species and degree of instruction afforded, on whom an unfavourable
impression may have been made, by the very
variety of the instruction here proposed to be
communicated.
A1l$1rel''' That in the case of no individual
the result may prove to be of this undesirable
kurd, IS too much to be asserted.
But to any
practical purpose, to any such purpose as that
of determmmg the choice of'parents, as between
the proposed system of instruction, and such
others as would be within their reach, the
question is not, whether mstances may not
occur in which the result would be thus unfavourable, but whether, under the proposed
institution,
the inconvenience in question
seems likely to be greater ltl degree, and of
more frequent occurrence. than III such mstitution as would otherwise be the object of
their choice.
In relation to this head, what is manifest is
that, as antecedently to actual experience,
even 011 the supposition of subsequent success,
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11.ltU1'1' of deruonotratron
call be
delivered, so neither antecedently to expertence, ought anything of that nature to be
demanded.
That under the customary system of instruction such should not unfrequentIy be the effect.
is no more than may be reasonably expected.
Why !
1. Because in preference, if not to the exelUSIOn of things, the subjects of instruction
are words, mere words.
2. Because in as far as things are among
the subjects of instruction, many are talked of,
few, if any, are exhibited and brought under
I the cognisance of sense.
I
3. Because no use is made of those leadmg
principles of order, of which, under the system
here proposed, so much advantage is taken:
the callmg first into exercise the faculties
which are the first to ripen; the proceeding
from the most simple subjects to the more
complex,-that
b, to the more and more complex, in which the more simple are respectively
included; and thence the frequent re-exhibition of the <arne subjects ; While the points of
VJeW
in wlnch they are thus represented on
the different occasions are changed.
The brrugmg so many, and most of them
such widely extending masses of instruction.
WIthin so comparatively small a compass III
I point of time, will be apt to be productive of
a sort of doubt and jealousy which is too
natural and too plausible, and, in a certain
point of view, too well grounded to be suffered
to pass altogether without notice.
Such a
variety and multitude of things crowded together,-and
to attempt to force all these thing»
at once into the minds of such young children!
One thing must drive out another, instead of
their being all of them learnt, at least to any
useful purpose; and what at length may stick,
Will be no better than a coufused hodge-poteh,
composed of odds and ends.
The smaller a man's acquaintance is with
the several subjects of instruction comptehended in the proposed plan, the more formidable Will the sum-total of them be apt to
appear; and thence the stronger the impression which any obstacle of this tendency will
be apt to make on his mind: and the rmsfortunc is, that the number of persons whose
state of mind will thus render them nnfavourable to the plan is likely to be yery great,much greater than could be wished.
In proportion, however, as attention is given
to experience, to established and incontrovertible matters of fact, this prejudice must
dimimsh.
Of the branches of instruction
which present the most formidable aspect,
viz. of the branches of Natural Historv and
Natural
Philosophy, With their respective
hard names, there is not one to which a space
of time will not be allotted
several tunes
greater than the greatest th~t has been respectively allotted to the same branch ot
instruction, in the most particular courses,
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that are as yet known to have been anywhere
tardiness, were they even more egregious and
delivered.
In this instance the age of the numerous than they are, the iuference would
learner will indeed be less mature than in any be not less unreasonable than diseouragmg if
of those instances.
But for the operation of it were concluded that efficiency and despatch
this cause of inferiority, the allowance made are impossible.
It would be as if, from the
will be ample. Nor ought it ever to be for- abundance of snails and sloths, it were congotten, however apt it may be to be forgotten,
eluded that no such animal as a race-horse
that the branches of knowledge WhICh, by could have existence.
reason of the unfamiliarrty of their names,
Among the great variety of subjects of inpresent this formidable aspect, are in almost
struetion, comprised in the proposed system,
every instance less difficult to learn, than those doubtless the Lancaster exercise, and the
dry and speculative grammatical rules, WIth mode of employing the pupils as teachers, are
their applications, and the tasks belonging to not applied to every one With equal advautage.
them, and the obligation that arises out of But the conductors of the proposed system are
them, of peuning discourses In prose and verse, aware of these difficulties, and alive to every
in a dead language; those tasks which, be- practical expedient, for removing whatsoever
cause it has been the custom so til do, are disadvantages, as well as for making the most
without a thought about the difficulty, um- of whatsoever advantages the nature of each
versally under the established system, put particular case may be found to afford.
into the hands of children at ages less mature
Nor on this occasion should the advantage
than the earhest of those at which, under this afforded by the proportioning
earhness to
new system, it is proposed to apply to their
facility, by teaclung those thmgs first which,
youthful minds instruction iu various forms, I in their own nature, are the easiest to learn,
selected on account of their simphcrty, and of ! be ever out of Sight. On the plan begun uuder
the promise they afford of convertmg the sort ! an entirely different state of society, and conof employment which hitherto has been the i tmued by custom, the course of study bemg
source ofImmediate and almost universal pain. I predetermined,
and Without regard to the
into a source of immediate and absolutely
state of the mental faculties, forced, or endeauniversal pleasure.
I voured to be forced, into the mind by terror
Not less erroneous than disheartening would : and compulsion at its tenderest age; on this
the inference be, if, from the observation of, plan, measure is taken of the state of the faculthe smallness of the progress hitherto made in ' ties at the several different ages, and m each
the old established branches of instruction,
instance the species of Instruction is fitted to it.
according to the old established methods, in
Objection Fourtk· Uppishness a probable
the old established schools, any such inference
result of the distinctions thus obtained.
were deduced, as that the nature of the case
(20.) Against an accusation in Itself so unadmitted not of a.ny considerably more correct
substantial, it is no easy matter to make a.
a.nd complete body of instruction, or any con- substantial defence.
The first tlung to be
siderably greater rate of progress.
To the done is to ascertam the meamng of the charge;
degree of inefficiency and slowness wluch, b)' and there is the difficulty. Let us hazard a
original weakness, the result of the immaturity
conjecture.
It is from the superior classes
a.nd barbarism of the age,-by
original weakalone that such a charge can come. Commg
ness, followed by habitual and day-by-day
from such a quarter, can anything but this
more firmly rooted prejudice,-is
capable of be the meaning of it ;-the supenonty which
being established, there are absolutely no in so many respects we possess over those
limits.
At Christ's Hospital, for example, to whom we behold below us will be insufficient,
two or three years consumed in learning the and even the contmuance of it will be precarirudiments of Latin grammar, succeed two or ous, if in respect of useful knowledge, m the
three years which are employed in forgetting \ several shapes In question, those who are now
those rudiments;
while, in addition to the art our Inferiors should become our equals.-much
of wntuig, the rudiments of arithmetic are i more, should they become our supenors : for,
endeavoured to be learnt.
After the course i continuing to receive at their hands that respect
thus completed of learning and forgetting, if a , and obsequiousness which we possess at preselect few are applied to drawing. or reapplied ' sent, the wealth of such of us as have wealth,
to grammar, and to Latin and Greek taught i the power of such of us as have power, the
by means of it; it were strange indeed, if in : dignity of such of us as have dignity, will no
such a multitude, a small number were not longer be sufficient,
actually found who wrote well. another small
On the subject of any such result, should it
number who drew well, and another who, With really be apprehended and regarded in the
or without the benefit of being sent to the I character of a grievance, two observations
university, to enjoy the provision attached to I present themselves.
the school foundation, acquire in a greater or
1. Supposing the apprehended result realized,
le98 degree that sort of acquaintance with the the mischief of it does not seem very serious
Greek and Latin classics which denominates
or explicit.
Of the substantial
causes of
a man a good scholar.
superiority, viz., opulence, power, and dlgnit~,
But from the examples of inefficiency and it does not well appear how therr existence is
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threatened by it. Of one cause, or supposed
in art, science, or literature,
in preference to
cause, viz., the superiority ill respect of useful
sensuality and indolence.
In all these ways
knowledge, the amount will indeed be lessened,
will the condition of the middle classes be
but by this, security will not in any shape be made better;
and it appears not how, in any
shaken or diminished.
And if this be true,
of them, the condition of their superiors should
security remaining undisturbed,
the gainers
be made worse.
being so many more than the losers, while the
Look to experience:
as far as any evidence
loss is but comparative and not positive, how is to be derived from that source, the evidence
any balance should exist on the side of mis- afforded is not in favour of the result here
chief seems not easy to determine.
Nor at apprehended.
Taking England for the place
the expense of the higher classes will any such in question, two other countries present themdiminution
of supenority in the single point
selves as subjects of comparison, viz., Scotland
in question-any
such diminution of superiand Germany.
ority in respect of useful knowledge-have
In Scotland the first rudiments of useful
place, any further than it is their own pleasure
knowledge,
viz., reading,
writing, and the
that it should have place.
To add to whatarithmetic
of accounts,
are universal;
in
soever proficiency their now inferiors possess
England,
comparatively
speaking,
they are
in respect of useful instruction,
a superiority
still but rare.
Inferiors;
are they in general
in all those branches of ornamental instruction,
less respectful in Scotland than in England!
of which the exclusive possessiou will continue
No; but, If there be any difference, rather
their own, will always depend upon themselves.
more so.
To the supposed inferiors, no branches of useThis, it may be observed, is not precisely
ful instruction
will be laid open, which will the species of instrucnon
here in question.
not be equally open to the supposed superiors.
Well, then, let us turn to Germany, VIZ., parIf nnder the impulse of emulation,
or any
ticularly, if not exclusively,
the Protestant
other spring of action, they are driven to keep
part of it. There, in much greater amount
pace in improvement with those apprehended
than in England,
is the higher species of
rivals, so much the better for themselves:
If instruction here in question abundant.
Numeby indolence they are kept where they are,
rous, indeed, in those countries, in comparison
they have themselves to thank for it.
of England. are the men of cultivated
minds,
But whether III this supposed small and
the men of letters and science, such as they
imponderable
dinunution of effective superiare; and there, in conjunction with literature,
ority, there would be more of good than of poverty. and its scarcely separable companion,
evil, seems hardly worth inqurry=-the
result
sensuality, are nowhere to be found.
From
itself not carrying on the face of it any such the extension thus given to mental culture,
complexion as that of probability.
Of the What man among them, howsoever clothed
matter of wealth in all its shapes, the value
with opulence, and power, and dignity, has
WIll remain unchanged.
The power which he ever found or fancied matter of complaint ;
who has most of it, possesses, not only over
what pride, however pampered by all or any
things, but over such persons as have less of of these elements, has ever, from any such
it, will remain just what it is at present.
The quarter, felt a wound 1
need which he who has less of it finds of
But, notwithstanding
all which has now
securing all his share of it, will continue
been said of so superior a school or" learning,
undiminished.
The quantity of food which a the effect, it may still be urged, WIll be to fill
man requires for his stomach, the quantity of the pupils with self-sufficiency,
vanity, and
clothes he needs for his back, will not be pride, and to cause them to look down with
lessened by any quantity of useful knowledge
disdain upon those employments to which they
with which he may have furnished his head.
would otherwise have applied themselves withThe mutual propensity winch the good things
out reluctance-employments
upon which their
of this world, ill their several shapes of wealth,
chance for subsistence will depend.
power, and dignity, have to attract each other,
Thus, whether
the plan fail or succeed,
united in the same recipient, will not receive
objections, as is always the case with new
any seusible disturbance from the action of an undertakings,
lie in store for it.
agent comparatively so weak.
As to self-sufficiency, vauity, and pride, to
The shopkeeper will not have then less need I wluch many other words of a similar stamp
than at present to sell hIS wares;
the artisan
might be added, they are a set of sentimental
and the husbandman
to obtain employment;
words, the effect of which is to set afloat in
the scourer to wash her room; the fisherman
the mind so many vague and indeterminate
to catch his fish.
generalitIes;
ideas which, to the eye of every
From any such increase in the quantity of one who takes the trouble of endeavouring
to
useful knowledge
possessed by the middle
find for them a determinate
shape, vanish and
classes, the only manifestly natural and pro- leave nothing behind them but the shapes of
bable results are, improvement
III respect
of the letters and the sounds that we associated
health, domestic economy and personal com- with them.
On the part of the individuals in
fort;
a more extensive disposition than at question, self-sufficiency, vanity, and pride, all
present to look for amusement and recreation
these weaknesses,
supposing them to have
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place, will find in the minds of those with
whom they have to do,-with
whom circumstances lead them to hold intercourse,-principlcsof'resistance
in the shape of self regarding
affection and defensive pride, in which each
transgression
against the laws of social intercourse will find an eventual punishment;
and
in the apprehension of it, a check.
As to disdain for the means of livelihood on
which they will be dependent for subsistence,
the objection wears a face somewhat more
determinate;
but which, on examination, will
be fonnd not less hollow.
'Whatever sentiment of disdain any such individual may feel,
neither the need he has, nor the need he feels,
can by it receive any dnninutron.
If, of these
acquisitions,
the effect be to open to him, and
to place him in, a situation better in respect of
subsistence
than any into which he would
otherwise have found his way, so far it is
advantageous
to him=-clearly
and determinatelyadvantageous.
If the effect be to leave
him exactly in the same rank in which he
would have found himself otherwise, he is
thus far, though no ~ainer, no loser.
But of
all the conditions of life III which it IS possible
for him to find himself, there is not one in
which, in various ways, he will not be the
better, comparatively at least,ifnot
absolutely,
for the course of instruction and disciphne he
will have gone through.
In his career through
the proposed course of instruction, as has been
fully shown already, he will have opened to
himself sources in abundance of amusement,
reputable
as well as innoxious.
If, in any
degree, the mstruction thus gamed will operate
:1'; a cause of repulsion
between himself and
those who have not been partakers
of it, it
will operate as a cause of attraction between
himself and those who so early with him have
been partakers of it ; and compared with the
j-rmciple of repulsion, the principle of attracnon operating in a more concentrated
state,
will operate with greater force.
In the case'
of"the great established schools, the agreeable
and useful effect of early associations
thus
contracted,
is universally
notorious:
in the
instance of the proposed new sort of school,
fhe more extraordinary.new.and
distinguished
the nature of it, the stronger the prmciple of
association,
together
with the comforts and
advantages derived from it, will be ; and the
individuals
sharing in these benefits WIl! he
still more numerous than in an)' of those other:
instances.
As the system operates, the relative and'
comparative
distinctions,
advantageous
upon
the whole, or disadvantageous
upon the whole,
whichsoever
they may be, will wear away;
but the absolute one, strength gn'en to the
intellectual faculties and the whole cnaracter,
Will remain for ever.
AI; to the relative and comparative
distinction, in as far as it is of an ad vantageous
nature,
the advantage
It rl'("E'utb will be
g}'rate-t and mo-t cou-piruouin the ca'" \'f,
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I those whose parents and guardians

are the first
them in possession of it ; and thus ill this
lottery, if it be to be accounted a lotterv, the
highest prizes will be for the first adventurers.

I to put

RELATIONS
of th» proposed to the RriMi7l!7 Great School»,
Fni'l'ersittes, and other Didactic Inotitlttions.
(21.) Of the branches of instruction comprehended in this plan, some of them may be
observed to have been included in the system
of instruction
admmistered
in the dignified
iustrtution distmgnished by the appellation of
Royal.
Chemistry and Physiology, a branch
I subservient
to medicine, may serve as examI pIes. In these branches, from that elevated
i seat, instruction was administered, not only to
the maturest, but to some even of the most
richly furnished,
as well as dignified and
exalted minds.
But from their acknowledged
aptitude, With reference to these superior and
extraordmary
minds, it would be an inference
equally groundless and pernicious, that they
are Unfit, or in any degree the less fit, for
ordinary minds; for mmds of all sorts in the
middle class, or even in some degree the inferior classes which this plan has in view.
One thing it will not be easy to controvert,
' that, whatsoever
degree of usefulness may
belong to that institution,an indefinitely greater
degree of usefulness must belong to the one
I here proposed: There, it was all amusement
and decoration;
here, to amusement, will be
added solid and substantial use; there, it was
confined to adults; here, it will be imparted,
and indeed confined, to children, who, by it,
will be raised to the level of men; there, it
was, and is, confined to a few-s-even of the
ruling and influential few; here, it will be
communicated
to a large, and, it is hoped, to
a continually increasing portion of the suhject
manya--of'those whose title to regard ISfounded
: on the most substantial
and incontestable of
all foundations,
that of numbers,-and,
m
whose instance, the beneficial effect of useful
' instrucnon will be seen to rise in proportion
i to their present need of it.
i
In adverting
to that dignified institution,
nothing can be further from the mmds of the
persons thus speaking, than the design to
lesseu the respect so justly due to its originstors and supporters.
Their sincere WIsh is
for its incrcase ; and in some degree this
desirable result is already ~fford~d; since, by
the encouragement
It has gr"'en, in the way of
fashion, as well a- hy the proof it has furnished
: ill the way o~ experieuce, i~ ha~ c?ntribu.ted
to the formation of another institution which,
: in whatever other respect, aud in whatever
: ?ther degree ~nferior. promises to be so ~u<;h
its supenor III pomt of extent; that IS, III
respect of the number of persons to whom the
benefit, the blessing it may surely be called,
will be imparted.
• R";'li(O/I ot: this pl~n to that (If the Great
i'rl;,-n., and Lmver-uies.
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On an occasion such as the present, it is
impossible to be wholly unobservant, nor necessary to be altogether silent, on the subject
of so many schools of royal and otherwise
dignified foundation; topped by the two,
or if Irela.nd be considered, by the three
Universities of this land-not to speak of those
of Scotland, which to those by whom ecclesiastical discipline is considered as the strongest
bond of union, and diversity, on that same
ground as a. proper cause of separation, are
proportionally regarded on the footiug of
foreign ones. Compare, on the one hand, the
oopiousness of the branches of instruction uniformly proposed to be administered; on the
other, the smallness of the number customarily
administered to one and the same person: on
the one part, the preferable regard; on the
other, the comparative disregard for immediate
and extensive use: on the one part, the shortness; on the other, the comparative length of
the time employed in administering such instruction: on the part of the unendowed proposed institution, the relative smallness; on
the part of the antique and richly endowed institution, the largeness of the sums expended in
the endeavours to produce the intended effects.
OBSTACLES AND ENCOURAGEMENTS.

(22.) So numerous and multifarions are the

springs of action by which the members of
every national community are drawn towards
and repelled from each other, that scarcely in
any instance can a plan of extensive utility be
brought forward, much less a plan so full of
promise as that which is here proposed, without appearing to be, and indeed without being,
in its tendency, in some way or other, adverse to
the interests ofa considerable number ofpersons.
A plan which promises a mass of instruction,
so much exceeding in quantity and value anything which has ever yet been exemplified,
and that not only to the superior, by which is
always meant the more opulent classes, but to
the middle or less wealthy classes: not only
to those whose means of living are derived
from property already accumulated, but to
those whose means are derived from industry
perpetually employed, can scarcely fail to be
an object of jealousy and envy to a multitude
of persons exceeding that of those to whom it
is a source of delight, and an object of hope.
To no person by whom any considerable
value is set upon his own intellectual acquirements, can a continually increasing influx of
young men, all of them in possession of acquirements in the same class superior to his own,
be reasonably expected to be a spectacle of
inward satisfaction. The greater the superiority thus mamfested, and consequently the
greater his relative inferiority, the more intense
is the feeling of dissatisfaction that will naturally be produced. Envy and jealousy being
passions by which the persons that harbour
them are rendered the objects of aversion and
contempt, are passions, the concealment of
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which is sought with proportionable solicitude.
The person in whose breast these p&88ions1m!
concealed, will endeavour by all possible means
to prevent this plan from taking eft'ect. The
apprehension, the canse of his secret suft'eriug
is, that by this school a. superior degree of
instruction will be obtained. But it is not by
the express.on of such an opinion, but by the
expression of the very opposite opinion, that
anything ca.n be done by him towards the
accomplishment of his purpose. The opinion
Which it will be his endeavour to propagate,
will, therefore, be that no such superiority
will, by means of the plan in qnestion, be
attained; aud the stronger the persuasion with
which he looks for the success of the plan, the
greater the pains he will take to render other
persons assured of its eventual miscarriage.
By the disguise with which it will be necessary for him to endeavour to conceal the nature
of the motives by which he is actuated, and,
if it were possible, the object which he has in
view, the intensity of hIS aversion from its
being in any degree repressed, will be perpetually increased.
Impracticability, uselessness, mischievonsness, by the imputation of one or more of these
qualities, will his attack upon it be conducted.
By the two first, his endeavour will be to bring
down upon it the contempt; by the other, the
hatred, of the public: and the more completely
he is convinced that no one of these qualities
do, in any degree, appertain to it, the more
strenuous will be his endeavour to produce in
all other breasts the assurance that those
qualities, each in the most perfect degree, do
appertain to it.
Every one who has anything good to propose, always finds such men as these in his way.
The uncovering of what may be termed the
nakedness of the human mind, is a most unpleasant task; but on no occasion can it be
said to be an unnecessary one.
If by covering, with a veil of silence, all this
body of hostility, it were in the nature of the
case that the fire of it should be extinguished,
or so much as slackened, silence would be no
less consistent with prudence than favourable
to ease and indolence. But by no such means
can the passions of jealousy and envy be appeased; they admit not of any compromise;
by being unmasked, and that ever so completely, they cannot be rendered more savage
than they would be were the mask to remain
untouched: masked they will do their utmost;
unmasked they can do no more.
By the exposure thus ma.de, it would not,
therefore, be true to say that the chance of
success has, in any degree, been lessened. Ou
the contrary, since by no means is it in the
nature of the case that hostility on this ground
should be converted into amity, or even into
indifference, the only course that presented any
chance of guarding the proposed institution
from its attacks, was to lay the plan as well as
the cause of hostility to it open to public view.

OBSTACLES AND ENCOURAGEMENTS.
Uuder all this load of discouragement,
there
is one source of encouragement
which, when
duly considered, will have, it is hoped, the
effect of taking off almost completely
the
pressure of it. The funds necessary for the
commencement of the undertaking
are already
provided.
The persons, and the only remaining persons, whose concurrence is requisite for
the commencement,
are the parents or other
guardians
of such children whose domestic
circumstances
and local situation concur in
putting it in their power to avail themselves
of the proffered service.
If by them, and with
reference to their own situation respectively,
it be regarded as affording a sufficient promise
of proving at once practicable and useful, and
if useful, useful in a greater degree than any
other place of edncation Within their reach, it
is not by any insinuation which It is in the
power of envy or jealousy to throw out, that
the)" will be diverted from that course which,
on this supposition,
will to their eyes be a
source of delight, as well as a matter of duty.
By no mainuation, by no declamations or protestations, will any such persons be persuaded
that, by being so much more fully replenished
and furnished
with useful knowledge
than
other children-by
bemg so much more fully
supplied with that intellectual
aliment
of
which the tendency to moderate and calm all
dissocial and otherwise unruly passion is so
powerful and so mcontestible,
there will be
any the smallest danger of their being eucumbered with any such turbulent and miselnevous
drsposiaons,
the existence of which IS thus
pre-supposed.
To them it will not appear matter of certainty, that in a school III which neither
Irreligion,
nor heterodoxy,
1I0r schism, nor
whatever be meant by heterodoxy or schism,
will be taught, all or any of those abominations
will be learnt.
In their eyes any such suspicion
will not appear better grounded than, to those
systems of thinking which it professes to proteet, it is injurious;
as if the only chance of
men's adherence to the most Important
and
useful truths were an unassnageable
fear and
horror of all intellectual
ligbt--a voluntary,
determined, and determiuately perpetual blindness.
But these dissocial passions, this jealousy,
this wretched envy, the prevalence of which
has just been stated, (by the objection,) being
to such a degree extensive, by the mere circumstance of his being a parent or guardian,
will a man be exempted from their influence!
The answer is No. But whatsoever
other
persons may, to a parent's eye, be objects of
Jealousy and en")", his own child, and especially his own child at any such tender age, is
not of the number.
To a parent, how lowly
soever his own lot in life, in general, the all
but universal wish is to see that of his child
raised as high as possible.
In the promotion
of this wish, two prmeiples, two most powerful and eonstantly operating principles COIII·ur,

viz., instinctive tenderness, and the reflection,
that what exaltation soever it may happen to
this object of his affection to receive at his
hands, is his work, and a manifestation
of his
own power.
In whatever line of life it happens to the parent to find himself placed, Ul
that same line it is his most natural and most
frequent wish, should any adequately favourable opening present itself, to see his child
raised as much above himself as possible.
Of
the apothecary, the ambition is to see his child
a physician of the highest eminence;
of the
attorney, to behold m Ins son a Lord Chancellor; of the parish clergyman, to behold in
hIS an archbishop.
The Lord Chancellor
More, making hrs reverence and begging a
blessing, as, m the great hall of Westmmster,
he was passing by his father, then Sitting as a.
puisne judge in the Common Pleas: the puisne
judge, and not the Lord High Chancellor, IS
the great object of envy to a paternal breast.
AdTCI·se Prejudices obriated: Having thus
presented, under one view, the advantages to
be expected from the proposed course of instrucuon,
it may be of use to consider the
adverse prejudices likely to be opposed to It.
These prejudices
may be comprised under
two heads, VIZ., 1. Novelty of the plan; :!.
Abstruseness of the subjects,
(23.) In respect of selection and order of
priority, the assortment of subjects proposed
to be taught will at first Sight be seen to be
in a very high degree different from everytlung
which custom has hitherto brought to view.
This difference is most explicitly acknowledged. It presents an unquestionable
demand
for satisfactory
reasons;
but the reasons by
which it was suggested are at hand;
and to
these reasons the appellation
of satisfactory
ones, 'will not, it is hoped, be refused.
Iu the order here stated, as being reCOIDmended by custom, It will be seen, that origiually it was equally well recommended
by
reason; bnt that by a change of circumstances
the recommeudanou
which it originally received from reason, has been cancelled;
that
custom, blind custom, is the only base on which
It stands at present;
the m ..hcation of reason
stands opposed to It.
Order of inveuuou, order of utrlity, and
' order in respect of tacrhty : between these
I three principles of arrangement
there IS no
I small difference.
That It IS by the jomt cousideration of the order of utility, and the order
of facility, that the order of mstruction ought
to be determined,
IS sufficiently apparent.
But if so, the order of invention, were It not
for the custom of which It has become productive, would be U matter of accideut, scarcely
possessing, unless on the score of cunosity,
any claim to rel;ard.
Yet so it IS. that by the order of invention,
the order of mstrucnou has III a main degree,
been determmed.
Nor in the comcidcncc is
there an~ thing that need surprise us.
By
the order of arveutiou. men's thoughts were
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determined to run on in that tra.ck. And
failing determina.teand sufficient reason to 'he
contrary, the track in which men's thoughts
have begnn to run, is the tra.ck in which it is
desira.bleand useful tha.t they should continue.
To the proposed plan of instruction, the
quality of usefulness possessed by it, in a preeminent and incontrovertible degree, is without hesitation attributed, inasmuch &8, of all
the several bra.nchescomprehended in it, there
is not one tha.t may not be found to be continually applicable to all the several purposes
of commonlife; and that not ouly of the more
or less elevated, but of the very humblest
spheres. True it is, that when these severa.l
branches cometo be mentioned by their names,
these names being, in most instances, the
designation of branches of instruction hitherto
but little cultivated, the names, and consequently the things themselves will, to the
generality of readers, be apt to be regarded
as remote from common use. But when by
an example or two, the practically useful
application of these seemingly abstruse and
hitherto formidable sciences is brought to
view, and when the cause why the number of
persons acquainted with them is as yet so
small, is seen to be not in any deficiency in
the article of practical usefulness, but in the
recency of the discoveries by which they have
been brought to their present state of compara.tive perfection, and in the accidental circumstances which occasioned a preference to be
given to other less useful studies, the coneeption of their inutility will scarcely be long in
giving way to the clearest and firmest persuasion of their pre-eminent and universal use.
(24.) If they are abstruse, it is because they
are uncommon; if they are as yet uncommon,
it is because it is only of late years that their
general usefulness has received such increase,
as to form a body of instruction capable of
being announced in the character of a thing
universally usefulto the universality of learners.
Chemistry and mechanics, for example, are
formidable names. But when once that which
cannot be denied has been understood, viz.,
that it is from chemistry alone that a man
can learn how to apply fuel to the best advantage, or how to guard himself most effectually
against destruction by fire or poison; and that
from mechanics alone, he can learn how to
apply his labour to the best advantage, with
or without the assistance of machines and
other instruments; when once these things
have with any tolerable degree of attention
been considered,whatsoever disgust or distaste,
whatsoever awe or jealousy may have been
excited by their as yet unfamiliar names, may
surely not unreasonably be expected to give
way, not only to complacency, but to desire.
Accordingly, whatsoever practical and familiar utility is seen to belong to these several
branches of scientific instruction, Will be care-,
fully looked out for, and completely and diligently held up to view; and placed iu the
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most amusing, as well as clear and instructive,
light; the design of this institution being, not
to raise up a few scholastic peda.nts, but to
breed up, in every walk of life, a numerous
'lmd continually increasing successionof intelligent and useful, and, &8 far as the condition of
huma.n beings in this life a.d.mits,contented
and happy men; not to pamper pride, but to
assist and cherish personal freedom, and genera.1benevolence.
Let U8 not 8uWerourselves to be either
horrified or disgusted by a few words, which
because less familiar than those which we are
most accustomed to, are called hard names-names, without which the severa.l branches of
knowledge, which are not only among the
most useful, but to a greater or less extent
even the most generally familiar, could neither
be distinguished from each other, nor so much
as expressed. Let us not conclude, that because, without teaching, they are not, to any
extent, genera.lly understood by grown men,
therefore, by teaching, they are not capable
of being made to be understood by children.
In the sort of view, .. hich in this first stage
of instruction it is proposed to give of the
several sciences comprised in it, let us but
consider what there is in them respectively,
that so much as to a child of eight years old,
can prove difficult or formidable.
1. Botany, for example, what is it' An
acquaintance more or less correct and extensive with the external appearances of the
different sets of plants. Not only a working
gardener, but every common labourer ill
husbandry, every green-grocer, every herbwoman, is, to a certain degree, and in the
same way, a Botanist.
2. Zoology. Being of Greek extraction,
and not in very common use, the name is a
hard name. But, in the same mode as here
proposed,notonlyeverylabourerinhusbandry,
but every man, without exception, is, in respect of such animals as have fallen in his way,
a Zoologist. Every man, woman, and child,
to whom there hsa been given the amusement
of seeing a collection of birds and beasts, has
received a lesson in Zoology-a lesson of the
sort here proposed.
3. Mineralogy. To a certain extent, every
labourer's ma.nemployed in the working of a
mine, is a Minera.logist. So is every labourer
in husbandry, by whom sand, gravel, loam,
marl, or chalk, are dug, or lime burnt. The
acquaintance which the labourer in mines has
with MKlera.logy,is confined to the production
of his own mine. The acquaintance which,
in the proposed school, a scholar, at the first
stage, will have with the same science, will be
less particular, though more extensive; indeed, as extensive as it can be made.
4. Astronomy. So large and so far distant
from us are the subjects of this science, that
the very name of it is enough to strike us WIth
awe. But the first astronomers, it is well
known, were shepherds in the regions of the
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East; the clearness of the sky aiforded them
this relief from the pain of mental vacancy.
Beyond those shepherds, the young scholars
will not have to go, except in as far as it may
be carried by the addition of representations
to realities.
5. Geography.
Of this branch of science
the name is not quite so formidable as the
names just passed under review.
In this
country few even of the labouring classes but
have seen globes, and in general have heard
the use of them; none who can read but have
seen the use of maps. Yet, of these five branches
of science, geography, even at this its earliest
stage, is the most abstruse.
Why! Because,
except to the extent of the prospect which
a man carries with him, representations are
here substituted for, not added to, realities.
As to the solution of geographical problems,
these belong not to tlus proposed first stage of
Instructron, but to the second; in which geogra.phy is considered as belongmg to Natural
Philosophy, and as such commg under the:
cognizance of judgment, as well as of sense
and memory.
General Concludinq Oburrations.
(25.) On the one hand, the quantity of instruction raised to its maximum; on the other hand,
the quantity of punishment and reward employed in the production of that effect, sunk
to its minimum; in a word, profit maximized,
expense miunnized : such, 1D the instance of
the inferior order of schools established ill
pursuance of the system invented by Dr Dell,
(inferior in respect of quantity and variety of
instruction, bnt not 11l respect of importance,)
has been the promise made: such, as far as
evidence extends, whether of the direct cast
or of the circumstantial, as deducible from the
working of' the system, is the promise that has
everywhere been fulfilled.
Such, in the instance of the superior order'
of schools, of which a commencement IH here
proposed to be made, may, With not less COI11l.dence, be, it is hoped, expected.
Thus, not only will the reign of' juvenile
terror be everywhere at an end, but those oecupations which, trll so lately, have in all schools,
to almost all scholars, been a mere burthen,
will be converted into pastime; and those
hours which, to us and our forefathers, were
hours partly of' irksome labour, partly of JOYless and listless idleness, will to our progeny
be hours of sport and gaiety.
All work and
no play makes Jack a dull boy: such is the
concession made, the plea pleaded, by the
homely proverb, in favour of unprofitable
pastime.
Tllat by all play and no work, Jack
would ever be made a learned boy, IS a result,
to the truth of which neither proverb nor
prophecy had ever dared to look. But, by
Dr Bell, that flcnon of the golden age, which
the boldest of prophets would never ha ve dared
to prophesy, has actually been accomplished.
If by Jenner human life have been rendered
longer, by Bell It has been rendered, ill a still
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greater degree, happier: pain being banished
and pleasure substituted, and that during the
period when the little bosom is most sensible
to both.
Compared with all other new institutions,
the proposed Chrestomathic School Will have
this singularity III its favour, viz., that not ouly
will Its practicability have been proved, but
even its success assured before it has been
tried.
In the application which the principles
of it have already so abundantly received, all
difficulties have already been overcome. As
far as concerns the scholars, If the field of
instruction will III this new case receive increase, yet, it may be safely and confidently
asserted, that the thorniest of all fields, are
those in which the success of this new species
of culture has received such ample and uncontested proof; and that the new and hrgher
i portions of ground now prepared to be eni closed, and put into the corresponding course
I of cultivation, are, with little or no exception,
not only less beset with thorns, but most
I abundantly adorned WIth flowers-flowers
I altogether Without parallel in those lower
regious. Exists there so much as a bmgle
, ground for believing, or 60 much as supposing,
i that in the instance of anyone of the branches
I of art and science proposed to be superadded,
' success Will be less certain, or less universal,
than III those cases in which the completeness
and universality of that success has so long
been placed out of doubt. If there be, it lies
upon him in whose bosom any such doubt or
: suspicion has arisen, to settle with hnnself, and
produce the grounds of it.
;
I
Gnocxns OF PRIORITY.
I
(26.) [Satur.al Pleasalltlleu.]
At the dawn
I of
reason more especially, an object IS the
I more pleasant, the more exclusively It presents
itself to the senses, especially to the senses of
S,:lht and hearinq ; and, accordingly, the less
, forcibly It applies itself to the understandtnq;
I calling for the exercise of the ;llld!/lI!ellt. on an
I exteusrve scale. Hence the various ,cnS"wle
forms, presented by nature and art, parncu! larly by nature, are objects which, at tlus
; early period, present in general a stronger
i interest than is presented by tra".art;ol1', such
I as are produced by the mutual rutercourse
, amongst persons of mature age: objects of
I natural, or as It is called }JI,.qslC<.t, than is pre~sen ted by objects of moral, iucludmg poiitiwl,
j knowledge,
Birds and Beasts (subject" of
ZoolO!I!f) are, by themselves or their Images,
plane or solid, among the most pleasant and
interesting objects that can be presented to the
observation of children :.t their earliest ages.
(~;.) lArl'.ficia! P'eIlSaJltne$S.] Under the
new mode of instruction, a sort of pleasantness, not the less real for being artificial; i, e.
for being the product of reflection and ingenuity,
is nnparted to all subjects: not excepted the
most abstruse ones. But. this being the same
on all occaE;olls, and to whatsoever sul;ect.

i
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applied, the natural degree of pleasantness or exeeption t Answer: from hence; viz. that
unpleasantness will remain to each unaltered. though, in other cases, the more complex the
(28.) [Corporeal-Incorporeal.] Corporeal, idea is, the greater the labour of mind or foree
or bodily: viz. tuUural substances, such as of attention is, which is necessary to the obItoReS,plantB,a.nd animals: arti.fteialsubstances, taining the conception in & clear and correct
such as building', furniture, clothing, toolB, state, that is not the case here. No portion
without
ILl'tlclesof food and Mink; and the materiak, of matter ever presents itself to _,
wrought or unwrought, of which, and the toolB presenting, at one and the same time, & multiand other imtn£mentB tcitk which they are tude of rimple ideas, of all which taken togerespectively composed :-1ncorporeal; such as, ther, the CO'IUJf'ete one, in & state more or less
iRterut of money lent, rentB issuiug out of land, correct and complete, is composed. At the
and other similar subjects of property; politi- same time, though naturally all these ideas
cal offi,«B, Clnlditions in life, resulting from present themselves together, the mind has it
genealogical relations; such as those between in its power to detach, as above, anyone or
AtUband and tDife,father and mild, guardian more of them from the rest, sud either keep
and '/Mrd, flW&er and _nt.
it in view in this detached state, or make it
(29.) (Concrete.] From a Latin word, which up into & compound wit~ other simple ideas,
signifies grown up along 'ICith; viz. along with detached in like manner from other sources.
the subject which is in question, whatever it But, for the making of this separation-this
be : it is used in contradistinction to the word abstraction, as it is called-more trouble, &
abatraa, derived from a Latin word which strouger force of attention, is necessary, than
signifies drawn off from: viz. from the subject for the taking them up, in a. promiscuons
in question, as above. An orange, for example, bundle, as it were ; in the bundle in which
has a certain figure, whereby, in connexion they have been tied together by the hand of
with a certain colour, it stands distinguished Nature: tha.t is, than for the consideration of
from all other fruits, as well as from all objects the object in its concrete state.
of all sorts. Take into consideration this or
(31.) [CaIl3e and Effect.] On all these acthat indimdual orange, the ideas presented by counts, but especially the last, the juvenile
the figure and colour, whereby it stands dis- mind will be earlier prepared for the reception
tinguished not only from other fruits, but even of instruction, with reference to N at",ral IIi8from other orangeB-from other fruits of the tory (Stage I.,) than to Natltral PkilQlOphy
same kind-are concrete ideas: for, they grew (Stages II. III. IV. V.): and, as between
up, as it were, together in the mmd, out of these,-forasmuch as, in each of these stages,
the individual object, by which they are ex- the subjects included in it add more or less,
cited and produced: they are amongst the if not to the extent, to the nu~
and roriety
ekmentB, out of which the aggregate concep- of those iucluded in the preceding stage or
tion, afforded and presentible to us by that stages,-it will be better prepared for the
individual object, is formed. The orange being branches contained in Stage II. alone, than
no longer in sight,-now, of the figure and for those contained in that and Stage Ill.
colour observed in that individual orange, together; and so on as to the rest.
consider such parts or appearances as arc to
(32.) [Name of the Art or Science.] Acloud
be found in all other oranges, as well as in of perplexity, raised by indistinct and erronethat one. The idea thus formed is an abstract ous conceptions--a cloud of perplexity, and
idea: it being a portion drawn off, as it consequent difficulty of expressiou-seems to
were, from the aggregate idea obtained, as have been, at all tunes, banging over the imabove, from the i1!dicidual oIdect. Being port of the terms art and 3Ciena. A few lines,
abstracted and slipt off from the individual it is hoped, will not be found altogether misstock, and thereupon planted in the mind, it employed in the endeavour to dispel it.
has there taken root, and acquired a separate
The common supposition seems to be, that,
and independent existence. WIthout thinking in the whole .lieU of tJ.ougM and adion, a
any more of that individual orange in particu- determinate number of existmg compartments
lar;or of oranges in general, or of so much as are assignable, marked ont all round, and
ofjruiU in general, take now into consideration distmgtnshed
from one another, by so many
figure at large, and colour at large: Here, at sets of natural and determinate boundary lines:
one jump, the mind has arrived at an idea, not compartments, whereof some are filled, each of
only abstract, but vastly more abstract than in them by an art,without any mixture of science;
the case last mentioned. Instead offigure and others, by a 3Cience without any mixture of
rolour, let us now say senrible qualitia. Under art: others, again, so constituted tha.t, as it
this appellation are included not only figure has not ever happened to them hitherto, so
and colour, but smell, taste, and many others : neither can it ever happen to them in future,
it is therefore abstract in a sti!l higher degree. to contain in them any thing eit1er of art or
(30.) [Conll'lexorC01npliroted.]
Understand,
science. On some such supposition accordwith the exception of that species of C011!l'le:ri1y ingly, appear to be gronnded questions such
or complicatedness, which has place in the case as the following :-how ma,,!! ariB are there ~
of concrete, as contradistinguished from abstract how many IIciences? such a thillg (n&Illing it,)
ideas. Wht'nce (it may be said) comes this is it an art, or is it a scienc« 7- i. e. ellch a.
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ttord (mentioning it,) is it the name of an art, mass of art and science, all fielD within these
or is it the name of a ~
1
few years.
Of late years, N ephelognosy (if by
This supposition will, it is believed, be found
thia appellation
may be designated the long
in every part erroneous.
As between art and
chain of partial observanons,
which have re",ienu, in the whole field of thought and action, cently taken the dood. for their subject] has
no one spot will be found belonging to either,
become a candidate for existence.
So, in the
to the exclusion of the other.
In whatsoever
depa.rtment of mural. and politics, Statistics.
spot a portion of either is found, a portion of a newly cultivated branch of Geography, havthe, other may be seen likewise.
Whatsoever
ing for its subject the quantities and qualities
spot is occupied by either, is occupied by both:
of the matter of population, of the matter of
it is occupied by them in ,foint-tenancy.
WhattuaUk, and of the matter of political strengthsoever spot is thus occupied, is so much taken
existing or supposed to exist, on the territory,
out of the fCIUte: but neither is there any de- or m the political state to which it applies.
terminate part of the whole waste, that is not
While new branches of art and science have
liable to be thus occupied.
thus been starting up, and puttmg themselves
Practice, in proportion as attention and eur- upon the list, others have dropped out of It :
tion are regarded as necessary to due perfQf"f1l,- the case being, that, either on the one hand
ance, is termed art: 1:lWfdedge, in proportion
something, which had been supposed to be done,
as attention and eurtion are regarded as neceshas been found not to have been done, nor to
sary to attainment, is termed BCUnce.
be, for anything that appears, capable of being
In the Latin language, both are with great
done; or, on the other hand, that something
advantage
comprehended
under one common
which had been supposed to be capable of
appellation, viz. disciplinCF, from dieco, to learn:
being 1:n01t'n,has been found, according to all
dUciplinll1, with which our English word dis- appearance, destitute of existence, and on that
cipline agrees in sound as well as In derivation;
account not capable of being known.
but, by the narrower import which has been i
Witness .Alchemy, or the art of transmuting
attached to it, may probably be regarded as ' other metals into gold: with or WIthout the
having been rendered unfit for this use.
: art of composing a medicine, fit for the cure of
In the very nature of the case, they will be i all sorts of disorders whatsoever:
those of the
found so combined as to be inseparable,
Man I' most opposite nature not excepted.
2 . Astrocannot do anythmg well, but in proportion as log!l, or the art of discovering future events,
he 1cnotI'B how to do it: he cannot, in conseaffecting the prosperity of individual mhabiquence of attention and e.rertion, 1:nQID
anything
tants of the earth, by looking at the stars,
but in proportion
as he has practised the art 3. NecrofTUJiM!J, the art of discovering future
of learning it.
Correspondent
therefore
to events by conversing with the dead: to which
every art, there is at least one branch of may be added a cluster of other arts or sciences,
scient:<!: correspondent
to every branch
of all ending in maney, and having for their
BCkn.c€, there
is at least one branch of art.
objects the deriving knowledge
concernmg
No determinate line of distinction between art future events, from so many different sources,
on the one hand, and science on the other: no from no one of which is any such knowledge
determinate
line of drstmction
between art to be obtained.
and scUmcc on the one hand, and unartijicial
As between art and science, in so far as they
practice and u7UCientftichwu:ledge on the other. are distinguishable,
mot is that one of the two
In proportion as that which IS seen to be done that seems entitled to the first mention, as
is more conspicuous than that which is seen or being first and most independent-in
ralue,
supposed to be 1:notC1l,that which has place IS and thence in diqnit.~, in so far as dignity conapt to be considered as the work of art: in sists in tiS(: for, of scie!la, the value consists
.,proportion as that which is seen or supposed
in its subserviency to art; of speculation, the
to be knotcn, is more conspicuous
than anyvalue consists 111 its subserviency to practice,
thing else that is seen to be done, that which
Of the two, art, when it is not itself the end,
has place is apt to be set down to the account
stands nearest to the end : with reference to
of science. Day by day, acting in conjunction,
this end, whatsoever of science stands connected
art and lCience are gaining upon the above- with it, is but as a mfalM. But if, iudepenmentioned
waste - the field of unartijicial
dently of all connexion which it has with art,
practice, and urucientijic lrnotdedge.
science pleases, then, in so far as it pleases, It
Witness Electricity, Galmnism,
(see Stage
is of use. for ute itself has neither ralue nor
II.) Geognosy or Geology • .Aerostation, (see meaning, but in ,:irtu.e of, and ill propOl tion to,
Stage III.) Botaniral and Zoological Palcewhatsoever relation It has to paw or pleasure;"
ology (knowledge regarding
the remains of
plants and animals deposited,
according
to
* Persons to whom the account thus !!1yen of
appearance,
at remote times in the bowels of art falls of bemg ssnsfactorv mav find- a Yen'
the earth,) & branch of science appertaining in different account- of it in jumes' 1/(1/''',,'. gn>
common to Botany and Zoolog!l (see Stage I.) volume, intitled .. Three Treatsscs :" one of "Inch
is, the whole of it, expended upon a detmitron ot
on the one hand, and G.:ogno..!/ (see Stage III.)
on the other.
Under 1111 old nalne, even Che- thrs word: w ithout anv mention (a. far as memory
mistry (see Stage n.) includes an immense serves) (If the ""'H1 scienc«.
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(33.) [.Antiquity.]
Between the degree of these, there are incompara.bly agre&ter number
Mtural prepared1l6S8, on the part of the mind, of teachers, and thence of learners, than of all
for the reception of a branch of instruction, be other branches of leaming put together, the
it what it may, and the antiquity of it, as very elel1umtary ones, viz., reading, eMting, and
measured by the length of time that has arithfMtic, alone excepted. Why 1 Because
elapsed, since instruction in it happened first the study of those keys to knowledge has conto be administered-no immediate and neces- tinned to be cultivated from the time when,
sary connexion can be shown to have place. the above-mentioned elementary branches exIn time indeed, but not by time are things cepted, there was very little known that was
done. EJ:Pffience, obBermtion, e.z:periment; worth learning, still less for whieh teacA.en
in these three words may be seen the sources could be found.
of all our knowledge. Of these, experience is
without effect, any farther than as it has had
STA.GES.
obseJ"!lation for its accompaniment; and, in the
(35.) [Introductory
Stage.] The branches
very idea of e",}>eriment, that of observation is of instruction, thus referred to an introductory
included. Upon obserro.tion therefore it isstage, are the same as those which are comupon obsermtion, that is upon attention applied prehended in the course of instruction carried
to the subject with effect-that
everything on in that new method, which, thougl\ applidepends. Numerous and various are the na- cable with equal advantage to the situation
tural objects, which, when once, by minds of the highest, has not as yet been applied
matured for the purpose, they have been to any other than that of the lotcut, ranks in
obseNJed and thereupon denominated, find the life.
infant mind in a state of the most perfect
In this introductory stage, to 8. degree more
preparedness for their reception; but which or less considerable, the matter of instruction
never happened to be taken for the subjects of cannot fail of coinciding with, and thus anobserr:ation, nor therefore of denomination, till ticipating, the matter here allotted, for the
within these few years.
first and earliest, of the five stages ~iar
To the infant mind, few objects can be more to the hereby proposed school. lVord., for
interesting-none
are there, of which the ex- example, it cannot but have to operate upon:
ternal characters are more readily apprehen- and-the words, of whieh, in the first of these
sible-than those which belong to the fk ld of principal and peculiar stages, the matter of
animated nature. But, for the most part, what instruction is composed, being such &8 are
acquaintance we have with the objects which adapted te the very earliest age-of this sort,
belong to this part of the field of thought and with at least &8 much propriety as of any other
action, is of very modem date.
sort, may be the words employed in the if/fro(34.) [Number of teachers and learners.) duaOTlJ stage already in use. Again: WritA circumstance on which the antiquity of a ing is among the ExerciseB, allotted to the first
subject of knowledge has no influence i', as , Chrestomathic Stage.
But ttriting is itself
above, the natural preparedness of the juvenile but a mode of dra'lCing; nor that the easiest
mind for the reception of it. But a circum- mode.
Geometry will, among its figures,
stance, on which that antiquity has great present some still more simple, than some of
influence is-the number of the persons who, the letters, of which tcritten discourse is comat the time in question, are engaged in the posed.
teaching of it, and thence the number of those
(36.) [.DfineralOflY.] From two words, one
who are engaged in the learning of it: desire of which, derived from the Latin, signifies beto learn on the one part, and desire to teach longing to mine.~ (mines being the places from
on the other, being two circumstances which, which the most interesting among the subjects
with relation to one another, are both cause I of this branch of science, are extracted,) and
and effect. Cases to a comparatively small a Greek word, which signifies an aCCofwt,
extent excepted, (for example, that which has or giring an account of. In this first stage,
place where the advantage derivable from the subject, in so far as teachable by exhibiteaching is made the subject of a monopoly.) tion of/igure, colour, and other sensible qualiwhatsoever be the real and intrinsic value of ties, will be taught, without reference made,
a branch of learning, those who hare learnt it, as in Ckemmry and Geognosy. to /Ja1Ue8 and
and those who are teaching it, have, each of effects more or less remote.
them, an interest in magnifying it, and causing
(37.) [Botany.)
From a. Greek word, which
i~to be cultivated to the greatest extent pos- signifies a plant or -eegetable:-to be taught, &8
sible : learners, as well as teachers, lest their above, without reference to the relation of
Iabourshould be thought to have been bestowed cau..e and tffect, except in so far as indication
in vain; teachers, that the number of their of the manner of propagation comes to be
customers may be as great as possible. Among made.
the known subjects of intellectual labour, not
(38.) Zoology.]
From two Greek words,
many, it is believed, can be pointed out that one of which signifies an animal the other an
h.a.ve less in them of intr~ic use, especially aClXlunt, as above :-to be taught &8 above.
since the stock of translatwns has been comUnder JIineralogy will be presented to vicw
pleted, than the dead languages. Yet, of those bodies and portions of matter, in which
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sort of life is found: under Botany, those to past eeenu, principally to such as are of a.
which have f!l!getaMc life, i. e. birth and grO'lCth, political nature ; such aSfl'ars,C01Iquem, changes
as well as death, but, as far as appears, with- of gO'rernment, &c. Chronology, from two Greek
out feeling: under Zoology. those which have words, one of which signifies time, the other an
animal life, i. e. not only, as plants, birth, account, as above. Hutorical Chronology· i. e.
growtk,anddeath, but feeling, as far as appears, History In so far as exhibited by ChrolluloQl/,
with more or less of thouqht. On these subjects, considered in no other than the familiar point
the E:urcises, prescribed and performed, will, of View: consisting of indications given, of the
as far as circumstances admit, be accompanied principal events, known or supposed to have
with the exhibition of specimens; specimens, happened to mankind, mentioned, in the
dead, and even liring: as well as draughts or brlefestmanner,withreferencetotheportIOnsof
models of specimens. See Table II. Col. 1-3. time, In which they are respectively supposed to
(39.) [Geography.] From two Greek words; have taken place: the mention so made not bemg
one of which signifies the earth, the other accompanied by any of those statements or
delineation or descnption:
the familiar
or observations, relative to their supposed cause~
purely geographical branch, viz., that, for the or effects, or relative to the characters of the
teaching of which, 7JUZPS, with the requisite respective actors, whereof the matter of what
verbal explanations, are sufficrent . dismrssmg IS generally meant by the word HiJJtorl/, IS
to Stage V. 4. the scientific· viz., that by which composed. HIStory, thus as it were cloilted,
are exhibited the facts and appearances, re- will be reserved, partly for a higber staqc in
suiting from the connexion which the earth this same school, partly for a maturer t,me of
has With the BUn,the fjWOn, and other parts of life. For another branch of ChronoloQ1J.which
the universe Visible to our eyes.
stands higher, and belongs to ]);atural Plulo(40.) [Geometry.]
From two Greek words; sophy, Fee Stage V. 5.
one of which, as above, signifies the earth, the
B~' the difference between to-daq, yesterd<J.Y,
other measurement. From this derivation it and the day before, application bemg made of
appears, that, among the Greeks, the first ' the numeration table, a child, at its very exit
application which this branch of art and SCIence: from mfauey, will have been found prepared
received was, that of being employed in II for Historical Chronology, as above descnbed :
measuring, for the purpose of ascertaining the import, attached to the words designative
ownership, portions of the earth:« snrface : such of the several events, becoming by degrees
as Fields, Gardens, and the Sites of Houses. more and more clear, correct, and complete, as
But it is now applied to portions of apparently the course of instruction advances.
void space, as well as to bodies of all sorts and
E:rercWes in Historical Chronology will be
sizes, imaginary as well as real, in so far as afforded by Tables, Charts, and Memoriter
considered WIth a view to nothing but their rerses; and, in return to correspondent qu~sfigure.
tions, A 1!$lteTS written and repeated m prose.
From this stage, the d~monstrati@_as
re-j
(42.) [Biographlcal Chronology.] Bioaraquiring too !IIany objects, and those not in phlcal, from two Greek words, one of which
themselves interesting, to be held at the same, signifies life, the other a dehneanon or descriptime in the memory, and too strong a hold to tioll, as above. In this instance, as in that of
be taken of them by the att~ntion, for the I Historu-4lChronology,themiscellaneousmatter
purpose of forming a ground for the judgm~nt i Will for some time be dismissed, as above.
-will be dismissed to Stage V. and last. So E:rercises, much the same.
likewise even the cnunciati re parts of the pro(43.) [Appropriate Dratcing.] Appropriate,
positions: except perhaps in the instance of a viz. correspondent: on the one hand, to the
few of the most simple and easily conceived. I state of the bod:l.ll faculties, and the degree
Remain the d~fi-nitions; for the illustration of i of pro.ficiency thence attamed ; 011 the other
which, the most familiar specimens, such as hand, to the particular nature of the branch
ruia, pencil»; slates, marbl<lS, balls, tops, &c. of art and sCience to which, in the character
will be employed. As to the demcn.stratio1l8, of an or!1anic test of intellection (See Tab. II.
from the proposed postponement, no real in- Col. 1,4,9.) application is made of this art.
convenience can, it is presumed, result, On
As to earlines.-the
first rude essays III
no other subject, With so little danger of error drazeillg cannot take place too SQf)1l. lVnting
as on that of geometry, can propositious be is but a particular branch or application of it.
delivered to be taken upon trust. Be the art Not to speak of ,nineralogy, WIth the right
or science what it may, incompetence, as to lined angles exhibited by its crysta/s,-and
the reception of son'" particulars belonging to even Bota"y and Zoology. as exhibited by
it, affords no reason for withholding from the some of their ontlines,-Geometry affords forms
juvenile mind anv miter particulars, to the still more easily traceable upon sand or slate,
reception of which it is competent.
than those which are produced b)" tcriti1!g,
(41.) [Historical Chronolog.ll.] Historicat, under the name of letters and vords.
from a Greek word, which Signifies originally
Of the term appropriate dratcing, the import
knw/roge at lar~e; but which, in the use will consequently be sk.\,fting at ev~ry successive
commonly made of it, is at present confined to stage: the figures delineated being, throughknowledge, or supposed knowledge, relative out, such as appertain to the branches of
flO
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lea.rning included in the stage in question, as
well as the precediug ones.
By the several Branches of Natural History
learning, comprised in tAu Stage, is furnished
the '11UJtUr, upon which the juvenile mind will
have to operate, in the course of the several
succeeding stages. The more fa.miliarly it has
become acquainted with them, when presented
in this most simple point of view, the less the
difficulty it will experience, in its endeavours
to comprehend the propGsitio7IB, of whieh they
will be taken for the subjects, in the course of
the succeeding stages.
By the hands of Chemi8try, the inward. constitutionand composition-the latent properties
-of all those several natural modifica.tionsof
matter, will, principally by means of mixture
and different doses of combined and uncombined caloric (different degrees of heat and
cold,) be laid open and brought to-view.
(44.) [Mecltanics in tke limited sense of the
tIlOrd.) Mechanics from a Greek word, which
signifies a machine, an engine, a contrim1lCe.
In the limited sense of the word; viz.' in the
sense in which it is employed for the designstion of the several distinguishable classes of
configurations, contrived principally for the
purpose of gaining force at the expense of deBpatch, or despatch at the expense of force.
These are, 1. the leur: 2. the wheel, turning
upon a fixed axis: 3. the puUey, or shifting
tch.ed: 4. the indined plane: 5. the ~refD: 6.
the wedqe: to which hath of late years been
added, 7. the funicular machine; and are now
designated by the common appellation of the
mec1l.anical powers.
This limited sense is the
only original one: the only one attached to
the word, in the language from which it is
derived.
Within the last two hundred years, the
species of force, to a compromise, as it were,
amongst wluch all distinguishable bodies or
masses of matter appear to be indebted, for
the qltantity of matter, the form, and the texture which they respectively possess, have been
brought to light. These are, 1. .Attraction of
gracity, a tendency possessed, not only by all
the matter of which our earth, but by all the
matter of which any part of the visible fl,niurse
is composed. 2. Attraction of cohesion, the
perceptible operation of which is confined
within distances too small to be distinguished
by human sense. 3. Elasticity: i.e. a principle of repulsion corresponding to, and antagonizing with, the attraction of cohaion: 4.
Attraction and repulsion, having place in the
ease of Magnetilm. 5. Attraction and repulsion,
having place in the case of Electricity.
6.
Attraction and repulsion having place in the
case of Gal'l'anUm.
7. Attraction, termed
dectiu, belonging to the province of chemistry,
and,fro~ the French,commonly, though rat~er
unhappily, expressed by the term chemical
affinity .. N',B. in regard to these three or four
last species, It seems not at present, altogether
determined, how far they coincide, and how
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fa.r, if at all, they stand distinguished from
each other.
To the head of Mec1aniCII, taken at lMge
(including or not including Med.attiCII, taken
in the limited acceptation of the word, as
above) seems now to be generally referred
what appertains to the three first of the above
seven general principles, together with whatsoever changes or arrangements are regarded
as capable of being bronght about, or secured,
in any ma.ss or masses of matter, without any
such change in the arrangement of their undistinguishably minute constituent elements, and
thence in some of their external characters, as
those which it belongs to the lJkemisrt, as such,
to produce or bring to view. In regard to
Magnetilm and Electricity,
in so far as the
motions, which have place on the oceasions 0J1
which those words are employed, are seen to
extend to measurable distances, they seem to
be considered as belonging to the head of
Mechanics:
in so far as the distance in question is so minute as to be incapable of meanrt'mem, they seem to be considered as belonging
to the head of Chemistry.
By all the several instruments above spoken
of under the head of mechanical pown,motion
is tramferred and modified; by none of them
produced :-in all of them motion finds a.
ch.anTi&; in none of them a source.
What
. then are the several BOUruB from which, for
any purpose, and in particular for purposes of
practical utility, it is producible, and accordingly produced' More shortly, what are the
several_reel
of m~
and what the correspending prime mourB, or pri_ m.obila?
Of a search, made in the latest and most
approved institutional works on Natnral Philosophy, the result has been-that of no such
topic is any the slightest mention to be found:
and thus a gap, the existence of which had
long been matter of observation, and never without a.stonishment--a gap in the very heart ofthe
science--was found to remain still unfilled up.
That,in the Chrestomathic School, a demand
so urgent may not be altogether unprovided
with an answer, a slight sketch on this subject
has been attempted, and is inserted in the
.Appendi.r: .-in the hope, and under the assurance, that, being thus started, the subject will
not remain long withont being more effectuaJly
pursued by more competent hands.
{45.)[HydrostatiCB.] FromtwoGreekwords:
one of which signifies tDaUr; the other, taking
a ltation, porition, or leul.
To this head belong such of the muAanical
properties of the portions of matter of which
our earth is composed, as are the result of the
propensity which, in conformity to the allpervading principle of graritation, the component particles of water, and all other bodies,
in so fa.r as they are in a state ofjtvidit" have
to range themselves in suoh 8. manner as to
form a surface, which to our eye a.ppe&r8.flat,
but which is in fact a CVm1 having its eentraJ
point in this our planet.
'
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mina.ted depend, for example, in a. degree
for .ascertaining the specific gra'f!ity of different more or less considerable, the art by which
bodies: I, e. the different tceights respectively relief is afforded in case of drofneu; and the
possessed by the same bulk of each; and in art by which !COrdsand other audible signs
particular the 'IlJeigkU, and thence the rollUS, are employed in the commun~ion
of ideas,
of spiritllOtl$ and other costly liquors: so like- whether near at hand or at a distance.
wise, in a considerable degree, the effects of
(49.) [Optia.) From a. Greek word, which
.f-.p-work;
of mill-!COrk, more particularly signifies to 1«.
m the case of water-mills; and the efficiency
To this head belongs the property which
of such solid constructions as are employed in light has, of producing in the correspondent
resisting the prUBUre of the water: for exam- organs of man and other animals, the percepple, navigable vessels, wharfs, docks, &c.
tion of Bight or 'IliBion: and thereby rendering
(46.) [H ydraulia.) From two Greek words: in some sort present to them bodies, which, so
one of which, as above, signifies tooter; the far as depends upon all other senses, are separother, & pipe or tube.
ated from them by vast, untraversa.ble, and
To this head belong the mechanical proper- even unmeasurable distances.
ties of liquids, as above,-in so far as, being
On this depends, for example, the art of
bonnded by and confined in solid channels of employing with effect glaaseB and other bodies,
&. determinate form, the force with which, and
so prepared as, in some cases, to transmit the
the direction in which, when put in motion, light, in others, to r~tkct it ; and by the one
they act, and the effects of which, on that occa- means or the other (besides increasing, for the
sion, they become productive, are influenced purpose of chemical operations, the quantity of
by the internal form or OO'1Ifo.luration,of those light, and along with it of heat, brought to bear
same channels. It is therefore nothing but a upon a given point,) to ddigkt the organs of
particular branch or modification of Hydrovision by a variety of images, not otherwise
stati«!. To this belongs, for example, pumpperceptible ; to afford relief to those same
tOOrk, as above, and in general the art of con- organs under various imperfections to which
'Ceging water and other liquids, upon a large they are subject; to enable them to obtain
scale, to places in which they are wanted.
perception of objects too small to be perceived
(47.) [Mechanical Pneulnatia.]
Pneumatics,
otherwise, and of others (such as several of
from a Greek word, which means air. Coin- i the heavenly bodies.) which, notwithstandmg
eident with, or at least included in, the import i their vast bulk, are too distant to be by any
of this term, is that of the recently employed ! other means effectually perceived or observed;
term, Aerostatics.
and, by observations taken of them, to ascerTo this head belong those tn«hanirol pro- bin, upon occasion, with relation to the general
perties, as they are termed, which, in whatso- surface of the earth, by the help of calculation,
ever different degrees, are possessed in common i the momentary position of a. narigable «sset,
by all such portions of matter as, at the time : and thus afford guidance to it in Its course.
in question, are m the aerial or gaseous state:
(50.) [Cltemistry.] From an ArabIC word,
and in particular their weight (the result of the : which may be said to be of the same significaattradion of gra'f!ity,) their el<w.icity (the result i tion, allowance made for the mmuteness of
of the principle of intestine "eptdsion,) and that: the stock of knowledge, possessed in relation
prUBUre on all sides which is the result of the : to the subject, at the time when the word first
sort of compromise that has place amongst came into use, in comparison with the vastness
those antagonizing forces:
of the stock possessed at present.
To the head of Chemical PMumatico,
as
To the head of Cltemi..try .,cem to be generbelow, belong those properties by which the ally referred, those properties, which are either
several species of bodies, when in the gauous discovered in bodies, or given to them, by
state, are distinguished from each other.
means of mixture (i. e. actual contact, proOn the above mecAanirol properties depend, dueed as between bodies in a flu.d state on the
for example, in a greater or less degree, the one hand, and bodies, either in a fluid or in a
art of mill-1C01"k, in so far as concerns v-ind- solid state, on the other,) or by the apphcauon
mills; the art of constructing and navigating of extraordinary degrees of kll1l'erature, (I. e.
Ra'lligable
in 80 far as sai/$ are employed, of heat or cold, or both;) on which. occasions
and in virtue of the tendency which the same the original bodies are, commonly, m appearbody, viz. v:ater, has to pass from the liquid ance destroyed; and, in the room ?f them,
into the !laJIeOfI8 state, and back again, accord- new ones, m appearance and properties more
ing to the quantity of heat combined or mixed or less dissimilar, produced,
with it, the construction of Steam-Engine$.
(51.) [Mineral Cheulistry.) (52.) [Ve!Jetable
(48.) [Acoustics.]
From II. Greek word, Chetnmry.) (53.) [Animal Chemu.try.] I. e.
which signifies to hear. To this head belongs Chemistry considered in Its applicatIOn. to
the property which, by its motion, air has, of those three different classes of bodies. Appl~ed
producing in the correspoudent organs of man to mineral bodies, it is capable of producing
and other animals, the perception of _nd, in not only the effect of c{)fllposition, as well as
the iniiniklly diversified modifications of which that of decOIllpositioR, but, in many instances,
it is susceptible. Oa the science thus deno- that of reco7llJ1O$ition: i. e. by putting together
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bodies, such as they are in their natural state, it iron, prepared in a particular manner, and
produces fielD ones ;-bodies possessed of pro- another; and still more recently, between
perties never before made manifest. By de- magnets or magnetized iron, on the one part,
composi'll9, i. e. resolving into their respective and, on the other, a newly discovered species
constituent elements, bodies such as they are of metal, called fiickel, the like relation has
in their natural state, it tl,us also produces new been observed.
ones; and moreover, after thus resolving a
A piece of iron, when brought to a proper
body into its constituent elements, it, in many form, and, after having, for the purpose, been
instances, is able to put them together again, magnetized, as above, left free to turn itself
in such a manner as to reproduce the very upon a. centre, points towards a star which
body so decomposed: a body composed of the serves for giving name to the fIOf"th, and thence
same elements, and not, in respect of any of to the other divisions of the universe, and to
its properties, distingnishable from it. Ap- the corresponding points of the mariner', COf1lplied to 'l':egaable or animal bodies, its powers pau: by which means, without view of sun,
are confined to decomposition: neither to com- moon, or star, the situation of the spot, at
position nor recomposition do they extend. Of which the observation is made, with relation
these orqanized bodies, the formation is a to every part of the universe, IS at all times
process by much too secret and refined, to be ascertainable. And thus it is, that, for showcopied by human art.
ing to him the direction in which he is moving,
In the course of the instruction given in the magnetic needle is become an instrument,
Chemistry, as it comes to be applied respec- as necessary as it is simple, in the hands of
tively to' the subjects of the mineral, f'egetahle, the navigator.
and animal kingdoms, occasion will occur for
(56.) [Electricity.]
From a Greek word,
recalling, enlivening, extending, and fixing in which signifies amber.
By mere rubbing,
the memory, the information received in rela- certain kinds of bodies had, at different times,
tion to them, in Stage 1.
been found capable of being rendered produo(54.) [][ eteorology.] From two Greek words, tive of extraordinary appearances, and extraorthe first of which signifies aloft or derated. dinary changes, in other bodies: attracting them,
No sooner does a substance break free from repeliiTIfJthem, producing light, producing heat,
any of those bonds, by which, while remaining and so forth. Of the sorts of bodies, by means
in a state of solidity or liquidity, it has been of which these appearances are producible,
conflned to a determinate part of the earth's
amber having been the first, in which the
surface, than it enters into the province of power of producing them was observed, hence
Meteorology, and there continues, until, by any the whole system of those effects came to be
of those revolutions of which the atmosphere" designated by the name of electricity; as if one
is the constant theatre, it is again brought into should say, amber-!lXWk.
immediate contact with, and made to form a
By degrees, it having been observed that the
portion of, some one or more of those solid or property of producing those efteeta, is a proliquid masses. Thus, after having been raised, perty, which, under certain circumstances, is
by solution in the incumbent air, and then again manifested by all matter, it was at length disprecipitated, water, on its descent towards covered, (viz. by Benjamin Franklin,)
that,
the dense part of the earth's surface, becomes, among them are those, to which, when maniaccording to circumstances, mist, rain, hail, or fested upon the largest scale, the names tkunrnol!' ;-remaining all the while, and until it der and lightniflg are applied.
has reached that dense part, amongst the subAccordingly, to this head belong, at present.
jects of meteorology. So likewise the electric the means employed for securing person and
.fluid, when, by the magnitude of its quantity, property, from the destruction of which those
it gives birth to· those appearances, which, changes in the atmosphere are liable to become
nnder the denominationR of thunder and lig"t- the source.
ning, are sometimes so fatal, and, to many a
In some diseases, electricity has been aptimorous mind, at all times so tremendous.
plied, not altogether without success, in the
(55.) [.Magnetism.] From a Greek word, character of a remedy.
which signifies a loadstone: this naturally
(5i.) [GakaniBm.] From Galmni, an
com'poun~e~ species of mineral, having iron Italian, by whom, not long before the close of
~or ItS.principal element, being the only body, I the last century, effects, in many respects
III whl~h the peculiar relation, in the way of
coinciding with, though in some respects
attraction and repulsion, to other bodies of the different from, those produced by t!lectricity.
same sort, or to iron, was for a long time were found producible, without the help of
observed :-though latterly, by human art, friction or intercourse with the clouds, by a
means have been found, for establishing the mere arrangement, made to take place between
same sort of relation between one piece of certain bodies in a solid, and certain others in
a fluid state.
* The atmosphere, i. e. the miseellaneous mass
Magnetiml, Electricity, GalMnilm-in
the
of matter in a gaseous state, with which those hands of the chemist, the powers designated
rarts of the earth's surface,which are in a solrd or by those several names, more particularly
liquid state, are constantly eneompassed,
Electricity and GalMnilm, have become so
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many very efficient and active instmments: buted ; quantity and quality of tllilitary force,
by Elutricity,
but still more particularly by &c. &c.
Gahan., bodies, which till then had been
(60.) [Geometry continued.]
See Stage 1.
regarded as simple, having, principally under
(61.) [Historical Chronolog.1l continued.] In
the management of Sir Humphrey Dary, been the same manner as Geograplty, presented at
decomposed,and new ones, possessedof very first in the state of a naked field, receives by
extraordinary properties, brought, as it were, degrees its proper dothing, so will Historical
into existence.
Chronology.
In the one case, as in the other,
By Magnetism, by Electricity, and in some the signs will come to be repeated: and, at
degree by Galvanism, effects have thus been each repetition, an additional quantity of inproduced on other bodies,WIthoutany remark- formation will be superadded.
able cha-nge in the conrtitution of the bodies
To the account of the great military wars
employed as Instruments in the production of and other political events, composedof battles,
those effects: and in this way it is, that these sieges, unions and dismemberments, acquisidistricts of the field of science appertain, in tions and losses of territory, changes in
some respects, to the province of 1~fechanic8. , dynasties, and in so far as in the Stage and at
But, by the use and application made of them, the age in question, they can be made intelliparticularly of Electricity, and most particu- gible, in forms of gorern'fl!ent-to this will by
larly of Gal'MniBm, not only new properties degrees be added, the sort of information,
have been observed, but prodigious changes designated by the term .Archf£o{o:lY, i. e.
have been made, in the constitution of most account of antiquities: an account of the state
sorts of bodies: and in this way it is that they ofperrons and things, in anteriQT, i. e. former and
appertain to the province of Chemistr.1l.
earlier, so preposterously termed ancient,
(58.) [Balistics.]
From a Greek word, times ; including information respecting lodgwhich signifiesto cart: called also the theory ing, diet, clothing, military equipment, pasof projectiles, from a Latin word of the same times,-powers and functions-belonging to
signification. The mass projected is either in OffiCi'S, civil, pohtieal, and religious, &c.
:t. solid or In a liquid state: in so far as it is
(G~.) [AppropriateDraICing.]
In the Chresin a solid state, the art of Gunnery is included tomatluc school, the great use of draICing IS,
in it: an art, which, in so far as concerns the the giving assUt<tllce to, and serving as a test,
tnotiQn produced, belongs, since the Invention and thence as a cause of, pr<!ticienc.~ in the
of gunpowder, to Chemistry; and in 80 far as branches of art and science to which it is appliconcerns the glvmg direction to that motion, cable. On this score, in so far as it is approto JUechan;cs. In so far as the mass projected priate, it WIll adapt itself to those several
is in a liquid state, the art is that of making subjects, in proportion as they are presented.
Jets d'eau, i. e. playing fountain,,' a branch But tins direction receives a necessary modifiwhich, by its perfect innocenceand compara- cation. from the state of the bodily Qrgans in
tive insignificance,forms a striking contrast I question in respect of maturity.
with the other.
(63.) [Grammatical E.rercises.] See Table
In detail, neither can Gun1leTl/. any more II. The objects aimed at in and by these
than Fortification; or Narigation,'present
any exercises will besufficient title to admittance into the Chreao1. To render the scholar acquainted with
mathic school: but, in so far as they are. all I the structurc of langnage in general, and that
of them, comprehendedin lYatural PhilQsoph.lI, : of his 011'n language IIIparticular ; and thereby,
it would be leaving an incongruous gap, not i to qualify him for speaking and wnting, on all
to give some general intimation of the subjects and occasions,WIthclearness.correctgeneral principles on which they respectively ness, and due effect-in hISown language.
depend.
:!. By familiarizing him with the greater
(59.) [Geography c<lntinlled.] In the first part, in nnmberand importance.of thoseter:ns
Stage, the Instruction relating to Geography belonging to foreign langnages, from which
will have been confinedto mere Topogral'ItH:those belonging to his 011'n are derived. and in
the knowledgeof the divisionsand remarkable which the orrgm of their import, and the
spots, partly natural, partly factrtious, observ- familie.sofwordsWIthwhichthey are connected,
able on the earth's surface: beginning. of are to be found-to drvest them of that repulcourse, with the conntry in which the mstruc- \ srve and disheartening quality, of which so
tion is adnnmstered. At this next, and other I impressivean idea is conveyed,by the appelsucceeding stages, the same ground will be IlatIOn of hard vorde.
retrodden: and in it. as relative capacity
3. To render the app.roach,to the several
advances, informa.tionwill be affordt'd, of that branches of art and SCIence,as SfIWOth and
sort, which, in books of Geography, used to be ea.,,!!as possible,by rend.ering that part of ~he
comprehended under that name, but of late langnage which is pecul~ar.tothem,.andWI~lCh
years has been referred to a separate name, is mostly derived fromjorevm, and III ~a:tlcuviz. StatUtWs.' such as that which concerns lar from the dead languages, as famuUlr as
populatior&; the manner and proportions III any other part..
.
which the matter of fCealth, the matter of
4. To lay a substantial and exte!lslvefounPOIUT, and the matter of digllity, are distri- dation, for a more particular aequamtanee, to
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kingdoms-c-some
of them known, others not
thl! purpose of reading, with or without that
of cmaUNation, with the several foreign lan- known, at present in a living state--Geogao.y
guages, dead &11dli'lling, comprehended
in tbe includes ArMUloiogy, as applied to the 1&nIct~
Stage II. 17.)
scheme, or such of them as, at a maturer age, of this our Globe.-(See
shall be regarded as promising to be conducive
(67.) [La~.]
In &11applicatioa
to thescho1ar's adwncement in life, or agreeable
made of it at Stage II. to MecA4nicl, Geumetry
found 0716 of its practical11Bell: in its applicato his talte.
tion to Land_rceyi1l!1,
it will find another.
As to the ~ecU
of these exercises, in addiIn addition to the more elementary
part,
tion to the rules of Grammar, they may consist
Trig()ft(1lR8try (from two Greek words, one of
of select portions of History &11d Biograpky,
which signifies a thru oomered figure, the other
taken from the most approved works composed
melUUri1l!1) is a. branch of the speenlative
in the several languages.
In &11ylanguage other th&11his own, comJ>O- science called Geometry, which on this occasion
rition~xcept
in so far as Tramlatiun
(see will be brought into practical use. But in
Tab. II.E:JJerCita) or Note taking (see Stage
this instance too, as well as in that of M ecA.anicl,
V. 13.) may be considered as coming under this
the simply entmeiatit!6 parts of the proporitiou
still leaving to a.
head-is
proposed not to be comprehended
in will serve by themselves;
this course, but to be reserved to some other
more sdvaaeed
lltage such instmction,
&11d
86at of instruction,
or for Belj-iTiltruction at a such e.urciBeB, as take for their subject the
demomtratiu parts.
maturer age.
(64.) [Stage III.]
At this Stage, the gene(68.) [Architecture.]
From two Greek
ral information, obtained in the two preceding
words, one of which signifies chief or principal;
stages, is still repeated;
and the application
the other, Handicraft
1IlOrk.
made of it to the exigencies and gratifications
For its products, and in that view its ~ecU,
of common life, rendered more &11dmore par.A rckitectttroe in general has coTiItnfctiou in
ticular and determinate,
&11d brought still
general.
Comtructi0n8 may be distinguished
nearer to actual and common use.
into principal constructions, i. e. constructions
(65.) [Mining.]
Under Mineral Chemittry,
of independent use, and constructions for the
have been brought to view, the different sorts
purpose of communication.
Principal construcof simple substances obtained by means of this
tions are mostly 'l"tcepW1es.
According to the
art, together with the new substances, obtained
nature of the baaes on which the receptacles
they are distinguished into ~
by putting them together,and
combining them, rest or _,
in groups and proportions, different from those
trial, aqv,<UUJ, &11d a<irial: fixed buildings,
in which they are found combined by the hands
navigable vessels, and air balloons.
of Nature.
Under the present head, a general
Of communication, the principal instmments
view (and a very general one will suffice) will are, 1. Roads. 2. Canals, including tu.tula
be to be given, of the manner in which this art
and draim.
3. Q,nays, including WAaif. and
is practised.
In its quality of an art, operatJetties. 4. Bridges.
ing upon materials, rendered
more or less
Substituted to the present costly and comknown by precedent BCience, it matches in some paratively useless stock of a toy-lAop, arcllite.,..
sort with Architer;tllre and HusbGndry, to which
tllral models of bnildings and furniture, mighi,
it supplies a considerable part of the materials, if made to take to pieces and put together
which they respectively employ.
again, be to this purpose productive of real
(66.) [Geognosy.] From two Greek words, and lasting use.
one of which signifies the earth,; the other,
(69.) [Htubaftdry, including TlIeory oj V,,knotcledge or und.entanding.
By this name is getation and Gard.emflg.]
On this oocasion,
designated what we have as yet been ..ble to application will come to be made of the inlearn, concerning the manner in which the stmction obtained in relation to the mineral
matters composing the substance of the earth,
as well as the ~
system, in Stage I. ;
including so much of wha.t is underneath
the and in relation to Vegetabk C"-Utry, in Stage
surface as hath been rendered accessible to us, II. So of the instrnction obtained in relation
are distributed.
By Gwgrapky,
the earth is to Architecture,
in so far as concerns barns,
viewed in one direr;tioo; by Geog'IWBy in another drains, and other COfI.lItructiolll; and in relation
direction:
by Ge<JfJT"aph,y,it is considered with
to H tubandry itself, in so far as concerns impi'"
a. view to one Bet of purpOBeB: by G«Jf!1W'?!, ments-employed,
or with advantage employwith a view to anotlter set of purposes.
Grog- able, in Husbandry. How to convey &11dcommit
fUJI!! is among the new fruits of CMmWtry.
to the eartli to the best advantage
the teed.
To the general gratification
afforded to epee1/,- and otAer germa of its productB,-as well as how
latiu curiosity, GeogM8!! adds the prar;tical to collect and convey to the store or the market
a.dva.ntage, of affording indications-cpresumpthe products themselves when ripe, or othertive and experiment-saving
indication&-ofthe
wise ready for use r-so likewise how to collect,
presence or absence of the valuable substances,
convey, and commit to the earth the man.roe
for the extraction of which the art oj mining
employed in their production-will
be learnt
18 employed.
principally from Mec/umicl:
how to preserve
By the remailll which it brings to light of them against corruption and combustion,_
the dead subjects, of the ugetable &11danimal
well as how to choose, prepare, and keep the
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manure-from f.JkemUtry. So in Gardening,
how to employ artificial heat and shelter in
the improvement or preservation of those
choicer vegetables which are the subject of
that art. Cattle, not to speak of Bees, are all
of them among the /r'rtits, some of them among
the imtrument6, of Husbandry. For what concerns the care of their Mahk, reference will be
to be made to Stage IV. Among the inferior
animals, Hmhandry has a multitude of enemies.
For the most effectual modes of destroying
them, reference will be to be made to Stage
IV. But to this pnrpose it may be necessary
to obtain more or less knowledge in relation
to them: and for this knowledge the fouruJa..
tion will at least have been laid in Stage I.
(70.) [Pkysi<:al .Economics.] Pkyrical, from
a Greek word which signifies N iUural, in contradistinction to moral :- EOO1W71lics,from two
Greek words: one of which signifies a kouse ;
the other, managemem.
Of Meckanics
and
Ckemiltry,-pa.rtly in an immediate way, partly
throngh the medinm of .ArcMt«ture and Husbandry,--of Mechanics as well as Chemistry,
but principa.lly of Chemistry,-application will
here be made to all the various physical concerns of a family: care of Mahk excepted, for
which see Stage IV.
From Chemistry, more particularly, will be
deduced and administered an all-comprehensive stock of practically useful information.
Ma.rimizatimt of bodily comfort in all its shapes
-minimization
of bodily diBwmfort in all its
shapes- -minimization of the labour and erpellM
applied to both these intimately connected
purpose&-these will the art in question have
for its end3 in view. [For ma..rimization and
minimization see Table IL Principia.]
Articles of household furniture, apparel, food,
dri1lk, and fuel, these it will have among its
principal ~
'Miters: v:arming, cooling,
moUtffling, ttta8hing, drying, umiltUing, lighting, dotJ.ing, cooking, presermng, repairiflg,
restoring-these it will have among its principal ~:
air,heiU, cold, light-substances,
some in a solid, some in a liquid, some even in
a gawnu form,-tlUbstances, indefinitely diversified in form and te.rture,-substances, from
all three kingdoma, mineral, animal, and vegetable,-some natural, some faetitioUll--BOme
simple, some compounded,-these it will have
for its m.ateriah and instrument6.
(71.) [HygiaMics or Hygiantics.]
From a
Greek word, which signifies appertaining to
Mahk :-the branches of art and science which
appertain to health; i. e. to the ~ion
as well as t'e$WriUion of it.-Medicine,
Pky,il;
-the words most commonly employed on this
oceasion-are inadequate and delusive. Under
the name of Medicinu or Pkysic, drngs are
conceived as being to be conveyed into the
stomach ; and, to the choosing and preparing
of these ~,
the idea of this most extensive
and diversified cluster of arts and sciences is
thus confined.
Of all the bodies, which it can be the object
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of this or any other course of instruction, to
render the scholar more or less acquainted
with,-there is not one, the state and condition
of which can be of near so much importance to
him as that of his 0fM. At this time of life,
few, it is true, in comparison, are the instances,
in which the body is in any way constantly
out of order: not a few, in which it scarce
ever is. Partly to this cause it seems to be
owing, that, in the education of youth, so important a branch of instruction has experienced
so general a neglect. Several others however
have likewise been contributing their share
towards the production of this effect. At the
time or times, in which the plan of School
education (not to speak of Umurrityeducation) received its form, Ckemiltry--one of the
necessary bases of Hygiamics-had no existence : and of the nine other arts and SCIences,
which, as below, may be stated as being subservient to it, several were nearly in the same
case. In those days, the art not having any
clear foundations, there was scarcely anything
whrch=-espeerally
to a mind of the age of a
school-bcy'e=was capable of being taught.
Very different is the case at present. When,
by instrucnon in the several branches herein
enumerated, a clear foundation has been laid
-as in a moderate space of time it may now
be laid-a few rules may, at a still more moderate expense of time and words, be taught and
learnt to great advantage. How to guard
against diwue and death, considered as liable
to be produced, by suddenness or excess of
heat, cold, or moisture, by f£am of respirable
air, by excess in diet or bodily labour. how to
apply to one's self, or to obtain from friendly
ignorance, the speediest as well as most effectual relief-in the case of those accidents, in
which the most common disorders take their
rise: a burn, a scald, a flesh troftnd, la_
produced by corm; indigation in its various
symptoms. pains of the rheunUliic kind in the
head tooth or ear, what is called a cold, in
the several shapes in which tbat malady is
most apt to make its appearance; how to
operate towards the recovery of persons apparently drotmed: in serious cases in general,
what to do in the meantime, until profesliotuJl
assistance can be obtained; and when obtained,
how to form some judgment as to its competency. To femalu, partly on account of the
infirmities peeuhar to that sex, partly on
account of the almost exclusive share which
they possess. in the management of children of
both sexes for several years after birth ; this
branch of knowledge is, in a more peculiar
degree, important.
In point of fact, all
MotAers, all Nurses, are Pkysiciam.
Partly
by remedies altogether unapt, partly by ill
applied ones, partly by ill grounded and false
theories-in uninstructed famIlies, especially
in those in which the expense of professional
advice is an object of alarm. it may almost be
a question-whether more misehief is not done
by medicine, than sustained for want of it.
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in particular, are not unfrequently
enslaved and tormented by unnecessary precautions a.nd groundless fears. Great would
be the va.lue of sound hygiA;lw instruction,
were it only in the cha.ra.cterof a preserva.tive
aga.inst the certa.in mischief to the purse, and
not improbable mischief to the constitution,
by quack medicines; medicines of unknown
composition, presented by those to whom the
patient, and with him the particular na.ture of
his case, is unknown. Varioua are the impositions of which the human body is liable to
be made the subject: by a moderate quantity
of hygiA;lntic instruction, such as the course in
question could not fail to afford, the mind is
rendered proof against them all. It would
have its use, were it only to ena.ble a patient
to make, to his professional adviser, a correct,
complete, a.nd conclusive report of his own
case.
(72.) [PhyBiology.] From two Greek words,
one of which signifies nature or natural state ;
the other, an account; an account of the several component parts of the body, as well
those which are na.turally in a liquid, &B those
which are in a solid state.
(73.) [Anatomy.]
From a Greek word,
which signifies dissectio-n, cutting up. The
parts of the body, to which it can apply, are
of course no other tha.n those which it finds in
a solid state.
(74.) [Pathology.] From two Greek words,
the first of which signifiessensation: an account
of the 8ensatio718which the human frame is
liable to experience, more particularly the
painful or uneasy ones.
(75.) [Nosology.] From two Greek words,
the first of which signifies a malady, disease,
or disorder: an account of the several maladies,
diseases, or disorders, which the human frame
is liable to experience.
(76.) [Diretetics.] From a Greek word which
signifies habitual mode of life, more particularly
in respect of food and drink; whence the
Enghsh word diet :-the knowledge of what
appertains to diet ;--of the influence which, as
well in other respects as in respect of fIOurishment, substances, commonly taken into the
stomach, have on the state of the animal
frame.
(77.) [Materia Medica.] Two Latin words,
which signify the matter of which medicines
(substances applied to the stomach or other
parts of the body, for the cure or prevention
of disorders) are composed.
(78.) (Prophylactics.] From a Greek word,
which signifies 1II8aBUresof precaution.
(79.) (Therapeutics.] From a Greek word,
which signifies to cure or endearour to cure, a
disorder.
(80.) [Surgery, or Mechanical Therapeutics.]
Surgery, from two Greek words: one of which
signifies a hand, the other operatio-n. Mechanical Therapeutics it may be called, because
in so far as, in the endeavour to cure or relieve
a disorder, the hand ofan operator is considered
Children,
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as being employed,-the me.J1IS employed belong to the 1Ii6Chanical, in contradistinction to
the M81IIical, walk in the field of art a.nd
science.
(81.) [Zoohygianticsor ZoAygiantics.] From
two Greek words: one of which, as above,
signifies an animal; the other, as above, pertaining to the care of health :-the arts of preserving and restoring health, considered as
applied to the inferior animals; viz. to snch of
them in the health of which man is, on any
account, wont to take a.n interest. Branches
of art and science-viz. branches condi",ldent
or ~nt-kygiantics
thus applied, has, of
course, the same, in quality a.nd nnmber, &8
when applied to the human species, as above.
Applied to the inferior animals, .Anatomy is
in use to be styled Comparatiu .Anatomy.
With equal propriety the term C01IIparatiu
might, it is evident, be applied to the eight
other branches above enumerated.
For answering (which it does, however, but
in part,) the purpose of the above word Zokygiantics, the only word as yet in use ie-the
Veterinary Art: whence the Veterinary Surgeon takes his name.
Veterinary is from a
Latin word, which signifies to carry. Ofa.ll
the inferior animals, in the health of which it
may happen to man to take an interest, the
only ones to which this appellative applies
are, therefore, the very few which come under
the denomination of beasts ofburthen.
By its
literal analogy to the word uteran, denved
from the Latin word which signifies old, it
has moreover the inconvenience, of presenting
some such idea as that of the Old Man's or
Old W OfIIan'$ art, more readily than the
branch of art which it is employed to designa.te.
(82.) [PhtkiBozoics.] From two Greek words :
one of which signifies to tiatroy; the other, ali
animal, as above :-the art of destroying such
of the inferior animals as, in the character of
natural enemies, threaten destruction or dam&ge,-to himself, or to such a.nimals from
which in the character of natural l81Ta71t8 OI!
allies, it is in man's power to extract useful
service,-is an art, not much less necessary,
than that of preserving a.nd restoring to health,
those his natural friends.
Animals which, either immediately or mediately, as above, are regarded as noxious to
ma.n, are commonly included nuder the general
appellation of urmin.
The Complde VenninKiller is the title of a.n old established book.
(83.) [Mathematics.]
From a Greek word,
which signifies learning in gmeral; 80 inapposite and uneharaeteriatie, is the only word, as
yet employed for giving expression to this
branch of art and science.
(84.) [Geometry.] (85.) [.Arithtndie.] See
Stage I.
(86.) [Algebra.] From anA,.abic word, the
signification of which seems not to be exactly
known.
By Geometry, quantit,Y is considered with
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relation to form, s!tapc--Qr, as on this ocea- applied, comes,in everyinstance, within the desion it is more common to say, to figure ;-by
scription given above,viz. by tnOO7l$ of their relaA rit/unetie and Al,qebra, 11'itlwut relation to tion to certain quantitUlllthat are knouJ1!,the malefigure. In so far as figure is out of the ques- ingknotrnacertainquantityorcertainquantities
tion, number is the only form, in which quantity whiclt, in all other respects, are as yet unk7WlJJn.'
is susceptible of diversification. In so far as
But, for making out tlus relation, someconthe number in question is represented by the trivance in every instance-e-and, in some inappropriate characters, called cyphers, but stances, abundance of very subtle contrivance
more commonly :figures: the amount of it is -over and above the usc of short-hand is, or
thus, in a direct way, made known; and at any rate originally was, necessary: and from
Arithmetie is the name employed in speaking the slwrt-hand itself, the ,ystem, composedof
of it: in so far as it is no otherwise expressed, these contrirances, is in itself no less distinct,
than by means of some relation, more or less than anyone of the species of discourse (a.
complicated and disguised, which it bears to speech, for mstanee, or the ecidence of a witsome known number or numbers, Algebra is ness,) which short-hand, commonlyso called, is
the name employed in speaking of It. For employed in !rivmg expression to, is distinct
giving expression to such numbers as are yet from the slwrt-hand-the mode of writing-itttll-knDtt'n-(all
numbers in so far as they are self.
respectively expressed by one simple line of
In that ]100. of the Appendix, in which an
the appropriate characters being knotrn )-inexposition is given, of some ulterior principles
stead of fiqure», other SIgnS(such as certain of instruction, by means of which the characletters belonging to the Alphabet, and com- ~rigtic principles of the new system may (It
monly taken from the closeof it) are employed. IS supposed) be applied to .A[atltemat~and
This is for sltortness: thus, instead of saymg that WIth as much facihty and advantage, as
(i. e. writmg) first Unk1!OlCn number, the Alge- any WIth which they are or can be applied to,
braist says x; instead of second unknown num- Readinq, Arithmetic, or Grammar-this subber, y ; and so, for a third z, And from time ject will be resumed." In the meantime two
to tune, for further abbreviation, other letters observations may have their use.
again, taken from the commencement, or some
1. The first is, that, though the Algebraic
other anterior portion of the Alphabet, are contrivances-the contrivances by which the
commonly employed. For addition, subtrac- algebraic short-hand is to the purpose m question, multiplication, dir-unon, equalot.'1, and eer- tion made use of, are perfectly distinct from
tain other terms of arithmetic, the shorter signs the short-halld Itself; yet so prodigious is the
X -;- =, &c.) being also employed, facility which, when the thort-hand has once
AI:lebraisthus,inrespectofthesi:171$employed been learnt, is afforded by It, that what seems
in it, a species of 3hort-kand :-of short-hand, probable is-that, had It not been for the shortapplied to the particular subject of quantity, hand, a very small part of those algebraic
considered without reference to qualify.
cOlltrirances, which at present are in nse,
Can it be then (it will naturally be asked) would at this time, if ever, have been dissurh wonders as have been performed by AI- covered. Compared WIththe words, by which
gebra=-can it be, that it is by mere abbrerul- the same ideas are expressed 10 ordinary Iantion-by nothing but a particular species of guage, the Roman numerals are a species of
short-hand-that
they have been performed 1 short-hand: compared with these Roman nuby the mere use of a set of si!lTls or characters merals, the Arabia» numerals, now mostly
-by which the ideas in question are expressed substituted to them, are a highly-improved
in a less quantity of 8pau and timf, than would species of short-hand-s-a species by which
have been necessary, to the giving expression alone, independently of the .Algel1raic shortto them by the Big1l$ or charaeters, of which hand, much greater progress would probably
ordinary written language is composed,and by have been made m Mathematics, than, in the
whicb those sounds are designated, of which same quantity of time, would have been made
the ordinary ~lrcn language is composed /WIth no.other instrument of abbreviation than
]10 ewton, Leibnitz, Euler, La Place, La Grange, that which IS composedofthe Roman numerals.
&c. &c.-on this magni6.cent portion of the I .2. The other observation is, ~hat, whether
field of science, have they been nothing more I without the sliort-hand, the contr~rallce8 would
than so many expert short-hand1t'riters1
I or would not have as yet been hit upon; yet,
AMtDer.-Assuredly, the system of 'lbbrer-i- i now that they have been hit upon, being, as
ated forms of ezprasion is one thing-the purabo~e, in the nature of the case, so perfec.tly
pOle to which these modes of expression are I distinct from the short-h<J.nd, there ISnothmg
employed is another and perfectly distinguiSh-j to prevent their bemg expres.sedwithout itable thing. The purpose, to which, in the in- expressed by the words of which ordinary lanstance in question, this species of short-hand. is " guage is composed-no more than there is, to
prevent from being written down in words at
* The use thus madeof the word fiqure in two length, and 50 printed, a mass of aide-.,
aenaesthus different,andyetnot BO dilfere~tas not which at a trial has been taken down in Ihorttel be liableto be confounded.is an unfortunatecircumstance; but such 18 the state of the language, I
.. See Appendix,No. VIII.
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hand; and which, but for the short-hand, could
not have been taken down, unless a greater
length of time had been allowed for the delivering of the evidence.
Hence comes the practical conclusion, viz.
that, for the convenience of learners, it would
probably be of no small use, if, in ordinary
language-language
clear from those dtaracter« and formularies, so appalling to every as
yet uninitiated, (and more particularly to the
uninitiated juvenile eye )-explanations
were
given of the several contrironces in question;
or if, in this way, the explanation of the whole
system, pursued to the length to which it has
already been carried, would occupy too much
space-at
any rate, of such points, as, by the
joint considerations
of faciltt!J and utilit!Jfacility in acquisition, and utility in application-should
be found recommended for preference.
(87.) [U ranological Geography.]
U ranologUal from Uranology, which is from two
Greek words:
one of which siguifies the
4earens; the other, as above, an account·an account of the heavenly bodies-more commonly termed astronomy ·-.Astronomy,
from
two Greek words : one of which signifies a
.tar or planei ; the other, arrangement, or to
arrange.
But in this field, the space, in which
the bodies are considered as being in a state
of motion, or in a state of rest, requires to be
consrdered ; as well as the bodies, which are
considered as fIWlling or resting in that space :
and as for the bodies, it is not by him who is
called an astronomer, that the arrangement
made of them has been made.
(See Stage I.,
and see the next artiele.)
(88.) [U ranological Chronology.] See Stage
I. When that fixation of quantities, which is
not performable but by mathematical
investigation, is discarded or postponed, a very small
quantIty of time will suffice, for conveying a
general, yet sufficiently instructive intimation,
of what is ascertainable,
in relation to such
parts of the contents of the universe, as are in
any way open to our observation.
But if this
quantity, small as it is, be grudged, it is only
in virtue of its application to Geography and
Okronology, that U ranoZog!l can present any
very decided claim to admission into the
Okrestomathic Course. In Stage I. Geography
and Chronology were considered in the most
simple and obvious point of view ; and accordingly, without reference to those relations
between the Earth and the other celestial
bodies (principally
our Sun and Moon,) on
which the facts belonging to these branches
of science are so essentially dependent.
In
regard to Uranological Geography and Uranological Chronology-the
practical
uses, to
which these two branches of Uranology are
applied, being different--distinct
names are
accordingly required, for giving ezpres8ion to
them ; but, considered as nbjeas of instructioa, the consideration of $em is inseparable.
To Uranological Geography more particularly,
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belongs the division made of qHJU, on the
Earth's surface; viz. the division into climaeel,
and degrees of latitnde and longitnde: and the
influence exercised by the Moon on the tida;
i, e. on the motions of such parts of the earth's
surface as are in a liquid state ; perhaps also
in the tcindB, i. e. on the motions of such parts
as are in a gaseous state.
To Uranologi«U
Chronology more particularly,
belong the divisions made of time: viz. the natural divisions
into periods, cydea, solo» year" montIiB, lunar
years, and days; together with the ulterior
factitious and arbitrary, but not the less necessary, divisions into hours, minute8, and lerona".
Place and time being considered together,
and with reference to each other, the heavenly
bodies, employed as they are in the measurement of both these quantities,
serve for the
indication and guidance of the course of a ship
at sea: and thus they are, as it were, taken
up.and, in conjunction with the niagnetic nudle,
employed as instruments, in the hands of the
N amgator. On this occasion, by means of our
organs of sight, light becomes a sort of instrument of communication, and thence of measurement, between this our planet and other component parts of the material universe, and, not
only between those comparatively
near orbs,
on which the motions of our own have a perceptible dependence, and correspondent
reciprocal infiuence; but between our own and
others, such as the Moons, (called Satellites of
Jupiter,) the star called the Polar Star, and
the other stars, which, for the purpose of distmguishing them from Planets, are calledFiud
Star_the
tllotionB of which have for their place,
a field, separated from that of our own planet,
by distances, more and more extensive, till a*
last they stretch to such a. pitch, as to bid defiance to all calculation :-the 1notions ;-for it
appears not that even the Stars called jizt, are
exempt from that law of universal gravitation,
of which perpetual as well as universal motiota
is the necessary consequence.
The short time necessary to a general acquaintance with Uranology, would not be altogether uselessly employed-wonld
not be
unchratomatAically
employed-ha.d
it no other
use than that of preserving
the mind against
the alarming and predatory
delusions, set to
work by the species of impostor ca.lled an .AItroloqer.*
(89.) [Technology.] FromtwoGreekwords:
the first of which signifies an art. In the list
of separatelya.dministered
branches ofinstruotion, this article may serve to close the last
Stage.
On this occasion, as far &8 time will
• Under the title of Sibley's Astrology a 'Work
has been seen, containing no fewer than {~ur thick
4to volumes, of very recent date. A work of such
expense could never have been published, bnt
under the aBB1Il'&tlee
of a considerable number of
purchasel'tl, all of whom mUBtneeeuarily have been
found in the most opulent and extensivelyedueated
claases.
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admit, a connected view is proposed to be given,
of the operations by which arts and tnannfactUTef are carried on.
The more g~1Ural infermation, obtained, in Stages II. and III., in
relation to Mechanics, and Chemistry, and some
of their dependencies, will thus be extended
farther on in the region of particulars.
On
this occasion will be to be shown and exemplifled, the advantages, of which, in respect of
despatch and perfection,
the principle of the
dimsion of labour is productive.
Here will be shown how, by the help of this
most efficient principle, as art and science are
continually making advances at the expense
of ordinary practice and ordinary hwu:kdge,
80 manufacture
(if by this term may be distinctively designated art, earned on with the
help of the dimrion of labour, and thence upon
a large scale) is continually extending its conquests, in the field of nmple handicraft art-art carried on without the benefit of that newly
found assistance.
To reduce the apparent infinitude of the
subject within a comprehensible compass, it will
be necessary, under the direction of the LogiClan, to apply the Tactics (the art of arrangement) of the Naturalist
to the contents of the
field of the Technol<!!Jist; to bring together
and class, the several sorts of tools and other
implements-and
that, in such a manner as to
show how they agree WIth, and differ from, each
other.
In its character of a sohool of Technology, the arestomathic
School, though not a
I,l ace, would thus be a source. of general commumcation-c-c channel, through which the several sorts of artists might receive, from one
another, instruction in relation to points of
practice, at present pecnhar to each.
The
t<sryenter, the Joiner, the Cabinet-maker, the'
Turner in tCOOd, the Ship-builder,
&c. ; the
lVhite8l'1lith, the Blacksmith, the Metal-founder,
the Printer, the Engraur, the M athematicai
Imtrument .Yaker, &c. ; the Tailor, the Shoefnaker, the Collar-maker, the Saddler, &c.; the
Distiller,
the Breuer, the Sugar-baker, the
Bread-baker, &c. Of all these several artists,
the respective tools and other implements-together with the operatiQfU performed by means
of them-will
thus be to be confronted together;
and a. comparative and comprehensive view
will thus be to be given of their points of resemblance and difference.
Not to speak of the mutual information, eapable of being by this meaus derived from one
another by the artist.s themselves,
to the
sc1wlars the effect will be that enlivening consciousness of mental vigour, and independent
power, which is the fruit of learning in general,
reaped from the soil of a highly cultivated
mind.
As, in virtue of the GramtMtical Esereitel, in the Language in which the instruction
is delivered, there will be no hard name..; so,
in virtue of the F..zerciseB, of which the field of
art-/JtId-science learning, including this appendage to it, is the subject-in
the whole field of
_ful
instrncbon,-there
will be no dark t['Ot8
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So far as concerns the middling classes, the
more extensive the view, thus obtained by the
scholar, of the field of Technology, the more
-fully, and to the bent, natural or aduntitwus, of his taste and inclination, the more
farouraiJly, (consideration had at the same time
of his family circumstances and connexions,)
will he thus find the field of his liulihood enlarged.
(90.)
[Book-keeping at Large.]
The commercial process or operation, on the subject of
which, under the name of Book-keeping, works
In such multitude have been published, is but
a branch, a particular application, of an art,
of the most extensive range, and proportionable importance: viz. the art of Book-keeping
at large; the art of .Registration, of Recordation; the art of securing and perpetuating
Emdence.
See Table II. Principles, Class III.
Correct, complete, clear, concise, easy to consalt; in case of error, so framed as not to COUf'
it, but to afford indication of it: appropriate,
I. e. adapted
to the particular practical purpose it has in view; the purpose, for the sake
of which the labour thus bestowed is expended,
-in these epithets may be seen the qualities
desirable in a system of this kind.
The new
system of Instruction, at any rate the original
Inventor's edmon of it, presents to view a perfect specimen of the practice of this art, as
applied to those infenor branches of instruction, which it has already taken in hand.
In
the Chrestomathic School, the principle thereby
indicated will of course be pursued; but, proportioned to the superior extent of the jidd
assumed by it, will necessarily be the extent
and variety of the applscauo« made of it. In
the practice of this most universally useful
art, all those Scholars, who, from the lowest
up to the highest Stages, In the character of
Teachers, Prisate Tutors, or .Jlonitors, bear
any part in the management of the school, will
gradually be initiated, and insensibly perfected: and, in proportion as any Scholar appears
quahfied to take any such part in it, it will be
the duty and care of the Mmter, to put the
means of so domg into his hands.
As, by the undermentioned Abbe Gaultier,
the principles of the art of Abridgment-making,
and thence of Note-taking, have been exhibited
in a general point of view; so. between this
time and the time at which the Chrestomathio
populanon has reached its last and highest
stage, no doubt but that some apt person will
be found to perform the correspondent good
office, in favour of the art of Registration, or
Book-keryiflg at large.
(91.)
[Commercial Book-keeping.]
Commonly called, without addition, Book-ke.eping.
As well in the form of mon~y as in that of
money's trOrlh, the Chrestomathic School will,
at all times, have its receipts, its apenditure,
and its stock in hand.
In its system. of Bookkeq>in9 at la.Tge, it will" therefore, III 50 f:u,
comprise and possess, a system of COIn.mereial
Book-keep! ng. But, to the Scholars, when they
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go abroad in the world, it will not suffice that
they are initiated in .the particular
system
of Book-keeping in use ill that establishment:
to such of them, at least, as hereafter betake
themselves to any commercial occupation, it
will be matter of adMntage,
not to say of
necessity, to be no less perfectly acquainted
with whatsoever
system is in use in other
establishments,
and especially in those of which
tmllmercial profit is the object or end in view.
The Italian
method, or method of Double
Entry, is the name given to that system of
Book-keeping which is commonly employed in
establishments
of superior importance.
Unfortunately,
old-established
as it is, thc obscurity of this method is still more conspicuous
than its utility; and, in consequence, generatum, instead of correction, of Error, IS but too
frequent a result.
This obscurity has, for its
sole cauu, the fictitiousness, and thence the inexpressiuncss, or rather the mise.rpreSS!Teness,
of the language.
The fiction has place iu two
principal instances:
I. in the employing the
word designative of debt, in cases in which no
such transactron really has had place; 2. in
the ascribing to objects incapable of contracting-this or any other obhgation-such
as the
several articles of which the mass of commercial stock is composed-the
capacity and act
of contracting
that same legal obligation. 3.
Moreover, m direct opposinon to an incontestable principle of eeidence, the originallUcordbook, the basis of all the other books, is branded
with a note of worthlessness,
under the name
of the JVaste-book. Meantime, for the several
events and states of things, to which these fictitious denominations
are allotted, it cannot
be but that other denominations,
clear of
Fiction, and, in a direct way and to the apprehension of mankind in general, expressive
of the objects requiring to be designated-c-are
to be found; and, by any such universally apt
expressions, so many expositions and explanations will be given of the correspondent
fictitious and unapt ones. In this design, a little
work on this universally
useful branch of
Logic, was long ago planned, and is at present in preparation."
(92.)
[Note-taking:]
i. e. taking Notes or
~[emorandums of the purport of any discourse,
whether delivered from book or without book;
for example, as here, for the purpose of instructwn: and in the case of e.rhibitions, with or
without memorandums
taken, of the appearances presented by the objects e;rhibited. The
time during which these notes are taking, being
no other than the time dnring which the discourse is delivering, and the object exhibiting,
including any such pauses as may happen to
take place;
the consequence is, that, with
relation to the original from whence they are
taken, any such notes can scarcely have place
in any other form than that of an abridgment;

* Some farther remarks on this subject will be
found in vol. v. p. 383, et seq.
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and that an abridgment made extempore, upon
the spur of the occasion, with very little time
employable in the process of consideration.
On this occasion, use will naturally be made
of a masterly little work on this subject, published m English, by the A.bbe Gaultier.
Note-taking being, in so far as the note falls
short of being a complete copy, a species of
compositwn, and, as such, in some sort, a product of in'l!llntio71, and that product produced
extempore, and affording, at the same time, the
most correct test of the correctness and completeness of the conception which, as appears
by the note thus taken, has been formed of the
origmal discourse: this is the sort of exercise,
to the performance of which the maturest state
of the mind IS reqnisite;
and which, therefore,
ought to be the last of all the exercises, performed in relation to the several subjects of
instruction that have place in the whole ofthe
aggregate course.
When all the several particular courses have been gone through,wit/tout
the benefit of this auxiliary task, then will be
the time for determming which of them stand
most in need of it, and thereupon to which of
them It shall be afforded.
(93.)
[School-room insufficient:] viz. space
in the school itself. In most mstances,Dancinq,
Riding, Fencing, for example, the objection is
obviously an insuperable one. In that of the
Military Exercue, so would it be so far as
concerns the particular
portion of covered
space ill question;
but, suppose a proper spot
obtainable
in the near neighbourhood,
this
objection, at any rate, vanishes.
(94.) [Admission pregnant with exclU8ion:]
i. e. the branch of instruction in question, such,
that by admission given to It, exclusion would
unavoidably
be put upon others; viz. npon
some one, or more, or all of them,
ThUB, if
instruction in _lfusic were admitted, the noise
would be such, that, while it was going on,
the reqnisite degree of attention could not be
paid to any other.
So, if instruction in relation to controverted
points of Dimnity, were
admitted, whatsoever were the tenets taught,
a parent to whose notions those tenets were,
to a certain degree, repugnant, would not send
his child to a school. which numbered among
its objects and its promises, the impregnating
with those tenets the minds of its scholars.
The considerations
by which, in the proposed course of instruction,
nothing that regards Religion is intended to be comprised,
are extremely
simple;
and it is hoped will
receive the approbation of all parties.
1. Necessity of the course thus taken.
2. Needlessness of the opposite course.
3. Innoxiousness
of the course thus taken.
Anyone
of these considerations
might have
sufficed to justify it; and all of them, it is believed, will be found to have place.
1. Necessity of the course thus taken.
For the purpose of this first experiment, on
which so much depends, it has been, and is,
the anxious desire of the managers, to have
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the greatest number of children possible to try
it upon, and that in the course of the whole
length of time during which a continuance of
the necessary exertion on the part of all the
several numbers could reasonably be expected.
The cheapness of the terms on which scholars
can, in the Bell and Lancasterian systems, recerve instruction;
the cheapness of the terms,
and, consequently,
the number of the persons
to whom the proposed benefit can be imparted,
depends on the number capable of being instructed under one system of management, and
one Head-master.
In regard to the proposed
mass of instruction, it has been matter of consideration to the managers, not only to what
ages it was capable of being applied, but,
moreover, at how small a rate of expense;
and, consequently,
to how large a proportion
of the whole population it was capable of beiug administered.
To this end it was, that
the extent to be endeavoured
to be given to
the numbers proposed to be provided for in
the first instance, was that which has been
regarded, as the greatest fur which in such a
case, the inspecting eye of one and the same
general master, could be made to suffice.
To:
have put an exclusion upon any description of
children, whose parent, are able and wilhng
tu send them to the proposed Chrestomathic
School, on the grounduf Religion, would have
deprived the managers of au indefinitely extensive number of children, on whom to try
their first experiment;
a number on which
their wishes had fixed With a much stronger
degree of intensity than their expectations.
2. Needlessness of the opposite course.
When, under the auspices of the National
Society for the Instruction
of Cluldren III the
inferior and most necessary branches of learning, a determination
was taken to comprise,
in the plan of their schools, the Christian Rehgion in general, and the Church of England,
form of it III particular,
It could not but have
been under the apprehension-nor
that apprel,!ension by any means an ill-grounded one-that
touo mconsiderable proportion of the number of
children so taught, If in those schools, religion,
in that established form, wen' 1I0t to be taught,
the consequence would be that neither III that
form, nor III any other, religion would have
been taught to them, or learnt by them at all.
But m the present case, that I~ in the case
of the class of persons in whom, III addinon to
the desire of having instruction
administered
to their children on 80 extensive a field, shall:
be added a degree of pecuniary
sufficiency
adequate
to the quantum
of school-money,
(the four g~neas, or the two guineas proposed
to be required.)
no such appreheusions
could
assuredly
have place.
By the omission in
question, at any rate, no reasonable
ground
seems to present itself for apprehending
that
the number of scholars, sent to the proposed
school, will in any degree be lessened,
By the very supposition, it could not 111 tho
case of those parents, If any such there be, to
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1 whom, in the character of a subject of instruetion, religion is a matter of mdifference.
But
in the case of those to whom it is not a matter of indifference, what objection can It form
to the proposed plan,-that
out of the twenty
hours, six are employed in subjects other than
that of religion, so 10ng as there remams the
number of eighteen hours, during any part of
which, by themselves, or by their own chosen
substitutes,
religion, in whatsoever
form is
most comformable
to their respective
conSCiences, may be administered.
On this subject, a consideration
highly materral, and which cannot too carefully be kept
in rmnd, is, that the proposed school is not a
boardmg-schooly=rt
is a mere day-school, and
nothing more.
Were it a boarding-school,
except during the comparatively
short porI tions
of time occupied
by vacations,
the
scholars would stand precluded from recervmg
i instruction on this head from any other source;
i and subject only to that exception, the effect
i of any arrangement by which the subject of
: Religion was excluded from the list of subjects
i taught III the sehoul, would be to exclude it
altogether, down to the time of his departure,
: from the scholar's mind.
] The MU'lc )laster, the Dancing Master, the
i "'rltlllg
Master, the Lecturer
on Natural
I Philosophy,
the Lecturer on Chemistry, the
i French Master, the Italian Master, no one of
. all these different sorts of instructors ever in: eludes, or IS expected to include Religion in
i his course.
If, III the instruction admmistered
: by the schoolmaster
by whom the dead lan: guages, or one of them, are taught, Rehgion
IS now comprised,
It b either because the
. school kept IS a boardmg-school, as in the case
. of the great public schools, haying a set of
: boarding-school,
attached to them; or because
I It has happened to the schoolmaster to belong
to that particular
profession from which such
: mstruction cannot but be expected;
or from
: some other such irrelevant and accidental cause.
~ 3. Innoxiousuess of the omission.
.
Notwithst.mdmg
all that has been said on
this subject, one ground of possible apprehension, and hence of objccnou, remains, It must
I be acknow ledged
as Yet unanswered.
Good,
says the father or the guardian:
true it IS
durmg three-fourths
of the child's time. (eighteen hours out of every twenty-four.) you leave
I me at liberty
to adnnm-ter to lnm on this most
1 Important
of all subjects n.struction in what
shape soever I think best; so far all is well:
I but
of the remaimug fourth part, (the space
i of SIX hours.) during which you are 111 possesI :>ion of him, the whole tl~e IS to be employed
I 111 mstructrou,
and the few casual moments
I durmg which alone my unavoidable avocations
~ will admit of my admimstenuz
instruction or
causmg it to be adnnnistercd,
to him, what
will they avail, if so it should be that of those
six hour>, any part should, under your management. be employed III the administering of
instruction repugnant
to Religion in general,

I
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or to that form of it which, in my eyes, is the
best, not to say the only good one.
In answer to an observation, of the reasonableness of which they are fully sensible, the
reply of the managers, which the writer of
these pages is authorised to make, will, it is
hoped, be seen to be as full, and felt to be as
satisfactory, as it is short. Under their management, no instruction that is repugnant or
disrespectful to Religion in general, to the
Christian Religion in particular, or to any
one form of it, shall ever be administered.
Parents and guardians, the persons to whom
this answer is immediately addressed, are not,
it is true, as the proposed managers cannot
fail to perceive, the persons on whom the suecess of the plan depends in the first instance,
and to whom, in consequence, this proposal is
most immediately addressed. But, for the
most part, the answer, be it what it mar,
which is of a nature calculated to afford sarisfaction to those, whose interest in the matter
is so much greater than any that can be possessed by anyone else, will, it is hoped, be in
general found no less satisfactory to those
whose interest is of inferior magnitude; and,
in particular, to all such persons as on other
grounds would feel disposed to contribute
their assistance.
"Nay, but," says somebody, "it is not in the
remissness of parents and guardians,-I
am
sorry to say the too general remissness of
parents and guardians,-it is not in their indifference to this most important of all subjects,
-it is not in the indifference of other people
that I can find any sufficient warrant for the
like indifference on my part. On the contrary,
the more extensive, not to say general, this
indifference, the more strongly is it incumbent
on me, and on all others who join WIth me in
worshipping God in that perfect form in which
I worslup, to do what depeuds on us towards
making up for that deficiency. If, then, to
the instruction which you administer on other
subjects, you will add instruction on this,
which is of more importance than all the
others put together, and that III the particular
form which, for no other reason than because
it is the best, I hold to be the best, there is so
much of my money for you ; otherwise none."
In a discourse to some such effect as the
above, there is nothing but what every person,
engaging in an undertaking such as that in
question, ought to be fully prepared to expect.
In the eyes of a class of persons, nor that an
inconsiderable one, which always has existed,
nor will ever cease to exist, Religion, not only
in the Church of England form, but in every
form, is seen hanging on a thread-a thread
which, by the blast of this or that speech, or
by the fiutter of this or that pamphlet, is in
continual danger of being cut, while, without
the support of their arm, the power of the
Almighty is in continual danger of being overborne, his intentions defeated, his promises
violated. To those to whom the promises of

I

I.

their God alford not any sutBcient aB81lJ'&JI08,
it were not to be expected that any firmer
assurance should be alforded by any human
promises.
In answer to such apprehensions, in as far
as they may be capable of receiving one, no
better remedy presents itself than would be
afforded by that great institution, the National
Institution, by which so much, and so much
good, has already been accomplished. If, in
aid of the first great cause, second causes must
still be looked to, there may be seen a second
cause of the most potent character, and to the
contemplation of which the anxious persons in
question cannot, consistently or naturally, be
averse; a second cause of which, to the very
purpose of calming these very anxieties, the
power has so recently and so efficiently been
applied.
As to the present humble attempt, why not
then let it take its course' Why not even
contribute to enable it to take its chance' If
in other respects being useful, it be in respect
of Religion, innocuous, it may claim, at any
rate, the same sort and degree of indulgence,
and even countenance, as that which has been
recently bestowed upon a superior mode of
raising mushrooms; and if, contrary to the
solemn and thus publicly announced and
disseminated engagement,-if
the proposed
managers prove prejudicial to the best interests of mankind on the subject of Religion,
there stands that society to which, neither
consistently with situation can the will, nor
consistently with experience the power, be
wanting-the power to reduce to thin air all
danger from such a source.
In their hands are all the springs of human
action, all the sources of reward or punishment. Let them but speak the word, and an
hypsopromathic national school will raise itself
aloft, and the Chrestomathic, should it even,
by the humble endeavours of the proposed
managers, have been completely filled, will
find itself much more speedily emptied. In
the very nature of the case, the little finger of
the National Society will, at all times, be
heavier than the arm of the Chrestomathic ;
and on the side on which the superiority of
the weight of metal is so vast and so undisputable, could any possibility of failure be
conceived how prodigious must be either, on
the one hand, the indefensibleness of the cause,
or, on the other hand, on the part of all but
the supposed vanquished, the perversity of
mankind!
With or without sharing in such apprehensions, real or pretended, as the above, there
will be found another class of persons, and
that a very numerous one, who, in the success
of such an institution, cannot but view an
injury, more or less serious, to their own
particular interests.
For on the part, of
every person whose well-being, in any shape
or degree, depends upon the cO!ltinuanee of
any inferior mode of instruction (not to Bpeak

GROUNDS OF OMISSION.
of governmental, legislative, administrative,
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be other than a peremptory one, it would not
judicative opposition,) opposition to every follow but that, before the close of the aggreendeavour to substitute to it a superior one, gate course, it may have altogether ceased.
ought, on every occasion, to be expected as a.
(96.) [Utility not sufficiently general.] In
matter of course. As a particular interest, the character of a ground oJ omission, this
standing upon the face of it, in opposition to objection can scarcely be admitted to hold
a more extensive interest, would not, to those good, except in so far as admUBion would
who are actuated by it, present any very pro- have for its effect the putting an exdusion,
mising chance of being adopted by any persons either altogether or in part, upon some other
who, without being themselvesin the particular branch, of which the utility is more extensrve ;
interest, should feel themselves standing in for, at any rate, the Adrontages, attached in
the general one, some other eonsideranon than commonto all learning (aa per Col. I.,) would
the really actuating one will, therefore, in this be among the fruits of It.
case, be looked out for; and when will any
(97.) [Gymnastic Exercises.] Gymnastic,
one be found so plausible or so likely to be from a Greek word, which signifies naked. In
impressive, as the apprehension just above the warmer climates of Greece, exercises, rementioned!
quiring bodily exertion, used to be performed
It is not for ourselves, it is not for any such in a state more nearly approaching to nakedever miserable sinners, and ever unprofitable ness than that in which they are commonly
servants, that we are and ought to be afraid. performed, in times and places in which, as
God and his cause-e-n is for that that we are with us, there is less heat and more delicacy.
afraid. Tie up tight, then, your purse-strings,
(98.) [MilitaryE.rercise.] See (93.) Schooland lest, by false, however fair, pretences, you room insufficient, and (99.) Art of lVar.
should ever, for any such dangerous purposes,
(99.) [Art of War:] including Tactics,
be tempted to untie them, against all such pre- Military and N azal; Of this art, the )Iilitary
tences keep your eyes steadily averted, and Exercise is itself one branch. So far as conyour ears as inexorably closed.
cerns this branch, neither can the utility of It
Deficiencyof means is commonlyone of the (when the female sex is excepted) be said not
last causes which a man is disposed seriously to be sufflcientlygeneral, nor the time of life
to opposeto a demand which, in other respects, too early, so far as concerns the last year or
would not be unwelcome. In this, as in any two of the proposed schooltime.
other ease, a. more honourable excuse cannot
(100.) [Prirate Ethics or Moral s.] Importbe found than that which is presented by con- ant as is this branch of art and science,admisscience; and where the will, though real, is sion cannot consistently be gwen to it in the
not accompanied with the means, to subject character ofa distina branch ofart and science.
the plea to a rigorous scrutiny would be add- (kmtrooerted. points stand excluded, partly by
ing hardship to hardship, without use. If, the connexion they are apt to have Withcontherefore, in the above suggestion, any unwil- troverted points in Dirinity, partly by the
ling refuser should find an excuse in service- same considerations by which controverted
able condition, ready made to his hands, the points in divinity are themselves excluded.
labour expended in the putting it m order Uncontroeerted. points will come in--come m
will not be without its use.
of course, and without any particular scheme
(95.) [Time of life too early.] Supposing of instruction-on the occasion of such pasthat, in the instance of the branch of mstruc- sages in History and Biography, as come to
non in question, this objection could not, if be taken for the subjects of Gramlll4tical and
consideredas applied to the time of admission, I other E:rerciseB.
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II.

NOTES TO TABLE II.

I.-NOTES

TO THE EXERCISES.

(a.) [Mathetic.] From a Greek word, which bodies and portions of matter, in the state,
signifies conduciu to learning.
SYN.(1. e. Sy- whether of rest or motion, In which they are
fwnymous terms or phrases)-Imbibitive,Acquifound or observed, before they have been made
sitiu exercises: exercises, by the performance to -undergo any change by human art. 2. In
of which, instrnction or learning IS imbibed, so far as either experimental philo$ophy, or
acquired, obtained; by which progress is made,
teclmology (i. e. knowledge of what belongs to
proficiency obtained, or a lesson got: simply
already established arts) is the subject, they
mathetic, to distinguish them from those WhICh will be found referable to one or other of four
may be termed mathetico-docimastic,
as per heads, VIZ. operations, subject matters, instruNo. (9.) by which progress is made, and at the ments, and results: 1. Operations, i. e. motions,
same tune exhibited.
produced with the view of producing the reCorrespondent, and, in its performance, pre- mlts::l. Subject matters operated upon; 3.
cedent, as well as in some cases subsequent, to Instruments operated wit/t, or by means of;
each species of exercise performed by the and - 4. Results, which are mostly bodies,
learner, is a didactic operation (didactic, from brought into some new form; but, in some
a Greek word, siguifying conducire to teaching,)
Instances, motions produced for some special
which must be performed by the teacher. From ,purpose.
Correspondent didacttc operatioll.'lthe general nature of the case, the nature of Makmg exhibition of those same sensible obthe didactic operation, correspondent to the jects.
mathetic exercise, will, without much difli(4.) [Organio Exercises.]
Exercises, in the
culty, be conceived: but for greater clearness, performance of which bodily organs are emand more particular designation, will in each ployed : as, in the case of pronunciation, spellinstance be here given.
ing, and reading, the organs of speeck ; in the
(b.) [Probatire.]
Syn. Docimastic: from a case of drawing and writing, the hands; and
Greek word, which sigmfies the affording ex- not merely, as in the case of recollection, the
perimental proof, such as in chemistry is powers of the mind.
Correspondent DIDACTIC
afforded by the case of a test· exercises, by OPERATIONs-Prescription
and direction, of
the performance of which proof of progress or these same organic exercises: and, in case of
proficiency, and, if any, of the degree of it, IS drawing and writing, inspection of the several
made: to this head belong the exercises, by products.
the performance of which a lesson is said.
(5,6.) [Simply .&citatiu Exercise8.] Reoi(1.) [Orally or Scriptitiously.]
Orally, i. e. t<Jtiu, i. e. consisting in the recuing or repeatby word of mouth: scriptitiously, i. e. in writ- ing of some portions of dISCOUrse,as delivered
ing, or in prmt : [in terminis] Syn. in the by word of mouth, or in prillt or writing: for
very terms, in the very words; m tenor-e-Corwhich purpose it must have been gotten by
respondent DIDACTIC
OPERATION,
Delirery, oral heart, as the phrase is; and, accordingly, if
or scriptitious, of these same portions of dis- delivered in prmt, said off bock, as the phrase
course.
is, or out of book, or without bock, simply: viz.
(2.) [In purport.]
Syn. in words, which, to distinguish this from the responske exerhowever different, present the same import, cises, No. (7.)
sense, 'lManing, signification-the
same ideas(7,8.) [Responsir-e Exercises.] Correspondent
are to the same effect.
DIDACTIC
OPERATION,
interrogatiu examination,
On the difference between tenor and purport
i. e. prescription
and direction of this- same
depends, (it will be seen,) in several very ma- exercise.
terial respects, the nature and effect of this,
(9.) [Test of I1Itellectio1l.] i e. as a proof
and the recitatire and responsioo exercise" of his understanding, or a trial, how far, if at
Nos. 5, 6, 7, and 8: viz. according as It is in all, he understands, what he has heard or retenor only, or in purport only, or in either peated; for, a case, which otherwise is but too
indifferently, that the recital or responsion is apt to happen, is that, after having heard, or
required to be performed. See Principles,
after having read, and thereupon learnt to
No. 23.
repeat, though it be ever so correctly and COIll(3.) . [Sensible Objects.] Such objects, by pletely, the words of a discourse, which, for
which Ideas are presented to us, through the that purpose, have been deliured to him, the
medium of any of our five semes. These arepupil,-instead of laying up in his mind the
1. In so far as natural hUtory is the subject, proper, i. e. the intended, mralling, No. (2.),
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CHRESTOMATHIC INSTRUCTION TABLES. TABLE II.
Showing, at one view, the PRINCIPLES constitutive of the New-Instruction System, considered as applicable to the several ulterior branches of Art and Science-Learning (LanguageLearning included) through the medium of the several sorts of EXERCISES, by the performance of which Intellectual Instruction is obtained or obtainable.
(-,- Tke perfection cf the System consisting, in great measure, in the co-operation and mutual subserviency of tke eeeeral Principles, an!! adequate conception of its excellence and sufficiency, especially u:ith a »ieu: to the
here proposed extension, could scarcely (it teas thought) beformed, u:ithout the benefit cf a simultaneOU$'lJiew,suck as is here exhibited.
By the figures sul{joined to each Principle,
tingui.lted

by brackets.

reference is made to the Volumes and Pages of Dr Bell's

The references to Vol.

INTELLECTU AL EXERCISES:
in the application
of Instruction,
eists : viz.

of which to the purpose
Srhool Management
con-

I. lYIathetic (a) EXERCISES.
I. Applymg attention to portions of discourse,
orally or scriptinonsly (I.) delivered, m such sort
as to conceive, remember, and occasionally reeollect, and repeat them, In termintS.
2. Or in purport. (2.)
3. Applym!: attention to senSible (3) objects,
to the end that, by means of correspondent and
concomitant portions of discourse, their respective
properties may so far be conceiv ed, remembered,
and occasionally
recollected and repeated:
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such discourse,
"
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NOTES TO THE EXERCISES.
the meaning which the words were intended
to oonuy, and in the conuyance of which consists their sole rue-eontains in his mind-has in
his 'fIU!f1W1"Y, nothing but the bare troTds; i. e.
the BOUnds, with or without the forms presented
to the eye by the series of the letters: i, e. rIO
meaning at ali, or some meaning more or less
improper-more or less iRcorrect or IRtJO'I/l.plete.
For putting him to this trial, one mode or tat
is, the calling upon him viz. by a qfUBtion,
expressed, whether in t~ same words, or in
different words, to deliver the same meaning,
but expressed in other eord». Another expedient is confined to the case, where the object
of the Instruction is, to teach the practice of
some branch of art, to the practice of which
the exercise of some bodily organ is necessary,
or some branch of scieRce, the pOSBeSBion of
which is capable of being proud by the praIJtice of some correspondent art: in this latter
case, the fact, viz. of his understanding the
'MaRing of the lMrdB, by which the instruction
in question relative to the science was expressed, is capable of being proud, in some
degree, by his performing some or.qanical
operation, by the performance of which the
correspondent art is practised.
Thus, in so far as his pronuRciation is correct, he affords a proof that the instructious,
which have been conveyed to him on the
subject of the art of speaking, are, in so far,
not only remembered by him, but understood;
in so far as his tcriting is correct, that the
corresponding instructions, on the subject of
the art of writing, are, in so far, not only
remembered, but understood: if, after the
description given to him of the characteristic
marks of this or that species of plant, or
animal, or tool, or utensil, or lIwthetnatical
figure, he is able to give expression, and has
accordingly given expression, to these same
marks, by drawing, here, likewise, in so far as
the figure drawn by him is correct, he has
afforded a proof that that same description has
not only been remembered by him, but undutItood.
Corrapondent DIDACTIC OPERATIONS,
Prescription and direction of those same exercises; organic operations, and, in the case of
drawing or writing, inspection of the result.
(10.) [Note-taking.]
The principal and
most immediate use of this exercise is to serve
as a tut of intellection, as per (No.9.); especially in so far as the nature of the subject
admits not the application of the sort of organic
test therein described.
But in it is included a certain species of
compomion, and thereby a certain degree of
i~untion.
It is, therefore, among the highut
species of exercise; a task, for the due and
effectual performance of which, the maturest
state of the minds, for which the course of
instruction here in question is designed, will
probably be found requisite. Corrap/}ndent
DIDACTIC OPERATIONS,
Prescription and direction of this same exercise, and in."J'Cctionof the
lIotes, which are the result of it. To one or
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other of these exercises, matketic and prOOatif:e,
or both in one, every possible mode of instruction, applicable to intellectual instruction in
general, will, it is supposed, be found reducible;
and if it be true, as supposed, that there is not
one of them which is not-and that with the
full benefit of the Bell Instruction Systemapplicable to all the several branches of that
learning, enumerated in the course of this
work, the applicability of that system, with a.
degree of advantage equal to what has been
so universally experienced in the lower order
of schools, to those several branches, when
taught in the proposed Chrestomathic School,
will, it is hoped, be found to be placed out of
the reach of doubt.
(11.) [Parsing.]
In the exercise called
parsing, two distmguishable operations are
supposed to be commonly included: viz. l.
Indication of the grammatical relatiollS, which
the component words of each sentence bear to
another; 2. Indication of the grammatical
mes, by which the custom of the langnage, in
those particulars, is expressed, and conformity
to that custom accordingly prescribed.
[Canonlphantic.]
From a Greek word signifying a rule, and another signifying indication. Correspondent didactic operation, Prescription and direction of this same exercise,
and, if performed in writing, inspection of the
result. This same description applies to the
several didactic operations, corresponding to
the several exercises herein aftermentioned.
(12.)
[Single Translation.]
This exercise
wears a different character, and is productive
of different effects, according as the f:ernalJUlar
language is or is not one of the two languages;
and if yes, according as the foreign language
in question is translated from, or translated

into.
(13.)
[Double or reciprocal Translation.]
This exercise wears a different character according to the diversifications
mentioned in
the case of single translation, and according as
hteral conformity on the one or the other Side,
or on both, is, or is not, exacted.
(14.) [Clark'8 Exercise.]
Advantages attached to this exercise, in comparison with
translation into, or composition iR, the foreign
language, with the help of a di<Jtionary. 1.
Saving of the time, necessary to the finding out
of the word. 2. Saving of the time, naturally
and frequently consumed, in inaction or trrcle'cant reading, in the course of the search.
3. Saving of the perplexity, attendant on the
choice between the several words presented by
the dictionary; a choice to which, for a long
time, the pupil continues irremediably incompetent.
(15.) [Metre restoring.]
A verse being
chosen by the Master, and the words thrown
out of their order, in such sort that they no
longer constitute a verse, this exercise consists in restoNnq them to their order: to which
purpose some acquaintance with the nature of
the sort of verse, and the rules of ProsOOy,
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i.e. ~rifiootiOll, in general, is necessary. This
exercise operates therefore as a tat--not only
of remembrana-but
of intellection, with regard to those rules.
( 16.) [ProaodialllOll-rig1Iijicant.]
In schools
this is called ma.king nOll8en3e ~BiI$.
Accident will every now and then give to the
nonsense the appearance of ludicrous sense.
To this exercise, the mare restoring exercise
may serve as an introduction. It aft'ords a
certainty of success: and saves the time, that
would otherwise be to be employed in the
search of words. By the shortness of the
time requisite, it would be, in a particular
degree, well adapted to the present system.
See No. (31.) Short-Lesson principle. Whether

II.

II.

it has anywhere been employed cannot here
be stated. The idea of it was suggested by
that of Clark'lI Exercise.
(17.) [Pvrely-metrical
Translation.]
In
this case the translation is into metre, and
may be performed from other metre, or from
prose: the exercise being purely metrical, the
language is the same on both sides. One of
the Westmi1lllter School exercises used to betaking an epigram of Martial, or an ode of
Horace, and translating it into some other of
the species of verse to be found in the same
books. Its objects are-I. familiarizing the
learner with the mare into which he translates ; 2. giving lum a command of words in
the language.

KOTES TO THE PRINCIPLES.

(c.) [Principles of Management.]
Of the
plan pursued in the giving of names to these
several principles, the idea was taken from
the practice of the House of Commons,in their
Votes, as copied or imitated in the fM'lCIlJXIper8,
in relation to Bills when spoken of on the occasion of their progress in the Houses. Any
names less uncouth and more expressive, will,
if suggested, be gratefully received, and gladly
substituted. It is only by giving thus to each
its particular name, (viz. in the form of a compound substantrve or adjective,) and to aU one
common name, viz.principles, that the arrangements could be employed, by which the particular ends and uses common to each class, and
the sort of relation borne by each principle to
ere?'Y other, and thence to the wwle system, are,
as here, brought together in one point of view ;
and thereby the whole system exposed in the
most commodious manner to that scrutiny, by
which, in proportion as it is close and intimate,
the perfection of the system will, it is believed,
be rendered manifest.
(1.) [Scholar-Teackn' Principle.]
The principle, which consists in employing, as teachers
to the rest, some of the most advanced, and in
other respects most capable, among the ,eholars
themselves :-marimizing
the use and application made of this pnnciple, i. e. giving to
it the utmost extent capable of being given to
it with advantage-raismg it to a maximum.
In this maximization consists the only peculiarity, and correspondent utility, of tlns part
of the system.-Adwntages
gained, I. Samng
in mCl'ney. Every professional teacher would
need to be paid ; no such seholar-teacher needs
to be, or is paid. II. Samng in Time. Under
the inspection of one profess';'onal General Master, the whole number of Scholars may be cast
into as many classes as there are different
branches of instruction, and different degrees of
projiciency in each: each such class under the
direction of its Scholar-Teacher;
the instrue-

tion of all these classes going on at the same
time. III. IncreG..oc in relati-ee aptitude.
1.
For secunng the attention of a gr01ffl person
in the character of Teacher to such business,
especially in the case of those lowest branches,
which form the occupation of children but just
emerged from infancy, the nature of the case
scarce admits of any other generally applying
monve than fear; viz. the fear of losmg the
situation; i.e. the pro'lliBion annexed to it. In
it he can find neither instruction, amttllement,
nor, except that fear, any other cause of interest: his attention is perpetually called oft"
by such otT.er ideas, whatsoever they may be,
in which, for the moment, It happens to him
to take an interest. In the breast of the
Scholar-Teacher,
the honour and POtDer, attached to the function, cannot fail of operating
in the character of a rmard; of a reward. the
operativeness and sufficiency of which has
been proved by an ample and uninterrupted
body of experience. Instead of being so completely stale as in the other case, the sui;ect,
contemplated in this new point of view, is not
yet become so familiar as to have lost altogether the sort of interest, which, particularly
m a juvenile mind, is attached to fW't"elty:
-especially, coupled as it is with the situation ofjudge, presiding on the occasion of the
contest, produced by the application of the
place-capturing principle, No. (10.) 2. By
his age and situation, the juunile, and completely subject Teacher, is, to a certainty and
constancy, rendered more tractable, than a
gr0'lC1H1Punder- Matter can ever be reasonably
expected to be. On each point, the grOtcn-up
'l'eacher is liable to have an opinion of hts
own, and with it a will of his own, contrary
to that of his superior and employer; to which
tcill, at any rate during the absen~ or inattffltwn of such his principal, it is in his power to
give effect. 'fo the juvenile and subject
t:icholar-Teacker, this ca.n never happen. The
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prof_in.at

vtatUr-Teacher, be his negligence
or perversity wha.t it ma.y, C&IlIlotbe subjected
to any other punVkment tha.n tha.t of dismWal:
.. punishment,
by the infliction of which, it
will frequently ha.ppen, tha.t the judge would
be no less .. sufferer tha.n the delinquent.
IV.
By teaching other" the scholar is, at the same
time, teaching hitnself: impnnting, more and
more deeply, into his own mind, wha.tsoever
ideas he has received into it in the character
of & learner: taking of them, &t the same
time, a somewhat new and more commanding
view, tinged, as they are, with lion enlivening
colour by the associated ideas of reputation, and
of that PO'llJeT, which has been the fruit of it.
The application of thIs principle is, therefore, not a make-shift, occasionally employed,
as under the old system, for want of a sufficient supply of grOfM-ftp under-Teachers, but an
uuntial fe<Uure, operating to the complete and
purpoled exclusion, of all such naturally reluctant and untraetable subordinates.
But the faculty, of giving to this principle
&ny such extension to adriantage, depends, IU
no inconsiderable degree, on several other parts
of the system, viz. on the rimplicity, and thence
on the ,hortness, of the lessons, as per No. (31.) ;
on the ezUnt to which the practices of repetition and r~on
in terminis, Exercises, No.
(5.) and (7.) can be applied to advantage, and
thereupon to the extent to which, in the character of a test of intellection, as per No. (24.)
and (25.), their checks, viz. the organic species
of exercise, and the note-taking exercise, can
be employed ; and in so far as responsion m
purport is either extracted
or received, the
allowance given to eventual appeal, as per No.
(11.), from the decisions of the juvenile underTeacher to the Master-the
supreme and universal judge.
(2.) [ContigUOflS proficiency prin<liple.] On
this sort of contiguity depends, as hath just
been seen, no small part of the advantage,
which the case of the Scholar-Teacher
has
over that of the gr=n-up
Teacker : but, the
higher advanced m the hne of proficiency the
&;holar-Teacher is above his pupils, the nearer
does his situation approach to that of grO'lNlup Teacher : lwnour less, power less gratifying, illBtruction and amusement, if any, less and
less.
At the same time, what may not unfrequently happen, especially in the case of the
lowest classes, is, that at lionage, at which, in
respect of proficiency in learning, he is ripe
for the office, the Scholar is not so as yet in respect of the faculty of discrction, or that of
jwiicature.
So far as, in respect of these latter
qualiflcationa, a. deficiency has place, so far a
departure from the contigU<l1t8proficiency principle ma.y be found necessary.
(3.) [Scholar· Tutor principle.] The ScholarTeacher delivers the directrons to the 'Il'hole
number of pupils in a. class at once ; he presides over the probatiu, and in particular over
the recitatiu
and re.ponsiu
exercises, Nos.
(5.) and (7.), performed by all togetkcr, under
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the spur of the place-capturing principle, No.
(lO.}-exercises,
by the performance of which
the several lessons are laid. By the ScholarTutor, assistance is, in case of need, afforded
to some one other Scholar, attached to him for
this purpose in the character
of a. pri'lJate
pupil, during the several portions of time, allotted for the getting of the respective lessons.
The local station of the Scholar-Tea<:her is,
consequently,
a distinguished
and solitary
one; that of the Scholar-Tutor is a social one,
Just by the side of hIS pupil.
The less the
degree of general capacity on the part of
the pupil, the greater is the degree of the
like capacity needfnl on the part of the oeeasional cwistant.
On this principle it is, tha.t
the operation of pairing is performed.
Suppose, m one class, eleun Scholars, and to each
a different degree of capacity, for this purpose, ascribed ; he who has eleten. degreu is
paired with him who has but one; he who has
ten degrees, with him who has tfD() ; he who has
six degrees, remaining single.
(4.) [Be/tolar-Monitor
principle.]
Of this
office-an
office of indispensable
necessity in
all large schools upon the ordinary planlittle or no need will probably be found, on the
plan of architectural
construction
prescribed
by the Panopticon principle,
No. (9.), by
which every human object m the whole building is kept throughout within the reach of the
Head-Master',
eye.
pI aster'» Tim,,-saring principle.]
The ManaginQ Master is but one: to the number of
the Scholar-Masters
there are no limits, but
what experienced convenience dictates. Whatsoever can be equally well done by anyone or
more of them, hU! time would be very ill employed in doing or endeavouring
to do. General inspection and direction is the business
which must be done by /nm, and cannot be
done by any one else : wha.tsoever time is by
him employed on any other business, the danger
is, lest it be taken from that which is necessary to the performance of his peculwr business, as above.
(6.) [Regular
Visitatiotl principle.]
The
operation of this sort of tribunal is an advantage which a school, instituted and supported
by contributions, possesses in comparison with
an ordinary schooL By the schools carried on
under the supermtendence
of the Society called
the National
Society, it may in general be
expected to be possessed, in a degree more or
less considerable,
according to local circumstances.
By the Cltrestotnathic School, it may
reasonably be expected to be possessed III a.
stili superior degree, the superiority of which
WIll be proportioned
to the ulterior interest
possessed by the conductors in this case, in
adduwn to that possessed by the superintendants in that other case. But the means which
the visiters, be they who the)' may, have for
the execution of their trust to advantage and
with effect, depend almost altogether
upon
the principles, Nos. (13, 14, 15, 16,) respect-
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mg Emdence: the good effects producible by
the juclg1nem which, on each occasion, they
pronounce, and the arrangements which they
make in relation to what is to be done, are
completely
dependent
upon the knowledge
which they possess, upon the information which
they ha.ve received, concerning what hall been
done.
(7.) [Puniskmem minimidng principle.]
(8.) [.Rewardeoonomizingprinciple.]
Two
intima.tely connected principles, both of them
of cardinal importance, may be seen, in the
idea and practice of setting up these results in
the character of ends or objects to be aimed at:
these, together with the several maximizin![
principles,
Nos. (I.) (3.) (13.) (14.) (22.)
(23.) (24.) (25.) (26.) (31.) (37.) and the several .rromissory principles, Nos. (17.) (19.)
(30.) (32.) (33.) may be considered as so
ma.ny branches of that all-pervading
prineiple, so peculiar to this system, by which perfection, on every point. the idea of it having
been conceived, IS represented
as capable of
being, and therefore as being what ought to be,
obtained.
To give effect to these tuo princrples is the object and rffcct of the four others
which, in this same division, follow them.
Facility of delinqnency,
inapplicability
of
revard, uncertainty of the forthcominqness of
emdence, and thence of the application of whatever of punishment or reuard may be intended
to be admimstered,-as
those several quantities increase, so does the quantity (i. e. the
intensity or duration) of the pumshnwnt, necessitated:
in proportion as any of these quantities decrease, so (if nothing be wrong In the
system of judicature)
may the quantity of
punishmem
denounced and applied:
always
understood, that punishment is no punishment
unless, supposing it inflicted, the suffering produced by it is, in the eyes of the person under
temptation, greater, than the enjoyment expected
from the offence. By the application
made of
the Inspecuon principle, No. (9.) and the Scholar- Tutor principle, No. (3.), the facility of
delinquency
is, III all its shapes nearly done
away: by the Short Lesson principle, No. (31.)
the pain of labour, and thence the pleasure
afforded by dfJltnquen~y in the shape of idleness,
is mintmized; by the Place-capturinq principk,
No. (10.), reuard. to the well-doer is rendered,
so far, a constant accompaniment of the gentle
punishment, brought on the offender by the
offence: by the prmciples respecting emdence,
Nos. (13.) (14.) (15.) (16.), operatmg in conjunction with the Inspeaio» principle, all uncertainty respecting emdem:e is done away.
As to reuard. but for the apparent paradoxicality and anti-sentimentality,
instead of coonomizing, minimizing would, in this case, as in
the case of punishmem,
have been inserted.
For (perfectly free donations excepted) never
can the matter of reeard be obtained, to pour
into one bosom, but at the expense of suffering,
however remote and disguised, inflicted upon
others. Neither in poU'er, In dignities, m hun-
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oflrs--no, nor even in simple reputation, will
any exception be found to this .rule. Therefore it is, that, in a government, though tyranny
may exist without profusion, profusion cannot
exist without correspondent
tyranny.
(9.) [Inspection principle.]
In the BellInstruction System in general, in virtue of the
Solwlar-T~r,
&c., principles Nos. (1.) (3.)
(4.), and the Master's time samng principle,
No. (5.), with or without looomoti{)1l on the
part of the Master, this object, it may be reasonably supposed,
is nearly accomplished:
though, in 80 far as concerns inspection by the
Master, the degree will naturally be less and
less, in proportion as the School-room is more
ample, and by that means drawn out into
length. By the Panopticon principle of construction, security, in this respect, is maximized, and rendered
entire:
viz., pa.rtly by
m,nimizing the distance between the situation
of the remotest Scholar and that of the Master',
e.'Ie; partly, by giving to the floor or floors that
inclination, which, to a certain degree, prevents remoter objects from being eclipsed by
nearer ones; partly by enabling the Master
to see tdt"out being seen, whereby, to those
who, at the moment, are unseen by him, it
cannot be knou:n that they are in this case.
In the Chrestomathic School this plan of construction is of course to be employed.
(10.) [Place-capturing
principle.]
On the
occasion of the saying of a lesson, whatever it
be, the scholars, by whom that same lesson has
been got, are placed, or are kept. standing OT
sitnng, In one line, straight or curved, as is
found most convenient;
with an understanding, that he whose place is at one end of the
line is considered (no matter on what account)
as occupying, at the time, the post of greatest
honour; the one whose place is next to his,
the post next in honour ; and so on. The
highest scholar, as above, begins to say the
lesson: in case of an error, the next 1tighest, on
giving indication of it, takes, in pursuance of
an instantaneous
adjudication, the first place,
which the sayer of the lesson is, in punishment
for such his delinquency,
adjudged to lose:
failing the next, the next but one; and so on
to the lowest.
By this means, the intellectual
exercise, be it what it may, is, like most of
those corporal exercises in which youth are
wont to occupy themselves for mere amusement, converted into a game: punishment attaching instantaneously
upon dmlerit, and, by
the same operation,re1Mrd
upon merit, and in
both cases, WIthout further trouble or expense
in any shape.
(11.) [Appeal
pro'l!iding principle.]
viz.
from Scholar-master
in anyone
of these his
three characters, Publie-teacher, Prirate-tutor,
and Monitor.
For this appeal, the pnncipal,
and, indeed, almost sole demand, will be found
to be that which is capable of being constituted by the application of the Place-capturing
principle, No. (10): especially where, on the
occasion of the probatire exercise to which it
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is applied, either.eo jizt urbal standard of reference, as per No. (23.) is employed, or where,
this sort of standard
being employed, literal
oonformity to it is not exacted.
The greater
the latitude allowed to performance, the greater
the room for error, and suspicion of error, in
whatsoever Judgment may happen to have been
passed upon it.
(12.) [Scholar Jury principle.]
Adrontagel. 1. The Master stands hereby preserved,
il' a great degree, if not altogether, from the
suspicion of partiality
and tyranny.
2. By
the necessary solemnrnes by which the application of the punishment is thus preceded, the
attention of the scholar is more firmly fixt upon
it, and the idea of it rendered the more impressrve. 3. The scholars are, at this early age,
initiated in the exercise of the functions of
judicature, as well as m the knolCkdge of what
belongs to justice, while the lore of it mstils
itself into their breasts.
4. The tendency, 80
natural amongst persons of any age subject to
coercion, to unite in a sort of seandlng con6piracy against those by whom they are Kept
under that pressure, is counteracted
and diminished.
(13.) [Proqre~ Registration principle.]
(14.) [Comparatlu
ProfiCIency princil'k.]
Every lcseo» being taken from some determinate book, the designation of every exerClsc is
performed and perpetuated
by reference made
to that part of the book which has been the
subject of it. On each day,ofthe lessons which,
on that day, have, by the several classes, been
got and said, together WIth the organic exercises, No. (24.), It' any, which have been performed, the designation
is gwen, by entries
made in the Ag.Qregate Register;
and, at the:
same time, the name of each scholar, present or
absent, belonging to each class, together WIth
the rank which, as the result of the place ..
roptunng contest, No. (10.) of that day. or the:
last on which he was present, has remained to
him m his class.
The Comparatire proficiencs;
Register
contams a disunct head for each
scholar.
It exhibits, for any portion of time,
the class he has belonged to, and thence, as
above, the lessons, which in that class he has
got and said, and the organic exercises winch!
he has perfcrmed, and the rank which, putting
all the days together, he has occupied m such'
his class. Thus his account IS formed, by copying from the Aggregate Register, and summmg
up, the numbers expressive of the rank, which
he has been found occupying on the several
days included in the term: the les« the sum,
the hiqker, of course, his rank, takmg the whole'
of the term together.
If, for a certain length'
of time, he is at or near the tup of the class, It
will be a sign, that he is quite or nearly ripe
for removal to a hi,,/zer class; and, in the
meantime, that he is, to It certain degree,
qualified for lending assistance, upon occasion,
ill the character of Prirate Tutor, as per No.
(3) to a clase-fdloic, whose degree of prdficuncy, as indicated by the same document, IS,
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in a correspondent degree, inferior to his own ;
and, in like ma.nner, In proportion as the sum
is larqe, the correspondent and uppOBite indication is a.fforded. Thus it is, that this Register
forms the basis of the application made of the
&holar-Ttaor
principle, No. (3.) as well as of
the apPOsite-classification principle, No. (30.)
(15.) [Delinquency Registration principle.]
(16.) [Delation exacting principk.]
By the
Aggregate Proqress Register, No. (13.), so far
as concerns such transgTeSBions as are of a
purely literary cant, the balance, formed by the
sum of the several acts of transgression, compared with that of the correspondent
manifestations of merit, stands recorded;
and, upon
this plan of instructIOn, and constructIOn, as
per No. (9.), seldom, indeed, In any other than
a lIterary shape, can delmquency find entrance.
By a person, in whose eyes an offence which he
feels himself under the temptation of comnntting, is sure to be Immediately followed by a.
pun ishment, the sufferance of which IS sure to
be greater than the enjoyment from the offence,
the offence will not be committed.
In an
edifice, in which nothing can be done that is
not, at the same tune, certainly by an 'Under
master, and probably by the Head master,
seen IChile doing, scarcely will any forbidden
act be committed,
Punishment,
eventual
punishment,
must, notwrthstandmg,
be appomted ; otherwise mere sport and 1rantonn('~
would, as well as idleness, suffice for the production of offences.
But, In such a state of
thmgs, a punishment of the .liqht.est kind and
degree imagmable, Will, It IS evident, suffice.
The bare assurance that his name will, in the
i character of that of a delinquent, be made to
stand upon the face of a durable and more or
I less extensively
published Reouter, may, m
: the instance ot almost any human being, old
or young, as experience,
In confirmatron
of
theory. tesnfies, be depended upon, as being,
in such a situation, of Itself a sufhcient punishment.
At the same nme, for appearance sake,
bodily uneasmess, in this or that sligltt shape,
may stand appomted;
and with the less
scruple, on account of the moral ccrtamty of
Its being seldom, If ever, about to be mfhcted.
As to the Unirersal Delation rrinciple, under
I Dr Bdl's
system, every scholar, especially If
acting m the character of Teacher, Tutor, or
I llionitor,
is req'onsiile (i. e. pun,~hablt·) for
: every mstance of delinquency, of which. It havi mg been eommitted
In Ius rielC, or otherwise
withm his k./Ou:ledge, he has omitted to give
: information
to the Mester;
and, where the
heamest. punuliment that can be the result of
such information
IS but as a feather, such,
I therefore, will this obligation be. Light, as uui der that system it cannot but be.even where the
i scene is an ordinaru school-room-in
a schoolroom in which, as per No. (9.), everythmg is no
sooner done than st'en, it will be still lighter.
(17.) LProficicncypTulIIisingprincil'le.]
Performuncc, It may here seem, IS everythmg :
l'rulIli~e, of itself, promise Without performance,
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nothing. True, if without performance: but
it is the nature of promise to operate as a
-.ecurfty for performance. Hence the laying it
down as a rule, that 710 scholar shall be considered as inca,pabk of imbibing the instruction
which is administered, is itself a most important pNnoiple.
It operates as an engage'IMnt,
upon all concerned.
True it is, that if, without
blame on the part of the engager, the fulfilment
of the engagement were liable to be defeated ;
or even if, by rea30n of blame on his part, it
were, to a certain degree of frequency, ltkely
to be defeated, the engagement ought not to
be administered. But that, under the BellInstructWn System, such fulfilment is, in every
instance, in the Master's power,-is a truth,
indicated by theory, and confirmed by experience. By this principle, such perfection is
pointed out as a producible, and, therefore,
ezi¢Ue, result. So far as concerns the already
established lower stages of mstruction, it stands
confirmed by every publication which the subject has produced: of its extension to those
higher stages, which are included in the Great
Grammar Schools, proof will be found in the
letters of Mr PilUlns and M r Grey, mentioned
or inserted in the Ckrestomathoscopia, or its
Appendix.* In the remaining principles, belonging to this division, Nos. from (lB.) to (30.)
may be seen the several means immediately
operating towards so desirable an end.
(lB.) [NOII.-conception pre$Uming principle.]
By this principle, as brought to view in the
works of Dr Bell, reference is made to a practice, which, among masters, is so natural, and
is said to be 80 common,-viz. to keep repeating,
on each occasion, their instructions, instead of
taking the earliest opportunity for ascertaining whether, by the pupil in question, these
instructions have been comprehended.
But,
under the Bell-InBtrwction System, and, in
particular, under the extended application
here proposed to be made of it :-1. In the
first place, the matter of instruction being
throughout determinate, and in print, the demand for such intermediate discourse, on the
part of the master, will hardly have place:2. In the next place, no discourse in the form
of instruction being admitted, bnt that the
most efficient tests of intellection, as per Nos.
(lO.) (22.) (24.) such as the nature of the case
admits of, are provided and applied to it,-the
danger of tra7l8greuion, and the consequent
demand for application, will, in the instance
of this rule, be proportionably inconsiderable:
and, 3. The greater the number of the scholars,
learning under the direction of one Head-master, the fuller the assurance that, by the perception of impracticability, under the warning
given by this principle, he will be kept from
the attempt.
(19.) [Perfect Performance llX=ting principle.] In this may be seen one ofthe necessary
means, without which the engagement taken
" Vide AppendicesIll. and IV.
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in virtue of No. (17.) cannot be fulfilled. Ii
will itself be seen to have for its true principal
and most immediate snpporters, the Slwrt
Leuon priflciple, No. (31.) and the Apposite
Classification principle, No. (30.) By the
Short Leuon prillCiple, provision is made, that
the earliest, i. e. the least di.fficvJt lessons, shall
be so easy, that the dullest capacity cannot
fail of comprehending them, or the slowest fail
of learning, sooner or later, to perform them;
i. e. to get them within the allotted length of
time. By that prob~iu species of exercise,
the uniform application of which is prescribed
by Nos. (23.) and (24.) under the influence of
the Place-capturing priflciple, No. (10.) it will,
by means of the indication- afforded by the
progress, and Comparatir,e projiciency Registrationprinciples,
Nos. (13.) and (14.) be seen
how soon, under the spur of the Place-capturing prinoiple, No.(IO.) the scholar is become
sufficrently perfect in his performance:
and,
till be is so perfect, be his age what it will,
he will, in virtue of the A ppoBite Claui:fication
principle, be kept in that same class, without
advancement to a higher; continning to be
thus taught, until he has learnt.
(20.) t Gradual Progt·ession principle.] The
nse of this principle is, to operate as a sort of
memento: and thence,-in the first place,on the
part of the planners of the system of ezercises,
in the next pla.ce, on the part of the Masters,
by whom they are to be applied and carried
into effect,-to render the transition,-from an
exercise easier, and lower in species or degree,
to the next succeeding exercise,-as gradual,
and, as it were, as insensible as possible. Of
the degree of regard paid to this principle-of
this, as of every other material circumstance
-information will be given to Visiten as well
as Masters, by the Progress Register, No. (13.)
Supposing the rule transgressed, the wider
and more frequent the instances of transgression, the more manifest will they be rendered:
viz. in the first place, to the Scholar-Teacher,
by means of the numerous transgressions manifested under the Ptace-capturinq prinoiple,
No. (10.) on the saying of the lesson ;-in the
next place, to the Visiters, as well as to the
Master, by means of the sudden downfall of
one or more of the scholars, whose rank had,
till this time, been a.mong the most advanced.
(21.) [Adequate Recapitulation pNnoiple.]
In 60 far as the substance of any antecedent
lesson is forgotten, especially when the remembrance of an antecedent is necessary to
the i1itell8Ction of a whsequent lesson, the time
employed in subsequent ones will have been
expended with little fruit, and progress and
proficiency will be more apparent than real.
As it stands here, the use ot the pnnciple isto serve as a memento: the application of it
must depend, partly on the nature of the
branch of lMrnin9 in question, partly on the
nature of the exercise. In this view, the most
faoourable state of things is tha.t which has
place, in so far as, between wha.t has gone
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and what eomea after, the oonnezion is
80 intimate, that
a I!.Ib$equent lesson cannot be
.aid or got, but in proportion as an antectJdent
lesson is remembered.
For its antagonist and
necessary chuk, this memento has that which is
conveyed by a succeeding principle :-viz. The
~

N udlus

Commoration

e:uluding

principle,

No. (36.)
(22.) [Place-capturing
probatiu E.uroile
~mmngprinciple.]
and (23.) Literal Conformitymaxi711izingprinciple.] On the constancy of
theapplicationmadeofthecorrespondentprobatiu exercise, by which a lesson is .aid, depends
all the use derivable from any matketic exercise, by which that same lesson is supposed
to be got. On the effect produced by the exeiting and invigorating influence of the Placecapturing process, No. (10.) depends, in a
prodigious degree, the effect of every probatiu
exercise.
In the oreater number of schools of
the higher class, no use at all i8 made; nor,
indeed, for want of a sufficient number of
scholars in a class, call be made, of the Placecapturitlg process, No. (IO.): in no one school
is the use of it maximized.
In the Chrestomatkic School, it will be maximized.
But it
is only in so far as it is performed with reference to a urballitandard-and
that prescribed
in terillinis,-literal
conformity to that standard
being at the same time exacted,-that
the process can be employed to the best advantage.
In this case, the only danger is, absence of adequate intellection:
but, against this danger,
provision is here made by the Organic Exercise
principle, No. (24.) and the Note-taking principle, No. (25.)
In so far as application
is
made of the Literal Conformity principle, the
function of &holar-Maliter
is capable of being
exercised by any scholar, to whom the urbal
Btandard, employed on the occasion, is legible.
Hence, the more extended
the application
made of this Literal ConformIty principle, the
greater the extent, to wlllch the Scltolar-MaiIter principle, No. (I.) is applicable WIth the
most unquestionable
adrantage.
Mr Lanoo»ter seems to have been the first, if not the ouly
person, to whom this advantage hal! presented
itself rn so strong and clear a pornt of VIew.
Applied to arithmetioal exercises, the test of
the urballitandard
is by him styled the Key.
Lanc. lrnproument8, p. 84.
(24.) [Organic Intellection Ten principle.]
For the importance of maximization in this
case, see No. (23.)
While delineating
the
objects of the several $ciences, with their concomitant and correspondent arts, the pupil, at
the same time, makes proof of the P"oftnency
he has attained in the SCtellU, and improves
himself in the imitative art.
(25.) Note-taking prinCIple.]
By this eserciu, no art, except that of writing, bemg practised, no such composite pro.ficiency is pro~uced,
as in the case last monnoned.
But In the
character of a test of int~llec/iQn, it is not only
applicable, to an extent, to which, in respect to
the magnitude of the field of IIls/rlle/jun, there!
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are no limits, but, wheresoever
applied, it
st&ndsfree from those limitatiomwhieh apply to
the grophic art. Even in the application to the
mechanical part of the art of writing, it is not
without its use ; being, though frequently at
the expense of beauty, conducive to despatch.
Being of so purely intelleetual
a nature-a.
species of extempore oompofitioo-it
is among
the highest, and, consequently, latellt, exercises,
which, under such a system as the present, can
with propriety he exacted.
(26.) [&If-urmce principle.]
This principle is, in its nature, the same with the (Wganic exercise principle, No. (24.), but, in its
application, extended
to those operations,
which, though themselves not belonging to the
art in question, yet, being subservient and aecessary preliminaries to the exercise of it, have
been in use to be performed, by hands other
than those of the Scholars themselves.
E{l)ample« :-In the case of tcriting, mending the
pen, ruling the paper; in the case of dra1cing,
adjullting the pencil, and other instruments employed. In ordinary schools, to save the trouble
of teaching, these subservient operations are
frequently
performed by the Mallter, or his
adult assistants.
In the Bell-Inlltruction
system, a point IS made of including them in the
system of instruction, and causing them to be
learnt and performed by the Scholars, for
themselves.
But the expense produced by
spodaqe, during the teaching, IS a counterconsideration,
which must not be neglected.
Here instructwn and pecuniary eccmomy are at
variance;
and some how or other a compromise will be to be made.
(27.) [Task Description principle.] This prineiple may be considered as a particular application and exemphcation of the one just mentioned.
Those given under that former head
belong to the class of manual, tki8 to that of
socal exercises.
By the practice of thus proclaiming, on the occasion of each fresh lesson,
according to a prescribed rule, a description of
the lesson last said, and of the lesson about to
be got, one or both, reference being had to
their respective places in the book from which
they are both taken, the Scholar learns to fix
his conceptions of the objects with which he has
to do, and to grve dearness to the ideas which
he abstracts from them.
(28.) [Tabular Exltibition prinoipl~.]
The
all-comprehensive
object is, to maximize the
quantity of useful instruction, Imbibed in this
receptacle, dunng the allotted time. Towards
the accomplishment of this object, by the aggregate of the several exercises, mathdic and prolxUiretaken together, everything is endeavouredto be done which can be done, every portion or
time to be occupied which can be occupied, by
the performance of prescribed exercises.
Remain, however, some fragments of time, for the
occupation of which no prescribed exercises can
serve.
These are, in the case of all the Scholars, the moments intervemng
between the
entnlJ<C<'
of each Scholar and the CO'Imnellwllelit
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of the process of instruction, and the moments
good effect is, as hath been seen, the furnishing,
intervening in like manner between conclusion
in so far as the e1'idence so afforded is looked
and departure; and, in the case of the quickest
a.t and applied to the purpose, the most comconceptions, the moments intervening between
plete security against the opposit-, but widely
the time actually employed in the gettmg of unequal mischiefs jnst described.
each lesson, and the end of the whole length
In an ordinary school, the number of the
of time allotted to the getting of It. Of the classes being generally}iud,
and the boun,dQ,ry
sum of all these moments is constituted
the lines between class and class also fixed, (being
quantity of free time. During this time, the determined
by the nature of the ezercises,)
business is, so to order matters, as to afford rem01lal from a higher to a lower class is rethe best chance at least, that, in the instance
garded as a serious ditgrace: thence as a treof each Scholar, this portion of free time shall
mendous punishment;
and consequently
not
spontaneously be filled up, by some occupation,
employed, but under the notion of serious and
that shall be conducive to the universal end. obstinate deli7UJuency. After a certain length
For this purpose the principle prescribes the of stay, non-ad~ancem~nt is considered nearly
following rulein the same light: fit or unfit, having learnt
Rule.- Whatl'ver part of the interior of the everything,
or having learnt nothing, sooner
building is exposed to the view of the Scholars,
or later, eury scholar is accordingly advanced.
keep it covered with the matter oj ~nstruction,
This same bad effect-will
it not therefore
in some shape or other: viz. in the shape of have place under the new system!
No; be'Cerbal didactic discourse in print, or graphical
cause, under this system, the hold which each
imitations, or, in some instances, the things scholar has upon the class, which, but for the
themselres. At the very earliest stage, biogra- removal, he belongs to, IS, from first to last,
phiccil charts, historioal charts, and maps, will,
understood to be as loose as the hold, which,
in this way, be coming into use. Even at this under the operation of the place-capturing
stage, tabular views of the field» of some of principle, No. (10.) he has upon the place,
the branchesoflearning,exhibiting
their pnn- which, for the same moment, he occupies in
cipal dlvisions--Botany
and Zoology, in partithe class.
Moreover, a scholar belongs to as
cular-may,
with advantage, be kept III view:
11!4ny classes, at the same time, as there are
provided always, that every occasion be taken
different branches in which he receives instrucfor illustrating
the 't'Crbal description by gra- tion: put back in one, he may, at the same
1,kicallmitations.
time, be adronced in another:
and, at any
(29.)
[Distraction
pre renting principle.]
rate, the idea of degradationy=utter
and comNeither in respect of the quantity of regulated
plete degradationy=-rs
not produced by Ius
time, nor in respect of the quantity oifree time, ' being put back in any number of those branches,
3.9 above, WIll this design of useful oecupashort of the ehole.
tion be carried into effect, any farther than all
(31.) Short Lesson principle.]
The longer
other se7H!ible objects, such as, if admitted,
the lesson is, the longer must be the time alwould afford to the moment a more aUrae/ire,
lowed-allowed
to all-for
getting it, and the
and thence a distractire, occupation, stand ex- less strong the assurance that it Will be gotten
eluded.
For tlus purpose, the prmciple affords by that time.
As, in a }ket, the pace of the
the following Architectural
Rule .-By height,
slowest ..essd,so in a class the pace of the dullest
or otherwise, so order the windows, that, so scholar is necessarily the pace of the !rho/e. If
fur as such exclusion can be made consistent
the lesson be of such a length that, upon calwith the admission of a sufficiency of light. no culation, an hour is III that way requisite for
object, exterim" to the building, shall be 'Ci.iUe the getting it, here is a whole hour, which, by
in any part of it occupied by the Scholars.
any number of the scholars, may be consumed
To this rule, attention seems to have been not in idleness, and that before the deficiency is
unfrequently paid in the construction of School- discovered.
If the length be no more than
ro01lUl.
ten mtllutes, (and this, under the Betl Lnsiruc(30.) Appoeire Classijivation PrinCiple.]
If tion system, is the ma:rtmum,) thus much
the class, in which the scholar is placed, IS not shorter is the maximum of ulleness for that
h(qh enough for his attainments, his advancetime: not that, under the sense of the, at any
ment is not so rapid as it might be; and in rate, so nearly approaching moment for sa!ling
this shape, in this instance, perfection fails of the lesson-and
that under the spur of the
being attained;
if too high for his attainments,
place-capturina
principle, No. (I O.)--a yoke
the case is much zcorse. Whatever be the sub- mate, in the character either of scholar tutor, or
sequent and more adranced train of instrucscholar tutor's pupil, being all the time at the
tion, to bis possession of which this or that
scholar's side,-any
such TolulIf.ary inaction
article of antecedent instruction, which he has ever does or can take place.
But, between
failed of possessing himself of, IS necessary, all the conclusion of the time allotted to all alike,
tlus IS so much lost to him; in respect of all for the getting of a lesson, and the time which,
this, he is, by this prematurity
of advancement,
by the quickee: nnnds, IS actually found needcondemned to remain in ignorallre.
Of the ful for the getting it, there Will aways (see
A9flTcqatepl"ogress,and Compal"atl1"epro/icienr.1/, Tabular Exkildtimt p"inci,Jle,) No. (28.) be an
r.:gi$tration principle, Nos. (13.) and (14.) one interval not ocoup.ed in any exerciu i and,
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upon reflection, it will be found that the magnitude of the Bum of these unoccupied intereal«, will naturally be, not directly, but in-rersely, as that of the number of the lessons.
The shorter the lesson is, the easier it wilI be
to ascertain, and thence to retrench, any super.truity in the quantity of the time, which may, in
the first instance, have been allotted to it.
(32.) [Simultaneous Action prillciple.]
For
the use of the promise, see No. (17.) During
the performance of the probatiu exercise, i. e.
during the saying of the lesson, under the
operation of the place-capturing principle, No.
(10.) the simultaneitylS the necessary effect of
the exercise: while some one is employed in
saying his part of his lesson, all the rest of the
class are employed in watching hiln, for the
purpose of making their advantage of his
transgression.
(33.) [Uninterrul'tedActionprincipf.e.]
During the whole of the school-time, the scholars
are, all of them, employed, either in simply
snathetic, in simply probatire, or in organic
(I. c. matketioo-probatire) exercises-e-in getting
lessons, saying lessons, or in drawing or writing
the subjects of lessons. In passing from one
such exercise to another, no interTal worth
mentioning need, or will take place: the orgallio exercise will be performed, and the
transition from one exercise to another effected,
under direction, given by IIXIrds of cOnlmand,
as No. (34 ) or risible signals, No. (35.)
(34.) [Word of Cilmmand principle.]
(35.) [Visible Signal principle.] The application of trords of command to school instruetion, appears to have been the invention, and
th:1t a highly useful one, of Mr Lancaster.
[Bernard, p. lil.]
As saving noise, the -cisible
sort of signal, in so far as applicable, is manifestly preferable. It is only, however, by
audible, and not by -cisible signs that, in such
a situation, perception and attention can always
be made sure of.
(36.) [Needless Repetition prohibiting principle.]
Being obstructive of despaid«; the

imperfection thus designated, belongs to
place. In the character of a memento,
principle may serve as an antq.gonist to,
check upon, the recapitulation
principle,
(21.)

this
the
and
No.

(37.) [lIIenwriter
lrletre principle.]
In
affordmg assistance to the memory, the use of
fIIetre,-whether (according to the nature of
the language) with or without rhyme,-is
pointed out by theory, and amply confirmed
by experience. No reason can be assigned
why this assistance should be refused to any
branch of learning. The cause why as yet it
has been confined to language-learning, and
principally, if not exclusively, to the dead
languages, is,-that, on the reriral of literature, instruction being nearly confined to those,
at that time, most instructive langnages, the
ingenious men, who, for the use of non-adult
and non-self-directing
minds, afforded their
assistance to lallg!lagt'·learl1ill[1, were 1I0t in a
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situation to carry it any farther. But, according to tlte persuasion, by which the present
plan has been governed, there exists not that
branch of useful intellectual learninq, which
may not, with full as good effect as lanquaqelearninq, be admmistered to the juvenile
mind, long before its arrival at the self-directillg state.
(38.) [Employment -rarying principle.]
In
proportion as exercises are varied, each affords
relief, and operates as a sort of recreation or
play, with relation to every other. In the
Bell Instruction System, confined as in its application to art and screuce it has hitherto
been, within such narrow hunts, the indication
of the advantage attached to such a drversification, might require to be held up to view
in the way of Memento. Under any such extension as the one here proposed, it will take
place of course.
(39.) [Distinot Intonation principle.]
i40.) [Syllabic Lection principle.]
4l.) [r'l1reiterattd Spelling principle.]
42.) [Stammering-RepetItion
prohibitin.1!
principle.]
'l'he names here ventured to be as-

signed to these several principles, will, it is
hoped, contribute something, if not to the conception, to the remembrance at least of therr
import. For more particular explanation,
room cannot be afforded here. By Dr Bell's
works, not to mention those of his followers,
no demand for it has been left. By balbutieni
is meant a species of stammering.
Every such
disorderly repetition, being considered as a.
tralugression, is, of course, punished as such,
and thus presently corrected. under the spur
of the place-capturiua principle, No. (10.)
(43.) [Psammoqraphic.]
From two Greek
words,oue of ,which signifies sand, the other
writing or belonginf/ to u-riting.
The advantage attached to the use of sand consists, not
merely in its ekeapness, but also in the facility
with which characters may be traced in it, at
an age too early for the use either of pen or
pencil; add the superior maQnitu.de which may
conveniently be given to the characters, and
the alacrity produced by the comparative freedom. which it affords to the feeble and as yet
untaught hand. (See Bernard, p. 170.)
The principles, if such they may be called,
belonging to this division,Dr Bell distinguishes
from the rest by the less imposing name of
Practices.
I nfcrior to all the other principles,
I in one sense of the word, extent, viz. as designative of the number of the branches of insiMlatinn to which they are applicable, they are, in
relation to some of those principles, superior,
in a still more important sense of that same
word, viz. as designative of the number of the
persons, to whom the benefit of that instruction
is capable of being imparted. The use of the
word princi}Jle is, to serve as a common appellative, and thence as a common bond of conneol"ion, for every efficient cause, by the operation
of which, it is supposed, that the accomplish.
ment of the cummon c/lIf,-tlle communicatiQIl
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so ma.ny correspondent articles ma.y, in this
way, be added to the catalogue of principles

of us~rulintellectual instl'Uction,-ma.y be promoted. With the word e:eercise itl is here
connected, by exhibiting, in the character of
a principle, the intention to employ, or bring
to view as eapable of being with advantage
employed, as a means to that common end,
this or tha.t species of e:eercise : so ma.ny species
of e:teToiBe, so many prinoiples, over and above
those which have no such immediate application to exerciBes. As to the operations, to which,
as above, the common name of practices has
been attached by Dr Bell, they seem to consist of
certain improved modes of performing the sorts
of exerciBes, by the performance of which, the
arts of pronunciation, reading, and teriting are
acquired. If thi~ be so, as ma.ny of these
modes as are distinguishable from each other,

-intellectual-instruction

,erring principles.

In relation to several particular branches of
art and science, several such principles, (chiefly
consisting in the suggestion of as ma.ny e:teTciBes,) besides those of which intima.tion is
given in the course of this Table, have, at
different times, presented themselves to the
author; and among them some, the expected
utility of which has received eonflrmation from
private trials. But the time (it seemed) was
not yet arrived, in which they could, with propriety, be added to, and, as it were, put upon
a level with, the contents of a whole system of
principles,
the utilIty of which has received
such ample confirmation from experience.

APPENDIX.
No. 1.
Clirestomatliic Proposal:
beinq a proposal. for erecting by Subseription, and carrying em b,lI th6
name of the Chrestomathic School, a Day-School for tile extension of the new system to the higlleT
b-ranches of Instruction and ranh in life.

1. Occasion of!hiB .Address.
II. Proposed Conductors,- Who.
TUEmatchless excellence, as well as novelty,
Not to speak of probity and pecuniary reof the New Instruction System, is a matter too sponsibility-qua.lities, of which, though both
universally recognised, to need mention in any are so indisputably requisite, yet neither can,
other wa.y than that of simple allusion. Of in such a case as the present, be spoken of as
its apphcabihty to the higher, not to say the appropriate; a commanding acquaintance with
highest, branches of intellectual instruction, the whole field of that intellectual instruction,
the fullest persuasion is, over and over again, the communication of which is the object of
expressed in the works of its illustrious inven- this design; a detailed acquaintance with the
tor, whose anticipations have, in every point, severa.ldistinguishablecomponentelementsand
received such ample and undisputed confirms- sources of public welfare (the great and unition from experience.
versal end to which all art, all science, all lanIn common with so many others, the pro- guaqe, is, or ought to be directed;) husbandry,
posed conductors, or superintendents, under- manufactures, trades, money, and in particular
mentioned, had for a long time been entertain- with the practical details of trade as carried
ing the wish, not unaccompanied with the on in that vast metropolis, from which almost
expectation, of seeing, in some mode or other, exclusively the destined partakers of the proand by some means or other, so desirable an posed benefit can, for some time, be expected:
extension carried into effect ; meaning, of all. these various endowments will at first view
course, on the ordinary terms, and by profes- present themselves, if not a.s being in every
Bional hands; and that too, in respect of the instance indispensably necessary, at any rate
extent of the field of instruction, upon such a as being eminently desirable. All these enscale as would be suited to the efficieney of dowments, in common with the whole public
the fllmLm organum, now placed within the in the most essential instances, and with an
reach of human industry, and the amplitude of ample portion of it in every other instance, the
the prospect opened by it to the pubhc view.
Members of the Associa.tion,the proposed ConUpon a more attentive consideration it ap- ductors, had the satisfaction of seeing united
peared, however, to several of them, that, for in their whole body; a sattsfaction which, upon
afirst experiment of this kind, more requisites inquiry, or without need of inquiry, an ample
were necessary, than could naturally be looked share will be received by every individual,
for in any single hand, or even in any number who, either in the character of proposed patron
of hands uniting together upon any such ordin-/ of the institution, or parent, or guardian of a.
ary ground; and of tlns conception the result child to wluch the benefit of it is proposed,
has been an ASSOCiatIOnentered into by them feels any interest in the design.
for this purpose.
~ The person by whom, without the communi-
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eated desire of anyone of them, and without
the privity of any more than one, this paper
has been drawn up and sent to the press, has
not, nor can have, the honour of being of the
number:
he may, therefore, with thc less difficulty and reserve, speak of the title, which on
this occasion, and to this purpose they will,
everyone of them, be found to possess, to the
requisite public confidence.

III. Primary requiBiie,a SCHOOL-HOUSE:
proposed to be built by Subscription.
In the na.ture of the case, the first requisite,
on which everything depends, and in the nonexistence of which the chief cause of retardation may be found, is a SMool-house, an appropriate School-house, and that, in its dimensions,
of an amplitude suited to that magnitude
of
scale on which, not only in respect to cheapness
and eztem, but in respect of elfidency, the New
Instruction System so essentially depends.
For the attainment
of this requisite, a pecuniary ad'Mnce, and that to no inconsiderable
amount, was obviously necessary;
and for this
purpose the proposed Conductors all presently
agreed to become contributors, in such proportions as should be suited to their respective
circumstances
and convenience at the time of
the commencement of the expense:
an agreement which was the more readily entered into,
by reason of the assurance they all saw reason
to entertain, that whatever
should be there
bestowed would be no more than an ad'Mnce,
of which the reimbursement
(which was all
that by any of them has ever been looked for,
or will be accepted.) might not unreasonably
be depended upon, on condition of a few years
patience.
It is for the completion of the sum requisite
for this purpose that the present propoeal is
put into circulation.

IV. Proposed Field and Plan of Tnstructio»,
This proposal has for its accompaniment
a
collection of papers, drawn up by a friend to
the proposed Institution, who, though declining
to take any part in the management,
has in
this manner, as well as by his contributions,
manifested his desire to see it carried into
effect.
These papers have for their general title,
CltrestomalhiO.;and for their design, the giving
a. view of the field and means of Instruction,
proposed for the proposed Chrestomathic DaySchool.
Partly for the sake of compression, partly
for the aecommodatron of My persons who may
be disposed to look into it with attention, the
main body of this Sketch is comprised In two
Synoptic Tables, digested into the form of Tat
and Notes.
In Table 1. the matter is arranged under the
following general heads: viz. ADVANTAGES,from
Learning as such, as well as from Learning in
the particular shapell here in question ; STAGES
of INSTRUCTIOl'l; GROUNDSof PRIORITY~in reo

PROPOSAL.
lation to the branches herein included;
and
GROUNDSof OMISSIONin relation to Branches
not included.
In Table II., under the two following:
viz.
I. PRINCIPLES constitutive
of the New Instruction System, considered as applicable to
the several ulterior Branchesof.Art
and ScienaeLearning (Language-learning
included.)
II. EXERCISES,by the performance of which,
such learning is obtained or obtainable.
In
the instance of these prilUJipleB, by means cf
the simultaneousness of the view, which, as
above, is given of them, the connexions and
dependencies of the several parts of the admirable whole, will, it is hoped, be the more readily observed, and correctly and completely
comprehended.
On these considerations,
in the instance of'
this last mentioned Table, (this happening to
be the first of the two that was completed,)
the whole matter, Notes as well as Text, was,
in the first instance, brought together, and
compressed into one side of a single sheet;
and in this form copies, to a considerable number, have been printed off. Observations, however, having been made, that, while by the unavoidable closeness, added to the smallness, of
the type, it could not but have been rendered
afflictive to many an eye, it was by its still
unavoidable bulk rendered in no inconsiderable
degree unwieldy and formidable, another impression has since been printed off, in which
the Text alone is in the Tabular-form, the
accompanying
Note« being in the ordinary
Book-form; and in this manner alone=-viz.,
Tat in the Tabular, Notes in the Book-formhas Table 1. been printed,
To the principal
matter
as contained in
these two Tables, other papers are added in
the form of an Appendi«,
The contents have
for their object, partly a statement of some of
the promises of ulterior success which are
already known to have been furnished by experience,-partly
a view of some ideas, which
to the hope of utility, are supposed to add
In some degree
the character of ncmJlty, and
which, such as they are, the present design
has been the means of calling forth.
V. Site for SMool House secured.
A requisite, the procurement of which might
naturally
have presented
still greater difficulty, than any that is expected to attach upon the raising of the comparatively
moderate
sum necessary for the expense, was a !pOt of
ground, sufficiently adapted, in respect of situation as well as extent, to the purpose of serving
as a site for the erection.
But this difficulty
they have the satisfaction
of declaring to be
already removed.

VI. Females proposed to be receiffil,-

Why'

Their wish being as above, to give to so
great a benefit, and that in every direction, the
utmost extension in their power, the femal«
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sex could not fail of being comprehended
in sumed, may be made to serve equally well for
the here proposed school-house.
their views.
According
to the indications
afforded by
In the whole of the proposed field of instrucexperience, the above number of 600 is undertion, as marked out In the above-mentioned
stood to be generally regarded as the greatest
paper, scarcely will there be found a spot,
which in itself, custom apart, will not be, in number that, in one and the same BC/lOol-rOO1ll,
respect of the information
presented
by it, can be taught under the constant inspection of
one and the same Master.
But, on the plan
alike useful to both sexes: some parts (and
more especially those which concern Domestic on which it is here proposed to build, it will
be evident, that, whatsoever be the dimensions
Econo'fll.1f,and" the care of health, as applied
in which that number can
to the more delicate sex, and to both sexes, at of the apartment.
the time of life during which they are almost
be sufficiently inspected by one person, several
exclusively subject to its care,) will even be such apartments, containing, each of them, as
much room as in that case, will in this case be
found more useful to females than to males.
By an experienced as well as eminently intelinspectable by one and the same person, and
ligent disciple of Dr Bell's,* it is mentioned
that III a manner still more perfect than in that
as a "well-known
fact, that qirls are ml}re other case.
docile and attentiu titan bo!!.•;" and that acMoreover, in this same place, though no part
cordingly, in that part of their school-time,
of the room allotted to females, will, unless at
which remains after subtraction of that which
some special time, or by special recorded order,
is applied to occupations appropriated
to their
and for special reason, be open to the view of
any person stationed in the part allotted to
sex, the degree of proficiency which, at the
end of the year, they have attained, IS not in- males ; yet, by means of a shght alteration,
ferior to that which, iu the whole of that same
any redundancy in the quantity of room allotschool-time, has, within that same period, been
ted to either sex may be applied to the supply
attained by the boys.
of any d~ficiency which, in consequence of an
increase beyond the calculated
demand, may
In the case of the middlinq classes, to whatsoever other branches of instruction the labour
be found to have place in the quantity origiof female children be applied, needle-work will
nally provided for the other.
certainly not be regarded as one that can be
Considering that, in the case of the Westomitted;
and though, for the practice of this
minster Free School, a thousand was, in the
art, there would remain. several hours of the judgment
of the National Society, as large a
four-and-twenty,
ypt what may naturally be number as it was advisable to build for; and
expected IS, a general wish to see some portion
this, although the class of scholars in view
, composed so much larger a portion of the juof the school-time allotted to such works.
venile population than that from which any
Dancing,]fllsic.-By
these fasciuatingwords
are presented two accomplishments,
the pos- scholars could be looked for to the proposed
session of which will, by all that belong to the
Day-School, a conclusion which may he liable
higher classes, be regarded as indispensable
; to be drawn, is, that, in and for the here proposed School.no number so large, or uearly so
and, by many of those that belong to the midlarge as the above, can reasonably be expected.
dling, as bemg, if not indispensable,
at the
least desirable.
For neither of these, It IS
But, in the case of that Free School, free as
evident, can any place be found in the proposit was and is, hmits were set to the probable
ed school.
For uniting its benefits with those
number of scholars, by several circumstances,
accomplishments,
there remam therefore but
none of which will, in the present instance, be
two expedients;
viz. the deferring of the ac- found to have place.
On the part of the pacomplishments,
either to a later hour, or a rents, insensibility to the advantages of intellater age.
lectual instruction,
inattention
to the future
and lasting welfare of their children, inability
VII. lYumher proposed to be built for.
to spare the time necessary to the conducting
Under the National Institution, the number
of the children, for the first part of the time,
built for in the lVc.•tmillster Free Schoo! is to and from the school, especially in the case
observed to be 1000 ; VIZ. for males 600, for of those whose abodes are in a considerable
females 400. The same total, viz. a thousand,
degree distant from it.
is, in case of a sufficiency of funds, the number
In the present instance, to obviate, as far as
here proposed to build for; in case of a defi- may be, the latter difficulty, an expedient,
ciency, the number built for must of course be which the proposed Conductors have in view,
propornonably
reduced.
is to comprise in one sitting the whole quantity
As to expense, £5000, they observe to be of the school time ; and by that means reduce
stated as the expense of that buildiug ; furnito its minimum the time and attendance,
conture, as well as lodging, for Master and for sumed in the passage between school and home.
Mistress included.
That same sum, it is preIn the Westminster
Free School, the total
quantity
of school time,-ill
the season of
longest light,si.r hours, in the season of shortest,
* VilL'tge School In-proved, bv J. Poole, M.A., light,fi~e,-is
divided into ts» portions, with
1813, p. 16.
•
! an interval of one hour between the two.
In
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private schools, however, instances are not
The seren yertl"s, reckoning from Be'l'Cn to
wanting, in which, withOl~t any interval, the fourteen, is the length of tnne, within which"
children are kept under instruction for so long as above, they expect to see the aggregate
a time as six hours.
To so great a length, the course completed;
and, as a ground for that
proposed Conductors are somewhat afraid to expectation, one of their endea.vours has been
stretch it ; but to such a length as jiTe hours
to collect from the various education and inthey expect not to find any conclusive objec- tellectual-instruction
establishments,
in which
tion.
instruction on any of the proposed subjects of
One circumstance they look. to, as a source,
the proposed scheme of instruction is administhough not of immediate, yet in case of success,
tered, Public Schools, Universities, Hospitals,
of erentual, increase to the population of the Public Institution-rooms,
and Private Lectureproposed school.
Against any such undertakrooms not excluded-an
account of the numing as that of a Boarding School, to be carried
ber of hours actually occupied in each; and
on, or commenced, under their own managethis, to the end that the sum of the times so
ment or even superintendence,
their determiexpended in all of them together, may be comnation is decided.
But, in case of success, a pared with the sum of the tunes capable of
result, which they cannot regard as by any being allotted to the same subjects, in the promeans an improbable
one, is, that parents,
posed school; and though, of the information
situated at too great a distance to admit of desired on this ground, the whole has not as
their sending their children from their OW11 yet been obtained, yet enough has been obresidences,
may, for the purpose of taking
tained to enable them, and WIth the requisite
benefit of the instruction there, and there only,
degree of confidence, considering the experito be obtained, find for their children, in the enced force of the new instrument with which
residence of some relative or other particular
they will have to work, to speak of the above
friend, or even of some person who may be dIS- proposed length of time, as being fully sufflposed to afford the accommodation on the or- eient, TlZ, for the aggregate of all the courses,
dinary commercial terms, a residence suffi- according to the plan exhibited in the accomciently near to the School-House to admit of panying sketch; matters being, at the same
tneir reeeising the instruetion which it affords. time, as far as may be, so arranged, that, at
On this plan it is, that, to the great public
several different stages, the scholar may take
schools, scholars are sent from the remotest
his departure, without leaving his instruction
parts of the three kingdoms:
and, should it I Imperfect, in relation to any subject, ill which
appear that, in the proposed new school, use- he has begun to receive It.
ful instruction in much greater variety, as well
Wben saen year. was thus looked to as the
as quantity, is to be had, than in any of those
probable duration of the aggregate course, the
old established ones, and that too in much less occupation had, however, for ItR baSIS the suptime, and by aery scholar without exception,
pO,ItIOn that, at that age, ill the situations III
instead of by no more than a portion more or life in question, scholars might in general be
less considerable of the whole number, they see: found already in a sufficient degree instructed
110t why, in the present instance, an equal, if III those branches to winch, in the free schools
110t superior afflux, may not sooner or later be at present established, the .LYurInstruction sysexpected.
tom IS applied.
But, consrstently with that
A circle of about tvo miles radius, havinq
prmciple {If universal comprebension,
which
the site of the school for its centre, is the they could not but adopt, no child whose
space, from the whole of which, 011 condiuou
parents, being desirous of obtaining for it a.
of keeping the length of school-time undivided,
"hare III the benefit, "ere able and willmg to
they regard themselves as entitled to look for pay for It at the necessary price, could, by the
scholars ; and tlrat without any change made
condrtiou- of the undertakmc, be excluded.
for this purpose in their place of residence,
By this consideration
It is, that they have
•
.
been led to the persuasion which they enter'\ Ill. Agc$, looked jor, at Entrance ami
tain, of the uecc-srtv ot compnsmg in their
Departure.
plan those arts of pr~m!lry nece,sity" and conFourteen is the age at or before which they
tinual and umversal application, (viz. reading
hope to sec their intended course completed, ! and writina, and common antlimetic.)
which
by the scholars in general, 1lI all its branches ; , are comprehended in the ~Y'II' l nstruction sysand this too, upon the suppo-ttron that f' ','n, , tern, in so far a-, already brought into practice.
ant! no earlier, is the earliest ago at which ' To this detcrnuuatrou,
au ample confirmatron
children will be sent to take the benefit of it;
has hcen olr-erv I'll to be afforded by the obserfourteen, that bemg the age :>.t which It b \ arion made and repeatedly brought to vie",
common for al'l'rellticeFhi118 to commence ; for, by Dr Bell hunself (and which I~ no more than
though no such VIews are entertained, as that
upon an attentive consnleration
of the ca-c,
of confining the benefit to such chrldreu as might from thv first have been previously extheir parents may have destined to apprentice
peetcd.) VIZ., that In allY of those arts, ;111
~hips, yet it would be altogether
r-pugunnt
Imperfect degrec of proflcicuey, obtained hy
to their wr-he« if all) child '0 Jl'btllll't! -hould,
IIl'tI uction, adtunu-tcrcd
11ltlu ul'tllll:tt)
mode,
011 all) aweuut,
find himself excluded iroin It. "I'crat':, r.ithci ,I' all l'l"taLie', than .I, a help
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to, an useful foundation, for instruction administered in this, incomparably more advantageous mode: learning, in the improved mode,
having to an undefinable degree, for its necessary preliminary, the unlearning what has been
learnt in the other ordinary, and ordinarily
imperfect, mode.
Of one rule the necessity is, by the bare
mention of it, rendered indisputable,
and that
is, not to admit or continue to receive any
child who, whether on account of immaturity
of age, or on any other, is so circumstanced
as
to require, in the school-room, more care and
attendance than the quantity of each, which is
at the command of the Establishment, can
supply.
As OD so many other occasions, so on
this, a rule which, while it thus bears on the
face of it its own reason, and thereby its own
explanation, is applicable with equal propriety
to every individual
case included in it, they
cannot but regard as preferable to any rule, in
which, by means of fixt and inflexible quantities, invariable provision is, in the Procrustes
style, made for indefinitely varied exigencies.
In the Barrinaton School at Durham, at an
age as early as three years, the New 1 nstruction System, as is to be seen III the instructive
and interesting
account for which the public
is indebted to 8ir Thomas Bernard; has been
found applicable with advantage;"
and if, at
an age still earlier, any child should be offered to the reading and writmg form of the
Chrestomathic
School, there seems no reason
why it should be rejected, on any other grouud
than that of an exclusion put upon it by the
irrational rule just mentioned.

But, at the period here in question, scholars,
by dozens and by scores, may not unreasonably be expected to have learnt, iu the Chrestomathic
School, all the things whatsoever
that- will have there been taught Viewiug
the matter at large, whatsoever
it be, that a
large number of persons have themselves learnt,
supposing it well learnt, some proportion or
other of the number will, by that same time,
be not altogether
unquahfied
to teach. But,
at the period in question, under the New Instruction System, the scholars-no
mconsiderable proportion of them-e-not only may reasonably be expected to be qualified to teach
what they have learnt;
but, during a length
of time, more or less considerable, antecedent
to that of tl.eir departure from the school, will
actually have been employed in this same allcomprehensive work.
At this time, if, in point
of legal maturity of age, as well as in all other
points, anyone of them should be found competent to such an undertaking,
so much the
better.
But even if, in respect of those requiSites, the school should not happen to afford
any indrvrdual who was, at that time, competent; yet, if so it were, that in point of intellectual maturity, as well as appropriate
proficiency, anyone such scholar should be found
sufflcierrt, the temporary legal deficiency might,
as under the care of the already established
Socienes, find an a.dequate supply in the assistance of some trust-worthy
friend.

X. Terms of COl1tribution, ,~:e.

For the erection, fitting up, and furnishing
of the School-house, with the n{'cessary outbuildings and other out-works, the following
IX. This but an Ecperiment=cxperted Sources are the terms and conditions on wbich the
oj COTltll!uanccand Extension.
contributions
of well-Wishers are solicited :The proposed undcrtakinz
being but an
1. Contributions to be III shares of £10 each.
2. By any person any number of such shares
experiment,
the period which the proposed
Conductors look to, as that of the completion may be subscribed for: several such shares
of the experiment,
is the time at which the are subscribed for by each of the above prowhole of the proposed field of instruotron, as posed Conductors.
marked out in the Chrestomathi«, shall have
3. For every such share, interest, at the rate
been travelled over, by the whole number of of 5 per cent. shall eventually be allowed, as
such of the scholars, as have gone through the per Article 13.
aggregate course.
At that time, if not earlier,
4. Of the money, received as per Article 7,
the expectation of the proposed Conductors is, after defraying charges, as per Article 7, tothat such of them as are then alive, Will have
gether
with House expenses,
and pay to
the satisfaction
of beholding a number of fit Master, Mistress, and paid Teachers, the whole
surplus, except such as shall be deemed necespersons willmg, and in every respect well
qualified, each of them by himself, to take the sary to be kept in hand for the contmgencies
of the year, shall, in the first month of every
Whole of the business out of their hands.
year, be invested in Government Securities, to
Well may it be-s-and this was the very consiserve as a sinking fund for the reimbursing to
deration by which the association
was proSubscribers, in equal proportions, the money
duced-well
may it be, that, at present, any
advanced by them: such reimsuch undertaking
is too great, considerably too respectively
bursements to be made, each time, by instalweat, for any single individual.
Accordingly,
the engaging in no iuconsiderable
number, as ments of 10 per cent., so soon as the aggregate
well as variety, a set of Masters, for the ad- of the money so applicable shall have risen to
that amount.
ministering
of the instruction
in the several
5. Any sum, of less amount than a share,
branches, is among the measures, the necessity
of which is in full view.
will, If offered, be thankfully
received:
but,
whether by itself, or added to the amount of
.. The Barrington School, London, 1813, 1'. ~!).
a whole share, on no such additional bum will
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it be understood to be expected, that interest,
or unless required at the time of the advance
made, reimLursem.ent ffWMy shall be paid.
6. Upon the amount of their respective contributions,
the proposed Conductors of the
'Instdtutaon reserve to themselves, in the shape
of interest and reimbursement
money, the
same advantages
as, and no other than, those
which, as per Articles 3 and 4, are promised
to all other Contributors.
7. Of the School-money to be required, the
exact amount cannot ail yet be fixed.
Four
pounds is at present looked to as a minimum,
eight as a maximum.
The amount must, of
course, be different, according as, m the terms
of the undertakmg,
the expense of slates,
pens, books, ink, paper, maps, charts, and
other implements of instruction, together with
the hire of such as need not, or cannot, be
purchased, is or is not included.
In general,
parents would, it is presumed, be desirous of
seeing themselves at a certainty, in regard to
this and every other expense.
S. With or without subscribing for shares,
another mode m which encouragement
may
be afforded Is-by an engagement to send to
the School, for and during a specified length
of time, in the event of its being opened, one
or more Scholars.
In this way, with or without sending a child of his own, any person of
opulence may, by engagmg for the child of
another, confer, at one and the same time, a
public and a private benefit, at one and the
same expense.
9. To afford to Contributors, and eventually
to Parents and Guardian s , the assurance, that
the undertaking will not be hastily abandoned,
-for the term of the first three years, to be
computed from the time when the Parents or
Guardians, of any number of scholars not less
than fifty, shall have signed an engagement
to pay, at such rate as shall at that tune have
been fixed, for and during such time as shall
have been fixed, for the schooling of their
respective children, the proposed Conductors
engage, jointly and severally, to carryon the
proposed School, and in case of loss, to charge
themselves with such loss.
10. For this purpose, so soon as the Schoolhouse, with the appurtenances,
shall be in
readiness for the reception of scholars, notice
of such readiness will be given by advertisements in the London daily papers.
A space
will be provided, m which, without interruption to the business, subscribers and parents
of scholars, being recognised as such by recollection of their persons, or by transferable
tickets, which will be given for that purpose,
will have a perfect view of the whole business
of the School as it is going on. If, from any
persons at large, any admission-money
be accepted, the amount will be no more than may
be judged necessary to keep out noisomeness
and mischievous wautonncss ; and will be applied to the use of the Institution,
as above,
Article 4.
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II. Of all moneys received, and the disposition made of them, accounts will be published yearly, or oftener, and at any rate
within the :6.rst week of each year, in some
one or more of the London daily papers.

APPENDIX.-No.

II.

Successful Application
of the new Synem to
Language-learning,
in the case of the Great
School, called the High School,'" Edinburgh:
as reported in a Letter to Mr Fox, from
James Pillons, Esq., Rector of that School.
From the Report of the Bruisk and Foreign
School Society, Anno 1814, p. 57.
" You will not expect that I should detail
the difficulties I encountered
in establishmg
and applying the Monitonal
System to the
business of my class, nor the steps by which I
have been rising, up to the present moment,
from one degree of efficiency to another.
To
do so would extend my letter to an immoderate length; and though it might be interesting, and not unimproving
to a person
engaged in the same occupation, it would be
a fitter subject for -rira 'rooe eommumcauon
with him.
Since I entered on my office, scarce
a week has passed without suggesting some
improvement in my arrangements,
all tending
to one point, viz. to stimulate and employ to
purpose the various faculties of two hundred
boys, differmg Widely both in acquirement and
capacity;
to insure attention, by excitements
at once strong and honourable; and to exclude
that langnor and listlessness,
arising partly
from want of motive, and partly from the physical misery of being so long in a sitting posture, which most of us may remember to have
been the great sources of the unhappiness we
experienced at school.
.. The branches of knowledge taught in my
Class, the boys of which are in general somewhere between twelve and fourteen years old,
are Latin, Greek, and Ancient. mixed with a.
lutle Modern Geography.
The Greek and
Geography are happy innovations of my predecessor; for the School, by its foundation, 18
entirely for Latin, and Dr Adam's mtroduction of elementary Greek m I ii2 was VIOlently
opposed by no less a man than Dr Robertson
the histonan.
I mention this CIrcumstance,
because it will account for the unreasonably
.. In this Scbool the number of the scholars has
usually been between five hundred and SIX hundred. The School is di vided into five classes: each
class occupies a separate room. The head class,
....hich IS the most numerous. IS under the Immediate charge of the Head Master, styled Red01·.
To each of the others there IS a separate Master,
who IS mdependcnt, or nearly so, of the Rector.
From one of these Afasu'r< an account not less
encouraging, in relation to Ins class, will form the
matter of the next article.
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small proportion
of time given to these two
important objects.
"In the Latin Class, which meets at nine
every morning, consistmg of very nearly two
hundred boys, the general business of the day
(subject to variation, according to the period
of the season and progress of the pupils,) is as
follows :-A
portion of a Latin poet, from
thirty-five to forty-five lines of Virgil, Horace,
&c., and a nearly equal portion of Lrvy,
Cicero, or Sallust, are to be parsed and translated:
a portion of Dr Adam's Grammar,
alternating
daily with his Antiquities,
is examined upon: these lessons have been all
prescribed;
that is, the last word mentioned,
but no assistance given, the day before.
The
order of business IS this : immediately after
prayers at nine, the whole class forms into
twenty divisions, under their respective Monitors, in the Great Hall, and the Cicero and
Horace lessons are construed by the nme boys
of each division ; the duty of the Monitor
being, 1. To take care that every boy shall
construe a portion of tho new lesson; 2. To
see that his division understand
the syntax
and construction of the passage;
3. To take
care that the TIght meaning be always given
to the passage In all its parts; and, 4. To
mark on a slip of paper the names of the boys
who fail in saying.
The Grammar lesson is
also said to the Monitors.
The boys of each
division, on the other hand, are instructed to
note any false interpretation
which the Monitor may allow to pass, and reserve it for an
appeal afterwards.
When this construing and
saying have been /iot through, the SIgnal for
removing into the Class-room being given, the
Divisions, which have hitherto been arranged
in the recesses of the windows of a large hall,
move m regular and rapid order up stairs, and
take their seat~ in the general Class, where,
whatever is said, is addressed to all the boys.
I then proceed to ask if there be any appeals,
i. e. if there be any boys who think they can
prove that the Monitor has allowed an erroneous translation
to pass uncorrected
in the
Division.
From four to a dozen boys generally rise in succession;
and if they make
good their point, they take place, each in his
division, of those who have not observed the
blunder, and the Monitor himself loses a place.
This system binds both Monitor and pupil to
careful preparation
at home; the former, from
the fear of detection and exposure by a boy
far below him in the class; the latter, both by
the infallible certainty of his being called on
to say, and reported if he fail; and by the
honourable
desire of rising in the class, and
proving that he knew the lesson better than
the Monitor. Further advantage of the liberty
of appeal is, that it generally brings forward
into discussion-the
difficult passages (for it is
these of course that are appealed upon;) and
they being settled beforehand, a more perfect
understanding
of the lesson is secured, and
the ncce~~ilJ of saying it over ver~· frequently

I
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is avoided.
Sometimes I vary this mode, by
making the MODItors themselves,
i. e. the
twenty highest boys, construe one or both
lessons, each to his own DIvision, who are all
on the alert to detect a blunder, with a view
of making an appeal.
Whether the Monitor
or Division IS to construe, is always a secret
till the moment before they begin, when I
give out from the pulpit the order of business.
After the appeals are concluded, the lessons
are construed to me by boys whom I call at
random, generally by some of those who have
failed below stairs.
These I know from the
bills or slips of paper, which, by this time, are
collected from each Monitor, strung on a WIre,
and subjected
to my inspection.
In this
translation,
questions are put by the Master
on pomts of Geography, History, Antiquities,
derivations of words, and niceties of construction and expression;
and a freer and more
elegant version is required.
Every opportunity is also taken, suggested by the classical
passages, to give useful information,
and to
insmuate moral and religious instruction,
This,
with the exammation on Adam's Antiquities,
which I always reserve for the general bUSIness, occupies the remaming time till eleven,
when there is an interval of au hour, and is
resumed from twelve till a quarter or twenty
minutes past one, when the Divisions form to
construe the lessons again, with this difference,
that, instead of a hteral, a free translation
is
expected;
and all the information and ilhistrations, which have been given m the course
of the day, are expected now to be forthcoming at the question of the Monitor, and the
places depend upon their aptitude in answering. The 'lCritten e.Tercises, of which there are
generally two per week, are of various kinds,
chiefly translations
from Latin into English,
and from English into Latin, which are also
exammed and corrected by the Monitor, who
makes his remarks, and adds his initials, that
he may be responsible.
The best and worst
are shown up, and places determined accordingly.
The exercises for the higher parts of
the Class are Latin verses, occasionally English verses, Analyses or Abridgments of what
authors they have read in the class, in Enghsh
and in Latin, &c., and these are shown up to
the Master directly, and corrected by hun.
Select passages of the classics are said by
heart on Saturdays,
to the Monitors in the
first instance, that every boy may be called
on, and they report the failures.
In the business of the DIVIsion the Monitor has the power
of putting a boy up or down, according to the
figure he makes, always subject to an appeal
from hIS deCISIOn to the Master, if the boy
thinks himself aggrieved.
" The Greek class, according to the arrangement I found in the School, met only three
hours a-week.
I have lately contrived
to
assemble it an hour every day, except Saturday. The business here is more elementary,
consisting of accurate
~u~·11lg hy heart of a.
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portion of Greek Grammar, and minute pars- the Master in the same way, care being taken
ing of a short lesson in Dalzel's Analecta to mention at the time some striking facts reMinora. The more advanced part of the specting the situation, inhabitants, history, or
Class read Homer and Xenophon. In order neighbourhood of each, which may be assoto remedy the inconvenienceof having so short elated with its name and position on the board.
a time for Greek, it is proposed, as a voluntary Having thus made out a sort of skeleton or
exercise to the higher boys, to read and show frame-work of the country, by presenting, in
np every second Monday what are called striking relief, without those details which
Private Studies; that is, if a boy, after pre- confound the eye in maps, the great phYSical
paring all the lessons thoroughly, finds he has features, the next object is to mark out m
still some leisure time, he employs it in read- dotted hncs the artificial divisions: and when
ing Homer without a translation, making out these are well fixed, the remainmg towns of
what he can; and what he cannot, marking importance, whose position is not indicated by
as difficulties to be resolved. On the day rivers, are referred to the province or shire,
appointed he mentions the nnmber of lines he and associated agam with those already known.
is ready to be examined on, and states his The situatrons of great battles are pointed out
difficulties for solution, which is given either by a cross In red chalk. The object being to
by the Master, or by some of his school-fellows make a strong impression on the eye, and to
who have conquered them. In this way, and set the imagmation and conception to work,
with no other stimulus but having the number the chalks bemg of different colours is' a errof lines read by each publicly mennoned, and cumstance not to be despised. When the
obtaining an hour's play, there are boys now board-draught is thus completed, maps are
in the Class who are in the habit of showing directed to be so constructed as to be as
up from nine hundred to twelve hundred hnes nearly as possibie copies of it; that is, all the
within the fortnight.
positions, &c. accurately laid down, but no
" The Greek class consists of about one hun- ! names given. The drawer of the map must
dred and forty-five, and the lessons are said be quite at/fait in naming every place in his
here too by DIVISIOns.The Greek Monitors own sketch; and if It be thought deserving of
genera!ly remain for twenty minutes at eleven; that honour, it is mounted on thick pasteand it being then ascertained that they are board, and hung up in view of his schoolmasters of the lesson, they hear and report on fellows. He is employed, too, as Monitor, to
their Divisions from two till half after two, teach the geography of his own map to other
when the lessons are heard up stairs, and the boys who have either done worse maps, or
Momtors dismissed sometimes a httle before none at all; and thus, in many ways, the inthree as a reward.
formation he has got is riveted in his memory.
" The Geography class meets on Tuesdays The book used for the Geography class is Dr
and Thursdays at two o'clock. The course Adam's Summary: but as, from its size and
of instruction in tlus branch is, l st, to give multifarious contents, it is better adapted for
some illustrations of the general facts with reference than comnnttmg to memory, I have
regard to the Solar System; then to go over printed for the use of the Class a few pages of
pretty rapidly the geography of the four quar- Outhnes, containing a mere list of names,
ters, taking merely the outlines; and, lastly, arranged on the plan I have explamed; and
to descend to minute and particular descrip- this being in their hands serves to recall the
tions of the countries bordering on the Medi- information conveyed."
terrane an, from Gibraltar, by France, Italy,
Greece, shores of the Baltic, Asia Minor, &c.,
back to the Straits: then the British Islands,
Ancient and Modern Geography are umted.
APPENDIX.-No.
III.
A sketch or outlme of each country is drawn
by the Master on. a black board wi~h white I Successtu! Application
of the New Sy~em of
chalk; the.mountams are T('pres~n.tedm green,
Lnsiruction to Lanquaqe-learnina,
in the WSII
and t~e rivers in blue. In t,l1S. state the
of one of the Claseee of tke High School,
board 15 first presented to the pupils, and the
Edinburgh
as reported in a Letter (rom
Master, with a rod, explains the physical
Nr Jam",: Grall, Jlaster of tke Cla.;s, to
features of the country, points out and names
Edward Wakefi;ld Esq., 28tlt Dec. 18111.
the leading ranges of mountains, and the rivers
.
,
that fall from them. The board as yet pre" The following details will, I fear, be found
senting so little detail, the eye, and the mind uninterestmg ; but their results are so importthrough the eye, readily takes in and retains ant, that I trust you will excuse a httle dulthe information. At this stage, also, the ness, while I endeavour to develop the plans
length, breadth, longitude, latitude, and boun- of tuition lately adopted by some of the Masdaries are fixed. The next lesson presents ters of the High School, Edinburgh. It Will
the towns, (drawn thus:::! in pink chalk.) be unnecessary to state, that the practices
Whichare to be found on the rivers already alluded to are founded on the system of Mr
learned, descending from the source to the Lancaster, modelled according to the circummouth. These towns are demonstrated by stances of our Seminary. 'I'he essential part
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of that gentleman's discovery is, I apprehend, and as example is contagious, the restlessness
that by which the more advanced or cleverer soon becomes universal. 2. The other is, that
boys are employed m tea-ching or in assisting while the upper boys are construing, the under
in their tasks their inferiors in years or in ones are generally trifling, and when the lesson
knowledge; and this principle is acted upon comes round to them, are totally Ignorant of it.
here in its fulle;;t extent. Many nnsconcepnons They not unfrequently calculate upon the
have gone abroad in regard to this celebrated chance of escaping altogether, from the imposplan, which it is of vital interest to have re- sibility there is for anyone man thoroughly
moved. 1. The first and most pernicious of to examine a hundred boys in two hours ; for
these is, that it is only applicable where great we never continue longer in school at anyone
numbers of the lower classes of children are time; and next meeting bnngs a new task.
to be taught by the same master, gratis, or at Thus both the upper and the under boys are
a low rate. 2. Another is, that where schools injured. The one do not gam all the profit
have been previously established, either by which they might from a more judicious rnalaw, as the parochial schools of Scotland, or nagement; the other make little or no proon a foundanon, changes are not only uune- gress, and, from the habitual neglect of thorr
cessary, but might be dangerous. Jt is besides duty, contract a dislike both to their tasks and
unfortunate, that many schoolmasters seem to their teachers. In many cases It would be
consider the Lancastenan system as an iunova- well if the evil ended here; for there is reation, which they ought to regard with a jealous son to fear, that the hours that ought to be
eye. Till these prejudices are eradicated from employed in the acquisition of useful knowthe minds of parents and teachers, the advan- ledge will be spent in habits dangerous to virtages derived from the plan will be partial tue; that indolence Will shed its mildews over
and inconsiderahle.
In my opinion, many the blossoms of early talent, which may wither
more beneficial consequences will result to the never to bloom agam ; or that the man will
interests of education, from introducing it mto have to struggle hard to supply the deficiencies
the schools already existing, than from estab- of the boy. I am far from saying that the
hshing new ones; for it is not to be dissem- evil is universal. According to the present
bled, that evils have long existed that admit system, many boys spring forward in the purof no other cure. I shall take as short a view suit of knowledge, with an alacrity and sueas possible of the practices in common use, cess that is quite astomshing; but if, of an
contrastmg them With the new. I ground my hundred boys, twenty fail in the object for
remarks on a fnll and impartial expenment;
which they are sent to the school, any scheme
and in making them to you, I have no other that might ensure their success ought to be
VIew but the interests of the youth of my eagerly embraced. This may be done effeccountry. For many years past, these have tually on the new system, by which I have
been the subject of my nightly dreams and my been enabled so to arrange my class, that every
daily meditations ; to them I have more than ' boy is employed every minute of the time
once sacrificed my health, and even risked my he IS in school, either in the acquisrtton or
hfe ; and nothing shall deter me from speak- communication of knowledge.
The fifteen
ing the truth.
highest boys are momtors. The first thing to
"Suppose a class to consist of a hundred
be done after the meetmg of the class, is to
boys, which I shall take as the average number, see that they have their lessons distmctly.
though in our school. it is under the truth. In When this is ascertained, the whole class goes
the old way, one boy was called upon to re- into divisions. In this way fifteen times as
peat a small portion of the lesson, to whom all much work can be done in the same space,
the rest were understood to be listening. Thus and, I can say with confidence, fifteen times
we proceeded, till every boy in the class, or better. From this contrivance, instead of the
as many as could be overtaken, were examined ; languor and restlessness that too frequently
and this plan would have answered well prevails, all is activity and energy. More noise,
enough, had it been possible to fix the mind of indeed, is heard; but the Bounds are sweet,
every individual upon the same subject at the for they are the sounds of labour. Everyone
same moment; but such IS the volatility of the studies, because by the exertion of his talents,
youthful mind, that I have ever found this im- he finds himself equal to every task; and ignopracticable. You may confine the body to a ranee is more shameful, where the account ISto
seat; you may, perhaps, fix the eye to a book, be rendered to one of his own years, than to a
but you can never be certain that it IS not an man. It seems,indeed,that boys are better quaunconscious gaze; and it is not unlikely, that hfied to teach boys, than men; they enter more
while the boy ought to be mentally construmg readily into their feelmgs ; they are more senhis lesson, his imagination is chasing a butter- sible of the difficulties which they themselves
fiy, or robbing a bird's nest. On this system have just mastered; and will adopt more SlIDI have experienced two unavoidable evils. 1. pIe and familiar modes of illustration. Nor
The one IS, that the,upper boys, who gain a have I ever had cause to suspect the diligence
knowledge of the lesson soon after they enter or fidelity of a monitor. To attain this station,
the school-room, cannot be kept still while the 15 an object of rising ambition to the whole
master is employed in teaching the under boys; I class: and where anyone has risen to it, he
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is too much afraid of losing it, to risk the diS-I under perpetual sunshine, while every man on
grace by his own misconduct.
I have never
board is at his duty.
Corporal punishments
once fonnd it necessary to degrade a momtor
are abolished.
This practice is equally defor inattention to his division.
To this there
grading to the scholar who suffers, and to the
is a double check.
An appeal is open to the master who mfhcts punishment;
and I firmly
division against the monitor, as well as to him beheve has done more mischief to our classical
against the dmsion ; and when every boy has schools than all other causes whatever.
The
gone over the whole, not a portion of the les- ' boy soon considers the man, whom he sees in the
Bon, I examine a number of them promiscuousdaily use of the torture, as a tyrant, and his
Iy, and the lessons are said with so much more
greatest enemy; and all his ingenuity will be
promptitude and accuracy than in the old way,
exerted in inventmg the means of retaliation.
that I am frequently enabled to examme as A great objectron to tlus mode of disciplme is,
many as if no time had been spent lU divisions
that from Its very nature the master apphes
at all. Thus I have united the advantages of to it With reluctance;
and for one fault that
both methods.
By this means, every boy m is punished, twenty escape.
Thns the hope
the class, besides the benefit accrumg from of impumty begets disorder, which, when It
saying over the whole of every lesson till he comes to a certain height, in its turn bnngs
has satisfied hlsmonitor,is separately examined
pnmshment.
On the new method, the boys
by tne two or three times a-day.
The supeare kept III constant good humour, and no irnriority of this mode over the other is incalcutation IS ever excited III the mind of the maslable, as It tends to store the mind With useful
ter.
There exists between them only a reknowledge,
to infuse a love of learnmg, to ciprocity of kindness and docility.
To animate
form habits of industry,
and to render the a whole school With one spirit, to make them
whole economy of a school delightful both to advance in the intellectual
career with the
scholars and master.
Of my present class,
same march of mind, to stimulate them to exthat has been conducted on this plan, all have
ertion by the enhvemng power of emulation,
gained a more extensive knowledge of the I to exalt them in their own opmion, has always
Latin language than I have known on any I been my object III the discharge of my public
former occasion;
and not a single boy has duties; and Mr Lancaster has put into my
failed.
This. till now, I did not think possible. I hands an instrument,
by which I have been
For many years it had been a subject of me- t enabled to realize my fondest visions ID my
lancholy reflection to me, why so many boys most sanguine mood. This I~ a testimony that
failed in acquirmg a competent knowledge of I tluuk due, and I cannot Withhold It.
classical lear II1nl/, while they succeeded in ereryI have the honour to be,
thing else.
Tlus objection to our classical
Dear Sir, your. faithfully.
schools may now be easily obviated.
I do not
JAME.q GRAY:'
say that every boy Will be equally successful.
Nature has made strong and marked distmctrons in the extent of capacity;
but I Will
venture to assert, that every one may be made
APPE~DIX.-No.
IV.
to turn his talents to the best account.
One
of the most Important of the objects of a good I ESSAY 0'< l'<OMESCLATURE ASD CL.~SSIFICATIO"*
education, IS to inspire a literary taste; and
~
_.
•
I know no way in which this can be done so I )I; OIl1~IICI{ltllre 0.1 the n/'(~ln.Brane/us oJ Art and
effectually.
What deters man)" boys from the
Scteure-:-It;
Impf!rJe~tw/1~-tr:tth
proposed
prosecution of ancient learnmg is its difficulty.
R~lIedteS.
8.~stell1atw '1 abie, prefixed ~.~
By aid of the Lancasterian
system, asperities
D .Alembert to tl« French Ellc.¥dopedla-tts
may be smoothed, the boy may be gently led
Lmperjecuons=Specimen of a new OIU.
ove~ the threshold of the temple; and when
SECTIO!l"
1.
'he 18 once introduced,
he cannot fall to be
charmed by its beauties.
I have never, indeed,
Plan of th", Essay.
known a young man who pursued learning,
Deplorable It surely IS, and, to a first view
that did not love it. ThiS bias to literature IS at least, not less extraordinary,
that, for some
-ef more value than all the knowledge he earns of the most extensive, and most frequently
from school.
It is the shield of the young mentioned, diVISIOns of the field of Art and
mind against the rninous inroads of vice.
In' Science, even at so advanced a stage as that
a school so regulated, It is impossible for any
to which the human mmd has already reached
boy to spend his time idly.
He must exert
in its travels on that field. no tolerably expreshimself.
He readily does what he finds he sive denommanons
should be to be found III
cannot escape;
and what may have been irkthe appropriate part of language.
some at first, soon becomes pleasant.
He is
(!f language '-meanmg,
of course, the one
happy. from a consciousness of doing his duty;
which is here made use of; and which Will
and habits are formed, that will be useful
through life. To the master, the task of su.. For a hst of the content, of the Sections. see
perintending
such a school is delightful.
He the general contents of Chrestomathia at the commencement.
IS merely the helmsman
that steers the bark,

I
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not be denied to be one of the best cultivated
not be too abstruse for the comprehension of a.
languages which the present time affords; nor, Chrestomathic
scholar.
in this particular, will the present state of any
'What is there in it that, even to these stripother language be found, it is believed, much
lings, should render it too abstruse!
Is it the
more favourable.
nature of the subject!
Those parts excepted,
That this unaptness has really place in the which respectively
regard general Ontology
language, that real and practical inconveniand Pneumatology-subjects,
which for reaences are among the actual results of it, and
sons already intimated,
it has been found
that, although not perhaps completely suscepnecessary to forbear including in the coursetible, it is, however, not altogether
unsuseepno one of all the subjects touched upon in it
tible, of a remedy:
such are the positions
can be pointed out, which will not have been
which it is the object of the following pages to rendered altogether familiar to their view.
present to view.
Is it then the language, from which, for
But, on the part of the intellectual
subject
giving expression to some of the leading ideas,
or object in question=-vie.,
the nomenclature
words have been borrowed!
Not to speak of
of the aggregate body of the arts and sciences,
its being the language constantly and univerin other words, the system of Encyclopedieal
sally drawn upon for such purposes, long benomenclature-this
unaptness, in what does it fore the scholars are arrived at this concludconsist l-Answer.
In this: viz., that the no- ing stage, this same language will, in their
menclature
in question is not, either in the eyes, have been stripped of all its terrors.
Of
degree in which it is desirable that It should
those appellatives,
for which cust01n has conbe, or in the degree in which it is capable of curred with abstract convenience in resorting
being made to be, subservient to those useful
to a dead and toreign language, the interprepurposes, to which an instrument of this sort is tation will here be found all along subjoined;
capable of being rendered subservient.
and in this very interpretation
mal the schoIn respect of any such useful purposes, to lars, long before the conclusion of the course,
what immediate cause will any such failure,
have found matter for one of their exercises.
on the part of the subject in question, be to be True it is, that, as there has so often been occaattributed l-Answer: To its being deficient,
8IOn to observe, a hard word-a word belongin respect of one or more of those properties,
ing to a family of words, of which no other
which, ere it can be in a complete degree renmember is as yet known, constitutes, in every
dered subservient
to those same useful purfield over wlnch it hangs, a dark s}Jot; a spot,
poses, it is necessary that it should possess.
to which no eye, among those in which it exIn so far as, in any degree, it fails of being
cites the notion which that word is employed
possessed of those same properties, and thereby
to express, can turn itself, without giving enof being capable of being rendered subservient
trance to sentiments of humiliation and disgust.
to those same purposes, it will be found chargeBut, at the time in question, to the eye of a.
able with certain correspondent
imperfections,
Chrestomathic scholar, in no part of the whole
or points of imperfection.
expanse of the field occupied by this sketch,
To these several imperfections, if in the cor- will there be any such thing as a dark spot:
respondent purposes, there be anything capable
to the original darkness, hght will, in every
of entitling them to any such appellation
as instance, have been made to succeed.
that of useful, it cannot but be desirable, that
Such is the objection, and such the answer.
correspondent
remedies should be applied.
Here, however, if not before, comes another
What then are they respectively,
those purquestron : Of such an exhibition where is the
poses, those properties, those imperfection .., and, use? But, to a question of this sort, in the
if any such there be, those remedies?
To find present instance at least, the answer will obsuch answers as can be found, for this string I tain a much better chance for being satisfaoof connected
questions, IS the object of the I tory, if postponed till aft-er the thing itself hal>
ensuing p"'ges.
been brought to VIew, concerning which it is
To a disquisition of this sort, inserted in such asked, what is the use of it 1
a work as the present, one very obvious objecSECTIONII.
tion presents Itself.
This is-that
it is too
abstract and abstruse ; too logical ; too metaPURPOSES to 'Which a denO'inination giren to a
physical ; or by whatever other epithet, for
branch of Art and Science may be appliedthe purpose of condemnation, it may happen to
viz., Ordinary and Systematic:
PROPERTIF.8,
it to be desiguated-too
abstruse for the genedesirable in it with a view to these purposes.
rahty of readers, even of those by whom a
Ordinary and SystematiC, applied to the purcourse of education of the literary cast, carried on upon any of the customary plans, has pose which, in the giving a denomination to ::.
branch of art and science, has been ill view,
been completed.
these adjuncts will, It is supposed, be found
For this objection, however, an answerof themselves.
Ordinwhich (it is hoped) will be found neither in tolerably explanatory
ary purpose, the presenting to view the eonpoint of fact incorrect, nor in point of argutents of the particular branch which it denoment irrelevant-ill
III equal readiness;
at the
minates.
Sy3tematic, the purpose which is in
conclusion of the Chrestomathic course, it will
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view, where the denomination in question is
one of a number of denominations,
brought
together in such manner as to exhibit to view
certain rdationB, which the several branches
so denominated,
and thereby their respective
contents, bear to each other:
relations, for
exa.mple, of aqreement and diurrity,
or relations of dependence.
Accordingly, for the designation of the purpose,just described by the name of the ordinary
purpose, the term non-systematic might, WIth
equal propriety, be employed.
From the purposes to the accomplishment
of which it IS directed, follow the properties
which it is desirable it should possess.
I. On the part of the denomination in question, for both the above-mentioned
purposes,
the two following properties may be stated lI.S
requisite.
1. Of the contents of the branch of art and
sicence which it denominates, it should present
to view-to
the view of as many persons as
possible-a
conception as clear, correct, and
complete, as by, and in the compass of, a SIngle
denominatron,"
can be afforded.
• (SIngle denominatIon).
For both these purposes the thmg to be Wished for is-e-that, in .0 far
!'II possible, the deno~inatlOn shoul~ be comprised
10 the compass of a smgl~ word: VIZ. of course, a
fIOun substantwe ~ and this, not merely for shortness, but to aVOIdthe embarrassment which has
place, in so far as the appellation is a componnd
one, composed of two words or more. If, lD addition to the noun substantive, there be but one
other, that other Will be a noun adjecuoe: and, by
this means, the denomination Will be disabled from
receiving Without mconvemence any other adj~nct ; the place oi the adjunct being already occupled by the adjective, w~Ich. IS one of the elements
of the compound denomination thus composed. If
it.be com~sed of more t~ two, the mconvemence
WIl! be still greater: for in this case, all the words
whIch enter into the eomposmon of this longwinded substitute to a Bingle substantrve, Will, ID
the texture of any sentence, of which that substantlve would have constituted but one component
part, be liable to be confounded With Its other
component words: in such sort that, in relation to
each of them, it WIll be matter of dlfficultlmomentary difficulty at any rate-to
determine,
to wh.ch parcel of words It bears grammatical
relation. VIZ. the sentence at large, in which the
appellation, had it been a single-worded one, would
have officiated m the character of a substantive, or
the fragment of a sentence, composed of the words
of this compound substitute to a proper substantive,
Such are the circumstances by which, to all
purposes and on all oeeasions, thlB simphcrty-e-this
single-wordedness-c-is rendered desirable, But it
is only on the occasion of ordmary discourse, that,
B8 WIll soon be seen, the nature of the case admits
of it. In the cue of a syBtematIC table, for the
denominauon of each branch, two words at least
will be found requisite: one, to mark the genus to
which the species in question belongs; the other,
te grve intimation of the characters, hy which it
stands distinguished from the other spec/OJ of that

lame genus.
In what way it is that,

II!

6.5

2. By this means, in relation to ~ery less
extensive branch of art and science that can
be proposed, it should obviate the questionwhether, within the compass of the more extensive, such less extensive branch is or is not
included:
it should obviate this question-i.
e.
in case of doubt, it should furnish the means of
removing it, or, (what is better,) prevent the
rise of any such doubts.
II. For the 'YBtematic purpose, the following
is an additional property which presents itself
as requisite,
It should (i. e. the denomination should) be
so constructed, as, in and by its conjunction
with other denominations,
to display upon
occasion, and that in as clear, correct, and COI1lplete a manner as possible, the several relationl
which it bears to the several other branches of
art and science included In the same system:
the relations, VIZ. m respect of identity of properties, on the part of the respectively contained particulars, on the one hand.and dirersity of such properties on the other: that so,
in the Instance of every branch of art and
science, comprehended in the system, it may,
to the greatest extent possible, be appareut in
what particulars they respectively agree with,
and in what they Mer from, each other. t
By these means, and by these alone-on
these terms, and on these alone-is
any conception that has been framed, delivered, received
te tai d f th
hit
f
I
' or en
r aine 0
e woe
sys en: 0
I arts
and B~Ie~CeS, the whole encycl~plEdtcal
I system, as It IS called, capable of being rendered a clear, correct, and complete one.
Thus, and In this way is shown, not only
identity, in so far as identity, but diursity, 10
so far as diversity, has place.
In this way,
therefore,
is performed,
in regard to each
branch of art and science tJU/.t and more than
that, which 18 performed by aJ!,ebra, in regard
I to numbers.
The wonders exhibited by that
'.
. .
I myssenous art, by what m~
lS.It that ~he!
are wrought t Only by shOWIng, 10 e&eh mdI-

I

'I

drvisiona increaseJ, the many-worded systematic
name grows longer and longer, more and more complicated,-and an equipollent single-worded name
more and more difficult to frame,-mav be seen In
the sample of an Enc!JclopcBdlCal Dtagram or Table,
§ 8, ana the explanation of it which follows, § 9:
as likewise in the diagram, called the Porphyrtan
Tree, hereunto annexed.
t These relations of identity and diversity of proI perties--thence of .agreement and dlS09reementI Important as they are, are not the only ones which,
m the present instance, are so. In a practical pomt
of VIew, a set of relations, still more important,
are relations of conr.e.rum or dependence: VIZo,
those which have place, m so far as a person by
whom this or that art IS practised, or science studied, has, in respect thereof, need of an acquaintance,
more or less mtimate, With this or that other branch
of art and science. Instances of this sort of relation may be seen in Table I. But of this sort of
relation, between branch and branch, no indIcation,
It may be seen, ca.n in general be dorded by their
the nnmber of sub- respective names.
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vidual instance, the identity which has place,
between the import, conveyed at the outset
by those e:draordinary signs, which, &8 the
instrument of its discoveries it employs, and
some one or other of the aJways manifest imports, conveyed by those ordinary signs, of
which common arithmetic makes use.
By the mutual lights, which these words are
thus made to reflect upon the import of each
other-by this means is, and by this means
aJone can be conveyed, in relation to the subject which they are employed to bring to view,
the mazimum of information: the greatest
qua.ntity ofinformation capable ofbemg brought
to view, in and by the number of words thus
employed :* the maximum of information in
the minimum of space.
&8

SEcrION

III.

Imper/ectio'1l$ incident to a denomination o/this
Bart: '!liz. 1. UnexpremuneBB; 2...lIisexpresriuneBB.
Correspondent to the properties, which it is
desirable that a denomination attached to any
branch of art and science should possess, are
the imper/ectiO'1l$ of which it is susceptible.
An imperfection will be imputable to it, in 80
far &8, by failing to poasess anyone or more
of the above-mentioned properties, it fails of
being applicable with advantage to one or more
of the above-mentioned purposes.
Imperfections, exhibited by this or that one,
of the several denominations, considered by
itself; imperfections, exhibited by the whole
assemblage of them taken together, considered
as a whole-to one or other of these heads
will all such imperfections, it is believed, be
found referable.
Unexpressiu'BU8 and Misexpre8siu~0
one or other of these two heads, it is believed,
will be found referable all such imperfections,
of which any such denomination, taken singly,
and considered by itself, will be found suseeptible.
The purposes, to which it is desirable that a.
denomination of the sort in question should be
capable of being made subservient, have just
been brought to view: in so far as it simply
fails of being subservient to those purposes, it
is unexpressiu, simply unexpressive.
Of the name, employed for the designation
of any branch of art and scienee, the design
and nse is, to convey a conception, &8 correct
and complete as by so narrow an instrnment
can be conveyed, of the nature, and, to that
end, thereby of the lUlject, or lUlject-matter, of
that same art and scienee: and this, in such
sort &8, when and as often -as, in relation to
any subject that happens to be proposed, a
question shall arise, whether it does or does
• For a more particular account of the 11888 of a
eyatema.tic sketch of this sort,and more partu:ularly
of a sptemai.ic Table, _ § 9, 10, 11 and 12.

not belong to the branch in question, to suggest a true and clear answer, either on the
a.f!irma.tiveor on the negative side.
If, instead of simply failing to convey any
such instructive coneeption, it does indeed present a. coneeption, but that conception altogether foreign to the subject, and thereby, in
so far as it is actually entertained, erroneous
and delusive, then it is, that, instead of being
negatively and SImply unexpresriu, it is positively misexpremu.
Be the subject in its own nature what it
may-and,on the other hand, the name applied
to it, what anyone will-true it is, that, in the
course of time, the name, how completely unexpressive so ever, and even misexpressive,
will become expressive,
To this observation no denial, or so much as
doubt, can be opposed; and hence it is that,
by names in the highest degree, not merely
unexpressive but misexpressive, the functions
of names are performed, the purposes which
are in view in the use of names to a. certain
degree answered.
If the misexpressive name in question be •
name, by which, when first brought to a man's
VIew,the branch of art and science in question
is presented-much more if it be the only name
by which it is ever presented to him-s-on this
supposition, a question (it must be confessed)
altogether natural is, of this supposed original
misexpressiveness, what, If any, is the inconvenience ~ At first mention (continues the
argument) true it is, that the conception it
presented was, by the supposition, an erroneous
one: but moreover by another part of the supposition, the conception which has at the long
run come to be conveyed by it, conveyed to the
very person in question, is a correct one: for,
by this name it IS, that whatsoever conception
he has cause to entertain of the subject, has
been conveyed to him ; and, in point of fact,
by names originally &8 unexpressive &8 can
easily be imagined, have conceptions no less
correct than those which have been conveyed
by the most expressive names, actually, &8 ii
will be easy to show, been conveyed.
Plausible as it is, to the objection opposed
by this question, an answer, which it is believed will be found no less plain and clear,
than decisive and satisfactory, presents itself.
1. In the first place, by the supposition, •
length of time there is, during which, instead
of the subject, of which it is desirable that it
should convey the conception, the subject which
it actually presents is a. different one. So long
as this state of things contmues, every proposition, in the composition of which the misexpressive name in question has a place, is a selfcontradictory one. So long then &8 this self-eontradictoriness,
and the confusion, of which it is
essentially productive, continues, so long the
inconvenience, nor is it an inconsiderable one.
continues to be felt: and it is only after & lapse
of time, more or less considerable, that, the
new conception b&ving .t length in • ma.nner
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wormed out the original one, the ineonvenienee inadequate, and either indeterminate or erroceases to be felt.
neous.
2. In the next place, of the sort of name in
Thus much as to the imperfections, ineiquestion, another use, it has been already ob- dent to the denomination of any branch of
served, is, to obviate doubts in relation to the art and science, considered by itself. Now as
u:tent of the field belonging to the branch of to such imperfections, as do not apply but to
art and science in question: i. e. whether the case, where the whole multitude of them,
such or such a less extensive district, in or a considerable part of that multitude, are
whatsoever manner designated, especially if it collected together, aud considered together, in
be a newly discovered, or newly distingnished the character of an aggregate.
district, be included in it. In this case, by
As often as they are thus considered in conwhat rule or mark shall the answer be guided junction and with reference to one another, the
and determined! By the name, considered in purpose for which they are thus considered
itself, i. e. considered in its original import may be termed a scientific, or Encyclopedioal
merely, no true light, but instead of it a false pnrpose; and with reference to this extralight, is afforded; and, as to the light afforded ordinary purpose, all others may be drstmby mere usage, by the sUPPOSItion,no light of gnished by the appellation of ordinary.
this sort hath as yet begnn to show itself.
In so far as it is to an Encyclopedical purAttached to the use made of misexpressive pose that these several objects, the several
names, here then are two inconveniences ; two branches of art and science, are considered, it
distinguishable and undeniable inconveniences, is for the purpose of obtammg and communiWhIChwill be found to have place, in so far eating a view, as clear, correct, and complete
as, for the designation of any of the leading as possible, of the whole field of thought and
branches of art and science, any such improper action, and therein of the whole field of art
and unfortunately chosen denominations con- and science; and, to this purpose, a view of
tinue to be employed.
the several characters, i. e. characteristic cirNatural
History, Natural Philosophy.-It
cumstances, by which the several component
will presently be seen, in how flagrant a de- branches of that ideal whole, are on the one
gree both these denominations, both of them hand assimilated to, on the other hand distinnames, by which two main branches of art and guished from, each other.
science are wont to be designated, names in
Learners
and teachers (shall we say) or
constant and almost universal use, are mis- Teachers and learners? for, on the occasion ot
expressive.
the mention now to be made of them, it seems
By this imperfection, if any credit be to be not altogether easy to say, which of these two
given either to experience or to report, the correspondent classes should be put foremost.
amount of the inconvenience produced is by no Be this as it may, to the situation of both these
means inconsiderable. Great is the length of two correspondent and contrasted classes It is,
time, during which it is not without extreme that in the framing of a sketch for the purpose
difficulty, nor till after great perplexity, that, in question, in a word, for the framing of an
in the mind of the beginner, especially if he Encyclopedical sketch, the attention of the operbe a very young beginner, the connexion be- ator should be directed. As far as any separatween the misexpressive general name, and any non can in practice be made, It ISby the situsof the particular matters meant to be desig- tion of learners that the principal demand for
nated by it ; viz. the subordmate branches in- attention is presented: for all teachers must
eluded under it, or any of the subjects apper- in the first place have been learners; nor, at
taimng respectively to those branches, can be any subsequent penod can teachers existwithformed.
out learuers ; whereas learners may exist, and,
So likewise as to the other inconveniences:
in so far as individuals are self-taught, do
to this likewise the like observation will be exist, withont teachers; and, where both
found applying with equal truth. This or that classes have place together, and at the same
less extensive branch, is it to Natural Philo- ! time remain distinct from one another, the
,ophythat it belongs, or to any, and what other I class of learners may, and naturally will, be
more extensive head! No criterion, no source much more ftUme1'0U8 than the class offeachera
of guidance, being to be found in the name itNor will the class of persons, to whom, in
self-viz., in its original import-mere accident the character of learners, an apposite and exdetermines. But in the instance of different pressive system of Encyclopedical nomenclapersons, the determinations made by accident
ture may be of use, be found to be so narrow
are different. Accordingly that less extensive as might at first sight be imagined. To any
branch, (Chemirtry for example,) whieh in the one, whose subsequent pursuits were destined
view and language of some persons, is a branch to be confined within the limits of ever so narof Natural Philosuphy, in the view and lan- row a branch of the field, if not the whole,
guage of other persons, is not a branch of it.
various other parts of such a system will be
Thus it is that, the boundaries of the main found, of which a conception more or less
compartments being indistinct, the conception detailed will not be found to be altogether
entertained of the whole fitUdof art and science useless. Of no one part can a man's concepis, in the inst.r.nce of every mind, more or less tion fail of being the stronger and the cleuer,
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the stronger and clearer his conception is of
such or such other parts, which, by means of
those properties, whereby they are respectively assimilated to it, and contrasted with
it, contribute to reflect light upon it, and
by this means place it in the clearer point
of view.
To this class (to speak more particularly)
will be seen to belong all those persons, by
whom the benefit of the proposed system or
course of Chrestomathic education will have
been partaken of. WIth few if any exceptions,
initiated, as they will be, in every useful
branch of art and science,-strange would be
the inconsisteucy, were any such determination taken, as that of forbearing to present to
their view those relations' of mutual agreement and distinction, by means of which these
several branches receive each of them light
from, and reflect it upon, every other. For, it
is thus, and thus alone, that the mind can be
endowed with, and rendered conscious of, that
animating vigour, by means of which it feels
itself able, WIth an assurance of success and
mastery, to enter and operate with effect, upon
any and every part of it, towards which the
course of its pursuits may at any time happen
to be directed.
But, on the proposed plan, along with the
class of learners WIll be augmented the class
of teachers : and that in a much larger proportion, than any which till of late has been
in view. For, in the instance of everyone of
the branches of science thus taught, so it is
that, by a very considerable proportion of the
class of learners, the function of teachers will,
even before their own term of learning is in
respect of that same branch fully expired, be
taken in hand and exercised: so that, to the
extent of this large portion of the whole number of learners, the only line of separation
between the two classes, is that which will
have been drawn by the hand of Time.
Of the imperfections, of which a system of
nomenclature for the various branches of art
and science may be seen to be susceptible,
when considered with a view to none but the
ordinar!l purpose., as above explained, a conception may presently be formed, and has
accordingly been already endeavoured to be
conveyed. But, of the imperfections, of which
the like system may be seen to be susceptible,
when considered with reference to Encyclopedical
purposes, as above explained,-no
conception can be formed, till a conception has
been formed of the particular form, which it
is necessary a system of this sort should be
made to wear, in order to possess-and that
in the highest possible degree of perfecnon-ethose properties, a general intimation of which
has just been ginn: viz. that in which, in
relation to each branch, are brought to view
the circumstances, in respect of which it agrees
with, and those in respect of which it disagrea
with, every other.
Of a system of this 80rt will here be given a

general idea; and tha.t followed by an exemplification, which, though particular, will be
a very extensive one,-not embracing merely,
but outstretching, the whole of the proposed
field of Chrestomathic education. But, in
the meantime, that the nature and existence
of the demand, for a. reform of some sort, in
the nomenclature employed upon the subject,
may be the more distinctly perceptible,-an
exemplification will be given of its inaptitude,
even with reference to the purposes, a.bove
distinguished by the name of ordinary purposes :-viz. in the instance of those names
which are in most frequent use.
SECTION IV.

lnaptMU of the appellatixe» Natural History,
Natural Philosophy, and Mathematics.
1. The branch of art and science for the
designation of which the compound appellation
Natural History is as yet the only one in use,
is that which has for its subject matter, in
general, including bodies of all sorts, considered in respect of those modifications, which
are found exemplified by it, before any operation has been performed upon it by human art,
under the direction of human science :* or in
other words, (if, for familiarity'S sake, notwithstandingtheunaptlloridnessoftheexpression, it should be deemed advisable to employ,
as usual, the name of the well-known fictitious
personage, N atuTe,) in the condition in which
it has been found placed by the hands of
I Nature-uncontrolled
and unassisted Nature.
Of these bodies-i. e. of matter, in all such
of its forms with which we have in any way
or degree any acquaintance,-the
aggregate
IS composed III the first place of our Earth, in
the next place of all the other bodies, of which
our Worid is composed : of our Earth in the
first place, no others being of any importance
to us, otherwise than With reference to that,
"in which we live, and move, and have our
being."
Of this earth of our's, the matter is either
in the form of matter altogether lifeless; matter endowed WIth life, but without feeling; or
matter endowed with life and feeling both. In
and by the several appellatives, Mineralogy,
Botany,
and Zooloqy, all of them singleworded-all
of them in familiar use,-the
primary divisions of the branch of art and
SCIence here in question, are aptly enough
expressed. And if, for the designation of that
remaining branch of the art and science in
question, which has for Its subject the remainder of those modifications of matter
with which we have any acquaintance, the
term Uranology, as above, t or even the
term .Astronomy, be employed,-in
either
case, to the nomenclature thus bestowed
'I

.. See Table L

+ See

p.38.

Note 32, supra, p. 36.
Table L Stage V. Noa 67, 88, supra,
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upon these primary

branches of the stock of
a.rt and science in question, no considerable
objection presents itself as opposable.
Not so in the case of the whole aggregate,
of which these are the divisions.
Of the two
words,-the
first an adjective, the other a substa.ntive,-of
which the compound appellanon
Natural History is formed,-it
found, at the
time of its formation, the substantive History
already appropriated
to the designation of a
branch of learning, having for its subject those
.tates of persons and things of all sorts, and
those ('Cents of all sorts, that have been known
or supposed to have had place in times past :
present time either being altogether excluded,
or its history being but as it were a point. in
comparison WIth the time of history which it
closes.
Adding the word natural, say Natural History, the result is, that, for the import,
designated by this appellative,
antecedently
to the establishment of that usage from which
it has received an import so widely different,
tee haee this, viz. the natural account of those
state. of persons and things, and so forth, and
of those etetus, and so forth, which had place
in times past.
Now, WIth what propriety, to anyone
of
the above-mentioned
so aptly denominated
divisions, of the branch of art and science
itself thus unaptly denominated,--with
what
propriety,
to Mineralogy,
to Botany,
to
ZooJogy,-can
the term NaturallfistorH,
consideration had of Its original and proper import
as thus developed, be applied 1

science of Legislation,

(9
or in the study of the

art and science of which PriMle Moral. is
the subject, is there any less room for the
manifestation of the lou of tcisdcm, or of ttUdom itself, than in the study of machines, or in
that of the various methods of compounding,
decompounding, and recompounding,
the matter, of which stones, plants, and animall, are
respectively composed I

III. The branch of art and science, for the
designation of which the term Mathematic3 is
in use, is that which has for its subject quantity in general, considered with or without
relation to form or fiqure : quantity in general,
that is to say, as well matter as eoid space,
they being considered respectively in relation
to quantity, With or without relation to figure:
Toid Fpace-that
IS, space considered
as void,
or rather WIthout consideration had of Its contents: for, as to any determmate
portion of
space, determined by determmate boundaries,
-and,
within those boundaries not containing
any the least partrcle of matter whatsoever,an example of any such object would not, it is
believed, be very easy to find.
Taken in its original import, Jlat/,ematiCl
denotes any tiling that is learnt, or considered
as capable of being learnt.
It therefore isor at least in that its origmal Import trO$,
capable of being, WIth no less propriety, employed in the designation of anyone of those
existing, or those about to exist, branches of
art and science, comprehended
or not, III the
most comprehensive and COpIOUS
Encyclopedia,
II. The branch of art and science, for the -than
1D the designariou
of the particular
designation of which the compound appellabranch, to which, by long and learned usage,
tion Natural
Philosophy is in use, IS that
it has thus, in these later times, become apwhich has, for its subjea, matter In general,
propriated :-of the art of legislation, or the
considered in respect of such modifications as art of push-pin, no less than of Geometry and
it has been made, or may be expected to be A ladrra,
made, to undergo, by human art, under the
Upon all the above-mentioned
three denoguidance of human science: with the addition,
ruinations, will not only the imperfecuon of
perhaps, of such properties, as, by means of ! ine;rpressiune8S, but, In the instance of the two
changes made in it by the application of that I first of them, that of mise.rpressireness, be found
same mental instrument, have been discovered
chargeable.
to have been already belonging to it.
Runnmg
on in perpetual eontradrction
to
Taken by itself, Philosophy is the lore of the onginal
import, a false account of the
teisdom.
Adding the word natural, say Nasubject IS the account. wluch the two appeltural Philosophy. and.for the import designated
lations, Notural Philosophy and Jlathematu:s.
by this appellation,
antecedently to the arbiare, both ofthem, connnually ginng of It.
trary usage, established in this case as In that
But, though In all these Instances the proother,-we
have this, viz, lite natural lore of! position involved in the appellatrve IS equally
tcisdom.
false, yet the falsehood 50 involved is not, in
That either in the study of ]lechanics, or in all these instances,
equally pregnant
with
that of Cllemiary, or In the study of any of those
practical inconvenience.
particular branches of art and SCIence, which
In the instance of Mathematics,
no very
are formed by the application of these general
considerable
practical
Inconvenience seems
and theoretical branches to the various practiobservable.
cal ones to which they are subservient, IS there
To such persons as are altogether
unaeany want of capacity to afford gratification to quainted with the primary qeneral import of
an affection so laudable as that of tbe lore of the word, it conveys not any Import at variance
tDi6dotn,-is not here by any means meant to With that which, in the instance in question,
be asserted, or so much as insinuated.
But,
It has acquired from particular usage; and,
not to speak of Oratory, Poetry, or any of the even to the eyes of persons aeqnamted with
FilUl .Am,-in
the study of the art and I such its primary import, that ge/ural import.
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has to mch a degree been covered as it were,
and by degrees even pushed aside, by the particular import attached to it by particular
tll4g6, as to be scarcely ever in use to present
itself.
In the case of Natural Philosophy, the inconvenient eiFects of unupr~neBl,
coupled
as it is with misexpreuiunm, have manifested
themselves in a manner much more conspicuous and iueontestable,
To the same branch
of art a.ud science to which some attach the
name of Natural Philolophy, others attach the
name of Ea:perimental Philosophy.
In the
present instance, both these terms being, as
above, misapplied,
are they-in
the modem
import of the former of them,-are
they, or are
they not, synonymous with each other I In relation to the BUbjea to which they respectively
apply, no intimation beiug given by either of
these appellatives,-this
being the case, to a
question to the above eiFect, who shall undertake to furnish an answer t-thus
much being
pretty clear, viz., that for no such answer are
any data afforded by the primary import of
either of these appellatives.
.AstronOUly-though,
properly speaking,
it
should in part be considered as referable to
Natural History (viz., in so far as it consists
in simple obsereations, unaccompanied
with
those observations and calculations, which, as
in the case of Chrcnological Geography and
Uranologiaal Chronology,* are applicable, a.nd
actually applied, to practical use,) seems commonly to be considered as referable to Natural
Phil08ophy, and to that alone. Be it so ; but IS
it then referable to Experimental PhilO8opky?
The light that issues from them, yes; but the
ltan themselves,
are tMy, like the star-jiBh
named from them, are they taken, can they be
taken, for the subjects of uperiment 1
Chemistry, this branch of art and science
does it, or does it not, belong to the domain of
Natural Philowphy?
Yes, say some; for,
nuder that appellation they include it. No,
aay others; for, under that appellation
tMy
do not include it.
Belonging,
or not belonging,
to Natural
Phil08ophy, does it not at any rate belong
to Experimental Philowphy ? In the whole of
C!umutry, not to say any more, taken from
beginning to end, is not there full as much of
experimeut as in any part of M eokania 1
Once more, does It, or does it not, belong to
Natural Philosophy? On any such ground as
that of reason and analogy, the question is
manifestly unanswerable, and any dispute produced by it interminable.
Why 1 Because,
While one of these na.mes-viz.,
Natural Phi1080phy, is not only Ilnupremu but fAUupreathe other, Chemistry, is also unexpressive.
By ChemUtry-an
Arabian word, of which the
origin has always been covered by a cloudDOintimation whatever, either of the lIIbjea-

.vee,

• See Ta.ble I.

~,of
the sort of op«'att1r, or of the nature
of a.ny opM'aticmB performed, is a.fforded.
By some Institutionalists,ChemUtry,asaboTe
observed, is not considered as included in Natural Philosophy. Why 1 Because, before CJumUtr!! had begun to find teaMen, before any
more than a few scattered fragments of the
art and science could be so much as said to
have existence, Natural PlilO8oply had, for.
long time, been in use to be taught.
Therefore, when Chemistry came to be taught, this
new branch was considered as a branch of art
or aoience, wholly distinct and independent, DOt
included in that old one.
SECTION

V.

Cawe or Origin o/thil lnaptitlllk.
Of the thus extensively prevailing inadequacy, should the Booree be asked for, it ma.y be
found, it is believed, at no great depth beneath
the surface.
It may be descried in the difference between the respective
extents of the
several divisions of the field of art and science,
-i.
of the respective masses of their contents,-in
the state in which they fIOlO present
themselves to view, as compared with the extents respectively possessed by them when, for
the first time, the degree of cultivation, which
they had respectively received, suggested the
convenience of employing a certain name, for
the purpose of binding together in the mind
such of their contents, with which at that time
an acquaintance, more or less correct and extensive, had been formed.
In each instance,
numerous, insulated, and dispersed, must have
been the particular
observations and experiments made, before it occurred to anyone to
give to the aggregate assemblage of them a
common name of any kind, and thus to bind
together the contents of that aggregate by one
common tie. Even when this instrument
of
connexion and elucidation came at length to
be employed, it would at first be either altogether uncharacteristic
of the objects which it
served to designate, or, if amongst them there
were any, at all, to which it bore any such natural relation, the number of them would, in
comparison with the number of those to which
it bore not any such relation, be very small.
Take, for instance, that branch of art and
science which still bears the name of Elearicity. Of the word Electricity, the root or basis
is a Greek word, which signifies amber: had
it been from the Latin that the word had been
derived, it would have been .AmberiIm.
Why
Eleariaity or .Amberi8m?
Only because, of
such a multitude of sorts of substances as that
by which, at present, upon the subjecting them
to the same sort of operation (viz., rubbing,)
the same appearances
(viz., the causing light
bodies first to move towards them, and then
to recede from them) are exhibited,
amber
happened to be the first, in which the existence
of this property was observed.
Even Magnetiml, though to the pnrpose of

e.,
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tlIilling to view, by mea.ns of its original signifioa.tion, the phenomena, for the designation of
which it has now for a long time been employed,-though
to this purpose it is so much
less inadequate than Electricity, has had its
original boundaries far outstretched
by observations made at various later dates.
By the
import originally attached to it, the intimation given is, that the properties, of which
it takes cognizance, belong exclusively to the
rw.turally existing mineral, termed, in Greek
and Latin, Magna, and, in English, Ute Load-

SECTION

Course to be taken for framing eM fIIOIIt perfefJI
and inltructiu
Syrtem of E1UJyclopediMJ
N tmlenclature that tAe N atare of t1e Cadmits of.
The nature of the mbject8 themselves, and
the nature of the ftXYT"da or terms employed in
giving to the aggregate mass of them, in all
Its drversiflcations, a system of nomenclature,
and, by means of such nomenclature, a set of
dicisi01t8, and thereby a scheme of distribution
and arrangement-e-on these two circumstances,
it is believed, will the aptitude of the work,
with reference to its purposes, be found to
depend.

//tone.

Since those days the same properties have,
however, been found to be capable of being
given to iron,-a
Simple metallic substance,
which is but one of two or more mgredients of
which the loadstone IS composed,-and
to belong naturally to nickel, another metallic substance, which, with the exception of tlus property, and those that are common to all metals,
has not been found to have anything in common with either of those two other substances.
In the instance of these two branches of art
and science-both
of them included in the domain so unexpreesively
denominated
by the
compound appellative Natural Philowphywe have two names, which, however imperfectly, are still m a certain degree characteristic and expressive;
designatrve of a portion,
though not of the whole, of the contents of the
branch of art and science which they are reBpectively employed to denominate.
In the
instance of Galmnimn, the sign is altogether
uncharacteristic,
With relation to every one of
the objects which it is employed to SignIfy.
By an Italian of the name of GaiMlIi, witlnn
the memory of multitudes now living, observation was made of certain phenomena, in which
no analogy to any other class of phenomena
was for some time discovered.
No other object, to which they could be said to bear any
particular relation, being kuown,-at
the same
time that the person, by whose sagacity and
ingenuity they had been 1D part observed, and
in part discovered, being known,-It
was from
him they took their name.
The phenomena
obserud or discooered. by Gahani,
and preBently, for shortness. Galmnimn, was the name
given to them by the Natural Philosophers of
that day.
This imperfection is not peculiar to the plty.ical branch of art and scrence :-In a large
proportion It is shared with It by the ethical.
From like causes proceed everywhere
like
effects.
Hence, in the field of Government,
the multitude of Offices, by the names of which
not any the slightest intimation IS conveyed
of the nature of the opersnons performed by
the possessors."
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I. As to the mbject, for the particular purpose here in question, it is only in so far as
concerns its pnmary and most extensive drvisions, that an acquaintance With it will be
found to be very material:
with its details no
other acquaintance
will be found necessary,
than that, by the want of which a man might
be led into misconceptions
concerning the
general nature of the compartments and drvisions m which they are comprehended:
viz.
in such sort, as, by means of some ill-chosen
appellative, to ascribe to this or that one of
the contents, this or that property, of wluch
i in reality it is not possessed.
In the choice made of the fl)I)rds, will be
: found to be included, two intimately connected
indeed, but perfectly distmguishable
particu\ lars: viz. in the first place, the choice of such
I appellatives-single-worded
and many-worded
: together-as,
by the extent respectively beI longing to them, shall be suited to the purpose
of grsmg expression to all such divisions or
parts of the subject, or aggregate, as, at each
step in the progress of the dIVISIOn, shall be
proposed to be marked out; in the next place,
the tongue or language, of which choice shall
have been made, for the furnishing the assortment of words required for the supply of that
demand.
1. As to the extent covered by the respeetive appellatives, It will, Inthe ensuing sketch
at least, for all but the last step taken in the
course, be such as, when they are arranged
one after another, in appropriate order, will
be seen to give to the mode or scheme of division marked out by them, the character of an
ezilaustiu one, and that, m respect of the number of the parts produced by each act of ideal
division of the aggregate, considered for that
purpose as a divisible whole,-the
sort of
scheme, which has been styled sometimes, from
the Greek, dichotomous ; sometimes, from the
Latin, bifurcate; hterally rendered m Enghsh
by the word two-pronged, as applied to a fork:
for, as will be seen, it IS m and by this mode,
" Take. for instance, the Offices respectively de- and this alone, that all the purposes, which,
signated by the names Clulncellor, SeCN"tar.'1 of the on this occasi on are of a na ture to afford a
practical USl', can be accomplished.
As to the
Pett,ll Ba~"Clerk of the Pelle, Clerk oftue Hanaper,
consideratrons
by which the choice made in
Clerk oflk Pipe, Surveyor of the Oree» Wax.
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favour of this mode was produced, a view of the choice of which the choice of all ulterior
them will presently be given: but, that they sources, should any such be added, will natumay be the more clearly apprehended, it has rally be influenced a.t least, if not determined 1
been deemed advisable to bring to view, in Where, but in the chfferent natures of different
the first instance, an exemplifica.tion of the parts of this jkld--of different portions of its
Bort of work to which they will have to make contmtB1-in a word, in the nature of the subreference.*
ject-the common subject of all these branches
Small, it is true, is the number of steps to of art and science-and in the different natures
which, accompanied with a correspondent sys- of the several different parts of that subject,
tem of nomenclature, this transcendently in- on which these several branches have to opestructive and useful scheme of division can, rate! So far as it is from this source that the
consistently with any net balance on the side division is made-the principle of dilli,ion deof advantage, be pursued: the number of duced-correspondent
to each branch of the
'Wordsbeing so great, and not only the labour subject is the branch of art and science, by
necessary to the forming of such a system, but which it is operated upon: and, conversely,
even the labour of following it up when made, correspondent to each branch of art and Bcience
being such, as, after a comparatively small is that branch of the subject on which it operates.
number of steps taken in this career, to
In the preface, written by D'Alembert, and
threaten to become intolerable. But, against prefixed to the French Encyclopredia, under
the carrying it on to wbatever length it is the title of Syst~me .figure des ConnoiBsancea
capable of being followed up to with clear Humaines-Figured
S,l/stem of Human KllOfl)o
advantage, every impracticability, that may ledge;!;. a systemanc Table or Map is given.
be found to attach upon an ulterior pursuit of accompanied with a paper, entitled, Explica.
it, will not be found to oppose any reasonable tion detaillee du Systeme des ConnoiBsances Huobjection: and a task, for which neither the maines.
mind of the writer, nor the mind of the reader,
In that sketch, what is the declared subject
ma.y be ripe at one period, may find both of the work !-Art and Science in eonjnncminds sufficiently prepared for it, at a more tion !-No : but Bcienceaalone, to the exclusion
advanced point in the line of time.
of arts ; for surely, under the French word
As to the lan,guagr, the Greek presents itself connoissances, arts are no more included than
as bemg, upon the whole, beyond comparison, nnder the English word knotcledge, or the
the best adapted to this purpose: and this so English word science. Yet in the Table itself
clearly, as to be the only one which, on this the words Art and Art.s occur in many places.
occasion, there can be any use in holding up
Again, the source of division, or, to begin
to view.
With the first division which presents itselfReason and Ouswm-Reason,
in this in- the source of that leading division-what is
stance, the parent of CtUtom-join
in the It! Is it the nature of the subject--the differaffordIng of this assurance. Of all known ent natures of the several different branches
languages, the Greek is assuredly, in its struc- of the subject-on which the corresponding
ture, the most plastic and most manageable. branches of art and science have to operate 1
To such a purpose as the present, upon a scale -No: but the nature of the faculties, by
of any extent, it is the only language which means of which the subject, in Its different
it has been customary for men to draw npon parts, is (it is supposed) operated upon.
for this purpose: customary, not only in the
Lastly, the plan or sche11leof dirisioll,-conEnglish language, but in the language of every sidered in respect of the number of branches,
other nation formmg a part of the European which are respectively the results of the sevesystem: or, in a word, as, to thrs purpose, i ral successive acts of partition or distribution,
may be saad for shortness, and without any I' performed upon It,-what
IS it! Is it, as
very material injustice, in the language of above proposed, regular and bifurcate 1 the
every well-instructed nanon upon earth.
number, at the first step, two, and at every
Of the sort of work proposed to be executed, I step the same l-No:
but at the first step tnthe ~ubject has already been brought to view, : furoaie : and, after that, the number at each
and its limits marked out, it is hoped, with : step varying, to the number of half-a-dozen or
that degree of precision which the nature of more.
the case admits of: viz. of the whole field of
Such is the scheme, or plan of division, purtkought and action, that part which constitutes sued in that justly celebrated work: in these
the field of art and science: the field itselr, or, may be seen a part, and but a part, of the
what comes to the same thing, (both expres- whole nnmber of its incongruities: and, of
sions being necessarily ftguratiu,
names of some of the practical inco1luniences resulting
.fictitious entities,) the aggregate of its contentB.t from some of these logical ineongruitiea-+If,
Of the di'DiBionto be made of this field, or, on the ground of science, confusion, and on the
(what comes to the same thing,) the diBtrWu- one part misrepresentation, and on the other
tion to be made of its collte1liU, where shall we
look for the source?-the primary source, by
* K note/edgeswould be the word, if, in English
as in French, the substantiveknowledge bad a plural
number.
t See Table I, note (32.)
"'8ee§8.
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po.rt misconception, belong to the category
inconvenience,-it
will be the endeavour
the next section to give a view.

AND CLASSIFICATION.

presented to view, a general conoeption of a
work of this sort,-and
the having placed together, under one VIew, the whole stock of the
materials, at that time known, to belong to it
and to require to be employed in the composition of It.
Taking the work in the form in which it is
exhibited by D' Alembert, the following are
among the imperfections, which have presented
themselves as chargeable upon it,-

of
of

SEcrIONVII.

D'.A.lembert'$ Encydopedical* Map or Tabular
Sketcll-its Imperfections.
Of the sketch given by D'Alembert, the
leading principles are-as
he himself has been
careful to declare, taken from that grven by
Lord Bacon. Had It been entirely his own,
it would have been, beyond comparison, a
better one. For the age of Bacon, Bacon's
was a precocious and precious fruit of the
union of Iearnmg with gemus : for the age of
D'Ale111hert it WIll, it IS believed, be found
but a poor production, below the author as
well as the age.
Prudential
considerations
suggested to the
French Philosopher the precaution of seeking
shelter under the mantle of the foreign sage.
But of this perhaps in another place.
Ingenious as, ill several parts, and in several
respects, It would, upon a particular exammation, be found,-smoke,
rather than hght, will,
upon the whole, be seen to be the result of it.
At the very first step, the whole field, it will
be seen, is involved III an all-obscurmg cloud:
a cloud too thick for any ulterior operation to
be capable of drssipating.
Its principal merit and use will, it is believed,
be seen to consist III the havrug formed, and
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1. The very subject of the work, inadequateIy designated,
2. The primary source of di-cision, unhappily
chosen.
3. The scheme of dimsion, loose and irregular.
4. The appellations, III several leading instances, inapponte.
5. The dtStwctions, in several
instances,
groundless; disunctions, without any determinate and assignable difference.
6. Repeuuons abundant -under
different
names, the same object repeated a multitude
of times,
i. The texture of the discourse incomplete:
no xerbs ; consequently no propositions; nothing
but substautires, WIth here and there an artid<J
or an adjectire.
S b·
.
.

I.• u iject of tke uork, madequately deslgnatd.
Of the relation between Art and Science,-

as well as of the relation between Art and
SCIence take" together on the one part, and the
remainder of the whole field of thoilght and
., Th.. denominationEncyclopedlahadestabhshed
action on theotherpart,-the
Idea above givent
usage, ar.d perhaps even necessity, to warrant It.
will (it is hoped) be found a tolerably clear
Considered,
however, III its ongmal Import, VIZ. one. Of this relation, no attempt to give any
insiructic» 'n a circ!e, It IS not in every respect a idea is made III D'Alemberts Map, or III the
very happy one. Moving contmually m a cI.rele IS Explanatum gr.en of it.
not the way to get on. By labour, spe.edmay indeed
" Systtllle fiqure "-fi red svstern : des Conbe increased ; but by no degree of either can anv
.'
.
.
gu
.
~
l d
advance be made. -Thus, at the verv outset, and 1101$WnCes Humaiues-s-of
Human 11.11~!{ e ge,
by the "cry name, an Irrelevant idea· IS obtruded, 15 the title under which tile whole con,eut? of
and in :,eu of that encouragement winch is so much 1 the Table are arranged.
At the conclusion,
needed, discourngement rs presented,
I even Poctrp; presented to VIew In the characThe Image of e field presented Itself as being miter
of the prmcipal product of the imll!llnation,
every respect much better adapted to the purpose. I IS, at the same time, exhibited in the character
By the Image of a CIrcle, is presented the Idea of a ! of a subject, or a branch, of the all-comprehrmted extent, deterrmned
by the CIrcumference. I, hending aggregate-human
knou:led1e.~ In
~y the Image of a held no hmitauon whatsoever i the same paragraph, and but four lines after,
15 ~rescnted.
.
.
I he speaks of this Table, by the description of
This Image of a field WIll moreover be, WIth equal i "
G
lo-ti
I 1)' t L t
J.l"
tJ.
eonvemence,
applicable to two expanses-two
rer-' a enea O'7ica IS,r;' U lO.n or. ap 0; ~e
fectly distmgurshable, though intimately connected ! SC1(11~eS and the Arts,
and, In this loose shape,
expanses, one WIthin the other-the
one of them i and no other, 15 introduced
the only mennon
boundless, and so therefore the other, VIZ.the held I made of the .Arts, or the word Art. And, though
of actIOn and tJwugkt, and the field of art and
+ Tahle 1. note (9.)
$Clence.
~ VoIla toute la Partie Poetique de la ConnoisIn the pursuance of this tlMeSS<lry! fiction (for all
language which has 1nl1ld for Its subject, IS una- sance Humame ; ce qu'on en peut rapporter a I'iVOIdablyfIctItIOUS,speakmg of mind as If It were magmatrcn, et la nn de notre d.stribution gpne.aloglque (ou SI ron veut Mappemonde)
des Screuces
ma.iter,) on the occasion of the use made of this
Melanaes, I. 239. Amnecessarily fIctItIOUSimage, there WIll be found a et des Arts.-D'Alembert
sterdam,
libi.
Eeplu-atum
du
~.(st~mefi!l"re.eonvenience
III speaking, sometimes
of the ideal
receptacle, the fold, as it It were a real one, some- N. B. The above, as tar as It goes, IS an exact copy
structimes of the objects III questiou,
viz. the several of the ongmal ; but, as m the grammatical
branches of art and SCIence,in the character of Its ture of the passage some deficiency in the articles of
contents; By the word field thiS convenience will clearness and correctness presents itself, seme slip
of the press is suspected.
alw:.ys be afforded.
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fo:tion

is mentioned as an essential ingredient
complete one'
Pen;eption, for en.mple, not
in the composition of the idea. meant by him to look any further, would not tAit ha.ve been
to be attached to the word, yet neither on this added l would it not have been placed before
occasion, nor on any other, is it brought to Memory?
But the truth is, tha.t in the subview in the character of the name of an Art,
sequent ramifications,
though not in this prinor in any other character than that of the mary one, not only perception, but other faname of a branch of Science,
culties
besides, are by D' Alembert himself
From the difficulty here in question, the brought to view.
mind of D' Alembert, it therefore
appears,
But, for this purpose, what list of these fawithdrew its force.
His precursor, Ckal1werl, culties, other than a complete one, could, with
in the Preface to his Dictionary had, before
propriety, have been proposed to serve 1 In
him, grappled with it ; bnt (as anyone, who, .addition to these three, each of which, accordin this view, may be disposed to tum to that
ing to this division, applies itself exclusively
elaborate work, will, it is believed, find reason
to a certain parcel of the branches of art arad
to acknowledge) altogether without success.
science, or at a.ny rate of science, is it that there
are any, of which no application is made to
Instead of KnowkiLge, in which (see Chresany branch of art or science? Of the faculty
tomathia, Table I.) Science is mcludede--instead of knowledge alone, the subject of the of perception, for example, is it that no appliwork in qnestion should then have been Art
cation is made, in the study of Natural Hi.and Science: art and science all along in con- tory for example 1 If,either in this or In any
junction: for, in conjunction they must all other instance, any such faculty be to be found,
if this be indeed a truth, it surely is not of the
along be taken and considered, or no tolerably
adequate conception of either will be formed.
number of those truths, which are so completeBut the subject of art and soience togetMr, ly obvious, that no proof of them can, either
what is it ?-Answer-Being
in general : beinq, for convrction or satisfaction, be justly regardin all the l7IOdijications, of which, to our view, ed as necessary.
it is susceptible.
Being, in some shape or
Quere : unless it be through the perceptiu
shapes, the subject,-weU-being,
in some shape faculty, through what medium does the rete1ior shapes, the object,-of everything that, by tiu receive any of the original, and exteriorly
man, is or can be done or thought of. Of these
derived, part of its contents 1
fundamental
and eminently Simple truths, the
Of a set of fictitious entitles to give in a list,
bare mention may suffice for the present.
In neither the correctness nor the completeness
the section, in which some of the firBt hiles, of of which shall be exempt from dispute or doubt,
the sort of map in question, are attempted to cannot be a very easy task.
Of the articles
be given, the consideration of them will come inserted m the Note, neither the perceptibility,
(meaning that sort of perceptibility of which
to be resumed.
As the process of division
and distribution, drawn as the principle of di- these sorts of fictitious entities are susceptible)
vision is from different Bources,-a.s tIns sort of -neither
the perceptibility,
nor the mutual
anatomical process proceeds, the several modi- distinctness,-say
rather distinguibility,-will,
fications of being which are the result of it, it is hoped, be found much exposed to dispute,"
display themselves to view.
The in.entor, the learner, the teacher: the
inuntor, or in the place of, or in company with
the inuntor, the disc<nerer, and their assistant,
II. Primary Source of Dimsi{)n, ill chosen.
The primary SaUTee of his divisions is,*.." Of those which are here distinguished by an *
what 1 Not the nature of the subject, and of
mention IS made in D'Alembert's Table: those
its respective parts, but, as already noticed,
and no others.
the nature of the several human faculties,
*1. Perception, or say perceptiw faculty, alitu
which, by a strange misconception, are respectively considered as applying themselves ex- simple apprehension;
*:2. Judgment, or say judicial faculty.
clusively to different parts of it.
*3. ]lfemoT,'1, or say retenuoe faculty.
Strange indeed may this misconception be
*4. Deductum, or sav ratwcinatwn or deductitJtI
pronounced:
at any rate, if it be true, that,
facul{1J-tha.t by which number of Judgments, 1.6.
when these faculties corne to be mentioned, so acts of the ;udlClal faculiy are deduced one from
it is that, of all the branches into which the another.
body of the arts and sciences has ever been or
5. Abstraction or say absiractiw faculty.
ever can be divided, not a single one can be
6, Syntlu>.szs, i,6. combmatwn.
mentioned, upon which the whole list of the
*7. imag.natum, or say imaginatiw faculty,
human faculties can not be shown to be, in whereby a number of abstracted ideas-s-result», or
products of the exercise of the ahstradtu faculty-some way or other, applied.
are combined, compounded, put together as it were,
Memory, Reason, Imagination.-Of
these,
Into one .mage. It i8 combination, preceded by,
and these alone, is his list of the human faculand operating upon, the products of abstraction.
ties, as brought forward on this occasion, com8. InventIOn, or say Uttoeniiw faculty, whereby,
posed.
If, for any other purpose, if, on any out of & number of the products of the abstractroe
other occasion, asked for a hst of those faculfaculty, such compounds are formed as fore M",:
ties, would D'Alembert
have given this for a i.e, were never produced before. Invention is imagJ--
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the obferrer, in regard to every branch of sets of persons, different faculties, or sets of
science, be it what it m&y,-by these different faculties, are put into exercise.
ftClium, directed in its exercise to the attainment of

not only the opposite, but exaclly eo-extensive,
some particular end.
correlative of anal!fSUI, is the above-mennoned term
9. Allentzon, or th .. attentive faculty.
The exer- syntkeslS '-syntMins, literally, putting together; ancise of tlus faculty seems to be the result of an exer- al!lslS, literally, resolutum; i, e. pulll11g asunder.
else of the scill : of a special application made, of If the comcidence were thus complete, syntlluis
the power of tkat faculty to the purpose of attach- and geMraltzation
would be exactly synonymous,
jng to their work, with different degrees offorce,and
and ought to be interconvertibly employed. This,
for different lengths of time, anyone or more of the however, is not the case. Of any number of ideas,
several distinguishable faculties above-mentioned.
how heterogeneous soe v er, the puttmg together
10. Ob8erOOtion.-In this are included, percep- may be termed synt/tesIS.
But, in so far as the
tion, memory, judgment, and commonly ..anoanaterm analyStS is applied, the Ideas, comprehended
hoB, set and kept to w ork by attentum, and directed
in the subject in which the operation is to be percommonly in their exercise to the a.ccomphshment formed, are by the supposition homogeneous. The
of some particular end.
subject analysed is an aggregate or genus, whieh
II. Comparison, This is an application made of is divided into species, those into sub-specteS, and
the faculties of attention and JUdgment. In this I so on. The only case in which syntkesr. is exactly
case the attention applies itself alternately to the opposite and correspondent to, and no more than
objects which are the subjects of It-'·IZ., for the co-extensive With analysis, is w hen between the
purpose of descrying their mutual relations to each ideas pat together there IS that sort of conformity
other.
from which the act of putting them together re12. Gcneralrsation.
This is a mode of imaoinncerves the name of generallzatwn.
tion . i. e. from the observation 01 one or more mA na/!IS,s and synthesls-a,ml!ltze
method and
dividuals, percen ed or supposed to be endued with
sytdhetic method-s-ere
locutions which are but too
a certain property, ,magmat.on
of an indefinite i frequently to be found employed, on occasions m
number of mdividuals, regarded as being possessed, I which the import meant to be attached to them is
each of them, of a property of that same sort. It i far from being clear and determinate.
The same
is combmatwn, performed by the .maglnatwn, and I operation which hy one person IS called by one of
guided by observatIon of analogy, i. e. SImilitude.
these names, shall by another person be called by
13. Inducuon : i. e. deductum; or say ratiocma- the other. By giving to e-.;ery supposed explanation, applied as a result of the process of peneralibon the name of an analusis, Condillac, in his
zatwn as abo...e, followed by a Judgment accordmglv
LOgiC, thmks he has explamed everythmg: and
passed, pronouncing that the sort of conformity so thus It is that he explains nothing. A naiysis (ha
l11Iag.ned
has, in the instances in question, been says) IS n0l1"ng but a langua,qe well-made. He sees
realtzed.
not, that it IS of an act of synth.es!s (the declared
14. Analysis-i. e. d,vision (literally resolution) I object of his antipathy) that every name, whIch is
-viz. logwal, or say noological analysis, This 18 not, m the grammatical sense, a proper name, i.
the converse of generallZatum ; and supposes that the sign and the result. and that, were it not for
operatIOn antecedently performed. By the com- i that despised and much vituperated agent, his
binanon made of the Ideas of a multitude of mdi- favourite and exclusively lauded instrument would
vrduals, or sort. of mdividuals, III virtue of some not have a subject on which to operate.
property, whrch is supposed to belong to them in
I';. Methodizauon,
or say arrangement, or the excommon, and which is thus made to sene as a bond ercise of what (If a J«(Cll/('II' to be imagmed for the
of ideal union, by which they are bound together
purpose) may be called the tact«: faculty, It may
into one aggregate, and that aggregate recorded and be employed, with little or no exception, in the
fixed by one common name,~nerahzatum
is per- sen ICC of e\"Cry one of the above-named faculties,
formed. By the dIVISIOn and sub-dimsion of an m the exercise of which the attenium is employed.
aggregate thus found, correspondent names, whether
By It, for givmg facility to comparison, objects are
single-worded or many-worded, being either formed .mamned to he m a certain order; for example,
or made for the several parts, which are the results aboee, bekn», or b.'I the SIde of one another.
of the several acts of drvision and sub-drvisron.s-16. Distrdnaum,
In efleet thrs IS, generally
analysIS, I. e. the resohdire division and decomposispeaking, much tbe same sort of operation as
tion of the antecedently formed artifiCial aggrpgate, Ihoisum : but, for presentmg that effect to View, a
is performed.
somewhat different image is employed. In the
Thus, on the Porphyrian tree, as in the annexed
case where the word employed I~ d'T'lSwn, whatsoTable, workmg m the direction of qeneralt=afron,
ever may be the parts, or elementary articles conand setting out either from Homo ~r Brutum, or tained ID the subject, they are considered as antefrom asub-species, or an individual of either species,
cedently aggregated into one .l'Iwle . whereupon,
you may arrive, immediately, or through sens.trt"Um,
In proportion
as the operation proceeds, that whole
t1ltlen8 and corpus, an or any of them, at least at ' IS dtv ided
into 1)({rts, In the case where the word
nbsiantra.
Workmg in the direction of syntl,ew, I! employed I' ,zf'tn~IlII071, whatsoever may be the
the eourse you take IS exactly the reverse.
I subject on which the operation
IS to be performed,
By .magmatlOn, the idea and practice of IClflicul, the parts or component artn-les, whatsoever they
noologIcal, ,netap"!lRtral analysis, was deduced trom i may be, which arc considered
as belonging to it,
that of phySIcal. Physical is either ,>II' humca] 01 : arc consrdered as lymg In a state of separation from
chemical, PhYSIcal analysis is an instance of a rea! each other.
and material operation ; io.qzral, of an immateruil,
When a multrtude
of articles bem~ considered
and thus, in some sort, a flctrtious one, of the same a, co-exrstma, no ".CTfI,·e.qatwn of them IS considered
name.
as ha v mg been made, no dn. 1>II.n can be considered
A term, which will be apt to be considered as a 5 beingcapable of.bemg made: consequently, m

I

I
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What the inUl'itor is in relation to art, the

for the exercise ofallthuefacultieB,
but fortha'
of no other, than these, does the situation, occupied by the learner, as such, afford a demand.
To the faculties, fOT the exercise of which
the situation of the learner a.ffords a demand,
that of teacher adds that of oommunicatiOR;
of communication, and in so far as, in the method which he employs, there happens to be
anything which was thought of by him, withont its haviag, to his knowledge, been thought
of by any other person, inrention.
WIthout an) the slightest notice taken of any
of these distinctions-Poetry,
with its nearest
branches, in vast capitals, and those next to
them still in I!"e"t and upright ones ; after
Poetry, Musio, Painting, Sculpture, Cieil .Ar.
chitecture, and Engraving, these, and no others,
are, by D' Alembert, huddled together in a,
corner, and-as
if standing in awe of Poetry,
and should they presume to place themselves
on a line with her, fearing the lash of one of
her daughters,
viz., Sahre-are
dressed, in
capitals, indeed, but those leaning ones, and, in
comparison with those WhICh are nst refused to
jWadrifTal, EpifTrmn, or Romance, scarcely visible. These, too,are all together placed under
the head of imagination;
as if, in the first
place, to the exercise of all these branches of
art, the exercise of the imaginative fa.cultywere
necessary;
and as if, in the next place, it were
not so to any of the others.
this case, distribution is the only one of the two
Yet, when once pointed out, who is there
instruments of method that the nature of the case
tha t does not recognise, that neither to the
can be considered a.s admitting of.
J[usical performer,nor
to the Painter as such,
li. Communzcatlon, or the co'ltmunicati''efacult.V: a faculty which may have for its slllYect, the nor to the Sculptor as such, nor to the .A rchiresults or products of the exercise of anyone or teet, or, in plain English, the Builder, as such,
more of the several faculties sbove-mennoned
nor to the Enararer as such, is any exercise of
Speakt1lg, tlIrzting,--a.nd paniomune, i. e. discourse the imaginatire faculty necessary 1 Yes; in
by gestures, or otherwise by deportment-are
so 50 far as, by any of them, anything new is to
manv modes, in and by which It IS exercised.
be hit upon; but in this there is nothing which
Communicauo«, on the one part, suppose. re- they do not possess in common with the artist
ceipt, or say reception, on the other. In so far as,
in every other line whatsoever.
to the exercise of the act of reception, otientum, on
Aristotle was an obserter and inrentor: for
the part of the recen~er, is considered a.s necessary
by him was invented, how far soever from
-the recereer is styled a learner.
For eorrectness=-viz, as a test of, and security perfected, the art and science of Logic, schoolfor that quahty-for
correctness, as well as clear- mistress of all the other arts and scieaces.
ness, this test would require a correspondent list Bacon was an obserrer and ill'rentor: for by
of examples. But, for any such additional quan- him was invented the art of learning Natural
tity of matter, neither ti';e nor place can here be History and Natural
Philosophy, more partiafforded In its present form It must, therefore,
cularly the latter. NClrton was an obserrer,
be left to stand: in Its present form, and with all a disoozerer, and an inrentor.
Locke was an
its imperfections.
obscT'!ler and a disOOterer.' hISfield of discovery
An intricate subject of discussion would be-the
Linncrus was, VVerner is,
order in which the several articles might be most the region of mind.
advantageously disposed, and made to follow one an obsener and inunti'tJe, and thereby il7l<l9inof these men was
another. What shall be the principle of arrange- atite, lnethodiur :-which
a Painter,
a Sculptor, •
ment ? Shall It be pnonty?
But from this ever a Musioian,
source no decision can be deduced, a.s between a Builder, or an Engrater?
number of operations which are performed at the
Placed where it is, the word Reason is, of
IAIDe time.-Shall
it be degree of slmpliclly1itself, sufficient to involve the whole subject in
F-om this source some light seems to be reflected a cloud.
To the production of confusion and
on the first steps: but, when multitudes flock to- dismay, had that been the purpose, it would
gecher, with equal forwardness, this light is exhave been but too effectually adapted;
clear
tin~ished.
L The author's opinion. on these subjects will be conceptions, placed where it is, it is not in the
What is the
found more at length in the works on logic IUId nature of it to bring to view.
object meant to be presented by it !-.A7II1Cer.
its cognate branches of knowledge immediately
One of the facuhiesof the human mind. What,
followmg the Chrestomathla.-Ed. J
d~
is, in relation to science. In art and
science, not merely every existing branch, but
every the minutest twig, must have given exercise to the intenti'!le faculty, ere it could have
come into existence.
I n'!lention, as above, is
imagination, taken under command by attmhan, and directed to the accomplishment of
some particular
object or end in
The
products of the exercise of the abstracti'!le faculty are the materials of which the work of
the imagination is composed.
Among the objects of invention or discovery, is metl~od: and,
when once invented or discovered, it becomes
an instrument in the hands of I nte1ltion, of
DiEcoury, and of Obsertation.
It is by Natural History, in greater proportion, than by any
other branch of art and science, that exercise
is afforded for obserration and for method: next
to that by those branches which have mind for
their subject .
.Abstraction, Imagination,
Inuntion,
DisCOT:ery, ~Iethodization,
Communication, of none
of these faculties does the learner, as such, find
in himself any demand for the exercise: attention and obserration, applied to the impressions
and ideas, which are respectively the products
of the exercise of the several faculties of perception, judgment, memory, and ratiocination,-

·urew.
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then, is this faculty!-AnB1Cer.
The faculty
called the ratiocinatiu
or inducti17e faculty,
including, of course, the iudglllcnt or judicial
faculty.
What, then, is Reason 1-A1l81ur.
It
is a name WhICh, ou some ocoasions, and only
on some occasions, a man is wont to give to
the ratrocinative faculty, or the exercise of it.
What then are these occasions !-AnslCer.
Those, and those alone, on which the exercise,
which he considers as given to it, is such as he
approves of. Here,then,instead
of that neutral
sort of appellation, which alone is suitable to
the purpose, VIZ. that sort of appellation,
of
whieh the words induction and illductire faculty, jUdgment and .Judicial faculty, as well as
the words memory and imaginatron, are exempllficntions, the appellative, employed for the
designation of the ratiocinatice, including the
judicial faculty, is an euloqistic one.
Of the act of misappellation thus committed,
now then observe the consequence.
Of every
application made of this word, in the deslgna-I
tion of the faculty in question, the effect being
to attach to it a latent propoeinon, expressive
of the approbatiol' of the speaker, as annexed
to the exercise given to the faculty, one consequence is, that, without a contradiction
in
terms, it cannot be employed, on any occasion,
in which it IS the intenuon to bnng that exercise to view, in the character of an object of
disapprobation
; or even to avoid bnngmg it
to view in the opposite character.
Thus It is, that of the three leading terms in
question, while tu» are, as far as they go, proper and suitable to the purpose, between them
is thrust III another, which mismatches them
-and
commurucates
to the whole group Its
own delusive colour.
Jlemory
and Imagtnation-it
is by the
LogtCians, that these two appellations, simple
and suitable as they are, were taken in hand.
.Reason-it
is of the .Rhetorician that this appellanve was the choice. In the word Reason
may be seen one of that numerous set of names
of fict.uous entities, III the fabrication of which
the labours of the Rhetorician
and the Poet
have been conjoined.
In Reason they have
jOllled III giving us a sort of goddess: a goddess, in whom another goddess, PlUS ion, finds
a. constant antagonist-and
a third goddess,
.Religion, Reason's elder sister-e-scmetrmes
a
troublesome rival, sometimes a useful subordinate.
It IS not by any such mythology,
that any clear and correct Instruction can be
conveyed.
Under the head of !llemory--under
that one
head-are
arranged the contents of the whole
field of Natural History. together WIth those
of the field of History, SImply and properly so
called :-ullder
the head of Reason, the contents of the field of Natural Philosopliy.
In regard to the distribution
thus made,
thus much is indeed true, viz. that in the formation and retention, of ideas relative to the
subject of Natural Philosophy, the quantity of
exercise given to the ratiocinative faculty,-
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more particularly
in 80 far as the II.lt and
science takes for its subject the relation between cause and effect,-ig commonly greater
than the quantity of exercise given to another
faculty!
But, this other faculty, what is it t
Not the !lfemory, to which the two philosophers refer so much; but the Perception or
Apprehension, to which they refer nothing.
Scarcely has even History-History,
in its
narrowed and most usual sense, VIZ. an account of states of things and etenu, as they are
supposed to have had existence III trmes past
-scarcely
III this hmited
sense can Hutor!!,
WIth more propriety than Natural History or
Natural Philosophp, be said to belong to the
province of tlie Memory.
To the Memory, it
IS true, almost exclusively,
before the mvention of the art of writing, must all successive
generations have been indebted for whatsoever
notions they could have obtained and retained,
concerning the states of things and events,
that had had place III the respectively preceding generations.
But,-of
a state of things,
or an event, that had had place at an antecedent point of time, when the description had
once been expressed and fixed, III and by the
permanent
sort of signs, which are the product of that mind-exalting
art,-a
man's
faculty of bearing It in mmd was no more
' dependent npon memory, than Ius faculty of
bearing in mmd the matter of any other
branch of art and science :-the
correspondeney, for example, between the acquisinon of
mechanical pour and the sacrifice of despatch;
the composinon of fCater and respirable air;
or the equivalency of the sum of all the angla
that can be constructed round any grven point,
to that of four right ones.
A circumstance which, at the times respectively in question, these phrlosophers seem
not, either of them. to have been aware of,
but which, when once brought to VIew, will
not be found the less undeniable, is, that nos
only the practice and knowledge that has had
, place, III relation to internatwnal intercouru
and internal gorernment, but every other branch
of Art and Scieaee=-every one as well as every
other-has
Its Hi$(ory.
Natural
HIStory,
Natural
Philosophy,
Poarp, :lIlusic, Logic,
everything.
III relation to lJ'ar and Gotern11lent, has the state of this part of the universe,
presented itself at different times, III different
shapes! so has It in relation to "llee/tanies, to
CAcmistry. to Poetry, to "llusic, and so on. Not
to speak of the future. which, to our limited
view, is, all of It, in a state of couJ,il1gency, the
distmction between the past and the llTesent,
to what portion of the whole field of thought
and action, to what portion of the known field
of existence, does It not apply itself.
Placed under the head of !lfemory, the title
Irreqidoraies of Nature (Ecurtsde la Katu.re)
presents Itself III the character of a blotch, to
which a sponge might apply a not incongruous
cure.
Natural, and but too excusable,
in
Bacon's time, it was 110tequally so in i)'Alem-

I
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ben'.. Inthe time ohhe English Philosopher,
the mind was annoyed' and oppressed by terrors, which, in the time of his French disciple,
had lost, though not the whole, the greater
part of their force. In Baoon', time-in the
early part of th" 17th century-everything
in
nature that was, or was supposed to be, eztraordinary, was alarming; alarming, and in some
shape or other, if not prodUGtiu, prediail:6 at
least of human misery. In this place, as in
other places-at this time, as at other times-Gkosts and Witchu composed a constant part
of the population, I)euilB an occasional one.
Patronised by QuunElizabetk,Dee had not long
ceased to hold converse with his disembodied
intimates: Lilly was preparing for the connexion he succeeded in forming with hiB. To
burn heretics, to hang witches, and to combat
devils, were operations, for all which Bacon's
Royal Patron held himself in equal and constant readiness.
Celeltial Prodigiu, Prodigious Meteors, Prodiqiu OnLand and Sea, Monstrous MineralB,
M ofistroU3 Vegetabks, Monstrous Animals,
Prodigiu of tke Ele-rMnts, by D' Alembert, all
these (alas !) are exhibited in the character of
so many distinct classes of the subjects of
human knowledge, distinct classes of things,
subordinate, and standing next in subordination, to the including class denominated as
above, Irregularitiu of Nature.
This too under title Memory: for most of them at least,
the Imagination might have been a more apposite one.
In the days of Bacon battles on dry ground
were scarcely more common than battles in the
air; in the thin element, peace had assuredly
been already pretty well established inD' Alembert's time.
Placed under the head of Reason, I)i1linalion and Black. Magie were perhaps two whiffs
of necessary incense offered up to the A rcllbishop of Paris· subjects, if not branches, of
that science which had for its already declared
subjects "spirits beneficent and malijicent," for
the expulsion of the latter of whom the Ritual
of that Most Reverend person fnrnished him
with weapons, to which they had never been
known to oppose any effectnal resistancethose gems in the panoply of theological warfare conld not then be spared ;-but, by that
oblation his appetite for the supernatural might,
one should have thonght, have been satisfied,
without the addition of so many swarms of

.oozisMd pmaic6l, of which the products of
handicraft aTtl, manufact.,.a,and the arts called
fine arts, are the results. Accordingly, in the
sketch attempted inthe next section,exhibited
nnder the new name, proposed as a substitute
to this its present trivial one, ExperiflUfltal
PhiloBf!JJhy precedes Teehnology, the branch of
Iflienu which belongs to the necessary and
more nseful part of the aTtl.
Not so in D'Alembert's. In that, it is nnder
the general head of NaturaJ, History, that we
see ranked what concerns all.finished products
of the A Ttl, with their et eeteraB, as above;
while, by the still more general head Memory,
intimation is given, if not that it is by the
exertion of that single faculty that they are
produced, at any rate, that it is by that one
alone of all the human faculties, that a.nything
else, in relation to them, is either hzOWfl or dofte.
A dislocation so strange, by what train of
thought can it have been produced! From
the terms of the Table, a sort of conjectural
answer may be collected. By every exercise
given to Art, some production of Nature is put
to we. Accordingly, .A Ttl, [handicrafb] T,.ader
and Manufaat'llru, are there exhibited, in the
character of exempliflcations, of the "U 8a
made of Nature."
But, by the same title,
might not Poetry be ranked under the head of
N aturaJ, HiBtory 1 and its fruits--&n Epia or
I)ramatia poem, for example-represented
as
being the work of Memory, or, at &nyrate, as
belonging, in some way or .other, to the pro1lince or faculty of Memory? For, the brain,
by which it was dictated, as well as the pen
by which it was written, not to speak of the
gaU nuts, the 3'Illphate of iron, and the teater, by
which the pen was enabled to give permanence
to the-marks traced by it, what are they, any
of them, but so many works of Nature 1

III, Sckeme of I)iMon, loore and irregula,..
In a former section (VI.) the dichotorllofU
or bifurcate mode of division, performed upon
the uhamtiu
principle, has been already
brought to view, in the character of the only
one perfectly suited to what ought to be the
design of the jirtlt lines of an Encyelopedioal
Map or Tabu. Of the eomideratiom or rea110m, by which its claim to that character was
suggested, a view will be given in an ensuing
section.
At the same time the observation was
made, that, with the regularity and comprehensiveness which characterize that mode, the
monsters.
At present, at any rate, much, it is believed, mode pursued in this Map of D'Akmbert',
will hardly be found to be said, in favour of a forms a striking contrast.
Of the existence of this character in i~f
principle of Classification, by which a middl68ized man is placed in one niche, a tall man this imperfeaion, if such it should be deemed
-it would be useless to present to view, in
and a skOf"t man together in another.
In the ancient order of things, commence- this place, and in this manner, any protracted
ment precedes accomplishment, trial precedes chain of proofs. By a. single glance at the
success; experiment upon a Bmall scale pre- T&ble,they will be seen all together :-for the
cedes eBtablishment upon a large scale. In each assistance of the first steps of such a survey, a.
and every part of the field, experimental ,.e- few words will be su1B.eient at least, if not
uarcheB mnst necessarily luj.vepreceded those superfluous.
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Common Trunk, the under8tandi1UJ. RamificatlOn of this trunk into three branches:
viz.
Memory, ReIUWfl, and Imagination :-division,
trifurcate.
Under Memory placed History:
no division. Under History, SCLCred,EcdesiGstical, Ciml,.Ancicnt and Modern, and Natural
HiBtory:-dIvision,
quadrifurcate or quinq!Ul/urca.te.
Under Natural History, Uniformity
of Nature, Irregularities
of Nature, and uses
made of Nature :-divislOn,
trifurca.te.-Of
title Uniformity, seven branches: of title Irregularities, seven.
By the side of title Uses
made of Nature-terms
put in apposition, Aru,
(handicraft)
Trades, and ManufCLCturesdivision, no_furcate-thelIst
of nine branches,
concluding WIth an 9:c.; each of them having
its own branches, each concluding in like
manner with an 9:c.
Thus much under Memory: and, without
proceeding onwards either WIth ReasOll or
with Imagination,
tlus sample Will assuredly
be found sufficient.

IV . .Appellations

inapposite.

Of this species of imperfection no exempliflcanons worth noticing have been observed,
other than those, with which the language he
found in general use, stood chargeable,-and
of which the principal samples have, m this
Essay, been already brought to view. (§ 4.)These are, 1. Natural History---2. Philosophy:
-(not,
as with us, Natural Philosophy, but
simply Philosophy.)
under which
comes
Physics.
Physics is divided into general and
partu!1itar: but under neither of them is Natural History ( that being ranked under H IJJtory)
included.-3.
Mathematics.
The promise, which it fell to his lot to give,
being the promise of a body of information,
relative to all the branches of art and science,
which were, or were at that time considered
as being, in existence,-that
which it was
necessary hIS Map should contain, was a collection of those names by which they were
respectively in use to be designated, and by
which and which alone they were generally
known.
Under these circumstances, whatsoever might be the imperfections which any of
these denominations might be found labouring
under, With none of them could this intelligent
philosopher be justly chargeable:
and it appears not that to this established
stock of
imperfections
any of his own making have
been added.

v.

I>istinctioM groundlm :-unwarranted
by
any determinate, and assignable, correspondent differences.
Of this species of imperfection
several
exemplifications
may be seen under the ensuing head of RepetitioM.

VI.

Repetitiol'lll abundant :-under
different
aames, the same objects presented to view
a number of dill'erent times.
Four times over, in the character

of subjeots
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of Memory, are the several classes of known
bodies, of which the earth's surface is composed, brought to view in this Table: viz. Ist,
under the name of Meteors; 2dly, under the
name of Earth and Sea; 3dly, under their
own distinctive names; viz. Minerals, Vegetables, and .Anintals; 4thly, under the name
of Elements.
Four times?
Yes: and also four times
more: viz. all such of them to wluch it should
at any time happen to present to the eye of
the reader, whoever he may be, anything,
which, to that same eye, shall appear to have
in it anytlung that is extraordtnary,
as if
ordinary and extraordinary
were anything
more than relatire terms: relative, not to the
nature of the objects themselves, but to tho
positron, occupied at the moment, by the mind,
by which they are respectively viewed : as if
the same object, which to a preceding genera.tion had been extraordinary,
had not become
ordinary to a succeeding one. Such as they
are, here they follow.-l.
Prodigious lrfetears,
or Mpteoric Prodigies. 2. Prodiaus on Earth
and Sea. 3. }IOllstrous Minerals.
4. J[onstrous Vegetables.
5. Monstrous .AlI~mals. 6.
Prodiqie« of the Elements.
Not content With thus presenting
them,
eight times over, in the character of objects or
subjects of memory, once more are we made to
see these same beings, and now in the character of objects or subjects of Reason: for, still
they are the same existences, and even VIewed
under the same aspects, notwithstanding
the
termmation IO.IJY (m the French, loqie,) which
now forms a termination
to the Greek word,
by which they are respectively
brought to
view. Meteors art' now represented, m the first
place by}t/eteorolo.1!1, then presently once more
by Aerology:
~llinerals, first by Geology. then
presently once more by Mineralogy:
lJ'caer,
by Hydrology
Vegetables, by Botan.lI-dlnded, and not Improperly, into .Agriculture and

Gardenina.
Meteors (as already observed)

Meteors-i.

e.

meteoric (meaning neither more nor less thanele'fX\led) bodies or particles, are,-what
are they,
what can they be but, bodies or particles, of
the number of those of which the earth's surface IS composed l-only
mixed up with that
part of it, which is mostly 1D a gaseous state,
and then detached, to a distance more or less
considerable, abore, i. e. beyond that principal
mass, which is partly in a solui, partly in a
liquid state l-masses,
consequently composed,
in different and ever-varying
proportions, of
matters
belonging respectively
to the three
great kingdOfIUI, as they are called-the
mineral, the 'Cegetable, and the anintal.
Yet, in the character of a sort of subject-and that a distinct one-of N.uural History,
D'Ale7llbert, as we have seen already, places
Meteors, and that 1D a situation anterior tothe
situations
respectively allotted to Minerals,
Vegetables, and .Animals:
and" to them he
nd&oins, as if they were constitutIve of a dis-
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tinct class of objects, Elements :-11. word which
in trivial language is indeed employed even
now: but which had had its rise, in modes of
thought and action, which, even inD'.Alembert'B
time, were already antiquated and exploded.
Four in number, as every body knows, used to
be these elements: viz. Earth, Water, Air,
and Fire. Earth, a term employed to designate any mass of matter whatsoever, in so far
as it is considered all being in a Bolid state:
Water, a term employed to designate a mass
of the same matter, when in the liquid state;
-a mass of matter, which is itself the same,
though, by its being thus designated by a
different appellative, represented and spoken
of as if it were different. .Air, a term by
which the self-same mass is once more designated, when considered as being in the gasIIOW state.
Fire, a word, to which no determinate idea was ever annexed, but which is
wont to be employed, whenever, in conjunction
with an extraordinary mass of iight,an extraordinary mass of caloria, i. e. heat, is perceived
to issue from the same spot.
In a manner not unsuitable to our situation,
and thence to our mode of contemplating objects of all sorts, the world, i. e. all that part
of it, in relation to which it has been within
our power to obtain any the smallest and
faintest spark of knowledge, has by some been
divided into Earth and Heaeen : Earth, the
globe which we inhabit: Heaeen, comprehending all other globes, all other bodies, whatsoever. Accordingly, such is the conception, by
which the Philosopher seems to have been
guided, while Memory was the presiding deity.
First comes Ce7estialHistory, and without any
division: then comes History by iUelf, followed
by its several adjuncts: viz. Meteors, Earth,
and Sea, and so forth, as above.
In eonformity to this part of the plan, when,
furnished with Greek-sprung names, with the
termination logy tacked to each name, the
same objects or subjects came to be put nnder
the presidence of Reason, Science de La Nature
-( Natural History not having, it should
seem, been recognised in the character of a
.cience, but only as a sort of knou;7edgc,different from, and employed to prepare the way for,
.cknce)-Scknce
de la Nature, followed by its
synonym Physique paniauliel'e, should have
been branched out, in the first place into CosfIIologieandGeologk,andafterthat G{oiogieinto
Meteorologic, Mineralogie, and the other logies,
according to the method which, as above, had
already been observed. Instead of that, follow the particnlars, in an order which, besides
being, with relation to that in which the same
objects had already been arranged, so completely incongruous, 1S,in itself, so completely
perturbate, that to delineate, in the form of a
oontinuous discourse, those intrinsic incongruities, which, after this intimation,-at any rate,
with the help of the ensuing sketch-may be
discovered by the examination of about forty
words, (such being the number contained in

this part of D' Alembert's sketch) might a.1Folrd
full work for as many pages.
Branches of the Science of Nature, alias
Particular Phyrias, seven; viz. 1. Zoology.
2. Physical .Astronomy (as if there were an
.Astronomy that was not Physical.) 8. Met4orology. 4. Cormology. 5. Botany, 6. Mineralogy. 7. Chemistry. Thus, in the first place,
.Animals of all sorts, then the Stars, and then
(whatever they are) the Meteors, are brought
to view, and that by Reason, before any such
receptacle as a ttorld has been found for them
to exist in; and, between animals and the
plants on which they have to depend for their
existence, this same whole vorld, as soon as it
is found, is placed, besides all the stars and all
the meteors.
In company with this Figured System (SYIt~7IIeFigure,) and antecedently to it, is presented 'by the Author, as above noticed, an
"Explanation" of it. For an explanation, and
therein for a justiflcatlon, of the sort of order,
a sample of which has just been exhibited, reference to the above Explanation was, or
course, made. Of this reference, what was the
result I-that the order pursued in the Explanation wa.s, on this part of the ground, altogether different from the order, given to the
articles which it professed to explain. This
too after h1Shaving observed, in so many words,
that, (p. 233,) "Particular PhNSicsOiJ9htto
follow tile SAlliE distribution as Natural HiItory."*
In this same Explanation another stra.ng&
intimation 1Sgiven; and such is the store set
upon it, it is repeated through the whole course
of several pages. This is, that so long as under the presidence of Memory you a.re studying Natural History, (m which he includes the
history of all the arts except the find ones,)
you are to make use of your .erue. and nothing
more ; on the other hand, when you come to
the study of the same objects under the presidence of Reason, then it is, that for the first
time you are to apply to them the faculty of
reflection, and so long as that is at work, you
have no occasion for your .enses.t What perhaps might be found to be true is, that in the
study of Natural Hist{;Ty, rather more use is
made of the senses than in that of Natural
Philosvphy; in the study of Natural Philosophy, rather more use made of the faculty of
reflection than in the study of Natural History.
But he who should attempt to do anything in
Natural History, without being at any expense
.. La physique particuliere doit snivre la mema
distribution que l'lustoire natnrelle, p. 2lI3.
De I'histoire, prise par Ies sene,des Astres, de
leurs mouvemens, apparences semiUes, &c., Ia fefiexlOna. passe a la recherche de leur origine, des
causes de leurs phenomenes, &c., et .. produit la
sciencequ'on appelle Astronomiephysique.•••.•
De l'histone. prise par leesens,des amb, despluia,
&c., . . . . la reflexion a passe a la recherche dt.
leurs origines,.••• &e.-lb.
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in the article of refler;tion, or in Natural Phii{)Bophy, without making any use of his Benses,
would assuredly find it very up-hill work.
VII. The nature of the discourse incomplete;
no 'terbB in it ; consequently no propositions;
nothing but substanti'tes, with here and there
an adjer;ti1Je.
By this sort of discourse, if discourse it can
be called, for want of the necessary and indispensable tie, or copula, as the logicians and
grammarians call it, which is afforded by the
part of speech called a urb, no complete assertion being con tamed in it, no determmate information is conveyed.
By nothing short of an entire proposition
can any such conveyance be made. True it IS,
that nouns, and in particular noun substantl1:es,
are the principal materials out of which the
sign of an assertion IS composed; bnt still,
without the copula no determinate assertion is
formed.
Set down any two, or any greater
number of substantives, out of these same materials, one man will make one sort of propositlon, another man another, and a third man
will not know what to rna ke of them.
Of the
readers-that
IS, of the persons for whose instrucnon
the work is intended-some,
it is
possible there may be, whose conception of
the work, when executed, may be adequate to
that which the workman, the instructor, had
in his mind, at the time he executed it. But
that such will be the case with the generality
of readers," is surely not the sort of supposition on which a work of this sort ought to be
grounded.
Destitute of this principle of fixation and bond of union, objects may, in innumerable multitude, and endless succession, be
presented to the mind ; and, after all, leave in
it an impression, not more durable than that
which is left in the waters by a vessel by which
they have been traversed.
To the sort of sketch, a sample of which is
attempted in the ensuing section, a Tabular
Sketch, jotted down in this unconnected mode,
will be found to bear much the same sort of
relation, as a stock of bricks, mortar, and timber, deposited by the side of each other, bears
to a house. Thus, instead of a structure ready
put together for use, the reader, out of the
materials thus shot down before him, is left
to make one for himself as well as he is able.
The learner is left, and called upon, to do for
himself, what the teacher, perhaps because he
knew not how to Jo it, has left undone.
Several causes concur, in reoommending
to

* By the writers on Rhetoric, a eertam deg>'8f'of
unconnectedness being, in certain cases, capable of
rendering the discourse more impressive, and, m
its operation upon the passious, more efficient, is,
under the name of asyndet<m, i. e. that which is
without conneciioes, brought to view in the character of a rherorical figure.
But the connectives,
which on that occasion are in view, are-not
but eonjunetions-c-eonjunctions copulatfl,'(,.

wros,
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the hand of the trorlcman this mode of executing the work.
In comparison of the OPPOSIte
mode, the value given to the work in this mode
IS indeed small, and the interest of the CUBtomer, the learner, proportionably
ill-served.
Not so the interest of the workman, the instru.ctor, over all errors and all ignorances &
very convenient veil is everywhere spread by
it. 1. No assertion at all being contained in
it, no false assertion, no erroneous judgment,
can be imputed to it. Scarcely in any way
can a man thoroughly commit lumself, by anything which he has inserted, still less by anything which he has omitted to insert, in it.
2. Yet, by a too natural misconception, the
less the instructor has in this case done for his
pupil, the more he is thought to have had it in
lns power to do, or even to have done. By
this form of discourse, if discourse it can be
called, an air of mysticism and oraculanty is
cast over it. This was among the characteristics of the Egyptian hieroglyphICS. Ideas,
such as they are, suggested III abuudance ; but,
among them no such thing as an lU!Sertion to be
found. Only III proportion as it is understood, is
language of any use. Whatsoever is obscure is,
in proportion
to the obscurity, unmtelligible,
Speaking thus obscurely and unintelligibly,
is it that you are unable to speak plain, or
is it that you are unU'illing?
If unwilling,
what but deception can be your object 1 Such
arc the questions to which every discourse
stands exposed, in proportion as it is obscure.
Yet to those materials for thmking-Ioose
as they were--profound,
in former ages, was
the depth of wisdom that was ascribed: to
those loose materials for thinking, out of which
the best thoughts that could have been made
would, probably, have been, most, if not all of
them, foolish ones. At the same time, while
the understandmg of the reader is thus left in
this comparatively unsupplied state, his vanity
is gratified: to do what the philosophers have
left undone, affords to those who have a taste
' for it, a pastime ; a pastime, in the course of
which, as many little triumphr may be reaped,
as there are propositions that can be put together out of such materials as it supplies.
Sketches of this sort, on a variety of subjects, are assuredly not wanting, in which
D'Alembert
may have found so many preeedents, and thereby so many warrants, for this
unconnected, and, to the reader, so little instructive,-but,
at the same time, to the
author, so much the most convenient,-mode.
If, unconscious of any such warrant, he had
regarded it as matter of obligation, to employ
that mode which was best SUIted to the end in
view, none but the connected mode would have
presented itself to his view: the conception he
would thus have been forced to frame to himself, would have been correspondently clear,
and the work would have appeared, III a form
very different from that in which it meets the
eye at present.
All this while, to ,the French philosopher,

I
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circumstanced
as he was, the choice of this
inadequate
form was matter, not so much of
policy alone, as of necessity. But of this perhaps
in another place.
Whether, ill any place, it is in the nature of
any such speculations, as the above, to be of
any real use, to render to mankind any perceptible service,-whether
for speculations of
this sort, and to this effect, the place in which
they are thus brought to view is a fit place,these are, among the points in which, in his
own way, every reader will pronounce his own
judgment.
By anyone,
whose patience may
have carried him thus far, thus much at any
rate will, it is believed, be admitted, viz. that
if, at the time when that Table was made public, there existed, on the ground of utility, any
real demand for a Table of that sort, that demand has not, by any of the information therein given, been superseded.
SECTION

VIII.

Specimen of a New E.neycl~pedical
Sket~h,
with a correspondent S!I"optu: Table, or Dia-

qram;"
Directly or indirectly, well-being, in some
shape or other, or in several shapes, or all
shapes taken together, is the subject of every
thought, and object of every action, on the part
of every known Being, who is, at the same
time a sensitive and thinking Being.
Constantly and unpreventably
it actually is so;
infelli ible reason be given for
nor. ~an any.
gI
.
desm.ng t~at It sh~uld be otherwIs~.
.
This being admitted, !'Jud(pmon~cs, .1I~some
one or other of the diVISIOns of which It 18 susceptible, or in all of them taken together, may
be said to be the object of every branch of art,

* In

the original edition of the Table there is the
note :-" The completion of this Table,
as it now stands, having been posterior by about a
twelvemonth to the printing of the letterpress of
Chrestomathia, Appendix, (No. IV.,) to which It
belongs, in the interval some few changes havmg
presented themselves In the character of amendments, they are here inserted.
But, of these
alterations one consequence has of course been, a
correspondent diversity, between the nomenclature
employed m the body of the work and the nom e nclature employed in this Table." In further explanation, it IS said, "a convemence had, in the interval, been found in giving to the termmation SCOpIC
(regardzng) a more extensive apphcetion
than in
the first instance had been given to it." To have,
in this edition, substituted the nomenclature of the
Table for that which rt supersedes, in the body of
the Essay, would have occasioned the sacrifice of
much valuable matter, attached in the way of commentary and mcidental
remark, to the superseded
words. It has, however, been thought advisable,
for the purpose of facihtatmg reference from the
Essay to the Table, to insert m brackets the word
made use of rn the latter, whenever it differs from
that employed in the former, and to append in notes,
the explanation gt~ en to each word in the note to
the table here quoted.-Ed.
following

and the mbjeot of every branch of leience.
EttdamionioB,t the art, which has for the object
of its endeavours, to contribute in some way
or other to the attainment-of
well-b6ing, and
the science in virtue of which, in so far as it is
possessed by him, a man knows in what manner he is to conduct himself in order to exercise that art with effect.
Considered in the character of an edifice or
receptacle, Eud<elllonics may, therefore,
be
termed the ComnuJIJ Hall or central place of
meeting, of all the arts and sciences: change
the metaphor, every art, with its correspondent
science, is a branch of Eudomonie«:
If the above observation be correct, it is only
in one or other of two shapes or charactersVIZ. that of a source of happiness,
or that of a.
security against unltappine,s that being can in

t [Eudlllmomcs.] From a Greek word, which
signifies happiness, originally, attended by a good
geni~.
For reasons already given (see § 6.,) and according to the usage, which, with great advantage, has
place lIB above-mentioned,
III regard to newly devised scientific names, the followmg ones are mostly
taken from the Greek: explanattons of them, in
English, are subjoined ; and that for two reasons ;
one is, that, among the persons to whom specula, tions of this kind may be not unacceptable, there
may be many, to whom the Greek langnage is not
~ufficiently ~nllliar, ~ render the denommatl.ons
In question, In every. Instance, readily In:elhglble
I to them, even supposmg those denominations constructed Wlt~ perfect propriety ; the other IS, that
the words Will, probably, not be In every instance
so well adapted to the giving expression to the intended meamng, as, with the help of a less Imperfeet acquaintance With the language, they might
have been made.
The quantity or degree of tceU-bei1l!J,experieneed
durmg any gtven length of time, is directly as the
magnuudc (I. e. the mtenszty multiphed by the
duratton) of the sum of the pleasures, and Inversely
as the maqmiude of the sum of the pams, expenenced dunng that same length of time.
In so far as the sum of the pleasures of all kinds,
experienced bv the person in question, durmg the
length of timem question, IS regarded, as considerable,-the sum of the pams of all kmds, expenenced bv him durmg that same length of time,
being, moreover, laid out of the account.-the state
which in that respect he is regarded as being in, IS
termed a state of happmess,
In so far as the sum of the pain of all kinds experienced by the person in question, durmg the
length of time in question, is regarded as considerable, the sum of the pleasures of all kinds, expeneneed by him durmg that same length of time,
being, moreover, laid out of the account, the state
which, in this respect, he IS regarded ILl> being in,
is termed a state of unhappiness»

I

& Any person, to whom this account
of hoppines»
fails of bemg satisfactory, may find a very different
one given by James Harns, in that one of his
" Three Treatises." published together iu one octavo
volume, which takes /IGPfJl1Iess for Its subject and
its title; but from no part of which would any r~rson suppose, that any such dark spot all that of un-happmea is anywhere to be found,
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any of its modifications, possess any claim to
man's regard. *
Eudcemonio« being the name for the universally practised art, the pursuit of happiness,
bein.q in some of its various shaves, will be
allowed to be an mdispensable means, WIthout
which the object of that art cannot in any instance be pursued and attained.
Sensitire
being is the only Beat of happiness:
being, m
that and other shapes, is the universal instrument of happiness.
To the attainment of happIness in any shape or degree, an acquaintance,
more or less considerable, with the scat of
happiness, and with such beings as, in each instance, afford a promise of serving in the character of instruments of happiness, IS more or
less conducive, or even necessary.
For the
designation, of whatsoever portion of SCience
may be regarded as capable of bemg attained,
concernmg being taken III it, utmost conceivable extent, the word Olltolo:!!! has, for ages,
been employed.
Eudsemonics is the art of u ell-l.emq. Necessary to «elf-being j,. beil1!/.
In every part,
therefore, of the common field, concomitant
and correspondent
to Eudamonics
considered
a. an art, runs Olltolo!Jy,t cousidered as a
science.
For the expressly declared sub.ec: of dinsiun, let us take the science' art and science
runnmg along everywhere togetber, every division performed on tbe one, may, OJ! any occaSIOn, be considered as applymg to the other.
By means of this joint consideration, as often
as, on lookmg at the name of a branch of art

*

Jlossibilil,~. necessit,Y, impo,'<Stbtlit.u,prohabiht.'l,
improbabdity, certalnt.~, simpZ,city, compositeness, power of e,!UsatlOn,
deritation
from a,
cause, and so forth.
CoCltoseupic:;: and Idw8Copic,§ by succes::: [Co,nosof)],"']
From two Greek words. one
of which BIg-mne»commolt-thmg,
helongmg to
other, In common; tbe other ioolcenr; to. By
Crwnosco1'U: ontuiu!1Y. then, I' designated
that p,,;t
i of the science. which takes for its subject tho ••

I

properties. which are considered as possessed In
i common by all the mdividuals, belonglDg to the

: class which the name o1twl{)gg IS employed to
I desicnate
: 1. e. bv all bemas.
In the word Cocllo/ulc---':-less
properly spelt Cellobu« -the first of these words has already a foonng
in the language.
In the words microscope, 'Il11croscopic=-selescopc,
leieBc'Ple.-and several others
de>tgnatlve of philosophical mstruments.x-fbe
ter-

The summum bonum is a fruit of the tree of
pure oood, upon the taking of wlnch mto hIS mouth,
a man expenences at one and the same tune every I
pleasure of whieh in the nature of a sensitive I
bema he is susceptible, each 10 the hiehest degree; I
pains 01 all sorts at the same time kee!nng alo'of. H'
long a.' this precious fruit remams In any part of '
the pruua: Via.

lt is the kernel of that fruit, of which the 1';'''08Oplier's siaM 18 the shell. It was lately found hy
Baron lJ.funchausen, in the Island of Medemuma,
after a careful search made, in pursuance of the
d.rections gwen by Artstotle, Plato, and Cicero, in
whose philosophical repasts.c-as in the codes of
those umversallv admired masters of ethical science.
anybody may s;e,-lt formed a constant article.
By CIcero. m hIS Tusculan Quesnons, It has
been made plain, to the perfect satrstactron
of hIS
Awhtor. (a most perfectly well-bred youn/: ueutleman, whom he introduces to us hy that narm-.)
that pam IS no enl, But the truth );" as the ,.Ialosopher confessed to the Baron, that, durmz the
"hole of this dialogue, they were both or-them
chewmg tbe summum bonum nut; to which the
areca, even when wrapped up m the betel leaf,
forms a very inadequate substitute.
The comequenee was=-that, all that time, to the philosopher and his agreeable young friend, pain was no
evrl, whatsoever
it may have been, and be about
to be, to the vulgar of that and other ages.
t [O,dol<JfJ!/. From two Greek words :--one of
which signi.res hel1lp'in general; the other, an
account :-an account of being III general.

r
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and science as it stands in the Table, we come to
consider Its nature,our attention will be pointed
to the only source and measure of its eolue.
Familiar as is the name Ontology, the idea
commonly attached
to that appellation has
hitherto been subjected, by usage, to a restricnon, which IS not exactly conformable, either
to the present purpose, or even to the etymology and original signiflcation of the word, as
above.
The case is, that, by all those philosophers, by whom, under this name, any instrucnon has been undertaken
to be given,
those properties alone have been either considered, or professed to be considered, which
have been regarded by them as incident to all
beings without drstinction : such as actuality,

ml11.J,.tlOn~co-pw IS become perfer tly familiar.
The termmation -scopic, ill "hat cases shall It
be employed in the formation of the appellativ e ?
-()n the one hand, ill many instances It IS e.ther
indispensably
neceSl'ary, or at least hIghly conduen e. to the mtelhgI bihty of the" ord ; on the oth er
hand. ill ev ery Instance It adds to It, length, and
in some instances would probably be found to render It too unwieldy for me.
Cases, m which It WIll (It 15 supposed) he found
indispensably
necessary to complete the intended

sigmncanon, are as follows. YIZ. 1. 11fes0SCOJ>U:,
as apphed to Eud<BT1W1llCS 2 ilforp!wscopu',
II>
applied to Posolog!J:
3. AblOscopu:, as applied to
Ph!IS"'r.<J1C Somatics
4. Embioscopic, as apphed
to ditto . 5. Pathematoscopic,
a, applied to Pncu11WtO/OfP/

or Pneumatics

apphed to drtro :

G. Thelemaioscopu-,

as

i. Esoscoptc, and 8. Eaoscop.c,

as applied to EthICS -for the etymology and ex' planauon of all which, see the ensuing pages.
Cases. in which It may he dispensed
with,

whether as hemg altozether unnecessary. or as
bem/: less indispensably necessary. are those, In
wlnr h the Import. intended
to he conveved hy It.
mav, WIthout difficulty, or with little difhculty, be
understood to be expI e ss ed hy the more cUbtomary
ternllnations--io.<7!1and Iooical, or the still shorter,
though less expressive, termmatron, ItS.
Instances of term matron- already In use are 1.
P11,11"c.'.:? .lfeclianics
3. P,u:u/I1f;.l1e s. 4. J/athemedics. 5. Stutuucs.
6. EthICS
I. Poz,ttcs-snd
various others. In LOfJIc, the final e has. for this
long t-rne, been om;tted.
,
§ [1 d 1U~~OpIC] F rom two Greek words, the fir3t
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sively attaching to the subject Ontology these
two adjuncts, the field of art and science may
thus be divided, the whole of it, into two portions ; in one of which, viz. the ooenoscopio,
shall be contained the appalling and repulsive
branch of science, to which the no less formidable, and to many It man intensely odious, appellation
of metaphysics, is sometimes also
applied;
while to the other, viz. the idioloopic, all the other branches of art and science,
may, without drstinction, be consigned.
Division the 1st. Division of Ontology into
1. Coenolconio, and 2. Idiosco"'io.

In the consideration bestowed upon body, the
mind may confine itself, or not confine itself,

panied by a statement that the Table was completed
subsequently to these notes. " To Pneumatology,
Pneumatics could not here be added, as Somauc»
is to Somatology-Why
?-Because Pneumatics is
at present much more commonly used in an acceptation comparatively limited: an acceptation, appertaming partly to Mech4nws, partly to ChemIStry,
both of them branches appertaimng to Somatology,
or say SomatlCs-the
condivident branch correspondent and opposite to that, for the designation of
r
r
which the word Pneumatology is here employed."
ltfatter and mind-into
these two portions,
-See p. 82. Note ".J
being in general, considered as an aggregate,
By the name of materialists, stand distinguished
is wont to be considered as divided.
Hence
a set of philosophers, of whom PTleSfle.1f was one,
arises,
according to whom there exists not any such created
2. Division the 2d. Division of Idioscopic
being as a mtnd distinct from matter: for that
Ontology into Somatow.qy/ or Somatics, and i that which IS called mtnd IS but an assemblage or
Pneumatol()g~ t or+ Pneumatics synonyms collection, of the sort of fictittous entitles called
Psychology an'd Psy;lttcs. §'
properties, With which certain speCies of matter are
endowed. One of the grossest imperfections, that
could be chargeable upon any Encyclopedrcal
sysof which signifies peculiar,
In IdlOSCOpZC Onto- tem, would be found to attach 'Ipon It, If, by the
logy, then, we have that branch of art and SCIence, unnecessary assumption of any proposition, which
which takes for its subject such properties, as are by any class of men were regarded as false, the
considered as peculiar to different classes of beings . effect of It were to render Itself so far: ,. e. with
some appertammg to one such class, others to an- reference to that class of men, unfit for use.
other.
To the use of this class of philosophers, this
In the words uliom, idiomatical, idwsyncraB!/,
division may be sufficiently accommodated by a
and a few others, though none of them III any very shght change of phrase, as thus:- To pneuvery common use-s-this word has already a footmg matology belong' the considerauon of such bodies
in the language; a footing, better known In some or portions of matter, as are endowed With the aginstances than in others.
gregate mass of properties collectively styled mind,
CoenosyncratocoscopLCand idiosyncratocoscopic
considered in relation to those same peculiar promight be somewhat more expressive, but would be perties.
too long-wmded. Coenospncrntic and idIOSyncratIC
:t [or] On this occasion,-as on every other on
would scarcely be equally expressive :-S1/TlCrailC, which certamty is an ob.lect,-an Imperfection, atfrom syncraslS i. e. commixture, composdum; con- tached to the Enghsh language, presents a very
stitutwn.
distressing Impediment.
It consists m the ambi* [SOInatology.] From two Greek words, the guity inherent m the Import of the conjunction or.
first of which Signifies body, matter, or corporeal Inserted between two words,-noun-substantives
substance.
suppcse.-c-rt is employed With equal frequency, and
t [P1Ulumatology.] From two Greek words: Without any the least discnmmation, for two purthe first of which (,.... u~) signifies sptrti; 1. e. poses altogether dUferent· and IS thus continually
incorporeal substance, m the sense In which It is liable to give rise, either to mtermmable uncerused as synonymous to mind : m their original tainty, or to any the most delusive and most missense, the Latm as well as the Greek word corre- chievous miseoncepnons.
The one is-that
of
sponding to the Enghsh word breath. In the New giving to understand that what IS meant to be SlIJd
Testament, "". •• "'''UfJ.# is the name, employed of the thing signified by the one, IS not meant to
in the original, m designatmg the object, for the be said of the thing signified by the other: the
designation of which, In the Enghsh version, the other, that they are but two words for one and the
compound appellative Holy Spvn; is employed:
same thmg: not to speak of a third case, in which
more frequently (according to a phrase, which, the option ISmeant to be given between two thmgs,
when, on other occasions, applied to other objects, for the de.lgnatlvn of which the two words are
is either obsolete, or expressive of .. different class employed. In other words, it 18 employed m
of beings or supposed beings) Holy Ghost. In this either of the two so Widely different senses, dissense, pneumatolog!1 and pneumaiics,
as well as tmguished by thegrammanans of classical antiquity,
P8!Jcho/,Qgy, are already in use: though more upon and, after them, by Harns, m his Hermes, by the
the eoatment than in Bntain,
twoadjuncts,dISJunctweandsub-d0unct,-ve:
dudU1lCIf, ou this occasion, and in this sense, the word tive, when the two words are meant to be exhibited
pn.eumatWs were employed, It wonld need to cease m the character of names of two different things ;
being employed in the sense in which it is at pre- BUb-d"'!iunctwe, when they are meant to be represent wont to be employed: viz. that in which it sented as different names of one and the same thmg.
Amore frequently oecurnng, or a more frequently
desiJl=tes the branch of art and science, whieh has
for Its subject bodteS on general, considered as being pemicious, unperfectrou will not easily be found 1U
in the state, whieh, since ChemIStry has become a any language.
science, has been termed the gaseous state.
[In
From this great blemish, the Greek language, as
the Table the alternative word Pneumatics is not
employed.
In the original edition the follow§ From a Greek word which signifies a buttering explaDation of the omission is given, acccm- fly, and (probably from thence) the soul of man.
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to that property which belongs alike to all body,
and even to every determinate portion of space
unoccupied by body, viz. quantity. Hence arises
Division 3d. Division of Somaucs into Po.ological* [Pososcopic] Somatics,and Poiologicalt [Poioscopic] Somatics. To avoid an inconvenience above brought to view, for an equivalent to Posulogioal Somatics, may be employed
the single-worded appellative Posology.
In the consideration of quantity, that of figure
may be either taken into account or neglected.
Hence arises
DiVISIOn 4th.
Division of Posology into
Morphoscopic::: Posology, and Aleaomorpkic
or Alegomorphous § Posology.
By ftlorpllOscopic Posology IS denoted the same branch of
art and SCience, for the designation of which
observed by HarMS, rs altogether free: It has one
word for the dzsjunctlVe sense, and another lor the
nW-dzsJunctwe.
Even the French language either is already exempt from this imperfection, or at any rate. with
comparatively little dufieulty, might be rendered
free from It. Ou, or ou bim, it IS believed, IS the
dicnon, or at any rate a diction employed. where
the purpose is to present to VIew the disjundu»
sense' employed It assuredly is m this sense, and,
:t ISbelieved, seldom If ever employed m the other:
while, when put between two substantives, sou IS
indubitably employed m the sub-drsjunctrve sense,
and seldom if ever, It IS believed, m the disjunetrve,
In Enghsh, if or, being confined to the disjunctive, or say were the diction employed, and that
exclusively, where the sense meant to be presented
is the sub-d!.".iunctlVe,~ blemish, so incompatible
WIth certainty and clearness of conception, might
thus be removed. But SUppOSIngthe Improvement
were ever so desirable, how the introduction of it
could be effect,cd seems not very easy to conceive.
he mco_nveOlenee of ,departure from habit I, an
mconvemence, which, in such a case, would be felt
l
ev:?s~~
bo~\~s

:r

~Tt

r~er.
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the not altogether unexpressire, yet but inadequately expressite, term Geometry is the
word in use.
In so far as it is without relation to figure
that quantity is considered, the only diversification of whrch it is susceptible, is of that sort,
for the expression of which the several modificanons of which number is susceptible are employed.
By Aleqomorphic or .Aleqomorphous
Posology, is here designated the same branch
of art and science, for the designanon of wluch
the single-worded
aud adequately expressive
appellation Aruhmeuc is the word in umversal
use.
Of a quantity, for the designation of which
no more than one numerical figure,-or
one hne
of such figures, no matter how long, so It be an
umuterrupted
one,-IS employed, the amount is
considered as knoum : i.e. by Itself; the conception of It being, in so far as It is capable of
being conveyed, conveyed m a direct wa~-, and
Without need of the mtervennon of any other
b
set of signs, to the mmd of every person, y
whom the Import of those same figures, placed
in that position WIth relation to one another,
IS understood.
Of a quantrty, for the designation of which
any two or more such lmes of numerical figures,
or one or more single figures, together with one
or more such lmes of figures. are employed, the
amount IS not, in a direct way, as yet known :
for practical purposes it is not sufficiently
known, until the composite expression, composed
as above, has been transformed, or translated
as it were, mto a simple expression, consistmg,
as above, of some one single numerical figure,
or some one single line of numerical figures,
I the elements of which are free from all such
I interruption as is produced by the mterposition
I of any other sort of sign. To substitute to any
other more complicated mode the simple mode-

!!:~~~
U;:i ~f~:r':!~;of notatio~ thus desert bed, is whatever) oper'
anon of SImple anthmc_IIc has for Its object.

The uneasiness produced by a violation of the
In and for the designation of tI1tmbers, a
law of custom. m matters of discourse, IS an mcon- convenience has, comparatncly
speakmg, of
~enienee to which everybody. without exception,
late rears, been found in the employing. m
18 more or less sensible, want of precisron-s-want , addition to numerical figures, and even on some
?f certamty-is an mconvemence to which, though occasrous, or during some part of the operation,
In many cases so much more senous than the other in heu of numerical figures 81';"115 of another
is in any case, few mdeed ar~ sensible,
kind, not varying 1Il th~lr si~lllf~atlOn, accordFo~ tbis ,:"me pUrpOSe-VIZ. designation of the mg to the order in which they succeed one
sub-disjunctive sense, the Latm word alias-a wor.i another m the same wav as do the component
already apflIed to this same purpose-would serve
'
"
f
full as wei, were it not for the dl'pleasmg Ide...at- ..lements of a line of uumerical figure&: 0
tached to it b;r the use made of it on the occasions these newly: devised signs. such as are capa?le
on which it IS employed, in speaking of this or of bemg ultimately translated into those which
that man of bad character, who, to elude Justice, are composed of numerical figures, ha ve, for a.
has, at different times, assumed different names.
For conveying to the eye the import in question,
::: ["VorpllO&'opic,]
From two Greek words:
the well-known letters, I. e. might m some measure
be made to serve: but id est; of WhIChthev exhibit 'the first of which Signifies shapecfor» •., or f;pure ,the abbreviation, is crude Latin - and the corre- the other regardmp - from the first COO1&s the Eng10 respect of
spondent English phrase would be felt to be msuffer- hsh word metamorphosed=-chanqed
figul'('ably long.
* [POsology. J From two ('Tl eek words, the first
§ [A /".'lOm<Jrphu:.] From two Greek words: th e
first of winch signines dl$regardtnfl or not repardof which ~Isnlfies quanilt'l.
111[1,
from the other cones the English verb to
[Poiology.) From t'Wo Greek words, the first
metamorphose,
of which sigulfie; 'luaili!l'

+
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long time past, universally and exclusively
been composed of the letters of the alphabet,
But by none of these recently employed signs
can any quantity ever be expressed in a dft-ect
manner: in a.nyother manner than by reference
to some single numerical figure, or line of numerical figures, ranged In arithmetical
order,
as above.
Hence arises
Division 5th. Division of AlegomoryhouB
posology, into Gnosto-symbolic,·
or say Delo.ymbolic,t and Agnosto-symbolie, or say .Adelo.ymbolic:::: Gnosto-symbolio or Delo-Bymbolic
being the term employed for the designation
of the branch, for the designation of which the
term common Aritk'l16tic 15 in use to be employed, Agnosto-symbolic,
or Adelo-symbolic,
is the term, employed for the deslgnanon of
that, for the designation of which the inadequately expressive composite appellation AIgebra~cal Aritkmetic,-or,
much more frequently, the single-worded and completely unexpressive appellatrve Algebra,-is
employed.

II. To return to Poiological Somatology
[Poioscopic Somancs.] or Somatology at large.
-Where
bodies are considered, it may be
either with, or 1Cithout, reference to any operation, performed upon or in relation to them,
by human art, by the help of human seience.
Hence arises
Division 6th. Division of Somatl)Zo,qy, or
Somatics at large, into Pkysiurgic§
[Physiurgoscopic] and Anthropurglc \I [Anthropurgoscopie.]
This divtsion has for its source the
consideration
of the absence or presence of
human art and science, applied to the purpose
either of discovering latent properties already
belonging to the subject, or of investing it
with new ones. Pl'ysiurgic
Somatology has
for its synonym the above-mentioned
mi8expressive appellation-Natural
HiBtory.

.. r

A nthropurqill Somatology has for its synonym the still more fta.grantly and perplexingly mi.expressive appellation Natu.ral Phi·
losophy, ta.ken in one of the two or more different degrees of extension, which, as above,
have been given to it.
Applied to boduB, alias portwm
of matter,
in their nat,-ral, or say physiurgill, state, human art-or
say daboration by human arthas two distinguishable
objecte: sometimes it
is to the one, sometimes to the other, sometimes to both, that it is directed.
These are,
1. The discovery of such properties, as-already, and before it has, by the application of
human genius and industry, been endued with
any new properties-it
is in possession of,
having been put in possession of them, as it
were, by the hand of Nature,
2. The giving
to it, in addition to, or Instead of, any such
properties as it is found endued with by the
hands of Nature, some new property or set of
properties.
Intimately
connected, and, in many instances, inextricably blended and intermingled,
are, it is evident, these two functions:
the
detection of an already ezuting property or
set of properties, being very often a condition
preoedtnt,-and
always, in so fa.r as it a1fords
suitable indications,
an encouragement,-to
the engaging in lOny such opera.tions as are
found conducive to the faculty of investing the
subject with nelD ones.
Of Physiurgy,
alias Natural
History, the
object and business is-to
discover and observe the properties possessed by objects, in
the state into which they have been brought
by the powers of unassisted Nature.
But, to
the bringing them for that purpose to view,
I and presenting
them in a state as little changed
as may be, new properties
are, in many instances, requisite to be given to them: nor,
in general. would the labour necessary to the
accomplishment
of this purpose be bestowed
upon them, but in the view of investing them
WIth new properties :-properties,
by which
they will be brought into some state or other,
better adapted to human use, than any, into
which they had been brought by the hand of
Nature.
Division 7. Division of Ph!JBiurgic Somatol09Jb..or say Physiurgict
into Uranoscopic 'If
and EpigeoBCopic** Physiurgic8.
Uranoscopio PhyBiurgills has for its singleworded synonym the adequately expressive
appellative A,tronomy.
Division 8. Division of Ep~eo,copic
Physiurgills into Abioscopic 11' and Embioscopw

Gnosto-symholic.)
From two Greek words :
the first of wlnch signines known; the other, a si[!n,
or belcngl1l1J to a stgn.
t [Delo-symboltc.J From two Greek words, the
first of wluch signifies 'l'fW,nifest, or manifestly
known.
~ [Agnosto-symbolic.]
[Adelo-symbollC.]
Prefixed to a word, the Greek particle a frequently, as
in these eases, is significative of negatIOn :--<>f the
negatIOn, for example, or absence of any quality, to
the denomination of which it is prefixed.
§ [Physiurgic.] From two Greek words; the
first of which signifies naiure ; the other, Wll1'k, or
belonging to Wll1'k: the art and science which haa
for its subject those properties, the production and
display of which are the work of nature alone, nnmodified by the intervention of human genius and
mdUBtry. In several Instances, the termination
fonned by the latter word is, in this same sense, al'If [U ranoscopic.l From two Greek words, the
ready in the language: viz. in chirurgy (from whence first of which signifIeBheaven, or se.y tlle hea-..
IlUrgery,) energy, luurgy, metallurgy, theurgy.
** [Ep'9eoscopic.) From three Greek words: the
II [Anthropur,9tC.)From two Greek words; the first of which signifies upon; the second, tJuJ earlk.
~
of which signifies Man .-the art and science,
+t [Abioa~ic.] From two Greek words: the
Which has for its subject those properties, either first of which Sign;ties that which 1uu ROt life.
the production or the dWxwery and display of which,
~::: [EmhioBcopIc.) From two Greek warda: the
are the work of human genius and Indnstry.
fil'flt of which signifies tlIat which 1uu life.
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Physiurgics:
say Abioscopic and Embioscopie
inadequately
expressive
appellative
~fechaEpiqeosoopic».
nics: VIZ. when taken in the most extensive
Abioscoplo Physiurgics has for its synonym
sense of the word, i. e. that in which it is emthe adequately expressive and single-worded
ployed to include whatsoever portions of Anappellative Mineralogy.
thropurqic Somatics are not comprehended
Drvision 9. Division of Embwscopic Phywithin the domain of Chemistry.
siurqic« into Azooscupic,* .Azooloaio, or Azoic,
Ldioscopic.or Cr!!ptodynam ic Anthropurgics.
and Zooscopio or Zoologic Physrurgics.
has for its single-worded
synonym the unexAZOOBCOPIOEmbioscopics has for its syno- pressive appellation Chemistry.
nyms the adequately
expressive and singleThe properties, of which .1lfechanics-{)r, as
worded appellations
already in usc-Botany
the phrase is, Mechanical
Philosophy-takes
and Phytoloqy.
cognizance, are for the most part such a~ beZooscopic Embioscopice has for its synonym
long to all matter, taken III all Its forms and
the adequately expressive and single-worded
species; by this CIrcumstance it is' that this
appellative already III use-Zoology.
branch of Art and SCIence IS entitled to the
Beyond this pomt, no adequate advantage
appellation
of Coen08copic Anihropurqice, or
seems to be promised, at least on the present
Somatics.
occasion, by the task of carrying on, in this
These properties are, moreover, in com paridirection, that track of dichotomous or bifurson with those which belong to the subjects of
cate dIVISIOn, which, at the expense of much
the other just-mentioned
branch, manifest, or
labour to the workman,-and
not less perhaps I say conspICUOUS,of themselves;
not requmng
to the small number of amateurs that can the aid of human art to bring them out to vrew:
reasonably be looked for,-has
thus far been In this circumstance It is that this same branch
persevered
in. By the words Zoophytology,
founds ItS title to the appellation of PhaneroEntomoloqy, Erprl:olog!/, Ichtltyoloqy, Urnuhodynamic.
lugy, Tetrapodoloqu, and A mph %biolog.l!,having
These properties
being mostly, if not altofor their respective subjects, Plant-Animals,
gether, such as, in the common course of scienInsects, Reptiles, Fishes, Birds, Beasts, alias
tific language, come under the denomination
Quadrupeds, and .Amphibious, alias Land-a nd- of poteers; hence, in speaking of this division
Water Animals,-so
many dIVISIOnsof Zoology
of art and science, it has been thought that, on
have for this long trme actually been, or, m this occasion, a word correspondmg to powers
virtue of powers granted by Analogy, may, at might, by contributing
to clearness of appreany time, be in use to be Ileslgnated.
hension, be not altogether without its use.
Divisron 10. (1.) Division of Anthropurqics,
The properties,
of WhICh Chemistry takes
or say Anthropurqoscopic
Somatology or Somacognizance, are for the most part, such as betics, into Coenoscopict or Phanerodunamio i: long, not to all matter,nor to matter in general,
A nthropurqics, and I dioscopic § or Cryptodybut to this or that particular species of matter,
flamic \I .Anthropurairs.
as distmguished,
each of them from the rest,
Ooen08co1'IC or Phanerodynamic .Anthro- by such a collection of these properties as,
purgics has for its single-worded synonym the taken in the aggregate,
belongs peculiarly to
Itself.
B\' this circumstance It is that this
* [Azooscol"c,] From two Greek words : the branch of art and SCIence entitles itself to the
first of which srgnifies that which bas not ammal,
appellation of Idioscopic .Anthropurqlcs,
i. e. senstinie lite.
These properties are, moreover, in com pariTo asooscopic might be added, for a synonym,
son with those which belong to the branch Just
ano!ldMslOsCOPlC;and to ZOOSCOPlC, the correspon- mentioned, recondtte and uuconspicuous ; redent synonym, fEstiU'-SIOSCOPtC.
AntestlU'8toscop.e, qmring=-to the production,
and, In some infrom two Greek words: the firs~ of which sigmfies stances, as it WE're, to the creation of themthat whreh IS not endowed WIth sensatIOn,. 1. e. more or less of human art and elaboration
feelmq. The word tEstlietlCS has alresdv a footing III I
' ti
hi fl"
d i hi'
mod';rn language, and even III the EnglIsh:,
con.sls Ing c ie y In tlIl.rture,
an In t e app 1though as yet not so much employed III the Eng- I cation of dIfI'er~nt degrees of temperature:
Iish as in some of the conimental languages, parti- changes, which, III so f~r as the ph~nomena of
eularly the German. It IS used to signity the doc- heat and cold are considered as bemg the retrine concerning what belongs to taste: VIZ. as sult of the absence or presence, the mflux or
applied to hterary composition, and the arts called efflux, of a particular species of matter, termed
Fme Arts :-ftelzn.q, principally of the nund; con- caloric, or the matter of heat, may also be considered as applied to the productions of those arts. sidered as referable to the head of tlIi.t;ture.
[Coeno.;COplC.]
See above, note +, p. 83.
.
Accordingly,
in the adequately
expressive
... [Phan!'rod./fTlU1II;tC.]
From two Greek words.
appellative,.Mixiology,orSymmictology,
should

i

t

~!~~~
any clear advan~ge
be ~,:er found' dema~le
from the use of It, the originally unexpressive

;:;:
T~'~~:~a2~='~":~Pli~h~0
nate a branch of Mechanics 18 alreadv in use m
modern languages; ex. gr. I~ the E1I9lish, but not
80 much 80 &8 In the French.
§ [IdIOBCopIC.] See above, note §, p. 83.
II (Cryptodynamic.
From two Hreek words:
the lirst of which sigwfies latent or unconsPiCUOus.

J

term Chemistry might at any time find an
equally Bingle-worded, and by no means unexpressive synonym. "IT
----------------"IT By the word CrasloduPrC$WS, a more ade-
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Division 10 (2.) Division of Anthropurgit;s
the first of these ideal receptacles, as the newly
into Anapirical,
or Anapiric, * and Catastaproduced fruits of art and science are converted
tical, or Catastatic,t
[Catastatieo-ehrestic.j
]
into articles of commerce, individual objects
This division has for its source the applicaare continually passing into the second ; but
tion or non-application
of those newly dis- of the appellations
respectively
given to the
covered or created properties, which Art, in receptacles themselves, the propriety remains
conjunction with Science, has had for its fruits,
unchanged.
to the purposes of common life, through the
Beyond this point in the line of bVurcatB
medium of commercially
established Art and
division, there seems not, at present a.t least,
Mantlfaeture:
Art and :![anujacture,
estaany adequate use, in carrying on the investiblished upon such a footing that their produce
gation in this direction.
Of the genus Meis become an object of commerce.
ohanics, the epecies, according to a list more
A napirical A nthropurgics has for its synoor less approaching
to completeness, will be
nym the familiar compound appellative Experifound ranged in a vertical line in a column of
mental Philosophy.
Table 1., and so of the genus Chemistry.
Catastatical,
or Catastatic
Anthropurgics,
has for its synonym the expressive, already
III. To return to Pneumatol{)9Y or Pneuestablished, and not altogether unfamiliar, ap- matics.
pellative Technology. §
Division 11. Division of Pneumatology
into
This tenth division, it is manifest, is not with
Alegopathematio
II [Nooscopicsl] and Pathereference to the last preceding one, suborditnato8copic** [Pathoscopic.t+]
nate, but co-ordinate: the aggregate being in
Al egopathematic, or say Alego-resthetic Pneuboth cases the same; only the source, from matology has, for its single-worded synonym,
which the principle of division is derived, dif- the not unexpressive appellation Noolo.fly.tt
ferent.
It has for its subject spirit or mind, conIt comprehends accordingly, and with equal
sidered apart from all jeeling, whether of the
propriety applies itseifto, the mechanical brauch
pleasurable
or painful kind: considered that
and the chemical.
is to say with reference to the purely intellecThe demand, which in practice, there seemed
tual part of the animal frame; including 8impl~
to be for tlns division, viz. Experimental
Philoperception, memory, judgment, reasoning, absophy and Technology being considered, the ap- straction, imagination,
&c.
pellatives, which constitute the two branches of
Pathemato5copic
Pneutnatology
ma.y have
it bemg already in use, a place in this sketch
for its synomyn Pneumatic, or Psychological 1111
could not be refused to it. True it is that, from
Pathology.
quately expressive-s-and, though a compound, yet
still a. single-worded appelletive=-might be aft'orded. By it, in addition to mi.xture, decomposuum.
would be designated: and, of a chemical operation,
even without mixture, decomposition is sometimes
the result.
* [Ana.mric.] From a Greek word, which signifies e;ryenmental. Empirw,-a
word, the signification of which was originally the same,-ha.s, in
modem languages, and in particular m the En~li8h,
been long in use. By ba.ving been confined in its
appliea.tion to the designation of medical prsctitioners,---lIJId, among medical practitacners, to
those who are considered a.s ma.king experiments
on the bodies of patients, WIthout taking for the
ground of such their practice, any sufficient stock
of scientific mformation,-thus
it has happened,
tba.t the word Empirw, how proper soever in its
original acceptation, i. in any other than that dYf!logistic, i. e. condemnatory one,-a.nd in particular
in the one here in question,-become
unlit for use.
Hence came the necessity of having recourse, II.!
here, to the word anapiric :-1<. word which, no 1_
than em.mrWhas plaee alrea.dy in the Greek language.
[Ca.tastatica.l or Cata"tatie.] From a Greek
word, which SIgnifies estahlUJhed.
[t Viz.-EStabhshed use a.ffording.]
§ [Tech.1Wlor!.f/.] From two Greek words, the
first of which SignIfies art. The word technicalbelO1l!Jingto art-has long been in the language.
The word Tecltnology has for many yea.rs had pla.ce
in modem languages, and is come into use even in
the EnglISh, though not .0 mueh 60 a.s in some of
tM continentalla.nguages.

+

II [.AkgopatMmatic.l
8en8itive-fllCulty-notrega.rding ; from two Greek words: the first of
which, as above, Signifies to pass by unnotieed ; the
other, &nsat!On,jeeling, or affectIOn.
[-;\ Synonyms, Aleqopathemaiie, a.s above; and
Alego-resth~tic, taste or feeling not rep-rdlDg.]
[Pathematoscopic.) From two Greek words:
the first of which Signifies sensation or feeling, as
above.
[ft Synonyms, Pneumatw Pathology, Psychological Patholog!J.l
t::: [Nool"9!l.] From two Greek words: the first
of which signifies ml1ld, a.nd in particular the intellectual part. Though the word thus compounded
has not vet found its way into the body of the Ian~age, yet among literary men, and in particular
ID the uni varsities, the first of Its elements MUS
has for many yea.rs been in use, though rather in
a jocular a.nd purely colloquial, tba.n a serious and
regularly established sense. A man i.said to have
SODleMu&-or to be not altogetber devoid of fIOUS
-i. e. umiersta.ndtng-Intelligenu.
1111 [PsycJwlogical.l From two Greek words:
the first 'of which signifies the soul of f1ULn; though,
probably enough, it bega.n to do so, not till after
It had for some time Signified a butterjty. The
word P8!lchology, though more \D use on the continent than in Engla.nd, is already in the Enghsh
dictionanes.
.A",mula, 'IXlfJUia, blandula, &c."Little foolish, ilutterIng thing "-was the celebrated address, made, on his death-bed, to his own
soul, by the Emperor Adria.n, to whose mind the
original signifiea.tion of the word p8!fCltt seems, on
that occasion, to have presented itself.

**
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Division 12. Division of Pathematoscopic,
[Pathoscopic] Pneumatology,
or say Pneumatic or Psyckologiool Pathology,* into .Aplopathematic,t
[Aplopathoscopic,:l:]
and Thelematoscopic.§
.Aplopathematic Pneumatology or Pathology
has for its subject the aggregate ofPleQ,$ures and
Pain. of all kinds, considered apart from whatsoever influence.In the character of motrves, the
prospects of them may have upon the will or '1)0litional faculty, and the acts, as well purely
mental and internal, as corporeal and external, of
which those prospects may become the causes.1I

ThelematOBoopicPneumatology

89
or Pathology,

Proceeding from the consideration of the nature
of the end, the first drvision nnght be into OdJPWthetwand Hedonosceuasnc, or say;IIedo,n.tte-prunrepelling and pleasure-producmq,
Widely distant as pam and pleasure are from one
another m their extreme degrees, not only m their
nearest degrees do they run one into another undlstmguishably, but. in some instances, to an indehmte extent, by one and the same mdividual
operatiou, by which the one is excluded, the other
is prodnced. But this ISa difficulty which, throughout the whole field, the labours ot the logical tacnClan have to enconnter at every step; nor does the
* [Pathology.] From two Greek words: the nature ofthmgs admit of Its being either avoided
first of which signifies feeli11!J or sensation.
It has or removed.
long been m the Enghsh language, though not
Under Odynothellcs, one obvious source of divioften employed m any other than a medical sense: sion is the nature of-the source, from which, immein which case the Import of It IS seldom extended
diately or more or less remote the pam mav be
beyond that of bodily sensation orfeeling, considered found to flow; and here the distinction between
with a VIew to some disorder WIth which It may the work of unassisted Nature and the work of
be supposed to be connected.
Man would agam find place.
t [.A.plo-pathematlC.] From two Greek words:
Considered as being purely the work of Nature,
the first of which means sImple,-relating
to the Pain will have Its immediate source, either u'lih,n
thing in question and nothing else ;-the other, the precincts of the body afflicted WIth It, or unthsensauon or feelmg, as above.
out those precmcts. Considered as having its source
[:l: Mere-sensatlOn-regardmg, in which is in- untlun the body, It may be referred to disease ; and
cl~ded LEsthetlCs, the science of what regards taste. under the name of FIYf1Jantics, the branch of art
Vide supra, note *, p. 87.1
and s~Ience, which employs Itself in comhatmg that
§ [Thelematoscoptc.] From two Greek words, aflhctJOn, may, together with those branches which
the first of which denotes the facnlty of the ',ill- presented themselves as subservient to this prmcithe ooliiional faculty-as contradrsnnguished from palone, be seen already held up to view. though
the intellectual. It seems wonderful. that, neither
without any attempt at systematic order, in Table I.
from the Greek, nor from the Latin, a word so conConsidered as having its source unthout the body,
tinnally in demand as the substantive 'I'III should pain will be found referable either to the head of
have any ronJugate in the shape of an adjedrce be- calamap, purely physical calamIty, or to that of
longing to it. The adjective roltt!Onal, derived by delmq1U.'nC!J.
analogy from the substantive "olltion, is not inSker.As to the means immediai£ly employable for comdan's English Dictionary, nor, probably, in any baring pam, considered as havmg calamity for its
other; mstead of it may be found the word volitwe,
source, these WIll, of course, be different, according
a word which is not at all in use, nor is, by a good to the nature of the particular calamity, and will
deal, so nearly alhed in sound.
accordingly be referable to different branches of art
II [Aplopathemat.c PatholOfl!l.] Eitherfrom the and sClenc~. But, in so far as pouer=polaeccd
genus Teclmdogy, or from the genus AplopatheJ'O!1'er-Is, m a less rmmediate way, employed lD
matIC Pathology, the process of rannfication might
causing apphcatron to be made of those means, the
have been carried on further to an indefinite length. subject belongs to the ensumg head of Pol-dies or
But,ontheprcsentoccasion,m
consideration partly
Gorernment; and there-under to one of the subof the quantity of labour, which, m case of any branches of the branch termed Police.
such formal contmuation, would, on the part of the
In so far as the affliction IS considered as having
author, have been necessary.partly of the largeness its .sou:ce m delt1lque1lC!J, the art and science to
of the draughts which it would have been necessary which It belongs IS also Goeernment, of whieh m the
to make on the patience of the reader-at
this point text.
it has been deemed most advisable to stop.
For the subject of HedonistlCS.t.Jt obvious sources
Beyond tlns point it seems as yet matter of un- of division present themselves: one is the seat of
eerta.mty, whether it would be worth while to per- the pleasure in question; the other, the channel or
severe in proceedmg on the eehausuve prmciple,
mlet, through which it is let '" to the mind,
Of these two branches,.A plopathemaiic PaihoThe seat WIll either be, in VIrtue of the whol e of
log!/, 88 bemg in the Systematic Sketch, with Its the nervous system taken together. the whole of
accompanymg Table, that to which the precedence the bodily frame, or, m a more particular manner,
was found necessary to be allotted, is that which, this or that particular organ, or other part. To the
in respect of Its nearer vicinity, and more ob\IOUS first of these heads belong the means employed to
relation to the common end, a convenience ma.y be the opposite purposes of calefactio» and refri,qeraseen in bringmg to view, on the present occasion, tW1" both concurring in confinmg the quantity of
in the first instance.
caloric diffused through the body withm those
Under .A.plopathematic PatholOf1!l, the source of bounds, within which bodily comfort is among the
ramihea.tion Will be the nature of the end. to which fruits of It.
the several branches of a.rt and science issuing from
To this Same head belongs, in the next place, the
it, 'fill respectively and successively be directed : co~si~eration o~ the various Instrumems, by the apunder Technology It will be the nature of the lItean8 ph cation of which that state of the nervous system
employed for the ~talllment of that end.
which, in its several modifications may be com-
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has for a syonym the single-worded
appellatrve Etltics,* taken in its largest sense.
In the character of synonyms to Ethics are
prised under the generic term of into3:ication, is capable of being produced.
To the other of the above two heads may be seen
to belong the subjects of Cookery and Confectionary, Liquor-makmq and Peifumery: the term Liquor-making being here considered as confined to the
designation of potable liquors, other than those applied to the just-mentioned
purpose of intoxication.
From the nature of the inlet, considered as dIStinct from the seat, may be de.duced any such ramifieations as may be employed m presentmg to VIew,
in the first place, gymnastIC ezercsses in general,
exercises productive of a pleasure of wluch the
uhole body is the inlet, as well as the mstrument :
in the next place, such games of skill, and even of
chance, WhICh,no part of the pleasure afforded by
them being considered as havmg its seat m the
body, may be eonsidered as exercises productive of
a pleasure adrmmstered by, and let in through the
body, to the mind.
To the branches of Art and Science, which have
for their subject the above exercises, none of which
have any special inlet, may here. be added.s--under
the description of branches, having, for their subject, pleasures admitted respectively through their
several special ,nlets,-those which are commonly
designated by the collective name of the Fine A rts :
-V1Z. Music, having for its sole inlet the ear;
Painting and Sculpture, the eye; Poetry, affording
~ pleasure which finds its entrance at both those

also used, in some eircumstances,
the words
Morals and J-Iorality.
DIvision 13. Division of N o080opicior Noology

the branches thus elicited, the field upon t he face
of this account of it, appears to be nearly, if not
altogether eo-extensive
and coincident, WIth that
of Aplopathematw Pathoiogy,--eonsldered in its
two branches, VIZ.the Odynothetw and the Hedomstic, as above-mentioned.
J,fate,.,als and instruments--materials
on which
the art is exercised, and instruments with the help
of which it is exercised-in
th" distinction hetween the extensive and multifarious classes of
objects, thus respectively denommated, another
Source of di vision may be observed.
In respect of vw.mty to U.<e, the station of the
materials, serving as subjects to the art, is susceptible of indefimtely numerous degrees. The e:JJtreme stations are those respectively expressed by
the appellatives raw materials and finished uiork;
Between these two extremes may be seen interposed, according to the nature of the finished
work, different numbers of drstmguisbable mtermediate states. As the number of these intermediate states ,ncreases, the fimshed work being the
same, the total mass of labour, employed in the
production of the finished work, has been observed
to be diminuhed ; diminished by the influence of
causes, which, under the head of dimsion of labour,
have been so clearly held up to view by Adan;
Smith;
When, considered under all the modifications of
which it is susceptible, the work has been brought
inlets,
into that state in which the appellation of finzshed
In the case of the Fine A rts, two perfectly dif- work may with propriety be applied to it ,-on
ferent species, affording commonly as decidedly takmg any article of it for an example, it WIll be
distinct deqrees of pleasure, may be distinguished : found to be either of such nature as enables it,
VIZ.that which is experienced
by these, by whom
without the intervention of any other object, to be
nothing but the product of the operation is en- applied in an immediate way to 'mmedzate use,joyed, and that which 1S experienced by him, by V1Z.in the way either of excludmg pam or of adwhom-singly,
or in conjunction
WIth others,mmistermg pleasure, as above,--or else not to be
the operation is performed: the first-mentioned
susceptible of being applied to use m any other
set unlimited in multitude; the other, hmited to shape than that of preparatory, subserment, or say
the fortunately endowed few: the former, mere insirumentai use,-viz. by being subservient to the
passive recipients; the other, adding in the" per- production,
or right and effective apphcanon, of
sons to the character of passive recipients, that of some subject or subjects, appheable, as above, in
active and product1ve instruments.
an immeduue way to use.
Under the name of Somauco-Hedomsiics
might
As there are instruments, the use of which conbe collected and comprehended, those branches of sists in their being respectively applied in an "nart and SCIence which, as above, have for their mediate way; that is, each according to its nature
objects those modificatrons of pleasure, WhIChhave and destinaticn, applied WIthout the intervention
the body for their seat; under the name of Pneu- of any other, to the repulsion of pain, or production
matico-Hedomstics, such as have for their objects of pleasure, or to both at once, so there are others
those more refi~ classes of pleasures which, pass- which, howsoever truly eonducrve to these ends,
ing through one or more of the inlets afforded by are not so in any other than an unimmed<ate way,
the body, find their ultimate Beat m the mind.
i. e. bv being subservient erther to the production,
For TechnoWgy, the first division might be that or to the application of some instrument or instruwhich has for fts S011rce, the distmction
between ments, commg, as above, under the denomination
Immediate utIlity adsuch instruments as are applied tmmediately to of immediate instruments.
one or other, or both together, of the two all- mits not of degrees; but of unimmeduue utihty, as
comprehensive objects above-mentionedv-eviz.
ex- above, degrees may have place in any number.
emption from pain, and perception of pleasnre,The scale. to which these degrees, belong, may be
and such as are conducive to the production of termed the scale of vw.nzty to use. Instruments
those same desirable effects, no otherwise than III the stanon of which is on the highest degree of the
a manner more or less remote, VIZ. by being, in scale-6aY the first degree--the degree nearest to
some way or other, conducive to the production of immediate use, may be termed instruments of the
the just-mentioned immediate Instruments.
Of 1st order; those, next to them, i. e. next below
them, instruments of the 2d order; and so on,
* [EthICS.] From a Greek word;which signifies throngh any number of degrees, which, in any sy..
manner or manners:
manner of conducit1l!J one's tem of connected instruments, may, at any time,
be found exemplified.
self III the course of life.
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into Plasioscopio" and Coenonesiosoopio:tPlaeioscopio, i. e. Formation-Tegardtng;
Coenonesioscopw, i. e. Cotnmunication-Tegarding.
To the head of Plasioscopic Noology may be
referred the art of thinking, with the correspondent SCIence of what belongs to the formation of the matter of thought, in so far as the
work of formation can be kept in view, and
carried on in a state of separation from the
Of materials, and instruments of all kinds, whether applied immediately or unimmediately to use,
son;e are applicable, and accordmgly applied to
their respective uses, each of them by itself ; others,
not but m conjunction,
each of them WIth one or
more other instruments.
Agriculture IS conspicuous for the number of instances it affords of instruments which are capable
of being, and are wont to be employed 8'11lgle,as
above: Manufactures, taken in the aggregate, for
the multitude of the instances they afford, of mstruments wh.lChcannot be empl.oyed but conjunctly,
The principal character~stlCs, by which the systerns of productrve operations, commonly cornprehended under the appellation of manufactures, are
distinguished from those called trades, or handicraft
trades, seem to be, the greater length to which they
earry the division of labour, the multrtude of the
instances they afford of instruments of subservient
use, employed conjunctly with each other, and the
number of the different orders into which, as above,
those Instru~ents would be ~o~nd ranged below
one another In the scale .of ",eznily to .use.
. Raw material, ?r finished u'ork-mstrument
of
immediate use, or instrument of ummmedude and
subservient use-no portion of matter can ever, or
in any way be of use, until it is arrived at the
place, which it is requisite it should occupy, in
order to its being applied in that same way to
use. Hence two universallv concomitant modes of
subserviency to use, of which, in so far as they are
moveable, all useful instruments are susceptible:
"lZ: subserviency i~ the "!9'y offormation or application, and subserviency m the way of conveyance.
.To th,s place belongs a system of division, which,
'?th a vlew.to cl~,
correct, and al1-c~mprehenarve conceptron,
mIght not altogether WIthout advantage, in the way of mstructron, be applied to
the aggregate mass of the several different msiruments of conveyance; these are (say) statwnary, 1. e.
Roads ; moveable, i. e. Carriages; and so on.
In the above may be seen, though nothing like a
complete list, a specimen of the various sources of
dicision, by means of which, taken altogether, roads
might, with no small instrucnon and convenience
at any rate to the as yet unpractIsed traveller, be
cut in so many vanous directions, through the
wilderness of Technology.
A view of what Wl>8 done in this way, by an ingenious philosopher of the 17th century, VIZ.Bishop
WilJ.:.ns, though in prosecution of a design different from the present one, hIS being no less than
that of substituting, throughout the whole field of
language, an entire new language to all those at
present in use, is intended for a separate article in
this Appendix; it contains so much of that grea.t
work as seemed to hear relation to Technology.
.. [Pla$ioscopie.l From two Greek words, the
first of which signifies formation.
[Coe1umeswscop;c.l
From two Greek words,
the first of which signifies commusucation,

+
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work of communication, as applied to the same
individual portion of that ideal species of
matter.
To the word LOQic, considered as the name
of a branch of art- and science, the conception
that has been attached, seems never to have
been altogether so determmate and definite as
could be wished.
But in one at least of the
senses, in which it has been employed, it may
be considered as the single-worded synonym of
Plasioscopic Noology, as above characterized.
Division 14. DIVISIOn of Coenonesioscopic
Noology, or say Coenonesiology, into A plo-did
Did
d Ph'
acttc, or say
t actlc, an
at emateoeretic,
[Pathocmeticj ] or say Eqeretic. .Aplo-didactic, i. e. simply information affording; having,
for the end or object of the commumcanon in
questron,
that and nothmg more: Pathemategeretic or Eqeretic , 1 e. Affection-exCIting, or
m one word excitatiu.
Of the word Grammar, if not exactly coextensive WIth, the Import will (It IS beheved)
be recognised as comprehended under, the imrt f th
d A I dida t
b .
po 0
e wor
p 0- t c
as a ove explamed.
To the head of Grammar seem commonly
to be referred those rules, and no others, which
have for their subject, among the words employed for the commumcatron of thought, such
relations between word and word as are snll
the same, whatsoever may be the particular
purpose and occasion of the communication,
and the nature and subject of the thoughts
. t d §
eommUUIca e .
.
To the head of Rhetoric seem commonly to
ha~e bee';! referred t~lOse rules, which have for
their subject the choice capable of bemg made
of words and combinations of words, on occasions on which the communication made, has
for its purpose, or in the number of its purposes, the exercising an influence on the Affections on the Affecnons whether considered as
havmg place in a calm ~tate, or as in that state
of intensity and perturbation
in which they re-

.c,

.

celVe the name of Passwns.1I

'

l::: Passlon-excrting.]
§ See the work on (frammar in this volume.
II Words, and assemblages of words, considered
as apphed or applicable to this purpose, are, in the
insntutional
books, styled books of Rhetoric, designated bv the collective name of Figures of ~ecl,;
but, on -the list of these FIgures of Speech, as designated by their respective names, several may be
seen, that apply more decidedly to the tmagmalion
than to the affictzolls; as well as others, which,
without addressing themselves to either of these
two classes of psychological fictitious entities, are
considered as capable of being subservient to the
commumcation of thought, by means of collateral
assocuuions ; i. e. by means of accessory ideas, which
stand associated WIth the principal Idea, WIth the
idea, of which the word In que.tlOn is directly and
professedly significanve, and which it was 10 the
first instance employed to bring to view .
Works of this description-the study of which is
commonly, in schools, an immediate sequel to that
of the rules of grammar-are what the author of
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Division 1b.
/:fudibras

First Division of Ethics (taken

appears to have had in view, where he

lSIO}'B-

.. For all a rhetorician's rules
Teach but the nammg of Ius tools."

This portion of stock, marshalled as have been the
contents of it by the didacnc verse-maker rather
than by tbe Logician, remains as yet, it is believed
in that origi~ c~ti~ state in which, without par~
treular exammatlOn, It seems scarcely practicable
to bestow upon it any denomination, more characteristic than that of Fiqure« of speech, by which it
has hitherto been designated.
Between the imports, which, by even the most
ancient Greek wnters extant, was annexed and
from them continues to be annexed, to the ~ords
Grammar and Rhetoric respectively, the relation
which may be seen to have place, IS very different
from that which can not but have originally had
place, if not between the words themselves, between
those from which they were respectively derived.
By the .word Rhetorze,. derived from the verb e'"
to flow in a stream, which in some of Its conjugates
though not in all, (for in this secondary sense the
assemblage is far from complete,) was employed to
desrgnate the particular kmd of etflu.x, drstmguished
by the name of speech, the aud,b'i:e SignSof language,
and none but the audible signs, were denoted: by
~e word Gral,}mar, derived from re"'~" to make
eisWle or tangible marks, none but the Visible or
t.&nj:ible ones.
Thus far, to judge from the undubitable etymologies of the two words, Rhetoric should have been
t~e name, which, in the earhest stage of society'VIZ.antecedently to the mvention of the visible and
tangible class of signs-was employed to designate
the thought-communicatmg art, VIZ.taken m the
whole of ItS then extent, and to what purpose soever
i~ was considered as applied or applicable,
So, in
Iike manner, from and after the introduction of
those Visible and tangible signs, Grammar should
have been applied to the same field, taken in the
same unlimited extent, so as in its import to differ
from Rhetorio on no other pomt than that of the
different species of Sl£J1IS respectively employed by
the two arts.
Of the change which, upon the face of this statement, appears to have taken place between those
original, and the subsequently established and still
eXisting imports, absolute and relative, of the two
words, the cause seems to be this :-Antecedent
to
the time at which the Use of letters was-invented in
or imported into, the cluster ef nations, whose Ianguage was the Greek language, the operation of
speaking to a numerous audience, on subjects of a
complicated nature, and thence in discourses which
continued jloWtng on as It were, to a considerable
length, had In consequence of the form taken by the
polincal constitution of some of these nations, grown
mto use. P~<'Gt( (Rketor) the man ofjluency, was
accordingly the appellation by which a man, considered as engaged in operations of this description,
came to be designated,
But, on the occasion of an address, delivered on
such subjects, and to such audiences, motives for
exercising on the ajfectums, and even on the passions, whether direct?" or through the medium and
~th the assistance 0 the imaganatwn, whatsoever
mfluence a man was able to exercise, could never
be wanting. And thus it was, that Rketonc-the

in the largest sense of the word) viz. into i»:
language of the Rketor-i. e. the Puhlio Speaker,
came to sIgnify, not 80 much speech at large, as
speech considered as addressing itself, either directly
or through the medium of the imagination, to the
affectwns and the passwns.
When, the "rt exercised by the public speaker
having, for a length of time more or less considerable, been. already in use, the SIgns, invented. for

the purpose of giving permanence to the Import expressed by those audible and evanescent SIgnS,had
also, for a length of time more or less considerable,
been In use, then, and not till then, it was, that
those relations, for the designation of whieh the
collective appellation parts of speech came to be
employed, could for the first time have presented
themselves to view.
To obtain over the vast aggregate, composed of
the whole assemblage of the words, of which the
language used by the nation in question was composed, such a command, as enabled a man to marshal them all in hIS mind, and lodge them, every
one of them m one or other of the eight or ten
classes, having for their collective denomination
the many-worded appellative parts of speed" was
an enterprise, such as could scarcely have been projected, much less executed, Without the benefit of
that assemblage of permanent and everlastmg SIJI:IlS,
which, in every combination they are susceptible
of, are capable of being kept in a steady position
during any required length of time, under the corporeal, and thence under the mental eye.
And, in the progress of the art of Education, thus
it was, that to instruction
ID the art of perceiving
the import, and tracing the forms, of these visible
and tangible characters, came by degrees to be
added instruction in the nature of those relatums,
between their respective imports, in contemplation
of which the whole body of the words, of which a
language is composed, is divided and distributed
among the parts of speech.
In the institutional works on this subject, derived by us, whether immediately, or through the
medium of the Latms, from the Greeks, a division
made of Grammar is into OrtMtpy and Orihography '-Orthoipy,
the art of performing the ope'ration of speaking,m the rtght, i,e. m the customary
mode; Ortho,qraphy, the art of performmg the
operation of w7'limg in the correspondeatly
right
mode.
Considered merely as operations, first of the two,
as above, came speech, then, and not till after an
interval of indefinite and unmeasurable length,
writing. But considered as arts, to the exercise of
which aberratum from a standard, and thence rectitude (the absence of aberration) were incident,
first must have come (if the above observations be
well grounded) Orthography, the art of wntlng,
and not till after that, the art of speahng correctly,
viz. according to the usages to which expression
had been given, in and by the rules of Gramma1'.
The word Rhetoric having thus two considerably different significataons, the one, original and
unbounded ; the other, derivative, comparatively
modem, and comparatively narrow: the one designating the operation of speech, taken in its whole
extent; the other, the art of speech considered no
otherwise than as applied to the partIcular purpose
of exercising, occasiOnally, through the medium of
the tmag,naiwn, influence OVer the affectwns and
the JXU8ictu, no wonder if, in works having for
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eastic,* I, e. Or!moNal, and simply Ezegetic,
i. e. Ezpo.uory,
or Enuru;iatiu.
Dicaltic, or
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Cemorial, I, e. expressive of a judgment or
sentiment of approbation or disapprobation, as
intended by the author of the discourse, to be
their subject the import of this word, the line drawn attached to the ideas of the several fXJluntary
between these two connected significations should actions, (or say modijications of human conbe found not altogether clear and uniform; in this duct,) which, In the course of it, are brought
or th&t work taken singly, not clear; in such or to view: in other words, his opinion, in relasueh two works compared to!(8ther, not the same.
tion to each such act, on the question, whether
How narrow the conception is, which, by the it ougl&t to be done, ought to be left undone.
word ..ketone has been presented to the authors of or may, Without impropriety,
be done or left;
the small instttutrcnal books above alluded to, may undone.
be seen, by means of a glance bestowed on the string
Simply Eugetic, i. e. Ezpository or Enltnciof defimnons and examples, of which the books so
inntuled are composed, and scarcely by any other atiu, viz. in so far as, without bestowing any
or
means. In anyone of these books may be seen the such mark of approbation, disapprobation,
indifference, the discourse has for its object the
import of this appellation taken at Its m.nimum.
The ma.rzmum may be seen in the definition given stating what, in the opinion of the author, has,
of It, m one of the most instructive as well as most on each such occasion, actually come to pass,
recent books on the subject--vlz. The Philosophy or is likely to have come to pass, or to have
of Rhetoric, by the late Dr Campbell, of Aberdeen. place at present, or to be about to come to pass
In the first page of the body of the work, after in future,-i.
e. what act IS, on the occasion In
having, without notice given of the change, or of question, most likely to have been done, to be
the relation between the Import of the two words,
substituted eloquence to rhetorlc-" The word elo- doing, or to be about to be done.
This division has for its source the nature of
quence, taken in its greatest latitude, denotes" (he
says) "that art or talent by which the discourse is the mental faculty, to which the discourse is
immediately addressed.
In so far as the disadapted to Its end. All the ends of speaking"
(contmues he)" are reducible to four ; every speech course IS of the Censorial cast, the faculty to
being intended to enhghten the understandmg, to which it addresses itself, and which, in so do"lease the Imagination, to move the passions, or to ing, it seeks to inlluence, IS the '!)olitional-the
influence the will." Thereupon, not advertmg to will, or at any rate the pathematic,
In so far
the practice of writing, whether for the writer's own as it is of the simply Expository, or Enunciaase, or for the use of others-whether
particular
ti'!)e, cast, the only faculty to which it immediindividuals or the public at large, he immediately
uses not only tbe word speech, but the word speal» ately applies itself, viz. by seeking to afford
to It, is the intellectual faculty,
ing, as co-extensive with and synonymous to the information
the understanding.
word discourse,
In a Note, "the word eloquence"
For a synonym, Dicastie Et,\iCB may have
(says he) "in common conversatron IS seldom used
in sucha comprehenslve sense." For" the choice " the single-worded appellative Deontology.:::
made "of this definition," he thereupon gives two
The prinCIple of dIVIsion, deduced from this
reasons. the second too long to be noticed here ;
the first is, that" It exactly corresponds With Tully's observation of the rules, called rules if grammar,
idea of a perfect orator," which he thereupon
belongmg to the particular language III question,
quotes. But in this the Christian Divine does the true It is, that general purpose will III some meaHeathen Philosopher much more, and himself much sure be accomplished,
But to afford a complete
less than justice : for of his last mentioned end, VIZ. direction for the complete accomplishment
of it,
inlluencing the wdi, m comparison of which those will, it is believed, be found to require, in addition
mentioned by Tully are, all of them, but as means, to those at present designated by the appellation of
the passage from Tully says nothing.
grammatu:al rules, others, III considerable numbers,
In regard to Grammar, the case is, that, of the extent and variety, which have not as yet been
field of language,-eonsidered
Without reference to brought to view. To attempt something in this way
the particular nature, of the subject, purpose, or has been among the designs comprehended in the
occasion on which it is employed, and ill thai sense, present work.
in a purely grammatzcal point of view,-the COnsi:::[Deontology.] From two Greek words, the first
deration of what belongs to the mutual relations
of which slgulhes fit, fitting, right, becommq, proper.
correspondent to the different parts of speech, does Deontology-an account or indication of that which,
not cover the whole expanse. In this part of the on the occasion in question, whatsoever It be, IS
field, what is wanted for use, for general use, is .. (i, e. by him who speaks or writes, is regarded as
work, the object of which shall be to show the being) fit,.titt~, becoming, proper ". It IS m 80urul
course best adapted to the purpose of rendering only, and not III 81gn!ficatton, that It has any conlanguage,-i. e. the particular language employed, nexion With the word ontology, employed above.
whatsoever it be,-ill the highest practical degree,
Applied to every branch of Ethics, taken in the
well adapted to the general end or purpose of lan- largest sense of the word Etlacs, the use of such a
guage, VIZ. communteafton
of tho"1Jht, abstraction
word as Deontology affords a promise of being atmade of the partscular nature of the particular pur- tended With considerable convemence.
It will
pose, to which, on the particular occasIon ill ques- accord equally well With every system which ever
tion, it may h&ppen to it to be employed. By the has been, or ever can be, devised, in relation to the
foundation of moral obligation: m the use of it, no
• [Dica8tic.] From a Greek word, whIch signifies such incongruity and presumption 18 involved, as
to determine, In the eharader of a.fudge.
that which 18 called petr.tw pnnc.pu-i. e. a begging
t [E.regetic.] From a Greek word which signi- of the question, an assumptIon of the matter in disfies to set fri i!I the way ofdiscourse.
pute.
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source, will be seen to be applicable, and accordingly.applying
itself, severally to all the
following ones.
Division 16.* Division of Etltic3 (whether
Expository
or Dicastic) into Genicoecopic, t
i. e. general matters-regarding,
and Idioscopic,::: i. e. particular-matters-regarding.
Synonyms to Genicoscopic, as applied to
Ethics, are, 1. Theoretical;
2. Speculatifle.
Synonyms to Idioscopic, as applied to Ethics,
is the word practical.
In this, as commonly in other eases, the
limits between general and parttcular not being determmate, so neither are those between
what, on the one hand, IS theoretical or speculatifle, on the other, practical,
Of the observations expressed, such part as IS allotted to
the explanation
and fixation of the import of
general words-words
of extensive import, the
use of each of which is spread over the whole
field, or a large portion of the whole field, of
the art and science-c-will belong mostly to the
qenicoscopic, theoretical, or specltiatiT!e branch;
and, under the name of principles, to the above
observations will naturally be added any such
rules, whether of the expository or the censorial east, as in this respect are most extensive.
The deeper it descends into particulars, the
more plainly it will be seen to belong to the
idio8copic.
In so far as, with the incidents
exhibited in the fictitious narrative, any rnles
of a deontoloqioal nature (as in modern productions is frequently the ease) happen to be
intermixed, the matter of norels and romances
comes to be included in, and the Immense
mass of it forms but a part of, the matter of
PRACTICALETHICS.
DIViSIOn 1T, Division of Ethics-whether
Exegetic
or Dicastic, and whether
Gemcoscopic or Idioscopic,intoApulioscopic,
§ i.e. political-etate-not-reqardinq,
viz. PRIVATEETHICS,
Ethics in the more usual sense of the word,and Potioscopie, i. e. political-state-regarding,11
viz. GOVERNMENT,
~ alias POLITICS....
Division 18. Division of Politics and Go-

* This division
Ed.

will not be found in the Table.-

t [Genzcoscopic.] From two Greek words, the
first slgnitymg general.
:::[IdwscoplC] From two Greek words, the first
signifying particular,
§ [Apo/wscop",.] From three Greek words: the
first of which is the Sign of negation; the second
~Ignlfies a politrcal state, and the third repard "'H,
II [Polwscoptc.] From two Greek words, as
above.
~ [Government.]
"* [PolitICS.] By the word
Gorernment, the practice, and thence the art. seems
to be more especially signIfied: by the word Poh»
tICS, the correspondmg branch of science.
A commodious diVISIOnof Private Ethics might
he mto esoscopze and e.roSCOPIC, I. e. wlilei..-regardmq, (or say self-regard"'H,) and e.rtra-rcgardin.,!,
what it is nght for a man to do, m so far as his own
is the sole interest in question, and what It becomes
right for him to do, when the intcrests of other sensit" e beings are taken mto the account.

flernment into EsoBcopic,tt
i. e. internal or
interior-c()ncerns-regarding,
viz. INTERNALGoVERNIlENT,-and EZOBCOpic,::::::i. e. e.rternalconcerns-regarding,-viz.
INTER-NATIONALGoVERNMENTand POLITICS.
By internal Politics, may be understood that
branch of Ethic, which has for its subject the
conduct of GOfIernment, i, e. of the rulinq members of the politioal oommunity or state in
question, as towards the whole number of the
members of that same community;
by International Politics, that branch of Ethics, which
has for its subject the conduct of Government,
as above, as towards the members, whether
rulers or subjects, of other such communities.
Division 19. Division of Internal Goeemment and Politics, into Nomothetic, [Nomothetroscopic, §§] i. e. Ieqislatire, viz., LEGISLATION,
-and
.A. neunomothetic, [Aneunomothetioscopic, 1111] i. e. without legislation,-viz.
AmnNISTRATION.
In BO far as it is by the establishing of laws
that the business of government is carried on,
it is carried on m the way of legislation ; ~~ in
so far as it is carried on otherwise than by the
establishing of laws, it is carried on in the way
of Admintstration.
DIVISion 20.
Division of Administration

tt [Esoscopic.] From two Greek words, the first
of which signifies 1I.'1i}ttn or Inwards: looking Inwards, VIZ. to the welfare of that individual alone,
by whom, on the occasion in question, the subject
in quesncn=-vrz, his own conduct-is looked into.
::::::[E:roscoptc.] From two Greek words: the first;
of which srgmfies outwards: lookmg outwards, i. e.
to the welfare of some person or persons, other than
the one whose conduct IS in question, as above.
Two words from the same roots, VIZ. esoteric and
exoteric, are already in the 1a.ngnage; they are,
however, but little in use, being terms of technical
drvmity, apphed to the case where the same dIScourse IS supposed to have had, In the intention of
him whose discourse It was, two different meanings ; one, in which it was designed that it should
be understood by one person or set of persons; another, In which It was designed It should be understood bv another.
[ §!IGovernment-by-legislation-regarding.,
[ 1111 Government-otherwlse-than-by-legtsration
regardmg]
~~ A law is a dtscourse=couceived mostly in .qeneral, and always In determinate, words=-expressrve
of the w.zl of some person or persons, to whom, on
the occasion, and in relation to the subject in quesnon, whether by habit or express engagement, the
members of the community to which It ISaddressed
are disposed to pay obedience.
ThIS is the only plain and proper sense of the
word: in this sense the object of which It IS designative IS a real enttty. In every other sense, it IS
fignrative and improper; the object of which It is
designative IS a mere fictitious entIty; and every
discourse, in which the reahty of It IS assumed delusory.
Mostly in general words-loose is the expression; but the looseness was unavoidable. 01 the
mode and degrec of generalfty, necessary to dIStinguish a law from an order of cubmmstratwn, no
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liMed, viz. Judicature, according to CoKlIION
alias UNWRITTENLAW,-and C<JtanomotMtic, ~

into Aneristic,* [Aneristicoscopic,t]
i. e. Un(JontentioUB, viz. ADMINISTRATIONin the more
common import of the term,-and
Eristio,
[Eristicoscopic,:::]
i. e. Contentio'UI-viz. JUDICATURE.
Division 21.
Division of Judicature
into
A. utothetic,§ [Autothetoseopic,lI]
i. e. leif-eBtab-

[Catancmothetoseopic,
*"] i, e. according to Legislatron, viz. Judicature according to STATUTE
alias WRITTEN LAW.
SECTIONIX.

to the abou Sketah and
descri.ption is to be found anywhere; and any deTaU
serrption on the subject would here be out of place.
e.
Scarcely, perhaps, will the few lmes that follow
In the sketch thus attempted, the following
find ctxcuse.
..
.
particulars
present themselves as having, in a
Of he hands, by which political power-~hether
greater or less degree a claim to notice.
Subof the admimstratroe
or the leqislatroe east-IS exer-\.
.
' .
eised, the situation may be either supreme or subor- joined .to them, respectively, are a f~w quesdinate. In common speech, howeverv--so mdistmct lions, m relatron to .w~llch some satisfaction
are the conceptions commonly entertained,and the may not Improbably, It IS supposed, be looked
language commonly held, m this part of the field for, and Will accordingly be here endeavoured
of thought and actIon,-the
terms legtslaf!Gn and to be afforded :Ug,;"iators are wont to be regarded and employed,
1. In the Tabular Diagram, and accordingly
as If appl~cable in no other case than that m which in the Explanation grven of it, the dirision or
the SI~uatlOnof the hands, by which the power IS ram:fiootion professes all along to be eshau»:
exercised, IS supreme
Accordingly. and in con- ti'l'e.-Question
1. 'Vhat are the uses or advansequence, m the case where :t IS regarded as being , tages derivable from a tabular sketch exhisubordmate, the discourses. in and by which their b
b'
I
Will stand. expressed, are, by a confusion of terms,
Itlll.g In one VIew anum
er, more or eBS
wont to be spoken of, as being the result of the considerable,
of the branches
of art and
exercise not of legz.iat.UJ but of admuustratroe
scrence 1 AnsU'er. See § 10.-Qucstw1I
2.
power: ;.. acts, uot of leqislatu»: but admmistration,
'\'hy branches of Art and Science, and not
Between such discourses, as are regarded as Arts and Sciences ; Anszcer.
Because, in
being the results or products of the exercise of every part of the field, Art and Science are
legUilatwe power, and such as are not regarded in found together: no branch of art Without a.
that hght (the uull expre.~ed bemg, In both in- correspondent
branch of science-no
branch
stances, regarded as the WIll of a person or per- of science Without a correspondent
branch of
sons, possessing in that behalf competent auth~- art.
It is not that III one part of the field you
rity) the hne of separation remains, even to this
.
day, altogether unsettled and mdetermmate.
have an art, I.n another a SCience, m a third
Among the terms, employed In the designation of both; but that in whatever part you !Iave either,
the varIOUSobjects whether persons 01' thznqs to you have both.
See Chrestomatlna,
Table 1.
which the dlscours~ makes reference the ire~ter
Note (32.) supra, p. 24.-Questwn
3. 'Why
the proportion of those, which, In contradtstince.rltaustire I What are the uses and advantion to the indnndual, are of the gene1'1c east,tages resulting from Its being so I Answer.
bemg names of sorts of persons or things, and not See § 11.-QuestlOn 4. Can It, by any and
merely of mdioulaal persons. or things, t~e more what means, be proved to be so! A llsU'er.
hkelv,-the
less that proportion, the less hkely,See § 12.-QlIestion S. The idea of the utility
the discourse IS, to be regarded as a result of the of exhaustrveness
as applied to Iogrcal dIVIexercIse of lemslaure power.
.
..
'
.
if
.. [AnerzstlC.] From two Greek words' one of SlOn-IS It new t~ the seLent, c, and In pa~lwhich is a Sign of negation; the other signifies con- cular to the looical world! . Answer.
Far
ten/zoo or of contenium,
from new; but at the sam') time not as yet
The sezenee corresponding to the art of judicsquite so clear as it might be, and It IS hoped
ture is termed JVRISPRUDENCE. But this IS not Will here be rendered.
See § 13.-Question
the only sense In, which the word Jurisprudence 15 6. Can any directions be given, by the puremployed .. In F ranee a~d In French It has been suance of which, the exhaustiveness
of a sysused to designate what, In English, IS called Com- tematic sketch of the subdrvisions and conman, or U1ll~"!tfe1/, Laic, in_contradistinction to tents, of any branch of art and SCIence may
~fat~te, ?tr lJ ritten, Law. "'ltnessJunsprudence
be secured I .A n.",er. See § 12.
Explanations,

relatiu

I

Crt[::: U~c·~ntentious-administration-regardIng.]
Contentious-administratIOn-regarding.]

§ [AutotlwllC.] From two Greek words: the
first of which sigrunes self; the second, established.
[II Self-grounded-ju<!.tcature-regardmg:
from
autotheuc and SCOpIC. Many are even the already
made compounds, which the common Lexicon
(Hederic's) presents as capable of being, With
more or less propriety and felicity, capable of being, in the character of synonyms to this word
autoihetic,
employed to designate the differential
character, by which Law In thzs fonn is distinguisbed from Law In the Statute fonn: auiothemcthlie, (self-grounded); autofenethlic, (self-sprung);

2. T~~ ramifi~ation IS alJ along dicltOro~ous,
alias bv~rcate, I. e. two-pronged.-Q~~stlOn
1;
Why bifurcate
ra~her .than multifurcate
Answer. To secure Its bemg exhausnve ; concerning which, see § 12.-Qltestion
2. Is the
idea of the necessity of bifurcation to exhaus-

autogonous, (self-begotten);

alttognomonic, (selfopinioned) ; autobuhc, (self-counselled), &c. .xc.,
'\: [Catanomotket.e.] From three Greek words:
the first of which Signifies accordmo to ; the second,
lair, or by lau:, the third, establtshed.
[** IAw-grounded-judicature-regarding·l
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tiveness new, as above!
.AnBtcer. So it is
supposed to be. See § liI.
3. Of the first partition of this kind that
occurs, the result is composed of two, and no
more than two, branches of art and science,
which are thereby represented as included in
that one, the division of which has thus been
made; and as containing between them the
whole contents of it. And so in the case of
any other.
4. Of those two condivident branches, the
names are respectively formed by, and composed of, the name of the immediate trunk,which, grammatically
speaking, is a noun·
subBtanti'lle,-followed,
in each of the two instances, by a noun-a!ijecti",e.
Question 1. Of
tlus two-worded name what is the use 1 .Answer. To afford a definitwn, and, by means of
the definition, an explanation,
of the name
constituting the immediate trunk.
5. Bemg thus composed of two words put
together, each such name may, in Greek-spruna
language, be termed a poly-epic, and in particular a biepio, name; in English-sprung
language, a many-worded,
and in particular
a
tvo-uorded name.
6. In every instance, for reasons that have
already been brought to view, (§ 6.) this twoworded name is, in the first instance, a Greeksprung, and in most instances a newly-framed
denomination.
Question. Why Greek-sprung 1
.Answer. See above, § 6.
7. In several instances, in the character of
,ynonyms, subjoined to this principal biepie
and Greek-sprung name, are other such names,
one or more in each drvision ; for which see
the Notes.
Question. Why these synonyms!
.Answer. 1. That, in each such group of names,
the identity of import between the several
names may be estabhshed ; and in so far that
error prevented, which would have place, if,
from diversity in the sign, diversity in the object meant to be brought to VIew were inferred.
2. That by each of these names the
object may in future be made known-not
by
that name only, but by anyone or more of the
others :-so that, on each occasion, that one of
them may be employed, which, with reference
to that same occasion, appears most convenient.
8. In most instances, to those Greek-sprun.1I
two-worded
names, are added one or more
two-worded, or many-worded, English-sprung
names.
Question. Why these names 1 .Answer. To make known the import to such
readers of English, to whom the import of the
Greek-sprung names, new as they mostly are,
=-especially
to English readers,-would
not
explain itself.
By the unavoidable awkwardness of these compound English names, will
be afforded the only justification that could be
afforded for the practice of employing any
such names, as, being borrowed from a foreign
language,-and
that a dead one,-are,
until
explanations
of them have respectively been
given and received, not intelligible to any but

the comparatively small number, of those by
whom the import of the corresponding foreign
words happens to be understood.
9. Also, in several instances, new-eoined,
mono-epic,
or .ingle-fl'orded
Greek-sprung,
names.
Question 1. To what purpose are
they thus added t .Anmer. To show by what
means, in these several instances, the facility,
afforded by the use of single-worded appellatives, may be substituted to the entanglement
and embarrassment
produced by the use of
many-worded ones.
10. Also, in several instances, appellatives
already in familiar use. Question 1. For what
purpose are these added!
.A t!swer. For the
purpose of contrrbu ting to the fixation of the
Import of these most familiar terms, viz. by
presenting the clearest and most correct conception that can be afforded, of the mutual
relations of the objects respectively
designated by them,-and
thus givmg the greatest
extent that can be given, to whatsoever benefits may be derivable, from tlie use of a Table
constructed in this mode.
II. The first smgle-worded
names that
occur, VIZ. Eudcemonics and its associate Ontology (both of them Greek-sprung,)
are 80
many names of that trunk which, with reference to the several pairs of branches,-products of successive acts of partition or ramification,-may
be styled the uni'llersal trunk :Eudcemonics,
the universal trunk of .Arts;
Ontology, of Sciences.
12. With reference to the two branches into
which it is divided, the name of every branch
of art and science, which here presents itself,
may, as above, be termed the name of the im9/l~diate trunk.
Every such immediate trunk
may, with reference to the uni",ersal trunk, be
styled a particular or partial trunk.*
13. Any number of trunks, intervening between the universal trunk and the partial
trunk in question, may, with reference to these
two trunks, be styled intermediate trunks.
14. The trunk, which stands next to the
universal trunk, may be styled the partial
trunk of the first rank or order: that which
stands next to it, the partial trunk of the
second rank or order: and so on.
15. In some instances, several partial trunks
are of the same rank or order.
This is the
case, as often as, from different .ources, the
same trunk is successively subjected
to 80
many different divisive operations.
In this
case, whatsoever be the number of these operations, the divisions performed by them may,
in every instance, be equaJly exhaustive.
Be
the numbers of sets of branches (viz. ill so far
as the bifurcate mode is conformed to, pairs
of branches) ever so numerous, the operations
themselves, and the pairs of branches, which
.. Thus, in Botany, within an uni1Jersalumbel,
are, in the instance of many plants, included a.
number of umbels, termed on that account partial
umbels.
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are respectively their results, are all, with
reference to each other, co-ordillate: with reference to the results of a division, performed
on any trunk of a higher rank, (the highest
rank being expressed by the smallest number) wbordinate:
with reference to the results, of a drvision performed on a. trunk of a
lower rank, superordinate.
16. The relation which, by the lesser aggregate designated by the name attached to any
such subordinate trunk, is borne to the greater
aggregate designated by the name attached
to its immediate superordinate, is the same as
that which, in the Ianguage of the current
logic, a. specie« bears to its next immediate
genus-the
genus of which it is the Immediate
species. The trunk, here styled the uni-r:ersal
trunk, corresponds to the genus generalissimum
of logicians.
17. Contrarily to the usage, which seems
chiefly, if not exclusively, prevalent,-for giving intimation of the relation which, in each
instauce, is represented as having place between the trunk and its two immediate
branches, the word is-instead of being omitted, and left to be supplied by the reader, IS
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sort of omission here in question, it ma.ybe,
that, in the Individual sketch in question,
framed as it is here framed, the imperfection
thus denominated would not ha.ve been fonnd
produced. But, in a. Table, framed in the
manner, in which, to say the least, most Tables
constructed for the sort of purpose here in
question have been framed, the imperfection
would, it IS believed, be apt to have place.
Two cases may be mentioned, in either of
which it has place: 1. In so far &8, between
any two nouns that have place in the Table,
a doubt anses, what IS the copula intended,
viz. whether the simple copula-the verb BUbstantlIJe-or this or that complex copula., thai
is, any verb, other than the verb substantive.t
2. In so far as, this simple copula being the
one fixed upon, so It IS that of the nouns, for
the connexion of which it IS capable of serving, the number IS greater than two, a doubt
arises for the connexion of what two or more
it was intended to serve.
In the Table of D'Alembert, these doubtsone of them at least, if not both-will frequently, It is believed, be found presenting
themselves.
inserted."
Answer 3. To exclude misconception.-As
Question 1. ·Why thus depart from the most often as of two conceptions,by the Simultaneous
existence of which ambiguuy ISpresented, one
usual, it being also the most Simple, mode 1
Answer 1. To exclude obscurity unless the alone is that which was intended by him
sign of this instrument of connexion is brought whose discourse the discourse is, here the amto view, no meaning is fully and adequately biguity has two issue. or modes of termination,
expressed :-unless the import of It IS present either of them capable of takmg place. In so
to the mind, no meanmg is comprehended. far as that which happens to be embraced by
True it IS,that, to the mind of one, to whom the reader, is different from that which was
Tables of this kind arc to a certain degree intended by the writer, misconception is the
familiar, the Import of this necessary bond of result.
1i. For presenting to view so many different
connexion may, at the first glance, and at the
same Instant, have been presented by those classes of the words of which the Table in
words of the proposition, which are inserted: question is composed, so many different type.
and thus far no obscurity has place. But, are, it may be observed, employed :-VlZ. 1.
other minds there may be, by which, though for the designation of the Greek-.pruflg words,
through the above-mentioned means, this same which, in conjunction with the name of the
conception, will, sooner or later, have been immediate trunk, constitute respectively the
obtained by them, yet for some time it will two-worded names of Its immediate branches,
not have been obtained: and, till it is obtained, Italics, and these in a compara.tively large
the undesirable quahty of obscurity remains in type, are employed.
18.-2. For the familiar English words,
the object, and the unpleasant sense of fruitleu
labour in the mind to which the object is pre- which, when strung together in the form of
sented.
one composite word, form those appellatives
An,tcer 2. To exclude ambiguity.-By
the which, to the English reader, are designed to
afford an explanation of the, in most instances,
* The word is-parcel of the aggregateof inti- I ne:w, and, in every instance, GreeJ;-Ip~ng
mately related words, framing, altogether, what, I eplthet,-:the comm0ll:Roman types, and In &
by grammarians, IS called a .:ero, VIZ.the verb comparatively small SIze,are employed.
substantwe--the verb by which emstence and no19.-3. For the words, which form respeethmg else is indicated-(averb--as if the different tively those single-worded appellatives, which,
sort. of words of which it is composed,were, all
of them put together, no morethan one) is by logtt In addition to the import of the coprda, i. e.
dam styled the copula. i. e. the instrument of of the mere sign of e.nstence, by every verb other
connexion, of which, in the operation, styled by than the verb substantive.the import of the name
Iogreisns predicanon, the import is always either of some quality or other, either in the character of
expressedor understood. By it, unless where the .. permanent. or in that of a momentary one, may,
SIgn of negation is added to it, existence is, in it is believed, be foundpresented to the JDlnd:every instance, attributed to some one object, and, and this, over and above any of those ~
in moat instances, wentlt!!, coincidence, or con- imports, which are denoted by the grammatical
nexion, to two objects with which it is &88ociated. terms, mood, tense, person, and number.
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being of Greek origin, and for the most part
new, have on the present occasion been framed
for the present purpose,-the
sort of type
called black-letter is employed.
20.-4. For those words, which, being respectively names of so many branches of art
and science, are already in the English language, and in familiar use,-for these appellatives, whether single-worded or two-worded,
--capital letters are employed.
21. As the trunks, which they respectively
designate, recede further and further from the
universal trunk, the types employed for these
capitals are smaller and smaller. *

mentioned appellatives,-viz.

tf'Vnk, ttlli'!lllf'Bal trunk, partial
trunks, and intennediate
branchell, the matter of the Table is spoken of
as if it were arranged in the form of a tree,
yet the position of the object styled the ttRi'!lenal trunk, is at the top of the Table ; and
that of the branchll$, instead of being higher

and higher, is lower and lower, as they recede
from it. Question. Why this apparent contradiction and incongruity! .A lt8tDer. That, here
in the tabular diagram, as in the continued
explanatory discourse, those parts, which, for
the understanding of it, require to be first
read, may be the first to meet the eye. Nor,
at bottom, is there any absolute contradiction
Questions reBJI8cting Articles 17 to 2l.
in the case. Roots, as well as trunks, have
Question 1. Why, for the different classes of their branches:
and in the instance of a.
words, employ types of different species 1numerous tribe of plants ; in a word, in that
Answer. That, at short glances, the differences of trees in general, by ~f) simple a cause as a
may be the more rapidly and clearly appre- change in the surrounding medium, branches
hended.
being buried in the earth, while roots are exQuestion 2. Why, for trunks, at different posed to the air, not only under the hand of
distances from the universal trunk, employ the artist, but even nnder the hand of Nature,
types of different sizes 1-AnBwcr.
That there- roots are found convertible into branches, as
lations, which have place, in respect of extent well as branches into roots.
of import, between these several terms, may
SECTION X.
be the more rapidly and clearly apprehended.
Question 3. For the English many-worded
Uses of a Synoptic Encyclopedical
Tabk Of'
appellatives (viz. epithets) inserted for the
Diagram.
explanation of the corresponding Greek-BJIrung,
By the name of an Encyclopedical Sketch,
and mostly new-coined, appellatives, why em- two perfectly different, however ne;l.rly reploy so small a type '!-Answcr. In order that, lated, objects may, with equal propriety, be
forming as it were so many botches, they may, designated, and under that common appellawhile offering themselves to the eye, rather tive thereby comprehended. The one is, a
recede from it than meet it, so as not to be continued discourse, expressed in the forms of
looked at, but in proportion as the demand for ordinary language : the other IS a Systelllatic
the use of them presents itself.
Table or Diagram, so constructed as to be in
Uncouth as this portion of the language here some degree emblematic.
In the continued
employed cannot be denied to be, it IS not more discourse, the relations in question are exso than that in which, for the accommodanon pressed at length in words and words alone:
of English readers, entire works, viz. on the in the emblematic diagram some imaf1e is emsubject of Botany, may be seen composed.
ployed, by reason of which, while by their
Question 4. For those names of arts and respective names, the objects in question are
sciences which are already .in familiar use, presented to the eye, all of them in the same
why employ large and conspicuous capitals I place, and at the same time, certain rdatioll$*
Answer.
That with a particular degree of
force they may attract the eye: two main
.. Pleading for his quondaminstructor,the poet
uses of the Table being the helping to fix the Archias, "Between art and art," (says Cwero,)
there
exists throughout the whole assemblage of
imports respectively attached to these most
frequently employed appellatives, and to ex- them, commune 'Vtnculum, a commontie--True ;
hibit to view, in the clearest manner, the and that tie is the one already above indicated:
mutual relations between the objects which viz. their common ob;jed-tt>ell-6etng-'bywhich
they are constituted so many branches of the unithey are respectively employed to designate.
versal art, Budamonic«. Between art and art .22. By the familiar sign, composed of the Yes ; and moreoverbetween science and science:
letters i. e.-initials of the Latin words, id est, and of these the commontie is their common sul»
-the eye is throughout conducted to the ject, viz. substance·a and by this commontie it IS
above-mentioned explanatory words, explana- that they are constituted so many branches of the
tory of the Greek-sprung adjectives; by the universal s&nee, ordoWgy--parltCUlar as well as
kindred sign, '!liz. for '!lidelicet, to those appel- general ontologyincluded, as above, (§ 8.) But,
Iatrves in common use, to which, for the reason between art, taken in its wholeextent, and science,
above-mentioned, the types called capitals
" In the import of this word,-in the sense in
have been allotted.
by the Anstotelwns-at any mts by the
23. Though, by means of some of the above- which,
Chnstian followers of that philosophy-it has always been employed,-is included (It shouldbe
* It will be found that the author has, in his remembered)not matter only (i. e. all badia) but
table, divergedslightlyfromthis description.-Ed. mum;
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whioh they bear to one another, are at the
same time held up to view.
As to the image,
that of a tree, with its trunk and branc/iu, is
that which, in the earliest example known:
W8.9 thus employed;
nor does it appear that
the nature of the case a.ffords any object better
adapted to this purpose.
To the form of a continued disootWle the
advantage attached is, that the quantity
of
explanation given by it is not restricted : but
with this advantage is ponnected a disadvantage, viz. that, if it be of a certain length, it
is only in auecession tha.t the several parts of
it are presented to, and can be taken cognizance of by, the eye ; so that, unless it be under
the constantly repeated trouble and embarrassment, of turning backwards and forwards, leaf
after leaf, or that of a. constant strain upon
the memory, or both, no comparison of part to
part can be made.
In the systematio diagram, the advantage is,
that, for the purpose of uninterrupted
and UUlversal comparison, continued to any length,
after the objects with their several relations
have been respectively explained, each of them,
at whatever length may have been deemed
requisite, in and by the continued discourse,
the whole assemblage of them is, or at least,
as above-mentioned,
may be so brought together, as to be kept under the eye at once,
forming as it were so many parts of one and
the same picture.
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Thus it is, that to this form two perfectly
distinguishable,
howsoever closely connected,
advantages, both of them of a pra.ctica.l nature,
are attached:
in the first place, of the whole
matter ta.k:en together, conception is facilitated
and expedited;
in the next place, oomparilOri
-reciprocal
comparison-the
articles being
capable of being run over for all purposes, in
all directions, and in all imaginable orders of
succession, without interruption, and with tha;
rapidity which is proverbial 8.9 being among
the characters of thought.
To set against these advantages, no disadvantage has place, except that to the quantity
of matter, to which this form is capable of being
given, there are limits which apply not to the
other.
But, Within these limits, here, as in a
map or an assortment of maps, it is seldom
that, be the purpose what it may, within the
quantity of space capable of bemg thus employed, a quantity of matter sufficient for the
purpose will not be capable of being displayed.
Anterior to the time of Bacon, were the prolit worth the trouble, Encyclopedica.l Sketches
might, even in the tabular form, it is believed,
be found, and m both forms in no inconsiderable abundance.
But, by the true lights, shed
upon the field of tlwught and action, and thence
upon the field of art and science, by that resplendent genius, all those false lights have
been extinguished.
Of the two above-distinguished
forms, of
which an Eaeyclopedical Sketch is susceptible,
taken in its whole extent, there rnns throughout
the only one, however, of which the works of
that all-pervading and most Intimate connexion,
Bacon afford an exemplification,
is that of a
wlnch bas above been brought to view: (See Tab. continued discourse, the purdy 'lJerbal form.
I. Note 3~.) For th?art~ he was speaking of, the
In like manner, in no other than the purely
Orator. mlg~t thus, In ~Irtue of th~ c~nnexlOn, verbal form, and that, too, wrought in a looser
BUppOSI~g
him aware of It, and snpposmg It to have texture may be seen the Encyclopedical Sketch
been SUItable tel hIS purpose and to the occasion,
fi'
v h
. Ch mb
hi D' .
have found two, viz. the two above-mentioned,
pre xed by DP razm
a er8 to S ienoncommon ties,
ary of Arts and Sciences.
.
Not that, in any part of the field, any such conWith the two Encylopedic~
Sk~tches of
eeption, as it is in the rower of any ot the words Bacon and Chambers before him, ~ .A.lemberl
in question to convoy, of those general ideas, of prefixed to the Freneh Encyclopedw
his Enwhich they are respe~tl vely the names, can serve cyclopedical Sketch, in the purel!J 'IJerbal form,
in the place of ideas derived from the per~eptlOu taken, as he says, chiefly from Bacon: and,
of. individuals! of the corre~ndent
m~n~ual
moreover-and
for the first time reckoning
objects respectively contained in them. No; It IS from the days of Bacon-that
correspondent
only tbro~gh tndnndual objects, that any clear and sketch, in the form of a s!Jstematic diagram,
ad;equate Id:as. are presen~ed an~ lodged in t~e which is here copied t and WhICh has been the
mind : and It IS the opposite notion, that constl-.
ks'.
b
tuted the all- rvading error ot the class of philo- subject o~ the re~ar
~I....en a ove..
.
sophers call3''the Schoolmen or School-Logicians,
Tills diagram IS. e~Iblte~
by him .lD. t~e
and gave, to little less th,Ul the whole mass of character of the principal object ; and It IS IU
knowledge or supposed knowledge of toose times, the cha.racter of an E:rplanatw. of that prmthe character of a nut-shell without a kernel, or a cipal object, that the continued and purely
skull without brains,
verbal discourse attached to it, is delivered by
But what it zs in the power of these wo,?s to do him.
is-to a.ff~rd so many re~y receptacles, as It were,
Notwithstanding
the imperfections
above
or~,
in which the tndlVuiual uieas,-m .pro- held up to view, to which others might have
po:tlOn as they are dra~ forth from the indroidual been added signal was the service which, in
objects which are their SQurces,-may
be lodged
h
~
f h
h'
II bo
and deposited, in such manner as to take hold of t e estimation 0 t e aut or s co a raters,
the memory, and there to remain, m readiness to among~hom were~umbered
almost all the men
be, at anv time called np for use.
o~ any literary emmence whom Fra~ce at that
" The" Tree ~f Porp"yr,us, as exhi~ited in the time afforded, was rendered by the mstrumeut
Table hereto annexed.
For explanation, see the
t See the Table.
next Section,

I
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eo constructed as hath been seen. In it they
beheld, nor with other eyes has it been beholden (it is believed) in that or other countries, by their contemporaries or their suecessors, a sort of flO'llum orqanulII in mimature :
a sort of instrument, which every man, to whose
lot it has fallen, to labour, upon a scale of any
considerable extent, in any part of the field of
art and science, ought to have constantly in
his hands and before his eyes.
To what instruction soever may have been
extractible
from that diagram, whether any
and what addition has been afforded, by the
remarks herein above made on it, together
with the subjoined sample of another, executed
upon a plan considerably different, the reader
will judge.
A Table of this sort may be considered as
an instrument in the hand of Analogy.
Scarce will the art be found, from which,
through the medium of Analogy,
assistance
may not, in some shape or other, be borrowed
by some other art, not to say by e'1!ery other.
By Anlllogy, scarce will the article of kIWwledge be found, by which, in some shape or
other, light may not be received from some
other, not to say every other. *
Conception, retention, combina tian, generalization, analysis, distribution, comparison, methodization, mvention-for
all or any of these
purposes, with an Encyclopedical
tree in his
hand, suited to the particular object which he
has in view, skipping backwards and forwards,
with the rapidity of thought, from twig to
twig, hunting out and pursuing whatsoever
analogies it appears to afford, the eye of the
artist or of the man of science may,at pleasure,
make its profit, of the labour expended on this
field.
Yes, true it is that,no otherwise than through
individual objects, can any clear ideas be imbibed, from the names of those ideal aggregates or bundles, of different ~orts and sizes,into
which, by the assooiating and dividing power
of those appellations,
they are collected and
distributed.
But, from a comparatively small
number of individual objects, may be obtained
very instructive
and practically
serviceable
ideas, of very extensive aggregates.
Many
years age, forty thousand, or thereabouts, was
supposed to be the number of species of plants
at that time more or less known: forty thousand, the number of those ideal aggregates,
designated by the name of species: millions of
millions the number of the mdividuals at each
moment designated
by those same specific
names. Yet from anyone of those individuals
may be abstracted
a tolerably adequate idea
of the species in which it is considered as contained ; and how small is the nnmber of species
necessary to plant m the mind the prodigiously
extensive idea designated by the word plant'
" See Note -, page 98

By attention, applying itself all along with
still closer and closer grasp, by this faculty it
is that advances, fresh and fresh advances, all
of them so many conquests, are continually
made in the field of art and science.
Each
laborious and inventive adventurer
proceeds
on in the wilderness, as far as his inclination
and the force of his mind will carry him.
Sooner or later, the same man or another, more
frequently another, makes a road, whereby, to
succeeding travellers, the quantity of labour
necessary to the reaching of that farthest point
is more or less reduced.
By successive labourers of this pioneering class, the road is
made gradually smoother and smoother. Where
one ends, another begins ; and hence it is that
the veriest pigmy is at present able to look
down, from a point, which, by his utmost exertions, the giant of anterior times could never
reach.
That, of the branches of Art and Science,
which, by the denominations
here employed
are thus endeavoured
to be brought to VIew,
the distinctness is, in a multitude of instances,
far from corresponding
to the distinctness of
the denominations themselves, is but too true,
and presents to view an Imperfection no less
undeniable than it is believed to be irremediable. In this tract, approximation
is, throughout, the utmost that can be hoped for. But,
unless and until some other scheme of distribution shall have been found, such as shall be
exempt from, or at least in a less degree exposed to, this imputation
of indistmctness,
than that which is here submitted, the imperfection, 80 long as the work has any use, will
not afford any sufficient reason for lea vmg It
unattempted.
That no scheme will be found
altogether exempt from the imperfection, may
be asserted with full assurance;
and, if any
scheme less tinctured with it than the present
one is, could on this occasion, and by these
eyes have been found, that and not thi8 would
have been the scheme in thIS place brought to
VIew.
Let it not at any rate be said, that, by reason of this indtsnnctness,
it is no more than
upon a par with those other Encyclopedical
Sketches, in the hope of superseding which it
has been framed.
Between the degree, and
even the specres of indistinctness,
which has
place m the two cases, wide indeed (It is beheved) will be seen to be the difference.
In
this sketch (to borrow a phrase from Scottish
history) m this sketch, may here and there be
found (It IS true) a small proportion of debauable land, concerning WhICh It may be dubious
to which of two contignous districts it may
with most propriety be said to belong: but in
those cases, many are the instances, in which
the whole of the territory, which is represented
as belonging exclusively to one of two distncts, may, with equal propriety, be said to
belong to either or to both.
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Correspondent to the sort IIf consciousness
SECTION XI.
of power so obtainable in the field oflangnage,
TM J-Iude Of Dl'ln.sion shoKld, as far as may
is that which, by means of a set of 'yBtematic
be, be exkauBtive--why1
skeiehes,-and,
an particular,
by means of a.
If, of a sketch of the jdnd in question, the set of systematic and tabular diagrams,-always
ntility is by any person recognised, to satisfy
supposmg the mode pursued to be exhaustive,
him of the utility of its being rendered eJJhaU8- may be obtamed and exercised over the field of
tive, not many words can, It IS supposed, be art and science. No parts m It, from which
necessary,
To be exhauBti'IJe, the parts which,
through the medium of these appropriate deat each partmon or division so made, are the nommanons (the relations of which, as well
results of the operation, must, if put together
those to one another, as to the matter of the
again, be equal to the whole; and thus, and in body or branch of art and SCience, are deterthis sense, exhaust {to use the word employed
mmed and brought to view) Ideas, more or
by logicians) the contents of the whole,
It Id less clear.correcz.and complete, are not radiated
only in so far as the divisions which it COD- to the surveymg eye: m a word, no absolutely
tains are, in this sense, respectively exhaustiTt,
dark spots : no words that do not contribute
that the mformation, contained in a work which
their share towards the production of so deis composed of them, can be complete-can
be sirable an eff ....ct, as that of substituting
the
what It appears to undertake for being, can be exhilaranng
perception of mental strength, to
what it might be, and what, If It might, It ought
the humihatmg consciousness of ignorance and
to be. This bemg the case, If It be not ex- weakness."
haustive, every proposition, in which the exDesirable as this property will, it is hoped,
haustiveness and completeness of the division
be acknowledged to be, With reference to the
is assumed, will, in so far as the assumption is purpose at present in questronv=a
purpose
proceeded upon, be, pro tanto, erroneous and will now be mennoned, to which it must be
incorrect;
and, if received and acted upon, acknowledged not to be applicable.
Relations
delusive t and, In whatsoever
stage of the of lopical identity and dif)erslty, and relatious
drvision the incompleteness has place, the con- of practical
dependence, as between branch
sequence IS, that, in every sub-drvision, the and branch, both these sets of relation •• have
ongmal imperfection is repeated, and the cor- already been mentioned, as capable of bemg,
respondent part of the work tam ted with it.
with good effect. brought to View in the form
But It IS only by means of a system of divi- of a synoptic Table. But, for the exhibition of
sion, carried on in the thus declared-ly ex- relations thus different, neither can a-ny one
haustive mode, that any assurance can be Table. nor any number of Tables, upon this
afforded or obtained, that the survey taken of same plan, be made to serve,
In the plan, of
the field of thouoht and actIOn, and therein of drvrsion and correspondent
drstribution, purthe field of science and art, or of whatsoever
sued in the view given of the logical relations
portion of that field IS proposed to be compreas above explamed, exhaustireness will indeed
hended, III the survey, IS complete; any assuralwavs be an essential feature.
But where
ance, that, III the course of the progress made
the relatIOns to be exhibited are the practical
through It, a number of parts, III unlimited
sort of relations just spoken of, VIZ. those of
abundance
each to an unlimited extent, may dependence, or say, of subscrrience, (whether
not have been omitted.
the subservience be mutual or but unilateral.)
It is onlv 1D this way, that, even supposing
the nature of the subject admits not of any
the whole-to
have been actually embraced
such regularity
and all-comprehensiveness.
and comprehended in the survey, It can, 1D the From branches of art and SCience, the most
nund that has embraced it, wear the aspect
remote from one another In tile logical tree,
and character of a whole: instead of that of a one and the same art may be seen looking for
regular tree, the form ID which it presents
itself will be no other than that of a confused
.. Words which, whether derived or not from
heap of unconnected fragments,--each
of them, . foreign langnages, appertam exclusively to partiin respect of form and quantity, boundless and cular trade. and OCCUp.1tlOn"
Will of course contmue
indetermmate.
to operate a. 80 many incidental sources 01 tho
In the body of this work, Intimation was sensation of .qnorallCt'
to a per.on 11<)t correspongiven of what presented Itself as the chief use, dently conversant With the language of those parderivable from an insight, more or less extenticular trades and occupations respectively, there
sive into those foreign languages, ancieut and must, in those several divisions of the language, be
modern, in winch the vernacular language has of course as many darl. spots as there are of th~se
peculiar words. But. in these instances, It Will,
its roots.
It consists (it was said ) ID t h u, VIZ. bv the context of the discourse, be sufficrently
that, to an eye thus instructed, 1D the whole
shown, that. by a want of acquaintance With the
field of the language, there being no hmod
Import of these particular words, nothmg worse IS
vord«, there shall be no absolutely dark spots; indicated, than a correspondent want of ..cquamtnothing that shall have the effect of casting a ance WIth the field of that particular trade or
damp upon the mind, by presenting to It the occupatton ; not any "ant of acquaintance WIth
idea of It. ignorance, and thence of its weakany part of the general body of the lar.guage Th ..
ness.
)""guage of SCUI/WI/SklP "Ill ..tford an example,
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assistance.
Natural Ili>fory, Anat()f1l.'1, Che- the results of it, shall serve as a trst, in such
sort, as to demonstrate, if such be really the
mistry, Architecture, Political History, Ethics
-all
these, not to mention any more, the case, that the division thus effected is in fact
Poinier, not to speak of the Poet, may have an all-comprehensive one: call it accordingly,
the test of all-C01nprehensiflMteM.
occasron to summon to his aid. "
An instrument of this sort has accordingly
Exercising
donnmon
over almost every
and, on turning to the
branch of art and science, sometimes in fur- been constructed;t
therance of the interests of the professors of Encyclopredical Table, will be seen to have, in
that particular
branch, more frequently and every part of it, been explicitly or implicitly
more necessarily
m furtherance
of the 111- employed.
It consists in what may be called
formula:
the essence of
terests of the whole community, the legis- the contradictary
lator, on pain of acting blindfold, has need which consists in the sign of negation, employed
of an insight,-the
more clear, correct, and or employable in the designation of some one
extensive
the better,-into
the matter of in each pair of branches, and not in that of the
other.
But of this presently.
every such branch of art and science.
For
his use, therefore,
to the Table of logical
In and by the word pair, as applied to the
relatiom, exhibited upon au exhaustive plan, branches thus produced, what is already ima Table of relatrons of dependence or suoser- plied is, that, by the instrument in question, it
",ience, as above explained, constructed upon is only in the way of bisection that the problem
But in this mode, it will be
a plan in which particulority
and copiousness can be solved.
should be the ruling objects, would be an seen, that every desirable purpose may be accomplished: that it cannot by any other mode;
essential accompaniment.
and that on any occasion at pleasure, by division into two parts, division into any other
SECTION XII.
Test of .All-comprehensioeness in a Dirisioll how number of parts may, if there be any use in
it, be accomplished.
constructed-Additional
Ad'1)antages, DisOf the desirable property, which, on this
tinctness and Illstinct~reness.
Bifurcation
occasion, stands as the prmcipal object, and
teay neeessa"g.
occupies the fore-ground,-all-cmnpreM1IInreA problem is here proposed, and undertaken
ness, having for its synonym, as already exto be solved. A logical aggregate of any kind.as
plained, the word exhausti-nenes8,-is the name.
designated
by any appropriate
name, being
But, by the same means by which to the
given, required to divide it into a number of scheme of division in question this property is
parts, each in like manner designated by a secured, two other desirable properties, as it
distinctive name, in sl~ch sort, that, in the sum will be seen, are, at this same time, secured,
of these parts, shall be contained the same in- viz. dutinctness and iustructireness.
dividuals, and all the individuals which, and
Intimately as they are connected with the
no other individuals than those which are con- principal property, and, by the same docimastained in the whole.
tic instrument,
secured to the scheme of
Such is the problem, the solution of which
division executed by means of it, what will at
is requisite for the present purpose.
III other
the same time be seen is, that these two subwords, the solution of it consists in securing
sidiary properties
are not, either of them,
to the parts, into which the sort of ehole in inseparable from it. Instances require to be
question is to be divided, the property of all- shown, and will accordingly be shown, in which
comprehemireness.
a scheme of division is or may be all-oomprehenFor the accomplishing of this solution, what
si'1)e without being distind, and all-comprehas been found necessary, is, the construction
hensive and distinct without being inltructi",e.:t:
of an instrument, such as, being employed in
For securing clearness to the ideas attached
the divisional operation in question, and thereby in the conformation of the parts, which are
t By the mathematical reader, WIth reference
to the solution of the pnncipsl problem, the con" In the French Eneyclopsedical Table, so often struction of this test may, ifhe pleases, be considered
mentioned, between the art and science of the m the character of a lemma.
Pamier and that of the Clremu,t, according to the
::: On the occasion of every such division, what,
view there given of the two ohJects, there could to prevent confusion, is altogether necessary, IS
not be any relation at all, except III so far as paint- -that, of the names, given to the parts which are
.ng is a branch of ConnoissallcesHumaines=-humom
the results of the division by no one shall any inknott·ledges or knouledqe. According to that Table, dividuals be designated, other than those which are
in patntl1lg (and not only in patnting but m engra,,comprehended m the aggregate so undertaken to
.ng) the only one of the human faculties employed; be divided. By the word prectSll1le8S or prectsion
iR the imaqmaium : and as, according to the same may be designated the ulterior property thus repreTable, the art of makmg colonrs, fit to be used m sented as desirable. But, to Its presentmg this
pamting, belongs to 11lcmorp.-a.nd, if it be included sigmfication, it Will be necessary, that the onginal
III ChemtStry, the knowledge how to make them,
and material import of the word (pr~fromprebelongs to ReUS01l,-the Pamter might be at some MO, to cut off, VIZ.everything that out-stretches the
difficulty about his colours, If, for finding out the proper line) be at the same time present to the mind.
way to have good ones, h~ had no other means
Of this property, however, to avoid embarrassing
than what are afforded him hy that French Table. the present inquiry with matter which, on the pre-
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to the names of those three properties, a few
words of explanation lI13y have their use.
1. Of all-aomprekensiuness,
with its synonym ezhaus1iuneBB, enough has in this view
been said already.
2. By distmdne88, as applied to tbe division
in question, (whether by the word di"ision
what is here meant be the operation or the reBUlt,) by distinctness what IS meant is, that, of
all the individuals contained in the subject of
the division, viz., the trunk or say, the major
aggregate, it shall, when the division has been
performed, be, in the instance of every such
individual, clear and manifest to which of the
several branches it belongs.
3. By inGtructiTeness is meant a property
which bears relation, and applies to both the
others.
It consists in this ; VIZ. that the
words, employed for giving denomination to
the branches, shall be such, as to declare and
announce, that the division is all-comprehenBiTe, as also that it is distinct.
Of this property, it will be seen, that neither
is it useless, nor is the warning, thus given to
secure to the scheme of division the benefit of
it, superfluou»,
1. The property is not useless.
For from the property of all-COInprei.ensivenesB
no use can be derived, but in so far as the'
scheme of division is understood to be possessed of it : and so in the case of dIStinctness.
2. Neither is the warning superfluous.
For,
various, it will be seen, are the instances, in
which these properties, though really possessed by the branches, into which, by the CU1rent names employed in the designatiou
of
them,the
trunk has been divided, yet (such
is the structure of those names) are not held
up by them to view, and are therefore of little
or no use.
Thus much as to the desirable properties,
which, by the test above alluded to, viz. the
cOI~tradictOl'y formula have been secured, it is
supposed, to the scheme of division here employed :-now as to the contradidory formula
itself.
Examples of it have been in existence
sent occasion, has not presented itself as essential
to it, no further mention, except what follows in
this note, will be made.
In the scheme of division, pursued In the example here gIven of an encyelopedicsl tree, this
property will, it IS believed, be found actually possessed, and that by every branch without exception.
But among the trivial or current names, which,
in the character of synonyms to the names of the
branches of the tree In Its eneyclopedieal form,
have for illustration been introduced, some may
perhaps be fo md, whose claim to the possession
of this property may not present itself as exempt
from dispute. Thia deficiency, in respect of pre·
eiseness, is among the unavoidable results, of the
indeterminateness, which will, in so many instsnees, be seen to be attached to the names in
common use.
Properties may receive explanation from their
opposites. .AlI·compreltenSivet/ess
may be said to
have for its opposite, scantitle8S; precueness, eaira~'«8ation.
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as long as the logical tree of Ramu, improperly (as will be seen) attributed to Porpkyrius, has been in existence."
Examples of it
are, as above, the matter of which the Eneyelopeedical tree here attempted is composed.
What remains to be done here is, to point out
the precise part to which the appellation 18
meant to be applied, and the ground on which
it has been thus applied.
In the instance of each trunk, observation
has been made, of a particular propert.'1, as
being possessed by every individual, to which
the name of the generic (say the major or COInprehenduu; aggregate, employed to represent
the trunk) 18 apphed : possessed, moreover,
in like manner, by every individual, IS a property to which the name of the mmor or COInprehended. aggregate
(the relatIvely specific
appellative, employed to designate one of the
two branches) is applied,-but
as to the other of
the two branches, not possessed by anyone of
the individuals, to which the appellative employed to designate that branch is applied.
Having thus the effect of grving, as It were,
birth. to, and, at any rate, ~ndicatufn of, the
dLStinctness supposed to be possessed by the
two branches, this property may be termed
the d~incttTe properly.
This subject (be it what if may) IS posses.<ed of this quality (be it what it may;) tins
subject (meanmg the same subject)t is Nor possessed of the quality (meaning the same quality}
-these
two are=-as the logicians call them.
and as any body may see they are,-a
pair of
contradictory (VIZ. mutually contradictory) propOSltions·theformerofUtesemaybetermedthe
pmtiTe contradictory. the other the negatire.
In regard to contradictorws (such for shortness is the term employed, Instead of saying
a pair of mutually contradictory propositions)
two observations have been made by logicians,
and delivered in the character
of axioms.
One is, that, to whatsoever property, aud with
reference to whatsoever Ilflbject, these opposite
assertions are applied, in no instance WIll they,
both of them, be found true.
The other IS,
that, to whatsoever quality, and with reference
to whatsoever subject, the)' are applied, one
or other of them will be found true.:::

* For this d.agram Fee Table IV.
t VIZ. II It he an individual, the same individual-the same In all Its parts; if an aggregate,
an aggregate composed of exactly the same individuals, nerther more nor less.
The portion of tune in question must also be, in
both instances, exactly the same; for It may be
that, at one trme, the individual ts possessed of the
property ill question; a.t another time not possessed of It.
:::If,so far as it goes, the account here given of
contradictories
IS correct and clear, that which may
be seen given by the Anstotelian logicians wiJi
hardly be found ill complete possession of either of
these desirable qualities. Only between assertions,
surely, can contradictoriness
have place: yet, by
Saunderson, it is spoken of as having place be-
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An example may here perhaps be required.
Turning to the Eneyclopsedical
tree (letterpress or diagram) take then for the di11idendum, viz. the trunk or major agqregate, the
branch of art and science therein denominated
Posology, but commonly called jlfathematiiJS.
It having been proposed, in an all-comprehenliu and distinct manner to divide this major
aggregate into two minor aggregates, exhibited
in the character of branches, a property was
looked out for, which, being possessed by
every individual object comprehended in the
major aggregate, as also by every individual
in one of the two aggregates mto which the
major aggregate was to be drvrded-=and
at
the same time not possessed by any mdrvidual
not comprehended
in that same mmor aggregate,-mlght,
for the purpose of distinguishmg
each of the two mmor aggregates from the
other, serve in the character of a distinctiTe
property.
In the property of bearing relation
to form, or say}i;Jure-l.
e. in the property of
taking for ItS subject forni or fioure=e. property which seemed capable of bemg employed
in the character of a distincti'l'e property was
found.
Of the two n~inor aggregates,
into
which, by this means, the major aggregate,
Posology or If{athemat~cs, was divided; formregarding, or fiaure-reqardinq Posology or Mathematics, III Greek-sprung language, ]}[orphoscopic Posology, was the name given to the
positire minor aggregate:
this done, the name
of the negati'Ce minor aggregate was thereby
determined and given, Vlz.form-not-regarding,
in Greek-sprung language, .Amorphoscopio Posology, or, to exclude ambiguity Alegomorphoscopic.
But, in that portion of the matter of discourse, which in the Table, is employed for
giving expression to these two millor aggretween two terms.

Of the two above-mentioned
for their subject, It has been seen how well they correspond.Yet, by Saunderson, one of them, viz, the one last
mentioned, IS represented as applying to terms
alone,« nothmg bemg therem said of proposiiron«:
the other, as applying to entire proposrtrons alone,>
nothmg being there said of terms and of these
axioms, that which IS applied to terms alone, instead of constituting
a rule of itself, IS, in the form
of a parenthesu, sunk as It were under the head of
another rule. which seems far from equalhng it in
clea.mess.-Though really derived from the Anstotehan logic, the account here gl\'en of coutradictones not being exactly conformable to the account
gIven in that system,-what difference there is between the two accounts might, but for this warning, be liable to be, without further scrutiny, supposed to be the result of nnsconception.
To obviate any such supposition,
it seemed necessary thus to glve a brret mtimanon,
of the considerations, by which the departure here made from
the euthorrtanve
standard seemed necessitated.
Could room have been spared, other supposed Imperfections m the Aristotehan account of the matter rmghe here have been pointed out.
aanoms; which have contradsctones

.. Logicre Artis Compendium, p. 4Q.

1>

lb. p, i:!.

gates, in the character

of branches

of the ma-

jor aggregate, of the division of which they
are the immediate results, is contained the import of the above-mentioned formula, brought
to view under the name of the contradictory
formula. The division, of which they are the
results, is therefore, at the same time all-comprehensire (orsay,exhaustiu)
and distinct.
It
IS moreover
instructiu:
for, in and by the
terms of it, the all-comprehensiuness
and distinctneS$, which really belong to it, are declared. Speaking of propositions, delivered on the
subject of ~lIathematics.-This
proposition does
reqard. ftgure.-This
proposition does not reqard figure; of no one proposition:
delivered
on the subject of Mathematics, will these two
contradictories
be found, both of them, to hold
good: and if, of all the propositions, which do
thus regard figure, one branch of Mathematics
be (and there is nothing to hinder it from being) composed, and if of all those which do not
thus regard figure, another, and the whole of
that other branch, be composed; here we have
two branches, ID one or other of which every
conceivable proposition belonging to mathematics Will be found to be contained,
I
For each one of these 1ltinor aggregates or
branches, when in the character of a major
aggregate, in pursuance of the divisional process, It came itself to be divided, in lieu of, or
at least m addition to, the many-'WOrded appellative, which, m Its charaeter of a branch,
IS, m the first instance, employed to designate
it, there should be a stngle-u:orded appellative.
In the words Geometry and Aruhmeuc, two
words in current use presented themselves as
being,-and
that Without any VIOlence done to
their established imports,-capable
of being
employed in this character;
i. e., as comprehendmg between them the whole of the import, which either is, or With propriety can be,

* [ProposulOn.] Note, that the sense in which
the word propoedso» is here employed, is not that
m which It 18 commonly employed by AlathelTWtlr.ans, but that in which It is emploved by LOfJIcumB. If the former were the sense put upon It,
the distinciness, here ascribed to the two branches,
might not be very readily recognised, If, indeed, it
would really be to be found. So apt are mathematical men to go backwards and forwards, between the geomet'·lcal and the alpebraical mode of
express ion, accordmg to the supposed converuence
of the occasion and the moment, 1D a manner as It
were mechanical, and almost WIthout notice taken
of the difference.c--what
may very well happen is,
that of what may, m the mathematical sense, be
one and the same proposttion, In one part }if/ure
may be, and In another part not be, an object of regard. But, because two thmgs are capable of be
mg mixed together, it follows not that in their own
natures they are not distmct : and, taking the word
proposdum; In the loaical sense, scarcely will it be
said, that, III one and the same prop08'tum, the
matter IS spoken of at the same time in a Geometrical and In an Anthmetieal pomt of Vlew,spoken of ,,,Uk reference to fignre, and not with refCI ence to figure at the same time.
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eomprehended in the import of the word rna- readily enough, and generally enough reeog
tJ&ematics: with propnety, i.e. without out- niaed : nor will the di3tinctneu,:!; it is believed,
stretching" the most extensive import, for the be found to be in any greater degree exposed
designation of which that appellative has ever to dispute.
been employed.
At the same time, in regard to instructi'IJeOn this occasion, the pair of names, which,
ness, as above explained, the utter absence of
for these two branches of mathematics, have, this quality will, m the instance of both these
on this occasion, been, in the jirst place, brought trivial names, be found, it IS believed, equally
to -mew, are the two newly-devised
manifest:
and thence it was, that, as soon as
corded. ones.
But the pair of names, by It did present itself, it was in the character of
which those names, and the relation of which
a sort of discoterg, that the comcidence of
they are expressive, were, in the first Instance,
these two imports, with the imports of the
suggested, are the two old-established single- two many-worded appellatives to which they
eorded ones.
Gwmetry and Arithmetic, con- are here stated as bemg respectively synonysidered as branches of art and SCience, in what
mous, presented
itself :--and,
in this same
particular, it was asked, do they agree 1 The I character, howsoever it may be tn the case of
answer was ObVIOUSenough ;-as
being, both I an adept, in the case of many a learner, there
of them, branches of Jlathematics.
So far so seems little doubt of Its presenting itself,
good. But. forasmuch as they are not the
Of the nature of the contradictory formula,
same branch, in what is it that they differ 1 the explanation above given will, it IS hoped,
Of a survey taken of the contents of each. be fouud tolerably intelligible.
Its capacity
with a view to this question, tbe result was of serving, in the character of a test of all-comthat, to which, as above, the pair of manyprehensiuness
and dlst!nctness, in a logical
eorded. appellat!rps have given expression. In drvision, will also, it is hoped, be recognised.
one of them figure IS regarded;
In the other,
In the formation of the Encyclopsedical appelnot,
latives employed m the Table, this test Will,
Now then, thanks to the Encyclopredical
in several mstances, be seen actually and exnames,--of
the two trivial names, VIZ. Geo- plicitly employed, mcluded as it is In the
fMtry and Arithmetic, which are m use to be composition of the words themselves.
Other
employed III the designation
of these two instances, however, there are, in which It is
branches of mathematical
art and SCience, the not thus employed.
In the production of this
all-comprehensiunesst
WIll, It is beheved, be omission, two considerations,
whether sufficient or not, concurred;
one was-that,
by
* [Out-strelclnna] See above, Note::: to p 102. the employment of the two epithets, both III
t [AU-compre!Umsm,ness,] True It IS, that, to the posinve form and independent of each
the purpose of Its bemg regarded as all-comprehenother, instead of no more than one positive one,
swe (this division of .lfafhpmafics into Geometry
and Artthmellc) It IS necessary that, under A "tl.- padical tree have been constructed, may at pleametic, Algeb.-a should be considered as compre- sure be carried on to any further length.
hended. but about this there cannot be any diffiFor distmguishmg FlUXIOnal from Common AIculty, since, by Newton (as appear; hy his work, gebra, take, for the distmcnve property of Fluaums,
entituled Ardhmettca L'ntvcrsahs,)- by Newton the fiction by "Inch in this case, for the producnon
and so many others-it
IS spoken of as thus in- of the quantities m quesnon.s-for
the ,aenes", or
eluded.
aeneratum of them (to use the language of ~IatheTrue also it Is-that, to this same purpose, it is mahCIallS)--motlOn IS supposed. If this assumpequally necessary that, under A If/ebra, Fluaions, bon be admitted as correct, Alaebra bemg taken
which, on this supposrtion, might, In the many- for the Immediate trunk, here then we have,-for
worded form, be denommated Fturumul Aloebra, the ponirce branch Cmesiopseusiic, (motlOn-f'e"qn..hould be considered as included. But upon con- t1If/;) for the neuattvc branch, Acmcsiopsensuc
sideranon, neither in this case, It IS beheved, Will (rno/1011 not (e"qnma,) By him, by whom, bemg
there be found any serious difficulty. Applicable, considered in the \'pu'lonlOn point of View, the
WIth equal propriety, to Fluaions, as well as to subject of the branch III question is accordingly
whatever part of Algebra cannot he brougbt under treated of III the Neirtonian language, the prothe denomination of Fluanons, will be found the priety of the denornmatron thus proposed for the
appellative Agnosto-symboliC Agnosto-symbohc,
positive branch, Will not, It IS beheved, be coni.e. expressed by SI!J1'S unknoun , by <lfl118, of which, sidered as hemg e <posed to dispute. "nether for
in the first instance, antecedently to the solution
the same branch, or at any rate the correspondent
of the problem the value and Import ISnot known'
branch, if considered in the Leibnitsum pnmt of
-known in the same degree of clearness as those View, and in the Leibmtzian language, (that bemg
of which the written language, peculiar to common I the language mostly employed on the Cont.nent.)
.Artlhmetic, is composed.
styled the C'alcuh.. dttierentutlis et mtearohs, (Ill
Tbis division of Algebra, into common and French, Calrol dljfer;:nl,el et mte<lral,) the same
jlwnonal, would anyone wish to see It expressed Encyclopredical dn'!s/on, With or ~Ithout tbe same
in the language of the Encyc1opa-dlcal tree? In nomenclature, would, and with equal propriety
the solution of this logical problem there would might, be made to serve, 1< an inquiry which stands
not, it is believed, be found much difficulty; and too WIde of the present dtsquisrtion to be endeathis means an exemphfication mav he afforded vonred to he comprised m it.
o the method ID which, in any given part of It, the
::: [n".t"/(,/l1r,~. 1 See above, P 101, X ote, on the
Jl!'OCII8! by which these first hnes of the Encyclo- I word []'I'O]'osll101/ 1
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with the correspondent
negati ve, a greater
quantity of instruction might, in a given compass, be conveyed:
the other was-that,
III
some instances, doubts seemed to hang over
the question, which of the two contradictory
properties should be presented in the positi'Cc
form; which in the negative:
and, on whichever side the determination
might happen to
fall, for explaining the grounds of such determmation, more words might become necessary
than could well be spared.
Of the plan of
nomenclature here pursued, the characteristtc
property accordingly is-not that, in the composition of either name of the pair, the criterion in question-the
sign of the contradictory
formula-has
in every instance been actually
employed; but that, in the character of a test
of the all-comprehensiveness
and distinctness
of the division, in the expression of which
these names have been employed, a pair of
names, in one of which this sign is employed,
may, Without misrepresentation,
in every instance in which it has not been thns employed,
be added or substituted ....
Of the lights, which the nature of the work
admits of and requires, the Enoyclopssdical
names thus provided, though they are the only
instrument8, are not, It should be observed, the
onlyo&jects. Other objects, for the illustration
of which the demand, as being much more
general, is accordingly still more urgent, are
those current names, examples of which have
just been brought to view; and which, wheresoever they could be found, have been sought
out, and put by the side of those Eneyclopremeal names, With the nnports of which their
respective imports seemed to approach nearest
to a coincidence.
Unfortunately,
that this comcidence should
be perfect, is in many instances plainly Impossible: such it will be seen to be in every
instance, in which the import attached to the
current name is in any degree illdetprmi!!ate;
and the further this import is from being determmate, the further will the agreement be
from amounting
to a perfect coincidence.

* Thus it is, that, in every instance, the proposed test, and the capacity of the division to
endure the application of it, have been kept in
view. The difference is--that, in some mstances,
in the composrtion of the appellati ves in question,
the application of this test has been actually made
-made by the author hrmself-=in other instances
left to the reader. If, in the eyes of any student
in logic, this work should happen to find favour,
the sppheanon of this test would, it IS believed. be
found capable of affordmg him a not altogether
uninstructive exercise. But if, by the mere use of
this instrument, in its present shape, instruction
may thus be gamed, much greater is the degree of
instruction capable of being gamed by the endeavour to improve upon it: and with whatsoever
degree of success it may happen to any such endeavour to be attended, any labour thus employed, he
may be well assured, so far as instruction to the
labourer lnmself IS a gam, will not be lost.

Unfortunately,
again, these instances are at
present but too numerous:
of one of these
mention has already been made; and, without
need of looking elsewhere,
among such of
these names as are comprehended
in this
Table, other instances will, it is believed, be
found observable.
To the satisfaction of the reader, that, in
so far as it has place, observation of the impossibihty
in question should be taken, is
highly necessary : otherwise, where everything
has been done that can be done, it may appear
to him that nothing has been done. To give
determinateness to the import of an appellative
of his OWll framing depends upon the author;
not so as to that of any of those which he finds
already made. . Towards effecting that coincidence, which.as above-mentioned.is so highly
desirable, all that depends upon liim, is, in the
first place, to give to the appellatives
of his
OWll framing
that degree of determinateness
which the nature of the case admits of; and,
in the next place, among those which he finds
ready made, to choose for synonyms to those
of his own making, such trivial names, the
import of which appears, upon the whole, to
come nearest to that of his own, being at the
same time, if in any, in the smallest degree indeterminate.
For securing determinateness
to those of his
own framing, the established logical expedient
of thedistinctiupropert!J
afforded to the author
of this Table an effectual means : for choosmg
out of the existing stock of trivial names such
as should stand least exposed to the imputation of indetermmateness,
no equal security
could be afforded by the nature of the case.
In this way, though by no direct and immediate means can determmateness
be given to
the import of those current names, of which at
present the import is indeterminate,
yet III
time, and by means of the instrument of fixation here brought to view, an object so desirable may p;radually perhaps be accomplished.
By the supposition, a standard of comparison
and reference Will have been set up ; supposing it to be what it is intended to be, and, in
the nature of the case, well capable of being
made, supposing it to be in itself clear, and as
near as may be to the range of the variable
one, conformity to this standard will be found
matter of general convenience ; and in proportion as the fixed import comes to be adopted,
the varying one, in all its variations, will drop
out of use.
What if, in this way, and by these means,
the import of all words, especially of all words
belonging to the field of Ethics, including the
field of Politics, and therein the field of Political Religion, should one day become fixed!
What a source of perplexity, of error, of discord, and even of bloodshed, would be dried
up!
Towards a consummation thus devoutly
to be wished, there does seem to be a natural
tendency.
But, ere this auspicious tendency
shall have been perfected into effect, how many
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centuries, not to say tens of centuries, must
have passed away!
All this while, on the nearness of the approach made to a perfect coincidence, depend
the strength and utility of the mental light
capable of being reflected upon each other's
import, by the two denominations, the EncycloJil1!dical and the trimal. Hence comes the need
of a memento, to which expression
may be
given by the following rule.-For
determming
the eontents of the two branches, Into which'
the trunk in question is to be divided, look out
tor that distinctiu property, by the application
of which such a pair of branches shall be produced, the imports of which shall come as near
as possible to the imports of the two appellatives already in current use,
Of the above rule, in no instance will any
neglect be followed by impunity.
He who,
taking up a word, gives a defininon of It, issnes
thereby a requisition, calling upon as many as
read or hear of it, to use the word in that
sense.
Let the word thus defined be a word
of a man's own creation, in this case, if so it
be, that for this new-invented
instrument
an
adequate use can be found-provided
also that
the newly-attributed
import is not contradictory to any import already attached to it,-if
both these conditions are fulfilled, then so it
is that for any expectation he may happen to
entertain of seeing the requisitron generally
complied with, a substantial ground has been
laid.
On the other hand, if it be a word III
common use, in that case, if the import thus
newly endeavoured to be attached to It be to
a certain degree at variance with common use,
the consequence is-what
!-that,
against the
sort of las», which he is thus taking upon himself to enact, he finds (nor IS there any reason
why he should not find) as many rebels,asthere
are persons, by whom, In its old established
sense, the word has been in use to be employed.
Fimtion, yes: this may be endured: comparatively at least, the tiling is not difficult :
the use is manifest.
Substitution, no: the diffk.ulty is extreme;
and that difficulty not
atoned for by any the smallest use.
1. Define your words, says the capital rule,
laid down, and so much insisted upon, by
Locke.-Yes: define vour words.-But,
in
addition to this rule, a subsidIary one there is,
the demand for WhICh will, it IS believed, be
scarcely found less Imperative.
2. In defining a word, if it be a word in
current use, be it your care, that the import
you are thus endeavouring to attach to it, be
not only determinate, but as near to the current import, as a determinate
import can be
to an indeterminate
one.
In the character of a distinguishable
addition to the mass' of instruction
afforded by
means of the contmdictor.y formula, may perhaps be mentioned the senes of those dcfinitiom, which thus in substance, and almost In
form, presenting
themselves at every joint,
give to the whole system a degree of precision

IOi

and compactness, altogether incapable of being
Infused into it by any other means.
So many
pairs of branches or minor aggregates, so many
pairs of definitIOns: major aggregate, at each
Joint, a genus. its two immediate
branches
the two minor aggregates, its species· the d1,Stinctire property, WIth its negative, the two
specific or differential characters.
To this advantage a brief reference has been already
made, VIZ. in the section (§ 9.) in which the
particular
characters of the Encyclopredical
tree are brought to view. *
Such being the advantages,
indicated by
the terms all-comprehensireness,
di.<tinctnw,
and wstructtreness, as applied to a scheme of
logical drvisronv=m the next place comes the
I question-in
what way, if m any, IS the existI ence of these advantage.
attached to the use
: of the bifurcate, as contradistinguished
from
the multifurcate mode!
To this question the answer has probably, in
the mind of many a reader, already presented
itself. To the bifurcate mode alone, to the 1,,furcate mode, and not to the multifurcate, IS
the test of all-comprehensiveness
and drstmctness, VIZ. the coutradiaoru [ormulo , applicable.
After the explanation above given, exists
there any person, in whose eyes, when eompared WIth the bifurcate, the multifurcate mode
would be preferable'
To a tree, or any part
of a tree, once coustructed
in the lnturcate
mode, might be substituted a tree constructed
in the multifurcate mode, without trouble r nd
almost WIthout a thought.
Throw out the
Eneyclopredical names, put together-the current
names-the
thing is done.
The plan of divisian pursned, suppose It all along all-comprehensive and distmct, the all-comprehensiveness
and the distinctness would, after this change,

I

" [D~finitlOns.] These definrtior.s present themIII the character
of "nsncrs to so
many questions, which, in a course of instruction,
admrmstered
In the mode now so well known bv
the name of the mterroqatrce mode, might be applied to the matter of any such SCIentifictree And
thus, pursuing the pbraseology,
as well as the
method apphed in the Notional SQ('U'i,¥School- to
the Churdt-of-EIl,Q!and Cateclasm, we have the
matter of the tree of art and scumcc '<brol.en "'.'0
short questions." In what degree soever, on the
supenor ground of importance the matter of this
Encyclopsedical
tree may fall below the matter of
that consecrated formulary, on the ground of iacility of intellection
it WIll scarcely be thought to
Yield to It.
1. 'What is Mathematics?
Ansu"<'r.The branch
of art and science which has for Its subject quallflt,ll.
2. What IS the Encyclopsedical name for Mathematics?
Answer. Posoloou.
3. "'hat is Geometry, expressed in the Encyelopredicallanguage? Auswer.il-forpho..<eOf/lCPosolog.'l'
4. "nat IS Aruhmeuc, expressed in Eneyclopiodtca.llanguage?
Answer, Aleoomorpluc PoSO/O',I,.
To the above will be added, of course, the questions adapted to the extractiou of the requ'<ite
ulterior explanations
n..t of these the al 0' e
sample will, It IS behev ed, be found to sufhce.
seives naturally
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remain to the matter as expressed in the multifurcate mode; but the proof of its being allcomprehenliu,
the proof of Its bemg distinct,
and the instruction afforded by the language
by wluch this proof IS expressed, all this would
be gone.
After these deductions made, by this
means, out of a system constructed
and exhrbited In the bifurcate mode, you might have
remaining a system equally good, constructed,
or at least erlubited in the multifurcate mode.
Constructed!
Yes;
but m what manner?
Exactly in the manner In which, in his oration
given to an audience of Shoemakers, Orator
Henley showed them how, by one man, a gross
of shoes might be made in a day: viz. by cutting them out of a gross of boots.
Of this conversion the converse would not
be altogether
so easy.
Nor Indeed, without
addition SUppOSlDO'the multrfure t t
t b
.
'f
e
.
.
a e ree 0 e,
In anyone?
Its ramifications, ~e~s than allcomprehensive, :":'luld It be possible. . On the
OppOSlt: SUppOSItIOn, ho~ever, 1. e. If In every
one of Its ramifications It be supposed to be
all-comprehensive,
the converse would be possible.
Of the required bifurcate tree, the matter would, on this supposition, ~n part, though
only in part, be grven ; and, as to the mode of
fillmg up the deficiencies It has alreadv been
explained, and may be seen exemplified In the
TaOble. di . .
. h • h
.
fa. IVIsIOn:whic . in t e article of all-comprehenst'Deness, IS deficient, an example, should
any person be desirous of it, may with equal
facility be extracted
from the same Table.
Take, for instance, Natural History· branches,
upon the multifurcate plan, SUppOSIng it In the
execution all-comprehensive,
three, VIZ.JIineralogy Botany and Zooloqy.
Suppose anyone
of th~m left out thus lIistead of the all-com.
.' "
.
..
pre h enstve dIVISIOn, you have an ll~perfect, or,
as Euchd mIght have saId, a rieficlent one·t
.. Of an imperfect division, Watts, in his Logic,
undertakes to gIve an example. But on this occaSIOnhe seem. not to know very exactly what he is
about. The sort of a[!fIregate, which belonged to
his subject, was a 10(JZcal aggregate-a genu e : such
as this Table exhibits In every part of It. The
sort of aggregate which he employs for Ius example
is a pkyszcal aggregate :-an mdwulual-any
individual of the genus tree. The dIVISIOnwhich he
gives, as an example of an Imperfect one. ISthat of
a tree into trunt: and leaves. What III his view
renders It an imperfect one, IS but the want of
mention made of root and branches. Not to speak
of other parts, two much more Important defieiencies are, the want offloicers and fruu,
But the
hghts struck out by Lmnaus, had not as yet shone
upon the field of Physiurglcs.
Immediately afterwards, he takes up, indeed, a
logzeal aggregate: VIZ.Lo.qw Itself. But, for want
of some words, perhaps, that were necessary to
complete the expression,
mstead of I ight, the result is thicker darkness
LogIC, he supposes,
divrded into apprehellsUJ1t,jwigment,
and reasomng.
This division gives us another example of an mcomplete one: for, to render it complete, method,
he says, should have been added' of the art ID

I

That, for obtaining a clear, cOPreet, all-comprehensive and commanding view of the contents of any logical aggregate or whole, b~furcate, in contradistinction
to multifurcate, IS the
only adequate
mode, another consideranon
may perhaps help to satisfy us. Of two objects,
and no more. can the eye of man, (whether it
be of the bodily and real, or the mental and
fictitious organ, that the word be understood
as deeignatrve.) obtain any usefully distinct
view at the same time.
Vibratmg, as it were,
between the two; and at each vibratiou applytng (as Euclid might have said) to the iJlr
pression made by the one, the still VIVId idea:;:
------.
-----------ques~lOn (meaning /ogzc,) method (he says) IS a
considerable part, Be It so: but apprehension; is
it abo an art o. No, surely.
Of the art and
sOle.nee of lOgIC It may be !ak.en for one of the
subjects ·-true .-hut Itself It IS neither art nor
science. Thus, confounding the subjects of an art
WIth the art Itself, what he gIVes as an example of
the diVISIOnof a logical aggregate, Is-a drvision of
It mto four parts, of which no more than one can,
with any sort of propnety, be spoken of as a part
of that same whole. No; nor even that, without
a force put upon the import of the word. To express a specIes of art-to
express an operatum-:«
method'z,allOn. not method, was the propel' word:
Is-not the operatum Itself, but the result

:ref~

t Elements, book vi. p. 28.
::: Impressum-s-viz. the effect produced In the
mind at the very time when the object which IS
the s~urce of It, bellIg present to bodIly sense, IS
actually the object of the facultv of perception tdelV-'lz. the effect produced when the object, not
being so present, Is-or rather the rmpression made
by It as above: I.-the
object of the faculty of
memory. The first writer, It IS beheved, by whom
this drstmction, so necessary to every clear and
correct perception of the phenomena of the human
mind, was held up to notice, was David Hume. A
consequence Is-that, where observatIOn IS made,
of the existence of this or that retatwn,-and,
on
that occasion, comparison, as above, IS spoken of
as bemg made. or distmctum as having place,-If
I the number of the objects
In question IS greater
I than two, he. who has to speak of the relatum, the
, rompanwn, or the dzstuictum, finds himself ID a
I very awkward
dilemma,
By the prepositron
amona-It being scarcely in use for this purposescarcely IS the import In question presented to
View. Comparison of object uutli object, yes: comparison between object and object, yes' comparison
between objects, yes : comparIson amonp obJectscomparIson, for example, among those three o'dect.s
-scarcely:
So as to relation,
Relation of object
to object, yes: relation between object and object,
yes: relation between objects, yes relation amonq
obJects-relatlOll amrmg thesethree oljerts-scarcely.
And so, in the Instance of the word distinction,
In these eases what shall be the word employed?
-Shall It be the word a,lIWll,Q? Scarcely is the
import conveyed' or, If It be, It IS not WIthout the
idea of impropriety
for Its accompamment,
that
the eor-veyance of It IS made. Comparison, relettum, distmctum; among these three :-scarcely will
any such phrase be endurable. Shall it he the
word between? comparison betiree» lItTee 1 relulum.
between three 1-the hue of eelf-contradictonness
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of the other, one by one it can compare them;
but if any greater number, say three, be presented to It at the same time, then so it is, that,
for any such purpose as that of obtaining a
perception of those reciprocal points of coincidence and diverssty, ere it can bestow upon
them a steady and persevering consideration,
it will find itself under the necessity of dividiug them, in the first place, into two lots; in one
of which it will place one of them, and in the
other lot either it will place one alone of the
two remaining objects, or if both, then, for the
purpose of comparmg the other object of the
comparison, the two will be put together, and,
by conjunction in the same lot, be in imaginazton reduced to one.
Endeavours
are used (suppose) to consider
and compare all three at the same time. What
will be the consequence I-that, while any two
of them are thus kept In comparison, the third,
before any clear and decided judgment can be
formed in relation to these two, will be obtruding Itself.
Confusion Will thus ensue: and a
necessity will be found of recommencing
the
comparison:
and so toties quoties. *
•

presents Itself upon ~he. very face of the phrase.
~y on~ of the words In It, the number of the o~jects 18 asserted to be three' by another It 18
asserted to be no more than two.
Be thrs as It may, the confirmation which, from
this particularrty In the language, though It should
be found to be in no more than one language, the
notron in question receives seems equally man ifest. To the use thus ex~luslvely made of the
word between, what could have gI ven rise, but a
sort of general, howsoever mdistmct, perception,
that It IS only one to one that objects can, in any
continued manner, be commodiously
and effectually
compared.
* On the very face of the portion of language,
with which the hand of custom has covered this
part of the field, may be seen a testimony-nor
that a weak one-m favour of the conception thus
hazarded. Distinctum between is the phrase, not
distmetion among' comparison between, not romparlSon amonq.-"·hy?-Answer.
Because it IS
onlv betweent;l'O objects that any clear perception
of ,hstmction can be obtamed at the same tlme'because to no greater number of objects than two
can the faNJitl/ and correspondent operatwn of
comparison be applied;;t exactly the same point of
time,
Many, in a word, are the occasions on which,it being supposed that of certain objects a survey
is to be taken, and that survey a conjunct one,-it
will be fonnd, that, of the two words here in quesnon, VIZ.betwee'l and at1UnJ{J, it is the former only
that can with propriety be employed: and, besides
these JUst meDtioned, on many others, if not on
all occasions, will the like testimony, it is believed,
be seen to be afforded.
The truth is-that,
on this gronnd, the English
language labours under a defect, which, when it is
compared in this particular with other European
languages, l.laY perhaps be found peculiar to it.
By the derivation, and tbence by the UlNY:ludrhle
import, of the word between., (i. e. by twa",,) the
number of the objects, to which this operation IS
represented as capable of bemg apphed, 18 confined
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One word more on the subject of instructi'D<lness. In the exhaustively
bifurcate mode,III and by means of the ramified chain of virtual definitrons which have been brought to
vlew,-at
each joint a pair or rather a triplet
of relatiom, has been brought to view: viz.
the relanou of each minor agqreQate to the immediate major aggregate, and the relation of
each minor ag.qregate to the other' the two
first, relations of tdentity and coincidence; the
third, a relation of dirersity and separation.
But, of every object of the understanding,
be
it what It may,the nature is the more thoroughIy known, the greater the number is of those
relations+ which it IS seen to bear to other objects : and, were it only in virtue of its being
an object of the understanding,
every such object bears some relation-Ill
truth a multitude
of relations to every other. By Algebra, whatsoever riddles are solved, are solved-whatsoever IS done, is done-by
the converting
of tlns or that unknown quantity iuto a knotm
one: a conversion, which neither is, nor ever
can be, effected III any other way, than by
means of a relation which it bears, VIZ. the reI lation termed
the relation of equality,! (which,
III a case that affords notlung
but quantity, 18
the same as the relation of identity,) to such
or such other quantity or quantities
which
we e known I
dv
'
r.
.a rea .'.
•
N? object IS known, but III so far as Its pr0perties ll;re kn?wu: and, for every property,
the manifestation
of which depends upon any
other object, a correspondent relation between
to two. By the Latin inter-by
vation entre-s-ue such lmutanon

its French deriseems to be ex-

pressed,s

+

[Relations."
to other objects.] Wben first
penned, the yassage stood as follows :-" It is on!."
by mea'll' 0/ such relations as it bears to other oil.;eets, that any obJect can be known." ." Without
explanation, thiS (It might have appeared) would
have been going too far: for, supposing the object
in questron to contain parts, on this supposition
the relations which it bore to other objects would
not comprehend more zhan a portion of the whole
number of relations of which It was susceptible: in
addition to them, there would remain the relations
borne to each other by its several paris. The only
supposition, therefore, on which the position thus
discarded wonld be stnctly true, IS thrs, viz. that
the subject of it is an atom "-a.n object too minute
to be divisible into parts. On this supposition,
if
deducnon were made of all relation, borne by this
atom to objects exterior to itself, after such deduetion there would not remain any relatIons at all.
For in the very import of the word relation, two
objects at least, between whieh it is considered as
baving place, are comprehended. No powers, for
example, could the atom have: "Why? Because
no subject would it have to operate upon.
::: Hence the term equaiton applied to algebraical
propoaitions.
a To the Gruk,-the
set of prepositions which
that language furnishes bemg wretchedly smbiguous, unappropriate,
unexpressive.-+in vain, on IUch
an occasion, could any reference be made.
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the two objects must be acknowledged

to have

place."
SECTION XlII.t
Exl.austiuneu, as applied by Logical DiriBion
-the idea whence taken-Saunderson's
Logic
-Porphyrian
or Ramean Tree-Hermes.

To the author of these pages, the first object
by which the idea of exhallBtiuness, as applied

* Cautian, to prevent that smseonception, by wMch
Aristotle, after bewlldenng himself, kept the thinking part of the world bewildered for little less than
two thousand. years~ywhwh
he put out the eyes of
the otherwISepowerful mind of James Harris-and
whick, by Bacon and Locke, has scarcely ever yet
been eompletdy done away.
Lest, to the instrument here employed, VIZ. the
CfYfltradwtory formula,.-mployed
as here in the
character of a test of, and secunty for all-comprehenst'lJe1UlSSand distinctness, in a logical drviaion.-cany extraordinary powers, beyond those which
really belong to. it, should b~. ascribed-Ie~t, by
being employed III the composition of propositions
wearing on the face of them the form of demonstratum; a degree of conclusiveness, independent of
obseroatum. and eeperunent,
and superior to anythmg whieh by means of those instruments of
knowledge can be produced, should be supposed to
be attainable,-this
caution IS subjoined :-a caution which, however, to those who by an adequate
conception of, and a sufficient attention to, the
discoveries made m the region of mind by Bacon
and Locke, have learnt to recognise the emptmess
of the Anstotehan philosophy, will at the utmost
be no more than a memento.

Yes, upon observation made of individual pe~eeptions, and upon the correctness WIth which It
has been made, and the Judgments grounded on It
deduced, will depend, in every instance, the truth
of whatsoever propositions of a .general nature can,
upon that part of the field of thought and action,
to which these same individual perceptrons and
judgments appertain, be framed and delivered.
By general words, a truth, in so far as ascertained
by individual observation, may indeed be erpressed :
but, it is not bv stnnging together general words,
be they what they may, or in what number they
may, that truth can be prooed i. e. that sufficient
ground for regardmg anyone of these propositions
as true--any of the properties in question as really
appertaimng to the subject in question=-oan be
afforded.
Of the formulary, here proposed in the character
of a test of all-comprehemweness in the division to
which it is applied, what then is the real function
and use ?-Answer.
To point the attention of the
reader to the individual matters of fact, on which
the possession of this property depends: to point
the attention to them, viz. by the means of a pointed
form of words, by which the existence of them in all
the individual subjects in question is asserted 1U
explicit terms.
That all lim"g bodies, (tum here to the Ramean
tree, Table IV.) that all living bodUJS, other than

+

For further elucidation on the subject of this
and the succeeding sectrons, see the subject of division, as treated in the work on LogIC iu this
\olume.-Ed.

to logical di1)ision, was suggested, was a chapter of Saunderson's Logic, which has this operation for its subject.
Much about that Baine
time, viz. some four and fifty years ago, on the
occasion of a Bet of College-Lectures,
in which
that book of Saunderson's was employed as a.
text-book, the copy of it, now lying on the
table, received in manuscript a eopy of a diagram of a. logical tree, therein called .Arbor
Porphyriana-the
Porphyrian
Tree-exactly
those that are sensitioe, are insensitive,-this,
for
example, IS what can be neither denied nor doubted
of.- Why?
Because the assertion thus brought
to view has, in troth, for its subject, nothing more
than the Import of certain words, compared with
certain others :-words, the import of which is on
both Sides fixed by universal usage
But that all the lnnng bodies, which are called
animals, are sensitrce, I. e. possess the property of
sensation,--of this proposition the truth depends
upon individual observation: viz. partly upon the
observation, that bodies, which at first view have
been supposed to possess sensation, have upon further observation and experiment been found to
give .further indications of that property; partly
upon the observation, that,-in whatever instance
body has been found or supposed to be possessed
of that same property,-<lmmal,
and not plant,
has, of these two correspondently extensive names
of classes, been the name to which it has been
wont to be referred, as well as the name by which,
in common language, it has been wont to be desigaated,
Of these two observations, the first is an observation relative to the nature of t/u1tfJs,. and the
field It belongs to is that of Natural HIStory: the
other is an observation relative to the import of
trords : i. e. relative to the usa~e which, among
that portion of the human species, by which the
langnage in question has been employed, has obtained m respect of the ti!tngs, or real objects, for
the designation of which the words in question
have been wont to be employed; and the field it
belongs to is that of Lallpuage.
.
It was by fancying that everythmg could be
done, by putting together a parcel of phrases, expressIve of the respective Imports of certain words,
mostly of certain general words, WIthout any such
trouble as that of applying e.rpenment or obsert'alion to individual things,-that, for Itttle less than
two thousand years, the followers of Aristotle kept
art and SCtence nearly at a stand.
In the present instance, what may be seen isthat, already, 1U whatsoever may have presented
itself in the character of a demonsiratwn, among
the data of it, the existence of the property, the
existence of which is the object of such demonstration-the
existence of that property in the
subject in question, viz. in the dimsion in question
-IS virtually assumed. In and by the remainder
of the process-e-m and by the demonstrative part
itself-what then IS it that is or could be done?
Nothing more than to show, that to the two
branches or minor aggregates in question that formula is trnIy applicable, which, wherever it is
found to be truly applicable, is received,-or
at
any rate is fit to be received,--as a compendious
..ulicatwn,-and, in 80 far 8JI the individual assertions included in it are true, i. e. agree with the
nature of 11''''gs on the one hand, and the usage of

TABLE
ARBOR

PORPHYRIAN

IV.
A,

seu potiue

RAMEA:

Being a Diagram, contrived for exhibiting at one view the principal Divisions of the Aggregate Mass of real Entities, as designated by tho word Substantia,
employed by the Latin
Logicians, in imitation of their Grecian masters, as the name of a correspondent Genus, styled the Genus Generalissimum:
such Divisions being designated by their several aingle'Worded, trivial, or current names; preceded by their several many-worded names, herein termed Encyclopmdical names, by which are expressed the mutual relations borne by one
to another of the several assortments of objects so denominated: such assortments being the results of the several corresponding divisional operations, to which the matter of the
whole Aggregate Mass has been subjected.
N. B. 1. This Diagram exhibits the earliest example known of a system of Logical Divisions, executed in the exhausti~ely-lJlfurcate
mode, with tho test of exhaustiveness applied to each joint or ramification; such test being in each instance expressed in and by the denomination given to the negati'te one of
the two branches or minor apgregates.-N.
B. 2. Of the system in question, an explanation is given by PORPHYRIUS,one of ARISTOTLE'SCommentators, in his Isagoge, i. e. Introduction to the -Organon of ARISTOTLE,as it stands in the edition of those same works, printed at Frankfort,
anno 1597.
To the Letter-press is there attached a sort of
Diagram (p, 9); but, darkness rather than light being the effect of it, it is not here inserted.-N.
B. 3. As to the word Genus, considered as one single object, the object designated
by it is ajictitioliS Entity: although the individuals, to the designation of each of which it is applicable, are so many real Entities.
Concerning this Diagram, see Chrestomathia,
Appendix, No. IY. pp. 1l0-1l2.

No. I.

No. II.

NOTES.

The ARBORPORPHYRIANA
In its orqinal form,

being the forms in which

I

it was transcnbed from the copy exhibrted III the course of a College [
Lecture, delivered, Anno 17(H, at Queen's College, Oxford.

Explanatory of the Differences by u'hich this amended Form, No.
II., is distinguished from the original Form, No. I., together with
the Reasons of those Differences.

The ARBOR PORPHYRIANAin a supposed amended form·

more explicit, and sup-

posed to be, in other respects, now somewhat improved.

I. SUBSTANTIA
SUBSTANTIA
CORPOREA

INCORPOREA

""CORPUS
ANIMATUM

SPIRITUS
INANIMATUM

~

ee] corporea,
viz. CORP US,.

II. CORPUS est
'l!el »itale,

III. VIVUM est
vel sensitirum,
t·tz ANI1I1AL;

sub-t antire,

SENSITIVUM

INSEXSITIVU.M

""\IO~IO

A~DIAJ"

RATIONALE

PLA~TA

IV. ANIMAL

3 In the original Table, the use which, in this one alone of the four
ramiflcauons, 10 made of one and the same word, for the expressing of
two different objects YIZ the objects de-unrated by the two different
pnrt- (If ....
I'l'l'rh, .1 IInl'll nd icctirc and a 1.ulln eub-tantire, presented an
a""nwl:, w hu h. by the sub-trtutton of the word 'rltalr, for the one puri' I" -e, w lnl« the word "rllll! was employed for the other. IS, 1D the
" Dugram a, hci e a mcudcd, avoided

i:
I:
IIL

4.

joint, the place for the single-worded and trrcial
mawr aggregate bemg III the oriamal Diagram left
blank, .0 1- It III the amended DIagram: the language, a. it should seem, 1,1
not affordrug' an)' such trivial name.
nann-

III

till' '('colld

of the

IJ.

'7,dlr(

t'eZ non eitale,

",iz. VIVU.i)f,

2. Compared With Titale, Tirmn presented itself as having, in this
r s In the other instances, the advantage of varyrng the sign, where the
L eject to be designated
j, differcnt : it moreover seemed rather better
adapted than male, to the purpose of officiating in the character of a

ANIMATUM

est

I

[PlantaVitale- Virum-A
11 I1Iwtum ]
1. Taking for the subject
the aggregate here III both forms, designated by the word Plante (Planta,
the name of the logical gellus in which all mc/iridual plants are included) to the applicatron made of the word T!TUm, as designative of
the !5UjILi'Wr qenns or major aq:7rcqatc.., in which this inferior
genus or
lil1110r
a!lili <'gate IS mcluded-to
the application made of this word in
the character of a substantive, together With the corresponding word
T10 -Ie, III the character
of an adjective, as in No. II., there seems no
objection : not ;0 III regard to the word animatum employed III the
orrgmal Diagram, No. 1.

est

('

'rel rationale,

viz.

1I0MO;

'/lel irrationale.

viz.

BRt'Tl:'M.

eel insensititum,
uz.PLANTA.

ce] incorporea,
ri::. SPIRITUS.
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in the state in which It is represented .in Table
Iy.! No.~.
In Ta?le IV., No: II., It .IS exhibited with some !Ittle al~eratlOns, w~lCh, on
the present occasl?n, might serve, It w:as
~hon~h~, to render It somewhat more readily
Intelligible,
. In this same work of Saunderson:'s, in a list
given of the commentators
of Aristotle, the
very .first place is occnpl~d by this s.a~e .PorphYM1I.'. Yet, useful as It not only IS m Itself,
but more particularly
useful as it ~ight have
be.en ~de, to t~e purp~8e of affording exe~phfica~lOn and I~lu8t~tlOn to some of the Instruetions
contained
In that
same work of
Saunderson's! in no part of that work is any
reference to It to be found,"

language on the other,-as a commodious test, and
provisumal proof, though no more than a prooisumal proof, of the existenee of the property in
question in the subject in question: viz. in the
present instance, of the property termed all-comprekensWeness or e3'/.aus/,veness, in the svstem of
divisions supposed and asserted to be possessed of It.
It is from such troth as. there 18 in the incl~ded
partie/tZar-yes and even .7tdtVldual-propositIOns
that whatever truth there IS in any more generai
one is originally perceived,-not
""'" ~"'rsii. A
general pro.positIOn is b~t an aggregate .of indrvidual ones: It can only be In so far as the individual
propositions contained In it are true, that in the
general proposition by which those mdrviduals are
contained any troth can be to be found.
The case is-that
all perceptions are not only
particular but illdioidual. In so far as It goes beyond actually existmg individuals on whieh the
actual observation has been made, every general
proposition,--how well warranted soever the t1iduction is by which it has been formed,-how useful soever It is when applied to practlCe,-and
how truly soever the sensation it produces in the
mind is different from that produced in the same
receptacle b;r anyone of the individual observetiona of which it contains the assertlOn,-Is still
but a figment-the mere figment of the imagination.
Hence=-onee more, and for the last time--it is
only in the character of a proolSiOflai test that this
ge»£f"al formulary is presented. In observatum
and e..>periment-observation and experiment having for their subjects itultfndual objects-in these
are the only ortginal, and III case of dispute or
doubt, the only tkjimtive tests to be found.
To give to mere assertion the appearance, and
for that purpose the 1Ulme of demonstratum, is a
contrivance, invented and brought forward, probably W1thou~seeing the hollowness of it, by.A rtstotle, and which, down to the present day, either
from inability or from unwillingness, to recognise
the hollowness of it, polemical writers have not
yet prevailed upon themselves to abstain from the
use of. The pro~sItion which a man stands engaged to support, 18 in its nature a self-contrsdictory on?, and .thereby a mere heap of nonsense,expressrve neither of troth nor even so much as of
f~sehood ?-Nothing will serve him but he must
give a demonstration of it. The more palpable
t!te absence of all genuine instruments of persuaSlon,themore urgent the demand for fallacious ones.
* From the Greek of the lsagoge of Porph.1{rtus
-i.e. his Introduetion to the Aristotehan :S...stem
of Logic-this
diagram is supposed to have' been

I'

III

By. every eye, by which this prime and most
mgemousexampleoflogicahnalysisisglanced
at, the divisions made by it may at one glance
be seen to be, at each step, bifurcate.
By
every one who, III this point of view shall have
had the patience to examine into it It will be
found to be at every such step e.xha:Uti~e.
On the subject of Di~Wio" Saunderson has
=-for, in foll~wing out and paraphrasing
the
system of Aristotle he could not fail to havea chapter.
Amon;st other rules for the performance of this operation, he requires that it
be exhausti~-that
it possess this property.
In that chapter, had it occurred to him to
avail himself' of the exemplification
thus already given of this his own rule, he might
have exhibited to his readers a specimen of
division, which, being throughout bifurcate, IS
throughout exhatUti'l'e. In so doing, after eausing hIS readers to observe, that it is bifurcate,
h
. h ha
•
e mig t . v.e shown. to ~hem, in the first
place! t~t It'iS ex~aush:e, In the next .place,
, that It IS by Its being ~Ifurcate that It 18 rendered capable of being proved to be .80 ; .and,
[ Iastly, that by the mutual contradictoriness
of the two propositions, the import of which
is suggested by the pair of denominations presented by each pair of branches, the proof of
its being so is actually afforded.j-

I

i

translated. But it was the Latin translation, as it
stands III No. I.-a Latm translatIon In manuscnpt,
and not the Greek original III pnnt-that
was put
by the hItor Into the hands of his pupils : nor has
it ever happened to this one of them to have had
a copy of it under hIS eye.
t Since what is in the text was written, an
opportunity has been obtained of consulnng the
work of Porphyrius: and the result is-that most
Improperly has this dIagram been ascribed to that
wordy and cloudy pre-expounder of a nebulous
origmal.
An edition of .Aristotle's Organon, (i. e. SFm
of Logte,) to which IS prefixed the Introduction,
ascribed to Porph.Vrius, is now on the table: it is
that published by Factus, With & Latin Traaslsnon,
at Frankfort, Anno 1597. In the Greek there is
no diagram. In the Latin alone is there any diagram.a Bnt, in the Greek, what is described isnot a tree, but a mere nest ofbo:t:es, one within-another. In the Lsem dIagram, the image presented
has III it something of a ladder, but nothing at all
of a tree.
The t:uth is-what is bro~gh~ to ~e~ by P,!,"I phynus 18 not a system of dimsion«; It IS nothing
' more than a system of lomcal subaltern.aiton:
Of
the materials of the diagram here exhIbIted, It has
not any of the negatwe branches: it has none bnt
the pastilV!" . Genus Generalissimum, Ou...... ."e~
to and within "''''., ....,...: noxt 1? ~d within
,..,,.... ,,,·-I-.x" ,..,,.... next to. and within .,.";'ux··
s : next to and within t , }.."
~..., :
n;xt. to ~d .WIthm
,.9-c · . To
hrecllUls It WIll, WIthout explanation, be manifest
enoUfh, how clumsy.and incorrect the ~orJt.manslnp IS of this nes! oJ boxe«; how much inferior to
that of the Lou» tree: to non-Grecisas, it seems

,.11,..., {...

J..,.,,,,•• ~""'

a Pp, 8, 9.
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Planted and finnly rooted, by the logical
work of Saunderson, the conception of the necessity of the property of ezhausti1Je1le8llto an
adequate division, received, at a later period,
further confirmation, as well as illustration,
from the grammatical work of James Horris.
Upon reference now made to that work, no
such word as erhaustiuness or all-comprehen,;,uness has been found In it; but by the word
A.Lx., repeatedly
decked out in emphatic eapiWe, and reinforced by the word w/tate'Cer,
together with the division made of the contents of it, by the words either and or, the idea
was plainly meant to be conveyed, and was ac-

cordingly brought to view. Whether in the instance of every one, or so much as anyone, of
the divisions there exhibited, that quality is
given to it, has not, for the present occasion,
been thought worth inquiring into. What is
certain is, tha.t, for proof of the existence of
that quality, neither the test here in question,
nor any other, is there brought to view. What
is also eertam is, that, be they as they ma,y in
regard to eilhaustiuness, or say aU-campreMAsi'Ce71e8S,
in regard to distinctnas, the divisions
exhibited in Hermes are stark naught.
Under the name of attrilYutiUl of the second.
order, adtJerbs-all adurbs,-are there given
as being ill their import, dl¥tinct from the three
scarcely worth explaining, Thus it appears, that, parts of speech following : viz. from ,ubJtanof this admirable instrument, scarce a trace is to tires, for example place and time; from attribe found 111 the work of this Porphynus, by whose butitJes of the first order, for example the proname it has been found designated. No ramifiea- noun adjective this, and from connectiUl, for
bon, no divrsron, is to be found In it: no rannfieaexample the preposrtion in. Unfortunately,
tion, consequently no place for that contradictory
formula, by which the relation of the contents of to look no further, in the import of every adthe branches, to one another and to the trunk, is verb designative of place, and in that of every
adverb designative of time may be found the
80 satisfactorily expressed.
Wonderful, therefore, it is, how, among logi- several imports of the three several parts of
eians,--()r from the pen of so much as a single logi- speech, from the imports of which, the import
eian, of the Arrstotehan School,-the
diagram 111 of an attributive
of the second order had, in
question should have been ascribed to this Porphythat division of Harris's, been represented as
rrus,
The probability seems to be, that the inven- distinct.
Adverb of place, here ; i. e. in this
tor of it was no other than Peter Ramus: that place: adverb of time, now; i. e. in or at this
Ramus, whom we have seen, and shall see again, so
time: and so in regard to QUALITY, IIA.NNER,
slightingly spoken of for the use he made of it a
In the text of this secnoa,> when, from the and so forth."
na.me under which it was handed down, the disSECTION XIV.
gram was concluded to have been the invention of
Porpltynus, it was mentioned as matter of surprise, Imperfection of Ute ourrent Concepti0n8 f'eZa,that Saunderson had made no use of It. Though the
hul!! to ExhaUBtiune88 and Bifurcation;ascription of it to Porphyrius was, as above, the reex. gr. 1. in SaundersfJn'8 Logic.
sult of mrsconeepnon, the ground for surprise remains Without much alteration.
To Saunderson
Of the systems of logical division, which, for
the works of Ramus were known, for he refers to one purpose or other, are so abundantly framed,
them.
By Ramus, what is certain is-that
for and so continually observable, many there are,
the bifurcate mode of division a strong predilection
was entertained, and abundant use made of it: which, in some of their ramifications, particuwhat seems highly probable therefore, is-that the larly those which are the nearest to the trunk,
divisions, thus made by him, either, were, or were will be seen to be bifurcate; nor can it be
doubted, but that of these again a large prointended to be, exhaustive.
of the
Accordlll$ to Moreri, (verbo Ramus) on the portion would, upon the application
subject of Logw, (for he wrote on lIfat!tematICal
above test, be found to be eilhawtiu:
and,
and other subjects) the works he wrote were in- lamentable,
indeed, it would be, if-in
those
titled institutwnesDudectuxe,
and A ri8fuf.eluxe An;arrangements,
by which, on all sorts of submadoersioses, Anno 1543 :-hls books were con- jects, men's conceptions are settled and deterdemned, and he turned out of his Professorship, he mined-a
property which by all Iogieiaes, has
not being at that time more than twenty-eight
been acknowledged
to be the inseparable acyears of age. Being the declared opponent of
ArIstotle, the wonder is how, for that time, he escaped With life.-Being moreover a Protestant, he
.. Some five-and-forty years ago was the di..
suiiered for both sins at once, being comprehended
covery of this imperfecnon made. What led to it
in the Bartholomew-tide Massacre, Anno 1572.
was this. Observmg that, to the divisions made
In some of our public libraries, not to speak of in that work, the quality of all-compreMnsi_
private ones, these works of the ingenious Frenchwas therein aseribed,-and concluding that accord·
man-galliee,
Pierre Ramee, latine, Petrus Ra- ingly, in the contents of it, matter, ht for the bamus-would
be to he found of course. What he ing represented as endowed with that quality, would
found to say against Aristotle wonld at least he throughout be to be found,-thereupon,
by way of
matter of curiosity, though, considering at what exercise, taking the text of it in hand, the author of
time of day he said it, probably not of much use.
these pages set himself the task of exhibiting it in
the form of a Ramean tree: but, not to speak of
• The Porphyrian tree, in its u!!U&1
Latin form, is anterior sources of perplexity, no secner did the tat
found in use before the tune of RamUlI: e. g. by come to be applied to the atJributitJU of tile aecond
Boethius and others.-Ed.
order, than the delusion vanished, and the operab P. Ill.
tion was found to be impracticable.
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it Of all the colleges in the university of Oxford,
Queen's College was, in the year 1761,-and,
for
aught the wnter of this has heard, eontmues to be,
-the one, in which the art and science of Loflic
was and is cultivated with most attention.
In
those days, Saunderson's and Watt8 " as above,
were,-and, for aught he has heard, continue to be,
on this subJect,---employed there in the character
of the earliest, if not the only mstitutional writers.
t Ih11idendum, rather than d,vlSUm, seems to be
the more proper term, in so far as the time, at which
the subject is taken into considerataon, 18 anterior
to that at which the operation has been performed
npon it: and the first-mentioned is the time which
seems to have been in view on the occasion of some
of tbe ensuing rules.-The
dnndendum, Dot the
dit>idend, for fear of running fonl of the Threadneedle-street Bank.
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3. Membra llOfIdifldentia tint eomradistincta
et opporita; to which, by way of explanation,
is added, ita ta oonfundi nequeant 'f!el coinddere.
Let the condivident members be contradistinct
(viz. from each other) and opposite; in such
eort that they shall not coincide or be capable
of being confounded.
By this explanation
no very clear light
seems to be thrown upon tbe subject.
What
seems to be meant is, tbat, after the division
has been made, things shall be in such a state,
that of no one of &II the several distinguishable articles or masses of matter, contained in
the whole dividend, shall any portion be found
to lie, part in one of the members, other part
in another.
In so far as any such incongruity
is found to have place, the division, it is evident, is indistinct, and, being indistinct,
is
therefore imperfect; the operation has not been
completely performed.
On the subject of distinct1lell8, see above, § 12.
4. Pi~isio fiat in membra proxima et immediata, et (quam jieri commode potest) pauci8lima.
Let the division be made into the
nearest and (so far as convenience
allows)
fewest members.
Then immediately after, in
the same paragraph, and under this same lOth
head or rule, he goes on to say-A
prozimi8
porro ad remotiora et minutiora descendendum
per subdWisi01le8. From the nearest, (viz. members,) to those which are more remote and
,uinute (say rather leu e.rtemiu) let descent
be made by sub-divisions.
In the instance just brought to view, of the
second of these rules, the substance of one rule
being, in other words, given over again, was
given in the character of a distinct and different rule.
In the instance of this 4th rule, two
rules, perfectly distinct, are confounded under
one head, and represented as constituting
but
one and the same rule.
On this last occasion,
a. new case, or state of things, is brought upon
the carpet: viz. the case, in which, by the repeated application made of the operation of
division, to the results of a former division, the
operations WIth their results are thus carried
on as it were in the form of a chain, or rather
(as hath been seen) in the form of a tree.
Pichotomia1 (he goes on to say) BUntlamtilllimaJ, ubi commode haberi possunt; non tamen

nimium luperstitio.e et anrie ubique unandw;
l[IIodfaciunt Ramwi.
For division, the dichotomous (i. e. the bifurcate, or two-pronged)
mode is most to be commended, when it can
conveniently be employed;
but it ought not to
be everywhere hunted out too superstitiously
and anxiously, as it is by the !Wmea1ll.
In
this translation, the expression, it will be seen,
But, on this same occasion, according to the conditions of the problem, he is not to frame it at all :
it is ready framed to his hands.
Upon the whole, what seems evident enough is
---thAt, taken in both its parts, thi8 second rule is
wone than useless, and that the complete erasure
of it would be an improvement.

is bad enough'; and in the original it is still
worse.
It is composed of a cluster of tautologiool, or (as they are also called) identical
propositions;
a sort of verbiage, the natural
growth of a weak mind, and of which every
mind, that is not a weak one, will, as it values
its character,
avoid being seen to make use.
What ought not to be employed, ought not to
be employed.
On an occasion on which it
ought not, an instrument of the sort in question
ought not to be employed.
What ought not to
be done, ought not to be done. This is the language of a driveller in his dotage.
This instrument, which, at the first mention,
is pronounced to be a commendable one, and
of which therefore it cannot but be true that,
on some occasions at least, the employing of it
is a proper course to take, what are the oeeasions on which it is convenient, and thence
proper, what the occasions, on which it is not
convenient, and thence not proper t Such are
the questions, by the answers to which, and not
otherwise, the reproach of tataologism, incurred
as it is by the observation, as it stands, might
have been wiped away.
SECTION

XV.

II. WattB' Logic.
In his chapter, intituled Special RuleB to
direct our Conception of things, Sect. 8. Of
Dieieio« and the Rules of it, Watts delivers
on tlns subject a set of rules; of which, according to his numeration, the number is N. But
in that which calls itself the sixth,may be seen
two perfectly distinct ones.
By anything like a thorough examination of
them, much more room would be taken up than
can here be spared.
'I'he fourth, and the last
part of the sixth, are the only ones that have
any direct bearing on the present point.
1. " Let not sub-divisions (says the fourth)
be too numerous without necessity."
Here we
have anility in a still worse form, than as above
in Saunderson.
Anile tautology patent; selfcontradiction
latent.
"Let them not be too
nutneroU8:" this is plain identicalistn and nothing more: add, " without neceuity," the identicalism is now topped by self-contradiction.
Good simpleton! what mean you by the word
too 1 Know you then of so much as an ima.ginable case, in which there is a "neceslity"
that anything should be "too" anything t in
which that which ought not to be done ought
to be done t
2. Lastly, as to that second part of his Sixth
Rnle-"
Do not," says he, "affect Dtlplicitiu,
fWr Triplicities,
fWr any certain nllmber
of
Parts in your Pi~
of Thing6;" " For,"
(continues he, and then come reasons, in which
not much application to the 81lbject has been
perceived) "yet," (continues he,) "some perB01IB hau disturbed the Order of Nature, and
abuBd their Readers by an affeetation of Pichrr
tomiu, Trichotomies, Selle1ll, TtDdfJel,4-"."

The section

then

concludes
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another
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eflbsion of anility, condemning what he calls
" 8. too nice and curious attention to the mere
forma.lities of logical writers, without a real
acquaintance with things,"
What applies more particularly to the subjeet here in hand, is, that this division, into no
more than ttDQ parts at each operation, is, in
the scale of usefulness, placed by him upon a
level, not superior to that of division into any
other number of parts; to this or anyone
number, in comparison of any other, any preference that can be given is equally ascribed
to no better a source than ajfetJtatioo. Thus
what is plain is, tha.t to his eyes, as already
observed, the matchless beauty of the Ramea,n
tree, the test which it affords of exhausnveness, had not displayed itself.*
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Herethen,aeoordingtothispa.irofLogicianB,
the Latin phrase et oa!tera, in English, and tile
rut, might, on every occasion, and with equal
advantage,
be substituted
to the name of
either, or at least to that of one, of the branches
in each joint of a system of logical divisions,
framed and denominated in the exhaustively
bifurcate mode. But is this so I No: not on
any occasion, with any' such advantage.
Why
not I A1/.IfDer. Because, by an &c., substitute
it to which of the two names you will, though
you may make your division equally ex1wtutiu, you can neither make BtIre of ma.kmg it
equally distinct, nor can you (see § 12.) render
it equally instruotiu.
In the name, which, upon the Ramean plan,
you give to each branch, viz. the tlDO-tror<id
name, be it poritiu, be it even negatiu, you
SECTION XVI.
bring to view two properties: one, in respect of
III. Rad and K aimu, in K aimes's Hiltcry of which the individuals contained ill both branches
Man.
agree with one another; another in respect of
In Lord Kaimes's work, entitled S1cetckes of which they differ from one another: those of
the History of Man, is contained "A ~
the one hatnng this latter property, those of the
of Aristotle', Logic," which he declares to other not, But an et tXBtera 1-what
are the
have received from Dr Reid.
In general, the properties of an et COltera 1
account there given of that work, is, it may
Let it not be said, that the name, the twobe presumed, correct.
But, in the particular
worded name, of a negatiu branch, shows no
passage which now stands for consideration,
property.
For, in the first place, it shows that
his lordship's froth seems, in a dose more or property, which the individuals belonging to
less considerable, to have mixed itself with
that branch possess in common with those that
the phlegm of Dr Reid.
belong to the other: in the next place, it shows
On this occasion the exhaustive mode came another property:
for, to the purpose of inunder his review :-he begins with a deolarastruction, concerning the nature of the object,
tion of its usefulness: he ends with an attempt
even the fWII-possemoo of this or that property,
to turn it into ridicule.
is itself a property.
He acknowledges it to be good: but, at the
Under the assurance afforded by the bifursame time, finding the use of it to be attended
eate mode, when it is declaredly exhaustive,
with some aifficulty, and that a difficulty with viz. the assurance, that, at each joint, in the
which he did not feel himself in a condition to composition of the two-worded name of either
cope, he vows revenge, and, to accomplish his of the two branches, if the sign of negation is
vow, applies to Momtu.
not actually employed, it may, without improAscribing it, and as it should seem with
priety, be so employed at pleasure, under this
reason, to the above-mentioned
Ramus, he assurance, so it is that they may either, or
calls it fleW: in that character it becomes fair both of them, be employed as trunks, and, in
game for ridicule ; and with ridicule it seems that character, may be subjected to ulterior
to him that he has completely and sufficiently
division.
And in this way accordingly it is,
covered it, by a proposal, that, for the purpose
that, in several instances, in the annexed
of exhaustion, in a series of divisions, carried
sample of an Encyclop:edical
tree, both
on in this dichotomous mode, to one of the two branches may be seen employed.- But an 4-c. 1
members an et caJtera should in each instance
-the
phrase et COJtera 1-in what way could
be substituted.
these Logicians have made it serve in the char* From the fifth of these his rules substantial acter of a trunk? In what way could they
and useful instruction will, however, be found 01>- have divided it into lvrandtes?
t.inable :_" Divide," BaYShe, "every subject,
Of what one sort of aggregate is et ~
according to the special design you have in view." the name'
Yet, according to them, with as
Then immediately follows an observation, which, much propriety as any given number of other
with perfect prollriety, might have been made to names, an et tXBtera, if repeated that 8&1118
constitute a distinct rule. "One and the same number of times, is capable of giving denomiidea or subject," ays he, " may be divided in very nation to all sorts of aggregates.
di1fen;nt ~~
MC?~ to the purposes we
By the IlOfttradtctory formtda, which, in
have In, d~
of It; whereupon, by way of every ramification, if performed in the Ra.exo:mp~cation, he adduces ~e several purposes, mean mode, is, lIB ..bove, either expressed or
which, In re~
to a book, It ~y naturally hal;
, lied -an assurance is "';van that the mode
pen to the firinkr, the Gmmmanall, and the Logi_ Imp..?
.",
__, _ •
man, to have in view.-Of this rule of his, two of dlvision pursu~ IS meant .to be ......... ~,
exemplificatioJlll may have been observed in the and to that end IS rendered bifitroate· But If,
Encyclopedica.l Table here uhibited.
in the insta.uce of either branch, in the room
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of a significant

name the insignificant name
this way, what assuranee is given that the mode employed will
be bifurcate!
True it is, that, in the case BUpposed by Reid and K aimes, the mode (it seems
to be taken for granted) is the bifurcate mode.
But in the nature of their et eatera, there is
nothing to hinder its being employed when
the mode is multifurcate:
whereas, as hath
been seen, it is the property and excellence of
the contradictory formula, that it cannot be
employed but that the mode of division is, at
the same time, bifurcate and e:rltaustille.
More misconception-more
confusion.
Of
the coufusion made by Watts, for want of his
being sufficiently aware, that what belonged
to the subject was, not a physical and real
whole, but a logical and fictitious aggregate,
notice has been taken in § 12. Exactly into
that same inadvertence
may Reid and Lord
Kaimes be seen to have fallen in this place.
fit caItern is employed,-in

"Dimsion of Engl{1,nd into ~l!iildlesp:rand what
is not :ftfiddlesex :"* this is what they give as

fallen into: fallen into, and from what cause !
From the having made use of this secunty
against error!
No: but from their having
(says he) omitted to make use of It. To the
" di'Disi01l8" of their making, the fault he ascribes, is that of being" incomplete." Of the
mode of division, which he IS thus holding up
to ridicule, the distinctive character is, that it
is capable not only of being rendered, but,
wherever it is so, proud to be complete. Y e~
the mode is (according to him) a bad one.
Why!---but
because by pursuing it 1-no:
because,for want of havmg pursued it,-certain persons have made bad work.
So much for the objection, which, by this
pair of Scottish philosophers, we ha ve seen
made to the scheme of logical division, which,
III that age of comparative
darkness, was 1Uvented, as it should seem. by the ingenious
French Logician, Pierre Ramee.
As to any of those applications which by
him (as we are told) were made of it, that at
this time of day, unless It be from seeing how
the instrument
itself was managed by him,
any useful instruction
should be derivable,
there seems no great reason to expect.
Obse,..,ation and exper"nenf,-in
these, as above
observed, (§ 12.) may be seen the only sources
of all real knowledge.
In the days of Peter
&1nil$. anterior as they were to those of our
Lord Bacon, scarcely, unless it were here and
there by accident, had these funds been, either
of them, 80 much as begun to be drawn upon.
Of Logic with its divisions, all that It is ill the
power to do is. to arrange and display III the
most instructrve manner whatsoever matters
have been extracted from those sources. What
it can do is, to metl/Odise; and in that unimmediate way promote creation :-what
it can
not do is, to create.

an example of the only sort of division here in
question, viz. a logiwl one. But, agreeing III
Mlis respect with the vegetable body called a
tree, the portion of the earth's surface, called
England, is a physical and real whole, not a
logical and fictitious aggregate.
In a logical division, performed in the exhaustively bifurcate mode, the two-worded
name of each branch gives intimation of two
properties belonging to all the individuals
eontained in it: one, in the possession of which
they agree; another, by the possession and 1/onpossession of which they are distinguislwd. But, I
l)f no one property,-whether
as possessed,
either by all "England;'
or by itself, or by
anything that "is not" itself,--dees
the word
" MiddleBU:" give any intimation.
"it is
erident" (say they) "that these two member.
comprehend all England." True. "In the mme
SECTION XVII.
manner" (say they) "tee may di1lide wkat is
rwtMiddlesex into Kent, and wltat is not Kent."
Process of exkauBf;u bifurcation, to vltat length
True again.
"TkUl," (continue they) -" one
may and shall it be carrted t
may go on by di1Jisions and sub-dirisioRs that
are absolutely complete." True, once more:
In the division of a logical aggregate, erbut while, for your subject, instead of a logi- Itaustiuness can never fall to be useful and
cal aggregate,
you take a physical whole,
instructive:
to afford assurance and demonsalthough those divisions will indeed be as tration of its existence, bifurcation can never
trifling and useless as to yourselves they ap- fail to be necessary.
By this time these propear to be, being so, will they prove what you positions may, it is hoped, be assumed as truth.
bring them to prove' Not they indeed. Wby!
There remain however still, on every occasion, two questions: VIZ. how far this useful
Beesnse they are nothing to the purpose.
process can be, and how far it ought to be
"This example " (they go on to say) "may
serve ie give an idea of the spirit of Ramean
carried on.
tlivision."
How far this purpose is really
By these questions the answers are sugserved by it, the reader may now judge.
gested.
Two bars present themselves, by
A curious cireumstance is, that it is in the either of which, where it has place, the emcharacter (If a. source of objection to this mode, ployment of these instruments
may be effecthat his lordship brings to view the tram of tually opposed.
One is impracticability, the
fa.lse "condusiorur" that, in relation to this impracticability
of the operation:
the other
subject, "phUOBOpken, a.neient and modern,"
may perhaps be termed the uneCQ1Wl1licaln_
have, according to him, in great abundance,
of it: being that which has place, where,
whatsoever may be the value of the benefit,
the value of labour aecessariIy attached to ii
* Kaimes"s Sketches, book iii. Sk. i, p. 163.
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-labour
of Cl'eation, communication and reo
ceipt included-would
be still greater.
I. As to imp~acticability.
Of impracticabiIity, in this ease two causes present themselves as capable of having place:
viz.
uaoog""8oibility and unapre88ibility.
l. As to unCO!J1lO8Cwility. It is only in so
far as the properties, of the aggregates
or
classes of things in question, are known, that,
for the purpose iu question, or any other, any
one such aggregate, with its branches, can
thus be exhibited:
this or that property being
stated as having place in all the individuals
contained in one of the two branches, and as
twt having place in any of those contained in
the other.
Take, for example, Natural Histrwy, and therein Botany. Forty thousand was,
some years ago, stated as the number of supposed different species of plants (exclusive of
"anetin) at that time more or less known to
the botanic world.
Bnt, at that time, the
utmost knowledge obtained of them by any
person was not, to any such degree clear, correct, and complete, as to enable him, m this
way, to show, of everyone
of them, in any
such concise mode, its points of agreement and
disagreement
with reference to every other.
And even if, in and for anyone year, the distincnve properties of the whole multitude of
individuals contained in the whole multitude of
species then known, could have been exhibited
in tIns systematic form, the sketch given of
them, if with regard to the whole number of
species of plants then exrstmg it professed to
be, and even if it really were, an exhaustive
one, would, in and for the next year, no longer
possess that quality.
2. The quantity of surface necessary to the
exhibition of such a diagram, presents another
Circumstance, by which, long enough before
the number of the extreme branches had
reached to any such number as forty thousand. as above, not to say the tenth or the
hundredth part of it, the bar of impradicability
would be opposed.
Number of the extreme
branches being 40,000;
and this number,
being the last term of a series of multiphcatious m which tuo is the common mtdtil'licr,
what would be the sum required of the number of the intermediate branches, which being
to be interpolated between the first term, viz.
I. and the last, VIZ. 40,000, would be to be
added to the sum of those two numbers!
'1'0
UUb question the answer is left to be found by
any ready arithmetician.
m whose eyes the
profit would pay for the troublc.*
II. As to tmeconom;caliless. To perform
the comparatively
small number of ramifica-

----------------*

No, (says he.) the 0011,lIt;0118 are inconsistent,
-1<',r.t term) ; Common multrpher, :!; No numher of terms w III gIve 40,I},jO for the last . the two
nearest will f,ve--thc one u less number, the other
l> g~·eater . Jcnce a demand Ior discussions, the
r~ofit of which would 110t pay for the place oceupied,
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tions exhibited by the annexed sample, was
found to have imposed so heavy a labour, that
over and over again, the thought of having
undertaken it has been matter of regret.
In
comparison of the labour necessary to the execunon of such a work, the mere labour of perusing it is obviously nothing.
Yet even with
this comparatively slight burtheu, it is only
in the instance of a very small proportion of
the whole number of those by whom this volnme
may happen to be opened, that any expectation of their charging themselves with it can
reasonably be entertained.
To those who have inclination and leisure,
an assurance is here ventured to be afforded,
that whatsoever may be the information derivable from the perusal of a work of this sort,
to whatsoever subject applied, much greater
will be the profit derivable in that same shape
from the execution of it.
As to the length to which the operation
shall be pursued, each individual will in both
instances be determined by his own feelings
in regard to net profit and convenience.
But
in one thing all persons, it is supposed, will be
agreed, VIZ. that of the whole number of rami.
flcations, which in this way it might be possible
to exhibit, it will in most instances be no
more than a part and that in most instances a
small part, of the whole field, that will be found
to afford adequate payment for the trouble.
On the other hand, the more extensive the
flniursal
trunTe, the more extensive will be
the quantity of information which, in and by
each such ramification, will have been obtained
and communicated;
the more extensive the
field, the greater will be the profit derivable
I from tlus mode of cultivation.
In the fields of Noology and Etltiu it is, in
contradistmction
to that of Somatology (meluding Natural History and Natural Philosophy)
that the nature of the field will, it IS believed,
be found to afford the greatest profit.
Why t
Because. for example, in Natural History, the
knowledge of the utmost number of peculiar
i properties
that could In this way be brought
I to View, would be but Inconsiderable, in comparison With the number of such properties as
are seen really to have place; and for which,
though in each instance they might be exlnbited, as they are actually exhibited in a.
simple IIst,-no
place could be found in any
such Table.
The objects, of which the words that belong
to Noology and Ethics are the names, are
chiefly the works of man, the products of his
mmd.
In multitude and variety the works
produced by this instrument are as nothing in
comparison with those produced by the hand of
Naturc.t
-----------------t In varIOUSparts of the field of art and science,
in his own instance, towards givmg clearness, correetness, and completeness to hIS own views, the
wntor 01 these pages h"" found i~
at least it
I has seemed to him= of the greatest use. For thia

I
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How to plant a Rameall

XVIII.
Encyclopmdical

tree, on

any giun part of the ji.d4 of art and science.

Having, during a long course of years, and
on a great variety of occasions, if his conceptions on this subject are not altogether illusory,
derived much advantage from the use of the
Rame&n tree, the author is unwilling to quit
this part of the field altogether, without having first thrown out a few hints, which have
occurred to him, as capable of affording more
or less assistance, to any other person: who,
on any occasion, may feel inclined to make
tnal of the old logical instrument, thus newly
offered to notice.
1. As far as they go, employ such materials
as you find ready provided to your hands.
These materials are such words as, in relation
to the subject in question, are to be found
already existing in the language : the words,
and thereby the ,.datiom, in the designation of
whioh they are respectively employed.
Set
them down together, one after another, for
exa.mple in columns, as many as in the first
iustance you can think of or find, adding from
time to time others as they occur.
2. When you have got enough of them to
begin upon, whatsoever be the field of which
you were then endeavouring to take a survey,
among the words the import of which is contained within the limits of it, look out for the
one of which the import presents itself as most
extensive.
See whether it exactly covers the
whole extent of the proposed field of your survey.
If yes, employ it for your universal
trunk;
if not, you must frame some word
which, by its import, shall, after what explanation may be found necessary, present to view,
in the most effectual manner, the whole contents of that same field.
3. The universal trunk being thus found or
made, for the first pair of brancluslook out for
the two words, the Imports of which present
themselves as being both of them contained in
the trunk,and at the same time the most extensive of all those tha.t are; applying to them
the test herein described, observe whether
purpose he ha.d even brought together a. few exemplifications. But, seeing to what a. length they
had led him from the main purpose, and considering that where, by any person by whom, after such
particular discussion and explanation, the reality
of the benefit is not recognised in that part of the
field which has here been operated upon, still less
rearonable would be the expectation of seeing it
recognised on any other ground, of which no more
than the slightest and most general view could be
presented, he struck them out.
Without any such trouble as that of exhibiting
them in this particular view, other exemplifications
may, however, perhaps, be seen to be afforded by
.ome oftbe subsequent Numbers of this Appendix.
* The reader will probably find a convenience
in having open before him the diagram of thls
Etu:yeloptzdteal
Tree, and occasionally to turn to
*he Et:pianatlon. given, in relation to it in § 9.

within their inJporta, taken together, the whole
matter of the trunk be comprehended:
if yes,
there is your first pair of minoraggregatu given,
your first ramV£cation made.
4. If no two such words can be found, then
take the one the import of which-it
being,
(as it natura.lly will be,) the name of & pontiw
property-appears,
next to that of the abovementioned trunk, the most extensive.
Taking
this for the na.me of one of your two minor aggregates, branches of the first ra.mification, the
sign of wegation added to it gives you the other.
5. The test always in hand or mind, proceed
in the same way, carrying on your series of
ramification as far as you find convenient:
at
every joint, for your two branches looking out
for a pair of na.mes, both of them in common
use: taking up with only one such na.me,and
for the corresponding
name adding to it its
contradictory, in those cases alone in which no
such already existing pair of tri'llial, but at the
same time all-comprehensive
na.mes are to be
found.
6. For each such branch, if you see oeession, in addition to snch its tlCO-flJordedname,
framed a.s last-mentioned,find
orframe a ringletrorthd name ;t which will thus stand as &
'Jjnonym to the just-mentioned EncycloPledical
two-worded name, and will for ordinary use
be a commodious substitute.
7. If, under any trunk, whether by finding
them or by framing them, you provide yourself,
in the first instance, with a pair of singleworded names, then, for purely Encyclopredica.l
synonyms, you will have to frame for each &
t__ uorded. synonym : if, in the first instance,
the pair of two-worded Encyclopredical names
are those with which you provide yourself,
then, for Encyclopredical use, or trivial use, or
both, what you will have to do is, as above, to
find or frame, as the case may be, one or two
,ingle-fIJOTded synonyms.:::

t Of a word thus framed, an exemplification
may be seen in the Enq;doptedical Tree, in the
word Eudamomcs.
::: An mstanee, in which the pair of names first
provided were BIngle-worded names, and these
tr.vuU names, is a.lforded by the words Geometry
and .Aritkmetic:-an instance, in which the names
first provided were indeed single-worded names,
but those not trt'lJial names, but names framed for
the purpose, are Posology and Poiology.
Prom
thence, by the addition of the name of the trunk,
were made,-as may be seen both in the diagram
and the explanation of it,-the two two-worded
Eneyclopedieal names, Pososcopic Somatics and
Poioscopic Somatsc«;
To either of these two Encyelopredic&l twoworded names, in the structure of which the contradidory formula is not expressed but only implied, had it been deemed necessary to substitute
two names, in which that test of all-comprMettsif'e"""'" is expressed, the follcwmg is the mode in
which it might have been ell'eeted:-Pososcopic
being continued, to poioseopw alegoposic might
have been subs1.ituted. In this case, the existence
of all-comprehensiveness would have been eft"ected.
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8. On proceeding in this track, wha.t will be
very apt to ha.ppen to you is, the finding tha.t,
after you ha.ve thus found places in your system for a. certain stock of appellatives, growing
always in number greater and greater, but in
point of import each of them less and less extensive as you advance, a. number of appellatives, more or less considerable, the imports of
which are more extensive than those of some
to which you have given admittance, ha.ve been
left behind.
These imports, however, being,
by the supposition, included, everyone of them,
within the limits of the field which you are
thus surveying, will not present to you any new
difficulty.
By the Imports of these words, as
well &8 by those of the others, will the field be
divisible: only, for the making of your drrisions, you must look out for some one or more
other IOUroes.*
9. In these casea.as in those first mentioned,
these sources WIll be furnished by so many
dutinctiu properties: which accordingly you
must be on the look out for, and for each of
whreh, if it ha.ve not a name already, you must
make one.
10. Having found or made names for all
these several sources of division.aet them down
one after another in one hst ; which done, for
exhibiting the relation which the objects so
denominated
bear to one another, you will
probably find some means of compnsing, In
one and the same system of divisions, the whole
list of those sources of di1)iBion, in the same
manner as you have comprised in one such
system the results of the several divisions from
the first of all these several souroes.+
II. On looking over the stock of words, be-
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longing to this your field, you will proba.bly
find, in a number more or less considera.ble,
pairs or parcels of words, which with relation
to one another'are B1/1WfIymOUS. These, as they
occur, yon WIll pick up, and, in that character,
note them, and set them down.
Examples of
words thus related may also be seen in the

Table.

.. 12. Whatsoever
they may be in other respects, it was impossible these directions should
be made anythmg like complete for use, without some intimation given of the distinction
between names of real entitles and names of
.ftctitious entities; a distinction which, in some
of his Encyclopeedical
remarks, D' Alembert
was, it is believed, the first to bring to view,
and which will be found to pervade the whole
mass of every language upon earth, actual or
possible,
Names of bodies, for example, are
names of real entities;::: names of qualitres
and relations, names of fictitious entities.
The
names, by which the branches of the Porphyrian or Ramean tree are designated, are names
of real entities.§
The names of the branches
of the Encyclopredical tree here submitted to
VIew, are names of .ftctitious entitles;
though
to a considerable extent included in them, as
will be seen, are references made to correspondent names of real entities.
Names of real, names of fictitious entities,
in the division thus expressed, may be seen
one exhaustive division of the whole stock of
nouns substantiu. Strict, to the highest prteh
of strictness, as is the propriety with which
the entities here called jktitiouB are thus denominated, in no instance can the idea of .ftction
be freer from all tincture of blame:
in no
other instance can it ever be equally benefiand that (it is supposed) with truth. But that cial ; since, but for such flenon, the language
instruction would not, upon the face of the ramifi- of man could not ha.ve risen above the language
cation, have been stamped, which, by exhibitmg
of brutes.
Posolo!1!l and Powlogy together, in the character
The above seemed as little as could be said,
of two branches, comprehendmg between them the
whole contents of the trunk Somatology. seems to to prevent the whole field of fictitious entities
from presenting itself to the eye of the mind
be afforded.* Take an apple. Cut it once through with a in the repulsive character of an absolutely
knife: by cuttmg It in this one direction, you
drvide it into two parts. Put the parts together
::: Even by Bishop Berkeley, by whom, as if to
again, you may in like manner cut .t again mto out-scepticize the sceptics, and foil them at their
two other parts. If those produced hy the former own weapons,-the
existence of the table he was
division are considered as united, you have still writing upon was demed,-the name of the table
but two parts: if not, you may have four parts. would have been allowed to be--in common inCorrespondent to the different dissectUYltS taken by tendment at least-the name of a real enUty: and,
the instrument of drvision in the case of this ph!/" even in his own view of the matter, the table (an
sical whole, are the different sources of division in utensil, which required wood to make it of, and a
the case of the logical whole. In both cases the saw, &c. to make it with,) would have been aldivision is equally bifurcate and ulmus/we.
lowed to approach somewhat nearer to the state of
Of divisional operations, performed on the reality, than a sort of entity, such as a quality, as a.
same subject, from drvers sources, examples may relation; m the making of which thoughts have been
the only materials, and words the only ulStruments.
be seen in tbe Table.
§ Say, strictly speaking, names of so many aggregates
or classes, of objects ,n which real enhtu!s
• Neither is quantity so perfectly out of the question in Natural HIstory and Natural Philosophy, are mcluded : for, strictly speaking, individual
as quality is in Mathematics. Scarcely, therefore, objects are the only real entities: considered in
could Alt':QOposu; Somaio{<>gy have been employed themselves, the 0f/.qrC{fafes or cl=ses in which those
as the two-worded synonym of Poiology.
Here real entdles are rt'garded as included, are no more
there mal be seen an instance of those imperfec- than so many fictitIOUS bodies, put together by the
tions which m such a. case it seems unpossible mind for its own use. See above, Note", pp. 210211, and below, § 19.
altogether to avoid.

+
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dark spot.
More cannot be said, without
wandering still further from the mam subject,
and trespassing
beyond hope of endurance
upon the reader's patience.
The endeavour to trace out, throughout the
whole of their extent, the prmeipal relations
between the field of thougkt and the field of
language-comprising,
of necessity, the leading
principles of the art and science of unioersal
qrammar--have
been the business of a dlstinct
Essay, which it has been, and continues to be,
the wish of the author to include within the
limits of the present work. And in that work,
in addition to the discoveries, half concealed
or left unperfected, by Home Tooke, the distinction, between names of real and names of
.fic'itimu entities, will constitute a capital and
altogether indispensable instrument."
Almost
all names, employed in speaking of the phenomeua of the mind, are names of fictitious
entities.
In speaking of any pneumatic (or
Bay immaterial or spiritltal) object, no name
has ever been employed, that had not first been
employed as the name of some tnaterial (or say
corporeal) one.
Lamentable
have been the
confusion and darkness. produced by taking the
names of fictitious for the names of real entities.
In this misconception may perhaps be found,
the main, If not the only source, of the clouds,
in which, notwithstanding
all their rivalry,
Plato and Aristotle concurred in wrapping up
the whole field of pneumatology.
In the phantoms generated in their own brains, it seemed
to them and their followers that they beheld
so many realities.
Of these fictitious entities. many will be found,
of which, they being, each of them, a genus
generalissimum,
the names are consequently
Incapable of receiving what is commonly understood by a definition, viz. a definition per
genus et diffe1·el1tiam. But, from their not being susceptible of this species of exposition, they
do not the less stand m need of that species of
exposition, of which they are susceptible.fBy any person,-should
there be any such
person to whom the ideas thus hazarded, present themselves as having a substantial footing,
in the nature of things on the one hand, and
the nature of lanquaqe on the other,-it
will
"See the several works on" Grammar,"" Language," and" Ontology," in this volume.-Ed.
t Examples of these undefinaMe fictltious entities are-L PH\'SICAL fietttious entlties--1noi.on, rest,
q"a1i/.II, &c.
II. ETHICAL fictitious entities-oblagat.on, right,
ooioer, &c.
HI. ONTOLOGIe"
A r, fictitious entities--cond,tiOlt,
certainty, impossibillill, &c.
Of the demand for a specIes or mode of e.rposition, adapted to the nature of thi. elass of appellatives, hints may be seen In an anonymous tract
published by the author, A 0 17iG, under the title
of" Fraoment 011 VOt""'IlIllClif,"
&e., p, 179 to 18!i.
It has thiS long time been out of prmt.-[See this
eolleetioa, vol. i. r. :l!l:l, et seq.]

probably be admitted, that a demand exists
for an entirely new system of Logic, in which
shall be comprehended
a tIteory of language,
considered in the most general point of view.
For the construction of such an edifice, a considerable proportion of the tnaterials employed
in the construction of the .Aristotelian system
of logic, would be mdispensably
necessary.
But in this very supposition is included the
necessity of taking to pieces the whole mass of
that most elaborate, and, considering its date,
justly admired and venerated monument of
human industry and genius.
As to Plato, when in the vast wilderness of
words with which, by this spoilt child of Socrates, so many shelves and so many brains
have been loaded, and in which so many wits,
beginning with those of Cicero, have been lost,
when among all these signs, so much as a single
thought, which is at once clear and instructive,
shall have been pointed out, it will be time
enough to steal from the examination of Aristotle's LogIC, either a word or so much as a
thought, to bestow upon Ins master's eloquence.
WIth some modifications, which reflection
will suggest, and which it would take up too
much time and room here to endeavour to particularize, the method herein above proposed,
as applicable to names of objects, to those elementary parts of propositicns, which by logicians are distinguished by the name of teMII8,
would be found applicable to propositions themselves : to those propositions, for example, by
which, under some such name as Contents, intimation is given, in general expression, of the
matter contained in any literary work, and
more particularly in any work of the institutional kind: and thus it is, that to the view
taken of any such portion of the field of art
and science, may be given, in the promptest
and most commodious manner, any degree of
extent of which the existing state of the materials, collected by observation and experiment, has rendered it susceptible:
and in
truth, terme being the matter of which propositions are principally composed, by allY arrangement given to those principal ingredients, an
arrangement
is already in some sort given to
the whole matter of all the several propositions,
iuto the composition of which those elementary
articles are capable of being made to enter.
In the explanation above given of the manner in which, out of such terms as, in any given
part of the field, the existing state of the language furnishes, a system of exhaustively bifurcate division may be formed-it
has been
seen how it is that, in a number of places more
or less considerable, for want of such names,
already in use, gaps will be left in the work :
gaps, for the filling up of which instructions
are thereupon given.
By the powers of the imagination, working
with analogy for it!. instrument as well as its
guide, eords, especially where, in some orderly
manner, spread out, a Dumber of them, together on one and the same surface, before
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the eye, will bring to view, each of them, not
only the particular object, which in common
discourse it IS employed to designate, but an
indeterminate multitude of other objects which,
by means of some relation or other, stand, each
of them, in some way or other associated with
it. In this way it is, that by means of some
indication, afforded by the import of this or
that article belonging to the existmg stock of
names, the filling up of a gap of the sort just
described will be effected: and by every gap
thus filled up, precision at least, and frequently
extension, will, if the operation be properly
performed, be given to the conception entertained of the contents of that part of the field:
and thus may be seen, according to the nature
of the branch of art and science which is in
hand, one way at least in which inT'entions may
be, and doubtless have been brought to light,
and discoreries made.
Quodlibet cum quolwet,
is a motto that may serve for every discovering, and every inventing mind.
SECTION

XIX.

Logical Mode of .Dir~ion-its Origin explained
and iliustrated,
For facilitating the execution of a work of
the sort here in question, VIZ. a system of
logical division in the exhaustively bifurcate
mode-a
few instructions,
such as they have
been seen, have just been hazarded.
The topic
was upon the point of being closed, when, by
a dip taken into Condillac's little work on
Loqic, an additron was suggested, which now
seemed mdispensable,
The only sort of analysis, which ill the present work hath as yet
been in question, IS of that sort, of which not
so much as the conception could have pre
seated itself, but in a considerably matured
state of the human mind. But in that little
work of Condillac, under the same name allal!lsis, was observed to be brought to view a
sort of logical operation, to which that appellation could not, it seemed, with propriety, be
refused, but of which it was at the same time
evident, that It could not but have been in use
in the very earliest stage of human existence:
a stage so early, that although the operation
must, in its extension, have kept pace with
that of language, yet in part the existence of
it must have been anterior even to that of the
earliest formed raw materials, of which Ianguage was gradually composed: since those
materials are not, any of them, anything but
signs of ideas, and it is only by the sort of
analysis now in question-viz.
the primairal
logical analysis, performed by the mind upon
individual objects in the character of physical
wholes, that those ideas were supplied.
Of every logical analysi..-of
every system
of logical divistons-s-the subject IS a logical
trlIole. But, any such logical analysis, nowhere could it ever have had a subject, but
for that system of prima-fal logical analysis,
which has had for its subjects l'''!!~ical ehoie»,
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and for its reBUlts those ideas, which at the
very moment of their conception, were respectively accompanied
and fixed by so many
names or denominations :--signs, by means of
which, in so far as those signs were the sort
of names called cmnmon names, those ideas
were as it were tied up into bundles, called
sorts, kinds, species, genera, classes, and the
hke : the connexion bemg effected by another
sort of logical instrument, which, as will be
seen, is not analysis, but Its converse, syntlte.is.
Of this double course-a
course of analysis,
conjoined With a correspondent course of "ynthesis-the
commencemeut must have had place
in the very infancy of society ; and neither to
the continuance nor to the extension of it can
any conceivable bounds be assigned, other than
those which apply to the extension and continuance of society itself.
1. Difference between a physical 'I£holeand
a loqical uhole ; 2. difference between physical
analysis and logical analysis, when both have
for their subject a physical 'I£hole; 3. difference
between logical analysis and logical 8ynthes~s;
4. operation and instrument by which logteal
synthesis is performed; 5. necessity of an antecedent logical analysis, performed upon a phyI sical whole, to the previous forlllatio/!, and
thence to the subsequent anal usis of a loqicai
whole; 6. necessity of an act of logical s!Jnthcsis
to the formation of such logical whole: such
are the pomts, on all which, as soon as the
definitrons of the two species of trlwles have
been given, a conjunct illustration will be attempted.
By a pltysical u-kole,understand :my corporeal
real entity, considered as bemg in one mass,
and Without any regard paid at the instant to
any parts that might be observable in It : for
instance, this or that individual plant.
By a logical 'Il'hole, understand
that sort of
fictitious ag!f7'cgate, or cotlecuon of objects, for
the designation of which anyone of those names
which, in contradistinction
to proper names are
termed common names, are employed;
for exI ample, the aggregate
designated by that same
word plant.
The common name plant is applicable to every indrvidual plant that grows;
and not only to those, but moreover to all those
which ever grew m time past, and to all those
which Will grow m time future;
and in saymg, of any one of them individually taken-iVlZ. of those that are now growing, thi« plant
e.nsts, there IS no ficnon. But the aggregate,
conceived as composed of all plants, present,
past, and future put together, is manifestly the
work of the illlagillati(llt-a
pure fiction. The
logical uhole, designated by the word plant, is
therefore a fictitious entity.
For the illustration of these several points,
follows now a short history, which though at
no time perhaps reahzed m every mmute partieular, must many millions of tunes have been
exempltfied in every Circumstance, winch, to
the purpose of the present cxplauanon,
is a.

I/laterialone.
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Walking one day over his grounds, a certain
husbandman observed a. plant, which was not
of the number of those which he was employed
in cultivating.
Overhanging some of them, it
seemed to him to impede their growth.
Taking out his knife, he cut the plant off just above
the root; and a fire, In which he was burning
weeds for the ashes, being near at hand, he
threw it into the fire. In so doing, he had thus
in two different modes performed, upon this
physical uhole, the physical analysis. By being
cut as it was, it became divided into two parts,
viz. the root, and that which was above the
root: and thus in the mechanUa.l mode was
the physical analysis performed upon it. By
its being thrown into the fire and there consumed, of the portion so cut off as above, part
was made to fly off in the state of gas, the rest
staid behmd in the state of ashes: and thus in
the chemical mode was the physical analysis
performed upon it.
Not long after, came a daughter of his that
same way, and a plant of the same kind which
her father had thus cut down being left standing, her attention was caught by the beauty of
it. It was a sweet-brier rose, of which one
flower had just expanded itself.
All parts of
the plant were not alike beautiful.
By one
part her attention
was more forcibly engaged than by the rest.
It was the flower.
To examine it more closely, she plucked it off,
and brought it near her eye. Dunng its approach, the scent of it became perceptible; and
thus another sense received its gratification.
To prolong it, she tried to stick the flower in
a part of her dress that covered her bosom.
Meeting with some resistance, the stalk to
which, with a few leaves on it, the flower was
attached, was somewhat bruised;
and now she
perceived and distmguished
another odour,
which though not less agreeable, was somewhat different from the first.
All this while she had been performing upon
this physical whole the logical operation termed
logUal analysis: performmg
It not the less,
though, as in Moliere's Bourgeois Gentilhomme
Monsieur Jourdan when talking prose, Without
knowing it. The instrument, by which this
mental operation was performed by her, was
the fictitious entity attention.
By the attention which she bestowed upon the flower, while
no equal degree of attention was bestowed
upon any other part of the plant, she analyzed
it-she
mentally resoleed. or divided it-into
teo parts, viz. the flower, and all that was not
the flower: and thus she distinguished part
from part.
Again.
By applying her attention, first to
the beauty of the flower, composed as it was of
the beauty of its form and the beauty of its
colour, she performed in this same original
subject anotker analysis, which though strll a
logical analysis, was productive of results somewhat different from those produced by the former; for thus, in the same part she distinguished
two properties or qualities; viz that of present-

ing to the sense of nght a peculiarly agreeable
appearance, and that of presenting to the sense
oC-smell a. peculiarly agreeable odour. The
parts were both of them real entities:
the
qualities were, both of them, jiaitious entities.
Eager to communicate
the discovery to a.
little brother of her'S, she took him to the spot:
she showed him the plant from which the
flower had been plucked.
The flower had
already become a subject of conversation to
them:
that part had already received the
name of flo'llJer: not having equally engaged
her attention, the other part, like a sheep in
a flock, or a pig in a litter, remained Without
any distinctive name.
Ere long her sweet-brier rose put forth two
other blossoms; being so little different from
the first, each of these became flower likewise.
From a proper name, flower thus became a.
common name.
In the course of another social ramble, a.
mallow plant, with a flower on it, met her eye.
At a distance the flower was not yet disnnguished from that of the sweet-brier rose" Ak," (cried she,) " here is flower again." The
meet-brier, on account of its scent, which continued after the flower was gone, had been preserved: the maUow, having nothing but colour
to recommend it, was neglected.
These rambles had not continued long, before other sweet-briers and other mallows met
her eye. The former being regarded
with
interest, the other with comparative
mdifference, the occasion for distingmshing
them in
conversanon was not unfrequently recurring.
The rose flower became a rOBefloeer, the mallou:flower a mal101J)flower.
When the flower first observed was named
flower, as yet nothing but analysis-logical
analysis-had
been performed:
no operanon
of the nature of logical synthesis: of one individual object it was and no other, that the
word flower had been made the name.
But,
no sooner was the second flower observed, and
the same name flo'!ter, which had been applied
to the first, applied to this other, than an act
of logical synthesis was performed.
The proper name was thus turned into a common one;
and the fictitious entity, called a sort, a /ciua, a.
species, or a genus, (call it which JOU please)
was created. it
The .fictitioltS entity being nothing at all,
and the two real entities being each of them
something, the fictitious entity itself did not
contain within itself the two real entities, or
either of them.
But the name, which, after
having occasionally been applied to each of

* Genu» and species are words which cannot.
either of them, be employed without impliedly
assertmg the existence of the other. Both are
aggregates, or names of aggregates: genll8 is the
whole, of which species is a part. Suppose bnt one
aggregate, either of these names may as well be
applied to it as the other; or rather, and for the
above reason, neither can with propriety be applied
to it.
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the two rwM entities, became, by degrees, designative of the fictitiou entity deduced from
them, as above, by abstra.etion, continued to
be employed for the designation of either of
them, and occasionally for the designation of
both of them together:
and thus, in a sense,
which, although not strictly proper, has the
advantage of conciseness, the one jictitiofLI
entity, the 'peciu, may be said to have contained, and to contain, the two individual real
ones: to contain, viz. though not in a physical,
in a logical seuse.*
.. Thus it is, that, considered as distinct from
the individuals contained in them, .these aggregates,
as above, are but ./idttIOUB entities :-the names,
employed in the desiguation of them, so many
M1IIeS of jictitious
emuw. But, when compared
with names of fictltious entities at large, these
mar be seen to have something peculiar in them,
,!hlch! if he would avoid confusion and disputatIOn, It seems necessary a man should have in
mind. In this ease, the same word which is employed to signify the fictitious entity, viz. the fictitious aggreF.-, ISalso employed to designate anyone
of the indIVidual real entitIeS, of which that a.ggrega~ is regarded as being composed: an homonymy,
whIch may be seen not to have place in the instance of any other sort of fictttious entity, such as
squatity, aproperty, a relation, and the hke, Nor
let it be said, that, because it contains real entities,
the aggregate, called a species, a genus, a class, IS
itself a real entity. For by the word plant, takmg
plant, for example, for the aggregate, are designated-not
only all plants existing at the time of
the speaking, or the writmg of that word, but also
all plants that ever have existed,-and all plants
that ever shall exist in future,-and
even all
plants that, without existing, shall be but conceived to exist: and to these last, at any rate, the
term real entity will hardly be regarded as properly
applicable. But though, in addition to the several
individual objects, to which the word plant is
applicable, no real entity, corresponding to it, has
place out of the human mind,-yet,
unihin. that
receptacle, by this same name of a fictitzous entitv,
a real entliy-a general l<iea,-:ln entitv, which
though not corporeal, IS not less real than that
which is produced in it by the sight or touch of an
individual plant,-is produced. To convince himself of this, the reader need but ask himselfwhether, after, and by thus reading the word plant,
bis mind is not put in a state more or less different
from that which it was in, before this word was
read by him. If this be not enough, then let him
aay, for example, whether by the proposition,
plants MfJIJ a propi'rl!J which minerals Mve fUll,
three distinguishable mental sensations at least-not to speak of any others-have not been produced in bis mind' three perfectly distinct ideas,
each of which is of that sort which is termed a
general or abstract one. Yet, to some philosophers, it has, somehow or other, been matter of
supposed discovery, that there are no such things
as general or abstract ideas: not considering that,
if this position of theirs were true, nothing that
they say in proof of it would have so much as the
l~t chance of being productive of the effect they
arm at: or, to speak still more generally, scarcely
would anything they say be productive of any
more effect than would be produced by so much
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The analysis thus unconsciously performed
by the maiden on the first..observed sweetbrier rose, viz. by applying her atteution to
one part, while it was not applied to the other,
had for its subject the real entity, the physical
whole.
It may be termed, the priflUB'llal or
primordial
analysis: for by no other sort of
logical analysis will it be found capable of
having been preceded. The analysis, by which
the rose-flower became rose-flower, and the
mallow-flower, mall()1J)-.ftot/ler, had for its subject no other than the fictitious
entity, the
logical whole, viz. the v:lwle designated, fixed,
and, as it were, created, by the denommation
.ftot/ler, so soon as, after having been employed
merely as 8. proper name, it had come to be
employed as a common, and thence as a sped.ftc or generic name. It may be termed the
sec01Idary analysis, or analysis of the 2d order.
In her young mind, and in this its SImple
form, this secondary mode of analysis had
nothing in it of science, nothing of system.
But, in it may be seen the germ of all those
systems of division, which, bemg framed by
scientific hands, have spread so much useful
light over every portion of the field of art and
science.
The maiden had for her sweetheart a young
man, who, though not a memser of the Comnonsense. Yes '-by the word plant, or the word
plants, when read, an effect, a sort of feeltng, or
mental i11U11Je, is as really produced. as by the sight
of any indivrdual plant,-and it is a dearly different one. In the one case It IS an ohstract idea; in
the other case, an impressum : but in the one there
is just as much reality as in the other. Of tho
evidence of the existence of the general Idea, the
probative force is even nearer. and more promptly
and surely satisfactory, than that of the existence
of anv individual plant, from which, by abstraetion, that general idea was deduced. In the former
case, the evidence is perceptwn: m the other ease,
it is but .nferenur-ratlOC11udwn:
and thai such
ratiocination, as many an acute mind (Bishop
Berkeley's for instance) has not been satisfied With.
In speaking of penera and species, two sources of
indistinctness and confusion, and (if observed) of
perplexity, are continually presenting themselves.
One is-the difficulty which, on the appearance of
a generic or specific name, is found, in determining
whether it is the fictitrous entity-the
aggregate
IJselj,-or only the name employed for the designation of it--that, in the character of the subject
of the proposition, the word is intended to bring
to view. The other is-the penury and imperfection, under which langua.ge--the best constructed
not excepted-still
labours: VIZ.in respect of its
furnishmg no more than these two names, for the
designation of the results of any number of ramifications, whIch, in a system of logical division,
there may have been occasion to bring to view.
Hence it is, that the same word. which, with
reference to this or that other is a pcnenr term, is
aped,fic with reference to .. thud. Hence agam the
continually recurring question-is this a generic or
a specific name? and the dispute with what that
question is preguant, is altogether an interminable
one.
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pany of Apothecaries,
(for the company had
not yet received its cha.rter,) had, on his part,
been engaged in a. little train of observations,
to an unproved and extended series of which,
together with the experiments
which they
suggested, some thousands of years afterwards
that most useful and respectable
community
became indebted for its establishment.
He had observed his dog, after a full meal,
betake itself to a grass-plat,
and gnaw the
grass: a sort of article which, when hungry,
it had never been seen to meddle with.
To
this sagacious swain the maiden was not backward in reporting her above-mentioned
discoveries.
It might, perhaps, have been not
altogether impossible to obtain a communication of some of those observations and discoveries of his, for the purpose of adding them
to hers.
But, for the explanation of what has
here been endeavoured to be explained, what
has already been reported of the damsel's will,
it is hoped, be found to suffice, without any
further trial of the reader's patience ....

Some thousands of years after appeared
Li1l1lCBfU.
In the course of that interval, not

gathenng flowers. The aneestors of husbandmen
Were shepherds: the ancestors of shepherds, hunters. In certifying this genealogy GoograpkJj JOins
with HIstory.
Assuredly (it may be answered) man had need
to provide food, before maidens had need to gather
Howers. But, to provide food, man must, somehow or other, have been in bemg, and able to provide it. Here then the explanation would have
been entangled in the mysteries of CosmogooJj-fA
subject, which, besides its inexplicability, 18 altogether foreign to the present purpose. No doubt
that, for attention, and thence for awUJjszs,-to be
performed, as above, upon these p/tyswal wholes,and thence for s!!"tlteSis, and thence for logical
analySIS, to be performed upon the logical wholes,
results of these logical SJj1ltlMSeS,-<iemands much
more urgent, as well as much more early, must
have been produced by eatable fruus and roots than
ever can have been produced by flouV!rs. But, by
any such illustration, we should have been sent to
the Garden of Eden: and of that garden no map
being to be had, sufficiently particular for the pre" In their present shape, the conceptions above sent purpose, there we should have lost ourselves.
brought to view would not have been formed, nor
Pluming himself, as it should seem, upon the
consequently would this section have been penned, discovery, and bringing it to view as such thrice
but for a very recent glance cast on the Lopw of in two small 12mo pages, Conddlac (pp. 114, 115)
Conddlac. More than once, at different nmes, will have it, that languages are but so manyaflahad that little work been glanced over, or at least (vtw methods=methodes
analJlfiques: meaning, as
glanced at: never without Its presenting itself in tar as he can be said to mean anything, the results
the character of a mass of confusion, from which of so many analytic-purely
analytic-e-processea,
little or no information was to be reaped. Anal,/s .., IIe sees not, that, so far trom being an analytre
is the name there gIven to the Instrument, by whIch process, the process, by which the principal and
everything is there supposed to be done: every- fundame.ital materials of all languages-cviz, COI/lthing by thlLt one instrument; in every case that man names-are framed, IS of a nature exactly opone Instrument the same, Lan~age-making
was I' posrte to that of analusis ; viz. S!PltheSZS. True It
analyszng: and "anai.1fSlS Itself W<1S but a uell- is, tha~ this synthetIC is necessarily preceded by an
made language." (Pp, U8, &c., 121, &c.) On look- anal!Jite process- viz, by the one above explained
ing at the work once more, observation was made under the denomination
of the prunaoal or ineruat such passages. In whrch=-always
under this one due analysis :-a Iotnca! analysis performed upon
name, analuus=-zs:
explanation
is gIven of the pli.,!szeal wholes. True it also ISthat, to the wlloles,
mode, for the dtstmgmshlllg of which the epithet which are the results of this synthetic process,primeval has herem-above been Just employed,
with the exception of those nll11WtUlTlS, which are
Now, for the first time, presented Itself to view, I in immediate contact WIth mdivrduals.c-snother
matter which seemed carablo of being put to use. analytic process may, to any extent, be applied,
A resolution Was accordingly taken, to endeavour viz. the sCle~bfic or lopICal analysis, performed upto derive such mstruction as might be found de- on these logical wholes. But, how promptly sorivable from it. Its claim to aitentum being now ever they may succeed to each other, dzsaggreparecognised, thus it was that, by a closer application tion and apU'·egatlOn-putting
asunder and puttmg
of that faculty, those distmctions, which have together-never can be one and the same operation
above been seen, were brought to view. Logical
-never can be other than OPPOSIteoperanons :
anal.lJsis of the phYSICal u-Iwie, loplCal syntlU!sis, and, but for. and by means of the aggregatlve properformed upon the '1v,ar,tzes-upon the parts which cess, not a single word-not a smgle mstrument-shad been produced by that logical allaJ,l/sis-these,
would the philosopher have had, wherewith to put
-together with the loncal anail/.IS of those al5gre together this hISnot sufficiently considered account
gates which were the products
that lomcu! sY"- ot the formanon of language.
tlums,-were, III the logic of Condillac, seen, all of
One of these days-the sooner the better-by a
them, designated by, and confounded together under, still closer appitcation of the faculty of attention, a
the one undrscnminatmg
term ana1JjSIS.-For the more discermng eye will, perhaps, discover and
subject of the prtmaml analysis, Condillac, before bring to ltght SImilar rmperrections in the account
he came to the plant, had employed a magmltcently giYen of the matter 1D these pages: and thus It IS,
furnished chateau: for the present occasion, a that,-by still closer and closer application of that
couple of plants seemed quite sufllcient, WIthout same facultye=additional correctness, dzsilllctlles<,
any such encumbrance as the c/.atcau. Moreover,
and comprehensueness,
is given to man's concepof the sort of work here In question, abundance tions, in relation to each and every portion of the
must have been done, before there were any such field of art and science.
things as chateaux:
Of the aggregations thus formed, some have been
Yes, (says somebody;) and so there was before better made, others worse. Those which he rehusbandmen's
<1, ngl.ters amused themselves with I g1rd' as hav mtr hell Letter made, were {he a-;nres
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only in the language in which he wrote, but
in every lettered language at least, not indeed
with perfect steadiness, but still without much
dispute or variation, a name corresponding to
the word plant had been in use to be employed
in the desiguation of anyone of those physical
objects, to which, when individually taken, that
same denominatiou contmues to be applied.
For the same length of time accordingly,
a loqical 'Whole, possessmg this vast extenta logical sehole, formed by the logical process
called synthesis-had
been in possession of the
sort of existence which the nature of an object
of this sort admits of.
For the purpose of distributing,
according
to such of these properties, as were at the
same time most easily observable, most steady
in their umon, and most mterestmg
to man,
whether in the way of use or harm, snch individual plants as from time to time should come
nnder observation.and
tlus to the end that such
names might be given to them, whereby,
for the purpose of puttmg' to use their nseful
properties, or excluding the operation of their
pernicious properties, they might, when seen,
be recognised.e-various
sources of division had
occurred to various scientific observers.
By
none of them had tlns useful object been completely accomplished. To In» na'u.<It appeared,
that It was III the .flOIra that the most apt
source of division was to be found: masmuch

I

as, for the determination
of the principal and
most comprehensive drvisions of a vast logical
whole, certain differences, in respect of the
form in which that part manifests Itself, might
be made to serve with as yet unknown advantage.
Why 1 Because, with those differeuces III respect of the Hower, other differences
in respect of some of the properties most intercsting to man-differences
pervading the
entire rna ss of each mdrvidual plant-c-had been
observed to be conjoined.
Thence, by seeing
what sort of a thmg the plant in question is,
III respect of the Hower, a guess may be formed, better than can be formed by any other
means, what sort of a tlnng the plant is in
other respects.
From this view a conception may be formed,
of the disadvantage,
under winch every s~-stern of logical division comes to be framed. In
thrs way lIO two tlnngs can be put asunder,
but what have first been put together.
To no
other objects can this mode of analysis be
applied other than to logical trholes-objects
which are altogether the product of so many
antecedent logical s!Jntheses.
But, III the first
place, the primara! logical analysis, performed npon indrv idual objects-this
process, notwrthstandmg
this Its scientific name, having
taken Its commencement at the very earhest
stage of society, cannot but have had for Its
operators the most unexperienced,
the most

us) the work of ...
Nature . those which were worse seventeen:-to observe, whether, in this longer
made, the WOl k of Icamed men' meamng such list, there are any articles that do not properlv be,,110><' labours III this Ime he saw reason to dislong to It -and if not, whether Conddlac'« shorter
approve of.

Nature

bcmg n. fort of goddess-c.

and that a favourite one-hy a,""hllIg to this got!dess whatsoever was legaTtled hy lum as good, he
seem" to have satisned hrmsalf that he had proved
the goodness of It. and, by so conrise all e:<pedient=-un expedient, III the employment 01 which
he has found but too many successors, as well as
cotemporaries and prcdecessors=-he has saved lumself no small quantity of trouble.
N atut e is a sort of tictitrous per<onage, without
whose occ..i-ioual assistance It IS scarce possible (It
must be confessed) either to write or speak. But,
when brought upon the carpet, she should be
brought on 1lI her proper COsldllll'-nakeduess : not
bedizened \\ Itl! alii ,buies-not clothed m eulopistlc,
any more than 1lI dp'/O<l"''!IC, moral quahtres. Making minerals, vegetables, and ammals=-this I' her
proper work; and It I. quite enough for her:
whenever you are bid to Beeher do.ng man's work,
be sure it IS not Nature that IS doing it, but the
author; or somebody or other "hom he patromzes,
and whom he has dressed up for the purpose in the
goddess's robes,
One word more, on the subject of a former t'!Pic,
before this philosopher IS parted wlth.-In
§ I, p.
74, may be seen the result of the provisional attempt towards an enumeration of the distmguishable operaiums, and correspondent faculties, of the
mmd, In number they were secenteen , G'ondtllac
(ch, 7. p. 61) makes but Sl.r • HZ. I. Attention,
2. Comparison.
3. Judgment.
4. Rellectron.
5. Imagination. 6. Ratiocinanon.
It might be
an exercise for a studeut=-nor wonld It surely be
a useless one-s-to compare these six WIth those

hst be, in any particular,

defectave or not :-whe-

ther, for example, m<'m"r.~ has not beenforfJotten
by him :-alld If not defective, in which of the articles of his shorter list those of the longer list are
respectivelv compn-ed,
On considering the catalogue once more, it seems
as If some such article as aualomzation or ancdooo-:
eop!J-I. e. Obsert'.ltWIl ofal1alr~le, might form a
ful addition to It :Kot but that, in the explanation
thus gi veri, the phrase, obserration qf analones IS
already to be found. But,-so dirtinct from SImple
obstruction, anulnsis, and comparl>oll are those abstractions, analvsis and comparisons, wlneh have
ob><'rmtwil of ema/oines for their result-=and so
powerful and perhaps mdispensable an instrument IS
the faculty so denommated in the band of Inrenuon;
-that a separate denomination would, It should
seem, be not III bestowed upon It. Note, that to the
abovecatalogueofthedlstmglllshableoperatJOnsand
correspondent faculties of the human mmd, the sooften-mentioned test of distmctness and all-eomprehensiveness has not been applied. It is the remit
of no other operation than the analysis above drstmguished, by the name of the prnnacal analysis :
and (unless the title by which it IS thus designated
be regarded as the result of an act of syntluJSts) nolo
subjected to any synthesis ; nor consequently to
anv SCientific analysis, as above distinguished,
Hence It cannot be given in any other character
than that of a collection of raw matenals, not so
much as attempted to be made up into a fiDlsh~d
work. The task was too heavy to be attempted III
a parenthesis, But if, in the materials thus brought
together, any addition should be found made to

u,e-
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SECrION XX.
nninformed, and unskilful banda.
In the next
place, the synthetic process, by which the reProposed. _ N alne&--i.,. tDAat CfUa duirabk
sults of that analysis, fragments detached, by
-i,. tekat likely to be 6IIIployed!
abstraction, from these physical wholes, were
Among the new names, here proposed for
placed as it were under so many different
purposes, are there any, of
common names, and by those names bound to- Encyclopedical
which it is clerirable that they should come to
gether by so many logical ties,-this
likewise
was a work, which, though not yet concluded,
nor in a way to be soon concluded, must in its of language could never have been formed, nor between man and man any convene carried on other
commencement
have been coseval even with
that of the primreral process, to which it has than such as hath place between brute aud brute..
Ftctdiou« as they are, entities of this description
been indebted for all the materials on which could not be spoken of at all, if they were not
It has had to operate: coaival with the very spoken of as real ones. Thus a quality is sJ!oken
first crude effusions, of the results of which of as bemg In a thing or a person: i. e. the thing or
the matter of spoken, and thence of written
the person is spoken of as being areceptacle, and the
language, came, by continual additions, to be qual.ty as being somethmg that is contaiued tn it.
As m the case of all words, which have an imcomposed.
material, as well as a material, the root of the .mThus stands the matter, in regard to those
names of aggregates, in the signification of material WIll be found In the material import; so,
to explain the nature and orlgm of the idea attached
which are comprised such mdividual objects
to the name of a fictusous entity, it will be necesas are purely corporeal.
How then stands it
sary to point out the relation, which the import of
(says somebody) in regard to objects of the that word bears to the import of one or more names
pneumatic
cast, real and fictitious 1 The of real entitles: i. e. to show the genealOf!!l, or (to
answer is-to
apply to this division of the borrow an expressIOn from the mathematIcians,)
objects of thought the triple process, just
the genests of the ficutious entity.
above described, would require a full and deFrom the observation, by which, for example,
the words dultes and "'!llds arc here spoken of as
tailed explananon of the nature of those fiotitiou$ entities, which, by reason of the simi- names of fictitious entities, let it not for a moment
larity of the aspect of their names to that of so much as be supposed, that, in either instance,
the names of corporeal objects, all which names the reality of the object is meant to be denied, in
any sense in which m ordinary language the reality
are real entities, are so continually confounded
of It IS assumed. One question, however, may be
with real ones. But to suggest the question
ventured to be proposed for consideration, viz.
is almost all that can be done here.
To whether, supposing no such sensations as pleasure
attempt
anything
like a complete answer,
or pam, duties would not be altogether WIthout
would be to transgress beyond endurance the force, and "!lIds altogether without value ?
proper limits of this work.
A few words, for
On this occasion, In the case of the name of a ficthe purpose of affording an indicanon, how titious entity, a distmetion requires to be made between the root of the 111m, and the root of the word
faint soever, of the only track, by the pursmt
Thus, In the case of
of which, a satisfactory answer would, it is by which it is designated,
supposed, be to be found, may be seen in the obligat'fm, if the above conception be correct, the
root of the idea is in the ideas.of paiu and pleasure.
concluding note. *
But the root of the uord, employed as a sign for
the designation of that idea, IS altogether different.
those which had already been brought together by It hes in a material image, employed as an arcli.eother bands, It will be not altogether WIthout its t!lJll' or emblem: viz. the image of a cora, or any
use.
other tie or band, (from the Latin lrgo, to bind.) by
.. According to that conception of the matter, which the object in question is bound or fastened
which is here alluded to and assumed, entities are to any other, the person iu question bound to a
either reol or ficiuious : real, either perceptIble or certain course of practrce,
mfereniial : perceptible, either impressums oruleas:
Thus, for the explanation of a fictitious entity,
inferential, either material, i. e. corporeal or im- or rather of the name of a fictitIOUSentity, two permaterial, i. e. spiritual,
Material are those of fectly distmct species of operatious, call them parawhich the principal drvrsions are exhibited in the phraszs and aTcMt!IPatwn, will, in every ease, reRamean tree: of such inferential real entities as qUIreto be performed ; and the corresponding sorts
are immaterial, examples may be seen in the Al- of propositaons, wlnch are their respective results,
mighty Being, and in the human soul, considered formed; viz. the paraphrasis, performing the funein a state of separation from the body.
non of a defimtion, but In its form not coincidmg
By fictitious en/lites are here meant, not any of with any proposition to which that name 18 com I
monly attached.
those which will be presented by the name offabulous, i. e. Imaginary persons, such as Heathen Gods,
The paraphrasza consists in taking the word that
Genii, and Fames; but such as qualtty-properly,
requires to be expounded-viz. the name of a jkti(in the sense in which It is nearly synonymous to twus entity-and, after making it up into a phrase,
quality) relatum, pou er, obltgation, duty, right, and applying to it another phrase, which, being of the
so forth. Incorrect as it would be, if the entitles same import, shall have for its principal and charin question were considered M being, in point of acteristic word the name of the corresponding real
reality, upon a footmg with real entities, as above entity. In a definuion, a phrase is employed for the
distinguished, the supposition of a sort of 'Verbal exposition of a single word: in a pamphrasis, a
reality, so to speak, as belonging to these fictitious phrase is employed for the exposition of an entire
entitles, IS a suppcsiticn, without which the matter phrase, of which the word, proposed to be ex-
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be employed for ordinary nse ! Among these
again, are there a.nywhich present a.nyohanoe
of their being so employed!
In a.nswer to both these questions, a. very
few words are all that can be afforded.
Geometry, .Arithmetic, .Algebra, Fluxionsfor familiar use, what seems as far from beiug
desirable as from being probable, is-that
terms, of all which, though only one of them
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is exa.etly and originally expressive, the import is so well fixed, should be expelled by

newones.
To MatltematiC$, considered as a. branch of
art and SCIence,in wluch all those others are
included-to Mathematics, howsoever in its
onginal import nusexpressive, the same observation may be extended. Not but that Posology, should it ever be its lot to come into use,

pounded, is made to constitute the pnncipal or treading in the steps of his illustrious precursor,
charaeteristie word.
be, on that occasion, kept himself below the level
A.rcketypatWn (a word employed, for shortness, of his own age, yet, on every succeeding occasion,
rather than arcket!fPOPhantra, i,e. mdication of the he may be seen nsmg high above It.
archetype or pattern) consists in indicating the I In the two last of those five volumes are contnaterral image, of which the word, taken in Its tained apphcanons, successively, and everywhere
primreval sense, contains the expreSSiOn.
more or less successfully made, of the all-compreThus, Without berng drawn out into form, (an hendrng and all-commanding art of Logic, to every
operation for which a multitude of distmctrons and subjacent part of the field of art and science,
discussions would be found requisite,) m the case
By a recent but still imperfect review of It, (such
of the word obl1{lO-twn,both the paraphrasis ~ the as tune and eyes would allow of,) much regret has
arcketypation may be deduced from what IS indi- been suggested at the thoughts of its never having
cated above.
yet, It is believed, been brought WIthin the reach
Rhszophanua, indication of the root, might serve of the Enghsh reader: for even at the present
as a common or genertc term apphcable to ooth.
comparatively advanced period, much useful inTo return to analysIS. It IS by an operation of struction, as well as, to a comprehensive mind,
the nature of anal.'1szs, primanxd analysis, that much gratificatron, might surely be reaped from a
the ideas, designated by the several names officts- cnti cal pernsal of it.
tious entdies have been formed. Unfortunately,
Consummate surely is the originality, the comin the case of these fictdious objects, the descnp- prehensiveness, the penetration, the discernment,
tion of the way iu which the analysis must, or may the moderation, the prudence, the elegance of exhave been performed, will be matter of much more pression, and, amidst surrounding dangers, the
difficulty than in the case of the above-mentioned steersmanslup mamfested in that work. It is, for
real ones.
that age, what for the present generation the preNot to leave the field of fictitious entities, and sent work would have endeavoured to render itself,
with it the correspondmg part of the field of lugwal could any such endeavour have found a ray of hope
analysis, in the state of an utterly dark spot, thus to animate It. Of those volumes, the fourth has
much has here been hazarded: and here It IShigh for its title, Eeeai sur lcs Elemens de Phslosoplue,
time that what has been said on the subject of ana- au sur les principes des Connoissances humaines :
[ysi.< should he brought to a close.
the fifth, under the name of Eclaircissemene,
&c.,
Unfortunately, here are not only new words, but contains supplements to some of the prmcipal a.rthese in a multitude, greater by the whole number trcles of the preceding Yolume. It speaks of Itself
than would have been employed, could the Ideas as having been wntten at the desire of Frederic
intended have, at any cheaper rate, been conveyed. tile Great of Pruseia:
In a translation, the supBut he who, IU any branch of art and science, ethics plements might WIth advantage, it IS believed, be
itself not excepted, is resolved not to have anything worked up along with the original articles: and
to do with new words, resolves by that very reso- prefixed to both might be the contents of the first
lution to coniine himself to the existing stock of Yolume of the fi ve : viz. the prehminary discourse
ideas and opimons, how great soever the degree of attached to the first French Encyclopsedra,and the
incorrectness, Imperfection, error, and mischiev- Preface to the thad Volume of that great work.
ousness which may III those Ideas and opmions
On the subject of analysIS, however, the concephappen to be involved.
tions of D'Alembcrt, (iv, lSi, "257,287, &c.) seem
One partmg word in relation to D'Alembert : not much more correct than those of Condillac,
lest, from the indication given in a preceding sec- By their manner of speaking of It one would think
tion (§ i,) of the imperfections observable III his I It was a sort of instrument by which everythmg IS
Encycloptedwal tree, any unduly unfavourable estl-I done. In general the attention paid by men of
mate of the instruction derivable from the phlloso- science to the Greek language, seems not to have
phical works of that illustnous Frenchman, should been so general m France as m Brimm, partreube deduced.
larly as m England. Yet even in the Logic of
'With the exception of that which contains the Saunderson, who can scarcely be suspected of not
Eneyclopo!dical. tree, the five volumes of Miscelbemg well conversant With Greek, the account
Zanies, which comprise his philosophical works, had given of anal."sts aud spnthesis, (for by him they
not been opened for some thirty or forty years, are both spoken of.) has not been found a clear
when, in expectation of finding m one of them the one. By an observation taken of the archetypal
germ of what has here been said on the subject of image, had this use of the correspondent operation
fiaituna
entitles, it was thought necessary to run been sufficiently understood, all this observation
over it.
might have been prevented. In the case of every
In that particular the search has not been sue- name of an immaterial object; the arc1Letype is at
cessful. But, in the course of it, ample ground has once an mde» and a holdfast to the sense of It. In
been seen for the conclusion, that although, WIth the case of every name of a fictitious entity, tho
eyes closed by prudence, or rather by necessity, ouly sure test of intellection is parapkram.
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would form a more instructive, and, to all by
For exemplification, thus much may perhaps
whom its original import is borne in mmd, a have its use. To examine, in this same view,
more satisfactory name.
every new appellative which the Table furBeing in their original import 80 misexnishes, would surely be superfluous.
pressive,-and,
even in respect of present import, one of them at least so indeterminate,that Natural History and Natural Philosophy
should give way to appellations fixed in their
APPENDIX.-No.
V.
import, in some sort instructive,
and at the
worst not misexpressive, seems at any rate to
SOURCES OF MOTION.
be wished.
Whether to be looked for seems ANALYTICAL SKETCH of the several Sourees of
not equally clear.
To a grecisnized ear in
:JfotlOn WIth their correspondent
PritlliUm
the first instance, and to an ungrecianised ear
Mobiles.
when explained to it, Physiurgic SOInatoio.qy
and Anthropurgic
Somatvlogy are expressive,
Of Motion i1l gelMral-its
generation and
e.xtinetion.
-but
then they are not single-worded.
PhyIn the masses of matter with which man is
Siltrgics and Anthropurgics are, each of them,
when
separated
from Somatology,
singleconversant, and on which for his being, as well
worded.
To the use of these, what seems to as his well-being, he is at all times dependent,
change is
be the ouly obstacle, or at any rate the only whatsoever change is effected-this
either itself some motion, or owes its origin to
assignable objection, is-that,
being expressive
of accidents WIthout a subject-being
substansome motion of which it is the result.
Motion is the .aotion of some body or bodies;
tives formed out of an adjective without a
of some portion or portions of matter, of the
visible substantive-they
might, for some time,
fail of being sufficiently eapressite. In themaggregate mass of matter with which man is
selves, (not to speak of Alaebra, which, in its conversant.
Of this aggregate mass no particle can at
original import, is all darkness.)
they are,
however, in this respect, but upon a par WIth any time, or in any place, in any direction,
Fluxions.
Even Pl,ysturgic SOlllaties, or Phyenter or be made to enter into a state of mosiurgic Smnatology- A ntltropurgic Somaiic«; tron, WIthout having to encounter a perpetual
and indefatigable antagonist styled Resistance.
or Anthropurgic
Somatology-even
these,
According to the commonly received disthough, as touching their tuo-uordedness, they
are m no better case than Natural History and tinction, this Resistance is susceptible of two
Natural Philosophy, yet in that respect they
are in no worse case; and, in respect of deter- of these points to the other. Some five-and-forty
minateness and instructi~e1le88, they stand in years ago, on reading that work,-from
which,
that so much better case, which in Section the I however, in propcrtion to the bulk of It, no great
fourth has been brought to view.
quantity of useful instruc~ion seemed der~vable,
In all these instances, for presenting the that observation presented ~tself .to tbe writer of
import desired-the
import for the presentathese pages as on.e of cardinal Importance.
To
t~on of which the demand is. c?ntmually occurrmg-words,
howsoever originally unexpressive or misexpressive, are-and
without any
very considerable
inconvenience-already
in
universal use, Kot so in the case of that
branch of Ethics, for the designation of which
the word Deontology has here been ventured
to be proposed.
Under the undiscriminating
import of the word Ethics, a branch in itself
so perfectly distinct, and which in practice so
.
t b di ti
. h d f
f:requen tl y. requires
.. 0 e
s mgUIs.e
:o.m,
a~d ~ut. m OppOSItIOn to, that which joins
WIth It m for~mg the two branches of the
common trunk, IS at present contm~ally, a~d,
but for those many-worded explanations, which
are never given, and scarcely ever so much as
thought of, irremediably confounded."

~h!

~:::; c~:pl~k~h~:;!~d
~;o':()~~l;S o:::r~
whole field of EthICS in all those divisions of it
which the Table will'show must ever have been'
-yea, and ever WIll be,-':"'a labyrinth without ~
clue. Such it has been in general, for example,
to the writers on International Law: witness Grouus and. Pu.ffend01;f.
In .their ~ds,
and .app~
rently wltho'!t their percelVlng It, the question IS
continually either ~oatmg b~tween these two parts
of the field of .Ethlcs, or shifting from one to .the
other. In this state of thmgs, a name, which,
such as Deontology, turns altogether u n this distinction--suppose any such name to I:come current, the separation is effectually made, and strong
and useful will be the light thus diffused for ever
over the whole field. That this distmetion should,
on every occasion, be clearly perceived, is (need it
be observed P)the interest of the great bulk of mankind. Unfortunately, this most extensive interest
... Some fourscore years ago, by David Hume, finds opposed to it a cluster of particular interests,
which, though so much narrower, being but the
in his Treatue on Human Nature, the observation
was, for the first time, (It IS believed,) brought to more concentrated, have ever been acting against
light--how apt men have been, on questions be- it WIth proportionable advantage, and hitherto with
irresistible effect. One day these partieular inteIongmg to any part of the field of Etlacs, to shift
rests will be recognised. On the present occasion,
backwards and forwards, and apparently without
their perceiving It, from the question, what "as to attempt bnnging them to view would be conbee" done, to the question, what oU!Jldto be done, sistent neither with the unity of the design, nor,
and vice ~>ersii: more especially from the former perhaps, with prudence.
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dift'erent moditiea.tioM ; viz. 1. Counter Motitm,
i. e. active; and 2. riB i1le1"tial, or purely paaiOfl
resisting force. But, perhaps, upon a closer
eumination
it might be found, that that which
presents itself in the character of a purely
passive resisting force, is no other than an actively resisting force, produced by the elasticity of the mass to which the moving power is
applied;
that is, the repulsive power, the
conntermotion,
or tendency to countermotion,
of the particles of which the mass acted upon
by the moving force is composed.
To one or other of these powers, if between
them there can be any real difference, will be
to be referred that cause, to the designation
of which, when cessation of motion is considered as the eft'ect of it, the word friaion is
applied.
For the purpose of rendering, in the best
ma.nner in which we are able, an account of
the motion of such bodies as are in motion,
and of the rest of such as are at rest, certain
fictitious entities are, by a sort of innocent
fa.lsehood, the utterance of which is neeessary
to the purpose of discourse, feigned to exist
and operate in the character of causes, equally
rea.l with, and distinct from, the perceptible
and perceived eft'ects, in relation to which they
are considered in the character of causes.*

All bodies we are acquainted with, it is universally agreed, are compounds, as it were, of
solid matter and empty space.
All bodies, viz.
the ultimate particles of solid matter which
enter into their composition, are separated by
intervals of space, in which no matter at all, at
any rate none that we have any aequaintance
with, is contained. To the different distances at
which, in different states of its existence, the
component particles of the same body are
placed, are owing, in some degree, the dilferent textures of which it is susceptible, and
which, under dift'erentcircumstances,
it exhibits
to our senses.
Take, for example, any mass of matter whatsoever: suppose an apple ; the apple let it be
from which Newton derived the first hint of
the attraction of gravitation ; the ever memorable apple whlch, &8 an object of worship to
the latest posterity, ought to have been preserved from corruption in a hermetically sealed
glass-case ; ought to have been transmitted as
an object of worship to the latest inheritors of
this our globe :-the
particles of solid matter
of which this apple IS constituted are, each of
them at a certain distance from each of the
several others.
How happens it that they are
not more distant.
What is the cause of such
their propinquity t The necessary fiction above
spoken of provides an answer and 8ays, the
* The necessity to which we are subjected by attractitm of cokaUm is the cause by the operathe imperfection of the instrument for the purposes tion of which they are thus kept together.
of discourse, the necessity of mIxing falsehood with How happens it that they are as distant as
What is the cause of such their
truth, on pain of being without ideas, as well as they are!
distance!
Here again steps in the same usewithout conversation,on some of the most interesting of the subjects that he within the pooleof our ful respondent, and answers, It is by mutuaJ.
cognizance, is productive but too abundantly of repuUion that they are thus kept asunder.
misconception and false reasoning ; and thla not
It is to distInguish it from the attraction of
only in the physical department of the field of gra'lJity, of which presently, that the attracthonght, discourse, and action, but also in every tion, termed the attraction
of cohesion, has
other. On pain of having some of the most interesting subjects of thought, discourse, and action acquired that name. Of this species of attracundiscoureed of, and even unthought of, we set to tion, repulsion, it has been seen, is the conwork the powers of our imaginatIOns in the crea- stant companion, and anta,gonist; each of the
tion, as it were, of a multitude of imaginary beings, opposite and mutua.lly balancing effects have
Repulsion is
all spoken of as if they belonged to the class of equal need of a fictitious cause.
bodies or substances ; and on the oecasroa, and for the generic name apphcable to other eases.
the purpose of this creation, we attach to them a .AUractitm of coherion is a specific one. To
name or sign, called a part of speech: viz., a species match with this its antagonist, the particular
of word, termed a noun substantive; the same species of repulsion here in question requires
species of word as that of which, in the character its specific name.
Repulsion correspondIng to
of a common name, we make use for the designathe attraction of cohesion, let this be that spetion of real entities, appertaining strictly and properly to the class of substances. Beholding at a cific name ; or rather an appellation thus mulworded, being too cumbersome
distance, in the dress of a man, sitting and playing titudinously
upon an organ, an automaton figure, constructed for use, say, the "epuUion of colwitm: and
for that purpose by the ingenuity of the mechanist, though taken by itself, and without explanato take this creature of human art for a real man, tion, the appellative would, upon the face
ia a sort of mistake which, at a certain distance, it, be self-contradictory,
yet by this explanamight happen for a time to be made by the most tion, to which by its texture it would natura.J.ly
acute observer. In like manner, beholding a part point, it may perhaps be found not a.ltogether
of speech cast in the same mould with the name of unfit for use. Instead of this appellation, or
• real entity, a really existing substance, no wonder if, on a variety of occasions, to the mental eye
of a very acute observer, this fictitious entity thus it i. spoken of at all, it is spoken of as if it we,"" •
accontred, should present itself in the character of, real entIty? and thus in a manner an unive~
and be regarded and treated as if it were a real attestation is given to the truth of a set of proposIone. How should it be otherwise, when on every trons, the falSIty of which when once bro~t to
ecession on which, and by every person by whom view, cannot in any instance fail to berecl)jl1\laed.
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for variety along with it, If for attraction of other time in another, and in that sense the
cohesion, the appellation internal attraction,
existence of motion-but
the existence of a.ny
or intestine attraction, be employed;
for re- real entity, eorresponding
to the appellation
pulsion of cohesion, the term internal repulsion,
motion ; any entity real and distinct from the
or intestine repulsion, may be employed.
body or bodies in which the motion is said to
In the Attractioll of GrafJit!J may be Been have place.
one of the fictitious entities, to the operation
Thus early (as appears ftoom this story) had
of which, in the character of causes or sources,
a conception, however narrow and inadequate,
the birth of motion, howsoever modified, may, been formed of the distinction between names
as far as we are acquainted with it, be referred.
of real entities and namesoffictitions
entities ;t
a distinction by which much light has already
To the repulsion of cohesion-to
this one simple
cause, will, it is believed, be found referable,
been thrown, and by degrees much more will
be thrown on the field of language;
and
with equal propriety, the death of all these
several motions; which, at the conclusion of through that medium, on the field of thought
the conflict maintained by the various species
and action; and, in particular, on the nature
of attraction, endowed with their several un- of the relation between OOUB6 and effeot. Cause,
when the word is used in its proper significaequal degrees of force, remains, constituting
the only force by which matter is retained in tion, is perhaps in every instance the name of
a fictitions entity; if you want the name of
that state of composition above-mentioned,
real entity, substitute the
which seems essential to its existence; and by the correspondent
which the whole multitude of its particles are word author, or the woed instrument, to the
prevented from being crowded together into word cause.
Rest is the absence, non-existence, or negaone mass.
receptacle.
When,
To account for the difference of bodies in tion of this imaginary
point of distance, a sort of nominal entity is after observation taken of the two bodies in
feigned, to represent the cause of it, and Mo- question, at two dift'erent points of time, no
such difference of distance is found, they are
tion is the name by which this imaginary
cause is designated.
Motion is thereupon con- said to have been during that length of time
each of them at rest.
Rest is thus a sort of
sidered (for such are the shifts that language
imagina.ry pillar, or anchor, to which, in the
is reduced to) &8 a sort of receptacle in which
bodies are lodged ; they are accordingly said English language, they are eonsrdered or a.t
to be in motion, &8 a man is said to be in a least spoken of, as being fastened.f
Enclosed in that receptacle, or fastened to
house.*
this pillar or anchor,-one
or other is at every
By laying out of consideration
everything
point of time the condition of every object to
that concerns the particular nature of these
which the name of body has been attached.
bodies respectively;
everything,
in a word,
The truth is, th&t absolutely and properly
concerning them, but the difference between
the distance or interval between them at the speaking, in as far as observation and inference have extended, motion is the state or
one time, and the distance or interval between
them at the other, we obtain the abstract idea, condition in which, at every point, every body
is, and so for ever is likely to continue.
Rest
for the designation of which the word motion
is employed.
In speaking of it, we speak of is not the state of our own sun, about which
the planet that we inhabit moves. If a state
it &8 if it were itself a substance : a hollow
of rest were predicable of anything, it would
mass into which the body, the really and independently existing body, whatever it be, and be of the ideal point in the expanse of space,
the centre of gramt!/, as it is called, about
how vast soever it be, is capable of being put,
which, the sun on the one part, and the planets
and which is capable of being communicated
to that body, and so in regard to bodies in any on the other, are observed or supposed to turn.
The observations and inferences thus applied,
number.
in the first instance, to our sun, have been exA philosopher, S&Y9the old Greek story,
denying the existence of Motion, another to tended to those other bodies to which, to disrefute him, got up and walked.
Good for a tinguish them from those companions to our
earth called planets, we give the name of
practical joke, not so for a serious refutation.
fixed stars ; but which, determined
as they
Of tbe existence of the faculty of locomotion,
the denier of the exiatenee of motion, was not have been by these observations and these inferences, it has seemed good to our astronomers
less perfeetly aware before the experiment
pillar, but
than after it. What he denied was,-not
the not to tie to the above-mentioned
to put all together into the above-mentioned
universally exemplified,and universally known,
and acknowledged
matter of fact, that the receptacle.
So it is then, that, for the purposes of disaame body is at one time in one place, at ancourse, as well &8 of thought and action, the
• The idea of motion is capable of being deduced
from difference of position, without any difference

of distance, as well as from di1ference of diBtance;
but being much more complicated, the description
of that case ii, 011that accoWlt, omitted.

t See this division diSCUBSedat ItmJtth, under
the head of Ontology, in this volume.-Ed.
::: Not so in every language, in the French, for
example, (t'1J repos) rest, is also a receptacle,
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pillar is not less necessary to us than the
receptacle.
For this purpose, rest requires to
be distinguished
into abwlute and relatiu.
Absolutely speaking, as above, no one body is
at rest;
but on this our little planet, the
theatre of all our little doings and sufferings,
bodies in abundance are to be found, which,
as between any two given points of time, having been a.t tbe same distance from each other,
have, during these two points of time, together
with the whole interval, if any, that has been
between them, been at rest.
Upon the whole,
then, absolute rest is not exemplified anywhere;
but, on the surface of our planet,
exemplifications of relative rest may be found
everywhere.
These things considered, henCe-j
forward as often as rere is spoken of as having
place, relative rest, and that alone, will be illtended.
The motions in which the various effects, as
yet observed by us to be produced by the
powers of nature, modified or not modified by
human art and industry, have their essential
causes, are derived from various sources.
Of
these motions, obvious, as when once brought
to view, the task of giving a list may seem to
be=-obvious, and, by its conduciveness to the
purpose of instruction, presenting an incontrovertible claim to the notice of the institutional
wnter, who, for the theatre of his labours, has
chosen the field of Natural Philosophy,-the
task of giving such a list, hath, it is believed,
as yet, been undertaken by no one. No work
in which that task has been executed, or endeavoured to be executed, IS as yet anywhere
to be found.
Consideration had of the utter absence of
all information from more competent hands,
to the author of these pages, how little soever
accustomed to apply his mdustry to this department in the field of SCience, it occurred
that an attempt to afford, in a manner however inadequate,
a supply to this deficiency,
might have its use, were It only by attracting
to so interesting
a subject, which presents so
strong a claim to their notice, the attention of
those from whose more adequate learning and
ingenuity it may receive more correct and complete explanation.
Of these various sorts of motions, some are,
as far as we have reason to believe, in their
nature perpetual, unintermitting,
or, If a common figure of speech may be allowed, immortal.
Others, and by far the greater number, in
their nature mortal and perishable.
Of these two so materially different heads,
Which come under the former!
'Which under
the latter!
In any attempt to give answers
to these questions, an answer to the question
concerning the existence of what is called perpetual motion, is necessarily involved.
Of the following sketch the design is, in the
first place, to perform the enumeration of the
several distinguishable
sources of motion, considered as it is wont to lw produced. or capable
of being produced by human art, in some de-
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terminate direction, for the purpose of accomplishing some determinate
object or end in
view.
In the next place, by means of a SY8tematical sketch, to bring to view the several
points of relation between these several sources
of motion,-the
points in respect of which they
agree With one another, and those on which
tbey differ.
By this means a facility, it is hoped, will be
given to the decision on the question, whether,
ill the preceding enumeration all such sources,
actual and possible, are included;
or whether
any, and what are omitted.
Prif1luf1l mobile is a term already in nse;
and by it, in each instance, is designated tbat
mass of matter, which, when from the partieular source in question, motion is considered as
derived, is considered as being of all the bodies
by which the motion is experienced, which, at
the time in question, issnes from that source,
the first in which it has place.
Accordingly,
corresponding
to every distinguishable
source
of motion, a primuf1llnobilewill be to be brought
to view.
Of the two expressions, viz. sources of motion, and primum mobiles; the latter is the
one, principally, If not exclusively, in use. To
the otber the preference has, notwithetanding,
here been given, and that on several accounts.
1. It is only in as far as It pomts to the
source whence it is derived, that the question,
trkat or u:hivk IS the firre 'II01"er? (the body
which, on the occasion in question, is of all the
bodies in which the motion is observed to have
place, the first in which it makes its appearance,) is an object of regard.
In the class of
objects designated by the generic word motion,
men behold the cause of every effect, desirsble
or undesirable,
which they perceive to take
place.
But various are the sources whence
this important agent is seen to be derived.
An object of anxious and continual research
cannot but be, the determining, on every oceasion, from which of all these sources, the
article thus in universal demand, may be derived to most advantage.
Of this inquiry, source is the only direct
and mtrinsically important object : the prnnum
mobile is so no otherwise than either III respect
of its affording indication of the source, or, in
respect of the need there is of commencing
With this article, the plan of the operanons
instituted, for the derivmg down to the ultimate object, whatsoever supply there may be
occasion to draw from this source.
2. In many instances m which the source is
sufficiently distinguishable to admit of a separate name, the primum mobile is altogether
undiseernible ; or, to speak more properly, a.
primum mobile is a thing that has no existence,
-two
bodies, or sets of bodies, move each
of them towards tbe other, both beginning
at the same instant of hme; as is plainly
the case, for example, in all those minute motiona or dances of atoms, which belong to the
expcrir uce of the chemical brauch of scieuee,
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In a word, of the phrase, source of motion,
the applicability will be seen to be universal;
that of primwn mobile, very confined; so much
so that it is only in deference to usage, that
any notice is here taken of it.
Sources of motion, enumerated with their corresponding Primum M obilts: a sketch supposed to be all-comprehensive, and now, for
the first time, attempted.
I. Selenic,· Selell'igeoom,t or simply mechanical source of motion,
By the appellation .Attraction of Gra'IJity,
stated also simply Gramtation, is designated
the species of force by which, as far as observation or induction have extended, all particles
of matter, without exception, are drawn towards one another: the heavenly bodies, commonly termed in contradistinction to planets,
fixed stars, (they being comparatively such,)
among the rest our sun, not excepted.
On this our earth a body is said to fail,
when it is understood to come nearer to the
centre of the earth than it was before. When
to any mass of matter in the liquid state, it
happens to fall otherwise than by means of
the removal of some mass of matter in the
vessel or state which had served for the support of it, in such case, antecedently to such
its fall, it has by some assignable cause been
made to rise. The only constantly, and regularly, and universally operating cause by
which, on this our earth, water is raised, is
the action of the moon. The mass of matter
contained in that secondary planet. the motrous of which are principally determined by
those of that which we inhabit, operating in
virtue of the universal principle of grantation
upon the whole mass of matter contained in
ours. But in onr planet, that part of its mass
which is in a state of liquidity, or ill a gaseous
state, is free and able to yield, while that
which is in the state of solidity, being kept together by another source of attraction, called
Attraction of Cohuum, is not able to yield,
any otherwise than the whole of it together.
Hence, as the moon moves, while the solid part
of the earth's substance remains relatively and
apparently stationary, the fluid part of the
mass is perpetually in a state of relative motion, which is determined by that of the moon,
and which, bating the disturbance it receives
from tMtuls, of which further on, wonld be a
perfectly regular one.
In these circumstances, as it rises, any solid
body floating on its surface is made to rise
with it, and, as it falls, to fall ; and thence in
both cases, to operate with a force proportioned to its weight upon any body with which
it is connected; and thus, from body to body,
through any series of bodies, till the motion

thus produced reaches that body or assemblage of bodies, on which, for the purpose of
the practical use in question, the ultima.tely
serviceable impression is intended to be made,
to the end that the form adapted to that use
may be given to it.
Laying out of the account temperature, and
changes oftemperature,-i. e. the quantities of
perceptible heat in particular places,-VIz. in
the air, or other bodies, by which these places
are respectively occupied ;-laying out of the
account temperature, and those other meteorologrcal circumstances by which the fall of
water, as will presently be mentioned-the fall
of water in the shape of rivers-is produced, it
is only by the attraction of gravitation, that
has place between the earth and the moon,
that this source of motion is afforded. Selenic
or Selenigenous, is, therefore, a term which, if
employed for the designation of this source of
motion, will serve to indicate the characteristic
nature of it.
Corresponding Primum Mobile, in this case
the Moon: Secundum mobile, the water so
made to rise and sink: Tertium mobile, the
solid bodywhich,fioating on the water, is made
to rise and sink with it: Quartum mobile, that
part of any system of machinery with which
the Tertium mobile is in immediate communication. The system of machinery in which
use is made of this source of motion, and its
corresponding Primum Mobile, is called a TideMill.
II. Hydropiptic,t

or Chfmico·Mechanical §

source of Matton.

A river is a mass of falling water-i. e. a
mass of ice which, by mixture of a certain proportion of the matter of heat, is brought into a
liquid state,and having, in such its liquid state,
or at first In its state of solid ice, been dissolved in the air of the atmosphere and so
raised aloft, is by means of a diminution In the
proportion of caloric mixed with it, changed
from the gaseous state into a liquid state,
and by the attraction which, in common with
all matter stationed at the surface, it has for
the centre, of the earth, runs down till it arrives at a spot at which it finds its further
immediate descent prevented by such portions
of the matter of the earth as are in the solid
state. In so doing, it acts and presses upon
all bodies opposed to it, in such manner as to
communicate, or tend to commnnicate, to them
a quantity of motion not greater than thai
which it of itself possesses.
Corresponding Primum Mobi/e, in this case
the falling v:ater. Secundum Mobile, any
moveable solid body placed, as in the case of
the mainwheel of a water-mill, in such sort as

t

[Hydropiptw.,

From two Greek word., the

* [Selenic.] From a Greek word which signifies first of which Signifiesuiater, the

the moon.

t [Selenigenous.J From two Greek words; the
In()()fI, the other,ongi-

first of which signifies the
rcatlngin, or sprung/rom.

other/all.,.g.

§ [Chemwo-meckan.cal.] Because, in this case,
it is only by means of the chemicaloperationsof
solutionand precipitationthatthe mechanicalpower
is produced.
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to receive the motion which it is capable
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of
communicating;
and, therefore, to communicate it onwards according to the nature of the
practical effect which, by the use of the watermill, is intended to be produced.

V. Barometrical
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source of Motion.

Independently
of the Motion, which, as in
the case of wind, the air is liable to receive.
from various causes, principally belonging to
the head of temperature,
i. e. change in the
III. Stere"Piptw* source of Motion.
quantity of the matter of heat in a free state
If, as in the case of water, any portion of mixed with it, a motion in one particular directhat part of the earth's surface which is in tion, viz. a vertical one, and that as it may
the solid state were by any regularly operathappen sometimes in the way of rise, i. c. Ining cause disposed to detach itself from the crease of distance from the centre of the earth ;
rest, and like the sand in an hour-glass, in sometimes in the way of fall, i. c. decrease of
obedience to the law of gravitation, approach
distance from the centre of the earth is almost
nearer to the centre of the earth; if, for ex- continually impressed+ upon all matter and,
ample, as in Africa and elsewhere, there are accordingly on all liquid matter, lying under
seas of sand, the fall of matter thus having
it.
If, while the quantity
superincumbent
place in a solid state might, as well as the fall on a certam portion of matter in a liquid
of matter in a liquid state, in the way of Com- state increases, the quantity superincumbent,
municatmg motion for the purpose of producon a portion of the like matter communicating useful changes in the condrtion of bodies,
ing With it, is kept from receiving increase,
be put to use.
the consequence is, that the quantity of air
But of any such fall regularly produced by thus insulated and detached from the rest, (bethe unassisted powers of Nature, no instance
ing In a state of pressure determined hy the
has ever been known; nor forasmuch as na- altitude of the whole column of air, from the
ture furnishes not for other substances,
any solid or fluid part of the earth's surface in
such regularly operatmg causes of eleration as that spot, to the extreme linnts of the atmoshe does in the case of water, could it any- sphere, while the other non-insulated
portion
where be of long continuance.
I t is, therefore,
was left free to receive the increase of quanonly for the purpose of illustration that, in the tity, and accordingly did receive it,) will yield
catalogue of sources of motion, motion thus to the greater pressure, and thus suffer the
liquid matter to nse in the vessel in which the
produced is inserted.
But when, by human art and industry, for air has thus been kept in an insulated state.
any particular purpose, iu the instance of any
The nature of things will scarcely admit of
mass of matter, whether in a liquid or in a the applymg of this source of motion WIth
advantage,
comparison being made with the
solid state, a fail or descent has been produced,
in this case, there IS a source of motion Which, other sources of motion which have been, and
by economy, may be turned to account.
On those which remain to be brought to view; so
this head, see No. 15, Economutw
BOurce of great is the quantity necessary to be kept m
the insulated state ; so great accordingly the
Motion.
expense of the receptacle in which it is to
IV . .AnemiMic, or .Aeropnutw source of Motion. be kept, compared with the smallness of the
Considered in a state of motion, and in such quantity of motion capable of bemg thus proquantity,and
with such velocity, as to be cap- duced, and the uncertainty at what time, and
able of producing a considerable quantity of for what length of tnne, any motion at all will
effect, any body, when in the gaseous state, is be thus producible.
But, in the way of curicalled wind. Of all bodies in a gaseous state,
osity, a maehine of this sort was once prothe only species which exists in a quantity
duced,and formed one or the articles comprised
sufficient to operate with regularity,
In the
in the museum, called from the maker, Cox's
character of a source of motion, is that in Museum, and disposed of in the way of lottery, under a special act of Parhament, in and
which by far the greater part of the contents
of the atmosphere consist, viz. the mixture of by which this product of mechanical ingenuity
oxygen gas and azote, with the occasional addi- was exempted from the operation of the law
by which lotteries, made on account of indivition of carbonic acid gas, in considerable quantities, and many others in minute quantities.
duals, stood prohibited.
Corresponding Primum Mobile in this case,
In these circumstances,
the air operates
the air considered as being ill motion, and in somewhat in the manner of the water in a.
Corresponding Primtlm Mobile, in
whatsoever direction it may happen, viz. the tide-mill.
wind. Secundum Mobile, any body which, for this case, the air of the atmosphere considered
the purpose of receiving such quantity of mo- in the state of simply vertical ascent and dstion as the wind is able to communicate, 18 seent.:::
opposed to it; for exa.mple, the .ails of a
tci1admill, and the sails of a ship.
t By the mere increase of the quantity resting on
.. [Stereop!ptir.) From two Greek wo~s; the
fint of which signifies solid; the other,Jalllng,8l!
above.

any gwen portion of the solid part of the earth',
surface.
::: (Barometriral.] From the instrument caJled
the Barometer: an appellation derived from tWD>
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VI. Theletllatk,* or Myioh'l"ackiattCt source of
Motion.
In all cases in which it is produced in any
considerable quantity, Motion, when, by an
exertion of will produced in an immediate
way, or in any part of the body of a living
animal, is, as far as the powers of observation
extend, found to be produced by the shortening of a mass of muscular fibres.
For a long time, in all the cases in which,
by the will of men, motion is to any purpose
produced, for an indefinitely long period in the
history of man this was the only source of
motion drawn upon and employed; and in
those assemblages of human beings which continue in the state of savage life, this is still
the only source of motion that is employed.
In most cases, for the prodnction of the
elfect ultimately in view, the motion derived
from this source is employed in a direct way,
and without the intervention of any such apparatus of bodies as is designated by the word
instrument or machinery, employed for the
gaining of power: machinery not being so
much employed in giving direction or quality
to motion derived from this source, as in gtving direction or quality to motion derived from
the above-mentioned and other more powerful
sources.
But neither are instances by any means.
wanting, in winch, even WIth the intervention
of very elaborate and complicated systems of
machinery, this source of motion is the only
source employed; the machinery havmg for
its object the production either of the partieular direction desired or of velocity or time,
at the expense of labour, or of quantity of
matter put in motion at the expense of time,
or of steadiness and regularity at the expense
either of time, of labour, or of both.
By the mere contraction of muscular fibres,
the greatest quantity of force employed, is that
in which the animal force of some animal
~tronger than man-such as a horse, an ox.or
an a.ss-is employed. In this case there are
two different wills employed: that of the human being, and that of the inferior animal,
whose will receives its impulse and direction
Greek words ; the first of which signifiesweight,
(VIZ.of the air) and the other a measure,or instrument for mp3Sttrlng. In respect to principles of
construction,as m the text, that instrument and
the one here descnbed are the same. Only in the
ease of the Barometer, the object being not to generate motion, but merely to mdicate the changes
in the height, and consequentweightand pres.sure,
of the column of air superincumbenton the place
or portion of space in question at differenttimes,
no greater quantity of matter of all kinds is employed than the small quantity necessaryfor this
latter purpose.
* ['nelematic.]
From a Greek word, which
lignifies tke unll,
[M'/lnbraeklallc.) From two Greek words;
one of which signifiesa set of muscular fibres; the
other, shortemng,

+

from its human ruler. The will of the inferior
animal is employed for giving birth to the mo.
tion ; the will of the superior for giving direction to it.
Corresponding Primum Mobile, in this Case'
psychological, the fictitious entity called the
will; Secundum Mobile, the mass of muscular
fibres thereby shortened; Tertium Mobile, the
unbending parts of the animal machine, viz.,
the bones, according to the limb or other member on which the motion is impressed ; Quartum Mobile, the external moveable body to
which the motion thus generated is communieated in the first instance.
VII. Parallactioo-Snncrotic, or Alternate Gassi/iMtion and Digamjication Source,orStea,nEngine Source.
Elasticity, i. e. that property by which,
while in virtue of the universally operating
principle grsvitation, these, as well as all other
particles of matter, are attracted towards the
common centre, and thence towards one another, they are (while in this state by the
introduction of the matter of heat) made to
repel one another. In the case of every body,
so long as it remains either in a solid or in a
liquid state, the field of the operation of this
property has its limits, and those comparatively very narrow ones. In the case of the
same body, when in the gaseous state it has
no determinate limits: and the quantity of
matter of all other sorts contained in the body
being given, the degree of this elasticity, and
thence the quantity of motion communicated
by it to any body which stands opposed to it,
increases with the quantity of the matter of
heat mixed with it.
When without any such change in its external texture, as among Chemists is designated by the word decomporition, a quantity
of matter is by the mere intermixture of a.
quantity of the matter of heat transformed
from the liquid into the gaseous, i. e. the indefinitely elastic state, in this ease by the
mere abstraction of the quantity of heat by
which this effect has been produced, it is reconverted to the liquid, i. e. to the definitely
elastic state. When, by and during the intermixture of a certain quantity of caloric, it has
by the continuance of its unlimited elasticity,
been generating and communicating a. proportionate quantity of motion, if in a closed
receptacle, by the application of a mass of
matter in which a less quantity of caloric in a
free state, is intermixed, it be divested of its
extra quantity of caloric, and thus reduced to
its definitely elastic or liquid state, it is then
in a condition ready to be, by the same means,
as before, converted anew into the gaseous
state; and in this state, to be employed in the
generation of a quantity of motion, which, If
generated under the same circumstances, will
be exactly e~al to that generated in the fil'bt
instance: and, in this way, by the alternate
conversion and reconversion of the same mass
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of matter, the alternation between a state of late years, the only species of matter which
liquidity and a state of gas, between the liquid
was clearly seen to be alternately
interconand the gaseous state, a proportionate
quan- vertible for any length of time from the Iiquid
tity of motion may for any length of time be mto the gaseous form, and 'ti<le «rIa) was
generated.
alone in its gaseous form designated.
Prilnutn Mobile, in this case, the water while
If,in the form of a parallelepiped, or that of a
cylinder, (the most commodious, on several
operating in its gaseous or indefinitely elastic
accounts, is that of a cylinder,) the receptacle
state.
Secundum Mobile, the mass of solid
in which the liquid (say, as being ckeapelt, the matter (called, in the steam-engine, the piston)
tDater) is thus converted into the gaseous, and to which the force thus contmually generated
reconverted
into the liquid state, be kept to is communicated.
Some thirty or forty years ago a source of
such a degree close, as that no portion of it,
either while in the liquid or while in the gase- monon, which may be considered as analogous
ous state, can make its escape, at the same in some respects to the barometrical, and III
time that a mass of solid matter, one of the others to the parallactic source, presented itself
boundaries of wluch forms one of the boun- to the imagination of the writer of these page".
daries of this receptacle, is as free to move in An instrument by which application was made
any direction backwards and forwards, (the of it might be styled the Flash-Pump or Raremost convenient is the vertical, because in that faction-Pump.
ease after the occasionally generated motion,
Compared with the steam-engine, it has the
generated by elasticity, has been expended, the advantage of being capable of bemg so emconstantly existing force of gravity suffices to ployed as to generate within a given time,
produce a correspondent quannty I1f motion.")
and, as it were, by one stroke, a much greater
If, of the mass of matter, while in the gase- quantity of motion than withm the same tnne,
ous state, any portion make its escape, the and at one stroke.could be raised by any steamBut whether
the advantage
thus
larger the quantity which thus escapes, the engme.
larger the quantity of indefinitely elastic mat- gamed could, by any circumstances, be renter which, expendmg its motion upon bodies dered such as to overbalance or balance the
advantage possessed by the steam-engine ill
other than those to which It is intended that
the article of quickness of reciprocation, is do
the motion should be communicated,
16 thus
question, the answer to which must be left to
expended in waste.t
The system of machinery in and by which any person whose positive knowledge of the
subject may dispose him, whilst it qualifies
motion derived from this source is employed,
is called the Steam-Engine.
Steam bemg the him, to make the requisite calculations.
The principle may be thus explained.
Out
name by which water (till comparatively
of
of a hollow cylinder open at both ends, and In
" This sentence is incomplete; what was meant a vertical position stationed in an open reserto be announced was, probably, that by this con- voir of water, a portion of the air being driven
struction the force generated is economlsed.-Ed.
out by the sudden application of heat in a
t Some thirty or forty years ago, an Hungarian manner analogous to that employed in the
of the name of Kempel, applied to me to consult Montgolfier or rarefied air balloon, a conewith me about an invention of his which he reprded as an improvement on the steam-engine. spondent portion of the water bemg thus made
It consisted in the omission of the piston, in such to rise and occupy iss place, may, by running
sort, that the steam, as fast as generated, and with- ont; perform. the office of a primUift mobile.
out being recondensed, should operate immediately,
F or speediuess of combustion a match comand In the open air, upon the float-boards of a I posed of tubes open at both ends, such as
water-wheel: In which case, before it had time to would be afforded by reeds or straws, the
lose all its extrs caloric, and WIth it all its elastic longer the better, cut at each end close to the
force,. some small quantIty of ~otion, thongh COU1- knot, and, after bemg dipped in a solution of
pa.ratlvely a very small one, mlg:ht occasionally be uitre, would, whatsoever may be the case In
expected to be g.enemt"1: ~ might be. te~e~, an regard to economy, at least be as well suited
open steam-engme. "Ill It be. beheved . lin,
as any others which the nature of the case
was the same Kempel by whose inventions of the
ld f
.h
M tt
t be
d
d
automaton chess-player, and the automaton speak- cou
urrus.
a ers m~8
so or ere ,
jng-chIld, the curious were in most parts of Europe as that, when the rarefication thus produced
50 much surprised and gratified.
?y the combustion of this match ~as attamed
The chess-player in the character of a Turk was Its maxnaum, a cover shall apply Itself to the
beaten by very few Chnstians ; and I know not top of the cylinder: and the more the degree
whether the contrivance by which the motion was of closeness wants of that perfection, for the
communicated~mthedirecti~mindtothechessdesignation of which the name of hermetical
man was .ever divulgated or ~scovered.
..
is wont to be employed, the less, of course,
The child, though at the time when I saw It, It will be the rarity of the included air, and the
had not, by .. good deal, gone ~hrou!fh.the a1phab<;t, less the quantIty of water raised by the presyet pronoun~
.. number of intelligible words, in sure of the air on the water of the reservoir.
the eompoamon of which consonants as well lIS
"
d
h
vowels were included. To produce the sounds, he Matters mu~t likewise be 50 ordere , as tat,
worked with both hIS hands at a time concealed in when the height of the column of water thus
.. sort of satchel or leather bag.'
raised has attained its maximum, it shall be
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prevented from sinking through the same channel through which it rose, and shall, by this
means, be foreed to fall in the direction in
which, while falling it will perform the function of a primum mobile.
To give continuance to the efFect, ma.tters
wonld require, to be so ordered, as that, as Boon
as the efFect produced by the first match has
ceased, a second shall take its place ; and so
on: and, for the aeeension of each match, the
place of human reason might be supplied by
some one or other of the expeditious modes of
accension already in use. While that part of
the water which is performing the function of
a primum mobile, is for that purpose descending gradually, a partition sliding horizontally
mnst separate it from that part which is to
descend suddenly to make room for the reascent."
({ompa.red with any which is employed in
the steam-engine, the species of fuel would, of
course, be in a very high degree, more expenBive; whether by the superiority of the quantity of water thus raised by a given weight of
the fuel, that inferiority would be counterbalanced, is another point which must be left
to calculation in the hands of any person in
Whose eyes the labour may present itself as
eapable of yielding a compensation.
If, upon calculation, this source of motion
should, in inexperienced
hands, be found to
a.ft'ord no promise of being in comparison of the
Bteam-engine,capable,
in any situation,of being
employed to advantage, it will in this respect,
Btand upon a footing with the Barometrical
BOuree, the Magnetic source, and the Electric
and Galvanic sources.

VIII . ..4.ploIyncrotic, or Simple-Ezploricm
source.
When not without decomposition, the con,"mon from the non-gaseous into the gaseous
state is eft'ected, reconversion cannot, by the
abstraction of the extra quantity of caloric, as
above, be made to take place.
By the art of the Chemist, bodies in great
variety have been diseovered, in the instance
of which, they being, all of them, in the solid
state, by the application of a certain quantity
of caloric, accumulated for the moment, in a
portion of matter, be it ever so small, the Whole
JIllIoII8, be it ever 80 large, is with an almost inBtantaneous rapidity, converted from the solid,
without passing into the liquid, into the ga.seOIlli state,
and thereby a quantity of motion
generated,
proportioned
to the quality and
quantity of the matter in the mass thus suddenly transformed, and capable of being em.. For the purpose or this sepanotion, attached
to the cylinder, dunng a. sufficient portion of its

altitude, ma.y be a. hollow pa.ra.lelleJ.>edonof correepondent diameter, one side of it being constituted
by the sliding partition in one piece, or u many
pieoes u may be found most convenient.

ployed in the generation

of motion, as in the

BUam-e1Igine, dOled or open, a.s above.
Of these compounds, the one most known,
and that which being, in respect of cheapness,
most advantageous, or the only one thus employed in general practice, is gunpovxler.
In this way, viz. in the case where, antecedently to the g&8sification, the matter in
question is not in the liquid but in the solid
state, by the ga.ssification of a given quantity
of matter, a much greater degree of elasticity,
and in this way a much greater quantity of
motiou can, in a given space of time, be produced, than by the conversion of a quantity of
matter without decomposition from the liquid
into the gaseous state.
But, forasmuch as in this way, instead of
being employed an inde1inite number of times,
the mass of matter thus employed in the generation of motion cannot be made to serve
more times than one, hence in cases in which,
in one and the same receptacle, the generation
of motion -is required to be kept up without
interruption for a constancy, and for an indefinite length of time, this mode of simple explosion cannot be employed with advantage.
In the cases in which it is employed, such
as that of the destruction of solid bodies, dead
or living, at great distances, the preservation
of the gassified matter not being possible, and
the quantity of motion producible by a given
quantity of it, being so much greater than could,
by the gassification of the same quantity of
water, be produced by a steam-engine, hence it
is, that to these destructive purposes, the costly
matter, gunpowder, and not the cheaper matter, water,and coal for heating it, are employed.
In the case where, in a ship of war endeavouring to escape from an enemy's ship, stem-chase
guns are fired, over and above the principal
efFect, the taking the chance for impeding the
advance of the enemy's ship by damage to the
ship and crew, some advantage
is said to be
obtained in the shape of a.eceleration given to
the. course of the ship from which these guna
are fired.
Some fifty years ago, or more, a person of
the name of Moore, a linen-draper
in Fleet
Street or Cheapside, formed a plan for giving
motion, upon this same principle, to a carriage
by land.
By the description
of a carriage
which was to go without horses, under which
was to be understood the going without the
application of muscular force, the particular
means proposed to be employed being kept
secret, great expectation was excited, or endeavoured to be excited, as if it were an invention applicable to general use. No trial of
it could naturally
be made without demonstrating a.t the same time the possibility of the
achievement,
and its inapplicability
to any
generally useful purpose.
By persons unacquainted with the general principles of mechanics and chemistry, a. matchless degree of
velocity was expected, and at length annonnced
to be thus attainable.
Wagers, to a consider-
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able amount, were, at the time, said to be lard
upon the subject of it. If at any time an
actual trial of it were made, the project was,
of course, thereby shown to be abortive. Had
guupowder been mentioned as the source
trusted to, its inutility would not, to any person tolera.bly well versed in mecbamcs and
chemistry, have afforded matter for any the
smallest doubt. But the nature of the source
not being divulged, a man who for this or some
other purpose, happened to take 8. comprehensive view of the whole list of possible sources
of motion, would scarcely, on the first mention,
have ventured to have pronounced the impossibility of the results declared to be expected.
IX. Magnetic Source.
After the man, the horse, the wind-mill, the
water-mill, and the steam-engine, considered
with a view to general and extensive use, all
other sources of original motion dwindle Into
insignificance.
Other sources of original motion, however,
still remain, which in the way of curiosity, and
in a logical view, are necessary to complete
the inventory of the distinguishable sources of
motion, which, as being known to be in existence or in prospect, present a claim to notice.
Magnetism, Electrieity, GalMnism--to one
or other of these heads, it is believed, may be
referred all the other distinguishable sources
of motion with which we are as yet, or have
any prospect of becoming acquainted.
In Magnetic attraction may be seen a source
of motion, which, of a first view, is not unapt
to present the idea of an inexhaustible one.
To magnetized iron, power (attractive force)
has, and therefore can, at any tnne be given
superior to that of any other motive power
which, for a constancy, the muscular power
of man is capable of creating: a magnet
never tires; and from diuturmty of action,
instead of decrease, magnetic power derives
increase.
Unfortunately, of any motion derivable from
this source, the death is Immediate and not
less certain than the birth. The contact produced-the contact which it has, in a manner,
for its object-all motion is at an end.
For concealing the source of motion, and in
that way aft'ording the pleasure of surprise to
uninitiated minds, the use of this instrument
is well enough known. If motion could for a
continuance be produced by it, no source of
motion could be 50 economical a. one : but of
this there are unhappily no hopes.
Contrivances, whereby to the same magnetized bar a number of plates might be presented
in a circularly recurring succession, are sufficiently obvious; and that in such manner that
contact never taking place between the bar
and any of these plates, the magnetic a.ppetite
might still remain unsatisfied. A bra.sswheel,
for instance, in a vertical position, turning on
a fixed axis, is, say at the end of each spoke,
furnished with an iron plate ; up to this wheel,
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on a plane forming a tangent to the circumference of the wheel, a magnetized bar is slid till
it. arrives at the spot at which the attraction
between itself and one of the plates rising from
the wheel, in a position exactly vertical, becomes perceptible. By being fixed to the
wheel, this plate is preveuted from coming in
contact with the bar, and thus satisfying the
magnetic appetite. If by the action of the
bar upon the plate first presented to it, the
wheel with the plate on it could be brought
so far round, as, after coming a proportiouate
way under the bar, to present to it a second
plate, and so on, the CIrcuit would thus be
completed; and if once completed, would, by
the operation of the same causes, be continually renewed, and thus the problem of the perpetual motion would be accomphshed. Unfortunately, between the action of the magnet
on the second presented plate, in a direction
tending to continue the revolution of the wheel
and its action on the first presented plate, after
its descent, in a direction tending to prevent
such contmuance, an equilibrium would, at
some point or other in the circle, take place;
and at that point the revolution would stop.
For the prevention of this catastrophe, to a
mind better furnished with practical mechanical experience than With sound theory, the
resources of mechanic art might suggest a variety of expedients," of which the insufficiency
would, it is believed, be proved by experiment
in each instance. But the nature of thmgs
would, it is believed, be inexorable. The
track of the subject is not. however, to such a.
degree beaten, but that, in any institntional
work on the subject of mechanics, a demonstration on this ground might, it is supposed,
have its use,
X. Electric Source.
That the list may not be justly accused of
being an Imperfect one, this source of motion
must he inserted in it. But compared with
those that have been already mentioned, its
radical inutility will be a.ltogether obvious.
Of those WhIChappertain to the cognisance
of the Chemist, no decomposition, eompositron,
or recomposition, can have taken place but
motion must have been prodnced. But in all
those cases the quantity of motion is at the
source, by much too small, and confined withm
too narrow Iinnts to be capable of being communicated to any exterior body, in such sort
as to be productive of any serviceable or even
so much as sensible effects.
In so far indeed as, in virtue of any such
decomposition or composition, any change of
matter from a solid or a liquid state into a.
gaseous state has place, monon in a sensible

* For instance, making the angle made by each
plate Withthe circumferencevaryat differentparts
of the round, or the whole plate drop and form a
tangent to the circumferenceof the wheel, instead
of standing up at Mghtangle>to it.
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degree is produced:
but, in so far, what has
place III tlus way comes under a head already
brought to view, viz., that of the aplosyncrotic
source.
Similar in this respect to the magnetic, the
electric attraction
extends over a space not
limited, as in the case of chemical attraction,
between particle and particle of a mass III the
liquid state, by the sphere of attraction of cobesion.
It is even, as in the case of thunder
and lightning, capable of operating in the
character
of a source of motion WIth great
force and through a great extent of space.
Unfortunately,
in as far as it is under command, the quantity of motion derivable from
this source IS by far too small to be In comparison of any of those ordinary sources abovementioned, of any the smallest use ; and when
the quantity of motion produced by it is considerable enough to be put to use, were it
but under command, it is altogether incapable
of being put under command;
and by this
dilemma, it is completely
WIthdrawn from
use.
XI. Galranic Source.

I

I

body. a portion more or less considerable of
the whole mass of a body has been forced into
a portion of space different from that which.
antecedently to such pressure, was occupied
by it, (the remaining part continuing fixed,)
the part that was so removed returns into its
antecedent position; in as far as this restitution has place, the body is said to be an elastio
body, and a correspondent jiditiolU entity, a
property, a quality-the property or quality of
elasticity is said to belong to it.
An instrument to which, by appropriate configuration this property has purposely been
bestowed, is termed a spring.
A spring may be defined a resef'l)()ir of 1Mtion. With reference to motion, it performs
exactly the office which a reservoir or receptacle of any kind performs with reference to

matte?·.*

A reservoir of any kind-a
reservoir, suppose of water-cannot,
for any purpose, supply
any quantity of matter greater than has been
introduced into it: a IJ>Tingcannot supply any
quantity of motion greater than has been introdnced into it, viz. by what may be called
the pre-acti'NJ or tensire force.
Dy the same consideration
by which the
In general the greatest quantity of matter
obligation
of inserting in the character
of which, for any purpose, a reservoir can fursources of motion the Electric power, the like nish is not quite as great as the greatest quanobligation in relation to the Galvanic is created.
tity of matter-say
of water-which,
having
Already by applieation made of the specIes been introduced to it, has been contained in it
of physical power thus denominated has been at one and the same time : by the attraction
produced
a motion of long continuance,
a of cohesion, a portion more or less considermotion which presents the Idea of, and falls able is detamed by the matter of which the
little if any short of, the character of a perpeboundaries
of the receptacle
are composed,
tual one. Though in a perpetuity so curIOUS, and remains in contact with them ; in like
and in that respect so desirable, a solution of manner, the greatest quantity of motion which,
continuity seems hable to be eyer and anon for any purpose, a spring can furnish is proproduced by an untoward state of the atmo- bably not quite as great as the quantity of
sphere.
motion, or capacity of motion, which, having
But by the irreversible laws of nature, the been introduced
mto it, remains in it; by
utmost that in the case of generating
motion
means of the phenomenon for the designation
can be done by application
of that species
of which, the word friction has been employed,
of power, is, in comparison WIth what can be a portion more or less considerable of whatsodone by motion derived from the ordinary
ever motion had, for the purpose in question,
sources, so completely in miniature, that a11 been infused into the spring, has been absorbed,
the achievements capable of being performed
as it were, and destroyed.
by power of this description, seems irrevocably
To actual lIIotion, the sort of capacity for
doomed to be confined withm the field of cu- motion, for producing those perceptible phenorioBity without ever extending themselves over mena, for the designation of which the word
any part of the fieJd of IUC.
motion is wont to be employed-in
a word,
In one laboratory,
twenty thousand Gal- the sort of capacity for motion which is in this
vanio dishes have been, it is said, and probably
way kept m store, may be considered as bearat this moment are at work; and for a fruit,
ing a relation similar to that which in the
and at the same time a proof of their labours,
case of heat, what is called latent heat bears
a peal of bells kept ringing by them.
But
to sensible heat ; it is nothing more than a
scarcely by a hundred times as many, could
capacity of affording sensible heat;
and the
the sum of their action be brought to bear upon substance with which it is combined, and in
one pomt,-could
any quantity of motion appli* To the inhabitants of classical antiquity, the
cable to any purpose of vulgar use be produced.
use of springs seems scarcely to have been known.
XII. .A ntaetire, or rcaotire sonrce: the source Neither m Latin nor in Greek has any word been
fonnd that seems to have been employed in the
of the application of which the use of springs
de.igna.tion of it.
furnishes an example.
In anyone of the instruments found in anyone
In some instances when, in consequence of of the buried cities, is any example of & sprmg to
external
pressure applied to it by another
be found?

I
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wlrlch it is, as it were, enclosed and imprisoned,
any further than as, whether by impulse or
may, in virtue of it, be considered as a ruerroir
distension, as aoove,-a quantity of latent moof sensible heat.
tion has been treasured up in the matter of
The action and efficiency of a spring is pro- which it is composed.
In as far as any such
dueed by, and its efficiency depends upon, and quantity of lateut motion has been injected
is proportioned to the elasticity of the matter
into it, the spring may be said to be charged.
of which it is composed: the extra elasticity,
As the spring is put to use, the motion thus
that is, what may be called the repulsion
treasured up is expended, or, as it were, concorrespondent to the attraction
of cohesion;
sumed.
The expenditure
may be either sudor, for shortness, the repulsion of cohesion;
den or gradv.<U. It may be termed sudden
the repulsion by which in correspondency with
when the time occupied in the expenditure is
the antagonizing force, viz. the attraction
of not determinately
greater than the time that
cohesion, the texture of the substance is deterhad been occupied in the infusion of It. If It
mmed.
be gradual, it is so in consequence of the
To introduce, into the substance designed
retardation
whieh it experiences from some
to serve as a spring, the quantity of latent
opposing and gradually yieldmg counterforce.
motion desired, some external force is and
The term at which the expenditure or conalways must be applied, iu such manner as to sumption, whether sudden or gradual, is descounteract and overpower the repulsion of co- tined to take place, may be either Immediately
hesion, in virtue of which, at the spot at which
upon the termination
of the winding up or
the external force is made to act, the particles
other operation by which the motion is infused,
of the body are kept at a distance from each and the spring charged,t or any subsequent
other.
If, upon the removal of their external
instant of time: in the former case, the spring
pressure, no other obstacle being opposed to may be termed a spring for immediate action ;
the action of the repulsion of cohesion, the par- in the other case, a spring for predestinated
ticles of matter in the spot in question arrange
action.
themselves exactly in their former places, and
In the ease of the ordinary time-piece, the
thence at their former distances from each spring is a spring for immediate action ; and
other, the matter of which the spring is made,
the expenditure of the injected latent motion
is restored to a form exactly the same as that
gradual.
in which it was, before the pressure.
In this I
When the expenditure
is gradual, in the
ease the body IS said to be perfectly elastiC., course of It, and before any fresh supply is inIf in any part, after the removal of the pressure,
jected, it may be employed according to the
the form of the substance is different from what
quantity of it, in the production of any effects
it was antecedently
to the application of the (quantity consumed by friction deducted) to
pressure, in as far as the form is thus changed,
which the same quantity of original motion
in so far in the parts in question has a corresponcould be applied within the field of motion
dent quantity or degree of the repulsion of co- within which the process is confined.
Of these
hesion been destroyed.
In this case the body is effects, the most in use to be produced are the
imperfectly elastic; the degree of imperfection
two sorts of clocks termed an Astronomical
being in eorrespondency with the quantity of clock and a MUSIcal dock.
the repulsion in question destroyed, and the
An Astronomical clock is nothing more than
magnitude of the permanent change, which the an ordinary time-piece applied to the indicaform of the body has uudergone.
tion of a greater number of points of time, in
The mode in which the latent motion is in- the same length of time, than III the case of
troduced into the reservoir, may be either pres- an ordinary clock or watch.
sure (impulse) or tension (di8tension.)
For
In a Musical clock, a system of tubes being
pressure, (impulse,) no more than one fixed provided, into each of which, the air bemg
point is necessary;
for tension, two at least
drawn at a certain aperture, a particular sound
are necessary.
In the case of the bow and the is thereupon emitted, and a constant stream
catapult there are three.
of air being injected into a box (for example
In the case where the latent motion is pro- by a pair of bellows) in which these tubes terduced by tension, is it by the repulsion of mmate, matters are so ordered that, at precohesion alone, or by that and the attraction
appointed times, the aperture necessary to proof cohesion together, that the reaction and duce the mtended succession of sounds shall
consequent reinstatement
is produced!
An- be opened, and, when the quantity of time
swer.
It should seem by the repulsion of co- allotted, in each instance, to the sound I? queshesion alone.
Why!
Because, in as far as tion has elapsed, shall thereupon be instanthe distension has place, the particles are re- taneonsly closed.
moved from one another to a distance at and
In the case wheu the general expenditure
beyond which the incapa.city of the attraction
of ~o~esi?n to act, might be proved by juxtat When into at: electric iar an extra quantity of
pOSItIOn m an exhausted recel.ver.
electric power has heen infused. the Jar 18 said to
Of whatsoe~~r sort the spring n;'-ay be, and be char...icd, By analogv, a 'P' inz, when the quanto the production of whatsoever ultimate effect " titv of latent, motion, Oil which It' aetion depend"
meant to be applied, it cannot be put to use has been infused into It, rna) be said to be ch'lryrd.
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being gra.duaJ.,as in a time-piece, a particular
effect not announced is predestined to be produced at a distant point of time, the purpose
in view, howsoever in other respects susceptible of being diversified, consists in the production of surprise. In this case the expenditure applied to this particular purpose may,
as well as the general expenditure, be of the
gradual kind. But, generally speaking, it is
ra.ther a Budden than a gradual expenditure
that is the best adapted to this purpose.
Of the sort of machine, in the construction
of which the motion produced by the spring
being predestinated, is instantaneous, the purpose, and tha.t a very variable and extensive
one, is the production of IItIrprise.
Under the denomination of mischief, in some
shape or other, may be included the ouly practical purpose to which a machine of this nature,
complicated and expensive as it cannot but be,
seems likely to be applied :* and for the prevention of any such mischief, divulgation, antecedent to the attempt, divulgation the more extensive the-better, affords the only chance which
the nature of the case admits of.
Clocks, it is said, have been made, in the instance of each of which, by means of one winding up, the motion has been continued for a
twelvemonth ; many a one in which, at a predestined time, a door flew open, disclosing
BOrneobject 01' objects in motion, or at rest.
The accusation of some individual guilty or
innocent; the announcement, true or false, of
some catastrophe, natural or supernatural, past
or future, affec~ingthis or that Individual class,
neighbourhood, or whole nation, written in
characters of fire; it is only in semi-barbarous
society that a contrivance of this sort could be
productive of any permanent bad effect. But
by the combustion of a quantity of combustible
ma.tter, lodged in the machine for that purpose,
a. conflagration might be produced iu any edifice in which, without due examination of its
contents, a case containing a machine of this
Bart, should have been retained.
Under the name of the Torpedo, for the
purpose of maritime warfare, in the war now
so happily terminated, the Americans employed, or had it in contemplation to employ,
a machine for the producing of subaqueous
explosion or conflagration. Of a destructive
machine of this sort, a time-piece would naturally be a component part.
At the siege of Troy, had this application of
the spring to the production of predestinated
effects, at predetermined points of time, been
known, a destructive machine of this sort, instead of a party of armed men, would have
eonstituted the stuffing of the Trojan horse.
For the purpose of a security against depredation, predestinated destructive movements
have been inserted in receptacles destined for
the preservation of articles of value against

attempts on the part of depredators; a contrivance, for example, whereby, on the opening
of the receptacle by any person who is not in
the secret, a loaded pistol is discharged. In
this case no demand, it is evident, has place
for a time-piece. Of the latent motion, by
which the purpose is effected, either the expenditure alone, or first the infusion and thereupon the expenditure is performed by the
muscular exertion, by which the aperture of
the receptacle is effected or attempted. For
such a purpose, the spring would probably be
found, in every case, a convenient instrument,
though cases may be conceded in which it
would not be an absolutely indispensable one.
Upon an estimate, if correctly and complete.
ly formed, of the effects of both sorts, beneficial and mischievous, in all shapes, expectable
from any eventually destructive machine of
this description, the probability seems to be
that it is on the side of mischief that the balance would be found; and, on this supposition,
it would seem that, besides treating all persons knowingly concerned in the fabrication of
any such machine, on the footing of co-delinquents in respect of any mischief eventually
produced by it, for the purpose of timely prevention, a lesser penalty might be attached to
the mere act of him who knowingly, as above,
or with just grounds of suspieren before his
eyes, shall have engaged or co-operated in the
fabrication of it.
In the case of the ball employed in pastime,
the lateral injection or impulse is the operation by which the lateral motion is infused;
and the motion is instantaneous.
Primum
Mobile, in the case in which the bound is produced by a single fall or drop, the ball itself.
Secundum Mobile, the earth which thereupon
reacts upon it, and drives it up again. Primum M chile in the case in which it is struck,
the instrument with which it is struck; or
rather, the Primum Mobile, by which, in action, that instrument is moved: for example,
when it is by human will that the stroke is
produced, the muscular fibres, by the shortening of which the stroke is made.
In the case of the ball the whole instrument
is, in every part, a spring.
When a spring enters into the composition
of another instrument, it has either a single
fixed point, or a. number of fixed points. Of
the latent motion when injected, these fixed
points may, for the purpose of nomenclature,
be considered as the seats, and then we have
single-seated springs and double-seated ones,
as in the case of the time-piece spring.
In the case of the common lock-spring, it
has but one fixed point: impulse is the operation by which, in this case, the latent motion
ISinfused; this species of spring may be called
the single-seated spring.
In the case of the archer's bow, it has two
fixed points, both permanent. Distension IS
.. Alarm-clocksare innoetiousand usefulappli- the operation by which, in thW!case, the latent
cations of thia kind.-Ed.
motion is infused.
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At the instant preceding that of the expenditure, an additional quantity of latent motion
is infused by distension, applied at a third
point between the two, and with most advantage exactly in the midway between the two.
Sound is a collateral effect producible, in
eertam circumstances,
by the expenditure
of
the latent motion of a spring.
It results incidentally, and without design, from the use
made of an arched bow.
When the spring is applied to the production of musical sounds, this collateral effect
becomes the principal one.
In the case of the Jew's harp and the musical
pitchfork, the spring is of the single-seated kind.
Not long ago an instrument was constructed,
a §pecles of pianoforte, in which, instead of
a string, a pitchfork was allotted to each note.
No such instrument having come into use, the
experiment
must have been an unsuccessful
one. The inventor was a musician of the
name of Claget.
In the case of the violin, with its different
enlargements,-in
the case of the harpsichord
and the pianoforte,-the
spring isofthedoubleseated kind. The occasional additional tension
is effected either by gradual friction, as in the
case of the violin, by impulse of a plectrum
passing beyond the string, as in the case of
the harpsichord,
or by a hooked plectrum,
drawing the strmg and letting it go, as in the
case of the harp, the lute, and the guitar, or by
a hammer striking against it, and not gomg beyond it, as in the case of the pianoforte.
In the case of the iEolian harp, the office of
an Impelling plectrum IS performed by the
wind.
All the strings are all of them tuned
to the same note, and the succession of notes
is left to lEolus, who in such circumstances is
unable to produce any other notes than those
of which the combination called the common
chord is composed.
In an organ, could a stop exhibiting any
pleasing variety of intonation be composed by
the application of the principle of the iEohan
harp 1 The air, by the escape of which from
the common reservoir such note is formed, suppose it to strike against a strmg tuned to that
same note I
The Pedal spring.-By
this appellation may
be designated the sort of spring by which a
continued motion is rendered capable of being
produced by the alternating
tread of the
human foot. The spring IS in this CllSC a
.ingu-,eated OUl'. To the fore end IS attached
an end of a cord,-by
the other end of which
motion is given to any system of mechanism
to what purpose soever applied.
A turninglathe, diversified according
to the infinite
diversity of purposes to which this instrument
is applicable,
presents the application most
commonly exemplified. The machine for grinding tools is one of them.
The use of the spring here is only after the
fore end of it has been pressed down by the
foot by one tread, to briuG itself up to its for-
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mer position, that it may be in readiness,
without change of posture, to receive another
tread, and 80 toties quoties.
In the action thus carried on by the foot,
the force produced by the muscular action receives, or may occasionally be made to receive,
more or less of addition from the attraction of
gravity operating on the body.
In the case of the carriage-spring
for diminishing jolts, the object is not to treasure np
or direct motion, but to destroy the effect of it.
Mode In which this effect is produced.-By
being communicated
along the substance of
the spnng, the motion produced by the stereopiptic effect of the attraction of gravity, IS as
It were impalpably pulverised.
The quantity
of matter being the same, the motion is dmded
into as many motioncules as there are particles
of matter in a line measuring the altitude of
the fall ; and throughout the line it is encumbered by the repulsion of cohesion, by the expenditure of the latent motion infused by itself
into this spnng, as into a ball, as above.
To the aggregate of the exemplifications
made, and capable of being made, to practical use, of the instrument of reactive motion
called the Spring, the application of the bifurcately exhaustive mode of division may, if the
mode should afford a promise of bemg useful,
be made by any student by whom any such
promise shall have been desired: and of such
a labour the discovery of this or that new and
useful application of the instrument
might
possibly be the fruit.
As to the author of
these pages, having already travelled in thl~
track to a length sufficient for marking out
the course to any such person as may happen
to feel inclined to pursue it further, to their
industry he leaves it.
lt must be for Technology, and not here that
the application of the getLtralisati-re mode of
considenng the subject must be reserved.

XII. Edectico-spastic

Source.

A source of changes infinitely diversified is
the terminal cause which, from Bntish Chemists, received the name of Electir:e Attraction,
an expressive and correctly designative name;
in the place of which the appellation ajJinity
has, not only by French Chemists, but to a
great degree even by British, been employed.*

* [AOin.tt;.l Unhappily chosen surely, was this
appellation .• Instead of being expreSSIve, (so far
from being characteristic.) it seems to be not merely
tne.rpre8SlIJ€
but mise.rpressive.
1. In other cases,
in the only cases which, when apphcsnon
of it
to this purpose was first made, could have been
in view, affindy was employed to designate the
bond of connexion which has place amongst members of the same family, and. as such. designated by
ODe common name.

According

to this analogy, all

acids, for example, being of the same family, and
designated by one common name, it is amongst these
that affinity should be said to have place· amongst
all these, saline bodies, how great soever may be
their number; and 80 in regard to alkalies; and nil
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Limited as is the field of action belonging
to this source, confined within limits not distingnishable from those by which the field of
attraction of cohesion is circumscribed,limited, and that to such a degree as to be
manifestly incapable of all'ording, on any occasion, a quantity of motion large enough to
be employed to a mechanical purpose, to any
a.dvantage, still in a catalogue all-comprehensive of sources of motion, It is not the less
strictly entitled to a place.
To enable it to match with the others, it
will require a Greek appellation, eclectic, suppose, or eclectico-lpIUtic, be that name.
XIII. In some instances, when, upon the
application of caloric, a body is made to pass
out of the solid into the liquid form, in one
word, upon its melting, say rather (to distinguish this mode of liquefaction from solution in
a body already in the liquid form) on its being
smelted, its dimensions are on all sides contracted, and this without any such change in
its composition as that which has for its cause
the species of attraction called electiu attraction, as above. But, without intestine motion
in some shape or other, no such change, it is
evident, can take place.
Of this motion, the result being that, upon
the whole, the particles of the body are nearer
than they were before, attraction, and not repulsion, is, it should seem, the head to which
it must be referred. * Texigenous, or, for
shortness, tietic, present themselves as the
names by either of which, if the word (idea)
be put into a Greek dress, this source of motion may be designated.
XIV. In some instances the like contraction
is the result, when, upon the expulsion or absorption of caloric, the body passes out of the
liquid into the solid form. For designating
the source of the motion which has place in
this case, the appellation StereoBigenouB, or
Stereotie, might, with corresponding propnety,
be employed.
In the opposite direction, viz. e.rya1l8ion,
very considerable has been the effect produced
part ,and an
as het ween one actid,or aII'd
Bel S, on one
alkali, or all alkalies, on the other.
:!. In this case,foremployingthetenn attraction,
the same reason has place as lU any of those other
cases ; by the tenn, electric attraction, this analogy
is expressed. By the term affinit.lI, if the word be
used in thoseother cases,or any of them,it IS virtually disaffirmed.
3. By the epithet elective, intimation is givenof
those preferences: that prodigiously complicated
system of preferences,as between element and element, by whichthis speciesofrelation i. so conspicuouslydistinguished. Of thi. system,hy the word
affinity,not anythe slightestintimation is conveyed,
* In a still greater degree this contractiontakes
placein severalinstances in the case of solution as
J ust explained; but being smelted, what is it hut
being dissolvedin caloric?

I

by or on the passin~ of a body out of the
liquid into the solid form. On the freezing of
an enclosed mass of water, a thick mass of
iron, in the form of a bomb-shell, has been
burst.-This,
for curiosity. Applied to fissures, for the purpose of detaching smaller
pieces from the huge masses of stone, so denominated, motion from this source has been
employed in practice in the character of an
eeononucal substitute to mechanical fissures.
Thns much for illustration in this place. But,
as repulsion, rather than attraction, seems to
be the genu to which this effect properly
belongs, it is under that head alone that its
proper place will be to be found.
The most copious and efficient of all sources
from which it is in the power of man to derive
any quantity of motion, for which he has a
demand, is that which has place, when in the
instance of teater, a mass of water is made to
pass out of the liquid into the gaseous or
pneumatic state. In the word pneumatic, or
rather pneumatistic, we have, accordingly, an
epithet by which this source of motion may be
designated. But repuUion and not attraction
is the genus to wluch, in this as in the lastmentioned case, the source' of motion here in
question seems properly to belong.
When once, by the passing of a body out of
the liquid into the gaseous state, in a confined
space, a quantity of motion has been generated,
a correspondent and equal quantity of motion
may be generated, if, in the same confined
space, the same mass may be made to pass
back again out of the gaseons into the liquid
state. If, for designatmg the source of the
motion which has place in the case last mentioned the term pneumatistic be employed, for
the designation of that which has place in this
present case, some such term as anapneumatistie or eatapnenmatistic might be employed.
But, to the head or genus here in question,
viz. attraction., neither can this source, any
more than that other, be referred. But for
the motion which immediately precedes ihls
recurrent motion would not have place; and
when it does take place, it is not in any local
and intestine attraction, but only in the ce8118.tion of the intestine repulsion, and the consequent sole dominion of the universally acting
attraction-the
attraction of gramt!!, that It
has its nominal cause.
To no one body or assemblage of bodies can
change of any sort take place, but in some mass
of matter or other, in some direction or other,
motion mUlt take place. In the case of vegetation those changes take place, by which •
small seed is converted into a lofty tree, Narrow as is the field of these motions at eacll
given instant, yet, by mea.ns of them, ell'ects
have been produced similar to, and not less
than those already spoken of, as producible by
the conversion of a mass of wa.ter froUl the
liquid into the solid state. By the progress of
a mass of matter, with the requisite aceeeaione,
from the state of the small seed into the state
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of the tree, fissures and separations have been the spontaneously exerted powers of nature,
made, not only in artificial masses of solid or by humau industry, in the case where, in
matter called walll, but in the natural ones pursuit of other objects,it is occupied in giving
called rocks.
direction to the powers of nature,) IS obtainOf the motion thus produced it seems difli- able from any of the original sources above
cult, if not impossible,to say in what proper- brought to view, In it may accordmgly be
tion, if in any, it has attraction, and in what, seen,-in the field of possibihty, though not In
if in any, it has repulsion for its nominal the field of actual use,-a branch correspondsource or nominal cause.
mg to each one of all these several original
To whichsoever of these two heads the sources.
cause here in question may be deemed to beBy that source of motion which is afi'orded
long, or pkytobioge1U)ft8, empkyteutic, present by the attraction of gravity, is afforded, as
themselves as names, by the one or the other will soon be seen, the most considerable part.
of which it may be designated.
of the field In whicheconomycan be employed
Thus much as to that species of life which in this shape.
is consideredand spoken of as having place III
On a slight glance at the several classes on
the case of vegetation.
that list, it will be evident that the StereoOver and above these motions, of which so piptic, the H ydropiptic, and the Tkelematic,
many exertions of the faculty of the will are are the only ones from which, under the head
the continually and universally experienced of this source of motion, unless the Sdenio
sources, there are others, viz. those on which should be considered as an exemplification of
the continuance of life more immediately and it, any considerable portion of practical use
essentially depends, in the productiou of which premises ever to be derived.
the will bears no part.
Of the uses derivable in this shape from
In this case it seems altogether as diflicult, falling water and from wind, everyone is sufif not impractieable as in any of the preceding ficiently aware.
ones, to say in what proportion, If in any, to
Of an occasionaluse capable of heing made
attraction, and in what, if in any, to repul- of the Stereopiptic source, the following mesion,the motionswhich in such mflnitevariety, mentos may afford an exemplification:as well as profound obscunty, have place, are
1. When from a quarry of any kind, situreferable. Whether it be referable to the one, ated on an emmence,you are conveying its
to the other, or to both, epizoic or zoobiogenous contents, if CIrcumstances be favourable, so
present two adjective denominations, by the order matters that, whatsoever sort of carriage
one or the other, or by both of which, it may, ' is employed,the descent of one carriage, when
for the purpose of matching WIth eml'hyteulw
loaded, shall, without the employment of any
or pkytobiogenous, be designated,
WIth the other force, produce the ascent of an empty or
nominal source above designated by the term less loaded one.
eclectico-spastic,orelectiveattraction,a source
For this purpose, all you have to do is to
productive of efi'ectsBO conspicuouslydifi'erent fix in the middle of the breadth of the road a.
can scarcely be considered as identical; but , post or a series of posts, furnished Withhorito that source it seems to bear a closeranalogy , zontal pulleys, at the elevation of the line of
than to any others that have been, or to any I draught. In these pulleys plays a rope, atthat remain to be, brought to view.
: tachcd at one end to the front of the empty
. .
: carriage, which I" to be drawn up hill, and
XV. Econonmtw Source.
I the other end to the back of the loaded car][agnum 'rectigal est panimonia,-Economy
: riage, which, by the force of gravity, ISto be
ill ~If a great reunue,-was the saying of a ; suffered to run dowu hill.
Roman monarch, whose principles in this re- I When circumstances admit, this expedient,
spect might, with so much advantage to sub- . it is believed, is in common,though probably
jects, be adopted by BO many other sovereigns. I not in universal, use.
To motion, considered as a source of me2. 'When, up one and the same ascent, you
chanic power,-to
motion, applied to the have occasionto cause to be drawn a loaded
humble purposes of mechanics,it may be ap- carriage, such a number of tunes that the savplied WIth 110 less propriety than to the pur- ing of labour made in this way will be sufliposes of government.
cient to compensate the quantity of labour,
In this way, in several instances, it has been and wear and tear of the materials necessary
known to be applied; and the ulterior in- to the construction of an apparatus similar to
stances in which it is capable of being applied the above, instead of settmg your man or men,
with advantage, but in which, for want of beast or beasts of draught, i? walk up the
being present to the mind, it has failed of slope, set them to walk down It; whereupon,
being applied, are, in number and variety, by means of the rope playing on the pulley as
believed not to be inconsiderable.
they descend, the loaded carriage will ascend.
It consists in watchmg for and applying to In this way the weight WIll be acting in conse all such quantity of motion, and all eapa- operation with, instead of opposition to, the
cIty for afi'ordingmotion, as, within the reach muscular force employed, .
of the person in question, (afforded, either by
In a mine one bucket IS, doubtless, com-

I
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monly on the above principle, employed in the
drawing up an unloaded or le88 loaded one."
Snpposing any the least attention applied
to the establishing of a balance between the
descending and the ascending weights, a loaded
carriage could, in tbis way, be conveyed up a
declivity, beyond comparison steeper than any

up whieh it would be possible for animals of
draught to draw.. earriage, even in an unloaded state.
S. When for anyeconomica.1 purpose, within
a limited space, such &8 that of a mine, a.
manufactory, or ship, or a.n edifice during the
process of erection, men are in the habit of
ascending and descending, and at the same
time of ea.rryi.ng to the superior level masses
of considerable weight, the weight of wha.tso-

* In the case of the streets, for example, which
run at right angles between the river Thames and
the Strand, if, during a certain part of the twentyever persons or things have to descend may,
four hours, the exclusive use of the street could be in the same way, be employed to advantage :
secured to the co&l-dea.Iers,by whose carts coa.1sare the weight to be raised being by means of a.
conveyed from the river to their destination, in the rope, moving on a pulley, fixed above the
several adjacent streets and roads of the metropolis highest point, up to which it is proposed to
an~ its neighbour~ood, con~i~erable saving in the convey any weight: and the saving thus proarticle of horses might thus, It IS supposed, be made. duced in the article of labour, will be equal to
In the way !>fapparatus, the rope and pulley ex- the labour of conveying to the superior spot in
~pted, nothing ~ore w;ould be necessary. than a question, in each instance, a quantity of matIine of strong uprights, in number .proport~oned ~
te
qual in weight to that the descent of
the length of the street, each of which, stationed In
r. e .
.
f h
the middle of its breadth, and turning on a hinge, which ~ .connected With .the ascent. 0 t e
might, in a direction parallel to its length. be low- antagonising' mass ; d~ducting that. w~leh corered and p!&eedin a horizontal position, on the ex- , responds to the q~a~tlty lost by.frictIOn.
.
piration of the portion of the twenty-four hours
Analagous to this IS the expedient of saVIng,
allotted to this service.
for the purpose of thus serving in the aggreOf these coal-carts, every one that went up full, gate, in the character of a primum mobile, porwouldhave.tocome~ownempty:
here,then,w~uld
tions of water too minute to be separately
be an oC~lOn .lD whlc? t?e draught upwards mlg~t applicable to any serviceable
purpose.
Tbey
have for Its asSI~tanC.,If time could be made ~ SUIt, are conducted into a bucket, which, when a
not only the w;elght of such horses, as belo~~ng to quantity sufficient for the purpose bas been
tha.t same carnage had been sent up the declivityfor
.
.
.
. . d
the pllrpose of drawing it up as they descended, but re~elved Into It, descends, and, In Its escent,
the weight of an empty and returning carnage, with raises an empty one.
the h~rses employed in drawing it.
TILe seural knoum Sources of Motion e.rAibited
So m regard to other goods a.t large, generally
.
t
f
de'
th b:" rote
d
speaking, and ba.ting the effect of any particular
tn sy~ ema w or :' .'1f e ':Iur
an ugoods by which the natural equality between the i
hausttTe mode of dt1nBWn and arrangement.
~eight of goods exported from, and that of goods I
The remaining task consists in the ranging
Imported to, a mass. of water used for conveyance, i these several distinguishable
sources of motion
may happen to be di~;bed, for every ton of goods I in systematic order, in such sort that it may
conveyed up the declivity, th~re would be a.ton of I be Been in what particulars
they respectively
other goods conveyed down It ; and thus to the I
d .
hat rt' I
th
dim
assistance afforded by the descending carriages agree, an. In w!"': pa ICUars
~y
er..
would be added that a.fforded by the descending
. .Archatc or. original, and .Antactto.or n~n-ongoods. In this way, then, supposing the circum- gmal.-Appli~d
to t~e. wor~ designative of
otances to admit of the requisite agreement, amongst source, the adjunct original disaffirms the gethe several proprietors of goods, and other parties neration of motion from any other source &8 a
interested, calculation would soon show the muIti- necessary condition: by the adjunct antastic
tude of horses which might by this means be saved. or reactive it is affirmed; and from whatsoever
In the ~
where no animal is employed in the original source the original first motion be
draught, It h!'8 not unfrequently happen~ to me ~ derived, the antastie
is equally capable of
be. ~ eye-Witness of the exemplification o.f this manifesting itself.
Being exemplified in the
principle of economy. In the case where, In the
f .
.
__,
production of this same effect, animal draught is ~ort 0 I~strumen~ or mechamcal. power ClIoJ~ed
employed, it has never happened to me to see or m English a S1!rtng, the antastic or reactive
hear of any instance of its being put to use in this sou~e of monon may also be termed tho
country. In Russia, in the ;year 1756, under the Spring BOuru.
direction of my brother, SIr Samuel Bentham,
Purely Physical or Phyliurgic ; purely P'Ywith whom, for anything that either of us know chical or Tkelematic; and mixed Phyriro-p'yor ~ew to. the con~rary, the. idea had 0r!gtna.tad, I chical, A ntkropopkyriurgic or Psyckotkelernatio.
saw It put m practice; and It was pleasing to ob- Under one or other of these heads will all
serve in how high a. degree, ,!h.ile the q~antity of original sources of motion, it is believed, be
matte; conveyed up the d~cl~v~ty was increased, found to be comprehended.
the toil of the horses was diminished,
D.'An
EOA'.·
Indla
dE
About the year 1793, I remember his eommu"'ovyenouB, '''':''~' o~ '~"!I~;
an
sonicating the idea, by word of mouth, to the intelli- genous, or Esoterio ; 'l.nd,,?nlYll! With refe.renc;e
gent and useful servant of the public Mr Samuel to the earth, the planet In which the motion In
More, then Secretary to the Society ~f Arts; but question is produced. To the head of Ezoge1l01U
I have not heard that, in practice, any application
(EzoUric,) belongs the soutee above desigbaa been e...er made of it.
nated by the name of Selenic or Lnnar.

SOURCES OF MOTION.
In respect of texture,

as depending upon,
ILI1dconstituted by, the result of the conHict
betwixt or amongst the principles of internal
attraction and repulsion, all matter to which
we have access, as far as we are able to judge,
is at all times in one or other of these states:
viz. 1. the solid; 2. the liquid; 3. the gaseous
state; and the liquid and the gaseous states
are included under one common denomination,
viz. the fluid state.
To each of these three states corresponds a
natural (purely physical) source of motion:
to the solid state, the Stereopiptic;
to the
liquid, the Hydropiptic;
to the gaseous, the
.Aerogenous.
In as far as it is set at work
simply by the hand of nature, without assistance or direction given by the hand of man,
it may, to distingursh it from the case In
which the hand of man is occupied in the giving
birth or direction to it, be termed eeropuutic,
i. e. a source of motion afforded bv the wind.
Delo-diathetic
or Plumero-diathetic ; and
Crypto-diathetic.
Under one or other of these
appellatives may every source of motion, which
~elongs to the Psychico-physical class, be designated.
Under the head of Delo-dsathetic
or Pkancro-duuhetic,
may be arranged those
sources of motion which are produced by the
powers of human invention, under the direcnon of human Will, operating upon anyone or
more of the natural sources of motion above
enumerated:
in all which cases the motion is
the result of those powers with which, at all
times, and in his rudest state, man has been
familiarly acquainted : viz. the powers corresponding to the different states, in all of
which, as above, all matter is apt to place Itself,
or found capable of bemg placed.
Of that same Psychico-physical
class of
sources of motion, under the Crypturqic or
Crypto-diathetic
branch, are here arranged
those sources of motion which correspond to
50 many different powers or sources of motion
with which, in comparison with that which we
have With those others, our acquaintance is of
recent date, and, m respect of extent and
c1earuess of comprehension, is still comparatively imperfect.
Of these, the list will presently be brought to view. There are-J.
The
Marlnetic oLl! aqnetioo-epastic. 2. The Electric
or Elearico-epastic.
3. The Galronic or Galronico-stJastic.
In this case, the source from which the
division is drawn is not any property belonging to the objects themselves, but the relations
which the present state of our own power bear
to them respectively.
On this occasion the natural philosopher, in
his character of chemist employed m the service of the mechanician, is glad to have recourse to the same shift as that which, m the
instance of the class CrYl'toqamia, was employed by the natural philosopher, acting in
the character of botanist,-makmg
the most of
everything, and deriving profit to science, in
some sort, even from his own ignorance.
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In the case in which the Cryptt;.di4thetie
branch of the Psychico-phyaical branch of the
sources of motion is employed, the state in
which the matter or matters in question is
employed in the character in question, viz,
that of a source of motion, is either a state m
which at the time, during which they are put
in action, they had already been placed by the
hand of Nature:
or a state in which, for the
purpose, they are placed by the hand of .Art :
m the first case, is that source of motion for
the designation of which the appellation of
Barometrical is here employed: in the other,
are the two sources of motion for the designation of which the two appellations Parallactico-suncrotie and .Aplo-euncrotic are here employed. Parallactico-syncrotic,
when, as in
the instance of the ",ater, which, in the case of
the steam-engine, is the primum moode employed,-to produce the effect ultimately desired,
it IS necessary that the same portion of matter
should, a number of times successively, pass
alternately
from the hquid to the gaseous
state, and rice 'ursa· aplo-synerotic, when to
produce the alternate effect ultimately desired,
no more than one such transitron, VIZ. that
from the liquid to the gaseous state, IS necessary: which transition IS all that the nature of
the species of matter in question admits of.
In the first case, for the purpose of their
being placed in, and forming part of, a systematte sketch, .Ametamorphotic ; in the other
case, J1Ieta morphotic, is the appellation by
which these several branches of the Psychicophysical division of the aggregate system of
sources of motion may be designated.
1. The magnetic or magnenco-spastic ; 2.
the electric or electnco-spastic ; 3. the galvanic
or galvamco-spastic :-these, of each of which
an explanation has been given above, may be
considered as so many sources comprehended
under the class for the designation of which
the terms CrYl'turgic and Cryl'todU1t/utic have
been employed: Itself, as above, a branch of
the psychrco-phvsieal class.
These last. and themselves undivided classes
or sources, three m number, are placed upon
a one lme as they present themselves without
any attempt to apply to them the bifurcate
mode of division. Their relations to one another are as vet too little understood to admit
of their bemg thus put under subjection by
the arranging hand.
As to that source of motion which, under
the name of the Econormstrc, has been brought
to View, by the account which on that same
occasion was given of it. it is represented as
not to be m Itself a distmct one; distinct from
all or any of the others. It cannot, therefore,
without impropriety, be brought under any
such plan of division as the one here attempted
to be exemplified.
But the task of brmgmg
It to view, for which purpose It was necessary
that a distinct name should be given to it,
presenting itself as one that might be productrve of practical advantage, it 1S therefore, III
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the character of an appendage, placed at the
end of the list of the distinguishable
sources of
motion, on which the bifurcate and exhaustive
mode of division has here been, in the least
imperfect manner which the power of the
workman admitted of, exemplified.
By the above arrangements,
the conception
formed of the matters contained in them was
in the author's own instance facilitated, and,
as it seemed to him, clarified; in as far as in
the instance of any other minds the like good
effects shall have been produced, payment for
the labour thus expended will have been made.
Detecting,
and, if practicable,
remedying
the imperfections from which it was not in the
author's power, at least with the quantity of
time which he could afford to allow to the
task, to clear it, might afford an exercise,
and, it is imagined, one not altogether unuseful, to the juvenile vigour of the studrous mind.
If from the labour thus bestowed in this
field, any fruit should come to be reaped by
any other mind, it may be referred to the
improvement made upon an attempt to exhibit,
in the form of a systematic tree, such as is
here subjoined," the arrangement
made in his
Hermes, by James Harris, of the grammatical
parts of speech, and of the view thereby taken
of the delusions into which, by his devotion to
the ancients, the author, with all his ingenuity, was on that occasion found to have
been led.fMECHANICAL

POWERS.

On this ulterior subject, a few loose hints
are all that the writer can at present afford,all that he can hope to find the readers, to
whom he looks, disposed, on this occasion, to
bestow any further portion of their notice.
To reduce to one and the same expression
the description of the several sorts of instruments' which are m nse to be included under
the common name of the mechanical powers,
seems to have been an object of desire, and, In
some respects, of endeavour, with the authors
of institutional works.
In any such desire, in any such endeavour,
at least the notion of the pracncabihty
of the
work is included.
That it may be practicable to reduce to a
single expression some certain property, or
certam properties common to all these several
mstruments, is a proposition which I see no
reason, nor feel any dispOSItion, to dispute.

* This tree bas not heen found among the MSS.
t VIZ. the adverb represented as having an Import distinct from that of the other parts of speech,
and thereby from that of the preposition, that of
the noun substantive, and that of the noun or pronoun adjective: whereas, in every case the import
of it is resolvahle into the several imports of those
three parts of speech taken together: take, for exIPDple,
then, that is, at that tsme ;
there, i. e .• n that place;
thus, i. e. on tlns manner.

But it is only in respect of the WeB which
they are capable of being put to, that for any
purpose but that of barren speculation and
solitary amusement
or curiosity, they have
any of them any claim to the attention of the
ingenious, or any other part of mankind.
Now, howsoever it may be in regard to this
or that speculative property, in regard to the
practical
applications
made of them-those
applications
in respect of which alone they
can lay any claim to the property of being of
use-in
reference solely to this property, what
may be asserted with confidence is-that
they
are not capable of bemg reduced to any such
common denomination.
Instruments
for gaining force, at the expense of velocity, or velocity at the expense of
force, were this a property belonging to all of
them, the problem of reducing to one expression the advantage gained by them, might be
a not unsolvable one. But out of the six or
seven, it is to three only that this common
property can justly be ascribed, viz. the lever,
the axis in peritrochio, and the pulley or combination of pulleys: to the inclined plane, the
screw, and the wedge, it is not applicable.
In
all these instances, the use derived from the
instrument
in practice depends upon other
sources: upon properties in which the three
before-mentioned
powers do not any of them
partake.
In the case of the lever, the axis in peritrochio and the pulley, the power of the machine
finds not an assistance, but, in so far as It operates an impediment ; whereas, in the case of the
screw and the wedge, were it not for the power
of fricnon, the effect aimed at would not, generally speaking, be produced.
Of the screw, though it certainly may be
and actually is employed as well as the lever,
axis in peritrochio, and pulley in the raismg
of weights, yet, the use to which it IS apphed
with much greater frequency, and with a correspondent
amount of advantage
is that of
conne.rion: binding for an infinity of different
purposes, two or more masses of matter m a
solid form into one.
So again the inclined plane.
It is not for
gaining force at the expense of velocity or velocity at the expense of force, that the instrument thus denominated is commonly, if ever,
applied: it is for modifying direction; it is
for producing in a certain direction certain results, which but for this instrument could not,
in certain circumstances, by all the force obtainable by any of these instrnments, be obtained.
Suppose a natural rock, or an artificial erection, having for its altitude that of one of the
Egyptian pyramids, and for the boundaries of
its upper surface, as well of those of its under
surface, those of that same pyramid.
By the
application offorce on one side of the parallelipedon with all the levers, wheels, and pulleys
that could be collected, a man would not communicate the power of either himself mounting
to the top of it, or causing a block of stone so to
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do. Applying an inclined plane to it, ma.king
an angle coinciding with anyone of the angles
made with its base, and the plane at the vertex of the pyramid by one of Its present sides,
the ma.n may mount upon it, or the block of
stone may be drawn up to it.
On this head the theoretica.l conclusion is,
that in pursuing without sufficient scrutiny,
and hence with too undeviatmg an adherence,
the path chalked out by the ancients, and by
them pointed out by the collective appellation
of the mechanical powers,-the
five or the six
mechanical powers,-the
progress of science
has in this part of the field, as in so many
others, been retarded.
So much for the theoretical conclusion: and
the practical which corresponds to it,and is deduced from It, is, that some other principle of
arrangement should be looked out for, and that
a more comprehensive one-a principle which
will afford an opportunity of placing upon the
hst many species of instruments which, though
actually invented and in use, are not as yet
put upon the hst ; many instruments actually
known, and known to be in use, and, peradventure, other instruments which bv a more correct and complete conception of the subject
may continually be brought to light.
'What,
is the pnnciple ! It consists in substitutil1.g
to the present arrangement, an arrangement
which shall bear reference to the several distinguishable purposes or uses, for which mechanical contrivance is in demand;
in one
word, in substituting the Idea of uses to that
of powers.
Gaimng force at the expense of
velocity,-gammg
velocity at the expense of
force,-are
but two of those purposes,-are
but two items in an indefinitely, in an hitherto
indetermmately
ample catalogue;
changing
direction is a, third ; forming connexion IS a
fourth; dissolvmg connexion is a fifth; and
so on. But here, on pain of losing myself altogether in a field foreign to the present purpose, I must make an end,
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cause fully adequate to the prodnction of its
effect.
In the instance of the stereopiptic source,
numerous, it 18 believed, have been the contrivances produced by the hope of converting a
source of short-lived motion into a perpetual
one.
One consisted of a wheel, in which, along
a spiral channel, a quantity of mercury was
to find its way m its fall from the axis to the
circumference;
the longer the semi-diameter
of the wheel, the longer the lever With which,
when arrrved at the circumference, the mass
of mercury would act upon any body situated
nearer to the centre.
Make the diameter of
your wheel injinit<l, and the force you Will thus
acquire will be the half of an mfimte force.
But, long before you had been at the trouble
of glvmg to It any such mconvement extent,
you would have acquired force enough to pump
up into the annular reservoir contiguous to the
axle-tree a supply of mercury sufficient to contmue the motion, and thus your motion would
be a perpetual one. Somewhat 1D this strain
seems to have been the reasoning that gave
birth to this contrivance.
By the time it had reached the circumference, subtraction made of the force destroyed
by friction, the mercury would have produced
an effect equal to the effect produced by the
same mass of mercury in falling from its positron near the axis to its position near the circumference, Without the trouble of taking any
such sweep.
Iu the cour=e of its transit from the one end
of the spiral to the other, It would have to
make a number of descents, as also a number
of ascents, proportioned to the number of convolutions or threads in the spiral: the descents
would be so many motions having for their
adequate cause the attracnon of gravity; the
ascents would be so many motions, none of
wlnch would have any adequate cause; friction
sufficing of itself to prevent the cause which
In the preceding descent they respectively had
PERPETUAL
MOTION.
from being an adequate one.
All perpetual motions ha vmg for their source
In the history of the generation and extinction of the birth and death of motion, is m- the attraction of gravity, would, it is believed,
be found resolvable into this mercurial one.
volved the question of perpetual motion.
Some five and forty years ago, Dr Kennck,
One species of motion there is, which, as far
as we can Judge, may, with good reason, be most known by an attack made by him on Dr
pronounced perpetual.
It is that by which Johnson the Great, in an 8vo volume entituled
Leripkome, took In hand the subject of the
the bodies which compose the perceptible part
of the universe, are kept whirlmg in their perpaua: motio/l, and on this subject read, and
orbits.
Perpetual, as far as we can judge, It afterwards published, a few lectures of which
the effect, if any, was to render the subject
must be presumed to be. Why ~ Because
somewhat more obscure than he found it. The
there can be discerned no cause. the operation
of which should tend to make It cease.
This, object was to render probable the possibility
however, supposes the spaces in which they of the existence of this rival of the philosopher's stone. One of the proofs consisted in
respectively move to be so many vacuums:
for suppose them occupied with matter in any some mention that was made of a certain
shape,-m
the shape of a gas how rare soever, mysterious wheel invented and manufactured
-in the resistance opposed by friction, by the by a person of the name of Orphyonzs. By
gaseous repulsion of the particles of which this wheel great were the wonders wrought;
it is composed, in that resistance, how dis- but, unhappily, the instrument being W1t~ prutant soever the term may be, may be seen a. dent caution kept constantly enclosed 1D an
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opaque and well-locked box, the invention died is moreover designated a cause, in which no
with the inventor, and was thus lost for ever imaginable motion, from whichsoever of the
to the world.
above sources proceeding, can fail of experienNot being known to the world by any other
cing, within a very short space of time, «file"
work, the inventor, Orphyonis, has somewhat
rene1£ed, its inevitable death.
the air of having been in the way of eponthesis,
But in any case, in which the motion can
derived from Orpheus.
be said to be renewed, the motion, when the
If any such wheel was ever made, it may be case is more clearly looked into, will be seen
. affirmed, without much danger of mistake, that
not to be one and the same: it is a. continua.lly
the priuciple upon which it was constructed,
successive creation of fresh motions: viz. in
was either the mercurial principle just ex- the case of falling water, falling earth, or
plained, or the magnetic, of which the idea wind, the motions of fresh and fresh parcels of
has been already given."
matter, receiving motion one after another,
By the perpetual motion is designated
a though in the same directien ; In the ease of
motion, which, how ill-grounded
soever, has motion produced by muscular exertion, fresh
on various occasions been espoused, by men and fresh exernons of the 'Will, and oontraction
not altogether
unconversant
either with the of the same or other muscles, produced in conpractice or With the principles of mechanics.
sequence.
On this part of the field, one true use of science
If in the Import of the words perpetual mois to render clear, and hold up to view the tio7l, were included the idea of any internal
delusiv-mess of all expectations
entertamed
source of motion, by which different particles
on this ground, and thereby prevent the dis- of matter, after having in any never-interruptappointments and pecuniary losses WIth which
ed series been put successiuly in motion, were
all such expectations can scarcely in the event
so to continue without end, then and in such
of their being acted upon fail of being produecase there would at all times be as many pertive.
petual !notions as there are distinguishable
For any motion of any mass or masses of purely physical sources of motion (meaning
matter, situated withm the reach of human
individual sources, not species of sources) opeagency, to be in the literal import of the word
rating and producing motion, as above.
But,
perpetual, it would require that the masses of in no one of the cases, in which a perpetual
matter in question should be in every part m- motion has been said to be invented, or said
destructible, and the particles of which they
to be capable of be iug invented, does any such
are composed, unsusceptible of being, anyone
state of thmgs appear to have been ill view.
of them, by means of the motion or otherwise,
separated from any other.
A notion to any
such effect being in opposition to universal
and continual observation and experience, can
APPENDIX.-No.
VI.
scarcely be supposed to have ever found admittance into any human breast.
SKETCH OF THE FIELD OF TECHNOLOGY.
But, independently of the operation of any
such manifestly
and universally
operating
To a course such as that here proposed, a
cause, by the word friction as above explained,
not unapt conclusion may, it should seem, be
afforded by a VIew of what has been termed
Technology,-the
a.ggre.. At that time. and for a good many years after- l'echnology,-GeneraJ
wards, there existed a sort of philosophical club. gate body of the several sorts of manual opecomposed at first of but a small number of members, rations directed to the purposes of art, and
which, at different periods of its existence went, I having, for their common and ultimate end,
believe, by different names, two or more, no one of the production and preparation of the several
which ISat present III my memory. At that time, the necessaries and conveniences of life.
number of ItS members was small, but antecedently
Of a view of this art, the amusiveness no
to Its extinction, Its members, as well as ItScelebrity,
had received considerable increase.
Srr Joseph less than the instructrveness, will receive no
Banks, the late Dr Selander, John Hunter the sur- small increase, if to the exhibrtive description,
geon, Myin the architect, the still existing and cele- accompanied as far as may be, WIth the exhibiand operations thembrated !tIr Richard Lovel Edgeworth, Dr George tion of the mstruments
Fordyce the physician, Jesse Ramsden the optician, selves, be added an mdication of the rationale
Conyers the celebrated watchmaker and writer on of the several operations.
that subject, another Conyers, Arabic Professor
By the rationale is here meant, an indicasomewhere in Scotland, and perhaps one or two tion of the end most immediately in view, and
more members.
I had myself, at that time, the the considerations
by which, as between inhonour of being, in this way, an associate of so strument
and instrument,
or operation and
many ingenious and illusti ious men, together with
the shame of bemg a very ignorant and altogether operation, the choice appears to have been
an unprofitable one. Cunosity drew to these lec- determined.
By a familiar example, what is here meant
tures of Dr Kenrick several members of that club:
two whom I recollect as being of the number, were will, it IS believed, be rendered sufficiently
For the purpose of making hole.
Mr Edgeworth and the watchmaking Conyers. It apparent.
WIIS by Dr Fordyce that I Willi introduced.
destined to give admission to threads employed.
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for the purpose of junction, the instrument
In the· works of recent naturalists, chemists,
employed by the tailor is the needle; that and nosologrsts, and, in particular, In the Phiemployed by the shoemaker, the awl. When losophia Botanmca of Lmnreus, the father, as
the needle is employed, the work, it is evi- he may be termed, of Somatological tactics,
dent, may be made to go on with a degree of much useful Instruction, many excellent patrapidity much beyond any that can be given terns may be fonnd applicable to such a work.
to It by the awl. Why, then, in the case of That, in such a work, these patterns or stanshoemaker's work, employ the awl i-Answer.
dards of reference, cannot in any part be closely
Because the habihmeut fastened by the shoe- copied, will be evident enough; but that, by
maker,-havingfor
its principal object the ex- the aid of analogy, mstruction in abundance
elusion of water, to the action of which it IS will he derivable from them, Will be fonnd
continually exposed, at the same time that equally indubitable.
the material ISof that sort WhICh,when a hole
From the consideration of the purpose, tohas been made In It, has but httle tendency to gether With other considerations subordinate
fill up the vacmty,-could
not.rf'the needle were to that leading one, mechamcal instruments
employed, be made to answer the intended
and operations, and their results or products,
purpose.
The needle IS capable of admitting
may, as well ab plants or other natnral bodies,
the thread only by means of a sht called the be arranged mto classes; those classes divided
eye, made at the thickest end of the needle mto orders, and sub-divided iuto genera and
into which the thread IS passed, and, there- species; between order. and genera, other
fore doubled.
The needle IS a cone, of which div isions, If found necessary, bemg interposed;
the transverse section is a Circle. The thread,
and to these several aggregates, thus continned
without bemg III some part of its length double, one Within another, names taken for distmccannot pass throngh the hole made by the tion sake, from one or other of the dead lanneedle, without passing in the form of two guages, may be attached.
cyhnders enclosed, both of them WIthin the
Say, for instance, name of one of the genera
circle formed by the above-mentioned section of Instruments, Terebr<1'-m"truments
employof the needle. But, III this way, notwithstanded for the boring of holes.
SpeCies-I, the
ing whatsoever elasticity may happen to be awl; 2, the gnnblet ; 3, the augur; 4, the
possessed by the substance into which the holes I whimble, S:«.
are made, it cannot be but that a part, and I
Kame of another of the genera, Cravr-e-inthat a very considerable one, of the Circle, will struments employed for the effectmg a conremain nnfilled np ; and, at tins part, If the nexron between two or more substances of a
habiliment be a shoe and the material leather,
rigid texture, and for that purpose to remain
the water will gam entrance.
On the other inserted partly m one and partly m another.
hand, when, for making the holes, the instruI, The pin; 2, the bolt; 3, the nail; 4, the trement employed IS the awl, the thread ISnot at- nail ; 5, the screwing nail, called for shortness,
tached to it. The thread is a strip of leather, I' the screw.
the sectrou of which IS a square, a form by
Neither as being, in as far as it goes, comwhich the hole will be more exactly filled np , plete, nor as being the most apt, that the nathan by any other that could be given to It. ture of the case admits of; nor In any such
Of this square, the central part IS occupied by hope as that of its being found to approach to
a hog's bristle, a cylinder, which bemg com- perfection m either of these particulars, is this
paratively mflexible, and of a diameter smaller specimen brought to view ; the object of It is
than that of the hole destined for the strip of merely to afford a general idea of the prinleather In which it IS Imbedded; a ready ad- ciples apou winch It IS proposed that it shall
mission will be obtamed into the hole ad soon be formed.f
as the awl is drawn out of It.
Not only to instruction, bnt moreover to imFor the purpose of such a conspectus, a provement, to practical improvement, will be
work of indubitable use, would be a logical, the assistances afforded by a systematical, or
i. e. an analytical arrangement of the several sayan analytical, arrangement of this kind,
manual operation', employed and employable,
'I'akmg throughout, for Its leading prmcrple,
for the purposes of the several art" considered
the object or end in 'IeW, it will form all along,
on tlns occasion, and for this purpose, In con- as the work proceeds, a bond of connexion,
juncnon : say, therefore, of art in general.
and, as It were, a channel of Intercourse beTo any person by whom a work of thrs sort tween art and art ; artists of all sorts, how
should be undertaken, very useful lnnts would different soever the results and products of
be found afforded by a work of Bishop WIl- their respective arts, may thus receive instruekins. As a copy of that most ingenious work non from each other's practice; each may thus
is not obtainable but by accident, an extract
find his mmd expanded--expanded
in that
from it, containing as much as seemed ap- direction in which, bemg prepared for it by
plicable to the purpose in question, Will antecedent practice, expansion will be most
be found In the Appendix to this present
easy and pleasant.
Essay.*
For a work of this sort, in the French,

I

I

1
I

• See Appendix, No. VII.

I

+ See Appendix, No. VII.
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a modera.te share of attention will, in this case,
" Descriptions des Arts et Metiers," * materials
be bestowed, no inconsiderable portion of that
will be found in abundance,
But, conducted
appearance of extraordina.ry difliculty, which
upon the systematicand all-comprehensive plan
the subject may, at first view, have presented,
above brought to VIew, it will possess a degree
of utility beyond any to which that work so will, it is believed, be seen to vanish.
much as aimed.
Of that work, the compilers
were philosophers, and in that character, something in this wlty might not unnaturally have
been looked for at their hands.
But of so vast
APPENDIX.-No.
VII.
and diversified an aggregate of materials, the
collection and the arrangement-the
arrangeHints towards a system and course of Techment III logical order, such as is here in quesnology, from Bishop Wilkins' Logical work,
tion, was too much to look for, not only from
pubhshed by the Royal Society, Ao 1668,
the same hands, but, perhaps, from the same
under the title of "An Essay towards a
half century.
In a case such as this, the parReal Character, and a Philosophical Lannculars required had not only to be collected
guage."-Pp.
243-248.
upon a most ample scale, but compared and
In the character of a practical project fit
confronted, one WIth another, in an mfimty of
for use, this work, with all its ingenuity, failed
directions before the work of classification
in its design : being written before the disconld be entered upon with any very promiscoveries made in the field of Pscychology by
ing prospect of lastmg use.
Locke.
Bulky to a degree of unwieldiness is that
It seems not likely that, by the formation of
justly celebrated work. t
But, even with
a. new language, the difficnlties and inconvenithose ample additions winch, by English pracences a.ttendant on the use of the collection of
tice, might doubtless be afforded to the stock
signs at present employed in the registration
of the materials, it follows not that, m point
and communication
of rdeas would be dimiof bulk, a systematical work of the kmd here
In no other way than through the
proposed need, by a great length, approach to nished.
medium of some existing language, with which
the bulk of that vast and elaborate performance.
By apt aggregations,
infinite 18 the he is already acquainted, conld any person be
number of particulars winch in such a case made to learn any such new formed language.
The difficulty of learning this new language,
may be found superseded.
In different trades,
an instrument winch, in all these several in- in which, at the outset, not eo much as one
book could be found, would therefore be a new
stances, is of precisely the same use; an operatron which, in all of them. is of precisely the created difficulty, in compensation for which
it does not appear how or where any preponsame nature, may stand designated by so many
derant or equivalent facility wonld be to be
different names.
found.
Enriched, partly by analogy from its
For a. course of Chrestomathic
instruction,
OWl! stores, partly by importation
from foreign
as here. proposed, a. work of tins nature would
languages, dead and hvmg, some one of the
form a. necessary text-book.
By the indication of such a work in the character of a re- existing European languages would, it should
quisite, the possibility of commencing such a seem, be found better adapted to the purposes
of an universal language, than any new one
course, may seem, at first view, to be thrown
which, in the nature of the case, could be
forward to an immeasurable distance.
Moreover, in his explanations,
the
1. But, in the first place, it is not till the framed.
ingenious author began at the wrong end.
very end of the proposed Chrestomathic course
-viz., say for seven or eight years-that
any Not, observing that it is from our corporeal
ideas that all our mental ideas are derived,
linch particular course is eo much as proposed
and that, accordingly, as far as the means of
to be delivered.
tracing them have been within our reach, a.11
2. In the next place, for a commencement,
an extempore work, very far not only from the words now employed in giving expression to
utmost attainable perfection, but from the de- incorporeal ideas, were originally employed in
gree of perfection of WhICh an idea can be giving expression to corporeal ideas : words
formed at present, will be of indubitable use, now employed for giving expression to incorand a.s such, presents an undeniable claim to poreal ideas, are those which he begins with,
thus putting the cart before the horse.
At
favourable acceptance.
Be it ever eo little,
ever eo imperfect, whatsoever will in this way the time when this essay was written, the dishave been done, will be so much more than coveries made by Locke in the field of Psychology, had not been published.
If they had
will ever have been done before.
been known to this ingenious author, this book
3. In the third place, by anyone by whom,
to the following sketch by the ingenious BIShop, of his would either not ha.ve been written, or
would have appeared in a form considerably
* Descriptions des Arts et Metiers faites ou ap- different. In the complete failure of the main
Pl"?uvees, par Messieurs de l'Aeademie Royale des design, may, perhaps, be seen the cause wh}' it
is at present eo little known ; and why lfor
Sciences.
this, it is believed, is the fact) that, notwitht Nine vols. folio.-Ed.

TECHNOLOGY.
standing the patronage and recommendation
of the Royal Society, of which this Bishop was
one of the most respectable members, it never
saw a second edition.
But, in other respects,
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it wonld be found the product of a truly original genius, abounding in ideas from which,
in the fields of Logic and Universal Grammar,
useful instruction may be found in abundance.

"VI. Violent Motion.*
" The general kinds of Violent Motion, may be distributed according to the effects upon the
thing moved, into such as denote
Translation into a new place ; comprehending
Motion together; '!Cltenthe ~1four sustaulS the thing !noTed; to which may be annexed, by
way of affinity, that other nction, by !Chich oue thing sustains, or hinders the falling of
another.
Carrying, bring, conr<!y, bear, seru, import, waft, ware about one, portable, portage,
1.
porter, baqqaoe, reh~cle,fare, bier.packhorse.
{
Beanng, supportmg, sustain, hold up, prop, share up, stay up, uphold, carry, statui
under, shoulder up, bolster up.
Amotion, when the Mover and Moved do at the beginning cease to be contiguous:
or,
admotwn, when the thing moved doth end in a contiguity of something else.
2
Casting, throwinq,/ling, hurl, project, inject, eject, dtng, pelt, toss, coit, slinq.
· Catching, apprehend, lay hold, snatch, lay hands on, grapple, grasp, scamble.
Often returns into the same place; according to areater or less degrees.
Swinging, Vibration, '!Camng, brandish, agitate, exaqiuuc, to and fro, flourish, rock,
3
SICa!!,danglmg, pendulous, '!Cield.
· Shaking, Quassation, oOl!Oussi(}U,jogging, agitate, dandle, '!Cag,s?Mg, sway,jo/t, totter,
flutter, shatter, !Caring.
Some impres.<ion from the Mover; according to the more
General name' or that '!Chich is from an obtuse hard bod!!.
Striking, Peroussion, smite, bang, beat, bast, buffet, cuff, dash, hit, .!ringe, thump, thwack,
4
blow, stripe, slap, flap, rap, tap, kick, wwce, spurn, bob, box, fillip, u:hirret, yerke,
·
pummel, punch, rebuff, repercussion, collision, gMsh, skittish, interfere, let fly at.
{
Knocking, beating, Bloe, butt, 1~fallet,battering, jobbing, Ramm.
Particular kmd ; by the end of a thing, more obtuse, or acute.
5
Pounding, braying, contusion, stamp.
· Pecking. Mattock, Pick-ax.
Dissoluti.on of Union in the same body, accordinq to,
The Stiffness or Limberness of the body wherein it is made.
Breaking, Fracture, Rupture, burst, Crack, Crash, Squash, Dash, Flaw, Shatter, shirer,
6.
crombIe.
{
Tearing, torn, ddacerate, rend, rent, raoqed, tattered, flittered, jagged, pull in pieces.
The figure of the body by which it is lnade; either an edge or a point.
Cutting, Inoision, gash, slash, hack, hew, chop. rip, chip, snip, slice, section, seament,
7.
car'Ce, dissect, u:hittle, barb, pare, top, lop, curtail, dock, skarp,keefl, Hatchet, Pole-ax.
Pricking, Stabbing, Goad, pungent, runn in, thrust in, goar.

l

1

l
l
1

J

l

1

" Operation.
"The Sundry kinds of eorks about '!Chichmen of several callings nse to employ themsei1JeS,are
usually styled by the name of
Operation, Labor-ious Pains, Troeail, Toil, moile, TUnIIOile, drudge, droil, trork, handy-u:orlc,
Ply, co-operate, take pains, lay about Jlim.
Play, Sport, l'llSary, dally.
These are either,
More common and general; relating to
Mechanical Faculties, 1.
1 Mixed Mechanical operations, II.
More Porucular ; belonging to the providing of
Food, Agriculture, III.
Houses, or Utensils, Fabrile Arts, IV.
Clothing, Sartorian Trades, V.
Physic, Chymical, Pharmaceutical
Operations, VI.

1

1

* The passage here copied is a mere characteristic extract, (being a portion of Part II: ch. ix.) from
the elaborate work of Bishop Wilkins, w!'ich mar be called an att?mpt to ma.k~ an ~IYSls of ~he whole
subject m&tter of language, or a classification of a.l thmgs whethe.r m the =>:te~ o~ ~materlal wor!d,
to which there C&lI be any occasion to apply words; or, as the BIshop desct;bes It, ' a just enumeratW1I
and deacription of such things or notions as IIltl to have marks or names lSSlglled to them."-Ed.
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Operations belonging to the Mechanical Faculties, are either such as do refer to the
( Leur;
for the forcible motion of a. tbing uplCard3 or dcvmlCard3.
1
Lifting, heaee, hol$e, adoance, ele'lJate, exalt, Leur, Crow, Crane.
· Depressing, strein, stress, tJJeighdown.
Balance; for trial of the weight of things, or the preponderating of Otle Bide.
2
Libra.ting, balancing.
· Biassing, preponderate.
Wedge; for the di1'iding of hard tough bodies; to wbich may be opposed the tArtuting of
them close together.
Cleaving, rire, slit, split, Cleft, Chink, Chat, Cre-rise.
3. { Compressing, crib, gripe, pinching, press, squeezing, straining, mng, nip, tring, tArong,
croud, cru~h, comttpation, bulge.
Pully, when the mover and moved continue their contiguity in admlltion, or amotion.
Pulling, pluck, tOtr, tug, lu,qg, twing, tu:itch, draw, drag, Drauqlu; hale, Rerulsion, -rellica4
tion, dtStract.
• Thrusting, push, shoTe, dri1)c, rush, justle, repell, eztrude, intrude, press, tArong, crou:d,
crammi farce, uedqe in, -rennue, run at,foin at.
'Wheel; by continued turning about, or rolling backteard or forvard,
5 \ Vertiginating, turning rou nd,Re rolution, teheeling, Rotation, tteirl, whirl,spinn,roll,round.
· [Volutation,
tumbling, rollinq, teaUOU',velter, rock, trundle, waddle.
Screu, to which may be adjoined for some affinity, the action of tAat conCGt'eI nstrulnent used
for the projection of teater.
6
Screwing, Winch.
· Syringing, squirttng, spirt, spouting.
Spring, wherein there is a motion of restitution;
to which may be annexed for its affinity,
the forcible putting a thinq out of its natural tension and posture.
7 Spnnging, elastical,fillip.
· Bending, bote, tearp, crooke.

"I.

I

1

l
1

1

" II. Those are styled Mixed Mechanical operations, wbich are not appropriate to anyone
kind of art, but are general and common to many.
These do concern the
Uniting or separating of seoerai bodWB; considered more
SlInplY'
Binding, gird, Band, Bond, Bundle, Packet, Fardle, sheafe, faggot, tack, lace, ,wa4<.Ue,
1.
steathing, truss>ng, girt, surDingle.
~ Loosening, unbind, undoe, solre, lax, slack, rela:r;ation.
Relatirely to the affections of Binding, viz.fastning o/thebond by a knot, or cenfused kina.
of knots.
'{ Tymg, Knot, Node, braoinq, buckling, coupling,fastninq,
knit,furling.
2.
Tangling, entangle,hamper, rat)el, perplex; snarled,felter, intriDate, inwl-red,Intrigues,
extricate, complicate, insnare, Labyrinth.
~~~~:.ng,
or manij~ting;
either more

l

Covering, heal; reil, skroud, hide, whelm, stop, CaMpy, Hood, Lid, palliatt, doake,
oterlau, orerrun, otershadoi»,
{
~ Uncovermg, open, expose, discour, shew, reoeal, naked, unmask, unuil.
Special, relating to containing bodies.
Shutting, stop, close, incioStng, immure, exclude, seclude, recluse, obstruct, Wink, fold.
4
up, pinn up, sotre up, seal up, corke up, lute up, lock up, put to tAe door.
, Opemng, breaking up, disclose, display, Expansion, gap, Slade, .Aperture, unstop,
expose, lay or set open.
L Putting of th11lgs nearer together, or farther asunder; either
More qeneral,
Gathering, Collect-ion, assemble, con rene, cotnpeile, le'DY,mise men or motley, Reoeiur,
5.
rake or serape together, rally, olean, pick up.
{
{
Scattenng,
discuss, disperse, dissipate, sprinkle, Btrew, insperrion.
1I-1oreparticular;
with reference to the
Capacity of
Con8~nt bodies, and such as are not supposed to be contained.
Heaping, accumulate, amass, layup, stow, pile, Stack, Mow, Cock, Rick, S1wck, Drift,
6.
Dunghill, mi3:en.
[
{
~ Spreading, diffuse, Expansion, display, Suffusion, strew, run, plash, lay elatA.
Fluid Bodies, and such as are supposed to be contained in sometlung.
Filling, replenish, Repletion, fUU, plenar!!, Bated, Btaw, cram, stuff, faNe, retJrUit.
7.
Emptying,
eroauate, ."acant, V acuity, rid, f'Oid, ezhaust, Chann, dear, lanke, tau,
~ draW! dry.
Metion of bodies, ebieRy fluids ; according to the more general name: or tha.t which is
u&-roluntary, and besidu intention.
3.

l

1
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8. ~PSo~llr?ng,-¥-!,:u~!on,I nfmion, gtuh ,guggltng,
I pI mg, '("""""lng, run out, seet horer.

" III. Operations belonging to Agriculture,
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'!fewer, Tunnel.

do concern either

The Ground, or Land: in respect of,
Loosening it; either by single persons; or by the help of dralting Beae«.
1 IDlggmg, delre, break up, spit, spade.
· I Plowing, tilling, breaking up, coulter. share.
Breaking the clods, and smoothing the surface.
2 Harrowing.
· Rolling.
Helping or directing the fertility of the Ground, by adding some new IlUltter, or ,.emoring
the impediments oj 1I0xious Plants.
3 IManurmg, cultieatc, dunging, marling, soiling, Tilth, culture.
· I Weedmg,
The Grane or Seed, chiefly of Herbs; in respect of
( Putting i! into the ground, or t-aking it off from the ground upon its maturity.
ISOWIng, semmate.
) . IReaping, 1n01rtng,Crop, Harcest, Sithe, Sickle, stubble, sxarth,
(Separatlnq of it [rom the strau: or lesser husks;
5 IThreshmg, Flail.
· IWinnowing, Pan, Ventilation.
The Propagation of Trees or Shrubs, chiefly by
Putting the Rout of the Plant in the ground; to which may be adjoined, the putting of
Grain se.t/reqate!y il1to the ground, which is sometimes used for pulse.
6
Planting, implant.
· Setting.
Joyning a part of one plant to another, either to the top of tile body, or lome branch being
cut, or to the sid,s of the bodJl.
7
Grafting, ingraft, Imp.
· Inocolatmg.
Cutting off superfluous Branches; to which may be adjoyned, the cutting doU'n of the u:hole.
[ 8 j Pruning, dressinq, cutt!llg, cop Lng.
· IFelling, grubb, Wood-fall .

rf

l

1

'4

I

1

1

.. IV. By Fabrile Operations, (Smtth, Carpenter, Ma$on,1"c.) are meant all such kinds of
works as do primarily concern our Houses or Utensils, whether for necessity or ornament:
to
which may be adjoyned, those operanons which concern the makmg of earthen ware, styled,
Figulatory, Potter.
These are distmguishable into such as denote
Dissolution of Continuity;
either by
Separating of some thin parts from the surface of a body by rubbing with an edge; or
breakin.q the bodJl itself into millute parts by percussion with some obtuse body.
I
Shaving, scraping, raze, razour.
· Contusion, bruismq, poundinq, stampinq, braying, morter, pestle.
Dillidtng from a body some small part; either by affricttOn upon a stone, or tcith an iron
instrument.
2
Grinding, attrition, Grist, Quern, Mill.
· Filing, Raepe.
Di'Dming the parts of a body, by cutting it, either in roundun caeeties, or in OOlonquissures.
Bormg, perforate, foraminate, pierce, Bodkin, Dril, AlCle, Gimlet, lVlmble, Trepann,
3.
Au:gre.
~ Sawing, SaU', u:ltipsalt, 9·c.
Uniting, either of metalline or other bodies, by some third body adl.ering.
4 ISodering, Cement, luting.
· IGluing, cementing, glutinous, conglutinate.
Shaping of bodies into particular figures; either by
Hammering
or j[elting.
5 IForging.
· ICasting, melt,foundinq,.fusile, molde.
Cuuing, either a solid and bulky, or a flat figure.
{ 6 ICarving, Sculpture.
· l Graving, engrau, etching.
Compressing of a soft body; or eireumagitating either & soft, or hard body.
7 IKneading, moulding, plastic.

1

I

· ITurning, Lathe.

Atkrning

the Burface of the body; either by Mr1etyof colovr., or adding an ~rnallmtre

•

to It.
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\ Painting, limn, draw, enamel,fuctU,penril.
8. (VarnishIng, .ize.

r

V. Sartorian Operations do concern either the
Preparations of stuffs; by
Makinq
several vegetable or animal substances into Thread.
I \ Twisting, tortion, 'llYreath,'llYrithing, twine, winding.
· (Spinning, i3pir.ster, Rock, Distaff.
Joyning surh. Threads together into Cloth.
2 IWeaving, Texture, Contexture,Loom, Web, braid, _n,
Hurdle,Shuttle,
Wkker, Matt.
{
· 1 Knitting.
Thickening and oolourinq such cloth.
3 IFulling, millinq, Fuller.
· 1 Dying, stain, Tincture, tinge, ingrain.
Making of Stuffs into Vests; either by
Uniting necessary, and cutting off unnecesssary parts.
4 ISowing, Stitch, Seam-ster, Suture, Welt, needle, dearn, quilt, draw doth, rip.
· 1 Clipping, Scissors, shear, shorn, cut.
Placing toqether the parts in greater or lesser plicatures.
5 \ Folding, 'llYrap,lap, plait, clznching, clutching, doubling, entelop,
· 1 Curlmg, crisping,frizling, furling.
Preseroinq of such stuffs or vests clean ; common likewise to other things.
By the help of water or liquor; either when
Thmgs are put into, and agitated in the water; to which may be opposed the putting
upon them other bodies of a more gross consistence; styled,
Washing, scouring, Lotion, rince, Lacer, Laundress, gurgling.
6. { Smeanng, daulnng, anoint, ointment, Unction, greaze, ehrism; and many with [be)
as bespaul; spit, spue, sprinkle.
Water is imbibed and communicated to the thing; to which may be adjoined, for its
affinity, the putting of things into liquor in order to the communicating of some new
quality to such liquor.
Soaking, steeping, embrewing, macerating, watering Land, &c., bathing, imbibe, sinke,
7. { sop, brewis, embrew.
Infusion, watering Fish, &c., macerate, Decoction, impregnate.
By external Motion of or upon them, more or less motent.
8 \ Rubbing, scrape, Friction, Frication, scrub, chafe, Attrition, f-rit, gall, BCO'llYr,
taw, grate.
· 1 Wiping, stroke, terse, handkerchief, towel, knapkin.
By Instruments to separate those minuter bodies which adhere to the superficies.
9 \ Brushing, s!O&'ping, Beesom, Whisk, Brush, Broom, Maukin.
· 1 Combing, carding, currying.

1

" VI. By Chymical Operations are meant such kind of works as tend to the changing ofbodies,
with respect to the position and figure of their minuter parts.
By this, amongst other ends,
medicaments are usually prepared;
for which reason those kind of operations styled Pharmaceutical, belonging to the apothecary, may be hereunto annexed.
The operations belonging to this head, do concern the changing and preparing of bodies;
either by
Instruments, for the reduction of them into minute parts; by compression and affrietion betwixt two hard bodies; or by separating the parts so reduced, through a porous plain.
1 \ Grinding.
. 1 Siftmg, bolting, Sie1!C,siercing, ranging.
Liquors; either
Changing the consistence of bodies; by f'edueing them into a more liquid, or a more dry
consistence.
2 IDissolution, melt, liquijle, diSS()l1!e,thaw,ftUil,jlux,
f"IIIn about.
• 1 Coagulation, congealing, Clod, Curd, Gelly, Clattered Gore, ConOf'etion, grumous.
Di'lJiding hard bodies into minute parts; by an acid liquor, through which such parts are
dispersed;
or sinking down of suoh parts to the bottom, by the mixture of some other
liquor.
3 ICorrosion, eating,fretting, gnawing, caustic.
· 1 Precipitation, settling.
Separating of these parts from the liquor ; by passing them through a porous body; either
downward, or both upward and downward.
4
Straining, Percolation, squeeze, colender.
· Filtration, jiltre.
Heat, applicable chiefly either to

I
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Liquirl bodies; which being kept for some considerable time in a gentle heat, UpOIl this
usually follows, either the
Loosening the inward parts of such bodies,80 as by agitatulD they'U'Ork one upon another;
styled,
.5 IDigestion.
t Fermentation, 'U'Ork,fret, Leoen, Yeast, Barm, Rennet,
Separattllf/ of the finer parts, by raismg them JP in the form of a liquor; or, the farther
separatln!1 of tke more spirituous from the watery parts oj this tiquor,
6
Distillation, still, Limbeck, oohobation,
. Rectifymg.
Hard and solid bodies; either by
Driving au:ay tke lIwre u:atery and volatil parts and Zearing tlte more solid; or, ?"a1sUl9
the oolatd parts in the form oj a salt.
7
Charring, churk; Tinder.
. Sublimmg, sublimation.
{ Burmnq au:ay the colnbustible parts of a body; or turning the parts remaining after sucl,
burning into a liquor.
8
Calcmanon.
• .• Lixrviation, deliquiate, Lye, Buck:'
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VIII.

1'1ew Principles

of Instruction,
proposed as
applicable to Geometry and Alqebro, principally for the purpose of supplying to those
Superior Branches of Learning, the Exercises already applied with so much success
to the Elementary Branches.

The following principles not having any
particular
connexion WIth the New System,
nor having been included in the attestation
given in favour of that system by extensive
experience, could not present a sufficient title
to be included in the Table.
In the character of candidates for examination,
they are,
however, submitted to the consideration of the
competent authorities.
It will, at the same time, be a question for
learners and adepts in the science to answer
to themselves, whether, in this same method,
additional pro.mptitu?e .may not be found,. as
well as po.sltlve faCl~ltles, for the arrangl!lg
of geometrical Ideas III their mmds, and aid-I
ing the communication
of them, upon occasion, to others, whether in the character of
learners or adepts.

1.
Principles,
with correspondent
Exercises,
applying specially or exclusively to Geometry.

I. Geometrical- Relation-

Verbally-Expressing,
or Purely- Verbal-Expression-Maximizing,
or Diagram-OccasionaUy-Discarding
Principle.
2. Practical-Use-Indication-Maximizing,
or
Practical-.Application-Ma.:cimizing
Principle.
3. Genealogical-Table-Employi7U/,
or Synoptie-Filiatwn-Indicating
Principle.
4. Special Visible Sign-Empl.oyment-Maximizing, or Verbal-Exprcmon-OccasionallyDiscarding PrifWipk.

II.
5. Key-Presenting,
or Contri~ance-I ndicating
Principle."
Among the five above-mentioned principles,
of the four that apply to Geometry, between
the first and the fourth an intimate relation
will, at first glance, be seen to have place,
they being in fact the converse of each other.
But, of the fourth, neither the 'Use,nor consequently the nature, can be fully explained till
that of the tlurd, to which it is subservient, has been brought to view.
In the
character of euroi". or modes of learninq, the
utility of them, has, in both instances, received,
though III respect of the number ofthe learners,
as yet but 011 a narrow scale, the attestation
of experience.
1. Geometrical-Relation- Verball1/-E:rpressing,
or Purely- Verbal-E:rpressioll-Ma:rimizinq,or
D~agram-Occa.ionall!J-DtscardillgPrl1lciple.
Of this principle, the great use is, to serve
I as a test, and, by that
means, an instrument
of and security for intellectlOn.-See above
E~erCise No.9, Pri;clp.l"o.
24. (pp. 44, .51.)'
Mod if Perk
. th' E
.
e 0 erJormwg
1$· .rerCtSe.
Without the aid of any diagram, and, consequently, WIthout the use of any of those
signs, such as the letters of the alphabet,
which, as often as for bringing to mmd the
figure in question, a d ia.1ram or delmeanon of
it IS employed, are necessary for designating
and distmguishing from each other the parts
of the figure, a proposition (in the geometrical
sense of the word) and, cousequeutly,
the
figure which is the subject of It, IS expressed
'Ill eorde alone;
which words will, of course,
be such, that every propositwn
(using the
word proposition ill the logical and grammati.. Besides those here enumerated, two other subjects are discussed in this No. of Appendix, viz.
Demand for Revision of the Field of MathematICS,
and Intereonvertilnlity of Geometry and Algebra.
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cal sense) which they serve to constitute, will
be what is called a general proposition, having
for its subject not merely an indrvidual object,
but a class, genus, or sort, of objects.
Without the aid of any wagram, any such
description, can It then be given in such manner as to be intelligible 1 From his own experience,-from
experiments
made at his
suggestion, in the instance of three persons, at
two widely distant pomts of tJme,-the
writer
of these pages IS enabled to answer m the
affirmative.
In the instauce of two of them,
the experiment began with Euchd's Elements,
and went no farther than the first SIX books.
In the instance of the other person, It began
with one of the most copious, and, at that time,
best approved mstrtutional works on Conic Sections,'" and was continued, if he misreeollects
not, to the yery end. In both mstances the
papers in winch the description,
III question
are contained, are in his possession, though at
tlus moment not accessible.
In all three
instances the learners were of a self-directing
age. What was done, was done purely for
the satisfaction as well as mstrucnou of the
operators themselves, and not III the way of
exercise for the satisfaction of a teacher ; for,
except the learners themselves, in no one of
the three instances was there any teacher III
the case. In the case of the Come Sections,
though he himself neither did at that time
read, nor smce then has ever read, so much as
a page of what was written, yet, so It was,
that the whole of it was written in his presence: and well does he remember the tokens
of self-satisfaction, as well as promptitude and
velocity, with which the performance of the
self-imposed task, contmued as it was during
a course of some months, was accompanied,symptoms wInch, for such a length of time,
nothmg but the full sense of continual success
could assuredly have produced.
But, without a perfect conception, or, at
any rate, without the supposed consciousness
of such perfect conception, a task of this kind
and of this length never could have been performed.
From first to last no diagram having
been employed, consequently, no reference to
any actually drawn diagram made, it is only
by words-by
words of a purely general
nature, that the several relations borne by the
several parts of the figures in question to each
other, that the ideas in question, could have
been expressed.
But, in this way, the ideas
in question having actually been expressed,
how much superior, m the character of an
intellectual test, this species of exercise cannot
but have been, in comparison with any other,
will, it is hoped, WIthout entering into any
diagrammatical
exemplifications,
be found
sufficiently intelligible.
For tlns purpose a particular
mode of
designation,
applicable to the several parts
of a geometrical
figure, required to be de• Hamilton 'B, as far as recollection serves.

vised, and was devised and settled aecordiRgly.
For example, m order that such words of
designation as right, left, top, bottom, and the
hke, might be capable of being employed, it
was necessary that, of the figure of which
a descripnon was to be given, the position
should be determmed.
But, once for all, care
was taken to declare and record, that it was
merely for the purpose of description and exemphfication that, so far as concerned position,
this declaration was made ; and that, in whatsoever pOSItIOn the figure were placed, the
species it belonged to and the properties It
possessed would be the same.

1. Enunciatron or enunciative part,-enunciative, viz. of the proposition to be demonstrated.f
II. Demonstration
or demonstrative
part.
In every portion of discourse, to the whole of
which the term proposiuon =a proposition-is
customarily applied by geometncians,
thebe
two parts at least will be found.
To these
will m most instances be found added what
may be termed the direction-illrectire
part,
or prepa1'ati~el1l directi-re part, viz, the part
by which drrectrou is grven for the operation
to be performed, and for necessary additions
to be made to the origmally exhibited or conceived figure, for the purpose of preparing the
ground for the demonstration.
In Euclid's Elements WIthout exception,
and for a considerable extent, if not for the
most part, in other books, in the higher branches
of geometry, m givmg expression to the enunciation as above, the mode of purel1l 'Cabal
desiqnation here proposed for all the abovementioned parts IS actually employed.
But,
so far as this practice is pursued, the propositiuns (taking
the word proposition
m the
logical sense) are all general; the ideas conveyed by them are all general ideas; and III
this oriqinal state it is, and Without need of
extension, that, in so far as they have place in
the mmd, they he there ready to be applied,
upon occasion, to all such individual figures as
are respectively
comprehended
within their
import.
But now, instead of being thus general, suppose the mode of designatmg them such, as to
confine the application of them to the mdivi-

t [Demonstrated.] Yiz., either that what is asserted, as in the case of the sort of proposition called
a theorem, IS correct and true ; or that what has
been undertaken to be done (as in the case of the
sort of proposition called a problem,) has accordingly been done. When auy such phrase as 1M demonstration of a proposuum occurs, the sort of
proposmon which on any such OCC&SlOn
is most apt
to present itself, IS a theorem; and this, not only
because theorems more frequently occur than problems, but because III the case of a problem, the
term demonstration will not apply in such manner
as to complete the sense, without the insertion of a
number of words, of which, in the other case, there
is no need.
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dual figure, exhibited by the diagram that labour of forming, by means of a. description
accompanies them.
For example, instead of given ill the purely verbal mode a concepsaymz, a ~guare lta"';n,Qfor its side the longest non of the figure meant to be presented to
buundary of a right anqled triangle u exactl!1 the mmd, considerable rehef will very freequal to both the squares taken together, whieh quently be afforded by a glance at the figure
liare (or their sulcs respectt~ely the two other cannot admit of doubt.
For facihtatmg conboundaries of the same trtanqle, suppose the I ception, in the first instance, the verbal mode
proposrtion worded thns-In
the tnangle in : and the diagrammatrcal
mode Will thus be
'l1teottnlt (describmg it by letters,) the square: employed 10 conjunction
m conjunction, and
harinq Jar Its side such boundary (describing It : ;0 far, perhaps, with not very uneqnal advanagam by letters.) IS exact! y equal to both the tage.
$'ll1are$ taken toaether, wIlle" have for their
In comparison with the dia'lrammatical
strles respectirel j the tIro other boundary lines, mode, no mean advantage, will, It IS believed,
(de-cnbing them also by letters )
be found attendant on the l'urel~ rerbal mode.
By such a mode of expression or desrgna1. One Is-the
glvmg to the 'generalldeas,
tion, If It be supposed that no other more ge- the presence of which III the mind is, in every
neral mode IS ever added or substituted to It, mstance, necessary to mtellccnon,
a sort of
what general Ideas-what
practrcally appliperpetual and umform fixation, by means of a.
cable mstruction would be conveyed?
An- determinate
set of words,-thoroughly
consiswer ;-Surely
not any. For rendermg the dered, apposite, and thereby, sooner or tater,
proposition susceptible of conveying any such perfectly adequate words-c-mstead
of leaving
instruction, what would be the course neces- I these general lucas to be. on each individual
sary to be pursued!
Answer;To substitute
occasion, 111 a hasty, and, therefore, frequently
to this dw,lrammatie,,z
and ind!riduallz!1I:J I in an madequata manner, caught up in the
mode of expression or designanon, the purez.q i way of abstraction : caught up Without words
rerbal, and thence qenrral, mode of expression , for the fixation of them; and therefore, III case
or designatiou here m the first place brought to ' of error, Without possibility of correction, there
view
Here, then. before any real acquisrtion ! bemg no permanent or dctermmato object to
in the way of science can be made, there IS an : which correcnon can apply.
addrnonal operatton that must be pcrformed,2. The other advantage is-the
saving that
an additional operation requmng much greater: will frequently be made of the expense of
exertion of mmd to perform It, as well as a time and labour, necessarily attached to the
much greater strength and maturity of mind making out the several parts of the fignre, by
to be able to perform It, than the original one. means of the letters employed III the designaThis general mode of expression or designation ; and. moreover, of the perp lexity. and, as
tion, which, to the purpose of useful and It were, mental stammering, WIth which the
practically applicable intellection. Will. in the operation of nngmg' the changes upon these
case of the enuncianon, as above explained,
letters IS, especially III unpractised mmds, so
be acknowledged to be, at least to a very con- apt to be attended.
Sometimes. It IS true, It
siderable extent. absolutely necessary, Will, it may happen that, in addition to the general
IS hoped, in the case of the other two parts of
glance taken of the figure, recurrence to these
the proposition, be acknowledged
to be at letters may, for the purpose of forming a conleast useful; useful. VIZ.on the supposition of cepnon of tlus 0" that part of it, be found
Its being practicable: and that It IS practicable
necessary.
But at other times it may happen
hath, as above, been already proved by re- that no such recurrence WII! be found necespeated experience, without any contrary expe- sary: the need of It havmg been effectually
Tlenee to oppose to it.
snperseded by the purely verbal doscnpnon,
Diagram occasionally dlscardino principle:
by means of the general words contained in It.
by the word occasionally, thus inserted II! the
A question here presents Itself, as one which,
composition of this, one of the names to be by any learner in geometry, might not unaptly
employed for the designation of this principle,
be put to the author of any mstitutronal work,
intrmatron is given, that upon the d,a!/ramby means of which he was occupied m teachtIIatical, i. e. the ordinary mode of designanon,
mg himself.
The directions and reasonings,
no permanent exclusion IS proposed to be put:
the only use of which IS to convey so many
that it is in aid, and not in lieu, of that ordi- general Ideas, why IS it that for giving expresnary mode, that the one proposed-the
purely
sion to them you have not (while 11l the case
verbal mode-is
proposed to be employed.
So of the ennnciation made of the proposnion to
far is any such constant exelusron of the dia- he demonstrated you actually hare) employed
grammatical mode from being intended, that
the correspondent general words l These geby the principle mentioned In the fourth place, neral words, did you know where or how to
this diagrammatical
mode IS to some purposes,
find them I Then, why IS it that you have not
by means of a set of adapted signs, proposed I found them and produced them!
""Ith all
to be employed by itself: by itself, and thereits load of unavoidable and immoveable difflby to the occasioual and temporary exclusion
culty, is not the task heavy enough. for ns 1
of the verbal mode.
Mnst this additional, this moveable difficulty,
That, under the burthen imposed by the be left Dressing on us!
These SllJIlC general
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capable of being applied to use. If then so it
is, that, from the proposition in question, demonstrations, as above included, he has succeeded in deducing any idea at all, that idea
is a general one, an idea fit for use, it is not a.
mere individual idea, having for its necessary
support the individual figure. In that case,
employing the general words in question, or
others that are equivalent to them, he will, in
addressing himself either to a teacher for the
purpose of proving,or to a learner for the purpose of communicating, his proficiency, find
himself, on the occasion of any line, for instance, which, for the purpose of the demonstration, requires to be drawn, in a condition
able to describe it by words designative of the
relation which, when drawn, it will bear to
the other parts of the figure: he will not say,
draw A B, or draw A C, leaving it for the
party addressed to make discoveryof the place
which the hne, when drawn, will occupy; a.
discovery which, otherwise than by seemg the
diagram, and thereupon copying that part of
the diagram, he Will,for want of the general
words In question, find it impossibleto make.
True it is, that without actually having
given, either by word of mouth, or in writing,
any such purely verbal description of it, to
have framed and entertained a clear, correct,
and complete conoeption of the proposition in
question, be it what it may, is altogether possible; if it were not, scarcely perhaps would
so much as a single person be found by whom,
in relation to any such proposinon, any such
conception had ever been entertained. But
not the less true is it, that by one who, upon
being required, were to find himself ultimately
unable to give, in relation to it, that sort of
purely verbal description, no such clear, correct, and complete conceptionof it could really
be entertained.
Of the propositions themselves (considered
as distinct from the demonstrations and the
introductory steps, as above) by Eudid a description of the sort in question-a purely verbal description-has, as in every instance, been
actually given. But, when he comes to the
introductory steps, (preparatory additions,)
then it is, that, as if to save the trouble of
finding for his conceptions an adequate assistance of general expressions, having given his
diagram, It IS to the component parts of that
individual diagram, as indicated by the letters
of the alphabet, that he refers us. Draw the
lme A B, or draw B C, says the direction that
he gives us. But. on what account was it that
he required us to draw this line 1 Plainly on
this account, and no other, viz. on account of
a certain relation which the line so drawn
would, when drawn, be found to bear to the
other parts of the figure; it is only in virtue
of some such relation that the lines, when
drawn, can be applicable to the purpose. But,
• It ill noticed,as the resultof experience,that by the letters A B, or B C, is this relation in
sucha questionwouldnot be likelyto be put; and any degree expressed I Not it, indeed. That
same instructive, that same intellection-proring,
that learnersgenerallyavoidverbalmodes.-Ed.

and only adequate words, is it then that you
have not been able to find them! You, to
whom, by so many years of study, and so often
continually repeated applications to practice,
the subject has been rendered so perfectly
familiar,-with what degree ofconsistencycan
you entertain any such expectation as that we,
to all of whom the subject is perfectly new,
and many of whom are, in various degrees,
dull or inattentive, or both, should be able to
accomplish at the moment, and at every moment, a work, which our master has not been
able to perform in so many years! *
Thus much will not, it IS believed, be found
open to dispute. The only idea which, in any
case, is conveyed by the individual figure III
question, as delineated in the diagram in question,-the individual figure, of which the parts
are desiguated by the letters of reference,-is
an individual one. But, except III as far as
by abstraction from these individual Ideas,
general or specificideas are formed, from no
number of such individual diagrams, can any
general ideas, applicable to any practical purpose, be deduced. This process of generahzation, the learner in question, is he competent
to the performance of it ! If he is, then proportioned and equal to the number of these
acts of generalizatron that he IScompetent to,
and performs accordingly, is the stock of mathematical science which he actually lays up,
at any rate, for the time. But, in any given
instance, suppose a general Idea thus formed,
and for the momentlaid up, note well the great
disadvantage under which the operation is
performed. No precise form of general words
has the learner before him, by which this idea
of his stands expressed, and by which, were
he provided with it, the idea might, as it were,
be anchored in his mind. If the occasion of
making application of it recur with a certain
degree of frequency, he will, notwithstanding
the want of apt words for the expression of
it, retain it in a state fit for use. But let it,
for a certain length of time, be unemployed,
the words which should have held it fast being
Wanting, the consequence is, it drops out of
his mind, and as well might it never have been
lodged there.
Whatsoever form of words is necessary and
snfflcientto the giving expression to the general
idea, which the individual diagram With the
letters which all along apply to It, are intended
to convey+-now, suppose it, as in the case of
Euclid's propositionas above-mentioned,ready
provided, and extended not only to the propositions, but also to the demonstrations, and
the directions by which the preparatory additiom to the figure are described. Things being
in this state, the idea from the very first presents itself to his mind, in all its generality:
in the only garb and condition in which It is
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and, at the same time, intellection-conveying
mode of expression which he umformly applied
to his proporitiom,-I. e. the mere grammatical sentence, enunciative, in each instance, of
the geometrical relanon, the existence of which
is thereby undertaken
to be demonstratedhow happened it that he did not continue the
application of It to his demon$lrations, and the
directions given for the preparatory
steps 1
Had the question been put to him; for de'Patch, would probably have been lns answer.
But, for 'Want of knowing '1Jerywell "ow, would
not improbably have been the more correct
answer;
and, at any rata, what should be not
only a correct answer, but, moreover, an addition to such effect as would have been necessary
to the forming a complete one. For the compOSItIOnof a book of mstruction upon that plan,
the human mind had not, in his tune, made
sufflcrent advance.
The mathematician
is one
sort of person; the logician is another.
It IS by
generalization
that all mventions are accomphshed ; most diseoverres made.
But generalizataon by wholesale, generalization
upon
an all-comprehensive
scale, is the work of the
logician: It is, by the same process, performed
upon a comparatively small scale,-performed,
as It were, by dribretsc=-that
the particular
discoveries in Mechamcal Philosophy, III Chemical Philosophy, and even in Mathematics,
have been made.
Bnt it is one thing to make
progress m a certain track ; another thing to
be able to give a descnption, a clear, and correct, and complete, and easily apprehensible,
description of the progress so made III that
same track.
Thus it ;8, that in this as in so many other
parts of the field of SCience, infancy, under the
preposterous name of antiquity,-infancy continues to set the law to maturity; inexperience
to experience.
In regard to this gap in the mass of requisite
instruction, ask for the reason of its existence;
if, by the word reason, be meant a productive
cause, having its root in the essential nature
of the subject, no such reason will be found.
But if, by the word reason, be meant a cause
having its root in the nature of the human
mind, there IS nothing in It but what, m every
part of the field of thought and action, hes
constantly under our eyes.
Authority and "abit.-In these two words,
in as far as sinister interest IS out of the question, may be seen the cause of all deficiencies
in the system of instruction wlnch (time for
the operation not having been wantmg) continue unsupplied.
Authority,-the authority
of great names: habit,-the
habit of continuing to travel WIthout reflection, III the track
in which, With or without reflectrou, men have
begun, or continued to travel already.
In the use of general terms for giving expression to the correspondent qenerai relations
between the correspondent sorts of figures and
parts of figures, Euclid, the father of Geometry, went not beyond the collection of words
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expressive of the purely enunciative part of
the discourse called a proposinon ; for the
demvnstratit:e part and the preparatory part
he left it to the learner to deduce the general
ideas from the individual objects, presented
by the mdividual diagram, 10 company with
the words, of which, by the reference made to
It, the Import was III like manner indmduahzed. Can there be any need of doing, or so
much as use III doing, that which, III the eyes
of the father of the SCience, was not fit, or at
least not necessary, to be done!
The papers III question, in and by which application was, 80 long ago made, of the purelycerbal-expression-mammizinq
principle
to a
large portion of Euclid's Elements, not being
immediately accessible, an exemphfication
of
it applied to the first proposition ofthese Elements, has, by the writer of these pages, been
hastily formed for the purpose, and Will be
fOUJud in the Appendix."
To save recurrence
to books, along with It is given a reprint of
the same proposition as exhibited in the customary form in Mr Professor Plaifasr'» Elements of that science.
Whether III any, and if in any, in what
degree, the conceptron of the subject is facihtated by the mode here proposed, IS a question,
to the answering of which, an understanding
matured.and III other respects not illfurnished,
but by which little or no attention has happened to have been bestowed upon this branch
of science, Will be III a particular degree well
adapted.
Mode of making the experiment, to try the
utihty of the proposed mode, so far as concerns facihty of conception.
1. Try whether the purely verbal mode of
designation IS intelligible Without a diagram.
For this purpose, the diagram, as given without the letters of reference, and the diagram,
as given With the letters of reference, should
both be covered.
2. If It be not perfectly or readily intelligible without a diagram, uucover that diagram
which has not any letter of reference.
3. If it be not perfectly or readily intelligible even then, uncover nov the diagram
which has the letters of reference.
As to the glVlng facihties to conception, by
this advantage, should it in any way be found
included among the effects of the proposed
mode, not only in the mstanee of each scholar
would the labour be alleviated, and expenditure of time dnnmished, but in a greater
degree than antecedentl)" to experience would
perhaps be expected, the number of the scholars
.. This" exemplification "has not been discovered
among the !\iSS.: but the method proposed by:Mr
Bentham was (perhaps IS) In use, to some extent,
in the University of Dublm, and there is in existence a small tract, contaiumg the proposition of the
first book of Euclid demonstrated m words alone,
(published in Dubhn.)-Ed.
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reaping from this part of the instruction sub- ther a degree of progress, considerable enougb
stantial benefit would be increased.
to be productive of sensible advantage, might
Even in the grammar school, under the old not thus be made, is a matter to which experiand still subsisting mode, large according to ment may be looked to for a determinate
anan emment and most amply experienced mas- swer; and in the meantime the conjectures, in
ter," is the proportion of scholars by whom, at anticipative views taken of the subject by the
the end of a long series of years, no efficient
learned, for a provisional one.
learning is obtamed.
Larger, agam, by far,
In proportion as in the character of Frinamong those by whom, after years spent in ciples, a number of these propositions, all exthe endeavour, on one part, to infuse learnmg
pressed III ordinary language, are brought to
in this shape, on the other to Imbibe It, [is the view,-and
laid before the reader all of them
proportion by whom,] no efficient stock of it IS I m one view,-such
point of conformity and
obtained.
disconformity will, it may be expected, be
Under the name of the Ass's Bridge, the found to have place among them, as will
5th proposition, in the very first book of Eu- enable the mmd to bind a number of them
chd, is the known stumblmg-block, the ne pln« together into bundles, capable of being each
ultra to many a labourmg mmd.f- Why 1 of them designated by a term of more extenBecause, to the purpose of clear conception, I sive import, these bundles into still smaller
to the purpose of efficient mstrucnon,
the bundles, and so on: at each step of this abmethod traced out by Euclid, and followed
stractrve process, the number of the bundles
blmdfold for so many ages, IS lamentably m- thus diminishing, and the extent of each thus
competent.
In the Chrestomathic
School, it receivmg increase. To what length the nature
may be presumed With some confidence, there
of the case would suffer this process to be
will be no Ass's Bridge.
carried on, the greatest adept would scarcely
The Ass's Bridge having thus presented
venture to predict.
But, that the further it
itself to VIew, the temptation of exhibiting
were earned on, the more clear and complete
this additional test of the unhty of the purdy
would be the view thus rendered obtainable,
"erbal-expression-maximizmg
prmciple was too Will hardly be regarded as matter of dispute,
strong to be resisted,
To the labour of glVlng
That, for this purpose, changes would reexpression in this mode to Euclid's first pro- quire to be made 111 the stock of expression
position, has, accordingly, been added in the afforded by ordinary language, seems scarcely
Appendix, the corresponding-like
labour ap- to admit of doubt: some terms might require
phed to the 5th proposition, called the Ass's
to be added, others substituted, to that part
Bridge.f
of the ordinary language which is applicable
To what length in the field of mathematics
to the purpose.
But it is m the way of defithis substitution of ordinary and unabbreviated
muon that the whole of this bus mess might be
language, to scientific and abbreviated,
is in despatched.
In these definitions, in as far as
the nature of the case capable of being carried
the word had been already employed m dif'With advantage,
can scarcely be determined
ferent senses, the object and effect of the
antecedently to experiment.
What is certain
operation would be to fix the Import: in as far
is, that in the details, in the actual performas It was new, to give to it, for the first time,
ance of algebraical
operations, i. e. on any an Import applicable to the subject.
In all
other occasion, or for any other purpose than
these cases, 1lI the first instance, the defined
that of explanation, practised in the way of word alone would be the word which would
instruction, it cannot be carried over the whole.
be foreign to the stock of the ordinary IanFor in as far as pursued in detail, the system
guage: to the ordinary language would belong
of abbreviation 18 essentially necessary to the all the words employed in the explanation of
performance of the operanons themselves, when
it. True It IS that, when once a word in Itself
taken m the aggregate.
But for this assistnew, and thence foreign to the ordinary Ianance, a long hfe might be consumed before
guage, had thus received its explanation, viz.
more than a small part of those which have III ordinary language, It then, without inconactually been performed, could be perused and vemence, might be employed, and of necessity
understood, after their being respectively in- would be employed, 111 the explananona given
vented, not to speak of the labour expended
of other such new words.
in the course of the invention.
But in comparison with the perplexity proBut while the uses of ordinary language
duced by the introduction
of an extensive
were confined to the giving expression to prin- system of new characters,
the utmost perciples, i. e. to propositions of so general and plexity that would be produced by the mtroextensive a nature, as that by each of them
duction of new words, supposing them to be,
large bundles of details, bundles more or less in a moderate degree, expressrve, and at the
large and copious [might be embraced,] whe- same time elucidated,
by explanations
expressed in ordinary language, would be inconsiderable indeed, especially if the number of
* See Mr Pillans' Letter, supra, p. 61.
t In practice, this 1S not found to be the case.-Ed. them was so insignificant as to admit of their
::: This: hke the former exemphficstion, has not being, in the form of a synoptic table, spread
been found.-Ed
under the eye all together a.t one time.
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II. PrMtiool·mt·indication maximizing, or of practically useful application,why is it thai
l'ractiool-application mazimizing princ~ple.
this hne ought to be drawn 1 What is it that
calls upon professional men engaged in the
Signal would be the service rendered to teaching of this branch of art and science, to
mankind, if, by some competent hand, a Ime take this task upon themselves1
were to be drawn between those parts in the
Answer ;-That persons who either cannot
field of Mathematics, the contents of which afford, or on any other account are not wilhng
are, and those the contents of which are not, to bestow, any part of their time upon any
susceptible of practically useful application.
parts of the field, from which no practreal use
1. In some instances the whole contents of can be reaped, may not, by ignorance of this
the field are of this useful kind, and, m respect distinction, be drawn into any such misappliof right practice, absolutely necessary. Such cation of time and labour. A moral transis the case, for example, with the doctrine of gressron, though unpunishable, an injury anaprobabihnes, so far at least as the application logous to the crime called fraudulent obtainof it is confined to such events as, besides ment,orobtainmentofmoneyonfalsepretences,
being actually exemplified,or liable to be ex- wonld be the act of that teacher, who,knowmg
emplified, are of a nature interestmg to, that that the purpose of the pupil was not to go
is, liable to be productive of pain or pleasure beyondthe productive part of the field,should,
to, mankind. In these mstances,figure has no for want of the land-mark or warning-post m
place. To the field of Arrthmetic, deloporic question, here called for, lead hrm upon the
or adelcponc=-simple,or algebraical,-(mani·
irremediably barren part of the field.
festly expressive or non-manifestlyexpressive)
Of a proposition which, in any shape, has,
-this class of instances is confined. Such, as above,a physical use, the use will be found
again, is the quantrty added to any mass of exemplified either in some branch or branches
money,ormoney's worth,by allowancepaid for of physical art and science, i. e. of Natural
it, whether in the shape of interest or discount. Philosophy, as it is so commonly,though un2. Another class of Instances there IS, In aptly, called, or in the doctrme of probabiwhich the whole contents of the field are of Iities. Of these branches, see a list, though
this useful, and, at the same, necessary kmd. not exactly a completeone, in Table 1.
The field is the field ofuranological geography
WIthout having any immediate application
or topography: the field of astronomy, in as to any branch of phYSICS,
as above, and therefar as the mass of art and science belonging fore without having any Immediate use, a pro·
to it is applicable to the ascertamment of the position may still have a practical use. If it
extent of portions, or the relative position of has, this use may, in this latter case,be termed
single places or spots, on the earth's surface. a preparatory use.
In this class of instances not only number
A proposmon belonging to geometry, supbut figure ISa necessary object ofregard. The pose It to be itself not susceptible of applicafield to which they belong lies therefore with- non to any branch of physics, but supposeit,
in that portion of the field of mathematics, at the same trme, necessary to the demonstrawhich is commonto geometry and arithmetic. non of another which is susceptible of such
3. In another class ofinstances the contents application. Immediate use It has none; but
of the field are, beyond question, occasionally it has a preparatory use.
useful, but without bemg coustantly and in
Such preparatory use may, by any number
every part ofit necessary. Thisfieldlsthe!leld of degrees, be removed from the unmediate
of .Mechanics, taken m the largest sense m I use. A propositionis of no use but In respect
which that appellation is employed.
of its being necessary to the demonstration of
In this field, the most general and intelli- another; that other is of no use but in respect
gible use consists in the saving of what may of its being necessary to the demonstration of
be calledjumbling: viz, expenment=-first ex- a third: let a series of this sort be of any
periments or observatrons employed to ascer- length, if at the end of it we come to a propotain some general matter of fact, which, by sition which has an Immediate use, every procalculation alone--calculation grounded on position in the senes has its use, for every one
existing experiments and observanons, might, of them has a preparatory use.
without the aid of fresh ones made on purpose,
In the Chrestomathic school, time will not
have sufficed..
allow of the giving admission to more than ~
How great a quantity of labour, and there- comparatively small part of these mathematiby of the matter of wealth, and of time,-and
cal propositions,whichare not onlypractically
thereby of the matter of life, which might have true, but practically useful: much less of t~e
been saved by mathematical calculation, has giving admissionto any tha.t possess not thIS
been wasted m fumbling,may be more easily essential requisite.
.
imagined than ascertained.
In so far as practicable, it WIll,therefore,
In this case too the field belongs to tha.t be highly usefulthat selectionshouldbe ~e.
portion of the field of matbematics, which is
For making the selecnon a prineiple of discommonto algebra and geometry.
tinctrcn, has already just been pointed out;
Between what is susceptible of practically and for the making applicationof it a process.
useful application, and what is not susceptible mainly mechanical, is altogether obvious.
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In relation to each of the several branches
of natural science, as above, look over some
work or works the most correct, and upon the
whole the most complete that can be found,
in which, to any part of the physical subject
ill question, application has been ma.de of
mathematical,
and, in particular, of geometrical proposiuons s in as far as this has been
done, the work is a. work of what is called
mixed mathematics.
In each of these works,
note under the occasions in which, and the
places in which, use has been made of any
proposition, beginning at least, if not ending
with, those, for example, of Euclid.
From
them make out a list or table, headed with
the names of these several propositions.
This done, in any new edition published of
that elementary work [Enchd.] under the head
of each proposition, make reference, if not to
the several instances, at any rate to some of the
most eminently useful of the instances, in which
application has thus been made of It ; ranging
them under the head of the branch of physical
science, to which they respectively belong, and
refemng to the work in which they have been
found.
So m the case of those whose use IS of
the preparatory kind.
For labour, whether of
body or mind, there exists not any more effectual sweetener
than the indication of use.
That branch of useful art or science is scarcely
to be found, in which, for the acquisition of the
instruction
It affords, labour of mind so intense, or in itself so irksome, is necessary as in
Mathematics.
In the existing mode, the manner of administering the instruction is pregnant with perplexity to the learner, and no such indication
as above, is employed to sweeten It. In the
now proposed mode, the manner in which the
instruction is admmistered will be found much
less perplexing;
aad, in the addition of the
practical use, the labour will find its natural
edulceratios,
the indrcation of the reward naturally attached to it.
*By the humble and sincere desire of rendering himself useful to mankind, by contribution
made to an association which has for its object
the giving extent, in every sense of the word,
to nseful instruction, the writer of these pages
finds, and that not without very serious and
unfeigned regret, that he has fallen mto a sort
of system which, at Edinburgh, anll. probably
in many other seats of learnmg, is deemed
heretical;
for true it is, that such is his fortune, and, in this respect, his misfortune, that
he belongs to that school to which, in 1793,
the late Dr Beddoes, in 1811, the present Mr
Professor Leslie, not to speak of Mr Locke,
* The remarks which follow bear the title, " All
true Mathematics is Physics; or, Beddoism defended against Edinburgh Rer'I£W for July 1812."
Dr Thomas Beddoes published, in 1793, "Obser'Vations on the na.ture of demonstrative Evidence."
in which he maintained (but by no means to the
laDle extent as the author) the physical origin of
mathematIcal conceptions.-Ed.
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have been found to belong.
To this same
school it was, moreover, his good or ill fortune
to belong, as from what is above stated may
be suspected, many years before the work of
Dr Beddoes, on this subject, was published, and
perhaps before that ingenious philosopher belonged, or had even been sent, to any school.
To him it is, not a matter of exultation but
of regret, not a. pleasureable reflection, but a
painful one, that if this his view of the matter
should be found correct and useful; if, by
means of institutional
books, composed upon
the purely-verbal-expression.maximizmg
prineiple, geometry, for example, should be found
to be learned at the same time, either more
easily or more thoroughly than in the present
mode, all the institutional
books at present
existing on this subject, would be found comparatively useless, and cease to be the subjects
of purchase.
That without regret, or even without displeasure, such a state of things should be
contemplated
by persons interested, either in
respect of pecuniary matters or III respect of
reputation, m the existmg stock of writers on
this subject, is not consistent with human
nature;
and if, m this instance, that line of
conduct should, on the part of persons so eircumstanced, be pursued, which, in all other
instances, has been pursued, the object of general research will be, by what means the reputation of the idea, and thence of him by
whom it was advanced, may most effectually
be depressed.
But if, by considerations
of this sort, men,
to whom it seemed that they had anything
new and useful to offer, had been induced to
suppress them, no improvement
would ever
have been made in any part of the field of art
and science.
And, in the present instance, a
circumstance
fortunate to the heretic is, that
in no case could the resentment of orthodoxy
fall lighter than in his.
Of this school, in as far as concerns Mathemanes, the principle or principles may thus
briefly be brought to view.
Otherwise than in so far as it is applicable
to physics, Matbematica
(except for amusement, as chess is useful) is neither useful nor
so much as true.
1. That, except as excepted,
it is not useful, is a proposition which, when
clearly understood, will be seen to be identical: a prcposmon dlSaflimung It would be a
self-contradictory
one. 2. 'I'hat it is not so
much as true, Will, it is believed, be found,
upon calm and careful reflection, to be little if
anything different from an identical, proposition ; a proposition contradicting it, little if anything different from a self-contradictory
one.
A proposition in Mathematics,
[Geometry
excepted] what is it t A proposition, in which
physical existences, i. e. bodies and portions of
space are considered in respect of their quantities, and nothing else.
A proposition in Geometry, what is it 1 A
proposition in which pbysical existences, aa
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above, are considered in respect of their figure,
and thereby in respect of their quantity, but
in no other respect.
A proposition, having for its subject the
geometrical figure called a sphere, is a proposition havmg for its subject all such bodies
as can WIth propriety be termed spherical
bodies, as likewise all such individual portions
of space, as can with propriety be termed
spherical spaces; and so in the case of a cone,
a. cube, and so forth.
In as far as any such individual portions of
matter and space are actually in existence,
the proposition is actually true.
In as far as
any such portions of matter or space may be
considered as likely to come into existence, or
as capable of coming into existence, It may be
considered as having a sort of potential truth,
which, as soon as any such portions of matter
or space come into existence, would be converted into actual truth.
In pomt of fact, no portion, either of matter
or space, such as agrees exactly with the description given by Mathematicians
of the sort
of figure called a sphere, ever has come into
existence,
(there seems reason to beheve.)
But, by this Circumstance, though in a strict
sense,-that
is, to the mere purpose of absolutely correct expressronc=-the
truth of all
propositions concerning the sort of figure called
a sphere is destroyed ; yet, in no degree is the
utility of any of them either destroyed, or so
much as lessened; m no degree is the truth
of them destroyed or lessened with reference
to any useful purpose, with reference to any
purpose, or in any sense, other than a perfectly
useless one.
A general proposition which has no individual object to which it is truly applicable, is
not a true one. It is no more a true proposition than an army which has no soldier In it
is a true army; a fagot which has no stick in
it, a true fagot.
A Mathematical
proposition which has no
individual portion of matter or space to which
it is truly applicable, IS a general proposition
which has no individual object to which it is
truly applicable.
Among the sorts of things which are the subjects of mathematical propositions, there is not
one which contains any individual objects which,
with strict truth, can be said to belong to it.
There are, however, many which, without
any error attended with any practical inconvenience, may be considered as belonging to it.
These then may, without practical disadvantage, and, at the same time, with great practical advantage, be considered as having individuals belonging to them; be considered, in
a word, as true.
Take any body-a.
billiard ball, for example-that
is intended to be spherical, assuredly
it is not exactly spherical.
Of all the geometrical proposinons which have the sphere for
their subject, there is not one of them that
is exactly true when applied to it ; but it is so
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near to the being spherical, that all these propositions may, without any material error, be
applied to it.
Among a number of billiard balls all perfectly capable of being applied to the use for which
they were designed, some will come nearer to
an exactly spherical figure than others.
The
nearer anyone comes to this figure, the nearer,
in that instance, will these several proposinons come to the being exactly true.
From the list of the apphcations, and thereby of the uses made of the several propositions
of pure mathematics,
the order of invention
will follow as a sort of corollary.
Amongst
other thmgs it may, on that occasion, be seen
how, In point of fact, mathematical
ideas-how all mathematical
ideas-have
their root
in physical ones-m
physical obaervatrons.
The actual applications thus made to practice,
-the
indicauons thus afforded, WIll be pregnant with immediate practical uses.
The
general observations deduced as above, in the
way of mference, from those observations of
detail, WIll be but matter of curiosity and
theory.
Curious as it may be it WIll not be
very ea 'y to find the class of per=one to
whom It WIll be acceptable.
To the nonmathematrcian It will be neither verv interesting nor comprehensible.
To the mathematician It will not be very acceptable.
That,
before any such surface as a circular one had
any existence, all Its radii were equal, is, in
his creed, as in l\lontesquieu's, a fundamental
article.
That fluxions and equations should
have had their origin In so impure a source as
matter, is, to an ardent-minded mathematician,
an Idea no more to be endured than, by certain rehgionists it is, that moral evil should
have no other source than physical; or, by
the sentimental poet, the sentimental orator,
or the hypocritical politician, It is that sympathy (whether for the mdividual or the particular class of the community-political
body
he belongs to, the nation at large, or the human
race) should have so unhonoured a parent, or
so despicable an antagonist,
as self-regard,
either in his own pnre bosom, or that of any
of his friends.
In the construction of the sort of Genealogical Tables here brought to View, the difference
between the order of invention and the order
of demonstration, must not be out of new.
Ii
is by observation made of the practical applications of which the several proposinons have
been found susceptible, that the order of invention in as far as it is capable of being
determined, will be determmed ; and, for the
benefit of posterity, the secrets of inventive
genius brought to light.
The path of genius
m the intellectual world has been like that of
a comet in the physical world.
To the eye of
the ordinary observer few marks by which it
can be discovered are visible.
In the spreading of this veil, love of ease concurs with love
of fame, or what, in dyslogistic language,(language, with the addition of disapproba.tion
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attached to the practic e)--is the same thing,
pride and vanity concur with indolence. In
these circumstances may, perhaps, be found
the causes of that obscurity in which, from
Euclid, through Newton, down to the present
time, the works of mathematicians have been
so generally involved. To display to the
wondering, and not unenvious, eyes of the
adept, inventions and discoveries of a man's
own, in all their freshness, is an operation, not
only more pleasant, but less tedious than that
of endeavouring to facilitate, to the vulgar
mind, the conception of discoveries that,
whether they were or were not his, are already become stale. As III the order of time,
so III the order of dignity and reputation, communieation is preceded by invention. But, to
communicate in the promptest, easiest, and
most effectual manner, what has already been
invented and discovered, is itself the work of
inventive genius and the matter of an art ;-it
is a branch of logic, that commanding art, of
which invention, to whatever subject applied,
constitutes one branch, and no more than one.
III. Genealogical-Table employing,
floptic-Filiation indicating principle.

·viz. Of the

or Sy-

sort of relation of which the propositions in Geometry are susceptible, in
respect of nse.
Immediate or preparatory; to one or other,
or both, of these denominations, will be referable the use of any proposition in mathematics that has any use.
In as far as in either way, it has a use, how
to point out, and, in the most satisfactory, not
to say the only satisfactory, way, afford a demonstration of that use, was shown under the
last head.
In as far as the use is not only preparatory
but mathematical,-and,
between any two
propositions, of the last of which the use is
ultimate, while, of the first of them, the use is,
with reference to the last, preparatory, others,
connected with one another in a series or chain,
are interposed, each bemg in hke manner preparatory With reference to that which stands
next to it,-a chain or tree of this sort (or
whatever be the sensible image employed for
elucidation} will bear some resemblance to
the chains or trees of which a genealogical
table is composed.
The business is nothing more than to propose for consideration the composinon of a
table, or set of tables, in and by which these
several relations may &11of them stand exhibited at one view.
Of this sort of matter, what quantity will
be capable of being, in a. commodious"manner,
brought together, 80 as to be presented in one
view, remains to be determined by experiment.
Something will depend on the application
which may be found capable of being made with
advantage of the principle next mentioned.
For the giving eonnexion to these several

elementary units, use-practical
use, in its
several modifications, as above explained, will
show itself the strongest possible cementing
principle. A rope of sand is the emblem of a.
cluster of propositions, for none of which, be it
ever so copious, use in any shape is discernible.
How to comtruct

a Geometrical

Genealogical-

Filiation Table.
Of this sort of Table, the one essential
property is-that the more advanced the proposition is, and thence the greater the number
by which it is expressed, the greater the number of the propositions on which the demonstration of it may depend.
Thus, in the case of proposition the first, no
proposition on which it has any dependence
can have existence. Definitions and axioms
are the only materials of which the foundation of it can be composed. In the case of
proposition second,there exists one proposition,
but no more than one, on which, besides definitions and axioms, it is possible for it to
have dependence. In the case of proposition
third, there may be two such supports, and so
on throughout.
The Ingher the proposition in question stands
ill. the geometrical scale thus described, the
more numerous the hst or string is capable of
being, the list or string of propositions on
which it depends.
In any tabular or synoptic exhibition, the
demonstrative part, or the corresponding diagram of the proposition in question, being
included m a graphical compartment of correspondent bulk and convenient form, a circle,
an oval, a square, or a long square, for example ;-11. Circle, an oval, or a pear-shaped
figure, may be considered as the body of the
sort of plaything by means of which Franklin
drew thunder from the sky, called a kite; of
this kite, the string of numbers which, one
below another, give indication of the several
sources or foundation-stones of the proposition,
as above, naturally may be so disposed as to
represent the tail of this kite.
The higher the place of the proposition is in
this scale offiliation (the word descent cannot,
without a sort of verbal contradiction, be employed,) the longer will naturally be this tail. If,
therefore, III this Table, the propositions are
ranged in horizoutal rows, one above another,
according to theirplaces in the scale, the higher
the proposition or kite stands, the greater is
the quantity of room which, in a vertical
direction will naturally be reqnisite to give
lodgment to its tail.
In a tail of this sort, over and above the
series of propositions, the axioms and definitions will require to be designated. For the
desiguation of the propositions, convenience
will require the employing of the Arabic numerals. If then, for the designation of the
axioms, Roman numerals in an upright form
be employed, and, for the designation of the
definitions, the same numerals in a. leaning
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form,-npon
this plan the function of design&tion will be performed in the most simple, and,
at the 8&II1etime, on the most familiar plan.
An explanation of the purpose to which
these nnmerals are respectively apphed, might
constitute p'\rt of the contents of a border,
With which a Table of this sort might and
should be garnished.
As to the postulates, being but three in
number, and these of perpetual recurrence, it
seems questionable whether, after the first use,
any repetition need be made of them; and
thence, whether any particular numerals, or
other instruments of designation for them need
be provided.
For the composition of the border other ingredients are-a
list of the definitions and
another of the axioms employed in the demonstration of the several propositions included in the Table.
In the case of the definitions and the axioms,
what seems to render this concomitant ezhibinon necessary (but not to the exclusion of
the propositions) IS, that in the case of the deflninons and the axioms, there exist no such
means of elucidation as have place in the case
of the propositions, VIZ. by means of the reeiprocal exercises afforded by the purely verbal
mode of designanon, in the one case, and the
purely diagrammatical in the other.
In some mstances the same proposition will
be susceptible of demonstration, from two or
more different sources.
Wheresoever this
multiphcity has place, the kite will have the
corresponding number 'of tails.
As to the border, the stnng of axioms will
be comparatively a short one: a dozen, or some
such matter.
For the whole number of pro-I
positions contained in the geometncal scale,
be it ever so ample, this small number Will
suffice.
Much longer will be the number of deflnitions. At every considerable step it will necessanly receive increase.
The same border nught and should be inserted lD both of the two corresponding Fillation Tables, VIZ. the 'rerbally expressed. and the
dw.qramlnaticall y expressed one.
The degree of closeness as between propositron and proposrnon in the several rows,
consequently the number capable of being inserted with convenience in each row, and the
meqnahties, if any, in the distances between
proposition and proposition in each row, i. e.
between kite and kite, (tailor tails included,)
will depend upon the room, if any, necessary
to be left In each inferior row for the tails belonging to the several kites, ranged in the
several superior rows. For the construction
of such a Table, the most convenient course,
it IS believed, that could be taken. would behaving settled the scale of magnitude, as determined i. e. by the size of the type, form
the several kites separately, and then having
ready a sheet of paper of the proposed size
a.nd dimensions, attach them to it m order:
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the mark of attachment temporary till everything is finally settled.
In respect of its contents, a Table of this
sort, shall it be confined to the propositiona
contained in Euclid's Elements !--to the propoeinons contained in Euclid's works at large'
-to the propositions contained in the sum of
the works of the Grecian geometers !--or shall
it, as far as it goes, comprise all such geometncal propositions, as m any way present themselves as susceptible of practical use I To all
these questions, surely the last suggests the
only natural answer, viz. that whieh is imphcitly contained m the last of them.
By a very simple expedient in the verbally
expressed Table, a distinction might be made,
by a particular type, between those of modem
and those of ancient date.
In the elementary
branch, in which no curve but the circle is
introduced, let Euclid's propositions, for example, as constituting the main part of the
I work, be in the ordinary Roman type: propositrons found in the works of other ancients
might be either in the same Roman type with
Euchd's, or in another Roman type of different, suppose of inferior size : if the type could
not convemently be dmnnished, the black letter
might answer the purpose.
Another part of the above-mentioned border
might be composed of references to the original
I works, in which the several propositions, deI noted by the number by which they are designated in the Table, have been found.
In this case, as in every other, the application made of the exercises, With the placecapturing principle for their support," will be
determmed by the nature of the particular
object to be accomplished.
Having for his
guides a corresponding pair of Tables, viz. one
containing the propositions (the enunciative
parts) verbally expressed; the other With the
same diagrammatically
expressed; both of
them without any of the references by which
the filiation IS indicated, the exercise is performed either by the mempore pronunciation,
or by the mtmpore writmg, of the references.
Briefly thus: given the kita, required the tam.
By a system of exercitation thus conducted,
the cbject to the attainment of which the process of demonstration
m form is directed,
would, it is believed, be not only attained,
but attained in a. much more perfect degree.
By the form of demonstratron, what is brought
to view is the connexion between that individual proposrtion, and those on which it depends more immediately-tha.t
and nothing
more. But by this system of genealogy. what
is brought to view is the connexion between
each such proposition and every other.
In
the one case, you have first one part by itself,
then another part by itself, and so on; in the
other case, all the parts are knit together into
one connected whole.
At the outset, at any rate, an enunciative
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• I'ide "pra, p. 48.
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put, the preparatory part, and the demonstrative part, being distinguished as above, in the
demonstrative
the forms of demonstration
might and should be strictly observed ; in the
preparative as well as the demonstrative part,
each distinguishable
step being carefully distinguished from every other, and for that purpose formed into a drstinct paragraph.
But,
the mode of reasoning being once thoroughly
understood,
sooner or later the former, by
which so much room is occupied, might, it is
supposed, without prejudice to intellection, be
discarded.
Scarcely in the compass of a single Table
thus constructed, could any very considerable
part of the field of geometry be exhibited.
A
number of such Tables, standing in succession,
would be found requisite, auy two or more of
which might, upon occasion, by so simple an
operation as juxtaposition,
be made into one. *

IV. Special-nsible-sign-employment-maxilllizing- Purel y-diaqrammatic-e:rpression
occacasionaUy-employingVerbal-e.cpression
lionally-dilcarding
principle.

Whatsoever
may be the special signs in
question, in the acquisition of the faculty or
making use of them, whatsoever labour reo
quires to be employed, is so much extra. labour
added to that which has been expended in
the acquisition of the faculty of employing the
ordinary signs.
In as far as any use is made of special
signs, here there is an account of profit and
loss: or say rather of loss and profit: cost,
the labour necessarily expended in acquiring
the faculty of making use of these signs:
profit, the advantage, whatever it be, denved
from the application made of these signs, in
lieu of, or III addition to, the ordinary signs,
to the purpose in question.
First in order of
consideration comes the article of profit, that
being the final cause, but for which the expenditure would not be made.
Profit derivable from the employing of special
signs: or uses of special signs in Mathematics.

DC-

I. Exemplification, viz. employiug individual
signs, or assemblages of signs, to serve as exSpecial sign, special in contradistinction
to amples of the general propositions which comordinary: special in contradistinction
to the pose the matter of mathematical
language,
ordinary signs of which language is composed.
and, by that means, the more clearly and
.A rbitrary, in contradistinction to imitatiu,
promptly to convey the general ideas of winch
are, moreover, the signs to be understood to they are intended to be the expression.
be in both cases.
In as far, however, as it is to this use, and
By any of these special and arbitrary signs, no other, that the assemblage of special signs
imitation being out of the question, nothing
in questron is applied, the epithet of unanalocan be intended to be expressed, which IS not gous does not belong to them.
On the concapable of being expressed by the ordinary
trary, they are imitative.
Thus, geometrical
signs; to the expression of which the signs of diagrams are a species of drawing: and as, in
which ordinary language IS composed, are not the case of a square table, the draught of the
capable of being applied.
whole table, III proportion or otherwise, is an
But in this case, as in every other, the imitation of the whole table, so the diagram
labour necessary to the faculty of making '15e of a square is an imrtation of the principal
of the ordinary signs of which language is part of it.
composed, has already been undergone, and
II. To the head of Abbreeiation, or say «,11the faculty acquired.
densation, will be found referable whatsoever
useful effect is producible by this means.
* In the six first Books ~f Euclid's Eleme'?ts,
Ordinary language is the sort of vehicle,
being.ail that relate to plane figures to ~lle exclusion and the only sort of vehicle, which is in posof solids, the sum of the propositions IS 231. This session of the employment of conveying ideas
number m~ght, per~ps, not be too great to be COD- to the mind.
In as far as anv other sign, or
vemently Included In one Table.
f .
h
. thi
-I
t'
In one 01 the latest, and It ISsupposed, upon the set 0 SI~S, S ares I~ IS emp oymen ,-Ill as
whole, most instructive of the books professing to \ f~r as thIS fun~t1on I~ p~rformed by any speexhibit the elements of Geometry, one book has for
set of SlgnS,-I.t
IS ~n\y through th~
its trtle, "The Comparison of Solids." In this medium of those ordinary ergns : those ordibook, the number of propositions IS twenty-one.
nary signs, not the ideas themselves w~lIch
Besides their respective mathematical and l'reparn- they are employed to denote, are the objects
tory uses, many of these have their physical and immediately
presented to the mind by any
immediate uses. Witness cylinders and spheres, fresh special signs.
and thereby and therein rmlk measures, ale me~Unless they present spoken words, i. f. the
sures, and oranges. Of these twenty-one, .no one IS sounds in question in a shorter compass than
tobefoundmt?e~lementaryworkaofEuchd:
every tl
shortest in which they can with an
one, perhaps, IS ID some way or other, descended
Ie
.
'
d
from its contents. Might not here be another occa- eqnal degree of c~nsplcuousness, be presente
sion for marking the filiation of the branches con- by.the ordinary SI~S or characters of whlc~
tained ID this useful supplomentcand thereby afford- wntten language IS composed, the e~ect, If
ing indreation and demonstration of the utihtyof
any, of special signs, must necessarily
be
tile venerable anginal?
to retard, not to accelerate, eonception ; for,
first, they have to bring to view the ordinary
signs, and, when they have 80 done, then it ia
.. The fir~ six Dooks.-Ed.
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that they

in respect of promptitude, upon
• par, and no more than upon a par, with
those ordinary signs.
As to the first named of these uses, what is
certain is, that, for a length of time, more or
less considerable, it cannot take place, or so
much as begin to take place. Every new sign
of this kind is part and parcel of a new language: and of no new language can any part
or parcel be ever learned, without a proportionable expense in the article of time. All
tlus is 80 much loss. When once the portion
in question of the new language has been
learned, i. e. when between the thing meant
to be signified and the new sigu an association
has been sufficiently formed, then, and not till
then, if there be a profit, comes the profit. *
In the instance of each such sign, taken by
itself, if between the thing signified and the
sign there be any analogy, the closer the analogy the less will be the cent· the more frequently the occasion occurs for putting the
sign to use, the greater will be the profit.
Thence, taking the whole number of the
signs together, the aggregate number of the
occasions in which they can be employed being
given, the profit will be the greater tho! less
the number of the signs.
In algebra, in contradistinction to, and
almost to the exclusion of, geometry, has the
employment thus given to this principle been
most copious. Of the signs of which this Iangua.ge is composed, the number even absolutely taken IS very small. The number of
the occasions on which they are employed,
being, even in a work of a very moderate
scope, immense, relatively taken, its smallness
is still more conspicuous.
It is, however, to the second head, to speak
Bhortly in the way of abridgment, that, in
algebra, any part of the advantages derived,
from the use therein made of peculiar SignS,
can be referred. The effect produced by them
is neither more nor less than the presenting,
in a smaller compass, the same ideas as those
which are produced by the corresponding portion of ordinary language. By the cross employed to signify addition, the effect is neither
more nor less than that which would be produced by the word, addition, together with
sneh other words as may be necessary to compi"*"'"the sentence---the grammatical or Iogical
propusition, for which this one Simple Sign is
capable of being employed, and is commonly
made to serve as a substitute.
Of this sort of calculation, the importance,
&8 well as the na.ture, may be not uninstructively illustrated by an instance in which, by
a scientific person of no mea.n note, mgenuity,
labour, time, and expense, (typographic expense,) in no small quantity, were actually
thrown away. On the publicanon of the then
&1'8,

• Except by means of the abbreviativeand CODeentra.tlve,it cannot faelhtate conceptionmore than
ordlll&1"J
language, of which it is the Ilgn, does.
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new system of chemistry, which bea.rsthe nama
of Lavoisier, the business was divided among
three hands. The contrivance of a new Bet of
characters, termed chemical charade,." adapted
to the new theory, being at that time regarded
as coastrtuting the subject of a.necessary pari
of tha.t business, was announced as ha.ving
fallen exclusively to the lot of one of these
three hands. Smce that time, so different in
many parts, as well as so much more extensive
is the culture received by the field of chemistry, that even had the principle of the contnvance been good, the apphcation given to ii
could no longer have continued useful, without having undergone, in every shape, such
alteration as would have rendered It hardly
recognisable. But it was ba.d in principle.
The new signs were characters or signs to
which every imaginable exertion was made to
give what analogy could be given to them to
the things signified. But had these exernons
been even much more successful than they
were, these special and newly published characters would never have presented to the mind,
especially to the mind of a. learner, the ideas of
the respective chemical substances, with the
same perfection, much less With the like certainty, as that WIthwhich they come presented
by the correspondmg set of names, as expressed
by those already and commonly adopted general characters, of which ordinary written
language is composed.
In the way of facility afforded to conception, whatsover effect they were productive of
was wholly on the side of disadvantage.
In respect of abbreviation or condensation,
it was not productive of any advantage. For
giving lodgment to each one of these signs, a
receptacle of the same form for each was, as
in the case of a Genealogical Table, it is believed, or, at any rate, for illustration, ma.y be
conceived to have been, provided. But WIthin
every such receptacle, the name of the substance in question, expressed in ordinary letter-press, might have been included, and in
such form and size as to be altogether; as conspicuous, as readily apprehensible, as the new
sign, for the giving lodgment to which it was
employed.
Of the notion of this mode of expression,
what was the source t Imitation: imitation,
WIthout sufficient thought.
In the infancy of chemistry, when as yet
she was little better than a slave to the impostor alchemy, a set of special signs were
employed, for the designation of such of the
metals as were then known; together with
some others of the simple, or supposed simple,
substances then known, or supposed to be
known. But the design, in pursuance of which
these characters were framed, was of a.mixed
character, made up of the opposite ingredients
divulgation and coucealment ; and entertained
by minds in which, III sha.rers of power, perpetually varymg and perpetually unascertainable, credulity and imposture maintained a
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conjunct sway.
By an e1fort of economy, as
whimsical as it was elaborate, the same set of
seven signs served for a set of chemical substances, namely, metals, and the same number
of heavenly bodies at the same time; that the
use might be the more profound, and the
adepts, including or not including the inventor
himself, the more effectually deluded.
.
At the same time that, by the pair of selfteaching learners, application, as above, * was
made of the purely verbal expression maximizing principle, by the same persons was application made of the principle which there
corresponds to and contrasts with it, viz. this
same verbal expression occasionally discarding
principle, or purely diagrammatical
expression
employmg principle.
What the signs had for their immediate
purpose, was to convey to the mind, by these
means alone, without the use of words, a conception, in the first place, of the enunciatrve
part of the proposition;
in the next place, of
the several operations which, in the preparatory part, were required to be performed;
and, lastly, of the several assertions contained
in so many distinct steps of the demonstrative
part.
'What, in relation to this head, is recollected of them, is as follows :-1. The SIgns
employed were, or at least were endeavoured
to be, made analogous, i. e. naturally expressive. If, for example, on the occasion of the
first step in the preparatory part-on
the occasion of the first operation required by it to be
performed,-a
lme of a certain description was,
at a certain part of the figure, exhibited in
conformity to the enunciative part, or representation of the subject of it, required to be
drawn,-m
this ease, immediately
after this
original figure or diagram, came another, in
which it was copied, with the addinon of the
thus prescribed lme, and so on for every fresh
step a fresh figure.
So, again, when, on the occasion of the demonstrative part, expression came to be given
to the first step, a set of marks, of which a
small number was fouud sufficient, were employed for distinguishmg those parts, whether
lines or angles, which were the subjects of
that part of the demonstration, from the succeeding ones; and so on, as above.
Another condition necessary to usefulness
is that, taken together, the collection of signs
employed should not be too bulky for use,should not occupy so great a quantity of space
as not to be capable, in a number sufficient for
instruction, of being brought together into one
table.
Neither was this condition, it is believed,
altogether unfulfilled.
In the ordmary mode
of designation, a CIrcumstance which necessitates the allottmg
to each figure a larger
space than would otherwise be necessary, is
the a1fordmg room enough for the letters of
it

VIde p. 15.'1.

reference:
these letters large enough to be
clearly distinguishable,
and 60 placed as thai
no doubt should exist in regard to the part
which, in each instance, they were employed
to designate.
But in the proposed plan, these
arbitrary
and naturally
inexpressive
marks
would have no place.
In Borne such way wonld the matter stand
in regard to the several propositions separately
taken.
In regard to the Genealogical Tables abovementioned.
On this occasion, each proposinon, taken by itself, being supposed to be
already understood, having, by the means already mentioned, been rendered intelligible,
in a Table of this sort, all that could require
to be exhibited, would be the diagrams or
figures representative
of the enunciatiu parts
of the several proposinons.
For showing, in
relation to each subsequent proposition, what
were the precedmg propositions on which it is
grounded, and which in the demonstrative part
were accordmgly referred to, nothing more
would be necessary than a eypher, or cyphers,
expressive of the numbers by which, m the
same Table, those propositions stand respectively desiguated.
The diagrams expressive
of the several propositions being included in
similar
compartments,
circular suppose or
quadrangular,
and those compartments ranged
in lines descendmg from the top to the bottom
of the Table, an equal number on each line,
the eye would thus be conducted to them with
instantaneous
rapidity.
For this purpose, the
order of the numbers should, from first to last,
in the whole series of the proposrnons, be the
order of the names upon the Table.
Whether
in each proposition (the order of the propositions being the same as in EuclId,) to the
number expressive of its place in the series,
should or should not be added the two sets of
numbers expressive of the book to which it
belonged m Euclid, and the place of it in that
book, experiment would soon determine.
In the case when the same proposition is
capable of being demonstrated
from anyone
of several set" of antecedent propositions, sets
of cyphers, expressive of them, might be inserted:
each set being distmguished
from
every other by the word or, or by a simple
line of separation.
In respect of promptitude
of conception,
could any additional facility be afforded by a
set of lines drawn issuing from the succeeding
proposition, to the several antecedent ones, by
means of which It has been or might be demonstrated 1 The negative seems most probable:
confusion rather than elucidation presenting
itself as the most probable result of a tissue
or piece of network, thus irregular and thus
complicated.
To the propositions that are in Euclid, shall
not all such others be added, by which equally
useful instrucnon,
relative to the same class
of figures, promises to be afforded, and this,
• too, in the same Table t Yes, unless prop ..
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ga.tion of superstitious and delusive errors neating it as expressed in the purely diagrambe preferred to propagation of useful know- ma.tiemode.
ledge. But in the character of a certificate
of acknowledgedtruth, the authority of Euclid V. K ey-pruenting, or qJecial comrimnce-indlbeiJlg naturally more extensively received
eating principle.
than any other, propositionsderived from other
Key, viz. to the expedient by which the desources might be distinguished from those of monstration is effected,and by which, accordEuclid by some mark common to them all, ingly, in many Instances,the entire proposition,
and immediately discernible; suppose,for ex- whether theoremor problemwasfirstsuggested.
ample, by different colours, (or what would be
This principle will be found applicable lIB
much lesa expensive,) by being included in well to Algebra as to Geometry.
eomewhat smaller compartments.
Of the sort of intellectual mstrument here
Tha.t, in the instance of the pair of self- in view, as applied to Geometry, the Appenteachers above-mentioned,after a few general dix presents two specnnens ; one applied to
hints received from their distantly situated Euclid's first proposrtion,which is a problem,
adviser, the carrying into effect these little the other to his fifth proposition,which is a.
devices was a matter of no small instrucnon theorem. In both instances, this part, termed
as well as amusement,is perfectly remembered. the key, forms the second of the four points
That, in the instance of other learners, by exemplified in these two propositions,as exwhom no part in the pleasure of invention pressed upon the purely verbal expressionwould be shared, any real profit, either In the maximizing principle."
way of amusement or of instruction, would be
Of the use of tJus sort of instrument, the
reaped, does not absolutely follow.
effect, it is believed, will be found to be the
One consideration, however, does present letting the learner Into the secret, as it were,
itself as promising to turn the scale in favour of the invention; by showing him what, on
of the affirmattve side. ThIS is the apphca- the occasionof the Invention passed in the inbility of the two correspondent and opposite venter's mind.
modes of expression to the purpose of affordIn these two instances each individual proing a test of Intellection, and such a test as I position has its own key ; the key wJuch
admits of the apphcation of the place-cap- belongs to the one, will not be found to apply
turing priuciple.-(Table II., No. 10.) The exactly to the other.
correspondent exercises will consist of two
But should all the propositionsdelivered by
correspondent and opposite translations: one Euclid, together WIth such others as It might
the recitative, the other the organic exercise. be found practicable and useful to add to them,
In the case of a proposrtion taken by Itself, , come to have been exhibited upon this same
the scholar having before him the process ex- proposed principle, some circumstances compressed in the purely diagrammatic mode, i :non to a number of them, WIll probably be
repeats, by the help of it, the same process iu i brought to VIew,by means of wJuch they will
its several steps, as expressed in the purely I be found distmguisbable,with advantage, into
verbal mode. In this way is performed one , so many classes: and, in that case, what will
of the two (the simple recitatire) exercises. probably be found is, that in addition to, or in
At another time, having hefore him the pro- heu of, the keys belonging to the individual
cess expressed in the purely verbal mode, he propositions, a key Willbe found applicable to
delineates on the spot the same process as ex- the whole class. Out of these classes may,
pressed in the purely diagrammatic mode. In perhaps, be found compoundable other more
this way is performed the Organic Exercise. extensive classes-say, perhaps, of the second
In a SImilar manner might the correspond- order ;-each suchclass WithIts key,as before.
ing pair of reciprocal translation exercises be
Of the sort of Instrument of elucidation, for
grounded on a pair of Genealogical Geometri- the designation of which the word key is here
cal Tables.
ventured to be employed, happily for the
Suppose one of these Tables expressed in science and the learners, examples, even now,
the purely verbal, the other in the purely are not altogether wanting in the works of
diagrammatic, mode. In this case the same MathematIcians; and, as far as concerns the
correspondent exercises might be performed, purpose of instructron at least, howsoeverit
as have been just described.
may be in regard to further discoveryand adAnother exercise might have either of these vancement, it WIllscarcely be demed that the
Tables for its ground. The figures of refer- greater the number of these keys, supposing
ence (arithmetical numbers) by which the them equally well constructed, that the wprk
genealogy of the proposition is, in each in- affords, the better adapted it IS to the purpose.
stance, expressed, being suppressed or conOne example which, of itself, ISworth a
cealed for the occasion,the exercise consists multitude, ISaffordedby Montucla, in his Hisin the giving an indication of that analogy, toire des Mathematiques, tom i., lib. iii., note
viz. either by the mere naming or writing of I B., pp. 197-201.
the numbers, by the pronouncing or writing
the lines or purport of the proposition as ex• This, like the other exemplifications&lready
pressed in the purely verbal mode, or by deli- alludedto,hasnotbeenfoundamongtheMSS.-Ed".
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In it the severa.lpeculiar fignres, three in that between the meansand the end : the mode
number, capable of being produced by the cut- of expressionthe means; the resolution ofprobting of a. cone, (or rather a. pair of cones.) are lems the end.
brought together, are confronted with each
As to the mode of designation, the object
other, and their principal characteristic pro- which it has in view, the advantage which in
perties, viz. those in which they agree with, comparisonwith commonarithmetic it affords,
and those in which they differfrom, each other, maybeexpressed in a word,abbre..nation; room,
are placed together in one view,-all in the labour, and time, all these precious objects are
compassof no more than four, though it must saved by it. It is a particular speciesof .1wrtbe acknowledged,closelyprinted quarto pages. hand, differing only from the sort commonly
A circumstance which renders this example designated by that name in two particulars.
the better adapted to the present purpose is, J. In its application it is confinedto that sort
that, on this occasion,nothing more is given of discourse which has quantity for its subject.
than the enunciative parts of the several pro- 2. Within its field of action the degree of
positions, preceded by such defimtions, no power which it exercises is much greater than
more than six in number, as were Judged any that is exercised by ordinary short-hand.
necessary. Total number of propositions, ac- All that short-hand does,is the employing,for
cording to the numerical figures,no more than the giving expression to each word, strokes in
21 ; though, if it be considered that, III most less number, or more easily and quickly deof them, the three species of conic sections in scribed, than those which are employed in
question are comprised,that number may, in ordinary hand. The mode pursued III writing
that respect, be required to be.nearly tripled. before the invention of printing, and in printIn this explanation, use, it is true, as could ing itself for sometime afterwards,-in aword,
not but be expected, is made of diagramil, for the system of contractions was a. species of
reference to which alphabetical letters are in short-hand.
the usual way employed: consequently,neither
Multifarious as well as great are the savings
the purely diagrammatic mode in any part, nor made by the mode of notation employed in
the purely verbal mode of expression, except algebra. As far as it goes, the following ma.y
here or there are or can be employed. But to serve as a specimen.
no inconsiderableextent uponthe whole,some1. In the room of a number of single words,
times for five or six hnes together, the purely being those of most frequent occurrence, such
verbal mode is employed.
as those of addition, subtraction,&c.,it employs
Taken together, therefore, in the hands of so many marks in a great degree more simple.
a liberal minded and unprejudiced institu-I
2. Of an assemblageof figures, i. e.the comtionahst, out of these four pages, upon the , mon Arabic characters expressive of the names
plan here proposed, might be made an admir- of numbers,-characters which of themselves
able and most instructive set of exercises, for constitute a species of short-hand.e-of an asthe geometrical section of the proposed Chres- semblage of this sort, however long and comtomathic School.
phcated, it performs the office, by a single
Few, perhaps, if any institutional books are letter of the alphabet.
in use, in which keys of this sort, in greater
3. Where the assemblage of these abridgor less abundance, may not be found. In par- ments of abridgments present themselves as
ticular, wherever anything is seen III form of susceptible of ulterior abridgment, of a line of
a note, search may be made for an implement any length composed of letters, with or withof tlns lund, with considerable probability of out figures, it performs the office,it expresses
success.
the import, by means of a smgle letter; and
To the natural aridity of the subject, more so toties quoties.
or less of humectation may be expected to be
From this function of algebra, the other, the
afforded from the springs of criticism,
pificient it may be termed, which consists in
Neither In the case of Algebra (as above an- the solution of problems, in the performance
nouncedWillthis same prmciple, It is believed, of tasks proposed, in the rendering of services
be found inapplicable.
requested or demanded, is, as has been shown
In the branch of mathematics called Alge- above, altogether different. To the last menbra,-viz. in such problems and such only as honed the former bears the relation of a means
have no direct relation to figure-in which to an end.
figure is not as such taken into the account;
By means of the relation which ,it bears to
two sorts of operations, in themselvesperfectly some quantity or quantities already known, to
distinct, may be distinguished: viz. the mode make known some quantity which as yet is
of designation or expression, and the con- unknown,-tothisone problem maybe referred
trivance or species of investigation employed all problems whatsoever,to which the name of
in the resolution of problems: the system of algebraical can be applied.
abbreviation, and the system of contrivance
For the accomplishment of this purpose on
for the purpose of performing the several par- different occasions,different contrivances, over
ticular operations,for the facilitation of which and above those which consist in nothing more
the same system of abbreviation is throughout than an abbreviated mode of expression, have
employed. Between-these two the relation is suggested themselves to persons conver88ollt
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with this a.rt. In no msta.nce, perhaps, certain11 not in every instance, to the giving expression to these contrivances, are the modes of
abridgment employed in algebra considered as
a speoies ef short-haad indispensably necessary.
As yet not even in algebraical, that abbrenated and technical language, has any mathematician, it is believed, unfolded, or so much
as endeavoured to unfold, for the boy, what
may accordingly still be called the secrets of
his art.
Not even in abbreviated and technical Ianguage do we possess any such key constructed
out of unabbreviated and ordinary language.
As to the abbreviative principle, algebra is
Dot the only branch of the mathematics in
which the abbreviative system or method is
applicable with advantage.
Though not m
its whole extent, nor to anything near its
whole extent, it is to a part of that extent applicable, and with like, if not altogether equal
advantage to geometry.
In Payne's Geometry, not to look for others, apphcation is accordingly made of it, and with very considerable advantage.
If abbre",iati<m were the only use of the
function here drsnnguished by the appellation
of abbreviative, it would follow that in the
performance of the essential function everything which at present is not only customarily
but exclusively expressed by the exercise of
the abbreviative function is capable of being
expressed WIthout it,-may
be expressed in a
word in ordinary language.
To any such purpose as the practice of the art, what IS plain
enongh is, that by no such substitution could
any advantage be gained; on the contrary, it
would by the amount of the whole of its effect
be disadva.ntageous.
Instruction is the only
purpose to which it could be made serviceable;
but that to this purpose It might be rendered
eminently, in a very high degree, serviceable,
seems sufficiently evident.
In tlns case the same substitntion of signs
immediately expressive of general ideas, to
signs immedia.tely expressive of none but individual ones, would be the result, as has been
already shown to be the result in the case of
geometry; and in respect of intellection, and
command of the subject, that result would be
attended with the same advantages.
In this case the whole method of the art
might be explained and taught,-the
whole
secrets of the art laid open, to an intelligent
mind, without its being subjected to any part
of that hard labour which must so unavoidably be bestowed upon the subject, before the
signs and modes of proceeding, by means of
Which the abbreviation is performed, have been
learned.
But supposing this done, the number of perSODS more or less acquainted
with the prineipIes of this art might be increased,-increased
by the whole number of those who at present
are repelled from it, by the formidable apparatu8 of magical oharacters now employed, by
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means of which the abbreviative function of it
is performed. And when the principle of each
distinguishable contrivance was held up to
view in ordinary language, each principle
characterized
and fixed by an appropriate
name, with a definition annexed, even the
adepts themselves might, in the clearness and
expressive generality of the language, find fa.cilities according to the nature of the case,
either for the invention of new contnvances,
or for showing if such were the case, and &8
soon as it came to be the case, that the nature
of the case admitted not of any others.
An observation which, it is believed, will be
found general among mathematicians, is, that
by the use of different inventious, contrivances,
and expedients, from the number of years
which even in the ease of an amateur of this
branch of art and SCIence, would be necessary
to carry him over the whole field of it, several
years have been struck off, pnncipally by the
ingenuity of the French mathematicians. These
apphcations of inventive genius, what then are
they t To this question-and
the whole field
of the science cannot present a more important
one--an answer might, If what is said above
be correct, be given in ordinary language.
In tho case of Algebra, (Fluxions mcluded.)
elucidation, if so it may be termed, though the
same in respect of its end, WIll, in respect of
the description of the means requisite to be
taken for the accomplishment of that end, be
somewhat different from what it has been seen
to be in the case of Geometry.
In the case of Geometry, the enunciative
parts of the proposition excepted, nor even
they throughout the whole of the field-the
language is particular, bemg, by the want of
general terms, confined, in respect of the subject, to the individual figures and parts of
figures exhibited by the mdividual diagrams,
and designated-not
by any indication given
of their intrinsic and permanent relations one
to another, bnt--by the arbitrary and unexplanatory denomination given to them by means
of so many combinations of the letters of the
alphabet.
In this case, one great instrument
of elucidation, therefore, consists in the substitution of terms expressive of general ideas,
being those of so many sorts of relation, to
denominations thus individual and unexpressive. But in the case of Algebra, the terms
employed, abbreviated, and, to those to whom
the nse of them is not familiar, obscure and
perplexing, are as general as It would be in
the power of wotds--of words at length and
unabbreviated, to make them. For generalizing designation, in the character of a new
and as yet unknown instrument of elucidation,
no room is left in Algebra.
But though of the application of the purely
verbal expression employing principle the
effect is not in Algebra, to add in any respect
to the generality of the language, that, even
in Algebra, it is capable of being made to act,
and with very considerable effect, in the char-
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acter of an instrument of elucidation, seems
scarcely to admit of doubt.*
It consists in simply forbearing to employ
the algebraic formulas or forms, while those explanations are going on, by which the rationale
of the art and science is brought to view.
In the algebraic branch of mathematics, in
idea at least, two sorts of operations, as above
pointed out, may be distmguished-the abbreviative or condensative, and the effective or
efficient. The abbreviative are but a species of
short-hand: they perform, on the occasion of
discourse applied to this particular subject,
though with a degree of efficiencyincomparaably superior, the sort of function which the
characters of which short-hand is composed, m
relation to discourse at large, perform. In as
far as this is the case, it follows that, in the exercise of this art, every particular contrivance,
which does not consist in the mere employment
of this general system of abbreviation, may as
effectually and intelligibly be expressed in
ordinary characters, and without this particular species of short-hand, as any other subject of discourse may be expressed in these
same ordinary characters, and without the use
of that species of short-hand commonly called
short-hand, the use of which is applicable to
every subject of discourse.
In regard to these abbreviative contrivances, what may very well happen is, that
Borne apply principally or exclusively to this
or that subject; to the solution of this or that
particular problem or group of problems; and
in so far the invention of the mode of abbrevia.tion is the invention of the mode of solving
the problem, a.nd thus the abbreviative part
and the efficient part are in a manner confounded. But, at any rate, It is not in every
instance that this sort of confusion has place;
and, on the other hand, a number there are of
these contrivances for condensation, which a.re
employed on all occasions alike.
True it is that. on the explanation given of
the several subsntutions by which the condensation is performed, the characters, the instruments themselves by which it is performed,
cannot but be brought to view. But, for this
particular purpose, no one of them need be
brought to view more than once, or some other
small and limited number of times; and between this use of them for the mere purpose
of explanation, and the constant use of them
through the whole of every page, how great
the difference cannot but be to the mind of a
young scholar, is sufficiently obvious.
By one passage, or some other small number of passages, consistmg of the abbrevianve
forms or characters, every contrivance that

* There IS here a frequent incidental repetition
of views already discussedin, and properlybelonging to, other departments of this Essay. It was
written at considerablemtervals of time, and the
author sometimesoverlookedthe fact that he had
already gone over the sameground.-Ed.

belongs to the head of abbreviation 111&1
be
explained ; and even without so much as one
such assemblage of uncouth forms, every CODtrivance, which does Dot operate as an instrument of abbreviation, or in 80 far as it operates
otherwise than as an instrument of abbrevia.tion, may be explained.
Prodigioua would be the relief thus afforded
to the uninitiated juvenile learner's mind,ma.de
by the indulgence thus afforded to his love of
ease.
Under the head of Language-learning, the
dark spot produced by every hard word, by
every word which, being derived from a foreign
language, has no relative belonging to it lD
the vernacular language, has already been
brought to view. To a.n unmitiated eye, a
page of algebra is a surface covered almost
wholly with the like dark spots.
True it is that, for the explanation of the
different contrivances, words in no small number that to the learner will be new, some of
them already in use, others which it may be
necessary to coin for the particular purpose
here proposed, would be found requisite: and
these new words WIllbe 80 many bard words,
so many dark spots.
But no sooner would one of these new words
present itself, than a definition or explanation,
composed either purely of common words, or
partly of common words and partly of such
peculiar words as had already, m this same
way, received their explanation, would be
subjoined. No sooner has the dark spot made
its appearance, than the requisite hght wIll
have been thrown upon it: and how much
more thickly darkened a portion of discourse
is by unknown characters, than even by hard
words expressed in familiar characters, few
but must have experienced.
In the case of Geometry, the word key was
confined in its application to such explanations
as were annexed to particular proposuicns, or
groups of propositlons, over and above such
explanations as, in the case of the demonstrative and preparatory parts of the several
propositions, could not but result from the
translation of the individualizing modes of
designation employed, in so far as diagrams
are employed WIth letters of reference, into
the general expressions of which purely verbal
discourse is composed.
In the case of Algebra, every paragraph in
which the use of forms and characters were
abstained from, would, in so far as it were instruetive, operate as a key. For it would
have as its object, either the explanation of
the several contrivances of abbrel'iation, or of
the several contnvances whereby these instruments of condensation were applied to practice
and endeavoured to be put to use. Of no
other sort of ma.tter could it be composed; for,
to the solution of the several problems, unless
it be, in a. few instances, as above, for illustra.tion, the nse of these forms would, of course,
be necessary.
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In this ease, as in that of Geometry, an
additional instrument of elucidation would be
afforded by the application of the use Indication-prescribing principle, by the indication of
the use, the practical use, derivable from the
solution of the several sorts of problems, for
the solution of which the Algebraic language
is wont to be employed.
On tlus occasion it is not by any application
which may be, or that has been, made of them
that, in the sense here in view, they could WIth
propriety be said to be put to use. Only in
80 far as it had been, or was capable of being
made, subservient, either to some security or
comfort in the business of ordinary life, whether immediately, or through the medium of
this or that spot IU the field of art and science,
is it that the application made could with propriety be termed a useful one.
Take, for instance, the collection of articles
intituled Praxes, or QuestWmfor Praxis, subjoined to the English translation of Euler's
Algebra. The number of them is 213. Of
thrs number, a part more or less considerable,
consist of a sort of jokes, named paradoxes,
having the excitation of wonder mamfestly for
their effect, and perhaps for their only effect.
In every one of them application is made of
the Algebraic form, to the solution of some
problem. But of these 213 problems, it is not
from everyone that, by any person, benefit m
any shape, over and above the pleasure derivable from playing at this kind of game, seems
capable of being received. The additional
praxis, therefore, would be from this miscellaneous hst to point out such as are in their
nature applicable to beneficial use,and by indicanon of the occasion to show in what shape
they are respectively capable of being put to
use.
To answer the purpose of elucidation in the
completest manner-understand
always, with
reference to the uninitiated-a key should not
only have the effect of letting the reader into
the heart (so to speak) of the contnvance, by
which the proposed object is effected, the proposed advantage gained, but in the production
of this effect the purely verbal mode of expression alone, unless it be with the sort of exception above hmted at, should be employed:
the purdy urbal mode; viz. III Geometry, to
the exclusion of the diagrammati<:, in Algebra.
to the exclusion of the .AlgdJraic, characters
and forms.
To what precise length it may be possible,
with any degree of net advantage, to carry
this principle of elucidation, which consists in
the temporary exclusion of peculiar signs, is a
question on which, antecedently to expenence,
it can never be within the reach of the most
expert mathematician to pronounce. Thus
much, however, may he asserted: viz. that the
further th" institutronalist can find means to
carry on his system of instruction in this track,
the greater will be the number of the learners
whom he will carry with him.
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To Geometry,-as
it seems pretty well
agreed among the leamed,-to Geometry to the
exclusion of, and in contradistinction to, .Algebra, (including Fluxicns.) is confined what
may be called the tonio or inmgoratiu use of
Mathematics: the service done to mental
health and strength by a sort of exercise by
wluch the process of close reasoning 1S carried
on, and to the performance of which close and
unremitted attention is indispensable. It is
in consideration of this use, that by some the
Algebraic form is held in a sort of contempt,
and that, in the immense class of occasions
in that vast portion of the mathematical field
which belongs to Geometry and Algebra in
common, and on which the same conclusion
may be arrived at by either track, the same
problem effected in the algebraic mode 18
cousidered as done in the way of makeshift,
and not productive of use or advantage m
any shape, over and above what may happen
to be attached to the solution of the particular problem for the solution of wluch It is
employed.
This being admitted, although by the solution of a single problem in the algebraic mode,
no such service could be rendered to the mental frame, as in manner above mentioned, may
be rendered to it by the solution of the same
single problem in the geometncal mode, yet
by the indication of this or that particular
contrivance, by means of which this or that
class of' problems may he solved in the algebraic mode, there seems little reason to doubt
that, to the mental frame, a service might
be rendered, though not exactly of the same
sort, yet of a sort not to be absolutely neglected. In the Geometrical case, it is to the
judgment and the attention, that the service
would be rendered ; m the algebraical case, it
is to the conceptive and inventive faculty that
the most immediate part of the service wonld
be rendered.
The case of the umnitiated is here all along
the only principal case in view. But, neither
to the adepts does it seem that the mode of
elucidation thus here proposed, wonld be altogether Without its use. By the surrey that
would thus be made of the ground, in a point
of view so new, it could scarcely happen bui
that in one way or other an increase of command would be acquired with reference to it,
and new discoveries made in it such as otherwise, for a long time, if ever, might not have
been made.
The sort of intellectual instrument, the key
thus proposed, or rather the apparatus or collection of keys, would be very far from being
complete, if in its purpose it did not include
all the several fictions, which, in the framing
of this branch of art and science, have been
invented and employed.
For illustration, without looking any further, two may here be meutioned: viz., the
conversion of the algebraical method into geometrical, and the contrivance, called by its
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first inventor Ne'llJton, and from him by British
mathematicians the method of ftu~ions, and by
its second but not less original inventor Leibnitz, and from him by the mathematicians of
all other countries, the differential and integral
calculus.
For the explanation of these fictions, and,
indeed, for the justification of the use so copiously made of them, two operations would, it
should seem, require to be performed. One is,
the indication of the really exemplified state
of things, to which the fiction is now wont to
be applied, or is considered as applicable, the
other IS the indication of the advantage derived
from the use of this the fictitious language, in
contradistinction to the language by which the
state of things in question would be expressed
plainly and clearly without having recourse to
fiction.
1. As to the conversion of the forms of Algebra mto those of Geometry, or of the algebraic
mode of expression into the geometrical.
If
in a case in which fignre has no place,-as
in a
case where the quantity of money to be paid
or received, or given under the name of interest
for the use of money during a certain time, is
the subject of investIgation,-the
geometrical
forms should be employed, or the subject of
investigation, thereby represented in the character of a. portion of matter or space, exhibiting a certain figure, here a fiction, is employed : figure is Said to have place in a case
where it really has no place.
2. In cases where the geometrical form is the
form m which the subject presents itself in the
first instance, and the translation which is
made is a translation from this geometrical
form into the algebraical, here in this case no
fiction has place: here what is done may be
done, and is done, without any recourse to fietion ; and as to the advantage looked for from
this translation, an obvious one that presents
itself is the abbreviation which constitutes an
essential character of the algebraic form. In
the opposite species of translation: viz. that
from the algebraic form mto the geometrical,
fiction is inseparable.
Why 1--because when
by the supposition figure does not form part of
the case, fignre is stated as forming part of the
case. But when the translation is from the
geometrical form into the algebraieal, neither
in this, nor in any other shape, has fiction any
place. Why l-because, though in the ease as
first stated, figure has place, yet if reference
to the figure be not necessary to the finding
the answer which is sought, to the doing what
is required or proposed to be done, the particular nature of the figure, is a circumstance
which, without fiction, may be neglected, and
left out of the account.
So in the case of the method of fluxions,
which is but a particular species of algebra
distinguished by that name.
Take some question for the solution of which
this new method is wont to be employed. This
question, could it be solved by ordinary alge-
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bra, or could it not t If it could, then wby is
it that this new method is employed t i, e.
what is the advantage resulting from the employment of it 1 if it could not, then what is
the expedient which is supplied by fluxions,
and which could not be supplied by algebra !
In this method a. fiction is employed:
a.
point, or a line, or a surface. is said to have
kept flowing where in truth there has been no
flowing in the case. With this falsehood, how
is it that mathematical truth, spoken of as truth
by excellence, is compatible 1
What is here meant is, not that no such fietions ought to be employed, but that to the
purpose and on the occasion of instruction,
whenever they are employed, the necessity or
the use of them should be made known.
To say that, in discourse, fictitious Iangnage ought never, on any occasion, to be employed, would be as much as to say that no
discourse in the subject of which the operanons, or affections, or other phenomena of the
mind are included, ought ever to be held: for
no ideas being ever to be found in it which
have not their origin in sense, matter IS the
only direct subject of any portion of verbal
discourse; on the occasion and for the purpose
of the discourse, the mind IS all along considered and spoken of as if it were a mass of
matter: and it is only in the way of fiction
that when applied to any operation, or affection of the mind, anything that is said is either
true or false.
Yet in as far as any such fictions are
employed, the necessity of them, if, as in the
case just mentioned, necessary. or the use of
them, if simply useful, should be made known.
Why 1 In the first place, to prevent that perplexity which has place in the mind, in as far
as truth and falsehood being confounded, that
which is not true is supposed to be true; in
the next place, by putting it as far as possible
in the power of the learner to perceive and
understand the use and value, as well as the
nature of the instruction communicated to him,
to lighten the burthen of the labour necessary
to be employed in the acquisition of it.
When for purposes such as the above, a survey comes to be taken of the field of mathematics, another object or subject of inquiry may
be, whether in mathematics in general, but
more particularly
in algebra, fluxions ineluded, the langnage is, in every instance, as
expressive as it ought to be. Antecedently to
association, with a very few exceptions for the
designation of anything which is to be signifled, anyone sign is as proper as another. But
when associations have once been formed, this
original indifference is at an end: for the designation of any object, some word or phrase
should be looked out, which, in virtue of some
meaning with which they have already been
invested, serve in some measure to lead the
mmd to the conception of the thing meant to
be designated, and in that respect are beiter
adapted to the purpose than any words ta.ken
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at random: than a.ny words, in short, between
made of it no fiction is inTolTed, is a 80rt of lobwhich a.nd the object which is to be designated,
breviated or short-hand language.
So far, and
no such rela.tion ha.s place.
so far only, as the abbreviated
expressions
Thence it is, that, for the idea., be the ob- which it employs, are, by him who employs them,
ject what it may, the choice of the words
capable of being, upon occasion, translated
employed for the designation of it, is never a into propositions delivered at length, and in
matter of indifference ; nor will there perhaps
the form of ordinary language ; so far, and 80
ever exist the case in which a number of words
far only, as in the room of every such fiction
or phrases may not be found, all of them pos- as it employs, expressions by which notlung
sessing, in respect of the designation of the but the plain truth is asserted,-expressions
object in question, so ma.ny different degrees
significative, in a direct way, of those ideas
in the scale of aptitude.
for the giving expression to which the fictiIn the practice of Mathematicians,
propositious language here employed-were
capable of
tions of the geometrical caat, a.nd propositions
being substituted, and accordingly are substiof the algebraical cast, are, to an extent which
tuted ; so far, and so far only, are they in the
seems not to have been as yet determined,
mouth or pen of him by whom they are emconsidered as interconvertible:
employed !D- ployed, of him by whom, or of him to whom,
differently, the one or the other, a.nd upon
they are addressed,anything
better than empty
occasion translated
iuto each other.
When,
sounds.
in the particular
subject to which they are
It is for want of all regular recurrence to
respectively applied, figure, although it have
these sorts of intellection,
it is for want of
place, may, without inconvenience in the shape
this undiscontinued reference to unabbreviated
of error, or any other shape, be laid out of and unsophisticated
language, that algebra is
consideration;--in
this case, instead of geo- m so many minds a collection of Signs, unacmetry, which, in this case, seems the more companied by the things signified, of words
apposite and natural form, Algebra, If em- without Import, and therefore Without use.
ployed, is employed without fiction, a.nd may,
Employed on a number of different occatherefore, be employed without production of sions, m so many different senses, and without
obscurity, without inconvenience in that shape;
any clear indication of the difference, or enuand, in proportion as the sought for result is meration attempted to be made of these difarrived at with less labour a.nd more prompferent oceasions, the tissue of fictions involved
titude, with clear, and peculiar, and net ad- in the use made of the negative sign, fills With
va.ntage.
obscurity the field of quantity, as the fiction of
But if, in a case in which figure cannot have
a debt where there IS no debt covers with
place, as in the case of calculation concerning
obscurity the field of commercial arrangement
degrees of probability, aA expressed by num- and commercial
intercourse.
See Tab I.,
bers, if a.ny proposinon be clothed in the geo- Stage V., Book-keeping (p. 39.)
metrical form, so far will fiction have been
It was by an abstract consideration of the
employed, a.nd with it, its never-failing accom- nature of the case (i. e. by a metaphysical
panimeut=-obscurity,
have been induced.
view of the subject, as some mathematicians
In the mind of him by whom they are em- would incline to say, or a logical, as it might
ployed, when the natural a.nd individual ideas
be more correct to say,) that this notion of
in which they have their source, and the indi- the natural distinctness between the contri vvidual or other particular objects, from which
ances for abbreviation
on the one ha.nd, and
those ideas were drawn, are once lost sight of, the contrivances
for the actual solution of
all extensive general expressions soon become problems, though with the assistance afforded
by those abbreviative
contrivances
on the
empty sounds.
In the use made of Algebra, at any rate, on other, were suggested to the writer of these
the occasion of instruction given in this art pages.
It was with no small satisfaction that,
to learners, the particular application which,
for this same idea, he found afterwards a coneither at the time in question, was ma.de, or firmation, and a sort of sanction, in the writat a.ny future time, was proposed to be made
ings of two first-rate mathematierans,
viz. &
passage in Euler, adopted and quoted with
of it, should never be out of sight.
It is for want of this test of intellectionapplause by Carnot.-Euler,
Memoires de
it is for want of this check, that, in books on Al- l'Academie de Berlin, Annee 1i 54 ; Reflexions
sur la Metaphysique
du Calcul mfinitesimal,
gebra, so many propositions, that are self-contradictory,
a.nd thereby VOid of all real and Paris, 1813, p. 202.
intelligible import, are to be found. Quantities
Persous there are, says he, in whose view
that are negatiu, which, being interpreted,
of this matter, Geometry and Algebra (la geomeans less than nothing:
and by the multimetrie et l"ana.lyse) do not require many reaplying one of these quantities
by a.nother,
sonings (raisonnemens);
in their View, the
that is, by adding together a certain number
ruUs (les regles) which these sciences preof these quantitles,-a
number of qua.ntities
scribe to US, include already the points of
equal to the product, and each of them greater
knowledge
(les connoissances)
necessary to
conduct us to the solution, so that all that we
than nothing, generated.
Algebn.ical1a.nguage,
even where, in the use have to do is to perform the Opera.tiODB in
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conformity to those rules, without troubling from those which consist in the mere applica.ourselves with the reasonings on which those tion of the algebraic formulre,what are they t
rules are grounded. This opinion,if it were Plainly the very things for the designation of
well-grounded, would be strongly in opposi- which the words, contrivancesfor the coming
tion to that almost general opinion,according at the solution of the problem, or some such
to which Geometry and Algebra are regarded words, have all along been employed. Thus
as the most appropriate instruments for culti- much, then, is directly asserted, viz. that the
vating the mental powers (l'esprit,) and gIV- operations, which consist in the as it were
ing exercise to the faculty of ratiocinanon mechanical application of this set of rules,
(III.faculte de raisonner.) Although the per- which for all cases is the same, on the one
sons in question are not without a tincture of hand; and, on the other hand, those which
mathematical learning, yet surely they can consist in the other more particular contrivhave been but little habituated to the solu- ances for solving the particular problem, or
tion of problems in which any considerable set of problems, in question, by the applicadegree of difficulty IS Involved; for, soon tion of these same general rules, are two
would they have perceived that the mere classes of operations perfectly distinct from
habit of making application of those prescribed each other. But, moreover, another thing
rules, goes but a very little way towards which, if not directly asserted, seemsall along
enabling a man to resolve problems of this to be implied, is, that, to one or other of these
description; and that, before application is two heads, everything that is or can be done
actually made of them, it is necessary to be- in the way of algebra is referable.
stow a very serious examination upon the
Of the descriptions given of these different
several particular CIrcumstancesof the prob- contrivances and sets of contrivances, of this
lem, and on this ground to carryon reason- sort of materials it IS,that, In as far as they
ings of this sort in abundance (farre la-dessus apply to the algebraic (not to speak here of
quantite de raisonnemens.) before he IS in a the geometric) method, all these keys and sets
condition to apply to It those general rules, in of keys, as employed by the hand of the mawhich are comprised that class of reasonings, thematician, will have to be composed. But,
of which, even during the time that, occu- these contrivances being in themselves thus
pied in the calculation, we are reapIng the distinct from the general formulre, it follows
benefit of them, scarce any distinct perception that, for the explanation of them, language
has place in our mmds. ThIS preparation, other than that in which these formulas are
necessary as it is that it should be before the delivered, may consequently be employed:
operation of calculation is so much as begun, other language,viz.(-forthereis noother) that
-thiS preparation it I" that requires very language which is in commonuse. And thus
often a train of reasonings, longer, perhaps, it is that not only to Geometry, but to Algethan is ever requisite in any other branch of bra, may the purely verbal mode of designascience: a train, in the carrying on of which tion be applied, to give to the several quana. man has this great advantage, that he may tities which have place in the problem, such a
all along make sure of their correctness, while mode of expression, as by indicating the sevein every other branch of sciencehe findshimself ral relations they bear to each other, shall
under the frequent necessityof taking up with prepare them for being taken for the subjects
such reasonings as are very far from being of that sort of operation, which consists in
conclusive. Moreover, the very process of the putting them III that point of view in
calculation itself, notwithstandmg that, by which, by means of those relations, those
Algebra, the rules of it are ready made to his quantities which at first were not known, but
hands (quoique l'analyse en preserve les which it IS desired to know, become known
regles.) requires throughout to have for its accordingly. This, when expressed in the
support a sohd body of reasoning(un raisonne- j most general terms of which it is snsceptible,
ment solide,) without WhIChhe is, at every I will, it is believed, be found to be a tolerably
turn, liable to fall into some mistakes. The correct account of the sort of operation which,
algebraist, therefore, (le geometre is the on each particular occasion, must proceed.
word, but it ISin his algebraic, and not in his No direct, and, as it were, mechanical appligeometrical, capacity, that, on the present cation of the set of general rules, Of what,
occasion,the mathematician is evidently meant then, is it, that a sort of algebraic key, or B6&
to be brought to view) ; the algebraist, then, of keys, of the kind in question, must be com(concludes this Grand Master of the Order.) posed! Of a systemof abbreviations or direcfinds, on every part of the field, occasionto tions by which it shall be shown in what
keep his mind in exercise by the formation of manner, in the several cases to which it is
those reasonings by which alone, if the prob- applicable, this eort of preliminary tsctica]
lem be a difficult one, he can be conducted operation may be performed, and to the best
to the solution of it.
advantage.
Thus far this illustrious pair of mathemaAs these two intimately connected yet disticians. Now these reasonings (raisonne- tinguishable operations, viz. the application of
mens) so often mentioned, and always as so the use-indieating (No. II.) and that of the
many works or operatrons perfectly distinct key-presenting principle, went on together-
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the order of inlllmtion, i. e. the order in which
the several propositions, or groups of propositions, come to be invented, would, in conjunction with the order of demonstration, 1. e.
the order in which, for the purpose of demonstration, it is either necessary or most convenient that they should be presented, be brought
to light.
But in proportion as the order of invention
came thus to be detected and displayed, in
that same proportion would It be rendered
manifest that theory was formed, and in what
manner It was so formed, by abstraction,
out
of positive Ideas; more and more general out
of particulars;
and, in a word, originally out
of individual ones.
Snpposing the whole field of Geometry, or,
in a word, of Mathematics, measured and delineated upon this plan, what would, in that
case, be signified by the word understandillg,
in such phrases as these, VIZ. he understands
plain elementary
geometry, he understands
conic sections, or, m general, he understands
the subject, would be a state of mmd considerably different from that which at present
is mdicated by these same phrases, and accordmgly, in the signification of the words
learning and teaching, as applied to the same
subject, the correspondent
changes would be
undergone.

VI. Field of Mathematics-need
revision of it, for the purpose
mathic instruction.

of a general
of Chresto-

Should there be any person, in whose eyes
any of the observations above hazarded afford
a prospect of their being conducive, in any
degree, to the WIshed tor purpose, to that
same person a general revision or survey of
the whole field of the SCience, WIth a view to
the same purpose, may, perhaps, present Itself
as a task neither altogether needless nor unpromismg,
In this, as in every other track of art and
science, invention and teachmg what has already been invented, are very different operations ; and, for the performance
of them to
the best advantage, talents, in some respects
different, and, at any rate, different situations,
will, in general, be found necessary.
To the removal of the difficulties by which,
in the minds of the generality of learners, progress is most apt to be impeded, a strong and
clear sense of them is at least useful, if not
indispensably
necessary:
and the larger the
possession a man has OI' that sort and strength
of talent by which he is qualified for invention,
the less strong will be the nnpression left by
any such difficulties on his mind.
Pla.ced on the threshold
of the science,
upon crossing the track of it, a little verbal
inaccuracy, which, to the eyes and feet of an
adept standing in the higher regions, will,
like a thread of gossamer, be an object altogether
imperceptible,
will, in the eyes of
many a learner, be, if not an insurmountable
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bar, a troublesome, and, for a long time, a disheartenmg, stumbling-block.
In this part, as in so many others of the
field of art and science, dazzled, not to say
blmded, by the splendour which encircles a
great name, professors have scarce suffered
their eyes to be opened to see anything like an
imperfection in the object of their admiration ;
and hence it is that so long as it affects not
the substance-the
very vital part, of the art
and science, maccuracies
by which, though
Imperceptible to proficients, learners are put
to torture, might, If searched for by eyes wholly
unprejudiced, be found, it is believed, In greater
numbers than is commonly so much as suspected.
For illustration, and as far as they go, even
for demonstration,
the following examples,
taken from each of the three great dIVISIOns
of Mathematics,
viz. Geometry, Algebra, and
Fluxions, no one of them requirmg, for the
conception of It, any the smallest degree of
proficiency in the science to which it belongs
WIll, it IS believed, be considered as neither
Irrelevant nor uusatisfactory.
Euclid, Euler, and Newton,-men
of no less
account than these, will each of them be seen
to afford an example of the sort of relation,
and hitherto Imperceptible, but not less operanve sort of imperfection here in new:
Euclid
in Geometry, Euler In Algebra, Newton in the
world of hIS own creation, Fluxions.
If In
the greater number, or m all these instances,
the seat of imperfection should appear to belong rather to LOgIC or Grammar, than to
Mathematics, neither the inconvenience to the
learner, nor, consequently, the demand for Indicanon, will by this circumstance be at all
dimimshed.
In regard to Geometry, on the occasion
of the exemplificanons,
which have already
been mentioned, and for which reference has
been made to the Appendix," three have already been brought to vnw.
But those which are seen are but three out
of a much greater number of Imperfections,
real or supposed, which, In the course of the
inquiry already mentioned, the pair of selfteaching learners detected or supposed themselves to have detected.
Without an adequate
motive no labour at all, much less any course
of labour so persevering a-s that which was
here necessary, was ever undertaken;
and on
this occasion, In the character of an adequate
motive and efficient cause, none presented
itself as being so analogous, or m all respects so
promising, as the sort of tnumph which, in
every instance, would follow upon the supposition of success.
Many of these supposed
triumphs the then adviser remembers to have
been occasionally reported by these two pupils,
if, on the ground of a few general hints, furnished at the outset, pupils they could be
called:
and sometimes it was the Grecian
sage, sometimes his disciple, SinIpson ; some·
• Vide supra, p. 159. note.
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times both the one and the other, that were
thus dragged, in imagination,
at the tail of
the audacious stripling's car. For one most
lengthy and perplext
proposition, viz., the
enunciative part of it on the subject of proportions, Simpson, who, in his quality of modern, could be treated with the less ceremony,
SImpson, it is perfectly remembered, was not
only drawn and quartered, but gibbeted.
Next, as to Algebra.
A seeming paradox, not to say absurdity,
in which many a mind, it IS believed, contrives
even now to be entangled, is the rule, according to which, the product of two negative
quantities, multiplied by each other, each of
them less than nothing, (for in that mystery
this other is but included in part,) produce a
positive quantity;
yea, verily, and that altogether as great as if they had both been
positive.
In the third chapter and thirty-third
Article
of his Algebra, Euler, when he has observed
that, by the multiplication
of a positive by a
negative, or of a negative by a positive, quantity, the product is still negative ; and therefore, if the product of two negative quantities
were not positive, it would be the same with
these, thinks he has made the matter sufficiently clear.
That the conception remainmg
in the mind of this adept, after the utterance
of these words, was abundantly
clear, need
not be doubted;
and no less clear would it
have been whatever other words it had on
this same occasion happened to him to employ. But, as to a learner, taught by such a
demonstration,
the chances seem many to one
that his tongue would be silenced ; yet, the
chances seem, at least, as many that his mind
would be rather darkened than enlightened.
Fortunate
it is, on this occasion, for the
learner in Algebra, if, being an Englishman,
it is through the medium of the translations
that have been made into hIS own language,
that he betakes himself for instruction to that
celebrated
work.
At the end of the first
volume are inserted a number of notes, some
by a former translator
of the work from German or Latin into French--some
by the translator into English,
In the second of these
notes, should perseverance
have carried him
thus far, or fortune set him down at the place,
the learner will find what light the subject
admits of, thrown upon this the original darkness. Withont employing the gloom of Algebraic characters to throw again their darkness
upon this first light, a short passage or two,
extracted from two pages, may suffice to afford
to the intelligent though uninitiated, unmathemati cal reader, a clue which, if not immediately, will, it is believed, with the help of a little
reflection, lead to a solntion of the paradox.
"The taking of a negative quantity negatively destroys" (says the intelligent annotator)
"the very property of negation, and is the
conversion of negative into positive numbers."
Qf the non-eoneeption or misconception, so apt

to have place on this subject, he thus points
out the eause.
"Multiplication,"
(says he,)
"has been erroneously called a compendious
method of performing addition:"
(which it
might without impropriety be called when the
quantities are both positive,) "whereas," (continues he,) "it is the taking or repeating of
one given number as many times as the, number by which it is to be multiplied contains
units.
Thus (any number multiplied by onehalf) 9, for mstanee, multiplied by l, means
that it is to be taken half a time ;" (i. e. tha.t
of that same number the half is to be taken
instead of the whole.)
"Hence,"
(continues
he, a little further on.) " it appears that numbers may be diminished by multiplication,
as well as increased,
in any given ratio,
which is wholly incousistent with the llature
of addition."
Happy as the young Algebraist may have
reason to think himself, if perseverance has
thus carried him to the end of the first and
longest of the two stages into which the road
is divided, it will have been still more fortunate for him, if at the very place at which, by
the obscure exposition, he has at the very
threshold of the science been, as above, tormented, it has by any means happened to him
to be conducted to that other spot, at which
light is let into the subject, and satisfaction
substituted
to perplexity.
True it is that,
drowned in a flood of Algebra, a figure of two,
being the same which is prefixt to the note,
may, after the flood has been dragged, upon a.
close inspection be found.
But. in point of'
fact, how stands the matter of reference t It
is by the note Itself that the eye was conducted to the reference in the text.
By that
reference it was not, nor probably ever would,
have been conducted to the note.
Here belongs a. practice, begun, it is believed, as well as continued, in Scotland, and
but too mnch copied in Engla.nd,-the
throwing the matter of elucidation
to a distance
from the matter to be elucidated.
The consequence is, that many, at the suggestion of
indolence, refuse from first to last to go
a-hunting,
time after time, in quest of the
hght thus proffered, but, at the same time,
hidden under a bushel; while others, groaning
under a toil thus causelessly
imposed upon
thcm, purchase or leave unpurchased, at the
humour of the moment, the light with which,
without any additional expense to the writer,
they might have been accommodated, without
being thus made to pay for it.
Lastly, as to jluriOt1S: a modification of the
algebraic form,-a
mode of calculating invented under that name by Newton,-under
the
name of the differential and integral calculus,
by Leibnitz, whose denomination is employed
in every language but the English.
The original work of Newton is not at present within reach.
But the word employed
on this occasion in English, being in all English
books the same, no such suspicion can arise, as
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the use of so elementary and radical an
expression, any departure from the language
of the great master can have had place.
In a logical and grammatical point of view,
this word is not exactly the word which the
object intended to be denoted required for the
expression
of it: instead of the clear idea
meant to be conveyed, to an unpractised mind
the idea presented is very apt to be a confused
one: a confusion by which the very first steps
taken on this ground are but too apt to be invalved.
By a word or two of explanation, this confusion might have been effectually dispelled;
but nowhere is any such explanation to be found.
The agent or operating mstrument of action,
and the product or result of it, in as far as the
operation is effective ; on every occasion both
these entities are as necessary as they are distinct and distinguishable from each other. But
owing to the poverty of the language, or to the
want of clear discernment on the part of the
generality of those who begun and of those
who continue to use it, the two last of these
objects are apt to be confounded under one
name.
To the above examples, though in this case
on particular great name, no individual mathematician can be brought to view, that no branch
of mathematics may want its exempliflcation,
may be added a source of confused conception,
observable in the lowest field of mathematics,
viz. arithmetic.
Square root, cube root: of the objects which
these expressions are employed to siguify, that
In the head of many a student
the ideas obtained remain from first to last in a state of
confusion, is a proposition, the truth of which
would, it is beheved be, upon inquiry, but too
abundantly exemplifled.
Square-root, i. c. root of the square: just as
we say, fountain-head,
house-top,
In a book
of instrueticn,
suppose an explanation
to this
effect were subjoined upon the first mention of
this compound appellative,
many a scholar's
mind, it is believed, would be saved from a
load of perplexity and confusion under which
at present it has to struggle.
Or without the explanation, short and SImple
as it is, suppose the hyphen and no more inserted, as above, between the two clements of
this compounded appellative, this. if it had not
of itself afforded a complete SOlution of the
enigma, would, In many instances.have afforded
a clue to it. Accordmgly sometimes, though
not constantly, this simple though of itself inadequate instrument of explanation is inserted.
For want of such an explanation of the two
adjnncts, viz. square and cube, thus applied,
what in many a mind is at present the effect ¥
Square root and cube root, two different
roots belonging to the same imaginary plant.
Square root, as being that one of the two which
is of the most frequent occurrence, a root, such
as that of the common radish, which runs out
mto length, made square, viz. as it might be
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by four strokes of a knife made in proper situations and directions.
Cube root, a root of another shape, such as
that for instance of a turnip radish brought
into the shape of a cube or die by four such
strokes as the above, with the addition of two
others, viz. at the top and bottom of the
radish.
ltlatter is infinitely di'PJisible,matter is not infinitelydirisible-boththese
propositions cannot
be true, one of them must be true: which of
them is true it is scarce possible to prove. For
the present purpose, let the latter be supposed
to be true; true or not true, it is rather more
distinctly conceivable than the other; and for
the present purpose the only one that can
serve.
For the present purpose, then, let it be
supposed true.
On this supposition, all matter is composed
of atoms, and all of them of the same size.
These smallest existing atoms,suppose them,
all or some of them, cube:r-so many perfect
dice. 'I'hese dice may be conceived to be composed each of them of a determinate
number
of particles of the same form, which though
never In fact separated, may as easily be conceived to be separable and separated as If they
really were so. These component particles, call
them point.~: and let the number of them be
exactly 512.
Ranged in a column regular,
eight of these points make a line; the lmes
bemg all of them straight and ranged in appropriate order. one above another, eight of them,
each containing eight points, make a surface-a surface of a square form, such as that exhibited by a chess-board;
and ranged again ill
I a correspondent
order, eight of these chessi board
surfaces compose the atomic cube or
die.
The sixty-four points first mentioned, points
which thus placed in the due and correspondlent order--in the order adapted to the purpose,
, exhibit the superficial figure called a square ;
I the square composed of these sixty-four
stands
upon. and placed In any direction, has for each
of its sides. (of which the square placed in a.
certain position, may be called the base,) the
line composed of eight of these points.
The
whole atom is composed of eight of these squares,
piled one upon another, constituting
a cube,
having for its base the 8quare first mentioned,"
The number contained in the cube 18 then
with relation to each of the lines of each of
these squares, a cube, containing eight times
as many of these points as anyone
of the
squares contains;
each such square, eontaming eight times as many points as anyone
of
its component lines contains.
Eight, the number of the points in each of

* Of these conceivable ultimate particles, eight
ranged in proper order exhibit the figure of a line;
eight such hnes, containing sixty-four such particles. the figure of a square; eight such squares,. conwning slxty-four such Imes,and 512 such particles,
the figure of a cube or die.
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these Jines, is the cube root of 512, the whole
solid composed of 512 such POInts, the whole
number of the points contained In the solid
atom, the form of which is, by the supposition,
that of a cube or die: eight, this same number, eight, is at the same time the square root
of sixty-four, which is the number of the points
contained in each of the surfaces by which that
atom is bounded; the form of each of which is
by the supposition the form of a square.
As often as in any institutional work in
mathematics
an explanation of these terms
square root and cube root is undertaken to be
given, the figure of a square at least IS, it is
believed, exhibited;
and for the representation of it a number of points or hnes are employed.
But nowhere, it is believed, is the explanation so full as above; nor in the gIving it are
the points put together in such a manner as
to present the idea of a cube. Yet this cube
being. of all the entities in question the only
one which, III a separate state has, III the nature of things, its exemphficanon, the ideas of
a surface, a line, and a point, havmg, respectively, been deduced from the idea of this solid
in the way of abstraction, the consequence
seems to be, that when Images come to be exhibrted, the image of a cube ought no more to
have been omitted than the image of a square.
Neither is It very distinctly explained why
or how one of the surfaces by which a cube or
die is bounded, comes to be considered as constituting the root of It ; nor why or how one
of the lmes by which one of these surfaces IS
bounded, comes to be considered as conatituting the root of that surface.
Supposing these matters to admit of explanation, the explanation it is beheved will be
to some such effect as this : Take a die and
set it down upon a table resting on anyone of
its faces or surfaces-suppose
that which is
marked with one spot-then
suppose the die to
be a plant, that surface may naturally enough
be considered as representing the root of the
plant.
Of any figure approaching to that of
a die, true it is that no plant has ever yet
been found.
But of a figure approaching very
nearly to that of a hemisphere, such as that
which might on all sides be contained exactly
within the compass of a die, of correspondent
dimensions, plauts have actually been found,
witness a species of the genus cactus.
In like manner, in a vertical position, at
right angles to the table, set up a chess board,
composed, as above, of the rows of squares of
which it (this square fignre) is composed; the
lowest, i.e. that which is in contact with the
table, represents that boundary which in geometricallangnage
is frequently called the base
of the square j and which in the language of
arithmetic, as above, may be termed the root
of it, bearing, as it does, the same relation to
the number of lines contained in the whole
surface, as the number of lines contained in
the whole surface bears to the number of lines

contained in the whole solid, termed, as above,
a cube or die.
Simple as the above explanation is, and useful at least as It seems to be for the obviating
confused conceptions and misconceptions, such
as those of which the above exemplifications
may serve as a sample, no such explanation
will, it is believed, be as yet to be found m
any institutional book.
Unfortunately, coupled as it is with the expressions used for the designatmg of the other
objects that are so closely related to, and mseparably connected with it, the word root,
' considering the material image wh:ch It cannot fall to present, and which if it did not present, It would be altogether insignificant and
inexpressive, seems not very happily suited to
the purpose.
In correspondency with the word root, is
employed the word pOlrer; root being, in a certain proposition, indicative of deorease; power,
III the same proportion
of increcue. Here,
with no other difference than that between
decrease and increase, the objects themselves
match exactly.
But the symbols that are thus
employed for the designation of those same
objects, very badly do they match with each
other.
1. No image correspondent III any way to
that which IS exhibited by the word root, is
exhibited by the word power.
With the correspondent Idea, for the expression of which
the word root I. employed, it has no analogy; It
does not match with it: of Itself neither of them
has any tendency to call up to mmd the other.
2. On the other hand, power has bhe advantage, and an indispensable one It IS, of carrying the increase to any number of degrees, and
consequently the length, say also the height,
to any extent that can be desired.
On the other hand, when for expressing decrease, and thus, III the scale of magmtude,
descent, you employ the word root, at the first
step in the lme of descent you have the square
root; at the next, the cube root; but there
your stock of roots, of different species of roots,
each less, and running down lower than the
preceding one, is at an end.
In one point of view, and tkat the main one,
power, it is true, IS not ill adapted to present the ideas that belong to the subject. The
idea of power includes in it the idea of the
effect produced or producible by the operation
or action of that power; and the greater the
quantity of power, the greater will be expected to be the quantity of the effect. Whatsoever be the number in question, by the quantity expressed by the term the third power, of
that same number, the effect producible, be it
of what nature it will, will be greater than the
effect producible by the quantity expressed by
the term the BWJnd poeer of that same number j
taken in this point of view, of two numbers
employed for giving expression to two powers
of different magnitude, the greater will therefore be expressive (\f the greater power.
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But taken in another sense,-as resulting greater number that the higher branch will be
fromanother of the sorts of occasionson which presented to view; and, in particular, no
it is wont to be employed,-another sense, and branch can fail to present itself as being m
that to many minds a more familiar one, of a greater or less degree weaker, instead of
any increase of the number attached to the stronger than the trunk.
word pawer, the result will be the idea not of
Here, then, applying to the word branch is
increase but of decrease. Apply It, for ex- an objection analogous to that which we have
ample, to statistics. What 18 meant by the seen applying to the word power: analogous
first power in Europe l Is it not that which to it, and perhaps equal to it.
is capable of producing the greatest effects1
But, when the one objection is set against
What is meant by the secondpowerin Europe! the other, there remains in favour of the word
Is it not that which is not capable of produc- branch, the circumstance of its being analoing any effects but such as Will be less than gous, to the word root-the word already in
those producible by the first power! and so use to designate in correspondingpropositions
on, the greater the number the less the power the correspondent and opposite effect.
indicated by it.
What must be confessed is, that supposing
Though, as above, in itself and of itself, were the superior aptitude of the proposed new
no correspondent and apposite idea reqnired terms, when compared with the old established
to be expressed along with it, power might, terms, were ever so unquestionable, the utility
have been not altogether III adapted to the of any such undertaking as that of substitutpurpose; yet this incapacity of finding its mg in any institutional work, or scheme of
match in any other word, ISsuch an objectien oral instructaon, the new to the old, would
to it as seems insuperable and conclusive.
still be very questionable. It is in the terms
Retaining the word root for givmg expres- now In use for the designatmg of the ideas in
sion to decrease in quantity and descent on question, that all the existmg works on the
altitude, suppose that for giving expression to subject stand expressed: these works could,
increase and ascent In the same proposinon, therefore, no further be understood, than in as
the word branch were employed. Branches
far as the terms here in quesnon are underascending in the sky, we might have as many stood.
as powers; descending, roots we might have
But how conclusive soever this consideraas many as branches; roots,-not sq'wre roots tion may be, in the character of an objection
and cube roots indeed,-after which our stock to any such attempt as that of substituting
of roots would be exhausted; but first roots, these new terms to the old established ones, it
and second roots, and third roots, and so on, applies not In the character of an objection,to
down to the centre of the earth; exactly as the adding, in a scheme of instruction, to an
many as branches; for every branch a root, explanation of the old, an explanation of the
wherever a root were wanted; for every root new. If, therefore, the ideas presented by the
a. branch, wherever a branch were wanted.
proposed new terms should, m any instance,
The plain and standard number, neither be found clearer than the ideas presented by
multiplied by itself nor divided, neither in- the old, here will so much new light be thrown
creased nor diminished, shall it be root or upon the subject, WIthout any of the inconbranch, or both, or neither 1 Keeping still to veniences so frequently, if not constantly, atthe same figure, shall it not be trunk 1 Second tached to change.
root will then be to trunk, what trunk will be
Nor would the preferable use of the new
to second branch. In this case, as in the case language be altogether incompatible with the
of logarithms, there are points which would reaping the instruction contained in the books
require to be settled.
in which the old terms are employed. All
To the use of the word brallch an objection along, since the days of Newton and Leibnitz,
not unanalogous to that which, as above ap- while, in the English school, the terms fltunt
plied to the word power. does, It must be con- andflu.rnm, with their appendages, have been
fessed, present itself. In the ascending series employed,-by the German and French schools,
of branches, the greater the number employed for the conveyance of the same ideas, the
in giving expressionto any term in the seriesterms integral and differential, with their apin a word, to any branch,-the greater should pendages, have been employed.
be the effectof any portion of matter taken in
A principle of nomenclature so inadequatethat number, repeated the number of times a principle by which neither multiplication
indicated by that numerical dell<mnnation: the nor division could be carried on more than
effect producible by the third branch of the two stages, how came it to be adopted! To
number should be greater than the effect pro- what cause shall it be ascribed' Obviously
ducible by the second branch of the same num- enough to this, viz. the contmual conversionof
ber and so on. Bnt, in the case of the class of the algebraical and the geometrical forms into
material beings, fromthe sensible properties of each other. In geometry, when from your
which the image is deduced ; in the case of a point you laid down a line, when from youl"
tree, (for example,) the higher the branch is, it line you had erected your square. and on your
is not the stro7lqe1" the more powerful, but the square you had erected your sohd in the form
tteaker the less powerfnl; and it 15 by the I of a cube, then you found yoursel£a.t a. stanct.
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no other ulterior dimensions did the nature of
things afford. So much as to the scale of mcrease. So, on the other hand, in regard to
roots. In the square you possessed a figure,
of which the metaphorical root represented by
any of its boundaries, might be found ; in the
cube you possessed another figure, for which a
still deeper root, viz. the same by which the
root of the square had been represented, might
be found. But, the nature of thmgs not affording anything more solid or substantial than
a cube, there ended also the corresponding line
of roots. So much as to tlie scale of decrease,
for in the number called a square number, in
other words, in the second power of that (the
correspondent) number, or m the first branch
of tha,t same number, considered in the character of a branch, Geometry affords an image
capable, in some sort, of representing it ; so
hkewise in the number called a cube number.
But, at that point the representation, and,
consequently, the interconvertibility ends; at
that next point you come to the third power,
or the second branch of the number in question, and to tkat the stores of Geometry afford
not any correspondent Image.
Here, then, may perhaps be seen the cause
of this obscure and Imperfect portion of nomenclature. But, by the indication thus giveu of
the cause of the imperfection, the inconvenience resulting from it IS not by any means
diminished; nor, therefore, the demand for
the application of such remedy as the nature
of the case admits of.
In the case of this science, as in the case of
so many other branches of art and science, the
knowledge which the artist, or man of science
possesses, 1U relation to the subject; ISdenved
from the several particulars of detail which
belong to the subject, from the acquaintance
which continual practice has given him WIth
these several particulars. The Ideas which,
from these several particulars It has happened
to him to derive and store his mind WIth, are
perhaps, without exception, clear ones. On
the several occasions on which these particulars have been brought to view and spoken of,
spoken of in language which, in the mind of
him by whom it has been employed, has all
along had clear ideas for its accompanimentthe language attached to the subject by usage
has, of course, been all along employed. In
the mind of this artist, or man of science, by
whom this current language is employed, It is
all along conjoined With clear ideas. The
conclusion which very naturally, however erroneously he forms III his own mmd,-forms all
along, as a matter of course, and in such a
manner as he would move his legs in walking,
almost without thinking of it-is, that in the
minds of other persons, III the minds of learners,
ideas similarly, if not altogether equally, clear,
will be attached to this same language.
But in the minds of persons III general, and
of young scholars in particular, the phrases in
question have no such accompaniment; with

the particulars belonging to the science they
have no such already formed acquaintance.
When, therefore, without sufficient warning,
perhaps without any warning at all, of the
impropriety of the application thus made of
them, the phrases in question are by the
teachers in question (through which soever of
the two modes of conveying his instruction,
viz. discourse scriptitiously or discourse orally
dehvered.) employed in the delivery ofinstrnction in relation to the art or science, the consequence is, that, instead of ascribing to them
the latent and multifarious meaning which, by
long practice and acquaintance with particulars, the teacher has learned to attach to them,
the meaning which he, the learner, attaches
to them, is no other than that which has been
attached to them by the usage of ordinary
language, When, WIth the assurance so naturally attached to the possessor of acknowledged and undisputed infallibility, he is told
that every number which is brought to view,
to which the sign called the negative sign is
prefixed, is expressive of a quantity which is,
and exactly by so much as the figure indicates,
less than nothing, the belief of the existence
of an infinite number of quantities, each of
them less than nothmg, is thus added to his
creed.
When, again, after having been required to
take one of these quantities that are by so
much less than nothing, and multiply it by
another of these quantittes that are less than
nothmg,-two, for example, by three-the product is composed of a number of quantities, all
of them greater than nothing, viz. six 1U number (being exactly the same number of quantities, all greater than nothmg, that would
have been the result, if, instead of quantities
all of them less than nothmg, an equal number of quantities, all of them greater than nothmg, is employed;) what is the consequence!
We remain astonished and confounded. But
the more astonishing the matter of science
thus imbibed, the greater the glory attached in
the acquisition ofit ; and to comfort the learner
under hIS confusion, is the use and benefit of
tlns glory, the glory of having, by dint of hard
labour, succeeded in treasuring up in his mind,
under the name of science, this mass of palpable nonsense.
A determination (suppose) is taken to substitute, on this ground, the language of simple
truth for the language of scientific falsehood,
and thereby to substitute light for darkness.
For the production of this effect what is the
course that a man will have to take 1 On the
occasion of every sort of transaction, operanon, event, or state of things, in which this
sort of fictitious language is in use to be employed, he WI1lhave to bring to view the nature of the transaction, operation, event, or
state of thmgs, and, at the same time, to bring
to view the effect which the supposed existence
of some supposed negative quantity is productive of. Of this transa.ction, operation, event,
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or state of things having given an indicative
description, employing, in so far as suseeptible of application to the subject, the terms of
ordinary language, he will thereupon, in the
like language, give an indication of the effect
so produced by the negative quantity, as above.
So far as this mode of explanation shall have
been made to extend, so far, and no farther,
will the science have been brought and put
into that state in which it ought to be put for
the instruction of the young beginner; into
which it must be put before It can have been
fitted for rendering more than a very small
part of that quantity of service which,m its own
nature, it is capable of rendering to mankind.
Iu what circumstances shall we look for the
cause of so apparently extraordinary a phenomenon; such flagrant impropriety.mappositeness, falsity, and thence so thick a veil of'
factitious obscurity In the language of science!
Of inappositeness, impropriety. falsity, m that
science, of all others, which reckons mfallibility in the number of its pretensions;
of which
infallibility is commonly regarded as the unquestionable and exclusive attribute!
In as far as language which, on ordinary
occasions, is used in one sense, is, on the occasion of scientific instruction, used in another,
an effect similar to that which, by the species
of secret discourse called cypher, is produced
in any mmd which IS not in possession of the
key, is produced ill the mind to which instruction in the science has lately begun to be communicated.
To him who is in possession of the key, the
language of the cypher, obscure, mysterious,
and perhaps nonsensical, (as to the conception
of this very person it would be otherwise,) is
clear, correct, and Instructive.
But does it
ever happen to him to entertain any such expectation, that to any person who is not a possesser of that necessary instrument, it should
present itself in that more satisfactory character ! So soon as any such persuasion to any
such effect were entertained by him, so soon
would an assurance equally strong be poseessed by him that the purpose for which alone
the language had with so much pains been
devised, was already defeated.
To the experienced instructor, the particulars which he has been accustomed to have in
view on the occasion of which the technical
and inapposite language in question, which,
and which alone, in speaking of the subject, it
has been usual to him to employ, and have
employed, is the cypher: to this cypher the
particulars which, on these same occasions, it
has been usual for him to have in view, compose the leey. What wonder if, among those
to wpom, while not yet in poeeession of the
key, the cypher comes to be pored over, the
number of those to whose minds the words of
the cypher ha.ve Imparted clear ideas, is comparatively so inconsiderable.
By a comparatively small number of privileged minds, to the constitution of which the
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subject happens to be in a peculiar degree
adapted, at the end of a certain number of
years thus employed, an acqua.mtance with
the science-an
acquaintance
more or Iess
clear, correct, and extensive=-comes to have
been attained.
Attained! but how 1 by means
of the eypher 1 by means of the inapposite, the
ill-constructed, the fictitious language!
No:
but iu spite ofit.
Instead of being left to be
drawn by abstraction, like Truth out of her
well, from the bottom of an ocean of pertu=bers, had the key been conveyed, in the first
instance, and terms of compact texture constructed out of apposite, familiar, and unficntious language, a small part of the time so
unprofitably employed would have sufficed for
extracting from the subject a set of conceptions
much more clear, correct, and extensive, than
those obtained by a process so full of perplexity
and inquietude.
To no man can any truth, or set of truths,
the effect of which is to prove and expose the
vanity of any part of that treasure of science,
real or pretended, in which he has been accustomed to place any part of his title to the
expectation of distmction and respect, be naturally expected to be otherwise than unacceptable.
In no better light than that of an
enemy can the author of so unwelcome an
importatiou be regarded.
By the feeling of
the uneasiness thus produced, the passion of
anger directing itself toward the immediate
author of the uneasiness, will be produced;
and with it the appetite for vengeance.
To
the gratification of this appetite, the readiest
instrument which the nature of the case will,
generally speaking, be found to present, Will
be the imputanon of ignorance:
matter by
which an imputation of tlns sort may be fixed
will of course be looked out for, and never does
I it fail to be looked out for with a diligence
correspondent to the provocation given, and
the temper of the individual to whom It has
been given. Ingenuity is set to work to devise by what means the dart cast at the mind
may be rendered most sharp;
the wound
deepest and most a.f!iictive.
But by no such artifices will the mind of a
judicious reader be led astray from the view
of the proffered benefit. By the means indicated, or by any other means, is the art of
teaching. as applied to the branch of art and
scrence in question; susceptible of being improved!
If 80, whether on the part of him by
whom any useful and practically applicable
means of improvement have been suggested,
the marks of ignoraace be more or less palpable,
or more or less numerous, are questions not.
worth a thought.
To the man of seienee, in whose breast the
predominantaffectlon
is not the self-regarding
love of reputation and desire of intellectual
fame, but the social affecticn of philanthropy,
observations wluch have for their tendency, as
well as their object, to put lum on his guard
against those different propensities which, with
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more or less power and effect, operate in every
human breast, will be regarded, not as an injury but as a service; will be received, not
with anger, at least not with any durable emotion of that kind, but rather with complacency
and thankfulness.
He will find himself thus
put upon his guard against an intestine, against
a latent and insidious, enemy.
On the occasion of propounding any extensive plan of useful instruction-in
this, as in
every other walk of useful art and science, the
lover of mankind will propose to himself two
main objects: the one to maximize the quantity of use capable of being derived from it,
the other to maximize the facihty, and thence
the prompntude with which each given portion or degree of it may be rendered obtainable.
Usefulness and facihty,
by these two
words, may be expressed the main objects of
his regard.
Long after these, the advancement, in as far
as that is distinct from usefulness;
long after
these, though still not as an object to be neglected, will the mere extension of science, that
science being but, a speculative one, rank in his
estimation and endeavours.

VII. Interconursion

ofGeolMtry

and.Algebra.

In speaking of Geometry and Algebra-of
Geometry in the first place, of Algebra in the
next place-thus
far It has been necessary to
speak of these two objects, as if they were so
many distinct branches of mathematical
art
and science; one of them, and that alone, applicable to one sort of subject or occasion;
another, and that alone, to another.
But, to
his surprise not improbably, and to his no small
annoyance certainly, the learner will sooner or
later have occasion to observe. that, in point
of practice, no such separanon has place; and
that, for the obtaining of one and the same result, for the solution of one and the same problem, for the fiuding an answer to one and the
same question, for the demonstrating
the truth
of one and the same assertion, for instance,
in the way the problem in question* has
been solved, both these branches of mathematical art and science have been employed at
once; and that, for the arriving at no more
than one conclusion, he WIll have to feel his
way through the two distinct sorts of labyrinths, the labyrinth constructed out of the
capitals of the letterpress alphabet, or the field
of geometry ; and the labyrinth constructed
out of the small letters of the same alphabet,
in the field of Algebra, with dots put over
some of them, in the upper quarter of it, if in
the part occupied by the Newtonians ; and d's
put before &II many of them, if in the part occupied by the Leibnitzian corps. Accordingly
when, after leaving out a. swa.rm of other lines,
he has learned that, for the designation of the

* This ~8
to have been meant to follow some
exetnplifieation which has not been found among
the MSS.-Ed.

line which, in the first place, he is in search
of, two of these capital letters have been appointed, a supposition which he will naturally
be led to make is, that now he has formed WIth
it that sort of acquaintance which WIll be sufficient for the purpose.
Not he, indeed; for
too soon, whenever It is, for his peace, WIll he
find it snatched out of his hands, and thrown
into the algebraic mill. out of which It will not
come without having stamped upon It a new
name, made out of a single letter of the alphabet, and that a small one; and so WIth regard
to all the other Geometric
personages, for
giving names to some of which, nothing less
than three, or even more than three, of these
letters a-piece, Will suffice.
Of so troublesome a repetition
of labour,
especially on a branch of the field of art and
science, of which, by means of the abbreviative and condensative forms, saving of labour
is acknowledged
to be the grand instrument,
wherein consists the use 1 To what cause is
the usage that has taken place in this matter
to be ascribed 1 To find any answer to this
question, the new search that has been made
in the works of mathematicians
has not been
attended with success.
One effect seems inseparably to follow, of
course, from the very nature of the two modes;
and that is. that the mode of expression which,
in the geometrical mode IS, by the references
to the Individual diagram, confined to that Individual diagram, and thus reduced down
(narrowed, to the minimum or maximum shall
we call it of narrowness) IS, in the algebraic
mode, and for the opposite reason, generali.zed,
or, to use an expression more conformable to
the language of logicians, uni'!)erBalized; and,
to this circumstance, without our bemg always
If ever fully aware of It, may frequently, perhaps, be found the cause, not less real, how
imperfectly soever perceived, of the trouble
taken to translate the preparatory and demonstrative part of the proposition
out of the
geometrical form into the algebraic.
Then why not translate it at once into the
ordinary unabbreviated language 1 In answer
to this question several reasons may be given,
none of them unapt.
1. Of one of the most obvious of them, intimation is already conveyed by the word unabbreviated.
AbbreVIation is the main characteristic of the algebraic mode of notation, as
distinguished from the simply arithmeucal.
Applied in so many cases where it was in a.
prodigious degree, beneficent, habit would suffice to cause it to be applied to other cases in
which the employment of it would not be a.itended with any snch advantages.
2. Be it of what kind it may, an instrument
which, after much trouble, a. man has a.t length
succeeded in rendering himself expert in the
nse of, he is naturally fond of pla.ying with ;
love of power and love of admira.tion,-both
these appetites find their gratification in it.
3. By this symbolical, in contradistinction
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to the purely urbal, mode of designation, much
emba.rrassment
and difficulty is saved; and,
in lieu of a variable, an invariable mode of
expression is employed.
For framing the expression in the purely verbal mode, how much
more effectually soever if framed by a masterly hand, instructive to the scholar at first entrance, a much fuller and clearer comprehension of the subject will commonly be necessary
than every one is able to attain, as well as
much more labour than everyone is willing to
bestow.
For the giving expression to the same matter in the purely verbal mode, it is impessible
to say how many forms, all more or less different from one another, some more apt, some
less apt, whether in respect of choice of words
or arrangement, might be capable of being employed.
Expressed in the symbolical mode,
all these variants are reduced to one. To the
reader, great, whatsoever be the subject, is the
advantage derived in the shape of clearness of
conception, from this unity and simplicity in
the mode of expression;
to the writer it, moreover, a.fi'ords, though a different, a correspondent advantage.
Reducing all styles to one,
it places the most inexpert grammarian upon
a level with the most expert.

APPENDIX

No. IX.

Hints towards the Composition of an Elementary Treatise on Universal Grammar, on a
New Principle, on which that branch of Art
and Science may, it is supposed, be capable
of being taught and learned With advantage and facility, towards the close of a
Chrestomathic Course.
INTRODUCTION.

The purposes for which Grammar, as applied to languages other than the vernacular
one, is proposed to be included in the Chrestomathic Course, have already been brought
to view."
With & view to these same purposes it is
supposed, that now in the present state of the
field of Art and Science, to the leading principles of what is called Umversal Grammar,
admission might in this same seminary be
given, and that with sufficient facility and
adequate practical advantage.
Of a plan of the kind in question, the general principles of Mathematics will, it is taken
for granted, be universally recognised as forming a proper part.
But, it is confidently
anticipated, tha.t, with the rules of particular
grammar to dord
explanation
to them, the
general principles of universal gramma.r will
not, on the part of the student, require either
more labour or a. greater maturity of intellect
iha.n the general principles of Mathematics ;
• Vide supra, Pl" 33, 34.
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while, on the other hand, by the more extensive command which will thus be given to
him over the powers of his mind, the use derived from a given quantity of labour will, in
this case, be at least equal to any that can
reasonably be expected to have place in that
other case.
A consideration
from which this expectation has received additional strength is, that
upon the plan in question, to the exposition
of the leading pnnciples of the art and science
of universal grammar upon the pla.n in question, the exposition of a. correspondent part of
the principles of Logic would be necessary.
Considerations of the logica.l cast, forming a.ll
along the basis of such considerations
of the
grammatical cast as would be brought to view.
If, by this counexion, the access to an acqua.mtance with so much of the counected
matter as belongs to the head of Grammar,
would be clogged with difficnlty and the progress retarded, here wonld pro tanto be an
objection.
But the notion is, that from the
two branches of art and science in question,
mutual light would by each other be reflected,
a.nd that by means of the conjunction, a given
degree of acquaintance
with both would be
attained with less la.bour than, supposing separa.tion practicable, would be necessary to the
attainment of an equal degree of acquaintance
with no more than one.
The circumstance
by which, at the present
time in particular, the prospect of being able
in relation to this at present abstruse branch
of art and SCIence, to administer
instruction
on terms of hitherto unprecedented advantage,
is the discovery made by Horne Tooke;tha.t discovery by which the relation wluch
has place between certa.in till then mcomprehensible parts of speech on the one part and
certain of the better understood parts of speech
on the other part, has been brought to view;
-by which the import of certain till then incomprehensible
parts of speech was made
known, by showing their identity with other
parts of speech, the import of which was not
thus abstruse.
The explanation
of this discovery of his,
having been left by lum in an unfinished
state, may, perhaps, in some measure, have
been the cause, why no new system of universal Grammar,
constrncted
with the lights
thrown on the subject by that discovery, hath
as yet been given to the world.
But to the
purpose here in question, to anyone who will
be at the pains of availing himself of them, the
light afforded by that discovery will, it is believed, be found quite sufficient.
Should the expectations
here spoken of be
sanctioned by the event, two results, one theoretical, the other practical. both of them in a
more particular
degree gratifying to an English heart will, it is believed, be found deducible
from the branch of instruction here proposed.
The theoretical one is, that to all the purposes of discourse taken together, Latin and
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additional word is expressible by, and when
fully expressed, equivalent to, that of an entire proposition.
For the giving expression to the different
propositions of which discourse is, or is capable
of being composed, different sets of words,
different sets of sounds, together with correspondently different sets of VIsible SIgns, employed for presenting to the sense of Sight, or
that of touch, the import of those sounds, with
or without the sounds themselves, are employed by different portions of the human population of this earth, each set of sounds forming
a separate language.
But for giving expression to all the different
sorts of relations,t
which, for the composition
of discourse, i. e. of every possible assemblage
of propositions, simple and complex, the sorts
of words necessary and sufficient are the same
in every language.
These different sorts of
words are what are called the parts of speech.
Into the import of a simple proposition of
the most Simple sort of proposition,
three
different sorts of words as already stated must
entcr.
These areSEcrION I.
1. The name of the subject of the discourse,
OJ Language.
of the communication made by it.2. The name of some attribute,
attributed
A communica tion made by language is either
or ascribed to the same subject.
simple or complex.
3. The name of the copula,-the
attributive
It is simple when the matter of thought
IS performed.
communicated
by it is no more than what is copula by which the attribution
Of Language, the primary use is by means of
contained in one proposition-c-one logical proexpression to make communication of thonght.
posrnon."
Complex, if auy more.
By the necessity of makmg this communication
For the makmg of any communication,-in
other words, for the framing a proposition, if it was, that the original demand for language
was created.
every necessary part of It be expressed-no
Of the nature of language no clear, correct,
part of it understood, as the phrase IS, i. e. left
and instructive account can be given but WIth
to be supplied by the peroon addrased-several parts, called words or terms, are necessarv ; reference to thought.
Hut the arrangement
which, on this occaor, at any rate, if no more than a smgle word
be employed, and the Import of an entire pro- sion, and for this purpose, is given to the
position be expressed by it, it is because, by materials, may have all along a view to, and
be such as is prescribed by the arrangement
means of a certamletter
or letters, forming part
of that word, an Import is given to it the same that seems requisite to be given to the mate1ials of language.
as that, for the expression of which more word,
The origin of language being the demand
t~an one ar~ in other cases employed,"
viz.
WIthout making any addition to the sense of it. created for It by the need men found themselves under of makmg commumcation of their
Every complex communication is resolvable
thoughts, the next consideration is that of the
into two or more simple ones. Every complex
proposition is resolvable iuto two or more modifications of which that demand is susceptible.
simple ones.
Here comes the inquiry, in what ways, by
Every simple proposition, if the expression
given to it be complete, con tams in it the im- language in general, and by the different
known languages in particular, or rather, by
port of at least three different sorts of words,
partIcular languages, and thence by language
the import of each of them bearing a particular
relation to that of the rest.
t It belongs to the abstract or unapplied part of
To the import, for the expression of which
three words are necessary and sufficient, if the universal Grammar, to present to view the import
of the.e several relanous considered in themselves.
import of any other word, having a separate
It belongs to the Grammar of each partICUlar
import of its own, be added, the import of this
language to present to view the different forms of
words, by which these relations are respectively ex.. Example: in Latin, sio, and so stee, stet, &c. pressed in that same language.
It belongs to the concrete, or applied part of uniOf sio, the equivalent, III which every member of
the communication has a word for the designation versal Grammar, to present comparative views of
of it, IS, Ego swn slans-I
am standing, or III a the differ"nt modes in which expreo8ion is given to
these same reJ.atiolUlin different languages.
standlDg posture.
Greek not excepted, the English language is
better adapted than any other language.
The practical result is, that in the seminary
which, so much to the honour of this country,
is at work for the training up of young persons to be sent abroad in the character
of
missionaries, in the hope of that glory which
is to be reaped from the propagation
of
Christianity and civihsation among barbarous
nations, by whom, when taken in the aggregate, a prodigiously diversified multitude of
languages afford respectively the only medium
they have through which instruction can be
transmitted
to them by the generosity of their
intended benefactorsc=-an mstitutional treatise
on the principles of unrversal Grammar would,
if grounded on the foundation here in question, be found a useful assistant, substracting,
at the same time, from the quantity of the correspondent part of such their literary labour,
and at the same time in respect of strength of
mmd and mastery of the subject, making addition to their capacity for it.
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in general, satisfaction has been given to that
For the designation of ideas of relations,
demand.
adjnncts, and modifications attached to the
All along it ;>vill be matter not less of in- principal idea-the idea. of the subject-two
struction than of curiosity and amusement, to modes are employed in language, VlZ.-I. Sepago back, and, in the remainmg fragments, as rate accessory words; 2. Modifications of the
in exuviee of lost species of plants and animals, eigns of the principal idea or subject-the
to observe the features of language and lan- principal word.
guages in their earliest state.
For the giving an account of these different
Throughout the whole field of language, modifications of ideas, the most eommodrous
two languages, as it were, ruu all along in a of all languages will be that in which the
state of parallelism to each other,-the one greatest use is made of separate words. Why!
material, the other immaterial ;-the material
Because, in this case, for the separate designaall along the basis of the immaterial:
tion of each such modification, there is a
The same stock of words serves for each,separate and apposite word already provided
each word serving, or being capable of serving, by the language.jin both senses ;-at any rate. every word oriThe more of these separate words a langinally employed in a material sense, is capable guage possesses, the less the demand it has for,
of being employed in an immaterial sense.
and naturally the less the number it will have
Saving the class Of real entitles distinguished of the above-mentioned verbal modificanons.
by the appellation of inferential, the entities
These modifieanons have, by Grammarians,
of which the words of the immaterial language been termed inflections.
are designative, are all fictitrous entities.
In proportion as the number which it furFictitious entities may be distributed ae- nishes of these modifications or inflections is
cording to the branch of Art and Science for small, the language may be said to be a sparthe purpose of which the names of them re- in!1ly inftected-m the opposite case, a copiously
quire to be employed.
inflected, language.
Thus we have, 1. Somatic, or Somatological
fictitious entities: 2. Noological fictitious enSECTIONII.
tities: 3. Ethical fictitious entities.*
All language is employed in announcing the
Systematical Sketch of the Parts of Speech.
existence, absolute or conditional, past, preUnder the universally applying appellation
sent, or future of some event or state of thmgs, of Parts of Speech, are included the whole
or say of some state of things quiescent or number of the words of which the language III
moving, real or Imaginary, i. e. meant to be , question IS composed.classed
and denominated
represented as real, or meant to be represented according to the several relanons which they
as imaginary.
bear. or are capable of bearing, one to another,
In this case, the distinction between reality in the composition of a grammatical sentence.
and imaginariness may apply as well to the
A sentence, in the language of grammar. is
things themselves as to the state, whether of not the same thing with a proposition in the
motion or rest, in which they are represented language of Logic. A sentence, when all the
as existing.
words belonging to it are inserted, cannot
No state of things can have been in exist- contain less than an entire proposition, but It
enee but in some place and some time,-in
may contain any number of propositions.
some portion of the field of space, and in some
The different species of relations which. for
portion of the field of time.
the purposes of discourse, have need of 80
Place and time are, accordingly, both of many different classes of words for giving exthem adjuncts to all existence. Existence IS pression to them, are the same in all languages.
a field or ocean which spreads itself at once The parts of speech are, therefore, the same
over both these subjacent fields, the field of in all languages, the scantiest and most inconapace and the field of time.
vemently constructed as well as the richest
But though, in fact, neither space nor time and most culnvatedc--c the Hottentot and
can, in any Instance, fail to be the actual ac- Chinese as well as the Greek and English.
companiments of existence, yet, by language,
Universal grammar is that sort of grammar
expression may, on any occasion, be given to which treats of those relations in 80 far as
existence without being given either to place they are common to all languages.
or to time, or at any rate, Without being given
When, upon a correct foundation, an allto both.
comprehensive institute of universal grammar
The ideas, in the designation of which Ian- has once been formed, supposmg it framed
guage is employed, are reducible to two heads: with that degree of skill which has been ex-1. Ideas of subjects, i. e. of entities, real or emplified in so many particular grammars. it
fictitious, considered as subjects; and, 2. Ideas will serve as a common standard of eompanof relations=-of relations between subject and son, and as a source of explanation for all
subject.
t Of all languages, the language in which. for
* See this subject at length in the immediately this purpose, the greatest use is made of separate
words IS, it is believed, the Enghsh.
followingtract.
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languages, and as a foundation-model
for the
several particular
grammars, which take for
their respective subjects these same languages.
Without,
and therefore, before, the discoveries made by Horne Tooke, no such universal grammar, it will be seen, could have
been formed.
By him the way has been prepared for 3. work of this sort; but, for the
framing of it, one of the requisites has been a
clear view of that logic in which, when taken
in its most extended sense, grammar, even
universal grammar, has Its foundation;
and so
it has happened that no professed Grammarian
seems, as yet, to have given himself this qualification.
An acquaintance
with universal grammar,
as above-described, will naturally be among
the acquisitions to be made in a Chrestomathic
school.
So far from adding to, it will substract from, the quantity of labour necessary
to the acquisition of a given degree of acquaintance
with the particular
languages
therein proposed to be taught.
Words are the signs of thoughts,-proportioned only to the degree of correctness and
completeness with which thoughts themselves
have been conceived and arranged, can be the
degree of correctness and completeness given
to their respecti v(' signs.
Of speech, though the correction, extension,
and improvement of thought be, and that to a
prodigious degree a consequence, yet the more
immediate and only universally regarded object, is but the communication of thought.
But by anything less than an entire proposition, i. e. the import of an entire proposition,
no communication
can have place.
In language, therefore, the integer to be looked for
is an entire proposition,-that
which Logicians
mean by the term logical proposition.
Of this
integer, no one part of speech, not even that
which IS most significant, is anything more
than a fragment;
and, in this respect, in the
many-worded appellative, part of speech, the
word part is instructive.
By it, an mtimation to look out for the integer, of which it is
a part, may be considered as conveyed.
A
word is to a proposition what a letter is to a
word.
A sentence,-in
that which, by Grammarians,
is meant by the word sentence,-the
matter
either of no more than a single proposition, or
that of any number of propositions, may be
contained.
Not unfrequently, by no more than a single
word, the import of an entire proposition is
expressed.
But the case in which this happens is that in which, as to all that is not
supplied by modification, as above, th&t omission of words, of which, at the same time, It
is necessary that the import should be present
to the mind, that omission which, by Grammarians, is called ellipsis, has place.
Of the existence of an ellipsis, or any omission, the test is this :-Look out for the words,
the import of which, though the terms them-

selves are not inserted, is supposed to be intended to be conveyed.
In so far as this is
the case, then, so it is that, by the insertion of
these words, no addition will appear to have
been made to the sense.
Without a gap in the sense, an ellipsis can
no otherwise be left than in so far as, by the
nature of the subject, or of the context, i. e.
the words of which the circumjacent proposition are composed, the import of the words
omitted is suggested.
Arranged in the order of simplicity and conceptibility, and denominated
by their usual
names, the several parts of speech that are
essentially different from one another, and not
included anyone
of them under any other,
will stand as follows:
1. Substantive.
Noun-substantive.
2. Adjective.
Noun-adjective.
3. Verb.
Verb-subatantive,
called also the
copula.
4. Preposition.
5. Conjunction.
If considered as distinct from all the above,
and not including in Itself the import of several of them, the interjection
does not form a.
part of organized language.
It is no more
than part and parcel of that unorganized Iangnage which is common to man and the inferior animals.
In the above list, the word substantive must
be considered as unfurnished with those several additaments
and other modifications by
which tile relations designated by the words
gender, number, and case, are expressed.
So likewise the noun-adjective.
So likewise the verb, as distinct from those
by which the relations designated by the words
person, number, moods, and tense, are expressed.
The pronoun-substantive
will be found to
coincide in its rmport and properties with the
noun-substantive,
and that as perfectly as any
one noun-substantive
with another common
substantive, that is, the sort of relation it bears
to the several other parts of speech is the same.
The pronoun-adjective
will, in like manner,
be found to coincide in its import and properties with the noun-adjective.
The article, whether definite or indefinite,
will be found in like manner to be but a species
of noun-adjective.
A part of speech is either, 1. Aplonoctic,
-Simple
in its import.
Or,2. Syneraticonoctic,-oomposite
in its import.
A part of speech, SImple in its import, is
either, 1. Siguificant by itself. Or, 2. Not significant by itself.
The only part of speech which is perfectly
simple in its import, and at the same time integrally significant, is the noun-substantive.
The noun-substantive,
not as it exists in Greek
and Latin, complica.ted with literal modifications indica.tive of logical relations, such as
gender, number, and case, but such as It exists
in English, as in the words 11Iall, trotllan,horse.
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A noun-substantive
is a. name, as in the
La.tin the word noun truly imports.
The entity of which it is the name, belongs
either to the class of real entities, or to the
class of fictitious entities.
Incorporeal as well as corporeal substances
being included, real entities are those alone
which belong to tha.t universal class designated
by the logicians by the name of substances.
Substances are divided by them into corporea.l and incorporeal,
Under the name of corporeal, are included all masses of matter, howsoever circumstanced in respect of form, bulk,
and place.
Of corporeal substances, the existence is
made known to us by sense. Of incorporeal,
no otherwise than by ratiocmation.c=they
may
on that account be termed inferential. *
To the class of iuferential entities belong,
1. The soul of man in a state of separation
from the body. 2. God. 3. All other and
inferior spmtual entitles.
Substantives are either proper names or
common names.
A proper name is a sign by
which some individual object is alone srgmfied.
A common name is a name by which some
class of objects 1& Signified.
In the order of time, the use of proper names
cannot but have preceded the use of common
names.
Common names cannot have been formed
Without a course of experience, whereby the
identity or resemblance of properties or qualities, as between mdrvidual and mdividual,
among all such individuals as belong to the
class so constituted and designated, has been
made known.
T;le import of a proper name is intelligible
to the inferior animals, to all animals, for example, who for the purpose of their bemg fed
are accustomed to be called.
If it be never
addressed on any other occasion, or for any
other purpose, the sound by which It IS called
becomes, in the ani mars mind, the animal's
name.
To the animal it is but a proper name,
howsoever, to the man who on that occasion
uses it, it may be a common name. To the
man who, intending to give food to a cat, cries
puss, puss may be a common name, and be
accordmgly applied to the purpose of feeding
several cats at once. But to each respective
cat it is but a proper name,-what
each cat
understauds
ih that itself IS named by it.
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Wha.t no ca.t understands is that a.ny other cat
is named by it.
Among names of fictitious entities, the foremost, and those the designa.tion of which is of
most immediate necessity to mind-expressing
converse, are qualities.t
Talung the word proporition in its simplest
acceptation, by every proposition the existence
of some quality in some subject IS asserted.
A proposition IS a.ny portion of discourse by
which the existence of some quahty in some
subject IS asserted.
The name ofthe substance
is the noun-substantive.
The name of the
quality is the noun-adjective.
The word by
which the relation between the quality and
the substance IS indicated, viz. the existence
of the one m the other, is by logicrans called
the copula.
By grammarians, on some of the occasions
on which by logicians the term copula IS employed, the term cerb IS employed.
But it
would not by any means be true to say that
the word copula, and the word verb are synonymous,-lllterconvertlble-indlcatIve
of precisely the same object, and nothing more. By
the word copula no more than one single class
of words IS indicated, viz. the class of words
by which mtimation is conveyed that in the
opinion of the speaker the quality named by
him exists in the subject, the name of which
IS pronounced by him at the same time. By
the word verb IS indicated the cluster of objects the names of which are by grammarians
put together, and spoken of as coustrtuung all
of them together but one Terb.
The Import of the word copula is the same
in all languages.
The Import of the word
verb IS different in different languages.
In
the copiously inflected languages, It includes
a much greater number of words than III the
sparingly inflected languages.
In the Import of the copula IS included nothing more than the one idea just brought to
VIeW.
In the language of grammarians one verb
is by the name of the verb-substantive
distinguished from all otbers=-rt may be termed
the verb m which are contained mdications of
simple existence.
In Latm, the verb sum; in
English, the verb to be; for ill Latin one of the
many species of conjugates included under that
complex denomination, In English another of
those species of conjugates, IS employed as the
name of the whole aggregate.
In every other verb throughout all its modifications, to the import of the copula is added
the import of some name of a quality.
In the
verb-substantive no such additament has place
unless the objects designated by the words
person, number, mood, tense, be regarded as

* According to those who agree with Bishop
Berkeley, matter belongs to the class of those
entitres of which the existence is inferential; impressions and ideas bemg, m that case, the only
perceptible entities. But, in the case of matter,
the Justness of the inference IS detennmable, at all
times detennmable by experimental proof: if of
the wall opposite me, I infer the non-existence, and
t Qualit!/ being taken in the largest sense of
run that way as if there were no wall, the errone- whIch the word IS susceptible, IS that which, in its
ousness of the inference will be but too plainly per- import, is eo-extensive with the applicability of the
ceptible on my forehead; which is not the case in word so much used in the Aristotella.n Logic school,
predtcaltOn.
anyone of these other inata.nces.
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capable of being included under, and designated by, the word qualit!J."
The following are the accessory ideas of
which the pnncipal ones expressed
by the
several parts of speech III question must be
divested,
Why?
Answer.-Because
of these
several accessory ideas, the several signs Will
be found to be equivalent to the import of so
many entire propositions,
I. Noun-substantive;
accessory Ideas attached to it in some !angual!es.
The ideas designated by the words, 1. Gender. 2. Numher.
3. C:1se.t
II Noun-arljective ; the same.
III. Verb. Accessory Ideas attached to it,
as above, In some lau,!!'uai(l~.:::
L Person, (relatron had to the speaker, and
the bema -pokcn to.)
~. Nurubcr.
:~. Mood or mode, wluch is ertl-or, 1. Absolute; or, 2. Conditional.
4. Tense, i. e., the SIgn of time.

I. Gender. Proposition involvo-l in the import of the termmation
by winch g~llder, i. c.
sex, IS dcsurnatcd.
L The pO'son 111 question; viz. the perf-On
in the desrgnanon of whom the uoun-substantivo, to which the terrmuatron
is attached, is
employed.ts of the sex thus deoignated,--elther
male or female; apphed to human, and most
other animated beinrrs, the proposition thus
expressed may alway" be truo.
2. The tlunq in question io of the sex so rlpsiguatcd.
Applied to uuorgamzr-d bCIlIP;S,this
i~ never true ; and so amona oraanized bemus,
With few cxceptrons, if applied to vegetahl« s,
By tIns absurd falsehood, useless com ph cation
to a \:t,t amount, and conception 1I0t only
orroneous but pernicious to a consrdcrablo
amount, are mfused into the composition of
the languaaes III wluch this excrescence IS COIItamed, and III particular the Latin, the Greek,
and the modern Ianauace«, of which these ancient languages form respectively
the mum
roots,
I 1. ~Yltlllbrr. Proposiuon

~--~-~-

involved

the

III

~---------~---

'* A ~ie.'11 de~jgn.J.ti,c of pt c=ent time, j.., It to he
considered as dC"'I!:~lIatl YC of ,l. It'LLtlOH ~ I~ not the
present the standard of all

rol::.(I011'

of time

0

The

c'opula., 1t should seem, must he convnlcrcd
a~
clucllllg the desumatron
of present time, unless
so far as mnmation l~ given of the contrnrv.
t In the copiously ;lltlectc<l J'm~ung-e< ("1'.
fircf'k, Latm, SchL\oman,
and their derivative
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import of the termination by which number is
desrgnated.
Objects of the same kind, more than one are
meant to be indicated by the noun-substantive, to which with or without the addition of
the noun-adjective, the termination in question
is a tta ched.
In the same way may be brought to view
the propositions respectively indicated by the
terminations or other modiflcatrons expressive
of case, mood or mode, and tense.
Two cases there are, in and by the import
of which no such adscititions
and accessory
idea, is noccssanlv involved.
There are, 1.
Th(,1I0nlll1atIVP. 2. The accnsanve
In these
cases there 1'; not any pro)Jo....
uiou (If the import of" Inch the deOl!!p:ttlOll 1< added to th.it
of tl.o Import of the nOI1I1,to wluch the ternnnation, or other modificanon, I~ attaclu-d.
Those in the im·t,"lcL< of which there IS
always some propo-atron, of tho import of
winch the de=uruatron I~ alwo y« involved III
that of the terrnmation UI (ll1{'<;tlOll,.rre, I.
Tllt' gornnvc.
2. Th« danvc.
:1. The ablative.
In certam sparmaly inflected lnnguazes, the
import of the gf'TlItlH' I~ indeed expressed by
a ternunauon.
But III those same languages
It IS in every instance expressed also by a proposition,
In every language in which it has place, the
substitution made of terminations or other inseparable
modifications
to separate
words,
such, for example. 3.0.: proposrtrons, rs, on several accounts, a great blemish.
l. It IS a
source of prodnrious comphcauonv=the
whole
of It usele-s.
:!. It h a 1I1O't copious source
of ambunutv ; one such modification being
in the-e eopiously inflected languages applied
of necessity
to convey mdiscnmmately
a
multitude
of different imports, which bemz
esvouuiully drffereut, present a correspondently
uracut demand for these instruments of distmcuon, of wlneh so correct and complete a
stock I" afforded hy the sparmgly
mflected
1all !.,'1l3~e"l.
::. From tho multitude
of throe separate
adjuucts
wlnch 1II the 'l'urlllgly
mflccted
l:lIli!Il~!!CS all' capable of bC,llg conjoined with
the same principal part of speech, and the
multitude of the chauge« capable of being runz
npou them, by arrancmg
them in different
orders, may be seen a copious source of energy,
vai iety, and thence of beauty, of which the
CIIIllOl;,))'
mflected languages -are not susceptiblc.

fir.
.....)

all th. ..e three acces-mv itl(, I" nrc all of thorn (ilstmruished
bv tornunauon-,
.Jotters, or comluuations
of letter" added OJ -ubsunuorl to those exprC"lve
01 the PllIlC,!,,,1 ohlee!
In the sl'armgly mllec ted,
for evample : <lcIH.kr, not ; number, yes; case, the
Genitiv e, and 110 other.
:::In the RUSSian, a dialect of the Sclavonian, 111stances are not wantme in which, not only the noun,
but the verb also, IS encumbered with vanations 01
termmatiou indrcative oj sev.

SECTION

Properties
The proportres

I

])cs1Table

desirable

III.
in Lanquaqe.
in the case of any

particular language will be correspondent
to,
a IHl dependent on, the IJropertie~ desirable in
all language or discourse taken 111 the aggregate.
Different properties are ill different degrees
de-uable
in a human discourse on different
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occa.sions; the properties desirable in a mass
of discourse will, in some degree, as to some
of them, depend on the nature of the discourse,
that is, on the sort of end which It has in view,
and the occasion on whICh,-the state of things,
--the conjuncture in which It is uttered.
The properties
desirable in language m
general will then be the sum of all the properties which can be desrrable m It. on the
sum of all the different occasions that are
capable of having place.
One all-comprehensive property may, therefore, be stated as desirable 111 any particular
language, VIZ. the capacity of bema, according
to the nature of each occasion, endowed with
all the several properties which 011 that part 1cular occasion are desirable in langun~e,would he desired by, would be serviceable to,
any and every person who on that occasion
should have need to employ the faculty of
discourse.
Properties of the first order, or primary propertiea-=propcrtres
of the second order, or
secondary
properties;
under these different
heads may be ranked all the several properties desirable in language or discourse taken
at large.
By properties of the first order, understand
all such properties as III a direct wa v arc respcctrvely conducive to one or other ~f all the
several sort> of end", to the accomph-hmcnt
of
which langu-ige is in any part of It, on any occasion capable of hl'lIlg employed and dirr-r-ted ;
and which, snpposnnr them po-sesscd, need
not for th.u purpose the iutcrveunon or addrnon of any other properties.
By properties of the second order, understand such properties as are indeed conducive
to the same end" but no farther, nor any otherwise than a< bcnu; respectively contributory
to the endowing of the language With one or
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more of the properties above designated and
distinguished by the appellation of properties
of the first order.
The several properties
of the first order
which, with reference to all ends, and on all
occasions taken tog-ether, are desrrable III Ianguage, may be thus enumerated :1. Clearness.
:1. Correctness.
3. CopiousnCES. 4. Completeness.
5_;\' on-redundance.
6. Concisenes-,
7. Pronounciabihtv.
8. :\1elodiousnes-,
'I. Diecilnht v.
10. Docibihtv.
II. Meliorabihty.
1:2 Impressiveness.
13.
Dignity.
14. Patheticalness.
The several propertie-, of the second order,
wlnch in respect of their conduciveness to the
same ends, but through the medium each of
them of one 01' more of the particulars standmg In the above list of primary properties, are
desirable In lanzuage.muy be thus enumerated.
1. The relanons expressed by It. expressed
I as much as may be by distinct words m conI tradistmction
tu moduicauons of other words.
i In proportion as It i-, endowed With this
property, a LlIl~uJ!!e may be termed, a spari 1Il;!'!y mftectcd Iancuagc.
I
A word bcmz a=-umed as the basis or root
(If these several modifications, they WI]] consist
either of addiuons to, substracnons
from, or
changes of some one or more of the letters of
tho fuudamcnt.il or radical word.
The-o may be m.ule, I. A: the beginning.
:1 At the end. :l At allY mtermcdiate part.
All such modificauous may be termed tn1 fLctwns,
III proportion
to the multitude of these
' modrficatrons, It m.,:.· be called a copiously Illfleeted language §
.. Here the MS. terminates With this notandum.
-" Another secondary J'rnperty.-AtTor<img tacihtv to the construction ot composite words. State
the use of composrte words."

NOTE BY THE EDITOR.

IF the term Ontology be considered, as it generally is, synonymous with that IIf Metaphysics,
and be held to embrace all that is brought together by the English writers on that science,
the followmg tract will be found to illustrate but a very small branch of the subject. The
original MSS. have indeed all the appearance of being purely fragmentary; and it is probable
that the Author intended to incorporate them in the great system of Mental Philosophy, of a design to prepare which he has left so many traces, and of which the works on Logic, Language,
and Grammar, which follow this, may be considered as portions. Although thus limited in
extent, it was thought best to publish these pages in the form of a separate work, as the analysis and classification of the matter of thought and language which they contain, form what
may be called the elements of the Author's Psychical System, and are understood, or more
briefly repeated, in all his examinations of the operations of the mind. The philosophical
reader WIll perhaps find in them a key to many of the difficulties that created the controversy
between the Realists and the Nommalists; and they undoubtedly throw considerable light on
that dispute, The reader who wishes to follow out this subject will find farther elucidations
of It in the tract on Logic, at pp. 246, 262, and in that on Language, at p. 327.
The MSS. from which this tract is edited bear date 1813, 1814, and 1821.
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ONTOLOGY.
INTRODUCTION.

SECTIO:; II.

THE most general, that is, the most extensive
propositions belonging to physics, to BUlnatoiOffY,
the only branch of physics that comes under
the cognisance of sense, are considered as forming a separate branch of art and science, under
the very uncharacteristic
na.me of mathematics.
The most general and extensive propositions
belonging to phYSICS, in the largest sense of
the word, including Somatology* and Psychologyt taken together, have been considered as
forming, in like manner, a separate discipline,
to which the name of Ontology has been assigned.
The field of Ontology, or as it may otherwise be termed, the field of supremely abstract
entities is a yet untrodden la.byrinth,-a
wi!derness never hitherto explored.
In the endeavour to bnng these entities to
view, and place them under the reader's eye
in such sort that to each of their names, ideas
as clear, correct, and complete as possible, may
by every reader who will take the trouble, be
annexed and remain attached, the following
is the course that will be pursued.
Those of which the conceptiou is most simple,
will all along precede those of which the conception is less simple; in other words, those
words to the understanding
of which, neither
any other word, nor the import of any other
word, will be necessary, will be brought to
view in the first place, and before any of those
which in their import bear a necessary and i
more or less explicit or implied reference to
the ideas attached to this or that other word.

I
i

I

Of Perceptible Entities.
A perceptible entity is every entity the existence of which is made known to human beings
by the immediate testimony of their senses,
without reasoning, i. e. without reflectron. A
perceptible real entity is, in one word, a. body.:::
The name body is the name of the genus
generalissimum
of that class of real entities.
Under this genus generahssimum,
a system of
divisions which has for its limit the aggregate
of all distinguishable
individual bodies, may
be pursued through as many stages as are
found conducive to the purposes of discourse,
at any such stage, and at any number of such
stages, the mode of division may be bifurcate §
and exhaustive, i.e. all-comprehensive.
The division accordmg to which bodies are
spoken of as subjects of one or other of the
three physical kingdoms, viz. animal, vegetable,
and mineral, is a trifurcate division.
By substituting
to this one stage of drvision, two
stages, each of them bifurcate, the division
may be rendered, or rather shown to be, exha.ustive; as thus:A body is either eudued with life, or not
endued with life.
A body endued with life, is either endued
with sensitive life, or WIth life not sensitive.
A body endued With sensitive life, is an
animal; a body endued with a life not sensitive,
is a vegetable;
a body not endued with hfe, is
a mineral.
SECTIOS III.
Of Inferential

1.

CHAPTER

CLASSIFICATION OF ENTITIES.
SECTION

1.

Di'llision of Entities.
An entity is a denomination in the import
of which every subject matter of discourse, for
the designation of which the grammatical
part
of speech called a noun-substantive
is employed, may be comprised.
Entities may be distinguished
into peroepcibh and inferential.
An entity, whether perceptible or inferential, is either real or fictitious.
.. Somatology, the science that belongs to bodies.
belongs to mind.

+ P&ydiology, the science that

Elltitus.

Au inferential entity, is an entity which, in
these times at least, IS not made known to
human beings in general, by the testimony of
I sense, but of the existence of which the persuasion is produced by reflection=-rs inferred
from a chain of reasoning.
An inferential entity IS either, 1. Human;
or, 2. Super-human.
:::The name substance has, by the logicians of
former times, been used to comprise perceptible
and inferential real entities: Souls, God, Angels,
Devils, have been designated by them by the appellation substance.
§ The use of the exhaustive mode of division, as
eontrsdsannguished from that which is not exhaustive, i. c. all-comprehensive, is to 'show, that your
conception and comprehension of the subject, in so
far aa the partlcuIUs comprehended in it are ill
view, is complete. Vide supra, p. 110, et MJ.
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1. A human inferential entity, is the soul
considered as existing in a. state of sepa.ration
from the body.
Of a. human soul, existing in a state of separation from the body, no man living will, it is
believed, be found ready to aver himself to have
had perception of any individual example; or,
at any rate, no man who, upon due and apposite interrogation would be able to obtain credence.
Considered as existing and visiting any part
of our earth in a. state of separation from the
body, a human soul would be a. ghost: and, at
this time of day, custom scarcely does,fashion
certainly does not command us to believe in
ghosts.
Of this description of beings, the reality not
being, in any instance, attested by perception,
cannot therefore be considered any otherwise
than as a matter of inference."
2. A superhuman entity is either supreme
or subordinate,
The supreme, superhuman, inferential entity
is God : sanctioned by revela.tion ; sanctioned
by the religion of Jesus as delivered by the
apostle Paul, is the proposition that no man
hath seen God at any time.
If this propositaon be correct, God not being consistently with
the imperfection of the human senses capable
of being referred to the cl:LSS of perceptible
real entitles, cannot, in consequence of the imperfection under which human reason labours,
cannot, any more than the soul of man considered as existing in a separate state, be referred by it to any other class than that of
inferential real entities as above described.jA subordmate
superhuman
entity is either
good or bud. A good subordinate superhuman
mferentral entity is an angel; a. bad subordi.iate superhuman inferential entity is a devil.
By the learner as well as by the teacher of
logic, all these subjects of Ontology may, Without mnch detriment, it is believed, to any other
useful art, or any other useful science, be left
III the places
in which they are found.
.. Should there be any person in whose view the
soul of man, considered III a state of separation from
the body, should present itself as not capable ot
bemg, WIth propriety, aggregated to the class of
real entitles, to every such person, the class to which
it belongs would naturally be that of fictitious entities ; in which case It would probably be considered as being that whole, of which 80 many other
psychical entities, none of which have ever been
considered any otherwise than fictitious, such as
the understanding, and the Will, the perceptive faculty, the memory, and the imaginanon, are so
many parts.
t Should there be any person who, iecapsble of
drawing those inferences by which the Creator and
Preserver of all other entitles, is referred to the class
of real ones, should refuse to hun a place in that
class, the class to which such person would find
hrmself, in a manner, compelled to refer that invisible and mystenous being would be, not as in
the ease of the human soul to that of fictitious entitles, but that of non-entities.

SECTION

IV.

Of real Entities_
A real entity is an entity to which, on the
occasion and for the purpose of discourse, existence is really meant to be ascribed.
Under the head of perceptible real entities
may be placed, without difficulty, individual
perceptions
of all sorts: t the impressions
produced in groups by the application of sensible objects to the organs of sense: the ideas
brought to view by the recollection of those
same objects; the new ideas produced under
the influence of the imagination, by the decomposition and recomposition of those groups ;to none of these can the character, the denomination, of real entitles be refused.
Faculties, powers of the mind, dispositions:
all these are unreal ; a.ll these are but so many
fictitious entities.
When a view of them comes
to be given, it will be seen how perfectly distinguishable, among psychreal entitles, are those
which are recognised in the character of real,
from those which are here referred to the class
of fictitious entities.
To some it may seem matter of doubt whether,
to a perception of any kind, the appellation of
a real entity can, with propriety, be applied
Certam it is that it cannot, if either solidity
or permanence be regarded as a quality belonging to the essence of reality.
But in neither of these instances can, it
is believed, any sufficient or just reason be
assigned, why the field (If reality should be regarded as confined within the limits which, on
that supposition, would be applied to It.
Whatsoever title an object belonging to the
class of bodies may be considered as possessiug to the attribnte of reality, i. e. of existence,
every object belonging to the class of perceptiQ'/IS will be found to possess, 11\ stili higher
degree, a title established by more immediate
evidence : it is only by the evidence afforded
by perceptions
that the reality of a body of
any kind can be established.
Of Ideas, our perception is still more direct
and immediate
than that which we have of
corporeal substances:
of their existence our
persuasion IS more necessary and irresistible
thah that which we have of the existence of
corporeal substances.
Speaking of Entities, ideas might perhaps
accordingly be spoken of as the sole perceptiNt'
ones, substances, those of the corporeal class,
being, with refereuce, and in contradistiucnou
to them, no other than inferential ones.
But if substances themselves be the subject
of the division, and for the designation of the
two branches of the division the words perceptible and inferential be employed, it is to cor-

t Pathematic, Apatkematic, to one or other of
these denommations may all imaginable sorts of
perceptions be referred.
Pathematic, viz. such as
either themselves consist of or are accompanied by
pleasure 01' pain; ApathematlC, such as have not
any such accompaniment in any shape.
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poreal substances that the characteristic
and
Reckoning from the real entity to which it
differential attribute, perceptible, cannot but be bears relation, a flctmous entity may be styled
applied:
the term inferential being thereupon
a fictinous enttty of the first remove, a fictiemployedforthe
designanon of incorporeal oues. tious entity of the second remove, and so on.
The more correct and complete the considerA fiCtItIOUSentity of the first remove IS a
ation bestowed, the more clearly Will It be fictinous entity, a conception of which may be
perceived, that from the existence of percepobtained by the consideration
of the relation
nons, viz. of sensible ones, the inference whereborne by it to a real entity, Without need of
by the existence of corporeal entities, VIZ. the considermg the relation borne by it to any
bodies from which those perceptions are re- other fictrtious entity.
spcctively derived, IS much stronger, more neA fictitious entity of the second remove IS a
cessary, and more Irresistible, than the inferflctmous entity, for obtaining a conception of
cnce whereby the existenee
of incorporeal
which it IS necessary to take mto consideration
entities IS inferred from the existence of persome fictitious entity of the first remove.
ceptible entities,
ahas corporeal substances,
Considered at any two contiguous points of
ahas bodies.
time, every real entity is either in monon or
Suppose the non-existence of corporeal sub- at rest.
stances, of any hard corporeal substance that
Now, when a real entity is said to be at
stands opposite to you, make this supposinon, , rest, it is said to be so With reference to some
and as soon as you have made It, act upon it, other particular
real entity or aggregate of
pain, the perception of pam, Will at once bear I real entities;
for so far as any part of the sy~Witness against YOU; and that by your pun- I tem of the universe is perceived by us, we at
ishment, your condign punishment.
Suppose I all times perceive It not to be at rest.
Such,
the non-existence of any inferential
incorpo- I at least, IS the case not only with the bodies
real substances, of anyone of them, or of all called planets, but With one or more of the
of them, and the supposition made, act upon It bodies called fixed stars; and, by analogy, we
accordmgly,-bethesuppositIOllconformableor
mfer this to be the case with all the rest,
not conformable to the truth of the case, at
'I'lus premised, considered WIth reference to
any rate no such Immediate counter-evidence,
' any two contiguous points of time past, erery
no such Immediate punishment Will follow."
perceptible real entity was, durmg that time,
: either 111 motion or not in motion ; if not 1U
, motion, it was at rest.
SECTIONV.
Here, then, we have two correspondent and
Of Ficuuous Enuties.
opposite fictitious entities of the first remove,
A fictitious entity is an entity to which,
VIZ.a motion and a rest.
though by the grammatical form of the disA motion is a mode of speech commonly emcourse employed m speakmg of it, existence be I ployed ; a rest IS a mode of speech not so comascribed, yet 111 truth and reality existence is monly employed.
not meant to be ascribed.
To be spoken of at all, every fictitious entity
Every noun-substantive
which is not the must be spoken of as lfit were real. 'I'his.It will
name of a real entity, perceptible or inferenbe seen, is the case with the above-mentioued
tral, is the name of a ficutrous entity.
pair of fictitious entities of the first remove.
Every fictitious entity bears some relation
A body is said to be in motion. This, taken
to Rome real entity, and can no otherwise be in the hteral sense, IS as much as to say, here
understood than in so far as that relation is peris a larger body, called a motion; in this larger
ceivcd.c--a concepnou of that relation IS ob- body, the other body, namely, the really extamed.
isting body, is contained.
So ill regard to rest. To say this body is at
., In the works of the authors who now (anno rest is as much as to say, here is a body, and
l!J I:l) are in vogne, not a few are the notions of It will naturally be supposed a fixed body, and
wlnch the appearancewill,at this tune of day, be apt here is another body, meaning the real exisung
to excite a sensation of surprise in an unexperienced,
body, which is at that first-mentioned
body,
and, one day perhaps, even in an experienced, mmd,
Of tins number are-I. The denial of the exis- i. e. attached to it, as if the fictitious body were
tence of bodies. 2. The denial of the existence of a stake, and the real body a beast tied to it.
An instance of a flcsitrous enttty of the segeneral or abstract ideas.
There are qualities
Of these kmdred paradoxes,-for such, in some cond remove is a quality.
there are
sort, they WIll he found to be,-who were the first that are qualities of real entities;
persons by whom they were respectively broached, qualities that are qualities of the above-men1< more than I 're collect, If so it be that I ever knew;
troned fictitious entities of the first remove,
nor, supposmg It attainable, would the trouble of For example, of motion, rectilinearity,
curvithe search be paid for by the value of the thing ImearIty, slowness, quickness, and so on.t
touud.
Of those by whom the notion of the non-existence
t The manuscript of this section finishes at tlus
of matter, including the several bodies th.'\t present point, but the margmal note III pencil is-" Go on,
themselves to our senses, is rnaintamed, BIshop bring to view the several other fictitious entitles of
Berkeley, if not the first in point of time, is, at the second remove, those of the third remove, If
any rate, the most illustrious partisan.
any, and 50 00."
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SECrlON VI.

Uses o/tkil distinction betlteen nalneB of real
and names of fictitious entities.
These uses are, 1. Attaching,
in the only
way in which they can be attached.clear
ideas
to the several all-comprehensive
and leading
terms in question.
2. Obviating and excluding the multitudmous
errors and disputes of
Which the want of such clear Ideas has been
the source: disputes which, in many instances,
have not termmated
in words, but through
words have produced antipathy, and through
antipathy war With all its miseries.
Fictiuous entity says some ouc,-of
such a
locution where can be the sense or use ! By
the word el/tity cannot but be represented
somctlung that has existencec=-apply
to the
came subject the adjunct .ficMIOUS, the effect
is to give mstructron that It has not any existcnce. This, then, IS a contradiction
111 terms,
a species of locution from which, in proportion
as It has any employment, confusion, and that
alone, cannot but be the effect.
Entities are either real or fictitious, what
can that mean!
What but that of entrties
there are two species or sorts: HZ. one which
is Itself, and another which IS norther itself
nor anythmg else! Instead of'ficntious entrty,
or as synonymous With fictmous entity, why
not here say, IWllellt'!.,,?
An8U"f1".-Altogether
inevitable
Will this
seemmg contradiction
be found.
The root of
it is in the nature of language:
that mstrument Without which, though of itself it be nothing, nothing can be said, and scarcely can
anything be done.
Of the nature of that instrument,
of the
various forms under which it has been seen to
present itself among different tribes of men,
of the Indispensable parts (i. e. parts of speech)
Which may be seen to belong to it under every
one of those forms, actual or possible, of the
quahties desirable on the part of the collection
of signs of which, under all these several forms,
it is composed ;-under
all these several heads,
sketches will be endeavoured to be given IU
another place."
All this while, antecedently
to the stage at
which these topics will present themselves, use
is however making, as it could not bnt be made,
of thrs same instrument.
At that future stage,
it will not only be the instrument, but the
$ubject also of inquiry: at present and until
then, employing it in the character of au Illstrnment,
we must be content to take it in
hand, and make use of it, III the state III which
we find It.
In like manner, the several operations, which
by the help of language, and under the direction of logic, are performed by human minds
upon language and thereby upon minds: such
as distmction,
division, definition, and the
several other modes of exposition, including
.. See Essay on Language, in this volume.

those of methodization, must be performed at
and from the very outset of a work on logic,
antecedently
to the stage at which the task of
examining into their nature and origination will
be entered upon and come to be performed.
To language, then-to
language alone-it
is, that fictitIOUS entities owe their existence
-their
impossible, yet indispensable,
existence.t
In language the words which present themselves, and are employed in the character of
' l~ame8,are, some of them, names of real entitles,-others,
names of flctinous entitles;
and
to one or other of these classes may all words
which are employed in the character of names
be referred.
What Will, moreover, be seen, is, that the fietion-the
mode of representation
by which the
fictmous entities thus created, III 80 far as
flctitious entities can be created, are dressed
up III the garb, and placed upon the level, of
real ones, is a contrivance but for which Ianguage, or, at any rate, language m any form
superior to that of the language of the brute
creation, could not have existence,
And now, perhaps, may be seen the difference between afict!ttousentityand a non-entity;
or, to speak more strictly, the difference between the import of the two words-a
differenee such, that when, WIth propriety and use,
the one is, the other cannot be employed.
In the house desiguated by such a number,
(nammg It) m such a streety m such a town,
lives a bemg called the Devil, having a head,
body, and lnnbs, like a man's-horns
like a.
goat's-wings
like a bat's, and a tail like a
monkey's :-Suppo.e
this assertion made, the
observation naturally might be, that the Devil,
as thus described, IS a non-entity.
The averment made of it IS, that an object of that description really exists.
Of that averment,
if seriously made, the object or end III view
cannot but be to produce in the minds to which
communication
is thus made, a serious persuasion of the existence of an object conformable to the description thus expressed.
Thus much concerning a non-entity.
Very
different IS the notion here meant to be presented by the term fictitious entity.
By this term is here meant to be desiguated
one of those sorts of objects, which in every
language must, for the purpose of discourse,
be spoken of as existing,-be
spoken of in the
like manner as those objects which really
have existence, and to which existence
is
seriously meant to be ascribed, are spoken of;
but without any such danger as that of producing any such persuasion as that of their
possessing, each for itself, any separate, or
strictly speaking, any real existence.
Take, for instances, the words motion, relation, faculty, power, and the like.

I

+

The division of entities into real and fietitiom,
is more properly the division of names into names
of real and names of fictitious entities.
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Rea.l entities being the objects for the designation of which, in the first place, at the
earliest stage of human intercourse, and m
virtue of the most urgent necessity, words, in
the character of names, were employed,-between the idea. of a name and that of the
reality of the object to which it was applied,
an association being thus formed, from a connexion thus intimate, sprung a very natural
propensity, viz. that of attributing
reality to
every object thus designated ;-m a. word, of
ascribing reality to the objects designated by
words, which, upon due examination, would
be found to be nothing but so many names of
80 many fictitious entities.
To distinguish
them from those fictitious
entities, which, 80 long as language is in use
among human bemgs, never can be spared,
fabulous may be the name employed for the
designation of the other class of unreal entities.
Of fictitious entities, whatsoever is predicated is not, consistently
with strict truth,
predicated
(It then appears) of anything but
their respective names.
But forasmuch as by reason of its length
and compoundedness, the use of the compound
denomination, nal/V of a .fict?iious entity, would
frequently be found attended with inconvenience ; for the avoidance of this inconvenience,
instead of this long denomination,
the less
long, though, unhappily, still compound denomination,
fictitious entity, will commonly,
after the above warning, be employed.
Of nothing that has place, or passes, in our
minds can we give any account, any otherwise than by speaking of it as If It were a
portion of space, with portions of matter, some
of them at rest, others movmg m It. Of nothing, therefore, that has place, or passes
in our mind, can we speak, or so much as
think, otherwise than in the way of fiction. To
this word fiction we must not attach either
those sentiments of pleasure, or those sentimenta of displeasure, which, with so much
propriety, attach themselves to it on the occasion in which it is most commonly m me.
Very different in respect of purpose and necessity, very different is this logical species of
fiction from the poetical and political ;-very
different the fiction of the Logician from the
fictrons of poets, priests, and lawyers.
For their object and effect, the fictions
with which the Logician is conversant, without having been the author of them, have
had neither more nor less than the carrying
on of human converse;
such communication
and interchange
of thought as is capable of
having place between man and man. The
fictions of the poet, whether in his character of
historic fabulist or dramatic fabulist, putting
or not putting the words of his discourse in metrical form, are pure of insincerity ,and, neither
for their object nor for their effect have anything
but to amuse,unlessitbein
some cases to excite
to action-to
action in this or that particular
direction for this or that particular purpose.
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By the priest and the lawyer, hi whatsoever
shape fiction has been employed, it has had
for its object or effect, or both, to deceive,
and, by deception, to govern, and, by governing, to promote the interest, real or supposed,
of the party addressing, at the expense of the
party addressed.
In the mind of all, fiction,
in the logical sense, has been the coin of necessity ;-111 that of poets of amusement-in
that of the priest and the lawyer of mischievous immorality in the shape of mischievous
ambinouc--cand
too often both priest and
lawyer have framed or made in part this instrument.

II.

CHAPTER
FICTITIOt:'S

ENTITIES
SECTION

Names of Physical

CLASSIFIED.

I.

Fictitious

Entities.

To this class belong all those entities which
will be found included in Aristotle's list-included in his Ten Predicaments,
the first
excepted.
In the order in which he has placed and
considered them, they stand as follows:I. Substance.
:? Quantity.
3. Quahtv.
4. Relation.
5. Places.
6. Time.
i. Situation.
8. Possession.
9. Action.
10. Passion or
Suffering."
From this hst of Aristotle's-the
list of
names of physical entrties will, as here presented, be found to be in a considerable degree
different; VIZ. III the first place, in respect of
the particulars of which it is composed: in the
next place, In respect of the or-der in which
they are brought to view. Of these differences
the grounds will successively be brought to
view as they arise.
1. Quantity.-Quantity
cannot exist without some substance of which it I, the quantity.
Of substance, no species, no individual
can exist, without existing in some certain
quantity.
2. Quality.-Quality
cannot exist without
some substance of which it IS the quality.
Of
substance, no species can exist WIthout being
of some quality;
of a multitude of qualities,
of which the number is, in every instance, indeterminate,
capable of receiving
increase,
and that to an indefinite degree, according to
the purposes for which, and the occasions on
which, the several substances of which they
are qualities, may come to be considered.
3. Place.-Of
place, the notion cannot be
entertained
WIthout the notion of some substance considered
as placed, or capable of
exi=uug, or, as we say, being placed in it.
Place may be considered as alnolute or rela-

* Tbe enumeration IS left blank in the original.
Aristotle's own a.rrangement is filled in, in the
prmting, and not that of Sanderson, which the
a.uthor generally emploved as the text-book of the
Aristotelian system.-Ed.
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tive. Supposing but one substance in existence, that substapce would be in some place,
-that place would be absolute place-relative
place there could be none. Suppose two substanees,-then, in addition to its own absolute
place, each substance would have a ,.elati'lle
place,-a place constituted by the posinon occupied by it in relation to the other.
Of no individual substance is any notion
commonly entertained without some notion of
a place-a relative place as being occupied
by it.
The place considered as occupied by an individual substance is different, according to
the purpose for which, and the occasion on
which, the substance is taken into consideration.
Expressive of the notion of place, in their
original, physical, archetypal signification, are
the several words termed prepositions of place
and adverbs of place: These areIn; on, or upon; under; at; above; below; round; around; out-out
of; from
above; from under; from.
4. Time.-Time is, as it were, on an ulterior
and double account, a flctitious entity,-its
denominanons
so many names of fictitious
entities.
Compared with substance, and, in particular, with body, place is, as hath been seen, a
fictitious entity. Without some body placed
in it, or considered as being capable of being
placed in it, place would have no existence, or
what, with reference to use, would amount
to the same thing, there would be no purpose
for which,-no occasion on which, it could be
considered as having existence.
But if, putting substance out of consideration, place be a fiction, time is, so to speak, a
still more fictitious fiction, having nothing
more substantial to lean upon than the fiction
of place.
To be capable of being spoken of, time itself
must be, cannot but be, spoken of as a modification of space. Witness the prepositions in
a.nd at: in such a portion of tlme-ai such a
portion of time; in an hour-at 12 o'clock;
in such a year, month, day, at such an hour,
at so many minutes after such an hour,--at so
many seconds after such a minute in such an
hour.
Witness, again, the common expressionsa. short time, a long time, a space of time.
By a line it is that every portion of time,
every particular time, is conceived, represented, and spoken of ;-by. a line, i. e. a body, of
which the length alone, without breadth or
depth, is considered.
5. Motion. 6. Rest. 7. Action. 8. Passion.
At every step the subject of consideration
becomes more and more complicated.
Rest is the absence or negation of motion.
Every body is either in motion or at rest.
Here place, i. e. 7'elati'lJe 'Pace, is still the
,archetype. Motion is a thing, an imaginary,
an involuntarily imagined substance, iM which

the body is conceived as being placed. Rest
a like body, at which the real body is considered as being placed.
In the idea of motion that of time is, moreover, involved, and again, that of place, as
being that in which the idea of time IS, by the
like necessity, involved.
In motion a body cannot have been but it
must have been in two different places, at or
in two different, which is as much as to say,
in two successive portions of time.
For the space of nme in question, i. e. for
a portion of time composed of those same portions which were operative in the case of
motion, the body has been at rest, in so far as
in all that space or length of time it has not
changed its place with reference to any others.
Taken in the aggregate, in so far as can be
concluded, either from observation or from
analogy m the way of inference, no body whatsoever is, or ever has been, or ever will be,
absolutely in a state of rest, i. e. without being
in motion with reference to some other body
or bodies.
The earth which we inhabit is not at rest.
The sun himself about which she moves is not
at rest. The stars called ji:ud, being but so
many suns, are themselves no more at rest
than is he.
Considered as a tDhole, the parts of our
earth are, as far as appears, with reference to
one another, the greater part of them always
at rest,--others, especially those near the
surface, many of them occasionally in motion:
and so in regard to the several separate bodies,
consisting of such portions of the matter of
which the earth is composed, as are detached
and separate from one another, each of them
having between itself and every other, with
the exception of the base on which it stands,
and upon which, by the principle of attraction
under the several forms under which it operates, it is kept at that place, certain portions
of intervening space.
Of such of them as are in a state of solidity,
rest, relative rest, rest with relation to each
other, in so far as they are in that state, is the
naturally constant state. In motion they are
not put but by some supervening accident
operating from without. Of such of them as
are in a state of fluidity, liquidity and gaseosity included, motion, relative motion IS, in
every instance, a natural state, exemplified to
a, greater or lesser extent, dependmg partly on
the particular qualities of the several fluids,
partly upon the accidents ab extra to which,
individually taken, they happen to have been
exposed.
In addition to the idea of motion, in the
ideas of action and pcwion, the idea of causation or causality IS involved. The body F is
in motion ;--of such motion, what is the cause t
Amtcer: The action of another body, the
body S, which, by the influence or correspondent power which it possesses becomes productive of that effect.
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In themselves the two fictitious entities,
substance, any individual substance, considerAction and Passion, are not only corresponation ma.y be had of its matter, without any
dent, but inseparable.
No action without
consideration had of its form, and so '!rice 1'er8a
passion-no
passion without action ;-no ac- of its form without its matter.
tion on the one part without passion on the
Thus it is, that, taken m that sense which is
other.
peculiar to it, the idea attached to the word
In the case of action, and thereupon on the matter cannot, hy means of that word be
part of one of two bodies, motion, perceptible
brought to view WIthout bringmg to VIew along
motion,-on
the part of the other body, is rela- with it, the idea of another entity called form;
tive motion, in every instance a never failing
and thrs IS the reason why, along withform
It
consequence i To judge from analogy, the pro- has been considered as composing a group' of
bability seems to be in the affirmatIve.*
entities distinct from the sort of entity, for the
In so far as on the part of one of the two designation of which the word substance has
alone, any motion IS perceptible, on the part of been employed.
the other, no motion bcing perceptible, the one
The word substance is the name of a class of
of which the motion is perceptible,
is most real entines of, t~e only class which has III it
commonly spoken of as the aqent, the other as any corporeal ennnes,
the patient·
a state of motion IS the state in
The. word matter IS but the name of a class
which the former i~ said to be ill, a state of I of fictitious entmes, sprmgmg out of the sort
passion the state in which the other is said of real entIty distmguished
by the word subto be in.
stance.
9. Relation.-Under
this head, such is its
And so it is in regard to the word form,
amplitude, several of the others seem totally or
The ideas respectrvely designated 'by these
partially to be included-viz.
J. Quantity, all correspondmg words are fractional results,proquantities bear some relation or other to each duced from the decomposition of the word subother.
2. Qualitv.t
stance.
Every real physical entity, every corporeal
SECTIO!'1 II.
substance, everv sort of body has its matter
and form; and this Its matter, and this Its
Ab.~()lutr fictitious Entities of the first order,
form are entrties totally different from each
1. Mattei. 2. Form. 3. Quantit.J. 4. Space.
other.
No substance can exist but it must be itself
These names of entities possess, both of them,
matter; he of a certain determmate
form; be the eharacterrstic
properties of fictrtrous entror exist in a certain determinate quall'tit!!; and,
ties, It is by means of proposmons designawere there but one substance in existence, all tive of place, and, by that means, of a fictitious
these three attributes would belong to it.
material
Image, that their images are conMatter, at first SIght, may naturally enough
nected with the name of the real entity subbe considered as exactly synonymous to the I stance.
word substance. It may undoubtedly be WIth i
III that substance exists such and such matpropriety employed Instead of substance on Iter; behold the matter of that substance;
bemany of the occasions on which the word sub- hold all this matter from that substance.
Here
stance may, with equal propriety,
be em- snb~tance is a receptacle;
matter a flctrtious
ployed.
entity, spoken of In one of these occasrons as
But there are occasions on which. while sub- If it were a real entity contained wrtlnn that
stance may, matter cannot, with propriety be receptacle;
in the others as one that had proemployed.
cceded from It.
By the word s'uiJstance, substances
incorBehold the form in which that substance
poreal, as well as corporeal, arc wont to be ' presents itself; behold the form, the figure,
designated;
the word matter is wont to be the shape, the configuration oj that substance.
employed to designate corporeal to the exclu- l
Figure, cOl(fi!7Uration. shape. in these several
sion of incorporeal substances,
i words may be seen so many synonyms, or alOn the other hand. neither are occasions
most synonyms, to the word form.
wanting in which, while the word matter may,
. Quantity has been disunguished
into COl/the word substance cannot, with propriety be ttnuous and ducrete.
employed.
Discrete quantity (it is commonly said) is
Matter is wont to be employed in contradisnumber;
it should rather be said IS composed.
tinction to form;
and that, -on occasions in of numbers' viz. of numbers more than one, of
which the word 8ubstallCf cannot, with pro- separate ennnes.
priety, be employed.
Thus, In considering
It IS only by means of discrete quantity, i. c.
number, that contmuous quantity can be mea"' 1. The earth and a projected stone.
sured by the mind; that any precise idea of
2. A larger and a lesser magnet.
any partIcular.quantIty
can be. formed.
.
3. Liquids and gases.
To form an Idea of any continuous quantity,
+ The MS. of this section here breaks off abrupt- I i. f. of a body as existing In a certain quantity,
ly. See further on this subject sec. 4, I" ~'O1.- one of two courses must be taken or coucerved
Ed.
I to be taken
In relation to It.
It must be di-

I
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vided, or conceived to be divided, into parts,
i. e. 1I1toa determinate number of parts, or together with other similar bodies made up into
It new, and artificial, and compounded whole.
To divide a body, or conceive a body to be
divided 1I1toparts, it sufficesnot to divide it,
or conceive it divided, into Its constituent
bodies, into any such smaller bodies as are
contained in it. Either the entire body itself,
or its parts respectively, must, by the mind, be
conceivedto be divided into its several dimen-

but take this or that individual portion of
space, the properties of it are very different.
Conceive it, as in innumerable instances it.
really IS,enclosed in bodies, immediately it is,
and unavoidably, you conceive It to be endowed WIthmany of the properties of bodies.
Of limits It is susceptible,as body IS; in point
of fact it has limits; and, having these lnnits,
it thereby has not only form but quantity. It
not only has limits as truly as body has limits,
but it has the sallle limits.
Havmg limits, it thereby has form, quantity,
and even monon . along WIth the terraqueous
globe,-i. e. with the whole matter of it,-all
the portions of space enclosed in that matter describe round tbe sun, and with the sun,
their contmually repeated and ever varied
round.
Substance being a real physical entity,-perceptrons real psychical entlties,-matter, form,
quantity, and so on, so many fictitious entities.
both descriptions bemg in part applicable to
space, neither of them applicable entirely,space lllay be regarded and spoken of as a

Bions.

Be the body what it may, not being boundless, It cannot but have some bound or bounds;
if one, it is a surface; these bounds, if there
be more than one, are surfaces: these surfaces
again, not being boundless, have their bounds,
-these bounds are lines.
The only bodies that have each of them but
one uniform surface are spheres.*
Bodies are real entities. Surfaces and lines
a:c but flctrtrous entitles. A surface without
depth, a lme without thickness, was never seen
by any man; no ; nor can any conception be
seriously formed of Its existence,
Space is the negation or absence of body.
Of any determmate individual portion of
space, as clear an idea is capable of being
formed as of any body, or of any portion of
any body; and besides, being equally determmate as that of body, the Idea of space IS
much more simple.
To space It is difficult either to ascribe or to
deuy existence, WIthouta contradiction m terms;
to consider It as nothing, or as distinct from
nothing.
Of body,-that is of all bodies whatsoever,
-the annihilation may be conceived WIthout
difficulty. Why!
Because, in whatsoever
place,-that is, within whatsoever portion of
space, witlnn whatsoever receptacle, composed
of mere space, any body is, at any given time
conceived to be, it may thenceforward be conceived to be removed from that place, and so
successivelyfrom any and every other portion
of space.
Of space,-that is, of all portions of space
whatever, indeed of so much as anyone pornon of space, the annihilation cannot easily be
conceived. \Vhy 1 Because, m mere space
there is nothing to remove; nothmg that can
be conceivedcapable of being removed. In 50
far as matter ISannihilated, there ISless matte.r than there was before. But, supposespace
to be annihilated; is there less space than
there was before 1
Hence, taken 1D the aggregate, no bounds,
no lmnta call be assigned to space ; so neither
can any form or any quantity.
It cannot be
removed; it cannot be moved; for there is nothing of it or in It to remove; there is no place
to which it can be removed.
So much for space taken in the aggregate;

semi-real entity.

SECTION
III.
Absolute fictitious Entities of the second. Order.
1. Quahty.
2. Jfod(ficati.on.

Matter, Form, Q,uantity,-all these are BUSceptible of Q,ualIty. Matter, ewry portion ot
It, IScapable of havmg Its quahnes, independently of those of its form and those of its
quantity,
A body is said to be of such a quality; such
or such a quality IS said to be in it, resident,
inherent, in it.
The matter, the form, the
quantity of this body,-m any one of these
flctitious entitles may this secondary fictitioua
entity be said to be resident, to be inherent.
Between quantity and quality, a sort of reelprocation, a sort of reciprocal mtercommunion
may be observed to have place. As we have
the quality of a quantity-two qualities, for
instance, vastness, minuteness, &C.,-50 has a.
quahty its quantities.
The quantity of a quality is termed a degree.
The term !nodification ISnearly synonymous
to the term quality.
Of modificationit seems scarcely proper to
speak, as constituting or being a fictmous entity different and distinct from quality: the
difference between them is rather of a grammatical than of a logical nature. Yet, of the
cases in which the word quality may be employed, there are some in which the word tnod~tication can scarcely, without impropriety,
be employed. We may speak of a modification of tlns or that body, or of the matter,
form, or quantity, as well as of a quality of
that same body; but we can scarcely, without
impropriety, speak of a modificationas being
a thing resident or inherent in that same body.
" Here there is in the MS. a N.B.," Queryas
By the word quality it is, that are ext<> Spberoida.
"-FAt.
pressed all pa.rticulars whereby the condition
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of the bod:, or other object in question, is rendered srmilar or dissimilar-in

the first place,
In the next
place, to that of other bodies or objects, whether at a different, or at the same time.
GoodneSil and badmess, of all qualities experienced or imagina.ble, these are the very first
that would present themselves to notice, these
are the very first that would obtam na.mes.
Interest, i. e. desire of pleasure and of exemption from pain, being, in some shape or other,
the source of every thought, as well as the
cause of every action (and, in particular,
amongst others of every action by which names
are employed In the designation of persons
and of thmgs,-names
plainly and immediately expressive of the two opposite modes of
relation, in which those objects would be continually bearing relation to each man's interest,
as above explained) would be among the very
earliest to which the faculty of discourse would
give existence.
Synonyms, or quasi synonyms to quality,-in
this character may be mentioned :-1. Nature ;
2. Sort; 3. Kind ; 4. Mode; 5. Complexion;
6. Description ; 7. Character;
8. Shape; VIZ.
in a sense somewhat less extensive than that m
Which it IS, as above, synonymous With Form.

to that of itself at different times,

Sr:CTIO~

Fiotitious

IV.

Entities conl/teted Ifith Relation,
enumerated,
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ter and form, but also between the one and
the other respectively, and the fictitious entities designated by the words quantity, space,
and quality, so close seemed the connexion
as not to be, without sensible inconvenience,
broken by the interposition of any other.
Once introduced upon the carpet, the fictitious entity called relation swells into an extent such as to swallow up all the others.
Every other fictitious entity is seen to be but
a mode of tlus,
The most extensive, and, in its conception,
simple of all relations, i. e. of all modes or modrfications of the fictitrous entity, denommated
"elation, is that of place, with its submodificahom.
Next to that in the order of simplicity comes
the modification of tune, With Its submodifications.
Next to them come successively the relations
designated by the several words, motion, rest,
, action, passion.
Subalternation,
"IZ.
logical
1 subalternation,
opposinon, and connexion, or
I the relation between cause and effect.
I Existence, With Its several modifications, or
I correspondent fictmous entitles; non-exist' ence, futurity, actuahty, potentiahty,
necessay, possibihty, and impossibihty will, with
most convenience, close the rear.
Though
still more extensive than even relation, they
could not be brought to 'lew before it, being
applicable to all other relauons.c-to relations
of all sorts. and iu a word, to entitles, whether
flctitrous or leal, of all sorts,-no
complete, or
: so much as correct view of their nature and
character could be /!,iven, till these less extensive ones had been brought to view,

I

I

No two entities of any kmd can present
themselves simultaneously to the mind; no,
nor can so much as the same object present
itself at different times, without presenting the
idea of Relation.
For relation is a fictmous
entity, which IS produced, and has place, as
SECTIOS V.
often as the mind, having perception of any
Simple
fictitious
Entities oonn.ected tcith
one object, obtains, at the same, or at any imRelatwl!.
mediately succeeding instant, perception of
any other object, or even of that same object,
Plare.-Of
the species of relation designatif the perception be accompanied with the per- ed by the word place, the most perfect concepcepnon of Its being the same; Dirersity is. in tion may be easily formed by takmg into the
the one case, the name of the relation,ldentlty
aceount the species of relation designated by
in the other case. But, as identity IS but the, the word time.
negation of diversity, theuce if, on no occasion, i
Necessary altogether is the relation which
diversity had ever been. neither, on an)' occa- I the species of fictitious entity called place has,
sion, would any such Idea as that of identity : on the one hand, to the fictrtrous entity called
have come mto existence.
; bV'i.1!. on the other hand, to the fictitious entity
Whatsoever two entitles, real or fictitious, I called space.
come to receive names, and thus to receive
Space may be distingnished into absolute and
their nominal existence, Iletatio» would be the ,.clatire.
To absolute space there are no conthird; for, between the two, they bemg, by the ceivable bounds;
to relative space, i. e. to
supposition, different, and both of them actual
portrons of space separated from one or other
objects of perception, the relation of difference
by bodies, there are, 111 every instance, bounds,
or diversity would also become an object of I and those determmate ones.
perception, and m the character of a. flcrinous
As to the word place, whether it be conentity, a production of the acts of abstraction
sidered as the name of a real entity or as the
and denommancn, acquire its nominal exis- name of a fictitious entity, would be a question
tence.
of words, barely worth explanation, and not
Next, after matter and form, the fictitiousat all worth debate.
entity relation, or the class of fictitious entities
Considered as a. modiflcation of space, it
called .Relations, might. therefore, have been would, like that, stand upon the footing of the
brought to view. But not only between mat- name of a real ontity : considered as a species

!
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of relation, it would stand upon the footing of
a flcntious entity. But in this latter case
comes an objection: viz. that the relations
which on that occasion are in question, are
not place itself, or places themselves, but such
,.elations as belong to place.
Be this as it may, place is a relative portion
of space, considered either as actually occupied, or as capable of being occupied, by some
real entity of the class of bodies.
Pornons of the earth's surface are considered and denominated each of them a place;
but In this case, the term place is used in the
physical and geographical sense of the word,
not In an ontological sense.
Whether, in a physical sense, place be or be
not the name of a fictitious entity, that in every
psychical sense it is so, seems manifest beyond
dispute. Take, for example, the place occupied by such or such an idea 1U the mind, by
such or such a transaction in a narrative.
Tlme.-Be it as it may in regard to place,
that the entity designated by the word time is
but a ficrinous entity, will, it is beheved, be
sufficiently manifest.
Different altogether from each other are the
perceptions or ideas presented by the word
place and the word time, Yet as often as
!i,ne is spoken of, it is spoken of as if it were
a modification of, or the same thing as place.
Like place, time, or at least any given portion of time, is spoken of in the character of
a receptacle,-as In such or such a place things
are done, In such or such a time things
are done; portions of space or place are long
or short, great or small.-e-so are portions of
time. In the same sense we say, a quantity of
time or a space of time. As bodies are spoken
of as going to or front such or such a place, so
operations are spoken of as going on from and
to such or such a portion of time.
But of every receptacle, all the several parts
are coexistent ; of any portion of time, no two
parts, how small soever, are coexistent. Of
any given portion of time, no two of the parts
are coexistent ; with relation to each, all are
successrve.
In the very import of the term
coexistent, the idea of unity, is implied in respect of the portion of tune supposed to be
occupied; in the import of the term succession,
that of diversity is of necessity implied.
A/otion.-That the entity designated by the
word mol ion is a fictitioua entity seems at least
equally beyond dispute.
A body, the body m question, is in motion:
here, unless in motion be considered as an
abbreviated expression substituted for in a
state of motion, as we say, in a state of rest,
motion is a receptacle, in which the body is
considered as stationed. The motion of this
body is slow or is retrograde.
Here the body
18 a stationary object-a
station or startingpost, of or from which the motion is considered
as proceeding.
Necessarily included in the idea of'lIIotion is
the idea of place and time. A body has been

in motion.- When?
In what case! When
having, at or in one point of time, been in any
one place, at another point of time it bas been
in any other.
Of any and every corporeal real entity, a
similitude is capable of being exhibited as well
in the form of a body, for instance a model, as
in the form of a surface,-as in painting, or
drawing, or engraving; which, 1U every case,
is like the object represented, a stationary,
permanent, and, unless by internal decay, or
external force, an unchanging and unmoving
object.
But by no such graphical similitude, by no
picture, by no model, by no stationary object,
can any motion be represented. A representation of the body as it appeared in the place
occupied by it at a point of time anterior to
that at which the motion commenced; a representation of the same body as it appeared
in the place occupied by it at a point of time
posterior to that at which the motion commenced; in these two representations, conjomed or separate, may be seen all that can
be done towards the representation of motion
by any permanent imitative work.
Even on the table of the mind, in imagination, in idea, in no other way can any motion
be represented.
There not being any real
entity to represent, the entity cannot be auy
other than fictmous : the name employed for
the purpose of representation cannot therefore
be anything else than the name of a flctitious
entity.
A ction.- In the idea of action, the idea of motion is an essennal ingredient. But to actual action, actual motion can scarcely be regarded as
necessary. Action is either motion itself, or
the tendency to motion. Under the term aotion, besides motion, a tendency, though so it
be without actual motion, seems to be included.
Held back by strings, a magnet and a bar of
iron, suspended at a certain distance from each
other, remain both of them without motion:
cut the strings of either of them, It moves till
it comes in contact with the other; but for
the state of mutual action which preceded the
cutting of the strmgs no such motion would
have taken place.
Paseion, Reaotion.-Among
all the bodies,
large and small, WIth which we have any the
slightest acquaintance, no instance, it is believed, call be found of action without paSSIOn,
nor of passion without reaction. But without
either of these accompaniments, a concepnon
of action may be entertained, at any rate attention may be apphed to it ; but if on either
of two objects, attention be capable of being
bestowed without being bestowed upon the
other, the separate lot of attention thus bestowed affords sufficient foundation for a separate name.
Hero, then, are two more fictitious entities
most nearly related and intimately connected
With the fictitious entities action and motion,
havmg' all of them, for their common archc-
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type, the same image or set of images: viz.
that of a nutshell and nut, a starting-post and
a goal; the representation of which is performed by the prepositions in, of, from, &c.,
employed m connexion with their respective
names.
SeCTION VI.
Fictitious Entities considered and denominated
in re.'l'cct of their conc()!lIitallcy. Object, Subjcct, End in Viele.
In the idea of an object, the Idea of some
action, Of at any rate some motion, seems to
be constantly and essentially involved, Where
the object is a corporeal entity, It is a body
towards which the body in motion moves:
this body, whether permanently or momentarily, stands objected: i.e. cast before that other
body which moves.
Even III the case of vision, in the instance
of an object of sight, the relation is naturally
the same; the only difference is, that in the
ease of vision, the moving bodies bemg the
rays of light. the object, instead of being the
body towards which, is the body from which
the motion takes place.
In the picture, the tracing of which is the
effect, of the terms here in question the olject
is either on the same level with the source of
motion, or abooe it ; the subject, as in its literal
sense, the word subject imports is below and
under it.
In the case of human action,~
motion, real
or fictitious, considered as being produced by
an exercise of the faculty of the will, on the
part of a sensitive being,-thls
action has, in
every instance, for its cause, the desire and
expectation of some good, i. e. of some pleasure or exemption from some pam, and the
entity, the good by which this desire has been
produced, IS in thrs case, ifnot the only object,
an object, and, indeed, the ulnmate object, the
attainment of which is, in the performance of
the action aimed at.
Of entities thus intimately connected, it is
not to be wondered at, if the conceptions
formed, and the names bestowed in consequence, should frequently be indistinct,
In the designation of the same entity. in the
designation of which the word subject is employed, the word object is at other times employed: and so also III the designation of the
same entity in the designation of which the
words end i~ new are employed, the word
object is frequently also employed.
If in a case by which It demand is presented
for the mention of a subject and an object:
80 it happen that for the designation of the
subject you employ the word object, then so it
Will be that for the designation of that which
may, With propriety, be termed the object, but
cannot with propriety be termed the subject,
finding the only proper word preoccupied, you
will naturally feel yourself at a. loss.
In a. case where the faculty of the will is
not considered as having any part, the desig-
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nation of the end in ",iew is a function in which
any occasion for the employment of the word
object, cannot have place; in this case, therefore, neither has the uncertainty which, as
above, IS liable to be produced by that word.
In a case where the will is supposed to be
employed, and in which there is, accordingly,
an end in ",iew, one smgle end to the attainment of which by the power and under the
orders of the will the action is directed, ill any
such case what may very well happen is, that
there shall be other entities to which, III the
course of the action, though not in the characters of ends in metr, it may happen to the
attention to be directed.
Here, then, besides
an object which may be, will be other objects,
no one of which can commodiously be designated by the compound appellation, end in

'l)iew.
In regard to the word subject, (as well as
the word objeet.) one convenience IS, that it
may be used in the plural number.
This convenience belongs to them in contradistmction
to the word field. For a group of numerous
and comparatively small entrties, the word
field will not, either in the singular or in the
plural, conveniently serve; but to this same
purpose the word subject. if employed in the
plural, is perfectly well adapted.
If, beneath the Imagined line of action, you
have need to bring to view not merely one
extensive fictitious Immoveable body, but a
multitude of smaller moveable bodies lying on
it, here comes an occasion for the use of Loth
these terms: viz. field and subject, or subjects:
the field is the extensive immoveable entity,
the subjects the comparatively numerous and
I less extensive
bodies, fixed or lying loose upon
the surface of it.
In the place of the word field, as well as in
place of the word subject, the words subjectmatter may be employed; so also the plural,
subject-matters.
But if, in addition to an extensive surface, you have to bring to view a
multitude of smaller bodies stationed on it;
if, in that case, instead of the word field, you
employ the words subjeat-matt<>TS,you will find
that you cannot commodiously, after laying
down your subject-matter, have subjects stationed on it.
In the case where the action in question is
a physical, It corporeal one, a question might
perhaps arise whether the entities respectively
designated by the words subject and object,
belong to the class of real or fictitious entities:
a platform on which you stand to shoot an
arrow, a butt at which you shoot your arrow,
to these could not be refused the appellation
of real entitles.
But in so far as upon the
platform you superinduce the character designated by the word subject, and upon the
butt the character designated by the word
object; of this subject and this object it might
be insisted that they are but so many names
of fictitious entities.
Not that for any practical purpose, a. quea-
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tion thus turning upon mere words would be,
in any considerable degree, worthy of regard.
Be this as it may, in the case in which the
action in question is an incorporeal, a psychical
action, having no other field than the mind,or
than what is in the mind,-in
this case the title
of the words subject and object, as well as of
the word field, to the appellation
of fictitious
entities, will be seen to be clear of doubt.
SECTION

VII.

Concomitant ficti: ious Entities resulting from
the process of Logical ag;}regation and dldsubalternation,

non, and

It will be seen further on more at large,
bow it is, that when contemplating
the qualities exhibited by mdividuals, by abstracting
the attention
successively from them, quality
after quahty,
let the group of individuals,
present, past, and future, contingent included,
be ever so vast and multitudmous,
there will,
at last, be left some quality, or assemblage of
quahties, which, being found all of them existing in a certain assemblage of individuals, and
not in any other, may serve for the foundation of a name by which that whole assemblage
may be designated, without including in the
designation any individual not included in that
assemblage."
The words, mineral, vegetable,
animal, may serve for examples.
Wherever any such aggregate number of
individuals can be found so connected with
one another,-so
distinguished from all others,
and, for the designatIOn of the aggregate, the
jictitious unit composed of that multitude, a
name or appellation has been employed, and
appropriated
by use, the fictitious unit thus
formed will be found capable of being divided
by the imagmation into lesser component aggregates or units,-these
again each of them
into others; and, in this way, the largest and
first divided all-comprehensive
aggregate Will
be found capable of being divided and subdivided into any number of aggregates,
not
greater than the whole nnmber of individuals,
actual and conceivable, contained in the original factiuous
and flcntrous whole,-tbe
name of each one of these component aggregates constituting,
as It were, a box for containing and keeping together the several aggregates comprised in it, the entire aggregate
contained 1D each such box being characterized
by some qnality or qualities in respect of
which being agreed with one another, at the
same time they disagree with, and are thereby distinguished
from all others.
Kingdom,
class, order,
genus,
species,
variety, have been the names given to these
boxes-to
these factitious receptacles.
That it is to the class of fictitious, and not
to the class of real entities, that these imagina.ry, however really useful receptacles,
sp.. Seethe chapters on Division and Methodization
in the ensuing work on Logie.-Ed.

pertain, is, at this time of day, sufliciently
clear; bnt the time has been when they have
been mistaken for realities.
SECTION

Political

VIII.

and Q,uasi Political.ftctitioUl

Enti.tia.

I. EFFECTS.-l. Obligation;

2. Right;
S.
Exemption;
4. Power; 5. Privilege;
6. Prerogative ; 7. Possession-physical;
8. Pessessiou+-legal ; 9. Property.
II. CAUSES.-l. Command;
2. Prohibition,
Inhibinon, &c.; 3. Punishment;
4. Pardon;
5. License; 6. Warrant;
7. Judgment;
8.
Division.
Al! these have for their efficient causes
pleasure and pain, but principally
pain, in
whatsoever
shape, and from which soever of
the five sanctions or sources of pleasure or
pain, derived or expected, viz.-l.
The physical sanction;
2. The sympathetic
sancnon,
or sanction of sympathy;
:I. The popular or
moral sanction;
4.The political, includmg the
legal sanction;
5. The religious sancnon.f
Obligation is the root out of which all these
other flcnnous entities take their rise.
Of all the sanctions or sources of pleasure
and pain above brought to view, the political
sanction being susceptible of being the strongest
and surest in its operation, and, accordingly,
the obligation derived from it the strongest
and most effective, this is the sanction which
it seems advisable to take for consideration in
the first instance ; the correspondent
obligations of the same name which may be considered as emanating from these other fictitious
entitles being, in the instance of some of these
sanctions, of too weak a nature to act with
any sufflcient force capable of giving to auy
of those other producuons any practical value.
An obhgation,-understand
here that sort
of obligation which, through the medium of
the will, operates on the active faculty ,-takes
its nature from some act to which it applies
itself; it is an obligation to perform or to abstain from performing a certa-in act.
A legal obligation to perform the act in question is said to attach upon a. man, to be
incumbent npon him, in so far as in the event
of his performing the act, (understand both at
the time and place in question.) he will not
suffer any pain, but in the event of his not
performing It he will suffer a certain pain, viz.
the pain that corresponds to it, and by the
virtue of which applying itself eventually &B
above, the obligation is created.
SECTION

IX.

Fictitiofu Entities appertaining to .Relatw.
bctf£un Cavae a7Kl Eject.
In the idea. of eansation,-in

/II

the idea. of

t See the sanctions and their operation, considered at length, in the Principles of Morala &Ild
Legislation,
vel, i. p. 14, et Beg.-Ed.
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the relation as between cause and effect,-in
but even here we should not have an end.
the idea of the operation or state of things by In the beginmug, at a determinate point of
which that relation is produced, in which that
time, we should have a motion operating in
relation takes its rise, the idea of motion is the character of a cause, but at uo determiinseparably involved: take away monon, no nate point of time, to the exclusion of any
causation can have place,-no result, no effect, other, should we have either a motion or a.
no any-thing can be produced.
new order of thmgs resulting from It, and proIn the Idea of !notion, the idea of a moring duced by it, in the character of an effect.
body is, with equal necessity, implied.
Thelemaiic and athelelllatic.-To oue or other
Of the cases In which the existence of mo- of these denommations will all motions of the
tion, relative motion, is reported to us by our terminative class be found referable.
Thelesenses, there are some In which the commencematic, those m the production of which 1:olitwn,
ment of the motion is, others in wl.ich it is the mind of a sentient and self-moving being,
not manifest to our senses.
IS seen to be concerned.
.Atlielematic, those
Endless and terminating.
Under one or In the production of wluch vohtion IS not seen
other of these denommations may all motions,
to have place.
observed or observable, be included.
In the case of a motion of the thelematio
Endless motions are those which have place class, you have for the cause of the motJon,among the bodies, (each of them considered m meanmg the prllne cause of whatsoever moits totahty,) of which the VIsible umverse is non happens III consequence to take place,
composed.
the psychical act, the act of the Will of the
To the class of terminating or terminative
person by whose Will the motion is produced ;
motions belong all those which have place in you have that same person for the agent.
our planet, and, to judge from analogy, all
Fruitful or unfruitful, or, say eTpastic or
those which have place in any other of the ul1erqast!c.-To
one or other of these denocelestial bodies.
mmanons will all the motions of the the lemaSo far as the motions in question belong to tIC class be found referable.
Eraasuc or
the endless class, so far no such distinction,
fruitful, all those which have for their termiand, therefore, no such relation as that of nation and result the production of a teork.
cause and effect, seems to have place. Each
Clleraastic or unfruitful, all those which are
body attracts towards It all the rest, and, not attended With any such result.
were it to have place singly, the attract.on
Between these two classes the line of sepathus exercised might be considered as If it ration, It will be manifest enough, cannot, m
operated 111 the character of a cause; but each ! the nature of the case, be determmate.
body is attracted by every other, and, were I
A work has reference to human interests
it to have place singly, the attraction thus I and exigencies.
When, in consequence of a.
suffered might be considered in the character I motion, or set of motions, of the thelematio
of an r..ffect. But, in fact. the two words are kmd, in the body or among the bodies III
but two different names for one and the same i which the monon has terminated, or those to
effect. In the case of motions that have place I which It has in the whole, or in any part, been
among the distinct bodies With which the sur- communicated, any such change of condinon
face of our earth IE. covered, action and cauEa-1 has place, by which, for any considerable
tion are the phenomena exhibited by different
pornon of time, they are or are not regarded
bodies m the character of agents and patients. I as being rendered. m any fresh shape, subserIn the case of the celestial bodies, considered I vient to human use, a vork IS spoken of &8
each ill Its totality, no such distinction has : having thereby been prodnced.
place. No such character as that of agentI In so far as a work is considered as having
no such character as that of patient, belongs , been produced, any agent, who, in respect of
separately to any one, They are each one of ! his active talent, is regarded as having borne
them agent and patient at the same time. No ' the principal part in the production of the
one exhibits more of agency, no one more of work. IS wont to be spoken of under the appatiency, than any other.
pellauon of an author or the author.
Suppose that all these several bodies havIn this same case any body which is regarding been created out of nothing at one and ed as having, in consequence of the motion
the same instant, each with the same quantity
communicated to It, been rendered contribuof matter, and thence with the same attraetory to the production of the work, is wont to
tive power that appears to belong to It at be spoken of in the character, and by the
present, an impulse In a. certain rectilinear
name, of an instrument,-any
body, viz. inasdirection were to be given to each of them at much as considered as inanimate-an
imtruthe same time. On this hypothesis it has ment in the physical sense; if animated, or
been rendered, it is said, matter of demon- considered as animated, and, In particular, it'
stration, that the sort of intermediate motions
regarded as rational-in
the psychical sense.;
which would be the result, would be exactly
if regarded as simple, a tool or implement; If
those which these same bodies are found by regarded as comJlle.r, an engine, a machme,obse"ation to exhibit.
a system of machinery.
Here, then, we should have & begiIlning,
To the case, and to that alone, in which the
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motion or motions, being of the tkelematic, a.nd tide, i. e. the flux and reflux of the sea, there
therein, moreover, of the ergaltic kind, have cannot be any proportion; they are di8parate
had for their prime mover or principal agent entities, the one the moon, a. real entity, the
concerned, a rational, or at least, a sentient, other, the flux and reflux, i. e. the motions of
being, belong the words end, operation, flUam, the sea. are but fictitious entities. Between
deBign.
the moon itself, and the wa.ter moved by it,
or the word end, and its synonym, the com- i. c. between the quantity of both, proportion
pound term, end in '!lief/),the exposition has IllIty have place; between the motion, and
been already given. It consists in the idea of thence the action of the moon, and the motion
some good (i. e. pleasure, or exemption from of the waters, a proportion may have place
pain in this or that shape or shapes) as about But, between the moon, a body, and the flux
eventually to result to the agent in question and reflux of the sea, no proportion can have
from the proposed act in question.
place, neither can either be larger or smaller
Operation is a name given to any action in than the other.
so far as it is considered as havmg been perIn speaking of God, it has been common to
formed in the endeavour to produce a work.
speak of that inferential Being by such names
The word meam is a term alike applicable, as the Came of all things, the great, the uniursal
with propriety, to the designation of body Came. In this instance, the same sort of conconsidered in the character of an instrument, fusion, the same sort of indistinctness in the
or any action or motion considered in the expression, the same consequent confusion in
character of an operation, tending to the pro- men's conception, as in the ease mentioned, is
duction of a work, or any good looked to in apt to have place.
the character of an end.
The aa of God, the will of God,-these are
Productiu and tlnproducti'!le,-under one or the entities, to the designation of which, and
other of these denommations, as the case may which alone, the term cause can, in the case
be, may be referred the action in question, in in question, With propriety, and consistently
so far as where, being of the thelematio, and, with analogy, be employed; these, on the one
moreover, of the ergaltic kind, it has for its hand, and the word cause on the other, are
end in '!liel/) the bringing into existence any alike names of fictitious entities.
intended result in the character of a work.
Author, and Creator,-these alone, and not
Producti'!le and unproductiu, whether in ac- the word cause, can, with propriety, be emtual result or only in tendency, under one or ployed in speaking of God. These, as well as
other of these denominations may also be re- God, are names of real entities; not names of
ferred every motion, or set of motions, of the fictitious entities: Author, a name applicable
athelemati<: kind; every motiou, or set of mo- to man, or, in a word, to any being considered
tions, produced in, by and upon such agents as as susceptible of design; Creator, a term exare of the purely physical kind.
clusively appropriated to the designation of
This distinction is applicable to all the three God, considered with reference to his works.
physical kmgdoms ; but, on the mention of it,
In the use commonly made of the terms,
the two Iivmg kingdoms, the vegetable and work, cause, effect, imtrument, and in the habit
the animal, will be most apt til present them- of prefixmg to them respectively the definitive
selves.
article the, seems to be implied a notion, of
In the use frequently made of the word came, which the more closely it is examined, the
may be seen au ambiguity, which, in respect more plamly will the incorrectness be made to
of its incompatibility With any correct and appear,-this is, that where the effect is conclear view of the relation between cause and sidered as one, there exists some one object,
effect, there may be a practical use in endea- and no more than one, which, with propriety,
vouring to remove from the field of thought can be considered as its cause. Of the exemand language.
plification and verification of this supposition,
On the one hand, a motion, an action, an there exists not, perhaps, so much as a single
operation; on the other hand, an agent, an instance.
Take, in the first place, an effect, any effect,
operator, an author; to the designation of
both these, in themselves perfectly distinct of the physical kind ;-no effect of this kind
objects, the words are wont to be indiscrimi- can, it is believed, be assigned, that is not the
result of a multitude of influencing circumnately applied.
Take, for example, the questions that used stances; some always, in different ways, conto be agitated in the logical schools. Is the tributing to the production of it, viz. in the
moon, says one of them, the cause, or a cause, ch&racterofpromoting and co-operating C<lU8ll8;
of the flux a.nd reflux of the sea ~ Here the others frequently contributing to the non-promoon, here the word cause is employed to de- duction of it, in the character of obstacles.
In relation to the result in question, consisignate a corporeal being considered in the
dered in the character of an efea, suppose, at
character of an agent.
The cause, (says a position of which frequent pleasure, a.ny one body to be the prime Of"
mover or agent, and the motion, the
use was made in the same theatres of disputa- principal
tion,) the caute U alIMY' propo-rtioned to it, action, or the operation of it, to be the pri7116
effect. But, between the moon itself and the or principal cattle.
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In no instance can any such cause be in
operation, but it will happen to it to be, on all
sides, encompassed and surrounded by circum-

stances.
Those circumstances will consist of the state
of the contiguous and surrounding bodies, in
respect of motion or rest, form, colour, quantrty, and the like.
Among these some will appear to be exercismg on the result a material opere tive influence ; others not to be exercising such influence.
Influential and influencing circumstances, uninfluential or uninfluencing circumstances;
in
one or other of these two classes of circumstances taken together, will every circumstance
by which it can happen to the principal agent
or agents to be encompassed, be comprised.
Promoti"e or OOstructi"e,-under
one or other
of these denominations may the whole assemblage of influential circumstances be comprised.
Any circumstances that act, that are considered as acting in the character of obaructire
circumstances, are termed, m one word, Ob-

staeles.
Purely natural, purely factitious, and mixed,
-to
one or other of these heads may every
motion be referred, considered with reference
to the part which the human will is capable
of bearing in the production of it.
Solid, liquid, or gaseous,-m
one or other of
these states, at the time of the motion, will t~e
moving body be found.
The internal constitution of the moving body,
the internal constitution of the unmoveable, or
non-moving bodies, with which it comes in
contact, and the configuration of these same
bodies ;--upon all these several circumstances,
or rather groups of CIrcumstances, must the
nature of the ultimate effect produced by the
motion be dependent,-whether
that effect be
a purely physical result, or a human work.
In so far then as, by the term came, nothing
more is meant to be designated than one alone
of all those sets of co-operating circumstances;
be the effect what it may, the cause can never
of itself be adequate to the production of it;
nor, between the quantum of the effect and
the quantum of the cause, can any determinate
proportion have place.
But, of the case in which, in the extent given
to the import attributed to the word cause, the
whole assemblage of these influencing circumstances is taken into the account and comprised, it seems questionable whether so much
as a single example would be to be found.
Unless the above observations be altogether
incorrect. it will appear but too manifest that,
in the notions commonly attached to the word
came, much deficiency, in respect of clearness
and correctness, as well as completeness, cannot but have place; and that, in the inferences
made from either the one to the other, whether it be the cause th::.t is deduced, or supposed to be deduced, from the effect, or the
effect that is deduced, or supposea to be de-
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duced, from the cause, much uncertainty and
inconclusiveness cannot but be a frequent, not
to sayan almost constant and continual, result.
Seldom, indeed, does it happen that, of the
co-influencing circumstances,
the collection
made for the purpose is complete; nor is it
always that, in such a collection, so much as
the principally influencing circumstanees
are
included.
In. those cases in which the several influencing crrcumstances are, all of them, subject,
not only to the observation, but to the powers
of human agency, any such miscalculations and
errors as from time to time happen to be made,
may, when perceived from tune to time, be
corrected.
Thus It is, for example, in the case of observations that have for their field the anatomy
I and physiology of plants and animals.
Thus It IS, moreover, with httle exception
in the instance of the practical applications
made of the respective theories of Chemistry
and Mechanics, the influencing circumstances
bemg, for the most part, or even altogether
subject. and that, at all tunes, not only to our
observations, but to our command.
The cases in which our mferences from supposed causes to supposed effects, and from
supposed effects to supposed causes, seem most
precarious and exposed to error, are,--on the
one hand, cases belongmg to the field of medicme, on the other hand, cases belonging to the
field of naval architecture.
In cases belonging to the field of tnedidlle,
the influencing CIrcumstances belonging prmcipally to the class of chemical phenomenato those phenomena by which particular sorts
of bodies are distinguished from each other, lie,
in a great degree, out of the reach of our observation.
In cases belonging to the field of naval
architecture, the mfluencing circumstances, belonging principally to the class of mechanical
phenomena,-to
those phenomena which belong in common to bodies in general, may,
perhaps, in specie be, without much difflculty,
comprehended in their totality by observation;
but, in respect of their qua"tlt.~, he. in a great
measure, beyond even the reach of obserratiOll,
and, m a strll greater degree, are out of the
reach of ~l»nmalld.
Prone as is the human mind to the making
of hasty and imperfectly-grounded
inducnons
on the field of physical science. It cannot but
be much more so in the fields of psychology
and ethics, in which is included the field of
politics; commonly not only is the collection
made of influencing circumstances incomplete,
but ttninfluendll9
circumstances, and even 00Blades, are placed in the station of, and held
up to view in the character of, principally or
even exclusively operating causes.
Thus superior is the density of the clouds
which overhang the relation between cause
and effect iu the field of morals, as compared
with the field of physics.
Two concumng
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considerations may help us to account for this
di1ference,-I. The elements of calculation being in so large a proportion of the psychical
c1ass--such as intentions, affections, and moiives,-are, in a. proportional degree, situa.ted
out of the reach of direct observation. 2. In
the ma.king of the calculation, the judgment is,
in a peculiar degree, liable to be disturbed and
led astray by the several sources of illusion,by original intellectual weakness, by sinister
interest, by interest-begotten prejudice, and
by adopted prejudice.
Materia.l, formal, efficient, final,-by these
terms in the language of the Aristotelian
schools-by these terms, in the higher forms of
common language, so many different species of
causes are considered as designated.
Neither incapable of being applied to practice, nor of being ever applied WIth advantage,
these distinctions present, in this place, a just
elann to notice. The relation they bear to the
foregoing exposition,will nowbebronght to view.
Matter andform,-both
these, it has been
seen, are necessary to existence,-meanmg, to
real and that physical existence,-the
existence of a physical body.
1. By material came is indicated the matter
of the body in question, considered in so far as
it is regarded as contributmg to the prodnction of the effect in question.
2. By formal came, the form of the same
body.
3. By efficient C<lUBe must be understood, in
so far as any clear and distinct idea is attached
to the term, the matter of some body or bodies:
what is meant to be distinguished by it may,
in general, be supposed to be the motion of
that body, or assemblage of bodies, which is
regarded as the principal motion,-the motion
which has the principal share in the production
of the effect.
But to the production of the effect,-meaning a physical effect,-whatsoever it be, a correspondent and suitable disposition of the circumjacent non-moving bodies is not (it has
been seen) less necessary than a correspondent
and suitable motion, or aggregate of motions,
on the part of the moving body.
To the designation of the matter, and of the
form, that concurs in the production of the
effect, the language here in question is, therefore, we see, adequate; but, to the designation
of the other influencmg circumstances, we see
how far It is from being adequate.
4. By final cause, is meant the end which
the agent had in view; meaning, as hath been
seen, by the end, if anything at all be meant
by it, the good to the attainment of which the
act was directed,-the good, i. e. the pleasure,
or pleasures, the exemption or security from
such or such pain, or pains.
It is, therefore, ouly in so far as the effect is
the result of design on the part of a sensitive
being; a being susceptible of pains and pleasures,-of those sensations which, by us, are
experienced and known by the names of plea-

sures and pains, that the species of cause here
calledfinal can have place.
The doctrine of final causes supposes, therefore, on the part of the agent in question, the
experience of pleasure and pain; of pleasures
and pains, the same as those of which we have
experience-for to us there are no others ;
employed in any such attempt as that of designating and bringing to view the idea of any
others, they would be employed in desrgnating
and bringing to view so many non-entitles.
SECTION

X.

Existence, and the Classes of jictitiOU8 Entities
related to it.

Existence is a quality, the most extensively
applicable, and, at the same time, the most
simple of all qualities actual or Imaginable.
Take away all other qualities, this remains:
to speak more strictly, take any entity whatsoever, real or fictitious,-abstract the attention from whatsoever other qualities may have
been found belonging to it, this will still be
left. ExIStence is predicable of naked ,ubItance.

I

Opposite to the idea of existence is that of
non-existence. Non-existence is the negauon
of existence. Of every other entity, real or
fictitious, either exmence or non-ezistenu IS at
all times predicable. Whether such other
entity be rilal or fictitious, its existence is, of
course, a fictitious entity; i. e. the word existence is, in all cases, the name of a fictitious
entity.
The idea of non-ezUtence is the idea of ablenee extended.
Take any place, and therewith, any real entity-any
body existing in
that place, suppose it no longer existing in
that place, you suppose its absence, its relati1Je non-existence. Expel it, in like manner,
from every, from all, place, you suppose its
ab80lute non-existence.
It is throngh the medium of absence, the
familiar a.nd continually recurring idea of
absence, that the idea of non-existence, the
terrific, the traascendant, the awful, and imposing idea of non-existence is attained.
Existence being, as above, a. species of
quality, is itself a. fictitious entity ;-it is in
every real entity-every real entity is in it.
In it, the man, the object of whose appetite
is the sublime, and he the object of whose
appetite is the ridiculous, may here find matter for their respective banquets. NotJnng
has been laughed at to satiety. The punster
who has played with nothing till he is tired
ma.y renew the game with existence and nonexistence.
At any point of time, in any place whatsoever, ta.ke any entity, any real entity whatsoever, between Its existence in tha.t place
and its non-existence in that same place, there
is not any alternatiu, there is not any mdium
whatsoever.
Necellity,

impol8ibility,

certainty,

uncer·
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tainty, probability,
improbability,
actuality,
potentiality;-whatsoever
there is of reality
correspondent to any of these names, is nothing more or less than a disposition, a persuasion of the mind, on the part of him by
whom these words are employed, in relation
to the state of things, or the event or events
to which these qualities are ascribed.
Down to the present time, whatsoever be
this present time, whether the time of writing
this, or the time of any one's reading it, whatsoever has existed has had existence,-whatsoever has not existed has not had existence ;
at this time whatsoever does exist, has existence,-whatsoever
does not exist has not
existence;
and so at any and every future
point of time.
Throughout
the whole expause of time, past, present, and future, put
together, where will room be found for anything real to answer to any of these names!
Q,uality itself is but a fictitious entity, but
these are all of them so many fictitious qualities.
They do not, as real qualitres.-c-they do
not, like gravity, solidity, roundness, hardness,
belong to the objects themselves to which they
are ascribed,-in
the character of attributes of
the objects to which they are ascribed, they
are mere chimeras, mere creatures of the ima.gination-nonentIties.
Yet, nonentities as they are, but too real is
the mischief of which some of them, and, in
particular, the word necessity, has been productive :-antipathy,
strife, persecution, murderuponanational,
uponanmtemational,scale.
The persuasion expressed by the word certai..ty has for its foundation the event Itself
simply.
The persuasion
indicated
by the
word neceuit!l has for its object not only that
event, but an mfinity of other events, and states
of things out of number, from the beginning of
time, in the character of its caft8e8.
Certainty,necessity,lmpossibiIity;exhibited
seriously III any other character than that of
expressions of the degree of the persuasion
entertained in relation to the subject in question, by him whose words they are, in the
use of these words is virtually involved the
assumption of ommscienee,
All things that
are possible are within my knowledge,-this
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is not upon the list; such being interpreted
is the phrase, tlus thing is impossible.
The sort of occasion on winch, without any
such assumption, these terms can be applied,
is that of a. contradiction
in terms,-a
selfcontradictory proposition, or two mutually
contradictory propositions issumg, at the same
time, from the same mouth or the same pen.
But here the objects to which these attributes
are, With propriety, applicable, are not the
objects, for the designation of which the propositions are applied, but the propositions
themselves.
Propositions thus contradictory
and incompatible cannot, With propriety, be
applied to the same object.
It is unpossible
that they should, i. e. inconsistent
WIth the
notions entertained by the person in question,
in relation to what is proper and what improper in language.
1
It is impossible that, among a multitude of
II bodies all equal to one another,
four taken together should not be greater than two taken
: together.
Why 1 Because, by the wordfO'Ur
I has, by every person, been designated a number greater than by the word tilXi.
Yet, in affirmance of the truth of a proposition thus impossible, persuasion rising to the
highest pitch of intensity has been entertained.
Why!
Because the human mind having it
in its power to apply itself to any object, or to
forbear to apply itself at pleasure, the person
in question has exercised this power in relation to the import of the words In question, as
above, i. e. to the import which, according to
I his experience, all persons by whom they have
been employed have been constantly in the
habit of annexiag to them.
But agamst, an
object which the mind has contrived to exclude
out of the field of its attention, no objecnon
can, in that same field, be seen to bear. Whatsoever, therefore, were the considerations by
winch he was engaged to endeavour to persuade himself of the truth of the self-contradictory, and therefore,impossible,
propositions,
remain without anything to counteract their
force.*
----------------* See further on this subject, vol, vii. P. 76, et
$6J.-Ed.
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NOTE BY THE EDITOR.

LoGIC, according to the acceptation in which the Author seems to view the term, evidently
embraces a far wider range of subjects than can come under the general notion entertained of
it,-as a.formal science, having cognizance of the laws of thought to the exclusion of its matter.
Of the extent of field which the author intended to embrace, in a treatise on the subjectsupposing him to have completed such a work according to his original conception of itr-some
idea may be formed from a perusal of Chapter 1. The traces of an intention to fill up this great
project in all its particulars, may be found in several of the works published as separate essaysthose on Language and Gramma.r,for insta.nce-where the word "Logic" is written on the margin
of the original MS., in compa-nywith the more immediate subject of discussion; as if it had been
in the Author's view, after having severally completed these departments, to unite the whole
into a complete system of Psychology. The work which immediately follows is thus far from
being complete. It, in short, consists merely of those parts of the scattered materials which
were most homogeneous, and had the most direct bearing on Logic,.as the Author has defined
it (the art which has for its object the giving direction to the mind in pursuit of its purposes)
independently, on the one hand, of that examination of the powers of the human mind on
which it might be founded; and, on the other, of its application to the various purposes to
which it may be used. In some places, a system of arrangement had been adopted by the
Author; as to others, there was internal evidence of the order he intended. On some oecasrons,
however, there were no means of discovering the order intended to be followed, and an arrangement purely empirical was of necessity adopted. From the dates marked on the MSS., the
Author seems to have devoted himself to Ius psychological works at four distinct periods: in
1811, from 1814 to 1816, in 1826, and so lately as 1831. It was not his practice in resuming a.
subject, to revise what he had already written, for the purpose of connecting with it the additions
he might make. To this circumstance must be attributed many of the abrupt transitions, and
the occasional repetitions which the reader may encounter. With regard to the writers whose
works were the received authorities on the subject of Logic at the time when he wrote, it was
evidently far from the Author's wish to give an exposition or a criticism on their method
treating the subject, or even to profess any general acquaintance with logical literature. His
object was simply to give the world the results of his own ratiocination on the subject of
Logic, according to the meaning he attached to the word. There are a few criticisms on the
Aristotelian system, which the reader must keep in view are made on the version:of Sanderson only, and do not profess to embody any direct exposition of Aristotle's aystem.
Part of the riches of these MSS. have already been given to the world in the" Outline of a.
New System of Logic, with a. Critical Examination of Dr Wha.teley's Elements of Logic," by
George Bentham, Esq., the nephew of the Philosopher. It was Bentham's wish that his Psyehologieal works should be edited by his nephew; and from the attention he has paid to the
subject, it is to be regretted that circumstances interfered to prevent that gentleman from
eomplying with the request.
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INTRODUCTION.

In the British isles not a few are the works
which at different tunes have been published,
OF this work, the parent hints were drawn with the professed design of serving for comfrom the logic of Aristotle, viz. Bishop San- pendiums of instruction in this art. In the
derson's Compend of it, in the years 1760 or University of Oxford, Q,ueen'sCollegeused to
1761 to 1762 or 1764, when the author was a be, and for aught the author of these pages
youth, or rather a child, at Q,ueen'sCollegein has heard to the contrary, continues to be,
the University of Oxford, Of the notions regarded as the Collegein which it has been
therein exhibited, some he found continually cultivated with greatest success; in this Colapplicable, and applicable With advantage, to lege the Compendium,written in Latin, by
ordinary practice. Thesetreasured themselves Sanderson, who, in the days of Charles the
up in his mind.
First and Second,was Bishop of Lincoln,nsed
Aristotle,-the works of his predecessors in to he, and it IS supposed continues to be, the
the same line, (though the existence of them classical work-the work which was taken for
has, by frequent incidental allusionof his, been the text by the tutor on the occasion of his
made known to us,) being lost, is with refer- lectures to his pupils. Considered as a. meence to us the father of the art called LOgIC, thodical abridgment of what Aristotle and
the sole fountain of everything that has ever his earliest commentators,the Greek logicians,
been presented, or ever can be presented to our have left ns "n this subject, it is, at any rate,
minds under that imposing name.
the most copious; It is supposed to be the
In such accounts as will here be given of most correct, complete, and, upon the whole,
this art, considered in the state in which It has the most instructive. In relation to tills or
been found by the present work, it may natur- that point, suppose the account gwen by Sanally enough be expected that the text of Aris- derson be not a perfectly exact copy of that
totle should, from first to last, be the object of delivered by Aristotle, what matters it! If
reference.
It be not exactly the same, the presumptionis
But with a view to use in relation to this, that it is better. At the end of so many cenas in relation to every other art, the material tunes, employed in the endeavour to render
and only material question is, what is that the account given of this art better than the
which is written, not who is he that wrote it. account given by Aristotle, the expectation, is
Two thousand years and more have already it in regard to any point a natural one, that
elapsed since the works of Aristotle, and in instead of beingbetter, it will be found worse!
particular those which have taken for their
Sanderson's Compendium is, accordingly,
subject the field of Logic, were made public. the work to which, as often as the question
In all that length of time, unless the last cen- may happen to present itself, what on this
tury, or century and a half, be regarded as point has been said by Aristotle, and by the
constituting an exception, the making the most school of Aristotle, reference WIll he made.
and the best of this art, and of the labours of Sanderson's Compendiumis accordingly the
the ingeniousfounder of it, has afforded occu- work from which, should any supposed impation to some of the acutest minds that Eng- perfections be found in that system, the exland or Europe has produced. By manyof them, emplificationand proof of such imperfection
if not much has been added to the quantity of will he deduced.
matter elaborated by Aristotle, not a little has
Meantime, what is far from impossible is,
heen done towards the rendering it plainer, that, in this or that instance, an imperfection
and more easily comprehensible by the pupil. which, in this way, through the medium of
In the instance of this, as ofany other branch this his Enghsh disciple, comesto be imputed
of art for use, it is to the most instructive to the master, would, if justly chargeable, be
work which the field happens to afford, and found chargeable not on the master, but only
not the most ancient, that a man whose wish on tIns disciple. But should this sort of injusis to make himself more or less acquainted tice,suchasit is,chancenowand then to becomwith it, will, if his mind he not absolutely en- mitted,-not that this is any more than a mere
slaved by prejudice, always betake himself: suppositionfor the purposeof the argument,it is to the works of Davy, or Dalton, or Thom- what would it matter! Where would he the
son that a man will betake himselffor instruc- practical mischief! For one who, for instruction in chemistry, not to those of Van Helmont tion, resorts all along, or even to any consideror Pa.ra.celsus.
able extent, to the ongiaal.some dozen,orsome
11
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score, will never look further than to this or
some other--most probably to this, the most
instructive-eompendium.
Taking the original
for its subject, the strictestcomment would be a
comment, not on the art, but on the Ja.ngua.ge.
Ifon the occasion of any such imperfections,
reference were made, not to the Greek origina.!, but to this or that Greek or Latin commentator, or abridger, volumes a.t.d volumes
might thus be written, and none of them of
an' use.
In the sense above brought to view, the
logic of Aristotie may be said to have formed
the basis of this work. In that storehouse of
instruction the author found, at any rate, a
considerable number of the tools or instruments
which he has had to work with.
But though such was the assistance derived
from the great philosopher of old, the author-never at any time, never in any instance, did
it occur to him to consider the opinion or discourse of that philosopher, any more than of
anyone else as the standard or criterion of
truth. The human mind, viz. his own mindthat being the only mind open to any man's
immediate observation-was the source from
which Aristotle drew the instruction for which
we are indebted to his ingenious labours : his
own mind was, in like manner the source
whence the author of the present work drew
those notions which it is the object and the
endeavour of this work to communicate to,
and tranfuse into such other minds as ma.y
find themselves disposed to receive it.
Truth is never capable of being so clearly
or strongly impressed, when considered by
itself, as it is capable of being when illustrated
by a view of any opposite error or errors by
which its place has been wont to be occupied.
This system of Aristotle is the system by
and according to which whatsoever has been
taught under the name of logic, has now, for
upwards of two thousand years, been taught ;
and through by far the greater part of that
time it has been considered as being in a state
of absolute perfection, little if at all capable
of receiving improvement, and not in any degree susceptible of amendment-s-of
amendment in any of its three modes, VIZ. omission,
addition, and substitution.
By whomsoever the present sketch is looked
into and considered, if Aristotle's system of
logic, in so far as it is delivered in the first
chapter of Bishop Sanderson's Compendium
of that art and science, be looked into at the
same time, and compared with it, very different to a considerable extent will the two
volumes be seen to be at the very first glance.
The account which in this work is given of
logic, in regard to its natUl'e and business, is
before the reader; if the extent given to it in
that account be not in a considerable part improper and irrelevant, the extent given to it
by the Aristotelians will be seen to be incomplete.
Of the topics that presented themselves as

appertaining to the art, appertaining to it in
such sort that, supposing anyone omitted, the
account would, pro tanto, have been incomplete: the list is before the reader ; if this
list be a correct one, that given by the Aristotelians will be seen to be an incongruous
one ; on the one hand deficient, on the other
hand redundant,
In the art and science oflogic, two branches
maybe distinguished, the tactica.J and the
dialectic, The tactica.!, that which teaches
the arrangement which, for whatsoever purpose, requires to be given to ideas. The dialectic that which, for a particular purpose,
gives arrangement to them in their quality of
materials of discourse, to wit of the disputa.tious kind.
In the works of Aristotle, the fountain
whence all ideas respecting Logie have been
hitherto derived, the tactic was scarcely considered in any other light than that of an instrument employed in carrying on the disputa.tious branch ;-the war of words being a. sort
of interlude by which men of superior minds
amused themselves in the intermission of the
war of arms.
Of la.te years, and by no means without reason, the dialectic has been, as to the greater
part of it, an object of neglect; the tactic, being the main instrument in the hands of art,
of invention to whatsoever subject-matter a.pplied, can never deservedly be so, so long as
man is man. On the present occasion, the
precedence; as between the two, ma.y bq determined by these observations. In the first
place will come the tactical branch; in the
next will come the application made of it on
occasion of the exercise given to the dialectic, *
In speaking of logic as an art, according to
the definition of the Aristotelians, I find myself obliged to add to the word art the word
science.
For the truth is that, howsoever
clearly distinguishable in idea, the two objects,
art and seienoe, in themselves are not, in auy
instance, found separate. In no place is anything to be done, but in the same place, there
is something to be .mOtc1l; in no place is anything to be k1lQ'lM, hut in the same place there
is something to be done,
To the presenting, in conjunction with each
other, as well as either of them without the
other, the idea which the word art is employed
to signify, and the idea which the word feience
is employed to signify, the Latin word discipline is correctly and admirably well ada.pted.
Unfortunately, though so perfectly coincident
in respect of its origina.!, and so near to perfect coincidence in sound and appearance, yet
in respect of its established, and, at present,
customary import, the correspondent English
word discipline presents no equal aptitude.t

* With the exception of some notices of an introductory and critical nature, no MM. bearing on
the dialectic branch have been found.-Ed.
t From SIgnifyinginstruction itself or the sub-
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it much more ample than that which is given
to it by their definition:
an extent little, if
anything, short of that extent ascribed to it
&8 above in the present work.
According to this account of it (it may here
naturally enough be objected,) an institute of
the art of Logic, and a complete Encycloprodia.-at
any rate if the Encyclopredia be a.
methodical one-are
one and the same thing.
This work, if it be what it professes to be, is
therefore an Encyclopredia, and that a complete as well as a methodical one .
.An.nrer.-To entitle itself to the appellation
CHAPTER
I.
of a complete one, true it is that any institute of
logic, and therefore this, cannot have left altoLOGIC-WHAT!
gether unvisited any portion whatever of the
field of art and science, no nor of the whole
SECTION I.
field of human thought and actron,
But of
Definition ker« giun of Logic.-Its amplitude every part of that field an Encyclopredia may,
jultified·
with perfect propriety, give a. complete survey;
Logic, in the sense in which the word will, whereas that which, in relation to that same
throughout
the whole tenor of this work, be field, comes within the purview of the present
employed, may be defined, the art which has work, consists of no more than a general outfor its object, or end in view, the giving, to the line, including, together with its principal divisions, here and there a hint,such as may hapbest advantage, direction to the human mind,
pen to be suggested by a comparative
and
and thence to the humau frame, in Its pursuit
of any object or purpose. to the attainment of bird'a-eye view, and thence, in some sort, a.
commanding view for the more advantageous
which it is capable of being applied."
That of all definitions that have been, or culture of it.
In relation to some of the principal points,
can be given of this art, this is the most extenriu, seems upon the face of it to be suffi- in company with the view here given of the
art, will be presented those which have been
ciently manifest.
left to us by the Aristotelians.
In this way,
That it is the most useful, will, it is believed,
mutnallight,
it is hoped, will be thrown upon
be no less so ; for It IS ill this modem definieach other by the two sketches;
and the extion alone, and not in any preceding one, that
its relation to practical u& in any shape has tent as well as direcnon of the progress made,
should any be found to have been made, by
been directly held up to view.
That it is the most proper, will, at the same the modem one, WIll be the more clearly dIStime, appear from the account gIVen of logic by cernible.
As to its field or subject, the subject on which
those who were the first to hold it up to view
its operations are performed, it is neither more
in the character of an art, aud that an attainable one: in a word, by its inventors, viz. nor less than the entire field of human thought
In it is accordingly included the
Aristotle and his followers. not to speak of his and action.
whole field of art and science ; in it iR moreat present almost unknown predecessors.
For to the extent to be given to an art, a over included the field of ordinary, i. e. unscientific tJwugkt, and ordinary, i. e. unartificial
more unexceptionable
standard
of propriety
action, or say practice, including, together
can scarcely be found than that, if any, which
has been ascnbed to it by its Inventors.
In the with the whole contents of these respecuve
all the subjects, not only of human
present instance, true it is that, in the defini- fields-viz.
entities, not
tion given of it in form, the extent assigned to actron but of human thought--all
only real but fictitious, not only all real entiit falls considerably short of the extent here
assigned to it as above; but, as will also be ties but all fictitious ones that have ever been
feigned, or remain capable of being feigned :
seen, in the course of an observation by which
that definition is immediately
followed, the fictinous entities, those necessary products of
deficiency is made up, an extent is assigned to the imagination, without which, unreal as they
are, discourse could not, scarcely even could
ject of it, in English as well as III French, and pro- tlllIugkt, be carried on, and which, by being
bably because so It was seen to be in French, it has embodied, as it were, in names, and thus put
come to signify along with, and frequently instead upon a footing with real ones, have been so
of it, the means employed in the administration of apt to be mistaken for real ones.
instruction, viz. in so far as tbey consist of coercion
On the one hand, artificial action or prac
and pnnishment, in the first instance, on the occanee, and scientific thought;
on th e other hanu
sion of education at large ; and thence in the miliordinary unartificial
practice and ordinary or
tarv department of government.
under these two divi~ See a criticism on the author's method of de- unscientific thought:
fining logic, in Mr George Bentham's Outhne ; sions, taken together, the whole field of human thought, as well all the whole field of
p. 12-13.
Great, however, would be the convenience,
strong the light, thrown upon the whole field
of hUlJlllll power, if, instead of the composite
and frequently perplexing
locution arl aM
lOieftoe, or ,cieftce aM arl, the meu of modem
times could prevail upon themselves to employ
the simple as well as classical term ditcipline,
discipline would then be the name of the
genus, art and science the name of the species
included in it.
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huma.n action, cauuot, it is evident, fail of
being included.
What distinguishes this art and soience from
every other branch of art and science, is that
in its field of action are contained the several
fields of action of all those other branches of
art and science; in the field of action of this
dMeipline, are included the several fields of
action of all those other disciplines. By its
generality, its amplitude, and nothing else,
does it stand distinguished from the aggregate
of those same disciplines.
Of the observations which respectively apply
to the subject of those several disciplines, those
which are most general may be referred to the
head of logic. In no quarter, therefore, are
those boundaries fixed, by which the field of
logic is separated from the respective fields of
those several other and subject disciplines.
Thus, in government the territorial field of the
dominion of the sovereign is composed of the
territorial fields of the dominion of the several
individual and particular land-owners.
SEC1'ION

II.

Narr01Der and more common Acceptatiom of
the Word LOGIC.
Of the field of exercise belonging to this master-art, the all-eomprehensiveness, on the supposition that the definition above given of it is a
proper one, will upon examination, it is believed, be sufficiently manifest. In it will be found
comprehended, not only all science, and every
art that can go by the name of art or science,
but every other subject of contemplation or
occupation to which it is possible for the human faculties, under the guidance of human
reason, to be applied; every occupation, including the most common and nnartificial, as
well as the most extraordinary, of those occupations by which the measure of human life is
filled up.
In no such comprehensive, nor indeed in any
steady point of view, does it appear to have
ever hitherto been considered.
By the Aristotelians, it has been described
in the same breath as comprehending the field
of science alone, and as comprehending that
same field with the addition of the field of art.
In the narrowest of all the acceptations in
which it has been employed, it is neither more
nor less than the art of disputing in mood and
figure. In a somewhat more enlarged sense
it has been employed to denote the art of disputation, in whatsoever manner carried on.
When to the whole art this amplitude is assigned, that which has just been mentioned
has been considered as a modification of it, and
has been styled the logic of the lehools, orBehool
logic; meaning by schools, those-which in the
middle ages were kept for the teaching of this
art according to the principles laid down by
Aristotle.
In general by those who employ it, a signification considerably more extensive, but still

undeterminate, is frequently attributed to it.
Arrangement, for example,--arrangement and
definition, appear commonly enough to be considered as belonging to it. In so far as the-se
operations,--operations thus extensively useful have been considered as belonging to it, it
could not but have been considered as ministering, or at ~east capable of being made to
minister, to the occasions of science in general,
and even of art, not to speak of those of common life.
But forasmuch as by the followers of Aristotle, if not by Aristotle himself, the art of
disputing in mood and figure seems to have
been considered as the ultimate object of pursuit and study,-arrangement, definition, and
in general all other portions of the art, and
applications made, or capable of being made,
of it, being considered and represented as no
more than accessory and ministerial to that
principal and, in those days, practical use,
hence it is, that if the amplitude ascribed to
it by the above definition be not excessive and
unwarrantable, the most extensive conception
which as yet it has been usual to form of it,
may be stated to be inade-quate.

Relation

aI

SEcrION
III.
bettcem Logic and MetaphyriCl.

Whatever were said of logic, would be not
simply, but perniciously imperfect, if in conjunction with it, something were not said of
metaphysics.
Between the imports that have been respectively given to these two words, no one to
whose cognisance they have ever presented
themselves can be una.pprized that there exists
a very near relation; by no one, it is believed,
has any endeavour been employed for exhibiting any correct idea. of what that relation is.
Of the word metaphYBiCl, the origin is still
to be seen in Aristotle. In his works what it
was employed to denote was, not the nature
of this branch of art or science to which it
gave a name, but merely the relation in respect
of priority and posteriority, which in the collection of his works, the work in which he
treated of this branch of art or science happened to bear to the works in which he treated
of physics. Another meaning, and though recondite, rather a more characteristic one, may
ha.vebeen ;-the branch of art or science, upon
which the mind will not in a.ny natural course
have entered, until it have touched upon that
which is called physics; nor indeed without
having passed over, or at least passed through
that branch.
When looked at, that treatise turns out to
have for its subject neither more nor less than
a few terms of the most general, i.e. most extensive, and at the same time the most frequently exemplified import of any which language affords. Existence, contingency, possibility, necessity, may serve as examples.
Upon this view of the matter, it turns out
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that in its original import tbis branch of art
or science was neither more nor less than a
sprig, and that but a small one, of the branch
termed Ioqic; forming but a minute portion of
it, not only according to the extent ascribed
to it. as above, in the present work, but according to the so much narrower extent ascribed to it, as above, by the Aristotelians.
Witbin this last century or two the word
has received an import of which it may in
general terms be said, that it is much more
e:rtensiTe, but which is in the highest degree
vague and indeterminate.
It seems difficult to know what account to
give of it, otherwise than from the various reproaches which from divers and various classes
of writers have been cast upon it. Religionists,
lawyers, politicians, fashionable sentimentalists, and poets, have, under the name of metaphysics, found something which has appeared
to them to thwart their Views, opinions, interests or prejudices, and against which they
have accordingly used their endeavours to cover
it with reproach and bring it into disrepute.
Of the art or science of logic, one, and that
one the most immediate use, is the establishment of clear and determinate
ideas ; in relation to whatsoever discourse we employ on any
subject of importance, the taking care that to
such discourse the ideas we attach shall be
clear and determinate ones, and in so far as in
the language employed in the course of their
converse with us, by others, any deficiency in
this essential quality becomes observable, to
employ our endeavours by apt questions, to
clear it from whatever clouds of obscurity or
ambiguity It may happen to be involved.
The words employed, and the compounds
formed of them in the shape of propositions,In one or other of these classes of objects may
be seen the source of every instance of error
or perplexity,--every
cause of deception to
which discourse can give rise; if It be in the
structure of the proposinons, or in the sort of
connexion given to them that the imperfectron
has, or is supposed to have, its source, logic,
(in which grammar may be considered as Included) is the name of the art or SCIence, by
which alone the remedy, if obtainable, can be
obtained; if it be in the import attached to
the words taken singly, sometimes it IS to logic,
sometimes it is to metaphysics,
that any endeavours to remedy it are referred.
Voluntary or involuutary=-whosoever
harbours a favourite error which it would pain
him to see exposed, beholds in logic or metaphysics, or both, an object of antipathy
and
terror.
From the adverse current of these
affections, loqio, being under that its name defended not only by the authority of the most
admired of the philosophers of antiquity, but
of those reverend persons from whose lips instmctlcn in its highest and most polished forms
is imbibed,--metaphysiC3 is commonly the butt
against which the chief force of these hostile
aft'ections is directed.
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II.

LOGIC, ITS CHARACTERISTICS.
SECTION

I.

General V uw of the Characteristics.
1. Anstotle's IIst.-In
the character of an
appendage to she definition of the word logic,
the Aristotelians have brought to view a cluster of abstract terms which had presented
themselves as in some way or other appertaining to it, and as promising to contribute to the
explanation
of the nature of the art defined
by it.
Pracomua de flatu,." Looiea, is the title
prefixed to the first chapter in the compendium
of Sanderson, in which the defimtion of logic
with these explanations subjoined to it, is contained.
Though taken in detail, the mode of execution has appeared, as will be seen, susceptible
of considerable amendments,
the design has
been regarded as highly useful, and of the
sketch therein contained that which here follows, though not a copy, will be seen to be an
nnitanon, or at any rate a sketch executed on
a plan of which the general idea, and some of
the principal hnes, were derived from that
source.
1. Uses, UtiJitates. 2. End in view, Finis.
3. Functions, OJficia. 4. Object, Objectum. 5.
Subject,Subjectunl,
as exhibited ill SIX modifications.
6. Parts, Partes, of which three in
number are brought to view. Such is the list
of the characteristics
of logic, as exbibited by
Sanderson and other compendiahsts ; exhibited, though not under that or any other common appellative, unless the word prcecoqnita,
things foreknown, be t-aken for that appellative,
1. General end In view, the attainment
of
which the art of logic keeps, or ought to keep,
in view,
2. Field of exercise appertaining to
this art.
3. Operations to which It is capable
of gIVIng direcnon and assistance.
4. Faculties to which it gives direction and assistance.
5. Instrument, YlZ. Language employed in gIVing direction and assistance to these same
faculties in the performance
of these same
operations.
6 Functions, to the exercise of
which in relation to other arts and sciences it
is capable of grvmg direction and assistance.
7. Uses to which it is applicable.
Such is the
list of the articles, which, under that same
name of the characterisncs
of the art, will by
means of the explanations respectively given
In relation
to them, be under these same denominanons employed in the explanation of it.
SEGrIOX

II.

Charactensuo the First.
End in View or ultimate Object of Logic.
The pursuit of every art being a course of
action, and, in the instance of man, as in that
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of every other sensitive creature, well-being

being, in some shape or other, the end of every
action, it is not in the nature of the oase,
that, for the ultimate end, the particular art
here in question should not have this for its object ; well-being, which, considered as having
existence during any given portion of past
time, will always have been directly as the
magnitude of the aggregate of the pleasures
of all sorts experienced during that portion of
time, and inversely, as the magnitude of the
aggregate of pains of all sorts experienced
during that same portion of time.
Such is the explanation which, how prema.ture soever it may seem, it seemed advisable
to give, lest, though it were but for a moment, any the least cloud should hang over
the import of so important an appellative.
Well-being! But is not this (it may be
asked) the end in view, the ultimate as well
as direct and immediate object of another and
very different branch of art or science, distinguished by a separate and a different name,
viz. Ethics!
Undoubtedly, but by being the object, the
ultimate object of tha.t other art, it IS not the
Iess truly and properly so of the one in question. As every action whatsoever, so must
every art (for art is bnt an aggregate of actions) have this for its object-have this same
common result, viz. well-being, for its ultimate
object.
If Ethics have this for its object, so has
Medicine, for example-so has cookery; and
this same result, Logic in so far as it can,
with propriety, be said to be of any use, may
Iikewise, with equal propriety, be said to
have for its object, meaning for its ultimate
object.
If, in the pursuit of wen-being, it be the province of Ethics to take the direction of human
conduct, in that same pursuit it is the province
of Logic to take the command and give direction to the course of Ethics itself. From
having his generals under him, the commanderin-chief has not the less command of the army
committed to his care.
Logic, like every other branch of art and
science, in a word, like everything else, is not
any otherwise, nor any further deserving of
regard, than in so far as it is capable of being
of rue. But of me in any intelligible sense,
neither can this, nor anything else ultimately
be, any further than it has been or is capable
of being conducive to the diminution of pain
in some shape or other, or to the increa.se of
pleasure.
Be that as it may, assuredly it is not on
any other account that it will ever be taken
for the subject of consideration in any part of
the present work.
In this instance, as in every other, the usefulness and value of art and science in every shape
depending altogether upon their conduciveness and subserviency to this universal end, so
in the comprehensive sketch which will fur-

ther on be given of the field of art and science,
it is from this tendency to a common end that
the connecting principle, or common bond of
relation, by which the several arts and sciences
are connected with each other, will be viewed;
and, from this common bond of connexion,
will be deduced such a plan of eacyclopeedical
arrangement as should naturally be more instructive, and, as such, more interesting than
any which has hitherto made its appearance,"
After a sketch taken upon this principle, if
drynestl and uninterestingnes.
continue to be,
as hitherto they seem to have been generally
numbered among the properties of this art, it
will, at any rate, be, not in respect of eke
end to whiM it u directed, but in respect to
the principles and plan observed in treating
of it.
SECTION

III.

Characteristio the Second.
Field of E:rero~e appertaining

to th~ Art.

The definition of this art being given, as
above, the field of its exercise has been already
given. Withm it is contained the field of
every other art, the field of every science, the
field, in a word, of every occupation, snch
alone excepted, if such there be, to the exercise of which, in the most advantageons menner, no exertion of mental power is either
necessary or in any way conducive.
The word field having, to the purposes of
Logic, been fonnd of special and superior use,
while, at the same time, other tern:.s there
are which have also been employed to these
same purposes, a few words to show the title
it has to preference here may, perhaps, not be
found altogether ill bestowed.
Sphere, circle, subject-matter, subject,-in
these four will be found comprehended, it is
believed, a complete list of these its rivals.
As to the word IJ>Mre, on many occasions
it may, no doubt, be employed without much
difference in the article of convenience. It
labours, however, under considerable disadvantages. 1. Being borrowed from Astronomy,
it is apt to present to view, as often as employed, the idea of that abstruse and irrelevant science, and thereby to diffuse over every
subject in which it is employed a considerable degree of abstractneBB, and add difBculty to difliculty,-thickening the obscurity
which unavoidably and perpetually overhangs
the nomenclature of Logic, which is sufliciently thick without any additional shade to
thicken it.
2. A field is susceptible of comers, and, in
a word, of every variety of shape, and to the
number of describable sources of division according to which it is capable of being parcelled
out, there is no limit. A sphere has no cor• See Appendix B, and Chreltomathia., Appendix IV., supra, p. 63, et seq.
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nera, a.nd to the number of sources of division
SECTION IV.
according to which it is capable of being
Charactermio the Third.
subjected to division, there are determinate
OPERATIONS,
to the performanoe 01" whioh Looic
limits.
J'
:I
~.v
3. The fields of the several arts and sciences,
is capable of affording dirution and assistparcel of the general field of art and SCIence,
aMe.
and of the still more complex field of human
Relation of this Cl!araoteristic to the preceding
occupation, are, with reference to one another,
ones.
contiguous and mutually coincident, and may,
As to the several operations which the
upon some, if not upon all, OCCasIOns,be con- human mind i~ capable of performing in that
sidered as situated on the same level.
But,
field in pursuit of the above-mentioned geneamongst the objects presented to view by the ral end, or any of Its modifications, and therein
word sphere, there cannot be any such mutual
In pursuit of any subordinate
ends, considered
coincidence or contiguity, and, when spoken
as capable of serving in relation to it in the
of on the same occasion, some are higher,
character
of a means ;-whatsoever
be the
others are lower or inferior.
subject in relation to which acnon is required,
4. The field of art and science is capable of the following operations will be found capable
extension, and is continually receiving it; and of being performed in relation to it,-operathe greater
the extension
it receives, the tions all of them contributmg
or tending to
greater, there seems reason to believe-the
the attainment
of the above-mentioned
genegreater ca1terisparibU8-is
the quantity of well- ral end, in 50 far as the discipline, the art or
being possessed by the aggregate ofmankmd.
~he.sCl~ncc, the p:actice or act, m question,
Of no such property as extension in particular
IS, III Its nature,
III any shape applicable
to
parts is a sphere susceptible ;-if it be so ex- that end.
tended it ceases to be spherical.
When these are considered
as so many
A oirole IS a word that is more or less ex- species of operations, to the due, and apt, and
posed to the sa.me inconveuiences.
To the successful performance cf which the art called
last of them in a more practically pernicious
LogIC IS capable of being rendered subservient,
degree.
The circle of the sciences is a phrase
this topic,-the
topic of mental operations,to which, in former days, much importance
is considered as susceptible of bemg applied
was attached, and which continues in frequent
to the several subjects of the same art, as
use. Of the emblem thus employed what are above-mentioned,
and in that respect is conthe pracneal inferences!
That, in the track of sidered in what, m opposition to abstracted or
science, no advance can be made; that by every
abstraot, has been called a concrete or practifoot that enters upon the circle. the track taken ' cal point of view.
can be no other than that which was travelled
A different point of view, which, under the
in by its predecessors ;-that
a man may go name of abstract, has this instant been spoken
round and round, and when he has gone as of, is that in which the operatiolls performable
f~r as it is possible for him to go, he will find I are considered as corresponding
to so many
himself at the point from which he set out.
faculties of the human frame, by or by means
Subjtct-matterr and subjed:l.-As to these of wluch they are performable.
On which
expressions, they are not pregnant with any occasion the same denommation is capable of
such delusive allusions, as above; but they do serving, and, accordingly, has, in great meanot come up to the purpose in question;
and sure, been made to serve, for the operanon
there is another purpose for which they are in itself, and the faculty-the
fictitious part or
demand.
member of the mmd-by
or hy means of which
Fidd. is wanted for the designation of the the operation has been considered as being,
whole of the expanse.
Fields in the plural
and to be performed.
are seldom wanted.
Subject-matter
and subThese operations being so many modes or
ject are wanted for the expression of thrs or species of aaion, which is itself but a mode of
that particular
arncle considered as situated
motion, possess a sort of half reality, and
on or within the compass of this or that field. I the names of them belong, accordingly, to a
Accordingly, in the plural number as well all class of names which, regard bemg had to
in the singular, there is a eontmual demand
names of substances-the
only real entitiesfor these words.
may, as will be observed in another place,
By the word subject, the idea conveyed is stand distingurshed by the names of semi-real
that of a moveable solid capable of being
entities.
But as to the several correspondent
viewed and handled in all imaginable direcfaculties, these belong to the class of purely
tions,-by
the word .field that of a portion of fictitious entities, feigned in virtue of an iran immoveable whole, of which the surface
resistible demand, for the purposes of disalone is capable of being thus dealt with.
course.
Real entities and fletinous entitles.-To
one
A motion has a something next to real that
or other of these denominations will be found
corresponds to it, and of which indication is
referable everything which, with refereuce to given by its name, viz. the path taken by the
this art, can be considered as comprised under
moving body at the time during which it is
the denomination of a subject.
said to be ill motion. Considered as distinct
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from the mind itself, a facully is an object
manifestly altogether
void of real existence.
The name of it is the name of a purely nominal and fictitious object, framed for the purpose of holding up to VIew the imaginary
cause or productive instrument of some real
effect. The word which is the name of it is
not indicative
of anything
but the operation which, when ealled into exercise, it performs, if it be an active faculty, or the impressions which, if it be a passive faculty, it
receives.
Of the several distinguishable mental operations to which the art of Logic may, in one
way or other, be found capable of affording
direction and assistance, so great is the multitude, (of the whole number of operations in
which the human mind is capable of bearing a
part, there not being one to which, from this
source, direction and assistance is not in one
way or other eapable of being lent,) so ample
is the number and so great the variety, that,
for bringing to view the points in which they
agree, together with those in which they disagree, and thus presenting a clear and distinct
idea of the nature and differential character of
each, it Will be necessary to distribute them
into distinct groups or classes, which, in the
course of the following pages, will be brought
to view.
Placing first those which, bemg
most simple, require not for their explanation
anything to be said of the others, and so on.
Mental Operations, Class I.-Operations,
in
the performance
of which the subject is considered as being regarded entirety, i. e. in an
entire state, and at the same time sinqly, (i. e.
not in conjunction with others,) without regard
to past or future time, and without regard to
any person other than the person himself by
whom the operation
is considered
as performed.
1. Perception,
conception,
apprehension.
When perception has place, the source or perceptible object from which it is derrved bemg
an individual portion of matter, or real corporeal entIty,-(a
body coming under the denomination of body-of a body,)-impressions
are, at the time in question, made on sense:
--Qn some one or more of all of the senses to
the cognizance of which the object stands exposed.
Of the perception thereupon obtained,
these impressions are the immediate
object
and subject.
The body itself, i. e. the existence of it, is but in a secondary and comparatively remote way the object or subject of
perception.
Of this supposed source of the
perceptions that are experienced, the existence
is, strictly speaking, rather a subject of inference than of perception.
Of inference, judgment, ratiocination, which is liable to be erroneous, and in experience is very frequently
found to be so.
Scarcely does a perception
take place but
it is accompanied-accompanied,
generally,
without any con.eWtuneSB oj, because without

any reflection 1m, without any attention paid
to it-by
a correspondent jtuJgme1It or act of
the judgment faculty.
At the time when the perception takes place,
the mind may either be more or less aGtire, or
purely passi'l'e, in relation to it ; it is only in
so far as it is more or less active that any
operation can, with propriety, be said to be
performed.
If the mind be purely passive, the perception is the work of the simply perceptive, a
branch of the intellectual faculty.
If, in any
mode or degree, the mind be active in so far,
the will-the
'l'olitwnal faculty bears a. part
in the production of it.
Conception is a word which is frequently
employed to express the same import as the
word perception, would be employed to express.
!!l eommon usage the distinction is
altogether
indeterminate.
Where any purposed distinction is observed, it is to the word
conception that the largest and most complex
sense seems commonly to be assigned.
While
impressions only are considered as the objects
of perception, conception is considered as having for its objects, ideas, simple ideas, the
copies of these impreasrona--cthe things signified by the signs of which discourse is composed,
ex. gr. the import of entire prcpositions=-of a.
discourse composed of such propositions in any
multitude, or even that of single words.
In
this word intimation is given of a certain degree of complexity in the object denoted by it,
by the natural effect of the first syllable.
By the word apprehension, at least, if its
etymology be considered, intrmatron is conveyed not only of action, activity, but of some
certain degree of exertion of effort: prehendo
=opprehewlo, to lay hold of.
2. Attention.-This
operation, as the etymology of the word intimates, has place in so
far as by an act, by a. more or less continued
exertion of the trill, and the psychological
active faculty its servant, the mind is as it were
fastened upon the object or subject from which
a perception or conception is derived to it.
tendo, to stretch,-attendo,
to stretch upon.
Mental
Operations;, Class II.-Operations
in the performance
of which the subject
(whether taken entire or not-taken
in conjunction with others or not, and whether with
or without regard to any person other than
the person himself by whom the operation is
considered as performed) is considered with
regard to past time.
1. Remembrance;
2. Retention;
3. Recollection ; 4. Recalling or revocation to Memory ;
5. Reminiscence.
These words are either
synonymous, or want lIttle of being so. The
slight shades of difference by which they may
be found to be distinguishable,
are not for the
present purpose worth attending to.
The sort of fictitious psychological
entity
called the Memory, is regarded as a. kind of
receptacle in whieh perceptions of all sorts that
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ha.ve ever been experienced are, in any number lodged, as likewise, wha.tsoever thoughts
have, by composition or decomposition,been
formed out of these materials, are capable of
finding a place. So long as on the occasionof
the entrance of the object in question into this
receptacle, or of its continuance therein, or
recession out of or re-emanation from it, no
effort on the part of the vohtional faculty is
considered as taking place, no such word as
operation can, with propriety, be employed in
speaking of it.
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an examination of a.nyobject can hardly, i~
should seem, with propriety, be spoken of as
made, unless the mind ha.ve applied itself to
the parts of the object, or someof them. It is
only in this way that the import of the word
examination can be distingmshed from that of
the word attention.

Mental Operations. CUm IV.-Operations,
in the performance of which the subject being
such as presents a number of perceptions (viz.
impressions or ideas, or both together,) in conjunction, the mind, in the first place, decomMental Operations, Class III.-Operations,
poses what it finds thus composed, taking for
in the performance of which objects or subjects consideration from the group anyone or more
more than one are considered as being, at the of its component elements, presenting them to
same time, present to the mmd.
itself or not presenting them to itself, at any
1. Judgment; 2. Decision; 3. Determina- subsequent point of time, either by themselves,
tion ; 4. Comparison; 5. Examination.
or in an order and mode of conjunction di!:'erWhen upon and after examinatron and com- ent from that in which, as above,they presented
parison made of any two or more of the objects themselves in the first instance.
that have presented themselves to the mind,
1. Abstraction. In orby tbis operation,among
any inference is made or conclusion come to in the impressionsor Ideas presented, in conjuncrelation to them by it, a Judgment is thereby tion by an object, whether present to sense or
said to have been formed and passed-an act only present to reoollecnon, and accordingly
of the judicial faculty exercised-i-an operation presenting a group of impressions, or presentof the judicial faculty performed.
ing nothing more than a group of ideas correDecision and determinatwn are, with no less spondmg to and derived from the group of
frequency and propriety, applied to operations impressions presented by it while present, the
of the volitional, than to those of the judicial, mind, by its apprehensive faculty, lays hold of
faculty.
some one alone, or some other part of the
Decision, from decido; componnded of de, whole number, leaving the rest unnoticed.
off, and cado, to cut,-is a word that repreThus, for instance, m the case of an apple.
sents the mind as if cuttmg off at a certain Apphed to the touch alone, the impressions
point the thread of examination, and thereby and ideas it gives birth to are those of the excutting short the intellectual process.
ternal configuration, the degree of smoothness
Determination, from de, off,and terminU8, a or roughness, the consistence in respect of
term or boundary, intimates that, with refer- hardness and softness ; presented to the eye,
ence to the object in question, whatever chain the impressions and Ideas it gives birth to are
of examination has been carried on, has been those of shape, as before, with the addition of
brought to an end.
colour; to the smelling,thoseof the particular
As to judgment, when the word is employed odour of the fruit ; to the taste, the particular
to designate an operation, considered by itself, flavour. In 80 far as anyone of these impresthe operation is not an act of an}' other than sions or ideas is rendered present to the mind,
the judicial faculty; it is not an act of the and becomesthe subject or object of perception,
volitional faculty. But the giving expression' or thought, or attention, without being accomto this or to any other act of the judicial panied with the rest, the mental operation
faculty is an act of the volitional faculty;called abstraotion has place.
wen the applying to the subject or subjects
2. Imagination. In sofar as a numberof these
In question the faculty of attention, for the
fragmentitious ideas formed by abstraction are
purpose of formmg a judgment on, or in rela- I put together by the mind and formed into new
tion to them, this is an act of the volmonal compounds,into compoundswhich either do not
faculty.
exist in nature, or have not as ret presented
Another object which the word jud[Jment is themselvesto the mindof the personin question,
in use to be employed to signify is, the dIS- in and by the means of a body already existcourse, whatsoever it be, which, on the occa- ing in nature, the operationwhereby this effect
sion in question, has been the product of the is produced, is styled imagination; and in
operation 60 performed by the faculty so consideration and in respect of it, a correspondenominated.
dent faculty is considered as having existence,
As to t.t;amination, a notion that may be -a faculty termed the imaginatiu faculty,or
apt to present itself on the subject of this more shortly, by the same name as that given
word is, that on the occasion of the operation to the operation itself-viz. imagination.
expressed by it the presence of more than one
Thus, taking from the fruit of the appleobject in the mind at the same time is not tree its shape, and at the same time from any
necessary,
Applied to an object considered pieceof the metal called gold its weight, colour,
&II entire, the observation may be correct. But
and eonsisteney,imaginationformed ~ golden
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apple, the produce of the garden of the Hesperides.
3. I~.-In
so far as any product,
formed as above by the imagination, has received, or is considered as receiving a fixed
description; or as serving as a guide to active
talent or practice, in such sort as in the pursuit of some particular end, to produce effects
either new, or produced in any respect to
greater advantage than before, the operation
is ea.lled ifluntioJl. *
Mental Operationt, Clan V.-Operations,
on the occasion of which a number. of entire
objects, whether masses of matter or assemblages of ideas, are present to the mind at the
lI&IIletime.
1. Designation,---fiimple or individual denomination. For the performance of this operation, the conjunct presence of a number of
objects not greater than two suffices: the
00ject to which a name is to be attached, and
the Mme which is to be attached; the derigftatId, or object which is considered as reqniring to be denominated, and the designation or
sign, which,-when sufficiently associated and
connected with it, when lodged in the mind in
«Intact with it for a sufficient length of time,
and thus called up, in conjunction with it, with
a sufficient degree of frequency,-is found by
expenence to contract, as it were, a sort of
adhesion to it ; in such sort that when, by the
person in question, the sign, being called up
out of the memory, is detained by the attention, the idea of the object signified is thereby
rendered present, and is continued in that state
so long as the sign is present in that same
state.
A sign of this sort, by which one individual
object, and no more, is designated, is what has
been termed by grammarians a proper name.
2. Denomination,~rsay common-collective,
or generic denomination. In so far as the sort
of operation thus designated and denominated
has place, the same sign is made to designate,
and, npon oeeasion, render present to the mind,
two or any greater number of individual objects : two or any greater nnmber of individual objects, by whichsoever of the two faculties of the mind, the memory or the imagination, are rendered present to it.
Thus, while the human species contained
but one individual, viz. Adam, individua.l designation was the only operation of this class
which an intelligent and conversing being,
such as an angel or devil, having occasion to
designate him, could have occasion to employ
in the designation of him ; but no sooner had
Eve received a. separate existence, than the
occasion for de1WmiftatioJl, i. e. collective de.signation or denomination, came into existence : a name such as should be capable of
designating the species which, by the addition
of tbis second individual, was now formed.
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One species was then already in existence; at
the same time, the two sorts of subordinate
species, or rather two species at once, viz. the
two species formed together by the difference
in respect of BU', received already a. sort of
potential existence,-were already formed i.
potentia.
At the birth of Cain, the species corresponding to the male sex received an a.ctnal
existence; Adam and Cain the individuals.
On the birth of Cain's eldest sister, the species
corresponding to the female sex, received the
like existence; Eve and her anonymous daughter, whoever she were, the individuals.
3. Methodiza.tion or arrangement.
Of this
operation, as will be seen more particularly
further on, under a. separate head thus denominated," there are two distinguishable
modes, for the designation of one of which the
words oollectiu or cumtdati"e; of the other the
word lineal may be employed; or, instead of
the lineal mode of methodization the term
methodiza.tion by means of procedure may be
employed.
To collective or cumulative methodization,
the use of one of the operations above designated by the term denomiftatioJl, viz. collective
denomination seems to be an altogether indispensable requisite. A general name is the
COtnIlWfl, the necessary tie, by which a. number
of general or abstract ideas are fixed and fastened together in the mind.
In what respect, then, is collective methodiza.tion distinct from collective denomination t
In this only, that when the word met1odizatioJl is employed, a multitude of groups, or
collectious of general ideas, are considered as
being at the same time formed or bound together, and at the same time so constituted
and disposed of, that two or more, each having
its collective name or denomination, are connected together by, and comprehended within,
some common name: some name which, being
common to them both, and not applied to a.ny
other, serves, at the same time, to distinguish
them from all objects to which different names
have been applied : the new and larger group
thus formed, being a.t the same time in company with some other group or groups formed
in the same mauner, formed into still more
capacious multitudinous groups, and so on
through any number of groups of ulterior aggregation.
The course by which lineal methodization,
or arrangement, is performed, is this; of the
several subjects (in the present instance the
several denominations, on which, as on its
subjects, it is performed) some one presents
itself, before any other has presented itself to
the mind, next to that some other, and so on
throughout the whole number; and tJlI1~ in
this same order, one after another, they all
present themselves.
To effect and secure the accomplishment of
this object, the words or visible signs by which
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these several groups are respectively represented and presented to the mind, are sopla.eed
a.s to present themselves to the eye of every
reader in the course or order thus appointed
a.s above.
From this master-operation,
all the other
operations, in some way or other, several of
them directly, are wont to receive direction
a.nd a.ssistance.
The operation of aommunicaticn of ideas, as
performed by its peculiar instrument duaourse
or language, will come in the next and last
place to be considered.
To this operation,
that of methodization will be found capable of
rendenng
the most essential, and, in some
measure, indispensable assistance.
But antecedently to this, so, and in an immediate and
manifestly visible way will it be found capable
of rendering assistance to the operations of
retention,judicial decisicn, and in'!lenticm: and
the larger the scale upon which it happens to
them respectively to be performed the greater
the a.ssistance.

Mental Operaticns, Class VI.-Opentions,
by the performance of which, by means of the
operations of designation and expression, communication of the ideas formed in one mind is
made to, a.nd those ideas are transferred
into
another mind.
1. Discourse,or discoursing.
2. Expression.
In the course of this operation, ideas having
been, in one mind, formed or lodged, and
therein associated with, and, as it were, attached and fastened to, certain of the signs of
which discourse or language is composed, are
out of that mind expressed, i. e. pressed out;
for the purpose of their bemg receired into, or
say,jiRding reoepticn in another.
1. Signs, by means of which the operation is
performed.
2. Minds to which, and modes in
which application is made of these signs ;from these two sources, taken together, may
the operation be seen to receive whatsoever
modification it admits of.
1. Signs, by means of which the operation
of discourse is performed.
A difference in the nature of the signs
capable of being employed, is produced by a
correspondent difference in the nature of that
one of the five 8enses to which the discourse is
made to address itself.
The hearing, its organ the ear; the sight, its
organ the eye; the touch, its organ the skin,
a.nd more particularly the skin of the hand ;to all these senses has what is called diBaourse,
been made to address itself. .Audible, "l1isible,
a.nd tangible, such, accordingly, has respectively been the nature of the signs of which, in
these several cases, this organ of the mind has
beeu composed.
Till a. comparatively late point in the ~ime
of human existence, of all these sorts of B1g7lS,
those which address themselves to the ear were
almost the only ones in actual existence;
to
the infinite multitude and variety of these, the
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few that as yet, in those days, addressed themselves immediately to the eye, found but a feeble
supplement, and a still more feeble and inadequate succedaneum.
Through the medium of the French word
Langue, a tongne,-Language,
in French Longage, the discourse of the tongne, is derived
from the Latin, Lingua, a tongue, When addressed to the ear, It is from the tongue that
the discourse addresses Itself.
For discourse,
for the product of the operation called discourse, in the form in which it addresses itself
to the eye as contradistinguished
from that in
which it addresses itself to the ear, neither the
French, nor the Latin, nor the English, affords
any proper appellative.
French or English language,-French
or
English Tongue, if applied to the contents of a
manuscript, or a printed book,-a
solecism, a.
palpable contradiction and inconsistency will,
upon consideration,
be found involved in any
one of these expressions.
Yet, for these solecisma, however palpable,
the demand is frequent, and so urgent as scarce.
Iy to be resisted.
Writing, including its comparatively recent
improvements, such as printmg, engraving, &c.,
is, in every case, discourse addressed to the
eye. To tills organ, discourse, in this form,
has been capable of addressing itself in either
of two ways ;-1. In a remote way, through
the medium and intervention of discourse addressed to the ear, i. e. of articulate
sounds,
2. In an immediate way, without the intervention of discourse in that or any other form.
In the first case, the audible BOunds are the
immediate signs of thought ; and it is of these
audible signs that the visible characters are
the signs; and it is only in this comparatively remote way that the function of signs of
thought is performed by the visible characters.
In the other case, the function of signs of
thought is somehow or other performed in an
immediate way by the visible characters.
Of these two modes, the former IS the only
one familiar to the generality of civilized nations;
the other 18 exemplified ill the vast
Empire of China, in the Empire of Japan, and
in some of the states subject to the dominion
or ascendancy of the Chinese.
A remarkable circumstance
is, that the Ja.panese, whose audible instrument of disceurse
is not the same with that of the Chinese-has
little or no affinity with that of the Chinese,
employ the same visible instrument, the same
characters ; and so in the case of some of those
other inferior states in that part of the world.
Compared with the footing on which it is in
European practice, great must be the incommodiousness of the instrument of discourse, a.s
employed in these Eastern nations ; and, accordingly, the more particularly it is seen into,
and the nature of it understood, the more ma.nifest do the imperfections
under which it
labours become.
But, for the consideration of
these imperfectiollB in the instrument of dis-
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course, a.nd the consequent imperfections in
the state of human thought, the proper place
will be under the head of Ianguage,
In the meantime, concerning this inaudible
and purely visible instrument of discourse thus
much is certain, viz. that of the characters of
which it is composed, there is not one that can
ever be spoken of but through the medium of
an audible sign. But if, on the occasion of its
beiug spoken of, each visible sign is provided
with a correspondent audible one, it has thereby a distinct name, and in this way, and thus
far, the Chinese instrument of discourse is placed
upon a. footing with that of Europe.
A name, therefore, in a word, an audible
name, every such visible character cannot but
have, in whatsoever nation employed,-the
Chinese, for example, or the Japanese. But
what is possible is, that, in one nation, a given
character has one audible name; in another
nation, another; and this is, as repcrted, actually the state of the case.
The tOUM has been mentioned above as one
of the three senses, through the medium of
which the operations of discourse are capable
of being performed. This, accordingly, is a
medium through which, in the case of the
blind, by the help of modem ingenuity, it is
customarily carried on. But where this is the
one of the three conversible senses employed,
it is never any otherwise than in a remote
way, viz. through the intervention of one of
the other two conversible ones," if snch they
may be called.
In the case even of a blind person, this medium may be composed, not only of the ordinary audible, but of the ordinary visible signs,
if so it be that he was once in possession of
the sense of sight, and, at that time, made an
acquaintance with the use and import of the
ordinary visible characters.
Of late years the faculty of discourse has
even been communicated to persons who, from
their birth, were deaf; and, from that cause,
or any other, at the same time, dumb ;-but,
in all these cases, such persons have been in
possession of the sense of sight, and thereby
have been rendered susceptible of discourse,
and conversed by means of visible characters.
Should a human being ever be found unfortunate enough to be, from his birth, destitute
of the sense of sight, as well as of that of heariug, to communicate to him the faculty of converse, or discourse in any degree, or to any
purpose, will, it seems evident, be necessarily
found altogether impracticable.
In the same deplorable case will any person
be, who, being born deaf and dumb, shall lose
his sight without having as yet received, in
any competent degree, that sort of instruction,
intellectual and literary, of which persons la-

bouriug under that complicated imperfection
are susceptible.
Thus much, for the present, as to the rign.,
by means of which the operatioftB denoted by
the collective appellation diloouNti are carried
on, and the correspondent faculty exercised.
The different classes, called Parts of SpeecA,
into which, in each and every particular Iangnage these signs have been distributed, or
found distributable ; the mode and order, in
respect of priority, in which these signs appear
to have been formed ;-these are topics which
will be found in our way at an ulterior stage
of our progress.
2. .Minds to which,-mo<ieB in which application is made of these ligns,--of the signs of
which discourse or language is composed.
The mind to which, on any occasion, application is made of these signs, is either the
mmd of that person alone by whom they are
employed, or the mind of some other person;
in the latter case, the me made of them may
be styled the tram1ti'lle use; in the other case,
the intransitive.t
Thus it is, that how intimately soever connected, designation, simple designation and discoursing, are different operations; without
designation, discoursing, it is true, could not
have taken place; but, without discoursiug,
designation may, and it frequently does, to a
great extent, take place.
Not that, had it not been for the purpose of
dilcour,e, derignatilm there seems reason to
think, would ever have taken place; it is, accordingly, as it should seem to its intransitive
use, that dilcourse or langu<Jge is indebted for
its existence.
So much more conspicuous is the tranritiN
use of discourse or language, that, in comparison with it, the intransitive seems scarcely to
have obtained notice.:::
In importance, however, it is second only to
the transitive use. By its transitive use, the
collection of these signs is only the vehicle of
thought; by its intransitive use, it is an instrument employed in the creation and fixation of
thought itself. Unclothed as yet in words, or
stripped of them, thoughts are but dreams:
like the shifting clouds of the sky, they 1l0a.t

t By some of the grammarianswhoseworks are
in present use, verb« stand distinguishedinto transitIve and intranSltiw; transiUw are those which
are most commonly termed a.ctive, intransititJe
those which are commonlytermed neuter. An instance of the active or trannt.ve verb is feria, I
strike ; an instance of the neuter or intransititJe
verb is curro, I run. Not but that in the intransitive verb agency is expressed; but in this caB8
so is passion, or say, to avoid ambiguity, patiency
likewise; and so it is that in one and the same
person the agent and the patient are comprised:
the agent, the volitional part of hISmind; the patieut or patients, those parts of his bodily fran.e by
* Eumples.,-l. Finger language. 2. Tangible which the action or operation ealled running iI
diagrams. 3. Tangiblemarked cards. 4. Tangible performed.
::: The tra.nsitivewas the only origiual one,
IDlUleal notes.
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in the mind one moment, and vanish out of it portion of time for their utteranee ; by means
the next. But for these fixed and fixative of the additional association thus formed besigns, nothing that ever bore the name of art tween import and sound, and by that means
or lCie1Ice could ever have come into existence. between Import and import; by this means, or
Whatsoever may have been the more remote instead of, or along with, these modiflcatrons ;
and recondite causes, it is to the superior am- by means ofthe regular recurrence after penods
plitude to which, in respect of the use made of of limited and determmate length of smnlar
it in his own mind, man has been able to ex- sounds ;-m a word, by rhythm,or by rhyme, or
tend the mass of his language, that, as much both,-addltional permanence, or rather addi&5 to anything else, man, it should seem, stands
tional chance of permanency IS, and at a very
more immediately indebted for whatsoever early stage in the progress of society and Iansuperiority in the scale of perfection and intel- guage, amongst most nations, has been given
ligence he possesses, as compared with those to audible language. But, after the utmost
animals who comenearest to him in this scale. aid that can, in this way, be given, has been
Without language, not only would men have given; that which has been, or can be gwen,
been incapable of commumcatmgeach man his III this way, to the improvement,-that is,
thoughts to other men, but, compared with to the clearness, correctness, and extent of
what he actually possesses, the stock of his thought,-always has been; nor, III the nature
own ideas would, in point of number, have of the case, would, or can, ever fail of being
been as nothing; while each of them, taken by universally inconsiderable in comparisonwith
itself, would have been as fluting and indeter- that which has already been given,-not to
minate as those of the animals which he deals speak of what fnrther ma.yremain capable of
with at his pleasure.
being given, by visible, that is, by permanent
Of the seven or more distinguishable mental language.
operations, to the performance of each language, now that it is formed, is instrumental
SECTION V.
and subeervientv-cviz. 1. Perception; 2. ReCharacteristio
the Fourth.
collection; 3. Attention, &c. ; 4. Abstraction,
whence Imagination and invention'; 5. JudicaFa{)uities to 'lJ)hichLoqio gi1'Je8 Direction aM
tion; 6. Desiguation; and 7. Converse, or
Assistance.
communication of ideas; this of communication of ideas is but one. Look back upon these
The faculties which it may occasionally beothers, and you will see there is scarcely one l~ng to Logic to call forth into exercise, and
of them to which, in respect of this its intran- glve direction and assistance to, are neither
sitive UbC, to which, in the character of a more nor fewer than the whole number of the
spring, as well as a regulator of thoughts, Ian- faculties distinguishable in the human frame.
guage, if not indispensably necessary IS not
If there be any to which it will be seen nol;
in an eminent degree, subserVient.'
, to apply in so Immediate and constant a way
Of this proposition, the truth will appear in as it does to the rest, yet neither can these
a. still stronger and stronger light as the thread any more than those, fail to fall on this or that
of the present discourse advances.
occasion, for tins or that purpose, Within the
So far as depends on the personal use of field of its cognizance.
each individual, independently of those uses
Of the faculties of the human frame, the
which depend on the communlcauou of his followmg may be considered as the proximate
thonghts to other individuals at pleasure, for division.
giving olterminateness, and, in some degree,
Passire and actiu,-in one or other of these
I'ermanence to the matter of thought,-lan- I two divisions may every fa-culty distinguishguage, even of the partly audihk Iund,-lanable in the human frame be considered as inguage, even though destitute of the further eluded.
help afforded by those ~isible signs which, in
Physically passive and psychically passive,
their nature, are susceptible of a duration equal -under the one or other of these appellations
to that of the whole human race, affords of it- may be included whatsoever faculties belong
eelf no inconsiderable aaarstance.
to the class of sensitively passive ones; physiBut, in comparisonwith the determinateness, cally passive, those sensitively passive faculthe permanence, and thence the ilnpro1'Jement of tres by which man is enabled, and made to
which, even in the mind of though it be but a experience such sensations as present themsingle individual, language is susceptible, by selves as having tbeir seat in some determithe means of visible signs, of improvement In nate part of the body; psychically passive, the
itself, not to speak of subserviencyto improve- sensitively passive faculties by wluch man is
ment in other objects, the utmost which It is enabled, and made to experience such sensacapable of deriving from audible signs alone is tions as not presenting themselves as having
but inconsiderable indeed.
their seat in any determinate part of the body,
By being thrown into measure composedof -spring up, to all appearance, immediately,
an appropriate mixture of syllables, such as, and m the first instance, in the mind.
With reference to each other, shall require a
Patilem.atically passive,and Apatkematically
comparatIvely long and a. comparatively short passive,-under one or other of these appella-
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tions may be included whatsoever faculties
belong to the class of physically passive ones;
Pathematically passive, corresponding to those
corporeal impressions which are accompanied
either with pleasure or pain; Apathematical1y passive, corresponding to those impressions
which are unaccompanied either with pleasure
or pain,-with feelings of the pleasant, or with
feelings of the unpleasant class.
While with the appetite of thirst upon him,
a man drinks,-the liquid being, for example,
water, a liquid destitute of all exhilirating, as
well as of all sapid properties,-so long as the
appetite is not yet completely satisfied, a sensation of the pleasureable kind continnes ;when the appetite is completely satisfied, the
operation may continue some little time without being productive of pain any more than of
pleasure; but, continued for a certain ulterior
length of time, it becomes productive of the
sort of pain applied to the purpose of extracting confessorial evidence, nuder the Romano
Gallic, Romano Batavian, and other modifications of the Romano Imperial Law.
Pathematically passive, and Apathematical1y passive,-to impressions made immediately
on the mental part, without passing (otherwise than by the intervention of those signs of
which discourse is composed) through the corporeal part of the human frame, may this same
distinction be found to apply with no less propriety and use, than in the case just mentioned.
In the presence of three persons, A, B, and
C, an article in a newspaper, respecting the
death of a person therein mentioned, happens
to be read; to.d, the deceased was altogether
unknown ; to B he was an useful friend ; to
C, a troublesome enemy; in the mind of A the
intelligence produces no sensation at all ; in
that of B an unpleasant one; in that of C, perhaps a pleasant one.
Originally active and' derirotely active,under one or other of these appellations may
be comprised every distinguishable modiflcation of the active faculty of the human frame ;
to the head of the originally active faculty
may be referred every exercise of the will, or
determination of the will-or say volitional
faculty, when considered apart from any act or
operation performed in consequence and pursuance of it. An instance of the exercise of
the originally active faculty is,-a mere wish,
for the gratification of which, whether by reason of consciousness, of want of power, or at
the suggestion of prudence, or through any
oiher cause, nothing is done, no act is performed.
PhYSically active and psychically active,under one or other of these appellations may
be comprised every modification of the deriva.tively active faculty; to the head of the physically active branch may be referred every
human act, in so far as any corporeal organ is
employed in the exercise of it ; to the psychically active branch, every human act in so far
as the mind is employed in the exercise of it.

The observation made of, and consideration
bestowed upon, these distinctions, are exercises
of the psychically active branch of the deriva.tively active faculty of the mind, in the instance of him by whom these pages are composed; the committing to paper the signs of
them, in the form of a written discourse, was
an exercise of the physically active branch
of the same derivatively active faculty: antecedently to the performance of these several
operations, the determination to perform them
was an exercise of the originally active faculty,
the volitional.
Descending lower and lower into the region
of particulars, with logic for its guide, sooner
or later the mind would come to that list of
faculties which, as already intimated, correspond not only in nature, but, with little exception even in name, with the articles already
brought to view nuder the general name of
operations,-so many operati01l8, so many faculties;
corresponding to each operation, a.
faculty considered and spoken of as if enabling
a man to perform that same operation.
SECTION

Characteristic

VI.
tke Fifth.

Main Instrument of Logic.
The grand instrument of thought, in general,
and of thought directed to the purposes of
logic, in particular, is the faculty of diBcouTBe,
including the faculty of speech.
Under the head of operatiom, in or to the
performance of which logic is capable of being
rendered serviceable, mention was made of the
faculty of uprusion, of discourse, of conUTBe.
Correspondent to this, as to any other operation, a demand may exist, and at any rate in
the present instance, does exist for the mention
of a correspondent faculty, say the faculty of
giving expression to thought, the faculty of
carrying on discourse, the faculty of holding
converse with other persons, or say more concisely, the faculty of discourse, the faculty of
converse, of which the faculty of 'Puck is but
a modificati('n, and no more than one out of
several modifications.
By means of this faculty, by the performance of the correspondent operations, a correspondent product has, in every nation, in every
tribe or group of human beings, howsoever
barbarous and uninstructed, been brought into
existence.
Numberless are the shapes in
which the product has, among dilferent assemblages and races of men, made its appearance.
In whatsoever of these shapes it has made its
appearance, one general appellation, language,
-a language, is applicable for the designation
of the collection of audibk rigfu, of which,
with or without a correspondent collection of
riIible rigfu or okaractMl, it is composed. So
many diiferent collections of these signs employed by so many different tribes in the designation of the same collection of ideas, so
many different languages.

CHARACTERISTICS.
Of the sort of product thus everywhere
formed, so great is the importance, so universa.lly extensive the U8Il, tha.t for all sorts of
purposes there may be convenience in considerlng' it, and speaking of it, in the character of an instrument in the hand of the
mind, and more particnla.r1y in the hand of
logic.
Tha.t langna.ge is an instrument of discourse,
of converse, of communication between one
mind and another, that it is the product of the
sort of operation called ezpresrion,disrourse,IlO1l-.e,-the
work of the COl respondent faculty:
to speak of it in any such way is but tautology.
But, as has already been noticed, it is an inI!trument not only of discourse, but of thought
itself; an instrument by which not only are
perceptions and ideas communicated, but ideas
are formed-an instrument without the aid of
which a man would neither be able to communicate to other minds any part of the
thoughts of which the stock of his own mind
consisted, but without which the greatest stock
of those possessions which it would be possible
to accumulate in his mind, wonld be but in
an inconsiderable degree more ample than that
with which the mind of the species of animal,
be it wha.t it may, which, in the scale of perfeotion, approaches the nearest to his own, is
commonly provided."
Accordingly, while on the present occasion,
for the purpose of being held up to view in the
character of an instrument, an instrument of
thought as well as converse, it is at the same
time taken for the subject of converse ; it has,
moreover, first, in the character of an Instrument of thonght, then in the character of an
instrument of converse been employed and
operated with.
SECTION

VII.

CkaraCUristw the Si:ttk.
Fuactiotu of logic, or functions to the performance or exercise of which, in relation to
other arts and sciences, logic gives direction
and assistance.
By the word fUndioftB, if it be not considered as exactly synonymous to the word operatioftB, the mind will naturally be led to the
idea. of the sort of person expressed by its conjugate functiorlary-a
fundionary, considered
in the character of a. person, by whom, in virine of some special enga.gement taken, or task
undertaken by him, these several operations
will, in the prosecution.of some special design
or other, in relation to this or that subject or
subject-matter, come to be performed.
1. Learning. 2. Using, practising, employing, or applying. 3. Teaching. 4. Improv-

* Of the distinguishableclassesof operationsin
which the human mind is wont to exercise itself,
the formation and employmentof this instrument,
"¥il. discoune is one, and of the others there is not
one to which it ill not in a high degree subservient.
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ing-viz. the acquirement, the are, the me.ce
in question: to one or other of these heads
may be referred wha.tsoever course of operations, considered as ha.vingfor their ideal subject-matter, any branch of art or science,
have been in use to be considered as capable
of being designated by the name of functions,
any or all of them capable of being at the same
or at different times exercised by the same
hand, but all of them capable of being considered as the work of so many different hands,
or of the same hands at different points of time.
Of the courses or modes of action, for the
designation of which the word operation was
employed, some there may be that ma.y be
found pre-eminently or even exclusively applicable to this or tha.t branch of art or science,
inapplicable to this or that other.
Of the more extensive courses of action for
the designation of which the word function is
here employed, there IS not one tha.t is not
alike applicable, without exception or distinction, to every branch of art and science.
SECTION

VIII.

Characteristw the &-rentlo.
Uses of Logi(', or Uses to v:kwk Logic
applicable.

u

In this case, as in every other, in the instance
of this art as in regard to any other, a nse is
either a modification of the universal end, i.e.
tcell-being, or a subordinate and subservient
end, i. e. a.meaftB capable of being employed
in contributing towards that same umversaJ
end.
Be the thing, be the object what it may, if
it neither perform, nor contribute to the performance of service in either of thesc shapes,
it is of no use,-real use it has none.
If it have anything belonging to it that can,
with propriety and intelligibility, be termed
use, it must be either by giving increase in a
direct way to the aggregate mass of pleasure,
or by applying defalcation to the a.ggregate
mass of pain; or else by contributing or tending to contribute, in some way or other, to the
production of one or other, or both of those
ever desirable and nltimately only desirable
effects.
Of the field of exercise of this art a sketch
has already heen given above; the aggregate
of its uses is coextensive with that field.
OperatioftB, faculties, main-imtrument functioN-the relation borne by logic to all these
articles has just been brought to view: by the
art of logic, assistance and direction is given
to the mind, in the carrying on of all these its
various operatioftB, in the exercise of these its
faculties, in the giving employment to that
main Illstrument, III the performance of these
its functions. Thus extensive and diversified
are its uses : always remembered that on each
occasion it is only in 80 far as, in and by the
direction and assistanee so given by it, in-
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creue is, in seme shape or other, given to the
balance on the side of happiness, that any use
that can be made of this or any other instrument can be of any real '/!allie.

CHAPTER

III.

PNBC09"ita: or, Preliminary

and GenM'alln-

dications concerning Logic, according
AristotelianB.
SECTION

to

tlu

I.

Definition of Logic according to tke.Aristoteliam.
" An instrumental
art, directing our mind
into the coguition of all things that are intelligible."*
Such, according to Sanderson, is
the definition of Logic, as given by the School
of Aristotle.
Before the above, in the semblance of a definition, comes this short locution-Logic
is the
art of reason.
For recollection, this short
phrase may not impossibly have its use: for
instruction, for original Instruction, it is not in
the nature of It to serve.
By this art-such
according to the account
thus given of it is ItS nature-the
human mmd
is directed.
Good, for so it is said to be by
any other art, by everyone of those fictitious
entities that bear the name of art,
Directed!
-but
into and in what l-Into
knowledgeknowledge of all things intelligible, the only
things capable of bemg known, subjectible to
the dominion of knowledge:
into knowledge,
but into nothing else.
Meantime, unfortunately, of the field which
nature has thrown open to the dominion of
Logic, but over no more than one part out of
two, nor that the most useful, did the Grecian
philosopher, in so far as this account of what
be did is the true one, cast forth his shoe. In
point of use, of real utility, and thence, in point
of real worth and true dignity, in so far as things
are separate or separable, knowledge is inferior to art ; so much so, that separated from
art, all the knowledge which the human mind
is capable of containing, would be of no use.
According to their own showing, the logic of
the Aristotelians is but an useless, which is as
much as to say a worthless art ; and so in
respect of no small part, though not the whole
of it, will it be found.
Even before the first sort of vague and uninstructive
definition is completed, comes a
parenthesis by which, of the narrowness of the
extent attributed to the art bv these its cultivators, intimation is given. "'Logic," says the
Bishop's Compendium, "which, according to
the figure of synecdoche, is also called dialec.... Ars inBtrumentalis dirigens mentem nostram
in eegninonem omnium intelhgibilium."
SanderIOn, Jib. i. cap. i, The author'8 reasons for relerring to Sa.ndellOn as his text-book of the Aristotelian sy&temwill be found abo,"e, p. 217.-Ed.

I

tics. :" the figure of synecdoche is tha.t figure
of rhetoric by which the part is put instead of
the whole.
A very inauspicious commencement this for a treatise on an art which, as
to one of its most useful branches, is the art
of correct expression and true representation.
Before so much as the definition of it is completed, m comes a formulary, taken from that
art which, with little impropriety,
might be
termed the art of misrepresentation.
Again: the art called Logic is the same art,
say they, as the art called Dialectics, which,
being interpreted,
IS the art of disputation,
viz. in mood and figure.
What is true of the
art of Logic is, that this art of disputation
forms part and parcel of it; but is it thence
also true that logic, and the art of disputation,
are one and the same object '!--that these
names are names for one and the same thing t
If so, then is a tree, and a branch of that same
tree, the same things.
Again, Logic, according to the definition
given of it by Aristotle and his followers is a.n
art, the effect, or at least the aim of which is
to lead a man to the knowledge of all things
Intelligible.
By Aristotle and the Greek phiIosophers in general, knowledge taken in the
aggregate was an object, on which, to judge
from the comparative degree of attention paid
to it, and from the comparative
quantity of
discourse bestowed upon It, a greater value
was set then upon happiness itself; and as to
its connexion with happiness, either it was
regarded as somethmg more valuable than
happiness, or as somethmg from the possession
of which, in whatever part or shape, at least
an equal quantity of happiness would follow,
as of course.
Knowledge, or something that with them
passed for knowledge, was the prerogative
possession of these teachers and their diserples ;
for happiness, at least in so far as it was composed of pleasures and exemptions from pains,
a capacity at least was shared with them by
the vulgar herd: hence the transcendent
and
isdependent value ascribed by them to everything that went by the name of knowledge, or
afforded a.nything like a promise or prospect
of leading to it.
But happiness, including everything that for
its own sake is worth having, everything that in
itself is of any value, logic, to be of a.ny value,
must, in some way or other, be in every part
conducive to ; and it is only in 80 far as it is
so conducive, that it is worth knowing-that
an acquaintance with it is of any value.
SECTION

II.

Uses of Logic-Utilitates,

according to tke

ArisMeliam.
As to the nses of Logic-viz.
of their Logie
-none,
though this topic has been brought to
view by them, have the Aristotelians
been
able to find: practice, they say, will bring
them to view.
But If practice will, as they
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are plea.sedto find it convenient to suppose, of these heads, may be comprised the subjects
bring them to the view of the learner, why of knowledge: of the two, persons a man
not to that of the teacher; and if so it be that would be apt to think the most interesting ;
to his view it have brought them, why not but to persons, to what belongs to persons, it
specify them here at once, as he has done in does not so much as profess to extend: it
the case of all the other topics.
confines itself, and most pomtedly, to things.
Indistinct, indeed, must have been the no- Finis vero unicU3, coqnitio scilicet rerum.
tions attached by these logicians to the word
K 'fW'I£ledgeof thmgs, viz. either scientific
utilitas. Else, instead of referring under the alone, or at least scientific WIththe addition
name of practice to the casual observation of of unscientific. Knowledge of things, coqnitio
each scholar, how could they have avoided re- rerum; beyond this even the pretensions of
ferring to the indication which they them- the Aristotehans, at any rate any distinct and
selves had but that instant been givmg. Ne- explicit pretensions do not extend.
eessary is this art, say they, to the acquisition
Far, indeed, however, were their actual
of every discipline, i. e. of everything that is, attainments, far even their actual researches
or can be the subject of instruction, by which, from commg up to these pretensions,
if they mean anything, they mean everything
The knowledge of words, VIZ.the import of
that is, or can be the subject of anythmg that words.-c-tluswas the utmost point, withm this
ever did go, or ever can go, by any such name field was contained the sum-total of their reas either that of art or that of science. So searches.
many disciplines, so many uses-for each disA certain sort of coincidence, to exhibit a
eipline a distinct, intelligible, and undeniable demonstranon, so they termed it, was with
use-subsequently to whieh.m relation to each themthe great work,the object,and, if attained,
such discipline, might have come the iuqu:ry the fruit of all their ingenuity, and of all the)
into the particular mode in which it admmis- labours.
ters to well-being. How much more instruc-I
This demonstration, when exhibited, what
tive and satisfactory would this indication did It amount to L-an indication of a certain
have been, how much more commensurate mode and degree of comcidence between the
with the truth, how much more honourable to import of two words, and nothing more.
the art, would have been such an indication of
But this exploit, what did it require t It
the uses, than the vague and self-humiliating required that to all the several words emput off;-go, look for them I-what they are ployed the same import should have been
we cannot tell you: if you ha-vegood luck, I annexed by the disputmg parties. Suppose
sometime or other you may find some of them I this identity to have place, then If the demonyourselves.
I strati on were correct, the opponent could not
deny it without falhng into a contradiction of
SECTION
III.
terms. But this necessary condinon suppose
it in any part wantmg, in this case no demonEJUl of Logio--Fmis, according to the Aristostration could take place; not so much as
tdianB.
this famt semblance of and spurious substiAfter the topic of the uses of Logic-s-theuti- tute for knowledge.
litates, and not before, comes m that list, the'
Experience, observation, and experiment,
topic of the end,jinis ejus (scilicet logic<1') i. e. these were the only processes by which real
the general end. But of Logic,as of anything knowledge could be obtained; and by the
else, what are the uses but either so many mo- boasted art of logical demonstration, to what
diflcatrons of the general, the universal end, , extent soever employed,nota particle of knowor 60 many means tending to the attainment ledge was obtained through anyone of these
of it ! If so, first should have come the end, sources.
after that the uses; first the genus, then, and
Of this assumingscience,thus worthless was
not till then, the species.
the end.
This end of logrc, this end, when it does
In truth, it was not simplyworthless, it was
come, wha.tis it! Is it the universal, the sole, positively pernicious. It was pernicious by
universal end-actually, as well as fitly and drawing aside and keeping mankmd for so
properly, the universal end-well-being, i. e. many ages out of the onlyinstructive track of
the maximum of pleasures alloyed by the mi- study, as above-mentioned, into and in this
nimum of pains! Not it, indeed: no such uninstructive one.
amplitude does it possess. It is confined,inthe
But out of an ill-directed pursuit, it will
first place,to mereknowledge. But except, and sometimeshappen that useful results may colin so far as in some shape or other, it leads to laterally, and, as it were by a side-Wind,be
and is productive of well-bemg-s-abalance on brought to light.
the side of happmess, what is all the knowThough of all the proppsitions thus demonledge in t;i'~world worth t Just nothing.
strated or demonstrable, the value was, IS,and
In the next- place, though the whole of ever will be equal to 0; though logical demonknowledge·it might be, and still be worth no- stration, the fruit of all this labour, was and
thing. it is 'not 60 much as the whole of know- is delnsion; yet of the operations which had
ledge. Persons and things-under oneorother no other object than the formanon and matur-
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ation of this fruit, many there are which have
been, and will ever continue to be found, applicable to and eontinuallyapplied to real and
most important uses.
The demonstration of the Aristotelian may,
in this respect, be compared to the philosopher's stone. The .rone was a fJOllMItity; but
in seeking for this nonentity, real entities,
pregnant with real and important uses, were
discovered in no inconsiderable numbers: for
though the stone was never discovered, multitudes of substances applicable to the purposes
of medicine and the arts were brought to light.

no intelligible meaning has ever been attached, and of which no use, no intelligible, nO
sensible use, has ever been made, or been
attempted to be made, which, without any the
smallest loss, and with no small advantage, it
saving of time and labour be an advantage,
the reader may well spare himself the study
of. Primary object, the mind; secondary object, language; subject-matter, viz. being and
non-being: formal reason, the ucond inte7ttion :
logical imtrumentB, so many second notions :
-all these so many other mbjectB.
Words more and more; confusion thicker
and thicker: a wood in which, the further a.
man proceeds, or attempts to proceed, the
SECTION IV.
more inextriOll.bly he will be bewildered.
Functions of Logio-Officia. according to the
Greek, as usual, called in, and why ~that a
.A.ristotelians.
meaning, which is not to be found in the
Of these no unapt description is given. It Latin, may be supposed to be in the Greek.
is by these functions, as by so many means,
The subject of Logic,-a subject of i_forthat Logic operates towards the attainment mation, of operation, or of tra.ctation: the
of its end.
subject of informa.tion, primarily the human
According to this account, these ojflciar-- mind-secondarily disoourS6 or language. The
these functions seem to coincide with sufficient subject of operation, the material subject,
exactness, at least, as far as they extend, with alias a theme, or the theme, a.lias an intelligible
the articles herein above brought to view by question, alias a ...... ".... ,-(11. warming pan,
the name of operations,----operationa of the a. dripping pan, or a patty pan, would have
human mind, or rather of the whole human been equally instructive.)
The subject of
frame, mind and body together, to all which, tractation, the formal subject, which, if total
in some way or other, Logic is, or is capable and adequate, is a, or the, second imention;
of being rendered subservient ;-all of them, if principal, a 'yllogiMn, or more specially a
in some way or other, directed to, and leading demonstration.
In all this heap of words will
to the universal end to which, by the guidance anything useful, or so much as intelligible,
it is capable of affording to them, Logic itself ever be found!
may be, and ought to be made to lead.
Thus much for the general nature of these
CHAPTER IV.
functions, these means, these operations. But
a list, the particular list" any particular list,
OF ARISTOTLE's PREDICAHEI'ITS AND POST-anythiug
approaching, or so much as prePREDICoUlENTB.
tending itself to be, or to lead to the finding
or formation of anything approaching to a
SECTION I.
complete list, where shall it be found 1 AsOftM Ten PredicafMntl.
suredly not in the custody or power of these
philosophers. Of these functions, some there - Aristotle's Ten Predicaments are all of
are--what, or so much as how many, they them either names of real entities or names
cannot tell. Three, however, but no more of fictitions entities.
than three, are what they know of, viz. dejinitum., diMon, and ratiocination.
oratione eloqui poseumus. Ratio &utem jOf"llUllil
Concerning these several functions of Logic considerandi est IIOOUnda Udentio. Logica8 enim
or mental operations, how indistinct and inade- considemtomnia tbemat&,non secundumpropriu
quate were the notions of these Logicians will ipsorum na.turas, sed in quantum Logiea uutmmenta (lJ1UB BUnt IIOOUndte noticma)
BUnt eis applibe seen in another place.
eabilia. Rine LogiCS! prodivel'8&rationemultiplex
assigna.ri potest ~
SECTION V.
Objeot, MatUr, and Subjectl, aeoording to the
.A.ristotelia7ll.
Of this first chapter in Sanderson, the remainder consists of strings of words* to which

* Sanderson,p. 2.-Objeetum

Logicee primario
est, ",e"" kumana; unde et Logieoe nomen, velut
I.....
ri "',,'"id est ratione :~rio
etiam et
oratio, qwe et ipsa AI"" dicta est qu~ sc. _

mentis nostne loquendoexprimimus.
Materia eircaquam versatur,estomne illud,sive
ene, live non ens, quod vel mente ~omplieti vel

iii
'Q,

oS

Informationis (sive
objeetum) estA~
id est.

SeeundarioOralio.

Open.tionis (sive subjeetum materiale) est
Thema. seu Questiomtelligibilie.... _ .., ••

I,.

..c
!1J

{PrimariO
_ ksmana, live Ratio.

TOtaie et ad"'luatum
est IIOOUnda intentio.
Traeta.tionis(sivesub- Principale est Syilojeetum fermale.)
gismtu; vel etiam
{ magis BpCcialiter,

Demorutratto.
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the first upon the list, is a. a.t any ra.te, the mode of being of the body, or
na.me of a. real entity,-of
a. species of real
portion of matter in question, with reference
entity,-the
only species of real entity tha.t is to place, i. e. with reference to its distance
perceptible, tha.t belongs to the class of per- from other bodies.
ceptible ones.
In Sa.nderson's Compendium, a. distich is
The nine na.mes of fictitious entities are inserted, in and by which exemplification
of
distinguishable
into two groups.
all these several predicaments is exhibited.
In
2. and 3. Group the first, quantity and qua- the explanation thus given, 1Itabo, 1shall stand,
lity.
Both these are affections of substance, is given as the exemplification
of the word
i. e. of substances of bodies,--of
the bodies
.itus.
Standing, at any rate, upon the face of
the existence of which is ma.de known to us the exemplification
as it stands in these two
by our senses.
According to the sort of fic- verses in question, is a posture of the body, of
tion which, in these instances, is necessary to the human body.
Bnt a posture,-that
of
the purpose of discourse, quantity is, as it standing-what
is it ! It is the result of the
were, a smaller body, which is in the sub- position or Bituation of the Bitus of the several
stance in question, or a larger body in which
parts of the body in question with reference
the substance in question is. Q,uality is also, to each other.
a.s it were, a small body in which the subHere, then, is a. predicament, Bitus, which is
stance in question is, or it IS a. sort of object
but a. modification of, and has, accordingly,
of, i. e. from which the substance of which it already been brought to view by and under
is the affection is considered as issuing j-a
a. former predicament, ubi.
ma.n is said to be of a. quality.
8. Two other incongruities
are, moreover,
In neither of these two cases does any ob- here observa.ble.ject necessarily come in question other than
I. In the first place, in company and on a.
the substance or body, real or flctinous, of level with the eight other names of predieawhich they are respectively the affections.
ments, which names are all of them, as it wa.s
4. In the instance of all the remaining pre- fit they should be, so many nama of objects,nouns substantives, come a pair of adverbs,
dicaments, seven in number, the predicament
is the na.me of a relation.
In the fourth in- viz. ubi, where, and quando, when.
stance, relation is itself the name of the pre2. In the next place comes an instance of
disorder.
Between the two words here emdicament, and this name is the generic name
with reference to which all the rema.ining pre- ployed to designate place, viz. ubi and ,itU$,
dicaments are specific ones. They are all of comes the word quando, employed to designate
time.
them so many species of rdatwn.
10.Habitus, vesture,huma.n clothing,forsuch
Of a relation it is the essential character to
suppose the existence of two objects, between is the intimation given by the corresponding
portion of the illustrative distich, nee tunicGwhich the relation is spoken of as subsisting.
tus ero;"
Of this sort is the image, the sort of fictitious
But clothing, human clothing, is it not a.
picture which the mind presents to itself j two
objects-two
bodies, of any sort, A and B-- substance t Here, then, we have given, In the
d18between them, an interval of space,
In tha.t character of the name of a. predicament
interva.! the fictitious body, the relation, is tinct from a.ll the rest, an article inclu led under one of them, viz. the first.
conceived as pla.ced,-for
such is the picture
Clothing, a predicament
distinct fr 1m subexhibited to the mind by the word bauun. a.s
often as it is a.pplied to two bodies-to
two stanceI On equal ground might additional predicaments, in a.ny number, be stated as having
substances of a.ny kind.
5. and 6. By the words actio a.nd passio a.re existence, a.s being entitled to a place upon
the list, ma.ny of them, perhaps most, a better
brought to view two of these fictitious bodies,
between which the pa.rticular species of rela- title.
A curious predica.ment, a. predicament, the
tion respectively
denomina.ted by them are
considered a.nd represented
a.s subsisting, or exemplification of which is mere ma.tter of contingency, a. predicament
which, at one time,
having place.
had no existence, which in one pla.ce hall, in
Pauio,passion,ca.nnot
be conceived of witha.nother place has not, existence at this present
out aatio, action. Concerning actio, action, the
time,
truth of tha.t proposition, if it be true, seems
Before ea.ting of the fa.ta.l apple, neither
not quite so clear.
Suppose a. body moving
Ada.m, nor Eve his wife, had a.ny clothing,along in space : true it is that it ha.s no other
had possession, or so much a.s a.ny idea. of a.ny
body on which it acts ; but it seems too much
In fa.ct, it had nol a.ny
to sa.y tha.t it doe« not act. To move is it not such predicament.
to act , Every motion is it not a. species of
action'
The eighth category of Aristotle, eorrespond7. a.nd 9. By the word ubi ma.y be considered ing.. with
the tenth of Sanderson, (ix"") is genea.s designAted place, with the several modificarally tramIated !where, or pessession ; trIf .... ix'"
tions a.nd relations of which it is susceptible.
is likewise the title of the twelfth chapter of the
By the word rittu, site, position, is on other
categories, critieised in the following page in its
OCCUiODSdesigna.ted the sa.me object, place, or, position among the Post-Pred!.camenta.-Ed.
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exem!llliication or any existence. At the very
instant of its being placed, the first fig leaf
that was ever placed, gave birth to this predicament, gave birth to the first individual
from which the species, such as it is, pregnant
with all the individuals that ever belonged to
it, took its rise.

ments; in the instance of the four first of
these Post-Predicaments, determinate ideas,
and not mere words, were brought to view.
A word is now introduced in the character of
the name of a Post-Predicament, and to the
word no determinate idea is attached. In the
way of specification, what is given is not the
modification of an idea, but a multitude or
number of significations or senses in which it
SECl'ION
II.
has happened to this same word to have been
Of Aristotle's Polt-Predicaments.
employed. Eight in number are these speciTaken together, Aristotle's Ten Predica- flcanons ;-eight, according to a statement in
ments were to include everything whatsoever. a succeeding chapter, is the number of these
Yet, after this list of predicaments, comes its different significations. Two, and no more,
presently a list of five other articles under the were the different significations included in
name of Post-Predicaments.
the Predicament termed habitUB, habit. These
These five, how come they to be separated two form two out of the eight significations
from the ten ¥ For the designation of them, ascribed to habere, to ha.ve,this last of the Posthow happened it that a separate and different Predicaments.
plan has been adopted t
Look at them and you will see out of the
five, one, VIZ. the last employed, to signify a
CHAPTER V.*
mixture altogether incongruous, the other four
present as good a title as any of the original
KODES OF DISCUSSION.
ten to admittance Into the learned language.
Motion, though in this appendixious list, it
SECTION
1.
occupies a place no earher than the fourth out
Aristotelian
and Socratic Mocles--t;Mir
of the five, has not merely as good a title to a
Difference.
place upon the principal list, as one of those
original ones, which are the only ones to
To inform, to be informed, to persuade, to
whom a share in this general appellative is expose to aversion or contempt, under one or
allowed, but, as will be seen below, a better other of these heads may be comprised, it is
title to be there.
supposed, the supposed good, the advantage,
1. Oppositio, opposition. This is manifestly whatever it be, which, in the character of
a species' of relation.
an object or end in view, a man can have on
Of opposition, the Aristotelians distinguish the occasion of his spontaneously joining in
four different modes.
discourse.
In so far as to inform or be informed is the
2. Prioritas, priority. This, again, is anwhole of the object in view, the seat of what
other species of relation.
so far as
S. Simtdtas, simultaneity ;-another
rela- passes is in the understanding,-in
tion, VIZ. that which takes place between two persuasion or exposure are in view, it is in the
objects which, With reference to each other, affections ;-the affections, which, when exare contemporary, i. e. exist in or during the Cited to a considerable degree of intensity, are
termed the passions+
same point or length of time.
Great are the eulogiums that have been
4. MotUB, motion. In the field of thought
and action, this is an object of the most im- passed upon the mode of disputation that bears
the name of Socrates, compared with that of
portant and most extensive use.
Of all the ten Predicaments there is not Aristotle.- What 15 the real merit, i. e. the
one, substantia excepted, whose title to a place real use of it t
Thus much all possible modes of argumenupon the list seems so uncontrovern ble as that
of this article. It is, as well- as substance, tation, consequently these, among the rest,
ma.tter, body, among the objects of which have in common, viz. from some proposition to
qwantity and quality are predicable.
Like which assent is given on both sides, an endeasubstance it ought to have preceded these pre- vour on the part of the comparatively active
collocutor to draw from the comparatively
dicaments.
.Actio, action, the fifth of the predicaments passive oollocutor an assent to a proposition,
is but a species of motion related to motion as to which the assent of the active colloeutor
has already been attached, but to which the
a species to its superordinate.
For its non-admittance into the list of pre- assent of the passive collocutor has not been,
dicaments what possible reason can have pre- or, at least, is not by the active collocutor
sented itself I
5. Fifth and last of these Post-Predicaments,
* The fragmentary sections which have been
Habere, in English-To have.
brought together in this ehspter, were probably inThe discourse has, at this period, fallen off tended to be incorporated with the Dialectic porinto nonsense, or something very near of kin tion of the work, see above, p. 218.-Ed.
t See Table of springs of action, vol. i, p. 195.
to it. In the instance of the Ten Prediea-
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snpposed to be &8 yet attached :-whether
it
be that the mind of the passive collocutor has
not &8 yet taken its side, or that having taken
its side, the side it has taken is the opposite
side, attaching its dissent to the side to which
the mind of the active collocutor has attached
its assent,-its
assent to that to which the
mind of the active eollocntor has attached its
dissent.
In any form of argumentation
this sort of
opposition is, if not in actuality, at least, in
probability,
an essential feature,-from
first
to last, the existence of it is in contemplation,
-from
first to last, on the part of the active
collocutor, the object and design of his discourse is, to exclude it, and if not, to drive it
ont, to prevent it from taking place.
For the production of this effect what are
the means employed I-what
are the means
which the nature of the case furnishes!
This
will presently be visible.
On the part of the passive colloeutor, the
lltate of his mind with reference to that of the
active collocutor, is, as far as can be collected
from his discourse, either 'Ilegatire or neutral;
for simplicity sake, suppose it, according to
the customary supposition, negatire.
In this
case the discourse, the discussion, is termed a
controversy, a debate.
The debate is carried on either with or
without the privity of It third person or third
persons.
According to the customary supposition, it is carried on, not only with the privity,
but in the presence of, third persons in an indefinite number.
Of the forms employed by the Aristotelians
in their disputations, the function or immediate
object is, to designate the several propositions
which it is proposed to exhibit to the other interlocutor, say the adrersary, for the purpose
of his attaching to them successively and respectively the sign of his assent or dissent, of
his concession or negation.
The denomination
given to the proposition
for the purpose of the argument, is one by
which the sort of relation which it bears, or
is designed to bear, to the other propositions
with which it is accompanied and connected,
is indicated, or intended to be indicated.
When, in consequence, or in the course of
debate, one of the two collocutors passes over
to the opinion of the other, a sort of superiority is, by such transition, ascribed to the one
with reference to and at the charge of the
other ;-ascnbed
to the one whose declared
opinion remains fixed, at the charge of him
in the state of whose opinion a change has
been produced,-a
sort of superiority, viz. in
the scale of wisdom, or knowledge, or intelligence ;-on the part of the superior, the existenee of power-a
source of enjoyment-is
testified to exist: on the part of the inferior,
weakness-a
source of suffering.
In regard to potrer,-not ouly is po'IJ:er itself a source of enjoyment, but so likewise is
the reputation
it, i. e. the state and condition

or
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of him who is reputed to possess it. So, on
the other hand, in regard to ~,
not only
is weakness itself a source of auifering, bnt so
likewise, is the reputation of it.
When reputation is mentioned simply, i e.
without addition, it is understood to be reputation of something desirable, of something of
which the tendency is to prodnce enjoyment
to him who possesses it. When a debate takes
place (a contest for superiority-for
the-reputation of superiority-a
contest, whether
avowed or not, not the less real) the side on
which the superiority is understood
to take
place is the side of that one of the collocutors,
to which side the other passes.
The side on
which the inferiority is understood
to take
place is the side of him, who, from his own
side, passes over to the opposite one.
From this source any more than from any
other, a man will not subject or expose himself to suffering in any shape but for the
avoidance of some apparently greater suffering, or for the obtainment of some apparently
more than equivalent enjoyment.
Rather than, as above, acknowledge inferiority, he would continue uttering discourse to
any effect, or, if that would serve the purpose,
have recourse to Silence.
But by silence no such purpose can, on snch
an occasion, be served.
On the contrary, the
opposite effect is produced.
It is only by &Ction that superiority can be displayed or exercised ;-by
inaction, whether in the shape of
silence or in any other, on any occasion on
which action is necessary to thc display of
superiority, nothing but inferiority and weakness is displayed.
Remains in, and for the sole refuge, discourse.
But what discourse!
Discourse by
which, in the debate in question, the reputation of superiority is capable of being obtained,
-discourse
by which the reputation-the
imputation of inferiority,
is capable of being
avoided, is, by the SUPPOSitIOn, not to be
found.
But all discourse not conducive to
that desirable end is either irrelnant, i. e. unimportant or erroneous.
Now, it is only by
such discourse as is, at the same time, pertinent and correct, that, on the occasion of a
debate, the imputation
of weakness can be
avoided,
In proportion, as in case of irrelevancy, the
irrelevancy,-ID
the case of erroneousness, the
erroneousness, is manifest and glaring, abftIrdity is the quality universally ascribed to the
drscoursee-eabsurdity
is the character ascribed
to the mind of him by whom it is uttered.
Of debate, in whatever form carried on,
what, then, is the object of him, the course
taken by him, by whom an active part is taken
in it t An$lcer' So til shape his discourse,
that, on return to it, the adversary shall, for
the avoidance of a still more afBictive hunnliation, submit to the humiliation of coming
over to his side. But such will be the effect,
if, in return to the discourse, whatever it ~
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which is uttered by the more active of the two
debaters, the discourse uttered by the other is
of such a nature as to be, in the eyes of a.ll
competent judges, either palpably irrelevant
or palpably erroneous.
A case in which irrelevancy is carried to as
high a pitch as possible, is that of nonsensicalness; for discourse which has, or propositions
that have, not any meaning at 11,11,cannot, with
reference to any discourse that has a meaning,
be relevant.
What does the Socratic method of disputation t
The Socratic method employs not any such
determinate mode and figure as that which is
employed by the Aristotelian, nor, in a word,
any mode or figure, except in so far as the
use of a modification of what the Grammarians
call the imperatIve mood may be styled, as it
is by the Rhetoricians, a figure.*
In the Aristotelian method the person by
whom is borne the principal part In the debate
advances himself the propositions that are
brought forward.
Now, then, as to the difference betweeu the
Aristotelian method of disputation or debate
and the Socratic.
What does the Aristotelian!
Answer: In bringing up his arguments, the
object and endeavour of the acnve collocutor
is, previously so to frame and marshal them,
that, at the issue, the adversary shall not be
able to express his dissent from the propositron, or strmg of propositions, advanced by
him without advancing a proposition palpably
erroneous or irrelevant.
In this view all the propositions which, for
the reduction of the adversary to this unwelcome dilemma can be necessary are so framed,
that while without error, as supposed dissent
cannot in relation to the last link in the chain
be expressed, without absurdity the expression either of dissent or assent (in which last
case the proselytism is acknowledged) cannot
be refuaed.f
SECTION

II.

Tke Disputatiu Branch of Armotle', Logic,in wI/at reepea« it foiled,
In respect of miscarriage and success, the
character and lot of the art of logic, as taught
by Aristotle, may be considered as a sort of
prototype of the art of alchemy, as taught by
the searchers after the universal medicine, the
universal solvent, and the philosopher's stone.
In both instances, in respect of the ultimate
object, a complete failure was the result; but,
in both instances, in the course, and in consesequence, of the inquiry, particular discoveries
of no small use and importance were brought
to light.

* Viz., Erotisis.
t The MSS. end here with & note by the a.uthor:
" Go on explaining the mechanism. "-Ed.

I

Of the art of logic, acoording to the profea.
sion made by the Aristotelians, the professed
object was, the communication, in which was
necessarily implied the attainment of knowledge, correct and complete knowledge;
a.
perfect acquaintance with relation to everything knowable by human faculties: knowledge, and that not slight, superficial, and
imperfect, but correct and complete, viz. such
as it was in the nature of the instrument called
demonstration to produce.
So much for profession; now for the result.
For about two thousand years, little more or
less, the precepts of this art have been before
us; and the resnlt is, that, of the whole
amount of things knowable, there is not a.
single one concerning which the sma.llest particle of knowledge has been found obta.ina.ble
by means of It.
On the contrary, the nature of it is now, or
may now, be Been to be such, that, by means
of it, of no one thing can any sort or degree
of knowledge, at any time, by any pOBSibihty,
be obtained.
Experience, Observation, Experiment, Reflection, or the results of each and of all together ; these are the means, these are the
instruments by which knowledge, such as is
within the power of man, is picked up, put
together, and treasured up, and of no one of
these, in the whole mass of the Aristotelian
logic, is so much as a syllable to be found.
The import of tcor.:is,-in this short expression will, in truth, be found the subject, the
ouly subject of it ; In such or such a manner,
the import of this or that word agrees or disagrees with the import of thrs or that other.
On this occasion-a
notion, and that an
erroneous one-s-a proposition, and that a false
one--was all a.long iuvolved: this IS, that to
each word was an import natura.lly inherent,
that the connexion between the sign and the
thing signified, was altogether the work of
nature.
What is now pretty generally, and at the
same time, pretty clearly, understood, is, that
the eonnexion between a word and its import
is altogether arbitrary, the result of tacit convention and long-continued usage ; and, of the
truth of this proposition, the short proof is the
infimte diversity of langnages,-the
infinite
multitude of signs by which, in the different
languages, the same object has been found represented.
The case is, that so firmly connected by
habit are the connexions between these signs,
and the things which they have respectively
been employed to signify and present to the
mind, that, in Aristotle's time, men had not
learned sufficiently to distinguish them from
one another; and of this inability, one consequence, and thereby one proof, was their aptitude, as often as they observed a word which,
in its grammatical form, purported to be the
name of a, thing, (that foru being the form
that had been given to such words a.s were
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really, and in truth respectively, the names of
CHAPTER VI.
things,) to infer the existence of a particular
sort of real thing corresponding to that word, RELATION OF LOGIC TO THE BUSINESS OF HUMAN
the observation not having been as yet made
LIFE IN GENERAL,
AND THEREIN
TO ARTS AND
that the purposes of human converse could
SCIENCES,
i. e. TO DISCIPLINES.
not, in any instance, have been attained, unSECTION 1.
less to such words as are names of real entities, a mixture, and that a large one, had been Dilltinction bettDeenDisciplina and Occupatiou
at large, its indeterminateneu.
])Ucipline.
added of words which are but so many names
are .A.rt« or Sciences-Distinction between Art
of so many purely fictitious entities.
and Science, its indetermi1lateneu.
8ECrION

Of
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III.

I fl6tructicm h01llmuch, and what kat
bee. obtained and obtainable from it 1
Thus completely (it has been seen) has the
disputative branch of this art, that which was
regarded as the main and crowning branch,
failed in the accomplishment of its promise.
But (besides that as hath been observed in
and by the precedent and supposed subservient
branches of the same system of instruction,many, and very useful, helps to instruction,
helps to the human mind in its labours in the
field of art and science, and even in that of
ordinary discourse and converse were afforded)
--so it is, that neither has this part of the system, notwithstanding the completeness of its
failure, so far as concerns its principal object,
been altogether without its use.
Of this use, the following description may,
perhaps, serve to convey a general, though
antecedently to explanation, not, perhaps, a.
very determinate idea.
The use of the Aristotelian logic consists in
the furnishing to discourse a certain form,
whereby, if any two parties agree in the employment of it, it will, in relation to a.ny topic
of discourse a.t pleasure, all along be seen in
what, if in any, particulars they agree, and in
wha.t, if in a.ny, they disagree,
It operates, to borrow an image from Chemistry, as a sort of menstruum or a.gent,
whereby the portion of discourse placed in it
is decomposed, and that part, if any, in which
they agree, is lodged in one place, that part,
if a.ny, in which they disagree in another
place: such of this instrument has been found
the eft'ect.
Such as above, and in so far as the instrument has been employed, has been found to be
the effect ; but the means, the means by which
this eft'ect has been produced, what it may naturally be asked have they been'
The answer appears to be twofold.
1. This form being a received and acknowledged test of truth, shame keeps men of sense
from refusing to subject their discourse to it.
2. It cannot serve but in proportion as the
same ideas have been generally annexed to
the same signs, but in so far as this, notorious shame keeps men from denying and questioning it.

By what is it that the exercise of arts, and
the acquisition of sciences, are distmguished
from occupations at large! By what is it
that the field of art, and that of science, are
'distfnguished from each other.
On these several topics, clear conceptions
must be formed and entertained, or the view
taken of the field of thought and action, on
the one hand, and the relation bor...e to it by
the art of logic, on the other hand, will be unsteady and confused.
On these several topics, clear conceptions
must be formed and entertained, or it cannot be
understood what an art is, what a science is.
On these several topics clear conceptions
must be formed and entertained, or it cannot be understood what is the proper matter
for a. work bearing the name of an Encyclopedia. ; where its subject begins, and where it
ends.
As often as the words arts and sciences are
pronounced, a natural, and, It is believed, a.
very general. DQtto say umversal, supposition
is-that, in the first place, arts and sciences
taken together, are dilferent and distinguisha.ble from whatever is neither art nor science;
in the next place, that art and science are no
less clearly dift'erent and distinguishable from
each other.
A supposition to this eft'ect, how could it
fail either to have been found, or to have been
generallyentertained!
Wheresoever a.difference in name presents itself to view, a correspondent difference in natun is, of course, inferred. What can be more natural than such
an inference, and, in general, more reasonable
than such an inference! The marking of correspondent differences in nature is the very
purpose for which dift'erences in nOlJl6flClatlln
were invented and established.
Thus much is, indeed, undeniable. Unfortunately, besides that, while distinctions in
name, without correspondent dilferences in nature, are not without example, an inconvenience much more frequently exemplified is, that
of the classes or aggregates, for the designa.tion of which these names are employed, the
limits are far from being determina.te.
As yet, throughout the whole field of langua.ge, which is as much as to say, throughout
the whole field of thought and action, imperfections such as these are to be found in but
too great abundance; little by little, from
industry, guided by discernment, they may
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however expect a cure.
In so far as conceptions are already distinct, apt denominations
will find the public mind already disposed and
prepared to receive and employ them at the
first word, and thus the imperfection will be
remedied before the existence of it has been
so much as noticed.
But, where conceptions
are still confused and discordant, the Imperfections may still be capable of receiving a
remedy at the hands of Individual Industry,
but before men can be induced to receive and
make use of the remedy, it WIll, in general, be
necessary that the existence of the imperfection, with its attendant incouvemences, should
first be held up to view.
The plain truth of the matter seems to be.
this,-between
the field of art and SCIence,
and the remainder of the field of thought and
action, there exists not any assignable difference ; correspondent
to these denominations,
what there exists in the case, is a difference
in the state of the mind of those by whom the
part in question, of that field, is cultivated;
where the nature of the case requires an operation to be performed, and of that operation
the performance is regarded as requiring study,
i. e. a certain degree of attention and a certain
degree of labour, employed in fixing it ; then
it is, that in speaking of the operation done,
the word BCience, or the word art, or both together, are employed.
In so far as, whether with or without, a
view to further action, so it is that, in the receipt and collection of the ideas belonging to
the subject, perceptible
labour is employed,
then it is that the word science is employed,
and such portion, whatever it be, of the field
of thought and action to which the labour is
applied, is considered as a portion of the field
of SCIence. In so far as a determinate object,
in the character
of an end, being in view,
operation in the particular direction, is recurred to for the attainment
of that end,-that
portion,be it what it may, of the field of thought
and action to which the labour is applied, is
considered as part and parcel of the field of

art.
SECTION

II.

O! tlu Business of human Life in General; and
hence of Arts, Science., and Disciplines.
An occupation, the performance of which is
considered as not requiring study :-An occupation, the performance of which is considered
as requiring study; i. 6. a course of labour,
viz. mental alone, or mental and bodily together, in the endeavour to perform it in a. manner conducive to the end ill melD; under one
or other of these descriptions may every sort
of occupation, which was, is, or ever can be
exercised by a.ny human being, be comprised.
Occupations of the studious kind, consisting
in the acquiring, or endeavonnng
to acquire,
what is called knowledge; i. e. the obtaining
correct conceptions and judgments in relation

to the subject in question, but without action
in any shape, exoept that which is exerted or
employed in the attainment of those conceptions, and the formations of those judgments,
may be called speculative.
The acquisition of science is the result or
object of occupations of the speculative class ;
in the exercise of occupations, which consist
in the performance of some operation, consists
the exercise of art.
To the number of the Disciplines-the
arts
and sciences taken together-the
nature of
the case admits not of any fixed limit.
At any given period, suppose the actual
number of them to be what It may; for addmg to that number, the nature of things will
always furnish two courses.
One IS logical
decomposition, taking in hand any discipline
that at present has a name, considering the
name of it as a generic name, and giving a
particular
name to some species, now for the
first time distmgurehed from all other species
contained under that generic name, and now
for the first time fitted out WIth a particular
name for itself; the other is taking out of the
waste field of ordinary aud undenominated
practice, a mode of operation, and transplanting it into the enclosed and cultivated field of
disciplines, of arts and sciences.
Of thmgs capable of being known, there is
not anything that may not be considered as
the subject of a $cience.
Of things capable of being done, there is not
anything that may not be considered as the
subject or object of an art.
Among tlungs capable of being known, between such as are considered as subjects of
science, and any which are considered as not
being subjects of science, the only distinction
that can be assigned is this,-viz.
that in the
one case the thing' is supposed to be capable
of being known without effort, exertion, study;
in the other case not :-effort,
viz. either when
it is considered in and by itself, or when it is
considered in respect of some relation to other
things, without the knowledge of which relation it is regarded as not being, properly speaking, capable of being known,-the
relation
bemg such as is considered as not being ea.pable of being known without effort.
But by tlus account of it, every such distinction, it is seen, cannot but be an indeterminate one. Efforts vary In degree down to
0; and on the occasion of the knowledge of
that object, to the knowledge of which effort
is, in the instance of this or that individual,
necessary;
in the instance of this or that other
individual, no perceptible
effort will be necessary.
In so far as among an assemblage of things
there exists such a relation as has the eifect
of causing such assemblage to be considered
as constituting a whole; It; in so far as in the
case of the class of men in question, that
whole be of such a nature, as that the knowledge of that whole, or any considerable por-

RELATION
tion of it is considered as requiring a considerable degree of effort for the obtammg of it,
this whole will naturally be considered as constituting the object of a science.
And 80 in the case of anything which, by a
man, has occasion to be done.
To a considerable extent, different assemblages of these noscenda and facienda ; of
these subjects or objects of disotplines, have
received names,-separate
and specific names.
And in some of these instanees, the discipline
has been commonly spoken of and considered
as a science; in others as an art.
Where the effort, considered as necessary
to the knowing what is to be known, l~ con-idered as greater than the effort considered
necessary to the knowing what is to be dope.
the discipline has been put upon the h,t of
scrences ; m the opposite case, upon the hst
of arts.
The use of these observations is to obviate
perplexing doubts, and useless and mtermmable drsputanons ; doubts and drsputes, the
effect of which is, so far and so long as they
have place, to keep involved 111 clouds the
whole field of intellection, including not only
the whole field of art and science, but the
whole field of ordmarv hfe and conversation,
The several disciplmes, bemg each of them
a means of happiness or well-bemg, considered
with relation to mankind taken 1lI the aggregate, the thing to be desired With a view to
their happiness, is, that the quantiry of disciplines should at all times be as great as P05Sible. Say for shortnesa.-c-suhservieut
to the
maximum of happiness, IS the maximum of
disciplines.
But each portion of disciplmc, requiring for;
the acquisition of it a correspondmg portion:
of time, and YarIOUSdisciphnes being of such
a nature. that the acquisition of them requires,
in the character of a condition precedent, and
sine qua non, the possession of a, particular
situatwn ill life; such, that the number of
those within whose reach the faculty of occupymg it is comparatively inconsiderablc ;
hence it is, that to no one mdividual is the
possession of this maximum of disciplines at
any pomt of time possible.
SECTION

.
Relation

.

III.

TO UTILITY.
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view;* and in this manner a. new mode of
training will be a.pplied to the celebrated Encyelopedical tree, cultivated with so much ingenuity and success by Bacon and D'Alembert.
Handmaid, or rather governess, to each individual art and science, Logic beholds, comprehended within her all comprehensive domain, the particular domain of each.
SECTION

IV.

Application
of Logic to aarancem"nt in the
other branches of Art and Science.
By one single memento, as much may be
done towards advancement in all the several
branches of art and science, as by everything
put together that can follow it.
On the occasion of every art and science,
place before you continually the nse or uses
capable ofbemg made of it, always with reference to happiness, 1Il so far as capable of bemg
influenced by it. For shortness, say, Look out
for tile end in 'l:iClC. More shortly still, and
for strengthemng the impression, borrowing an
ancient and foreign langnage-A$pioe
finem.
Only by atteutron to the end--only 111 so far
as attention IS paid to the cud, can Improvement, m any shape, be made. Only With reference to use, understand always to the augmentation of happiness, in some shape or other,
has knowledge, how consummate soever, any
clann to nrtcnnon ;--only by its subserviency to
practice, has knowledge any use,--only by Its
subserviency to art, is science m any shape of
! any use.
By science, we mean knowledge considered
: in respect of the attention employed 1lI, or requisite to, the attamment of It.
Such being the course recommended with a
i view to advancement (whether in respect of
: the mode of Iearmng and teaching the art and
science in Its present state, or by giving exteusron to the quantity of knowledge possessed,
and the success WIth which the art is praen-ed at present.j=-of tlns memento, what is the
use and need I-whence
does it arise!
Ani swer, It arises from the fad,-that
the course
commonly pursued is a different one. It conSlots in proceeding III the track m which others
have proceeded: eyes directed constantly to
the invesngation of that track : never turned
' directly to the end in VICW.
Blmd inutanon track -goose track -sheep
track ;-geese
follow tile first that 'startssheep follow the bell-wether.
The track that presents Itself as leading to
I the end m view, is the track pointed out by
reason-s-the track that others have travelled
in, or are supposed to have travelled in, is the
' track pomted out by custom.
Changing the metaphor,-let
reason be fruitful, custom barren.
So preached Bacon, but
hitherto with comparatively small effect-with

I

.,
to '/rdZ-[)E!llg, the mod Instruct,,,.: Bond
of Conne.riOll to all A rts and Sciences.
Logic, say the Aristotelians, is the art by
which the mind of man is conducted to the:
tabernacle of knowledge.
Let us llOW add,in its road to the temple of happiness.
In this route, then, happmess is the polar,
star by which our steps will be guided-s-the
test to which the several portions of knowledge
will be subjected-the
stalUlard by which their
value will be tried.
By the relation which the respective disciplines bear to happiness, the relation they bear
.. See Chrestomathia, Table Y., supra, p. 82
to each other will be indicated and brought to et seq.

I
I

I
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small effect in comparison with what the reasonableness of the instruction upon the face of
It would lead us to expect.
To preserve the
image, the fruitfulness of reason, has been that
of the Fou1TIart,-of
custom that of a Doerabbit.
So httle frequented
is this only reasonable
course, that whoso, in the study of any science,
or practice of the corresponding art, is seen to
pursue, or suspected to pursue it, is in such
sort, and to such a degree thereby distmguished from the general run of the cultivators of that same art and science, as to be regarded as standing alone, and atlccting singularity; and as such, becomes the object of a
mixture of contempt and jealousy and envy :of contempt, in so far as this practice of Ius
is regarded as mdicatrve of folly,-of
jealousy,
in so far as his success, and thereby his chance
of superiority with reference to the person thus
occupied in makmg observation of him, is an
object of apprehension,-of
envy, in so far as
it is a subject matter of convicnon and behef.
InnoMtion
is the word, by the use and application of which, expression is given to the sentiment of displeasure
towards the person in
speakmg of the pracnce.
Of the practice, and
by reason of it, the practiser, it is made known
that they are sources and objects of a sentiment of displeasure in the breast of the person
by whom the word iunovatien IS thus applied.

eeption-c-clear
in the expression-clear
in
ueither,-clear
in the conception alone, not in
the expression;
if in the conception a set of
ideas were not clear, it is not natural that
they should be clear in the expression, yet by
accident It may happen to them so to be.
Where un;:learness (why not nnclearness as
well as uncleanness) has place in a. discourse.
the seat of it will be either in the words or in
the syntax :-il1 some one word, or number of
words, each taken singly, i. e. without regard
to the mode of their connexion, or in that mode
itself"; in the state of their mutual relations
with reference to the import of each other.
In so far as the seat of the unclearness is
III the words taken
singly,-dearness
has for
Its instrument, exposition. Exposition is a name
which may, with propriety, be applied to the
desrgnation of every operation which has for
its object, or end III view, the exclusion or expulsion of unclearness in any shape ;-to the
operation, and thereby (for such, on the present occasion, is the poverty, and thence the
ambigmty of language) to the portion of discourse by which the end IS endeavoured to be
accomplished, and by which the operation or
accomplishing it is considered as pertormed,
SECTION

II.

Subjects to 'Which Exposition

ill applicable.

Be the exposition itself what it may, a BUbJect It cannot but have ;-a subject to which it
CHAPTER
VII.
IS applicable.
CLEARNESS IN D1~COUnSE, HOW TO PRODUCE ITl
This subject,-what
may it be t What are
the drverslflcations
of wInch it is susceptible t
AND IIENCE OF EXPOSITION.
Questions to winch, in the first place, an answer must be provided.
Why 1 because, on
SECTION I.
the nature of the subject will depend the naSeats of unclearness,--the lVords or their con- ture of the mode of exposrtion of which it is
nexion,- Exposition uhat ]
susceptible.
A sentence, in the grammatical sense of the
In relatron to the subject of this instrument
word sentence, consists either of a sinqle proof clearness, two observations
require to be
positiun, in the logical sense of the word pro- brought to view III the first place.
position, or of a number of such propositions ;
1. The subject of exposition, viz., the imif of one only, it may be termed a simple ben- mediate, and only immediate, subject, IB, in
tence,-If
of more than one, a compound sen- every case, a 'Word.
tence.
2. That word is, in every case, a name: i.e,
A proposition is clear, in proportion as it IS a word considered in the character of a name.
dear-that
is, free-at
the same tune from
Exposition supposes tllOugM.-A word is l:o
ambigutty and obscurity.
si!/n of thought.
How imperfectly soever,-Ill
Clearness is, on every occasion, relative ;a manner how deficient soever in respect of
l'elation being had to the person considered in clearness,-thought,
it is true, may be expressthe character of hearer or reader.
ed by sions other than words,-by
inaruculate
There exists not, nor ever will exist, any sounds,-by
gestures,-by
deportment.
But
proposition
that is perfectly clear to every
as often as any object has been considered in
hearer and reader.
There exist but too many
the character of a subject, of or for exposition,
that neither will be, nor ever have been to that object has been a word ;*-the
immediate
anyone ;-not
so much as to those by whom
they were respectively framed.
" On this subject, {or the purpose of exposition,
Instances
are not, however,
uncommon
i. e. for the purpose of ensuriug clearness, the Ariswhere ideas, which in the mind of him, by totelians have given us a distinction which may be
whom the discourse meant for the communiseen to be itself a source of unclearness,-viz.
of
cation of them, was uttered, were perfectly
that sort which is termed obscurity. For the purclear, are expressed in such a manner as not pose of exposition, one of the instruments or opeto be clear to anyone else. Clear in the con- ratiOllS they employ ii dqitutilm, to which again

EXPOSITIONS.
subject of exposition has been 8. word :-whatsoever else may have been brought to view,
the signifieation of a tl'or~f
the word in
question, has been brought to view :-the word
is not only a subject, but the only physically
sensible subject, upon and in relation to which
the operation called exposition has been performed.
Of the two eases which follow, for the purpose of this inquiry, convenience seems to require that the first place should be allotted to
the case where the exposition takes for its
subject, an object proposed to be expounded,
all well as the word with the assistance of
which, in the character of its sign, the object
is proposed to be expounded ;-the
second
place to the C3.Se,where, without reference to
any particular
object or class of objects, the
exposrtion takes for its subject a. word considered in the character of a sign, which, for
the designation of some object, or class of objects, is wont to be employed.
SECTION

III.

MoM of Exposition uherc the Thi1U1fC/.ich is the
Subjeot is an Ind,,;idttal-I ..d.riduation1ndlMUal and Generic.
Thus much being premised, the word in
question is either the name of an indicidttal
object, or the name of a species or sort of objects.
If it be the name of an individual object.
indiWluation is the general name by which
the only mode of e:rposition, of which (regard
being had at the same time to the subject)
the name of an individual object is susceptible.
Indimdual indi~idua{izatlOn, or say, indiMduation,--Qenerie, or q;eci.fi(Jindiriduation,-by
these two "denominatIOns may be distmguished two modes of individuation,
which, for
practical purposes, may require to be distinguished.
Indiridual i1ldi~iduation is, where, in relation to an individual object, an indicatron is
endeavoured
to be given, whereby, or by the
help of which, an individual object may be distinguished from any or alI other individual
obects wherewith it is regarded as being liable
to be confounded.
Take, for instance, on the surface of the
they apply another instrument, VIZ. divISion. A
definition (say the)') is either a dehnition of the
name, or a definition of the thl1lg, meaning, evidently, of the thing-of the obJect, of which the
word IS employed as a name. Now, m the account
thus given of the matter, a proposition IS implied
which is not true; viz. that where the detimtron is
a definition of a thing, It never IS the definition of
the name; whereas in truth it always IS.
Of the distmction which they had in view, the
form they should have employed seems to be this:
a definition iseither a definition of the word alone,
or a definition of the thing by means of the word.
A definitiou of the thing signilied,-meant to be
expreued by it.
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earth, the designation of the several distinguishable portions which it contains; and into
which, physically or psychically speaking, it is
capable of being divided.
In so far as the
portion in question is considered as relatively
large, geography is the portion of art and science, to which, with the help of astronomy,
the indrviduation
of the object is considered
as appertaining :--Topography,
in so far as it
is considered as relatively small.
From geography will be sought, on the surface of the
terraqueous globe, the portion distinguished by
the name of Europe ; from geography, again,
in Europe, England,-in
England,
London,
and Westminster;
[from topography] in London and Westminster, Queen's Square Westminster, and Queen's Square Place.
Genet'ie, or Specifio bufiriduation.-By
this
appellative may be distinguished the operation
which has place in the case where, regard being had to a genus of objects, as distinguished
by a generic name, instructions
are given,
having for their object the causing men to be
agreed in determining Within what hmits or
bounds an individual, when designated by and
under that name, shall be considered as limited, so as to be distmguished
from all objects
which are regarded as liable to be confounded
with it,-or
III relation
to any Individual aggregate, likely to be considered as designated
by that name, of what elements that aggregate shall be considered as composed.
The field of law 15 the field in which the
demand for this mode of individuation,
for
this mode of exposition, is most copious and
most urgent, and the use of it most conspicuous and incontestable.
In the individuation
of moveable physical
objects, the instruments are conjunct portions
of time and space.- Axiom. No two portions
of matter can exist at the same portion of
time in the same portion of space.
SECTION

I

Mod

,/" E.
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IV.

11,
the Teach
lid
.e oJ Z]JOIII Ion tl' ere
er a
LeaNU!Thace no cOlRmon Language.

1. Representation.-If all words were significative of real entitles, and if these were all
objects which might at all times be brought
within the reach of the perception both of the
learner and the teacher, exposition would be
e3.SYand consist in the pointing to the object
in question, and pronouncing at the same time
the word which it is wished to attach to it as
its name.
This is exposition by signs, and
may be termed representation. Among persons who have no common language by which
they can communicate their ideas, this is at
first the only practicable method, and we see
it continually
exemplified when a. child is
tanght to speak, or a. foreigner who understands no words with which We are acquainted, or who cannot ma.ke use of dictionaliea
or any other written explanations of our wo~
is instruoted in our language.
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Next to these names of real entities, perceptible and present, those which are the most
readily
expounded
by representation,
are
names of collective fictitious entities.
By representing successively a number of objects comprehended in the collective fictitious entities,
-book,
plant, &c., we may easily succeed in
attaching to those words in the learner's mind,
0. general idea of the sense we attach to them,
and which, though at first very vague and
imperfect, will, at any rate, serve as the
groundwork
of the discourse by which a
clearer and more correct exposition may subsequently be given.
A generic idea once formed, the meaning of
words indicative of specific differences, may be
deduced from it; still, bv mere representation,
not perhaps the substantire naw<'s of that class
of ficntious entities called relations, but those
abbreviate words called adject ius, which designate at once the relatron or property, and
the fact of Its being attributed to the object
represented.
A qreat booli, a little book, a uellow fiourr, a red'rWlur, &c., may be thus 'exponnded, whilst the explanation of the words
greatness and smallness, colour, &~" may require
one or other of the species of discourse which
are comprehended
among the other modes of
exposition.
As yet, however, we have but substantiie«
and adiectioe«; and without eerbs, no discourse
can be held,-no
farther exposition given, and
consequently,
no clear ideas commnnicated:
we must again have recourse to representstron, but in a manner far more comphcatod.
Taking verbs expressive of operatrons as the
most Simple, it Will be necessary to repeat the
operation in question, withm the reach of the
senses of the learner, a number of times more
or less considerable,
according to his mtcllectual powers, before we can have any security
for his attaching to the word the idea we wish
to convev,
Thus, •by takmg successively a variety of
things, and alternately putting them in motion,
and pointing to them, whilst at rest, and pronouncmg on each occasion either the words I
mOTe,(naming the thing whatever it may be,)or
the name of the thing with the words at reid, the
constant repetition of the same word will soon
cause the mmd of the learner to attach to It
the idea required.
A phenomenon, which appeal's to depend particularly
on that passive
property of the mind, which may be designated
by the name of habit. It iq evident, however,
that great mistakes may frequently occur in
the learner's mind in these cases,-if,
for mstance, all the thmgs represented as being in
motion happen to be red, and all these which
arc spoken of as bemg at rest are vliite, he may
just as well attach to the 'Words I more, the
meaning red, and to these at rest, the meaning
tJ'hite, as the Signification intended to be conveyed.
The exposition by representation
of the
substantive
verbs to be and to haoe, and of

prepositions and other expletives necessary in
the composition of discourse, must then be undertaken.
But it will, in most cases, be still
more complicated, and consequently,still
more
hable to misconception.
As soon, however, as
any tolerable degree of certainty is obtained
of the having conveyed a sufficiently adequate
idea of the signification of these several classes
of words, extensive enough to form a connected discourse, a more exact exposition may
then be undertaken
III that
one of the other
modes which may be found most suited to the
object in question.
SECTION

V.

MOfffSofEJl'osition,
byCo11l1'al'isolllritl! lVord,s,
iutelligibie to botli Teacher and Learner.
The two modes comprehended under this
head are Translation and Etymologizatron.
1. T1·al1~lfltiOn.-Exposltion
by translation
is performed by meutioning a word already
known to and understood by the learner, and
by grvmg It as expressive of the same Idea or
image of the one represented
by the word to
be expounded,
The propositron 1nan is what
you, a Spaniard, call hombre ; Uxule of hyrodgcn is what you, In ordinary conversation, call
water; are expositions by translation
of the
words mall and oxide of hyffrO(fen.
This operation supposes the Ideas represented
by the word in question to be equally wellknown to both learner and teacher;
and in
that case only will this mode suffice. If the
idea entertamed by the learner with refereuce
to the words hombre or water be not exactly
the same as that of the teacher, {as will frequently be the case,) a further exposition is
necessary by some other mode.
From the two examples A'lVen above, it may
be mferred, that exposition by translation may
be nsefully employed for two distmct purposes:
l st, for teachmg words in the same language
more convenient for particular purposes, because they are those made use of' by this author,
or that practitioner, With whom it is the learner's interest to become conversant; or, 2dly, because the word is more convenient for use than
the one the learner is already acquainted with.
Sets of words thus translated for the use of
particular classes of learners, and arranged III
an order convenient for reference, are compiled
under the name of DIctionaries of Languages,"
Dictionaries of Technical Terms, Dictionaries
of Synonyms;
and may furnish examples of
the ,'ery extensive use of the mode of exposition. In the case of the two latter dictionaries, however, very few expositions are, by
mere explanation,
particularly
in the case of
synonyms, this name having been unfortun" Dictionaries of languages, that is, where the
words of one language are expounded by giving the
corresponding words of another. Dictionaries in
a single language generally comprehend almost
eyer)" species of exposition.
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ately given sometimes to words which have
exactly the same meamng, sometimes to those
which have nearly the same meaning, an inconvenience which I shall more fully expose
under the head of synonymanon.
In physical sciences, where the use of exact
exposition has been so much felt of late, the
word synonym has retained its correct signiflcation, and the name of sylwno1l!Y IS given to
a collection of results of translation, and may
serve as an excellent example of this mode of
exposition, applied to the second of its two
above-mentioned purposes.
A similar synonomy or translatron of the leading words of many
ethical,noological,orpathologwal
works, would
throw a singular light upon many subjects of
controversy between authors hitherto irreconcileable,
2. Etymoloqization.-By
etymologization
I
do not mean to indicate that long and uncertain
investigation of the varrous changes and transformations of sense and sound which a word has
undergone in the course of tIme,-that
search
after etymology which leads into so many
blunders, and which, thongh sometimes productive of a certain degree of advantage to
the study of some sciences, IS more frequently
of no other use than mere momentary amusement.
The operation I have now in VIew is
the exposition of infiected uords and conjugates
by the exhibition of the root from which they
are derived.
The distinction between inflection and con·
jugatioll will be more fully given when we come
to the analysis of language.
In the meantime, for the understanding
of the above definition, I shall only mention that I comprehend nnder the terms miiected words and conjugates all such words as are modified in part
so as to change their signification, correspond.
ing modifications being applicable, with the
fame effect, to a number of other words.
The
original words thus to be modified go under
the name of roots.
'I'hus from the root rego
are derived the several inflected words and
conjugates rexi, rectum, regllans, reg,wlll, illter·
regnum, rex, reqalis, &c. &c.
I n all cases where each inflection has a particular name, which, as well as the root, is
equally well understood by both learner and
teacher, exposition by etymologization
WIll
suffice, and should be preferred to any of the
succeedmg ones as being next in simphcity to
translation,
Thus the expression re.ri is the
first person singular, perfect tense, and indicative mood of the verb reao. Children's is the
genitive case, plural number, of the substantive
child-Reader
IS the name of the operator that
relates to the operation to ,·ead-"Ill
immediately give a clear and correct idea of their
meaning to one who nnderstands
already the
names of the classes of infiecnon, first person,
,)lural number. perfect trnee, ind!ratiTe mood,

gfftiti1le ca..e, operator relatinq to an operation,
and of the roots reao, child, to read,
Whenever

this IS not the case, etymologtza-
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tion will not suffice; bnt even then, whenever
an inflected word occurs, it is almost always
more advantageous to reduce it to its root, to
expound that root, and to explain the class to
which the Inflection belongs.
As a general
rule, we may say, that exposition by etymologization, as well as by translation, should be
given, whenever the case admits of it, either
alone or In conjunction WIth any of the other
modes.
SECTION

VI.

:Alodes of Exposition trhere the Suhject is a Clan.
1. Definition, meaning the sort of operation
and correspondent work ordinarily nnderstood
by that name.
2. Operations and works mcidentally employed as prehmmary
and preparatory to that of definition, say preparatory
operations.
3. Operations incidentally
employed as subsequential
and supplementary
to that of definitron, say supplementary operations. 4. Operations which, in certain cases
in which the purpose cannot be accomplished
by definition-understand
by definition in that
same form, require to be performed in lien of
it,-say
succedaneous operations.
By one or
I other
of these subordinate
appellations
may
the operation of exposinon, ill every shape of
which It is susceptible, it IS believed, be designated.
To define a word is to give indication of
some aggregate in wlnch the object of which
It is the Sign is comprehended, together WIth
an indrcation of some quality or property which
IS possessed by that same object, but is not
possessed by any other object included In that
same aggregate.
Elliptically, but more familiarly, to define a
word IS to expound it by indication of the
genus and the difference-per
genus et differ.
entialll, say the Aristotelians.
In this account of the matter, two things,
it may be observed, are, howsoev er mexphcitly,
assumed, VIZ. 1. That the object in question
belongs to some nest of aggregates." 2. That
I it is not itself the highest, the most capacious,
, the all-comprehending
aggregate of the nest:
I' -in other
terms, that the word is not of the
number of those the import of which is not
1 included in the import of any other of the
words employed ill giving names to aggregates;
that it belongs to some nest of aggregates, and
that it is not itself the most comprehensive and
all-comprehensive
aggregate of the nest.
The genus represented by a word which is
the name of that aggregate, in which all the
other aggregates of the nest to wluch it belongs are contained and included, has no genus
which is superior to It : it is, therefore, ill its
nature incapable of receiving a. definitron ;
nieamng always that mode of exposition which,
m modern practice, seems to be universally
understood by that name.j-

*

&>~ chap, IX •• ec. viri,

+ An excellent

illustration of definit.on, ill con-
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Mea.ntime the class of words which are in
this sense of the word incapable of receiving
exposition in tha.t shape are among those, in
the instance of which the demand for exposition is the most imperious.
For these then
tha.t mode of exposition is necessary to which,
by the description of succedaneous modes of
exposition, reference has just been made, and
of which an account will presently be endeavoured to be rendered."
Yet of these words which are all of them
incapable of receiving a definition, in effect
definitions are very generally, not to say universally wont to be gIven WIth a degree of
unconcern and confidence, not inferior to that
with which the operation is attended, when
the subject upon which it is performed, is with
the strictest propriety susceptible 01' operation
in that mode.
SEctION

VII.

Of Exposition by Paraphrasis,
'lrith its Subsidiary Operations, VIZ. Pkraseoplerosis and
.Arcket!lpation.
Bisection

1.

of these J[odes of Exposltion; and
of the Case in '/Chichthey are neCCl!sary.

Explanation

Paraphrasia is that mode of exposition which
is the only instructive mode, where the thmg
expressed being the name of a fictitious entity,
has not any supenor in the scale of logical
subalternation.
Connected, and that necessarily, with paraphrasis, is an operation, for the designation of
which the word Phraseoplerosis (i. 6. the filling
up of the phra.se,) may be employed.
By the word paraphrasia may be designated
tha.t sort of exposition which may be afforded
by tra.nsmuting into a. proposition, having for
its subject some real entity, a proposition which
tradistinctlOn to other modes of exposition, is
afforded by the characterrstrc phrases of writers on
the physical SCiences, in which those characters
alone are gIven which are necessar!l to drstingursh
the species from all others In the same geuus ; or,
in other words, which coustdute the species. All
other properties, the knowledge of which may assist the learner in the formation of the idea he is
intended to receive, bemg referred to descnptum of
which I shall speak farther on.
A great light would be thrown on the pneumatological branches of SCience,were the like exactness
to be gIven to the defimtion of words in use,
wherever definitiou may be employed with advantage. In the case of all tenns of very general import, it will be found much more useful to consider
them as genera geuerahssima., and expound them
by other means, but when once the import of these
genera IS fixed, definition should be a.pphed to, and
persevered iu to the greatest extent possible. The
advantage of this Will appear in a clearer light when
I speak of methodization, an operation With which
clefinition is intimately conneeted,
• Bee section viii

has not for Its subject any other than a, fictitious entity.
Nothing has no properties.
A fictitious
entity being, as this its name imports, being,
by the very supposition, a. mere nothing, cannot of itself have any properties:
no proposition by which any property is ascribed to it
can, therefore, be in itself, and of itself, a. true
one, nor, therefore, an Instructive one. Whatsoever of truth is capable of belonging to it
cannot belong to it In any other character than
that of the representative-of
the intended and
supposed equivalent aud adequate
succedaneum, of some proposition having for its subject some real entity.
Of any such fictitious entity, or fictitious
entities, the real en~lty with which the import
of their respective appellatives is conuected,
and on the import of which their import depends, may be termed the real source, efficient
cause, or connecting principle.
In every proposmon by which a. property or
affection of any kind is ascribed to an entrty of
any kind, real or fictitious, three parts or members are uecessaril y either e xpressl y or VIrtually
included, VIZ. 1. A subject being the name of the
real or fictitious enttty in questlOn.-2.
A predicate by which is designated the property or
affection attributed
or ascribed to tha.t subiect ; and 3. The Copula, or sign of the a.ct of
the mind, by which the attribution
or ascnption is performed.
By the sort of proposition here in question,
viz., a proposition which has for its subject
some fictitious entity, and for its predicate the
name of an attribute
attributed
to that fictitious entity, some sort of Image-the
image of
some real action or state of things, in every
mstanee, is presented to the mind. This ima.ge
may be termed the archetype,
emblem, or
archetypal image appertaining to the fictitious
proposition, of which the name of the characteristic fictitious entity coustitutes a. part.
In 80 far as of this emblematic image indica.tion is given, the act or operation by which
such indication is given, ma.y by termed Archetypa.tion.
To a, considerable
extent Archetypation,
i. e. the origin of the psychological, in some
physical idea, is often, in a. manner, lost i-its
physical marks, being more or less obliterated
by the frequency of Its use on psychological
ground, while it is little, if at all, in use on the
original physical ground.
Such psychological expressions, of which, as
above, the physical origin is lost, are the most
commodious for psychological use. Why 1-Because in proportion as it is put out of sight,
two psychological expressions, denved from
two disparate and incongruous physical sources,
are capable of being conjoined without bringing
the incongruity to view.
When the expression applied to a. psychological purpose is one of which the physical
origin remains still prominent and conspicuous,
it presents itself to view in the cha.ra.cttlr of a
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figurative expression-for
instance a lnaaplwr.
Carried for any considerable length through its
connexions and dependencies,
the metaphor
becomes an allegory-a
figure of speech, the
unsuitableness
of which, to serious and instructive dISCOUrse, is generally recognised.
But the great inconvenience is, that it is seldom
that for any considerable length of tune, if any,
the physical idea can be moulded and adapted
to the psychological purpose.
In the ease of a fienuous proposition which,
for the exposition of it, requires a paraphrasia,
having for its subject a real entity, (which
paraphrasia, when exhibited, performs, in relation to the name of the fictitious subject,
the same sort of office which, for the name of
a real entity, is performed by a definition of
the ordinary stamp, viz. a definition per genus
et differentiam )-the name forms but a part
of the fictitious proposition for the explanation of which, the sort of proposition having
for its subject a real entity, IS in the character of a paraphrastreally-exposrtory
proposinon required.
To compose and constitute such
a proposition as shall be ripe and qualified
for the receiving for itself, and thereby for
its subject, an exposition by paraphrasu, the
addition of other matter is required, VIZ., beSIdes the name of the subject, the name of
the predicate, together with some sign performing the office of the copula ;-the operation by which this completion of the phrase is
performed, may be termed Phraseoplerosis,
Phraseoplerosis
is thus another of the operations connected with, and subservient to, the
main or principal operation, paraphrasis.
Bisection

2.

Eumplification in the Case of the fictitious
Entity Obligation.
For exposition and explanation
of Paraphrasis, and of the other modes connected with
it, and subsrdiary to it, that which presents itself as the most instructive
of all examples,
which the nature of the case affords, is that
which is afforded by the group of ethical fictitious entities, viz. Obligations, rights, and the
other advantages dependent on obligation.
The fictitious entrties which compose this
group have all of them, for their real Bouree,
one and the same sort of real entity, viz. sensation, the word being taken in that sense in
which it is significative not merely of percepnon, but of perception considered as productive
of pain alone, of pleasure alone, or of both.
Pain (It is here to be observed) may have
for its equivalent, loss of pleasure;
pleasure,
again, may have for its equivalent, exemption
from pain.
An obligation (viz. the obligation of conducting himself in a certain manner,) is incumbent
on a man, (i. e. is spoken of as incumbent on a.
man) in 80 far as, in the event of his failing to
conduct himself in that ma-nner, pam, or loss of
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pleasure, is considered as about to be experienced by him."
In this example,1. The exponend, or say the word to be expounded, is an oblt,gation.
2. It being the name not of a real, bnt only
of a fictitious entity, and that fictitious enuty
not having any superior genus, it is considered
as not susceptible of a definition in the ordinary shape, per genus et diJferentialn, but only
of an exposition In the way of paraphrasis.
3. To fit it for recervmg exposmon m this
shape, it is in the character of the subject of a.
proposition, by the help of the requisite compliments made up into a ficntious proposition.
These compliments are, 1, the predicate, incU7nbent on a man, 2, the copula is; and of
these, when thus added to the name of the subject, viz. obligation, the fictitious proposition
which requires to be expounded by paraphrasis,
viz. the proposinon-c-zla
obligatwn is ~ncumbent 071 a man, is composed.
4. Takmg the name of the subject for the
basIS, by the addition of this predicate, incumbent on a man, and the copula tS, the phrase is
completed, the operation called phraseoplerosis,
i. e. completion of the phrase IS performed.
5. The source of the explanation thus given
by paraphrasis, is the idea of eventual sensanon, as expressed by the names of the different and opposite modes of sensation, viz. pain
and pleasure, with their respective equivalents,
and the designation of the event, on the happening of which such sensation is considered
as being about to take place.
6. For the formation of the variety of fictitious propositions, of which the fictinous entity
in question, YIZ.obligatrou, or an obligation, 18
m use to constitute the subject, the emblematical, or archetypal image, IS that of a man
lymg down, with a heavy body pressing upon
him, to WIt, in such sort as either to prevent
him from actmg at all, or so ordering matters
that if so It be that he does act, it cannot be in,
any other direction or manner than the direction or manner in question,-the
direction or
manner requisite.
The several distingnishable
sources from
any or all of which the pam and pleasnre constitutive of the obligation In question, may be
expected to be received, viz. the several sanctions, distinguished by the names of the physical sanction, the popular, or moral, sanction,
the political (including
the legal) sanction,
and the religious sanction ;--these partrculars
belong to another part of the field, and have
received explanation in another place+
To that other place it also belongs to bring

* It is, however, only in so far as a man is aware
of the probabilitv, that in the event in question
the unpleasant consequence 1D question will befa!
him, that the ebligation can possess any probabrhty
of proving an effective one.
t See Principles of Morals and Legislation.
chapter iii. vel, i. P. U.
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to view the causes by which the attention

and
perception of mankind have, to so great an extent, been kept averted from the only true and
intelligible source of obhgatron-c-from the only
true and intelligible explanation of Its nature,
as thus indicated.
On the exposition thus given of the term
obligation, may be built tho=e other expositions, of wlnch it will form the basis, viz., of
rights, quasi rights or advantages
analagous
to rights, and their respective modifications, as
well as of the several modrfica trons of which
the fictitious entity, obligaiwlI, is itself susceptible.

Sncnox VIII.
Of Jfodes of Exposition sul.sidiary to Definition
and Paraphrasis.
1. Synonymation-indication
of some other
word, or words, the import of which coincides,
or agrees with the term to be expounded, more
or less correctly.
The use to be derived from the employment
of synonymation, consists in maximizing the
number of the persons by whom concepnou,
clear of obscurity and ambiguity and incorrectness, may on each occasion, be collccted
from the several expressions.
It is not, however, without great danger of
error, that any two words can be stated as
synonymous.
2. Antithesis - indication
of some other
word, or words, the import of which is opposite to that of the word III question.
3. Illustranon=-bnnging
to, ICWsome wordc
or words, by which, in anyone or more of the:
above ways, or in any other way or ways, liqllt:
may be thrown upon the import of the word
in question, i. e. the import of it may, in some'
way or other, be rendered clearer, i. e. more
surely clear as well of obscurity as of ambiguity.
4. Exemplification-indication
of some individual, or of some lesser aggregate, as being
included in the name ofthe aggregate in question.
Without
any difference, or, at any rate,
without any difference worth remarking,
all
these subsidiary
modes of exposition
seem
capable of being applied with equal propriety
and utility, whether the main mode of exposition be in the form of a dcfinltion, or in the
form of a parapkrasis,
5. Description
IS a detailed
exposition of
those properties, the exhibition of which is not
necessary in order to distmguish the object in
question from all such which are not designated by the same name.
It may, accordingly, be more and more ample to an indefinite
degree.
A definition is a concise description,
a description is an enlarged definition.
Description
may be considered as referring
to an individnal, in which case it may be
termed indiddual description, or as referring
to the name of It collective entity, in which
ease it may be termed ~l'ec~fic.

The differences, in use and importance, between individual and collective description are
analogous to those which distinguish the corresponding
operations
of individuation
and
defimtion.
Defiuition applies to an indefinite
number of individuals, connected together only
by those properties exhibited by that operation, and, therefore. by means of it, whensoever
any mdividual IS brought to view, a decision
may be formed, whether it does or does not
belong to the aggregate
in qnestion.
The
individual characterized
by individuation
is
unique; being unique, every property described
as belonging to hun must have belonged to
him at the tune and place of IUb individuation;
but the greater the Humber of properties enumeratcd, the less chance is there of their
ag~egate being possessed III common by other
individuals, or of their not having undergone
any change other than such as may be a,,counted for, and calculated upon, during the
change from the time and place fixed hy the
mdividuanon.
Descnptiou, therefore, though
itself uncertain as to answering the purpose
intended, is the only mode of exposition wlueh
can efficiently be adopted in such cases.
G_ Parallelism is the pointing out of certain
particular
properties of a thmg, with a view
to the showing the resemblance It has to some
I other thmg. Its use is to resolve any doubts
I wluch may arise, either from Imperfect coni ceptron or Imperfect
expression, whether the
i object in question does or does not belong to
! the class of objects expounded,
] Comparison is an act by which Distinction
and Parallelism may be mdifferently carned on.
7. Enumeration
is the exhibiting the nature
of the class of things characterized
by any
name, by bnngmg to view the names of certain subordmate
sorts of things, or even cerbin individual tlungs which it is meant to
signify,
It may be complete, or incomplete.
Enumeration is arithmetical or systematical.
Systematrcal
enumeration
B by
division, or
rather is accompanied with, and performed by
division.
It IS the gathermg up and naming
of the parts which result from the division of
the whole.
8. Ampliation
is the declaring concerning
any word, that it has been, or that it is intended that it should be understood to have a
more extensive meaning than, on certain occasions, people, it is supposed, might be likely to
attribute to it,-that
is, to comprehend such
and such objects over and above those objects
which they, it is supposed, would be apt to
understand it to comprehend.
9. Restriction
is the declaring concerning
any word that it has been, or that it is, intended, it should be understood not to have so
extensive a meanmg as, on certain occasions,
people, it is supposed, might be likely to attribute to it,-that
IS, not to comprehend such
and such objects of the number of these which
they (it is supposed) would be apt to understand it to comprehend.
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assembly of any kind; it was manifestly from
the union of two words, 'X and ",/Zl.uoJ, which
Distinction and Disambiguation trhat ?-in
signified to call out, VIZ. for the purpose of a.
what Cases employed.
joint meeting, and more particularly of a joint
Distinction, or real Antithesis, is the pointmeeting for a public, for a political purpose.
ing out of certain particular
properties of a
2. Thence, among such of the first Christians
thing, with the view of showing its dissimilarwhose language was Greek, It came to signify,
ity to some other particular thmg with which
in particular, such assemblies as were held by
it is apprehended it may be confounded in snch these religionists, as such, whether for the purmanner as to be deemed either the same WIth pose of devotion or conjunct economical manit, or more similar to it than It is in reality.
agement.
Distinction precedes division in the scale;
3. In an association of this kind there was
distmction exhibits the relation of the object
commonly, at least, one member, whose occuto the equally ample objects, its cougeners;
patron consisted in taking the lead in their
division breaks It down into its component
common exercises of divine worship, and by
species; distinction is a fragment of a sup- the exposition of that book, or collection of
posed preceding division of an ampler term,
books, winch, by all of them, was recognized
bearing the ratio of a genus to that iu ques- as constituting the standard of their farth and
tion.
action, to administer instruction to the rest.
Disambiguation
is distinction
applied to The operations thus performed being consiwords.
dered as se1'!Jiceabie, with reference to the perSuch is the imperfection of language ; in- sons at whose desire they were performed, the
stances are numerous in which the same words
persons by whom they were performed were,
ha ve the same audible With their attendant
accordingly, sometimes designated,
m consivisible signs, and, in the same language, have
deration of such their services, mintsters, the
been employed to designate objects that have
Latin word for servants ; sometimes, in consinothing in common.
deration of their age Presbyters, from ....e' ..Be the word what it may, if so it be that it /3""'e", which was the Greek word for Elders,
is wont to be employed in more senses than
i. e. for men of any descnption when advanced
one, between or among whrch no coincidence,
in age (from which word Presbyter, the French
either total or partial, is perceptible, when, at word Preetre, and the English word Priest,)
the same time, while by one person It is re- sometimes in consideration of their acting as
ceived m one sense, by another person it is re- overseers or overlookers, overlooking and overceived in another differ-ent sense,-an
operaseeing, in relation to deportment, the behaviour
tion, necessarily prehmmary
to definition, is of their disciples, the members of the aSSOCIadistmction or disambiguation ; in other words,
tion at large, E""P<D"'OI, Episeopi, whence the
when so it happens that the word in quesnon
English word BIshop.
has been employed in the character of a Sign
In process of time, those members of the
for the designation of several objects, inso- association whose occupation, ongmally with
much that, Without further explanation,
it or Without pay, consisted, on the occasion in
may happen to it to be taken as indicative of question, in acnng as the servants of all, came
one object, when, by the author of the dis- to act as rulers over the members at large, at
course, it was meant to be indicative, not of first on this or that particular
oceasion, at
that, but of a different one, what for the exclulength upon all occasions.
sion of such misconception, may every now and
At this time, besides the other senses, of
which mention will require to be made prethen be necessary, is-an
intimation, making
known which of all these several objects the sently,the word Church came to signify, accordword is, in the case in question, meant to de- ing to the purpose which, by those who were
siguate, and what other, ur others, it is not employing it it was designed to serve, three
meant to designate. *
very different assemblages of persons:
VIZ. 1.
The whole body of the persons thus governed ;
Take, for example, the English word Church;
this Enghsh word is uniformly considered and 2. The whole body of the persons thus employed in the government of the rest; and, 3.
employed as the correct and complete repreThe all-comprehensive
body, or grand total,
sentative of the Latin word Ecdesia, which,
composed of governed and governors taken
in other letters somewhat different in appearance, serves for the designation of the same together.
When the persons in question were to be
sound as the correspondent
Greek word ; in
spoken of in the character of persons bound to
French, Eglise.
pay obedience, then by the word Church was
1. Among the Greeks, in its original acceptation, Ecdesia was employed to signifly an meant to be designated these subordinate subject-members of the aSSOCiatIOn, in a word the
When the persons in question
.. Multisensual, by accident and WIthout analogy. subject many.
Multlsensual, by reason of analogy; under one or were to be spoken of in the character of perother of these heads, may 1l.1Ithe case, III which it sons to whom the others were bound to pay
obedience, then by the same word were decan happen to a word to stand in need of disuncsignated the rulil1g fc«; when, for the purtlO1l be comprised.
SECTION
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pose of securing in favour of both parties, and could have entered into the compositionof the
especially of the ruling few, the affections of aggregate mass of holiness composed of the
respect and fear, then would the import of the separate holinessesof the several holy males
word open itself, and to such an extent, as to of which she was composed,had they not, in
include under one denomination the two par- the above-mentioned holy place been thus
ties whose situations and interests were thus assembled and met together. By ordinances
opposite.
issued by this holyfemale, a greater and surer
4. From designating,first, the act of calling measure of admiration, respect, and consetogether an assembly, then the assembly com- quent obedience, was obtained than would
posed of all persons, and no other than all have been obtained by the assembly in its
persons, actually assembled together at one plain and original character of an assemblyof
and the same time in a particular place, and males, notwithstandmg all their holiness.
then all the persons who were regarded as
By this eombmation thus happily accomentitled so to assemble at that place, it came plished, an effect no less felicitous and conalso to be employed to designate the place venient than It was holy, was produced; in
itself at or in which such assembly was wont the holy compound,while all the perfections
to be held: the place consistingof the soil, the of which both sexes are susceptiblewere found
portion of the earth's surface, on which, for united, all imperfection,as If by chemicalprecontaining and protecting the assembly from cipitation, were found to have been excluded.
the occasional injuries of the weather, a build- The holy men might, notwithstanding their
ing was erected, and suchbuilding Itself when i holiness, have remained fallible; the Holy
erected.
: Mother was found to be infallible. Her title
Such as above being the purpose for which to implicit confidence,and its naturally insethe sort of bmldmg in question was erected, parableconsequenceimplicltobedIence,became
viz. the paymg homage to God, God, al- at once placed npon the firmest ground, and
though present at all times in all places, was raised to the highest pitch.
regarded as being in a moreparticular manner
Great is the scandal, great to all well-dispresent at and in all places of this sort; atten- posed eyes the offence,if to her own children,
tive to whatsoever was passing at all other or any of them, a mother has been an object
places, but still more attentive to whatsoever of contempt: proportioned to the enormity of
was passing In these places.
the offenceis the indignation of all well-disBeing thus as it were the dwelling-places posed spectators, the magnitude of the punof God, these places became to the members ishment which they are content to see inflicted
of the association objects of particular awe on the score of It, and the alacrity Withwhich
and reverence, of a mixture of respect and they are ready to concur in promoting the interror-they
became, in one word, holy; fhction of such punishment.
whereupon, by an easy and insensible transiHow much more intense that indignation,
tion, this mixture of respect and terror came should any such indignity be offered to that
to extend Itself to, upon, and to the benefitof, holy character, should her servants or evenher
the class of persons In whose hands was re- ordmances be VIOlated. Flowing, from the
posed the management of whatsoever was done maternity of this holy, this sa nctified, this sacred
in these holy places: holyfunctions made holy character-to all these epithets the same veplaces, holy places and holy functions made nerated import belongs, they deserve the same
holy persons.
respect: how convenientand useful the result!
On the score of beauty, admiration; on the
When an edifice of the holy class has been
score of kindness and tenderness, love ; on the erected and duly consecrated, propornoned to
score of fitnessfor domestic management and the holiness, the sanctity, the sacredness bernie, respect: these affections are in use to stowed upon it in and by its consecration, i8
find their joint object In the character or re- the enormity of any offence by which it has
Iatron designated by the word mother. Ad- been profaned and its sanctity violated.
miration, love, and respect, on the one part;
When, again, an edificeof the holy classhas
all these are on the other part so many instru- been erected and duly consecrated, the more
ments ofgovernance. The servants of the sub- sumptuous,the moremagnificent,the more}ofty,
ject many had their assembliesfor acting in the more admirable, the more venerable the
such their capacity, and securingto themselves structure, the greater the calamity,the widerthe
the faculty of contmuing so to do. Of these ruin, the moreintense the shock arising fromits
assemblies, the members were some young, being subverted, the more intolerable the apsome middle-aged, some elderly men. Upon prehensionofthe danger of its being subverted,
contemplating themselves altogether in the the more intense and implacable the indignamirror of rhetoric, it was found that of all tion excited towards and pointed against all
these males put together was composed one persons regarded or considered as capable of
beautiful female, the worthy object of the bemg the authors OJ" promoters of so shocking
associated affections of admiration, love, and a catastrophe.
respect-the Holy Mother Chnrch.
Already has been seen the advantage deBesides this, this holy female was seen to rivable and derived by and to the rulers of
pos&e98 a still greater quantity of holiness,than the Church, themselvesbeing that Church, by
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the creation of a Church capable of being vioIated,
Here may now be seen the advantage producible and produced by and to the same
rulers of the Church from the creation of a
Church, themselves bemg that Church, capable
of being subverted.
By any unholy person is this holy will in
any particular opposed, or threatened to be
opposed,-tlmt
same sacnlegious, unholy,profane, unbehevmg infidel, nnscreant, reprobate
person is already a violater, and, in intention,
8. subverter of the Church, worthy of all indignation, all horror, all punishment, all vengeance, which it IS In the power of any dutiful
and worthy son of the Church to contribute to
pour down upon his devoted head.
In the above example may be seen an instance of that impracticabihty which is liable
to have place,-the
impraoticabihty of exhibitmg a deflmtion of the term m question,
where the import of the term IS such, that,
antecedently to any such operation, a divisiou
of the contents of such its Import requires to
be made, Its imports being 111 such sort compound and diverse, that no one exposition,
which shall at the same tune be complete and
correct, can be grven of It.
In the particular mstance here in question,
although before any correct definition could
be gIven, it was necessary that an apt division
should be made, yet, when once such division
has been made, the need of any ulterior exposition in the shape of a deflrution may, perhaps, be seen or supposed to be, pretty effectually superseded; other instances might, perhaps, be found in which such ulterior exposition
might still be requisite.
Beard.-Do you mean the beard of a man?
Beard !-<10 you mean the beard of a plant?
-for example, barley or wheat I By these
questions dt~ision is already made: and then
for the instruction of anyone to whom (he
being acquainted WIth other sorts of wheat)
it had not happened to him to have heard of
the sort called bearded ulceat, some sort of an
-uposition, III the shape of a definition, might,
be necessary.
In the above instance the imports, how
widely and materially soever different, might,
however, be seen to be connected WIth each
other by a. principle or cham of association.
But the more important, especially m respect
of practical purposes, the difference is, as also,
the more liable the several senses are to be
mistaken for each other, and that which, in
one sense, IS not true, however in another
sense it may be true, to be nnderstood In the
sense in which it is not true, the more material is it that whatsoever distinction has place
should be brought to light, and held up to
view.
In all ma.tters relative to the Church in so
far as concerns the interests of the members
of the Church, the good of the Church ought
to be the object pursued in preference to any
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other. By each of two persons this proposition may, with perfect sincerity, have been
subscribed.
But according as to the word
Church, the one or other of two very different,
and in respect of practical consequences, opposite Imports, has been annexed, their conduct may, on every occasion, be With perfect
consistency exactly opposite ; one meanmg by
the word church the subjeet many,-the
other,
by the same word, the ruiinq feu:
At the same time, the number of pronounceable changes of which the letters of the alphabet are susceptible, being, how ample soever,
not altogether unhmited, mstances cannot but
have place III which, to one and the same word,
divers imports, altogether uninterconuected
by any such hond of association may have happened to be attached.
Many, however, are the instances in which,
of two or more In appearance, widely different
imports, the connexion, though real, may not
be generally perceptible.
In French, by one and the same word,
t£orms and 1)erses are designated.
Between
two objects so widely dissnmlar in any mind
would there have existed any prmciple of connexion L-possibly not; III this instance possibly no such connexion has had place; but
neither IS the contrary impossible. The French
rers is from the Latin rersus, a verse ; but, in
Latm, 'rennes IS the name of a worm; in the
same language rerto is, to turn: and, who can
say but that of 1),;rsus and tenuee, this verb
eerto, may have been the common root. "Tread
upon a worm and It WIll turn," bays an English proverb; and, in the construction of verses,
how much of turning the stock of words of
which the language IS composed requires, IS
no secret to any person by whom a copy of
verses has ever been made or read.
SEcnON

X.

Modes of Erposuio» employed by the
.Artstoteli'<1Is.

In the preceding sections we have seen what
the species of discourse, called an exposition,
is, and of what modifications it is suscepnble,
Of some of these no conception appears to have
been entertained by the Aristotehans,
Others,
it WIll now be seen, have been noticed by
them, and stand comprised under the head of
defi'lttio, definition.
Of these modes, by far the most important
is the one, styled in the language of ancient
Logic, definitio per genus et differentuun:
It consists III an indication given of a cerlain class of objects, to which the object in
question is declared to belong, that class bemg
I designated by a denomination styled a generic
'name.
But the ease being such that the object In quesnon is not the only object which
belongs to that class, some mark IS, at the
same time, attached as indicative of rome
property which is possessed by the object In
question, and not possessed b)- aDY other in-
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dividual, or sub-class of objects included in
that same class ....
Here, then, it may be seen already to what
a degree the ancient Logtca--for these 2000
years the only Logic,-has
in this by far the
most useful track of It, the tactic branch, been
all this while deficient.
Its defectiveness of
arrangement forms a sort of counterpart to its
defectiveness in respect of argument, as exemplified in its list of Fallacies.f
To objects in general the system of division
has never yet been applied, though, towards
exhibiting
the indefimte chain of divislons,
one other advance, it IS true, had been made
by the ancient Logic.
This advance consists
in the use of the term genus generali..simum.
By this term intimation, how obscure soever,
was given of these lmks-=of the three highest
links in this chain.
By the term genus generalissimum was designated the first class; by
the genus which was not the genus generalissimUllt, but of narrower extent, and comprised
within it, the next class ;and, by the term species,
a class which was to the genns what the genus
was to the geuus generalissimum-a
hi-sub-class.
Assigmng the appropriate genus bemg one
of the two operations included in the Idea of
a definition, according to this exclusively common acceptation of the word, the consequence
was, that whatsoever names were of such sort
that no genus, m the import of which the
classes respectively
indicated by them were
contained, were afforded by the language m
use, of the words so circumstanced
no such
exposition a s a definition, properly so called,
could be furnished.
Susceptible of receiving a definition in this
usual, and, indeed, only sense of the word
definition, a term cannot be, unless It belong to
and form a step In some assignable scale of
aggregates, related to each other in the way
of logical subalternation.
This word definition has, in many cases,
been nsed as the collective desrgnanon for all
modes of exposition.
Sanderson does not,
however, appear to have fallen into this error,
he always using definitio alone as the name of
the genus and d~tinitio per genus et differentiam, as the name of the particular
species.
In the foregoing chapter hIS example in this
respect ha 5 not heel! followed, both 011 acconnt
of the difficulty there would be in findmg a
more appropriate single-worded denomination
for the species, and, on account of the more
expressive nature of the word exposition as the
name of the genus.
The Bishop has certainly not sncceeded so

* Here, by the by, we have two sub-classes,
formed by the div lSIOnof anyone class; of the one
class III question, whatever It be. But as this class
is divisible mto two classes, say, sub-classes ; so
may each of these sub-classes be divided each into
two bl-sub-classes.c-each bi-sub-class into tri-subclasses, and so on without end.
t See Book of Fallacies, Introduction, section Z,
vol. ii. p. 379.

well in the very first exposition he had occasion to give. In his chapter on the subject of
the very word definition,:::-Definitio,he
says,
est dejinitt explicatio. And what, we ma.y ask,
is explicatio ? The answer might, with equal
clearness, be Explicatio est explicati dejinitio.
The words employed are synonymous;
and
the one as easy to be understood as the other.
Not one of the rules of exposition laid down
in the next page are followed in this case ; in
fact, no new idea IS at all conveyed.
If any
tolerably correct conception can be formed of
what he meant by dejinitio, it must be gathered up from the subsequent enumeration of its
species, and not from tlus exposition.
His first division of the subject nearly coincides With its division into the exposition of
words alone, and of objects connected with
words; but he falls into an error by givmg to
the results of this division the designations of
definitio nominis and dejinitio rei; every exposition being the exposition of a name, the
difference consistmg in this,-that
in one case
we consider the name alone, in the other, the
object in conjunction With that name, Without
which we cannot speak, nor perhaps think, of
any fictitious entity, or of any real one, which
is not present to our perception.
No mention is made of exposition by representation,-the
only mode that can be employed where the parties in question have no
common language.
The division of definitio nominis would appear to comprehend the modes of translation and
etymoloqization, whilst dr/initw rei may have
been intended to mark the distmction made
above into necessary and subsidiary modes of
exposition;
by the first, such properties only
being exhibited as are necessary for exact exposition; by the latter, other properties being
presented to view for the purpose of facihtating comprehension. Exposition by paraphrasis,
for want of a due conception of its nature, is
put into the latter class ; the genera generahssima, and those fictitious entitles to which
that mode applies, being designated as thmgs
not susceptible of a perfect exposition.
or
definition they certainly are not susceptible;
but the exposition of them by paraphrasia may
be quite as perfectly applied as definition to
real entrties.
Of modes of description, the enumeration, or
rather exemplification, is very imperfect.
The
first and last examples are alone applicable.
Frui est uti cum 'tOluptate, is a definition; Sol
en mundi oculus, belongs to archetypation;
Friaus est absentia calorie, is mere translation.
The four canones definitionis correspond with
the four properties desirable in discourse :1. Definitio ",erois propriis, perspicuis, Ilsitatis,
et abomn' ambi'lliitateliberis,cxprimat!lT,
refers
to clearness of exprcssion ; Nihil contineat
:;: Book i. c'iap. 17. De DeJi.llIiume. [Sanderson says, " Definitio est Detimti (s!Ve 110"""M siV//
ret) expheallO.-Ed.]
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IUperflui, to conciseness;
Nihil <tait, to completeness;
Sit ~uata
dejinitio, to correctness. How far the author has himself followed
these rules, has already appeared in an instance derived from this chapter.
The modus in'l'estigandi rerum dqinitiones,
detailed in the fifth paragraph, are sources of
classification, and belong to that head.
His
division of Definitio, hb, iii., cap. 16., refers
also to that subject.

CHAPTER

which it may serve to give of the psychical,
which has been deduced from it.
It is by arrangement in a line of subalternation in this mode, and no other, that the
operation of division, understand of psychical
division, can be performed.
In the character
of a diridend, a name consntuting a receptacle
of a comparatively larger content, is assumed.
Its contents, the articles contained in It, are
lodged m two or more other receptacles, 50
constituted, in respect of extent, as to contain
all of them together the exact amount of the
contents of the dimdend or greater receptacle;
the aggregate con tamed m the greater receptacle bemg considered as divided, the component articles or units vf the aggregate mass
are considered as distributed among the compartments WhICh, by such division, have been
created.

VIII.

OF DIVISION.
SECTION

1.

Of tJu different Modes of Di1:<Sion.
Division is either systematical
or unsystematical."
Systematical
division IS the indication of the species, without the assignment
of their reciprocal differentia!.
DIVIsion may be complete or incomplete.
The following is an example of complete and
exhaustive
division r=- Vitale est vel sensitivum, i. e. animal, vel non sensitivum,
i. e.
planta ; sensinvum est vel rationale, i.e. homo,
vel Irrationale, i. e. brutum.
Strict division is bipartite;
loose division is
multipartite.
Division imports separation;
the separation
has not been performed if the parcels are not
distinct.
They are not distmct If any object
which IS included in the one is included m the
other.
Physiool and Psychical-under
one or other
of these two epithets may every possible mode
of division be comprised;
physical, where the
snbject matter to be divided-say
the diridelld
-IS a physical body or aggregate;
psychical,
where it is a psychical, or sayan ideal aggregate, viz., any aggregate of objects individually
assignable or unassignable, for the designation
of which a common name, or say appellation,
has been provided.
Of these modes, the first-the
physical-is
the only original and proper mode.
It IS the
archetype of the other.
The ideal aggregate
is feigned to be-is considered as being a body,
a mass of matter; any number of lesser aggregates into which, they being contained in it,
it is considered as being capable of being resolved, are considered as so many parts into
which it is considered as capable of being divided.
Of these two modes, the psychical is the
only one that belongs to the present design;
the ouly one employed m the exercise of the
art of logic. In an institute of that art, the
physical would not have had any title to a
place, had it not been for the light which it
may serve to throw upon, the explananon

* Consolidation is the converse of Division.
Division is per ~m.
Definition per ast:en$ltllt;
Synonymatlon per teqUUII!.
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II.

Of bipartite, dichotomous, or perfect Di'Cision.t
Be the subject of discourse, and the purpose
for which the subject is taken m hand, what
the)' rna)" correctness, and, with reference to the
end, completeness,-these
are the two qualrties
which every man, m proportion as it IS his desire that the expression given to his thoughts
should be at once true and useful, would be
desirous should be found to appertain to It.
For correctness at large, not much mstruction can be giveu, WIthout special reference all
along made to the particular nature of the
subject, and the purpose in view, i. e. the portion of the field of thought and action operated
upon.
But, be the purpose and the subject
what they may, correctness will, m a considerable degree, depend upon clearness;
correctness of conception, on the one part, upon
, clearness of expression on the other; and, in
so far, some instruction on the subject of correctness has already been endeavoured to be
administered.
But a case may be brought to view, nor
that a narrow one, in which correctness altogether depends upon completeness ; insomuch,
that if the discourse be incomplete, it is certam, to the exact amount of the degree of incompleteness, to be likewise incorrect.
Such,
it is evident, is the case, in so far as it has
happened to a man to undertake, whether for
hIS own sake, or for the sake of others, that
his view of the subject, and accordingly the
expression which he gives as the result of that
view, shall prove complete.
Towards the accomplishment of an object at
once so desirable, and at the same time so
much above the reach of human power, logic
may perhaps be seen to afford a sort of instrument or engine of greater power than might
readily have been imagined.
This engine is
the exhaustive mode of division.

I

t &>e farther on this subJect, Appen~ix l3.; and
supra, p. IOQ, ei seq.

LOGIC.
To answer its intention in the completest
manner, an analysisor divisionmust always be
throughout dichotomous; "the condividents,"
says the logicalcompend,"ought to be distinct
and OPPOSIte.""
Every division is a distribution of individuals :-an assignment of distinct names, simple
or compound, univocal or multivocal, under
which, as if in ideal compartments, these
Individuals may be found. These compartments were marked out m the mind of hrm
who distinguished them, marked out by certam properties or qualities in such sort, that
an individual possessing such a property, was
deemed to belong to such a compartment. an
individual possessingsuch another property, to
such another compartment.
For the purposes of discourse,these respective groups of mdividuals are distinguished
by certain names corresponding to these properties ;-one name denotmg that the individuals it is applied to, the individuals comprisable within the compartment it denominates. possess all of them such a property, or
set of properties; another name that the individuals it is applied to possessanother property, or set of properties.
Now the use of different names is to distinguish different indivlduals.c=todistinguishthe
individuals possessmg one property, or set of
properties, from the individuals possessinganother property, or set of properties ;-in so
much,that If onany occasiona man WIshto be
understood to say of anyone individual, or set
of individuals,what he WIshesnot to be understoodto say of another, he may have the means
of making lumself understood accordmgly.
Conceive,then, a group ofindividualswhich
are known apart. and distmguishedfromother
individuals by a certain name. Of a part of
this whole number of individuals, is it wished
to say something which it is not wished to say
of the remaimng part; in what way, then, IS
this to be done! There is but one way, that
is, by dividing in imagination the whole set,
into a certain number of lesser sets,-in the
present instance Into two; in other words, by
distributing the whole assemblage of individuals into two compartments, in one of which
shall be contamed all the mdividualsto which
it is wished to apply the proposition; in the
other,all those to wluch itis notwl~hedto apply
it.-And these compartments that they may
be known wherever there is occasionto bring
them to view,must be characterized each by a
peculiar name.
A division,to answer this purpose, must be
exhaustive, must comprise the whole of the
subject.
Can the parcel to be divided A: instead of
dividing it into two parcels only, such as B
and C, divide it at once into three parcels, B,
C, and D. Is this division as satisfactory as
it might be! No; it will probably be per.. Sanderson,lib. i. cap.xviii.

ceived tha.t it is not, though the reason may
not be immediately perceived: what then is
the reason1 It is as follows:-It exhibrts all
the discongruenciesof the three parts or members, but it does not exhibit all their congruencies. Let them be properly distributed and
named, that is, so distributed and named, that
to no article to which one of the names is applied, could either of the other two names be
applied; then, no A that is a B, is either a C
or aD; no A that is a C is either a B or a.
D; and no A that is a D, is either a B or a.
C. The discongruonciesbetween these several
sets are sufficientlyexpressedv--expressedby
the circumstance of their being condivident
membersof the whole in question, accordingto
a plan of partition which is announcedto be an
exhaustive one; but on the other hand, there
IS a congruency between them which is not
expressed.-Every A which is a B. agrees
with a C, in this that is not a D.-Every A
which ISa C, agrees With a D in this that it
is not a B.-And every A which is a D, agrees
'with a B in this, that It ISnot a C.
It is plain, therefore, that A. instead, of
bemg divuled into three parcels, B, C, and D,
might always, in the first instance, be divided
mto two, only Band C; for ofthe three parcels,
any two may be consolidatedinto one, having
this property in common. that no A that belongs to either of them, belongs to a third.
And this plan of division is the moreSimple
of the two: first step,- Every A is either a B
or a C ; second step,-Every B is either a D
or an E. In the first step, the attention gets
repose: it has but two compartments to examine, in order to see that every A belongs to
one or the other of them-s-wlnchis shown by
the circumstance of their having for names
the name A, with an epithet, and that no A
that belongs to the one, belongs to the other.
In the case of an aggregate of the physical
kind, the greatest number of integral parts
into which It IS capable of being divided, is
always a determinate number: in a bushel of
apples, contammg 400 apples,-400 is that
number; in a bushel of wheat, containing
400,000 grains of wheat,-400,000 is that
number: In a garden containing every snecies
of plants, suppose 6:;,536to be the number of
each different species,-65,536 is that number.
These 65,5:{6plants, each of them of a apecies distingurshable from every other species;
suppose It required so to divide into suberdinate and lesser aggregates, the universal
or all-comprehensive aggregate, of which,
by the supposition, the word plant is the
name i-to divide it in such sort, that by a
series of successivedivisions,from the deseriptions given of the products of these several
divisions,it should be made to appear in what
points each of these 65,536 plants coincided
with and in what points it disagreed with the
description given of every other; the following is the only modeofproceedingby whichthe
object can beaccomp!ished:-Divide the whole
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aggregate into two equal parts, or say, divisions; divide each of these divisrons into
others, which call divisions of the second order,
--calling
the two first-mentioned
divisions,
divisions of the jir.t order; each of these divislons, dividing always by two, divide into
divisions of the third order,-the
total number
of di visions eight: and goon, dividmg always by
two, until the whole number of the component
a.ggregates, thus formed, comes to be 65,536,
the assumed number of different species of
plants.
This mode of drvision IS termed from
the Greek, dichotomous; from the Latin, bifurcate,-two-forked.
*
This mode of division is subservient to the
obtaimng of the properties of clearness and
correctness, in respect of the conceptions formed
and entertained of the subject matter of consideratron.
Assured, and altogether incontrovertible,
is
its all-comprehensive, or say exhaustive, property,-it
has place at the very first step, or
stage of division,-it
has place at every other,
be they ever so numerous.
At every step, one article of information it
affords &8 equally incontesnble ;-It shows a
point of agreement and a point of difference
between the two results which It brings to
vlew,-pomt
of agreement, the properties belonging to the genus of which they are species,
-pomt
of difference, some property which the
one has, the other has not.
Still, however, of all the distinguishable
species contained in the highest genus, the
genus generahssrmum,
scarcely are there ally
hmits to the number of those which may still
remain unmcluded,
At the same time, still do
there, whatsoever
be the number, remain
means of reaching them by fresh divisions from
new sources.
This points to another resource for aiding
the mind III the performance of this task.
When, after a first drvision, the all-comprehensive process has proceeded on in a course
of subdivision, till It have picked up as many
of the objects belongiug to the source as are
found capable of being designated by it, If any
remain unarrested and unsorted, look out for a
fresh source of division, and go on as far as
that will carry you.
If any still remain behind unenlisted, look
out for another source of drvisiou, and so on.
When in a number more or less considerable,
divers sources have thus beeu employed and
exhausted,
take in hand the sources themselves, apply to them the exhaustive mode of
analysis, their eventual points of agreement
and difference will, at any rate, be elicited;
and if the articles that require to be taken up
are not all of them enlisted, some fresh means
of enhstmeutmayperhaps
be brought to view.

* On this plan of division, between the number
of operations performed, and the number of included aggregates to which the ongin&l all-embrscmg
aggregate is reduced by those operations, there
e:ll1sta an establIshed MlO.
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Of the Aristotelian

III.
Rules of m",Won.

By the Aristotelians no division was recognised as legitimate, or at any rate as perfect,
unless it were exhaustive.
The object to be divided being termed the
di",idendum, the parts into which it IS drvided,
and which constitute the result of the operanon, the dividing, or eondivident members;follow, according
to Sanderson,
under the
name of canons of perfect dmsion, the following rules.+
I. Let the parts be such as that, by their
union, the whole shall be recomposed . .JIetnbra
absorbeani totum. diMsum.
2. The dividend is greater in extent than
anyone of Its members-c-it cannot but be equal
to all of them when put together,
.Di-rUum
est» [say rather est] laltUs slngulis suis membris, adcequ«tum u niuTsis.
3. Let the condivident members, in their
Import, be distmct from, and opposite to, each
other ;-in such sort, adds an explanation, that
they be not hable either in any point to be
eomcident, or to be confounded.
:AI ell/bra eondividentta sint contradistincta et opposita , Ita.
ut confundi nequeaut, vel comcidere.
4. The members which are produced by each
dIVISIon, let them be the nearest and Immediate members, aud let the number of them be
as small as may be. .Dtcisio fiat in membra
proxima et immedtata et (quam fieri commode
potest) pauctssima.
From the nearest result thus formed (contmues the text In the way of explanation) to
the more remote and minute poruons descend
by subdivisions.
A proximis porro ad remotiora
et mmutiora descendendum per subdmsiones.
The dichotomous mode of dIVISIon (it goes
on to say) IS that which has been most approved of, where it can conveniently be employed . Dichotomice (drcaotomies] sunt laudatiuimw, ubi commode haberi possuut,
Nor yet (contmues tlns explanation} ought
it to be everywhere hunted after, too supersntiously and anxiously pursued, as it IS by the
Ramaians.
Non tame» nilnlum S1tperstitiose et
an.rie ubique 'renondce, quod faciuni Ratncei.
An example, unfortunately
not a very unfrequent one, of the conjunction of self-sufficiency and emptiness, may be seen in the account of Dichotomy, as above delivered.
Of the existence 01'30 state of thmgs in which
dichotomy can be employed commodiously, intimation IS given, and in that state of things,
says the instructor,
dichotomies are most
praiseworthy
thmgs,
What IS that state of
things!
To any such quesnon not so much as
au)', the smallest endeavour and attempt, is
made to find an answer.
What renders the deficiency the more to be
regretted, is the danger which it seems there
is of dichotomies being too superstitiously and

t

Sanderson, !tb. i. cap. zviii.

De Dlt'isimae.
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anxrously hunted after, a danger which, in presented to the senses of any man, but at the
the practice of the sort of persons here called
same tune the properties by which the several
Rameeans, (meaning, it should seem, the fol- different men that have come under observalowers of a certain Peter Ramus,) had actually
tion, have differed from each other, have also,
been realized.
and at the same time, been presented to his
Upon the whole, however, of two proposisenses.
tions relative to the matter in question, viz.
The respective aggregates, composed of the
the dichotomical, or bifurcate mode of divi- several simple ideas presented by each of these
sion, intimation is hereby given, viz. 1, that
men respectively,
may be termed indirid'llal
there are certain cases in which this mode of a.f/f/regates; the aggregate composed of the
division has its use,-2,
that there are cases in several simple ideas, drawn alike from the
which,-forasmuch
as in those cases, it either
contemplation
of all these several men, and
has no use &t all, or none but what is out- fixed and designated
by the classical term
weighed by inconvemence,-the
practice of I man, may be termed a classical aggreqate.t
employing it may be considered as matter of
In the formation of the aggregate idea corabuse. Let us see whether some criterion may responding to the term man, in the formation
not be discernible whereby the one of these
of the classical psychical aggregate
termed
classes may be distiuguished from the other."
man, the attention has turned itself aside from
all the several simple ideas that have alike
SECTION IV.
been presented by the above-mentioned
indiRelation of Synthesis to An.zlys~.
vidual aggregates, turning itself at the same
time, and therefore confinmg itself, to such of
Psychical, or say logical, division supposes
those SImple ideas as have been presented by
the antecedent existence of psychical aggrega- every individual belonging to that class comtion. A bushel of apples, a bushel of wheat
prehended under that appellative ; and those to
cannot be divided until It has been collected.
which it has thus exclusively
turned Itself
Psychical division has no subject but the ideas
and confined itself, It may be said by so doing
commonly called general ideas. These general
to have abstracted, i. c. drawn off from the
ideas are all aggregate, or say abstract, ideas,
rest. It is thus that to the process or operation
formed by aggregation and abstraction out of by which, m this way, classical aggregates are
simple ones.
formed, the term abstraction
has been aoOf the aggregate thus formed, the extent is plied, and to tire classical aggregates
themdetermined and measured bv that of the nn- selves the term abstract ideas as well as qeport of the term, the appellation employed for neral ideas.
the expression of it.
These explanations premised, the time may
If of this extent the amplitude be, in a eer- have come forobservmg, that where, of the name
bin degree considerable,
the aggregate idea,
of a classical aggregate the extent is to a cerof which that appellative
is the SIgn, will tain degree considerable, it will scarcely have
hardly have been formed, but that, antecebeen formed but by repeated exercises of the
dently to its formation, some other aggregate
process of abstraction,
a certain cluster of
idea. or ideas, less ample m extent and in their
Ideas having been first abstracted,
or as It
whole, contained WIthin the one in question.
were, distilled from the cluster contained in
will also have been formed, formed, and by the several individual, i.e. physical aggregates;
their respective appellatives
designated
and
and from the product of this first distillatlon,
fixed.
others, drawn off to compose what may be
Thus, in a country in which human society
termed a classical aggregate
of the second
has, in the scale of civihsation, reached the stage from the bottom; from this product of
pastoral state, an appellative correspondent to the second distillation others agam drawn off
the word animal will scarcely Itave been formed
to compose an aggregate of the third stage
till after the two appellations corresponding
from the bottom, and so on.
respectively to the words man and sheep have
By certain terms, which, in the description
been formed and brought into use: by the of this process, have sometimes been employed,
observation of the properties which are pos- I (viz. synthesis and analysis,) it seems as if it
sessed by all men and not possessed by any had been taken for granted, that the two opesheep, the aggregate
idea expressed by the rations thus, denominated were each of them
word man will have been formed; by the ob- the exact counterpart
and converse of the
servation of those properties which are pos- other:
that the stages passed over in the one
sessed by all sheep and not possessed by any process and m the other would, everywhere,and
man, the aggregate
idea expressed
by the on all occasions, be exactly the same, eonseword sheep will have been formed.
quently the number of those stages likewise ;
In the instance of man, the properties which
and that whatsoever had by synthesis been put
are common to all men, can never have been
together, the putting of that asunder--ofall
that,

I

.. With these words the MS. of this section
ends, and the subject does not appear to have been
further pursued.-Ed.

t To this purpose classical is preferred to general ; class having no sueh determinate ratio &.8 genus
bears to speCIes.
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1.8 far &II they both went, and no more than
as were most exposed to observation had in
that,-was
the operation performed by analysis.
common with one another, and which was not
Wide indeed from the truth of the case observed or observable in vegetables, VIZ.the
would any such conception, however, be found.
habitual act of respiration,
that the common
Small has probably been the number of the name, expressive of the faculty corresponding
successive operations of the kind in questionto the exercising of that act, viz. animal, was
viz. abstractions,
by which,-eorrespondently
first formed.
Here then are four stages which
small the number of the stages in passing m have place alike in the ascending and the deor through which the idea of the most amply
scendmg hne.
extensive classical aggregate
of which the
But in the descendmg line, between the
mind is capable of formmg to itself an idea,
psychical aggregate
designated by the word
has in this way been formed.
Of this most animal, and the individuals from the observaextensive aggregate, termed by the logicians
non of which the existence was deduced of
of antiquity, the genus generalissimum, being,
that faculty from which the classical appellaor existence, or entity, IS the name.
Fire, or tive of that aggregate was deduced as above,
at the utmost, six, is the number of successive
there has been framed a whole nest of physical
distillations
by which this most sublimated
aggregates, one within another, in a long chain
and refined of all abstract ideas has, as ap- or series of intus-susceptwns or enclosures; and
pears, beeu formed.
FIve, or, at the utmost,
so in the case of 'tegetables another such senes;
six, has accordingly been the number of steps
and so in the case of minerals another such;
successively taken by the mind in Its ascent
each such box, with its companions, at the
towards tlus most exalted pinnacle:
five, or, same distance from the all-enclosing box, being
at the utmost, six, the number of stages at the result of a division which at that part had
which it has stopped.
Of these abstractions,
been made of the contents of that larger box,
these dIStillations, these steps, these stage-s, the withm the limits of which they had all of them
number corresponds to and is indicated by the been contained.
number of the rannflcations exhibited by the
Though at a few of the highest stages, the
famous Porphyrian Tree," and of these operasteps taken m the ascending lme, and the steps
tions and their results, indicanon has been taken in the descending line, are comcident,
given, and at the same time recordation made,
agreeing WIth one another in number,-in
the
by the names respectively
employed for the line of ascent, they were taken with the sevendesignation of the classical aggregates of dif- leagued boots of fairy land, assisted by the
ferent amphtudes which have been their re- WIngs of the genius Imagination;
in the lme
specnve products.
of descent, they were taken by Observation,
Far indeed from being thus hmited is the I retarded at every step by Reflection and Disnumber of aggregates of different orders ca- cemment, and in several tracks by Experipable of being formed by the decomposinon of ment.
that all-embracing aggregate.
Taken in their orginal acceptation, synthe.m
Divrsion the first all-comprehensive.-Divide
and analysis, the synthetic method and the
the aggregate of universal amplitude being or analytic, are packil'9 and unpacking;
the latsubstance into its two aggregates immediately
ter operation bemg the exact converse or reissuing from it, you have corporeal beiugs and verse and counterpart of the former: the road
incorporeal.
For corporeal bemgs, say, m one the same, the stages or stepping places the
word, bodies; as, on the other hand, for in- same, the direction alone different, and /kat
corporeal beings, in one word, spirits.
opposite.
Division the Second.-Divide
the aggregate,
But very difi'erent it has been seen from a.
corporeal beings, into its proximate component
course thus SImple in description, is the course
aggregates, licing and not li1'ing; for its proxitaken by the mind when occupied in working
mate component aggregates, you have those en- in the field of logical method.
dued with life and those not endued with life,
Instead, therefore, of the number of integral
to which latter description
belong mineral
parts contained in a logical aggregate being a.
bodies.
limited, in a word, a. gi'l'en, a detenninate, or,
Division the Tbird.-Divide
the aggregate
at any rate, a determinable number, as it :w~uld
corporeal beings endned with life, mto its be were it not for the powers-the
unlimited
proximate
component aggregates,
you have powers, of decomposition
and recomposition
such as are endued with animal life, with sen- possessed by thehuma.n mind,-ofthese
powers,
sation as well as life, say in one word animals;
one effect is to exclude 805 fruitless every posand such &II are not endued with sensation as sible a.ttempt a.t circumscribing
WIthin any
well &II life, say in one word vegetables.
limited extent the number of such parts into
It was from the observation and contempla- which a logical whole is capable of bemg
tion of individua.l animals, and from the obserdivided.
vation made of a quality which such of them
In the case of physical aggregates, it may be
done ; but not so in the case of logical ones.
• For an exemplification of the Porphyrian Tree, Take a bushel of apples: the number of integrant parts of that aggregate, each ..ppl~ conBee Table IV. of Chrestomathia, and the COrresPOIIstitutiDg one of those integra.nt part&, WIll be
dent notes, supra, p. II O.
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the number of apples that were put into the
bushel, neither more nor less.
Some years ago, the aggregate number of
all the species of plants then known was estimated at 40,000.
Suppose a garden, and in
it a specimen of every one of these 40,000 species; 40,000, neither more nor less, is, in this
case, the exact number of integrant parts into
which the aggregate here in question is capable of being divided.
But, upon this supposition, 40,000 is not equal to the number of
integrant parts called specie», into which the
logical aggregate,
designated
by the names
of plant and 'Degetable, is capable of being divided.
In this supposed case, for every species there
is one individual, and no more; for every individual, one species, and no more.
But as, WIthin the extent of one species, an
indefinite number of Individuals may be, and
habitually are, contained, so from anyone individual, much more from a greater number of
individuals, an unlimited number of species
may be deduced.
No new species, it is tme, can be formed,
except so far as in description it is capable of
being rendered different from every species
which had been described, before it had ever
been described.
But, in regard to any of the
observable species of natural bodies, taken as
they come out of the hands of Nature, this is
a condition, of the failure of which no reasonable probability seems to present itself. Take,
for instance, the 40,000 different species of
plants, that having, some years ago, been said
to be the number of those species already
known to be in existence.
Of these, there
exists not anyone
which has not some property, or aggregate of properties, which is not
to be found in any of the others, and which
constitute
that difference, or say differential
character,
whereby
it stands distingtnshed
from every other.
Of these differences, the
ideas were respectively formed in the mind by
the process of abstraction.
They were formed
from the observations made of some individual
plant or plants, which, at the time of observation, were respectively considered as belonging to those same species.
On this occasion,
in the formation of any such species, what was
done was, not to take for the character,
or
essence of the species, every mark whereby the
Individual in quesnon, the individual, or individuals, then and there observed, was seen to
differ from all individuals that had ever been
observed before, but only some one or other
small number of these marks.
For, in all the
different species of plants that have thus been
formed, take anyone whatsoever:
answerable
to the description, how ample and particular
soever of that one species, will be found individuals in a multitude
absolutely inexhaustible, no two of them so perfectly similar but
that, upon a simultaneous
comparison, differences, perceptible and describable differences,
between them might be found.

Hence it is, that the denomination given to
the operation by which the fictitious aggregates created by the joint powers of observation and imagination, or by the imagination
alone, is, abstraction.
Out of an indefinite
number of peculiar marks, by which the several really existing individuals
lying open
to observation are distinguishable,
the mind
fixes upon some one or other comparatively
small number, and leaving the others unnoticed, and in this way separating them from
these others, makes its own use of them, applies to the purpose in question the property.
or properties,
thus abaracted ; establishing
them in the character of so many marks, whereby the thus new-formed species, and as many
individuals as will ever come to be included
under it, i. e. be fonnd to exhibit marks of the
same description, are made to stand distinguished, as supposed, from all other species"
and individuals that are, ever have been, or
ever WIll be, in existence.
SECTIOli V.

Misapplication

of the Terms S.1fntJlesisand

.Analysis to Geometry and .Algcbr<l.
Expressing the difference between Geometry
and Algebra IS another of the purposes to which
the opposite terms Synthesis and Analysis,
with the methods respectively
denominated
from them, VIZ.the Synthetio method, and the
.Analytio method, have been employed.
But, between these two branches of science,
no such difference or distinction will be found
as that of which intimation is given, by that
pair of correspondent and opposite appellatives.

* Among natural philosophers, and more particularly among botanists, the word species has a
particular and naITOWimport, whereby it stands
distmguished from that of varlety; for the composition of a species, those marks or combinations of
matter alone are on thIS occasion taken and employed, of which it is suPfsed that on the part of all
individuals descende ,in the way of botanical descent, from an individual thus described, they will
for ever continue to have existence; those which
are regarded as being in the contrary case, being,
for distinction sake, termed varieties; in such sort
that by the term variet.'! is expressed an aggregate
subordinate to, and contamed within, some one
speCteS, o/which it IS a variety.
But of these attributions of everlasting immutability, in the one
case, and mutability on the other, there can never
be any ~ound stronger than conjecture; a conjecture which, though by experience fonnd to be so
far true as that the acting in conformity to the indication afforded by it, is found to be productive of
practical benefit, yet is every now and then found
to be erroneous,
Accordingly, it is with suitable
diffidence that the existence of the sort of distinotion in question is commonlyannonnced,-thatsuch
a collection of marks is indicative of a species, and
not of a varlet.'!; that such another of a mere mrie/y, and not of a species. Thus it is thai species,
in t'he botanical, or say phytologieal, sense, dllter:s
from a species in the logical. I8DSe.

METHODIZATlON.
In Geometry, qlUltJtity is never considered
but with relation to figure;
in Algebra. it
never is considered with relation to figure: of
the difference between these two branches of
Mathematics, this account is at once true, short,
and clear, and no other account that is in equal,
if in any degree at all endowed with these
qualities, will, it is believed, be found. *
In Algebra., as well as in Geometry,-in
Geometry as well as in Algebra,-that
which
is unknown, or supposed to be unknown, is inferred from its relatiou to that which is known,
or supposed to be known: in Algebra., unknown quantities, as expressed by letters, are
m&de known by means of the relation they
bear to known ones, as expressed by figures;
in Geometry, unknown quantities, as expressed
by figure, and supposed to exist as between
figure and figure, or parts of the same figure,
are made known by means of the relations they
bear to known quantities, as expressed by figure.
In Geometry, true it is, that objects are put
together ; quantities known and unknown are
put together;
whereupon, of such as are unknown, a description is given, and a conception conveyed by means of the relation they
bear to certain known ones.
Of Geometry this is true j nor is it less so
when applied to Algebra.
A quantity is mentioned to me, of which I
wish to know the amount, it bemg as yet unknown to me. By the amount, in this case, is
always meant the amouut in numbers j for, in
truth, the subject of Algebra. is number-numbers and nothing else. Suppose the number
in questiou six ;-in answer to my questiou,
What is the number! the number six is .u~t
mentioued by that name; but I am told It IS
that number which is as great again as number three or half as great exactly as number
, .
.
f th
twelve. .SImple as they are, either 0
ese
answe~ I~ already Algebra.
And It III thus tha:t~ by A~gebra, the known
and unknown quantities being put together, a.
description of such as are unknown is given,
and a. conception conveyed by means of the
relation they bear to certain known enes.
CHAPTER IX.
OF IIETHODIZA.TION,

OTHERWISE

ARRANGEMENT.
SECTION

Swbjuts

to I£Aick

it

t:::

TEJIlIED

I.

u applicable.

At the very first mention of the mental operation thus denominated, a distinction requires
• In algebra, quantity alone, mere quantity,
without regard to figure, is throughout the subject ;
in geometry, the subject of;fi.gvre-of that other sub~t
is mperadded; in iluxions, the idea of motion
18 introduced, in addition to those of quantity and
figure.
t Considered as names of action, methodization
IIIld anaugement may on moat occaaions be eonsi-
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to be brought to view, a distinction respectmg
the nature of the subjects or objects to which
it is applicable;
for, according as it is considered in its application to the one or the other,
of the two very different subjects or classes to
which it is applicable, for the most part altogether different and disparate, will be found
to be any rules from wluch the application of
it may be capable of receiving direction and
assistance.
On the one band, a group of subjects or objects of any kind, considered as distinct, separate, and detached from one another ; on the
other hand, the fictitious body entitled a discourse,-a
discourse of any kind, a literary
composition included,-considered
in respect
of the mutual relations of which its several
distinguiehable parts are susceptible.
Of the operation termed methodization, or
arrangement, the fictitIOUS object, the fictitious
receptacle, called method, is the fictitious result, or produce;
when a number of objects
are considered as methodized, they are said to
be pitt into a method.
Method, as applied to insulated objects; method as applied to discourse: by these two
denommanons may the distmction between the
two branches of method, resulting from the
consideration of the two great fields to which
dared and employed as interconvertibJe terms. But
if there be any difference, methodization is that
one of the two of which the field of applicability is
most extensi ...e. Compared with the word arrawgement, the word met/wdu:atum seems to have sequired more of an eulogisnc sense, and accordingly,
I in com~y with the Id<:&of a:rangem~nt, to C?n~ey the intimation that m the instance in question
~thas been well conducted, and that to the ~t
of
It the l~udatory II:dJunctgood n;&J: With propnety
be apphed; and, in so far as this IS the case, the
consequence is, that in any instance in which the
sentiment of approbation is not intended to be annexed to the disposition, what is considered as
having been, or bemg about to be made, the eulogtstlC term, methodization, would not be so suitahle
to the design as tbe more neutral term arrangemnd,
or the word disposition, where the nature of the
case admits of the employing a word, the import
of which is so much more ample, and consequently
so much more lax.
Considered as names expressive of the result of
this action or operation, the words order, method,
and taken in this additional sense, the word
arrangement, seem to want but httle if anything
of being interconvertible.
Order, however, seems,
as well as the word method. to have imbibed somewhat of an eulogistic tinge,-a tinge from which
in this sense, as well as the former, the word
arrangement appears to be, if not altogether free,
much more so than either of those two.
:::It will be observed tha.t many of the subject.
treated under the head of Methodization, are such
as logreal writers generally refer to the head of
Division. For treating under this, which is generally considered as belonging to the synthetic department, some operations which, by logicians in
general, had been viewed as purely &naJytic, the
author gives his reasons below, p. 265.-Ed.
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it is applicable, be, it is hoped, commodiously requires to be brought to view. Physical, in
brought to view.
so far as the articles to which this operation
The two species or modes of method thus is applied, are so many portions of matter:
constituted, may be compared with, and ob- psychical, in so far as they are so many ideas,
served to bear some analogy to, the principle creatures of the mind, of the immaterial part
of the fundamental division applied of old to of the human frame.
the field of quantity, VIZ.that which correPsychical entities, i. e. ideas, not being
spends to the distinction for the expression of capable of being communicated or so much as
which the tenus discrete and continuous were fixed and rendered determinate, otherwise
employed: by discrete-quantity,
number, or than by means of the words employed to serve
rather numbers being designated: by continu- as signs of them; hence, in so far as psychical
ous quantity, that which, by the juxtaposition methodization is in question, words will be
of its ultimate parts, presents the idea ex- the instruments by which whatsoever is done
pressed by the words form, figure, configura- will all along be considered and spoken of as
tion, conformation or shape.
done.
For illustration and explanation, take a
In so far as in any number whatsoever, any
discourse having for its field any portion of objects whatsoever are put together in a parthe field of Natural History.
In this parti- I ticular manner, by design directed to a particular field will be comprised a portion, more eular end, the operation termed methodization
or less considerable, of the whole number of er arranqcment may be considered as performdistinct and distmguishable subjects belonging ed, and the objects so dealt with are said to
to that general field. To the aggregate of be arranqed or methodized.
these subjects, the species, and that the only
Disposition by means of succession, or priospecies of method or methodization applicable, rity and posterrorityc=disposiuou,
tcithout rewill be that, to the designation of which, as gard to succession, or priority and posteriority,
above, the compound denomination, method, I-under one or other, or both of these denoas applied to insulated objects, or, more short- minanons, will every possible mode of metholy, to objects, has been appropriated. But of dization be found comprehendible.
any discoursewhich has taken for its field any
And with equal propriety It will be found
portion of the field thus brought to view, any applicable to arrangement in the physical and
part in and by which the art of method ISap- in the psychical sense.
phed to these same objects, Will have consnPriority and posteriority are relations that
tnted but one part, how large soever in apply alike to place and time.
comparison with the whole; and while, for
On this occasion,of the two Predicaments,
the guidance of the mind m the disposiuon to ! place is the one of which the conception is
be made of these same objects, one set of rules; commonlythe most simple. Why! Al1$7Cer.
and observationswill be adapted, another and Because, where it IS,in respect of place, that
a very different set of rules and observations a number of objects are to be arranged, they
will be found requisite for its guidance in the may be all of them designated at the same
task of putting together the ideal fabric, time in such sort as to be present to the view
termed a. discourse.
of thc individual in question at the same time.
Whereas, if they are to be arranged with reference to time, withont being arranged with
SECl'ION II.
reference to place, they cannot be brought to
M akrxlization as applied to OijectB-its TfCO the view of the same mdividual at the same
Principles
or :blodes: Principle of sueces- time.
,i~ Ez/libition-Principle
of connected .AgAudible signs are the only signs by means
gregation.
of which objects are capable of being arranged
Applied to subjects or objects, methrxlization
according to priority and posteriority in reis an operation which, in so far as it has any spect of time, otherwise than by means of'
determinate and useful Import attached to reference to priority and posteriority in respect
this its name, bears an indispensable, though of place. By 'lJisible signs, priority and postenot a very prominent, nor, in general, suffi- riority in respect of time is no otherwise
ciently apparent, relation to the particular designated than by priority and posteriority
end or purpose to which it is or ought to be in respect of place. By tangible signs they
regarded as subservient. Methodization sup- may be designated in either of these wayS.
poses a multitude of articles on which, in the To tangible signs the organs may be applied
quality of subjects, it has to operate; and, in successivelyor all at once; but, if all at once,
so far as it is apt and useful, it is effected by the number to be distinguished must not be
making such a disposition of them as promises large.
to render them, as far as depends upon itself,
Methodized by means of priority and postesubservient to that purpose.
riority, objects must be disposed in such manPhysical and prycltiool, as in the instance of ner as to exhibit altogether some conspicuous
10 many others, so in the instance of the pre- and familiar figure.
sent subject, this presents itself as the first
Of all figures the most familiar is a right
distinction which the nature of the subject line. Objects disposed in such JI1IIoU,Del as to
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exhibit a right line are B&idto be disposed in
In this list, methodization is but one article
a f'0U'.
in a multitude.
But, in comparison with &II
In that C&Se, if the position of the row be these its associatea, such is its importance,
vertical, the article to which priority is as- that they are all of them but, as it were, so
cribed will be that one which stands highest;
many instruments in its hands.
if horizontal, that one which is nearest to
Noone is there to which the art of Logie is
the position from which it IS designed to be not, in some way or other, capable of dording
viewed.
direction and assistance.
But neither is there
Methodized
otherwise than by means of anyone of them to which the art of conducting
priority and posteriority,
objects may be said tlus same operation, termed arrangement or
to be methodized by aggregation, by simple metkodization, is not in like manner capable or
and promiscuous aggregation, by enclosure,affording direction and assistance.
by being shut up altogether, as it were, ill a
If, in the style of Poetry and Rhetoric,
box.
Logic were to be termed a queen, methodiza.To physiMl and psychical methodization
tion, method, might be termed her prime-mithis distinction is alike applicable.
nister.
Fifty guineas disposed in a row are methoMethod is not the same thing as in1Jention;
dized by means of succession; enclosed altofor, from method, invention, it will be seen, a.s
gether in a rouleau-a
sort of extempore paperwell as the other operations and their eorrebox-they
are methodized by aggregation and spondent faculties, is capable of receiving
enclosure, or inclusion.
direcnon and assistance ; and a thing cannot
Where the number is thus great, the supe- be said to be an assistant to itself;
rior convenience of the principle of aggregation
But method is itself the product of invenand enclosure, as compared with the principle
tion ;-one of the most difficult works that it
of succession, has been experienced
by the was ever employed in the execution of.
gamesters whose invention it was; and of tlns
In the invesngation
of the uses capable of
convenience the existence is evidenced by being made of this operation, (or, fignratively
their practice.
DIsplayed in a row, such a speaking, of this instrument,) for clearness of
number would have required time and labour
conception, it will be proper to be careful not
for the countmg of It, and more for the re- to confound this operation with the a.ggrega.te
union, re-collection, and re-display, of it. Dis- of the operations of which Logic is capa.ble of
posed in a rouleau, an aggregate, in the instance
taking the direction;
nor, as some appear to
of which the number of its elementary parts
have done, with the art of literary comporiis known, no counting, no collecnon, no re-distion, to whatsoever subject applied.t
Co-acerplay, 18 necessary.
vauon and successive exhibrtionv=these
and
In the psychical mode ofmethodization,
ar- these alone are, strictly and properly speakrangement
of the names of the objects in a I ing, the two branches of the art of methodiza.determinate
figure, such as a lme vertical or ' non,
horizontal, is arrangement
on the principle of
Whatsoever assistance a different and dishneal successron ; arrangement of them under
tingnishable operation may be capable of rea common denomination,
is arrangement
on ceiving from methodization, It is not to methe principle of aggre.Jation and enclosure. The thodizanon alone that the work performed by
name, the common denomination, is, as it were,
means of that other operation can, WIth prothe box, the rou/eall, in which they are en- priety, be referred.
closed, and by wluch they are kept together.
Great, for example, is the assistance which,
from this source, invention has already drawn,
=-strll greater, perhaps, the assistance which
• SECTION III.
it may yet be capable of deriving.
Yet, It is
Metkoaization-its
Uees=Pvrposes
to tchich
not by methodizanou
alone that what has
it is A l,plicable.
been performed in the way of invention has
In the whole field of the art of Logic, so been performed.
To chance and to analogy
large is the portion occupied by the art of great, also, have been its debts: it has received
methodization.s--so
large, and, at the same
much favour and assistance from this or that
time, so difficult to confine WIthin any certain
single and insulated analogy presented in some
determinate
limits, that the task of showing
happy moment, by the hand of ehance.
what it IS that the art of method can do, is
Functions applicable to any other branch of
scarcely distinguishable from the task of show- art and science.- In relation to art and science
ing what the art of Logic can itself do in all without distinction, uaching, IMNling, and inaproring--in
relation to art, practuing.
its totality.
In relation to the exercise of these functions,
Of the several distinguishable mental opemethod will, in every branch of art and science
ratIOns to which it belongs to the art of Logic
to give direction and assistance, a hst, supposed to be a complete one, has already been
t See Sanderson's rules of method. [These will
brought to vIew.·
be found eritieised &t length in sect. xiii. For
methodisation, in relation to li$erary compositio~
see sect. xi.]
.. See chap. ii, sect. 4.
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that are fIOt names of tAifl9', there are abnndantly more than of names that are.
By tAings, bodies are here meant, portions
of inanimate substance.
By this denomination, we are led te the distinction, the comprehensive
and instruotive
distinction, between real entities and jictitiou
entities; or rather, between their respective
names. Names of real entities are masses of
proper names,-names
of 80 many individual
masses of matter; of common names,-namel
respectively of all such individual masses of
ma.tter as are of such or such a particular description, which by these names is indicated,
or endeavoured to be indicated.
Words-viz.
words employed to serve &II
names--being
the only instruments by which,
in the absence of the thin,lIs, viz. the IUbstanou
themselves, the ideas of them can be presented
to the mind; hence, wheresoever a word is
seen, which, to appearance, is employed in the
character of a name, a natural and abundantly
extensive consequence is,-a
propensity and
disposition to suppose the existence, the real
existence, of a correspondent
object,--of
a
correspondent thmg.-of
the thing of which ii
is the name,-of
a thing to which it minIsters
SECTION IV.
in the character of a name.
Subjects of J-fethodization by DenominationYielded to without a sufficiently attentive
real Entitiu-fictiti01lS Entities. *
caution, this disposition is a frequent source of
temporary confusion and perOf methodization, in so far as performed by confusion.e-of
denomination, the subjects, the immediate sub- plexity; and not only 60, but even of permajects, are names, and nothing more.
Thmgs l nent error.
The class of objects here meant to be desigYes; but no otherwise than through the medium of their name s,
nated by the appellation of flflll/e. of flctrtious
It is only by means of names, viz. simple or entities, require to be distinguished from names
oompound, that things are susceptible of ar- of J;~blllo1t$ entmes ; for shortness, say;-fictirangement.
Understand
of arrangement
in tious require to be distinguished frOIDfabulous
entitles.
To render whatsoever is said of them
the psychical sense; in which sense, strictly
speaking, it is only the ideas of the things in correctly and hterally true, the ide111M'a narM
requires all along to be inserted, and the gramquestion that are the subjects of the arrangement, not the things themselves.
Of phY$lcal matical sentence composed and constructed in
consequence.
arrangement, the subjects are the things themFabulous entities are either fabulous perselves--the
animals, or the plants, or the minerals disposed in a museum; ofpsycltical, the sons or fabulous things.
Fabulous entities, whether persons or things,
Mllles, and, through the names, the ideas of
those several objects, viz. as disposed III a are supposed material objects, of which the
separate existence is capable of becoming a
systematic work on the subject of the corresubject of behef, and of which, accordingly,
spondent
branch of Natural
Philosophyon the subject of Zoology, Botany, or Mme- the same sort of picture is capable of being
ralogy.
drawn in and preserved in the mind, as of any
If of this operation (viz. methodization by really existent object. t
Of a fabulous object, whether person or
denomination)
things were the only subjects,
after names of persons, names there would be thing, the idea, i. e. the image delineated in
the mind by the name and accompanying denone, other than names of tllings; but of names
scription, may be just the same, whether a
.. This section is merely a fragment. The ori- corresponding object had or ha.d not been in
ginal MS. bears date ith, 8th, and 9th August, existence, whether the object were a historical
1814. Within a short time afterwards, a more or a fabulous one.
complete view of the subject, viz. the clasnficatron
Fictitious
entities, viz. the objects for the
of entities as real .and fictrtious, WIth the sub-divisions, seems to have opened on the author, and,
leaving this analysis unfimshed, he exhausted the
t Examples :-Gods of different dynasties,subject in a separate essay ca.Iled Ontology, and kings, such as Brute and Fergus,-animais,
such
printed in this volume, p. 195, et seq. The greater ..., dragons and Chlm&lr&8,-countries, such as E1
pa.rt of the MS. of Ontology bears date Septem- Dorado,-seas.
such as the Straita of Arrla.n,ber and October 1814.-Ed.
founta.ina, such as the fountain of Jouvence.
be found capable of affording useful direction
and eminent assistance.
Correctness and completeness in these intiIn&~ly connected, though still distInguishable,
qualities, will be found 80 many properties
desirable In relation to the view taken, or the
conception formed and retained, of the matter
of any branch, whatsoever it be, of science.
Towards conferring on the conception these
kindred qualities, be the science what it may,
methodization, taken as above, in the strictest
and narrowest sense of which the word is suseeptlble, will be found rendering indisputably
valuable assistance.
In relation to every other branch of art,
methodization considered in respect of its sueCUli'l!e-iooation branch, indicates, as the object
which, on the occasion of whatever is done or
contrived in the practice of it, should always
occupy the first place-the
characteristic
end
in view.
An object correspondent to the end in view
is constituted by the properties desirable on
the part of the sort of eork, whatsoever it be,
which the art in question has for its fruit.
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description of which, throughout
the whole
course of the present work, this appellative is
meant to be employed, are such, of which, in
• very ample proportion, the mention, and consequent fiction, requires to be introduced for
the purpose of discourse;
their names being
employed in the same manner as names of
snbstances are employed; hence the character
in which they present themselves is that of 80
many names of substances.
But these names
of fictitious entities do not, as do the abovementioned names of fabulous entities, raise up
in the mind any correspondent images.
Follows a sort of commenced catalogue of
these fictitious entities, of these names of
fictitious entities;
from which the common
nature, in which, as above, they all participate, will presently become perceptible.
Like
the names of real, and those of fabulous,
entities, all these words, it will be seen, are,
in the language of grammarians, noun-suMantiUl. .All these fictitious entities are, accordingly, so many fictitious
substances.
The
properties which, for the purposes of discourse,
are attributed to them, are so many properties of all substances.
That the properties belonging to substances,
to bodies in general, are attributed
to them,
-that
they are spoken of, as if possessed of
such properties, appears, from the prepositions
by which the import of their respective names
is put, in connexion with the import of the
other words of which the sentence, the grammatical sentence, is composed.
Physical and psychical.-Under
one or other
of these two denominatious
may all flcntious
entities be comprised.
Let us commence with physical:
I. Motion,-motions.-In
the physical world,
in the order of approach to real existence,
next to matter, comes motion. But motion itself is spoken of as if it were matter; and in
truth, because, in no other way,-such
is the
nature of language, and such is the nature of
things,-in
no other way could it have been
spoken of.
.A ball,-the
ball called the earth, is said to
be in motion.
By this word in, what IS it
that is signified!
Anmer.- What is siguified
is, that motion is a receptacle, i, e. a hollow
substance:
and that in this hollow substance,
the ball called the earth is lodged.
.A motion, or the motion we say of a body.
The body is one portion of matter, the motion
is another, which proceeds of, that is from that
substance.
Of names of motions, i.t. of names of species,
or modifications of motion,-vast,
not to say
infinite, is the number and variety.
Genm generaliuimutn,
is a term employed
by the logicians of old, to indicate the name of
anyone of those aggregates which is not contained in any other aggregate that hath as yet
received a name.
The idea. of motion necessarily supposes that
of a moving body,-a
body which is in mo-
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tion, or in which the motion is; necessarily
supposes, i. e. without the one idea, at any
rate, WIthout the one image, the other cannot
be entertained.
The idea of motion does not necessarily
suppose that of another body, or the idea of
the motion of another body, or the idea of another body, from which, or from the motion of
which, the motion in question proceeds, or did
proceed.
The planets, that they are in motion, is matter of observation,-whence
the
motion took its rise, is matter of inference, or
rather of vague conjecture.
On the earth's
surface, we see varIOUS bodies in the act of
deriving motion from various prtmum tnobila.
But the primum mobile, If any from WhICh the
earth itself derived the motion in which it is
at present, what can we so much as conjectnre
in relation to it ¥
Where a motion of any kind is considered
as haying place, it is consrdered either with
reference to some l'crson who is regarded as
the author of It, or without such reference.
In the latter of these cases, motion, and nothing else, is the word employed: ill the other
case, action or operation; and ill respect of it,
the author is termed agent or operator.
II. Quantity.-Next
to motion and motions,
come quantity and quantities.
Q,uanti ty is applicable in the first place to
matter, in the next place to motion.
Of and in are the preposinons In the company of which it is employed.
A quantIty of ink is in the ink-glass which
stands before me. Here ink, the real substance, is one substance; q!lantiJy, the fictitiom
substance, is another which is proceeding, or
has proceeded, from ink, the real one.
The ink which is in the ink-glass, exists
there in a certain quantity.
Here quantity is
a fictmous substancev--a fictitious receptacle,
and in this receptacle the ink, the real substance,
is spoken of as if it were lodged.
In this word quantit.'J, may be seen the name
of another genus ~elleralbsimum:
another aggregate than which there is no other more
capaCIOUS in the same nest of aggregates •
When quantity is considered, it may be considered either with or without regard to the
relation between part and whole; and if considered, in one or other of these ways it cannot
but be considered; the division is, therefore, an
exhaustive one .
When quantity is considered, or at least, attempted to be considered, without regard to
the relation between part and whole, it is
considered with reference to figure.
But if,
without regard to the relation between part
and whole, the idea of figure be indeed capable
of being entertained,
it is indeterminate
and
confused.
Q,uantity, according to the logieians of old,
is either continuous or discrete.
By continuous
quantity, they mean, quantity considered with
regard to figure, and without regard to the
relation between part and whole.
By diMret&
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quantity, they mean, quantity considered with
regard to the relation between part and whole,
and without regard to figure.
If the three branches of mathematical
diseipJine be separately considered,-contmuous
quantity is the subject of geometry; discrete
quantity, the subject of arithmetic and alqebra.
But it is only by arithmetic, that either in
relation to any proposition
appertaming
to
geometry, or in relation to any proposition in
algebra, any clear conception can be obtained.
Divide a circle into any number of parts, for
instance, those called degrees, clear and distmct Ideas are obtainable respecting the whole,
and those or any other parts into which it is
capable of being divided, or conceived to be
divided.
Refuse all such division, the best
idea you can obtain of a circle, will have neither determinate form nor use.
III. Qlta!ity.-quahty
IS applicable
to matter, to motion, and to quantity.
Of and in are the prepositions in the company of which it is employed.
qualities of bodies, or say, pornons of matter, animate or inanimate, are good and bad,
"Viz.with reference to man's use.
qualities
of motion. i. e. of motions, are
quick and slow, high and low, VIZ. with reference to any object taken as a standard, uninterrupted and interrupted,
&c.
qualities of quantities are great and little,
determinate
and indetermmate,
i. e. With reference to man's knowledge of them, or conception concerning them.
Qualities of quantities, are qualities either
of bodies, i. e. portions 01 matter, or of portions
of space, considered With reference to quantity
to the exclusion of every other quality.
Property IS, in one of the senses of the word,
synonymous, or nearly so, to quality.
As we speak of the qualit!! of a quantity, so
do we of the quantity of a quality.
When men speak of the quantity of a quality, instead of saying quantity of a quality,
they commonly say a degree,-in
a high degree, in a low degree,-instead
of high. we
say sometimes, in a great degree; instead of
low, in a small degree.
Degree, in French degre, is from the Latin
gradm, a step or stair; that which is said to
be in a hiqh degree, is considered as situated
npon the upper steps of a staircase.
Scale, in
French Echelle, is from the Latm Scala, a
ladder;
whether the word be staircase or ladder, the image is to the purpose here in question much the same.
IV. FOI."" or Figure.-No
mass of matter is
without form; no individual mass of matter
but has its boundary lines; and by the magnitude of those lines, and their position with reference to one another, the form, the figure of
the mass is constituted and determined.
But neither is any portion of space without
its form.
Form or figure," or say, to possess
.. Figure from ftngere, to fashion,

&l!

a potter

I

form, or figure is, therefore, a property or qu&o
lity of space as well as of matter; it is a property common to matter and space.
A mass of matter may have throughout for
its bounds or limits, either another mass, or
other masses, of matter, or a portion of space,
or in some parts matter, in others spau.
A portion of space cannot, in any part, have
for its bounds anything but matter.
A mass of matter is said to exist in a eertain form; to be of a certain form or figure; to
be changed frcnn one form into, or to, another.
V. Relation.In so far as any two objects
are regarded by the mmd at the same time,
the mind, for a greater or less length of time,
passing from the one to the other, by this
transmon, a fictitious entity termed Relation,
-a relanon, is considered as produced.
The one of these objects,-either
of these
objects is said to bear a relation to the other.
Between the two objects, a relation is said
to exist, or to have place.
The time during which the two objects are
regarded, or kept under consideration,
is, as
above, for shortness, spoken of as the same
tune.
It should seem, however, that, with
exactly the same degree of attention, objects
more than one cannot be regarded, considered,
examined, surveyed, at exactly the same instant, or smallest measurable portion of time;
but that. on the occasion, and for the purpose
of comparison, the mind is continually passing
and repassing from the one to the other, and
back again, i. e. vibrating, viz. after the manner of the pendulum of a clock.
This motion, VIZ. 1:"ibration, (the motion acquired by an elastic cylinder or prism, in which
the length is the prevalent dimension, on Its
bemg suddenly dragged, impelled, or drawn,
and let go in a direction other than that of its
length,) being the simplest of all recurrent
motions, is the sort of motion best SUited, or
rather is the only sort of motion in any degree
at all Suited to the purpose of comparison.
Hence it seems to be that, in speaking of (I
relation, any number of objects greater than
two, are not brought to v iew; for, on this
occasion, the preposition employed is always
betu-een, never amon.q. By the preposition betueen, the number of the objects in question is
restricted
to tvo ; restricted
universally and
uncontrovertibly.
Hence It is that, in methodical division, the
bifurcate mode IS the only one that is completeIy satisfactory.
SECTION V.
Of the relation between Genu (1M Speokl.

From methodization
does his clay.

on the principle

of ag-

It bas for it. conjugates, besides

fo/ura, jigulus, perhaps the English word.finger;
-tlie fingers being the parts of the humall fram ..
principally employed in fashioning, in giv'.ng Conn
to masses of matter,-to each its intended figure.
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species any interconrse
established
itselr,place between genus and species; the relation,
receive, and, at the same time, learn his name.
by means of which aggregates of different diHad Adam and Eve remained childless, the
mensions are lodged, WIth reference to one human species would never have received, at
another, in the order called subalternation
or least from human lips, a common name.
On
introsusception.
that suppositron, himself and Eve would have
It is from this order,-that
is, from the pracbeen all the human beings whom Adam could
tice of rangmg ideas in this order by means of have had need to speak of; for any common
correspondent
denomination,
that the logical
name, including these two, stil! less for a comoperations, called logical di-oision and logical
mon name, including other human beings in
definition, took their rise.
an indefinite number, could either of these, our
The order in which, by the Aristotelians,
first parents, have had any use.
the component elements of a system of subalIn the language of the modem Hebrews,
ternation are exhibited is the reverse of the and even in the language of the Hebrew Scriphistorical order in which they made their ap- tures, the same word which is employed to
pearance.
By these logicians an Immense
designate the earliest individual of the human
aggregate is held up to View, the most extenspecies, is employed to designate the species
sive of which they were capable of conveying
Iikewise.
A name employed constantly by
or framing a conception: that aggregate is re- Adam for designating lumself, to the exclusion
presented as divided, or divisible, into other
of Eve, could never have been employed, or
aggregates;
these again, each of them, into pitched upon, for designating
both of them
others, and so on, till at last comes the last together.
link 1D this sort of cham ;-a link consistmg
It was taking a wide step the forming in this
of an aggregate wluch, not havmg withm It wayan aggregate denominanon,
and WIth it
any other aggregates,
is composed wholly of an aggregate idea,m which the component iadiindividuals, which individuals must, If those
viduals were determinate.
It was another,and
spiritual
substances
arc excepted,
which,
still wider step, the formmg such a denominaon the occasion, are commonly mtroduced, of non of this sort, in which the component indivicourse, consist of portions of matter, bemg
duals were all, or any of them, indetermmate.
natural bodies, or parts or portions of such
Whether for an aggregate denommation the
bodies.
component individuals of which were deterThis order, according to which (the prinmmate, any effectual demand presented itself,
eiple of methodization
bemg, m this respect,
antecedently to a like demand for an aggrethe pnuciple of priority and posteriority)
the gate denomination, of which the component inobject of largest dimension, is that which predrvrduals were mdetermmate, would naturally
sents itself m the first mstance, is called the depend in good measure upon the number of
analytic order, or the order of analysis, anamdrviduals naturally susceptible of the same
lysis from a Greek word, which Signifies to denomination that happened,at
the same time,
melt or break down into a number of parts,
to come within the cognizance of the interloan object considered
in the character
of a cutors.
So long' as the number of hIS sheep
whole.
was small, Abel would have no need of findThe reverse of this is the order of priority,
mg for them an aggregate, a specific denomias chalked out by the hand of Nature.
Sense nation ;-the larger and larger It became, the
is the fountain from which all ideas take their
more and more urgent would be the demand
rise.
To sense no objects but individual ones for an all-comprehensive
name.
ever present themselves.
The names first m
Of an aggregate composed of determinate
use must, accordingly, have, all of them, been indrviduals, the Idea and denomination being
of the sort of names called proper names,thus once formed, it would not be long before
names invented and employed for the designathe same denomination would have been found
tion of individual objects.
capable of serving for the designation of an
From the invention of proper names to the i aggregate, composed of individuals, some, or
Invention of common names, must have been a ' all of which, were mdetermmate ;-between
very wide and ample step: long may the race individual and indrvidual the less wide to any
have continued before any instance of its be- practical
purpose were the difference, the
ing taken actually occurred.
sooner would the transition from the employAs often as any separation to the eye hapment of an aggregate denommation of the more
pened to take place, the first man, desiring the ebvious nature to an aggregate denomination
presence of the first woman, would have need of the less obvious nature be made.
to lift up his voice to give intimation to her of
Under the direction of an attentive obsersuch his desire; the Bound thus uttered by ver, geography serves, in some sort, for supplyhim would, if, to any degree of constancy, the ing the gaps left by history.
The description
Bame Bound were repeated, become her name.
of nations exhibitmg themselves on different
In the same manner, from the first woman,
levels in the scale of Improvement, or, to speak
would the first man receive his name.
In the more precisely, having before them fields of
same manner would the dog,-the
first dog, observation of different extent, serve, when
between which and a.ny pa.rt of the human put together, to exhibit a. simultaneous view
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of no inconsiderable portion of the history of
the huma.n race.
In thisview, the most eurious.and to the purpose of instruction the most valuable, chapter
in this sort of contemporary history, would be
composed of the vocabulary, if a. complete one
could be obtained, of a tribe, the seat of which,
supposing it have all along been there, was in
the narrowest field as yet known, in a small
and thinly inhabited island,or cluster of islands,
destitute of communication with any other inhabited portion of the globe.
At Otaheite, at the time of the discovery of
that group of islands, dogs and hogs being,
unless rats were an exeepnon, the only quadrupeds with which the human part of its inhabitants were acquainted, they had, we may
be well assured, no denomination answering in
point of exteut to our word quadruped, still
less to our word animal. When to their astonished eyes a horse first presented Itself, it
was classed by them With dogs,-it was designated among them by the same common and
aggregating name. The hog species was as
familiar to them as the dog; but from its
being the name of dog, and not that of hog,
that by them was bestowed upon the first seen
horse, it appears that, in their eyes, it was to
the dog, and not to the hog species, that the
horse bore the closest resemblance.
SECTION

VI.

Of the Porptcyrian Tree.
The process, or course, by which setting out
from indrviduals.and
these indeterminate, men
arrived at that level in the scale at which are
aeated the most extensive aggregates, has received the name of generalization; it has didlion, logical or psychical dil)ision, for its converse.
At this stage of the inquiry, the justly cslebrated logical instrument, called the Porphyriau tree, preseuts its claim for notice." It
took this name from its inventor, Porphyrins, a
Greek, who, four centuries after the days of
Aristotle, enlisted himself under his banners as
one of his disciples.
In the track of generalization such had,
among that ingenious people, no one knows
how long before the days of Aristotle, been
the progress of generahsanon, that he found
rising, one above another, in that scale, words
in the Greek language, employed as the names
of the following aggregates : I, man ;-2, animal ;-3, living thing ;-4, body ;-5, substance.
In addition to those objects, the existence of
which is made known to sense, for designating
other objects, the idea of which is presented to
us only by abstraction, the work of imagination, while their existence is pointed out to us
by inference, he found, already in use, a.word
corresponding to our word substance.
• Vide supra, p. llO.

For exhibiting to the senses the relation between the objects lit&nding on different levels
of the seale thus composed, he employed as &Il
embkm the figure of a. tree.
At the bottom, in the place of, and as serving to constitute the trunk, with its continuation, the root, he stationed the most ca.pacioU8
of all these aggrega.tes,-the ha.Jf·corporeal,
half-ideal name, ntbstance. 'Within the compass of this most capacious aggregate, he beheld two lesser aggregates, constituting the
nearest and lowest branches of the tree; one
the aggregate composed of such substances
as are of a corporeal, the other of such as are
of au incorporeal nature ;-those of a corporeal,
i. e. bodily nature, were, in one word, bodiea;those of an incorporeal nature were, in one
word, spirits.
Taking in hand the aggregate composed of
bodies, he observed that some had life in them.
others not,-by which word hfe, he designated
as well the sort of life ascribed to plants, viz.
ceqetoble life, as the sort of life ascribed to
animals, viz. animal life. In these he found
two ulterior branches for the corporeal branch
of hi« ideal trunk and root; one branch served
for containing such bodies as had life in them,
-the ether such as had no life in them.
Leaving the vegetable world, as before he
had left the incorporeal world, undivided, he
performed the operation of division in the
same way with the animal world, as he had
proceeded with the corporeal ;-included in
this ag-g-regate. he observed two ulterior aggregates, one in wluch were included all animals endowed with reason, viz. human creatures,-in the other, all animals not endowed
with that transcendant gift, which last, without
further division or distinction, he drove together
in one Hock under the name of brute« ;-and
with these rational beings he peopled the one,
as with the irrational ones the other of the two
extreme branches of this emblematical and instructive tree.
ThE'branch to which he saw the brutes ad: hering, he left as he had left the incorporeal,
and, within it, the vegetable world, unnoticed
as well as undivided. Brutes being but brutes,
were not worth distinguishing from each other,
in a word, on no account had they any further
claim to notice.
As to rational creatures, they were human
beings, and, in the largest sense of the word,
man, they were 'nell ;-the8e were worth distinguishing. Accordingly, from this extreme
branch,arose a twig representing the aggregate composed of individuals, and upon this
distingnished by tneir several denominations,
which, they being individuals, were the 50rt of
names called proper names, sat perched as the
representatives of their fellow beings, some of
the most distinguished of his contemporaries,
and their predecessors.
One defect, one but too discernible, had, unfortunately, this emblematic vegetable.
To the parts of which It is composed, the
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order of succession which it assigns in re-I
spect of priority and posteriority, is not the
real order .in which they came into existence,
but the reverse of it.
For those parts of the system which possess,
in the largest measure, the nature of subltance, viz. body, in the only shape in which it
comes within the cognizance of our senses, the
Btation should be on t-erra firma; but in the
tree of Porphyrins, Its place is aloft in the high
aad aerial region.
There it is that the illustrious persons taken
for examples of individuals, there it is that
the Socrates', the Plato's, and the Aristotle's,
are seen quivering upon the extremest twigs.
The parts from which, by abstraction, the properties of matter have, one after another, been
drawn off till nothing but a bubble remains,
to these is appropriated the name of substance;
these, in the altitude of the system, occupy
that place which, in a real tree, is in, or in
Immediate contiguity with, the earth.
Take a small tree as it grows ill a gardenpot, contmue it in it. natural position, It represents not the tree of Porphyrins, but the
reverse of It,-turn
it topsy-turvy, the stem,
the bottom of the trunk, this occupies the
highest place, the remotest and slenderest
branches the Iowest,-and
then it is, if at all,
that it becomes the correct emblem and faithful portraiture of the tree of Porphyrins.
SECTION

YII.

Of Scales of, or in, Logical Subalternation.
In the whole field of human thought and
action, SO many aggregates
as we have occasion to form and to distmguish in the character
of genera generaiinima, so many are the different scales of logical subalternation.
In the aggregate
which has entity for its
name, 30)1 other imaginable
aggregates
are
comprehended.
Entities are either physical or psychical.
Ph yBlcal are either real or fictrtrous.
Psychical, again, are either real or fictitious;
real psychical are either present to sense, perceptive, i. e. impressions ; or present to memory, i. e. ideas. Ideas arc either single, or say
concrete,simple,orparticular-formedwithout
abstracnon ; or general, s. e. aggregate, formed
by abstraction.
Psychical fictitious entities may be distinguiMed (i. e. the aggregate composed of the
entities termed psychical fictitious entities may
be dil)ided) according to the faculties to which
they respectively bear relation."
.Aggregata.-Any two aggregates, which are
... Ethical will be those belonging to the pat,he.The ethical
nght, power,
&c. ; distinguishable aeeordmg to the sanctum from
which the good and evil is considered as towing.
Bee chap. ri, sect. v., p. 2"J9.-Facultiea to which
logic gnu direction IoIIdaasistance.

I,. or pa~hecally passive ~ulty.
tica:I
fictitious entities will be obligstion,
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completely included either of them within the
other, stand with reference to each other in
the relation of logical mbalternation, and with
reference to each other may be said to be
commensurable. Divide the larger of the two,
you may sooner or later divide it into partI,
one of which will be the smaller aggregate.
Aggregates, no one of which is in any part
included within the other, may, in like ma.nner, be said to be incomlll-ensurable.
Any number of aggregates which are thns
commensurable may be considered as belonging to, constituting, and may be said to constitute one scale, and to belong to one and the
same scale. And thus we have Bcaler of aggregates, and scales of logical subalternation.
Instead of scales of aggregates, we may also,
in so far as the convenience of discourse may
be found to require It, say nestst of aggregates; and speak of two or more aggregates
as belonging to the same nest, or belonging to
different nests.
Aggregates belonging to the same scale of
logical subalternation are, moreover, said to
be arranged, with reference to one another, in
s!JsteutatlC order.
Of two aggregates belonging to the same
scale, the larger may, with reference to the
smaller, be termed superordinate,
the smaller,
with reference to the larger subordinate.
In this way, the two only modes or principles of methodizanon are employed together:
the one which proceeds on the principle of
succession, or priority and posteriority, being
in the character of a type or emblem employed
to represent that which proceeds on the principle of aggregatwn.
In all scales of logical subalternation,
there
are two fixed points or levels; viz. that at or
on which individuals stand, i. e. the level of
, mdividuality or lowest level, and that at or on
I which the genus generalissimum,ormostextensrve and all-comprehensive
aggregate stands,
i. e. the highest level.
Between these two fixed points or degrees,
i other degrees, in any number, are wont to be
I interposed, according to the exigency of the
case, as determined by the nature of the scale,
and the use made of the aggngates
or aggregate terms of which it IS composed, according
to the nature of the art and science to the
cognisance of which it has regard.
For the purpose of scientific arrangement,
physical entities are commonly considered &8
composed of three aggregates, which, or their
respective fields, are commonly spoken of by
the appellation of hnqdollls: VIZ. the animal,
the vegetable, and the mineral; the individuals belonging to the mineral kingdom, being
neither sensitrve nor so much as Vital ; those
belonging to the vegeta.ble kingdom, vital but
not sensitive;
those belongmg to the animal
ki d
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ChellllSts and a.pothecanes have their nesta
of boxes.
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, In each of these kingdoms, between the two
points or levels, viz. the highest and the lowest,
degrees are placed in any number according to
the demand constituted by the state and condition of the science in respect of cultivation
and advancement.
For the formation and designation of these
degrees, (the name of the kingdom constituting
the name of the highest aggregate,) the course
taken has usually been to begin with the
highest, i. e. the most capacious receptacle.
From this, in order to obtain lesser and inferior aggregates, stationed in 60 many lower
levels, It became necessary to have recourse to
division: division, say psychical or logical division, was the operation necessarily employed.
In every branch of art and SCIence, the nse
of d~finition is universally felt and acknowledged.
But to d~finition, at any rate in the
usual sense of the word, division, psychical or
logical division, is a necessary preliminary
or
accompaniment.
In that sense, by definition
is meant the mdication of a larger aggregate,
in which the aggregate in question (the agl,'regate fur the name of which definition is required) is comprised;
together WIth the mdication of some property or properties by which
the aggregate in question stands disnnguished
from whatsoever other aggregates
are likewise comprised under that same larger aggregate, drstiuguished,
to wit, in this manner:
viz. that the property so indicated does appertain to the lesser aggregate in question, but does
not appertain to those other lesser aggregates
from which it is required to be diatmguished.
Take for example
this definition of the
species ~an: man is 'a rational animal. By
the word aniltwi, mdication is given of the
larger aggregate, witlnn wlnch the aggregate
in question, the aggregate indicated by ~he
word man, is comprehended.
By the word
rational IS indicated a quality or property
which IS considered as appertaining
at birth
at least, and abstraction, made of particular
accidents,
to all individuals
comprehended
within the dcnommatron of that lesser aggregate in question, VIZ.man, and not appcrtanung
to any other individuals comprised withm the
name of the aggregate anzmal.
But for this pnrpose, and on this occasion,
and if not antecedently,
by tlns means, here is
s. larger aggregate
psychically or logically
divided, divided IIItO two lesser and component
aggregates:
to the one of these two aggregates
a. name, viz., the name man, is given; to the
remaining aggregate, no name is III and by this
same operation given-it
is left without a
name."
.. Thus by every definition, per genus et d!lferentiam, bifurcate division is made; the greater aggregate is divided into two forks or arms. But of
that one of the arms to which a name is given, a
property, and that a characteristic one, is brought
to view; it is thereby placed in the light; where88, of that which constitutes the other arm no such
property ill brought to VIew,-it ill left in the dark.

Thus intima.tely connected are the three
logical operations subservient to instructive
intercourse, viz. aggregati'l:e arrangement, dim.
sion, and definition. Without previons aggregate arrangement there would be nothing to
divide ; WIthout division there would be no
defimtion, at least no definition in which the
genus or aggregate referred to, and employed
for the purpose of explanation or instruction,
were of any less dimensions than the genu
generalissimum, the box in which all the other
boxes belonging to that nest are included.
SECTIONVIII.

Of Subalternation and Psycltical Dirision and
D~finition as Applied or Applicable to tM
three Pltysical Kinqdome : "'tz. 1. Animal;
2. Ve.'lctable; 3. .M ineral.

I
I

I

Since the revival of letters, i. e. of intelleotual culture, the greater the length of time
that has elapsed, the greater the quantity of
time, and thence the greater the number of the
persons that have been employed in the observanon and examination of the subjects of these
three portions of the intellectual world.
In each part, the number of these objects,
of these sorts of objects, all different and distingnishable
from each other, has received
prodigious increase : to reduce them to masses
of a comprehensible
manageable bulk, means
have necessarily been looked out for of breakmg down each of these all-comprehensive
aggregates into aggregates of less extent, these
again mto others, and S?' on downwards, until
under the name of. species a :ange of aggregates were established,
all situate ,upon the
same level; no one of them contaimng ~ny
other aggregate~, ev:-ry one of them, having
for ,I:S cont:nts individuals,
~nd ~othlllg but
.ndIVlduals! for Its contents individuals, and
th?se no~ many
numbe .. greater than ~hat
might, Without confusion, and ~Vlth sufficient
observation of their several pomts of agreement and difference, be contempl~ted
by a
scrunmzmg eye and an att:ntIve mind,
. The labour, ,,!hatsoeYer It ~e, that .was? or
IS, c~pable of being besto~ed ,m this direction,
VIZ. Ill.the wa~ of methodization upon tl.le field
~f phJ~lcal s~lence, had, a?-d has, for Its sole
I.nmedl~te o,bJect, the solution of thl~ one probl~m, VI~-Ill, the instance of every mdlvl~ual
object, belonging to eve!y o~e of the thr~e kingdO,ms--of every sncho,bJect, IIIthe state IIIwhich
It IS presented to man s VIew by the ~a~d ofNature, t? set upon. It, b'y verbal ~escrlp.tJ?n only,
and WIthout seelllg It, a mark of distlllctlOn,
In a bifurcate division, expressed in the only
form in which It is at the same time shown to be
CJ:'lwust.ve, VIZ. In the contradictional,
both arm.
are placed as nearly as may he in an equally strong
light; though of the two arms that which is expressed poBltl1Jei!J, and that which is expressed negatrvely, the light in which the former is thereby
expressed, will naturally be in general the clearer,
and thence the stroT>ger.

METHODIZATION.
such whereby it may be efFectually distinguished
from every other such individual object, except
such as are possessed of exactly the same properties, or at least, of properties so nearly the
same, as to be capable of bemg employed instead of it, without practical inconvemence.
Long before the stock of physical knowledge
had received any such considerable accessions,
the accomplishment of the solution of thrs
problem, WIth no other help than had been
furnished by the language of Aristotle's logic,
would have been rendered impracticable.
The accomphshment of this problem was far
indeed from being a work of mere barren
speculation;
practice in every line of art, and
above all, in the medical, the most useful of
all arts, has ever been, m no small degree, dependent upon It. On such or such an occasion, an indrvrdual object,-say,
an individual
plant,-has
been found possessed of certain
serviceable propertJes,-has
afforded to a man
relief under disease.
The plant employed, the
disease appears to be cured.
But ere long,
the disease returns;
the health-restoring
plant is all consumed; another plant, presenting the same outward appearance, might be
expected to operate WIth the same inward
efficacy,-to
be productive of the same happy
effect. Discovery is accordmgly made of another, presentmg
to a first view the same
appearanco.i--employed
in the same manner
as the fir-t, instead of banishmg the disease,
it exasperates
It. Upon a sufficiently close
observation, the two plants might have been:
seen to present, even in their outward COI1figuration,
very materia!
discermble
differences.c--diffcrences from which, correspondent
differences III respect of their effects 011 the
human body, would have been inferred, or,
at least, the SUpposition of their absolute
identity disproved and banished.
But supposlllg even these outward differences discerned, and the salutary inference deduced, how!
minute and momentary would be the benefit.
The one mdividual person is, for the moment!
at least, put sufficiently upon his guard against
the mtschtcf ; but even himself, perhaps, on
another occasion, all others upon all occasions,
remain exposed to it.
In a degree more or less serious, the like
danger may be seen extending Itself over the
whole field of the three kingdoms.
For the'
obviating this danger, the nature of the case
affords no other means, than the giving to the
solution of tl,e above-mentioned
problem, an
equal and coincident extent.
In these latter days, so far as concerns the
physical world, comparatively
speaking, the
grand problem wants not much of bemg accomplished.
But to the accomplishment
of
it, the ?tock of methodical terms, possessed by
the Aristotehans,
wanted much of being suffieient.
Species and genus, with the addition of
a term floating in the clouds at an infinite and
indeterminable
distance above these other two,
composed the whole of it.
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1. System of nature,

the name of the allcomprehensive physical aggregate;
tlwt divided into the three kingdoms.
2. Each kingdom
divided into classes. 3. These into orders. 4. Ordersdivided into dicisions; and, 5. perhaps these
into sub-di'IJisions; by this list of terms is shown
the addrtion made by Lmnseus,
SECTION

IX.

of Aqqreflates-Linnman Nomenclature of tke Sub-divisions.
In relation to the names employed for the
designanon of the aggregates of different dimensions, which are regularly the result of the
successive divisions performed in a system of
Iogical subalternation, what IS to be Wished is,
that in the instance of each, intimation should
be grven, 1Il the first place, of the number of
nests, or ranks of a;1.1reqates, con tamed In the
system.
Secondly; of the rank occupied by
the aggregate of which the word in question
is the name.
In such a system, the most capacious of all
the aggregates,
viz. that in which all the
others are contamed, will occupy the first
rank; those which constitute the result of
the first act of division to which it IS subjected, the second rank; those which are the
result of the dIVISIOn, to which the results of
the first dIVISIOnare subjected, the third rank.
The number of nests, or ranks, will be one
more than the number of the acts of dirision,
to which the aggregate, which occnpies the
' most capacious, highest,
and first rank, has
been subjected.
1 In the system of Linnreus, if the contents of
' the whole earth be taken for the first, highest,
and all-comprehensrve
aggregate, the number
of nests or ranks of subordinate
aggregates,
! constitutmg the result of the successive divisions to which it has been subjected, WIll,
when added to that first aggregate, the original
I dividend be found to be SCUll, the number of
these SUCCeSSiVeacts of division bemg six, viz.
kingdom; 2. classes; 3. orders; 4. genera;
i 5. species ; b. varieties.
For "further explanation,
taking the class
I for the prime dividend, to this prime drvidend
he applies, as synonymous to It, and explanatory of it, the compound term, genus summum,
(highest genus;) to ordo, order, the compound
term genus intennedium;
to genus, (kind.) the
I compound term genus proximum,
to species,
(species,) nothmg but that same appellative ;
to rarietas, (variety ,) the term illdtriduum.
I. Unfortunately,
In this illustration,
the
prIme dividend, or the all-comprehensive
aggregate is omitted; so, also, the result of the
i hrst act of division, the three physical kingdom,s ; what .IS done for th~ purpose of illustration, consists, therefore, in takmg the term
genus, and with two different epithets ~r .adjuncts, necessarily Lanu, employed for distinenon's sake, applying it as synonymous in the
first place to class, and then again to ordo.
Dimsion

;1.
I

I

I

I

I

I
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2. What is still more unfortunate,
in this
-.dditional tree, designed for the illustration of
the others, he places indi~iduum on the same
level with w~,
as if the two appellatives
were with relation to one another synonymous
and interconvertibly
employable;
whereas,
wrietaB, variety, is the name of an aggregate,
and in that character employed even by hunself.
3. For further illustration,
he gives two
other nests of a.ggregates,-the
one constituted by the divisions to which the territory of a
political state has been found subjected;
the
other, by the divisions to which the military
establishment has been found subjected.
Unfortunately,
in both these instances, the
number of these successive acts of division and
subdivision being altogether arbitrary, has, in
different political states, and in the same political state at different times, been different;
and, moreover, as to the denominations which,
for the designation of them, are employed by
him, the language in which this work of his is
written, being the Latm language, it is from
that language that they were all of them, unfortunately deduced.
But m neither of those
instances does the Latin language afford an
adequate number of names of aggregates,
the
relation of which to each other, m respect of
amphtude and capacity, were, or are, found by
him determinate.
The geographical
or topographical
aggregates which he employs, and which are constituted by portions of the earth's surface, with
their divisions and subdivrsions, are, 1. Pro'Ilincil1!, put as correspondent
to dcusis and
genlU' sumrl.U1n.
2. Territori.a, put as correspondent
to ordo and genus intennedium.
3. Paracia; put as correspondent to genus and
genus proxilllum. 4. Pagi, pnt as correspondent to species. 5. Domicilium, put as correspondent to 'lJarietas, and to indi~iduum.
The political, or political official, names of
aggregates which he employs are, 1. Leqiones,
employed as correspondent
to classis, and to
genus IUmmUIn, and to pro'llincil1!; 2. Cohortes,
employed as correspondent
to ordo, and to
genusintennedium, and to territona; 3. .ilfanipuli, as correspondent
to genus, and genus
prozimulII, and to parcecim , 4. Contubernia,
to specie», and to payi; 5. Miles, to 'Mrktas, to
indi'Ciduum, and to domicillum.
4. Another imperfection:
varietas, may,
without impropriety, be employed as the name
of an aggregate, and in that character is accordingly, in this work of his, employed by
himself;* so, possibly with the help of explana-

tion, might domicilium, for example, if eensidered as an aggregate,
having individual
chambers for its constituent parts; but by no
explanation
can individuum be rendered a fit
denomination for an aggregate; by no explanation can it be rendered a fit denominatron for
anything but an individual;
and so in the
case of miles.
SECTION

X.

Rules of Methadization as applied to Objectl;
'lJiz. for the performance of Methodization by
suocessiu exhibition.

Rule I. Independentia priora.-When
two
words present themselves together for exposition, examine and observe whether there be
not between them such a relation, that one of
them, and that one alone, is capable of being
explained, while the other remains unexplained and not nnderstood;
if so, be careful that
the explanation
given of that one shall precede the explanation given of the other.
Reason I.-Brought
to view before the explanation, the as yet unexplained
article is
brought to view without explanation;
but if,
without explanation, it can be understood, the
explanation is of no nse.
Reason 2.-Where of that article, in the explanation of which the mention of the other is
requisite, the explanation
given is put first;
here will be an object more or less unknown
and obscure, perpetually floating about in the
mind, and intercepting
whatsoever
light in
the course of the explanation might, from any
other quarter, have been thrown upon the object to be explained;
and between the two,
the attention will be distracted, and no clear
view will be taken of either of them.
Rule II.-Qualis ab incepto procedat iueidus ordo. Unless for special reason, in whatsoever order a. list of articles announced as
about to be treated of, has, in the first instance, been brought to view, preserve tha.t
same order in the treating of them.
OtherWise, thus:
When in the character of so many articles
about to be treated of, a list of articles has
been brought to view, be careful that, unless
for special reason to the contrary, the order
in which they are treated of be all along the
same as that in which, as above, they were for
the first time brought to view. To borrow a
phrase from the Geometricians,
the articles,

pressiveness;
but far, indeed, are these excellencies
from being so much clear gain=-bemg paid for, and
that at no low rate, by imperfecnons, not only in
* In more points of view than one are the char- respect of facility of mtellection, but in respect of
acters of original gemus exhibited in the work of clearness; and thence, as hath been seen, even in
this illustrious Swede. Not less peeuha.r to him respect of correctness. He may be styled the TMIhu
than his system was his style. Compressed and of physics. In 80 far as concerns the aggregate
elliptical in the extreme, the picture which it ex- composed of the universality of bodies considered
hiblts is rather that of an immense bundle of loose In their natural state, the classification and ecrreshints than that of a continued discourse. Great, pondent nomenclature invented and established by
indeed, is the excellence which it accordingly ex- him, will, it is believed, he found tolemhly fit for
hibits in the weles
of compressedneu and im- practical purposes.
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once laid down. they should throughout
be
alike ritvated.
~on
I.-When
the same order is thus
uniformly observed, the relations by which it
was snggested are repeatedly and continually
held up to view, and thereby imprinted more
and more strongly and firmly on the memory.
2. While you thus preserve the same order,
the view which at the outset you took of the
BUbject and the place suggested by that view,
appears to have been contmually approved of
and persevered in. On the other hand, if in
the order any change takes place, the change
will be apt to be regarded as a sign that the
view first taken of the subject has been regarded as incongruous;
that a plan, more or
less different, has taken place of that which at
first was meant to be pursued; and that, accordingly,yonr
conceptions of the subject were
indistinct and fiuctuatmg.
3. Anothersnpposition
may be,-that
instead
of bearing in mmd the order you had assigned,
and pnrposely changing them. so it is that in
the subsequent stage this order has escaped
your memory.
By whatsoever advantage
it was that the
order of precedence first employed was suggested, this advantage WIll, in proportion to
the degree in which that first appomted order
is departed from, be lost.
Rule lII.-Include,
in the same receptacle,
those objects alone which are desigued to receive the same destination.
Slullings and
half-pence should not be put up into a rouleau
of guineas. *
SECTIOli
.
.
Of MethodtzatlOn,

or

XI.
.

.

as applied to the 111'oterials
Parts of a Discourse or Literary COtnPOS'-1

tlOn.
In any literary composition or protracted
mass of discourse, such as is the whole, such
must of course be the parts.
That which all discourses have in common
is the different species of words called the
parts of 'Peech, and the sentences in different
forms composed of those parts of speech, and
the paragraphs composed of those sentences.
If, besides these parts, there were any
others that belonged to all discourses in common with one another. tnethodization would be
an operation susceptible of application to the
parts of a. discourse, as well as to the entities
which are the parts or elements of an aggregate considered as such.
But, to discourses
taken in the lump there belong no such common parts.
But a Bet of incidents to which discourse of
all kinds stands exposed, are certain VIces or
imperfections which, in every shape, it is liable
to labour under.
1. Superfluity by irrelevancy; 2. Superfluity
by repetition in teTtllinis;
Superfluity by

a.

• Here the MS. suddenly breaks otr.-Ed.
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virtual repetition;
4. Verbosity;
5. Sca.ntiness; 6. Inconsistency,
inclnding self-contradiction;
7. Ambiguity;
8. Obscurity;
9.
Confnsedness;
10. Desultoriness.
By these
appellations
are designated so many imperfections by which every modification and mass
of discourse is hable to be stained.
Many are the cases in which a suggestion,
I which, in the character of a precept of mstruoi tion or information
would be generally nuga' tory, may yet, in the character of a memento,
not only have, but be generally acknowledged
to have a real usefulness.
In one single sentence might be contained
a memento adeqnate to the purpose of putting
I the
reader upon hIS guard, in so far as by
' mementos inserted in a book men can be put
sufficiently upon their guard agamst the falling into any of these vices.
If, for separate paragraphs, in number equal
to that of the vices, there can be any adequate
demand, the purpose will be the subjoining, in
, each instance, something by way of explana' tion or example.
I Repetition in terms as well as import, or
I say literal, repetition,
and repetition in import
~alone, and not in terms, or say virtual, repetibon. The distmction thus expressed may, it
is believed, be found to have its use.
Repetition m terms is a VIce, into the practice of which a writer, especially at this timo
of day, IS not, it may naturally be imagined,
m any great danger of falling.
The most extraordinary
example, it is believed, that ever was m print or even in
manuscript. is that which is exhibited in the
Koran.
In the compass of a moderate-sized
, octavo volume the same proposition, and that
i a nonsensical one IS repeated several hundred times.
'
Repetition in import is a vice that may be
I practised by a man to any extent, and without his being aware of it ; and great, accordingly, is the extent to which the practice of it
may be seen to be carried.
~antineBS is an Imputation which, even in
a case that affords just ground for it, does not
very easily find a determinate seat.
It is only in so far as a writer fails in the
performance of what he has actually undertaken to perform, that any deficiency in the
quantity of matter delivered by him can be
charged upon hIS discourse in anr such character as that of an imperfection or a vice.
But, if havmg expressedly or impliedly undertaken to cover by his discourse the whole of
the field which he has taken in hand, he leaves
untouched any part of It that is known to have
been already touched upon by any other
writer, he must not expect to be holden altogether guiltless by any person by whom the
deficiency has been perceived.f

I

t Of a deficiency to which the reproach of SC&Iltiness can scarcely be regarded as mapplieable, reuwkable is the example afforded in the late Dr
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In any list of articles-tha.t
list being expressly or impliedly given as a complete one
-if a.ny proposition, article or articles, that
have a title to be considered as belonging to
it, be omitted, the reproach of scantiness will
naturally be more readily and clearly seen to
have been incurred, than where the spots
omitted arc such as correspond to so many
longer and larger members or portions of the
discourse. *
SECTION

XII.

Of Method ization-its
A pplication to tke Assistance of the Faculties of the lrfind.

1. Of the Perceptiee

and ConceptiTe Faculties.

Example:
Numbers in general, as disposed
in the numeration table, in which numbers as
many as ever can be wanted for any pnrpose,
follow one another in an endless snccession,
having all along, at every step, a unit or number one for their common difference.
The
order in which they follow one another is an
example of the Regula Antecessionis et conseguentionis.
To form an idea of the nse of the order thus
given to them, suppose any series of numbers,
though it were no more than a hundred, instead of following one another in the order
exhibited in the Numeration
Table, following one another m an order determined by lot,
how incomprehensible
a labyrmth would be
the mass composed of those numbers !-how
impracticable
a task the obtaining any tolerable acquaintance with an art now so simple
as that of common arithmetic!
Every case of systematical
arrangement
performed by division and subdivision of aggregates or fictitious masses formed by abstraetion, is an exemphficanon of methodization
Campbell's work entitled " The Philosophy of
Rhetoric;"
According to him, b. ii. c. v., vol. ii. p. 4. "Besides FUI:lty, "Inch (he says) is a quality entirely
grammatical, the hve, [and by the article the he
thus undertakes for the completeness of hIS hst,]
the five SImple and ongmal qualities of style,
[which he doubtless means, but does not say, are
qualities desirable in style, for assuredly they are
not found in every man's style,] of style, considered
as an object of the understandmg, tbe imagination,
the paSSIOns,and the ear, are perspiCUity, VIVacity,
elegance, animation, and muslc,"-meaning
by
music, musicalness,
To the subject of perspIcuIty
the remainder of that book (book ii.) is allotted ;
to that of v ivacity, the whole of hIS third book,
and with this third book the work ends.
Elegance, animation, and musicalness.c-of no
one of these three qualities is so much 88 a syllable
to be found, or so much 88 a hmt to serve 88 an
&p<>logyfor so incongruous .. silence.
Yet several times during the lifetime of the
anthor was this work republished; always under
the same all-comprehensive,
and not altogether
unassuming title, The Philosophy of Rhetono,
• No continuation of tlus section has been found
among the MSS.-Ed.

performed
mode.

in the aggrega.tive

or eo-a.cervatil'e

2. Of the Memory 0'1' Psychically Retentiu
ReoollectiTJe Faculty.

and

The applying of this operation in the special
view and design of affording assistance to the
memory by expedients directed expressly to
that object, has been taken for the end in view
of an appropriate branch of art, termed, from
the Greek mnemonics, or the mnelnonio art.
But language itself, langnage the mdispensable instrument of all the arts and all the
sciences, is itself an exemplification of the application of the power of method to the assistance of the memory; it is by means of the
several signs of which language is composed,
i. e. of words taken singly or in conjunction
or composition, that the ideas respectively
signified by them are lodged in, and, upon occasion, called up from that fictitious receptacle
the memory.
3. Of the I nrentire Faculty.
Invention is an operation which has for its
results every branch of art, and every science
which, at the point of time in quesnon, IS in
existence.
But, in some instances, the accession thus
made to the existmg fund of art and science
has been the result of design steadily directed
to the acquisition of it. In others, it has been
the fruit of accident; design, attention, and
labour not having had any part at all in the
production of it, or having taken no other
part than what consisted in the endeavour to
turn to account, and, as it were, to give ripeness to, the fruit winch accident had been the
first to bring to view,
For facilitating
the assistance capable of
being rendered by methodizanon to the art of
invention, viz. of invennon by design, of purposed invention, such rules as have presented
themselves will be found in the chapter on
inuntion.t

4. Of the Imaginati'Ce Faculty.
That, without impropriety,
every instance
of abstraction, and every instance of invention,
are capable of being referred to the imaginative faculty, has been seen already.
But, where the subject of discourse is •
work styled a florA: of imagination, what is
usually mea.nt is a fictitious state of things or
assemblage of events, purely and commonly
avowedly fictitious, pnt together,and commonly
sent abroad for the purpose of affording what
is called amusement;
amusement-viz.
an assemblage of pleasures of a particular
sort,
commonly termed pleasures of the imagination.
The art, in the practrce of which the powers
of the imaginative faculty are employed and
directed to that end, is termed the art of
Poetry.

t See infra, chap,

xi. p. 275.
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That, in the production of the choicest fruits
of this art, accident has been thought to have
borne no inconsiderable
part, is testified by
the common adage, Poeta naSC'iturnon fit. But
that the part borne by desigu IS not an inconsiderable one, and that from the art of method
in particular, it is in use to receive very considerable assistance, is an opinion that seems
not much exposed to dispute.
To attempt the rendermg any assistance to
the cultivators of this art is a task that will
scarcely be deemed to come under the province of Logic.
But, for illustration's
sake, m the chapter
allotted to the topic of invention, an example
will be brought to VIew of an operation whereby assistance might, In measure at least, have
been lent to the labours of the poet, TIZ. by
the collection and exhibition of grOUpq of fictions, from which, by the help of analogy,
other fictions might be deduced.
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appears to have mcluded the virtue which has
for its opposite the vice of scantiness ; and, it
is WIth this unannounced virtue and vice that
the explanation
commences.
Nihil in dIScipline desit aut redundet.
Of any sucn distmction
as that between
repetition in terms and repetition in import,
and not in terms only, no intimation is grven:
under the one name of Tautology,
both are
confounded.
Instead of irrelevancy
and repetition, to
both of which Ideas belong that are altogether
determinate, the word redundance IS employed,
by which nothing moro determmate
is expressed than a sentiment of disapprobation, attached by the person in question to the discourse
in question, m consideration of Its quantity, no
determinate
ground for that disapprobation
being brought to VIew.
To these two VIces thus denominated, viz.
redundance
and tautology, a note of reprobation 1& applied.
The effect of them, he sap,
5. OJ Methodization as applied to theAssistance I is to produce nausea. After tlus, would any
of the Judgment or Judicial Faculty."
lone have expected to find a case in which he
I iq seen recommendmg the practice of the vices
6. Of j}/ethod i::ation as applied to the purpose
thus denommated.
Yet, two such cases there
of Operatwg on the Affectwns and Passions."
I are. One IS that which has place, III so far as
itisof examples; the other that which has place,
SECTW:-i XIII.
in so far as It IS of commentaries that the dis•
•
.
I course in question IS composed.
In both these
OJ the .Arutotclia n Laus nf ..lIethod.
I cases such IS the awkwardness of his expre!'In the work of Sanderson, of an)" such dis- I sion, though, assuredly,
such was not hI"
tinction as that betweeu method, considered I !lleanmg,-what
he grves you to understand I~,
as applicable to unconnected
aggregates
of that the more redundancy and tautology there
entities, and method considered as applicable
I, the better.
to the parts or members of a hterary discourse,
no intimation is to be found.
JI. Next comes a proposition styled the
But takmg together III hand WIthout dis- Law of Harmony, LcJ. Harmonie;
by which,
tinction two tOpICS thus disparate , he exhibits i when explained, It appears that what is meant
under the appellation
of the la irS of method a ! to be conveyed 18 neither more nor less than
string of rules.
I a warnmg
against the vice of inconsistency. :I
In so many different chapters, two sets of ' VIce, at the thought of which an expression of
propositions are, by him, thus dehvered under: ill-humour IS let fly-DoctrlnG: einaula paru .
the name of laws.
In the 30th, (Book III.)
inla se cOlIsfntiallt. Pessime docet qUI quod
containmg five, one set under the name of' hie ponit, ahbi per mcogrtannam
evernt, 1'.
Laws of Method.considered
ill qenerc : in chap- : 164,-blttd
had It been apposite,
For It'>
ter 31, two sets under the name of Laws of ' justice, the reproach of mcousisteney depends
Method, considered in specie,-in each set two : not upon success-not
upon the comparatn e
of these laws; one parr being exhibited as i propriety of the two mutually contradictory
extensively
applicable
to works of sen-nee. : propositions,
the other pair as extcnsively
apphcable to '
works of art.
III. In the tlurd place comes 11l~Lex rl.itatls "re Homoqeuca , III its Import and effect
1. Of his laws of method considered il1 another warning, though a httle more parnaenere, the first 15 styled Ler Breritatu.
cular than before, against Irrelevancy.
Though, by this its title, it professes not to
Thereupon comes the explanation, and in it a
bring to view any other virtue than this of premature
distinction between the two imbre11it.v--t{) put men, consequently, upon their phedly supposed Incompatible cases, viz. that
guard against any other vice than the vice or III which the discourse has a subject, and that
vices opposite to that virtue, viz. redundancy
I in which it has an end,-for
that to any disor superfluity;
yet, by the explanation
im- I course there should be at the same time a submedia.tely after subjoined, the design of It I ject and an end is a case, the impossibihty of
which IS virtually assumed; but more of this
.. Both these heads are marked out in the a little further 011.
MSS. of Bentham, but the subjects are not d,SCUS!~'ihil in doctrsna pra'cip;atllr q~f()d no~ sit
ed.-Ed.
1111bJecto alit fim homooeneum,
Dico subJecto

I
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propter scientiae ;-Fini propter artes et prudentias. Damnat Aristoteles merito traIlllitum
a genere ad genus.
IV. In the fourth place, comes his Lex
Generalitatis, si'lle antecessWnis et comequentionis,-Law
of Generality, or of precedence and
subsequence.
Follows an explanation of which, after this
double title, there surely is no small need. In
teaching, let that one, of two thmgs, stand
first, WIthout which the other cannot be understood, while without the last-mentioned,
the
first-mentioned
may be understood, Prrecedat
in docendo id, sine quo aHerum intelhgi nequit,
sed ipsum sine altere.
Thereupon, in guise of a reason, comes an
observation which, under that guise, IS in fact
nothing better than a petitio principii,-a
begging of the question.
For It is necessary
(connnues he) that those things which follow
should receive light and strength from these
things which go before ;-not these from those.
In substance and import, of the law here in
question, the meaning, it must already have
been observed, 18 neither more nor less than
the rule herein above brought to view, having
the short title of Independentia
priora.
By
the antecessiones et consequentiones,
intimation of this import IS plainly enough given.
But over this apposite enough, and expressive title, precedence is given to the title Lex
Gmeralitatis,-Law
of Generality, than which,
a more inapposite one could scarcely have been
found.
V. Fifth and last of the rules, or laws, as
they are styled, delivered in this chapter,
comes that which is called Lex connexioms,
under whioh head are meaut to be given, as
the explanation
shows, not one rule only, but
two, or rather three, which, though in no case
inconsistent, are altogether different,
Sin.quire partes doctrinre (says the rule) aptis
transitionibus connectantuT.
Let all the several parts of the instruction be connected with
one another by apt transitions.
Thereupon comes the explanation in and by
which, though m a manner somewhat indirect
and inexplicit, no fewer, as just observed, than
three distinguishable rules are indicated.
The
first is to avoid desultonness,-the
second, to
employ the requisite meansfor pointing out such
connexions as have place among the parts of the
discourse,-the
third is to give synoptic tables.
By frequent
Interruptions
(says he, and
very truly) the conceptive and retentive faculties are disturbed ;-in this is implied the
memento to avoid desultoriness-but
by apt
colligation,( continues he,) i.e. by apt ligaments,
both (i. e. both conception and memory) will
be assisted, and the reason of the method made
manifest.
In what follows in the last place, there
seems to have been either some misprint or
some defect in grammary=Dpersefacturus
pres-

cium (it should have been pretium) qui docet
methodi connexionem et rationem universam
tabulA aliqua ; live dia.graphe compendiarij,
discipulis reprresentabit.
To grve to this proposition what seems to
have beeu its intended import, indeed to give
it any import at all, two words, viz. eBt and si,
appear to be necessary. With these two words
inserted in what seem to be the requisite
places, the sentence will stand thus :-Operm
factums pretium (e.<t) qui docet, (si) methodi
connexionem et rationem universam,
tabulA
aliqus sive diagraphe compendiaris, discipulis
representabit.
"The teacher will find his labour well repaid if, in some table, or compendious draught, he will exhibit to his pupils
the connexion and universal reason of hia method.""
Though, by reason of the necessarily extreme
generahty of the ideas belonging to the Bubject,and the rather more than neceesaryvagueness and indeterminateness
of the words here
employed for the grvmg expression to them,
the information thus given is not altogether so
instructive and satisfactory as could be wished,
it may be, however, if attended to, not altogether without its use.
Here ends his thirtieth
chapter, entitled,
, Concerning order and method m general,I De Ordine et Methodo
in genere ;-foUows the
I thirty-first,
entitled,-Conrerning
method in
specie. Of the proficiency made by the instructor in the art which he is thus employed
in teaching, the specimen here exhibited must
be confessed to be rather an unhappy one.
Four proposinous, delivered all of them, lest
the name of rules should not be assummg
enough, under the name of lav»: and of thebe
laws one is a repetition of the other, and both
of them denomiuated
by the name, Lex Generalitatis, which in the last preceding chapter
we have seen prefixed to another rule or law,
which has not so much as a word in common
with them.
Wherefore this repetition ?-what
was the
cause of It 1 It was thrs : Of method, he says,
there are two species extensively applicable,the one to SCience, the other to art.
Thereupon, in the same terms, the Lex
Generalitatis of this chapter, (~o different from
the lex generalitatis
of the former chapter,
wluch was there given as applicable to every
kmd of method,) IR applied, m the first place,
to method considered as applied to contemplatiee disciplines, i. e. to $ciellce; in the next
place, to method considered
as applied to
operatiu disciplines, i. e. to prudences, prudentia-, and arts.
Let things "lOre unirersal precede, says he,
" Yet bv .. little allowance, for the scholastie
latinity of Sanderson, the pa.ssage may a.dmit Without ..Iteration of bemg thus tranblated,-"
He will
find his labour repaid v. ho te ..ches the connexion
and universal reason of his method, by some table;
or shall exhibit it to his pupils in a compendious
draught."-Ed.
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the analytic method; the Geometrical the
synthetic. But, in either of them, what IS
Remain the two quasi definitions so impro- there either of analysis or synthesis, of decomperly self-styled laws. 1. The uruty of a position, or of composition, more than in the
science (says he) depends on the unity of its other.
Bubject,-unitas
scientice pendet a subject; uniIn both iustances, the ideas belonging to
tate. 2. The unity of an operative drsciplme
them are abstract, general, extensive in the
depends on the uruty of the end,-unitas
dis- extreme; in the instance of Algebra still more
cipltnce operatricis pendet ai, umtate fini«.
so than m Geometry, the idea of figure being
Another imperfection, no less than an abso- laid out of the case, and nothing left but that
lute self-contradiction figures in this unhappy ! of quantity. But stili, in either, what is there
chapter. To the species of method wluch he i of analysis more than of synthesis! The parts
says, applies to SCience,and not to practical of a geometrical proposition are put together,
discipliues, he gives the two synonymousap- aud so are those of an algebraical investigapellatives,-the one Greek, the other Lann, , non, and here we have synthesis; the parts of
Synthetic and Composmve, To the other spe- , wluch they are respectrvely composed may be
cies of method,which (he says) applies to prac- ! considered, one after another, in the one case,
tical disciplines, and not to sciences,he gives ' and so may they III the other-ami here we
two other synonymousappellatives, Greek and, have analysis.
Latin, .Analytic and Resolutive.
Now, to that word Compositive,on the one
CHAPTER X.
hand, to the word Resolutive on the other, i
what were the ideas annexed m hISnnud 1.Answer:
None at all ; signs they were, but:
OF TilE ART OF ISVEXTION.
what was wanting to them was, the tlung de- I
signated. For, of tlus compositive species of :
SECTIOX 1.
method, what IS the second of Its two rules I ,
Of Inrention in General.
It is this :-Let such thmgs as are most um- !
versal come before such things as are less uru-]
To teach. to learn, and to inrent,-these are
versal. Resolution not Composition,If either' so many processes or operations, npphcable
of the two, ISsurely what is recommended by : alike to every branch of art or science.
this rule.
I To practice is a sort of operation exclusiveHad he but ha.d condescensionand patience ly applicable to arts; not applicable to any
enough to subjointo each of his rules an exam- i branch of drsciphne, otherwise than m so far
ple, though It had been no more than one, he as some portron of art IS contained In It ; hein whose declared opinion, examples cannot tween teaching and invention a sort of recibe too numerous, would probably have escaped procality 15, moreover, observable ; among the
falhng into this scrape. But here may be seen subjects of the art of teachil>g, may be the art
a failing mto which logicians, the gravest of of invention; among the subjects of the art of
all wnters, as well as the most flowery, are ill centum. may be the art of teaching.
but too apt to fall mto,-thelr species have no
As between these two,-first, III the order
individuals contained in them, their nuts have I of existence, must have come the art of inrmno kernels.
: tton ; since whatsoever comes to be taught.
Unfortunate, indeed, have been, from the I must first have been invented before It could
earliest times known to us, these two magm- ! have been taught.
flcent species of method, the Analytic and the I Of this chapter, the object is to afford such
Synthetic: a decompoundmgmethod wluch de- ' helps as, by the powers of an individual nni.d,
compounds,and a compoundingmethod which, i -of the individual nnnd in question, are cainstead of compounding, decompounds hke- pableof bemg given to mveuuon.c-uuderstaad,
wise.
of course, to invention ID so far as it ISuseful,
Frequent, indeed, is it to see these two -to mvennon, in every quarter of the field
terms, especially the word analytic, and Its of thought and action to which It can be apconjugates analysts and analise, brought to plied.
view; never, it IS believed, from the supposed
A chapter which takes this for its subject,
distinction, from the supposed contrast, has may he compared to the work of the handia.nylight been diffused. 'I'o the word analysis, craft, who, having to make a utensil or iustruwhen standing by Itself, its proper meanmg , ment of new construction, finds occasion,in the
seems not unfrequently to be annexed; but I first place, to contrive and fabricate one or
where, as significative of the opposite mean- I more of the tools, or other instruments, which
ing, the word Synthes-is is introduced, such IS I he has to employ in making it.
the efFect,-between the one and the other, the I Ineentio» supposes art. The inventor of
meaning of the one and of the other are both any branch of an art 15 the first individual by
wrapped in clouds.
whom it is practised; or, if between concepIn Algebra, quantity is considered without tion and actual practice, there be a difference,
regard to fi'Sure; ill Geometry, not but with insomuch as that of the art which a man was
regard to figure. The Algebraical is termed the first to practise, not he himself, but some
those IChich are leBB unillcrsal.
Magis uni!7er.alia pracedant lninflS uni~er8alia.
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other individual had been the first to concei ve,
the first individual by whom It had been conceived.
A fleU' art, or a ne lC mode of practising an
art already Invented;
either of these may the
invention have had for Its subjects. Of this
distmction, the indication may, for clearness'
sake, be III this or that instance not altogether
without Its use; although, In many instances,
to draw the hne between the two cases may
be found a matter of such difficulty that, in
those instances, the distinction may be seen to
be rather a nominal, or verbal, than :1 real
one; the words not finding an individual case
to which they can be applied with truth.
Among the hel,)S capable of bemg given to
invention, some "0'111be seen ahke applicable
to all arts; others to no other than this or that
particular species of art.
Inventions applicable to all arts are thereby applicable to all sciences. Of this proposinon, the trnth depends upon, and follows from
that of a proposition already brought to view,
viz. that, between art and science, there exists
throughont the whole field of thought and actron, a constant conjunction.
for every science
a correspondent
art, and for every art a correspondent science.

dice. When they cannot oppose by force these
will oppose by discouragement,
discouraging
by opinion and advice.
Memento 4. In relation to every part of your
subject, and every object connected with it,
render your ideas as clear as possible.
Lu»
und ique fiat,
lrfemento 5. For means and instruments,
employ analogy.
Analogias undique mdnqaio,
Memenu: 6. In your look-out for analogies,
for surveying that quarter of the field of thought
and action to which the art m question belongs,
employ the logical ladders, the ladders made
of nest of aggregates
placed in logical subalternation.
In analoqiarum indagatione Bcalis

logicls utere.

~'[eiJ!ento 7. Inquire and learn whatsoever,
for the production of the effect in question, has
been already III use or in prospect.
Jam act ...
et teutata discue.
]I eme lito 8. In such your survey of existing
inventions, look out in preference for the latest
of all, not lookma backwards
but for some
special reason.
Poetrema eaquirao.
jfemento 9. Quodlibet CUIlI quolibet. To
everythmg forget not to apply anything.
Suppose that of an indefinite mnltitude of objects,
which in consideration of certain properties or
quahties, in respect of which they are found
SECTIOX II.
or supposed to agree, and certain others, ill
Helps applicable to Arts in General U'ithout
respect of which they have been fonnd or supException or Distinction.
posed to disagree, ha vmg all of them been
In this view, a few rules present themselves
placed in one or other of two classes, some
as capable of being found, to some minds in article belongmg to the one class has, With
the way of original instruction, to all mrnds in success, (i. e. with some new effect, which either
the way of memento or reminiscence,
not al- has been found to be, or affords a prospect
together without their use; in some instances,
of bemg found to be, advantageous,)
been apby affording positive helps, m others by the applied, no matter 111 what manner, nor to
indication of certain obstacles, the force of which
what purpose in particular,
to some article
will be to be encountered, which, m any tract
belongmg to the other class; m like manner,
of the field of invention, the labourer WIll find frame a general resolution not to be departed
standing in his way, and opposing his progrebs ; from in any instance, but for some special cause,
obstacles, of the existence, and force, and ope- {applying to that mstance.) to apply to each
ration of Which it concerns him to be well article belonging to the one class every article
apprized, lest, when the time comes, they find belonging to the other.
him unprepared.
The sort of special cause here in question
Memento 1. Whatever be the art which, or Will be one of these two, viz.!. Apparently
in which, you think to invent, keep steadily in preponderant
probability of not producing any
view the particular end at which it aims, the new result at all. 2. Apparently preponderant
effect the production of which It has for its probability that the new result, if any, will,
object.
Keep your eyes fixed upon the end. instead of proving preponderantly
advantageIn two Latin words, Reepice finem.
ous, prove preponderantly
disadvantageous.
]femento 2. Beware of int<llectual ser'l)ility.
N. B.-Among
physical arts and sciences,
In other words, take reason not cnstom for the branch of art and science to which this
your guide: the reason of the thmg, including
rule or memento IS III a particular degree apthe nature of the effect meant to be produced,
plicable, is the Chemical, including, 111 so far
not confining yourself to the pursuing of the as they belong to it, the several subordinate
pradice, to the performance of those opera- and practical branches of art and science which
tions, and those only, b)' which alone the effect come under its department, e. g. cookery, pharis as yet wont to be produced.
Sit non mos macy, agriculture, architecture, in so far as
Bed Ratio dux.
concerns materials.
Memento 3. Be on your guard against the
][ emenio 10. In taking a survey of practice,
confederated enemies of all good, and thereby
distinguish in it as many distinguishable points
of all new good: VIZ. 1. Indigenous
Intellecas the nature of the case appears to afford, and
tual weakness.
2. Sinister interest.
3. In- on each of these points, try Its utility and proterest-begotten
prejudice.
4. Adoptive prejupriety, by its relation to the end.
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Examples.c--The
field of medical practice is in a higher degree than any others which the
a. field In which many examples, indicative of nature of the case admits of.
the utihty of this rule, might be collected.
In
Let reason be fruitful, custom barren: such
the comparatively ancient system of pharmacy
indeed is the advice which on this subject has
may be found medicines, In the composition of been delivered.
Delivered 1 but by whom l-which there were drugs, to the amount of by Bacon;
by the man whose mind was of
twenty or thirty different sorts, of which, by almost all minds the most unlike to others. In
comparatively recent observation, experience,
regard to fruitfulness, how stands the matter
and experiment, all but two or three have been as between Reason and Custom in the world
found either wholly mopcrative, or unconduat large 1 Reason breeds like a pole-cat;
CUBcrve to the end.
tom like a doe-rabbit.
In every part of the field of practice in which
Tlnrd Memento.t The more stupid a man is,
the practice has not yet been thus directed,
especially if In his mmd, stupidity be, as it IS not
and Its several distmgmshable
parts or points
unapt to be, accompanied by self-conceit, the
confronted With the proper end, uninfluencing
more improbable it Will appear to hnn, that to
circumstances,
and even obstructive circumthe invention In question, be It what It may, any
stances, i. e. obstacles, may be seen confounded
such characters as those of useful and tneritoriWith promotive causes, and the result, be It ous, would be found to belong to it. So difficult
what it may, ascribed without distinction to as the art is in Its present state, so great the
their conjunct agency; and, In this way, the expense which, in the articles of genius and
character of promotive causes ascribed to uu- industry, which It must have cost to the men or
influencmg and even to obstructive causes.
former tunes to bnng the art up to its present
Of this mode of confusion, examples will mark m the scale of perfection, so great the
naturally be to be found in abundance in the multitudes that for so many ages must have
system of government
established in every
been occupied in the endeavour to give to It
country, and in particular In tha t branch which
every degree of perfection of wlnch It is susregards constrtunonal
law.
Of whatsoever
ceptiblev=rs it in any degree-is
It preponderdegree of prosperity the state may be supposed
ently probable that, by the man m question,
to be in the enjoyment of, as many abuses
(who In Ins exterior has probably nothing to
and Imperfections as In the theory or practice
distinguish him to Ins advantage, and whose
of it have place, Will by all those who profit
weaknesses, whatever they may be, being inby them, be of course placed more or less con- dicated by Envy and Jealousy, are laid open
fidently and exphcitly upon the list of promoto general observation.) so Important an additive causes."
non to the art should really have been made.
Ou the subject of each of these mementos, a Such are the observations by which the confew observations present themselves as capasrderation IS diverted from modern invention.
bJe of having their use In the course of them It
Fourth Memento. Clarification of Ideas -If
will, It is believed, be seen that of all of them,
the subject be of the physical class, render the
howsoever at first "lCW the contrary might
rmages, which you form of It in your mind, as
in some instances be supposed, there IS not one correct. and complete as possible.
that is not in a manner, more or less pointed.
If the subject be of the psychical class, in
applicable to every track which, in the field of so far as the words employed in discoursing
thought and action, It IS In the power of art
of It are names of fictinous entities, take the
and invention, not exeepnng SCIence, to take.
only course by which It IS possible for a man
The two first mementos demand a JOint con- to give perfect clearness to the ideas of which
sideration.
they serve to constitute
the signs, VIZ., by
The end 1 It may be asked, exists there
searching out the real entitles in which these
any man, who, be the art what It may, in the names of fictitious entities have their source.
practice of It, ever omits so much as for a moOn some subjects, In some instances. withment either to keep hIS eyes fixed upon the out the use of words. a man may exercise inend, or to keep a look-out for the fittest and vention, drawmg his materials
and instrumost promlsmg means 1
/' ments from the stock of Ideas already laid up
Oh, yes; with the exception of the inventive
In his own mmd.
few, who are few indeed, every man.
The
But unless, by the actual survey of sensible
end, yes, of the end, he is not altogether unre-, works, the results and fruits of inventions a lgardful : but as to means, the ffl<?ans which he ready executed, it IS only through the medium
sees pursued by others, by all those from whose
of words, that for his assistance in the exercise
discourse and practice Ius notions on the SUb-I of invention, he can make any use of the invenject have been derived, these are the means
tions, or prartices. or works of others.
Here,
which, from first to last, he has been in the
" T
•
habit of regarding as not only conducive to . t There IS here m the}IS N.R Invention
the end but if not the only ones that are so I" the oflspr.ng' of g-cmu<, ': dictum, the mfluence
in a.ny degr;e at 8'1 rate those wluch are so of which It was pro'iablv intended to examme.
,
y
The para!!ra!,\' followmz " headed. " Indigenous
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I
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See Book

of Fallar ie-. d,"p.
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(vol.

ri

weakness

r' I i. a memorandum.
i mg natural enemies

;,. and, at th- eon of It. there
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then, are so many collections of signs of ideas,
from which, according to the degree of attention bestowed on the consideration
of them,
and the degree of discernment
with which
that attention is accompanied, the Ideas which
he obtains from those words will be more or
less clear, ambiguous, or obscure.
In so far as the words are such as to be
themselves
direct
representatives
of clear
ideas, so much the better:
but even where
this IS in but a small degree, or not in any degree, the case, still it will frequently happen,
that by the reflections and comparisons
of
which in his mind they are productive, they
may render to him more or less assistance towards the formation of other ideas, such as
shall, in a greater or less degree, be clearer
than those by which they were themselves
suggested.*
Fifth and Sixth Jlfemelltos. The mode and
use of applying these subalternation scales are
as follows, VIZ.:
I. Apphcation in the descending lme,
With the exception of such words as are
names of indrvrdual objects, take anyone of the
material words that present themselves
as
belonging to the subject, not being the name
of an individual alone, this word will be the
name of a sort of object" the name, (say.) of
an aggregate.
If the aggregate
be the denomination
of a genus, think of the several
species which, by their respective names, present themselves as beiug contained under It.
Whatsoever
is predicated of the genu£, will,
in so far as it is truly predicated, be, WIth equal
truth, predicable of all these several species.
II. Application in the ascendill.'llil1e.
In like manner look out for the name of the
next superior genus; with reference to which,
the genus in question is but a species, and observe, try, or conjecture, whether that which
beyond doubt, has been found predicable With
truth of the whole of this species, be, or promise to be, with hke truth predicable of the
whole, or any other part of the aggregate, designated by the name of that genus.
It is in the instance of the physical department of the field of thought and action, and
more particularly
to the chemical district of
that department,
that the applicability of this
memento is most conspicuous.
Upon every
subject, try, or at least, think of trymg, every
operation;
to every subject in the character
of a menstrnum,
apply every subject in the
character of a solvent, and so on.
It is to the extent in which application has
been made of this memento, that chemical
science is indebted for the prodigious progress
which, within
the compass of the present
generation, has been made in it.
It is by the ideal decomposition,
perfonned
by the separate consideration
of the several

distinguishable
operations, which respectively
constitute the component parts of vanous mechanical arts, and thence, by the division of
labour, that the great improvements, made within the last half century in manufactures, have
been effected.
Seienth. and Eighth Mementos.
Inventions
of the physical stamp, are those, in regard to
which, the importance of these mementos is,
generally speaking, at its highest pitch.
Discorery, practice, publication,-by
these
words are designated so many periods, which,
in the career of invention, may, to the purpose
here in question, be drstmguished
with practical advantage.
To the purpose of the discovery, that, generally speaking, it cannot but be of advantage
to a person of an inventive turn, to be apprized
of, and acquainted with whatsoever has been
already invented, or thought of, in the same
hue, i~ obvious enough.
But so far as mere discmery is concerned,
any inconvenience, which it can happen to a
man to incur, from a want of acquaintance
with anything that has already been discovered by others, is, III this case, but inconsiderable, in comparison with what is liable to have
place.
In the first place, so far, indeed, as
for want of being pre- acquainted, with this or
that discovery which has already been made
by this or that other person, he fails of making
this or that discovery, which, had it happened
to him to have been acquainted with the existing discovery in question, he would have
made: so far, here is so much lost to the individual in question, and to the world at large.
In the next place, in so far as after the discovary has been made by himself, it happens
to lum to learn that this same discovery has
already been made by some one else; in this
case, what is but natural enough is, that in
proportion to what appears to be the degree
of Importance of the discovery, uneasiness in
the shape of a pain of disappointment,
should
be experienced by him.
But in such a track as that of invention,
no step that has ever been taken, no step,
be the ulterior result of it what it may, is ever
1 lost.
Of every step, present pleasure is the
accompaniment,
from every step the mind derives increase of vigour ; of that which is an instrumentoffuture
securityandfuture
pleasure.
Ninth Memento. Quodlibet cum quolibet.-A
mechanical help will be found in the facility
of confrontation.
For this purpose, in so far
as writing, i. e. manuscript is employed, let it
be on one side only of the paper.
Reason.-Propositions,
which are on difFerent sides of the same plane, cannot invariably
be confrouted with each other.
While that
which is on page 2 is hunting for the tenns
of that which is on page 1, and what is intended to be compared with it, are either for• Mechanics are frequently bad explainers of gotten or become dnbious.
If such is liable to be the case with the
their inventions.
Newton himself wu a great insma.l1est members of a discourse, how muoll
ventor, notalways .. clear explainer.
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more is it with those that are larger and
longer, with complex sentences and whole
paragraphs.
So in printing, nothing could be more in-
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congruous than at the back of a table intended
for a synopnc one, to print anythIng that may
require to be confronted with any part of the
matter of it.

APPENDIX.-A.
PHENOMENA

OF THE HUMAN
SECTIOX

Analytical

MI!'1D.

1.

riew of the Phenomena of the

3. I am sitting in the dark,-a
piece of
drapery is presented to me ;-1am asked what
It 18, I pronounce it silk-velvet;
but in fact it
IS cotton-velvet.
4. Left in the dark, a plate of boiled vegetables is placed before me,-I
am asked what
It is-it
tastes like spinach, but in fact It is
beet leaves.
5. Still in the dark, a flower is presented to
me,-I
am asked what it is-it
smells to me
like a pink, but In fact it IS a carnation,
In the production of that state of mind in
which a perception whether judgment-involving, or judgment-not-involving,
has place,
objects exterior to the body have, or have not,
borne a part.
In the first case, the perception
may be termed a perception ab extra, or say
derivative ;-m the other case, a perception
purely ab intra, or say indigenous.
Of derrvatrve perceptions, the above five are
each of them so many exemplifications.
Of indigenous perceptions, a sense of dilatation In the stomach, a sense of increased
or diminished heat, are exempliflcations.c-in
all or m each of which cases, the perception
may be apathematic
or pathematic,-and,
if
pathematic, accompanied either with pam or
pleasure.

HUI/wn Mind.
The whole structure
of the mind may be
considered as included in two faculties, viz.
the perceptive and the appetitive.
To the perceptive belong all mental experiences.x-simple
experiences ;-to the appetitive all mental operations and their results.
In the perceptive faculty the judicial may,
in a certain point of view, be considered as ineluded,
To the head of experiences may be referred
the following phenomena.
1. Apathematio perceptions;perceptions
as they have place m the case in which they
do not consist of, nor are attended with, any
distinguishable
pain or pleasure.
2. Pathematic perceptions ;-perceptions
as
they have place in the case where they consist of, or are attended with, sensanons or feelings either of pain or pleasure, i. e. are attended with pains or painful perceptions, or
pleasures or pleasurable perceptions.
PathematIC,orapathematicperceptions,
may i
be distinguished
into judgment-not-involving,
SECTION II.
and judgment-involving.
A judgment-involving
perception is the perOperationlr-lksults
of the Ezercise of the
ception of a relation, i. e. of the existence of a
Appetitire Faculty.
relation betweei- some two objects.
Every operation of the mind. and thence
One of the relations most frequently exemplified in this way, is the relation of cause and every operation of the body, IS the result of an
exercise of the will, or volitional faculty. The
effect.
volitional is a branch of the appetitive faculty,
Between a judgment-involving,
and a judgi. e. that faculty in which desire, in all its
ment-not-involving,
perception, the differential
several modifications, has place.
character is this :-111 so far as an experience
Desire has for Its object either pleasure or
or act of the judicial faculty is not Involved
pain, or, what is commonly the case, a IDlXin the perception in question, it is not suscepture of both, in ever varying and unascertaintible of error,-in
so far as any such experience or act is involved, it ill susceptible of able propornons,
The desire which has pleasure for its oberror.
ject, is the desire of the presence of such pleaThe case of a judgment-involving
perception
ill exemplified in, and by, every one of the five sure. Desire which has pain for its object, is
the desire of the absence of such pain.
senses.
I see an apple, I conceive a desire to eat,
1. 1 open my eyes,-1 see something before
me,-it
seems to me that it is a distant hill ; and thence to possess that apple ;-if not being
either hungry or thirsty, my desire is, notbut in f&ct it is a cloud.
Here is a misjudgexcited by the supposed agreement, here is error.
But that I see some- withstandmg,
thing, i.e. that on the retina of my eyes an able flavour of the apple, pleasure, and pleasure alone, viz. the presence of that pleasure,
image is depicted, in tbis is no error.
If
2. 1 hear a sound,-to
me it eeems the voice such as it is, is the object of my desire.
of a man lit a distance, but in fact it ill the cry being either hungry or thirsty, or both, and
that to 0. degree of uneasiness, pain, viz. the
of an owl.

I
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absence of that same uneasiness is moreover
the idea of pleasure or pain, in some shape or
the object.
degree, has place. Minute, it £8 true, minute
A desire then has, in every case,an internal
in the extreme is the quantity of pleasure or
object, viz. the corresponding pleasure, and in pain requisite and sufficient to the formation
so far as that object has for its expected
of a desire; but still it is not the less true,source an object exterior t.) the body, an ex- take away all pleasure and all pain, and you
ternal object.
have no desire. *
A desire having pleasure alone, i. e presence
Pleasure and pain, considered in themselves,
of pleasure for its mternal ubject, has place, in belong to the perceptive faculty, i. e. to the
so far as, from the presence or productiveness
pathematic branch of it.
of the supposed source, pleasure is regarded
But pleasure and pain considered as operatas about to be eventually experienced.
ing, as above, in the production of desires,
A desire having pam alone, i. e. absence of operatmg, as above, in the character of mopain for its internal object, has place m so far tives, and thus producing rolition, action, inas, from the presence or productiveness of the ternal or external, corporeal, or purely mental,
supposed source, pain is regarded as being belong to the appetitive faculty.
eventually about to be experienced.
Pleasure and pain compose, therefore, as It
A desire having pleasure and pain taken
were, the bond of union and channel of comtogether for its internal object, has place, III 1 munication between the two faculties.
so far as, while from the presence or produc-'
Attention is the result of an act of the will;
tiveness of the supposed sonrce, pleasure IS of an exercise of the volitional branch of the
regarded as being eventually about to be ex- appetitive faculty.
perienced, pain is, at the same time, experiIn so far as attention has place; in so far
enced from the reflecnon of the actual ab-I as attention is applied, either to the direction,
sence of that same source i-or In so far as, or to the observation of an experience, the exwhile from the presence of the supposed
perience is converted into an operation; or, at
source, pam is regarded as being eventually
any rate, in the field of thought, that place
about to be experienced, pleasure is at the which would otherwise have been the field of
same tune experienced from the reflection of an experience and nothmg more, becomes now
the actual absence of that same source.
the field of an experience, and of a corresponIf the desire, being a desire having pleasure
dent operation at the same tlme,-an
operation
for its object, be, to a certain degree intense, having for its subject the object which was
in this case, so long as it remains unsatisfied,
the source or seat of the experience.
it has a certain degree of pam for its inseparIn some instances, language affords not as
able accompaniment,
viz. the pain of non- yet any word, or words, by which the differpossession, or say privation, produced by the I ence between the presence or absence of attenabsence of the source, and the consequent non- non, m relation to the effect m question, is
satisfaction of the desire.
denoted.
If the desire be a desire having pain for its
Here the word .iudgment,-act
of the judgobject, i. e. the absence of pain from this or ment,-Is
the locution employed, as wei! m
that particular source, in this case, if the desire
the case of those instantaneous and involunbe to a certain degree intense, it has for its tary judgments, which, as above are commonly
inseparable accompaniment, a persuasion more confounded WIth SImple perception, and those
or less intense of the probability of a state of I attentive and elaborate judgments which are
things, in which pain WIll be experienced.
pronounced In the senate, on the bench, or In
Considered as havmg produced, or as being the laboratory of the chemist, or at the librarywith more or less probability of success, oper- table of the logician.
ating towards the production of the result,
Without attention, the memory is but the
(viz. presence of pleasure, or absence of pain,)
seat of a mere passive experience, which is
which is the object of it, a desire IS termed a termed remembrance.
In consequence of an
moti'l:e.
exertion or exercise of the WIll, importing a.tIn 50 far as the production of the statc of tentron applied to the purpose of searching out
things which is the immediate object of the and bringing from the storehouse of the mmd
desire, is considered as following immediately
and certainly npon the existence of the desire
.. In the production of volition, a desire operating III the character of a motive is either certainly
an act of the will is said to take place,-the
faculty :)y which this effect is considered as or not certainly effective; if certainly effective, an
produced, is termed the volitional, or volitive act of the will is the consequence. The cause of
my own act is always my own desire; and III this
faculty, or, in one word, the teill.
sense my will is free. But the cause of that desire,
The volinonal faculty IS, therefore, a branch
what rs it? In some cases I know what it is ; III
of the appetitive.
others not. When I know not what it is, how I~
But no act of the will can take place but my will free'
The action of It 18 III so far depenin consequence of a correspondent desire ; in dent upon an unknown cause external to myself.
consequence of the action of a desire In the
'When I make my choice amongst a multitude of
character of a motive.
antagonizing desires, what is the cause of that
Also, no desire can have place, unless when choice?

PHENOMENA
the impression in question, it becomes the seat
and subject of an operation termed recollecnon,
SECTION

III.

Enumeration

of the :Menta' Faculties.
Of a set of fictitious entities, to give a hst,
neither the correctness nor the completeness
of which shall be exempt from dispute or
doubt, cannot be a very easy task.
Of the
following articles, neither the perceptibility,
(meanmg that sort of perceptibility
of which
these sorts of fictitious entities are susceptible,) neither the perceptibilrty nor the mutual
distinctness, say rather, ilistingu Isltability, seems
much exposed to dispute."

* 1. Perception; or say, percrptu» faculty,
alia,s simple apprehension.
.. 2. Judgment;
or say,judlcwlfaculty.
.. 3. ltfemoTY; or sa)', relentir" faculty: this
is either, 1. Passive ; or 2. Actn e, i. e. recollective.
" 4. Deduction : or say, ratwcmatirc
or deductire facult!!
that by which a number of
judgment$, I. e. acts of the JudICial faculty are'
deduced, one from another.
5. Abstraction;
or sa), aostractl re famlt.I/.
" 6. Lmaamation : or say, ima!1inatlt't' .ftlculty, whereby a number of abstracted
Ideas,
results or products of the exercise of the abstracttre faculty, are compounded
and put
together,
i. ["!lention;
or say, inrentiu
facult.~·
whereby, out of a number of the product. of
the abstractive
faculty, such compounds are;
formed as are '/leU', i. e. were never produced
before.
Ineenuon IS w!fI}ination directed in
its exercise to the attainment of some particular end,
8. ltfethodization;
or say, arrangement, or
the exercise of what may be termed the tactic
f(l{;ulty.
It may be employed in the service of
anyone or more of the several faculties abovementioned.
9. Attention;
or say, the cdtent ire .(.leu/tH'
The exercise of this faculty seems to be the
result of an exercise of the Irill, of a special
application made of the power of that faculty,
to the purpose of attaching to their work, With
different deqrees of force, and for different
lengths of time, anyone or more of the several
distinguishable
faculties above-mentioned.
10. Oburrotion.
In this are included peruption, Rlemor!!, jttdglllent, and commonly ra·
tiocination, set, and kept at work, by attention,
and directed commonly in their exercise, to
the accomphshment
of some particular end.
.. 11. Communication;
or say, the communicatiu faculty· a faculty which may have for
its subject the results or products of the exer" Of those which are here drstmguished by an ..
mention is made In D'Alembert's Table, these and
no others.
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cise of anyone or more of the several faculties
above-mentioned.
Speaking, tenting, and pantomime, i. e. discourse by gestures, or otherwise
by deportment, are so many modes In and by
which It IS exercised.
Communication,
on the one part supposes
receipt, or bay reception, on the other.
In so
far as to the exercise of the art of reception,
attention on the part of the receirer is considered
as necessary, the reccircr IS styled a learner.
RRttection IS attenuon, considered as earned
backwards, and apphed to objects considered
as presented and kept In view by the memor~·.
12. Comparison is attention, considered as
applied alternately, and as nearly as possible
Simultaneously, to the two, or greater number
of objects which are the subjects of it. For
the purpose of gl vmg direction to an exercise
of the judicial faculty, the operation by which
this faculty is exercised can scarcely, it IS heI heved,
be performed for a continuance,
and
I with advantage, on more than two objects at
a time; at any rate, to the purpose of noting
I points of resemblance and difference for the
' purpose of distrrbuting an aggregate into pareel. which are to be compared with one another, It IR necessary to proceed, in the fir-t
i instance, by di vidmg it, as it were, at oue
I stroke.
If, for any such purpose, objects m
; any number greater than two are compared
: with one another, the attention finds It necessary to divide the three, for this purpose, into
two parcels, some one of the three objects
I formmg oue parcel, and the two remaining
i ones together
another.
Thus, in the case of
: phYSical motion, between any two objects, alternate motion is a sort of operation III itself
' extremely simple, produced with httle difficulI ty, of which the exemphfications are numerIOu, and frequently occurring, and which has,
accordingly, recerved a name, viz. vibration ;
but. between any greater number, though it
were so small as three, In nature no such alternate motion IS to be found anywhere exemplified, nor could it, Without a highly complicated
system of machines, be produced:
of this drfference, a sort of exemphfication
seems even
to be afforded by the very word beureen, Between, i. e. by twam, means by parcels consisting each of no more than tICO articles, as In
the phrase, where it is said, let comparison be
made between these two articles.
Here, in
this case, the comparison is understood to be
perfectly made, or, at an)' rate, to be capable
of bemg perfectly made.
But If the number of articles to be compared be greater than two, in this case the
word beucee» cannot, with propriety, he employed,
Instead of It the language affords no
word less Improper than the word among. But
a comparison
made among three or more
articles does not present itself in the character of a perfect one. It seems as If the companson o.ught to be made either between any
two leaving out the others, or between any
one of them taken Singly on the one part, and
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the other two formed into one parcel on the
other part; in a word, where the word among,
is used in this case, besides that the number
of the objects in question is left indeterminate,
the operation itself is not the same aort of
operation as where the word balL'een is employed.
Change the expression ever 80 often, still the
difficulty, not to say the impossibility, of keeping under equal consideration for any considerable length of time any greater number of
objects than two, presses itself into view. You
may, indeed, say, compare together the objects A, B, and C ; but, then, as in the case
where the preposition, among, is employed,
the comparison has the air of a confused,
partial, and indeterminate one. But then, in
each of these cases, so it is that, for the purpose of the comparison, the three articles are,
in the first place, made up into one aggregate, and, in the next place, that aggregate
is divided into two, and no more than two,
parcels.
13. Synthesis or combination.
14. Generalizanoa.
15. Induction.
16. Analysis, i. e. division, viz. logical or
anological analysis.
17. Distribution."

APPENDIX
DIVISION

B.

OF ART AND SCIENCE.t
SECTION

1.

subject, i. e. as it belongs to 8Oma.tiC8 or psychology, no clear knowledge can be conveyed
by general ones, but by a single individual or
species, exhibited in the character of It specimen or sample, for the explanation and illustration of a generic term, the exhibition of
all the other individuals or particulars contained in the genus of which it is the name,
may be saved.
WIth these explanations, from particulars
to generals, may be stated as the actual order
of learning or acquisition; but from generals
to particulars, the most convenient and extensively efficient order of teaching or communieatmg instruction.
Condillac was a French Abbe. In his youth
he had served an apprenticeship to the Greek
statuary, so well known to the Dilettanti by
the name of Pygmalion. In his workshop, he
had learned that secret, which, to statuaries,
IS what the philosopher's stone is to chemists,
-the art of giving life to clay or marble.
Pygmalion's practical object in the animating
of his statue, was, as everybody knows, the
pleasure of teaching it to speak,-more appositely, the teaching her the art of love. Condillac being an abbe, and moreover a man of
an independent mind, and an original cast of
character-a philosopher by trade-determined, instead of making himself the servile copyist of his master, to teach logic to his statue
instead of love.:::
In this view, instead of cramming her all at
once with the five senses-not to speak of the
sixth sense, which, how necessary soever to
the purpose of the Greek, would have been
quite foreign to the new purpose of this Frenchman-he found it necessary to proceed upon !Po
more economical plan, and to begin, at least,
with furmshmg them to her one by one.
For matter for one of her first exercises, he
took I\.ristotle's logic in hand, and proposed to
himself to teach her the ten predicaments, and
by means of the ten predicaments, proposed
to himself to teach her the nature of those fictitious entities called abstractions.
When it came to the point, he found that
Aristotle's list was not quite so well made up
as it might have been, and doubtless would
have been, had the ingenious Greek had the
advantage of consulting with Locke and a few
others.
In teaching her these predicaments, his plan
was to begin with those, if any such there
were, the nature of which could be taught
without taking into consideration any other.

Generals or Particulars, Abstractions or
Concretions,-u:hich first ?
In the field of Eudeemonics and Pantognosy,
the field of abstractions or the field of concretions,-to which of these two compartments
shall the surveying eye apply itself!
In the whole human race, considered at all
periods of its history, the knowledge of particulars has preceded that of generals. Abstraction, a branch of Logic, is an art that has
been learned by slow degrees.
But, when general conceptions have once
been attained, the communication of them is
performed with much more despatch, even to
the most unfnrnished and uninformed minds,
than that of particulars; i. e. in a given time,
much more knowledge may be communicated
by the use of more general terms in company
with less general terms, than by the use of less
general terms alone.
True it is, without the use of particular
::: Like so many other histories of modem date,
terms, and even according to the nature of the the present 18 a history partly of what, in the way
in question, the hero a.ctually did, partly of what
he might have done. What he actually did, may
.. Respectingthese fivelast-mentionedfaculties, be seen in a little work, in one or two small 12mo
no further notice appearsto have been taken in the volumes,entitled, Traue des Sensauon«: It is not
MSS.-Ed.
known to have ever been translated into English,
+ Ma.nyof the subjects of this Appendix will though on the subject of logic it containsa quanbe found discussed more at length in Chrestoma- tity of inforn.ation not denvable from any other
~a, appendilt.-Ed.
source.
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In all new courses of experiment, there is some notion of what geometry is. He would
commonly a good deal of fumbling.
Of the have been glad to have given her a. correcrude conception that occurred to him, and the spondent notion of wha.t algebra is; but this
unsuccessful
trials that took place in conse- he found impossible till she had become more
quence, mention need not be made; of a few or less acquainted with the use of language,
of those by wluch it appeared that more or
Arithmetic has for Its subject number, diless light was thrown upon the subject, a. short
rectly and independently
expressed, viz. the
and plain account will suffice for the present
several modifications of it, all of them expresspurpose.
ed by so many determina.te absolute and ap1. He ga.ve her the sense of smelling ;-he
propnate names.
presented her with a rose.
In the way of
Algebra
has for its subject number and
logrc, nothing was taught her by the experinumbers, but these expressed
in every inmeut.
She learned the smell of the rose, and stance, not by any determinate
and absolute
liked It very well; but she knew not what it names, but by names indicative, in each incame from,-whether
from a rose-tree, from stance, of some relation borne by the object in
otto of roses, or !'rom the esprit de rose.
question to some determinate number or num2. Equally limited was the science she made
bers, which sooner or later may be presented
herself mistress of when endued WIth the sense to view by their respective names, but which
of taste.
A slice of pine-apple was no less as yet are not presented to view.
agreeable to her than the rose had been; but
all she learnt from it was the taste of pineSECTIO~ II.
apples.
3. He gave her the sense of sight, and now
Field occupied by Art and Science.
for the first time he gave her schooling. Smelling and tasting were no better than child's
Entering upon the field of mesology, we
play.
shall find science occupying a compartment,
The first thing he presented to her view was over a. portion only of which, and that coma round spot. Nothing was to be learned from paratively a small one, it is in the power of
the round spot.
art to follow It; always excepted that space
With a little alteration, the round spot was and quantity of art, which being employed,
converted into a triangle, and by this triangle
and that of necessity, m the acquisition of the
was furnished the first lesson she learned m SCIence, is therefore iuseparably attached to it.
the art of logic. The triangle happened to be
Contributory
to well- being, human wellan equilateral
oue, not but that any other
being, and its opposite, are, or may be, for
might have done nearly as well.
Being a they have been supposed to be, all beiugs of
triangle, it had three pomts or corners.
Look which we have any notion, as well as all with
there, says he, at those points;
in that place
which we have any acquaintance.
If so it be,
on the left, one,-in
that on the right a second, ' then so it is that with that portion of the field
-above
them both, a third.
Here you have
of eudeemonics which ISoccupied by mesology ;
numbers one, two, three.
the whole field of ontology,-a
word more in
But when the predicament
of number was use in former days than at present, and emthus made sensible to her, the predicament of ployed to signify the science of being in genefigure was made sensible to her at the same raj, rs eoincrdent. "
time; for by these three points the triangle
For the designation
of the general term
had its bouuds, and by these bounds its figure
science, considered as applyiug to this or that
was determined.
particular portron of the field of science by
To make the matter the clearer.he presentsome persons, and ou some occasions, the tered to her, by the Side of this triangular spot, mmation log}" and by others the terrumatron
the round one. From this round one, viewed
gno$Y, is preferred.
Ou other occasions, or by
by itself, nothing had been to be learned.
A some persons, to give compactness to the a~figure it had; but being so perfectly uniform,
pellation, both are discarded, and the !ernuand presenting to view but one number, it had
nation cs,t as designative of an adjective, of
not presented her with any such idea as that
which the substantive IS subintellected, IS preof figure, no more than the smell of the rose,
ferred.::: These terminations are all taken from
or the taste of the pine-apple had done.
But
the Greek, the language without which sca,rcenow being placed by the side of the triangle,
Iy any new names could, by our barbarismand her eye passing continually from the one sprung language, be framed : ~nd consequently
to the other, the difference between the one scarcely any new views of things taken or exand the other was so often presented to her, pressed, nor, in so far as former ones are either
and, by the contrast, her ideas of figure became every moment more and more distinct,
" See the tract on Ontology in this volume,
as well as from the first moment more extenwith Its division of entities mto real and fietiuous,
sive.
-perceptIble and inferential.
By knowing what number was, she already
t See Chrestomathia, supra, p. PO:?
had some notion of what arithmetic is; and by
::: Examples: J.fathematlcs, dynamies, tMrapeutics. astlietws, tact&r.s.
knOwing what figure is, she bad, moreover,
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incorrect or incomplete, any true and adequate
ones be so much as formed.
Somatology, Bomatognosy, or .omatiCl;* psychology, psychognosy, or psychics,t-·to
one or
other of these denominations will every branch
of science, which has for Its subject the field
of, to us, perceptible
existence, the class, to
us, of perceptible beings, be found referable.
Physioplastic,
anthropoplastic,
by one or
other of these appellatives will the condition
of all beings by which any part of the field
of Somatics is seen to be occupied, be found
referable; physioplastic,
the state in which,
being found in the bosom, they are supposed to
have been formed by the hands, of nature; anthropoplastic,
the state into which, after having been torn from the bosom of nature, they
have been brought by human labour.
The labour or course of the operations by
which, under the hands of man, forms are
given to bodies different m any respect from
those into which they are cast by nature, may
be considered at two different stages or points
of trme : VIZ. 1. The stage durmg which, With
a 'new to the advancement whether of art or
science, or of both in one, trials are made of
the different forms into which they may be
cast, of the different properties immediately
or eventually conducive to man's well-being,
they may be discovered or made to possess,
and of the different points of view in which,
for that purpose, they may be contemplated
and subjected to examination.
2. The stage at
which, by the lIght of a more or less considerable mass of knowledge, derived from such
trials, means having beeu found of castmg them
into such and snch nseful forms, and thereby
enduing them with such and such useful properties, the castmg them into these forms, and
enduing them with these properties, has become the regnlar and extensive result of an
established course of practice.
In their physioplasnc state, m the state in
which, fashioned by the hand of nature, they
are found in the bosom of nature, bodies form
the contents and subject of that portion of the
field of Somatics wluch is so commonly but so
improperly designated
by the appellation
of
Natural History, and which the term Physiology having, by a narrower application, been
unfitted for this use, may more aptly and expressively, it should seem, be designated
by
the term Physwgnosy.
In so far as they are considered as forming
the subject of these preliminary
trials and
examinations
which, as above, serve as the
foundations
for those ulterior operations by
which they are rendered subservient to general
use, they form the contents of that pornon of
the field of Somatics which also, very generally, but not the less inappropriately,
has been
termed sometimes :Natural Philolol'hy, sometimes Experimental
Philosophy,
but whICh

*
t

From the Greek word for body, vir ..... ",,11-.
From the Greek word for soul, VIZ.'Y">:~.

neither unaptly nor unexpressively,
may, it Is
supposed, be termed Empiric Somatology'4The further we advance, the more clearly do
the convenience of an apposite nomenclature
and systematic arrangement,
and the inconvenience of Inapposite nomenclature
and unsystematre arrangement become perceptible.
Somatics being the name given to the stem,
by the two adjuncts physioplastic and anthropoplastic, a designanon which is correct, and
to everyone to whom the import attached to
those adjuncts in the orrgmal language is familiar, au intelligible one is presented.
By a.
person whose Ignorance of all particulars contained III the respective fields of human SCience,
should be as great as that of any person can
be, the Import of the two names, and accordiugly the nature of the two branches of science
would nevertheless
be conceived and understood, so he were but apprized of the Import of
the Greek words correspondent
to the word
nature and the word man.
So much for the apposite and systematic
nomenclature and arrangement,
now as to the
inapposite
and unsystematic.
Of the two
composing the inapposite appellative employed
to designate physroplastic
somatics, the word
natural, in so far as it went, was apposite and
expressive.
But when applied to designate
the anshropoplastic branch of eomatrcs, instead
of being apposite and leadmg to truth, it leads
of itself to error.
'What it gives you to understand is, that under the branch of science to
which it thus gives name, in the observation
made on the bodies which are the subjects of
it, the state to wluch the consideration is confined IS that into which they have been brought
by the hands of nature, whereas the truth 18,
that the state m which alone they constitute,
in a direct way, the subject of anthropoplastie
somatology, is the state mto which they have
been brought, or are capable of being brought
by the hand of roan.
True It is, that m anthropoplastic
somatics,
without more or less regard paid to physioplastic soma tICS, that is, to the bodies which
are constituted its subjects, and that too in the
state In which they arc It, subjects, nothing
could be done; for it I;; to physioplastic somatology that anthropoplasnc
somatology is Indebted for all Its subjects, for all the materials
wluch It can have to work upon.
But from
tins no such consequences follow as that, in
any part, anthropoplastic
and physioplastie are
the same.
By architecture,
stone and wood
are employed ; but arclutecturs IS not, on this
account, one and the same branch of a.rt and
SCIPnce either WIth mineralogy or with botany.
When upon taking a further step, we come
to the word philosophy, the misrepresentation,
mstead of receiving any correction is rendered
still more flagrant.
Instead of a Rtate of, or

4- See the Inaptness of the terms Natural HlStoTII
and Natural Phuosophy discussed above, p. 68,
Sf?
An exposition In somewhat SImilar terms follows in the oMS of the text.-Ed.
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acquisition made by the understanding.
and
that alone, that which the term philosophy
was originally
employed to designate,
and
which, even now, it ceases not to convey to
those who are more or less acquainted WIth
the language from which It has been borrowed,
is a state of the a.ff'ectwns, a sentiment or affection of lore and good-liking.
Of good-hklng m
relation to what i-not
to this branch of somanes m contradistmctron
to the other, nor
yet to somancs m contradrstmcnou
to any other
branch of science; no, nor so much as to SCIence
m contradistmction
to anythmg else. To what
then l-Why,
even to 1Cl,dom.
And what IS
WIsdom l--A term of WIde and Imperfectly
determined Import. employed not so much to
designate science a' to designate an habrtually correct state of the Judgment, or judrcial
faculty, to whatsoever subjects, considered as
applied, but more particularly,
to such as are
regarded as staudiug distmgur-hed, in respect
of their Importance, ill the highest degree.
As in It, ongmal Import, tlu. term Natural
Philosophy 1" scarcely express» e of any Idea,
which It IS employed to express ; hence It b,
that, from the first to the last, III relatiou to
this or that less extensive branch of science. a
question may be,-does
It bel on" to Natural
History, or does It belong to Natural Philosophy ! whereas, under the terms physioplasuc
somatology, and anthropoplastic
somatologv ,
a clear hne of demarkation
between the two;
SCIences, thus desigunted,
l'
drawn at oue
stroke, und all such questions are nipped 1Il
the bud.
Instead of phyeioplastic
and anthropoplashr,-had
the word, pu,hl'ln
and trlll'Dllll:
been to the same extent, and for the same
length of ume, employed for the de-ignanon
of the two branches of art and SCience, for
the designanou
of whieh the terms Naturul
Ih-torv
and Natural
I'hilo-ophy
snll contmue to be employed, the chang~, mstead of
bcnu; tor the worse, would hav e been rather,
for the better.
By the word trapball, no person would have been tempted to regard as
belonging to physioplastrcs
\\ hat belongs to
authropoplasttcs
; whereas, of the term Natural Philosophy, when thus applied, the tendency to produce this sort of nuscoucoptron IS,
as hath Just been seen, not inconsiderable.
.\:
word iq not the more Inconvenient, but the
less mconvement
the less hnble It is to lead:
men to confound WIth any object those objects
from winch It IS most material that it should
be distmgurshcd.
The attention which It applies to its subjects somatology may either apply mdiscrmnnately to all the propcrnes observable III them,
or confine itselt to anyone or more of them to
the exclusion of the rest ; III the first case,
aqeledodiascopic, or, for shortness, ageledoscop!C,-in the other case, chorutoduucopic,
or,
for shortness, choristoscopic, are the names by
which it may respectively be drstmguished.
Vacuity,
reet, time, JiIj1l1"8, quantit.¥,-all

I these
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form so many distmguishable
subjects of
chonstoscopic somancs,
Of vacuity it may seem that It belongs not
to the propertres of body. But, be the body
what It may, and be the place which, at the
time in question, It OCCUPIeS what It may, It
I may as easily be conceived to be absent from
as present at, and m that place.
To be either
ill or out of any glyen place IS, therefore,
among the properties of body; for, If there
were no such bemg as a body, there would be
no such disunctiou as that between place and
I place.
It IS only hy abstraction
that the Idea of
I rest can be formed any more than that of
I body.
It has for It, ground the Idea of place.
It IS the absence of motion, and of motion
Itself no Idea can be formed but what has for
its ground the Idea of place.
Take at any tune mto consideration
any
body, considermg
It With reference to the
place which, at that same tnne, It oecupies ;
, but, from that same place conceive It removed,
and into that same place suppose no other
I body or portion of matter introduced."
In
I tlus way, and no other, IS formed the Idea of
a vacuum or portion of unoccupied space.
i In bO ttl' as human obcr' at ion has been
, able to apply it-elf to the subject, absolute
; motion IS at all times among the mhereut mseparable properties of every distmct body,
and, III so far, of' every partrcle of matter.
' But of relative 1110tlOn,monon as between any
two bodies or partu le of matter considered
relation to one another, examples, real or
apparent. may, upon the surface of this our globe
be found 1Il abundance.
i
Of relative monon, or rt= nccanon relative
: rest, no Idea CUl!, It shnuld seem. be formed,
, otherwise than hy the help of the Idea of
i time.
Two distnu-t bodies, m so far as 1Il the
I course of a gIven
length of tune, the distance
: that intervenes between them 1., observed to
be, or appear, to be. diftcreut. arc observed to
: have been one or both III motion WIth reference
' to each other,-to
have been, oue or other, or
: both of them, 1Il a state of relative motion ;; 1Il so far a< no diftcrcnce III respect of the
, amount of the distance between them has
; been observed, or 10 supposed to be observable,
they are regarded as having been in a state of
I re ...
t
The Idea of time is derived, says the COIllmon phrase, from the succes-iou of Ideas. Of
this detimuon the misfortune IS, that, III the
explanation
given of the object, the object
undertaken to be explained. I, itself mtroduced under a disguise.
It may, perhaps, be said to be derived from
the drver-rty between ideas.
To a nnud to
whu-h all Idea, and no more, was present, one
smell, fur example. or one taste or one sound,
no such Idea could, It should seem, present
Itself as an Idea of time.
Condillac, iu Ill" Trait» de' Sensations, took
a statue, and, havmg taken a leaf out ot the

I

I

Illl
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book of Pygmalion, endowed it successively,
as we have seen, with the several senses, at
first one by one, afterwards in such groups as
it occurred to him to collect them into for
that purpose.
Neither from anyone smell,
nor from anyone taste, nor from anyone
sound, nor from anyone feeling, supposing it
diffused all over its body, could this statue of
his, form, it should seem, any such idea as that
of time. From a single object of Sight, perhaps yes; VIZ. supposing the object of Sight
spacious enough to present different parts,
subtending, though It were ever so small an
angle, coloured or not coloured, the surface
would present distinguishable
parts;
and,
during one portion of time, supposing the attention of his statue applied to one part-during another portion of time to another, here,
it should seem, would be ground sufficient for
her building on it an idea of time.
To our statue thus borrowed from the ingenious Abbe Condillac, neither by one smell,
nor by one taste, nor by one sound, nor by
one feeling, whether universal or local, could
the idea of number be suggested.
But correspondent to anyone of those senses, suppose
two sensations, then it is that the Idea ofnumber presents itself, or, at least, is capable of
presenting itself to her mind. What, If at all
times, she had one sensation of each kind and
no more,-still
it should seem no idea of number; eoalescing, the whole assemblage of sensations would form, altogether, no more than one.
In regard to the sense of sight, whether it
presented her or not with the idea of number,
would depend, it should seem, on the figure
of the surface by which the angle formed by
the pencil of rays, on entrance into the eye
was subtended.
Suppose It circular, no difference anywhere, no number; suppose it trJ:ln-'
g1l1ar,-here would be three points, by each of
which a different idea might be produced, and
thence the number three.
Of figure, the idea is not derivable but
through that of number.
It may be received,
I. From sight; 2. From feeling.
Witness the
blind.
Of quantity, the idea may be derived, 1.From
number without figure; 2. From figure without consideration of number;
but the idea
of figure cannot be denved without that of
number.
Of thes« eight abstractions, six, viz. 1. Place;
2. Motion; (viz. relative motion;) 3. Time;
4. Number;
5. Figure;
6. Q,uantity i-in
a word, all but vacuity or -roid space and
rest, have furnished so many distinguishable
branches of science,-branches,
let us say, of
Choristoseopic Somatology, each of them already furnished with a separate name, how
far soever from being uniformly apposite and
expressive.

ary application to small portions of the 811rl'ace
of our earth, though, with equal original propriety, applicable to any portion or portions
of the whole universe.
Chorography, a term not much in use, but,
when in use, applied to portions larger than
Topography is commonly applied to.
Geography, a term exclusively and neceasarily as Its etymology shows, confined to this
our earth, and subject to that limitation, applicable to any portions, so they be not so small
as that the propriety of the application shall
find on the part of Topography a ground or
pretence for disputing it.
By Uranography, or, still better, by Uranognosy, rather than Astronomy, may that branch
of Topography, taken in its largest sense,
which remains after the substraction of Geography be designated.
Uranognosy rather
than Uranography ; because, while on our
earth the srtuations of its several parts. with
relation to each other when measured upon a.
large scale, are never observed to undergo
any considerable change, those of the bodies of
which the whole universe is composed, are, as
far as observation Or mdication may be depended upon,-are
all, with relation to each other,
in a state of constant relative monon; and, accordmgly, their relative situations undergoing
continual change.
Uranognosy, or even Uranography, in preference to Astronomy, because, by the word
Astronomy, a needless separation is made of
the bodies which, whilst some perceptibly,
others Imperceptibly, are continually moving
in their boundless field.
.
.
.'
.
i II. Scienoes haeina for their Bul?1ectthe Predicarnent of Motion.
Had it happened to this Predicament to have
been customarily taken for the subject of contemplation in its whole extent, i. c. under all
the applications capable of being made of it
to particulars, Kineciology, or Kmematology,
or some such word, might have been the name
allotted to it.
Taken in its whole extent, however, it presen ted not any such identity or umty of interest
as to give occasion to a portion of science
having exactly those same dimensions.
In the case, however, in which the motion
is considered as receiving its direction from
the hand of man, whether its origin be or be
not derived from that source, it has received
I principally
from the pens of French philosephers a name of its own, VIZ.La Dynamique,
-with
an English termination, Dynamics.
.4.u''''fJ.1f is the Greek word for pou:er, and it is
by direction "riven to motion, that is, to matter III a state of rdati-rc motion, that mechanical power IS produced and employed.
Of the field of Dynamics, a great, but
f::'
l'
, ...
•
••
scarcely a determinate, portion is occupied by
I . ",ctenccs"an7l1fort~elr;'UbJecttltepredlca-1
Mechanics, taken in the narrowest sense m
mcnt oJ Place.
which it is commonly employed.
Topography, a term confined in its customWhen motion, considered in the case in

I
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which it has Its origin in volition, in animal
volition, is excepted, motion in every other
ease has for its cause or shape that to which
the name of attraction has, since the time of
Newton, been applied, or its opposite and antagonist, repulsion.
In other words, to one or other of these
heads, or both together, will be found referable every motion which, for the purpose of
TechnolGgy, has been employed or regarded
as capable of bemg employed in addition to,
and in aid of, animal force in the character of
a. primum mobile.
It is by the balance between the several
modifications of attraction on the one hand,"
and of repulsion+ on the other, that the relative situation of the particles of the several
bodies, one amongst another, and thence the
weight and texture of those bodies respectively
are determined.

lUl'Cillgfor their Subject the Prediaalnent of Time.
By chronology, etents, in 60 far as a persnasion, more or less intense or decided m affirmatron of their existence, has been suggested
by appropriate evidence, are presented to our
view; events, considered as the word Itself
imparts With reference to time, with which
is also commonly connected a reference to
III.

&ienaa,

place.
In so far as in addition to the events themselves, nakedly considered, intimation IS given
of accompanying
Circumstances, m so far as
they have appeared material, and therein and
therewith of the real or supposed causes and
anti-causes, instruments, agents and counteragents, prmcrpal and accessory, chronology
takes the name of historv.
Accordmg as it take-s for its subject the
transactions of pohtical states, or other aggregate bodies of men, history is either aggregate, commonly termed aeneral or individual,
i. e. If taking for its subject what has been
supposed to have been done and experienced
by this or that individual.
For the designation of individual history, the appellation commonly employed is the Greek-sprung
word'
biography;
literally, the delineation of life.
.
.
.,
IV:. Sciences, k~'Mng for their SU/!Jects the Predu:a,nents of 1i umber, Fiqure, and Qualltlt y.
Among the three predicaments
respectively designated by these three names, the nature a.nd intimacy of the relation that has
place, has already been brought to view,
Of
fignre, the modifications are scarcely conceivable, nor, accordingly,
clearly expressible,
, .. Attraction of gravitation, attraction of cohesion, and chemical attracnon.c-clectncal,
and galvanical, and magnetical mcluded.
t Repulsion exhibited In the clusters of bodies,
whether in a solid, hquid, or gaseous state. Ditto,
produced in all these several cases by the addition
of caloric.
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otherwise than by means ot number; whilst
quantity is a predicament including both, and,
therefore, still more abstract than either.
By the Greek-sprung
word posology, the
science of quantity, may, it is believed, and it
so, now for the first time, not inappositely be
distinguished.
Melomorphic,
or say, morphoscopic,
and
amelomorphic,
having regard to figure, and
not havmg regard to figure; to the one or other
of these denominations will the whole contents
of the field of posology be found referable.
Of posology, the melomorphic, or morphoscopic branch has found m the word geometry,
(measurement
of the earth,) a denommation
altogether familiar, but far from being co-extensively expressive.
In the practice of measunng the earth may be found the orrgin of
this branch of art and science, as well as one
of its great uses.
But besides the earth, it is,
moreover, employed in the measurmg of the
rest of the visible universe.
Not unfrequently,
in the measuring of Imaginary and unexemplified extension, i. e. in the measuring of nothing at all; and it IS when thus employed,
that those, by whom it is cultivated,
seem
most proud of it.
Onsnc, and aoristic, or more expressively,
orisncosemeiotio and aonsticosemerotic,
determinately and indetermmately
expressed-to
one or other of these denommations,
Will the
whole contents of the field of amelomorphic
posology be found referable.
Of amclomorphic
posology, the oristicosemeiotic branch has always had an appellative,
no less apposite and expressive, than familiar
in the word arithmetiC, I. e. the art and science
which has numbers for its subject,-the
art of
applying numbers to use. mcludmg the science
of the properties of numbers, the aoristicosemerotrc, 111 the Arabic-sprung
word algebra,
an appellative not much less famihar, but altogether innpposite and unexpressive.
I For the designation of the branch of art
I and science, for the designanon of winch the
I word posology has been as above proposed,
! the word familiarly employed, is, as every one
knows, the word mathematics,-a
word not
altogether inapposite, but, in an enormous degree, uncommensurably expressive.
For in its
onginal language, of what IS It that the word
is expressive!
of everything that is ever learned, neither more f10r less. But for this abuse,
in the designation of the class of intellectual
exercises, by which a lesson IS got. the adjunct
mathematic
would, in consideration of its famiharity,
have been employed.
But in the
constantly erroneous conception, of which, in
consequence
of the abusive extension thus
given to it, it could not have failed of being
productive, an exclusive negative was found
opposed to the use of It.
Applied an-i unapphed.c=According
to another principle or source of division, may the
field of posology, taken in its whole extent as
above sketched, be divided.
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Instead of applied, mixed, instead of unapplied, pure, are the terms in familiar use.
In so far as by pure, neither more nor less
is expressed or suggested than WIth reference
to some correspondent
object unapplied
to,
and thence unmixed WIth, It is SImply and coextensively synonymous With unapplied, and
in so far not pregnant with error and delusion.
But here steps in imagination;
and forasmuch as in their physioplastic
state, most objects are found in a state of combination WIth
others, and all objects have a tendency to
combination
with others, while, at the same
time, for many useful purposes, it IS necessary
to have them in a state as free from combmabon as possible, (whether to the end that they
may be applied to use In that state, or that
for the purpose of being applied to use, they
may be made to enter mto new combmationsj)
and, whereas, the bringing them Into, or keeping them in, that state, IS very commonly a
work of more or less considerable difficulty,
as well as labour and expense; thence It IS,
that to this fundamental
Idea of the absence
of combmation, imagination, by means of the
associatron of Ideas, has attached the accessory sentiment of approbation, which. being
iudrscrimmating,
has given to ItS apphcation
an extent more or less out-tretclung
that
which, by the precept of utihty, would have
been marked ont for it; mnsmuch, that through
no inconsiderable
part of the extent given to
the application of It, the word pure IS syuonymous to useless.
V. Of Space and Rest.-Of
these predicament,,-of
these supremely abstract and comprehensive appellatives, two have been mentioned, VIZ.VOId space or racuit u, and rest, (1. e.
relative rest, absolute, there being none, of
which, in any instance, the existence is either
known or probable,)
which are not of the
number of those which have become the subjects of so many correspondent branches of art
and science.
Of the exceptions thus constituted,
(to the
general rule,) the cause seem' not unobvious :
presentmg
no variety, no change, neither of
them is a source of usc, nor, on any other account, an object of curiosity.
Pathematolopj,
by this name may be designated the SCIence of psychology, in so far as
pleasure or pam are taken for the subjects of
it,-applied
to pleasure, It will receive the
specific name of Edonolof}y,-applied
to pain,
that of Odynology.
But f01" pre-established
associations, pathology, as equally apposite, would, III respect of
brevity, have furnished a preferable name. The
appellative, however, has been employed by the
art and SCIence of medicine, and after being
shorn of a great part of its import, confined to
a corner of the field occupied by that science.
Pleasure and pam bemg the only objects
possessed of intrinsic and independent value,
Simple percepnons,
perceptron=, If any such
there were, altogether unconnected with either

pleasure or pain, would have no claim to attennon, would not, in fact, engage attention,
would not be comprehended
within any part
of the field of art and science.
In general pathematic feelings, i. e. pleasure
or pain, and apathematic feelings, i. e. simple
perceptions considered in so far as separable
from pleasures and pains, are experienced together,-are
SImultaneously concomitant.
But
although Instances are not wanting in which
as on the one hand percepnons might be found
unaccompanied
with pleasure or pain, so also,
on the other hand, if not pleasure, pain at any
rate, unaccompanied with any perception distmgmshable from Itself.
But abundant are the instances in which a.
simple perception, which has neither pleasure
nor pam for its contemporary
adjunct, may,
I througl,
the medium of attention, reflection,
, vohtion and transmve action, reckon feelings
! of both sorts in abundance among Its conseI quences; and hence it is that, except for clearI ness of intellecnon,
the distmctron between
pathematrc
and apathematic
perception becomes VOId of practical use.
Simple perception, SImple remembrance, enjoymeut, i. e. sensation of pleasure ;-sufferance, i. e. sensation of pam,-attention,
reflection, exammanon,
judgment
or opinion or
Judicial determination,
volition, vohtional determmation,
internal action, external action,
-all these, on one and the same occasion, indeed on most occasions, all these several accidents are takmg place at the same time; but,
m the way of abstraction, fur the purpose of
SCience, anyone
of them, everyone
of them,
may be, and has been, detached from the rest,
and held up to View, and subjected to examination by itself.
So many of these incidents
as are capable of being distinguished
from
each other, so many compartments
or separate field; are included withm the vast all-comprehensive field of psychology.
In the production of the events of which it
is the scene, the state of the mind is either
, acnve or pnrely passive-purely
passive in so
far as the WIll bears no part in the production
of them-active
in 80 far as in the producnon
of them, the will has had a perceptible and
efficient share.
When in the production of the result the
will has had a perceptible and efficient share,
the field in which that result has had place
has either been coufined withm the precincts
of the mind Itself, or has extended
beyond
those precmcts ;-1Il the first case, the act to
which the will has given birth, and in the production of which its efficiency has consisted,
may be, and actually has been, termed an intral1sittre act, in the other case a tramittre one.
In 80 far as the will is concerned in the
production of any result, the field of the corresponding branch of science which takes cognizance of such result, may be termed the field
of TI!elpmatoloqy.
In 80 far as either the will has borne no
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part in the production of the result in quesnon, or the field of its operation has been confined within the precincts of the mind,-the
field of the corresponding
branch of scrence
may be termed the field of noology. Passive,
or purely passive noology, when in the production of the result the will has had no share:
-active,
in so far as in the production of the
impression made and correspondent change produced in the mind, the will has borne a share.
Thelematology, or thelematognosy,
has pathematology for Its basis.
It is by the eventual expectation
of pleasure or pain that m
every case the WIll, and thereby the agency,
internal only, or internal and external together, are determined.
It 18 by the Idea of
pleasure or of exemption from pain, considered
as about to result from the proposed act, that
the vohtion in pursuance of which the act is
performed, and consequently the act itself, is
produced.
In the character of ends, and in the character of meam, in that double character it IS
that pleasures and pains or their respective negatives are contmually presentmg themselves,
not pain itself, but its negative, i. e. exemption
from pam is the end; but in the character of
a means, pain itself operates, as well as its negative-pain
itself as well as pleasure.
What dynamics is to somatology, the practical branch of thelematology, or the art of giving direction to vohnon, and thereby to action,
is to psychognosy or p~ychology,-lt
may be
termed psychological dynamics.
From somatology aud psychology taken together, eudeemonics, or t'ie art of applying hfe
to the maximization of wellbemg, derives its
knowledge
of the phenomena
belonging to
human existence considered as applicable to
that its purpose.
In the one word Deontology
may be comprehended
the knowledge, in so
far as by art it is attainable, of the course by
which, on each occasion, those means may,
WIth most advantage, be rendered conducive
to that common end.
In the field of Deontology, as thus explained,
will be found included the several fields of
Ethics, meaning private Ethics or morals, internal government and international law.
If on ground. so thorny and so slippery inquiry could be warranted in expressing Itself
WIth that intensity of pl'nmasion, that fulnes=
of assurance which is included in the import of
the word knotdedge, the field of deontognosy
would be the more expressive denomination
for the designation of the field of this branch
of art and science.
In that case, Deontognosy
would be the knowledge
of what, on every
occasion, is by the person in question proper*
to be done.
" Of this word proper, with its conjugate pro-

priet", and its quasi-conjugate unfit, the use made
has for its causes, efficient as well as rational, the
desire of Inclndin~ wha.tsoever has been advanced
on the subject, WIthout as well as unih. regard to
the etIect producible in respect of wellbeing, by the
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Were it not for the extent thus given to
Deontology, upon a great part, not to say the
greatest part of what has been advanced and
written on the subject of Ethics, of government and of intemational
law taken together,
an exclusion would be put.
Of Deontology, the field is either private or
public, and for the divrsion of the science itself these adjuncts may accordmgly be made
to serve.
Intransitive
and transitive, to one or other
of these denominations WIll the whole contents
of the field of private deontology be found referable.
Intransitive,
in so far as that individual, and no other, whose agency is, on the
occasion m question, the object of consideration, the person for whose guidance the inquiry
is made, IS the party whose wellbeing IS taken
into consideration and included in the account.
'I'ransitrve, in so far as in the account in question, the wellbeing of any other Individual or
individuals, is considered.
National and international, to one or other of
these denommations
will whatsoever belongs
to the subject of pubhc deontology be found
referable:
national, in so far as in the consideration of the effects of the act or course of
conduct which is in contemplation, in the list
of the persons whose wellbemg IS taken into
account, all the members, rulers, and subjects,
taken together, of the political state in ques' tion, all these, but no others, are taken into
I this
account.
International
or universal, in
so far as the wellbemg of the members of all
other pohtrcal states taken together, or of this
or that individual member of such foreign political state, is taken into the account.
I
When, m so far as the person in question is
! considered as occupymg the situation of a
member of the rulmg few, the art and SCIence
! of deontology WIll coincide WIth the art and
science of government, within the field of which
art and SCICDceis included the art and science
of legislanon, together with what remains of
the field of government after abstraction made
of the field of Iegislatronj-e-which
remainder
may be designated, as it commonly appears to
be, by the appellation of the field of administration.
As, forits end to pathematology,-so
it is to
thelematology, and thence to psychical dynanucs that deontology looks for Its means.

!

SECTIOS III.
Fses of the foregoing Di-cuwm.

To what purpose all this ramification, all
these divisions, subdivrsions, and sub-subdivisions, to what purpose all this neology!
The
words which to everybody are so familiar, of
which the apphcanon is so easy, why seek to
disturb the possession they have so long held
of the field of art and science!
course of conduct which on the several occasions
has, under the notion of Its propriety, been prescribed or recommended.
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.A__ ,-to enable you, whomsoever it may
concern, should you ever happen to be in the
humour, not only to complete an all-comprehensive view of the field of art and science,
but also an observation of the mutual relation
and eonnexion of its several compartments,
aud their respective contents; at the same time
to show in what way those contents are reo
spectively of a nature to be regarded as interesting,and as such, as qualifying the whole system to make an adequate return, for any such
labour as any person may feel himself disposed
to employ in the examination of it.
This view, this observation, the assemblage
of names in use,-so long as they are employed
to the exclusion of a connected and consistent
system of nomenclature, such as the foregoing
has endeavoured to render itself,-will
not suffer to be taken.
In thefirst place.as to the principle or source
of division.
The point of view in which it
places the whole field is not merely the most
interesting
in which it is capable of being
placed, but the ouly one to which in itself the
appellation of interesting
can with propriety
be applied.
Unless in 50 far as it means conducive to wellbeing-to
the maximization of
the aggregate mass of pleasure-to
the minimization of the aggregate mass of pain, the
word inter-eating is devoid of meaning.
In the next place, as to the denominations,
divisions, and subdivisions,
and the names
given to the results.
It is ouly by a correspondent set of apposite
JIaDles, that the relations that have place between different objects can be instructively
and conveniently expressed, and thereby as far
as by general words can be done, the nature,
the true and distinctive nature, of those several
objects made known.
By the most and all-eomprehansive
term of
every system, those properties are expressed
which are common to aJl the individual objects
which a.re nnderstood to be designated by, and
comprehended in, the import of that universal
appellative.
Divide that aggregate into two
parts, taking care at the same time that, in one
or other of those parts, every individual comprehended in the whole shall be included,-by
the names respectively
given to those two
parts, whatsoever properties are peculiar to
the contents of each in contradistinction
to the
contents of the other, are designated.
Bnt in
BO far as, in addition
to all those properties
which it has in common with other objects, those
which are peculiar to itself are known and
understood, the nature of the object, be it what
it may, is understood.
In addition to that vast assemblage of common properties which is designated by the universal name,the greater the number of the divisions and subdivisions which are thus made,while to the two lesser aggregates forming the
result of each act of division, apposite denominations, expressive of a property by which
the contents of each of the two compartments

•

are distinguished from those of the other, are
attached,-the
greater the numberofthosesuccessive &ets of division, the more clearly each
one of the individual objects contained under
them is rendered distinguishable from every
other, with which, but for the distinctions thus
brought to view, it might have been in danger
of being confounded.
Such is the use of apposite names, now observe the inconvenience produced by inapposite ones.
their inappositeness, the consequence is,
that, in conjunction with the ideas which they
are employed and intended to present to view,
they are continually presenting to view others
which are quite different, and which, in so far
as on the occasion in question, they are annexed
to the words in question, are productive of
constant confusion and frequent error.
True it is that originally, i. e. antecedently
to established
associations, neither appositeness, nor, consequently,
inappositeness,
are
among the properties of language.
For giving
expression to any idea, any and every combination of sounds or figures, is as apposite as any
other.
But in so fa,r as between ideas on the
one part, and sounds or visible signs on the
other, associations have already been formed.
then in so far it is that inappositeness as well
as appositeness has place: with relation to
the idea which for the first time it is employed
or about to be employed to designate, a term
is apposite when, iu virtue of the family connexions with which it is already provided, it
has a tendency, upon the first mention, to dispose the mind to ascribe to it properties, whatsoever they may be, by which that object is
distinguished
from other objects: it is inapposite, in as far as in virtue, and by means of
such its counexion, its tendency is to dispose
the mind to ascribe to it, instead of the properties which are thus peculiar to it, others
which it is not possessedof,or at any rate which
are not peculiar to it. Thus of appositeness
on the part of the appellative, on the part of
the mind to which it presents itself, correct at
least, if not complete conception, is at first
sight the natural result:
of inappositeness,
conception always more or less incomplete, and
frequently altogether incorrect and erroneous.
In the above analytical sketch, the diohotomous, bifurcate, tfDQ-pronged plan of division is
that which it may have been observed, has all
along been endeavoured to be employed.
The
ground and reason of this choice are as follows. *

or

* Here follow general reasons for preferring the
dichotomous mode of division, similar to those
which will be found at length, eupr«, p. 102, ef; seq.
These are omitted; but tbe continuation, though
containing some repetitions, is valuable as a more
minute practical illustration than the author elsewhere gt ves of the application of the system. Table
V., attached to Chrestomathia, exemplifies the
dichotomous division; and the Porphyrian Tree,
referred to in the text, is exemplified in Table IV.
-Ed.
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In the instance here bronght forward on the particular speciesof insect,-the leaf-eaterpiloccasionof the first divisional operation, the lar, I must deal with it accordingly, if it be
dividend taken in hand was' the aggregate the pleasure of your majesty to have it kept."
composed of all bodies whatsoever. By the A little further on,-" There is another odd
first operation performedon it as above, it was thing," cried the conqueror; "that stick, it
divided into two condivident portions, to one seems to be, that is just by you. Do 80 much
of which all bodies in which the property of as pick it up." "Gladly," replied the naturallife is to be found were referred, to the other iet," had I durst. That stick, as it seemedto
all howes in which that property is not to be you, was a serpent, and one of the most deadfound.
ly sort; I have crushed it and killed it, or by
Take then any individual hody for example. this time it would have killed me."
It beingreferred totheaggregate,distiuguished
Take any object at pleasure, and at the
by the adjunct animated, if that adjunct be same time take any property at pleasure, to
with truth and propriety applied to it, what we that same object either that same property
learn thereby is, that it is possessedofall those does belong, or it does not. This property beproperties the aggregate of which is designated 10n88to that object,-this property does not
by the term life.
belong to that object, The two propositions
Proceed now and perform an ulterior, VIZ. are, with reference to each other, termed conthe next ulterior divisional operation. Taking tradictory ones. To whatsoever object apfor the dividend that one of the two condivi- plied, both of them cannot be true; one or
dent portions for the designation of which, on other of'them is sure to be so.
the occasionof the first divisional operation,
Hence maVbe seen the convenienceof that
the word animated was employed. For the plan of division, according to which, in one or
principle or source of drvision, take, on this other of the two compartments or condivident
occasion,the property designated by the word portions into which, at each step, the dividend
sensation; on tlus, as on the former occasion, is divided, every particular contained under
dividing the aggregate into two portions or the name of the dividend is sure to be found,
heaps, throw into the first heap all such indi- If the dividend thus assumed be that one obviduals m which this ulterior property is to be ject by which the wholefield of art and science
found, leaving for the second heap all those is occupied and covered, proportioned to the
m which it is not to be found.
number of operations which,under this plan of
In this way, to the information which con- division,can be performed with truth, the nacerning the individual or species in question ture of everything contained in that field is
IS conveyed,by referring it to the several apgradually developed; and in proportion as it
pellatives, body and animated body, may be is developed,clearly and thoroughly expressed
added this further information, conveyed by and made known.
the referring it to the ulterior additional apThis being the case, the consequence is,
pellative, semitiu animated body, or to omit that in 80 far as the observations,in pursuance
the intermediate adjunct as unnecessary,(since of which the properties in question have been
if the divisional process have been rightly ascribed to the object in question, are correct,
carried on, i. e. upon the exhaustive plan as truth will be the property of every proposition
here described, then if the object in question by which an object is referred, to anyone of
be sensitive it cannot but be animated,) to the the heaps and correspondent compartments
shorter appellative sensitive body.
thus formed. At ever)"step, be the individual
Thus much for theory. But the sort of in- or other particular object what it may, so it
formationthus conveyeddoes it end in theory 1 does but belong to the universal, all-compreIs it inapplicable to practice' If so it were hensive aggregate, which stands at the top of
It would be useless; if so it had been deemed, the system, to one or other of the heaps or
no such labour as has here been bestowed upon compartments thus formed, it cannot but bethe endeavour to render it intelligible would long. and at the same time it cannot belong to
have been expended upon it. But far indeed both of them. Hence it IS,that so loug a" the
is it from being devoid of use, Correspondent drvisional process proceeds upon this plan,-to, and m every considerate mind determmed so long it is that of the whole contents of
by, the properties which it is fonnd to possess, the universal, all-comprehensiveaggregate, no
is the manner in which the object, be it what oue item is omitted; which, in other words,
it may, requires to be, and will be dealt is as much as to say, that the plan of division
with.
is all-comprehensiveand exhanstive; that the
In one of his newly visited, and at the same whole stock of materials contained under the
time conquered countries, Alexander was one appellative by which the universal aggregate
day taking a walk in a wood. Aristotle was is designated, is all along exhausted to furnish
in Ius company. Pointing to something on the matter on which the operations are suethe ground,which had caught his attention,-, cessivelyperformed.
"What is that!" said the monarch. "A leaf,"
Instead of bifurcate, two-pronged, suppose
answered the philosopher. "A leaf, say yon! the plan of division. for example, trifurcate,
why, you see it moves." "Indeed, and so it ! three-pronged. So long a.q it remains ill this
does. It is not a leaf, it is an animal; it IRa : <tate, the test of nll-comprchensireness, as
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above, not being applied to it, so long it is,
that whether it be all-comprehensive,
whether
the whole stock of the matters contained in
the dividend be, or be not, lodged in these
three condrvident portions, and in that way
the dividend compartment
drained and exhausted of its matter, remains unindicated.
If the conditions necessary, as above, to the
rendering the division all along exhausnve,
have been fulfilled, then so it is, that in itself,
and in truth, exhaustive it will be ; but in this
case, though by the supposition it be exhaustive, yet this is more than it will be shown to
be, and, in so far as seemg depends upon showing, seen to be.
Minerals, »eqetobles, animau.-Here
of. the
all-comprehensrvs
aggregate,
designated by
the word bodies, we have three condivident
portions, which are the result of a division of
the three-pronged kind,-minerals,
vegetables,
and animals, subjects of so many kingdoms,
formed by some logician when in a poetic
mood for the contaimng of them.
Now, so it
does happen, that by these several appellatives
taken together, all indivrdual bodies whatsoever are designated, and thereby, in the allotment thus made of subjects to and for the three
kingdoms, the population of the whole empire,
out of which portions were taken to people the
dominions of these same three kingdoms, was
and is exhausted.
Of this exhaustion,
the
proof may be afforded, and has been afforded,
by the application
of the test of exhaustiveness, as above described and exemplified.
But
this is more than either is announced by the
name thus given to them, or would be announced in and by any tabular view, in which,
without any intimation given of the two dichotomous divisional operations, of which these
three compartments
are the results, they were
exhibited in the character of so many portions
of the all-comprehensive
aggregate, into which,
by one and the same operation, that aggregate
had been divided.
So, again, with regard to indication given of
properties distinctive, as well as of properties
aggregative;
points of difference, as well as
points of simihtude ; that minerals, while
agreeing with vegetables in being bodies, disagree WIth them in not being endued with life;
that vegetables, while agreeing with animals
in being endued with life, disagree with them
in not being endued with sensation.
AI! this,
from one source or other, we know, or upon
a moment's instrucnon may be made to know,
-such
of us as are acquainted with the apphcation made of these general names to individuals; but of this, by the names themselves,
no intimation is conveyed.
By the term vegetable, what is indicated is,-that
vegetables
possess a species of life, viz. the vegetable species of life, but that, in addition to this faculty,
the other faculty of sensation is not possessed
by them.
Of this property, (life, viz.,) though
equally belonging to them, no indication, useful and instructive
as it would be, VIZ. by

serving to distinguish them from animals, to
prevent their being regarded as possessed of a.
property, of which they are not in truth possessed, is afforded.
This example, though, of any that could
have been found, it is, by reason of its familiarity, the fittest for conveying, in relation to
the plan of division and arrangement
in question, a clear and adequate conception, is, by
that very reason, the least fit for giving, a!
least to a. cursory view, an adequate concep
tion of its utility; that which, when applien
to other subjects, it is so exclusively qualified
for making known, being, in this instance
universally known WIthout it.
The further the operation is continued, in
other words, the nnmber of steps taken, in
and by the performance of it, the longer and
more complex would be the names thus given
to the continually lesser and lesser aggregates,
which, by this division, are obtained.
In a.
synoptic table, an mstrument designed for the
eye rather than the ear, this inconvenience
may, under favour of a well-adapted language,
remain for some time almost imperceptible;
but in a. running discourse, a. discourse designed for the ear, as well as the eye, it would
probably become intolerable.
In ordinary discourse, therefore, at the second, If not at the
very first, operation, the necessity will be felt
of substitutmg,
in the instance of each aggregate, in place of the two-worded
appellative
exhibited by the table, a. single-worded
one.
Thus, in English, to the two-worded
appellative tnaterial substance, on the occasion of the
first division made of the import of the universal appellative bod!!: a fortiori to the threeworded appellative limng tnatenal substance,a single-worded appellative, so it were that
the English language (as do the Greek* and
Latin t languages) afforded one;-a
fortiori,
again on the occasion of a second division to
the three-worded
appellative, imensitire li'ring
bod!!. or the four-worded appellative, insensitire limng corporeal substance, will require to
be subsntuted
another SIngle-worded appellative, such as plant or vegetable, and so in
the case of the opposite result of this same
division, viz. animal.
On this occasion the logician finds himself
under the obligation of employing the same
sort of expedient as, on a similar occasion, IS
wont to be employed by the algebraist, who
to a heap of a'», b's, and 0'8, mixed up with a.
heap of :r'8, y's, and z's, forms to himself, in the
shape of a single s, a concise and most commodious substitute.
At every step taken in the track of exhaustive division, the condivident aggregates. or two
prongs which are the result when added to the
drvided aggregate which forms the stem, exhibit a definition, and that of the regul<lr kind,
a definition per genus et differentiam of the
two aggregates thus brought to view.
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Thus, in the Porphyrian tree, the two terms
well as to a small number of the steps which,
living and lifeless, present, when added to the in the course of the divisional plan, might, by
term body, the definition of any term in the possibility be made. The greater the labour,
import of wlnch the import of either of the the complexity, and nicety, of the operation,
two terms respectively employed for the desig- the fewer the occasions on which, with an
nation of them shall be mcluded.
effect advantageous upon the whole, it can be
True It IS, that in relation to tills instrnment
employed.
of instruction, thus much must be confessed, VIZ.
But of these observations, what is the result
, 1. That It is an mstrument, for the due handwith regard to tIus instrument!
Much the
'ing of which no small quantity of mental
same as with regard to gold,-noL that it ISof
labour, coupled with no slight poruon of know- no use-not
that it IS of no value; but that
ledge, and no small degree of correctness on the gettmg It for use is an affair of no small
the part of the judgment, are necessary.
difficult)" and that, accordingly, of the whole
2. That in respect of the stock which it re- number of occasrons on which a man would
quires of those quahties of which they being, be the better for employing It, and would
when separately taken, so rare, are, when III accordingly be glad to employ It If he could,
conjunction, consequently 1'0 much more so, It I'> but 111 a small part that he is able to emthe number of the divisronal operations em- ploy It.
ployed, and consequently the number of aggre7. That though to maximize the instrucgates, one withm another, which are the result,
tiveness of the partrtion, It IS necessary to
must perforce receive a pretty early lnmtation.
render It demonstratrvely and manifestly bi3. 'I'hat III 0,0 far as error creeps in, instead
furcate, in which case, at each operation, the
of the true and clear m-tructron which It 18 III ~ numb en; of parts into which the whole aggreits nature to convey, false instruction and cou- gate is drvided, will be no more than two, yet
fusion will be conveyed by It.
I to the number of the direction= 111 which, or
4. That such error Will he hable and apt to I sources of diVISIOnfrom which, the whole may
be the result, wheresoever, previously to the I thus be successively divided, there 1'5 no limit.
fixation of the two condivident appellatives,
In the direction of the sections, at TIght angles
the test of exhaustiveness, as above described, I to that directiony=at
any angle other than a.
is omitted to be applied to the result of the right angle,-in
anyone or more of these ways
division which has been made.
I mayan oranae be divided, yet III each instance
5. That though, If it were possible for every I mto two, and but two parts, and thus far even
race of individuals, or even for every individual ! into equal ones, not to speak of the mfimty of
object comprehended
in the aggregate
III i the modes 11Itowluch it may be divided lito
question, to be included m the view given of i two unequal ones.
the contents, our acquaintance with the con-I
Of this diversifled plan of ?ifurcate and extents would be by so much the more perfect,
haustive division, this drvision from several
and the table thereby so much the more use- : sources,-the
use is to reach such general
ful, yet it is to a comparatively very small ' terms as the usage of language has estabnumber of drvrsions, and thence to a correhshed, and therewith exhibit the several relaspondently very small number of articles con- nons which the objects respectively designated
stitunug' the results of these divisions, that
by them, bear to each other, VIi:. in 80 far as
the usefulness, and even that the practical
the aggregates which they respectively sene
application of this useful instrument will una- to designate, have been so made up, that, if
voidably be found confined.
the course of the diVISIOnwere confined to one
6. That accordingly the faculty of making
direction, the nature of the case would not
use of It with advantage, will be found con- admit of any such course being carried on
fined m ItS apphcation to the largest aggrenpon the bifurcate and exhaustive plan, as
gates which the nature of things affords, as would take them in.
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NOTE BY THE EDITOR.

THIS Essay, as well as that on Grammar, which immediately follows it, are edited from
the collection of MSS. on psychological subjects, mentioned in the editorial notice to the Essay
on Logic, (supra, p. 212.) They will be found occasionally to embrace matter not generally
included in the respective subjects by other authors, being by them usually referred to rhetoric
or criticism. Both the works are ill a fragmental state. The outlines seem not to have been
fully developed, and many parts projected have not been completed. From the pencil-markings on the margin, the Author seems to have intended to include his observations on Grammar within an extensive work on Language, when the other departments should be completed
on the same scale. In the state in which the MSS. were found, there was a. convenience in presenting the portions more directly bearing on Grammar in a separate form, as they conld not
be symmetrically incorporated with the portions relating to the other departments of the subject
of Language. To the reader, however, both tracts will naturally present themselves as disjecta
membra of some greater work; and indeed the Author seems to have designed to incorporate
them in his great treatise on Logic.
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IV. Different occasions on which it may be
desirable that language should be respectively
applied to the several sorts of uses to which
THIS ESSAY IS DIRECTED.
it is applicable, viz. 1. SImple information,
applying to the conception;
2. Probation, apPractical, and Bpec!llatiu or theoretical, in I plymg to the Judgment;
3. Granfication,
both these points of view will the matter of applying to the sensitive faculty;
4. ExeitaLanguage be here considered-in
a speculative
tion, applying to the will through the medium
point of VIeW, to what end? Answer: to this
of the affections and the passions,"
end, viz. that the objects, for the accomplishment of which it IS considered III the pracncal
V. Properties
desirable in the matter of
view, may be the more effectually attained.
which language IS susceptible.
On this occasion, as on all others, suppose no,
This will be determined by, and bear rcpractical good attainable, speculation IS with- ; ference to, the several preceding tOPICS, \1Z.
ont use and without value.
1. Modes or forms; 2. Uses ; 3. Operauons ;
It is, therefore, no otherwise than in virtue
4. Occasions.
of its relation to practice, that the speculative
Of these properties, the following list Will,
survey proposed to be taken of the matter in it is hoped, be found not to want much of
question IS of any use. But if, by Its relation
being a complete one :-1. Clearness ; 2. Corto practice, the speculative
survey be subserrectness;
3. Copiousness;
4. Completeness;
vient to practice, it is then itself of practical
5. Non-Redundance
; 6. Compressedness;
i.
usc, and the difference between the practical
Pronunciabihty
; 8. Melodiousness;
9. Ihscisurvey and the speculative
vamshes ; and so, I bihty ; 10. Docibihty ; 11. Decorabihty
; l~.
in effect, it does, ill respect of everything but i Mehorabihty
; 13. Impressiveness
; 14. Digvicinity to use, to actual and particular use.
y ; 15. Pathencalness.
To particular
use, that part which is distmguished by the name of practical IS most imVI. Different degrees in which these sevemediately subservient;
that which is termed ' ral desirable properties are possessed by the
speculatrve in a manner not quite so immepnncrpal and best constructed
languages in
diate, it being only through the medium of ' use.fthe practical part that It is so.
YII. Means by which, in so far as the parThus much being premised, I proceed to
ticular language employed by him admits of
bring to view the order ill which the principal
and most comprehensive
topics, viz. those in the possession of them, these several desirable
which, taken together, all others will be in- properties may, on each occasion, be secured
by the individual by whom the matter of Iancluded,-will
follow one another in the ensuguage IS employed.
ing pages.
USES TO WHICH,

IN THE

CHARACTER

OF ENDS,

I

lilll
i

I

I. Modes or forms of which discourse or
language
has been found susceptible,
viz.
audible, visible, and their respective substitutes.
II. Uses of language, 1. Primary or social,
viz. communication
of the matter of thought
from miud to mind. 2. Secondary or solitary,
viz. 1. Recordative of the matter of thought;
2. Improvement of the matter of thought and
language,-improvement
of thought, viz. always With a view to action, otherwise the improvement is but Imaginary, not real.
. III. Operations perf?rmable in relation to
dls~ourse or language, ViZ. 1. ~mploY1l1g III t~e
ordinary manner;
2. Choosing for use; 3.
Learning;
4. Teaching;
5. Improving.

VIII. Explanation
of the several parts of
speech, i. c. of the different modifications of
the matter of language corresponding
to the
several modificanons of thought, fur which.-cas often as to any considerable extent, thought
comes to be communicated, whatsoever be the
subject and the occasion.c-expression
requires
to be found, and for which SIgns must, III
I every language, be provided ; and, accordingly ,-whatsoever
be the difference between
I the sign or signs employed for the designation
of any given Import III this or that language.
and the sign or signs employed for the de-

I

I

~ No farther exposition of this head has been
the l\lSS.-£d.
+?I'o exposition of this bead has been found
among the l\lJ::iS.-£d.

! found among

I
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siguation of that same import in this or that
other particular language,-are
accordingly
furnished."
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1.

Dejinuiom.
The word Language is wont to be regarded
in three different senses.

pose of whatsoever intercourse between individual and individual, is necessary for the
continuance of the existence of each individual,
and that of the species.
In general, languaget is seldom considered
in any other point of view than that of an instrument of communication,-an instrument
employed by one mind in making communication of its contents to another mind.
But, upon an attentive view, it will be found
that, when perception has been excepted, of
all the several distinguishable faculties of the
human mind there is scarcely one in the use
of which it is not habitually employed,scarcely one, which without it, would be exercised with any considerable advantage to any
considerable extent.
SECTION

I. As an instrument employed in and for
the interchange, or say,communication of ideas
between man and man; and this without distinction as between [different societies among
men] or regard had to the particular occasion
on which, or the particular purpose for which,
it is employedj=-call this the information-regarding sense.
II. As considered with a view to certain
particular occasions, and to the several purposes for which it is employed or employable
on these several occasions. Call this the occasion and purpose-regarding sense.
III. As employed to desiguate the differeut collections of signs which have been or are
employed by different socienes among men for
giving expression to these same ideas. In
this sense it is employed for the purpose of
bringing to view the difference between languages ancient and modem, and the languages
employed in and by the different nations by
which the earth is inhabited, as, for instance,
the English, the French, the German, and
so on.

II.

Signs employed in Discourse-audible,
and their respeatiu Substitutes.

'l'isiblc,

At a stage a certain degree advanced in the
career of civilisation, man has two perfectly
distinct and different modes or instruments
for the fl.xation of thought and the conveyance
of it from mind to mind. The one, that in
which,-on the part of him whose design it is
to make the communication, the instruments
employed are measured, or, as they are termed,
articulate, sounds, produced by organs which,
in man, are, in a peculiar degree, adapted to
that purpose,-on the part of him by whose
senses it is the intention of the utterer of these
sounds that the communication so made of
them should be received, and on his mind the
requisite impression should be made, the corresponding organs of hearing: these, accordingly, may be termed audible signs. The other,
that in which, on the part of the author of it,
the instruments employed are perceptible
characters, and, on the part of the intended
receiver, (with the exception of the particular
case in which the appropriate organ is deLanguage, considered in the most extensive ficient,) the instruments put in exercise are
sense of the word, is the aggregate of the mat- the organs of sight. These, accordingly, are
ter of discourse actually employed, or capable termed 'l'isible signs.
of bemg employed, by all individuals of the
That the signs which address themselves to
human kind taken in the aggregate.
the ear were the first in use, several consideraConsidered in its next most extensive sense tions concur in rendering manifest.
it is the aggregate of the matter of discourse
One is, that the audible form is alike natuactually employed by all the individuals of ral to mankind and to the inferior animals. The
this or that portion of human kind taken in visible, though, as experience testifies, not
the aggregate. In this sense, when spoken of, altogether incapable of being employed by
it is spoken of by the name of a language.
man in his iutercourse with some of the most
To constitute a language, a portion of the intelligent species of animals, is not, as far as
matter of discourse must suffice for the purt This name is not properlyapplicable to any
.. The completion of this proposal, in so far as bnt audible signs. Letters are visible signs of
respects the abstract connexion betweenthe actions audible signs; not so all Chinese characters.
To a deaf man there exists not any audiblelanof the mind and their typificationin language,Will
be found considered in the last chapteroftills work; guage; to a man born blind, as well as deaf and in
but in so far as respects tho practical explanation consequencedumb,there wouldnot exist My means
and analysis of tbe various parts of speech,the ob- of mental intercourse. In respect of intelligence,
ject willbe found better fulfilledin the immediately he would be inferior to the most meanly endowed
ensuing tract on Universal Grnmmar.-Ed.
among quadrupeds,
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appears, at any rate, in a degree approaching
to that in which the audible is, natural to any
of them.
Another proof is, that of all the denominations
by which, in any of the civilized
languages, this mode of communication is desiguated, the organs of speech are the only
ones by which it is ever, in any direct way,
designated.
Witness this very word language,
derived, aa it is, from the Latm name for a
tongue, lingua. Witness, also, the other word,
speech, by which, from what root soever derived, the audible form, and that to the
exclusion of the visible, never tails to be pre-

sented,
True it is that, for the designation of both
alike, there exists in the English the word
discourse, which word is moreover derived
from the Latin word discursus, having, for its
logical conjugate, the verb discurro.
But of
the verb discurro, the original import is by
far, more extensive, and, at the same time,
less appropriate.
By it is meant, to run over,
or to run on, and, accordingly, so far is it from
being, in any sufficient degree, on all oecasions appropriate,
that, on many occasions,
notwithstanding
the seeming contradiction,
even in speaking of discourse in its visible
form, it has been found necessary to put aside
th&t appellation, and, instead of it, to employ
the word speech or the word language."
For two purposes, it was necessary that, at
this early period, the distinction
between
these two forms should be brought to view.
One is, that of making out and rendering
complete the list---that list SO important in a
practical point of view,-the
list of the properties desirable in language.
Among these
some will be seen, or, at any rate, one, the application of which is confined to the audible
signs of language.
Another is, that of being necessary to the
purpose of forming and conveying a distinct
conception of the solitary use of language, this
being, as to a considerable
portion of it, confined, &8 already intimated, to the visible signs
of language.
Hence, in answer to the question,-what
is
meant by language 1-necessarily
included is
t~e answer to. the question, what is meant ,by
signs 1-for signs are the elements of which
language is composed,
These signs, then, are, in the first place,
either 1. Evanescent or Z. Permanent,
Into
the ~o classes thus designated, may be divided the whole aggregate of these signs.
This is the primary distinction to which
those others which there will be occasion to
bring to vie;, are subordinate.
Evanescent signs are those of which words
.. For example, in speaking of the instrument
of eommunieation in the forms in which it exhibits
itself in different nations; you cannot say-the
English discourse, the French diseourse.c-you find
yourself under the obligation of saying, the Engheh
language, the French language.

I
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pronounced by the mouth are composed, those
which address themselves to the ear.
Permanent, are those which address themselves to
the eye.
For the most part, that is to say, in the Ianguage of most nations, the permanent visible
signs are themselves but signs, as it were, of
the second order ,-8lgns of those same audible
signs which, in the language of these countries
at any rate, were the sole primary signs of
which language, at its origin, and for an immeasureable
extent of time thereafter,
was
composed,
I say in most languages, for an exception
there is, viz. that which ill consituted by the
Chinese language.
Principal
and subsidiary,-into
the two
classes thus designated, may be divided the
whole aggregate of these signs. By principal,
understand those which, in the ordinary state
of the human senses, are employed;
by subsidiary, those which, in the case of the extinction of any of those senses, are employed as
substitutes to the above principal ones. Of the
latter class, the signs cluefiy in use, if not the
only ones that have ever been in use, are those
of which the finger language is composed.
Partly for their own sake, partly in respect
of the light capable of being thrown thereby
upon the field of language, considered as applied to ordinary purposes, three particular
topics, which may be considered either as subordinate, or as collateral, With reference to
that principal topic, present a claim to notice.
These are, 1. short-hand;
2. signals;
3. cyphers; 4. signs,--employed,
or employable, in
the government of brutes.
Short-hand
has for its object the reducing
to such a degree the time necessary for the
committing to written signs the words of an
oral discourse, as to enable a man thus to give
fixIty to the whole of It without loss.
Signals, cyphers, and signs, have for their
objects one or other, or more, of the following
results, viz. 1. producing
despatch ; Z. surmouutmg distance;
3. preserving secrecy.
SECTIO~ III.
Sub'Lets of Discourse.
.
I:J..
,
.,
Of discourse, the only Im~edi?-tc s~I:ILCt, I,
the state of the communicator s mind ; mother
words, of some one or more of the faculties
?e~on~g
to it. .Ofthis proposition, the truth,
It IS believed, will presently be made apparent.
.
.
The faculty, the state of which IS thus decla!ed, may be either. ~he actirc faculty, (to
which belongs the -roUtwnal faculty,) or the
passive faculty.
If it be the volitional branch of the acti \(,
faculty, the discourse, in and by which ex
pression is given to it, will be-a wish, a com,
mand, a request, or & petition.
If it be a branch of the passive faculty, that
branch will be-the
perceptive faculty, the re-
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tentive faculty or memory, or the judicial faIn so far as it is from his own sense or
culty or judgment.
senses, external or internal, that the persuaIf it be the perceptive faculty-(in
every
sion which, on the occasion in question, is excase except that of a sensation produced by pressed by the communicator on the question,
an external body, by operating on the touch)
is represented
by him as obtained, the per-the
object or subject by which the sensation
suasion IS said to be indigenous; in so far as it
is produced,-the
object, the action of which
is from a declaration
made, or supposed to
is the exciting cause, cannot but be present
have been made, by any other person, that the
and in action at the time of the expressron, at persuasion so expressed is represented as bemg
the time of the declaration made; for if that
derived, it may be styled an adopute persuaobject be not present, the faculty, the state of sion,
which is declared, cannot, if the declaration
The existence of any expressible
state of
be true, be any other than the memory.
thinqs, or of persons, or of both, whether It be
Of the cases in which the faculty, the state
quiescent, or motional, or both, at any given
of which is declared, IS the perceptive faculty,
point or portion of time, is what is called a
or of the case III which it is the retentive fa- fact, or a matter of fact,
culty, no separate consideration need be made;
In so far as the act of the perception, the
for seldom, indeed, is either the perceptive or memory, or the judgment,
the existence of
the retentive faculty in exercise, or operated
which IB, in and by the discourse delivered by
upon, but an act or exercise of the judicial
the communicator
in question, represented as
faculty is mixed WIth it.
being the result of the exercise, not of Ius own
There remains for consideration the judicial
faculties, but of the facultres of some other
faculty: when concerning the state of the ju- person, the declaration
so made by the comdicial faculty, a declaration is expressed,-the
municator in question, is termed a rel'ort,-3.
existence of a persuasion in some shape or report made concernmg the state of the tlungs
other,-an
opmion, a behef in relation to some or persons w luch is therem and thereby averobject or other, is thereby expressed.
red and declared.
This object, the declared subject of this
In this case, and thus far, the whole of the
persuasion, will be the state either of the com- subject of the report as declared by the remunicator's own mind, or of some exterior ob- porter,-the
only matter of fact of the eXIBject or aggregate of exterior objects,-cxtetence of which, by such hIS commumcatron,
rior, viz. in relation to his own mind.
the communicator
as such declares the exisThe portion of time, in or in ,-elation to , tence,-Is
the matter of fact that to the purport
which, th .. state of this exterior object, or ag- I in question, at the time in question, (If mengregate of objects, is considered and declared, I troned.) a declaration was by this other person
will, with reference to the portion of time in made.
which the declaration
is made, be either preAt the time of the communication
made,
sent, past, or future; or all those, or any two that which is declared as bemg present to the
of those portions of relative time.
mind of the communicator,
is neither more
The exterior objects, concerning which such nor less than a recollection,
or rather, more
declaration
is made, will belong either to the correctly, the persuasion of the existence of a
class of persons, or that of things, or to both
reeollection-c-a
work of the memory, by which,
these classes.
the fact of hIS having, at the time in question,
In regard to motion and rest, the state in by means of one or more of his senses, received
which, at any such given point of time, they
and obtained a percepnon of the matter of
are thns considered
as spoken of as existing,
fact so described as above, the descnpnon of
will be either a quiescent state, i. e. a state of which is,-the
fact that at the time m quesrest, or a moving state, i. e. a state of motion.
tion, by the person in question, a declaration
The objects in question, any such as are to the purport or effect in question was made.
considered
as appertaimng to the class of
To the declaration of the existence of such
things, will either be such as are endowed
recollection,
or rather, of the existence of 3.
with the volitional
faculty, or such as are persuasion of the existence of such recollecdestitute of that faculty.
tion, may, or may not, be added as it may
When considered as the result of motion,
happen, a persuasion affirmative or disaffirmaany state of things is termed an erent,
tive of the supposed matter of fact, the exisConsidered
as having had for its cause an tence of which was the subject of the report in
exertion of the Tolitional faculty, whether on question, supposing such report to have been
the part of a person or of a thing, an eeent is made, as according to the recollection it was
itself term ed an action, or is considered as made."
having action,-an action for its cause.
It is only through some senBI'J or senses, ex.. Inference.e--I. The impropriety, folly, and internal or internal, i. e. physiwl Ql' psychiml,
solence of the communicators representing any such
that anything
can be knolCn to a man; or, (to communication as beiug anything more than a perspeak more correctly,)
that, concerning any suasionc=-an opinion of his own. :? That discourse
object, or aggregate of objects, any persuasion
IS nothing but a persuasion;
that human perbUa"lOIl
i, fallible, and, moreover, all declarations hy which
can be obtained.
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II.

USES OF LANGUAGE.

When, in the state at which, in a civilized
nation, as far back as history reaches, the subject of language is contemplated,
two perfectly distinct, howsoever mumately
connected,
uses of it will be found observable ; these may
be termed the 1. purely self-rcgardmg ; 2. extra-regarding
; the object of the latter, the
cmnmunwatwn
of thought;
the object of the
other, the unprorcmcnt of thought.
The one
whose object consists 111 commumcation, may
be termed the social usc: the other, for distmcnou's sake, though not less than the former, capable of bemg ultimately subservient
to social purposes, yet not being immediately
so,-the
soillary use.
The extra-regarding
or social, and that
alone, is the use to which language is indebted
for its existence ; it was, for a long time, not
only the only use actually made, but the only
one which was even so much as in contemplation,
For the purpose of commumcating ideas
were the several portions of the matter of discourse first employed.
Of the solitary use,
even to this day, no instance is recollected, in
which, in the character
of a separate
use,
completely distinct in its nature from the former, any notice has iu print been taken.
The
practice of applying the mind to look, as it
were, mto itself,-to
look at its own ideas, by
means of the words to which they stand assoelated, IS the practice of man as he exists in a
state of society comparatively mature.
Meditation has not been among the purposes to
which language,in the earliest state of society,
has been spphed.
As to the social use, it is, in its nature, already as familiar as it is in the power of words
to make it.
By the self-regarding,
or solitary, or say
communication-not-regarding
use of language,
understand that use which the matter of discourse is of to the individual in question, relation had to his own ideas, independently of
that use which snpposes commumcanon made,
or about to be made, by one individual to another or others.
This use may be thns expressed-Serving,
to the ideas associated with the several correspondent words or combinations, as so many
anchors by which they are fastened in the
mind.
In regard to these two uses. the first observation that occurs is, that of the two different
instruments capable of being employed to the
the existence of a persuasion to any effect is affirmed, more or less. probably fa!se, such fals~ty bemg
either accompanied or not WIth self-consciousness ;
these are among the truths which, whether it be
for the exclusion of obstinate error, or for the exelUSIOn of arrogance, over-bearingness, obstinacy,
and violence, ought never to be out of mmd,

social purpose, viz. audible signs and visible
signs, the VIsible signs are those which are in
a pre-eminent degree better adapted and more
subservient
to the sohtary purpose than the
audible.
By means of these, the individual is able to
record the ideas that anse m hIS mmd, or that
he gathers upm hIS commumcanon with others,
and IS enabled, at any future time, to take
them for the subjects of meditation or improvemeut.
In regard to language, two perfectly distingurshable functions may be observed-the
intransitive and the transitive."
In respect of Its intransttive function, it, as
it were, amalgamates
Itself With thoughtIt forms no more than a sort of clothing to
thought.
In respect of its transitive function, it is the
medium of communication between one mind
and another, or others.
This communication
may convey informaI tion purely, or information for the purpose of
excitation,
say-more
SImply, and, when as
above explained, not less precisely-e-information or excitation : to one or other of these
ends and purposes, or both, will language m
every case be directed.
In so far as information is the end, the understanding is the faculty upon WhICh, in the
i Instance of the person by whom the import of
I the discourse is mtended to be conceived, who
is principally addressed, and mtended to be
operated upon,-ll
so far as excitation is the
end, the will.
To the purpose of simple communication
neither III act nor in wish need the philanthropist wish to apply any restricnon to the powers
of language. Of such commumcation, evil, it
is true, may be the snbject as well as good ;
but, in the mixed mass, good, upon the whole,
predominates
; and it cannot be rendered apt
for the one purpose without being rendered
proportionably
apt for the other.
Considered as applied to the pnrpose of excitation, the case may at first sight present
itself as being, in some respects, different. In
regard to passion, and thence III regard to
affection, which is but passion m an inferior
degree, and always hable to be raised to higher
degree, repression, not excitation, may appear
to be the object to be wished for: passion bemg, in every part of the field, the everlastmg
enemy of reason, in other words, of sound
judgment, alias correct and all-comprehensive
judgment.
-----------------.. This division appears to be equivalent to that
above made into soht, a rv and SOCial. The two
divisions were made at different times, as appears
from the dates on the 11188.,and thev are thus probably a different nomenclature applied to the same
operation; as, however, there IS an important subdiVISIOnof the" transrnve function," which IS not
carried out lD the case of the" social use," it was
thought rij!ht to keep the two operations of divisions wstiJlct.-E<i.
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But even to the lover of mankind, an acquainta.nce with the powers of language, even
when applied to this dangerous purpose, is not
without its use: for by the same insight by
which the mode of increasing its powers in
this line is learned, the mode of repressing
them when, and in so far as applied to pernicious purposes is learned along with it. In
the case of moral, as in that of physical poison,
an acquaintance with the nature aud powers
of the disease is commonly a necessary preliminary to an acquaintance
With the proper
nature and mode of applying the most efficient,
and, upon the whole, the most benignant
remedy.

2. From a too extensive
and nnlimited
adoption given to it as applied to learning
and practising, has arisen that most pernicious
and foolishly devised clog to productive industry, the English statute concerning apprenticeships."
Be the art what it may, how (it
was asked) can a man practise it well unless
he have learned to practise it ! Therefore, be
the art what it may, seven years shall he have
been employed in learning .it before he is allowed to practise it.
3. Applied to the art ofteac1£ing, considered
in Its relation to the operation of learning, and,
at the same time, applied to language considered as the particular subject of these general operations, it has ever been pressing, and
CHAPTER
Ill.
continues to press, as a dead weight upon the
intellectual branch of educanon.
To learn it,
OPERATIONS wmcn,
IN THE CHARACTER OF AN
has been said, is the duty of the iguorant;
ART, ARE PERFORMABLE
IN ReLATION TO DlSto teach is the privilege of the knowmg, the
COURSE, OR LANGUAGE IN GENERAL.
skilful, the learned, the advanced in age. Assign to those who are destitute of instruction
I. Learning.
2. Using or employing.
3. the function of administering it; unite in the
Teaching.
4. Improving or ameliorating.same individual the opposite and incompatible
These are so many operations capable ofbcmg
functions of scholar and master,-the conseperformed, and the three first at least actuquence is too obvious to require mention, and
ally and continually performed in relation to almost two ridiculous to admit of it !
everything that bears the name of art.
At length, by bold experience acting in deThe order in which these several operations
spite of superficial wisdom, the discovery has
are brought to view, or In which their names
been made that, for the function of teacher, he
are made to precede each other, is (it will who, at the same time, and in the same seat
readily be observed) the order of priority in of instruction,
is actmg in the character of
respect of performance.
Whatsoever
be the learner, is not merely in as high degree adaptoperation in question, a man must have learned
ed, but in a much superior degree.
to perform It before he C:1n perform it ; he
Applied to the operation of making improvemust have known how to perform it before
ment, considered in its relation to that of
he can teach It, and thereby enable another to learning, to that of practising, and even to that
perform it ; and unless it be by some extraof teaching, this same effusion of superficial
ordinary and extraordinarily
felicitous acci- wisdom, is an instrument which, in the hands
dent, he must not only have learned it, but be of envy, the offspring of imbecility and indoin use to practise it, to practise it in the state
lence, is never-failingly employed in the endeain which he finds it, before he will be able to vour to mp in the bud the blossoms of active
make improvements in it, i. e. to raise it up to genius.
Its language is-be
the art what it
a higher and better state than that in which
may, not merely to teach it, but even to pracit had happened to him to find it.
tise it in the perfection to which it has, in
To a first glance, as applied to all these
these times, been brought forward, (not to
several operations, the observation seems to speak of merely learning it,) requires all the
present the aspect of correctness.
But upon ability that a man of consummate talent C:1n
a closer view, to confine it in every part within
hope to possess.
Who are you who pretend
the pale of truth, it will be found to require
to improve it ?-who are you, who, not content
sundry limitations,
but for which it would
with equaling, pretend to have risen above
be liable to give birth to errors of such a na- those whom the whole world admires as seated
ture as to exercise or practise a pernicious
on the highest pinnacle of eminence l
influence.
It is the same instrument
which, in the
1. The truth of it is throughoutjconflned
to hands of the ruling few, self-clothed in the
the several operations taken singly, of WhICh robe of superior wisdom, is employed in coverthe vast aggregate called by the name of the art ing with contempt the claims and exertions of
in question is comprised.
Of those particular
the subject many.
operations, it will,ina.lmost every instance, hapApplying to art in general, these. same inpen that a. number, more or less considerable,
structions would be found applicable,
with
ma.y be found,of which one and the same person
indisputable propriety, to that master art, the
ma.y, in one and the same day, or even hour,
art of discovrsing,of which the product is diswhile he is occupied in learning one, be occupied in practising, with advantage, a second,
" 5 Elizabeth, chap. iv. The portion of this stateachin~ a third, and making improvement in tute that relates to apprentieeship is repeated by
a fourth.
54 nco. III. cap. 96. -Ed.
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PROPERTIES
eouru itself or language.
To the art itself,to the fruit or produce of it,-to
the instrument of it,-to
all these distinguishable, howsoever intimately connected, senses, are both
these words, discourse and language, wont to
be applied.
Teaching, learning, practising, or choosing
for use, on the occasion of the use made of
the names by which these several operations,
considered as having language for their common subject, are designated, the state in which
language IS tacitly and impliedly considered
as being taken in hand, and made the subject
of the operation, is the exact state in which it
happens to be at the time-by
ilnprOTe1llcnt,in
so far as it is considered as taking place, the
language is considered as being brought out
of tkat state into a better.
A language like any other work or subject,
-a language is qood in proportion as the several qualitU8 which, on any account, are desirable in it, are found to be in it.
In the instance of lanquaqc, what those
qualities are, it will be thc business of the
next chapter to endeavour to show.
As to improument, it has two distinguishable rubjects: I. The work itself, lauguage ;
2. The several other operations, viz, tcachmq,
learning, and employing, performable in relation to that work.
Of these operations, teachito; and learning
are correlative;
and, for the reception of any
improvement,
of which the mode of performing them is susceptible, they must wait hand
in hand.
But, in both these instances, improvement considered as applied to the mstrument itself, and improvement
considered as
applied to the mode of teaching and learning,
are perfectly distinguishable.
In regard to employing, on the occasion of
improvements,
relative to the employing the
work, improvements
considered as made in
the work itself, and improvements considered
as made in relation to the mode of employing
it in the character of an instrument of discourse, will be apt to coincide, and become
difficultly, if at all distinguishable.

CHAPTER

IV.

PROPERTIES DESIRABLE IN A LAl'IGUAGE.
SECTION

DiriBion

I.

and EnulIleration

of Desirable

Properties.
Of what use (it may be asked) is this topic
langtl!Lgfl and languages, each particular Iangnage, and the aggregate mass of signs composed of all languages put together, are everywhere what they are. Every man must take
them as he finds them.
By no man, be his
own language in particular, be all languages
in general, ever so ill adapted to the ends of
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language, say, in one word, ever so bad, can
any of them be made better than it is.
To a considerable extent these observations
will be found no less just than obvious, not
but that some points, however, will, it is supposed, be seen, in relation to which observations may be brought to view, such as will be
found not altogether unproductive
of, or incapable of being applied to, practical use.
1. Occasions are not altogether unexampled
in which a man has the choice of the language
he will make use of. On such occasions, if
any doubt should arise which of them to employ, he will be able to satisfy himself which
of them, on the occasion III question, is best
adapted to his purpose.
2. Be the language, in the use of which he
has been principally bred,-be,
in a word, hi,
native language, what it may, it may be of
use to him to be apprized iu what degree the
qualities desirable III language are possessed
by it. Why ~ That in respect to them he
may employ It to the most advantage,-that
he may, on every occasion, be able to endue
his language with these several desirable properties, and that in the proportions which, on
the occasion in question, are best adapted to
use.
3. WIld as at first mention the notion may
appear, upon the list of these qualities articles
may be brought to view, in relation to which
improvement
may be seen to be a resnlt, the
contributmg
to which, in one way or other,
is not altogether out of the reach of individual
hands.
In so far as, In the instance of this or
that nation, the language in universal
use
shall have been recognised as labouring in a.
greater or lesser degree under this or that
imperfection
correspondent
and opposite to
anyone or more of these desirable properties,
it may be seen whether in any, and what
degree, that imperfection may be susceptible
of a remedy, and ill what ways and degrees It
may be in the power of any individual to contribute to the application of such remedy.
In a certain sense every man has power
over his own style; at any rate, whatsoever
be the language which he employs, his style
is such as he has made it.
A language is the aggregate
of the significant signs employed by all the several
individuals that use that language.
To know what are the properties desirable
in a language is, therefore, to know the properties desirable in the sum of the discourses
used by all those several individuals on all the
different purposes and occasions taken together, for and on which they can have need
to use the language.
Some properties will be alike desirable, or,
at any rate, desirable to all purposes and on
all occasions without distinction;
for other
properties the demand applies not to all purposes and occasions without distinction, but
principally and exclusively to certain purposes
and occasions.
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These properties
are distinguishable
into
three different classes, viz. 1. The infortnati01lregarding;
2. The Mtwn-regarding;
3. The
purpose-regarding.

I. The information-regarding;
i. e. properties desirable for the communication of the
information, for which language is employed;
that is to say, whatsoever be the language by
means of WhICh it IS endeavoured
to convey
it, the persons by whom, the persons to whom,
the occasions on which, and the purposes for
which. it is endeavoured to be conveyed.
1. Obscurity.
2. Ambiguity.
3. Undefinedness,
i. e. want of distinctness between
1. Clearness, as opposed to the hmits of the
idea designated by
the word in question, and the several eircumjacent
Ideas.
2. Correctness.
3. Copiousness, as opposed to scantiness,
4. Completeness,
or say, all-comprehensiveness"
5. Non- Redundance-i.e.
exemption from useless terms, inflections, and modifications,
as opposed to abundance in useless terms,
mflectrons, and modifications.
6. Conciseness, or say, compactness or compresseduess, as opposed to diffuseness.
II. The nation-regarding
class of properties,or,-properties
desirable in a language in
comparison with other languages---meanlng
here, by a language, and the language. the aggregate composed of all the words habitually
employed by a certain aggregate of persons, m
whose instance this habit of employing the
same aggregate
of words for all purposes of
SOCIalintercourse,
causes them to be spoken
of as !taring the same language.
1. Pronunciability,
as opposed to difficulty of
utterance.
2. Melodiousness.as opposed to unharmoniousness.
3. Drseibility, or say, capacity of being easily
learned.
4. Docibihty, or say, capacity of being easily
taught.
5. Meliorability,
or say, perfectibility,
capacity of being easily improved.
6. Decorability, or ornamentability,
as opposed
to baldness.
III. The purpose-regarding
class, i. e. properties desirable, this or that one of them, or
this or that other of them, in the language, or
say, discourse, employed according to the occasion on which, and purpose for which, it is employed.
1. Impressiveness,
as opposed to feebleness.
2. DIgnity.

!

I

3. Patheticalness,
or say, aptitude for exciting
tender emotions.
If the above qualities be termed desirable
properties of the first order, those properties
which are conducive to the investing a Ianguage with this or that property of the first
order, may be termed desirable properties of
the second order.
Subservient, or, say conducive, to the primary properties of discibihty and docibility,
are,1. Giving expression by means of a small as
effectually as by means of a larger number of
inflections to the idea in question,
2. Facility of admitting the junction of two
or more words into one.
Considered as applied to language in general, that IS, to every language without distinetion, everyone
of these qualities is liable to
have place in different degrees. Not, perhaps,
in anyone
existing language is everyone of
these qualities possessed in a degree equal to
the highest in which it could be conceived to
be possessed of them respectrvely ; at the
same time, not, perhaps, in the instance of any
one of them can it be said, with correctness,
that there is anyone of these qualities which
is not, in any degree, to be found applicable
to it.
SECTION

II.

Of Clearness.
With
equal right, two distinguishable,
though nearly related quahties may claim to
be represented
by this word, viz. exemption
from ambiguity, and exemption from obscurity,
both of them negative ones.
1. The case in which ambiguity has place, is
where, after the discourse has presented itself
to, and has been received by, sense, two distinguishable acceptations have presented themselves to the mind,-two
distinguishable,
and
accordmgly
distiaguished
imports,
between
which the judgment hesrtates, unable to determine which of the two it was that was intended
should be presented and received.
By the strict and original import of the
word ambiguity, the number of these imports
IH confined to two,-but
in its application this
explanation
ma.y be extended to any greater
number of imports, 80 as they be determinate.
In practice it is seldom between more than
two that the mind will have to hesitate.
2. The case in which obscurity has place,
is where, after the discourse has been received
by sense, the mind, for a greater or less length
of time, finds itself unable to fix upon any determinate import, as having been intended to
be conveyed; and if, after continuing for a
greater or less length of time, the endeavour
is given up as hopeless, the obscurity of the
discourse becomes, with relation to the individual in question, viz. the individual by whom
it is thus taken in hand, converted for a tune,
at least, into umntelligibility.

PROPERTIES DESIRABLE.
Obscurity, so long as it lasts, may be considered as the superlative or highest point of
ambiguity; ambiguity having place to the widest extent.
It IS not, as in the case of ambiguityin Its stricter sense, between two, or some
other small number of imports, and these determin ate ones, that the mmd hesitates, but between all, or rather among all, imaginable ones.
The greater the number is of the words that
are employed m the expression of a given import, the less clear is the discourse which they
compose.
Take an enure paragraph, take any
one of the sentences of which it IS composed,to whatsoever purpose the mass of discourse
iu question IS considered as a uhol«, till the
last word has been heard or read, and understood, obscurity, of a shade more or less deep,
covers every part of It. Such bemg the ca,e,
the sooner the mind has gone over the whole,
the sooner this obscurity I~ dispelled, and the
less there IS of it, the sooner it 15 gone through
with.

Sncrrox Ill.
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deed as applied to posology, namely to the
arithmetical
branch of It, It seems to have
hitherto altogether escaped notice.
Of the wonders performed by the means of
algebra, abbreviation
has been one main, not
to say the pnncipal, instrument.
Abbreviation productive of conciseness,-the
act of' glvmg, m a degree more or less considerable, to
the discourse in question, the property of conciseness,
That compressedness is of use not only immediately, and on Its own account, but mediately and m the character of an instrument of
clearness, has been already mtnnated ;-in what
way It IS so, llla)Onow have been observed,
SECTIO:'>
• •

r

IY.
•

.•

Faciliu: nf Utterance orsfl!J Pronllnclflbdlly.
Though m the field of causality intimately
connected with melodiousness, this quality IS
III Its nature,
and thence 111 Idea, sufficiently
distmguishable
from It. In proportion as, to
i produce It requires efiort on the part of the
i speaker, and on that occasion effort is accord' lIlgly employed, the fact of its being employed
naturally becomes perceptible, aud the ClUS1 teuce
of It is actually perceived ; and III proper: tron a, III the bosom of the speaker uneasiness
I', or by the hearer b suppoeed to ha ve place,
: by the force of sympathy, the like effect is, in
~his own bosom, apt to take place.
i
That III the formanon of language in general,
i melodiousness and fucrluy of utterance, taken
together, have actually, ll1 the character
of
! ends, been generally aimed at, IS a matter of
: fact that may be stated as perceptible m the
: history of some languages,
and It I" supposed
III a degree more or less considerable
111 the
history of every language.
In every known language, in so far as it is
known, changes III structure are observable;
and in every instance these changes appear
to have had for their cause, a general endeavour towards the giving to the instrument of
discourse these agreeable quahties in a contmually mcreasmg degree.

The conciseness of an expression is inversely,
as the number of words employed III the conveyance of the Idea intended to be conveyed
by it.
The uses of this property are,I. When the signs employed are of the impermanent kind, such as words spokenv=savmg in the article of time, of time employed 1Il
utterance
and receptrony-e-m
speaking and'
hearing.
II. When they are of the permanent kind,
I,savmg III the article of time employed III
readmg ; 2, saving in the expense of giving
birth and preservation
to these same permanent signs ; III the expense of the substraction
and colouring matter for wntmg, prmtmg, and
engraving, or the like.
III. 1'0 a certain degree COllCl8cn<'ss, as above
expressed, is contributory to clearness; tha t IS
to say, the want of It is contributory to the absence of, or is opposite to, clearuess.c--rs contributory, at any rate, to obscurity, and It may
be to ambiguity.
SECTIOX
V
IV. Conciseness is, in many instance', con(If "lId"diollsl1cSS, or sa!1 Harmoniousness.
tnbutory to impressiveness,
By each of these terms I' meant the proV. To apprehensibilrty.
perty of producing, through the medium .of the
VI. To retaiuablcness,-thus
Horace,
ear, a seusanou of all agreeable cast III the
Quicquil! prrccipies esto brevis " ut cin) dicta
nuud.
Percipiant arnnn docile», teneantque fideles,
Applied to different species of discourse, i. c.
DL Arte rc«, 33b"3;{(i.
to discourse considered as employed for differTwo branches of art and science, or say, two ent purposes, melodIOusness or harmonioussubject matters of knowledge there are, ill its ness," whichsoever be the term, presents two
application to which, the usefulness and importance of conciseness is prodigious.
These
• In the WON harmomousness
may be soon a
are, 1, Law; 2, Posulogy or (to employ the source of ambiguity, from which the word melodtword which, unexpressive as It is, is the only OUSIIC.<S is free; applied to the aggregates of mUSIone as yet in use) mathematics ;-yet prodical sounds, harmony has, III eontradistrncnon to
melody, heen 111 these modern times applied to the
gious as is this importance, scarcely has It been
case
111 which sound, more than one are purposely
taken for the subject of observation ; and in-
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ideas somewhat
different, though
differmg
rather in degree than in any other particular.
In this point of view the opposite ends of the
scale may be designated by the terms POSltl'!:C
and negati'IJe. A sort of medium being assumed
-any point being taken at pleasure, as and for
the middle point, -positire melodionsness has
place when the degree of that quality IS considered as being abotc that middle point,
negatiu melodiousness, when the situation of
the degree in question is considered as being
bdow that point.
In the discourse iu question, what degree of
this quality is required depends upon the nature of the discourse, i. e. upon the purpose
and the occasion on which the discourse is employed.
1. In the case of poetry, insofar asrhytltm,
i. e. the succession of measured sounds, is considered as entering into the oomposinon of it,
melodiousness, on the positive side of the scale,
is universally understood as essential and indispensable; in the case of the art and labour
of the composer, one great object is the securing the undiscontinued
existence of It.
2. In the case of that sort of poetry in which
rhythm is not employed, and of which the
agreeableness
is understood to depend on the
intercourse
between the imagination
of the
author and the imagination of the reader, meIodiousness, in the positive degree, is not of
the essence of the discourse; but the quantum
of the pleasure produced cannot but be more
or less dependent on the degree in which this
quality has been conferred on it; and. at any
rate, by any positive degree of the opposite
quality-c-unmelodiousnesa
or unharmouious_
.
.
produced s.multone?W'!y; and this for the express
purpose of distmguishing the case from that of melody, in which the like sounds are not considered
otherwise than exhibiting themselves III succes-

I

I

ness-the
design cannot but be proportionally
counteracted.
3. In the case of public speaking-of a. rpeeol&
delivered to or before a. public ammblythough the melody or harmony is of a different
cast from what it is of, in the case of vocal
music, or even that of poetry, metrical or unmetrical;
and though positive harmoniousness
enter not here, as there, into the very essence
of the purpose, yet to that purpose, as universally acknowledged, of this quality, in so far
as obtainable, an extraordinary
share, is, in
proportion to the degree of it, eonducrve ; and,
at any rate, by any such deficiency as leaves
the degree below the middle point, the purpose cannot but be, in a proportionate
degree,
counteracted.
4. In a word, there is not perhaps that
imaginable occasion on which, by the degree
of harmoniousness or unharmoniousness appertaining to the discourse, its efficiency, with relation to the design of it, be that design what
it may, may not iu some degree be influenced.
This connexion, viz. between the efficiency
of a di-course and the harmoniousness
of it,
when indicated, howsoever clear and indisputable, is III no small degree apt to be unobserved.
Speaking of the admiration universally bestowed upon Shakspeare, it is to the harmony
of IJl~ numbers as much as, if not more than,
to any other feature of excellence in the works
of that author, that Mrs Montagne attributes
the effect."
When this observation first made
Its appearance,
the character
of originality
was, it is believed, very generally attributed
to It; at any rate, the quahty in question presented itself to the author of these pages in
that same character, and the observation as
one which though when once presented the
..
'.'
.'
Justice ?f It was. felt! had not till then presented Itself to hIS mind,

SJOD.

On the other hand, the word melodiousness, if
employed on the occasion here in question, VIZ.
sounds considered as the vehicles of tiwlulht and as
the instruments of convcrse, seems exposed to an
objection from which the word harmomousness
when apphed to the same subject is free; by the
word melody, the case where the sound, employed
are standmg with reference to each other m the
relation that belongs to the sounds called mUSICal,
is brought to view ; a sort of relation, in which,
except with reference to each other in the particular case of their being, as the phrase 18, set to music,
the sounds employed as instruments of discourse
do not stand to each other.
Moreover, in this case, in further justification of
the use of the word ha"11lO1lY, an observation that
may be made, is, that III its original acceptation
r.~!£.".., the Greek word, of which the English
word hannony is a copy, means neither more nor
less than adaptatwn, and whether on the occasion
of the pleasure derived from a number of sounds,
the pleasure derived from simultaneity be or be
nut added to the pleasure produced by succession,
adaptation has equal rlace,-It IS npon adaptauon
that the production 0 the agreeable effect depends.

SECTIO:'I

VI.

OJ Ornability or Decorabilitg.
Whatsoever
be the import intended to be
com eyed, by the mere conveyance of that import alone, nothing which can with propriety
be termed ornament, (unless it be in so far as
harmoniousness, and those other intrinsic qualities are considered in that light,) can be given
to the discourse by which that import is endeavoured to be conveyed.
Saving the above exceptions, whatsoever
therefore of ornament can be given to a discourse, will be given by the conveyance of
some ideas which are not essential to the main
or direct purpose, in addition to those which
are essential to it. Of some ideas, not essentral to the main purpose, will the matter of
ornament be composed.
Of that matter of ornament, the exhibition
and conveyance may be performed either by

*

Essay on Sbakspeare,
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and with, or even without, audition to the
number of the words which, if nothing in the
way of ornament were conveyed, or intended
to be conveyed, would have been employed.
In what manner matter of ornament, as expressed by additional words designed for that
purpose, may be added to discourse, is a topic
that belougs not to the design of this work.
According to the general nature of the end
proposed by the discourse, it belongs to the
head of Rhetoric or Poetry.
The case wluch alone belongs in any way
to the present design, is that in which, in and
for the conveyance of the ornament, no greater
number of words is employed than would or
might have been employed, had no such design been entertained, nor my such effect been
produced.
Under the preseut head, one very general
observation may have its use.
This is,-that so long as no addition is made
to the number of the words that would otherwise have been employed, the addition of any
ideas, the effect of which is not in some particular and assignable way of a positively displeasing nature, the effect of which IS not to
produce uneasiness in some positive and assignable shape, will operate as ornament, and
have the effect of producing, i. c. at any rate
a tendency to produce, pleasure.
Of this pleasure the cause has been already
brought to VIew. Among the quahties desirable in language, that of compressedness has
in its place been brought to view. Communication of ideas being the benefit which it is the
nature and design of discourse to confer, and
the time and labour employed (on the one
hand in the utterance, on the other hand in the
lteari7lg or reading, and, in both cases, in the
considering the discourse) not being increased,
the consequence is, that the pnce remaining
the same, whatsoever ideas can, without any
addition to that price, be imparted and received, are, with relation to the mind of the
receiver, so much clear gain.
The mind is thus led to the subject of <=0cw,tion-{lf the assoctations that have place
among ideas.
1. What are the sorts of Ideas which, in
the character of main or principal ideas, are
wont to have others associated with them in
the character of accessory ones t
2. What are the ideas which, in the character of accessory ones, are respectively wont
to be associated with these principal ones t
3. In what cases association is wont to be
productive of an immediately pleasant or otherwise beneficial effect.
4. In what cases,ifany,ofa pernicious effect!
5. By what means any unpleasant, or in
any other way pernicious effect, produced or
producible by such association, may be put an
end to or prevented!
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SECTION

VII.

Of Impressireness or Force.
By the word impressiuness is meant to be
brought to VIewthe degree ill which, so far as
depends upon the general structure of it,-and
not upon any particular talent of the individual by whom, on the occasion in question, it
happens to be employed, nor yet upon the partrcular purpose for wluch, on that occasion, it
is employedv--the nature of the language In
question affords, on the occasion in question,
be it what it may, and, with relation to the
purpose in quesnon, be it what it may, the
means and probability of accomphshmg that
purpose.
In the nature of the purpose may he seen a
circumstance, on which the form ill which this
quality presents itself cannot but be more or
less dependent.
The tune at which the purpose is designed
to be accomplished, what is It with reference
to the time at which the disconrse is uttered!
Is it present or future I If future, more or
less near or remote? The faculty proposed to
be operated upon, what is it I-the intellectual
alone. or the rol itional also! And if the 'l:obtional, by what tlleam ?-by the affections in a.
temperate state, or by the affections operating
in a warm or in au inflamed state l In a
word, by the passio1!S? On the modifications
brought to view by these questions, will depend. in some measure. not only the degree,
but the mode, of the sort of impressiveness
best adapted to the nature of the purpose.
In so far as time future, is the tune at which
the purpose is to be accomphshed, and the
portion in question of that time is remote, the
memory is the subject on which the impression
requires to be made; and thus far, as applied
to a portion of discourse, impressireneS;! coincides with fitness for being held in remembrance.
If it be on the passions that the impression
is proposed to be made, the present will be the
portion of time, more particularly looked to
for makiug it.
Be the purpose what it may, of which of'
these sorts it may, how It is that the strength,
and thence the depth of the impression is influenced by the structure of the Janguage, is
an inquiry that will call for consideration lIB
we advance."
At present, all that seems suited to this
place is,-that in most eases impressiveness
depends upon, or is promoted by, clearneu, in
so far as clearness stands opposed to ambiguity, and hkewise, in all cases, by compressedness.
SECTION

VIII.

Of Dignity.
By dignity, is here to be understood, that
.. See chap. \ sect. viii,
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quality or character in a man's style, which is
the result of its bemg such as to convey to the
hearer or reader the idea of self-possession on
the part of the speaker or writer; the idea of
hIS having acquired a mastery over the subject
which he has taken in hand, whatsoever it be,
or at the least, of his having settled and arranged hIS thoughts concernmg it.
This quality may be termed a secondary
one, as bemg a quality, which is, as It were, a
collateral result, produced without any separate and additional causes, by VIrtue of some
of those which are requisite for securing to
the style the qualities of clearness and unpressiveness.
Of strength of mind on the part of the
speaker or writer, dignity of style is a natural
consequence, and by that means a sign.
The signs of strength of mmd are exhibited
in a man's style in greater or less perfection,
in proportion as It is clear of certain marks,
which may be considered as symptoms of
weakness.
Under one or other of two denommations,
viz. 1. laxity; and, ::!. fumblmg; the prmerpal
symptoms of weakness ma)', It IS believed, be
found comprehended.
1. Laxity.-In
what irnproprreties
in the
choice and arrangement of words ambiguity
and obscurity take their ri-c, have been
shown m the several preceding sections.
But, as it is with the several other nnperfections, which stand opposed to the several
quahties desirable in lallgnagl', so IS It WIth
these,-no man, who, WIth equal facility, could
exclude them from his discourse, would leave
the marks of them to appear In it and deface
it. In proportion, therefore, to the degree in
which it is seen to be defaced by these imperfections, is the degree of weakness under wluch
his mind IS seen to labour.
In the constitution of the mind, ambiguitN
and obSCUrity of style are symptoms of laxity
and m akness ; clearness and impressiuliess are
signs of strength.
;? Fmnbling.-This is the natural result.and
by that means a symptomof'll'(l,ntojprepuration.
When the field which a man has to travel
over is new to him, he finds himself under the
necessity of picking up as he goes the opmions
which he sees reason to deliver, and the expressions which, in the delivering of them, he
employs. The consequence is, that no sooner
has he pitched upon one opinion, and clothed
it in such expressions as at the moment have
presented themselves, than lie finds that, in
some wa y or other, they are deficient in respect of correctness or completeness.
Hence
come clause after clause, having for their objects the producing the effects of ampliation,
reBtriction, or nwdijication, or, in one word,
amendment.
Besides, and aqain, and this too, and moreoeer, it is by words of this sort that the symptom of weakness, here called fU1IIblillg, is betrayed.

In some cases, the seat of this disease may
be found in sillyle terms ; in other cases, the
whole proposition, or the whole paragraph, or
in a word the Whole argument, must be exammed before the nature of the disease becomes apparent, and thence before the proper
mode of cure ran be ascertained.
Instances of fumbling, as perceptible in the
character
of single terms, are,-SpeCIeB of
' things picked up on the spot, and brought to
view, one after another, III the order in which
they have happened to present themselves.
If a correct and comprehensive VIew of the
subject had been taken, some generic term, III
the Import of WhICh, the Import of all these
several specific terms, or at least of such of
them as belonged properly to the occasion,
would have been included, would have been
employed.
By tlus means, a number of repetinons, equal to the whole number of these
specific terms, minus one, would have been
spared; and If, for greater clearness, it had
been deemed advisable to present separately
to VIew the idea designated hy these specific
term", or any of them, for producmg that effect, so many smgle worth, WIth the requisite
small assortment of connectives for stringing
them together, nught have sufficed; and instead of being weakened hy correction after
correction, the first impression would, by so
many exemplifications, illustrations, and corroberanons, have been rendered stronger and
stronger.
Proportioned to the difficulty of adequate
preparation, IS the degree In which want of
preparation
is apt to be unavoidable, and
thence where it betrays Itself, the degree in
which it appears excusable.
And conversely.
-ProportIOned
to the faCIlity of adequate preparation, is the degree In which evident want
of preparation as evidenced by ItS symptoms,
viz. la.ct1Hand jumbling is apt to render Itself
offensrve and discreditable.
In every spoken discourse, in general, want
of adequate preparation, is much more apt to
i be unavoidable than in any written discourse.
' In a spoken discourse, laXity andfumbllllgare
accordmgly more excusable and less offensive
than 1ll a written discourse.
SRCTIO)I'
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IX.

Relation of the Properties DeJ!irubie
and Undesirable in Language.

1. Clearness, coneiseness, and correctness;
with their opposites, obscurity, ambiguity, &c.,
-their
relation.
While obscurity lasts, the signs employed
call up no idea SIgnified.
While indistmctness lasts, the sign presents,
along With the idea intended to be presented
and conveyed, another Idea, between which
two the boundaries are not defined and ascertained.
While ambiguity lasts, the sign presents,
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along with the idea. intended to be presented
But be the particular language what it will,
and conveyed, another idea which is not in- at no one point of time will it contain within
tended to be presented and conveyed, but itself a stock of words, such as, without prebetween which and the idea intended to be judice to the perfection of all these other deconveyed, the boundaries are sufficiently defi- sirable properties, shall be capable of giving
nite and ascertained.
expression to all the ideas for the expression
When incorrectness has place, instead of the of whrch a demand is capable of having place
idea intended to be presented and conveyed, is at a succeeding point of time. Hence in the
presented and conveyed an idea which was property of copiousness, if considered as a
not intended to be presented and conveyed.
constantly existing property or quality, the
When, and in so far as non-completeness
idea Of tractibiJity is necessarily included.
has place, either an idea or ideas which were
Opposite to copiousness is poverty or scandesigned to have place, or an idea or ideas In tiness. Scantiness may be distinguished mto
regard to which It is desirable that they should absolute and relaiite.
Absolute IS that which
take place fail to take place.
ha ~ place in 60 far as for the proposition for
Thus It is that comprehensiveness has two which a man has occasion to find expression, no
senses-a negative and a POSItivesense, accord- expression can be found by any means; relaingasthestandard
of reference ISan Idea which tive, where such expression may indeed be
already has place in the mind of some person found, but not without prejudice to conciseor persons, or an idea which, till the discourse
ness, to wit, by the employmg, instead of a
in question was uttered, or at least framed,
single-worded term, in the form of a nounnever yet had place ; m the first case, the 1m-I substantive, erther a definition or a descripperfection has place," and non-comprehensivetion, more or less loose and diffuse.
ness is the name; in the other case perfection
In so far as in language, copiousness is a
has place, and comprehensiveness IS the name perfection, scantmess cannot but be an nnperof that perfection.
fection.
In 80 far as non-conciseness, or say nonCopiousness ma.y be distinguished into U8ecompressedness, or say verbosity, has place, ful or serviceable.and useless or unserviceable,
utterance IS given to SIgnS other than those
In respect of any given words, copiousness
by which the Idea intended to be conveyed is serriceable, in so far as to the idea or promight have been expressed, though perhaps
pOSItIOnin question, Without the employing of
in a manner not quite so free from obscunty,
that word, expression either cannot be given
ambiguity, and Indistinctness, or say indeterat all, or not WIthout preponderant prejudice
minuteness.
to this or that other one of the properCompactness RUPPO'cs ideas -iore than one: i ties desirable In language; unserv iceable in
perhaps propositrons more than ..ne : opposite so far as without preponderant prejudice to
to compactness is non-compactness, or say per- this or that property desirable in language,
haps desultoriness.
expression may be given to the idea or propoIn so far as desultoriness, or say non-com- sition in question without the employing of
pactness has place, the proposmons or portions
that word.
of discourse, instead of bemg placed m connScantiness and useless copiousness, i. e. reguity, are placed at a distance, more or ICRS dundancy, are properties very capable of cogreat, from one another. other Ideas, one or existmg m conjunction with one another in
more, being placed between them.
the same language,
Between the two desirable quahties of clearIn the vocabularies of the several arts, hbeness and conciseness there IS a perpetual re- ral and manual, in addition to such as are serpugnancy, a perpetual competition,-taking
viceable, others which, accordmg to the exeach of them at its maximum, even an abso- planation above grven to the word, may, WIth
lute incompatibihty.
strict propriety, be termed unserviceable, Will,
Between clearness and conciseness, con- III almost every instance, to an amount more
sidered with reference to the same sentence,
or less considerable, be found.
there exists the same sort of incompatibihty
III. Copiousness and snnphcity, their relaa- between coucu-cncss considered as a quality
tion.
of each particular sentence, and conciseness
l. As to copiousness. This is a quality of a
considered as a quality of the whole discourse positive aspect, and presents itself as the prmof wluch that and the other sentences are cipal one. The main use and purpose of Iancomponent members.
guage IS to express thQllght, by the amount of
11. Copiousness, Conciseness, Tractibilityall useful thought for which it is incapable of
their relation.
affording an adequate expression, therefore,
Of language, the use, and the sole use, being any language cannot but be imperfect and inthe communication of Ideas, in proportion to adequate.
its copiousness will be the usefuluess, and in 60
ThIS observation will be apt to appear so
far the excellence of every language.
extremely obvious, that all mention of it may
seem superfluous. A prejudice, however, is to
* V17., If the discourse do not embrace the idea be found established, and that in no small
wluch I, made the standard of reference ?-Ed.
force, the harbounng of which is irreconcile-
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able with the acknowledgement of this quality
in the character of a desirable one. The word
in and by which this prejudice is wont to find
utterance is purity.
2. Simplicity.
In this quality may be seen,
as it were, the antagonist of copiousness; a
language is copious, in so far as it is provided,
furnished, replete, with useful matter:
it is
simpk, in so far as it is unencumbered with
matter which, being wdeu, is at best superfluous.
To this purpose, the words of which language is composed may be conaidered.T, Singly
but entire; 2 . .Aggregately as put together in
thecompositlonof
a sentence: 3. Fractionally,
i. e. each of them in respect of its component
parts.
By useless combinations, by words
altogether useless; or, lastly, by useless modifications of words, may the simphcity of a
language be destroyed.*
But allowing to the quality opposite to the
one here in question the character of an imperfection, in what way, it may be asked, is rt
attended With any practical inconvenience, in
a word, with positive uneasiness, or with loss
of positive enjoyment ~
I answer in this way-Whether
it be his
own native language, or a language which,
with reference to him, is a foreign one, of no
part of any language can the use be obtained
by a man Without labour; and in so far as it is
consumed either in the learnmg or the employing of words or phrases that are without use,
in so far is a man's labour devoid of use.f* In the MS. there is here the following N. B.Add examples.-l.
Terms without use, in many
instances technical profossi ofnaJ. terms,-diversity
of
names for the same kind of act. 2. Superfluous
inftections; example in Greek names and verbs.
Cases, moods, and tenses, expressed by different
tennmations in different dialects. The dual a Useless number. 3. Quere as to useless combinations
of words.
t The less inflected languages have the advantage over the more inflected languages, not only in
simplicity but in force,e
In the English, by the separate auxiliary words
by which the modifications included in the aggregate of connected words, called by grammanans
the verb, are expressed, are, with great advantage,
performed those functions, in the performance of
which, terminations in prodigious number and
variety are employed in the more inflected languages, viz. the Greek and Latin, and their modern
derivatives.
By means of theso same instruments a much
higher degree of force or .mpressweness is possessed
by this same modern and northernly derived language.
- Witness the words shaU and will; and the most
8 The same modificanons
which, in the least infteeted languages are mostly expressed by separate
words termed aueilume», are in the most inflected
languages expressed by inseparable affixes, VlZ.
prefixes or suffixes; mostly by suffixes, more commonly styled termmations.
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X.

CO'lnparatiulmportance
of these sewrol Desirable (lualities.
Such as above, is that which, in the character of a complete, as well as correct one, has
presented itself as a list of the several qualities desirable in language.
Good,-it
may be said,-desirable;
but in
what degree, as compared with one another 1
All in equal degree, or in different degrees t
Answer,-different
and widely distant m the
scale of importance will these several qualities,
it is believed, upon comparison with each other,
be found.
Copiousneu and dearness, viz. clearness from
ambiguity and obscurity,-compared
with all
the several others, these two qualities present themselves as seated upon a lofty eminence.
I. On the highest point stands copiousness.
It is only in proportion as it is copious that a.
language contributes anything to 1ts end:-to
any of the modifications of which the uniursal end, wellbeing, is susceptible.
Reduce its
copiousness, and in proportion as yon reduce
it, the height of the place occupied by man, in
the scale of being, is reduced from that of a
member of the best governed and mannered
community, down to that of a barbarian, of a
savage, of a beast.
2. Next in the order of importance, and at
no great distance, comes clearness ;-dearne$s,
from the two kindred imperfections of ambiguity and obscurity.
This, however, is but as it were a sort of
negatiu quality eonsrsting in the absence of
two peculiar
imperfecnona,
each of them
diminishing, as far as it goes, the benefits
attached to copiousness.
3. Upon a yet lower level, presents itself
the q4ality of impressi'!lenes8,-at
any rate if
considered by itself, viz. as having place no
otherwise than lD a ease in which, m respect
of the article of clearness, no deficieney has
place.
A circumstance by which, in so far as importance corresponds with utihty, the importance of this quahty, viz. impressiveness, may,
it should seem, be found to experience no inconsiderable reduction, is its liability to be
rendered subservient to pernicious purposes m
imperiously imperatltJ6 mood expressible by the
word sl.all.
Indeed, such is the quantity of verbal matter
saved by the employing the word shall in its imperative sense, that besides giving to the English,
pro tanto, a degree of simphcrty and force not possessed by any or those southernly deri ved languages,
dead or hvmg, it may almost be said to give to it
II degree of copiousness equally peculiar.
Why?
Because in the expressing by means of the necessary circumlocution the import of the imperative
shall, so many words wonld be necessary that the
mind has not patience to draw them out, and 50
they remain unexhibited,
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a degree superior to that in which it is likely
to be rendered subservient to purposes of a
beneficial character ;-the
greater the intensity of passion, the greater its aptitude to be
productive of pernicious consequences, and in
the case of a disconrse, the object or tendency
of which is to operate npon the passions, the
greater the degree of its impressiveness, the
greater the degree of efficiency with which it
is likely to operate upon the passions ;-the
greater the degree of intensity of the passion
which it is the nature and tendency of it to
excite.
4. and 5. Simplicity and compressedness,lower still is the level on which these two qualities preseut themselves,
Of their utility, that part which is original
and intnnsic, and which consists of the saving
in time and labour, is comparatively inconsiderable.
The principal part consists of that secondary
and deri1'atioo utility which is composed of,
and increased by, their subserviency to the
two qualities of primary and intrinsic utility,
viz. cUarneM and impressiuness.
6. and 7. Lowest of all stand the two kindred qualities so nearly allied to purely physical ones, VIZ. melodiouSlIeu and facilit!J of utterance.
Melodiousness,-still
more the absence of
the opposite quality, may, in some measure, be
considered as subservient to impressiveness,
but for this connexion it might perhaps be regarded in no higher character than that of a
foreign and accidental ornament, not connected
with any of the important ends and uses of
language, and not having apphcatlon to it, but
in two portions of its field, ViZ. oratory and
poetry.
Even as between these two, viz. melodiousness and facility of utterance,-facility
of utterance presents itself as standing on one
account, in so far as it has place, in an uncombinedstate, manifestly and considerably below
:melodioll$nes8. By excellence in respect of
melodiousness, other persons besides the speaker or writer,--other
persons to the number of
which, in the case of the writer, there are not
any limits, and in the case of the speaker none
but snch as are not narrow ones, are gratified,
-by deficiency in that same respect, propertionably more or less displeased ;-by facilIty
of utterance, in so far as it is separable, and
exists separate from melodiousness, one iudividual alone, viz. the author. is affected, and
he only in so far as the discourse being composed of signs of the audible kind, it comes
accordingly to be made audible.
SECTION

XI.

()j the Qualities desirable in Style. i. e iii Language, considered as employed by tltis
Ilidicidual.

0'· that

DESIRABLE.

I

1. Simplicity.
ness.

2. Compressedness. 3. Clear4. Impressiveness ; and 5. Harmonious-
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ness.-Among
the several distinguishable quahties which presented themselves as desirable
in language in general, in the whole structure
of every language, by whatsoever hands employed, these five presented themselves;
to
the case of this or that individual, considered
as taking in hand this or that language in
particular, and applying it to his own purpose, whatsoever be that purpose, these same
five qnahties will, it is believed, be found
ahke applicable, and with equal propriety and
advantage.
Of the several qualities desirable in the case
of language in general, considered without
reference to an individual employer of the
instrument, there are two others, viz. copiousness, and facility of utterance or say prouunoiabihty, which are not thus applicable.
l. Of these, copiousness seems scarcely to
have any application to the case of au individual
speaker or writer.
In his case copiousness
bears reference to the occasion and the subject.
Occasrons are not wantmg with reference to which a sufflcrent degree of copiousness may be exhibited in the compass of a.
single wOl'd.* In so far as the language which
he employs fails of being adapted, adequately
adapted, to the subject, the most consummate
writer or speaker will not be able to give to
his style the quality of copiousness.
In the
native language of New South Wales, the most
consummate master of the language of that
country would not be able to deliver an intelligible argument in the English court of Common Pleas, in an action of Replevin, or on
what is called a point of Practice.
2. Pronunciability,
or Facility of Utterance.-In
tlns we have seen another quality,
the applicability of which will be found to be
confined to the case of a whole language, m
contradistinction to that of an mdividual considered as making use of it.
In so far as the language in which he expresses himself affords a choice, it will naturally be, especially in this experienced and
polished age, among the cares of every well
educated man, especially of the poet and the
public speaker, to put aside rather than look
out for any of those difficultly pronounceable sounds, which the usage of early times
happens to have introduced into the language,
and that of intervening times to have left
in it.
But if, throughout its whole texture, the
language abound in sounds of difficult utteranee, the utmost possible skill on the part of
him by whom it is employed, may be insufficient to give utterance to a discourse of considerable length without suffering uneasiness,
and, in his intonation and deportment, exlubiting sensible marks of such his sufferance.
Without much toil to himself, a state oman
of the Hottentot conntry might perhaps, for a
considerdble time, continue to display hlS elo" The" ord au'a!!, for instance,
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quenee ; but to an European hearer, the idea
In connexion with this subject, the following
of continual difficulty, and considerable un- are the questions which seem to call for an aneasiness, would all the while present itself.*
swer :-1. What alterations have a. just claim
One quality there is which will be seen to to the title of improvements ! 2. In what way,
depend on the individual alone :~n
the use, and in what manner, have they actually been
made by him of the language, whatsoever it : brought about without design!
3. Whether
may be. For the designation of this quality I any, and what improvements
are capable of
no appellative
more apt has been found than
being brought about by design; in other words,
the word dignity.
in what shape, or shapes, the nature of IanBy the word dignity, no such meaning is guage admits of improvement!
And, 4. By
here intended to be expressed as that which
what hands, and in what manner, improvement
is conveyed by the word pomposity.
in these several shapes may be effected or proWith or without dignity, plYmposity is a qua- moted 1
lity that may be given to a man's style by inappropriate
choice of words taken singly,SECTIONII.
by words selected for the purpose of impresslVhat
A
iterations
may be deemed Improtements.
ing on the imagination the ideas of grandeur,
sublimity, and importance,
commonly at the
Short IS the answer wlueh, for this question,
expense of clearness,-words
calculated
to may suffice. Of the qualities desirable in langratify the ear, with pleasure produced by ap- guage, the following list bas been giveny--vrz,
1. Clearness ; 2. Correctness; 3. Copionsness;
propriate melody and harmony.
5. Non-redundance,
or simThe quality for the expression of which the 4. Completeness;
plicity; 6. Compressedness; 7. Pronunciability ;
word dignity IS here employed, will be found
8. Melodiousness;
9. Discibility;
10. Docibito depend,-not
upon the choice of terms
taken smgly, but principally
or exclusively
lity; 11. Meliorability ; 12. Decorability;
13.
14. Dignity;
15. Patheticalupon IlOUocation,-and
that not so much upon Impressiveness;
the collocation of words taken sm~ly, as upon ness.
In so far as this list is correct and comthe collocation of whole sentences, and their
plete, the answer to this question has been
component clauses or members.
already given.
If the list above given be a complete one,
then it is that, in the qualities contained in it,
CHAPTER
V.
added to their respective opposites, we have
all the qualities, good and bad, of which a IanOF IMPROVEME:'iT
CO:'iSIDEREDASAPPLICABLETO guage is susceptible; and, if so, then WIll every
LANGUAGE,OR THE MEANSBY WHICH, IN so alteration, to which the name of impr~»Ient
FAR AS·tHE PARTICULARLANGUAGE
El1PLOYED can with propriety be applied, consist in beBY AN INDIVIDUALADMITSOF THE POl.St:~SION stowing upon the language,-i.
e. the aggreOF THEM,THE PROPERTIESDESIRABLEIN LAN- gate of the words of which the language is
GUAGEMAY,ON EACHOCCASION,
BE SECURED. composed, one or more of these qualities in a
higher degree than that iu which it was reSECTIONI.
spectively III possession of them before.
After,
and in consequence, and III virtue of the imQuest,ons appli<Jable to Improeements in Lanprovement, the language will, pro tanto, and
guaye.
to the extent of the improvement,
be more
copious, more simple, more compressed, more
To make an improvement, or improvements,
clear, i. e. freer from ambiguity and obscurity,
m a language, is to cause it to possess, in a
more impressive, more melodious, more easy or
higher degree than it does at the time in quesutterance, more ornamental, &c., than before.
tion, some one or more of the qualities desirable
in a language;
of these, a list, as complete as
SECTIONIII.
it could be made, has already been given.t
An imaginable ulterior species of improveWhat Lmprotement« take Place ""ithout Design.
ment would be the putting language in geneImprovements
made without design t No
ral, or this or that language in particular, in
certainly;
in all the several shapes in which
possession of some quality, of which, till the
all the several improvements
that have ever
time in question, no language was ever posbeen made, in none of them has it ever been
sessed.
But, if the list above referred to be
made any otherwise than with the design of
what it was intended to be-a
complete one,
doing what was done.
In what sense, then,
on this supposition this imaginary species is inwithout design?
In this sense,-viz.
without
capable of being exemplified and realized.
any gcneral survey taken of the language;
.. The language of that country is sard to con- without any such thought as that of doing, on
the individual occasion in question, that which,
tain In it sounds unexemphfied in any European
language, and without a course of labour such as on that individual occasion, was done.
1. Copiousness.
For the purpose which the
hath never yet been submitted to, not utterable by
any European organ s,
individual had in hand, a new word is thought
t See cbaptei v,
wanting,-he
accordingly makes one.

I

IMPROVEMENT.
2. Simplicity.
On the occasion in hand, a
phrase, a word, a part of a word, which by
others had been employed, presents itself to
him, but presents itself to him in the character
of a superfluous one, or as not better adapted,
or as less fit than some other which presents
itself at the same time,-he,
in consequence,
according to the nature of the case, leaves It,
or throws it out,-forbears
to employ it,or excludes it.
And so in the instance of the several other
desirable qualities. *

I

SECTIO:oIV.
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JJ ll! at t an. s, an In Ir at Iray mproremen s
in Language are capable of bewg e1fect.;d, or
d
promote .
Individual and simple practice, individual
instruction,
free association, goverument authority,-by
these several expressions, so many
different hands by which, or so many modes m
which, improvement, III this field, IS capable of
being effected or promoted, may be brought to
view+
In so far as in the nature of the case, improvement IS capable of being introduced into
language by practice,by mere individual
practice,-any
individual may, with more or
less prospect of success, take his chance for introducing it.
.
And by what means! .Ans'U'er,-By clot}ung
the discourse employed by him on each individual occasion, With all the several properties
desirable on the part of human dlscour~e; regard being had to the particular occasion on
which it is so employed; these several properties bemg such as are subservient and contributory? to t.he seyeral.ends III vie:w,for which,
?n the individual occasion III question, language
IS employed.
If, of these same properties, the above euumeration is complete, then so it is that, of
every alteration held up III the character of an
improvement, the effect, if that character does
in any way belong to it, will be to invest it
with those same properties, one or more.
In England, we hear of this or that man,
operatmg iu his individual capacity, having
made Improvements III language.
We hear
of Yoltaire, of Junius, of Burke, of Johnson,
of Goldsmith, as having given force to, or put
a polish upon, the language of their respective
countries.
Now, in what way can these men, anyone
of them, have made any improvement
in the
language '!-that
is to say, in the language
employed by other persons, one or more or
all!
Answer,-Voltalre,
&c., writes, other
persons in number and proportion, more or less
.. There is here a notandum, "go on bringmg
them to view in the same manner."-Ed.
t With the exception of a sentence or two on
t7L<tructUJ7l, merely initiatory, tTul!t·u1ur.u practice
is the only one of the.se that has been found discussed in the MSS.-Ed.

applied

Instrumeia«
ment,

of Improee-

External
instruments
of improvement for
augmentanon of the usefulness of the several
desirable properties of language, areI. For abbrevianon
of the signs ; thence
saving m the labour employed m formmg, and
thereby making use of them.
1. Short-hand applicable and applied to all
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considerable. write, on this or that subject;
with or witho~t .thinking that they are endeavonnng to mutate hlm~ they endeavour to
wnte in the same or a similar manner.

subjects.
2. Alegomorphic
abbreviatron.e-viz.
1. FIgnres instead of letter-press; 2. Algebraic characters mstead of figures.
II. For diffusiou, or say, giving increase to
the number of the person. capable of recerv mg
parncipanon
in the benefit.
1. Iustrumeuts
whereby increase is given
to the diffusion of audible and evanescent
signs :-1. Stentoroplnc tubes; 2. PIpes, such
as those employed in the conveyance of water
and gas; 3. Cannon-for,
to a limited degree,
neither are these hostile instruments altugether incapable of being applied to a peaceable
and useful purpose.
2. DiffUSIOn by means of signs visible and
permauent,
indepeudent
of conveyance:Letter-press
substituted
to manuscript;
2. Mamtold mode of wnnng ; 3. Means of
presentmg to the new of a speaker or "Titer
the words he has need of =-Syuonymatiou,
as
in the Gradus ad Parl!a$~lIn; 4. Dictiouanes,
whereby of the Idea expressed in tins or that
language, corresponding
equivalents are presented in this or that other language.
3. DIffUSIOn bv means of conveyance :-1.
Letter-post;
2. Telegraphs, diurnal and nocturnal,
III. Durability-e-increaae
given to.
Instruments of durability are engravings ill
stone or metal.

II.
I

SECTIONVI.
Rules for Clear,uss, i. e. the .A roidallcc of .A 111biquity, Obscurity, and Debility, so jar as d,pends upon the choice of lFordstaken siU!lly.;.
Rule I. When the language affords a word
appropriated exclusively to the expression of
the import which alone it is your intentiou to
express, aVOId employing any word wluch IS
alike applicable to the expressing of that import, and a different one which may require
to be distinguished from it.
Examples :-Subst:J.ntIYCs,
adjectives,
auverbs.e--m the instance of all these parts of
;. For further remarks hv the author on the subIII this and the succeedmg
section, see
N emography, m '01. Ill. p. 233, ct WI.
[ects embraced
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speech, frequent breaches of this rule may be
found.
I. Substantives.-I. The word t<ute employed instead of the word rdish. To relish
a tlung is to taste it with pleasure. Do you
relish this peach! In this question there is
no ambiguity, not even for a. moment. But
instead of this, oftentimes we find,-Do you
taste this peach! and so in the case of almost
any other source of pleasure; for example, a
poem, a sonata, a building, a landscape.
In the French language, there exists no
appropriate word by which pleasure is represented as an accompanimentof the perception
indicated; no word expressive of, I taste with
pleasure. Gouter is to taBte, and for, to relish,
there is again this word, and no other. Iu
French, therefore, this imperfection,this ambiguity and inadequacy, this incompleteness,
and consequent incorrectness of expression, is
the result of necessity. Iu the word taste,
when employed instead of the word relish,
this Imperfectionis needlesslyand inelegantly
copied. Why 1 Answer,-from affectation
and vain glory, to give the hearer or reader
to understand that the speaker or writer is so
well acquainted With that foreigu language,
that it is more readily present to his memory
than his own language.
II. Adjectives.-Either
employed instead
of each. To the word either belongs an exclusive signiflcation, which belongs not to the
word each. Where the idea, of exclusion is
not intended to be conveyed,how slovenlyand
absurd is It not to employ a,word by which
the exclusion is expressed? Yet of negligence
in this shape, examples are coutinually occurring.
Poetry is the species of composition in
which it is most frequent. There it has its
excuse,-l. In cases where the monosyllable
each would not, so it may be that the dissyllable either will suit the measure. 2. In poetry, distinctness is less requisite than in prose.
A uniform distinctness would even be incompatible with the nature of the composition,
and fatal to the design of it. To produce and
keep up in the mmd, confusion,so it be but
accompaniedwith pleasure, is an object not of
aversion, but of endeavour and study.
To affectation may the sin against propriety
be imputed in this case, as well as in the last
preceding one.
In saying' taste, when he means rdislt, a man
pleases himself with the thought of showmg
how familiarly he is acquainted with the Ianguage of France.
In saying either, when he means e(l(Jh,a man
pleases himself with the thought of showing
how familiarly he is acquainted with the Ianguage of poetry.
AffectatIOnthe genus, pedantry thc species;
formerly the dress most frequently worn by
pedantry was Greek and Latin; latterly, it is
French and poetry.
To the ambiguity attached to this impro-

I

priety, one circumstance alone operates in
some measure as a. palhative. If so it be,
that for predicating what you meant to predrcate alike of two things, A and B, the word
you have employed is a. word by which one of
them is excluded: conceive the word repeated, then, one after the other, they are both of
them comprised. FIrst Introduce A WIthout
B, then Introduce B without A,-both of
them are introduced; but how much better
would it not be if, without any such unintended exelusion, both were introduced at once.
.All, e~ery, each, either,-these collective
adjectives are none of them absolutely incapabloof bemg employedfor and instead of any
of the rest; but they have each of them its
appropriate and most nroper sense.
Thus it is throughout, In regard to words
which with reference to one another, in common acceptance and discourse, pass for synonyms. Take any two of them; by neither,
perhaps, is exactly the same idea expressed
as is expressed by the other. In many instances, however, so it is that without impropnety, and without inconvenience, one of
them, perhaps either may be employed instead
of the other.
III. The word future employed instead of
the word subsequeut, Future and subsequent
are both of them names of relations, terms of
reference. By each of them, two portions of
time, an antecedent and a consequent, are
brought to view. By the term subsequent, the
pomt of time brouaht to view in the character
of an antecedent, is that which, with reference
to the state of things or transactron spoken of,
was present; this alone, and not the tfme at
which that same state of things or transaction,
is spoken of. Thus stands the matter, in so
far as concerns the word subsequent. In the
use of it nothing of ambiguity is to be found.
Now as to the term future; but for the
context,-from which, upou reflection, it may
be concluded that the time from which the
futurity is reckoned, was the time when the
state of thmgs or transaction spoken of was
present,-that time would always be the time
in which the discourse, if oral, was spoken, if
in wntmg, was written.
From the promiscuous use made of these
two words, suited to very different purposes,
confusionand absurdity are continually arising.
IV. Restrictives, such as alone and only.
By these words, what is constantly understood
is, that the purpose for which they are employed is the narrowing the import of some
word or other to which they are respectively
aunexed; that which in many eases cannot
be collected but from the context, nor from
the context without some difficulty, is, to
which, of all the words in the sentence, the
restriction is meant to be applied.
L Substantive m the nominative ease, (i. e.
name of the agent.) 2. Adjective agreei~
with do., (i. e. quality ascribed to the agent.)
3. Verb. 4. Substantive in the accusative
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ease, name of the patient.
5. Adjective, agreeiug with do., (i. e. quality of the paticnt.)
6. Adverb, in the character of the name of a
quality, of a. quality annexed to one or other
of the adjectives or to the verb; frequently to
anyone of these, with more or less propriety,
may the restriction be considered as applicable.
In English, what thickens the confusion is,
the indeterminate
character of the restrictives,
alone and only. Each of them is employed
sometimes in the character of an adjecuee,
sometimes in the character of an ad /Jerb; to
exhibit the different cases III which each, in
eontradicnon
to the other, is most proper,
would of itself be a tusk of no inconsiderable
length.
Required
to exhibit so many forms, by
means of which in the several cases, where
the restriction IS meant to be applied exclusively to the objects respectively Signified by
several parts of speech, it may ill such sort be
applied to these several subjects, that no misapplication
whatsoever,
howsoever transient
and momentary, can take place.
To solve this problem would be a task of no
inconsiderable
length and labour,-but
at the
same time, of no mconsiderable use.
Ifof the words alone, and only, the one were
always an adjective, the other always an adverb, the difficulty of the task would be much
less than It is; but, unfortunately, as has been
just observed, no such constant distinction has
place.
V. Ordinals:
more especially the word
first.
Of the aptitude of this term to in,volve in
ambiguity the Import of the sentence III which
it is employed, the causes are of the same nature in this instance, as in that of the restnctives, alone and only, vi.l.1. Uncertainty
of the part of speech, and
thence of the subject. to which the attributive
IS meant to be applied.
2. Uncertainty
in regard to the part of
speech to which it is meant to be considered
as belonging, viz. whether an adjective or au
adverb,
.
.
Example of the mode III wlnch the ambiguity may be avoided.
1. Ambignous expression.-C<>lumbus
first
saw Hispaniola..
.
2. Correspondent pair of sentences, by winch
the existence of the ambiguity, and at the
same time, the mode of avoiding it, arc iudicated.
(1.) Columbus was the first person who ever
saw Hispaniola.
(2.) Of the islands now called the West India
Islands, Hispaniola was the first that Columbus discovered.
The plural number IS, in a particular degree, liable to be productive of perplexity and
misstatement.
Rule II. FQf remedy, substitute thc Singular

~ l.i

to the plural number where substitutable WIthout impropriety;
and by one means or other It
may generally be so substituted,
Rule III. Unless for special reason, by
whatsoever
name an object has once been
designated, by that same name and no other,
continue to designate It, or if, on any account,
you find it matter of necessity or convenience
to employ for that purpose this or that other
name, take care to give notice of the change.
Eadem natura, eadem. nomenclatura.
Whene'er the same nature,
The same nomenclature.
Converse of the above Rule.-Whatsoever
be the object, for the designation of which a
given word has been employed, employ not
that same word for the designation of any
other object; unless so it be, that the word
being a generic one, on the first OCC:1SlOnIt
was employed for the designation of the whole
genus or of one species; on the other occasion,
for the designation of another species of the
same ge:ms.
Rule IV. Prefer
verbal substantives
to
verbs.
Numerous are the instances in which, for
! the giVln!! expression to the import in ques: bon, a single word In the form of a verb. may
i III some sort suffice, and is frequently made to
I suffice; and a verbal noun from the same root,
I with the addition of some verb of extensive
, Sign, and proportionally frequent use may also
serve; as when, instead of to apply, the phrase
I to make
application is used. From this substitution eonvemence is frequently
found to
result.
The noun from the same root I~ commonly
a rerba! nnulI; a ccrbal nOllll of that sort,
which serves to designate, in the fir.;t place,
I the species of action, for the desrgnanon of
! winch, the verb, including all the several adjuncts and modificatrons" belonging to that
: complex part of speech is used; and thence, by
i an almost imperceptible transition, the state of
thmgs produced by that same act.
This verbal noun, when thus obtained III a
state of separation from these adjuucts, which,
form so many parts in the composition of the
,"cry complex part of speech called a verb,
and which in this it< separate state, becomes
the name of a sort of fictrtrous entrtv, of a sort
of fictitious body or substance, is, il{ this state,
rendered more preheusible.
Being thus pre·
hensible, it is more easily, and thence, directlv brought to new, and bemg thus brought to
-iiew, It IS capable of beim; employed as a
common subject to any number whatsoever or

I

I

, V 17. The adjuncts designative of the time of
an action, the number of the per,on or persons concorned In It. and the point of, lew III winch in re
~>ed 01 certainty, the act In question was contern
plated.
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propositions that may be requisite for predicating, whatsoever the nature of the case requires to be predicated, of the sort of act in
question, or of Its result.
By means of a few verbs of extensive import, such as the above word make, capable of
serving, as it were, in an auxiliary character,
introduction may, in most cases, be given by
each of them to a large number of names of
fictitious entities, and the advantage in quesnon compassed to the utmost extent, of which
it is susceptible.
When a characteristic verb, thus capable of
being resolved, into a correspondently characteristic verbal noun-substantive and an uncharacteristic auxiliary verb, has been employed, a practice not unfrequent is, to follow it
by some relative which has for its antecedent
the verbal noun, the import of which is implied
in that of the eharacteristrc verb; subjoinmg,
or not subjoinmg, to it the antecedent noun
thus implied.
Example 1. The implied antecedent brought
to view as if repeated.
If you would gain the populace, upon every
favourable occasion apply yourself to their
senses; this application will do more for you
than the closest train of reasoning.
2. The imphed antecedent not brought to
VIew, but only taculy and implicitly referred
to.
lf you would ,gain the populace, apply yourself upon every favourable occasion to their
senses ; this will do more for you than the
closest train of reasoning.
If the verbal noun, the name of the fictitious entity, have, in a preceding sentence, been
expressly brought to VIew, the repetrnon of it
in the succeeding sentence, WIll have the good
effect of reviving and strengthening the first
impression. On the other hand, insert the
verbal noun in the succeeding sentence, WIthout having inserted It in the first, the COnsequence is that, ill this way of speaking, a sort
of false intimation is conveyed,-an intnnation, that the verbal noun employed in the
succeeding sentence, had already been employed in the preceding one.
Leave the verbal noun altogether uninserted, the result is still more awkward. "Th'!ll
will do so and so;" what is it that will do so
and so! To this question no answer bemg
given by the writer, the reader is left to hunt
for one.
Rule V.-When, for the designation of the
idea III question, no other appellative is in use
but one which is tainted with ambiguity, presenting in conjunction WIth the idea required,
another which is different from it, and which,
on pain of being led into error by it, must be
distinguished from it, or say, seen to be different from it,--substitute another word which
is free from all ambiguity, presenting to view
no Idea other than that which is wished and
endeavoured to be presented b)" It.

Example gathered from the ReId of penal
law.-To acts considered as having been taken
for the subjects of prohibition, is universally
applied the appellation of offence. But when
in regard to these acts, the desire is, to present to view the quality, or say, property, on
account of which they have been constituted,
or It is in contemplation to constitute them,
offences; for conveying this idea, no other word
is in use than this same word offence. By law
the act is made an offence,-and why! Answer.-Because in its own nature it is an offence. Generally speaking, the idea, which in
this case is associated with the word offence;
is that of maleficence, that is to say, the property which the act, to which this appellative
is attached, has, or is supposed to have, of
making a defalcanon more or less considerable, from the aggregate happiness ofthe community. In so fur as the greatest happiness
principle is the ruling principle, on no other
ground can any species of act be taken iu
hand by the legislator, and by prohibition and
eventual punishment, constituted an offence.
This ambiguity, it has seemed to me.matter
of high importance to remove. Accordingly,
continmng to employ the term offence, for
designatmg the fact of the act having been
taken for the subject of prohibition.e--for the
purpose of bringing to view the quality, in
consideration of which it was my desire to see
it thus dealt with, I employed the word maleficence; giving to the act in which this quality
was beholden by me, the appellation of a maleficent act.

Once having become sensible of the need
there was of a word for this purpose, and
having accordingly formed the determination
of bemg on the look-out for such an one, I soon
found that I had not far to look: beneficent,
beneficence, were words already not only m the
language but in every mouth; in the language
(the Latin) from which they were derived,
correspondent and opposite to them I saw the
words maleficent and maleficence.
Thenceforward, instead of not knowing what
to say, unless it were in a roundabout way, or
saymg, this act is an offence, and therefore
ought to be made an offence, it has been Illy
custom to say the sort of act thus described
IS a maleficent act, and that. in such sort nnd
to such an amount, that by apt prohibition,
backed by apt eventual suffering, it ought to
be constituted an offence.
SECTION

VII.

Rules for Clearness, and thence for Impressieenus, so far as depends upon CoUocation.

Rule I. Wheresoever it is of importance
that two objects be distinguished from each
other, be careful 60 to order the expression as
to render the drstinction between them as clear,
i. e. the contrast between them as strong, a.h
may be.
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Rule II.- When the two objects belong to
the same scale, the difference between them IS
in degree, and III degree only. In that case,
what is to be endeavoured at is, that that
which is considered as entitled to stand at the
higher degree, shall not be placed at any lower
degree, that which ought to stand at the
lower degree not at any higher degree, so that
the difference of degree may be correctly indieated.
Rule III.-When
the objects belong to the
same scale, placing in the situation of con/rad ietor y propositions the two proposmons whereby they are spoken of, does not place the differences between them in so strona or III so
deur a point of VIew a; that in wInch they
would be placed by an mdication of the degrees which they respectively occupy. MIlled
corn is not cold; ice IS cold. By these expressious, how feebly and inadequately the
difference in temperature
between the two
bddies is represented, IS sufficiently manifest.
Rule IV.-When
contrast 18 meant to be exhibited, keep to the same words throughout,
till you come to those by which the contrast
IS meant to be exhibited.
Rule Y.-For
impressiveness, put not the
names of two leading objects m one sentence,
unless when they are under the same rojimc.
One th uu) at a time.
Rule Y I.-Of that idea which isthe principal
one, and to wluch in the sentence 111 quesnon
the purpose requires that the attention should
be prmcipally attached, put the sIgn in the
first place, or as near the first place as the
state of the grammatical relauon WIll admit.
An inconvemence attendant on tins mode of
collocation IS,that it will seldom be that which
would be pursned, or Without presenting the
idea of affectation could be pursued, III oral
discourse.
It ISon this account with reference
to the most usual order of discourse, termed
inversion.
But the reasons which perhaps would render
this mode of collocation difficult and unusual,
and thence unpleasant, 1Il oral discourse, do
not apply, at least With equal force to written ;
smce In this case for marshalhng Ius words 1Il
such sort as to him seems best, a man may then
take whatever time is necessarv.
Rule Yn.-Use
antecedent modifications. 1.
They prevent instead of correctmg misconceptron, 2. Th!'y excite the collateral idea of
self-command on the part of the speaker or
writer.
ThIS is the, or a, reason why I find It
not plea <ant to begin a sentence with a nominatrve case.
Rule VIII.-Every
clause not expressly
amp! iati'l!e is restrictive.
Rule IX.- When in relation to the clanse in
question, having the effect of a hmitative, amphative, or in any other way modificauve, clause,
your intention IS that the import of it shall be
understood as applying exclusively to some
one, to the exclusion of one or more other
clauses, the nature of the case affords two
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expedients, either of which will suffice fOTinsuring the production of the desired effect.
1. It is only in one case that the first of
them applies; and that IS, when the clause to
which it is mtended that the modification
should be considered as applied, is that winch
It IS intended should stand before any of the
others to which it would be capable of being
applied.
In tlus case pnt the modiflcatrve
clause before the clause inteuded to be modified ; and 1Il this way modificatrve clauses
in any number may be made to precede, and
by that means exclusively attach upon one
and the same modificand.
2. The other expedient is applicable to all sorts
of cases. It consists m mserting the modificative clause Within the modificand.
Bv tlus
means It IS to thts modifiable clause to tile exelusion of all other modifiable clauses, that It
will be found applicable.
In the wordmg of acts of Parliament, and
indeed in discourses in general, tlns expedient is pretty generally employed, and that
with manifest good effect.
Rule X.-Between
au antecedent substantive and Its relative, be careful not to interpose any word, capable of being, though it be
but for a moment, understood as meant to be
taken for the antecedent of that same relative.
Rule Xl.-The
list of tOPICSgiven, treat
them 111 the same order,-change
not the order.
Rule XIl.-\Yhen
of two or more Ideas
brought to View 111 the course of the same propOSItIOn,sentence, or clause, there is some one
to wInch, whether to the exclusion of, or m
preference to, the rest, It is your Wish that for
the purpose of its bemg impressed into his
mind With a pre-eminent degree of force, the
attention of the hearer or reader, to the end
that he may take particular cognizance of It,
should be pointed, contrive SU to turn the
phrase, as that the word or words designative
of that idea, shall occupy the front of the sentence.
Example.-Say,
"When it is by word of
mouth that the communication IS made ;"rather than, "\Vhen
the communicanon
IS
made bv word of mouth:'
In the latter form, the attention is divided
between the consideration of the general fact
of the making the communication 111 question,
and that of the particular mode in which that
operation IS proposed to be performed, and by
this division, the impression made by the words
indicative of the particular mode is more or
less weakened,-in
the first form, the attention
is without division fastened at once upon the
only one of the two objects to which on the
particular occasion in question It was meant
to attach it; the attention is pointed to one
of the two objects in preference to the other
at least, if not to the exclusion of It.
Rule XIIl.-Place
not in a strong light,place not in an impressive point of view, two
proposinons.e-two
clauses in the same sen-

teuce.
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For example,-a
principal clause and a
clause which is employed to modify it,-or say
a modificative clause.
Reason.- When upon the same level in the
scale of importance,
two objects are thus
placed at the same time, the consequence is,
that between the one and the other the attention is distracted;
it takes not a sufficient hold
of either of them.
Present them to the mind
one after another, it grasps them with Its undivided force.
SECTION

VIII.

Rules for Correctness and Completeness.
Rule I.-Correctness.The more extensively general the terms you have occasion to employ, be the more careful in examimng the
species contained under the geneTIc appellation
employed, and in considering whether that,
whatever it be, wlnch you predicate of the
gcnug, is with truth predicable of these several
-pecre-.
Rule II.-('ompleteness,
or say comprehensiveness.s=When
on the occasion of any sort
of operation which I', productive of beneficial
effects when performed m relation to a certain
species of subject matters, look round for the
several genera withm which the species in
question is contained, and consider whether
with correspondent beneficial effects the same
operation may not be performed upon the other
species con tamed in that same genus, all or
Borne of them.
So as to objects analagous to the one in
question, WIthout being congeners to it. By
this means are inventions produced.
SECIIOIS

IX.

Of the Tmprotement of La11guage in respect of
Copiousness.
General Rule.- Exceptions excepted, the
more copious a language the better.
New
words and new combinations, to one or other
of these heads may every improvement
of
which language is susceptible in respect of
copionsness be referred.
In whichsoever mode any addition is made
to the pre-existing state of instruments of discourse, the addition is prima facie, and, saving
particular exceptions entitled to be set down
to the account of improvement.
Particular reasons apart, for the same reason that the first word that was ever invented
was an addition to the stock of instruments of
enjoyment and security; in a word, to the instruments of wellbeing, so has every other
been, and so trill every other be.
On this head, therefore, the general rule is,
The more copious a language is, the better,-the
better adapted to the pnrposes of language.
But to this general rule particular exceptiona are not wanting.
As to the grounds of
these exceptions, and thence as to the rules

iu cases of exception that have place under
this general rule, their place will be found
under the head of the next-mentioned
article
npon the list of qualities desirable in language,
VIZ. si7l1plinity.'"
Generally speaking, there exists in language
a natnral tendency to Improve itself, or, to
speak srnctly, to become improved in reRpect
of this desirable quality.
The same causes,
by the operation of which the earliest and
scantiest stock of the instruments of thought
and conversation were produced, continue in
action, and will continue in action, without
end. Observation, experiment, experience, reflection, discovery, invention:
all these are so
many set-us oflanguage, seeds from which new
addulons to the stock of words awl combmations in every language are continually springing up.
As there exist cases in which the alteration
I made
in language by increase given to the
number of words, and combinations of words.
of which It is composed, cannot, with propriety,
be set down to the account of advantage. so
are there cases in which, though the addition,
if made, is or would be of an advantageous
nature, yet, the addition finds the introduetion of it opposed, by various springs of human action, by vanous principles of human
nature.
Indigenous weakness, viz. ill the intellectual
faculty, sinister interest, interest-begotten
prejudice, adoptive prejudice ; In this part of the
field of action, as III every other, will human
felicity find these its enemies set in array
against It, and opposing its progress at every
, step; while, in so far as the mode of enrichI ment is unserviceable
in any instance, the
interests of all mankind are opposed to It.
Sr.CIIO:-I

X.

11lodes of Enrichment.
On the occasion of the explanation of the
modes in which a language is capable of being
enriched, two objects require to be considered,
VIZ. l. The source from which the addition is
derived; 2. The moue iTJ.which it is made.
Say ennchment ab intra, or home-drawn, in
so far as the addrnon is drawn from the same
lallguage,-ab
extra, m so far as It is drawn
from any foreign language.
Simple modes of enrichment are,
l. Indication
of particular
properties
as
applied to a given genus-as
expressed by ageneric name of any degree of amplitude.
Examples
of this mode of enrichment
are
afforded by the several branches of Natural
Hrstory and Natural Philosophy.
2. Spiritualization or psychologization, in so
far as of any name of any physical substance,
operation or quality, application is made to
the purpose of giving designation to any cor.. See above p. 310, and note .,. attached to it.
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respondent, or supposed correspondent,
P8YSECTION AI.
ehological substance, operation, or quality;
the psychological object being modelled frum l mp.ntutu», ujll-"rdsfrvlI! Forcujn Lanauaaes,
the physical archetype, as a bust in clay from
dead and lidllg-it • .Adranla9{. and Disany part of the human figure.
ad tantaoes,
3. Formation of new words on the ground
There exists not that state 111 life, be it
of analogy.
Example-from
beneficence, rna- ever so humble, ill which a man's wellbeing
lcficenco ; from beneficial, maleficial.
IS not, in some shape or other, 111 some degree
4. By composition.
The composite mode III or other more or less dependent on the acwhich enrichment is performed, is peT inequal ,- quamtancc he ha q with hIS own language,-of
tatem, the words conjoined being in their im- the language in winch he not only converses
port of unequal Importance with relation to bnt tluuks, Language being not merely the Illeach other, the one may be considered as the strument of'discourse but.rnoreover.the
mstruprincipal, the other as being, with relation to ment of thought, the stock of a man's ideas
it, the accessory word.
IS lnmted aud determmed by the stock of the
In this case, let the number of words thus
words which he finds at hIS command for givrelated ami entering into the compositron of ing expression to those Ideas.
the compound word be supposed to be no
In every language, word" are found in clusmore than two, the place 01 the accc=ory
tel'S growmg out of the same root.
Whatsoword will either be anterior or posterior to ever be the cluster to which the word In
the prinr-ipal ; if anterior, It may be termed,
question belongs, the comprchen-aon a mall
with relauon to it, a l'1'(fi:r,-lf posterior, It has of its Import is comparatively Imperfect,
has been called, in Latin, a Sllji..
If it include not a more or less general acWhere the mode of ennchment is oy com- cuamtance "nth the whole cluster to which It
position, it may be drstmgurshed mto:
belongs.
In the stock of words of which the
(I.) Composition by SImple aggregatIOn, or English language is compn-ed , a yery consiagglutmauon,
or coalition, VIZ. WIthout change
derable, uot to say the largest, portion, arc
in jhe signification of either of the two COIl- borrowed from some one or other of several
strtuent elements, and WIthout the need of foreign languages, in some instances at a very
supposmg the addition of any other word as early date. m others at different points of time
necessary to complete the sense. .Of this sort from the remotest down to the most recent.
1:3 that which has place between a subject
1ll
In some instance. these words so borrowed
the grammatical
form of a suhrto utcr«, and
were transplanted
in a single state, ill others
the name of an epithet or adjunct III the m large clusters, in others in smaller clusters,
grammancal
form of an adjective, as ill the which, after transplantation,
have gradually
case of the words yam-glory, fee-simple, plumgrown into larger ones.
deahng.
When a word has thus been transplanted
(2.) Byaggregauon
WIth ellipses. Examples,
and naturalised
m a smgle state, the concepI. Churchyard, i. c. yard of the church: words
tion entertained of its Import by person- altoomitted by ellipses, of and the. 2. Foot-ball,
gether unacquamted WIth the cluster to which
ball for the foot to play with by kicking it. it belonged m the language from which It was
:{. Mother-country,
country which was a, It borrowed, 1', always very obscure and imperwere a mother to the person or persons III feet in comparison WIth that which he has of
question.
a word which forms one of a cluster, more or
5. By importation of words from other Ian- less complete, onginally of the growth of Ius
guages, dead or Irving.
own language, or fully rooted and naturahsed
6. By addmon to, not to say completion
mit.
of, each set of conjugates.
A noun, taken III
These languages
are some of them of a
it, several cases and numbers ; a verb, taken : northern, some of them of a southern orunn ; of
in it~ se veral moods, tenses, numbers, and per- I the northern, the one prmcipally
borrowed
sons. These aggregates may be considered as I from IS the German ; of the southern, the
80 many
graunnaucal
conjugates,
By the' French.
Among ancient languages,
those
term logical conjugate, may be designated the ! principally borrowed from are the Latm and
aggregate
of these same aggregates,-the!
Greek.
The Latin bemg the la.nguage from
whole stock of the aggregates
capable of I wluch the French has borrowed a great part,
being formed (If those :.gtrregates.
perhaps the largest part, of its words; hence in
In the Greek and Latin Lexicon, or, say , the instance of many words of Latin origin, it
Dictionary, of Scapula. may be seen the seye-I remains a question whether the word was deral lists, of logical conjugates made to grOW! rived from the Latin immediately, or remotely,
out of the same root ; say, out of some nounthrough the medium of the French. The Greek
substantive, taken III hand and considered us being the language of the writers from whom
a root. Of the several branches, or, say ramithe first crude nouons respecting most of the
fications, thus seen growing out of one and
arts and sciences were derived to us; hence the
the same root, each one is expressive of an idea
appropriate terms, expressive of the subjectbearing a determmatc
relation to the idea. matters and operations belonging to those sedesignated by that same root.
veral branches of art and science, have ill a
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large proportion
been borrowed from that
language.
Even when the subject-matter,
instrument, or operation, is itself new, a convenience is found, on several accounts, in taking
its name from a foreign language, more especially from the Greek,rather than from our own.
For characterizing
an object which not only
is new, but is designed to be presented
as
such, a word as plamly new as the object itself is meant to be represented as being, is
much more convenient than any old word
taken from the old-established
stock of words
belonging to the language; for when any such
old-established
word is taken and thus employed, it comes with the whole of its original
import adhermg to it; and the consequence is
that it present. to the mind instantly and to a
certainty, a multitude of old ideas which on
the new occasion it is not intended to present;
and this in the most perfect manner, while It
is only in a manner comparatively
imperfect
that it presents the new idea which it IS intended to present.
Borrow the word from a foreign language,
and that a dead one, from the Greek, for example, this confusion is avoided.
Let but the
reader have once succeeded m his endeavours
to establish an adequately constant association between the new idea you mean to impress upon his mind, and the new-coined or
imported word employed by you for expressing
that idea, (for which purpose, in the first instance, an explanation, more or less particular,
will, to persons unacquainted
with the language so borrowed from, be always necessary,)
thenceforward,
as often as the new word IS
presented to his mmd, the idea which it brings
with it will be the very Idea which It is your
desire it should present; that and no other,
that idea alone, unaccompanied by, and unclogged with, any other. By the very description of it thus given, this mode of proceeding,
it is however evident, has Its difficulties, and
thereby Its inconvenience.
The difficulty consists in getting men to give
themselves
the trouble of establishing
this
association; whereas, when the language from
which the word is taken is a man's own language. the association, such as it is, is already
formed; and howsoever clumsy the new appellative appears, and howsoever troublesome
the cluster of collateral and (with reference to
the purpose in question) irrelevant
ideas it
stands associated with, and however confused
and inadequate the import is which it has the
effect of presenting, still it can scarcely fail of
bringing to view an import having some similarity to the one which it IS intended to present; whereas, if it be a word of altogether
foreign original, no other word of the cluster
it belongs to being presented to the mind of
the person in question, the necessary result is
that, if the explanation
attached to it has
either never been received into the mind, or,
after having been so received, has dropped
out, the word is so much nnmeaning sound,

not presenting any the faintest
the import which it is intended
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I.

Thought the Basis of Language.
Of language, the primary and only origina.l
use is the communication of thought, the conveyance of thought from mind to mind, from
the mind of a speaker to the mind of a hearer.
All thought belongs either to the intellectual or to the volitional department
of the
miud-to
the understanding or the rill.
A portion of the matter of language is frequently termed a discourse."
By every portion of discourse, communication is endeavoured to be given of the state
which, in some respect or other, one or the
other of the above departments of the speaker's
mind is in.
Acts of the intellectual department or faculty
are, 1. Simple perceptions;t
2. Semati01I$,
i. e. perceptions attended with pain or pleasure; and 3. Judgments
or Opinions.
Remembrance is but the work of a particular
species of perception.
Of the general faculty
of sensation, a particular impression is the exercise or exemplification of the memory, the
correspondent idea, i. e. the copy of that same
impression as taken by and preserved in the
mind.
Of judgment, the subjects are, 1. Points ot
similitude between object and object. 2. Points
of dissimilitude
between object and object.
3. Existence or non-existence
of the relation
of cause and effect as between object and
object.
Simple perception is not capable of erring,
no, nor seusanon neither.
But judgment IS,
on the part of every person, and on almost
every occasion exposed to error.
A state or act of the mmd in which judgment is continually included, is apt to be considered as an exemplification
of perception
alone, or sensation alone.
Such is the case
with all instances of the exercise of the organs
of sight and hearing.
I see a hill, i. e. what
appears to me a hill; but oftentimes when
what a man sees is believed by him to be a. hill,
it is lU reality a cloud.
I hear the rain, but
oftentimes when a man thinks he hears the
" This word is necessary, for if instead of .. discourse you were to say .. language, the import expressed would be quite different from that which
is here intended.
t For the distinction between impressions and
ideas we are, it is believed, indebted to David
Burne.
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rain falling, the cause of his perception is not
ram, but the wind whistling through certain
trees.
When as above, desire, (the state or act of
the will,) and simple perception or sensation,
(the state or act of the understanding,)
are
excepted, all that the mind of man is capable
of containing is an act of the judicial facultyan opinion, a judgment:
an opinion entertained by himself, entertained in his own mind.
This is the only immediate subject of any communication which, concerning the state of that
faculty, can be made. Of no matter of fact,
external to, of no matter other than that which
passes in his own mind, can any immediate
eommunication be made by language. Opinion,
an opmion entertamed by the speaker, this is
all of which, in any instance, commnnication
can be made. Of an opinion thus expressed,
any Imaginable matter of fact, real or supposed, may have been taken for the object.
Hut that to which expression is given, that of
which communication is made, IS always the
man's opinion, i. e. that which, 111 so far as the
expression answers its intended purpose, that
which he wishes should be taken for hIS opinion in relation to the subject in question, nor
anything more.*
Be this as it may, the strictly logical consequences are the only ones that belong to the
present purpose.
One is,-that,
in every portion of discourse
whIch IS not the expression of a desire, a simple sensation, or a pereeption ; in every portion
of discourse, for example, by which the existence of a matter of fact extenor to the person
of the speaker is asserted,-is
included a commumcanon made of the state of the judicial
department of the speaker's mind, an opinion
entertained in relation to that same matter of
fact.
This being the case, a certain degree of complexity attaches to every propositaon, the simplest Imaginable not excepted, which has for
Its subject a matter of fact at large.
Eurybia.des struck Themistocles.
By a proposition in these words, what is It that I assert T
It is this: It is m'!J opinion that Eurybiades
struck Themistocles.
This is what I can be
sure of, and it is all that, in relation to the
supposed matter of fact, it is in my power to
be assured of.
Thit pen e.rists,-meaning the pen employed
in the tracing of these characters.
ThIS pen
exists, i. e. my opinion is that this pen exists.
Such is very decidedly and firmly my own
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opinion. But of no pen with which he ever
wrote would any such opinion have been entertained by Bishop Berkeley.
Thus It is, that, m respect of this complexity
-this constant and unavoidable complexrty.-«
the expressrou of the mode of being of the mtellectual department agrees with the expression of the volitional department of a speaker's
mmd.
COl1le hither.
By this discourse, as every
man will acknowledge,
at the very first
hint, what is expressed is, that it is my
desire that the person to whom I speak should
so do.
lie it there. By this discourse, in like manner, what is expressed is, my opiuion that he
(the person spoken of) IS in the place alluded
to by the word there.
The consequence is, that in saying,-He
is
there,-the
proposition, simple as it IS in appearance, is, in its import, complex; and if It
be considered as designating, expressing, communicatmg, the whole of the object of which
it is employed &S the sign, viz. the mode of
being of my mind, it IS elliptical.
That to
which it gives expression IS the supposed
matter of fact which (supposmg me to speak
truly) was the object of my thought ;-that
of which It does not contain the expression,
is that thought itself; the only matter of fact
of which the discourse in question IS strictly
and immediately the assertion, is left to be inferred from the context, from such words as
are actually uttered.t
In all ordinary discourse propositions come
entire, it is only on the occasion of some
science or art, that, unless where employed instead of a proposinon, and by elhpsis or
abridgment, containing in it the import of an
entire proposition, any term is presented by
itself. Every man who speaks, speaks in propositions, the rudest savage, not less than the
most polished orator,-terms
taken by themselves are the work of abstraction, the produce of a. refined analysis :-ages
after ages
must have elapsed before any such analysis
was ever made,
Of the above observations, another logical
consequence is this, viz. that for the giving expression and conveyance to any thought that
ever was entertained, so far as concerns import and not discourse, nothing less than the
import of an entire proposition, and that, as
above, a complex one, ever was, or ever could
be made to serve.
Not but that in many instances for the
making communication of thought, even a.
single word is made to serve. But then it is
* From this observation various practical infer- by means of other words, which, according to
ences of the moral class may be seen to follow·
the occasion, the single word in question may
1. All rehance on the opinion as supposed of
have the effect of suggesting as effectually as
others, is in fact reliance upon a man's own opinion;
viz, upon his opmlon concerning the credit due to
t It might thus be shown that these proposithe opmion which in the instance in question is
tions which are gt ven by the Aristotelians as simple
attrrbnted to those others.
:!. That in other words all bigotry i&grounded and entIrely expressed propositions, are complex
and imperfectly expressed,
in, includes in it self-conceit.
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by this same single word, the ideas constantly
associated with it are suggested.
Looking at my son, whose name is John,I say to him, John,-he
hears me,-what
is it
that he understands by this 1 The import, the
full import, belonging to one or other of these
two phrases.
My desire is that you attend,
(viz. to what more I am about to say,) or, my
desire is that you come, i. e. come near to the
place at which I am sitting.
And thns it is by bringing to view other
words, in the character of words of wluch,
though not pronounced, the import was meant
to be conveyed by the word which was pronounced, that a smgle word may be made to
have the effect, and thus, as it were, comprise
the import, of an indefinite number of other
words,--<Jfa discourse of an mdefinite length.
, ThiS being the case, if nothing less than the
import of an entire proposition be sufficient
for the giving full expression to any the most
simple thought, It follows that 110 word, being
anything more than a fragment of a proposition, no word is of Itself the complete sign of
any thought.
It was in the form of entire propositions
that when first uttered, discourse was uttered.
Of these integers, words were but so many
fragments, as afterwards
in 'UTitten discourse
letters were of words.
Words may be eonsidered as the result of a sort of analysis,-a
chemieo-Iogieal
process, for which, till at a
comparatively
much later penod than that
which gave birth to propositions, the powers
of the mind were not ripe.
With a view, however, to save the words
which would be required to point out this
complexity, such propositions as are only in
this way complex, may, for some purposes, and
on some occasions, be considered and spoken
of as simple.
Upon this field of observation the logic of
Aristotle and lus followers did not penetrate.
The subjects it began with were terms, i. e.
words of a certain description, and beginning
with the consideration of these terms, it went
on to the consideration
of propositions in the
character of compounds capable of being composed out of these elements.
Il
rti 1
.
.
,
An
, tec.e d en tl yo.t a pa IC~ ar mquiry, m
an mqu.lry the subject o~ whI~h -w:as ~onfi~ed
to the signs of thought-s-in an, mquiry in which
no attempt was made to look mto the thougbts
signified, in the conception entertained in relation to the nature of thought, and of the diversification of which it is susceptible, much
clearness correctness or advance to completeness, could not naturally be expected.
These terms are accordingly spoken of as
and indePossessing ,..of themselves an original
..
pendent sl!?llIficatlOn, as having eXlstenc~ ~efore anything of the nature of a proposition
came to be in existence j=-aa if finding these
terms endowed, each of them, somehow or
other, with a Signification of its own, at a subsequent period some ingenious persons took

them in hand, and formed them into propositions.*
But the truth is, that in the first place came
propositions, and that out of these propositions, by abstraction
and analysis, terms possessed, each of them, of an independent
import, were framed.+
Condrllac=-for
the purpose of elucidating
Locke's doctrine that all ideas grow out of
sensations, and but for such sensations could
not have exrstence-c-itnagined
to himself the
idea of a statue, and enduing it successively
with the five senses, and such combination of
them as promised to afford instruction with
reference to this, his purpose, exhibited to view
the furniture of the different orders of minds
with which the statue would, in this way, be
provided.
Proceeding thus, was proceeding in the way
of synthesis r-e- synthesrs means putting
together.
Proceeding thus, he took in hand, in
the first place, as a basis for the rest, the most
simple element he could find, and adding to
this one, other elements one after another, exhibited, in this gradual way, the contents of
all the several compounds capable of bemg
made, and which, accordingly,
are the most
compounded of those in experience found to
be made out of those elements.
Equally well adapted has this same method
appeared to be for exhibiting to view, in the
order of simpheity or complexity, (it may be
denominated
in either W.l.y,) the results that
have been produced by pnttmg together the
several ideas respectively denoted by the several sorts of words of wluch language is composed.f
Of language in its origin, the parts could
not have existed in a degree of simplicity, equal
., By the synthetic method, as sylla.bles now form
words, and letters form svllables,
t Brutes have no ternis,-thelr
language is all
in proposmons ; their faculties enable them not to
I break them down mto words.
A warning which on this occasion and in this
place it seems necessary to g1Ve, is, that the order
which in th? endeavour to give a clear, correct, and
c?mprehenslve Viewof the matter ,!f language, co~sidered in its most extensive portions and drversifications, those stvled grammancal included, it has
been deemed nec~sary to pursue, is not the same
with, but very different from, the order in which
in the progress of society they were developed.
By the diatincnons pointed out by the ([,fferent
aggrega.tes of words, termed by grammanans the
parts of speech, the process of methodizaaon has
been applied to, and carried through the whole
multitude of these numerous signs. But for the
carrymg o~ of ,the sort ?f. mental proc.ess styled
methodl.Zll.~IOn,in which ',8 included a high degree
of abstraction, a comparatively mature state of the
human intellect was requisite; and not only at
the time of the first commencement whenever that
was, but long after that time, the 'stage occupied
hy the human intellect in the scale of maturity
must, in compariscn WIth that stage, have been extremely low.
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to that of the most simple of those at present
having found employment for signs to the
in use. The first words must, in their import,
number of some hundreds at least, not to say
have been equivalent to whole sentences, to thousands, in the expression of It.
sentences expressive, for example, of suffering,
In a very different case are the ideas themof enjoyment, of desire, of aversion.
selves. These being the furniture of the mind,
Of this original language, the parts of speech and mind being, m fact, a property of the
called interjections are examples.
body-in the sort of fictitious language withOf this nature is, and seems destined for out which it cannot be spoken of-a sort of
ever to continue, the language of quadrupeds
inmate of the body, the differences between
and other inferior animals.
mmds, that IS to say, the furniture of minds,
To form the words of which language is at are not greater than the differences between
present composed has been the work of ana- bodies.
lysis. The original sentences were, as It were,
Hence it is that, in the history of the forbroken down into words, these words into mation of Ideas, i. e. of the order in which the
syllables, and these syllables, by the help of several ideas thus characterized by their sewritten and visible signs, into letters.
veral sets of signs have made their appearOf these elements, thus formed by analysis,
auce, there must, throughout the whole human
those called words will now be to be put to- race, have been a considerable degree of samegether in the way of synthesis,
ness.
The task here undertaken IS to take up the
SECTIO:i II.
several classes of words denominated by logicians, in consideranon of the connexion beOJ Conjugates.
tween their respective imports with reference
By grammarians, who may be considered as
to one another, conjugates, and beginning with a tribe of logicians, operatmg in a particular
that one of which the import 18 most SImple, quarter of the field of lOgIC, the term IXWtj'llnot admitting of being analyzed mto others gates, or, at any rate, the nearly allied terms,
more simple. to apply to it the several other
to conjugate, and conjugation, have been emclasses of which the respective imports are ployed of old.
more and more complex.
By logicrans, to the import of these terms a
Of this theoretical labour, the practical use considerable and verv useful extension has
is this: by the observation of the compounds
been given.
•
alrea.dy made, and the conveniences with reBy grammarians, the aoareaate, or sayclUBtel'
ference to the ends of language respectively
of connected words. called by them a 1JeTb. has
derived from them, to show how the number
been said to be conjugated when, m conjuneof them may be made to receive iucrease, very tion with the characterrsno fundamental porconsiderable increase, and m respect of its tion of it, the several modiflcatrons by wluch=several useful and desirable properties, the the several varienes by which tense, mood,
utilIty of the instrument called language may person, number, to which in some Instances is
be made to receive increase.
preposterously added gender, i. e. seJ: stand
Language has its logical and its chronoloexpressed,-have
been exhibited and recited;
gical history: Its logical history shows what
and the groups, m so far as for the expression
must have been the order of formation among of these modificanons of the fundamental imthc elements of langnage--shows
it from the port, words more or less different in sound
nature of man. shows it from the circumsta.nces
are employed. are Bald to belong to so many
in which all men are placed, shows it from different oonjugations.
circumstantial
evidence,
The chronological
'WIth the same propriety and convenience
lustory of language shows what has actually
as that WIth which the terms conju9otion and
been, &c.*
to conjuqaie were applied to the cluster of inIn language are to be considered, 1. The i timately connected words called a Tab, might
ideas designated ; 2. The signs employed m ' they have been applied to the other cluster of
the designation of those ideas.
intimately connected words called a IIOUII, as
As to the signs, they have been for the most diversified by the several modrfications called
part arbitrary, bearing no naturally characeaeee, in addinon to those by which the desrgnateristic analogy to the things respectively de- tionofthe several vaneties of'which sex,person,
signated;
when considered apart from the (VIZ. WIth relation to the speaker, the hearer,
ideas, no very considera.ble instruction, com- and others.) and number are susceptible.c-by
paratively speaking, is accordingly derived
which so many correspondent varieties, in refrom the consideration of them.
speer of sex, person, and number, are expressed
Being arbitrary, they have accordingly been and brought to view.
infinitely drversifled ; takmg the human speAs It happened, no such extension, however,
cies in the aggregate, one and the same idea was made. In the case of a noun, instead of
cOlljugation and to conjuqatc, declensioll and
" ThIs last sentence of the paragraph seems to to dedille, were the words employed.
Applied to the cluster to which they were
be a mere notandum, or the proposed commenceapplied, ViZ. to the verb, the terms conjugation
ment of a definition of the chronological hlstory.and to conjugate were apposite and expresEd.
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sive. Jugum is the Latin word for a yoke, an
instrument by which a number of animals employed in draught are connected with each
other and with the burthen which is to be
drawn:
connected with each other for that
common purpose.
The cluster of words called a verb, presents
to view a fundamental
or radical import to
which, throughout
the whole cluster, expression IS given by some letter, or combination of
letters, which has place in everyone
of the
component words, and by which, as by a bond
of union, they are connected together, and
made up into one !l:kole.
Exactly of the same sort is the connexlon,
which, in the different parts or portions of
the part of speech called a noun, has place.
In the instance of a noun, the several
sources of modification,
designated
by the
words person, gender, and number, are designated by the same names as in the mstance
of the verb.
The sources of diversification,
in respect of
which the noun differs from the verb, are, on
the part of the rerb, the nwods and tenses,
which the noun has not; on the part of the
ftoun, the cases which the verb has not.
When, a noun being given, a man names the
modifications called cases, together with those
which regard person, number, and gender, he
is not said to conjugate It,-he is said to decline it. Associated with the import of the
word case, is, according to the grammarians,
the import of the words declension, to decline.
But m the instance of declension, the emblem or archetypal
image exhibits no marks
of such felicity as have been seen exhibited
in the case of conjugation. Case is from calk
to faJl" an image borrowed by the Latin grammarians from the Greek grammarians.
A rod
is conceived to fall.
In the nominative case,
the mode of its falling-the
direction in which
it falls is considered
as direct-perpendicuIar to the horizon, and is accordingly calledrectus: in the other cases, it is considered as
oblique, viz. WIth reference to the horizon:
accordingly, all these several cases are, besides
their peculiar names, expressed by one common name, and called oblique eases,
With indisputable
propriety,
and with no
inconsiderable
utility, if comprehensiveness
of
perception
be of any use, have the logicians
extended the application of these words, conjugation
and to conjugate,-or
at any rate,
that other term so intimately connected with
them, viz. conjugate, or conjugates, not only to
the cluster of connected words called nouns,
but to all w~rds, the connexion of which is
formed and evidenced by the circumstance of
their containing
in their structure
the main
portion, expressive of the principal and characteristic idea of the whole cluster,
In the combination of letters expressive of
this characteristic
idea, may be Been what
DIay be termed the root of the cluster.
In
the whole word, whatever
it be, which, if

there were any difference in respect of time,
presents itself as likely to have been the word
first in use, we have the radical and primitiu
conjugate;
in all the others, the several ramified branches, or collateral and ckriMtiu conjugates.*
On looking over the materials of which any
language
is composed. two distinguishable
classes of words will be found: one which
possess a sort of independent import, and suggest each of them an idea without the assistance of any other word; the other, which
not suggesting each of them an idea of itself,
serves no other purpose than that of modifying
in some way or other, the idea suggested by
those of the above-mentioned Independent cast..
The former may be distinguished
by the
name of principal,
the other by that of aceessory words.
Taken together a, principal when considered In connexion with one of these accessory
words, may be termed a conjugate.
With each such principal term will be found
connected accessory words In great number
and variety;
hence, in the case of each prmcipal, as many different conjugates as there
are accessory words found in connexion with
it; and as among these accessory words, different classes will be found distinguishable,
hence to each such principal, so many clusters
of conjugates.
In some instances, the accessory term is
fonnd attached to the principal, forming but
one word with it, m others not, hence the distinction,-accessory
words attached,-accesI sory woeds
detached;
conjugates in the atI taohed form,-conjugates
in the detached form.
Where the accessory word is attached, III
some instances it precedes the principal word,
in others it follows it. Hence the distmction,
-accessories
prefixed, or in the way of prefixion; accessories suffixed; or where the word
accessory is understood
to be m question,
leaving out that word, one may say for shortness, prefixe« and suffixes.
Accessories, which in one language are attached, are in another not attached.
Accessories, which in one part of the same
language are attached, are, in another part of
the same language, not attached.
In this respect, taken in the aggregate, infinite are the diversrties which language brmgs
to view.
The greater the number, which in any Ianguage can be found, of those sorts of words
called conjugates,
the more manageable will
the language be, and the fitter for all the purposes of language.
For the formation of these, the first and

I

* Among those things which it is desirable
should be done, is to class those eonjngates logically. Among the uses that may be made of such
ciassifiea.tion, would he the improvement of language, by the completion of the severa.! forma of
coni ugateI.
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most obvious step will be, for a. man to begin
with the language in which he writes; to take
Itocl:, as they say In mercantile accounts, to
form his inventory out of those articles which
his own language furnishes, and then to see
what, if any, enrichment
it may be made to
receive from other languages.
On this occasion, one subject of observation
will be, the difference-=the
prodigious difference, between the degree, in which, in its present state, the language is stocked WIth this
or that one sort of conjugate, and the degree
in which it is stocked with this or that other
sort of conjuga.te; In this or that one instance
the number stretching
to hundreds or even
thousands, in this or that other, not going beyond urnts ; when the same use, which IS actua.lly derived from the species of conjugate In
those two or three Instances, might, without
inconvenience, be derived from it in the two or
three hundred, or two or three thousand instances.
As a, noun or a. verb is a cluster of words,
80 a complete set of conjugates,
formed upon
the model of those already in use, and by analogy, each of them made complete, would
include in It an aggregate cluster of all those
clusters.
The different species of conjugates, in the
logical sense of the word conjugate, are chiefly,
if not exclusively, formed of either terminations or beginmngs, (mostly terminations.)
added to the priucipal part of' the word, considered as standing In the relation of the root
or basrs ; to that part of the word by which
the principal part of the Import of the compound is designated.
Take, for example, the cluster of conjugates,
of which the Latin word loau, (the English,
place,) forms the baSIS. Termmations or suffixes,-say,
for example, locate, to locate, 10cation, located, add locatedness and locatement. Beginnings or prefixes,-dislocate,
a.dd,
upon the model of replace, relocate ; add, up-.
on the model of transfer and transfuse, translocate.
Of the import of all the several sorts of
conjugates
actually existing and imagmable,
the basis is the import of the noun-substantive.
A noun-substantive
is the name of some
entity, real or flcntious,
Bya real entity, understand a substance,an object, the existence
of which is made
known to us by one or more of our five senses.
A real entity IS either a person or a thmg, a
substance rational, or a substance not rational.
By a fictitious entrty, understand an object,
the existence of which is feigned by the imagination,-feigned
for the purpose of discourse,
and which, when so formed, is spoken of as a
real one. ..
These sorts of fictitious entities may be
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classed in different ranks or orders, distinguished by their respective degrees of vicinity
to the real one.
First comes motion,-fictitious
entity of the
first order.
To speak of a motion, we are obliged to speak of It as if it were a. substance.
We say he or it is in motion; thus speaking,
we speak of a motion as if It were a place, a.
portion of space, and the person or thing BItuated m that place.
The absence or negation of motion is rest;
we say that person or thing is at rest ·-speak·
ing thus, we speak of rest as being a. sort of
substance ; suppose a. tree or a stone, and the
person or the thmg as being in a state of contiguuy or relation to it.
Considered with reference to our senses,
every particle of matter, perceived or perceptible at the ttlne at winch, or with reference
to which it is considered, IS either In a state
of fl1otion or In a state of rest.
The state of rest is the negation of the state
of motion.
With reference to the same object, no particle of matter can therefore be in
motion and at rest at the same time.
To say
that It is or can be, would he a self-contradictory proposition,
resolvable into a pair of
mutually contradictory
propositions.
But take any body composed of a number
of particles of matter, then so It is that, of
and in that same body, while part, i. e. some
of those particles, are m a state of motion,
other parts may at that time be In a state of
rest.
When of any body it is said, that body has
' been in motion, what is meant IS, that, at or
ill different portions of the field of time, that
body has occupied different portions or positions in the field of space.
As atoms or minimum portions may be conceived as having place in the field of space,
so may atoms or minimum portions In the field
of time.
If speakmg of any body, suppose the plaything called a peg-top.
I say this body IS
now m motion; then, If by note I mean no
more than a single atom or mmimum portion
of time, what I thus say cannot be exactly
true, since, as above, for motion to have had
place, or to have place, two atoms of time at
the least are necessary.
But if, speaking as above. what I mean by
nair is a portion of the field of trme, containing any number of atoms greater than one,
. then the proposition dehvered by me III those
same words may be true.
In general, the word Mit', when applied to
motion, is understood as applicable With propriety.
Why!
Because, In the utterance of
the proposition to that effect, atoms in great
number are employed.

I

+

----------.
-.-.+ In the above distinction in regard to ",'utentV',
.. For a fuller explanation of this dIVISIonof i and thence tkol/f/hl. mav be seen the necessary bas,"
entitie-, into real and fictitious, WIth the subdivi- i of the distmctlOil of qualities into aetive and ~sl\e,
srms, see the Tract on Ontology, supra, p. 1'5.
I and of verbs mto transitive and mtransrnve,
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Here, then, we have a divisionof the states reference made to any other object. On the
of which things, i.e. portions of matter, are contrary, when we say large, we present the
susceptible,and that division an exhaustive idea of that same quality, but accompanied
one; of states of things, and thence and there- with the intimation of some other substance
fore of the objectsof thought, in so far as they which is endued with that quality,-some
comewithin that samedenomination,viz. por- other object in which that quality has existiona of matter.
tence, and is to be found. We put the mind
States of things, when at rest, are their upon the look-out for that other object, withposinons with reference to one another in the out which It is satisfied that the expression is
field of space.
incomplete; that the idea presented by it is
States of tlungs,wheninmotion, are motions. but, as it were, the fragment of an idea,-a
Considered abstractedly from volition, a fragment, to the completionof which the idea
motion is termed an event; a Simplemotion, of some object in which the quality is to be
a simple event; a complex motion, a complex found is necessary.
event.
In a word, the BUbstanti-ralname of a quality
Considered as the result of volition, a mo- presents the idea, in the character of a comtion IStermed an act, an action, an operation. plete idea, conceivableof itself, the a.djectifJal
In the word posmon, we see already the denomination of that same quality presents
name of one fictitious entity, and thereby, in the idea in the character of an incomplete
so far as it can be said to be visible, one ficti- idea, requiring for the completion of it the
tious entity. In the word motion we see idea of some object in which it may be seen
another.
to inhere.
Taking into consideration any body which
In the order of invention, proper names
we have been considermg as having been in a come before commonnames. Commonnames
state of motion, we thence take occasion to are the result of generahzation; every comascribe to it a quality, viz. mobility; the qua- : mon name ISthe name of a. general idea.
lity which consists in the capacity of being, or
The pronoun I is a sort of common name,
aptitude to be, put into, and thence to be in, : being applicable by any person as well as any
a state of motion. Antecedent to our idea of other; the pronouns he, she, and it, more
this quallty,mobility must have been our idea manifestly so. Languages, it is said, are in
of the correspondentstate, viz.a state of motion. existence,inwhichthere are nosuchpronominal
To substance we ascribe quahnes ; to mo- names. Instead of I, the speaker employshis
tion also we ascribe quahties. It is by this own name; instead of you, the name of the
circumstance, that of motion, the Import is person spoken to ; instead of he or she, that of
placed, as it were, nearer to that of substance the person spokenof. A different sign for the
than that of qualities. Substances have their third person,whenof a different sex, must have
qualities,-they are large, small, long, short, been a superior refinement; so likewise the
thick, thin, and so forth; motions have their difference between animals endued with the
qualitles,-they are quick, slow,rising, falling, organs of sex, and other substances,-whence
continued,discontinued,regular, Irregular, and the distinctionbetweenmasculineand feminine,
so on.
on the one hand, and neuter on the other.
If,then, motion be termed a fictitious enAmong the articles, the definite article the
tity of the first order, viz. that which is near- must have come first into use. The use of
est to reality, mobility, and so any other qua- the indefinite article a implies the existence
lity, may with reference to it be termed a of the habit of abstraction,-of generalization,
fictitious entity of the second order.
-an advance made in the art of logic.
Here, then, we have an additional class of
On the occasion an which the original sole
fictitious entities,-of
flctitaous substances. part of speech. the interjection, began to be
We have largeness, smallness,length, short- resolved into the eight which we distinguish
ness, thickness, thinness; we have, moreover, at present, the noun-substantivewas probably
quickness, slowness. We might have as well the first to make its appearance, and that in
as rising, risingness; as well as falling, fall- the nominative case and singular number.
ingness; as well as continued, continuedness;
Nouns-adjective, and veros,-which came
as well as discontinued,discontinuedness; we forth first! the adjective or the verb, it seems
have as well as regular, regularity; as well not at present Teryeasy to determine. What
as irregular, irregularity; attributes as well is certain, is, that of the adjective the idea is
of substances as of motions.
altogether simple in comparisonwith that of
Already has been brought to view. though the verb; but as above,simplicity,so far from
as yet without special notice, a different sort being an evidenceof priority, is rather an eviof conjugate,the noun-adjective,-large, small, dence to the contrary.
long, short, thick, thin, and so forth.
When once the verb-substantive was eatabThis sort of conjugate, in what consists its lished, the greatest of all strides was ma-Iein
difference from that which is the name of a the track of abstraction and generalization.
quality! In this ;-when we speak of large- Added to & correspondent set of adjectives,
ness, there is largeness; we speak of the fie- this one verb is capable of performing the
titious substance so denominated, without officeof all other verbs.
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Ju the logical sense of the word conjugate
every verb IS a cluster or set of conjugates,of conjugates bearing the same relation to
each other.
In the instance of every such
aggregate, accordingly, to conjugate a. verb,
Ib, m the hitherto current language of grammarians, (for in this respect, m the language
of logicians, there is a drfferenee.j-eto
enumerate the several words which enter into the
composition of the aggregate so denominated.
To see clearly into the nature of this aggregate, It will be necessary to take an inventory
of the ideas, the signs of which enter mto the
composition of It.
Distmguish
them, in the first place, into
principal and accessory. "
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IV.

Necessity OJ ~,-ames of bfaterial Objects fur tke
J)e.i:lr,ation of Pneumatic or Immaterud ObJects.

All our psychological ideas are derived from
physical ones,-all
mental from corporeal
ones.
When spoken of, mental ideas are
spoken of as If they were corporeal ones. Iu
no other manner can they be spoken of. But
thus to speak of them IS to gIve an erroneous,
a false account of them, an account that agrees
not with their naturej-e it IS to nnsrepresent
them.
But very different from what it is ill
most other cases, III this case misrepresentation IS not matter of blame.
By It no deception IS mtended ; If, to a certain degree, for
want of sufflcient explanation, misconcepnon
SECTION III.
be the result of it, unless by accident, it IS not
Irregular Nouns and rerbs are amongst those among the results mtended by him by whom
u:hich are of must frequent use-u:lty?
the misrepresentation
is made,-the
talse acAt an early period in the history of Ian- count is delivered.
From what there 15 of
guage, a word or sound of one sort was em- falsehood not only is pure good the result, but
ployed as a basis for oue of the relations
it IS the work of mvmcible necessity.-con
no
which are expressed by mflecnon, a word of other terms can discourse be carried on.
another sort for another.
Every noun-substantive
IS a name, a name
Fragments of the mass of language in the either of an mdiv idual object, or of a sort or
shape which it wore while in that Imperfect
aggregate of object>.
The name of an indistate, are still to be seen, and that, It is be- VIdual has, by all grammarians, been termed
heved, in every at present cultivated language.
a 11/'oj",r name,-the
name of a sort or aggreThese fragments may be seen in the com- gate of objects, a C01n11WIl name; It bemg apposition of all those nouns and. erbs which
plied III common to each one of the individual
are regarded as being in any respect irregular,
objects which are regarded as belonging to
and which, on that account, are exhibited
that sort-as
possessing certain properties
by grammarians
in the character of irregular
supposed to belong In common to them all.
nouns and verbs.
By this name an existence IS ascribed to
By any person who will be at the trouble
the indivrdual object, or sort of object, of which
of reviewing them, these irregular parts of it IS the name.
In the case where to the obspeech will, in every language, be found among ject thus spoken of, existence is actually an
those, for the import of which the demand IS object of one of the five senses, and III particumost frequent in its occurrence, and wlnch,
lar of the sense of touch or feelmg,-the
only
consequently, are iu most general use, In the one Without which man cannot exist, say, in
track of time the stage at which they first a word, where the object IS a tangible one;
came into use, was that at which the number
here there IS no fictron.-cas
this man, this
of words in use was not as yet sufficiently
beast, tlus bird, this fish, tins star ;---<>r thrs
great for the labour attached to it, to have sort of man. this sort of beast, this sort of
drawn men into the expedient of culnvatmg
bird, this sort of fish, this sort of star.-the
obit by employing the principle and scheme of ject spoken of may be termed a real entity
connexion for a multitude of mutually-related
On the other hand, in the case 111 which the
words, and thus substractmg
from the incon- object IS not a tangible one, the object, the eX1Svenient multitude of different forms, With the tence of wluch IS thus asserted, not bemg a.
import of which they would otherwise haw
real existing one, the object, If It must be
had to make themselves acquainted.
Such termed an entity, as on pam of universal and
was the state of societyv=euch the state of the perpetual non-intercourse
between man and
demand for discourse at the time when they
man, It must be,-It may, for distmcnon's sake,
first came into use. The demand never hav- be termed a fictitious entity. Take, for exing diminished, thus it is that the actual use ample, this motion, this operation. this quality,
of them remains undiminished.
tlus obhgauon, this right. Thus then we have
Thus it is that, of the history of language,
two sorts of names. With two corresponding
no inconsiderable
part remains to this day sorts of entitles.
Names of real entlties,written upon the face of it.
names of fictitious entities.
-----------------Unfortunate
it IS, howsoever necessary and
• At this point the MSS. break off ahruptl~·.-Ed. indispensable, that for speaking of fictitious entities, there IS no other possible mode than
that of speaking of them as If they were so
many real entitles.
This blameless falsehood
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being universally uttered, and remaining universally uncontradicted, is, to a considerable
extent, taken for truth. With every name
employed, an entity stands associated in the
minds of the hearers, as well as speakers, and
that, entity, though in one half of the whole
number of instances, no other than a fictitious
one, is, in all of them, apt to be taken for a
real one. To speak of an object by its name,
its universally known name, is to ascribe existence to it,--out of this, error, misconception,
obscnrity, ambiguity, confusion, doubts, disagreement, angry passions, discord and hostility have, to no inconsiderable amount, had
place. There is many a man who could not
endure patiently to sit and hear contested the
reality of those objects which he is in the habit
of speaking of as being his rights. For the
assertion of the existence of these fictitious
objects, no small degree of merit has been
ascribed, no small degree of praise has been
given,-assertion has been taken for proof,and
the stronger and more numerous the sets of
words employed, the more complete and conclusive has that proof been esteemed.*
To such of the sources of perception as are
of a material or corporeal nature, whether
audible or visible,names are early attached ;by the presence of the object to both parties
at once, the addresser and the addressee, i. e.
party addressed, at the time that, by the addresser, the sigu is presented to the sense of
the addressee, the individuality of the object,
the idea of which is, by that sign, presented
to notice, is continually established. Bring
hither that loaf i-behold that apple i-at the
time when the sigu is thus presented to sense,
the thing signified,-the portion of matter thus
denominated being at the same time presented
to the senses of both parties, the import of the
word loaf or apple is thus fixed, readily fixed,
and beyond danger of mistake.
Objects of a corporeal nature may be designated and denominated in a direct way.
Not so in the case of an object of which the
seat lies in the mind i-not so in the case of
an immaterial being. For producing in any
other mind any conception whatsoever of an
object of this class, a man has absolutely but
one means, and that is to speak of it as if it
belonged to the other class,-to speak of it as
if it were a material object,-to present to the
party addressed some sign or other with the
signification of which he 16 acquainted, in the
charaeter of a. sign of some material object,and upon the resemblance, or rather analogy,
such as it is, which has place between the material object of Which it was originally the
sign, and the immaterial object of which it is
now employed as a. Sign, to depend for the
chance of the sign's exciting in his mind the
idea.which, on the occasion,it is endeavoured

to excite, viz. the idea of the immaterial object.
In saying, bring me that loaf, it lies in that
pan i-if a pan, with a loaf in it, were accordinglyexisting in the presence of us both,-I
should raise up in your mind two ideas, that
of a pan and that of a loaf. Correspondent
to the portion of discourse having matter for
its subject, here then is a portion of discourse
having mmd for its subject. By what means,
then, is it, that by words employed for that
purpose, I have succeeded in my endeavour to
present to your own mind, the general, in
conjunction with the particular, idea of something which I have caused to have place iu it 1
It IS by causing you to consider your own
mind under the image or similitude of a receptacle, in which the idea has been made to
have place, as in the material pan the material
loaf is deposited. And here, after having
officiated in the material sense, the preposition in, a preposition significative of place, officiates in the immaterial sense; and it is by its
material sense, that it receives its explanation
when employedin its immaterial sense,for from
noother source could It receive its explanation.
Apphed to the designation of any class of
material objects, a sign is, or may be, the sigu
of a real entity, applied to the purpose of
designating any object of the class of immaterial objects, a sign cannot, in that respect,
be the sign of anything but a fictitious entity.
The entity of which the sign in question is
given as a ~ign,-your mind, as in the above
example, shall in the character of an immaterial substance, have whatsoever reality it
may be your pleasure to see ascribed to it.
But in the phrase in question, in virtue of the
preposition in, it is in the character of a material substance that it is spoken of, a receptacle in which an idea may have place, as a
loaf may in a pan; and in so far as that is the
character in which it is spoken of, fiction is
employed. So far, therefore, the name given
to your mind is the name of a fictitious entity,
and your mind itself a fictitioll8entity. If in
the instance of your mind it be in any way displeasing to you to make this acknowledgment,
take for the fictitious entity the idea spoken of
as being lodged in it ;--or if that be not agreeable, let it be your understanding, your will,
your concepnon, your imagination, considered
in the character of so many separated existences, capable of having objects lodged in them.
Of the origin of the import of the sign in
some instances the materiality is, it is true,
no longer visible. Take for example, as above,
the word mind itself, and the word tDill. But
in by far the greater number of instances, it is
plain enough. Take for example the words
understanding, conception, and imagination,
as above. Even in regard to mirul, though of
that word the root, in material ideas, is lost;
* See a more minute eXemplificationin the in the French word, the import of which,
autbor's cnneism on the French Deelaration of though it coincide not with it, comes nearest
)tights,in vol, ii. p. 496,etsq.-Ed.
I to It, VIZ. ClipTit, the materiality is plain enough.
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Correspondent
to, and derived from, that
French word, or from the Latin word spiritUl,
is onr word, spirit, and tha.t spirit means originally breath, i. e. air discharged out of the
lungs, is sufficiently notorious.
In so far as any origin at all can be found
for it, it is in a material import that the origm
of the import of every word possessing an Immaterial import is to be found.
Seemg that
in the numerous instances in which both sorts
of imports are attached to the same word, this
rule is verified, we can do no otherwise than
conclude that originally such was also the case
in the instance of the comparatively
small
number of words, in and for which no 7naterial
import can at present be found.
Throughout
the whole field of language,
parallel to the line of what may be tenned
the material language, and expressed by the
same words, runs a line of what may be termed
the immaterial language.
Not that to every
word that has a. material import there belongs
also an immaterial one; but that to every word
that has an immaterial import there belongs,
or a.t least did belong, a. material one.
In a. word, our Ideas commg, all of them,
from our senses, from what other source can
the SIgnS of them-from
what other source
can our language come!
Of one and the same thought, from mind to
mind, by what means--through
what channel
can con'reyance be made 1 To no other man's
is the mind of any man immediately present.
Matter, this or that portion of matter external to both, in this may be seen the only
channel, the only medium, which the nature
of the case admits of. Yonder stands a certain portion of matter.
By that portion of
matter feelings of a certam sort are produced
in YOlir mind : by that same portion of matter feelings of a sort, if not exactly the same,
a.t least, with reference to the purpose in qnestion, near enough to bemg the same, are produced, at the same time, m my mind.
Here,
then, is the channel of commurucation,
and
the only one. Of that channel language takes
pOS8eSSlOnand employs it.
Under yon tree, &n that hollou: on the ground,
lies an apple ;-in that same spot, while 1 am
saying this to you, pointmg, at the same time,
to the spot, you are observing that same
apple.
By thlR means, along WIth the signification of the words, lies, ground, holloic,
&c., YOIl and I learn the SIgnification of the
word tR.
At and during the time we are thus conversiug, the ide.as of the apple, the ground, and
the hollow, are in both our minds.
In this
way It is, that we learn the import of this
same word in with reference to our two minds.
In a word, with reference to Illind in general,
by no other mea.ns could we have learned it.
In no other way could the word in, add, or
allY otlur eord, have acquired a sigriflcation
with reference to mind.
Unless it be the one expressed by the rro-
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position of, taken as the sign of the possessive
case, the material image, and thence the immaterial idea expressed by the preposition in,
is the one the exemplification of which occurs
with the greatest frequency.
By this example, the derivation of the immaterial idea from the material image, and
the use thence made of the noun, considered
as the name of the immatenal idea, from the
use made of the same word in the character
of the name of the material image, being
once explained to anyone
to whom the explanation thus given IS clear and satisfa.ctory ;
of the two senses thus attached to as many
proposinons as the particular language, whatsoever it be, happens to furnish, the explanation may henceforward
be despatched III a.
short formulary, and at the expense of a comparatively small number of words.

Sscnox V.

i

I

Subjecu of Discourse, immediate and ulterior.
Language is the sign of thought, an mstrument for the commumcation
of thought from
one mind to another.
Language
IS the sign of thought,
of the
thought which is in the mind of him by whom
the discourse is uttered.
It may be the sigu of other things and other
objects in infinite variety, but of this object It
is always a sign, and it is only through this
that it becomes the SIgn of any other object.
On this occasion, and for this purpose, the
whole of the mind of man may be considered
as distinguishable
into two parts,-the
purely
passive and the active.
In the passive IS Illeluded the mtellectual ; the active may also
be styled the concupiscible.
The passlve, the
seat of perception, memory, and Judgment, ill
so far as it IS capable (as in seeing) of being
exercised WIthout any consciousness of the
mtervention of the ?rill the active the seat of
desire, and thence of volition, and thence of
external action.
The object for the designation of which a.
class of words, termed by grammarians
a
verb in the imperative mood, IS employed, is
one example out of several modifications, of
the state of which the concupiscible part of
the mind is susceptible,
A certain event presented by my imagination as being not yet realized, but as capable
of being realized, becomes the object of my
desire; if the event be regarded as capable of
bemg brought into reality by my own agency
alone, and my desire of seeing it realized, is
strong enough, my will, my volitioual faculty,
and, at the same time, the appropriate branch
of my externally active faculty are concerned
in the production of it.
If it be regarded as capable of being brought
into reality by the active agency of some other
individual, and not otherwise, at the same
tnne that it appears to me probable that, by
the knowledge of the desire entertained III my
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mind a correspondent
desire followed by corresponding action, will be produced in his, I
address myself to him. I employ the faculty
of language in making communication to him
of such my desire accordingly.
In respect of power, regard being had to
the particular
occasion and purpose in question, what is his situation in life m relation
and comparison to mine 1 Is it that, in my
view of the matter, I have it in my power to
exercise a greater influence on his wellbeing
than he has on mine t-I am his superior.
Is
it that, on the one hand, the power which I
have of exercising influence ou his wellbeiug,
on the other hand, the power which he has of
exercising
influence on my wellbeing, are
equal to one another l-He is my equal.
Is
it that the power which he has of exercising
influence on my wellbeing
is greater
than
that which I have of exercising influence on
his wellbemg 1-1 am his inferior.
In the first case, If the mode in which I
make communication
of such my desire be
such as to convey to him an intimation of the
opinion I entertain
of the position of such
my own station III hfe WIth relation to his,
the expression thus given to my desire is termed a command.
In Latm, impero means I command, imperation, commanding.
Of the cluster of word"
designated by grammarians
by the name of
a verb, one included cluster is termed as above,
a verb in the lmperati-re mood. By this name
the Intimatron expressed
is, tl.at wherever
a word of this form i~ employed, intnnatron
of superiority is grven, as above ; that by it
this sort of command is signified, and that
commands are not SIgnified by any other sort
of word. But that neither of these propositions
is correct will, in its place, be made manifest.
Thus far, then, are we advanced.
The immediate subject of a commumcation made by
language is always the state of the speaker's
mind, the state of the passi'lJe or receptiee part
of it, or the state of the active or c07lcupiscible
part.
Now, then, in the case where it is the state
of the receptive part, what is, or may be, the
ulterior subject of the communication
thus
made!
An£wr.
It will be, in some respect or
other, the state (VIZ. meaning the supposed or
alleged state) either of the corporeal part of
the speaker's frame or the state of some object other than, and exterior to, the speaker.
Of the corporeal part of the speaker's frame.
Exampled :-1 am weary, I am hungry, I am
dry.
Of the state of some object other than and
exterior to the speaker.
Examples :-That
apple is ripe, apples are sweet, apples are good.
In both these cases, an object other than
the state of my own mind is the subject of the
discourse held by me, but III neither of them
Is it the immediate subject.
In both of them the immediate subject is

I no

other than the state of my own mind,-an
opinion entertained
by me in relation to the
ulterior object or subject.
In the one case it is an opinion of which
the subject is the state of my own body.
In the other it is an opinion concerning the
state of a body exterior to my own body.
In the first case, the opinion, though it be
but an opinion, is not, as the case is here put,
much m danger of being erroneous.
In respect
of the actual state of my sensations, meaning
the sensations themselves, I am scarcely liable
to be in an error. But beyond that point no
soouer do I advance but a single step, If I
undertake to pronounce an opinion relative to
the cause of any of those sensations, from that
moment I am hable to fall.
I here launch into
the ocean of art and science. I here commence
physician ; and, in the field of the physician
the dominion of error is but too severely felt.
Speaking of the state of my own body, am
I thus exposed to error I-Much
more so am
I III speaking of the state of any other.*
The sort of infirmity just nonced being common to all discourse, in the composinon of
which an assertion of the state of the speaker's
nnnd intervenes,
precedes,
introduces,
and
weakens the ulterior assertion which lies beyond it, the consideration
of the intervenmg
I assertion may, in every case but the present
I (Ill which, for the purpose of explanation,
it
has been necessary thus, for once. to bring It
to view) be dropped, and the subject of the
discourse may be stated 3." bemg, except in
the particular case where it is the state of the
speaker's body, the state of some exterior elltit!! or assemblage of entities.
But now already comes the stage at which
it will become necessary to launch into the
track of fiction, at which. by an irresistible
voice, and on pain of leaving everytlung unexplained and misconceived, the land of ficnon
calls upon us ttl viblt it.
'I'hat apple is ripe. Apples are sweet. Apples
arc good. An apple is a real entity; in sayiug that apple exrstse=-the existence of which,
I express my opinion, is a real entity.
But
that apple is ripe; of what IS it that, in addition to that of the apple, I express my opinion
of the existence 1 It is of the existence of the
quality of ripeness in the apple.
But the quality of ripeness, is it a. real entity 1 Different from apples, and everything
else that is susceptible of it, has this quality,
or any quality, any separate existence'
If
there were no other apple in the world than
that which I have in my hand. this apple would
not the less be possessed of existence;
but if

I

.. From these speculative observations practical
inferences of no small importance mi!!:htbe deduced.
1. Avoid dogmativeness.
2. Still more avoid
intolerance.
In both cases never cease to bear in
mind how slippc'l and hollow the ground on which
your opimon, nn consequently the utmost value
of any expression which you can give to It, rests.
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there were nothing in the world that were suseeptible of being ripe, where would be the
quality of ripeness 1 Nowhere.
In saying this apple is ripe, what is it that
I aflinn!
It is, that in this apple is the quality of ripeness.
The two expressions
are
equivalent.
But,-in
this apple is the quality
of ripeness. in the assertion thus made, what
is the image that I bring to view!
It is, that
the apple is a receptacle;
and that, in this receptacle, the quahtyofripeness,
the imaginary,
the fictitious entity called a quality IS lodged.
For, of the preposrtion in this IS the import.
Witness the apple which I am supposing myself to have in my hand; witness the pen which,
at this moment, I actually have in hand.
Thus it is that, III the use made of language,
ficnon, at the very first step that can be take n
in the field of language, fiction, in the simplest,
or almost the simplest case, in which language
can be employed, becomes a.necessary resource.
Coeval with the very first steps that can be
taken in the endeavour to give a clear ex planation of the nature of language, must be the;
intimation
given of the distmctiou
between:
real and fictittous ennnes, and the correspondent distmction between name, of real and
names of ficntious entrnes.
Though to the development.
and thus to
the explanation of the Import ot the word Tlpe,!
the word ripeness may thus be rendered subservient, It follows nut that of the two the:
word ripeness was first III use. From the use
whichv--m and for the developmg the texture
of the import of the verb.i--of the word quality,
in the character of a generic name, and of the
names of the several sorts of qualities distmguishable in the several sorts of substances III
the character of so many specific names, may
now be made, It follows not that words of this
descnption were in use before the yerb,-before that complex species of verb, in every individual of which the Import of 'orne species of
quality may be found contained.
On the contrary, the contrary course seems even by much
the most natural and probable to ha ve taken
place.
In the earlier stages of society, all conceptions, and, consequently, all expressions, were
generally indistinct ; it lsonlyby loug-continued
courses of attention that distinctness m conccpnon and expression have been produced.
It seems probable that it was III the shape
of entire propositions that the sounds of winch'
audible language was composed, first presented
themselves;
witness those words which, under
the name of interjections, are by grammarians
numbered among the parts of speech,and which
may be considered as so many fragments of
language, as it showed itself in its earliest
state.
As it was with the audible, so it appears to
have been with the visible signs of language;
a.nd as words were formed by the decomposition of propositions, so were letters by the decomposition of words.
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If all language be thus figurative, how then,
(it may be asked.) how then is it that the
character, and, in so important a class of instances the reproach, of figurativeness, is cast
upon the use made of it m particular
instances!
To this it may be answered,-The
discourse
that, in this particular sense, IS not figurative,
is the discourse in which, for the conveyance
of the immaterial part of the stock of Ideas
conveyed, no other fictions.s--no other figures
are employed than what are ahsulutely necessary to, and which, consequently, are umversally employed III, the conveyance of the Import
Intended to be conveyed.
When a drscourse I, figurative. in lieu of
those, or in addrtion to tho-e. other nnage-s not
i necessary to. and thence not umversa lly em·
I ployed III the conveyance
of the Import III
: question, are employed.
~ In borne instances, by the figures, by the
images thus WIthout necessity employed, It hap, pens that, in the mmd of the hearer or speaker,
a sense of pleasure I' produced:
III this case,
according to the nature of the subject, and aci cordrng as the use of them IS or IS not conjoined
I' WIth the lise of metre, they constitute
the matter of poetry or rhetoric, and are regarded as
' ornamental.
In other instances, the sensation of which
: they are productive, IS that of disgust.
The
case III which this happens IS where the reI semblance between the material Image ernployed as a sign, awl the immaterial
object
i meant to be srguified, IS too famt, the distance
too wide. or where, III such a proportron as to
I be fatiguing for the designation of one and the
same object, a multitude of Images, one upon
the back of another, are heaped up.
Not uufrequently
when, for the designation
of the immatcnal Idea meant to be designated,
a man has chosen and employed a material
Image. not \ ery closely analogous to it. that
I' image
brings to view and grves expression to
a second, that second to a third, and so on, not
: one of them perhaps wry closely analogous to
I the one by which It was immediately suggested.
: What adds to the CGUfUSlOn,a quahty which
I belongs only to one of the-e Images considered
I in the character
of a subject, IS inadvertently
ascribed to another.
III tlus way, perhaps,
I before the discourse IS come to a close. the 1111I,material object, or state of things origma lly
meant to be designated. has been forgotten,
and is dropt out of sight ; and thus the whole
becomes a tissue of nonsense.
Of imperfecnon. III this shape, the most conspicucus examples may be found generally,
not to say universally, ill the works of orieutal
writers.
I'

I
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two ideas, whether perceptions, remembrances,
or factitious mental images, have, either at the
same instant, or at two contiguous, or nearly
contiguous, instants, been present to the mind,
=-each of them, such is the effect of this conjunction, howsoever transient, acquires, in the
event of its reappearance,
a tendency to draw
forth and introduce the other; and the more
frequently the conjunct appearance is repeated,
the more apt, c/Bteris paribus, is this tendency,
or probability, to ripen into actuality.
This tendency is equal and mutual;
and,
forasmuch as when considered in this most
simple point of view, the two objects thus assoelated present not any points of difference by
which either can be distinguished
from the
other, they are not, while considered in tIns
point of view and no other, susceptible of different names.
When, in respect of order of time, any difference between the two has place, in tills difference may be found (it might be supposed)
matter sufficient to serve as the ground for the
formation of a difference in respect of name.
But innumerable are the instances in which no
difference in point of time can be found to have
place; and even when a difference of this sort
might, perhaps, be observable, to such a degree
is It fugitive and questionable,
as to be altogether incapable of affording any permanent
and sufficient practical ground for a permanent difference In respect of name.
At the same time, so it IS, that for the two
ideas in a pair of ideas thus associated, two
different names, and those employed throughout a large portion of the field of thought,
have been provided.
To the possibility of putting to any kind of
use this difference in respect of name, some
difference in respect of nature was an i.idispenssble requisite.
Of this necessary difference, a source was found in the order of
importance.
For designating
the object regarded as superior in the scale of importance,
the word archetype,
or thing siguified, was
employed; for the other, the words sign and type.
In so far as any importance
is considered
as belonging to both, and if to both, in so far
as any difference is considered as having place
in their respective degrees of relative importance, that to which the highest degree is
ascnbed will be considered and spoken of as
the archetype, or thiug sigmfied; that to which
no more than an inferior degree of importance,
or what is, perhaps, more common, no importance at all is regarded as belonging, will be
spoken of as the type or sign,
If,while importance is considered as belonging to both, no difference of level is considered
as having place between their respective aituations in the scale of importance, either may be
considered as possessing the character of archetype, or thing signified in relation to the other,
which, in that case, will be considered as ope-l
rating in the character of type,-performmg
the function of t)'pe or SIgn.

In so far as no degree of importance Is regarded as belonging to either of them, no source
of denomination can, in that case, be found for
either of them,-neither
of them presenting
any pretension to the character of archetype,
neither of them is capable of being designated
by any such denomination as that of type.
The condition requisite to the estabhshment
of this conjunction being 80 extremely simple,
and such as in the nature of things, cannot
but be of continually repeated occurrence, design, human design, cannot but have been necessary to the exemplification
of it.
But if, even without design, i. e. an exertion
of the will applying itself to that purpose, It
be capable of taking place, much more is it
with and by design.
Of the production of this effect by design,
language, III all Its various forms, is the most
extensive exemplification,-within
the field of
its operation, almost all other exemplifications
are included.
In the case of language taken in the aggregate, the aggregate,
composed of ideas or
other psyclucal entities, capable of being expressed by language, being considered as constituting the aggregate archetype or thing sigmfied; the aggregate of the sounds employed
for that purpose, constitute, with reference to
it, the aggregate type or sign; this aggregate
type or sign bemg considered as the archetype.
the aggregate of the images which, under the
name of letters, are employed for the designation of those sounds, constitutes
WIth reference to the aggregate of those same BOunds,
the aggregate type or sign.
Symbol, index, indicanon, token, badge, the
ideas attached respectively to these words, ale
so many modifications of the idea attached to
the word sign.
Though In the nature of the case as ..bove,
no object of perception be incapable of being
in the character of type or sign, made to serve
for bringing to the mmd's view any other,yet,
by reason of their natural
permanence,
or
capacity for permanence,
the signs most naturally and frequently applied to this pnrpose
are of the 'l'isibk class.
So extensive, and considered in its totality,
so adequate
to the purpose of designation,
is the collection of signs of which language
is composed, that any other sign or lesser
aggregate of signs, to which, on any occasion
it happens, to be applied to any part of the
same purpose, is considered in no other light
than that of a substitute
to that supremely
useful instrument.
Symbol, token, badge,-in
these words may
be seen so many names of signs of a particular description,
employed on some particular
occasion, with or without advantage
in the
character
of substitutes
to that universally
and constantly fit and useful instrument.
Of the above three words, symbol and toke,.
are not incapable of bemg employed for the
designation of a"y class of objects, considered
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&s employed in the character of ••
Of the
word badge, the applicability seems confined
to such signs as consist of visible images.
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exa.ctly adequate or commensurate;
2, superabundant;
or, 3, deficient.
It. IS exactly adequate, or commensurate,
when, for the designation of each member,one
word, and no more, is employed.
SECTION VII.
It is deficient in so far as the name of any
one of the members being omitted, the import
Of Proporitiom.
belonging to it is left to be inferred, VIZ. from
Every word* to be made intelligible, must
t~e context, i.e. from such parts of the whole
be represented
as part of some assertion or discourse of which the signs are inserted.
proposition.
It is redundant,
or superabundant,
in proEvery sentence is either an assertion, or a portion as, in lieu of the designation of anyone
combination of assertions.
or more of the members, words more than one
To be subservient
to any use or purpose
are employed.§
every assignable portion of language must,
Propositions
may be distinguished,
in the
each occasion, be enunciative or suggestive of first place, into purely real, purely verbal,
at least some proposition.
Tlus proposinon
semi-real, or ambiguous.
will consist of one word only, or of divers
A purely real proposition is either intellecwords,-will
be either monoepw or poly'pic;
tua.l, i. e. ~ate of the intellect expressing, or
when it is poly epic, the proposition has several
volinonal, t. e. state of the will expressing.
words for Its component elements.
In propositions of the intellectual
cast or
A proposition is either simple or composite.
kind, the name of the subject may be the name
Every composite proposition is resolvable into either of a real entity or of a fictitious entity;
II number of simple ones.
so also the name of the attribute or predicate
Every monoepic proposition has, for its equimay be either the name of a real or the name
valent, a polyepic one, of which it is the of a fictrtrous entity.
abridged expression.
Examples of monoepic
Every simple proposition comes,-or without
propositions are the several conjugates, (the
VIOlence, and in respect of unity and simphinfinitive mood excepted,) which are usually
city, with considerable nse, may be made to
contained in what IS called a r-erb,-one and come, under this description,
VIZ. a mass of
the same verb.
discourse by which the assertion conveyed is
A simple proposition is either, 1. physical'
to this effect, viz. that in the subject of which
2. psychological;
or, 3. compounded
of the the name is contained or imphed in It, a protwo.
perty, or quality,1I of which the name is conEvery psychological proposition has, for its tained or Implied in it, has had, has, or will
archetype,
a physical proposition;
physical
absolutely or eventually have, existence.
are therefore the propositions, the mention of
Every proposition predica tes the existence,
which requires to precede that of the other.
past, present, or future, (i. e. future certain,
By every single physical proposition,
the or ~ut~re ,contingent,) of some state of t/wtgB,
subject of It is stated either as bemg in a state
which IS either motional or quiescent.
A moof rest, or in a state of motion.
tional state of things IS an erent,
In every simple physical proposition, if comTo predicate, for instance, the existence of
plete, are contained a word designative of the a quality m a subject, is to predicate the exissubject of the proposition, a word designative
tence, viz. past, present, or .future, certain or
of the predicate of the proposition t and a contmgent of the erents which are the mamword designative of the copula,:::
bond of festatlOns of that quality.
connexion between the two, a word by wInch.
"
the operation called predication is performed. I § In this case the redundancy IS bnt relative;
This copula is either affirmative or negative'
relation bemg had to the least number necessary
by the copula if affirmati«
th
bi t"
and sufficle~t for the formation of a proposition In
!
I e,
e su jec IS any case, smce III manv mstances for the glvlllg
averr~d to be m s?me s~te for the description
e:\.presglOn to the impvrt meant to be ex ressed,
of which t~e predicate 18 employed.
words in considerable numbers beyond those In
The portion of language employed for giving
quesnon just mentioned will III many and indeed
expression to a proposition may be either-I,
most, instances commoniy be'necessarY.
II A quality is a fictitious entity, •. e, every name
of a quahty IS the name of a fictrnous entity. The
* Words are the signs of ideas. To render a quahty thus expressed, may be either momentary
t. e. not meant to be
word understood, IS to point out the Idea of which or permanent,-momentary,
it is a Sign. Combmsncas of words fonn asser- represented as having existence III the subject III
question for any portion of time, other than the
tIOns.
t The predicate is always the name,-may at individual portion which the other words are emleast be considered m every case as the name of a ployed. to designste ; permanent, when the property
IS considered as habitually resident in the subject
<)uahty.
:: So called, in as much as it operates as a bond in question, no length of time bemg marked out all
of connexion to such other parts of speech 8.8 it that beyond which, on the occasion in question.
may happen to the other parts of the preposition the quahty is not considered as residing in that
tame subject,
to contam,

0;

0;
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A proposition containing the na.me of a.fictitious entity, predicates indirectly, (as if a real
eveut were predicated of a real entity,) some
event as if it were real, concerning the fictitious
entity,at the same time the event being referred
to an entity which is not real, cannot itself be
real; and this is done by means of a distant
and fa.nciful analogy which there is between
the event typified and the real event made use
of for typification.
Abstract entitles can no otherwise be expressed than by fictron. Thus a billiard-ball is
said to be in motion ; or motion in a billiardball; or two billiard-balls in a situation.
Two objects, two billiard-balls considered
in successive moments, have been either at
different distances from one another or at the
same distance: iu the first case they are in
motion, in the second case they are at rest.
Motion can no otherwise be defined than by
diversity of distance: the portion of matter
interposed between them being at one trme of
one length, at another time of another. Diversity of distances are judged of by a comparison which is simultaneous; one moment
I can place no more than one piece of wood of
an inch long between the two balls, the next
moment I can place two such pieces.
Words cannot, in a direct manner, represent any other events than what are quiescent.
Monon they cannot represent. It IS with language in this respect as It ISwith paintmg.
In ali propositrons composed of or concermng
flctulous aud abstract entities there arc two
events concerned, 1. The real event typified j
2. The ficnnous event, wluch ISthe archetype."
The proposition which announces the event
typified may be termed the plain or unfiquratire proposition, the other the figuratlre proPOSItion.
A proposition is really significative, in so
far as the import of the subject, and that of
the attribute, not being precisely the same,
the attribute IS represented by the proposition
as bearing this or that relation to the subject.
Examples.-c-man IS rational, apples are nourishmg.
A proposition is no more than verbally significative, in so far as without relation had to
the nature of the entity signified by the subject, this or that relation is represented as
having place between their names. Examples:
A wight is a man; a miser covets wealth; a
rapier IS a sword.
A proposrnon is both really aud verbally
significative in so far as by the names given
to the subject, and the attribute, respectively,
the nature of both or either of them, is meant
to be brought to VIew. EX:Lmple:- Wood anemonies are plants; sea anemonles are animals.
Of all propositions by which a minor genus
is spoken of as being contained in a major
genus, the import may be considered as being
of this mixed kind.

* See sect

v., p. :~:~.

In propositions of which the subject is ..
fictitious entity, the subject and predicate,
the verb and noun which use has conjoined
must be kept conjoined. A new combination
appears an impropriety, at least a novelty, as
much almost as the use of a new term. You
may say strain a point, or stretch a point; you
cannot say extend a. point, nor strain nor
stretch a lme or a buekle.jA complex proposition is that which has at
least two subjects, with a predicate and copula
to each of them, two subjects, and as many
predicates and copulas. The general effect of
it is to bring to view two entities, each of them
real or fictitious, accompanied with an intimation that by one of them a change is produced
in the state or condition of the other.
Considered in this poiut of view, a complex
proposition may be termed a tramition-eJlpre83ing proposition. Examples:- 1. Euryblades struck Themistoc1es. 2. Themistocles
was stricken by Eurybiades.
In both these instances the result expressed is
one and the same; but in the one instance
the verb employed is in what is called the acnve voice; in the other, in the passive.
In both instances a change in the state of a
certain entity is represented as produced, and
a motion is presented in the character of ..
cause of that change.
But in the first instance, the entity brought
to view IS the entity in which the motion is
represented as having had its commencement,
the entity which is represented as having been
first in motiou, and with that same entity tho
motion so produced by it. In tile other instance it is the eutity in which the motiou is
represented as having had its terminanon,
'I'hermstocles was struck, viz. by Eurybiades.
This motion may be considered as the manifestation of a correspondent quality on the
subject, viz. an aetive quality, an active quality which is represented as having, on the
occasion in question, at the moment in question, been resident in one of the two subjects
in question, viz. Eurybiades.
In the other instance, the being struck may
be considered as the manifestatron of a correspondent quality of the passive kind, which
is represented as havmg' been on that same
occasion, at that same moment, resident in
the other of the two subjects in question, viz.
Thennstocles.f

+

Strain a point seems to have taken rise when
breeches were trussed and untrussed by points.
! Here mny be seen the orlgm and explanation
of two species of verb. The verb active and the
verb passive, or (to speak m the languageof the
past and present race of grammarians,by whom an
ample cluster of words are spoken of as if they
were all together hut one word, to which real
aggregateand supposed,imagmary unit, they give
the name of a verb, i.e. one verb) the a.ctiv« tlOlCe
and the p<l.<$11le voiceofthe verb.
A verb active isa verb, i. e. an aggregateofwords
in and hy which to the import (If the copulaor verb-
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The name of the subject of a proposition is
either singularly designative, or plurally designative:
it is singularly designative when
no more than one individual is meant to be
designated;
plurally when individuals more
th&n one.
A singularly designative name is either de~erminately or indeterminately
significative;
determinately
where the individual meant to
be designated is distmguished from all others,
as in the case of the proper name of a man, a.
field, a street, a lane, &c.; indefinite or indeterminate when the import of the pronoun adjective,8olM or any is consrdered as attached
to it.
A plurally designative name is the name of
an aggregate or number of individuals, considered as if collected together.
These individuals are either all determinate,
all indeterminate,
or some determinate, others
Indeterminate.
1. All determinate, for instance the members of one official board actually in existence.
2. All indeterminate,
for instance the intended members of an official board, not in existence, but in contemplation to be established.
3. Some determmate,
some indetermmate,
of tlus sort, are the names of all species and
genera of things; of aggregate objects which
have, have had, or will have, a. real existence ;
for m and by every such specific or generic
name are designated, m the first place, all the
individuals which are considered as being at
the time m question endowed With the specific
qualIty indicated by the name.
III the next
place, all that ever were.
In the last place,
all which ever will be, and by the supposition
these last neither hare nor ever have had existence.
A specific name partakes, therefore, at once,
of the nature of the name of a realentity, and
of a name of a fictitious entity.
It 18 the
name of a real entity considered as applied to
anyone of the individuals now or before now
in existence, which were endowed with the
specific property, or to the whole number of
them, or to any part of the whole number of
them put together.
It is as yet the name of
a fictitious entity, considered as applied to all
or anyone or more of those Individuals, which,
with that same specific character belonging to

---------------- -

substantive IS added that of an activ .. quality, as
havmg been manifested by tbe subject in question.
In this case the subject III question is th ... ubjeet
in wluch tbe motion is considered as Imving had
its commencement.
A verb passive IS a verb in which t) the import
of the same copula or verb-substanti ve, is add..d
that of tbe correspondent passive qutlif", as having been manifested by the subject ill question.
In this case the subject in question is the subjeet
in which the motion in question is eousidered ail
having received its termination.
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them,are considered as about to come into existence.
In this it differs from the name of a quality,
for a quality is an object altogether fictitious,
an object which, considered as distinct from
the subject in which It is spoken of as inkeo-ing, neither has, nor has had, nor ever will
have existence;
for as often as it is spoken of
as if it were in a body, i. e. a tangible substance, or in some other object which IS spoken
of as If it were a body, it is spoken of as if it
were a substance, a tangible substance, which,
I by the supposrtion, it 18 not.
SECTIO!>

IX.

OJ Pred;cation.
In the character of a subject, an entity, real
or fictitious, bemg brought to view, If by any
phrase, mnmatron is given, that In that subject a certain quality thereby designated has
place, pred icatlOn IS performed. the quality, in
respect of its bemg so asserted to have place
in the subject, IS styled the predicate;
and
the Sign by which the assert wn, the act of assertion to the effect in question IS expressed,
is termed the copula.
In this explanation a proposition Implied is,
that predication
may, in every case, be reduced to this: an attnbunon of a quality to a
subject; to the entity which IS the subject of
the proposinon of which the predicate III question is the predicate.
The import of the word
quality bemg already explained a' not to be
confined to the case in which the existence of
It IS considered as permanent.
Property, relation, place, time, manners, by
the one word quaht!fcan the Import of all these
terms be with propriety said to be included t
Answer-yes.
1. Property.-This
may be considered as
being perfectly synonymous to the word quality, and therefore III any case in which the
use of the word quality might on any account
be less convenient, may Without any difference
of Import, be employed as a substitute for it.
2. Relatum. For explaining the import of
divers parts of speech, this word will, of necessity, come to be employed.
But the bearing this or that relation to this or that other
object may, without impropriety, be numbered among the qualities or properties of any
object.
3. Of the modification of which place, i. e.
space, considered in a relative point of VIew,
18 susceptible,
frequent occasion for making
mennon will present itself,
But the having
its existence In the place m questron may, for
so long as it eontmues, be, With as much propriety,
III
this instance as in any other.
numbered among the properties or qualities of
the object, whatsoever it may be.
4. So, in regard to tilllt'. Amongst the qualities attributed to this subject in question, may
be the having its existence in a certain portion of the field of time.
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Every object that exists, exists in some
portion ot other of the field of place or space.
Every object that exists, exists in some
portion or other of the field of time.
In so fa.r as it exists in the field of space, an
object bears a certain relation to every other
object considered as having its existence in
that field.
In so fa.r as it exists in the field of time, an
object bears, in like manner, a certain relation
to every other object considered as having its
existence in that same field-the field of time,
And thus we have the relations of place and
time, which, with the addition of quality, in
the less extended sense of the word, (viz.
that in which it is put for qualities other than
those which consist in existence in certain
portions of the field of place and time) constitute some of the principal classes of the objects, for the designation of which the different
classes of words called parts of speech are
employed.
As it requires an entire proposition to give
complete expression--expression at length, to
an intimation, that, to the subject in quesnon,
a. certain property or quality belongs, so does
it to give the like expression to an intimation,
that, of the subject in question, the existence
is confined to a certain portion of the field of
space, or to a certain portion of the field oftime.
In this way it will appear, that not only, in
an adverb such ae--here, there, notc, then, the
import of an entire proposition IS contained;
but even that in a mere preposition such as of,
tinder, the Import of all entire proposition is
contained; and that, accordingly, whenever,
over and above the preposition in, the import
of which is included in every proposition, (or
every form of words by which a quality is
asserted to be in a subject.] any other preposition is included in the proposition, that
proposition is a complete one, containing, in
addition to whatsoever other simple propositions it may contain, one of which the preposition in question is the abridged equivalent
and substitute.
Predication is either real or verbal ;-real,
when the design of the proposition IS to convey
information concerning the nature of the object signified,-when it declares the existence
of some quality, in the subject named ;--ilf real
predication, nothing can be the object or matter but a quality :* verbal, when the design is
merely to give mtimation of the import of the
word which, on the occasion in question, is
employed in the character of a sign, as an oak
is a plant, a dog is an animal.
Different as they are in themselves, that is,
in the design in pursuance of which they are
employed, these two modes of predication are
very liable to be confounded.
When the predication is real, the purpose

I

of it, the purpose of the proposition in which
it has place, is always as above, to convey an
intimation that, in the entity in question
which, or the name of which, is the nddect of
the proposition in question, a certain quality
to which expression is given in and by the
Predicate, has existence.
When the predication is _bal, purely verbal, the design is not to give intimation of any
quality as having existence in any subject, but
merely to convey an intimation of a certain
relation between the import of one word and
the import of another, no such object as the
nature of the quality designated by either,
being on that occasion meant to be brought
into view.t
The reason for holding up to view this distinction is, that sometimes, when the effect or
design of the preposition is of one sort, it is
liable to be misconceived, by being conceived
to be of the other sort.
SECTION

X.

Of Collections of Siqm, i. e. PropositionB

ee-

preesiee of some State of the Pereeptiee Faculty, considered as ha-cing for the Source of
the Perception a corporeal Object or Qldects.
Correspondent to such as are the objects to

be designated, such must be the signB by which
they are designated.
Correspondent to the states, and such as
are the modifications, of wluch corporeal objects are susceptible, such must be the modifications of the signs which, under the name
of language or diuourse, are employed in the
designanon of them.
Every proposition by which any portion of
matter is brought to view-is presented to the
mind, has for its subject either some material
body, some portion of a body, or some eollection of bodies, or portions of bodies.
The sign or portion of language by which
any such modification or modifications of matter are presented to the mind, is termed a
name, a denomination, an appellation, the appellative.
By any such name, what is designated is
either a simple body, a part of a single body,
or an aggregate of bodies, or of parts of single
bodies.
If a part of a body be spoken of by itself, it
is in so far considered as a whole.
If it be a single body, the mode in which
that body is spoken of is either determinate or
indeterminate;
if determinate, the name is
styled a proper name; if it be an aggregate
of bodies, it is styled a cnmmon name.
If the individuals designated by such common name be all determinate, it is, or may be
styled a collective name ;-in 80 far as any of
them are indeterminate, a general or specific
name.

* A quality being but a fictitious entity, the
predicate, if the predication be real, can never he
t See this distinction exemplifiedabove,p. 334.
anything but the name of a fictitiouseutity.
-Ed.

PROPOSITIONS.
If, being a. single body it be indeterminate,
it has for its denomination
a common name,
whether collectiu or generic, being the name
of the aggregate of which it is considered as
an unit, coupled with a specres of sign denominated a pronoun-adjective
of which by and by.
During any given length of time every material object, capable of being taken for the
BUbJect of a propO$'!tion, m fact, has been either
in motion or at rest.
But when it is in mot!on it may be considered as capable of being
at rest, and, when at rest, as capable of being
in motion.
Every proposition has either one subject
alone, or more than one; It being understood
that under the description of one subject is
here comprehended
that which has for its
sign a common name, whether collective or
generic, (i. e. Iogrcally comprehensive,) or that
of which a proper name is the appellative.
A proposition, if but one subject be designated in it, may be termed a single proposition;
if two, double; if more than two, complex.
As everything which can happen to a corporeal subject IS resolvable into this, viz. the
havmg been, during the length of time in
question, either in a state of motion or in a,
state of rest, so everything that can be saad
of, said to have happened to, that same corporeal subject, is resolvable either into this ;
viz. that during the length of time in question
it has been, or has been capable of bemg in a
state of motion; or into this, viz. that It has
been, or has been capable of bemg in a state
of rest:"
In either case, by what is said of the corporeal subject m question, a quality may be
said to be ascribed to it, to be attributed to
it, t.o be said to belong to it,-it
may be said
to be possessed of, endued, endowed WIth that
same quality ;--the quality is spoken of as
being in that same subject, belonging to, appertaming to, inherent in that same subject.
If, m speaking of the quality as being in
the Subject, no more than a single point of
time is brought to view, the quality thus attributed may be styled actual, or momentary,
or transient ;--if It be considered as either
being, or capable of being, in the subject for an
indeterminate
length of time, the quality may
be styled potential, habitual, or permanent.
When a quality is spoken of as appertaining to this or that subject, that which, on this
occasion, is most frequently meant to be dt'signated, and IS, therefore, most apt to hI'
brought to view, IS an habitual or permanent
quahty.
In consideration of its being attributed to a
subject, a quahty is 'also freqnently styled an
.. Sight, heanng, smell, present no exceptions.
In case of sight, the object said to be seen, may be
at rest, but the hght, but for which it would not
have been seen, has been in monon ; and so in the
instances of Mannq and smell; in hearmg, the
air,-m smell, the odoriferous particles,
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attribute-an
attribute of that same subject;
and, in consideration of Its belonging to a subject, it is also frequently styled a property-a.
property of, or belonging, or appertaining
to,
or inherent in, that same subject.
Suppose, then, a portion of the matter of
language so constructed as to present to view
a quality, whether actual or habitual, as appertammg to this or that given corporeal subject, let It be considered what are the objects
of which this portion of the matter of language
must have contained the SIgnS.
These are, I. The subject;
2. The quality.
But to say that the quality m question is in
the subject in question, is to affirm the eXIStence of a certain relation between that subject
and that quahty, viz. the sort of relation of
which the word in is the SISU.
Thus, then, to the sign of the subject and
the SIgn of the quality must be added the sign
of the relation.
But what is thus said, what is thns affirmed,
is, that in the subject in question the quality
in question is; in other words, that bettceen the
, subject and this quality there exists the relanon m qnestion.
Thus, then, to complete the texture of the
I proposition. to the sign of the subject, the SIgn
I of the
quaZ,t.lI, and the sign of the relation,
must be added the SIgn of extstencej-s-the
SIgn
by which existence is brought to view-the
sign
by which existence is asserted to have, or to
have had place, viz, the existence of the relation between the subject and the attribute.
For the present, YIZ. to aid conception, and
to afford a mark of distmction whereby this
minimum proposinon,
and a propos.non
of
larger dimensions and a greater number of
parts, may be distmguished, let the following
examples serve :Apples, say, are sweet, or, to keep clear of
certam causes of complication,
say, rather,
sugar IS sweet.
The number of words employed IS here no
I more than three; but, in the form of expression,
an abbreviation may be observed.
Sweetness
(the quality of sweetness) IS in sugar. Sugar,
the name of the subject-a
corporeal subject:
sweetness, the name of the quahty ; the quality
consisting m the aptitude, in consequence of
the necessary actions to produce In the sensonum of men the perception termed by the same
name.

I

SECTIO)l

XI.

.Aristotelian Looicians=-Imperfection
oftkeir
C-onceptions in rclauon to Propositions.
For the formation of a proposrtion it has
been seen that no fewer than four objects require to be brought to view,--objects
all of
them distinct, and, for the designation of each
of them, a distinct sign capable of being, and
in use to be employed.
What has, moreover, heen seen is, that, for
the formation of a complete proposition, though
it be but a single proposition, the number of
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objects brought to view cannot be smaller than
as above.
True it is, that, for the bringing to view
this number of distinct and altogether different objects, a smaller number of words, and,
in truth, even a single word, may be, and
often has been, made to serve and to suffice.
But how 1 Only because, in virtue of certain
established associations, by this one word, the
whole number of the above-mentioned
distmct
and different objects have been brought to
view.
Not so the Aristotelians.
Constituent parts
of a proposition, accordmg to Aristotle himself, no more than two,* viz. the subject and
the predicate:
name of the subject a nounname of the predicate a verb.
Seeing that out of the two, and no more
than two, distinguishable
parts no proposition
could be formed, no attribute
spoken of, as
belonging
to any subject, the followers of
Aristotle one and all, added a third, viz. the
sign of existence to which they gave the name
of a copula, though in this, according to Sanderson, they departed from the truth of the
case. Why 1 Because they departed from the
conceptions expressed, from the language used,
by Aristotle.
But the relation between the subject and
the attribute, the relation of which the existence between this subject and the attribute
was to be affirmed, even after the above addition, what name had they found for it '!-what observation had they made of it!
Anmer: None.
As m A natomy so in Logic, by a continued
and varied course of attention bestowed by a
succession of observers, new organs have, from
time to time, been discovered.
For the formation of a proposition, taken

*

Sanderson, lib. ii, cap. i. p. 55.

too in its least dimensions, according to Aristotle, no more than tmo, according to his observers, no more than three, parts, necessary ;
whereas, this minimum number, it has been
seen, is no less than/our.
And, in their view
of the matter, this number sufficient for another
sort of proposition, which remains to be brought
to view, and which, when analyzed, will be
found to contain twice the number of parts
contained in the only sort of proposition as
yet brought to view.t
. Term, it must be acknowledged, is the Latin-sprung
word corresponding
to the word
employed by Aristotle.
Terms--no more than
two; and so, by his followers, terms no more
than three. But, by terms, he and they must
have meant component or constituent parts;
for that was the thmg which required to be
brought to view.
If, by the name of term,
there were any parts that were not designated,
then, by some other name such other parts
should have been brought to view.
According to Sanderson, the copula, says
Aristotle, is neither a term nor so much as a.
part of a propositron ;-it
IS no more than a.
syncategorema.
And what, according to him,
is a syncategorema 1 It is a part of the predicate which, according to him, is itself a.
part of a proposinon, the subject being the
other.
A part of that which is a part of the
whole, and yet not a part of the whole!
"'nat
self-contradiction
!- what confusion I-what
trifling I-what
torment to the student!
who,
by the law of authority, stands bound to find
it all true and mcomprehensible
!

t Here, and at the commencement of p, 337,
there are references to which no corresponding elucidanons have been found. From these and other
pretty obvious rrrel(Ularities, It will easily be per~
ceived that the a.uthol bad left this pcrnon of hIS
I MSS.lll a. fragmentary atate.-Ed.
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GRAMMAR.

the survey,-will not be found applicable with
httle, If any less, advantage, than even to the
You to whom, in comparisonwith the whole language in which this sketch ISpenned.
number of existing languages, but a very small
Absolute and rclatille-in the nature and pronumber, at the utmost, of this whole can be, in parties of every object may these two branches
any degree, known,-on what ground is it that be observed.
you can undertake to give an account of UniIn the case of language in particular, to the
versal Grammar; that is, of the Grammar of absolute nature of each tongue or language
all languages whatsoever!
belongsall those particulars, for the conception
Answer,-In a great degree, in respect of of which it IS not necessary to keep in view
the character and mutual relatrons of the parts any other tongue or language; to its relative
of speech-viz. of those classes of words of nature, the points of agreement and disagreewhich language is everywhere composed,-the ment, identity and drversity, simihtude and
articles of which the subject of grammar is dissimilitude, observable on comparison made
composed, as to which all languages cannot of it With other languages.
but agree: the demand, In that respect, bemg
For the attainment of the most clear, coreverywhere, to a certain degree, the same, the rect, and complete conception that can be
nature of the supply cannot fail also to be attained of the points of Similitudeand drssieverywhere, in a great degree, the same.
mihtude, as between one language and anWhen, in relation to these points of neces- other, there are no means so effectual as a view
sary and universal agreement, the connexion taken of the ends or purposes of language in
between the demand and the supply, between general, with the addition of a VIewtaken of
thought and the signs employed for the com- the different degrees of success WIthwhich difmumcation of thought, are brought to View, ferent courses are respectively taken by them
the points of possible dIfferenceWIll be found towards the attainment of those ends.
to he Withina compass comparatively narrow.
The language m which, for the purpose of
Under this idennty of the demand, the giving expression to the several modifications
greatest difference which, in regard to the of Import of whrch words are capable, no use
texture of the supply, can possiblyhave place, whatever IS made of inflection, In which, for
WIllbe found to be exemplified by a distmc- the givmg expression to all these several divernon which will here be brought to VIew,-viz. siflcations of import, no other instrument is
that between the sparingly and the copiously employed than that of distinct addition, would
inflected languages,-and for the developing of not (It is believed) be found.
this difference,the limited number of languages
But some languages there are in which, on
which, in the best Informed parts of the world, comparisonwith others, the use made of in.Jkcare included within the ordinary compass of a tron ISextremely small. These may be termed
liberal education, will be found to be amply sparingly mflected languages; the others, COPIsufficient.
ously inflected languages.
Under these circumstances, whatsoever deBetween sparl1lgness and coprousness, taken
gree of diversity can have place, as between according to the common aoceptation of the
any language not included in the survey taken terms, no naturally determinate lme of sepafor this purpose, and those which have been ration wonld be to be found. But, in their
included in It, such and so numerous will be application to language, to the several known
found to be the points of necessary identity, languages, so wide and conspicuous, in every
as to form all together a ground or standard instance, will the differencebe found, that, in
of comparisonand reference, to which any Ian- the particular case here in question, no ambignage whatsoever, how numerous and various , guity will be found to be produced by that
and widely distant soever its POIntsof diversity want of determinateness by which it might, in
with relation to the aggregate standard 80 some cases, be produced.
formed mRybe referred; and, in this way, it
From this distinctron, between sparingly
is believed, such will be found to be the nature infiectedness and copiously infiectedness, as
of the case, that, among those languages which apphed to language, a vanety of results have
have not,inany degree,been included In the sur- been found deducible; most,if not all of them,
vey taken for the present purpose, scarcely will such, that, In a practical point of VIew,the imanyone be found to which the sketch here gtven, portance of them, If correct, will, it is believed,
-supposing it applicable, with advantage, to be generally and readily recognised.
those languages which have been included In
In the character of propositionsto be proved,
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they will now immediately
be presented to
view: what has presented Itself as necessary
in the shape of explanation and proof, will successively come to view as we advance.
In the field of universal grammar, four objects, or tOPICS, present a principal claim to
notice, viz :1. The uses or properties to which language
has been, or is capable of being, rendered subservient.
2. The properties which, in the character of
properties conducive to these purposes, are desirable on the part of a language;
in a word,
in the instance of every language.
3. The degrees in which, by the several
known languages, in so far as they are known,
these properties may be seen to be possessed.
4. The properties which, according to the
occasion on which the language, whatsoever it
be which is in question, is employed, are desirable on the part of the style, i. e. the language
of an mdrvidual by whom, on that occasion It
is employed.
1. The purposes to which language may be
applied are 1, SOCial, or principal ; 2, sohtary,
or secondary.
II. The properties which, for all purposes
taken together, are desrrable on the part of
language at large, i. e. as far as may be, m
every language, will, it IS believed, be found
to be as follows :-1. Clearness, or perspicacity;
2. Correctness;
3. Copiousness,
or
comprehensiveness;
4. Completeness;
5. Nonredundance;
6. Conciseness, or compressedness;
7. Pronunciability,
i. e. facility of
pronunciation;
8. Melodrousness ; 9. Discibihty, i. e. facility of being learned;
10.
Docibility ; II. Mehorabihty ; 12. Ornability,
i. e. facility of being made subservient to the
purpose of ornament;
13. Impressiveness;
l-l. DIgnity;
15. Pathenealness."
Of the above-mentioned
fifteen properties,
the five first, regard bemg had to the difference
in the degrees m which different languages
are respectively susceptible of them, are, beyond
comparison, the most Important.
III. In respect of all these five properties,
the sparingly inflected languages have, in a
prodigious degree, the advantage over the copionsly inflected languages.
By means of the sparmgly inflected languages alone, and not by any of the copiously
inflected languages, can the fundamental prmciple of universal grammar (and the nature of
language in general) including the relation
and correspondency between the nature of the
thoughts requiring to be expressed and the nature of the signs capable of being employed for
the expression of them, have been developed
with that clearness of which they are susceptible.

* See these treated at length in the immediately
preeedmg Tract on Language, where seversl of the
other matters casually noticed in this Introduction
are enlarged on.-Ed.
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To the class of copiously inflected languages,
belong the ancient Greek, the ancient Lann,
and the modern languages of the continent of
Europe, of which, from those two, but most
immediately from the Latin, the structure has
been derived.
Of all known languages, the English is that
which is most sparingly inflected.
Of all known languages, the English is accordingly that in which, in the highest degree,
taken III the aggregate, the most important of
the properties desirable in every language are
to be found.
In particular, in a higher degree than any
other, is the English language adapted for the
purpose of a treatise
on universal grammar,
in which the essentral characters
of all language, and the fundamental
principles of all
grammar are intended to be brought to view.
In so inferior a degree are the copiously inflected languages, and, in particular, the Greek
and Latin adapted to the purpose of being employed as instruments for the explanation of
the principles of universal grammar,
that It
may be doubted whether, by any person unacquainted
with any other than those languages respectively, a clear conception of the
nature of language in general, and of the
prmerples of universal grammar could have
been conveyed or formed.
IV. By means of the Iighta afforded principally by this distinenon between the sparingly
inflected and the copiously inflected languages,
and, in particular,
by that enumeration
by
which it has been suggested, or, at least, accompanied, VIZ. the list of the properties desirable in language, observations may be suggested by which not only the attainment of the
maximum of perfection in the style of each individual, on each occasion, may be facilitated,
but the Improvement of the whole body of the
particular
language which they respectively
employ, may be placed in SOlDe degree witlun
the reach of mdividuals.
For the purpose of conveying as early as
possible a conception of the design and principal results of this essay, a distinction that has
been observed, as between language and language, in relation to the parts of speech, must
in this place be brought to view.
Essentially dircrsf/ied, and not es..entially
di~ersified. Under one or other of these two
heads ·will everyone of them be found capable
of being arranged.
Those which are essentially diversified, are
those which are at the same time expressive
of some one principal idea or import, and of
some one or more accessory ideas, of which,
according to thll nature of the discourse, one
or more are constantly
and insepara.bly annexed to that principal one.
These will be seen to be, 1. The 1IOUfI-mbstantiu; 2. The urb called by grammarians
the urb-BUbstanti1le, the verb in its utmost degree of simpliCIty, the pure and simple verb,
the sign of relative existence.
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Necessarily attached to the principal idea,
Of the Ideas here hazarded, should they in
in the instance of the noun-subst<:mtire, there any instance be deemed "!elf, if they are at the
is but one accessory idea, and that is that of same time regarded as correct and Just, III that
number.
The objects meant to be brought to case, it is not from their novelty that any conview by the word in question are meant to be sideration can justly be deducible tendmg to
represented either as one only, or as more than forbid their bemg presented to View; in the
one, and in one of those two cases they cannot idea of Improvement, that of novelty is essenbut be presented to view.
tially an mgredient,
Among such new Ideas
Necessarily attached to the principal idea in as have been ventured to be submitted to the
the instance of the verb, are the diversifications
public eye, the endeavour to render a thorough
of winch time IS susceptible, and the Ideas of acquaintance with the whole nature and meabsoluteness and condrtionahty, one or other chamsm of language more general than it IS,
of which is the inseparable accompaniment of has never been lost sight of.
every conception that can be formed on the subject of existence, considered as the attribute of
the matter of fact, the idea of which is, b)' the
CHAPTER 1.
portion of discourse in question, presented to
the mind.
DEFINITIO:'S.
Considered with reference to time, as apphed to the signs of existence m the case Ill,
Grammar is that branch of art and science
quesnon, the verb IS said to present itself to i in and by which the words of which language
view III different tenses.
or discourse is composed are considered, withConsidered with reference to absoluteness and lout any regard to the subject or occasion of
ccnditionallty,it
is said to present itself to view: the discourse, but only With respect to the rein different moods.
lations which the imports of the different classes
It Will be shown presently how the imports
of words of winch It is composed bear to each
of all the other parts of speech are resolvable
other, these classes of words being the same
into the Import of these two, VIZ. the noun- whatsoever be the subject of discourse.
substantive, and the verb-substantive,
VIZ. as
Those classes of words, into which all diswell those which III certam languages, though
COHse, whatsoever may be the subject of It,
not of necessity, are in fact diversified, as those may be divided, are termed the parts of speech,
of winch no diversificanons are to be found in
In the course taken for the providing of words
any language.
for the giving expression or designation to
It will be seen presently how it is that the these several Imports, considerable differences
noun-adjective contams not any necessarily
are exlubited by different languages.
But as
distinct diversificauon, Its only diversifications
to those differences which have place in the
bemg those of the noun-substantrve, to which mutually related imports themselves, the deit makes reference.
maud ISthe same in all languages.
It will also be seen how it is that, in addiThat branch of the art and science of gramtion to those Just mentioned, the verb-submar which has for Its subject the course taken
stantive requires not any diversificanon.
by the particular language III question for
It will moreover be seen that the import of satisfying this above-mentioned demand, may
any other verb than the verb-substantive ad- ; be called particular grammar.
mits not of any diversification other than those j
In so tar as the modrficanons taken cogniwhich belong to the verb-substantive, insomuch zance of are those which have place in every
as the import of every verb, other than a verb- particular language, this branch of the art and
substantive, is resolvable into the import of science may be designated by the name of
the verb-substantive, added to the Import of a unzrersal gmmmar; its objects are the different
noun-adjective.
correlative imports which are essential ingreAnd farther on will be explained the mode dients in discourse, whatsoever be the subject,
in which the import of the preposition, con- and which stand respectively designated by
junction, and adverb, is resolvable into that of the different classes of words, called as above,
the noun-substantive, noun-adjective, and verb, parts of speech.
one, two, or all of them.
In so far as the imports are considered in
For giving expression to the above-menthemselves alone, and without regard to the
tioned diversrficanons, the authors of language
different provision made m and by different
have had the choice of two modes. One is by languages for the designation of them, they
the addition of so many separate words allot- constitute the subject of a branch of the art
ted to that purpose.
The other is by some and science of universal grammar, which may
change in the letters of wlnch the Sigu of the be distmguished by the appella.tion of the 'lbprincipal idea, or import, is composed.
Say, "ract or unaJ'plied branch.
in the first case, by detached signs, or, more
In so far as they are considered with regard
strictly, though less clearly, by distinct addi- to the differences that have place in the protion. Sa)', in the other case, by modification,
vision made for the designation of them in dif01', to employ the word already in common use,
ferent languages, the branch may be termed
by infiection.
the cuper ..I.., l'l'actic'Il, or applied branch,
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Of an acquaintance with this branch of art
and science, should it be asked what is the
use, an answer is at hand.
1. Giving facility to the study of any particular language whatsoever.
2. Givmg to study of a number of languages conjunctly, a degree of facihty not obtainable by any other means.
3. In the case where a man is so circumstanced, that for the purpose In question it
may be a matter of doubt with him which
of several languages
to employ.-affordmg
substantial
grounds for the solution of that
doubt.
4. By developing the nature of the connexion between thoughts and their respective
signs, between the different sorts of signs and
the thoughts of which they are the signs, rendering a man the better acquainted with the
nature of his own thoughts, whatsoever on any
occasion may be the subject to which they
apply themselves.
To give a clear, correct, comprehensive, and
instructive view of the field of universal grammar, it is not enough for a man to look Into
the books that are extant on the subject of
grammar, whether particular
or universal,he must look into his own mind.
For want of being confronted and compared
with the purposes, the demand for which gave
birth to the distinctrons of which they are expressive,-for
want of bemg brought to view
in company with the thoughts or parts of
thoughts of wluch they are the signs, the parts
of speech have formed altogether a dark and
mvsterious cloud.
"The only medium through which grammar,
whether particular or umversal, has ever yet
been presented, is that in which It is presented
by the languages of ancient Greece and Rome.
But in both these languages, properties will
be shown by which they are rendered in a high
degree Incompetent,
and ill adapted to their
purpose.
If, then, by a clear insight,-if,
in a word,
by a clearer insight than has been as yet obtained of the general principles of language,
and of that art and science of which it is the
subject, the acquisition of any and of every
particular language may be made to receive a
faeihty hitherto unexampled,-if,
at the same
time, in the obtaining of this insight no greater
difficulty will In the case of non-adults be experienced than in the forming that acquaintance which so many actually form, with the
particulars of the grammars of several particular languages;
if these several suppositions
shall be found verified, it will follow that the
art and scienoe of universal grammar, will
present such 8. claim to be admitted upon the
Iist of branches of leanung as Will be proof
against all dispute,

GRAM~lAR.
CHAPTER

III.

OF rHE PARTS OF SPEECII.

By the name of the parts of speech are designated certain classes of words which being
either indispensably necessary, or universally
and highly convenient to the purpose of discourse, are to be found in all known languages.
The characters by which these several classed
of words stand distinguished, and from which
they are denominated,
are taken solely from
the consideration of the parts which they respectively bear in the composition of the mass
of discourse termed a grammatical
sentence,
and thence from the relation which the classes
of objects respectively designated by them may
be seen to bear to one another, when considered in that point of view.
They are the same
to whatsoever part of the field of thought and
action the subject and adjuncts of the discourse
belong.
Of these parts, the names in general nse are,
-noun-substantive,
noun-adjective,
verb, participle, adverb, preposition, conjunction, aud
interjection.
The objects respectively designated by these
names are some of them single, some of them
aggregated, consisting each of them of a cluster
of words or signs.
The Simple are, 1. Preposition.
2. Conjunction.
3. Adverb.
4. Interjection.
The aggregated
are, 1. Noun-substantive.
2. Noun-adjective.
3. Verb.
4. Participle,
In those parts of speech which are aggregated, may be distinguished so many sub-parts
as there are different objects included under
the same name.
For giving an explanation
of the several
parts of speech and their respective sub-parts,
that language will be the fittest to be employed which being furnished with signs for all
the necessary parts and sub-parts,
IS encumbered with the smallest number of superfluous
ones. 'I'hrs language will, it is believed, be
found to be the English.
In giving an explanation
of the several
classes of words called parts of speech, the
most instructive, not to say the only essentially
instructive, c.ourse will, it is believed, be found
to be the bringing to view, in the first place,
the classes of objects that require to be designated, and thereafter,
and thereupon, the different contrivances, and as the results of those
contrivances,
the species or classes of words
which in different languages are employed in
the designation of them.
This being the track proceeded in, for the
laying a foundation for grammar, the art of
logic, or, as some would say, metaphYBws, is
called in and employed.
The parts of speech are parts of a. sentence,
parts actual or potential, all of them of one
and the same sentence.
To every word, to whatsoever part of speech
it belongs, there are two distinguishable
im-
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ports, viz. 1. Absolute.
2. Relative,-relation
being had to the relative import of the other
sorts of words, placed, or capable of being
placed, in one and the same sentence.
The parts of speech may be drvided into,
1. Significant by themselves.
2. Not significant by themselves.
Those sigmficant by themselves are,1. Noun-substantive.
2. Noun-adjective."
3. Verb unmodified.f
4. Adverb.f
5. Interjection.
Those not significant by themselves arc,6. Preposinon.
7. Conjunction.
8. Words indicative of mood.
9. Words indicative of time.
The noun and the verb are each of them a
cluster of conjugate, =each duster composed
of a root and branches.
The branches peculiar to a noun are the
cases.
The branches pecuhar
to a verb are, 1.
Moods, 2. Tenses.
3. Persons ,
The branches common to nouns and verbs
are numbers ; t. P. affixes exprr-s-rve of the
number of the subjects or objects w Inch are
in VIew.

C'HAPTLR
Of Till:

IY

l\Oni-S'CBSTA~"TI\,E.

.A ;Yvun-Suhstantl1:e-Irltat

?

The name of an entity, real or fictitious;
real, as bodies of all SOltS ; fictrtious, as motious, modrfications of motions, quahties, modes
or manners, powers, &c., is a J1Oun-substanl1re.
In every language It exhibits itself III varions forms,-some
of them serving to grve Illtimation of some relation of the nature of
position or motion belonging to the entrty ;
others, serving to represent sex as belongmg or
not belongmg to it ; others, to designate the
number of those entities which are 111 question,
but without any other distinctron In regard to
.umber, besides that between one and every
greater number, or at most, as in the Greek,
between one and two, and a.ny greater number.

* Good is as mtelligible by itself as goodness.
Sole difference, .QOOd gr.-es intimanon of a subject
in which the quahty IS about to be asserted to be
inherent; whereas goodlU!SS, the substantive, does
not.
"That is called the indicative mood, present
tense, is the verb unmodified. In English take
away the preposition to, it is a substantive.
To
love, take away the to, you have love, the substantive.
t This includes in it the signification of, 1. A
preposition ; 2. A substantive; 3. An adjective.

+

SECTION II.
Of Case.

An entity, be it what it may, is susceptible
of a multitude of relations as towards other
entities; when it is viewed In the character of
the subject, or the predicate of a proposition,
there is continual occasion for giving expresSIOn to those relations.
In so far as for the
givmg expression to any such relation, a particular modificanon is grven to the word by
which the entity m question is designated, that
word is thereby said to be put into a certain
case.§
For the production of this effect two courses
have been employed.
One of them consist, III
the insertmg into the texture of the proposition, a separate word appointed for that purpose. ThIS may be termed the erternal course
or method.
The other consists in some change
made In the letters, of WhICh the word Itself,
of WhICh the relation
to be expressed
IS
composed:
tlus may be termed the internal
method.
The external course seems the most natural.
It seems to be that WhICh would be the first
to occur and to be employed.
For gIvmg
expression to the principal subject, a separa te
I term has been employed. By the same reason,
i and the same habrt bv which this mode of
! designatrou was sugge,ted, in this instance, It
seems but natural
that this same mode of
designaticn should be suggested in the other
instance.
After having, for some time, been employed
in company, though not in urnon WIth the
SIgn of the subject, It was natural
enongh that
insensibly the sign of the relation should come
to be considered as an Inseparable part of It,
and then be put In umon With It.
In the case of some of the most obvious
relations, those which there is most frequent
occasion to bring to view, this expedient might
serve. But, as the field of language came to
enlarge itself, the comphcation and embarrassment that would be produced by the givmg
such a multitude of modifications to the same
I word, were the expedient
applied to every relation which there would be occasion to brmg
to new, SE't limits to the practice.
In the instance of some of these relations,
the internal method, or course, continued thus
to be employed.
But, In the Instance of other
relations, the external method was preserved;
and for every such relation that had been distinguished from the rest, a separate sign contmued to be employed. being in the order In
§ The word case,-in Latin casus. a f&11,-i< a
literal translation of the Greek "'......". From the
Greek grammaflans, Hams, m hIS Hermes, has
gIven what may be called the archet.lfJH1ZW11 of the
word; I. e. he has brought to \"1t'W the material
image that has been employed for servmg as .. "gn
to the immaterial rdea.c--though the anal"O'y he an
extremely Iaint cue,
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which the words of the sentence were arranged,
mood,-ez.
gr., JoAn' i. e. John come here;
most commonly put immediately before one of i. e. John attend;
my will is--the cause of
the two words employed as the names of the my speaking is, a desire that John may come,
entities, between which the relation was re- may attend.
presented as having place, it thus acquired the
Neither of these cases signifies situation,
name of a preposition.
which is relation.
This course. could the effects of it have
The other oblique eases signify situation,
been generally foreseen, this union would never
either quiescent, or the result of motion.
have been generally adopted.
In the course
They consequently require separate terms
of pronunciation,
somehow or other it hap(i. e. prepositions) to express the relation where
pened that the termination,
which was re- the relation is not indicated by the terminagarded as surtmg this or that principal word,
tion.
was not found suitable to this or that other
In English, the preposition indicative of the
prmcipal word.
To one class of words, one geninve case is of ;-thi8
may be called the
set of terminations came thus to be attached;
possession-expressing
case.
to another class of words, another set of terThe dative may be called the goal-expressminations,-for
the giving expression to one ing case.-"
Give this loaf to Mary."
Mary IS
and the same idea, a great variety of SIgnS. in the goal-expressing
case: the case expresTo these different sets of terminations
were
sive of the terminus ad quem.
given the name of declensions.
The ablative may be called the startingFrom all these inconveniences, the English
post-expressing
case,-"
Take Thomas' loaf
language
is almost, if not altogether,
free. ,from the oven."
The oven is, in the startingFor givmg expression to these relations, with
post-expressing
case, the case expressrve of
only one exception, it employs no other than
the terminus a qno, i, e. the thing, or event,
the external mode.
No declensions are to be from which it is desired, the motion desired
found III it: from that source, that abundant
shall commence.
source of useless and troublesome complication
it stands wholly free.
SECTION III.
Of the existence of one exception intimation
Of Gender.
has just been grven,
This exception is that
which is constituted by the mode in which exGender is the sign either of sex or the abpression IS given to the relation of possession : sence of it. Masculine and feminine of the
in the language of grammarians.
to the l'0sses- I two sexes: neuter of the absence of sex.
sire, or, as it was first styled, the Geniti'l'e
When the form gwen to a noun is that
case."
But of the SIgn employed for this pur- which causes it to be said to be of the mascupose, such is the simplicity,-a
single letter 's, line gender. an assertion which it expresses is,
-and
that on all occasions the same, that,
that the object of which the noun IS the sign
not being applied in the mstance of more oases is of the male sex; and so, in the case of the
or relations than this one, the internal mode is femmine gender, of the female "ex. When it
not productive of any sensible mconvemence.
is that which causes it to be said to be of
Applymg Itself to all noun-substantives
withthe neuter gender, the assertion which it conout distmction, no particle of that useless SYS-j veys 18, that the object of which the noun is
tern of complication, expressed by the word
the sign is not of either sex.
declension, is produced by it.
Applied, as it is, to common names. this
The nominative case expresses the subject I modification. wherever it is employed, is altoof the proposition, the minor terminus, the SUb-I gether an useless one, and not merely useless,
ject in which the motion commences.
but replete with absurdity and pregnant with
The accusative sigmfles the subject in which i inconvenience.
the motion terminates; it may be called the sub-'
The English langnage is, in relation to this
jeot-expressing case-" John, take the bread."
point, a perfect model.
It attributes
not, on
Bread is in the subject-expressing
case.
this occasion, sex to any object that is not enThe vocative+ IS an elhptical expression;
dowed with it. By the entrre name, and not
if it stand alone. it is equivalent to an entire
by any particular modification of the name, it
proposition including a verb in the imperative
attributes
sex to such objects as are really
endowed with that quality .
.. In the singular number, besides the preposiIn the languages of classical antiquity, the
tional genitive, there is the inflectional formed as Greek and the Latin, and in most modem lanabove by's, but in the plural the inflectional is guages that are chiefly derived from them, not
wantmg. The use of the inflectional form IS its to speak of others, m the form of the coniU!fasubserv iency to, I. Conciseness; 2. Clearness (viz,
tional suffixes, and in that of the pronominal
by preventmg entanglement and ambiguityj ] 3.
adjuncts, one or both, in speaking of the subImpressiveness (in some cases.)
t The vocative is expressed withont a pronoun; ject, be it what it may, a real or fictitious enis
o I may be added or not. Is it not a contraction tity-if real, a thing or person,-intimation
for hear 1 In Latin from audio 1 In English given that it is of one or other, or neither, of
either from the Latin, or from the French oyer the two sexes.
which is from aud",?
When true, the intimation thus given is su-

SUBSTANTIVE-ADJECTIVE.
perflnous, snd it is useless when not true. BeSIdes being superfluous and useless, it IS a fertile
source of confusion .and indistinct and erroneous conception,-in
every case a blemish and
a nuisance.
Upon the conception and memory of the
learner of the language it is a load, and that
a very burthensome one.
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the adjective would, in the first case, be bonus,
in the other case bon i.
True, in the English, in the case where the
persons meant are more than one, in the case
of the verb, a word is employed different from
that WhICh is employed where one and no
more is meant to be brought to view.
But,
even in English, some instances of superfluity
in mflection may be found, and this IS one of
SECTIONIV.
them.
As by the noun-substantive
alone the
two numbers are sufficiently distmguished
In
Of JI.~umber.
other cases, so might they have been in this.
A sign for the distmction of numbers," i. e. For drsnnguishing the three classes of persons
of more than one from one alone, is, it has al- denoted by we, ye, and they, these pronouns
ready been observed, iudispeusably necessary.
serve of themselves the verb being In the same
In every instance, so that the purpose be but letters m all three cases,- \Ve love, ye love,
answered, the shorter the sign employed the they love. In the smgular, indeed, the third
better:
and here so perpetually recurring is person IS in a different form :-not
he love,
the demand for the distinction, brevity IS of but he loves. Rut, as ire suffices to drstmvery particular
importance.
A single letter
guish the first person from the third, in the
attached to the word by which the object IS plural, 50 might 1 have sufficed m the smgudesignated, when more than one of the sort IS ,lar.
Accordingly,
in the subjunctive
mood,
meant to he brought to VIew, 13 the shortest I wlnch, 11l so far as it differs from the indicasign that can be employed.
Shorter than a : trve, 1< an unnecessary
one, lore serves for
whole word employed on purpose, the m- , the third person smgular, and even for the
stances excepted,-of
which the number must i second person singular, as well as for the
necessarily be small, confined to the number i first.
of the vowels,-m
which a word, consisting of i
Every proposition in which the noun is m
no more letters than one, can, for snch a pur- I the plural number, is a complex one; and, as
pose, be spared.
I such, resolvable, at least m Its origm, into 3.
Here. then, is another point in respect of , multitude
of proposmons,
according to the
which the English language present= a model ' number of the persons or tlungs which occupy
of perfection. To this purpose It allot, a single in It the station of subject or predicate, to
letter;
and, with the exception of a very few : which soever It be that that number is attrrwords, remains of the lang-uage in its earliest : buted.
state,t this one letter serves for all word; of :
When the number of these object" is deterthis class,-on
this head, as on the former, : mmate, the number of the SImple propositrons
none of those declensions by WhICh the Greek i included III the complex one thus formed, Will
and the Latm are mf'zstcd.
' be exactly equal to the number of these obTo the 1l01l1l-SlIbstalltiTc alone, and neither: jeers, and so far ilo abstracuon lcillnece,«anly
to the verb nor the noun-adjective, belongs, III : ha r<' luu! place.
Whon the number of these
the nature of the case, the affectron or 1Il0UI- objects IS altogether mdeternnnate,
so. of COlIfleation of plurality.
It IS only 1Il the case of' sequence, must be the number of the Simple
the substantive that the attachmg to the word , propositions requisite to the constitutmg one
the SIgn of plurality can be of any use. At-; equivalent to the supposed p!um! one.
tached to the verb or even to the adjective, it!
Take the state of tlungs when the primeval
is so much useless comphcation,
Abel 15 a : society consists of four persons, Cam and Abel
oood boy. Cam flnd Abel are !l0od bV!I~. Here: being born to Adam and Eve. Applied to perthe adjective, when employed for glYIlI/.\ ex- , sons,-17tey
flrc asle.}" addressed by Eve to
pression to the plural number, or the state the! Adam, Will have for Its equivalent these two
adjective is in, differs not in any respect from' simple propositions,
('am M asleep-Abel i.;
the state it was 1I1 when employed for ghing : asleep, A srster, suppose, is born to them;
expression to the smgular number.
In Latm : -the numbers of simple proposrtrons capable
I of being included ill a pronoun-substantive
of
.. The first step In the track of abstraction IS the : the first person, IS now mcreascd from two to
use of the plural number, The stmtular andpfural
three.
numbers might he referred to the head of cases;
Af' soon as the plural becomes indefinite, abconsidered as a ~pecI~s of case indicative of two
stractton is performed, the Idea of a class is
species of numbers, mto which two species, the
formed. an aggregate
of which the individual
whole aggregate of numbers actually and possibly elements are susceptible of contmual chance.
exemplified, is by these two appellations divided
b
in the dtelwtomousl!J exhausuoe, or say exhaustlVel!!
dicJwto_ mode.
CHAPTER
Y.
t Man, men; woman, women; child, children;
brother, brethren; sisters not; the demand for the
OF TIlE
AlJJECTIVI;.
frequent mention of SISters eornmg later than that
All adjective b the name of a qualuy or reof the frequent mention of Orotl.ers,
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lation, accompanied with an intimation of the
existence of a subject in which it is, to which
it belongs, of which it is a or the property.
Celer pver, a boy in whom is the quality of
celerity.
The corresponding
abstraction-denoting
substantive, is the name of the quahty unaccompanied by any such intimation of such substantive existence.
Though the name of the abstract fictitious
entity, the quality, be pnor in the order of
tradition, to the adjective name, it was not
probably in the order of existence.
Bonus
existed before bonitas-( as its brevity imports)
ltumanus before humamtas.
Case, gender, number:
of none of these
affections of the noun-substantive has the nounadjective any need. In all these particulars
its import is determined, determined With perfect clearness by the connexion it has WIth
the noun-substantive, by the connexion which
the sign of a quality has With the sign of the
subject in which it IS meant to be represented
as inhering.
In this particular, again, the English may
be seen presenting a model of perfection.
In
the Enghsh the adjective is everywhere altogether undeclmable.
The substantive has but two declensions, two
signs of modrficatione=the sign of the genitive
case in the singular number, and the sign of
the plural number in all cases. In the adjective even these modrfieations are unnecessary:
accordingly, in the English, they have not
either of them any place.
In the Latin and Greek languages the terminations of which the noun-adjective is susceptible, are determmed by correspondency
With the terminations which stand attached
to the noun-substantive.

occasion in question, coupled with intimatiGna
of the dependency or independency of its existence, and of the several modifications of time
in which its existence is represented as being
placed.
A verb is either simple or complex.
There
is but one simple verb, and that is the verbsubstantive,- -the word of which the function
is to designate existence, as ascribed to any
subject.
By the addition of a word, expressive of
absence or negation, it ISrendered significative
of non-existence.
In comparison with this, every other verb may
be termed complex.
For, in the sigmfication
of it is involved the Signification of some adjectine, in which,as above-mentioned, is already
involved the import of some quality, coupled
with the existence of some entity iu the character of a subject in which that quality IS to
be found.
A verb, whether simple or complex, may be
considered either with or without the several
moa~fications of which it is susceptible-in
a
modified or in an uumodified state.
These modifications are erther absolute or
relative : 1. Absolute modifications are present,
past, or future, with reference to an indetermmate point of time; 2. Relative modifications
being such with reference respectively to some
determinate point of time considered as present, past, or future, coupled also WIth the intimation of the state of existence, either active
Or passive on the part of the subject, i. e the
entity, real or fictitious in which the quality
exhibited by the verb is considered and represented as existing.
For the explanation of these modifications,
let us, were It only in consideration of Its simphcity, begin with the simple verb,-the
verb
substantrve,
A verb IS the sign of existence.
The modiCHAPTER
VI.
fications essential to a verb are those which
are essential to existence, considered in that
OF PRO~OUNS.*
limited point of view m which alone the huPronouns are either substantive or adjective.
man faculties enable us to consider it. Of
The pronoun-substantive,
as the name im- these modifications there are two sources:ports, is but a noun-substantive of a particular I 1. Difference in respect of tune ; and 2. The
kind.
difference between absolute and conditional
. The pronouu-adjecnve, as the ~ame imports,
existence, say rather between the case in which
Ie but a nouu-adjectrve of a. particular kmd.
existence, as applied to any subject, is regarded by the speaker as absolute, i. e. certain,
and that in which it is regarded by him as
CHAPTER
VII.
conditional, i. e. as uncertain, depending upon
this or that event or state of things, the exisOF VERBS.
tence of WhIChis regarded as a condition to its
SECTION 1.
A Verb-1Chat1

existence+

+

By the word uncertain, though according to
our forms of speech, spoken of as 1\ quality belonging to the event or state of things which is the object or subject of eonsrderation, no really existing
.. The examination, so far as respects this head, object corresponds other than the !<tateof the mind
(as likewise that of participle and preposition,) does by which that event or state of things is contemnot seem to have heen followed out by the author, plated. Take any conceivable state of things at
and the subjects are thus briefly filled In from mere pleasurec=-either it exists or it does not exist, beJottings found among the ?rISS.-Ed.
tween its existence and non-exr-tence there ih no
A verb is the name of a quality exhibited
as momentary, having place on the particular
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nated some words or parts of words which,
when added to the word expressive of the
prmcipal, or say radical, idea, are designative
of the ideas of so many distinguishable
accessory modifications of relative time, in which
the motion or state of things is meant to be
spoken of as havmg place.
In the mind of every man, on every occasion,
time naturally divides it self into three portions-the
present, the past, and the future.jThe designation of these three portions, respectively, is the only mode of designation that can
be termed SImple.
But whatsoever portiou of time is now past,
was at one time present, and at that tune had
Its past and its future.
Moreover, whatsoever portion of time is now
future,::: will, should it ever have place, be present, and then like a portion of present time,
it will have its past and also its future.
As time flows on, the absolute portions of
time of which these names are designative,
are continually upon the change-at
every instant different from what they are at every
other.
Of one of these portions of time, all language is essentially and necessarily designauve, and that 15 the present, the portion of
time that has place while the discourse is gomg
on. Why necessarily t.......AnsU'er. Because a.
thmg, and the only' thing immediately
and
necessarily expressed by language IS the state
of mmd that has place in the instance of him
who is thus using It.
Past and future, manifestly and constantly,
are words of reference, and even present may
be such.
Hence, out of these three SImple modes of
designation arise seven compound ones,-makmg, m the whole, ten.

A verb is equally capable of existing, and
being considered, in an unmodified as in a modified sta.te.
1. As to those modifications of which time
is the source.
No event or state of things can have existed
but it must have existed in some portion or
other of the field of time.
But in speaking of it as having existed, it
is not necessary that of the portion of time in
which It is regarded as having existed, any
intimation shall be made.
2. Next, as to those modifications of which
the difference between certainty and uncertainty, absoluteness and conditionahty
is the
source.
By the speaker in question, of the
event or state of things in question, though III
itself either existent or non-existent, the existence may have been regarded as certain, or it
may have been regarded as conditional.
But
it is not necessary that of the point of VIew
in which in this respect it has been contemplated by him, any intimation shall, in his dIScourse, have been conveyed.
SF.cTIONn.
Of Person.
By persons, understand
the several words
or parts of words which are employed in making known, of which of those human beings,
namely, a person speaking, (styled the first
person;)
& person
spoken to, (styled
the
second person;) or a person spoken of, (styled
a third person ;)-what is said, is designed to
be understood.
In the language of grammarians, persons are
words representative
of human beings bearing
the above relations,
In English, these relations are expressed by
pronoun-substantives
without mflecnon.
SECTIO~

III.

Of Number.
The relation of number is expressed in EngIish by pronouns, without inflection, except in
the second person singular, to which the plural
is almost always substituted. *
The plural number supposes abstraction
made, it implies the existence of a certain
class.
Thou and he do not compose a class ;
tee not necessarily, where the persons are certain, yet It frequently does; tee means I the
speaker and some class I belongs to; you, !fe,
the person spoken to and some class of persons
you belongs to.
SECTION IV.
Of Tenus or Designations

By the denomination

of Time.

of tenses

are desig-

medium; suppose it to exist, all uncertainty is out
of the qnestion, suppose it not to exist, all uncertainty is equally out of the question.
.. By this means, at the expense of lUIabBUrdity,
aimplieity is attained.

I

I

1. Simply presento= I am.
2. SImply past,-past
Without reference, I
struck, I did strike.
3. SImply future.
4. Present, with reference to a portion of
time past,-I
was.
5. Present, with reference to a portion of
time considered as future.
6. Past, with reference to present tIme,-I
have been.
7. Past, with reference to a portion of time
past,-I
had been.
.'
8. Past, with reference to a portion of time
considered as future,-I
shall have been.
9. Future, With reference to a portIOn of
time past,-I
was about to be; I have been
about to be; I had been about to be.
.
10. Future, with reference to a portion of

+

Present, the subject of perceptIOn; past, of
recollection; future, of expecta.tion.
.
::: All future time is essentially nncertain, condItIOnal for at no one instant do we know for certain
there will be lUIything in lUIyother; that
there will be another in.6t&nt.

that

:I.SO

time considered as future,-I
to be.
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The future may be termed dominative, where
the event predicted is spoken of as being the
result of the power and will of him who speaks.
'I'he dommative future may be termed imperatille, when the event so predicted is spoken
of as being an action about to be performed
by a person, or persons, to whom the discourse
IS addressed.
In the absolute mode or form, for the giving
expression to these two modifications of the
future tense, the two words toill and sloll are
employed with their respective conjugates;
but, in the performance of this function, they
make a mutual exchange of their significations
in a manner which, to persons who are not
perfectly familiarized to it by incessant use, is
to a high degree perplexing.
For expressing an opinion affirming the absolute futurity of the event spoken of, we thus
see that the English language has two auxiliary words, viz. will and shall.
1. In one thing, they both agree, viz. in that
an event being, by other words in the sentence, brought to view, they both of them are
expressive of an opmion On the part of the
sneaker that that event will take place; and
that absoh-tely, no other event, or state of
thmgs, having place, on the existence of which,
in the character of a condition, the event in
question is dependent.
2. Another point in which they agree is,
that, over and above the futurity of the event,
as above, each of them, to the expression of au
opmion to that effect, adds the expression of
an opinion that, when it does take effeci, it
will have the WIll of the speaker for its cause.
The particular in which they differ is this:
viz. the intimation thus given of the dependency of the event in question upon the will
of hun who speaks, does not, in the two cases,
apply to the same persons.
When the purpose is, that this dependency
should be considered as having place,-if the
event in question be an act to be performed by
the speaker, in which case the verb employed
by him is in the first person, 'Will is the futurity-denoting auxiliary verb to be employed, as
I will read.
For this same purpose, if the event be either
a mere event, or the act of a. person or persons
other than the speaker, the futurity-denoting
verb employed must be the verb Ilhall.
When employed in conjunction with the
sign of the first person plural, viz. we, no such
intimation is given.
Of the six descriptions of persons in conjunction with the signs of which this verb, as
well as every other verb, is capable of being
employed; viz. the first, second, and third
person in the singular number, and the same
in the plural number," one there is, viz. that

But of whatsoever is considered as having
place in these several portions of time respectively, the existence may be considered as
absolute, or as conditional.
Adding to these absolute tenses so many
conditional ones, we have thus twenty different designations applicable to so many differently considered portions of time.
Whatsoever be the species of action, and
whatsoever be the portion of time, m which,
by the representation given of it, it is placed,
-if, in the nature of it, it was susceptible of
continuance, and if, for the purpose for which
it is brought to view, it be required that such
its contmuance be brought to view,-It IS a
matter of no small convenience when the structure of the language IS such as admits of the
bringing the fact of such continuance decidedly and distmctly to view.
Of the existence of this feature of convenience, the English language affords an exemphfication ; of its non-existence, the French.
I am now walking to Charing Cross; I was
walking yesterday in the Park; I shall be
walkmg to-morrow in the Park.
Many are the occasions in which the importance of an action depends on its continuance.
If the structure of the language admit of it,
the bringing to view this continuance IB,on an
occasion of this sort, frequently a great beauty,
-the not being able to do so, a great defect.
The French language admits not of the giving, in this manner, continuanoe to any portion of time, nor, therefore, in a word, to any
action.
In a translation made from that language
into Enghsh, the advantage thus attached to
the English is apt to be overlooked ; and the
word employed in the English being, in ilns
respect, the literal translation of the French
word, the poverty and unexpressiveness of the
French language is thus transferred into the
English.
This designation of continuance may be applied to, or withholden from, anyone of the
above-mentioned designations of time: to the
before-mentioned twenty distinguishable designations of time, adding twenty others, we have
thus forty for the grand total.
Under the particular structure of the English language the future tense, including its
modifications as above, admits of an addinonal
modification almost, if not altogether, peculiar
to itself.
In consequence of this modification, it requires to be distinguished into two species,1. The simply predictive future; 2. The dominative future.
The simply predictive future is that which
it has in common with other languages in general.
• 1. The peraoD, if but one, who is spet.king.
The dominative future is that which is pecu2. The person, if but one, who is .poken to.
3. The penon orthing,ifbut one,who illpoken of.
liar, or almost peculiar to it, as above.

VERB.
:ndicated by the first person plural, concerning
which it is not possible, in the nature of the
case, that the strength of the assurance expressed should be equal in strength to the
strength of the assurance expressed by the
first person singular.
Say, for example, we
toill read.
For affirming my assurance of the
futurity of the act, in so far as it IS an act of
my own that is in question, the first person-I
will read-serves
correctly and completely;
but if, in conjunction with an act of my own,
I apply the same sigu of futurity to the respective acts of a set of persons with whom I
consider myself as associated, It is impossible
that, in relation to the descnption of the persons whose will in the result is represented, it
should convey the same idea as that which it
conveys when applied to the first person singular, viz. my own person alone.
Let it be
supposed that, in the Instance of those other
persons, I may, so far as concerns their acts,
their external conduct, and that, at a future
time, be as well assured as I can be of Thy
own; still, in regard to the state of their WIll,
--Qf their internal and secret inclinations, and
that too at the very moment of uttering the
discourse in questronj-e-no such equal assurance is possible in the nature of the case. In
this case, therefore, the import of the word is
attended with a sort of ambiguity and indeterminateness with which it is not attended in
any other of the six cases.
With respect to any set of persons whatsoever, an intimation which, by the use of one of
these words it is in my power to express, IS,
that in so far as concerns the act which the
principal verb is employed to designate, viz.
the act of reading, their conduct is dependent
npon my will ; but, in this case, the class of
persons in which, by my mode of speaking of
them, I place them, must be that WhICh, in
grammatical language, is termed the third perBon plural, as above ; that is, in other words,
in speaking of them I mnst say, They shall

read.
Here occurs another question. Supposing
my design to be to represent the act, or other
event in question, as depending upon their
joint wills, for an Import to this effect, by means
of either ofthe two auxiliary verbs in question,
shall and will, or by any other words, does the
language ~fford any and what phrase l The
answer is in the negatrve,
By the phrase
they tcill read, the import will not be conveyed.
By that phrase an import that is not conveyed
is, that their reading is regarded by me as dependent on my will; but neither is any such
import conveyed by it, as that it will be de-
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pendent on the will of all of them together,
or of anyone of them.
The event spoken of
may, according to the description thus gwen
of It, have ahke for its cause either an act
produced by a concnrrent determmation
of
their owu respective wills, or a state of thmgs
II III the production
of winch no part has been
brought abor-t by the will of anyone of them.
The Imports, for the exprebslllg of which
these two auxiliary futurity-denoting
verbal
particles afford the means, are SImply two.
1. That the result which is meant to be represented, as abou, to have place, and for the
designanon of which the principal verb is employed, is meant to be represented as dependent upon the WIll of him who speaks.
2. That that same result IS not meant to be
represented as thus dependent.
In both these cases, to carry into effect the
intention III question, viz. in so far as, III the
nature of the case it is capable of being carned Into effect, through all the six persons for
the designation of which language In general
has furnished expressions, both these auxiliary
and futurity-denoting
verbs are necessary.
But tor the glYlng expression to these two
opposite imports respectively,
a course that
will not serve IS the course which, in general,
is the only course which, for such pur poses,
can be made to serve; -VIZ.the employing in
one of the two cases throughout
all six persons, one of these two words, and in the other
case the other.
No ; but for the giving expression to these
two opposite meanmgs m the instance of each
of them, both these words require to be employed, VIZ. as applied to some of the six descnptions of persons, the one of them; as apphed to others of those same six descriptions
of persons, the other.
For placing all this matter in what it is believed will be found a clear light, the follow mg
two scales of phrases, by one of which one
ofthe two imports IS meant to be expressed,
-and by the other of them the other, will it
is hoped, be found to serve.
CASE I.-Case
in which the e-vent is meant
to be represented
by me (the speaker) as
dependent upon my will, this may be called
the imperative, or dominati-ve, or tyrannically
predictive future.

Singular Number.
First person,
Second person,
Third person,

1 trill perish.
Thou shalt perish.
He, she, or it, shall perish.

Plural Number.
4. The speaker, with the addition of the persons
with whom he represents himaelf as associated.
5. The persons whom, in a number greater than
one, he considers himself as speaking to.
6. The persons of the things, or the persons
and things, which he considers hunself as speaklUg of.

First person.... ..:W e will perish.
Second person, .... Ye shall perish.

*

* In this person the assertion expressed is not
capable of being ;50 determinate In this number as
ID the singular.
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They .. ,haU perish.

Third person,

CASE

I. In whidl will is the !DOrd employed.

Singular.

Here, in the singular number, the measure
of power, of the existence of which intimation
is given, IS greater than in the plural it is possible to be. Be the power of him who speaks
ever so great, there exists not any person of
the sta.te of whose will he can have an assurance altogether so perfect as that of the state
of his own will.
In both numbers, when the dominatire future is imperati'IJc, the measure of power expressed by it is greater; indeed, with strict
propriety, it may be said to be infinitely
greater, than that which is expressed by the
formal modification styled hitherto, by grammarians, the imperative mood.
Employing the imperative mood, addressing
myself to any person, and saying, Speak thou,
or Speak, all that I give intimation of is, that
it is my desire that he should speak.
Employing the dominative and imperative future
saying, Thou shalt speak, besides giving intrmation of the existence of a desire on my
part that he should speak, I moreover give intimation of a persuasion on my part that so
Irresistible is the influence exercised by my
will on his, that the fulfilment of it is an event
that cannot but take place. Such, beyond
doubt, Will be his conduct, and that conduct
will have had for its cause, either on his part
~he knowledge of my will, or else my agency
m some other mode.

Eirst person,...
.1 will perish.
Intimation
that the event in question is dependent
on the will of the speaker, is, in this
case, given.
Second person,
Thou shalt perish.
Third person,
He, she, or it, shall perish.
In neither of these cases IS any such
Intimation as that in question given.

Plural.
FIrst

person, ..... We will perish.
In this
case a decided intimation is given, that,
in so far as regards the fate or condition of the speaker, the event is dependent on his will. But in so far as
regards the fate or condition of his alleged associates, the intimation given
is, that it depends, in some way or
other, upon their wills and his taken tngether ; but as to what part their respective wills will respectively bear in the
production of the event, no peremptory
determmation IS expressed, because, in
the nature of the case, no such peremptory assurance can be entertained,
Second person,.
.., Y e will perish.
Third person,
They will perish.
In
neither of these cases IS intimation of
the dependency of the event on the
Will of the speaker conveyed,

CASE H.-Case
in which the event is not CASE II. In which shall is the word employed.
meant to be represented by me (the speaker)
Singlllar.
as dependent upon my WIll. This may be I I
Intimatermed the Simply predictive future.
. First person, ..... 1 shan perish.
tion not given that the event is dependent on the will of the speaker.
Singular lYumbe1·.
2. Second person,
Thou shalt perish.
3. Third person,
He.she.or it, shall perish.
First person,
1 shall perish.
Second person,
Thou vilt perish.
Intimation given in these two case"
that the event is dependent on the will
Third person,
He.or she, or It, U'ill perish.
of the speaker.

Plural Number.
First person,
Second person,
Third person,

Plural.

W e shall perish.
Ye U'ill perish.
They will perish.

4. First

person,
We shall perish.
Intimatron not grven.
5. Second person, .. .Ye shall perish.
Intimatron grven.
6. Third person,
They shall perish.
Intunation given.

What rema.ins is, employing successively
through all six descriptions of persons, the
same one of the two futunty-denotmg
words
in question, to subjoin to it on the OCCaslOIlof
its application to those several deseripnons of
persons respectively, an intimation of that one
of the two imports in question, of which it is
expressive.
In this case the explanation given
is the same as that given in the others, the
only difference is that which regards the order in which the particulars are brought to
view.
.. They, viz. those male peraona,-those female
persons, or those things, or one or all of those
cla.sseatogether.

In a jest-book story, the mode in which til
foreigner is apt to make a mistake in the application of these two words, is presented in
a half-disastrous, half-ludicrous, point of view.
The stranger has fallen into the water, and he
Cries out to the bystanders, "Help I help!
I
will be drowned! Nobody shall save me !".

I

.. N. B.-The person on whose will, by the
simple use of the portions of the a.uxihary verbs
shall and will, as above, it is in the power of him
who speaks or writes, to represent the event or
state of things In question as being dependeut, 15
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Should and ftOtIld appear, at first sight, as
The followmg are the modes of condrnonaderived from and corresponding
to shall and lity, and the modifications apphed to the imtriU respectively, and thence to one another.
port of may and can, by the addrnou of the
But this correspondence
is far from bemg so negative not.
perfect as at first sight might be expected.
I. May.
1. Should has two perfectly distinct senses,
I may strike, perhaps, if I will. May sigviz. the conditronal, and what may be termed
nifies hberty and power, but coupled with
the moral. 1. The conditional ; as, if I should
uncertainty as to the question whether it will
move, I should fall. 2. The moral, or moni- be exerted or not. Present hberty-asserting,
tory; as, Yon shonld take heed, lest you uncertainty-asserting.
should fall. Here, in the first clause, the word
As applied to an event not considered as
should is moral, monitory,-importing
that,
subject to human will, to the WIll of any perin the opinion of the speaker, the performance
son in question, may signifies uncertainty m
of the act designated by the principal verb, is regard to the fact of its takmg place.
the object of moral dnty or obligation, at any
II. Can.
rate, of prudence, considered as choosing and
I can, &c.-Present
power-asserting,-peremploying means to the attainment of ends, haps, is here scarcely applicable.
good being included under that notion.
III. Might.
1. Preceptive in respect of probity, i. e. desigI might (perhaps) strike.c-Conditronal
IInative of what is conducive to general welfare;
berty-assertmg.
asIV. Could.
In whatever you do for the furtherance of
I could (perhaps) strike.-Conditional
poweryour own interest, you sltould never be disreassertmg.
gardful of the effect it may have on the inteV. Would.
rest of others.
I would strike.-Condltional
volition, or
2. Moral, m respect of prudence, abstracted
desire-asserting.
from the consideration
of the end aimed at,
N.B.-1Vould, and more particularly vould.
eonsistmg in the choice of means considered
not, have also an absolute sense. lVhen Burywith reference to the probabihtythey
present of biades struck, Tkemistodes uould not strike, I. e.
eontributing to the attainment of the ends; ashe chose to abstam from striking.
In whatever course you take for the furVI. Ought to.
therance of your own interest, you should
I ought to strike.-Moral
obligation-assertnever appear to be regardless
of the effect ing present or future, absolute or conditional.
it may have upon the mterest of others.
VII. Must.
So, in matters where morality IS out of the
I must strike.-Present
necessity-assertmg.
question,-ifyou
WIsh tv hit amark,you should
VIII. Should.
be sure to take good aim.
,
I should strike.-Present
necessity-asserting, with an obscure mtrmation of imperanon,
SECTIOJIo
V.
Low moral obligation-asserting.
Of Proper Moods or Moods properly so called.
IX. May not.
,
.
.
I may not strike.
May here imports futuThe existence pre~l~ated max be either ~b- nty, perhaps IS here applicable.
solute or condrnonal,
certam.
uncertain.
X. Cannot .
. The mood employed III the gI:lll~ ex;presI cannot strike.
Can here imports present
6IOn to the absolutt; mode of predlCa:tIO~ lS~ by tune, perhaps is not here applicable.
~he ~atm gramm~rIans, termed the .ndu:attre:
The use of the categorical or absolute senses
III this the acnon IS stated 3£ bemg real.
The, must in the order of invention have come bemoo~ .employed in. giving exp~ssion .to t~e fore ~d served as a basis of the conditional.
condItI?nal. mode, IS the. pot~lltta.l:t III this
The langnageofbrutes
is, throughout, absolute;
t~: actIo~ IS stated as bemg Imagl~ary or fie- conditionahty
embracing,-a
prospect taken of
tItIOUS, feigned for the purpose. of discourse.
the future through the medium of the past and
The absolute mood IS the SImple, the most present, is an object, to the surveying of which
natural, and most usually employed.
no eye inferior to the human is competent.
The conditional mood is expressed by adjuncts, some belonging to verbs, some being
SECTIONVI.
conjunctions.
Of Improper ]}foods, or Moods improperly $0
The Greek subjunctive is either indicative
called,
or potential, i. e. absolute or condItional.
Absoluteness
and Conditionality
:-Under
the name of tlUlOds, these are the two modes
only bimself. He cannot, in this way, represent of designation actually established by ancient
it as bemg dependent upon the will either of a peruse for the designation of time.
Of the forms
Bon spoken to, or of a person spoken of.
* Absolute, Aristotelice, categoncal ; conditional, that occur in langnage, these are the only two
to which the term mood can with propriety be
Aristotelice, hypothetical.
+ Note here the mood tenned suhjunctive; In applied, not but that in itself, for anyone
Greek, It has a different termination from that of thing, any oue term is jUS$as applicable as any
the potentiaJ,-lD Latm it has not.
other; but that, after its having been applied

,

I
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to this purpose, to apply it to others so widely
desired that the event, or state of things in
different and separate from it; in that it is question should be produced is the Almighty,
that the impropriety consists.
that the imperfection and absurdity of this deOf these improper moods, the usage of Ian- nomination presents itself in a striking point
guage affords two examples :of VIew.
Grant us, 0 Lord!
Hear ns, 0
One is, that which by the Latin and Greek
Lord!
Taken in themselves, and without a
grammarians is so improperly termed the im- thought bestowed upon the grammarians by
perati'!!e. The optatiu, a term applied by them whom a common appellation has been bestowed
III certain cases to another
mood, would for upon these forms, there is nothing to which
this, it will be seen, have been the more pro- any such idea as that of impropriety appears
per adjunct, supposing the term mood properly
to attach itself.
But when to such a form of
applied.
speech, when to any form of speech, addressed
The other is a form which may be termed
to a person conceived to be in such a situathe causal mood, in the Hebrew tongue, it is tion, any such appellation as that of il"jJeTaexemplified,
and is denominated
Hitkpal&el. ti!)e is applied, then it is that the impropriety
In the Scottish dialect of the English language,
-and
that nsing to a degree of absurdity, inthough there is no denomination for it, it is volving a virtual contradiction
in terms, may
exemplified in the phrase, he caused make.
be seen to manifest itself beyond dispute.
So also in French, it fit faire.
Such as it is, under the restrictions
above
Wbt
by the Latinists is termed the impe- brought to view, the form of speech brought
rative form, seems to be improperly put upon to view under its trivial name, the imperative
the same hne with, and designated by the same mood, may be termed the imperative mood.
name, as those other forms which, as above,
All this while, there exists a form of speech
are termed moods.
which, though not termed illiperatiu, is not
That which it expresses is, in all cases, the only imperatiu, but more strougly and pointexistence of a will, an act of '!!Olition, to a cer- edly and forcibly imperative, than that which
tain effect on the part of the speaker or writer.
alone hath, as yet, been ever styled imperative.
To the designation of this will the term im- I speak of that which may be termed the imperatiu, considered as applied to all the mo- peratiu future, a form of speech which rediflcations of which the expression of that will quires to be placed III contradistinction
to that
is susceptible, is in a remarkable
degree de- other, which may be termed the predictiu, or
fective ; and, by reason of that deficiency, im- simply the predictive future.
proper, improper in no fewer than three out of
This is the form of speech which, in the
four cases.
English language, is in some cases designated
Be the case what it may, such will, so ex- by the word .hall, as when a man says, tROll,
pressed, will have for its object either some Bhalt, or you Bhall. *
event, or some state of things.
In speaking of I
Go to school again to-morrow;
you shall
this event, or state of things, either some per- I go to school again to-morrow.
In and by these
son Will be considered in the light of a person
forms of speech, the mode of optation properly
by whose will and consequent agency it will termed imperation, is plainly enough exor would be made to take place 0:' not; if not, pressed; but neither is it less undeniably mathe will expressed is of that sort which is called
nifest that, by the latter, the form in which
a wish, and the mood by which expression is the command is expressed is much more forgiven to it has been termed the optatiu.
cible than in the former.
Speaking to a child
In the other case, the person in consequence
of mine, and using the first-mentioned of these
of whose agency it is supposed that the event, i forms, all that I give him to understand
is,
or state of things in question would be made
that, at the time in question, it is my will, my
to take place, is either the person to whom the desire, that he should repair to the place in
discourse is addressed, or some other person;
question.
Of the expected efficacy of the will
in this latter case, likewise, the mood comes un- or desire thus notified, I say nothing ; but if
der the same denomination, the optative.
I say, to-morrow you shall go to school, that
When the person by whose agency It is sup- which I give intimation
of is, not only that
posed that the event, or state of things in such is my will and desire, but that, in my own
question would be produced, is a person to persuasion, such will be the effect of the notiwhom the discourse is addressed, the relation
fication made of such my will and desire, so
borne to him, in the order of power, by him strong, so irresistible, the force and intluence
who speaks, may either be that of a superior, of the command so notified, that upon, and in
that of lioneqttaJ" or that of an inferior.
It is consequence of the notification so made of it,
in that case alone in which the relation borne
obedience, that obedience in and by which the
by him, as &hove, is that of a superior, nor in wish and desire will ha.ve received its &ecomthat, but when the supenority is so decided
plishtnent, cannot but take place.
and acknowledged as to give to the expression
of his wish, so denoted, the character aad de* See Ikall and fDill considered at great.er leugth
nomination of a command, thai the term im- .nove, p. 251. That portion of the 1118. bear! &
perative can with propriety be applied to it.
date at a considerable interval from that of the
It is when the person by whose agency it is present portion.-Ed.
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In English, the mood termed imperative, is place in the same body, When it is considerexpressed in the singula.r by the simple omis- ed as having place In dilferent bodies, the
sion, or non-apposition, of the pro-nominal sign verb which is employed in the designation of
of personal relation.
In the plural, the ex- its commencement, according to the grampressed pro-nominal
sign is inserted, or not, marians of antiquity, is said to be in the acti'Ce
according as on the occasion in question, it is VOIce. The verb which is employed in the
or is not needed ; when inserted, the pronoun
designation of its ternunation, is said to be in
is put after the verb, and thus the imperative
the pauiu voice.
is distinguished from the indicative.
The uro at large, considered independently
The imperative mood, as being the expresof the action of time, and conditionality and
sion of want and desire, is probably of very nnconditionality,
involves in its signification
ea.rly invention.
It is implied and involved in that of some qnality, active, passive, or neuthe use of the vocative case of the noun. Ad- tral, conpled, as in the case of the adjective,
dressed to an individual, the name being a WIth the intimation of some subject in which
proper one, imports no abstraction, as a com- it is to be found.
mon name does, whether the article a or the
In so far as the quality indicated by the
be prefixed to it.
verb is an active quality, the verb is said to
The subjunctive mood serves to ma.rk the be a verb active, and to be in the active voice.
connexion given to the name of the action,
In so fa.r as the quality indicated by the
with a proposition indicative of the time wluch
verb is passive, the verb IS said to be a verb
is the object of reference in the indication of passive, and to be in the passive voice.
the time of it.
The passive voice has more of complication
The infinrnve mood is synonymous to that
and refinement than the active.
It involves
verbal noun which is the name of the correthe consideranon and expression of causation;
spondent action ; and in Greek is accordingly
it brings to view an effect actually produced
declined with the article "'; the variation of It is, therefore, probably of later invention
termination being confined to the article. Tlus
than the active.
is the ground-work of the whole verb.
SECTION
SECTION

VII.

VIII.

Of the Partwiple.t

Of VoiIJe.
The participle is an adjective.
It agrees
with most of the parts of the verb in so much,
Voice has place in tha.t case alone ill which
the verb being transitive,
the proposition of as to that eignifieanon which it has in common
with the adjective, it superadds the designawhich it forms a part is complex. *
Of the instances in which we have occasion tion of some portion of tnne.
to speak. of motion,-in some the motion is
with relation to our organs and means of obCHAPTER
VIII.:::
servation, boundluB, in others bounded.
The instance in which it is boundless is
that of the celestial bodies, the planet on
OF GOVERNJlENT AliD CONCORD.
which we live, taken in its totality, included.
In these instances, we learn not where the
With the ideas that belong properly to the
motion had its beginning, nor where, nor even subject--with
the purely grammatical Ideaswhether anywhere, it will have an end.
a ludicrous mixture of moral and political
But for the most part, in the instance in ideas has happened in this case to have been
which we have occasion to speak. of motion,
associated.
In these latter times, Darwin has
the motion is bounded.
VieWIng it as it goes 1 sung the loves of the plants; but ages before
on, we either know, or have the means of Darwin, Lilly and others had sung the loves,
lea.rning, where it actually began, and of con- not altogether
pure from the tyranny, of the
jecturing,
with more or less probability
of p&rti of speech.
success, where it will have an end.
Here issues to view an additional mass of
Of the instances in which the motion in useless complication,-mere
evil, unalloyed
question has, or is considered as having, both with a.ny particle of good. Anarchy would
a known beginning and 8. known end, in some everywhere be an advantageous substitute to
its beginning and end are spoken of as having
such government,-wscord,
to such concord.
place in dilferent bodies, in others, as having
Of the herbage of this jungle, a. suspicion
arises that the seeds were sown by the muses.
* Of a proposition, whatBoever there is of eomOnce more, in the structure of the English
plexity, is always in the predicate; the subject is
always simple, ez.eepting that comp~exity :which
t See note * to p. 348.
consi.sts in pluraltty,-when
the subject IS tn the
::: The following, which is merely an initiatory
plural number.
When the verb is in the first person, being a fragment, is all that has been found in the M8S.
neuter or non-active verb, the proposition may be in relation to this department, which, to judge from
a complex one, but if it be in the second or third his memoranda, the author intended to discuss 11.1;
considerable lengtb.-Ed.
person, the propolition is always a complex one.
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language, scarcely a trace is to be found of the
tissue of useless and unamusing fictions designated by those two names.

spectively, and to each separately, or to each
aggregate composed of several together, an
appropriate name or denomination.
2. Systematization; i. e. placing the several
denominations, when so constructed, as above,
CHAPTER IX.
in systematic order,-i. e. by a division made
of the respective universal trunk., being the
OF PREPOSITIONS,
ADVERBS, AND CONJUNCTIONS.
names of the several genera generaiimma,
preposition, adverb, conjunction, performed, in
SECTION
I.
each instance, as far as It can be pursued with
advantage, in the exhaustive or bifurcate mode,
Their Connezion.
whereby their several relations of agreement
The three parts of speech here in question, and disagreement to and with each other will
viz. prepositions, adverbs, and conjunctions, be brought under the eye at one view.
require, in some respects, a conjoint considera3. Exemplification,-i.6.
exhibiting a protion.
position or sentence of the sort of those in
In many instances, the different functions common use, in the texture of which several
designated by these three several names are words belonging respectively to the aboveperformed by one and the same word.
mentioned genera generalissima, shall respecOf the imports respectrvely belonging to tively be employed.
them, that of the preposition is most simple.
4. Parapbrasis,-i. e. for the explanation or
By the addition of some further import or im- exposition of each such proposition, or senports belonging to some one or more other tence exhibiting another which shall present
parts of speech, the import of the preposition exactly the same import, but without conbecomes identical with that of the adverb; taining in it a word belonging to the part of
and in some instances at least, by the addition speech thus undertaken to be expounded.
of a still ulterior body of import, the import
As in every instance in the paraphraais, or
once already augmented, as above, constitutes paraphrastical proposition, or sentence thus
and becomes identical with that of the con- brought to view, a more or less considerable
junction.
number of words will be contained, while the
Of these three parts of speech, the explana- word thus requinng to be expounded is but
tion constitutes the obscure, the transcenden- one (except in a few instances in which two
tal, the mysterious part of the art and science are so put together as to form, as it were, but
of umversal grammar. In relation to the one) on this consideration the paraphrasis may
other parts of speech, the relation they bear be termed the development.
(i. e. which their imports respectively bear)
to the imports of the other parts of speech,
SECTION II.
viz. the substantive, the adjective, and the
OJ
PrepOBitiol/,$.*
verb, resembles that which, by the signs employed in algebra, is borne towards the signs
This part of speech is employed to give inemployed in common arithmetic. When the timation of the existence of some relation as
signs employed in algebraic arithmetic are all having place between two or more entities,
1>( them translated mto the signs employed m
real or fictitious, determinate or indetermicommon arithmetic, those employed in com- nate.
mon arithmetic bemg, at the same time, reduced to one simple uninterrupted line of nuSECTION III.
meral fignres, the import of the algebraic signs
OJ Adeerbs.
is completely understood, and the problem for
the solution of which they have been employed
For giving expression to the import of the
is solved. In like manner, when of a sentence adverb, a smgle word is, in every instance,
of which a preposition, an adverb, or a con- sufficient. Observing that the sign was thus
junction, makes a part, the equivalent is given simple, and looking no further than the sign,
in a sentence in which no part of speech other the ancient grammarians, and after them their
than a substantive, a verb, and an adjective, worshipper, Hermes Harris, took for granted
or some other substantive, is employed,-then,
that the thought, that the import of which
and then only, is the import respectively at- they found it the sign, was equally simple.
It is, however, a composite part of speech.
tached to these mysterious parts of speech at
.once clear, correct, and complete.
In the import of the adverb, three distinguishFor bestowing upon the imports respective- able imports have been found contained,ly attached to these several mysterious parts being those of the three simply significant
of speech, the above-mentioned desirable pro- parts of speech above brought to view, viz. the
perties of clearness, correctness, and complete- substantive, the adjective, and the preposition.
ness, the following are the logical operations Here, i. e. in this place ;--N01C, i. e. at ~his
which have presented themselves as requisite time ;--Str«tly, i. e. in a sweet manner.
to be performed in relation to them:.. See note .. to p. 348,&upra.
1. Denomination; i. f. giving to them re-

CONJUNCTIONS-INTERJECTIONS.
Of these elementary imports contained in a
part of speech, the import of which is in this
instance complex, the exhibition may be termed
its development.
Upon the prmcipal classes into which this
part of speech may be distinguished, this operatron will be endeavoured to be performed.
But in the first place it will be necessary to
mark out these classes. *
SECTIONIV.

Of COT/jullctions.
By the same immaturity of mind, and want
of penetration,
by which the grammarians,
Greek and Latm, and their above-mentioned
worshipper were prevented from seeing into
the Import of the adverb, they were prevented
still more naturally from penetrating mto the
Import of the conjunction.
In the days of
those ancients the star of Locke had not risen.
In the days of their idolater Harris, that star
had risen, bnt his Idolatry had shut his eyes
against Its light.
A ennjunctron IR a word by which sentences
are tied together.
Trne,-but
of the hgament thus employed what was the nature 1_
what the texture!
Was It hke the noun-substantrve simple, expressive of one object or subject, and no more than one? or was it not rather
complex 1 and If complex, what were the links
or filament, of which It was composed!
Exammmg It With the eye of a grammarian,
and among grammarIan,
of an etymologist,
Horne Tooke discovered that the conjunction
was always some element of the complex aggregate part of speech, a verb.
Capital indeed, and highly instructive was the discovery,
but at that pomt it rested.
But of those small words consisting, several
of them, each but of one syllable, what IS the
import'
Is the import as simple as the word
thus employed as the sign of it!
To answer,

------------------i
* Till, pr<>wrt does not appear to have been
completed.-.L::d.
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so much as to ask the question, may perhaps be regarded as belongmg to the province
rather of the logiciau than the grammarian,
and into the field of LOgIC scarcely did Horne
Tooke, ingenious as he was, ever attempt to
introduce his sickle.
Of the adverb it has been seen that the import IS complex, having a number of elementary Imports, not fewer than three; but of the
simplest species of conjunction the import of
the adverb includes no more than a part.
Of conjunctions, in addition to that of adverbs, the development will now be attempted.t
But first in this case, as in that, It Will be
necessary to bestow upon them an arrangement.
The demand for this part of speech being
the same III every language, so far as concern.
Import, this arrangement
and this development will serve for eYery language.
CHAPTER
OF

I

X.

I:\T1.RJECTIOl<b.

Iuterjections have the import of entire proposinons.
They may be considered as fragments of the origmal language.c-they
are to
the human animal what the different species
of sounds emitted by other animals are to them
respectrvelyv--er.
gr. the mewing, the purring, the growlmg, the spitung of the cat.
Interjections may be termed the unconstructural parts of speech i-the
others the constructural.
In the interjections may be seen so many remains of the orrgmal language commou to man
and the brute creation i-the language which
was m use before the parts of speech were
formed, by the decomposrtion and recompositron of propositions.
Every interjection may
be considered as the equivalent of some preposition, as, alas ! i.e. I am grievpd,-I
experienced
a seusatron of mental pam. Hurra '-1 rejoice,
I experIence a sen.atIOn of mental pleasure.

t TIl!< project also appears nor to have been
completed.-.Bd.

NOTE BY THE EDITOR
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THE

TRACTS

ON POOR

LA'VS.

THE following tracts which have all been previously printed, (though the last in order,
is now for the first time published,) bear internal evidence that they are only a portion of
what the anthor has written on the subject of the poor laws; he left behind him indeed a
considerable number of unpublished MSS. on the subject, which on some future occasion
may see the light. From the Annals of agriculture, it does not appear how far the queries
there promulgated, from the answers to which the author intended to fill up the outline
of his great work on pauper management, were responded to. In vol. xxix. of the Annals,
(p. 556,) the Editor makes an earnest appeal to his readers on the subject, and expreases a
hope that «the country gentlemen, and resident clergy, who can with so much ease satisfy
many, if not all of his [Bentham's) inquiries, will ta.ke the small trouble oC sending him the
particulars he requests Cor the parish at least in which they reside;" but it is probable that
few of the persons able to supply the requisite information comprehended his enlightened
views, and he seems not to have met with sufficient encouragement to induce him even to
complete his outline.
It has been the practice of the Editor, on the occasion of the state of the law as it existed
when the author wrote bemg animadverted on in the text, to mention in a note any changes
that may have since taken place by statutory or other authority. In the present instsnee,
however, the vastness of the alterations which have been made in the administration of the
poor law, and especially in relation to the features chiefly noticed in these tracts, rendered
it impossible to accomplish this object without introducing more extensive notes, than readers,
who have so many other means of being acquainted with the snbject, would have felt of service. The chief administration is, in the plan proposed by Bentham, in hands quite distinct
from those in which it has been placed by the poor law amendment act: but the two systems
agree in the principle of centralization. In the minutiro of the plan 80 far as they are indicated
in the ensuing outline, the reader will find many arrangements identical with those, of which
the practical experiments, on which the new poor law is based, have led to the adoption; while
many of the practical abuses attacked by the author, such as the system of settlement, the
facilities for obtaining relief without submitting to lal our, &c., have been duly acknowledged
and rectified. But perhaps the most remarkable Illustrations of the author's practical segacity, are to be found in his anticipations of the civilizing benefits of snch alterations as he suggests j benefits which may have then appeared as the wildest Utopianism, but which have of
late been on 80 large a scale, practically and speedily realized. A comparison of the effects
which the author expects to arise from his plans of juvenile training and apprenticeship, may
be viewed as a text, of which the report on the trammg of pauper children presented in the
year 1841 to the secretary of state by the poor law commissioners, may be considered as forming It series of practical illustrations.
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SITUATION AND RELIEF OF THE POOR.
By JEREMY BENTHAM, ESQ.
ADDRESSED

TO THE EDITOR

OF THE ANNALS

OF AGRICULTURE.

discriminate kind of circulation! At any rate,
your Editorial MaJesty will I hope be pleased
DEARSIR,-It was but t'other day that I graciously to grant unto me your Royal Letbecame master of a complete series of your ters-pate1lt
or close, or both, addressed to all
Annals :-a.ccept my confession, and record my -and, if need be-singular,
yonr lovmg subpenitence.
Having, on my return from my jects, my fellow-correspondents; - charging
long peregrination on the Continent, lent to a and exhorting them, each m his pansh=-and
mend-who
had lent to another frrend, whom as many other parishes as may be-to fill my
we neither of us could recollect--the twentyTables, and send in their contributions.
five or thirty numbers wluch I had taken in
Along with the Table you will find a MS.
before that period, I postponed from time to paper, exhibiting the importance of the infer
trme the completion of the series, in hopes matron I am thus labouring to collect- you
of recovenng the commencement of it. When
WIll prmt it in your Annals, or suppress it, as
at last shame and necesstty got the better of you think best. The danger is, lest there
procrastination,
what a treasure of mformashould be some, who, though they might othertion burst upon me !-No-so long as power wise have been disposed to furmsh the mforwithout-and
without-c=-shall
have left an matron desired, may perhaps shrmk back at
annual guinea in my pocket (blanks are better
the idea of the apphcanons that might be made
here than words) not a number of the Annals
of It to the economy of the panshes In the mashall ever be wanting to my shelves.-Hold
! nagement of which they may respectively hap-don't
take me for a Jacobm, now; nor even pen to be concerned. A gentleman, who bears
for a croaker-What
I allude to, is not any a prmcipal part III the management of one of
common burden-snch
as you land-owners and the great Loudon pari-lies, had WIth more than
land-holders grunt under :-but
my own ten ordinary alacrity consented to a general rethousand pound tax-my l'riciJ<'gium-a
thing
quest of information.
I sent him a pair of
as new to Enghsh language, as it is to EngTables, and (though this account of the US~
Iish practice-sole
and peculiar fruit of the wah not WIth them) he returned them With all
very particular notice WIth which I have been excuse,
honoured by --.
I also send, in MS., a Table of Case» calling
ThIS waits upon you with a proof of a blank for Relief -a general Map of Pauper-Land,
Pauper Population Table: beiuga Table framed
WIth all the Roads to It. Few, If any, of the
for the purpose of collecting an account of the projects I have seen, but what have appeared
Pauper Population in as many parishes, &c., as ' (the arch-project not excepted) to bear an exI may be able to obtain it from. Knowing 80 elusive-at
least a predilect: rc-refercnce
to
well your zeal for all zeal-worthy objects, and some of these cases, overlooking or slighnng
mmdful of your often experienced kindness, I the rest. I send it in the state ill which )
cannot on this occasion harbour a doubt of your propose pnnting It for my own book; but, m
assistance,
But in what shape will it be most the meantune, If It be worth the honour of a
convenient and eligible for you to give It me! place III the .Annal»; it is altogether at your
Will you reprint the heads alone, upon the service,
This preparatory insertion WIll turn
plan of common letter-press, and WIthout the to the advantage of the work Itself, If any of
form of a table! or WIll you accept of an im- your Correspondents (not forgetting their Edipression, of the same number as that of the tor) would have the goodness to contribute
Annals, for tbe pnrpose of annexing a copy to their remarks to the emendation of it. You
each copy of your next number!
This latter
will not easily conceive-few heads, at least,
expedient, should it meet with your approbabut yours arc qualified to conceive-the labour
tion, would lessen iu a considerable d(>~re(' the it has CORtme to brnur the two Tables to this
trouble to any such gentleman as ma)' be drs- state, As to the work at large, It will OCCUI1Y
posed to favour me With their contnbunons.
1\\0 independent, thouzh
connected, volumes.
h It worth while to :1\'0 the Table tlus in- ["fIIl"'1 8!"t.'1IIl' cdh'j'mc,/
-T'auprr ManaJeQUEEN'S

SqUAR"

8th~,

PLACK,

WESTMINSTER,

1797.
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_t _proml ;-tl1e last the Roma.nce, the
Utopia, to which 1had once occasion to allude.
-Roma.nce1-how
should it be anything leu?
-1 mea.n to an Author's partial eyes. In proportion as a. thing is excellent, when established, is it a.nything but ,.omanoe, a.nd tMory, and
lpUulation, till the touch of the ual or the
IC6pt,.e has converted
it into practice1-Distress, at least-distress,
the very life and soul
of Romance, cannot be denied to mine: for in
this short and close-packed specimen, already
you behold it in all its sha.pes.-Ma.gnanimous
President I-accomplished
Secretary 1-Ye,too,
have your Romanee.-Hea.vensend
you a happy
catastrophe, and the fettered Lands a " happy
deli~eralice!"-Patienee!
patience!Ye, too,

LAW.
before you are comforted, must bear to be tormented •
.A.propOl of Presidents-the
Big" Priuc oj
Ceru having divined, or not divined, my recent
occupations, has been pleased to Bend me a
ma.nda.te in form, summoning me to devote
myself to this bra.nch of his Goddess's service,
tha.t the fruits of my labours ma.y be consecrated in her Temple at Whiteha.ll:-80
that,
wha.tever other requisites ma.y fa.il me, 1sha.ll
be in no wa.nt of auspicu.
Continue yours to
me ;-a.nd believe me, with the most serious
respect,
Ever your's,
JEREMY
BENTHAM.
ARTHUR YOUNG, Esq., &c. &c. &c.

OBSERVATIONS ON THE PAUPER POPULATION
HEREUNTO ANNEXED.

TABLE

Showing the noulty, as well as me and importance, of the information that tcOtdd be afforded, b!l
a .et of Tables, one or two from eury Parish or other Pauper District, filled tip Vpo'II the plan
oflM

blank Table here ezhibited.

THE stock of information here in question
constitutes what will be found to be an indispensable groundwork
to every well-digested
plan of provision that can be framed in relation to the Poor.
For some of the classes a
peculiar mode of prolJirion IS requisite, different
as between class and class ; as in the esse of
infallts, lvnatiC8, idiots, the deaf and dumb,and
the blind. The ra.te of neat expense per head,
a.s between claas and class, is also susceptible
of a very extensive scale of variation:
the
qvantum and 'Calue of return, actual 01" possible, in the way of labour, by the produce of
such labour, 18 again susceptible of a scale prodigiously more extensive.
ht, To consider the variation where infirmug, whether of mind or body, is the eonstituent character
of the class.
In the ease of
lunatiC8, for example, the average rate of expense per head is probably double, at least, to
what it is in the case of a person of sound
mind, and of the same age, able or not able to
work:"
prolit by labour of course nothing:yet in a set of appropriate establishments,
set,
apart for the reception of persons of this class,
not only might the expense per head be reduced to the ordinary level, but in many instances a qua.ntity of profit might (it is supposed) be extracted from their labour, to the
it In 8t George's and 8t Andrew'.,
Holborn, for
example, no less tha.r 880 a-week for board and
attendanee.-ThisW&S 10 the year 1791; when the
average expense of an ordmary pauper was, in the
same estabhehment, not so muchas Is. 1Od.a-week,
-£4, 15s. 3d. a-year
In the country, in some of
the pari!hes repo~d
SIr Frederick Eden, 48. aweek; in others, 3s. (jd.

?y

a.dvaniage of the individual himself, in the wa.y
of medical relief, or even cure, no less than of
the public in the way of economy: a.n observa.tion which, as fa.r as economy is concerned,
applies in a greater or less extent to the other
classes above exemplified;
VIZ. idiots, the deaf
and dumb, and the blind; to which may be
added the various sorts of cripples.
So again, where the variation in point of
neat expense has no other cause tha.n the difference between age and age. In the case of
a ftdl-grown person, capable or not capable of
work, (to take the male sex, for insta.nce,) the
amount of necessa.ry e:epense, everything ineluded, may, when compared to the case of a.
child of three or four years old, rise perhaps
to twice as much; while, on the other hand,
in the case of au individual of the same sex,
possessing an ordinary degree of ability in rega.rd to work, and full grown, whether arrived
or not at what is properly termed the age of
manhood, the capacity of a.ffording, in the shape
of labour, a r!'turn for the expense, (I speak
of mere natural ca.pacity,) may be from sixteen
to twenty times as great as in the child; even
supposing the child to stand already npon the
trorking list, and to be earning every day a
sum worth ta1ringintothe
account; and therefore, when compared with a child not yet set
to work, the capa.city of the man, 01" fnll-grown
boy, may be as sixteen or twenty to nothing.
Between these two extremes in the scale of
profit and loss, there will be a. series of perceptible grada.tions, at least as ma.ny as there
are between year and year of age: insomuch
that, although the total number of a parish
stock of pauper boys were known, no tolerable
calculation could be made of the qua.ntum of

PAUPER
profit or loss capable of being derived, or likely
to accrue, from that stock, unless the proportions in which that nnmber is divided betwixt
the different ages were known, not Iess than &
year being taken for the interval between age
and age.
Simple and incontestable
as these truths,
when once pointed out, may appear, so imperfect are the advances as yet made in the arts
of management and book-kupiwg in this line,
that in no instance that has yet been made
public, has any complete statement been ever
given, in the accounts of any house of industry,
or other poor-house, of the different varieties
of condition in respect of infirmity, birth, parentage, &c., as expressed in this table: and in
regard to age, the distinctions made have seldom gone beyond those between men and tDOmen on the one hand, boy' and girl, on the
other; or, if anything has been said of age, the
distinctions have been so few, that little, if any,
additional information has been to be collected
from that sonrce."
Distinctions thus loose will be apt to mislead rather than to inform.
Individuals between whom there shall exist no difference at
all, in respect either of profit or loss, are thus
ranked under different classes; while individuals between whom the difference in respect
of profit and loss stands at the very highest
pitch, as 8 or 10 to I, or as 8 or 10 to 0, are
ranked under the same class. A boy of twenty
shall earn quite as much, as well as consume
as much, as a fIIan of twenty-one.
The same
boy shall consume twice as much as another
boy, the boy of three or four years old, for example:
at the same time that, while he IS
costing twice as much, he might, on the other
hand, be made to earn from sixteen to twenty
times as much;
the earnings of the boy of
twenty years old rising as high as eigbt or ten
shillings a week: while, for the boy of three
or four years old, if he earns anythmg, sixpence may be full pay. True it is, that where
(as above supposed) there happens to be projit
as weI! as loss, earniJ198 as well as rllaintenance,
so that the acconnt bas ttro sides, whatever
error there may be on the side of loBS, will ope.. The information here called for, new as it is
to pauper economy separately considered, consti-

tutes, it IS true, but a small portion of the sta.tlstJcal matter that would be exhibited by a Cen.....,
constructed upon the excellent plan eontnved and
exemphtied by that indefatigable philanthropist
lir William Morton PItt. But, besides being the
part the least difficult to coll~t, It IS the only part
alrectly applicable ~ that portion of the populatlO~,
the concerns of which I have ventured to take lD
haAnd., f th di ti eti
th t II b f
dl
lew 0
e IS m Ions ia Vd
e oun iere
do not appear upon his Tallie; the pansh which
was the theatre of his operanons, not affording' ex-/
emplifications of them· as to the rest, whatever
lights may be found here are hut borrowed lights,
drawn from that most respectable source, collected
into a focus, and thrown npon this particular frot,
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rate, as far as it goes, in competuati<m of the
error on the side of projit.
But where the catacity of yielding profitable labour is tcantiwg,
(as in many individuals in each parish,) ornot
impro1l6d into act, so that there is nothing on
the profit side of the account, (as in most
parishes,) whatever error retult& in regard to
the expense of maintenance stands smgle and
uncompensated;
and, on the other hand, where
there iI something on the profit side of the account, the error may, instead of two hundred
per cent. as in the other case, rise as high &8
eight hundred or a thousand per cent.
Such being the difference in point of value,
as betwixt boy and boy, (Iaymg aside, for shortness sake, men, women, and girls,) obser ..e the
difference that may result m the boy accuunt,
as between partlli. and parish.
Take two parishes, Bigham and Littletonnumbers of every class the same in the one as
in the other.
Not to have recourse to any
such extraordinary
supposition, as that at
Lutleton, they shall be, all of them, below
(what, if the expresaiou be allowable, may be
termed) the tcorkable age, and therefore yielding no earnmgs at all-at
Bigham, all of them
at the age of highut earnings; let us suppose
that at Littleton those below the workable age
and those obooe it being put together, the capacity of affording profitable labour is, upon the
whole stock together, the same as if the whole
was at the loues: workable age: while at Bigkam, that capacity IS upon the same footmg as
if the whole stock were at the age of half
earnmgs ; VIZ. the age at which, instead of
earmng from 8s. to 10s, a. before, a boy m'flilt
be made to earn from 4s. to 5s. All this bemg
supposed, observe the errors it is likely to give
birth to, as well in regard to the quantity of
natural strength, as in regard to the goodness
of the manaqement; as between house and
house. The nnmber of boys being the same in
the one as in the other, If in Blf/ham the sum
of the earnings were from four to five times as
great as in Littlaon, (ages being by the supposition unknown.) the management nnder this
head wonld naturally appear four or fooe tunes
as good: whereas, in fact, it 18 not above half
as good; for, had it been equally good, the
actual earmngs would have been as the capacity for yielding earumgs ; whereas the)" are
but half as great.
In the pecuniary value, positiu or llegat.re,
of the individual, there is another ingredient
in respect of which this lumning distinction,
between tile!! and bous, affords no sort of llght ;
1I0r Will any divrsion, of less minuteness than
that into !lears of aac, be sufficient to the purpose. The value of a child, in this pomt of
view, Will depend not only upon the present
I
.r
. but upou the quan*
v.a.uc, POSI I~e or negative,
hre
tltY. ~f 'ie!w
value past, and the quantity of
POSjtlU value yet to~.
Suppose f~urteell
years the age at which boys go off ID both
I places, and let the total pecuniary value of the
: stock of hands (take it either ill regard to ac-

!
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tuGl earnings, or in regard to the IJ(Jp<uity for
yielding esrntngs) be equal in both places,
Yet, for a period of six or eight years, the difference may be prodigious. At Big/w,m the
positive part of the value may be derivedthe earnings obtained-from a set of boys,who,
wantmg but a few weeks or days of fourteen
years of age, are on the point of going oft",(the
rest being composed of boys below, or little
above, the commencement of the fDQ'I"kable age.)
This elder part of the stock being gone, the
value may sink to little or nothing; and so
remain, even for years: while, in Littleton, the
same value shall be &!fordedby a stock of boys
of no more than seven or eight years old; whose
value will, for six or seven years to come, be
every year on the increase.
Averages (it may be said) may be taken.Yes, so they may, with the benefit of proper
data; but those data are wanting here. When
a Berie-3is given, composed of terms having a
common difference,-a first and last term consequently given,-the middle term gives the
average. Here the lowest term is given, it is
trne; It ISthe day of birth-number of yeaTB 0,
in all places: but the highest term, the highest
age up to which a boy, sound in mind and body,
stays upon the parish, is :sot given. What this
highest age is in genera.!, we do not know. It
is as high again in some parishes as in others ;
and averages will not do here. In one parish,
children shall go oft"at eight, seven, and six
years old; in another, not till fourteen, fifteen,
or even sixteen years old. We know, in general, that the differences in this respect are very
great; but what they amount towe do not know.
To suppose-first a lowest term-then a highest term-then an equal number of each-or
.. regular series from the one to the othersnd 80 strike an average, would be altogether
a random shot.
These (it may be said) are extreme cases, and
Mt likely to baee place anywkere.-Admitted:
nor are they given but as extreme eases: they
are given as the utmost limit to which error
can extend itself. But below this improbable
degree of aberration, how many other, yet still
high degrees, are there, that are probable ~
A difference-s-an error, to the amount of cent.
per cent. can scarcely be stated as improbable.
But what would be the fate of that mercantile adventure, in which as much capital again
as was necessary had been expended, or not
above half as much as was necessary had been
provided; or which, in return for that advance
had reckoned upon twice as much labour as the
establishment had afterwards been found capable of affording, and this for many successive
years.
For my own part, I must confess, I am unable to conceive how any plan of general economy in this line can rationally be attempted,
without something like an estimate of the
mouths to be fed, as well as of the hand8 to
work with.
To give an idea of one general application,

which I propose to make, of whatever information I might be fortunate enongh to obtain,
I will subjoin a sketch of a table I have been
attempting to frame, and which for shortneu
might be styled the N Of)- .Adult Value Tahle_
As to the particular uses that might be derived in praGtioe from the information thus
particularized, the case of lunaticl, and other
infirm classes, has already aft"orded one example. Among infantB, the destitute class,
comprehending bastards, orphans, foundlmgs,
and deserted children, may afford another. Of
these, no inconsiderable share of the whole
pauper population would be found to be composed. Upon an average taken from the pauper population of a considerable number of
parishes, bastards alone composed about a
ninth.

Uuder a certain age, none of the individuals
thus denominated being capable of any special
attachment to person or to place, nor any other
individual being likely to possess any very
special attachment with regard to them, this
absence of natural connexion might afford
room for transferring them, without hardship,
and in any numbers, to any proper situation
or situations, if the state of the laws were such
as to admit of such an a.rrangement, and the
Interest of the public, in point of economy or
any other head of advantage, with reference
either to the public or to the children themselves, were to demand it. Dunng the age of
sheer expense, for example, transference to a
situation where the expense of maintenance is
at the lOtrest: at the age of ability, or commencing ability, with regard to labour, transference to situatrons where the demand for
labour is at the highest.
Thus much for illustration, and for illustration merely. To exhibit this or that arrangement as a proper one, would be to insert, into
a petition for materials, the work itself for the
construcnon of which they are desired. Advantages crowd in on one side, objections on
the other; but tlus is not a place for striking
the balance.
Were the several other classes to receive,
each of them, a separate consideration in this
view, many other proofs would appear of the
Importance of the information sought for by
these tables; but the subject could not be thus
exhausted, without plunging into the details
of the particular plan, for the purpose of which
these tables were contrived.
As it is, two points appear suflbiently established:
1. One is, that, whether quality or quantity
of the demand in the way of supply for maintenance--or prospect of return in the way of
labour-s-or quality or quantity of the demand
in respect of the stock of requisites for the extraction and application of that la.bour- -be
considered, no well-grounded plan of provision,
in relation to the pauper community, call be
framed, without the stock of illformation sought
for by these tables.

TABLE OF CASES CALLING FOR RELIEF.
to one or more of the three practical subjects of consideration following; 'IIiz.l. The nature and degree of prevalence of each e.fficUnt cause of Indigence (the degree
being measured by the number, absolute and comparative, of the Individuals reduced to Indigence by such efficient cause) :-2. The cause, degree, and duration, of the inability in respect to W Q1'k:-3. The mode and degree of Relief or PreDention, practised or practicable, adequate or
inadequate, eligible or ineligible.~
.A plan of ~on
in relation to the BURTHENSOHE part of the POOR, will, if complete, embrace all these Cases.

NoB. The several distinctions exhibited in this Table, were collected with a view to their being respectively rendered subservient

The DEMAND for

RELIEF

is constituted by INDIGENCE

:-which

may be the Result of

A

I. PERSONAL

OR

INTERNAL

II. EXTERNAL

CAUSES ;-viz.

II. Long-continuing; but of
limitedduration, and gradually enanescent i-viz.

L Pt11'petual i-viz.

Which are all temporary, and of uncertain duration;

IIL Casual, and of uncertain duration i-viz.

~------------'-----------~
I. INFIRMITY

of MIN]);

fJiz.

in tke ease of

In the case of

III.

NON-.AGE;

fJi::.

IV, IN.ABILITY
with regard
to WORK,'

V. UNWILLINGNESS
regard to WORK;

(Original Property

in the case of

as in the case of

as in the case

HANDS;

viz.

I. IDIOTS.

J. Absolute Idiot&-

2. Deaf (tota.lly}-

in

3. BlindLUNATICS.

3. ---

( 4. Bereft of the substance
or the use of one ha.nd-

llighty-

4. -----

wantonly nnschievous-

5. -----

malicrously
chievous-

HANDS;

VII. SICK HANDS;
through

viz.

1. Dea.f and Dumb-

2. Persons foolish or weak
mmd (b}II.

VI. UNRIPE

0/

5. --

both hands-

6. --

one arm-«

mis-

1. CHILDRENof PARENTSfailingthrough unwillingness or mab.litll-incurable
or curablepemanent
01' transient (c)to provide for themselves-or
for more than themselvesor for more than a part of the
number of such Children ; to
Wit, by reason of,1. Infirmity of M>na (if perpetual, see Col. 1.)

7 --

both a.rms-

2. InfirmIty of Body (if perpetual, see Col. II.)
3. Inabdity to perform Work
(If casual, see Col. IV.)

6. ----

raving-

8. --

one foot--

7. ---

melancholy.

9. ---

both feet--

10. --

both legs-

7. Loss of property

(a) [HANDS]

FEEBLE

HANDS;

e.t:.

gr.

12. Helpless through general and
incurable d~ease-

acterized may respect"",ly be competent
or Incompetent.

8. Absence from home-byreason
of-I. Search after, or performance of, Work9. --

13. Asthma4-c] ...... to auch a
degree as to be unfit to be trusted w.th
(b)

[FOOLISH,

14. Cancer-s-

the management of their own affairs.

15. Any other slou: disease, mortal
or not mortal, eulusi"", or not
of the faculty of perforTTllng
slight trork, according to the
degree-

(c) [CLASg III.] ItalICSare employed
pnnclpally fur the purpose of pomtmg
the attention 10 the efficient cause of mdigence, tn addition

cont>eyedin
of the Class.

(see Col.

VIII.)

N.· B. TM word

Hands es chosen, m bearma reference to
Employment,
serrmo thereby to point the
attention to 1M consuleratum ot the Employments, to nhICk the persons thus char-

to the mtnnatum of zt
many InStances by the name

2. Flight-for
debt or
del>nquenc'l or
from domestic burthens-«

10. --

3. Banishment
portallon-

11. --

4. Confinement on mesne
process-

12. --

5. Confinement, in e.ucutlOn of a judgement, ci"U or penal-

16. Habitual.Drunkemull-

17. Old Age.
(d) [CLASSESXI. to XX]
All tJU!JJe
Classes 1nzg!dbe comprised under some
still more ,qenl'Tai appellatum, suck as
that of Employmeut-Iackmg
Hands.

or tram-

6.&rrnce (Public)
the capae'ty of

IV. SICK ANDWELL HAND') ;
Thes.: .Qf'llCraldenommatlOns, tMugl.

e.t:.gr.

many oj them nell' and more or less un~
(,lluL)., untl, a U ,huped. fie to'erated, tn
connderatuvn 0.1 flu:, l.er,l/ important practU'al ad: ,11ltUI}('\ derivatle from
the use
of tne.u
the 1 erp name of the patient
e:rpr€S'IHl[J
tile CflU.,'<e of the disorder, and
aff..rd"'iJ a sort of directum to the remedy.

18. Labouring under haliitll4l E},,lepay, &c.

13. ---

1. Soldier-

14. ---

2. Mihtia.-man-

15. ---

3. Seaman-

16. ---

4. Marine-

17. Orphans-fatherless
and
motherless-

V. TENDER

HANDS.

19. Ruptured

peraou,

4. Child-bearing.
VIII

5. Child-nurling.

18. ---

fa.therless--

19. ----

motherless--

in

eontinuea.

(e) [CLASSXI.]
The chara.ctero/tM Pauper, and thence the nature of the employment he IS fit for, depend.ng SO muck upon the quesuon, whether, In htS .nstance,
the ~nt
cause of md'!JfflC"uoas or was not. accompanied with blam&-tiw care
toke" to pomt 1M aitenium of the Reader without oaermuno» to thOB .mportant
circumstance-s-unll,
It IS /wped, not be looked upon as Ill-bestowed.
One practical
mferenee is-s-that every plan of prooino« ",kWh regards the indtgent, In 1M lump,
either as mrtuou« or as vunous=-euher as objects of pure compasswn. or as objeCts
of pure coerC'O>I or pure 1UJgleet-m/l.8tbe/ataJ1y erroneous.
(f) CLASSESXIV. XV. and XVI. may be comprued under the fIIore general
cienofllznatwn of the DANGEROUS Classes :-Classes XVII. and XVIII: under
that of the DISREPUTABLE
Classes. In 1M case of the ~erous
Classes, the
demand for Relief (understand Reller suzJahk to their condition) ... beyondcamparzBonnwre cogent tiian '" the case of tluJ mdustnous: the latter requin"9 to be tohn
care of for their own saIres only; the former for thetr own saIres, and for the sake
of 1M community at large, ",,,- tet:v.rdy they endanger.

in the e(Ue 0/

21. Basi&rd&-

being also wanting) through

as in the case of
(d) (e);

1. Labourers, on completion of the job2. ---on dISagreement flitl, the Employer, through the Labourer's
fault3. ---through the Employer'sfault4. Journeymen-Manufacturers--Haudlcra.ftsmen a.nd-Artlsts-Shop-keepers
andWarehouse-keepers,
on the shutting-up 0/
tho Manufactory, Shop, or Warehouse, by
"eason of death, failure, or lea mng off
5. Journeymen-Manufacturers--Handicraftsmen and=-Arnsta-c-Shop-keepers
andWa.rehouee-keepers, on dioagreement 1I)ith
tAe Master, througl. the Ser-tant's fault6.
through the M asler's fault7. Seamen, on completion of the Voyage-de6truction, capture, or breaking-up of the
Shtp-- or un disagreement ",ith the Commander, througl, the Sea,nan'Bfault8. --through the Master'sfault9. Domestic Servants, on the death, or going
abroad, of the Master-the
breaking-up or
reduction of his estabZ,shmellt-or on dl$a!Jf'eement Ie',th hlTrl,through his fault10.
through the Sermnt'Bfault11. Domestic Servants, discharged
Without
Characters, through the Sereant'» fault12.
through the Master'sfault.

X. CASUAL-STAGNATION
ea, gr.

HANDS,

13. Husbandmen, on "'he con'l'ersion of Arable
into Pasture14. Canal-Diggers, on completion of the Canal.
15. Miners, on the failure or tcorking out of the
Mine16. Quarrymen,on the ",orking out of the Quarry,
or failure of the demand17. Manufaeturers,
tn the eunt of a ge1U1'al
.tagnation of the M anufacture-«
18. Handicrafts and Artists, exercising oecupations dependent on Fashion-on
failure
of the Fashion.

XIV. STIGMATIZED
ex. gr.

XI. PERIODICAL-STAGNATION
u.gr.

HANDS;

19. Watermen, in winter time20. Gardeners, in time of long·continued fro8t-21. Brickla.yers, in time o/long-continued /rolt
or rain.

XII.

DISBANDED

HANDS;

u:.!Jf'.

22. Soldiers, discharged upon a~
23. Militia.-men, disba.nded lipan tJu ~ration
0/ their term24. Marines, discharged llpon a pe_
25. Sea.men (King's,) diseha.rged upon a peau.

SUPERSEDED

HANDS;

u.!Jf'.

26. Manutaeturing
Ha.nd8, rendered
OUB by the introd.otioll
0/

superllu-

MGOl.....,.

VIII.

LOSS of PROPERTY,'

(Ability With regard to Work, a"
well as willingness, being more
or less impaired by Huxperience
of laOOur,)
as in the

HANDS (j);

1. Thieves, including Pickpockets-eRobbers, including
Footpads3. Housebreakers4. Incendiaries5. Comers-a6. Cheats, including Gaming-Cheats,
or Sharpers, Swindlers, and other
Obtainers by false Pretences7. Smuggler&8. Forgers9. Perjurers-s10. Soldiers, Militia-men, Marines and
Seamen, drummed 'Out, or otherWISe discharged with infamy,

XXI.

XV. SUSPECTED
HANDS.
11. Classes from 1 to 9 as above, acquitted or
(after trial or examrnation) discharged
WIthout punishment, through uncertainty
of guilt, or ttlchn.cal defect on procedure or
e"idence12. Children, under age,limng
parents, cic.
belonging to Clasee» 1 to 7.

"""I

XVI. UNAVOWED-EMPLOYMENT
HANDS.
13. Classes 1 to 714. Gypsres, ciz. occasionally Fortune-tellers,
i. e. Cheats; occasionally Thieves15. Deserters.
XVII. LAZY
16. Begga.rs (Habitual.)
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

II.
22.

24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.

HANDS.

XVIII. UNCHASTE HANDS.
ProstitutesMothers of BastardsLoose WomenBrothel-keepers (fema.1e}Procureases,

Want of Character and .Acquaintance.
XIX. STRANGE HANDS; ex. gr.
Travellers (English) tdlOBd money is uhaulted-New-comers, llIh_ money and fCork are ea/tau.ted-Foreigners (in regard to English la.w,) N.
--1. Scotch--2. Irish--3. British Colonists-----4. United American&Foreigners, in point of language as well as
government-Emigra.nt Foreigners, driun from kome in
",vltitud .. at a timeShipwrecked persons of the several descriptions WI a.bove (22 to 26), cast desiitllte on
any part 0/ tJu English coast.

III.

Fureed Ezclusion from Wor};
in toAich _
may be

XX. CONFINED
HANDS.
31. Suspected Hands as above (1 to 10) _
.,.itUd on mane proceu32. Delinquents (inferior), on melne ~
SS.
in _~II34. Deb&ors, 011 mane pro~

S6.-itl-non.

WIC

of

PAST-PROSPERITY
HANDS-

2. Highway

23.

20. Foundlings-

to.

to obtain WORK;

L Badness of Character;

bwnne,s-

CHILD-BURTHEN'D
HANDS; through

OBSERVATIONS

(Property

being also wanting,)

XI. OUT-OF-PLACE-HANDS
ex. gr.

XIII.

u.!Jf'.

I

2. Disease3. Casualtie'(lIOt inolirableHSee
Col. II.)

5. LoBS of Work (see Col. VI.)
to obtain Work (see
Col. VII.)

III.

XVII.)

Work (see Col. V.)

6. Inability

OBSERVATIONS.

2. Lazy Hands-{Su

INABILITY

Hands

4. Unwi[z,1UJness,,,uh regard to

one leg-

11. --

1. Infirmity of Mind (temporary)
-{ See Col. I.)

1. Una.vowed-Employment
-{SuXVI.)

VII.

VI. LOSS of WORK;

with
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II. IMPERFECT

HANDS (a).

viz.

r-----------------------------~------------~--------~----~
of BO]) Y;

IL INFIRMITY

'IIiz.

I. INSANE

CAUSES;

INCLt:DING
XXII.

DECAYED-GENTILITY
HANDS---

tehQmay be distinguuhed
of the eeural

an respect

Causes of Impoverishment,
VIZ.

1. Fire2. Inundation3. Ship.",.eck4. Earthquakt5. Tempest6. Fall

0/ Buildings,

<tc.-

7. Ramge. of Vermin8. Bad Sea80M9. M(}rt<ility among Cattle10. Thfft,

or other predatory Offeflces-See Col. VII. 1 to 9.

11. Deleterwus Offences, onginattng in enllnty or any other
I'IWtl'l't12. Bankruptcy,(}r failure, trithout
a man's own fault13. --byaman'sotfflfault14. Diuipatiofl,
on a man'.
part15.

Olf'n

on the part of tkos«
for tchom he is re.poruibk-41 fli/e, children, agents, cic.

16. Litigation-I.

unaroidable-

17. ----

2. blamelm--

18. ----

S.rash-

19. ----

4. malioioll8-

20. BllrtMlUome Obligatio,.,- .n
tAe _y 0/-1. 7aze.21. -----of child~

2. Maint~aNr"
or other rela-

iius-

~-,.

22, ~ation

or ~

b!l
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2. That no such steck of information has classes, of which the respective numbers are
ever 1.it}wrto been obtained, or at least made
here inquired after (the classes comprised in
public, from any ONF.place, much less from any the Pauper-Populanon-Table)
compose what
assemblage of places, considerable and various
may be considered as the permanent stock of
enough to be considered as affording an ade- pauper hands: in the Table of Cases calling
quate sample of the pauper populaticn com- for Relief are designed to be eomprised eury
prised wrtlun the territorial authority of the class, and every indmdual that can ever enter
poor laws.*
into the composition of the general mass :-the
Numbers I infer from expense: total num- coming-and-going stock, as well as the pennahem of the whole p,mper population that would nent -the
able-bodied,as well as the ...firm.be to be provided for, from the known totals
thuse who, under the existing order of things,
of past expense. compared with expense per come in but for casual relief; as well as those
kead. as far as it can be ascertained:
then say I who, under the system of commumty-tnainten-as the total of the pauper populatiou.rn any ance, are C07lStanily in the House; and those
set of pauper districts, according to the tables
who, under the system of ltome-maintenance,
when filled up for those districts, is to the are tJOnstantly upon the list of pensioners.
total of pauper population In the whole numA single glance at the Table of Cases calling
ber of such districts In South Britain, so are for Relief, will be enough to show, that among
the numbers of the several classes, in the same the classes there exhibited, there are more than
parts of the country taken together, to the one, of the respective numbers of which no genumbers of the same classes in the tehole.
neral returns could reasonably be expected.
Snch are all the degraded classes; those whose
OnsCRV ATIO~SON TilE TABLE OF CASESCALLING coudition shuns the light;
reputed tltieres, and
~OR RELIEF, IlERETOANNEXED.
other depredators--deserters-beggars-prostitutes.
To state the particular use, the contemplaI'altpn-Populllti()n-TabZe-Table
of Cases
rnllill!! for Relief- Why make tirO tables '!-- tion of which gave birth to each distinction,
would be to state the particular plan of proviwhy not give the matter of both in one?
Answer-The
Pauper. Population- Table, be- sion in contemplanon for each class :-to state
ing contrived for a particular purpose-that
of the particular plan of provision in contemplacollecting informatron=-euch
classes, and such tion for each class, would be to give the entire
only, were inserted in it, as afforded a hope, work of which this paper is but an offset. Thus
that the numbers of each might be found ca- much, however, may be observed, that, of all
the classes there distmguished, there IS not one,
pable of bemA"collected.
A minute investigathe circumstances of which have not in theframtion, of the difference between two tables frammg of the 'plan of provision been specially taken
ed for diffi-rent purposes, would be of lIttle use:
the general account of the matter IS this.
The into account.

I

OUTLIXE OF THE NOK-AD"cLT YALUE TABLE.
COIIJ;,.ired fur the Imrpose of exhibiting ( srhenerer the reqllisite data call be obtained) the pecuni6ry
"WUI', neqatire or ],osift"e, of the sen-ice of a pauper, or other mdirulua! (i. e. e:rpenses and
return« b!! labour on acc(}unt of Sllch induidual)
at and up to different years of age, from
birtl; 10 Ilrl!lltg-Olie ye{trs complete,
I. DATI;;;Al'IDAGES.
Coltlllm I. Day, mouth, and years of our Lord
-twenty-one
III number-takmg
a determmate period for the sake of illustratron :
VIZ. from IstJanuary,
1800, to 31st Decemher, 1820, both inclusive.
KD. For some
purposes it may be found of use to divide
.. Among the highly valuable collections of Sir
Frederick Eden, are Censuses of the Pauper Papulation of thirty-one Parishes.
Unfortunately
there arc few, If any, of then, applicable to this
purpose. After a btrlllg of mdrvrduals drstinctly
characterized comes a .. family," number of members not mentioned.
Age, hkewise, though m
most 111 stances given, is in several instances omitted.
Proportums taken from such data would evidently
1)('false; the uncertainty that envelopes particular
articles communicatmg Itself to the whole.

the whole term into lta(f-yearly instead of
yearly penods-e-Say, then, half-yearly.
Column 2. Correspondent column of half-years
of age: viz. from birth to half a year old;
from half a year to a year; and so on.
EXPEl'<SESTO BE PROVIDEDFOR, WIlICH, AS
FAR ASTilEY GO,GlYE THE VALUENEGATIY£.

II.

Column 3. Expense of diet
Column 4. DIttO, c1othmg-matcnals.
Oo11,mll 5. Ditto, ditto, making.
Colllmn 6. Ditto, ditto, u-a.<ltil1gand mending.
Column 7. Individual's share in the cOlllllWnand
il1dirisibl<l expenses of the establishment,
Column 8. Totals of expense (to be provided
for before hand) during and for the several
half-years commencing on the several days.
Colulnn 9. Totals of expense from birth up to
last days of the several ages; i. e. up to the
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ends of the severa.l half-years
on the severa.l days.
III.

RETURNS
AS THEY

TO

BE

EXPECTED,

GO, MAKE

THE

commencing

WHICH,

VALUE

AS FAR

POSITIVE.

Column 10. Earnings for the several half-years
commencing on the several days.
Column 11. Earnings from birth up to the ends
of the several half-years, commencing on
the several days,
IV.

BALANCES

WITHOUT

ALLOWANCE

FOR

DEATH

OR SICKNESS.

Colvmn 12. Balance of expenses and returns
for the several half-years commencing on
the several days; givmg the value, whether
p081tiu or negatiu'
negative, of course, for
the first years; positive, if at all, not till
after a number of years.
Culvllln 13. Balance of expenses and returns,
from birth up to the ends of the several
half-years commencing on the several days;
giving at first a negative value, then perhaps a positive value, as before.
Column 14. Present clear value of the service
of a pauper (or other) hand; on the supposition of its being to be performed during
the several half-years of age commencing
on the several days:-Value,at
first negative, then positive, as before.
By present
is meant on the day of the commencement
of the term; viz. 1st Jan., 1800; supposing
the future profit or loss were to be contracted for on that day.
Column 15. Present clear value of the f£hde
period of service up to the ends of the several half-years commencing on the several
days.
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service of a pauper taken at the several
ages, and supposed to accrue at the end of
the several half-years commencing on the
several days ;-aJlowance
made for the
chance of death, according to the foregoing standard-table.
Column 20. Present value of the tDkok period.
of service from birth 'Up to the ends of the
several half-years, commencing on the several days; allowance made for the chance
of death, as before.
Column 21. Present value of the half-year's
service of a pauper, taken at the several
ages, and supposed to accrue at the end of
the several half-years commencing on the
several days ;-allowance
made for the
chance of death and sickness. (The chance
of sickness taken from Dr Price.)
Column 22. Present value of the f£hok period.
of service, from birth up to the ends of the
several half-years commencing on the several days ;-allowance
made for the chance
of death and Sickness, as before.
Column 23. Values, at the severalmccem'!le
ages of the whole of the period of service,
f'e1llaining
at these respective ages ;-allowance made for death and sickness, as
before.

Tables upon this plan, one for each sex, had
actually been constructed under my direction;
the numbers of the different ages being taken
from the Cemu8eB reported, as above, by Sir
Frederick
Eden, and the rate of mortality
taken from Dr Halky's Breslaw Table, which,
on account of the roundness of the assumed
number of influents (1000) seemed most convenient for the purpose. But (on examination,)
the Census taken from Sir Frederick
Eden
v , RATE OF MORTALITY ASSUMED FROM A STAN- being found inapplicable to this purpose, and
DARD TADLE.
Dr Halley's table being found to labour under
Column 16. Number of inflvents * into the a very materral error, not noticed by Dr
respective half-years of age-(Number
of Price, or any other of the many mathematiinfluents into age stated, for the purpose of cians who have made use of It, all the calculations that had been grounded on either of
calculation, at 1000 or 10,000.)
Column 17. Number of decrementaliet« ( ejflu- these bases have been given up ; and it is to
ent« by death) dying, according to the supply the deficiencies thus left that the inforstandard-table,
in the course of the seve- mation described in the blank Pauper-Population- Table is desired.
ral half-years of age.
The value I take from the value of an adult
Column 18. Number of remanents at the ends
employed at day-work on the lowest paid
of the several half-years of age.
species of work, (agricultural,)
on an average
VI. BALANCES AFTER ALLOWANCE FOR DEATH AND
of the whole of South Britain;
supposing the
SICKNESS.
value to rise up to that pitch, by equal gradarulumn 19. Present value (deduced from the tions, commencing at the earliest f£OTkable age.
'1'0 get at the average In question I am ranabove standard-table)
of the half-year's
sackmg, or causing to be ransacked, all the
books I Can lay hands on, in particular
the
.. The term decrementalists is derived from Dr Agricultural Reports.
Your science, were I
Price's expression, "Decrements of life," which
fortunate enough to have it within reach,
did not appear to exhibit the simple matter of fact
in 80 clear and unambiguous a point of view. The might abridge the labour as well &8 secure the
You will recollect my question, to
terms ¥uenls and tjfluents (analogous to the rna- ground.
thema.tlea.l terms jlu.nons and jluents) have been which you were kind enough to send me an
added, together with the term f'emanenU, as being answer, about the rna.mm'Um of earnings, in a.
requisite to make up a nomenclature competent to gradation formed by age.
the purpose.
What say you to this idea offorming a ralua-
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tion of that. part of the national live stock which
has no feathers to it, and walks npon two legs!
ls it new or old !-If old, can you tell me
where it is to be fonnd I I do not. mean in the
head of what West Indian, but in the tables
of what mathematician or st&tisticalist!
For
strange it would be if the term 'Mlue had less
propriety when applied to the labour of the
freeman than to that of the slave. Is an aurage child at his birth+-supposmg him certam
of not living beyond the age of one-and-twenty
years complete--worth
more or les« than nothing to those (himself of the number) who,
during that period of legal, as well as natural,
subjection, have the benefit of his capacity for
labour at command! If more than nothing, at
what age does he become so! Whether worth
more or less than nothing, can he, by any, and
what means, be made worth more!
If worth
more than nothing, how comes it that in an
old-planted country, such as England, (whatever may be the case in a new planted one,
such as AfMrwa,)
a child is, In every class
without exception, regarded as a burden (I
mean always in the pecuniary sense) to its
parents!
This deficiency in pomt of value, IS
it necessary and Irremediable, or accidental
a.nd remediable T Is it absolute or relati-re only,
(I mean with relation to the parents,) or partly
absolute and partly relative!
In other words,
is it that a child has not, by the end of the
period in question, produced so much as he
has consnmed; or that, though what he has
produced be in itIelf considerably more than
what he has consnmed, yet, with reference to
his parents, it is leu, on account of their having expended more of what he has oo1llUmed,
than they have receiud of what he has pro-l
dlled? In proposing to you these questions,
I give you a clue, which, if it be worth following, wiIllead you to one of the main pillars of
my plan ;-an enigma which you, and, if you
please, your correspondents, may amuse yourselves WIth, instead of a rebU8,or a mathematical problem from the Ladies' DIary.
My scale, you will observe, extends no farther than from the bottom to the summit of the
kill of life: not that either the Table-Land at
the top, or the descent on the other Side. are
undeserving of mensnration; but they do not
lie within my present department;
except the
narrow slip at the very bottom, which belongs
to Pauper-Land.
Amongst the different plans in relation to
the poor, you lean, I observe, to that of Mr
Ruggles: that being the case, I Hatter myself
with the pleasure of geeing you and your intelligent friend on my side. His plan is mine:
-add
only certain sources of profit-certain
sources of lamng--cert:l.in means of obtaining
capital-not from the unwilling, but the frilling--certam securities for good mallagementand certain other et cauras, in which the welfare of the pauper community is not forgotten,
and which, I hope, you will both approve of.
Some prefer k01nf-provision in toto' but this
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will not do for those who have no home; in
particular not for the destitute classes of children, for which see the table.
Others prefer working, without boarding or
lodging, or working and boarding, without
lodging, to workinq, boarding, and lodging: but
this, again, will not do for those sons of indigence who have not where to lay their heads.
-Look once more at the table.
Some are for doing everything by ,aringl
out of earnings; but this will not do very well
where there can be no savings, still less where
there can be no earnmgs.-Another
glance, if
you please, at the t:l.ble.-BatlDg these cases,
the recipe is good for the provident.
Unfortnnately, the bulk of labouring hands, espeorally the high-paid ones, is composed of the
Improvident.
Providence may, by proper faciIines, (for encouragement IS scarcely necessary.) be rendered more general, but man must
be new made, before it can be made universal.
Some think they annihilate the burden, when,
from shoulders that cannot but be able to bear
it, they shift it upon shoulders that mayor
may not be able to bear It; from shoulders
more able. to shoulders less able; or from
shoulders that are used to it, to shoulders that
are not used to It: or, when instead of rate
they write subsoriptioll:-hke
the old statute,
which. to reconcile the farmer to a set of officers, who plundered him under the name of
puru.yors, ordered them to be called caterers.
If this does WIth poor-rates, try It upon titlle.,
and call them offerings.
One gentleman (for whose probity of intennon 1 would be security, though I have not
the honour of his aequamtance) takes the burden from the shoulders of the man of property,
and lays it upon those of the man of hardpressed industry, who, unable to find subsistence among his friends and neighbours, is
I driven to hunt for it among strangers. An
improvement this. at any rate, upon the existing laws; since a tax. so long as it is paid, is
less heavy than a prohibition.
In some such ways as these we begm, all of
us; and If we did not begin It little at random.
how would anything ever be done 1
Come, my Oedipus, here IS another ridule
for you: solve It, or by Apollo !---Yon
remember the penalty for not solving riddles.
-Rates are encroaching things.
You, as
well as another illustrious friend of mine, are,
I think, for limuin9 them.-Limit
them 1Agreed.-But
how L-Not by a prohibitory act
-a remedy which would neither be applied,
nor, if applied, be effectual-not
by n dead letter, but by a lirinq body' a body which, to sta!!
the plague, would, like Ph meal, throw itself
into the gap; yet not, like Curtiw, be swallowed up in it.
When I speak of limitation, do not suppose
that limitation would content me. My reeerend friend, hurried away by the torrent of his
own eloquence, drove beyond you, and let drop
somethmg about a spl//lge. I too have my
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spunge ; but that a slow one, and not quite so to two pa.rcels:-one.
the ill-managed, employrough a one. Mme goes, I promise you, into ed in ruining themselmes; the other, the wellthe fire, the instant you can show me that a managed, in ruining their neighbourl.-Assersingle particle of necessity is depnved by it of tiona are not proofs; but announce the theorem
-and another time, if it can be necessary, you
relief.
shall have the demonstration.
One thing we shall not differ about ;-the
This (you will say to yourself) is a sadfMpriority due to agriculture,
and the necessary
rago--but your miscellany, how superior soever
non-productiveness
of every system of pauperemployment in which manufactures come in on to others in subject-matter
and contents, has
any other footing than a supplemental one; to this in common with them-that
half-formed
take off such part of the strength of an estabideas-so
they have but matter in them-are
lishment, and such part of the time, as cannot
not prohibited from presenting themselves.
It
be employed in producing food for it.
is part of the character of your correspondents,
One thing I thank him for-{I
should have
to have more of subsl4nce about them than of
said Mr Ruggles)-the
confirming by his pro- form· and of the many recommendations which
fessional science a hope fondly nourished by Join in drawing so much good company to your
my ignorance. that under such a system of conursatione, one, nor that the least, is the
management,
as, If not already exemplified
convenience of being admitted to it in boots.
anywhere, might be framed at least for the Mine (you will say) have hob-nails in them:
purpose, employment might be found, even in for, somehow or other, the very idea of the
agricalture, for almost every species of infirmiperson to iwhom I am addressing myself, has
ty-for
almost every modification of refuse la- insensibly betrayed me into that sort of playbour. Stationary force being found by inaniful confidence-that
epanchement, as I think
mate, ambulatory by animated Nature, how the French call it-which
I have always felt
very little strength, and even how very little
in his company.
The opportunity
of laying
practice, is necessary in a guide '-and
even plans, before a sort of open committee, in an
supposing-what
is not the case-there
were unripened state, and for the purpose of getting
nothing but girls for the plough, would not help for ripening them, before they have yet
even a girl be better employed now and then
received the form they are to wear when presented at the bar of the public, by which they
at the plough, than spinning her health away,
are to be tried, is a serious advantage;
and as
and earning twopence t
such, if you afford me any encouragement,
I
But away with party-away
with exaggeration :-neither
clothmg nor lodging, any more am not likely to be spanng in avaihng myself
than food, can be excluded from the catalogue
of it.
of necessaries.
In the principle of self-supply
behold another of my sheet-anchors:
and that, P.S.-For
your next Number, or next but one,
after giving two-thirds to agriculture, leaves
I don't know but I may trouble you with a
one for manufactures.
The principle of selfcompressed Sketch of my two abmJe-mentioned
works, or one of them :-something
between
3upplY'-what say yon to It l-Does the term
explain itself!-Does
the Idea recommend itthe work at large, and a mere Table of Conself !-Q,uit that-especially
such part of it as
tents.
Imperfect it cannot but be, were it
looks to agriculture-and
I divide your pooronly for want of the data, the obtaining of
houses for you-call
them what you pleasewhich is the principal object of the trouble
Houses of Industry-Schools
oflndustry-inI am giving you at present.

OUTLINE OF A WORK
EXTITLED

PAUPER MANAGEMENT IMPROVED.
To be filled up, and the 'Irork pubZished in one roZUI1MoCtilro, as soon as a sufficient !lumber of the
communiaatums
solietted in Vol. xxix. No. 167,* of :he .Anftais of .Agriculture ltare beell ob.
tained.

BOOK I. POLITICALARRANGEMENTS.
SECTION1. Jlanaqing .Authority.
1. The management of the coucerns of the poor, throughout South Britain to be vested in onet authority, and the expense charged upon olle fund.
2. This authority, that of a Joint-stock Company;';. under some such name as that of the
NATIONALCUARIT¥ COllPAl'Y.§
Sectron II. General Scheme of Pror-i$wn.
The whole body of the burdensome poor to be
maintained and employed, in a system of Industry-houses,1i upon a large scale,~ distributed
over the face of the country as equally as may
be, with each a portion of land *" (!Caste in pre-

ferenee) at least sufficient for the maintenance
of its own population.
Utmost number of
paupers that uould. remain to be provided for
III the proposed
order of things, say five hundred thousand :+t-number
to a house two
thousand ;-number
of houses two hundred
and fifty.tt
Section III. Ways and .lI eans. I.TIle whole
annual produce of the poor rates, taken at a.
period to be settled, (say the average of the
last three years,) or such part of that produce
as shall be agreed upon, but subject to such
contmgent reductions as herem-after mentioned, resultmg from a drvision of the profits.
(See Section 9.) 2. The growing produce of the
labour of all non-adult paupers, now exrstiug,
or hereafter applying for rehef, or on whose
behalf relief is applied for, beneath a certain
age, such non-adults to contmue bound to the
company m quality of af'Prenttccs-males,
till
twenty-one or twenty-three;
female', till twenty-one or mneteen: without prejudice to marriage.
(See Book ii. Ch. ll. ,s""aratiol! and

.. See the contributions to the Annals of Agriculture printed immediately above -Ed.
t Why III one undivided authority, embracing
the whole countrv, rather than m a nuaed multctude of independent authorities. III districts composed of parishes, parts of parishes, and set. of
united parishes, 3S at present, see Book YI. Ch. i.
and iri,
r! Why in a .i"'"t-stock subscrrptum company, .Ag.(]reqation-Ch. ill. Buildinq» and Land
such as the Banl: of E,,!,ianJ, Eas! India CO"... -Book iv, PAl'PER COMF)RTS.) For the value
panl!, &c., rather than Ill" branch of .Admuustraof this fund, and for the means of enlarging or
110": such as the Treasury Board, the A drmraft.'1 narrowing the influx of this class of hands
Board, &c.-Reasons.
1. Burden of raising the according to the ability of the company, see
capua! anmhilated, the contribut~on bem~
Book h. Ch. i. Classes "wst.ered: and Book
ferred from the unuulluu; to the wilhng. ~. Secu- v. Ch. ii. Pecumarp Estimates.
3. Ditto of
rity to the rateable inhabitants against aUYl1lRnta- I all others-none,
however, to be received, but
tum. of tile rafes gre~ter, by the amount of the 'on condition of continuing to work till the
capital subscribed. .t Probability
of tnri!.'! rna- I al
f thei I b
h 1,31
d th
nagement in every respect greater. [See Adam 'v ue.o
err a our as
~ce
e expense
Smith.]
4. Jealousy of mfiuence, &c., avoided,
ofreJ.lef-upon
an account t.~ken accordm~ t.O
5. Benefit of a distmet eheel, from the superintendcertam rules.
(See Book ll. Ch. IV. PrtllCting power of government, &c. ~C. [See Book vi.
Ch. 11.]
maintenance removed, and unexampled advantages
§ For the cOUTEe to be taken, in the event of an produced, by a new plan of construction,
See
inadequate subscrrption, see Book VI. Ch. vi,
Book ii. Ch. in. Buildings and Land.
II Community-maintenance, why preferable to
tt Grounds for estimating the numbers that
private?
See a subsequent work, entitled" Pautrould be to be provided for at less than five hunper Systems compared."
dred thousand.
See Book v. Ch.1. PopulatIOn
'Il Commumty-mamtenanee, on tlus larpe scale, expected,
wby preferable to a small scale?
See ibid.-and
!t Reasons why the houses should not be fewer.
see Book II. Ch. m. Bu.u",fI' and Land : Ch, nor III the first Instance more, than tw 0 hundred
iv. Prmciples of Manaaement ; ~ook v. Ch. v'l and fifty, and why, the number bemg given, the disProspect of S"CtXSS; and Book "1. Ch. I. Ma- tance between house and house should be as small
ftapt'fflel'lt,wl'.,!ln one AutllOr!ly, not several..
as may be. See Book u, Ch. ih, Buildings and
.... The disadvantages mcident to COUUDumty- Lands.

trans-I
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and Ch. x. Book-keeping.) Such as are unable to balance the account
to work in as far as they are able ;-but without prejudice to the suitable relief of temporary
indigence. (See Book iii. Ch. iv. Temporary
Indigence relieeed> and Book iv. PAUPERCoMFORTS.) 4. Contingent resources vested at
present, in the hands employed in the management of the poor: such as compositions for
bastards, forfeitures, &c. 5. Voluntary donations, in as far as concerns the expense of
Extra Comfort». (See Book iv. PAUPERCOMFORTS.) 6. A capital to be raised by subscription, on the credit of the above annual and
permanent funds. Say from four to six millions. (See Book v. FINANCIAL
GROUNDS.
Ch.
Ii. Pecuniary Estimates.)
7. Produce of lands
purchased or rented with a part of the above
capital. See infra Section 6.
Section IV. Constitution.
1. Board of General lJirection stationed in the metropolis-directors, say twelve or twenty-four; a governor and sub-governor included. 2. Qualification for a Director as in the East India Company-3. Qualification for TOting at election of
directors as in ditto.-4. Qualification for voting in assemblies of stock holders, as in ditto.
5. Shares very small;" and determinate it say
£10 or £5.
Section V. CoercilJe POIMTs. Powers for
apprehending all persons, able-bodied or otherWIse,havmg neither visible or assignable property, nor honest and sufficient means of livelihood, and detaining and employing them till
some responsible person will engage for a certain trme to find them in employment, and,
upon their quitting it, either to resurrender
them, or give timely notice; and so toties quoties. (See Book ii. Ch. i. Employment
secu-

Habitual depredation extil-pated.)
3. Powers
for apprehending non-adults of divers descriptions, being withont prospect of honest education, and causing them to be bound to the
company in quality of apprentices. (See as
above Ch. iii.) 4. Powers for apprehending
insolvent fathers of chargeable bastards and
detaining them until they have worked oui
their composition money, as per Section 3,
BUpra,-also
mothers of ditto for a certain
time. (See Book ii. Ch. ix. Child Nursing.)
Section VI. Land-purtlhasing Poeers. Powers for purchasing or renting lands for the
erection of the industry-honses, and the maintenance of the population of the several houses,
in spots distributed as equally as may be over
the surface of South Britain. 1. Lands in separate ownership in each industry-house-district (250, or thereabouts) in quantities sufficient for raising food for the population of the
house (say 2000: chiefly aged persons and
children.) 2. Purchase or lease at the option
of the proprietor; if purchase, the bare value
to be ascertained by a jury, and (10) per cent.
to be added to that value, in compensation for
the compulsion. 3. If lease, term (say twentyone years) renewable perpetually at the opuon
of either party, at a fresh rent, assessed by a
jury; but not to be less than the preceding
rent.-4. Indemnification for existing tenants.
-5. Compulsion not to extend to land in occupanon of the proprietor; 6. nor to land in
the occupation of a tenant who has occupied
it (say twenty-one years.) 7. Disabilities removed for the purpose of purchasing with consent at any time. 8. In lieu of land in separate ownership, waste land to equal saleable
value, consequently in greater quantity-first
lease, say thirty-one years, or longer. 9. Timred. Ch. ii. MCl1dieity extirpated.
Ch. iii. ber, in both cases the property of the company:-the only party interested and able to
* Shareswhysmalll-Reuons.
1. Sat~ifactimt rear and preserve it. (See Book iii. Ch. x.
of concurringin a work of beneficence,the more National Force Strengthened.)
Section VII. Obligations. 1. Obligation of
extensivelydiffused. 2. The necessaryquantum of
capital, the more easy to obtain. 3. Pecuniary be- receiving and maintaining every able-bodied
nefit the more extensively dzffused, by brInging to pauper above the apprenticing age, &c., applylight small hoards, hitherto barren, and enabling ing for relief, on condition of his working out
them to bear an interest. 4. Frugalzty promoted, the expense of snch relief, as per Section 3,
by giVIngadditional security as well as value to supra: continuing to him such maintenance,
small savings. (See Book iii, Seetion 5, Frugal.ty as long as he chooses to accept of it upon these
asszsted.) 5. Content promoted, by gmng, to the terms. (Highest necessary expense, not so
frugal amongthe self-maintainingpoor,an interest
in the economicalmaintenanceand dueemployment much as 4d. a day: average value of the lowof the burthensomepoor. 6. National quiet pro- est paid species of labour per day, not so little
(See Book v. Ch. ii. Pecuniary
moted, by gi VIng to some of the classesmost dis- as Is.)
posedto turbulence,an interest In the prosperity of Estimates; Ch. v. Prospect of Success; and
the proposedcompany.and ofthegovernment under Book iii. Ch. v. Frugality assisted.) 2. Obliwhich it acts-c-as the national debt ~ave to the gation of receiving every sick pauper, as above,
public creditors an interest in supporting the title applying for relief, and maintaining him till
of King William.
cured; on condition of his working out the
t Shares why determinaie1-Reuons.
To avoid expense of relief and cure, as above. 3. Oblithe perplexity that would attend the paying divi- gation of receiving on the footing of an apprendends of interest upon fractional sums. 2. To
hold out to frugalzty a determmate mark to aim tice, (as per Section a,) every non-adult pauper
at. 3. To facilitate the allowance of interest, as beneath a certain age, if presented by the
between seller and buyer, aceordmg to the number fa.ther or other natural guardian for that purof days elapsedsince the payment of the last divi- pose. 4, 5, 6, and 7. Obligation of exerersing
the several coercive powers, as per Section 5,
dend, as in the case of lndza bonds,
ples of Management;
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supra. 8. Obligation of indemnifying the rateable inhabitants
against all further increase
of tIM poor rates, during the existence of the
company.
9. Obligatioa of sharing with the
rateable inhabitants the half-yearly profits of
the company, in a proportion to be fixed upon,
by an abatement in the quantum of the poor
rates for the succeeding half-year.
See Section9,infra.
10.0bligationofpublishing,at
weekly or other frequently recurring periods,
complete statements and accounts, exhibiting
the whole of the company's transactions,
ineluding a complete state of the pauper-population throughout South Britain, for the satisfaction of all parties concerned.
(See Book ii.
Ch. x. Book-keeping.)
II. Power with, or
in some instances, without obligation, in regard to the applying the system of industryhouses, on the company's account in respect of
profit and loss, to the several collateral purposes following; mostly for tile benefit of the
poor, and among them chiefly of the self-maintaining c1asses:* viz. I. Employment registeroffices and gazette-See
Book iii. Ch. i.
Emvloyment secured. 2. Charitable loan offices
-See
Book iii. Ch. iv. Temporary Tndiqenoe
relieud.
3. Frugality
banks-St-e
Book rii,
CIl. v. Frugality
assisted. 4. Superannuation-annuity
banks-See
ibid.
5. Widowannuity banks-See
ibid.
6. Post-obit-benefit
banks-See
ibid.
'[, Charitable
remittance
office-See
Book iii. Ch. vi. Pecuniary
Intercouree facilitated, ~:c. 8. Frugality innsSee Book iii. Ch, vii. Con~eyaneefacilitated,
9"0. 9. Frugality conveyance-houses-See
ibid.
10. Delinquents'
pass-houses, See ibid.
11. Poor debtors' pasa-bouses=-See
ibid.
12.
Charitable dispensanes--See
ibid.
13. Lyingin hospitals--See
Book iii. Ch. xi. Rate of
In/alit fnortalti}l reduced.
14. Midwifery
lecture-schools
(for females)--See
Book iii.
Ch. xii, Useful KnolCledge augmented and
disseminated. 15. Veterinary or cattle-disease
lecture schools-See
ibid. 16. Militia exercise
schools (for the male apprentices-See
Book
iii. CIl. x, National force strengthened.
17.
Marine schools (for the apprentices in the msritime industry houses)--See
ibid.--12.
Obligation of providing indemnity for such interests, if any, of third persons,as may be affected by the change.-The
weight of all this
business, very inconsiderable. in respect to Its
pressure upon the intellectual
faculties of the
Board of Directors, in comparison with that
which is sustained by the East India Direction, (See Book v. Ch, v, Prospect of Success.)
Section VII I. Restraints.
1. Precautions
against the sudden acquisition of 1JOteS, to serve
electioneering, stock-jobbing, or other sinister or
temporary purposes, to the prejudice of the per.. All these services might be rendered In each
spot, in one and the same industry- house, and,
(with very inconsiderable additions) by the same
hands that compose the official establishment of
the house.
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manent duties or interests of the company-e-restraints grounded on the regulations made in
this same view in the instance of the East India Company.
(See infra, section II. Direetor's Oath.) 2. Precautions against applying the
capital to purposes of speculation: buying articles for the purpose of selling them at high
profit, in the same shape, instead of consuming
them, or work:mg them up. (See ibid.)
3.
Precautions
against applying the capital to
purposes of monopoly:-pourIng into any particular channel of production so large a proportion of capital and stock of hands as to
overstock the market, and by a temporary underselling ruin individual competitors.
(See
Book ii, Ch. iv. Principles
of Management
-Principleof&lf-supply.)
1. Power expressly
reserved to Parhament for limiting the quantum of stock infusible by the company into any
such channel, either in the '/rhol" kingdom, or
in this or that part.
2. Power to the King and
Council to make temporary regulations in that
view, with the consent of the DIrectors, and
subject to the pleasure of Parliament-3.
Or
WIthout consent, tnne being given them to be
heard by counsel.
4. Precautions
against
bulJbles. (viz. contrivances for giving the stock
an apparent value, over and above the real, in
the view of enablmg those who are in the secret
to sell out at a high price, to the defraudmg of
the purchaser.)
I. Dividend to be declared
(say three months) before payable:
2. Power
meantime to the KIng In Council to reduce it,
stopping payment of the excess.
3. The company to be heard by counsel, without prejudice
to the exercise of the power of stoppage in the
meantime.
5. Declaration
of drvideud void,
unless accompanied or preceded by a publication of accounts, according to a pre-established
form: i. e. digested under pre-adjusted heads.
These forms might be Inserted In the act of
parliament.
or the charter of incorporation.
(See Book ii. Ch. x. Book-keeping.)
6. Power
to a committee of council to examine directors
and all other persons, upon oath, touching the
truth of the matters set forth in the accounts.
7. Directors, or their paymasters, paying dividends after notice to the contrary from the
council-board, responsible as for embezzlement.
8. Mandalllus,at the instance of the AttorneyGeneral, or any individual, for compelling, on
the part of the directors, the performance of
any of the obligations with which they are
charged: costs, by the party moving-by
the
directors out of the company's fund--or out of
their own pockets-c-at discretion of the court.
Section IX. Order oftheDimdends, or Disposal
of the growing Receipts.
1. Rent-di-cUkndpayment of the rents of lands taken on lease,
as per Section 6. 2. Bond-dit>idend-payment
of the interest of monies, if any, borrowed on
bond. 3. Maintenance of the pauper-community
4. Interest-dl-ridend-payment of common interest (five per cent.) to the stock-holders, upon
the capital subscribed.
5. Projit-diridenddistribution of the profit, if any, made by the
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undertaking :-Branches
of this dividend.
1.
('ompany's profit-dividend (say forty per cent.)
Parishes' profit-dividend
(the remainmg sixty
per cent.}--Branches
of the parishes' profitdividend.
1. Proportional easement (thirty out
of the sixty per cent.) accruing to the several
parishes
in proportion
to their respective
charges: 2. Ourburden-easement,
(the remaining thirty) applied exclusively to the benefit of
the o?Jerimrdened parishes, begmning with the
heaviest burden" of all, and striking off' the difference between that and the next heaviest,
and so downwards;
striking off', for example,
the 6d. per pound from those who pay 18s. 6d.
before anything lS struck off' from those who
pay but 18s.-Standard
rate, the assessed rate,
not the rack-rent-to
avoid disputes and murmurings.
None can have much reason to complain, where all are gainers.
Section X. Prorieion forexistinq Interests.-l.
Arrangement with the parishes and incorporated districts, who have already loaded themselves with the expense of buildings and stock.
2. Arrangement
with the county and other
horpitals.
3. Indemnification
for persons enjoying lucrative Situations in the management
of the existing local estabhshments,
Then experience a secunry for their being taken into
the new establishment upon terms of increased
advantage, the undeservmg only excepted. The
number of existing poor-houses upon a large
scale much inferior to the number of the proposed industry-houses.
List of them, in form of a table, to be given
in the work at large.
Section XI. Director's Oath.-Not
vague and
general, but pomted and particular :-serving
as a check upon personal interest and affection,
in regard to such points of duty, the infraction
of which IS least susceptible of bemg ascertained for the purposes of penal or coercive lawa guide to discretion, and a buckler against external solicitation.
Examples:
1. Abjuration
of personal interest, favour, and ill-will m the
choice of lands for the subject-matter
of the
powers of purchase, compulsive, or uncompulsive. (See above, Section 6.) 5. Abjuratioa
of Elecuoneerlnq, Speculation, Monopoly, and
Bubbles.
(Sec above, Section 8.) 6. Promise
to consult the local attachments of the pauper,
as far as shall be compatible with the discipline
of the establishment, in respect of the place at
which he shall be mamtained.
(Sec Book iv.
Pauper Cctmforts.) 7. Pronuse to execute, with
unremitting
vigilance, the coercive powers
given for the suppression of mendicity and habitual depredation.
(See above, Section 5,
Coercire POlfers.)
8. Promise to adhere, with
unremitting strictness, to such of the p"inciples
0/ ecooomy as constitute the main pillars of the
system : unless in as far as any departure from

.. Instances have been produced, of rates as high
as 19s. III the pound; but this (we may suppose)
was not upon the rack-rents.

them shall have received the sanction of Parliament.
(See Book ii. Ch. iv, Principles oj
Management.)
BOOK II. PLAN OF MANAGEMENT.
Chap. II.* Separation and Aggregatioo.The
task of separatwn incomplete, unless that of aggregation be combined with it. PURPOSESfor
which Separation may be necessary or useful1. Preservation of health from infection. 2. Preservation of morau from corruption.
3. Preservationofdecency.
4.Preventionofunsatlsfiable
desires. 5. Security (reciprocal)agamst
annoyance, by bad smells, bad Sights, norse, quarrels,
scolding, &c. 6. Concealment (oecasional) of
the governed from tbe censorial eye of the governmg class. 7. Security (particularly
to the
governmg class) as against personal injury
from the evil-disposed among the governed.
8. Distmctness m point of education, for moral
purposes, and for the purpose of experiment,
as between the tndigenous, quasi-Indigenous,
extraneous, and coming-and-gulng stock of the
non-adult class.-PuRPOSES
for which APPROPRIATE AGGREGATIO~
may be necessary or useI ful. 1. Matrimonial society. 2. Family soI ciety, 3. Nursing attendance.
4. Medical
I attendance. 5. Moral supermtendence.
6. InI struction and direction of labour. 7. Intercommunity of work and labour.
MODES and
DEGREES of separation -as
against contact,
smell, hearing, Sight. MEASS of separation.
I.
In some cases separate huts or cottages. (See
Ch, ill. Buildings
and Land, and Book rv,
PAUPER COMFORTS.) 2. In general, in the romI mon building,fonlt of the buildmg-c-divrsions,
separate and uncommumcating.
(See the plate,
and sec Ch. ui, Buildings and Land.)
3. In
out-door employments. mode of laying out the
land. (See ibid.) 4. In spots that require to
I be occupied
each by divers classes that require
to be kept separated, separate hours- ex. gr.
I 1. Baths:
one serving thus for both sexes.
I (See (,'11. xii. Pauper Educationand Book iv.
PAUPER COMFORTS.) 2. Staircases, &c. 5. To
indicate transgression,-conspicuous
distinctrons in dress. 6. Against infection, separation
IIOt merely as between class and class, but as
betweenindi,idualandindlvidual.-Infirmary

I

I

* Chap. I. Classes mustered, is here omitted ;
room not being to be spared for it in an abstract
thus compressed. The chief object of it is, to brmg
to view the several heads of mqUlry, which a reader
would expect to find touched upon, in relation to
the several classes of hands that might naturally
be looked for in the population of an Industrvhouse; with references to conduct him to the pr~VISIonmade in relation to each head, and enable
him to satisfy himself whether anvtlung be wanting,
erther in the hst of cases, or In the prOVlBJOn
made
for them. Of the several Classes in question, a
tabular view has already been gIven In "Annals
of Agriculture," Vol. xxix, No. 167, (sec Pauper
Population Table,) which is supposed to lie before
him. The heads may mostly be collected from the
Table of Contents already given,
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huts, to serve when not so employed, as Pecu{Will huts.
(See Ch. iii. and Hook iv. PAUPER
CO'II'ORTh.) 7. Against oorruption, the corrupted and suspected separated from the unsuspected, and III some instances, from each
other, as between class and class : casual depredator." especially those under twenty-one,
to be kept separate from the «naeoued-emplou,,,ent hands, who are habitual depredators.
unekaete hands, from those of a SI/8N}Jt,h[e age,
of their own sex, as well as of the other: as
between individual and mdividual, to serve as
an obstacle to corruptive
communicanon,
appropriate aggregation, by intermixture
of
Guardian Elder." taken from classes rendered
corruption-proof
by good character, injirmity,
OT age.
The Elders secure against annoyance
-by the authority vested in them-by mutual
support-{there
being more than one III each
trord) and by their bemg stationed, by the
peculiar form of the building, generally within
Tieu:, always within call, of the governmg body
ill the centre of the building.
(See the plate,
and Ch. iii.)
II. For decenru, separation as between sex
and sex, at the usual times of repose, change
of dress, &c.
9. For pramlioll
of unsatisfiable desiresI. Separation at meal times, as between those
who have the homeliest fare, and those, who
in considoration of habit or infirmity, are indulged with choicer fare. (See Ch, vi. Did.)
2. Separanon as between sex and sex, from
the commencement of a certain age. 3. Separation of the wd'9<'1I011S and quasi-ind uienous
stock of the non-adult class, from the coming(I11<1-goillg stock, who might excite haukermgs
after emancrpation, by flattering pictures of'
the world at large.
10. For security against annoyance, 1. Separation as between the annoymg and the susceptible classes. 2. I nternuxture of guardian
elders. 3 Near vicinity and general presence
of the members of the governmg body, with
reference to the several classes of the governed
-the result of the peculiar form of the building, as above. 4. Lnfirmorp Hilts, moreable
H' atck-Houees, and other Peculium huts and
cottages, allotted to the classes rendered by
aile or past prosperity peculiarly susceptible of
annoyance.
5. The Hlsalle consigned to a set
of appropriate establishments.
(See CIt. xi.)
Concealment
[occasional) i. e. security from
ouserr«tioll--circum/crential
screens occasionally interposed between the governing body
in the centre of the building, and the governed
classes all round. (See Ch, iii.]
11. Security as against the violent and refractory among the governed classes.-1.
Between the central lodge, (the proposed station
of the governing body,) and the surrounding
divisions occupied by the governed, an atlnUlar area interposed.-2.
Intermixture of guardian elders with the dangerous classes, as before.
12. For distinctness in point of education,
separation (as above) as between the non-
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adult and the adult, and, among the non-adult,
as between the apprentice and the coming-andqoingstock; and, among the apprentice-stock,
as between the indigenous and the extraneous
--commg m after a certain age.
13. For appropriate cr:re, the insane in an
establishment by themselves=-or with distinct
estabhshments for distinct classes. For appropriate care and education, the deaf and.
dumb, in a set of appropriate estabhshments;
hkewise the non-adult of those born blmd ; or,
If in a common industry-house, collected into
groups, large enough to afford, each of them,
full employment to an appropriate tutor.
14. For the Union of matrimonzal society
with dccencu, separation, combined with appropnate aqqrcqation,
In the bed stages of the
married ward, double cells each for a married
couple, formed by high partitions, and alternatmg with cells of the same dimension, each
holding four small children (feet to feet) of
the innocent and unobserving age,say from two
to four, five, or six, (see the plate annexed.)
1.5. For exemption from annoyance combmed
with famil.lf society, power of choosmg an JIlmate, grven to the occupant of each peculium
abode.-(See
Book IV. l'ArPER CO)II'ORTS.)
YICINITy-General prmciple With regard to
arrangement, as between class and class, m
point of Tic!Ilitp. Next to every class, from
which any incouvemence IS to be apprehended,
station a class unsusceptible of that mconvemence. Examples : 1. Next to ra\mg lunatic."
' or persons of 1'ro.l141ateconrersalivn, place the
deaf and dumb, If (included III the same establishment, and) separated as to SIght. 2.
Next to prostitutes, and other loose 11"0111(11,
place the aged women. 3. Within vrew ,,1'
I the abodes of the blmd , place melancholy and
: silent lunatics, or the shockincly deformed, 4.
: Next to each married couple (as before) place
at bed-time a set of children under the age of
observation.
Barrier- lJ'ard-a
ward interposed for making the separation the more
perfect between a ward occupied by a class
consrdered as nuu,ome or dangerous, and an, other considered as sns(ejJti&ie: classes that,
I for one or other of the above purposes, require
separanon as between class and class,
Annoyance, the great source of discomfort
in the existing poor-houses=overbalancing
the
comfort from fare much superior to that of the
independent state.
This discomfort may to
a certainty be banished altogether from the pJ'Oposed industry-houses.
(See CIt. iii. Buildtngs and Land; and Book iv, PAUPERCOMFORTS.)
A separate establishment not necessary, as
agamst moral corruption, since, III an industryhouse of the proposed form, separation may,
as to this or any other purpose, be as perfect
m the same establishment, as between two
estabhshments ever so widely distant.
Chap. III. BlliMillgs and Land.
Sect. I.
Size, number, and distribution of the Industryhouses.-Number
of paupers of all ages, at the
opening of the instltution, say five hundred
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thousand: at the end of twenty-one years, by
the accumulation of the apprentice stock, five
hundred thousand more, at which period the
accumulation ceases: the ejJluents or outqoers,
equalling the influents or inc07llers. (See Book
v. Ch. i. Population
e.rpected.}---Number
to
a. house two thousand-number
of houses at
the opening, say two hundred and fifty: at the
twenty-one year's end, five hundred.
Number
of spots therefore to be marked out for industry-houses, five hundred:
whereof at the outset two hundred and fifty full, two hundred
and fifty vacant.-Average
distance accordingly between honse and house 10§ miles: viz.
the side of the square, of which four contiguons
houses occupy the angles.
DIstance of the
remotest part of each mdustry-honse
district
from the house, upon the supposition of an
exact equality of distribution,
7~ miles: being
the semi-diameter
of a circle circumscribmg
that square.s=Distanees
upon the supposition
of two hundred and fifty houses, miles fifteen
and 10!. Reasons of the above arrangement
-The
larger the houses the fewer; and the
fewer, the farther asunder.
But the fewer
the better, especially on the score of expense,
for the company; partly on account of there
being the fewer, partly, (as will be seen,) on
account of there being the larger: the more,
however, the better for the paupers, and others
resorting to the houses: partly because the distance is less between house and house, partly
because it is the less between each house, and
that part of the country which is at the greatest distance from any house.
The number of
the houses being given, the more equal the distribunon
of the spots the better, because the
maximu!l! of the distance between house and
house is the less, as also between any part of
the country and the nearest house.
Advantages from having the houses upon a
large scale, and thence from having themfew.
1. Saving in the article of salaries, in the instance of such officers of which there must be
one to each house, be the house ever so small;
yet not more than one, be the house ever so
large-sueh
as governor, matron, medical curator, chaplain, &c.* 2. Ditto, in regard to subordinates, where the whole of a man's time
must be paid for, though there is business for
no more than a pcrt : the smaller the establishments, the oftener this loss may come to be
repeated.
3. Saving in the article of building,
in the instance of such apartments,
of which
there must be one for each of the oificers.Bedchamber at any rate, if no other.
4. Ditto
in regard to such, of which there must be one,
at any rate, for each house, viz. Inspector's
Lodge or Officers' Common Room in the centre, Kitchen, Surgeon's
Room, Cha.pel, &c.
5. Ditto in respect to a walled yard attached
to the strong ward.t
6. DItto in respect to

* For an exemplification by ealculanona, see the
note at the end of this chapter.
t See the note at the end of this chapter.
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utensils necessary to every house, but which
need not be multiplied
in proportion to the
population of the houses: such as clocks, housedoor lamps, ladders, &c. 7. Saving in the article of 'l!e8sels,the proportion of matter to capacity diminishing as the vessels are enlarged;
as in kitchen boilers.
8. Advantage in respect
of the facuIty of carrying the dirision of labour
to the higher pitch, the greater the stock of
hands.
9, 10. Advantages
by ma.king purchases, and saving refuse of all kinds on a large
scale.
II. Advantage in respect of the security for good management,
by attracting
the
greater share of public notice and attention:
e.gr. on the partoftraulkrs,topograpMr8,&c.
-See, as to all these points, the next Chapter
-Book vi. Ch, i.-and
Pauper System,s compared.
Advantages from having the houses as near
to one another as may be :-1. To the pauper
community.
1. The distance the less for the
sick to walk, or be carried to the house. 2. So,
for all classes, in visiting their friends in their
natire parishes, or other places of prior residence, within the district.
3. So, for out-ofe'mpl0!l hands to go to the house for employment.
n.-To
the self-tnaintaining
poorThe less time and labour consumed in making
use of the nearest house, in its several qualities
of,!. Employment-Register-Office.
2. Charitable Loan Office. 3. Frugality Bank.
4.
Superannuation
Annuity Bank.
5. Widow
AnnUity Bank.
6. Charitable
Remittance
Office.
7. Frugality Inn. 8. Frugal Conveyance Stage.
9. And in visiting friends and
relatives in the house. 10. Stages Iikewise the
shorter, as between house and house, in the
character of frugality inns and frugal conveyance houses on long jonrnies.
IlL-To
the
Company, in respect of journies for transferring
the transfcrable part of the stock of hands ttl
SItuations where pro!'ision is dum}1, or the demand for labour in general, or for a partieular
species of labour, high. IV.-In
the character
of Poor Debtors' Pass Houses, and Delinquenta'
Pass Houses, to the public at large.
The thing to be desired is, that between
house and house the distance shall not be greater
than a man, or even a woman, of the labouring
class can conveniently travel on foot without
baiting: nor, from any place to the nearest
industry house, so great but that he or she may
travel to and fro in the course of the day without sleeping.
Section II. Plan of an Industry IlotUe,tDitit
its .Appurtenances.-Points to be attended to
on tlns occasion.
I. HEALTH; depending on,
1. Freedom from damp.
2. Facility of untilation.
3. Security against the spread elf i,...
fection-thence occasional faculty of separation. II. CoMFORT; depending on, 4. Exemption from excessive cold. 5.-Ileat.
6.-Bad
smells. 7.-Noise.
8.-ObBef'1JtJtion of superiors, when not necessary.
III. INDUSTRY;
depending (as far as the building is concerned]

on,9.-Sizc.

IO.--Form.

II.-Dimemio1ll;
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-and 12. LightsomelU!$Bof the whole building,
and of eachapartment, according to the nature
of the businesscarried on in it. 13. Compactncss,i. e.distance between apartment and apartment throughout-the shorter the better-as
well for the purpose of work, as for the purpose of book-keeping, (In which is included the
keeping account of work ;) and that the whole
establishment may be surveyed by the principal manager, and orders given, and answers
received by him, from cury part of it fDitlwut
change of place,
IV. MORALITY;
in as far
as depends upon, V. DISCIPLINE:
for the perfection of wluch there shouldbe, 14. Universal
transparency.
15. Simultaneousinspectabiltty
at all proper times. 16. On the part of the
inspectors, the faculty of being visible or inrisiMe at pleasure. 17. On the part of the
building, faculty of alfording separation, as
between class and class, to the extent of the
demand, as detailed in the last ehapter. 18.
Meansof safe cunod g, in relation to the dangerVIIS and other disre]>lIt4bleclasses. 19. SubserVlelICY
to the purpose of preventing intrusion
of prohibited cOmpa"!I. 20. GIving fcarning
of the approach ot apprehended intruders. 21.
Preventing the mtroductron of prohibited aTtides-such
as spirituous hquors, gunpowder,
arms, &c. VI. Rcccpuon and Accommodation
ofVISITERS.VII. ,"'{~t"tya9ainBtFIRr.. VIII.
t'ubserr;ene.1I to the Exercise of DEVOTION.
IX.
Ecoxosn. Expense as small as possiblein comparisou to me: degree of use being measured
by degree of subserviency to the several purposes above-mentioned.
All the above points provided for, and the
principal of them to a degree of absolute perfecnon, by a plan of architecture, governed by
a new and Simple principle-s-the central insl'cction principle. General form, c;rCltlar; or,
tor cheapness, circularly poligollal-say
in
twelve SIdesor cants, each constituting a di-I'
i'UMn of the building: each division divided
in height into five stories, viz. two long or
trltole floors,alternating with two sllOrt or narmit' floors, and a gallery above, divided into
six stages, rising one above another.- lVard,
the name of an occasional division,adjusted in
its dimensionsto the population of the class to
wluch it is allotted. The qorerned, (the panpers of all ages and classes) occupying the
several divisions at the circumference; the
gorel'nors,(theofficers,)the central part,tenned
the Lodgc,or In.8pection Lodge. (See the plate
annexed.) Any part capable of being withdrawn from inspection at any time, for comfort, decency, &c.,by circumferential screens,
parallel to the ollter front of the division, and
up to the height to which it reaches, closing
the ill1ll'1· front.
At the time of divine service, a stage. on
which are placed the pulpit, rearitll!l-desk,
derk's desk, and cotlllntlnion table, lets down
through the ceiling upou the floorof the lodge.
Balanced by counterpoises all round, a moderate force is sufficient to raise or lower it.
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The under surface of the stage, in fonn of a.
Ilattish dome, constitutes, as far as it extends,
the ceiling of the lodge. The descent of this
dome disclosesa set of circular seats above,
serving as a gallery for chapel visiters. The
pauper congregation are ranged, at the inner
front of their several divisions,on a set of'forms,
backed by the circumferential screens, which
keep the implements of work out of sight. An
interval of two feet all round, above the top of
the circumferential screens, serves for the admissionof the light.
Means
of Ventilation.
1. Between the
lodge and the dicisi01l$ all round, an annular
fUll covered by an openingsky-light, and clear
from top to bottom, except In as far as occupled by the staircase, and the two stories of
landing-place or gallery all round,forcommunication between the staircase and the several
divisions. This well will mamtain a draught
of air from the several stories of windows all
round (fivein number) whenever they are open,
as a chimney does from a door. 2. Chains of
4"(ntilatwn tubes, running from the bottom to
the top of each divisionc--Concerve
a square
tube, (like that used for conductrngrain water
from the top to the bottom of a house,)running
through the building, at bottom piercing the
floorof the lowest level or ground story, at top
piercing the roof. On the ground story, conceive a few inches of this tube cut away, from
the eeiling downward. This discontinuance
will give room for that part of the air injured
by respiration, which being the lightest, tends
to occupy the top of the room, (VIZ.the azote)
to escape through the ceiling,at the part where
the tube recommences: and (the height at
which the tube opens being somueh abovethe
height of a man standing III the room) will not
incommodeany of the inhabitants by the blast.
An equal part, and no more, is cut away, in
like manner, III the room immediately above ;
where, for the reason just given, the foul air
issuingfromtheroombelowwillnotbebreathed
over again by the inhabitants of the upper
room; not being discharged mto it, but at a
height considerably abovethat of their mouths.
Another chain, the converse of the above, for
carrying 01£ the heavy part of the foul air, (VIZ.
the carbonic acid;) the interruptions bemg in
this ease towards the floor, instead of being
towards the ceiling, as in the former case.
One division, allotted for officers' private
apartments, is exhibited in the draught: five
«hole floors, as in an ordinary house. Out of
the interior part of it IS taken the only staircal'('· out of the annular well, the galleries
forming the comfllullicatitlll between the apartments and the staircase. In the eentral part,
the lowest floor a little lower than in the eircumferentral, for the sake of getting two floors
of aore-rooi« under the lodge.
The height of the central lodge being, aefording to the plan, fourteen feet, and capable
of being increased, a qallery (not exhibited in
the draught) extending all round to a breadth
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limited by the circumference
of the dome,
would on week days afford a commodious station for any number of clerks, and on Sundays
would add to the accommodation
of chapel
tMiters.
Should any deflciency of light be
perceived in the lodge, a supply might be obtained by lining the mterior boundary of the
gallery on the outside here and there with
pieces of lookmg-glass, by which the light,
coming through the wmdows of the upper or
gallery floor of the divisions all around, might
be reflected down into such parts of the lodge
as it would not otherwise reach ; and by the
same means some parts of the upper floor or
gallery all around might be rendered visible to
some parts of the lodge, to which they would
not present any direct vlew.-Means
whereby
the lodge, notwithstanding
the centrality of its
situation, might at all times be subjected to
any degree of ventilation that would be required.-Two
hollow trunks, leading from the
outside of the building, through the radial
passage, one on each Side the door-way, forming each of them at its surface a seat, skirting
the passage the whole of Its length. Entering
the lodge, one on each Side of the door, they
terminate each in a hollow pilaster;
from this
pilaster the air may be discharged either at a
height approaching
that of the ceiling (as in
the chain of ventilation-tubes
for the apartments in the circumference)
or at any lesser
elevation, by means of apertures
opening or
closing at pleasure.
Continued up through the
chapel-miters'
gallery, they would afford ventilation to that part.
In general a sufficient
current would be kept up by difference of temperature:
but m a hot season, and a stagnant
atmosphere, the current might be accelerated
or produced by the action of anyone of a variety of machines, too well known to need any
description here.
The same room for all purposes-work,
meal, and sleep. Lodging IS thus afforded with
scarce any addition to the expense.*-Accommodation for sleeping.-I. SINGLEBED-PLACES;
i. e. places for single persons of all ages, from
about six years old upwards.
(See the plate.)
-A range of bed-stages, or frames, in a line,
running along each of the side-walls of each
room, as shown in the gronnd plan; the head
towards the wall.
Each bed-stage six feet in
width, and from six feet and a half to five feet
and a half m length:
the longest where the

* Systems which afford work alone, or work and
diet without lodging, exclude from relief those
whose homes are too far distant, and the homeless
classes, whose need of relief is the most urgent.
Want of a home is the result of extreme poverty in
any of the classes: but there are some to which it
is essentwl, others to which it ISmore partIcularly
incident.-Examples.
-1. Children deserted by
both parents. 2. Orphans (fatherless and motherIess.) a. Foundlings.
4. Bastards.
5. Strange
hands. 6. Stigmatized hands. 7. Suspected hands.
8. Unavowed employment hands.
9. Beggars10. Unchaste hands. 11. Disbanded hands.

room is broadest;
some holding three persons,
others four, with a partition
between every
two persons: height at the head, the width of
two boards; (a httle less than two feet) sloping down to the breadth of one board at the
feet; (a little less than one foot.)
Room in
width for each person-in
a stage holding
three, twenty-four inches ;-in a stage holding
four, eighteen inches: (seamen have but fourteen.)
Each bed-stage, being furnished (as in
the plate) with a counterpoise at two or each
of the four corners, might draw up to the ceiling in the day-time, to leave the space below
clear.
But if retersed; It would form a table
for working at, or any other purpose; the
extra-depth, which would be in the way of the
knees, being got rid of, by doubling up on
hinges: by means of a few cords remaining constantly attached, the beds and bedding would
pack up within the frame: the stand, composed
of two horses crossing one another, and turning round a common upright (the horizontal
section of it being represented by an X) would
be nearly Hat when the legs of X were brought
close, for the purpose of stowing the stand
away at bed-time, when not thus employed.
The partitiolU! furnished with proper stands,
might form each of them a bench to sit upon
at table; or two together might form a narrow
table. Variou! means of adapting the articles
in question to these changes may be conceived;
the particularizing
them :would require more
room than can be spared.
II. DOUBLE OR
MARRIEDBED-STAGES. (See the plate.)
Each
four feet In width, bounded by a moveable
partition or screen on each side, SIX feet and a.
half high.-Alternating
with these married
bed stages, sets of children's bed stages, for
children of an innocent and unobserving age :say from two to six years: each for two rows
of children, lying feet to feet: breadth, in
some, for two children in a row, in others,
for three.
In the two opposite ranges, in
the same room, the altemation
should be so
managed, as that each couple should have
for its opposite neighbours-not
another married couple-but
a set of children. In the daytime, these high partitions
serve for the circumferential
screens, employed as above at
chapel-times,
and at other times (still in the
same circumferential
situation) as anti-inspection screens, in vacation hours.- When not in
use, they stowaway
m the radial direction,
close and parallel to the radial walls.-For
the sets of cribsfor infants, see the plate, and
see Ch. ix, Child-nursing.
INFIRHARY. Persons labouring under inflrmities neither noisome nor contagious,
are
lodged in the uppermost or gallery Hoor: a
person labouring under an infirmity either noisome or contagious, occupies to himself an infirmary hut. Description of an infirmary hut. A
cube of seven or eight feet. Width of the door,
three feet: width of the bed, three or four
feet; space on the other side of the bed, one
foot. The door close-fitted and well listed:
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particularly
at the side by which it hangs on
the door-case.
As the door opens, it forms a
screen to the head of the patient, defending
him against the blast.
On the inside, a thm
board, as long as the door is wide, fastened to
the top of it, making with the plane of the
door an angle greater than a right angle, for
the purpose of directing up towards the ceiling
such of the air as, at the opening of the door,
comes In above.
To weaken the reverberation
of the blast, opposite the door, an oval hole,
closed by a well-fitted and listed shutter, playing loosely on a pin on which it is hung, and
loaded a little at the bottom, that it may the
more effectually overcome the friction, and replace itself In a position exactly vertical ;-the
fresh air, as it comes in at the door, pushes
before it, and pushes out at the aperture, a
part of the air which it finds In the room, and
which, were it not for the vent thus given to it,
would reverberate upon the bed. On the right
hand of the patient, as he lies in his bed, a small
window, not opemug, but closely caulked.
The bedstead on feet, one foot and a half above
the ground.
On each Side, and at the feet, a
fiap, runnmg the whole length, and reaclnng
to the ground, turning by hinges on tbe bedstead.
For warmth, the flaps are turned up,
and occupy a vertical position, enclosing the
patient as It were 111 a box, and keeping the
bed-clothes from being undesignedly
thrown
off: for coolness, they let down.
The ceiling,
mstead of being fiat, coces a little in two slopes,
corresponding
to those of the roof: at top
they do not meet m an angle, but in a narrow
plane, say a foot wide ; in the middle of rts
length, an aperture,
say about two feet in
length, closed by a slider, to let out the foul air
occasionally at the top, more or less frequently,
according to the temperature.
The convergescence of the roof, which may take place in
two directions only, or in all four, enables the
blast to sweep out the air the more clearly;
there being no corners where it can lurk unexpelled.
For equality of temperature, the outside covermg thatch. unless any apprehension
should be entertained of its harbourmg infectious vapour, in which case tiluu: or slatnu;
must be employed instead.
The door clogged
by a counterpoise, to ensure the shutting of it,
and to moderate and equalise the blast produced by opening it. In cold weather, to close
it more effectually at bottom, a roller hangmg
loosely by the woollen cloth by which It is
covered.
When not occupied as an infirmary,
each hut would make a comfortable abode for
two persons, at bed and meal times.
By putting four together, four walls out of the sixteen, or by putting together two, one wall out
of the eight might be saved, as in this figure, in
~
which the situation of the door
is marked by the short line:--but, on the quadruple plan, the
I
benefit of the vent for the blast
of the door is sacrificed.
In as
far as noisomeness is the sole ground of seques-

I
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tration (as in bad venereal eases) the quadrupl«
plan may be as good as the double or single;
and there seems no reason why the double plan,
at least, should not be upon a par with the
single, even in the most infectious fevers ....
Section III. ApPROACH ANDOUT-LYINGCoTTAGES.-The approach, an aunue bounded by
parallel walls; each wall serving as a support
or back to a pent-house roof, supported III front
by slender posts, forming thus a sort of covered
walk or corridor, tiled or thatched, paved with
brick or stone, according to the couutry. The
same wall forming one of the boundaries of a
hne of out-lying huts or cottages. The door of
each cottage opening into the corndor : a small
window, either at the top of the door, or in the
wall opposite,
Between door and door, a bench.
for the customers to the Industry-house, in its
quality of Employn"mt-I ntellif./e71ce-Ojfice: over
the benches the series of Employment-Gazettes
pasted against the wall.
(See Book in. Ch.
i, Emplcynumt secured.)
No cooking being to
be performed in any of these huts, each consistmg of but a smgle room, on a plan nearly
Similar to that of the I nfirrnary Huts, they
might be warmed by a flue running through the
line of them, as III hot !touses.t
CSe8 oj the A tenue.
This the only approach
-no introduction by stealth-c-neither
ingress
nor egress for anyone Without lus being exposed to scrutiny, the whole length of the
avenue.
Occasional barrier across the avenue
" Advantages from the transfer of the place of
sick-rehef, from an hospital on the common plan
to a company's Industry house.i=L In eontagioue
cases, separate huts as above. (See Aikm on Hospitals. )-2. In C&!!eS requmng confinement. confinement more effectually ensured , a point found to be
attended with great difficulty m the government
hospltals.-3.
Eaercise SUItable to convalescents,
(whether mere exercise, or m the way of profityielding employment,) facilitated by the stock and
personal strength of the house.--4 . .A '""g, m addition to exercise, facilitated hy the same means.
-5. Habits of md1tSlry thus maintained without
relaxation.-6.
Sav!n!l, (to the company,) byexclUSIOnof cases of pretended SIckness, and eonvalescence purposely protracted.:« Profit by the work.
t Estunate of the expense per hut, on the above
plans:
seven-feet cube.

1. On the single plan
2 On the double plan
3. On the quadruple
plan
4. On the running plan
for the outlying
cottages
- -

eight-feet cube.

8 14 0
7 15 0

£ s, d.
II 5 0
10 1 0

6 16 0

8 17 0

6 16 0

8 17 0

£ s. d

Except the first and last in the hne, wlnch
would be as on the double plan.
N. B. Chimney and fire-place are not included:
the most advantageous mode of warming, tor
cases 1,2, and 3, not having been detennmed on:
but will be in Book v, Ch, ii. Pecll.marll b.·.u-

mates,
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at one or both ends, to keep out the promiscuous influx of the empl(lyment-seeking hand»,
In the corridor, the bedridden and infant
part of the population might receive air and
exercise on a rainy Sunday, by being drawn on
drusk1cies (a vehicle in use in Russia, consisting
of a board mounted on wheels) by the stout
part of the children of their own sex; the
non-existence of windows towards the avenue,
wonld preserve the ancient inhabitants of the
cottages from being incommoded by the noise
and promiscuous resort of the Employmentseeking hands: and if, on this or any other account, it were an object at any time to cut off
such communication altogether, the access of
those visrters might be confined to hours when
the inhabitants of the cottages were at their
employments in the house.
Section IV. bleansofSeparati01l.
Uncommunicating floors in each division, three out of the
five: each short floor communicating with the
long floor immediately underneath
it. Divisions, eleven out of the twelve: the twelfth
being reserved for the officers: three, multiplied by eleven, gives thirty-three
uncommunicating apartments.
Three and thirty classes
may thus be kept in a state of perfect and constant separation from each other, yet all of
them constantly present to the officers in the
lodge.
Between whatever classes a separation
is kept in the house, it must be equally kept
up without the house: the land must, therefore, be separated into uards, as well as the
house.
Between class and class, the barriers
will be constituted by roads, not to be crossed
by either class, nor to be made use of as roads
by both at the same time.
Barrier against
strangers, a double fence all round: the space
between fence and fence a belt planted with
wood.
It may be termed the sequestrati01~ belt.
The land divisions radiating in continuation
of the house divisions: the house not far from
the centre of the land, that the land divisions
may be equal as well as the house divisions;
or If one ward requires less land than another,
the land division may, on that side, be so much
the shorter, and the house so much the nearer
to the extremity of the land.
Difficulty of framing the conception to an
adequate comprehension of the central-inspection plan, and of the effects it would have upon
the management.-If
in a building on this plan,
anything of disorder is supposed, it must be,
because though in words, the adoption of it
may have been admitted, the state of things
that would be the necessary result of it, is not
present to the mind.
The disorder supposed
is supposed to be out of SIght, which in fact it
never could be. From the want of this advantage, proceeds that anxiety, the intensity, and
at the same time, the inefficacy, of which is
apparent in every page of the rules and orders that one sees. "Officers frequently to go
into the tt:ards-frequently
to hear complaints
-master
frequently to go into eeery eard, and

01l8pectthe person» therei'l,on a particular

da!1

of the week especially-Twice
a-week tl~ m<lt~
to inspect e'lX!r!lpart of the kouu-PauperB
to
be kept clean-OfficeTB frequently to take a
of th.m- Paupers to eome doum into the dininghall to be mustered and employed--d()()T' to be
locked, that tkey may not harbour in the tCardi!
in the day time--Nurse-ckildren
frequently to
be ",isite~nce
a-month at least-Apprentices
frequently
to be
by tke Messenqer."This, from the regulations
of one of the firstrate Poor-Houses-All
this an attempt-and
th3ot, probably, in a great degree, an unavailing one--to
effect by great exertions, not a.
hundredth part of what on the central inspection plan would take place of itself, without a.
man's stirring from his chair,"

mew

wited

" Rough calcula.tions, to exemplify in a few of
the simplest Instances, the expensiveness of a set
of industry-house establishments upon a small scale
(that of the Suffolk industry-house taken for an example, as being an existing one) in comparison with
a large scale, such as that proposed.- The proposed
scale (two thousand to a house) may be set down
as ten times the magnitnde of the Suffolk scale:
for A 0 179"2,1780, and no more, was the number
in the nine Suffolk houses, as per observation of
Mr Ruggles. Had it been 1800, two hundred to a
house.-Numbers
they were built for, or might
hold, 349&-almost double t-e-an excess, and thence
an extra expeme, not to have been dispensed with
in a set of unconnected establishments, instituted
and conducted hy,ndependent authorities.and maintained out of independent funds, since under such
a system the overllowmgs of one house cannot be
received into the vacancies of any other.

I. Official Establishment.
Pay on the two scales (salaries and board included) of four of the officers, of which upon each scale
there must be one, though there need not be more
than one upon either: VIZ. governor, governess or
matron, chaplain, and surgeon. Suffolk salaries,
as per information from the houses: board, where
allowed, estimated by supposinon, at lOs. 6d. aweek for males, and 7s. 6d. a-week for females.
On the proposed plan, persons of superior talents
and education bemg required, an augmented rate
of salary is allowed on that account. Average of
Suffolk yearly pay-Governor
and matron (not
given separate) £91, 16s. 9d. ;chaplam, £3"2, Is. 6d.;
snrgeon,£109,9s. ;-'i'0ta.!,£233, 7s.3d. Proposed
pay. Governor and governess or matron, £400;
chaplain, £100; s~eon,
(or rather medical curstor,) £200; tota.! £,00.
£ s, d.
Amount of the four salaries, at
Suffolk pay, on the Suffolk scale,
for one house
233 7 3
Amount of four salaries at Suffolk
"Day in the SuJfol!. scale, for the
whole of Sonth Britain, £233,
7s. 3d. by 2500,
583,406 5 0
Amount of ditto, at SujJUlk pay,
on the !!roposed scale, for ditto,
583,40 12 fi
£233, IS. 3d. by 2.50,
Possible saving,
Amount of ditto, at the proposed
pall> on the proposed scale,
Saving proposed

5:15,0h5 12

{;

]7.';,000

0 0

4011,.106

5
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Section V . Means of eztention.
First method
-If the purpose, for which the extension is

wanted, be such, as a floor of one of the divisions of the house will suffice for, apply it accordingly, giving a proportionable
increase to
II. Workmg and A,ring Yards for Strong Wards. the line of arenue, or out! ying cottaqes : for,
Suppose on the Suffolk scale, a
£
s. d. (per estimate,) when once provision has been
made for the two thonsand npon the central insq'.nre rood (having for its side
a length of 104.ft. 4 m.) to be
spection plan, outlying cottages, at two lodgers
necessary for such a purpose.to a cottage, may be built at an expense not
Amount of the walling for one
greater per head than the expense of the mam
bouse, a.e per estrmate,
208 13 4 building.
This plan of extension may be purAmouut of ditto, for South Brisued, so long as there is an assurance of a cortain, upon the Suffolk scale,
521,666 13 4 respondent number of mhabitants, so circum£208, 1:30. 4d. by 2500,
stanced, as that they can be made to do as
Amount of ditto, for ditto, upon
much work in value, out of the main building
the proposed scale, if the space
as in it: being employed, for example, partly
were not increased, £208, 135.
52,166 13 4 in out-door work, partly in such m-door and
4d. by 250,
-----sedentary work, as they may be trusted WIth,
Saving on this supposition,
469,500 0 0 and would be capable of doing, in such a conAmount of ditto, for ditto, upon
fined and ill-lighted situatton : to which may
ditto, if tbe space were increasbe added, such farther number for WhICh room
ed in pro portion to the populacan be found in the main buildmg at the intion of the house--i. e. multidoor working times.
TIle additional stock of
plied by 10.- Walling for a
comfort afforded by this method, will be no
square plot containing 10 roods,
16.5,000 0 0 small recommendation
to it.-Secund method,
£660, by 250,
by whieh an extension may be given to the
356,666 13 4 main building to an unlimited amount, for any
Saving on this supposition,
Amount of ditto, for ditto, upon
purposes in relation to winch the benefit of the
ditto, if the space were to be
central i1tl'],ectwn principle is not wanted:increased in the proportion supBefore, and parallel to, that drvision which
posed to he neeessary.v-vrz.
fronts the avenue, add a Jlr,~,·ctill" front, comdoubled.x-Walhng
for a square
mumcating WIth the mam building by a narplot contaimng 2 roods, £:!!l5,
i3,iM 13 4 row passage :-length
of the passage, such as
35. 4d. by 250,
to save the division from having It, light rnaSaving proposed,
44,,1;,';
(} 01 ------------------------------would not equal the difference between the London
III. bvlustry Houses, exclusive of the strong-ward
pnces of this trme, and the Suflclk Pt lees of those
yards,
times, (See Book v, Ch, ri, Pecumarn 1::.IIIII<II"s.)
Farnung burldmgs do not belong
the account,
Average expense per house, upon
there bemg nothmg that can be called JW IILlIlg III
the l:luffolk plan (as per mforthe Suffolk estabhshments
Illation from the housesj=-Savmgs reeapuulated.cbuildmg alone, exclusive of fits. d.
tmg, furnishing, and stocking,
4111 :) 3 1. Amount of annual salaries,
at the low prices of those times,
&.c., of four of the ofhcers, the
Expense of building for South
value put mto the shape of
Bntain upon the Suffolk plan
pnncipal
money,
at hve per
«lui scale, £4111, 2... by 2.';tlU, 10,2ii,ibO
(l ()
cent. to match' with the twu
Expense per house. on the proother artlcles,-£408,40G,
58.
posed plan and scale, as per aubv:..l(J 3.1(IB,I:!~j II 0
nexed draughts, and the esti, 2. w orking and airing yards, for
mate thereon grounded (both
strong wards,
44i",ll,5 u n
by Samuel Bunce, Esq., Archii.!t!1I,i5U () ()
?~ Mam buildmgs,
tect to his MaJestv's naval
works) the prices being the
o 0 Total of saving on these three
London prices, A 0 179i,
arncles alone,
11>,.';36,750 (l 0
Expense of building for South
Britain, upon the proposed plan
This is hut a part of the difference in point of
and scale, £9428 by 250,
2,35i,000
0 0
economy between the two svstems ; it is to be observed, however, that of what concerns the buildSaving on the proposed plan and
scale,
i ,9'20,i 50 0 0 1I.p, a very great part IS the result of the pecuhanty
of the plan, not of the amplitude of the scalf.
The average number of panshes to a Suffolk
In the estimate according to the proposed plan,
are not included, I. The iufirmary huts. 2. The out- house being rweuty-eigbt, <JIu~rc,what would be
lying cottages. 3. The sheds, that may be requi- the total saving upon the proposed sy<tem, in comsite for out-houses, 4. The descending and ascend- parison with a system of uorkino-sckool» for smgle
ing stage of the chapel, and the benches above. parishes, 14,500· III number, WIth liberty, indeed,
But the main building holds considerably more of uU1tin~, but so as not to be so wide asunder, but
than the 2000, exclusive of infirmary huts and cot- that children of the lowest workable age may go
home at bed-time, and at meal-times?
tages; and the amount of all these articles together

to
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teriaJly obstructed by the projecting front: for
which reason, so far at least as that division
extends, the projection should consist of but
one :floor: the roof low, and if flat, so much
the better. *
Chap. IV. PRINCIPLES OF MANAGEMENT.Necessity of finding a name for each leading
principle, for the purpose of reference.-The
newspaper mode of naming parliamentary
bills,
a precedent, and an example of the use. To
each prinoiple corresponds a rule, given at
length in the work at large, with the requisite
Iimrtations and explanations.
Section I. MANAGINGHANDS--Meall$: 1.Separation
and Aggregation
principle.
(See
above, Ch. ii.) 2. Central Lnspeotion, or I nspection-arohitecture principle.
lSee above, Ch.iii.)
3. Ample Scale principle-Push
to the utmost
the advantage derivable from the amplitude of
the scale-For
applications, see infra.
1. Labour-di1'U!ion principle.-2.
Whole-sale purchase principle-Refuse-employing
principle.(And see IJ'Upra, Ch. ii.)
4. Management~eleotion principle.
Under each head of management, observe in what industry-house
the
management in relation to that head, is better
than In the rest, and introduce it into the rest.
5. Tabular-statement
principle.
In each industry-house, reduce the system of book-keeping to the form of a table, inspectable at one
view, and at each period, from the two hundred and fifty particular
tables, form a general table.
(See infra, Ch, x. Book-keepina.)
The use of the Tabular-statement
principle, is
to facilitate the application of the ~[ana.lJementselection principle.-No
close and persevering
comparison, but when the objects are on the
same surface of the same paper, or of divers
papers ranged in the same plane.
6. Uniformmanagement principle.
Keep up the same plan
of management
In all the industry-houses,
in

all points, which present no particular reasons
for variation, as between house and house.
Frame for this pnrpose at the outset, a set of
blank books or forms, to be observed in all, improving them from time to time, according to
the suggestions of experience.
7. Local-consideratwn obser1Jing,ore.rception-obser'tling principle-a
memento, not to push the principle of
uniformity too far-so far as to keep the management the same iuauy two establishments, in
regard to any point, in respect of which the influence oflocal circumstances requires a difference.
Section II. MANAGINGHANDS-.JI"otius·
8.
Duty and Interest juncnon
principle.N0
means to be omitted that can contribute to
strengthen
the junction between interest and
duty, in the instance of the person intrusted
with the management :-i. e. to make it each
man's interest to observe on every occasion that
conduct which it is his duty to observe.
A pplication
of this principle to practice-All
means of acting upon a man's interest, reduceable to the two heads of punishment and reward.
-Punishment,
commonly so called, IS out of
the question here, being provided by the general dispensations of law-applications
of reward are left mostly free in transactions between individual and individual.
But money
(mcludmg money's worth) is, in point of effect,
the matter either of reward, or punishment, or
of both at once, in so far as it lies in the power
of one man to cause It to pass into, or to pass
out of, the hands of another.
A given mass of
reward is the more ealuable (because the more
certain) where it attaches of course upon the
conduct intended to be promoted,
without
the formality of legal investigation,
directed
expressly to that purpose.
The duty of the
manager of an industry-house
has two main
branches:
duty towards those under his care,
resolvable into huntanity-and
duty to his principals, (the company,) resolvable into econol1ty.
'* What is still better than faeilttatlnp extension, Publicity, the most effectual means of applying
is the reduction effected in the demand for exten- the force of moral motives, in a directron tendsion, to the degree that has Just been seen, by the ing to strengthen the union between hIS interest
substitutron of the law of umoersai settlement to the and the humane branch of Ius duty; by bringlaw of local settlement. ThISdepends on the distinc- ing to light, and thus exposing to the censure
tion (already glanced at in the paper prmted in No. of the law and of public opinion, or at any rate
167 of the Annals, see above, p. 364) between the of public opinion, every iustance of contraventransferable and untransferable stock of hands. For tion.
For enforcing economy, what IS called
a moderate and Iimited time (suppose a year or two) contract; IS the most efficacious species of arany persons may be considered as transferable to any
part of the country, except persons beyond a certain rangement, where the case admits of Its being
contractor standing to the .rhol e
age, who have never dwelt for a certain length of adopted :-the
time together, in any place more than (
] miles loss (the apprehension of which operates like
distant from the parishes III which they were born, the fear of punUlhJllent) as well as to the whole
or settled ever since [
] years old.-I. Hands profit, (the expectation of which operates like
transferable without reserve-s-Children not above the hope of reuard. }--Next to that,l'artnenJ,il';
years old, bemg, 1. Deserted by their parents. in which a man stands to only a part loss and
2. Orphans, fatherless and motherless. 3. Found- part gain :-the union between interest and
hngs. 4. Bastards. 5. Insane hands.-II.
Hands duty being of course the stronger, the larger a
transferable WIth less difficulty than others, though man's share: (regard being had to the sumnot altogether WIthout reserve.-l.
Strange hands.
total of his property) especially since the larger
2. Stigmatized hands. 3. Unavowed-employment
share, the less the differhands. 4. Suspected hands, (including children a man's partnership
of stigmatized and unavowed-employment hands.) ence between the whole of any profit which he
might make to himself infraud of the partner5. Beggars. 6. Unchaste hands.
7. Disbanded
ship, and the share that would come to him
hands. 8. Children of disbanded hands.
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fairly, IInder the partnership.
Next to that, a tor, and nurses, the shape of bead-money, payshare of profits, without any share of loss. able for the survivors only of the nun-adults,
Danger to be guarded against, where share of from year of age to year of age, either during
profit is confined to particular articles=-tempthe whole of the apprenticeship (viz. to twentytation to increase, to the prejudice of the partone) or only durmg the age of extra-mortality.
nership, the amount of the partnership transac3. Give In all like manner an extra premium
tions in these articles-and
so per contra in the or bounty to the governor, matron, medical cucase of Zo,... Sa[ary,anexpedlenttoberecurred
rator, and nurses, of such of the industryto no otherwise than as far as contract orpartnerhouses (In a certain number) m which the
$ltipare inapplicable.
Salary, however large,afsuccess of the management
in this particnlar,
fording no motrve for the habttual discharge of shall, withm a certain period.Isay yearly,) have
tile trust, much less for any extraordmary
exerbeen most consplcnous.The interest which a
tions III the view of discharging it to the best
member of the community at large, has in the
possible effect, but only for the sinale act of populousness of the community at large, is as
undcrtak1ll9 It, and thereby exposing one's self nothing, in comparison With the interest thus
to tho peuulties appointed for non-discharqe or created; VIZ. on the part of a member of the
111 a-ds» ..hal~/e of It.-General
receipt for con- ' company, and still more on the part of an offiuectnu; a man's interest With his duty-Cause
cer of a company's industry-house.
Tlus ISthe
a pront to accrue to Ium of itself, on the taking
only shape wluch genume and efficiellt humaniplace of the result proposed to be promotedty can take.
The notion, wluch msists upon
or a I"',or other prejudice, on the taking place
dISinterestedness (I. e. the absence of the species
of the result proposed to be averted.
For in- of motive most to be depended upon) as an instances of the apphcanon
of tlu- prmciple to dispensable
qualification,
or even thongh it
the '/rUI klllq and other sul.orduuu» hand" see were but a recommendation,
in the instance of
the several pruu-iples of detail, exhibited fur- a person beanng a part in the management of
tl-er on, under the head of WORKI'iG-I1ANDS-- such a concern, IS a notion respectable III its
J}[ut!res.-For
all instance of Its apphcauon to source, but the most prejudicial in Its tendency
the situauou of the local manager 111 clnef, (the , of any that can be rmagmed-c-Every system of
govcruor.) or other persons beunng part' III the: management w hieh has di-uiterestedness,
prem.mugemcut, see the next principle.
i tended or real, for Its foundation,
IS rotten at
!l. Ltfi'-.J.'$/Ir<Tllce,
or Lije-uurrantinq
prin- : the root, susceptible of a momentary prosperity
('Iple.-GI\C
to every one, on whose care, III at the outset, but sure to perish at the long
the mstauco of each clnld, the probabihty
of run, That prmciple of action is most to be deits life III allY de,;ree depends, an Interest. and
pcnded upon, whose influence IS most powerthat a pccumary and ncvcr-ccasmg mtcicst->ful, most constant, most uniform, most lasting,
III the prexerva non of rts Iifc.-App!tc.ltlOn
of ! and most general among maukmd.
Personal
tlu« pnnciple.
That the service of an average:
interest I, that principle : a system ot economy
child to twenty-one, possesses a clear valneI built on any other
foundation, is built upon a.
rcckoumg CVCIl from birth-much
more, from' quicksand.
any more advanced pcnod, is proved III an-:
10. Prmciple of PlIMu:ity,
or Transparentother plur».
(See Book v. Ch, 11, PfCUl1l<lrH
I 1IU11H1:/t!IIICllt principle.
'I'his regards tlwtlUSas
j,"/WUlI<S)
By giVllIg till' service to the com- I well as meal/s. The more universally the parpany, :III intr-rest 1II the wished-for result (VIL. ; ticulars of the management
are held up to
the pre-crv.inon of life to the latest period}" i View, the more universally the means of observIS 1(1\ eu to the
company: all interest,
from I Illg, and thence of adopting, whatever is good,
whu-h fiows the company's best and largest I and of observing, and thence of avoiding whatsource of profit.
It is therefore the company's
ever IS bad.are held up tOVICW:and the stronger
interest to communicate a share of this interest
theforce(becausethegreatertlteceJ'taint.lf)with
to such ofits several subordmates.on whose con- which the motives derivable from the popular
duct the result ill any way depends, in such or moral, as well as those derivable from the
share and quantity, as shall 111 each instance
}'<ilitical or leqal sanction operate towards the
be best adapted to the purpose.c=Examples:
1. insuring such adoption and avoidance. For the
Establish It as a rule, that the governor, ma- dependance of the degree of publicity on the
tron, medical curator, and female midwife,
amplitude of the scale, see slIpm, Ch. Iii.
shall, each of them, pay head-money, tor every
11. CU1!cour.'e-attractioli prmciple-e-a branch
woman who dies III child-bed.
2. GIve to a of the principle of publicrty.e=In
the contrivcertain part (the larger the better) of the emo-\ ance of the buildings, and the whole system of
luments of the governor, matron, medical curamanagement, neglect no circumstance that can
contribute to engage attention to the management, and attract to the spot a concourse of
.. For" g'ro<s Slim once paid, new-hom ilnf:mjts such visiters whose remarks may afford in-
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heen t.ikcn off the hands of parishes anc nu
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vi.luals, hy }'l'N>I" whose manazement h.is not .truchon, an their scrutmy a spur to Impro\~been cvpo-od to observation.
Tlns arraueement
ment, and ,a check to abuse.
(~~ C~. XII.
rllustr .•1<'. 1Il the way of contrast that which I. here Pauper
l~dllca/IV1,-alld
Book in, Ch. x.
recomrneudod.
A ,il':oU cIltld neither tell, tales, 11Yatwnal FUI'u str"llgtilt'l1cd.)
nor III an3' ,h.ll''' 1;I\C, trouble to any body,
Section III. WORKI:<.GH.L'ws--Enlp[oyment:

I
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and a.llotment of employments, remember to
improve to the utmost the room afforded by
the largeness of the seale for the division of
labour. Besides the saving of time, in respect
of the passing from employment to employment, and from place to place, the more operations a process is divided into, the more
simple .the several operations: and the more
simple an operation, the better the chance it
has of being brought within the competence of
the different classes of confir6ed-ability hands,
as just described.-Thence, 1. Time saved. 2.
Relative a.bility increased. 3. Quantity of the
scarcest sorts of employment increased.-The
extent of the advantage derivable from this
principle has no other limit than what is set
by the expense of conveyance, viz. the expense
of conveying the stock of raw, or less elaborated materials, to the spot where the stock of
hands is accumulated; and from thence, in a
finished or more elaborated shape, to the field
of consumption or demand.
15. Employtnent-cJtanging,
or BeTJeral-trade
principle.-Classes of employments proper in
divers points of view, to be assigned interchangeably to the same hand: 1. For health
and gain of working time, one laborious, another sedentary or unlaborious. 2. For health
and equal development of strength, (See Ch.
xii. Pauper Education,) one stationary, (which
may yet be laborious,) one ambulatory.
3.
For gain of working time, one out-door, or
fair-wather
employment; one in-door, or allweather employment. 4. For saleable profit
to the Company-to the puUte, despatch, and
saving of expense-c-one low but ctrtain-profit
employment for a peace employment; ex. gr.
improvement of land :-one high though temporary profit employment, for a tl'ar employment; ex. gr. shrp-building, and the trades connected with it. In the instance of the female
branch of the unripe stock of hands, by way of
preparation for matrimony, or private service,
the circle of family employments alternating
with the manufacturing, agricultural, and other
profit-yielding cmnmunity employments of the
house. Examples: Child-tending, sick-tending, cooking, washing, making, mending. Inattention to this pomt among the existing
community-establishments.
16. Principle of ,eif-supply.-In
the whole
stock requisite for the maintenance of the establishment, there will be few, if any, sorts of
articles-even raw materials included, as well
as workmanship-that might not be produced
by the working strength of the establishment:
-if It be sufficient in quantity the whole expense of the present poor rates might thus be
saved. Advantages: Value in the way of me,
not susceptible, like value in the way of exchange of being destroyed or reduced by glut,
competition, stagnation,change offasluon, war,
or other causes; nor by imperfections in work.. In the work at large, lists of any-body's u'Ork manship aJlellting appearance rather than use :
employments, and imperfect-hand employments, -imperfections particularly congenial to such
will be endeavoured to be made out.
unpractised and feeble hands.- Under the
12. AU-employing principle. Reasons-Health,
amusement, morality, (i. e. preservation from
vice and mischief,) as well as economy. Not
one in a hundred is absolutely incapable of all
employment. Not the motion of a fingel'not a step-not a wink-not a whisper-but
might be turned to a.ecount in the way of profit in a system of such a magnitude. (See
below,Labour-diMlm principle.}-A
bed-ridden person if he can see and converse, may be
fit for inspection; or though blind, if he can
sit up in the bed, may knit, spin, &c. &e. Real
inabilIty is reiati'1J6 only-i. e. with reference
to this or that species of employment, or this
or that situation.-In the situation in question
employment may be afforded to every fragment
of ability, however minute. On the part of
the deaf and dumb, and the blind, the ability
is entire; requiring only to be directed into
particular channels. So, on the part of most
classes of the insane, requiring only particular
mean$ for the direction of it.-In
a limited
local establishment on the present footing, the
stock of ability lies oftentimes unemployed,
for want of those appropriate means and opportunities of employment which could not be
afforded to any profit in any other than an
establishment on she largest scale.
13. Employment-appropriatiQ11,
principle.Till the several classes of confined hands (i. e.
who, by reason of infirmity, are susceptible of
particular employments only, see Ch. viii. Employment) are provided, allot ro such employment to unconfined-ability-hands,
possessing a
natural capacity for eTery employment. Husband the stock ef anybody's trork tfllploymentB,
reserving them for confined-ability hand», according to the nature of the case, and expending none of them upon hands of all work. Examples: I. Allot not to males any employment
exercisable by females, tm the female stock of
hands is fully provided: 2. Nor to adults, orchildren of a superior age, any employment exercisable by children of the lowest workable
age, till the stock of hands of that lowest age
is provided: 3. And so with regard to the
deaf and dutnb, the blind, the lame, &c.: 4.
Nor to the willing, any employments to which
the earn-first principle is applicable, without
Imputation or danger of inordinate severity,
till the stock of lazy hands is provided with
employments of that nature. (See infra, Section IV. Earn-fim
principle.)
5. Nor to practised hands any employments to which ttnprac·
tiBed hands are competent, till the stock of
nnpractised hands is provided in like manner."
Any-body'B 'WOrk employments are such as may
be carried on by unpractised hands: imperfectiand employments, though capable of being
carried on by imperfect hands, may require
practice.
14. Labour-di'llision principle. In the choice
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principle of self-supply, neither market, i. e.
demand; nor capacity of production, arc exposed to milure.-Each
hand working, for the
most part, not only for the establishment of
which he is a member, but, in some degree,
individually for himself, natural justice holds
out its sanction to this arrangement, sympathy
belps to promote It, and self-advantage
to
sweeten It.-Acknowledged
community of interest will enable the willmg to spur the lazy,
without exposing themselves to the reproach
of offlcrousness or ilI-nature.- Working for
sale would, unless laid under restraints by
superior authority, expose individual competitors to universal ruin: self-supply injures nobody-aifords
ground of complaint to nobody.
In the case of an individual, indeed, the pnnciple of self-supply
IS repugnant
to good
economy, and is the forced resource of a nation little advanced in the career of opulence:
for in that case, III as far as the apphcation of
the principle of self-supply extend" the benefit of the labour-division principle IS foregone.
But III tins vast populous establishment.affording within itself the means of carrying the
division of labour-not
only to the ordinary
pitch, hut beyond it,-the
two prmciples act
in coujunotiou, and the operation of each is
favoured by the assistance it receives from the
other.
Seotron l V. WODKIl'i"GHANDs-J[otire s . End
view,--the extraction of labour to a." great a
value as may be, consistently With the regard
due to health, customary rclaxatiou,
and the
ob-ervance of relunous duties.
N. D.-The
prun rplcs exhibited in thi» secuon, as subserv rent to that end, are but so many appheatrous
of the j)lItp awl l ntcrcet-juncuo« principle.
17. S,'U-{ ibcr.n 1"11 prmciple. No relief but
upon the terms of coming IIItO the house; (i. c,
an industry housc.) nnd workmg out the expcnse ;-hll then 110 enlargement.
I H. Earu-fi r.t prmriple.- When ability adequate to the task IS certain, and lazuress npprchended, no meal given, till the ta-k by
winch It IS earned has been first performed.
The s('(f-liberation principle is suffictcnt, Without the earn-first principle, in the mstance of
adequate alnlit!! hands: such alone excepted,
if any such there be, who would prefer Idleness and confinement to industry and liberty.
For these the addition of the earn-first principle would be necessary; but principally to
those who, though habitually able to earn more
or less touards their maintenance, are not able
to earn the trltOle of it. Without this, or some
severer and less unexceptionable
spur, the
lazy among them would do nothing.
As to
those who come within the operation of the
self-liberatioll
principle, whether a man works
more or less, makes no difference to the Company: the better he works, the sooner he IS
out: the less he works, the longer he stays.
So far as the operation of this principle extends, the Company need never be a loser, but
may be a gainer if it pleases: utmost expense
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of maintenance per head per day, of an ablebodied male, not so much as 4d. average value
of the lowest paid species of labour, not so little
as Is. Humanity, however, will not be the
only check upon the abuse of ratmg the value
of the rehef too high, or, what comes to the
same thing, the value of the work performed,
too low: since, the worse terms the Company
afford to self-liberation
hands, the fewer they
Will have; the better the more. It is only by
the combmation of the self-ltberatiow principle
with the earn-first principle, applied, the one
or the other, according to Circumstances, that
Toluntary chanty is reconcrleable
with illdustry, or cO')nl'u's()r.~ charity with ,iustice.
Employment for la::y hands, (to be admnustered npon the earn-firs; principle.] should be
-1. Certainly performable.
2. Exactly measurable: ex. !Ir. turmng of a wheel for grmding, &c.-or tor raismg water-so
many turns
made, so much work done.-To
husband tlus
sort of work, give a new hand the option between a greater quantity of this sort of work,
and a less quantity of a. sort which is more
wanted, but, III respect to which the quantity,
or the relative abihty of the workman, 1& less
free from dispute: e.r. gr. dlgglllg, wheelmg
away, cartmg, hedging, gathermg, chaff-cutting, weaving, picking, sornng, .xc.
I!!. Puc.-u-ork ; or l'rul'urtwTlat./"-l'aq principle -The
appheanon of It seem> confined
to three cases: I. That of the relati re extr«abihty hand, among the permanent stock: i. e.
those who, though not capable of earning a full
maintenance elsewhere, are capable of earning
more than a maintenance IIIthis establtshmentthe Company keeping up a fund of employment,
such as IS not to be had elsewhere, and affordlUg mamteuauce cheaper than it can be had
elsewhere.
:? Among these may be reckoned
the ertra-abil its; part of the appre.illC<' stock;
who cannot earn a mamteuancc elsewhere, because they are not yet permitted to 110 elsewhere.
3. The case of encouragemellt-lIwlICP
given out of earnmgs.
If a man cannot he
maintamed in the establishment for less than
3d. and he cannot, in the way of piece-work,
earn more than 2~d. nothing IS to be got by
the Company by paymg him the whole of his
earnmgs, and makmg him puy for his board,
instead of findmg hun m board, and working
, him upon the earn-first principle.v-Caution
necessary m the application of tho pice, -uork
principle, where badness of quality may be
masked--a.
gr. in those parts of a house or
ship which are covered up-e-inside brick-work,
canlking, &c.-or where despatch, under the
spur of the reward, threatens to be productive
of bad Il'orkllwnship or!l'aBte.
Caution in favour of health, especially in the case of the apprentice stock. Many, under the spur of the
piece-Il'ork principle, injure their healths, and
shorten their lives. But the mischief is probably owing, in a considerable degree, to fermented liquors : by the use of which such excessive exertions are commonly accompanied
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and supported, and which would have no place
kere.

20. Pectdiar-pNmi_, prize-gimng, or oompetition-e.uiteme7lt principle.-Advantages:
1.
By paying one or a few victors, you get the result of the extra-exertions of the whole multitude of competitors. 2. This combines well
with the piece-trork principle:-nor does either
supersede the other; some being more taken
with the certainty of a smaller reward, others
with a chance of a larger one :-the degree of
excitement, and thence of exertion, ie thus
rendered greater than it could be even by the
certainty of a reward to the same amount, in
a. state of insula.tion.
21. Honorary-reward
principle. - This is
mostly an application of the Peculiar-premium
principle, and the class of hands, to the circumstances of which it is more particularly
applicable are, the unripe hands. In this
shape, reward costs nothing.-Examples:
1.
Superiority of Beat, at table or elsewhere. * 2.
Precedence in processions, or other public exhibitions. 3. Promotion to a higher clau or
form, i. e. to a form already occupied by children standing higher on the scale of acquirments, and mostly of a higher age. 4. Distinction in dreBB, with or without addition for
the purpose of decoration.-Query.
which is
the greatest! The good done by the exercise
of useful exertion, or the mischief by the suffering produced by the ferment raised among
the dissocial passions-disappointment, dejection, envy, jealousy, revenge.- The good is
supposed to predominate considerably: but all
possible care should be taken to reduce the
mischief to its minimum.
22. &parate-lJ)Qrk principle, or performance-distinguishing principle.- This ISthe baSIS
of the foregoing principles: without this,
neither punishment nor reward :~specially
no punishment. Rules: 1. Where tasks can
be separated, avoid gang-lJ)Qrk. 2. Where gangwork is inevitable, the smaller the gang the
better. 1. Because the fewer the workmen
whose work is thus blended, the easier each
man's share in the work may be distinguished,
2. Because, if a reward be given to the gang,
the smaller the gang, the larger the share
which each man's own exertion procures for
him. N. B. If the gang be not large, by shifting the hands from gang to gang in the same
work, the share contributed by each to the result of the joint-work, may be obtained separate. 3. Where the reward is divisible, to
spur a lazy hand, join him with a willing one:
viz. if the arrangement be temporary: for, if
it be permanent, despair and resentment against
injustice, will be apt to slacken the exertions
of the Industious hand, and reduce them to a

* Employedat Westminister and other schools:
boys of the same form taking place of each other
each day, accordingto the successthey have respectIvely had on that day in the speciesof competition
called challengIng.

level with those of his unindustrioUB partner.
4. In work for self-supply, allot to each individual what he has individually been eoncerned in producing: he will then be his own
rewarder and his own puuisher, according to
the goodness or badness of his work. 5. Giving him the la!t choice, may, in some -s, be
a means of bringing his workmanship to a uniform pitch of goodness. 6. In work for sale,
the price fetched by the work of eaeh gang,
and if possible of each individual, should be
noted, that the reward) if any, may be proportionate.
Section V. WORKING HANDS-Fare:
23_
Suitable-fare principle.-Charity-maintenance
-maintenance at the expense of others, should
not be made more desirable than A'-if-maintenance. Fare consequently the cheapest that
can be found, so It be nourishing and wholesome-for, if there be any cheaper in use, it
must be among the self-maintaining poor.LuX1.lry, being a relative term, is applicable
with as much propriety to the diet of the poor
as of the rich. Luxury, if it does not render
the condition of the burdensome poor more
desirable than tha.t of the self- maintaining
poor, fails of its purpose: if it does, it violates
justice, as well as economy, and cuts up indUlltry
by the roots.-This extends not to any who
may have earned, though it be in the establishment, more than the expense of their maintenance-since these are not burdemOflle, but
Belf-maintaining :-nor to any extra comforts,
purchased with any such peculium share of
ea.ruings, the allowance of which, is productive of a value more than equal to the expense,
although the whole amount of a man's earnings should fall short of the whole expense of
his maintenance, Example: Expense of maintenance, say 2s. a-week; ordinary earnings,
Is., if, by giving fifty per cent. encouragementmoney for extra earnings, you can make him
earn Is. 6d. you save 3d.; and the 3d. he spends
and costs over and above the Is. does not go
counter to the principle-although
it should
be clear that a self-maintainer of the same degree of ability without doors, would not earn
above the Is.
24. Habit-respecting
principle.-This principle is the antagonist of, and a check upon,
the former: its application is merely temporary, confined to the existing stock of oldstagers. How far, in consequence of habits of
luxurious fare, contracted under the existing
plan of poor-house provision, (how uncomfortable soever upon the whole,) the Suitabk-fare
principle should be departed from in the instance of tha.t stock, is a problem for the
humanity and discretion of the complIJlYto
solve. (See Ch. vii. Diet.)
25. Principle of Sobriety or N o-fermmted
liquor principle.-l.
Fermented liquor, even
of the weakest kind, is a drink not natural to
the human frame. 2. In as far as it is fermented, it contributes nothing to health or
nourishment. 3. In its abuse it is the most
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fertile of all sources of vice and misery.-4.
culture.
Examples:
Musical habits pnneiNo line can be drawn between the use and pally:-viz.
an extraordinary
fine voice, or an
the abnse.-Some
constitutions
are kept in a extraordinary
good ear, and thence affection
state of perpetual intoxication by small beer.
for the pursuit.
(In the instance of a natural
-5.
Perfect health reigns where fermented
taste for the arts of design, or of strength or
liquors are excluded,-proved
in the instance
comeliness adapted to dancing, or other theatriof the Pkiladelphla prison.
cal exhlhitions, supenority
is less manifest,
Section VI.DEAD-STOCK.-26.lJ
holesale-pwr- culture is less exceptionable in the eyes of a.
chase prinCiple.-27.
Refuse-employingor
Saeesevere moralist, and the object is of inferior
all principle.-These
are but applications
of account. )-Advantages:
Comfort and consithe ample-scale principle.
On a scale of such deration of this part of the pauper commuuity
magnitude
no species of refuse but has its increased.-Importance
and desirableness of
value; all animal-all
vegetable substancesthe condition of a Company's apprentice raised.
if good for nothing else, are valuable as ma- For the importance of music, as an assistant
nure. (See the paper of the Board of Agncu].
to Instruction, intellectual,
moral, and reliture on manures.)
But before their arrival
gious, see Ch. xii. Pauper Education.
at this state, many are the articles that may
31. Fellow-mstructlOn principle ;-80 branch
have gone through more stages than one in of the Indigenous-promotion
prmclple.The
the scale of degradation. (See Ch. x. Book- children themselves to be employed 1U the inkeeping.)-28. Use-multiplymfJ or Seeeral-use struction of their feiloue; the more advanced,
prmciple.-An
article being deemed necessary,
in the instruction
of the less advanced ;-ag
observe whether it may not be rendered ap- much of the instruction as possible to be given
phcable to more uses than one.-Examples:
upon this plan-in
time the whole of it may.1. Each room serving for work, meals, sleep,
Advantages:
1. Saving in the expenu of supeand devotron : the consecrated part being let rior instrucnon.
2. On the part of the pupils,
down from above at chapel-times.-2.
Marcomfort increased; the impression of awe, and
ried bed-stage partitions serving forcircumferen- idea of coercion being in great measure retial priMCY screens.-3. Single ditto, serving
moved.
3. Progress accelerated-the alacrity
for forms, working-tables,
&c.-4.
The bed- bemg increased, and the analogy of ideas bestages themselves all capable of serving for twixt teacher and pupil closer. 4. On the part
tables. (See Ch. vii.}-5.
Straw for beds, em- of the teacher.-Comfort
increased, in respect of
ployed first for men, and then for cattle.-6.
the pleasures of superiority and command. 5.
'fhe whole establishment applied to the several
Progress accelerated:
the knowledge acquired
different purposes of a poor-house-an
hospital
by tr:aching bemg milch more perfect than what
-a house of correctwn-a pruon--a pawnbrok- can be acquired by simple learning in the
ing estabhshment-s-a
bank for the poor-an
inn one case the mind being in good measure pasfor the poor, &c. &c., without prejudice to any, si1)e-in the other completely acti'l"e
.• To the
and much to the advantage
of many, of the eultivated mind of a master, the task of perobjects in vrew---For
the application of this
petually dwelling on ideas of no higher rank
principle to actions as well as things, see Ch, than those which are upon a level with the
xii, Pauper Education.
capacities of children, is a wearisome and fasSection VII. NON-ADULT HANDS.-29 . .Ap- tIdIOUS task. In the case of the pupil-instrucprenticeship prmciple.-No
relief to a pauper
tor, the task which he has but just ceased to
within the latest age at wluch it is usual for learn, in quality of pupil, is some time before
a child to be bound apprentice, but on the It has lost its relative importance in his conterms of being bound to the company till full ception in his new quality of tutor; and when
age. Advantages:
1. 'fo the child instruction,
it has, it is exchanged for a higher.
6. Preintellectual, moral, and religious;
inbred ha- paration for the application of the indigenousbits of systematical frugality-certain
security
promotion principle, by appointing the qU01lfrom vice and crimmality-certainty
of em- dam apprentice
to the higher offices of the
ployment during the apprenticeship,
and ever
establishment.
afterwards-ehance
of promotion to rank and
32. lndigenous-promotitm principle.-From
affluence.
(See infra, Indigenous-pronwtion the time that the institution
has been long
principle.)
Condition, upon the whole, more enough on foot to have laid a suitable foundathan upon a par in pomt of happiness with tion in pomt of education, none of the officers
that of an individual of the same age in the
(unless perhaps the chaplain)
to be chosen
viz.
world at large.
(See Book iv. Pauper Com- elsewhere than out of the establishment,
out of the apprentice stock.-Advantages:
I.
forts.}-2. To the Company, and its copartners
To the Company's wards, hope, encouragement,
the rateablq parishioner~a
fund ofincreasmg
and eonsideranon.
II. To the Company-I.
profit, at the end of twenty years, and ever
afterwards, more than equal to the amount of Certainty of fitness, in respect of suitable eduthe present poor-rates.
(See Book v. Ch. ii. cation, character, experience, and probation2. Savmg in respect of expense of salaries.
Pem.miarH .Estimates.)
A given allowance, administered
to persons
30. Talent-cultiration principle.-Natural
talents of any kind, manifesting themselves in whose habits of expense have been of the,.very
10" est rank, "all go proportionably
farther,
an extraordinary
degree to receive appropriate
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than if administered
to an individual trained
such mischief as would be irreparable, the uto
up in the profuse habits of the world at large.
of the chaplain or surgeon shall be sufficient
Chap. V. OFFICIAL EsUBLISHMENT. Section I. to suspend the execution of any order of the
OffieeTs-Numbers and Functions-the same in governor, until there shall have been time for
every Industry House.-l.
Governor. 2. Chap- the pleasure of the Direction-Board
to be made
lain. 3. Medical curator.
4. Schoolmaster, to known.-Examples:
1. Danger to the security
act likewise as secretary.
5. Organist to act of the whole establishment
by fire or water.
on Sundays as music-master,
and * on week-2. Danger to the safe custody of the spprendays as a clerk.
6. Governess, for the female
tice stock, or stock of self-liberation hands; espart. 7. School-mistress, for the younger part
pecially such as belong to any of the dangerou
of the female apprentices.
8. Matron, or head
or disreputable classe», 3. Danger of communurse, for the infant part-to
act as midwife.
nication of infection, or danger of life and limb
9. Husbandry bailiff.
10. Foreman and fore- to any individual in the establishment.-4.
woman, at first, for the several employments.
Danger of violation of the principle of separa-Impossibility
of determining with exactness,
tion, as between class and class.-5.
Mischief,
previously to experience, t~e exact number of by the cuttmg down, destroying, or damaging
officers requisite:
two functions may be exertimber, or other trees: the mischief In each case
eised by the same individual;
or several indi- being such, as, were it not for the uta, might
viduals may be requisrte for one function.
take place before the intimation of the pleaSection II.Pay.-Inmostinstances,thegreatsure of the Board could arrive.
Contracts of
est part of the emolument must wear the shape purchase, sale, hire, and loan, such as are made
of a fixed salary from first to last: the value
In the local establishment,
and not by the geof the service actually rendered by each indi- neral DIrection-Board,
to be made by the govidual, not being capable of being exhibited
vernor, but with the pririty of all the officers
in any such precise quantity, that the quan- of both sexes. In cases that will admit ot
tum of the reward shall be capable of being
suspension, power to be reserved to the Direcmade to rise and fall with it. Governors must.
tion-Board, to disallow any such contract WIth·
at the outset, be in great measure, if not altoin a Iinnted time; these, like all other acts,
gether, upon a salary: In process of time, as being reported to the Board in weekly or daily
the expenses and returns of the establishment
course.
No officer to be ever absent for a day
become ascertained
and known, they may be together, without a substitute chosen by himpaid upon the footing of contract or partner- self; but hable to be disallowed by the gover$hip. Till the apprentice stock has produced
nor singly, or by any two other officers-the
individuals ripe for tlus as well as the other
principal to be peculiarly responsible for the
offices, the emoluments being fixed, It might
conduct of the substitute.
The substitute to
be sold. by auction to candidates possessed of be, in the case of the chaplain, a minister in
certain qualifications:
power to the Company
holy orders: In that of the medical curator, III
to revoke the appointment at any time on pay- person who has undergone such tests of capament of the purchase-money.
The pncc a man city as shall have been estabhshed for the purgives, will be a proof of the degree of his in- pose.
Power to each officer to take an anisdination for the busineu of the office; thence tant or assistants, upon the same terms as speof his fitness, as far as depends upon inclina- I cified above, in regard to substitutes.
Each
tion.
The other exceptions regard the officers officer will thus have the faculty-not
indeed
to whose functions the application of the life- of appointing his successor, but of placing any
auuraltce principle is extendible-the
nurse
one whom he is disposed to favour, in a. situarecerring the whole of her emolument, and the tion which will naturally afford him an adMIImedical curator a proportionable
part of Ius, taqe in this respect.
The power of nomination
and so, perhaps, the governor and governess,
remaining in the Board, no detriment seems
in the shape of annuities on the lives of the likely to ensue from such a privilege: the choice
apprentice-children
under their care, up to a of a person, for whose conduct the chooser is
certain age. (See Ch. iv.)
personally responsible, affording as fair a preSectionIII.PolCerBand.Restraints.-Except
sumpnon of fitness, as a choice made by an iras nndennentioned,
the authority of the goverresponsible member of the General Board. Each
nor to be absolute over the whole establishofficer to be responsible to the Board, for every
ment; but no act to be done without the pri- Instance of misbehaviour, or proof of manifest
..nty of the rest of the officers: each being ren- incapacity, exhibited by any other, if within III
dered responsible for every act of the govercertain time he does not give information
nor to which he does not enter his dissent;
thereof by minute in the books; taklDg care
and the entry of each act bemg accompanied
that a. copy of the minute be transmitted
to
with a memorandum, stating what officers were
the Board.
The plea. of self-preservation
will
present, and which, if any, a.bsent at the time.
thus aWord a shield against the imputation ot
Cases to be specified in which, to prevent any officiousness and Ill-nature, All the official
acts to be exercised in the comtilOll room; viz.
* For the means of defraying the expense of the the central lodge.
Section IV.E_~IIts.-Rich
and honaa1a.Jt of the music-maeter without charge to the
Company, see Ch. xii,
ourable source of enconragemel1t, were it the
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pleasure of his Majesty to eonfer the honour
of knighthood on a select number of such of
the governors, as should have distmguished
themsel ves in the humane, upright, intelligent,
and dignified, exercise of their office :-also to
bestow some of the church sinecures on some
of the chaplains; but tenable only during their
continuance in the exercise of that laborious
and useful office.-MIght
not an arrangement
of this sort help to protect the church establishment from obloquy 1
The Company at the end of every year to
present pieces of plate, in the way of prermnms, to such of the officers of the two hundred
and fifty houses-governors
more particularly
-a.s shall have drstmguished themselves in
their respective SItuations.
The act of remuneration to be grounded, In every instance, On
lpecijic,aud specifled.exemplificanons
of merit,
with reference to the evidence presenting itself in each instance, as apparent on the face
of the books.
A thousand or two a-year thus
expended would go a good way, and probably
produce ample repayment in the way of zeal
and useful serv ice.
Section V. V u!lters.- All magistrates and clergymen, resident in the county, visiters ex ojlicio.
Power to inspect the books, especially the
complaint-book;
(See Ch. x, Book-keepmgj-«
examine persons, and make minutes.
The
pOID~r might be coupled with an obliqation, to
be performed (suppose once a-year) In the instance of those resident within the panper dIStrict, belonging to the industry-house.
In the
case of the ecclesiastical
visiters, especially
those resident at a distance, a small fee, fixed,
or increased with the distance, might be a
reasonable accompaniment
to the obligation.
The whole establishment,
with its two thousand members, being inspectable, and every
member of it examinable, sick or well, from a
single station, (the centre lodge,) the time thus
required to be bestowed will not be great.
Chap. VI. DIET.-Diet
about two-thirds
of the necessary qualitulIt of expense.e=Distmction between diet for the new-comers, and
diet for the old-staqers. *- Necessity, in respect of life and health, is the only standard
in the former case; habit may prescribe an
addition to the expense in the la.tter.
(See
p.384,Habit-re."]lectmgprinciple.)-In
the case
of the new-comers;--t.nimal
food-meat-Is
the great source of expense-The
greater
part of mankind use animal and ugetable together; many, however, use vegetable only:
e». gr. the Hmdoos:-some,
animal only, VIZ.
the Esquimauz:, and other inhabitants ofth e regions too cold for vegetation-also
some Tartar
nations.- It is not clear that the latter are
healthier or stronger than the former.-Whether a mi.rture, of animal food with vegetable,
be more advantageous
in point of health and
.. Those who, upon the opening of the establishment, are transferred to it from the ~
poorhouse&.
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strength, taken together, than vegetable alone,
and if so, what proportion is most advantageous, IS a matter of experiment in the highest
degree interesting, never as yet tned, but which
might be tried WIth the utmost advantage, in
the proposed establishment, In the instance of
the indi.qenous branch of the spprennoe stock.
-Bread
is uneconomical-not
only as bemg
the result of an expensive manufacturing process, but as bemg considered as an appendaqe
to meat, and thence Impressing the Idea of a
want of meat.
Bread and water, a penal diet
in England, more expensive than the ordinary
diet In Scotland.
1. NON-ADULTS: especially the Indiqenous
and Quasi-Indigenous
Classes.-Taklllg
the
cheapest food in point of qualit./f, experiments
should be made for ascertaming the most advantageous quantity.
The louest step In the
scale, a quantity greater, In a knowu proportion, than the least quantity consumed by an
average child of the same age amon~ the husbandry part of the self-mamtammg
poor in
Scotland-This
ascertainable, WIth great precision, from the observations
made by the
Guardians of the Poor at Glasgow.
The highest step, the quantity consumed by an a ...erage
child of the same age, to whom as much IS
given as it will eat. Gradatious to be marked
outat equal intervals between these two points,
-Difference
to be tried between two meals
a-day, and three-whether
any, and how much,
more IS consumed at three than at two ;-the
quality the same,--quant!ty
at opnon, as before :-and,
if more IS consumed, whether any,
and what difference in point of strength or
health be the result.-(jne
a-day, and four
a-day, hardly worth trying.-The
two sezes to
be compared to each other for this purpose, at
the different ages.-Health
being the mere negation of disease, If their be no disease in any
instance, (which IS the most probable, as well
as the most desirable, result,) no Indication in
this respect will be afforded: in that case, as
far as health is concerned, the emalles: allowance IS preferable, as bemg least eJ:p~1UWce.DIfference between geMral strength, and particular or local strength.
The human frame to
be examined in this point of view-Some
muscles stronger in some subjects, others in others
--even where, inpointofgenerai
strength, there
may be no difference.-Tests
of strength to be
established-a
single species of exertrou, such
as running, liftmg, rowing, tnrning a wheel,
&c.--each
taken singlY-IS not of itself an
adequate test of general strength, for all va.rieties in point of organization.-The
proper
tests for this purpose, are the exertions made
in the several employments in actual use:the experiment
havmg by this means a. direct
application
to practical nse.-The
effect of
differences in point of quantity being ascertained, another class of experiments may regard the effect of differences in point of quality,
i. e. species of food, each species taken apart ;
and another, of the effect of mi.1:ttlru.
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iii. Ch. xiii. V olUlitary Okarit!! asristeIt-and
Book iv. Poepe« Gomforts.}-FiM a contingent resource, III situations and seasons alfordinga glut.-Expectationsentertained
ofa mode
of curing, by which the benefit may be extended to all seasons and situations.-Conduct
with regard to the mode of retrenchment.-l.
Diminishing the fivmber of meat-days.-2.
Diminishing the quantity of meat on each day.
-3.
Diminishing partly the number of days,
partly the quantity on each.-Saving
by inferior pieces, a casual resource, dependmg on local situation :-the amount limited, since the
ratio of inferior to superior cannot be Increased.
The distinction being principally the result of
prejudice and caprice, differing widely as between country and country, any considerable
increase in the relative demand would raase
the price.
In great towns, many parts, considered elsewhere as delicacies, and in vain
coveted in country places, are degraded in saleable value, and even reprobated
as unfit for
man, by being denominated according to the
demand made of them for the use of inferior
animals.
The principle of self-wpply, though
applied to this article, would not altogether
supersede
the distinction
between
superior
and inferior pieces; since the superior, fresh
or preserved, might be reserved for sale, and
the inferior, in greater quantity,
purchased
with the price.
This mode of retrenchment,
a point of great delicacy: the settling of it,
as far as can be done, by resolutioll8, conceived
in general terms, a proper subject for the authority of Parliament.
The execution ought
not at any rate to be wdden: time should be
allowed to the class in question to accommodate themselves to their new situation, and
experience the benefit of it in otl.er points of
view.
Chap. VII. CwTHING, BEDDING, &c.-I. CwTHING.-Two
points to be attended to
-frugality
and distinction-the
latter, for the
purpose of separation and aggregatlOn--{See
Chap. ii.) - Frugality. - l. Matenals,
the
cheapest, so as to alford sufficient warmth.
2. Form, excluding all useless parts-such
as
skirts to coats and waistcoats-brims
to hats
-unless
it be in the heat of summer, for protection against the sun; for which purpose
straw would be preferable.-Neaelsity
and use
the standards-not
fa3hion--though
fashion
has of late been approaching nearer and nearer
to use.- Disti1UJtion, pnneipally by colourform being determined by frugality.
In default of a sufficient number of cheap colours
sufficiently contrasted, shreds of one colour,
.. Curious scale of fare compared with the quali- applied to a ground of another colour, might
ties of the persons D1&intamed-&lf-nuuntatnill.9
be employed.-Shoes
with trooden soles, used
poor, meat scarcely one day out of the seven-(Eden
in many country places, and even in London,
on the Poor pa8sun.}--Burdenwme
poor, upon an under the name of dogs, Saving on this score
average of seventy-seven houses, four days out of
alone, 3s. 6d. a head, in the instance of adults :
the seven. (Taken, on examination made in this
view, from Eden.) Gomncts of the worst species, about £40,000 or £50,000 a-year, in the whole.
and enemies, seven out of the seven. In the latter -In summer, no stocking.; bnt the leg covered,
instanee, quality advertised for, tlll! bert, and quan- or nearly so, by a prolongation of the breeches;
which at that part may be repaired by piecing,
ttty excessi ve,

II.A.DuLT!t-(NeID-COfTIIJ'rB.}-Afo;eddietary
would be irreconcileable
to economy; since
the proportions in point of price, as between
article and article, are subject to great and
continual variation.
So, likewise, a fiud allowance in _y;
since the same quantity of
money will purchase as much again of any
given species of food, or even of that which is
cheapest at the time, at one time as at another: and, by an improvident application of
a limited sum, famine might be produced.The following course seems the proper one for
the Direction Board to take.
Give a list of
ratio1u, of different sorts-the
more numerous,
the better-all
regarded as coming within the
price proposed.
Give to the governor of each
house the option, as betwixt thtlle several rations; allowing him even to employ, or at least
to propose, others :-but
on condition of their
not exceeding a fixed price.
III.
ADULTS.-Old-Stager,.-PauperiMp
habit, is the habit principally to be considered
in this case; the original habit, acquired during the self-maintaining
state, having been
more or less superseded by it. The paupership habit, instead of being less luxurious and
expensive throughout,
is, in the instance of
those maintained
in the way of communitymaintenance
(i. e. in poor-houses, howsoever
denominated)
invariably, and in an enormous
degree, more luxurious and expensive.-Original habits are determined mostly by professions, though in some degree by territorial
lituations :-the agriculturalist, the lowest paid
of all classes.
In community-maintenance,
the
habit has generally been adjusted to the habits
of the best-paid classes, though influenced more
or less by territorial
situation.
Difference In
this respect between bread countries and meal
countries; and among bread countries, between
wheaten bread countries and inferior bread
countries-viz.
rye, barley, oaten, and peasebread countries.
Meat is the great article of
excess in the existing poor-houses."
Whatever degree of indulgence it may be thought
fit, in consideration
of acquired habits, to extend to the old-stagers, they should be dieted
apart from the nelD-comers.-Briefly
thustwo table~-Nell! comers' table, and old-stager,'
table.
This to save the new-comers from the
pains of regret and pnvation, and from the
dissocial emotions and affections of envy and
discontent.
Should any retrencllment be deemed advisable, roluntarycharitywill
remain as aresource
for the amount of the difference.
(See Book
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more advnutageously
than stockings by darnill/-:. In winter, stockings might be added, or
rather hose : i. e. stockings of woven cloth, as
bemg more advantageously
repairable.c-At
the parts most exposed to wear, viz. under the
arm-pits, between the thighs, and at the elbows, lmiugs, for strength, of shreds of leather
-a species of frugality already in nse.-For
coverings of shoes, in place of, or in addition
to leather, the materials of cast-off coats and
waistcoats might be employed-c-or, for women's,
gowns and petticoats-such
as could not be
applied with more advantage to other uses.
H,,/dias wear fl11ifol·I.!.<, why not paupers 1
- those who save the country, why uot those
who arc saved by it? Not the permanent hands
only, but hkewise the comillg-alul-goin.'l hands
f hould wear the uniform while III the house,
fur order, distinction, and recognition, as well
a q for trdmess : being charged at a fixed rate
per day; reserving to them the option with
r, /-:ard to shoes and stockings.
('lotluug would be made, all of it, by the
sh cnuth of the estabhshment,
aecordmg to
the prmciple of se(f-supply:
but this would
iu.ike no difference in point of relative cheapIlC" and dearness,
as between material and
materml ; the quantity of labour requisite be1IJ~ the same, whether home-made,
bought, or
"old.-For
the particulars, see Book v, Ch. it.
Pccumaru Eetimatc«.
II. BWDll'G.-For
the Bed-stages, see above,
Chap. n.-Bed,
stuffed with strawt=-one SIde
covered with thc cheapest lmen or hempen
doth, for summer;
the other, With coarse
woollen for winter.--Stretchmg
the under
sheet on hooks, pins, or buttons, will save the
quuntrty usually added for tuckmg in :-m
cold weather, that the woollen may be in eontact WIth the body. the sheet might be omitted.
Hug, aud two or three blankets :-upper
sheet
of 110 greater width than the cell, and tacked
on to one of the blankets,
Bed, one for the
w hole stage, or a separate one for each cell ;
anti RO the under sheet.-The
advantages of
:,c1'.LratlOn arc.superior portabrlity ; each bnngin;.: aud stowmg away his own bed without
embarrassment
or delay ; and that in case of
uuclcanhness,
the annoyance may be confined
to the author of it.
Straw, the more fre(J~~clltly changed the bette:, particularly in ~h~
~o the extent of the quanti!!
wanted f~r httering
cattle, th e change WIll
cost nothing ; and beyond that quantity the
expense will be only the difference between
the value of the straw.us straw, and the value
of it, as manure.
Chap. VIII. E'1PLOYMEliT.-Tll('
grand point
is, to suit the natnre of the employ to the naturo of the hands.-The
only difficulty b to
.
.
fil!d.t'mploymellt of' a na~ure SUl~c~1 to tJ!e Vll"tfllll!! h.a~lds, and the infra-a/nltl.1f or inadc'1"a/c-a.inltt!l hands."
The quantum of tlus
----------- --- . ---.. TIIOFe who", 11frt"I',,1 abihtv, With reference to
l.rlv-ur, ·i, decidedly below the necessary expense

w arm months.-
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sort of employment requisite for the populabon (when complete) of each Industry-house,
will of course depend upon the population of
these two classes of hands.
A stock of easy,
or any-bod!l's-work employment, having been
found III a quantity adequate to the number of
difficu1t!l-employed ha.nds, the difficulty is at an
end. &(f-supplyisaprincipleparticularlyfruitful III any-IKldy's-work employments.e=In
the
agricultural branch, most of the operations being suitable to unexercised, many to feeble hands:
in the clothing branch, most to feeble, many
to unexercised
hands.
The stock of er:eryflian's-workoperatlOns being increased more and
more by the division of labour, (which in this
scale of unexampled amplitude may be carried
to an unexampled
pitch.) the stock of work
adapted to these confined-ability hands WIll receive a proportionable increase.
To afford the extra stock of labour suited to
the extra demand in time of war, or preparation for war, each hand, exercising a war-trade,
must be prevented from employing III it more
than a certain part of his time (say three or
two days out of the six) in peace : otherwise
whatever accession to the national stock of
1rar-clIlploymtllt hands were afforded by the
Company's apprennce-stock
of hands, would
only drive out, or keep out, so many free
hands; and there would be no more to spare
of the sort of labour in question-s-no greater
fund of capacity for that sort of labour lying
by and unemployed then, than there IS now.
The advantage
derivable
from the employmellt-mi.ring prmciple, is pecuhar, in great
measure to such a company and its hands: smee
"no titan can eerie two '/!asters," nor, III general,
the same muster-man carryon, Without disadvantage, two or more unconnected trades.
Local advantages appurtenant
to the situations of the several Industry-houses,may
afford
employments, to a value which in part might
otherwise be lost; and those such as would be

I
I

of their maintenance.
This will include, 1, Feeble
hands-as to a consrderable part. 2, Unripe hands,
up to a certam age--younger or older according to
the management.
3, Sick hands=-duriug the continuance of the sickness.-The unnpe hands being
capable of pa)·mg, WIth a profit, before maturity,
and the sick after recovery, the feeble hands, together with such of the unripe and SIck hands as
die insolvent, (together WIth the few able hands
tha.t may chance to die in the same case,) are all
that contribute at the long run to the tu'£e<l¥lry burden m pomt of expense. All others may be ~rmed
adequale-ab.ldy hands' most of whom will, of
course, be cxira-ablil.ty hands.
Omfined-abdtty hands-those :who may be able
to do as milch work as able hands m general ;--only
It ~ust he of a certam sort-s-o: preceded or aeeomponied lw instructIOn or attendance of a certain sort,
are--l, Insane hands (divers sorts.) 2, Imperfect
hand-. :1, Sick-and-well hands. 4, Tender hands.
,S, Past-prosperity hands. (i, Ofthe dangerous and
other disreputable classes, such as have been bred
up, or conhrmed. m habits of idleness or dissipauon=-but tlns only for a time.
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less apt than others to interfere with private
trade. Examples:
Stone-cutting-brick-making-mining-fishing,
with the preliminary
employments subservient to it-such
as shipbuilding,' sail-making,
&c. The quantity of
work performable in these subserr:ient employments, might be confined to the supply of the
Company's own demand.-No
more vessels to
be built, &c., than what the Company employs.
In regard to husbandry-work
for individual
farmers, the Company might restrict itself, or
be restricted, to rates regarded as excessive;
say, all beyond double the ordinary rate: the
object being not to deprive self-maintaining
hands of any employment, nor even of any such
advantage as would be a reasonable compensation for casual want of work, and want of
adequate pay in winter time-but
only to get
this or that work done, which might otherwise
not be done at all-not
being capable of being
despatched in time, with all the labour that
could be afforded by the obtainable stock of
eelf-maintammg
hands.
With regard to the pouring in hands into
our-paid employments, whether 11l the view of
taking the benefit of the excess, or (what
would be the necessary consequence) for the
purpose of reducing it, this advantage would
be open to the Company, as well as to private
masters, and private hands.
The fund of information created by the Employment-Intelligence-Oifice plan, would be alike open to all
parties interested,
See Book iii. Ch. i. Employment secured.
In regard to the choice of employments, and
the prudence of hazarding the necessary expense of such parts of the dead stock as might
be requisite to a certain branch of industry,
and could not, without loss, be transferred
to
any other branch, much will depend upon the
permanence of the stock of hands capable of
being allotted to any such employment:
that
is, In the instance of each hand, on the assurance of his continuance upon the establishment
for a term not less than a certain time. The
great and general uncertainty
1lI relation
to
this head, is one of the most powerful and 1lIsuperable obstacles to productive economy in
poor-houses, in the existing order of thIngs.(See Book v, Ch v. Prospect of Success.y-«
Hence an important division of the population
ofa proposed Industry-house,into-l.
Comingand-qoina, or sltart-staying stock of hands=-z.
LOllf/er-staying stock-3.
Permanent, or standing stock."
..I SllOrt-slaytng,or comtng-and-gomgstock.-l,
SICk hands. 2, Clnld-burdened hands. 3, Casual!ta.gnatlOn hand -, 4, Penodical-stagnation hands.
5, Out-of-place hands. 6, Disbanded hands. 7,
Strange hands.-lI.
Lon.ger-sta!/tng stock :-VIZ. as
lymg under difficulnes, With regard to the obtaimng
of employment, over and above what exist in the
preceding ca&e.-I, Superseded hands. 2, StIgma.tized hands. 3, Sllsrcted hands. 4, UnavowedemploYlIlent hands. , Beggars. 6, Unchaste hands.
-III. Permanent or standzng stock: composed in

LAW.
Owing partly to the permanence of their
situation, partly to their aptitude for receiving
a suitable education, it is the labour of the
stock of unripe hands, in their quality of apprentices, that would constitnte the chief basis
of the Company's profit-seeking arrangements.t
one instance of those, who, by positive institution,
are proposed to be fixed within the pale of the establishment for a long and determinate hme; and as to
the rest of such as, in virtue of their natural state
and condition, are likely to remain for a time altogether undetermmate, and not likely to be of short
contmuance, and, in some instances, not likely to
termmate but with hfe.-I,
Unripe hands, or apprentice stock, 2, Among insane hands, all whOM
cases are looked upon as incurable. 3, Feeble hands.
4, Imperfect hands. 5, SICk-and-well hands (some
sort). 6, Teuder hands. 7, Past-prosperity hands.
t According to a calculation, III which the value
of earnmgs was taken a.t a. rate supposed to be too
low, and the expense of maintenance, a.t a ra.te supposed to be too high, the neat va.lue of the service of
a male elnld, from birth up to twenty-one, a.fter all
deductions on the score of death and sickness, appeared to be £23, 3s. 5d. and a fraction, paya.ble at
birth ;-increasmg, of course, WIth each year of a.ge,
up to a sum amountmg to £66, 12&. 5d. anda fraction,
at the commencement of the eighth year of a.ge:
-from which period, on account of there bemg fewer
and fewer years of posztwe value to come, it went on
dimimshmg, In this calculation, there i. nothing
but what IS perfectly consistent with the known and
indisputable fact of the urn versa! burdensomeness
of children, III the existing order of things, in all
rank. of hfe, and III particular among the self-maintammg poor. In the early sta.ges of the period of
non-age, a large proportion of the natural value, or
capacity of yielding a clear profit, i. lost, by Iylllg
unemployed, for want of time, opportumty, intelbgence, and capital, on the part of the parents, to
tum It to account. III the latter stages, by the dissipation of the produce by the minor himself, (rendered independent of hIS parents by the faculty of
self-mamtenance.) III the habitual purchase of Inxuries, to an amount which is more than equal to that
of necessaries ; as IS demonstra.ted by his being
obliged and able to dowithoutthem, when, out of the
same earnings, he has a wile and children to maintain, m the married state -(See Book 111. Ch. ii,
ll-fe,uilCzt.1! erurpated ; Book v Ch. v. Prospect
of Success; an" Book ill. Ch. v. Frugaltt!/ asstsied. )-U nderthese circumstances, no wonder that
the pecumary value of a child, reckoniug from the
beginning to the conclusion of this period, should
be generally regarded 80S nepailvc, in this country;
especially considenng that it really IS so--in a high
degree, and without any exception-in the case of
the superIor and hberally-educated classes :-that
IS, 10 the experience of all who either wnte or speculate upon the subject.s=For the particulars of pront and loss upon this part of the Company's stock,
see Book '1. Ch. ii. Pecusuaru EshmaUs:-and,
for the mode of taking account oi It, see, III the meantime, the heads of a. Non-adult- Vaiue-Toble; by the
author, in ANNALS, No. 167, vol. XXIL (supra,
p. 365.)-To qwe a P081tzvc tJalue to an a~
c1,ild-IS a problem, the solution of which would
be an inexhaustible source of wealth, population,
and happiness, to the state.-The proposed system
bids falr to be-and it is the only one that, 1U the
nature of thIngs. could be-equaJ to the iBak.
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What the Company supplles itself with, will vious to the formation of the plan.
8. Attenbe gam to the Company, without being loss to non sharpened by the Life- ABBUTanoe principle
other traders:
since, whatever be the value
by premiums, and by the honour of publicity.
that is thus produced by the Company, value
Rate of vitality among suckled children the
to the same amount is saved out of the poorstandard.
Two children to be snckled by each
rates.
If the whole expense of the pauper
woman delivered In the house, the woman
commumty-saythree
millions-were
thus de- being supphed with extra nourishment for the
frayed by the labour of the pauper-community,
purpose :-mothers
of bastards might be deand the Committee were but as trustees for tamed (say for six or twelve months after
the rateable Inhabitants
to the whole of the dehvery) for that purpose,
The great object
amount, the whole of the three millions would
of endeavour will be to reduce the mortalItv
be saved to the rateable mhabrtants, and they
among weaned children, to a level WIth that
would have so much the more In their pockets,
of suckled
cluldren-s-what
if still lower!
to layout with individual traders of all sorts.
Liberal premiums every year to the nurses,
Divided, as it IS proposed to be, between the &c.,ofa certain number of the houses..m which
rateable inhabitant.
and the Company, the be- the rate of mfant mortality has proved lowest:
nefit to individual traders WIll be the same:
emulation consequently among all the houses.
the only difference being, that the part which
To show how much has been owing to local
is gained by the Company, will be laid out by situation, and how much to management, if an
and for the benefit of the members of the Com- industry-house,
m which a premium has been
pany ; while that part only whieh is drvided
gained twice running, be in a srtuation deemed
amongst-that
IS, saved by-the
rateable in, peculiarly healthy ,-as III the Welsh mountains
habitants, will be laid out by and for the benefit
=-traneter this part of the official establishment
of the rateable mhabitants.
to a situatrou III ill repute for health,-such
Chap. IX. CHILD-NURSD1G.-Great ad van- as the hundreds of Essex ; or to any other intagestheCompany'slIIfantswouldhave,incomdustry-house,
If there be any other in which
parison with those of private families,-even
mortality has been Ingher: It, under this disof the most opulent, much more of the indigent, : advantage,
the success be SImilar, augment
-1. Medical curators, as well as head-nurses
the premium in proportron.s=For
the savings
and nursery girls, prepared by the most enu- I to be made in the expense of child-nursing, as
nent lecturers III tlns hne. 2. Unmterrupted
I compared WIth ditto nnder the existmg sysmedical atteution.
3. Uninterrupted
nursing I tern, see Book v. Ch.ll. Pecumaru Estimatesattendance :-nurses
constantly
SItting upI and see Book ill. Ch. XI. Infant .Mortality
no avocanons=-no
over-laying.
4. Appropridiminished.
ate exercise, admimstered
by the help of ma-,
Chap. X. BooK-KEEP!:\,G.-Pecu!iar
extent
chinery, in whatever quantity may prove most
and Importance of the system of Book-keepadvantageous-not
stinted by the portion of ing III an establishment
of this sort-Besides
time and labour that can be spared from other: bema, in every case, an indispensable basis to
occupations.as m private fannhes =-Examples:
good management, It IS m the present case an
The infants danced, as they lay in their cribs, : indispensable
security for the due discharge
in numbers at a time -(See
the plate.)
The' of the several obhgatious, wluch the DIrection
labour performable by the slight exertion of, of the Company. and the several agents m the sea feeble hand, the weight being taken off by a I veral local estabhshments, will have taken upon
counterpoise.
For amng, in conjunctiou with ~themselves, WIth relation to the various parexercise, an open carriage being provided, . ties mterested-c-viz. the paupers-their
mdiviupon a principle as simple as that of the : dualthend~,therateableparlsilloners,thestockdroskky spoken of in ell. Ill.-the
cribs (which· holders, government, aud the public at large.
for thrs purpose should be eapa ble of belDg!
In a small and sin:7{" poor-home there may
separated from each other) may be suspended : be neither the demand for a full and perfect
from horizontal poles, supported by proper i system of book-keeping,
nor the adequate
uprights.
They might be drawn about in this: means of satisfymg any such demand:
the
way in numbers by a single ass; or lD smaller . difference between the best and the worst
numbers, on smaller carriages, on the same' management that can be expected may hardly
principle, by some of the bigger children.-5.
: be sutticieut to make up for the expense of an
A system of experiment,
for the purpose of ; adequate system of rcgrstrauon ; that is, of
improvement,
constantly
carrying
on on a : engaging persons competent to the task.
In
scale covering the whole kingdom, and re- I a S) stem of poor-homes of the proposed extent
corded according to an umform plan of regis- ' and magnitude, good book-keeping IS the hmge
tration, pursued alike III every industry-house.
I on winch good management will turn: the de-(See
Ch. x.) 6. Attention, uniform, syste- i mand rrses to the lnghest pitch; and so (it
matical, governed by principle :-not exposed I will be seen) does the sufficiency of the means
to be relaxed by casual want of affection ; 01" ! at command for satisfymg it. -WIth the into be misguided by ignorance, prejudice, or struction, and under the check, of an adequate
caprice.-7.
Best mode of bringing up by ! system of book-kocpmz. the management may
hand, a particular
field for exp£>rlm£>lIt--The . he better conducted by the most oro mary
great medical authontios to he consulted prehand, than by the ablest hand without that.
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-(both branches included-the samllY or preser'IJati1'e, as well as the producti'IJe or auqmelltatiu)
compose the list of objects in view
in the present instance. In relation to all
these points, and at each period, it is equally
necessary that it should be known what, at
that period the state of the management is
and has been, in order that it may, in no future
period, be suffered to grow !Corse, but in every
future period be made to grow better and better
in as high a degree as may be.
The unprecedented multitude of establishments, all requiring to be conducted upon a
plan in most points exactly the same, (say two
hundred and fifty, spread at equal distances
over the surface of the whole kingdom,) is
another circumstance which enhances the importance of the process, and at the same time
grves an unprecedented tum to it. In ordinary economical concerns, the whole system of
management is single and insulated: here
everything is comparative; under every head,
the management in each house presents an
object of comparison to the management of
every other. In relation to each head, the
management in each local estabhshment has
therefore two hundred and fifty times the
chance of being advanced to the highest possible pitch of perfection that it can have, in
any insulated establishment standing upon the
ordinary footing. To profit by this advantage
it is necessary that the system of book-keeping should in each house exhibit, with the
ntmost precision, and in the utmost detail,

what the management is :-as, for exampleunder the head of pecuniary economy, what
the rate of e.tpense is on each of the articles
comumed or used; and what the rate of
expense, on each of the articles produced:
that it may be seen in which of all the
houses the management, in relation to each
of those heads, is most advantageous upon
the whole; and thence, with a view to practise, that the management of the most successful house may be taken in each instance
for a pattern, and copied in every other. To
book-keeping in its ordinary form must therefore be added, in the present case, a new and
peculiar branch, which may be styled oomporati'Ce or tabular book-keeping. To that comparison between period and period, which is
so instructive, as often as it IS made, in the
case of any private concern, may here be added
the companson between house and house.
The plan of registration-at
least the plan
traced out in the first instance-cannot be too
particular :-multiplied by the number of industry-houses in the kingdom, (two hundred
and fifty,}-by the number of souls in an industry-house, (two thousand,}-or by the number of souls in the whole pauper population,
(five hundred thousand,}-the minutest article
may swell into importance. The supposition
to set ont upon is-that everything IS to be
registered, for the registration of which any
use whatever can be found; then to strike off
the list such heads, if any, of which the use, it
is supposed, would not pay for the expense.
Multiplication of the number of the books
would render the business-not the more complex, (as at first glance it might seem,)-but
the more simple: as in manufacturing establishments, the several operations, separately
considered, are the more SImple, the greater
the number of the hands amongst which they
are distnbuted. Allotting to each article a separate book, would save the wnting the name
of that article as many times as it would occur
in a general book. The quantity of matter to
be entered being yiun, no addition is made to
the labour of entering by any addition made to
the number of the books. Books in any number may be given in charge to one hand; so long
as no two, that are designed as checks to one
another be given to the same hand. ~[uhiplication of books, is but di'lJision of the contents."
Under the proposed system of management,
as the demand for a copious system of bookkeeping is in an unexampled degree urgent
and extensive, so are the facilities afforded to
the process of book-keeping, by the peculiar
plan of architecture, equally unexampled.
Compactness and simultaneous transparency

.. Book-keeping is one instrument in the hand
of economy,archuecture (as we have seen) another.
In all these branches of art, the hst of objects to
he aimed at is, in the present case, the same, in as
far as their respective fieldsof action are co-extensive.

.. The names of the articles, and other heads,
WIll be predetennined, and a.lready entered on
written or printed forms: the scribe will have little
or nothmg to do, but under these heads to setdown
zndimdual objects by their names, and ufJ9rtfJf1ks
hy their quantities.

advantage; and the good management accidentally introduced by an able hand, would
vanish with the hand that introduced it. Without
this advantage, everything would be too much;
with it, nothing would be too much. Without
it, any single one of the collateral benefits
hereinafter proposed, might be deemed visionary; with it, all of them together would be
found practicable, easy, and secure.
In book-keeping, the heads-as in management, the principles of the system-will be
governed by the objects or ends which it has in
view. Of the objects or ends of action requisite on this occasion to be kept in view, the
list will, as far as it goes, be the same in the
one case as in the other; and will not be
much less extensive or diversified in the case
of book-keeping than in that of management
itself.* Pecuniary economy, 'lUually regarded
as the sole object of book-keeping, will here
be but as one out of a number; for the system
of book-keeping will be neither more nor less
than the history of the system of management
in all its points. Health-comfort-industrymorality-discipline--and
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-both
of which properties it exhibits in perthe order of time merely: in a methodical book,
fection=-are the principal points upon which
by some other order, according to the purpose
the advantage turns.
Elsewhere, the knowit is designed to serve.
Entries of the elemenlege of the matter of fact requires to be com- tary kind are generally entered in a chronolomnnicated to the manager in chief, often g'ICal book, in the first instance;t
and from
through a variety of channels: here, it is pre- thence copied either in their separate and elesent to all his senses, and requires only to be mentary state, or in aqqreqate state and exprespres/!"~d.-No
false musters-no
running to sion, into a book of the methodical kind. Eleand fro-no mislayings and huntmgs=-nocrossmentary entries are of course the foundation
ings and justlmgs, for the purpose of survey
of the aggregate :-an error in an elementary
and registration :-every
person, and every
article cannot but be productive of a eorrething, within view and within reach at the spondent error m the aggregate in which it is
same instant.-A
degree of minuteness which
included: an error in an aggregate article may
might elsewhere be impracticable or unthriftyexist, without any error in an elementary one.
(costing more than the amount of any advantage
Considered with reference to their subjectthat could be made from it )-would
be without
matters, the books may be distinguished into-obstrucnon, and Without objection, here.*
l.Populati(\n-books-~.
Stock-books-(mcludChronological and Metlwdi(Jal-Elementary
ing accounts of articles received, issued, and
and Aggregate-are
the natural and fundaconsumed)-3.
Health-books-4.
Behaviourmental distinctions between book and book, in books-and
5. Correspondence-books.
The
a set of books, having for their common sub- plans of the population-books and stock-books,
ject-matter
the transactions of the same estab(elementary and aggregate ineluded.) includhshment-and
they apply, not ouly to books
mg also in each instance an indication of the
in which pecuniary ecot/omy is concerned, but ' use, would take up so much room, that they
to all the several books that respectively bear
must either be omitted altogether
out of the
relation to the several other heads of managepresent outlme, or posted off to an appendix.
ment here concerned.
IIIa chronological book,
Of the health-books a sketch WIll be given in
the arrangement
of the entries IS governed by Book hi. Ch. xii. Ilseful K nmrledge augmented, g-e.-To the class of behaviour-books may
*
•
.
be referred-I.
Complaint-books-2.
Misbe.
I~ the form called the Italu;lll, book-keepmg
haviour-books-3.
Black or punishment-book
18 a SClenCB
of itself, and a most intensely difficult
-o _
.
'
one. Happily it is not here a necessary one. It is -4. ned, or merIt~book. _
.
not practised in any of the existing poor-houses;
I.dea of a complam~-book-I.
~eet$
of comnor (what is much more material) on any of the OC-, plaint to the pauper inhabitants of any house
casions m which national accounts are delivered m -1. Fellow mmates of the same hou~e-~. Offito Parliament.-Thus
much seemed necessary to he cers of ditto-3.
The general plan of manageintimated, lest a large number of professed book- I ment-e-as mamfested either by the established
keepers thorougbly minated m the intricaeies ofthe I practice, or the rules and orders of the house
Italian mode, should b,: regarded as a ~ecessary --4. Paupers of other houses-5.
Officers of
art of the ofheial estabhshme.nt of e:-'ch industrydIttO-G. Strangers at large.
II. Complainouse, and an ~quamtance WIth their language a ants acainst the pauper himself may be--I.
necessary condition to the faculty of understanding
F 11 e
t
f tl·
h
" Offi
the accounts :-on the former supposition, the exe ow mma es 0
10 same
ouse-vz.
cers
pense would be great indeed; and on the latter, the of ditto-e-S, Paupers of other houses-4.
Offiseeunty for good management, as well as the sanscers of dItto-5.
~traDgers.-The8?
five last
faction to the public not a little weakened. If two cases may be considered as belonging to the
copies of one and the same original (the waste book) lIfisbehariour-bool..';:
III. Heads for a commay be of use in the character of checks,of howmuch
plamt-book-I.
TIme (day. hour, and minute)
greater use will not t'":o orlgJna; acco~ts be, kept -2. By whom-3.
Against whom, or whatby twouncommumca.tmg hands
For instance, m 4. Concerningwhat-5.
Towhom-6.
Bywhom
the case of :u:.leles transferred from house to house, examined into-7.
Witness or witnesses exathe transfer-imcard« book of the one house, and the mmed-8.
By whom decided upon-9.
Time
transfer outwards boo~ of the otber.-In the public when decided npon-IO.
TIme employed in
accounts, the mel/tad IS the method called tor by
the subject-matter and the occasion, and the Iangua.qe is the language in use with everybody. Would
To save the delay and danger of error that
public account. be rendered the clearer, by trans- mil(ht result from determining in the first instance
latmg them into a language composed entirely of to what methodical head they belong ~d
to
fictions, and understood by nobody but the higher
preserve a. constant assurance that nothing is omitclass of merchants and their clerks?
ted.
:::If there be an o.ffU:ers' ~oflr-boOl.,
it
The real use of the peculiarines which characterize
the Italian mode, might be a subject well worthy should he separate from the common mlSbehaviourof invesngatron,
1 mean in the SItuations in whIch
book, and kept by a separate hand. 1?e name of
in the case
it is at present employed; for here every purpose the offender need not be entered-nor
of the Italian mode might be answered, and an- of a tirst offence ought to he: the entry itself would
swered in perfection-(I
give It as the result of a be a punishment, and that a severe one. When a
particular and very laborious inquiry) by a set of baker IR fined for short weight, publication IS held
heads, taken exclusively from the ordmary lan- up to him in terrorem, as an ultimate punishment
guage.
for delinquency otherwise mcorrigible.
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the examination-H.
Decision-12.
Decision,
by whom executed-(if
it be a case calling
for execution)-13.
Time, &c., when executed.
Provision against suppression of complaints,
where a pauper is complainant.-Time
for complaming, a. time when the whole official estabhshment is assembled-right
of having the
complaint entered m the book.-Complaints
by paupers against paupers, will of course
have officers for judges.-An
appeal will ill
tha t case be a complaint against the officer who
a.cted as Judge.
At every visitanon (see Ch.
v. OjJicial Establishment)
the governor bound
to present to the visitors the books, exhibiting the complaints made by paupers, whether
against officers, or against the management,
for a certain time back.
Complaints against
the management not to be repeated by paupers
after having been decided upon by the General
Board.
Punishment for complaints adjudged
rash as well as groundless-still
more if maliciO'U., and made for the purpose of 'OOJ:ation.
Unexampled perfection, of which the system
of procedure is susceptible in snch a situation
-the
result, partly of the discipline, but principally of the architecture.
Delmqnency known
the instant of its being comnntted : defendant,
complainant,
witnesses-(if
distmct from the
complainant)-judges-everybody-on
the
spot :-delinqllency,
complaint, trial, sentence,
execution-might
all be included-and
WIthout injustice-in
the compass of the same minute." Punishment may here be the less setere,
in proportion as the certaintu of It is the more
entire: but in proportion as 'punishment is cer-

* The mode of procedure obserced by a wise and
good man in private life, in the character of a father
or the master of a family, wuhm the sphere of hIS
authority-the
procedure of the domestic ttl bunal
-is a standard by which the fitness of a system of
Judicial procedure-the procedure of pubhc tribunals
-may be tried :-the mode of procedure observable
in such a ttl bunal as that of the proposed industryhouse, is a standard of still greater sirnphcity and
perfection: the real difficulties, that in some ceses
obstruct the procurement of evidence, constitute
but one cause indeed, but that the principal one, of
the necessity which really exists In same cases of
deviatmg from these standards.--Compare
with
either of them the rcfusa.l to examine parties in the
conmum law coUrtS~IVJ! as well as cnmmal=-and
the practice of exammmg partres-s-but In wntmg
only, and after a SIX weeks" month's, and fortnight's time for fabrication-e-m what are called the
eqUl/.1J courts.-Delay ISspoken of, by Montesqnieu,
as if it were of the essence ofjustICe; and as if the
greater the delay, the better the Justice. But delay WIthout special cause-c-all delay that takes place
of course, and previous to the knowledge of the case
-is-so
long as it lasts--znjusttce.
Lawyers, under
the notion of coming at the truth, the whole truth,
and nothing but the truth-lawyers
of all nations-have, in the instance of certain classes of WItnesses,
(drffenng ill their list of these classes without end,)
refused to Judge whether the narrative be, or be not,
a true one :-assummg, that there are but two degrees of probity, in this respect, among mankindthat of the et¥Jr-'!"".Q, and that of the nPt'l',-i!lI1lY-

tain, tklinq_y will be rare. In ease of complaints of a serious kind, (such as those which
constitute a legal charge, civil or criminal,) the
Industry-house
itself will be a perfect, and the
only proper, sa.fe-cUl!tody house: by a common
jail, such as common jails are at present, a
scratch in the moral character would be mflamed into a death-wound.-{See
Book iii. Ch.
viii. Imprisonment,
eto.)
In case of a complaint by a pauper against
a stranger, if the strauger will not make up
the matter, or it be a matter not fit to be made
up, the consequence of a decision grven against
the stranger, will be a report from the house
to the general Direction-Board-of
which report, If confirmed, the consequence will be an
order to prosecute.-Unexampled
degree of
protectrou thus secured to the pauper-population :-thence
a degree of security, from which,
by the intricacies and expenses, partly natural,
partly factitious, of legal procedure, the selfmaintaining poor-that
is the great bulk of the
community-c-are
debarred.
(See Defence of
Usury, and Protest against Law Taxes.)
The black-book w!Ii be of use chiefly by its
name; the matter of it will have already found
a place in the misbehu1:iour-book. cases either
of hzgh delinquency, or of conspicuous pertinacity, (both classes rather Ideal than probable
in such a situation) will be the only ones proper to be put upon it.
lUd-book.The instances of the application
of the peculiar premium pnnciple, will constitute the ordinary matter of the red-book: uncalled-for, and unexpected marufestatrons
of
merit, the extraordinary.
The chaplain, the
" recording angel :"-one amongst other means
of encompassing with sentiments of love and
veneranon the Idea of this officer, the special
guardian of religion and good morals,
Chap. XI. ApPROPRIATE ESTABLISHMENTS-viz. for the Insane, &c.-In
the instance of
some of the classes, appropriate houses may be
b
of use: th.e appropriation
being special,
ut
not eJ:clUB%re;t~at IS, the complement of the
establishment bemg made up out of th~ ot~er
classes, rather than room or officers time
) should be unemployed :-the
central-inapecbon-architecture
obviating whatever inconvenience might result from the aggregation, if,
instead of being but apparent, it were real.
--Classes
requiring appropriate
establisht
I Th 1
II The D .~ nil
men s.- e 71sa.ne. . .
eaJ a
Dumb.
III. The Bll~d-m
some ~ases.
Reasons fo; collecting together, mto app~
pnate establishments,
persons atfucted WIth
the above mfirmities-I.
Reasons applying to
the curable classes of the insane.
1. Benefit
of appropriate
medical curation and attenand not considering, or not sufficiently considering,
that a refusal to hear any sort of wItness-how depraved soever-Is a license to eommit, 111 the presence of that sort of witness, all Imaginable crimes,
Apply these rules of maudibihty to a population
composed exclusn ely of convicted felons.
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dance. 2. Giving to the patients the whole time, whose case is so generally overlooked by the
and entire attention, of the medical curator,
writers on education : partly (it should seem)
undivided by miscellaneous practice.
3. En- as not being worthy of their notice; partly as
larging the field of his observanon and experinot lying within their reach.
ence. 4. Benefit of SUitable mstruction and
Education is the conduct of the individual
superintendence,
in respect of employment.
5. through the early part of hfe.
Ridding the ordinary houses of an annoyance.
The proper end of education is no other than
II. Reasons applying to the case of the deaf the proper end of hfe-u-ellbeing.
and dl~mb; also to the bluui, especially to
The wellbeing here in question is, partly
children born blind, or become so at an early
that of the mdividual to be educated, partly
age.
1. Benefits of appropriate education.
2. that of the parties at whose expense, and by
As well as attendanoe=-mstructron-c-and
su- whose care, he is to be educated-s-vrz. the properintendence-in
respect of employment.posed Company .-in respect of the wellbeing
The deaf and dumb are of sound mind, or upon of the child, they are as guardians,
m respect
the footing of idiots, according to the care be- of their own, they are as Masters.
stowed upon them at an early age.
From the commencement
to the conclusion
III. Reasons applymg to the case of the ill- of the period of education, (comprising m tlus
curably insane-:1pprOpriate
attendance,
and country the first twenty-one years of hfe.) the
(where susceptible of employment) instruction
field of education comprises the whole of the
and superintendence.
The insane of different ' individual's time.
descnpnons-c-sueh
as curable and incurable,
The time of an mdividual is employed, partly
susceptible and uususceptible of employment,
in acti'lle occupations, partly m repose which is
dangerous and innoxious, &c.-are
not to be the absence of them all.-LIst
of the ends or
eonsidered as necessanly allotted to the same object» to one or more of which all occupations
establishment, one class as another, by reason
ought here to be drrected.c-T. For the advanof their common attribute of insa7Ilt!/, but may tage of the Company, as well as his own. 1.
be aggregated to other establishments, and WIth Profit of the pecuniary kind, the fruit of proother infirm classes, according to the nature of ductive industry.-II.
For Ins own advantage,
their respective cases.
(See Ch. ni. Separa- m respect of his present condrtion in the aptioll and Aqgregation.)
prentice-state,
2. Comfort (meluding amuseChap. XII.
PAUPER EDUCATloN.-An in- ment.)
3. Continuation of existence (viz. by
quiry concerning the best method of providing
nourishment.)
4. Health.
5. Strength.
6.
for the non-adult classes of the pauper po- Cleanlmess.
7. Personal secnnty.-lIl.
Partpulation commg under the management of the ly for his own advantage-in
respect of hIS
proposed Company-that
is,for each individual,
future condition after emancipanon-c-parrly
dunng the period of his non-age-e-requires
for for the advantage of the public at large.
B.
its answer a complete plan of education, adapt- Faculty of selt-mamtenance,
9. Faculty of
ed to this numerous div ision of the community.
self-amusement.
10. Intellectual strength. 11.
The importance of the inquiry IS in the joint
Moral health.
12. Military strength.
13 Faproportion of the advantage to the multitude
culty of pleasing.
14. Re ligious affections.
of the individuals concerned, and of the deqree
15. Suitable mstructlou=-inerrucuon
In all
of influence wluch=-m
the situation in quessuitable pomts of art and knowledge.
tion-a
plan for this purpose may be expected
Among these obiects, some lead £0 others;
to manifest.
The In"ltitude included under
many are compassed by one and the same 00the denommation of the poor, compose the bulk
cupation -in some mstances, the connexion IS
of the community :-mneteen
twentieths might
necessary; III others, It 1<; dependent on maperhaps be found to belong to that class :-in
nagement, and presents a Wide field for nnthe condition of one of these twentieths, the provement:
and here comes in the application
plan in question would exercise a direct and all- of the sacral use principle, spoken of in Ch.
commanding authority;
and over the remainIv.-Examples-R<,pose
and comfort sweeten
der a very consrderable.i--and
finally, perhaps,
the time occupied 111l1utrition.*-Clfanliness
IS
an all-prevailing-though
less certain, and im- subservient to health, comfort, and the faculty
mediate, influence.
If, in point of real imporof pleasing.
Producure industr.~ IS naturally,
tance, the education of the rich can bear any
thouj{hnotnecessarlly,accompamedby(bodily)
comparison WIth that of the poor, it can only health, strenath, til,' faculu; of se(f-mailltenance,
be in respect of the influence which the con- and moral health -by
management, not only
duct of the former class has over the latter. In may the connexion between these objects be
the situation proposed, the conduct of the poor milch strengthened, but intellectual strengtir. anti
will depend-not
upon the remote and casual
comfort, (in the shape of amluement,) be added
inflnence of the rich, in the way of example or to the group.-Learnmg,
otherwise of little
casnal communication, but upon the direct and
value.s--unless by being subservient to intellecconstant exercise of plastic power. The influ- tual st>-eligth, is, (if suitable in kind.) capable of
ence of the schoolmaster on the conduct of the being made subservient to the faculty of se(fpupil in ordinary life, is as nothing, compared
lIlailltenance--tothe
facultyofselj-alllU8clnrnfwith the influence exercised by the Company
----------- - ---over these its wards. Yet these are the classes
" Concerning which, see Ch. Yi.-Dlct.
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to m<:ral Maltk-to
the faculty of pleming--and to religious affeotioflB.-MiJitary
strength
(of use principally to the public) is naturally
enough subservient to comfort, (i, e. to amusement,) and to the faculty of pleasing.-The
faculty of pleasing depends upon native comeliness, (the gift of nature, not of education,) upon
health, strength, cleanli7le8S, intellectual strength,
and moral Malth. * Of religious affections,
moral health is in tbis world the great use.
From suitable instruction
(Buitable art and
know/edge) these sublime affections, as well as
intelkctual
strength, may derive nourishment
and increase.-Amongst
active occupations
(occupations
accompanied
with strong exercise) there is one, viz. BtCimming, peculiarly
subservient
to personal security-applying
to
a danger, against wbich there is no constant
security by any other means :-and to this advantage IS added comfort, (mcludmg amusement,) health, strength, deanli7le8S, and even in('rease of strength (by increase of security) in a
military VIew.
Of diet and dotlting, (two of the efficient
causes of comfort and continuation of existence,)
mention has been made in the Ch. vi. and
vii.: -of ollCupations, considered as directed to
pecuniary profit, in the Ch. iv. and viii. :-of
the accession of military strength, that might
be derived from the apprenticeship
system,
mention will be made in Ch. x. of the next
book.-Of
the remaining principles of education, relative to these and the several other
objects, a compressed view may be exhibited
by the following RULES and OBSERVATIONS:
I. In the whole system of occupations, and
in each occupation in particular, the attainment
of the several objects enumerated, in the greatest possible number, and each in the highest
possible degree, (regard being had to their respecnve degrees of subserviency to the general
end.) ought to be kept in view.
2. Of absolute repose, considered as the total
negation of all active occupations, the quantity
allowed ought to be, the least that can be made
sufficient for health and strength.t
3. The efficient causes of positive dislXYfllfort
being absent, comfort (amusement included)comfort, even where it is but the collateral resuit, IS the natural concomitant, of the several
occupations wbich have for their objects or effecis-repose,(
especially after strong exercise,)
nutrition, health, strength, cleanliness, personal
secunty, the exercise of the faculty of pleming,
and the consciousness of possessing it; and, by
suitable management, it may be infused into
those wbich have for their objects intellectual
strength, moral health, military strength, religi.. In the higher hnes of Me, it is moreover culti vated by instruction of a particular cast, directed
exclusively to this object.
t Sleep 18 not life, but the cessation of life: lying
a-bed without sleep, is a habit productive of relaxation, and thence pernicious to bodily health: and in
as far as it 18 idleness, pernicious to moral health.

GUS affections, and ruitabk imtruetitm: and, towards the close of the period, the lists of comforts may be closed and crowned by matrimonial society; of wbich comfort is naturally the
object, though the continuation of the species,
with its attendant
comforts and anxieties, is
another fruit of it.
4. Strong exercises, seem in the instance or
most individuals to be, in some proportion or
other, necessary to the perfection of health and
strength;
and in particular, in non-adults, to
the development of strength:
and the greater
the proportion of such exercises, infused into
the mass of occupation, without excessive fatigue, or the support given by artificial stimulants, the better both for health and strength.
5. To answer in perfection the purposes of
health and development of strength, a system
of exercise taken together, should be general
in respect of the parts concerned in it, not local: It should find employ for every limb and
every muscle: it should not be confined to particular limbs, or particular motions of the lunbs.
6. Of the occupations which, having profit
for their object, come under the head of productive labour, health, and strength, (supposing a due admixture, as above of the different
species of labour,: )-health,
strength, and even
comfort, will be the natural, though but collateral results.
7. In the choice of occupations (due provision bemg made for health and strength, as
above-mentioned)
productive Ia.bour ought to
take the lead: and that to such a degree, that
no part of the time allowed by religion to be
employed in productive labour, ought to be
employed in any occupation directed exolusrvely to any other object, the portions of time
allotted in each day to repose, nutrition, cleanliness, and religion, ouly excepted.
8. In particular, no portion of time ought to
be directed exclusively to the single purpose or
comfort;§
but amusement, as well as every
other modification of comfort, ought to be infused, in the Ia.rgest possible dose which economy admits of, into every particle of the mass
of occupations by wbich time is filled.
9. The period preceding the birth of the faculty of productive labour, with the addition
of those intervals of time from which, though
not occupied by religious services, productive
labour stands excluded by religious prohibitions, compose the time proper to be bestowed
amongst the several other objects.

:::Out-door, with in-door-Ioco-motive,
withstationary---strong, with gentle exercise.-8ee
above
Ch. iv, Pn'TWtfJles of Management.
§ Make amusement, (s.e, comfort,) the sole end
in view, regardless of those other objects, /I, sacrifice, not only of those other objects, but of comfort
Itself, will be apt to be the result. Those children
are by no means the happiest, whose amusement
is the most studied :-in particular, whose amusement is studied and provided for at the gt'eate~t
expense. The faculty of leading to profit, either
at once, or through the paths of dexterity and Skill,
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10. Instruction considered in the lump, the
time of its commencement should be the earli.-st possible : and, in determining the earltest
time possible, the commencement of physteal
capacity, (ascertainable by experiment as well
as observation,) not usage--should be the guide.
11. In determining
the quantity of instruction to be administered
within a given compass of time, practicability-not usage-should
be the measure. *
12. In the choice of subject.matters of instruction, utility-not
usaqe-&hould be the guide.
13. In regard to the order of commencement, as between study and study, natural facihty, not usage, should be the arbiter.
14. The utihty in view ought to bear refereuce-s-in the first place to the situation of the
individual. during the appreuticeship;
in the
next place, to his situation in the world at large,
after the cxprration of It.t
BOOK III.

COLLATERALBENEFITS.

INTRODUCTloN.-Taken in its narrowest extent, the object or scope of a system of provrSIOn in relation to the bnrdensome part of the
poor, Is-the
affording mere subsistence to all
persons actually in a state of indigence, and
willing to accept of relief upon the terms on
which It is thought fit to be offered.
An establishment
being instituted for the purpose,
whatever further benefits-to
the burdensome
poor, to the self-mamtaining
poor, or to the
public at large;
whether
in the shape of
employment,
pecnmary
assistance,
security
against depredation, or other moral eVils-security agamst death, or other physical evilscomfort-aceommodation
-useful
instruction
is a property that may destroy the value of an occupsnon in the character of an amusement, III the
eyes of a fond and prejudiced parent, but will not
so much as diminish It in the estimation of the
child. Forty pounds is no uncommon price for a
house provided for the lodgment of a waxen child,
and for the amusement of a human one :-forty
pounds, by which, on the proposed plan, lodging
for ever might be provided for eight children such
as he: while his very amusement, duration as well
tntensity taken into the account, might have been
mueh ~etter provided for by his bemg led to take
:' part In the makmg of the house, than. by a!l the
mdu~
that could be employed In gettlllg him to
look at It, when brought to him ready made.
* Not but that usage may With advantage be
taken for a mark to aim at-pronded
it be not
the most geMral but the most adrantaaeous usage:
-&lid 80 long as'the quautlty afforded 'by that best
usage be taken-not
for the ,na.rimum-but for the
minimum. That the greatest quantity administered
aJly'!here, may be administered every where, is
~:
that & yet [!Teater than that greatest quantlty may be, ~lllistered
everywhere, I~probable.
. t The 'JuestIOn whether any lll~ruetlOn of the
lIterary kind ought to be administered, and the
det&ils of the system of instruction which, If any,
would be the properest to be administered in such
a situation, must be reserved for the body of the
work.
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--{)r in any other shape,-may
be found capable of being ingrafted on this stock, may be
termed, with reference to that direct and principal object, collateral benefits.
Under every other system that has been
either exemplified or proposed, the task, even
in its narrowest extent, is too great-by
much
too great, for any means that can be spared.
Under the proposed system-Under
a Company, instituted on mercantile principles, with
an undirided. authority,
extending over the
whole field of aotion=-furmshed
with a competent stock of land and caplfal-acting according to the system of management, and that
management
registered and made pubhc aecordmg to the system of Book-ki;eping, above
pointed out+-nerther
the extra-business
here
about to be proposed, nor a superstructure
even of much greater extent, would be too
broad for the foundation.
Of these extra benefits, or collateral results, some take place, of
themselveS--{)thers
by means of a particular
direction given to labour, without any addition
to the quantity of it.-Those
which require expense, in most instances either find or provide
ample funds for the detraymg each of them its
own expense.
Some may be found to be pure
sources of profit-considerable
and Increasable
profit, over and above the expense, or even
without expense :-while,
of such as may be
attended with expense, the neat expense, takmg them all together, would be as nothing in
comparison with the sum of pro tit deducible from
the rest.
Considered with regard to its pressure on the intellectual
faculties, the whole
burden of management
may be pronouuced
light and mconsiderable.m comparison with that
which has been sustained wrth so much success
by the East India Company, for such a train
of years, especially since the Improvements
made in the constitution of that imperial body,
b h
I
f l' I
t
y t e super-rmperia
power 0
ar ramen (See Book v. Ch. v.)--"'Isdom-true
wisdom
consists-not
in the seantilless of IIlmsuns-but
m the amplitude of Illeans.
Chap. 1. E\lPLOYMENTSECI'RED.-Certamty
of the Company's being able, (so long as land
is not wantmg,) to find employment for any
multitude that can present Itself.-Necessary
cost of mamtenance-for
men, not so much as
4d. a-day: capacity of yielding return of labo
tittle"
as ls.-return
treble the
ur, no so I
, .
expense.
For women, .cost of. m~llltenance
I not more than 3d. capacity of YIelding return
by labour not so little as 6d.-return,
double
the expense.
Non-adults, on the apprenticeship footing, on terms of permanency,
and
thence still more advantageous.-(
See Book v.
Ch. ii, Pecuniary Estimales.}--Were the balance on the profit side less, the hberation of
the individual would indeed be less speedy,
b t the acco plishment of the benefit in its'
u
m
'" '
d
utmost ~xtent,n~t the less certam.
ith Ian
and capital sufficient, worse t~an common ~anagement would suffice for this: and securities
for better than common management have been
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provided.-(See
Book ii. Ch. iv. and x.-and
Bee Book v. Ch. v.)--All
the hands here in
question, are able by the snpposition;
inability
being already provided for by the principal
and fundamental part of the system :-physical inability may, taking the country throughout, be considered as a fixed quantity,
not
snseeptible of ll.uctuations, as want of employment is.
Company's employment, however, is but a.
make-shift-s-a, dernier resort.-Free
employment is the primary and preferable
object:
preferable as to the employment-lacking
hands,
because liberty and superior pay go along with
it: preferable as to individual employers, because profit on their part goes along with it:
and because in their instance the supply of it
operates in satisfaction of a demand, which by
the supposition exists already, and wants only
to be made known.
This being the case, the terms given by the
Company ought not to be so high as the terms
given by individuals,
much less higher: because, in either case, individuals would every
now and then find their supply of hands narrowed by this means.
Ou the contrary, the
affordmg to individuals
a positiu assistance
in this respect, ought to be added to the list
of the Company's obhgations:
for otherwise a
number of profit-yieldrug hands, who, by means
of a. suitable channel of intelligence,
might
have been made to find their way to mdividual
employers, might fall to the Company's share.
The refuse of the population, a.ble as well as
unable, is the lot best adapted to the situation
of the Company.
It is natural that it should
fall to their share, because, a.fter experience
a.t least, it is natural for men to prefer liberty
to confinement, independence
to dependence:
it is desirable, on all accounts, that it should
!'a.1lto their share, and tha.t as little else should
fall to their sha.re as may be: it IS better for a
good workman to fall to the share of a private
employer, as well on account of the employer,
as on that of the workman:
it is better for a
bad hand to fall to the share of the Company
--on account of private employers, that they
may escape being troubled with him-on
his
own account even, because the Company possess such means of making him better, as the
private employer does not possess; and since
they do possess those means, the possession of
the workman, bad as he is when he comes to
them, will, so long as the Company prescribe
the terms, be no disadvantage to the Compa.ny.
Demand for labour might as well not eM,
as not be knoum to those who have the labour
to bestow: in as far then as, under the existing order of things, this demand fails of being
thns known, thus to came it to be known is as
.muoh as to create it. The thing requisite for
this purpose is a ohannel of intelligmoe-a regular and constant channel of intelligenceeo-extensive with the demand for employment
on the one hand, and that for la.bour on the
other.-Articles
requisite
to constitute
this

channel

of intelligence-I.

Gazette: a publication

Th6 .EtllpWymetJt

rendered accessible to
all by its cheapness: rendered cheap by being
cleared of all matter foreign to this purpose.
The Company could render it free of expense
to the employment-lacking
hands, by printing
and circulating it at their own charge, waiting
for their indemnification to a later stage of the
business.-II.
A system of EmplQyment-RegiBter and Intelligenoe-O.ffices, spread all over the
country at equal and convenient distances:a set of constant statutes, (as the term is in some
countries for those marts for labour, which serve
m that capacity fOTno more than one or a few
days m the year.)
These for particular inquiry: the gazette for offers of service, and
offers of employment, in general terms.-To
this purpose the system of Industry-houses
is
already supposed to be adapted.-See
Book ii.
Ch.vui.
Mode of Ad'Certising.-A
master-employer,
wanting hands, to apply at any Industry-house
most convenient to him, paying so much a-piece
(say Is.) for every hand he wants: this, lest
he should advertise for more than he means
to employ-for
the purpose of having the more
to choose out of, or of swelling the apparent
magnitude of hrs business :-fruitless
journies
after sham offers is an inconvenience that will
thus be guarded against.-Deposit
(say lOs.
each) to be returned for every hand, the acquisition of whom is mentioned in a subsequent
counter notice of supply. This, as before, to
prevent disappointment,
by preventing
the
continuation of offers which would not be realized.
This counter-notice should be inserted
by the Company in the next EmploymentGazette.-The
offers should be numbered :-to
indicate the total numbers, and for the purpose of being referred to in counter-notices
of
supply.
An employment-lacking
hand to pay
for insernon (say one-fourth) of the daily pay
he declares himself willing to accept: 1. To
prevent wanton offers, as above: and, 2. Because if it were known that employment-lacking hands might make known their offers without any check from the expense, master-employers would lie by in expectation
of such
offers, partly to save the fees, partly to get
hands on the cheaper terms, by receiving offers,
instead of making them.
The master is the
party from whom it seems best that the offer
should come: since, having a.n employment
already, and wanting hands for that employment, and that only, it is for him to specify
what it is :-what
an employm.ent-laokill9 hand
wants, is rather money than employment: many
will be willing to undertake,
With or without
reservation, any employment by which money
is to be got.-No
dep08it here; sufficient counter-notice being insured by the master's deposit, and the employment-lacking
hands not being alwa.ys able to a.fford it.-By
prcetice
(which might be anticipated
in some sort by
intelligence)
these advertisements
wonld, on
both sides, be thrown into settled forflfl; in tho
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framing of which, amplitude of matter and
conciseness of expression would be the main
objects in view: points oJ character would come
to be digested under heads :-general
heads,
of the moral cast, applying to hands in general: particular heads, of the professronal cast,
applying to this or that class of hands.-Examples of general heads-I.
Age. 2. Character in respect of honesty, sobriety, good temper, assidurty, despatch, dexterity, &c.
3.
Employment
desired, exclusively
or preferably.
4. Number of years' experience m that
or similar employments
(naming them.)
5.
Wages demanded, &c.
To the Industry-house
hands, the benefit of
the Employment-Gazette
nnght be given qraiis:
the Secretary, under the drrecnon of the Governor, and with the privity of the rest of the official estabhshment,
digesting and methodismg
their offers. The same matter In two different
fOrIDS:-1. According to the occupation~ in
which employ is wanted; 2. According to the
class of hands by which it is wanted.-Classes
to be distmguished
m this pomt of vlew-1.
Free hands at liberty immediately.
2. Selfliberation hands, at hberty after the debt IS
worked out. 3. Bonded hands-e-Hands not
suffered to leave the Industry-House
but upon certain conditions-for
which see Ch. ii,
Mendicity extirpated-and Ch. ui. Habitual
Depredation
ezurpated. - These, WIth their
drvisrons, as per TABLE OF CASES CALLING
FOR RELIEF.
4. Out-poor hands-viz.
selfmaintaming
handsnot belonging to any
Industrv-house.-The
numbers of candidates
for each employment,
w ithin a given period,
at (or, in the case of self-maintammg hands,
resuunt ne£Ir to) each Industry-house,
should
be noted.
Under both heads, notice of the
amount of increase or decrease, as thus1. Offers rematnwg on the last day of publication, so many.
2. Fresh offers, so many.
3. Gone off SInce the last day, so many.
4.
Remaining at present, so many .-Returns
from
situations distant from the place or places of
pubhcation, would of course come III later and
later, in proportion to the drstance : hence another source of drvision and arrangement,
regulated by the course of the post.-General
totals and balances, every year, or oftener.
The established CONI returns afford somethmg
like an example, though of course not near so
complex and volummous.
The press to be set
at one place only, VIZ. London, or at several
parts of the country at once, according to the
quantity of the matter.-For
example:
Home
Counties, northern, and western-a
place for
each.
Each Industry-house
would be a general repository for the series of these gazettes,
as well as a place of resort for the explanation
of their contents.
The walls of the approach
wonld be a proper receptacle for these gazettes,
if printed only on one side.-(See
Book ii.
Ch. iii. Buildings and Land.}-- Very small
fees for search and inquiry, (say 1d.) just sufficient to prevent wantonly-troublesome
appli-
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cations.
A receipt to this amount wonld be
sufficient for the expense; clerks being trained
up out of the apprentice stock, maintained or
paid according to the frugal plan of the house.
To render the provision perfect, by grvmg to
the benefit in VIew its utmost possible degree
of extension, would require the use of the system of Industry-houses
in their further proposed capacity of [ruaality-inns, and frugnlitytracellinq stages, whereby an employment-lacking hand, though penny less, would be enabled
to travel from any part of the country to any
other.*-(See
Chap. vll.)--Hence
one out of
so many reasons for placing the Industry-houses
at distances as equal as possible.
Less immediate effects and uses of the institution, over and above the more immediate
ones of affording subsistence and occupation,
on the most advantageous
terms, to employment-lacking
hands, and hands to masteremployers-I.
Promotmg the augmentation
of scanty wages. 2 Promotmg the reduction
of exorbitant wages. 3. Promoting steadiness
in the rate of wages. 4. Preventing combmanons among masters for smkmg or keeping
down wages.
5. Preventmg
combinations
among working hands for ral"mg or keeping
up wages.
6. Keeping present to their 'lew
tables of rates of wages, that (for themselves
and childrgn) they may make a timely choice
of the most profitable and least over-loaded
occupations.
7. Reducing the prices of commodiues, m as far as kept up by exorbitant
wages+
8. The Employment-Gazette
and
Regrater Will be a useful check; and, With the
help of the -r:isitation plan, the complaint-book,
and the all-comprehensiveness
and perfect publicity of the rest of the book-keeping plan, an
effectual check agamst contrivances
on the
part of the Company or its local agents, for
keeping out of free employment, and thence
keepmg to the Company and themselves the
most profitable hands.
The rate of a man's
pay IS public; the goodness of his performances
are open to inquiry : if he disputes, in any
point, the character given of him by the agents
of the Company, he may refer to other testimomals.:::

* At present, If a single man be a self-conveying
animal, a poor man WIth a family is Virtually immoveable: and if, without hIS family he goes 10
quest of employment, be is punished by the pansh
as for desertion, under the name of a vagrant.
t Exorbitant wages, and still more deep tluctuatmg wages, are the bane of happiness as well as
morality,
among improvident and uncultivated
mind>. Stagnanon IS ruin: a fall produces the
sensation of a tax: a rise drives a man mto sensual
excesses '---excesses which, in one who, for want
of education, has no fund of self-omusement; no
other tastes to gratIfy, a.re fatal to health, industry,
and content.
::: Even previonsly to the institution of the froposed Company, no ineonsiderable
advance might
be made towards the equahsanon and stabtlitatum
of wages, by Tables rf Trades, or (to speak more
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On the plan here proposed, maintenance
coupled wIth employment-preservative
and
improving maintenance, not corruptive, as in
the idleness of the present poor-house or pensioned cottage-is rendered absolutely secure
to everybody: of the sort most eligible to present feelings, as far as the stock of that sort
will go; and where that fails, it is only by
giving place to another sort still more favourable to morality and lasting happiness.
Additional .Matter.-Intelligence
capable
of being ingrafted on the Employment-Gazette; or rather on which the EmploymentGazette might be grafted, being more certain
and regular in its amount-Periodical
(say
weekly) pauper-popUlation reports: being abstracts of the population-books of the whole
system of Industry-houses.-(See
Book ii. Ch.
x. Book-keeping.)
The escape list (including
out-rtays from furlough) would answer a further purpose, if accompanied with statements
of identIfication marks, (in French Bignalemellt,) and rewards for apprehension.
The
benefit would be extended by admitting of
escape notices from witkout doors; in the instance of children-wards,
apprentices,
arm!!
and na",y deserters, prison-breakers, and other
fugitives from justice.
Promulgation.-The
lists of offers of employmellt and offers of sereiee, articles comprising
the principal matter of the gazette, may be
distributed to the parishes in the whole or in
parts, accordmg to the chance there may be,
in the instance of each parish, of its atrording
supply to either branch of the demand. These
papers may be conveyed either by the general
post, or by and from each Industry-house within its district: they may be directed to the
parisi, clerk, the only species of public officer

whose abode is permanent, and his residence
constant and certain; to be read by him, in
the whole or in part, and then stuck up in a.
certain place within or without the church.
The Pauper-Population Report might be read
by the minister, and, by means of suitable comments and offices,be ingrafted into the Liturgy:
-prayers (deprecatory) for the unprosperous,
thanksgivings for the prosperons part, of the
results. An office of this kind would come
home to the business and bosoms of the audience: it would be-congenial to that gospel, in
which the concerns of the poor are the objects
of such anxious and distinguished notice. The
gospel itself means, in the original, good !letDS :
this would be truly gospel news. By the constancy and universality of the attention it
would excite, it would be among the most
powerful of the securities for good management, particularly in regard to the points in
which humanity and morality would be more
particularly concerned. Briefs, which solicit
attention in behalf of inconsiderable fragments
of the mass of the poor, or pretended poor,
present a very inferior title to admittance.
1 ndemllity to the ReulIue.-The utmost possible degree of cheapness is essential to that
universality of promulgation on which the
utility of this part of the plan depends. There
seems no reason why a stock of intelligence,
instituted expressly for the benefit of the
poorest classes, should, in as far as it is nere,
be taken for a source of accession to the revenue. It is no small matter that charity,
and that of so useful a sort, be administered
without expense to government. That the
revenue may not be deprived of any part of
the supply at present derived from this source,
the Compauy might compound with the Stampoffice, paying, yearly and forever, the greatest
amount ever received in a year, reckoning
(suppose) ten years back, for advertisements
of this class: in the character of a newspaper
nothing, it not being a paper of general intelligence. Escapes from without doors might
be excepted from the composition: so offers of
service from, and of employment to, domestic
servants: ma.le town servants at least, who
may be reckoned among the ourpaid classes.
The benefit to them would still be great, by
the universality of the circulation.-An indemnity to existing newspapers for the 1088 of this
source of profit seems also to be requisite.
By no other hand than that of the proposed
Company, could this invaluable national benefit be created to advantage: by government
not near 80 wll: by a loose multitude of seattered Industry-houses, under separate mangement, not pouibly.-(See Book v. CoNSTITUTIONDEFENDED.}--Theexisting law of settlements, and the existing law of apprentioukipl,*
both join in opposing the circulation of labour.

comprehensively) of projU-yteldzng Occupations,
with their correspondent earnings:-an eXIsting
publication,professingto include this object, gives
but a very small part of the number of the trades:
the author of this having collectedas many again,
without supposinghimself to have gone half wav
towards a perfectlist.-J udgmgfrom the state and
comparisonof the classes of interests concerned,
so much at least of the plan as concernsthe reducnon of exorbitant wages, bids fair for being executed; inasmuch as the parties to whose Interests
it is favourable,are the major part, as well in number as in opulence and power. The classes to
whose interests it is advantageousare--l. The class
of C01IBUmerB (that is, everybody.)-2. The class
of maBter-employers.-3. The class of under-paid
hands.- The only class to which it is disadventageous,is the class of ooer-pasd hands: to these
it cannot but be confessedto be in a certain point
of view disadvantageous,since to their immediate
feelingsit cannot but be galling-however advantageous to their lastmg interests. It is only in
some such indirect and remote, in some such gentle and uncoerciveway, that government can occupy itself, to an., good effect,either in raising,
sinking, or steadyingprices: operating not by the
creatton of inducements,but by bringing into no* This latter has been materially amended by 54
tsce inducementswhich spring of themselvesfrom Geo. III. c. 96. A1! to settlements, see editorial
other sources.
I Note at commeneement.-Ed.
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The former would vanish of course: the latter
or to this dISgUSt,considered, there can be little
has ever been a nuisance, agamst which many
doubt but that the sum of these pains taken
have protested, and for which nobody has ever
together is greater than the difference to the
pretended to find a use.
beggar in point of comfort between beggmg
Chap. II. MENDICITY EXTIRPATED.--SeCand working.
3. Discouragement to industry.
tion I. Compulsion indispensable.-The
IndusEvery penny spent IS the reward of industry:
try-house system (the Company being invested
every penny given, a bounty upon Idleness.with the necessary powers) a certam means,
The luxuries seen in many mstances to be enand, in this country, at least, the only possible
joyed by beggars, are a sort of insult to the
means,of extirpating mendicity.
In this coun- hard-working child of mdustry : by holding
try, under the existing poor laws, every man him out as a dupe, who toils and torments hnnhas a right to be maintained, in the character
self to earn a maintenance inferior to what 18
of a pauper, at the public charge: under which
to be earned by canting and grimace. 4. Faright he IS in fact, with a very few exeeptious,
cihty afforded to real crimes.e=Mendicrty,
by
(amounting not to one perhaps m fifty,) mainthe removal of shame, removes one of the chief
tamed in Idleness.
But in tlns same country
safe-guards to honesty: and to tolerate begthe condition of the common beggar IS more I gars, would be to tolerate habitual depredaeligible, m his own estimation at least, than ','tors ; for those who are now uuaroued emplouthat of a pauper, maintained m Idleness; for, uieni hands, would then, If under that name
if it were not. he would become a pauper, hav- I subjected to compulsive industry.declare
therning it m his option so to do at any time.
It' selves beggars.
5. Unfavourable influence on
would be absurd, therefore, to expect that by i happiness, even III the instance of the beggmg
any management-at
least, by any good mantribe Itself, taking the whole together.-There
agement-the
Industry-house
provision could: are many, it IS true, who, for a time at least,
be rendered generally acceptable to beggars: ; would. unquestionably,
be no inconsiderable
that is, that a system whrch affords bare main- I sufferers by the proposed change.
But the
tenance-mallltenance
III the most frugal
and I greater part wonld be gainers III point of hapleast luxurious shape-ror
that otherwise than! pmess, at least in the long run' smce-c-Iit
on the condition of workmg, as far as ability
being a property of this as of other unlabonextends, to the full amount of it, should be pre- ()US professions to be overstocked )-f()r
one
ferred to a mode of life exempt from workmgprosperous and happy beggar, there are proto the condition of 111mwho is not at present the bably many unprosperous and miserable ones ;
lowest of those who are maintained III idleness.
wretches who, notwrthstandmg,
keep lingerIf, III any country out of England, plans for ing III their wretchedness; sometimes for want
the extirpatron of mendicity without compulof power, sometimes for want of resolution. to
sion, (i. e.WIthout bodily compulsion.) have met emerge from it. The discomfort would cease
with a temporary success, no inference can be at any rate WIth the existing stock of prosperdrawn from the success of such a plan III those
()UR beggars : the benefits would be everlasting:
countries, to the success of a Similar plan m and the disturbance
of the prosperity of the
England; smce, in those countries, beggars be- prosperous ones appears to be a sacnfice necesing liable to starve, and many, doubtless, being
sary to the attainment of the benefit.
starved. the question will have been, whether
Section Ill. Ptanforthe Apprehension of Begto accept of the proffered provrsion, or starve:
!I(lrs.-Power
to any one to apprehend a beggar,
-Whplf'aS here the question would be, whether
beg!\"ing III any pubhc place. and conduct him
to accept of it. or to be mamtamed III rdleuess.
either to a constable or to the next IndustryIf, notwithstanding
the adoption of the pro- house.r-e-Obhgauon
on constables and magisposed system in other respects, begging were
trates, With power of commanding assistance.
to be tolerated, the nuisance would be much
=-Rcward
100. or 20~. advanced by the GDgreater than at present:
siuce, of those who vernor, and charged to the beggar's account.
are now maintained m idlcness in the character
The whole to the constable, If he apprehends
of paupers, multitudes,
rather than be set to on view: If on SImple mformauon, the informer
work, would become beggars.
to hJ.\ e a quarter:
If on informatiou, accomSection II. Compulsio» :iust{li«blc.-Mischiefs
pauicd with apprehension, half.-Necesslty
in
produced by the practice of beggmg-I.
In tlus case of adnutuug
the mformer as good
the instanceofpas5engersllIgeneral.considered
evidence.
Power of eomnntmont to the goveras exposed to the importunity of beggars-to
nor, 0] else to the chaplain; the latter being
some, the pain of sympathy:-no
pain, no alms- without pecuniary interest III the management.
giving ;-begging
IS a species of extortion to -InterventIOn
of a magistrate
(unless the
which the tender-hearted,
and they only, are chaplain should be nonnuated
to the magisexposed.
2. Disgust; which mlly exist where
tracy) would produce complication and delay.
there 18 110 sympathy :-the sympathy experiand might render the execution of the Jaw
ences a sort of relief by ginng;
the disgust
finds no rclief.-From
the disgust excited ,by
.. This power exists already in the case of felons,
the presence of a filthy beggar, none but the and seem' in httle dancer of being abused ; since,
equally filthy stand exempted.
ThE' multitude
III exhibrtmg the beggar, a man exhibits himself at
the same time.
of the persons subject to this pain of sympathy,

I
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less steady.· Time of detention, till the beggar's self-liberation account is balanced.-(See
further on.}--Items for which the beggar is to
be debited.-l.
Reward for apprehension, as
above. 2. Expense of conveyance.f 3. Diet,
while in the house. 4. Use of clothing and
bedding, while in ditto. 5. Medicine, or any
other articles of separate expense. 6. Individual's share ofthejointexpense ofthe house for
the time. 7. Ordinary profit upon so much of the
Company's capital as is employed in the defraying of that expense. 8. Expense of life-assurance
in this instance: i. e. equivalent for the chance
of his dying before his account is balanced.
SectionIV.Prorisiona/terDischarge.-Beg-1

gar's offer of ser~ice, for any employment of his
choice, to be previously inserted in the Employment Gazette. No discharge, however,
WIthout a responsible bondsman, (a housekeeper paying taxes.) undertaking for the giving him a specific employment, not to be withdrawn till after (suppose a week's) notice to
the house: g:rvIng:notice also to the house of
the beggar's departure, on whatever day it
happens, or the next. The beggar to enter
into a corresponding engagement on his part
--not to depart from such service without
(suppose a week's) notice to the employer;
and, upon departure, to return that same day
to the Industry-house, unless provided with
another employer, on the same terms ;-and
so toties quoties. This probation period to continne (say) a year: and at the end of it, the
beggar to be entitled to his certificate of full
emanoipation.Failure of such notice or return, to be considered as an escape, and advertised as such m the Emplo!JfMnt Gazette, With
a reward quadruple to the original one. In
case of a relapse into the begging trade, the
original reward doubled; in case of a secoud
relapse, quadrupled: and so on, doubling it
each t1me.-The self-liberation account not to
be balanced by money, but by labour (otherwise rich beggars might, in despite of the provision, continue their trade) or, if balanced by
money, only in part. By coming In as a volunteer, a beg~ar will save himself from the
expense of b~mg pressed, and from. ~he cl?g
of the probatwn pario<!. The proVlSlOnWIll
tend so far to execute Itself.
Section V. Erosions o~iated.-Classes
that
mnst he considered as beggars, or the provisions would be nugatory. 1. Offerers of pretended services to passengers.-Examples:
Street and road sweepers-Layers of boards
over kennels-Link-bearers-the
two last are
to be .
f
..
apt
In con ederacy wlt~ pick-pockets,
2.Pretende?hawkers.--.-Hawkin~~obedeemed
a pretence, If the quantity remammg exposed

* In the Shrewsburyhouseof industry, a Similar
power is vested in the Board of Directors.
t As in case of a beggarunable, or pretending
to be unable, to 'walk; or in case of his being rafrsctory, and extra assistance hired. This will
render it the beggar'sinterest not to give unneeessary trouble.

I

II

to sale be too small to a.fForda profit equal to
a day's subsistence. .Licencill might serve to
distinguish the real from the pretended. Acceptance of alms, in a road, street, or other
public place, with or without previous petition,
sufficient emdence of begging :-dumb show
may be as expressive as words.
Section VI. AlrMgi'CerS unpunidable.-l.
Penalties on gi~er8 of alms would be fleed/as;
since if nobody durst take, nobody could give.
2. Unpopular: being penalties on the exercise
of what, in respect of the disposition and motive, or apparent motive, at least, could not
be denied to be a virtue. 3. Obstructi'!Je of the
end in view : since, in the case of begging by
dumb show, it would take oft' the only emdence.-Punishment is out of the question on
both sides: even in the case of the beggar,
what I. proposed to be done is no more a punishment, than sending a boy to school is a.
punishment. No pain inflicted on purpose, for
the purpose of operating on others by the prospect of it: and the duration of the discipline
is made to depend upon the exertions of the
party subject to it :-in the instance of the
lazy hand, as in the instance of any industrious self-liberation hand.
Section VII. ExistingRemediesifiCOfflpetent.Remedy Ist, Punishment under the Vagrant
Act, &c.(17 Geo. II. Ch. v.) The effect of this
provision is rather to obstruct the design than
promote it.-Whipping does not give employment. Imprisonment in a common jail, so far
from giving employment, excludes a man from
it: besides corrupting him, by aggregating him
WIth bad characters of all sorts, out of the
reach of all tutelary aggregation and inspeetion.-The prisons called house« of correction
are not universal; and where they exist they
afford little or notlung of correction but the
name. They either afford him no employment
at all, or an employment which will be no resource after discharge: an employment not to
be had elsewhere, because not a.fFordinga maintenance to the workman, together with an adequate profit to a master-employer.t
2. The
:::List of requisItes, the C01lCUrrence of which is
necessaryto the carrying on a branch of manufacturing industry without loss. 1. Building suitable
-in point of space--matenals-dimensions-and
diVlsions.-2.Landsuffielent.-3. Appropriatestock
of all kinds, in hand or at command,in sufficient
9.uan~ltyand value.--4. Scaleof the establishment,
m pomt of number of hands, &c., ~
enoughto
affordad~q~te recompensefor a suitably-qualified
manage~s tlme.---.'i.Modeor ~rmsof management,
mereantile-c-themanager having a sufficient peeuniary interest in the success.--6. Stock of hands so
circumstanced,as to be dependedupon for a contmuance.-7. AppropriateinstructlOnadministered.
-8. The managmghands,by education and habits.
qualified for the eharge.--9. A system of bookkeeping appropriate, adequate,and regular.
The existence of these united requisites,in here
and there an instance, would avail nothing,unless
it were universal; since the preparingfor the beggar, in one district, allace of receptionwhich was
not to his taste, waul but drive him into another.
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law is itle.reeutabk.-The
mere want of jailroom would itself be a physical bar to the execu tion of it. The spare room in all the existing jails and houses of correction put together
would scarcely lodge, much less set to eork; the
beggar' alone, Without reckoning the uRaoowedemployment hands, and other classes aimed at
by the act. Were it even capable of being
executed, the necessary parties would not generally concur with the degree of willmguess
requisite for the execution of it :-maqistrates
not, were it only in consideration of the useless expense to the public:
constahles not,
through compassion, and fear of odium: pnvate informers not, the reward being so small,
and, on account of the known disinclination of
the other parties, the trouble of the business
being so much more certam than the success.
Hence It is, that (excepting the punishment of
here and there an indrvidual who happens to
be particularly obnoxious) things go on as If
there were no such law: and the lnmts that
are set to the number of this tribe, are set-not by the operation of the laws, but by the
quantum of encouragement
afforded, within a
given space, to this mode of life.-If
the law
had any effect, otherwise than in the way of
casual and useless punishment, it could only
be that of driving a man out of the street mto
the poor-house: that IS, quartering hun upon
the tltllCilhng, instead of the wi/liny.
Remedy 2d.-PriMte
Bondage ;-by an old
statnte still existing, but scarcely known.-( 5
EIIz. Ch, iv.}-In
the case of males, under a
1!elf-appointed master, from any age not under
twelve, up to sixty.-Tlus
remedy, such as It
is, includes beggars no otherwise than as it ineludes everybody, certain denominations only
excepted.
2. Females do not lie quite so completely at the mercy of a self-appomted, master: servitude expires when beauty begins to
fade :-at forty years of age :-and the magIstrate has a control upon the choice. * The very
existence of a law like this, is sufficient proof
of the inefficiency of It; since the execution of
it would never be endured.
3. With all its
harshness towards the intended servant, it
holds out no adequate advantage to the intended master :-for
it affords him no adequate
means of securing either the service or the person of the bondsman.
While willmg servants
are to be had upon such easy terms,no man will
encumber himself with an unwilling one, without the power either of confining him to prevent escape;or apprehendmg him afterwards.
Parallel bettceen the proposed Remedy and the
~ing

two e.riatinq 01ltS.
RRmedy 1st.
• Proposed Remedy.

1. Whipping.

2. Scene

of

confine-

1. No whipping,
or
other punishment.
2. Scene of confine-

* .Appius, therefore, uuder this law could not
have poesessed himself of Vlr.QI1lia, without taklllg
the part that he took at Rome.
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ment, a. close prison.
3. Duration
not abridgable
by a
man's own exertions.
4. No means of industry.

ment, a spacious
country farm.
3. Duranon
abndgable by a man's
own exertions.
4. Means and habit of
industry
uninterrupted.
5. Future
lIvelihood
secured.

5. No means of future
hvehhood.

Existing

Remedy z«.

1. Term of servitude,
any
number
of
years up to fortyeight, according to
a man's age.
2. Master,
self-appomted-anybody,
be his character
ever so bad, and
temper ever so intolerable.
3. Scene,
a. private
house - unconspicuous-c-uninspectable.

I

I

I

Proposed

Reraedy.

1. Term, a very few
treeksordays more
orfewer,accordmg
to a man's own exertions.
2. Master, a man of
character and education, appointed
by a great pnbhc
company.
3. Scene, a public
establishment,
of
the most conspicuous kllld.-Management transparent, - inspection
uninterrupted
and
universal.

Chap. III. HABITt'AL DEPREDATIONEXTIItPATED.-Section
1. Measures the same in kind as
those which serve for the extirpation of mend icity, will serve and suffice, nor WIll any others
suffice, for the extirpation of habitual depredation. But here the reward may be greater, because the serrice is greater;
the mischief to
which it applies the remedy being greater, as
also the danger that may attend the rendenng
the service.
The reward being greater, the
self-liberation
period will be proportionally
longer, of course; and the probatwl1-period
may be rendered so. The necessity of compul610n is still greater here, because the repugnancy is still greater :-beggars
are so, because
they are above being paupers; habitual depredators are so, because they are above being
beggars.
It would be a sad inconsistency to
extirpate the undangerous habit, and leave the
daugerous habit untouched.
The habit of depredation may be inferred with the most perfect certainty, and without the possibility of
injury, from t~e want of honest means of livehhood, (sufficient property as well as honest
occupation included] coupled with the non-exercise of mendicity: for existence has no other
means of su pport. 'What is not known, is, whether a man ISa smuggler-a
sharper-a
coiner-a thief-a
highwayman-or
an incendiary:what is known, is, that he is one or other of
these, or several in one. This, though an in-
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direct, is an irrefragable proof-not
only of an least as many witnesses as there are parliet! to
act of depredation, bnt of a multitude of such it, and commonly many more. Under these
acts: a multitude sufficient to constitute a1tabit. circumstances, any the slightest indication of
If anyone of them were specifically proved in the want of honest livelihood may be looked
a legal way-in
the course of a cnmmal pro- upon as affording sufficient ground for puttmg
secution-a
man would be dealt with as a cri- the question-Halle
you any honest meam of
mmal: this proof being wanting, he can no li1!elihood, and if so, 'What is it 1
otherwise be dealt with than as one to whom
Indications that may be established as suffihonest employment IS necessary, and who IS cient grounds for examining a man, for the
not provided With it. The inference with re- purpose of ascertainmg
whether he has any
spect to the existence of the habit of depredasufficient means of honest livelihood;
and
non=-the ground of proceeding-is
therefore
thence. whether it shall be lawful and proper
still stronger, in the case of the unarou:ed- to consign him to an Industry-house,
in the
employment hand, than in the case of the szes- character of an unaTowed-employment hand.pected hand, or even the stigmatized hand. In 1. Conviction of an act of depredatron-e-followthe first case, there is certaiuui : in the other,
ed by punishment for a term, and the punishment undergone : (the case of stigmatized
it is but suspicion and apprehension .-unless
the suspected or stigmati~ed hand happens also hands.)-2.
Prosecution for ditto grounded on
to be an «naioued-employment
hand; a com- oath, though for want of legal proof not folcidence not unfreqnent, but nothing like urn- lowed either by pumshment or conviction; or,
versal.
The suspected hand, having been ad- by stretch of prerogative, the party withdrawn
judged unpunishable,
must not be punished.
from punishment :-the
case of the suspected.
the stigmatized hand, having been punished
hand.-3.
Accusation of an act of depredation,
sufficiently, must not be punished more.
But by a charge, which, though l!It'ecific, has been
this, it has been already shown, is not pun u<n- deemed insufficient in the character of a ground
ment.-The
remedy IS m httle danger of bemg of commitment for trial.-4.
Oath by a person
of a suspicion that
employed where It IS not wanted: for If a sus- of character, declarative
the party has no honest and adequate means
pected hand, z, e. a person discharged for want
of legal proof, be really innocent, and looked
of hvelihood.-5.
Even strangership
to the
upon as innocent, and of good character, bonds- place, if coupled with more than traveller's
men WIll not be wanting: even supposing hun stay, and WIth apparent indigence.
Examples of Heads of Interrogation.-l.
guilty, and believed to be so, if he be hut a
casual depredator,
not an habitual one ; for What are your means of hvehhood 1-2. What
a bondsman may then get him on reduced
has It been for (say one) year past 1-3. In
terms, and the reduction may be Ins mdemnity
what places have you served or worked 1-4.
for the risk.
Whom have you uorked tor, or serted under!
-5.
Whom have you worked Irith ?-6. With
Secuon II. Proof of Habitua: Depredation.
whom have you dealt for the materials and im-LIving
without any assignable and honest
source of income (an act of which habitual de- plements of your work 1-7. With whom have you
predation is the necessary consequence) being dealt for the produce, &c.-lf no answer, or no
a negati-re act, or rather habit, proof of It can- satisfactory answer, commitment to the next
Industry-house,
on the footing of an una-eowednot be obtained but from the party Inmself:
pOBitl-re acts offering themselves to sense, proof employment hand. The answer in such a case
of them may be obtained from those to whose seems not much in danger of containing falsesenses they have presented themselves:
nega- hood, the falsehood bemg in its nature so open
III case of falsehood, the antive ones, not offermg themselves to sense, can to disproof:-but
no otherwise be proved than in the way of in- swer being on oath, will be punishable as perof provisional commitment to the
ference ; viz. from the want of proof of the op- jury.s=Power
on declared suspicion of perposite and corresponding
positive matters of Industry-house,
Whether the rule prohibiting the exfact on the part of him, whose mterest It is, or jury.
is made, to furnish such proof; and who IS so traction, or even reception, of evidence deemed
circumstanced,
that supposing them to have sel t:crillunati1!c be reconcileable to the ends of
It be steadily observed by
had existence, he could not but have it in his justioe-s-whether
power to demonstrate it. To put the party to those who profess to regard It as sacred, are
no
the proof, is in such a case, to interrogate him. questions which have here no place-here,
pnnishment-no
cnmmation-c-no
Interrogation
of the party is therefore an in- cnme-no
dispensable mgredient in the proof of want of self-crimination.
honest livelihood.
Employment
supposes an
SectionIll. Families of the Disreputable
provision would be incomplete,
employer.
Honest employment does not shun Classes.-The
the hght, but court it; employment that does if the rising generation were left out of It; if
not shun the hght, supposes Witnesses to every it neglected the many, after providing for the
Non-aduiu bemg themselre» beggars,
circumstance belonging to it-the
place oper- few.-l.
ated m-e-the several subject-matters of the ope- stigmatized hands, suspected hands, or unavowed-employment
hands, might be bound on
ration-the
operations themselves :-so many
the footing of apprentices:
their respective acpartners to the operation-so
many WItnesses:
principle, not to
-and to the disposal of the result there are at counts on the Itlf-liberation
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open till their arrival at full age.-2.
Nonadults, being akildren of a beggar, and hving
with the parent, might for thllj purpose be penmed beggars, unleu an adequate, honest, and
industrious occupation be proved.-3.
So in the
case of the children of unavowed-employment
hands.-4.
Children of a stigmatized or suspected hand, to be presumed unavowed-employment hands, unless as before.-5.
Also children
of a confined hand, confined in execution for a
predatory offence.-6.
Children of a aonfined
hand, confined for ditto, on mesne procees, to be
consigned or not to the Industry-house,
till the
trial of the parent, on recommendation
of the
committing magistrate, at the discretion of the
chaplain of the House.-7.
Failing the father,
the mother or other next friend, being master
or mistress of the ahode 1U which the child resides, to be regarded on the footing of the father, for this purpose.-8.
Children (unless for
special reason assigned by the children) to be
consigned to the same house with the father,
for his comfort andsansfacnon.exposed
habitually to his -rieU', but, to preserve them against
eorrnption, not exposed to his conversation, unless in the presence of an o.ffiaer, or two or
three 'luardian dders.-9.
Provision of detail
against collusive apprenticeships.and
other contracts entered mto for the purpose of frustratingthe above provisions.- The general presumption-that
the parent is the child's best guardian-fails
here.
The parental influence would
be employed-not
in the support of morality,
but in the destructum of it. In the case of the
rwtorictuly immoral, the parental power may
require to be suspended till recovery, as in the
case of the insane; and for that purpose transferred, although involuntarily,
in the present
case, as it is voluntarily m the case of ordinary
apprenticeship.
The wife ofa beggar, unavowed-employment
hand, stigmatized hand, or suspected hand,
consigned to an Industry-house, might be consigned (if livmg With the husband) to an Industry-house likewise, unless by consent of all
three parties, the husband, the Wife, and the
Direction Board, (on report from the chaplain.)
it should be ordered otherwise :-and
to the
same house, unless on petition, by either husband or Wife, It be determined otberwrso i=and (unless on like determination, grounded on
like petition} the self-hbcrauon
accounts of
husband and Wife should then be consolidated
into one-that
when the parties go out, they
may go out together.
Cohabitation should be
received as presumptive proof of marnage, for
the purpose of justifying on the part of the
Company the exercise of power to this effect;
unless and until this presumptive marriage be
disproved, by a valid one With a husband or
wife living at the time of the proof
Section IV. B.fficicnry of thi« Plan. By this
plan might be accomplished-and
that III a degree little short of perfecnon=-upou
an allcomprehensive scale-and
not only Without expease, but with profit-what
at a vast expense,
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and with inadequate powers, a most respectable Society have so long been striving at, upon
a comparatively minute scale.
In 1795, numbers provided for, 131: rate of expense per
head, £28, lOs. a-year, over and above earnings. T(' tal cost of the pauper population, were
the whole of it provided for at that rate,
£14,250,000 a year.-Extirpating
habitual depredation, will not extirpate depredation altogether, but It WIll go a great way towards it:
=-casual is probably the smaller branch.
Section V. Ulterior Securitus.-To
give the
plan, even as against habitual depredation, its
utmost degree of efficiency, might require some
such institution as that of an utti'l'ersal register
of names, abodes, and occupations; with power
to magistrates,
in certain cases, to examine
parties as to the truth of their returns :-m a
word, Mr Morton Pitt'S CensuB rendered allcomprehensive and obligatory.-Fragments
of
such a work are growmg up as it were of
themselves."
Tlns and more IS done by government every half yea.r. in the case of the
affluent and undangerous classes, for the purpose of taxation:
those in whose instance it
would be doubly useful, are alone exempted
from it. 'Were the exammation even oral and
public, (wlnch, however, It need not be,) as
well as universal, the highest dignity would be
rather illustrated
than hurt by It.t
Leaving
the extirpation of casual depredation
to some
maturer age, which, WIth intelligence enough
to recognise the defects in the law, may possess energy enough to correct them, were the
proposed Industry-house
system now established, and the care of the police reposed, with
adequate powers, in hands such as those which,
WIth such well-directed
zeal, and such unexampled celebrity, we have seen employed in
depicturing the existing state of it. habitual
depredation might even now be confined within a narrow range.
Section VI. Existing Lawinoompetent.-The
Vagrant Act, (Ii Geo. II. c. 5.) couphng the
unavowed-employment
class with the begging
class, and WIth so many other classes, some
differently pernicious, some unpernicious,
IS
rendered incompetent to this purpose by the
causes that have been seen, and many more
beside.- It misdescribes the case-It falls short
of It-it overshoots It.-It
violates justice, by
punishing, as for delmquency, Without proof.
-A claus!' in the Police Act, (32 Geo, III.
.. London Drrcctoru-s-Fasluonable Falendar-«
BII 111lII.'I'mlit Dn ectoru, &c., Fmversal Bruisk 0"""Ior!! the last, a most COpIOUS and extensive
work, not yt>! completed, tbe object of a patent.
t 1I hat: Sir. rs 'l0ltT uamct=Oeoroe the Third,
your KiII:,.-1l7I<li is !IG"r fXcupalwTII-llfy occupat /(11/ /$-/0 .<101'('1'>1 uou - Alfred " law of decennary
aggre~atJOn

was an mfimtely

stronger

measure,

though so much praised. To notoriety of occupanon It added vicanous responsibihty, and that to a
degree "qual to VICariOUS pumshment-pumshment
WIthout offcnce.-Its roughness fitted the roughness
of the times,
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moveable property, possession not being suillc. 53.) grafted on the Va.grant Act, of infinitely
cient evidence of title, mortgage-conveyance,
superior texture, but tainted with the irremediable vice of the original stock, confines itself preceded by scrutiny into the goodness of the
to a minute and accidental portion of the mis- title, would necessitate an additional expense.
Were a law clerk to form a part of the estabchief, and punishes as for repeated depredalishment, upon a fixed salary, this might form
tions, without proof of one.
Chap. IV. TEMPORARYINDIGENCERELlEVED. part of his business; the learning as well &8
-The best mode of relieving temporary indi- labour of which might be reduced within 80
gence, on the part of the self-maintaining poor, narrow compass by fiud 100ms: in which case,
io-not by donations, but by loans.-Loans
pre- for the addrnonal one per cent. the mortgager
serve unimpaired the spirit of frugality and might be exempted from the expenses of conindustry; donations Impair It, by leading them veyance; which bearing the larger ratio to the
to transfer their dependence from their own property the smaller it is, in small properties
exertions to those of others. Gratuitous bounty,
such as cottages, would eat up a great part of
the value of what there is to pledge :-and, the
from the Company to the self-maintainmg
poor, would be inconsistent with the self·li,bera- goodness of the title being once ascertained,
the money might be advanced to him in small
tim! principle :-the
main pillar of industry
and economy. When those who have nothing
successive sums, as he wanted it, and after reare not relieved gratis, nor on any other terms
payment readvanced, all without addition to
than that of full payment in the way of work,
the expense, which on the present plan canit would be an meonsistencv to afford relief not be done.-'l'his
branch of relief would, if
gratis to those who have wh~rewithal
to pay exonerated
from stamp-duties,
require to be
confined, in its application to property, to value
for it. Gratuitous bounty IS among the shapes
which private charity may with propriety as- not exceeding a certain sum; and, m its apsume .-where the expense arises out of a man's
plication to persom, it might be confined to
own pocket solely, he will naturally be the labourers in husbandry, as, being the class
more attentive
to the justice of the claim;
lowest paid, most apt to possess Immoveable
when it comes wholly or principally out of the property in small parcels, and in point of affecpockets of others, (as it would do If bestowed
tion most attached to it.
on the Company's account by the agents of the
Reasons for supposing that six per cent. with
Company,) profusion has neither sufficient check
the above fees, would defray the expense.-At
nor certain bounds.-(See
PAUPER SYSTEMS Paris, under a government establishment, five
COMPARED.-Ilolllr-prorislOn )-By loam made and a half, and in some cases five, (before the
at a reduced rate compared with the established
Revolution,) used to defray it: SIX per cent.
terms, the Company might afford an immense
defrays it, and with a eonsiderable profit, at
mass of substantial and unexceptionable
relief,
Hamburgh;
where, before this public mstituwithout injury either to their own purse, or to tion, private pawnbrokers used to exact from
the morals of those whose momentary feelings
sixty to eighty per cent.
At Rome and in
they relieve.
In the instances in whrch dissiother parts of Italy, this branch of charity is
patron is promoted by money advanced in the or used to be administered
upon as cheap or
way of loan, it would be favoured still more cheaper terms.- In a proposed Industry-house,
by money qirr» without condition of repayment.
part of the requisites are already provided for
The Governor, with the privity of the Chap- other purposes :-a system of management,
lam, might be empowered and directed to ad- and a system of book-keeping-presidmg
local
vance money, either to all persons indiscrimiagents, the Governor and Chaplain-a
system
nately, or to any particular
class or classes
of general superintendence,
the General-Direcmeant to be favoured on the ground of the tion Board.
Other parts would be furnished
lowness of their wages: the rate of interest,
at a rate of expense prodigiously below the
little or not at all greater than what will be ordinary lVarelurnse-tnen and trorehouse-tromen,
sufficient to cover common interest, with the from amongst such of the elder members of the
addition of the expense of management, which community as would be fit for little else:(With the assistance
afforded by the official Book-keepers, from the apprentice
stock, of
establishment
and the population of the In- winch a sufficient number might soon be quadustry-house) might be very small :-suppose
lified for so simple a task :-both classes mainsix per cent. per annum in the whole.-To
pre- tained for less than £5 a-year a head, instead
vent wanton applications, a fee must be taken
of eight or ten times the sum, a.s under private
on admission into the office for the purpose of pawnbrokers :-in the meantime, such of the
borrowing, and again on redeeming, say a halfexisting transferable stock of
&8 could
penny or a farthing each time, the expense of write or read, might be distributed for the
hooking and ticketmg included. No loans bemg gratuitous, the fraction due on the score of
(or a day, a farthing is still the interest that would
interest in each account would require in every
be paid for it :-of course the least sum a man
ease to be raised till it amounts to the lowest
would ever borrow, would be the largest sum the
(jenomination of coin.* In the ease of im- interest of which would be paid for by a farthing,

ad.

* ThU3, if a farthm;; onl; ",ere lent, and only

at the rate of six per cent. per annum, (or the time
he borrowed it (or.
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purpose &8 far as they would go :-the
distinotion of the trust, seconded or not by a. small
addition to their allowance, would render the
situa.tion a desirable one. The only considerable expense would be a warMouse-room, the
central part of which would serve for the keeper"

offiu·

7. Marriage-fund
sioJLt
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provi-

7. Capital

for furnishing a dwelling-place, &c.,
and even building one, if there
be none to be
found.

Chap. V. FRUGALITY .A.SSISTED.-Section 1.
Ezige'llaies, operating as e,ffioie'llt aauses, or
Section II. Souroes of funds in store, com_roes of demand, for funds in store, in the mon to the self-maintainmg
poor-even
the
sphere of life in question, viz. that of the selfmaintaining poor; particularly the lowest-paid
classes, of which the greater part of the population is composed :-wlth
an indication,
in each case, of the form in which the supply
requires to be administered,
so as to satisfy
the demand.

I. Ezigencia operating as
_roes of demand.

1. Fo1'm8 of BUppl'!l correspondent to the demand.

1. Failure of employment.

1. Income, tem-

~. Sickness-which
includes
failure of employment in
whole or in part,and may
create a demand for extra
supply besides.
3. Superannuation.

4. Ostentatious
burial-(a
phantastic, yet generally
prevalent demand.)"
5. Child-maintenance-provision-in
the event of
death or superannuation
of the father, before the
arrival of the child at the
age of complete self-maintenance:
also in case of
the existence of an extra
number
of children at
once, below the self-maintaining age.
6.Widow.maintenance-provision-No
demand (distinct from child-maintenance provision) till the
superannuation
of the
widow.t

porary, during
the failure.
2. Income, temporary, during
the sickness.

3. Income,during
the remainder
of life.
4. Capital.for the
expense of burial.
5.Income,during
the inability,
or inadequate
ability,of each
child, in respect of selfmaintenance.

6.Income,dnring
thewrdow'sremainderoflife.

* These four first articles (it should be observed)
are eommon to married and single, and to both
sexes.
t These fifth and sixth articles, though peculiar
to married persons in respect of the uiItence of
the exigency, are almost peculiar to single persons,
in respect of the faculty of laying up the means of
supplying it, (i. e. the faculty of saving out of earnings a fund adequate to the purpose,) and for that
reuon apply almost exelusively to males. Supposing the widow to have lived, in eTery instance,
till tlie youngest of the children had attained the
age and fllt'lIlty of ~l'If-main~nante, and by that

lowest paid classes-I. DIfference between
customary personal expenditure
(of the man)
before marriage, (in England, nearly equal,
generally speaking, to the whole amount of
earnings,) and customary personal expenditure
(of a man) after marriage-the
latter equal, at
most, to no more than the portion of the earnings remaining after defraying the expenditure
of the other members of the family.
2. Difference (if any) between customary personal
expenditure
(on the part of the man) after
marriage, and necelllarg personal expenditure
(of the man) after the marriage.
3. Difference between custQTllary family expenditure
(on the part of the rest of the family) after
marriage, and neoeuary family expendIture (011
time to have arrived at the age of superannuation,
ehrld-mamtenance-provisron
and widow-mamtenance-provision
would both be consolidated, as it
were, into one efficient cause of demand, takmg

place immediately upon the commencement of the
WIdowhood, in the instance of thrs lowest class, as
in that of the superior classes :-and so long as the
widow and the children under the age of self-maintenance were all hvmg, whatever provision could
be made for the family would naturally require to
be managed and admmistered by the Widow, to
whom, as the children attained the age and faculty
of self-maintenance, the benefit of the saving resulting from this dmnnution
of the burden would
naturally accrue. Such sccordmgly
IS the fonn
naturally given to the provision made in favour of
wives and families, in the classes whose habits are
superior to that of ordinary day-labour, and whose
income alford. a surplus capable of purchasing a
provision in this way superIOr to the style of proVIsion connected WIth those habits. But, in the
day-lebounng
class, the surpluses being so scanty,
whatever supply could be provided would require
to be cut down and shaped as closely as possible to
the eXIgency. In the mstanee of the WIdow, it
would accordingly be to be shaped. not to the whole
of her remamder of life, but only to the helpless or
superannuation
part of it· and, m the mstance of
the children, not to an undefined multitude of cont."9ffll children, and thai dunng their respective
penods of nonage, but to each actual child, and to
him or her no longer than to the commencement
of the age of self-maintenance, which in tillS class
may take place before the period of nonage is half
ela~.
+ This seventh article (an article peculiar to
single persons) applies more particularly to males,
by reason of their greater surplus of earnings: the
earnings of the stronger sex being (as it should
seem) not only absolutely greater, but bearing a
greater ratio to the necessary expense of maintenance: besides that the f..rulty of obtaining employment appears to be mort' assured.
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the part of the rest of the family) after the portunities
of turning that faculty to ad vanmarriage.-The
sum of these differences will tage, are comparatively so slender and precagive the possible amount of savings capable of rious, as scarcely to present a ground tor calbeing laid up In store on the man's side, duro culation capable of being put upon a level with
ing celibacy, applicable to the defraying the the above.
first cost attending the marriage union, or to
SectionIII.D!ffioultyofIloardtng.-Difficulthe making provision for the several other exi- ties which the self-maintannng
poor are apt
gencies above enumerated.
Speakmg of what
to labour under, in respect to the laying. up
ig p08sihle, this proportion cannot be set down and impro'llement of their surplus monies.at less than three-fourths of the earnings of a 1. Want of physical means of safe-custodymale of the lowest-paid class, reckomng from such as lock-up places :-thence,
danger of
his arrival at the age of highest earnmgs (say i depredation and accidental loss.-Pocket,
the
twenty years.)"
only strong box, and that an unsafe one.-2.
As to the female of this class, though her Difficulty of opposing a never-yielding
resisphysical faculty of making eamings.rs perhaps
tance to the temptations afforded by the instruby not more than one-third or one-fourth in- ments of sensual enjoyment, where the means
terior to what It is In thc male; yet her op- of purchasing them are constantly at hand.3. Want of the means of obtaimng an equrva" Th
f
I
f tl
r.
lent, especially on safe terms, for the use of
e average eammgs 0 am .. e 0
10 auove
h
II
.
.
descnption (South. Britain taken throughout) can sue sma sums, either in the shape of Interhardly be set down at less than Is. a-d ..y, (the est, or 1Il the shap~ of a supply, adapted 1Il
year throughout )-68. by the working week msk- Its form and conditions to any of the several
mg, by the workmg year, £15,12, -In the ~ounty exigencies above-menticned.v-A
Bank, instiof Suthcriand, m Noril. Britain; £3· 13.5, and no tuted for the purpose of supplying ';hls defimore, IS the customary personal expenditure
of all I cieney, might be distinguished by the name of
unmarried man, according to a statement
reported
a trUilalitq-bauk."-4.
Want of a set of inhy. the Rev, Mr Jh~Ies, ll\ Ill, ('a." ot till' Poor, structrons and mementos constantly at hand,
p. 200 and the sufficiency 01 the allowance "Illpresenting to view the several aigelloies or
dubitable,
since, acconllllg to the same statement,
sources of demand for money 111 store together
nearly as much IS laid up .1S a fund fOI iLU1",'-kn'l'tl
. d t
f tl
•
I ·b'l
1119 and llUlrrla9c: notluna
18 set dO\\11 fOI './11/,
WI I an III rea Ion 0
ie most e Igi e. means
but then h,. is set down -lor merrp-makma, I c. of makmg prOVISIOn for the exigency III each
drinkma fermented hquors ; and the one, It ·,hould case, by means of a system of banks, supposseem, may be set agalmt the other. A fourth of mg It mstituted.upon
the plan exhibited below.
£15,1::!,. B £3,18, ,-'<' that what the Scotchman
Section IV. Properties to be 'Wished/1)" in It
spends IS not '0 much a-, one-fourth of what the System of Pruqalitl/-Banks, commensurate
to
Englrshman earns. ,,'k,t tho Scotchman doe» hl-' the whole population of the self-mamtamme
UpOIl by choice, the Ellgbhman
could hve ~!,Oll If poor, witlnn a tract of country such a" that
he cl,lObC· lor oatme,:l and potatoes, (the Scotch- herr III question=-vrz. South Britam.
man, ouly food III Suthcrlaud.~ do not cost Iess
1. Fauri sollll and secure -proof
again-t
there (It IS supposed) than III England. It seem,
'
.
.
probable, that, III point of seal cost, they would th:~ sev)eral cau,e, ,{.[allure, (If which b~low.
even cost least III Engtwd;
I. c. nught
be raised
1 lan of prUrlSIOII,
all-comprehrnsi rl' for less land and labour though, on the other comprchen.ave, as far as may be, of all sorts
hand, the rent that must he pmd for the land. l' of exigencies, and at all times, as well as of
r,robably hIgher III Engl,urd than in Sutherland.
all 1'eroo118, in the character
of customers:
fhe excess of expense on the one score, and the thencc the amount of thl' depostt transferable
deficiency on the other,mayperhap"wltlroutmueh
from eXIgency to eXigency, at the Will of the
error, be set the one agamst the other.
customer at anv tune.
At Gla.gow, indeed, the average cn>tomary.per3. Scale of d;alillg comm.ensurate to the pe_
S07l"/ expense of a marncd man of this cla-,s I; set
cuuiary fac . It' es f
h
t
..
as high as £4: 15. 4,-(8e(' Letter to the Cinzens
u 1 0 eae cus omer .-t. c. on
of Glasgow:-Glasgow,
Apnl 1:.l.l'83. attributed each occasion as large or as small as Ins COIlto the Rev. Dr Porteous )-It 18 natural that, III Yemen;c can requ~re.
.
and about that great and thrn mg commercial to" n,
4. 1 erms of deahng sufficiently adeaniaqeous
expenses should be higher than in the tlnnly m- to the customer:
(the more so, of course, the
habtted county of Sutherland but I cannot help better:)
regard bemg had, III the necessary
suspecting that the expenses of the man arc here
rated rather too high ; SIDee,in the same statement,
the expenses of the woman are rated at no more England. By the new Statistir.al Account of Scotthan £::!: 16: 4, not much more than half those of land, It appears that in Sutherland, day labourers'
the man; and the expenses of an average child, wages avcrage Is. :It!. per day.-Ed.
bemg one of a fannly of four children, are rated at
" Bankers, safe and even unpaid, are not wantno more than £ I. 8 . :.l,not more than half those of ing to the rich; without the aid of some special
the woman, and not much more than a quarter 01 insututrou.such
as that here proposed.such bankers
those of the man.-r A, WIll readily be expected, will always be wantmg to the poor, especially to
the circumstances hrought to view in this Note the lowest paid, who are the most numerous elasses ;
have been materially changed since 1797. In Glas- because a bank, capable of presenting adequate security, could not, on this petty scale, ever lind its
gow, labourers' "ages and expenditure differ but
blr"htly from those of the same employments in account in dealing on any such terms.

I
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degree, to Bolidity; and if views of pecuniary
advantage are admitted, allowance made for
the quantum of profit necessary to be allowed
to the undertakers.
5. Places of transacting business nitable'
adapted in point of ricinity, as well as in other
respects, to the convemency of the customer.
6. ~lode of transactmg business aooommodating: suited to the circumstances of the customer
in respect of times of receipt and payment, and
qltantum of receipt and payment at each time.
7. Mode of operation prompt: consuming as
little of the customer's time m attendance as
may be.
8. Mode of book-keeping, dear and satisfactory.
9. Constitution exempt, as far as may be,
from all collateral tnconrenunces, incident to
associatiun
a circumstance, in some shape or
other, necessary to the voluntary composition
of a common fund.
Section V. Plan for a System of FrugahtyBanks, managed by the proposed Companyand possessed of the above propertaes.-c-Mouey
to be received from a contributor in any quannties, paying each time a tnfie (suppose the
smallest com current) for registranon.
'I'he
benefit granted in the first instance, a benefit
adapted to all conditions and CIrcumstancesf'tz.
a superannuation
annuIty -this
benefit!
convertible in the whole, or III any part, into:
any other species of benefits, at any time, or
even capable of bemg Withdrawn in the lump,
at the option of the contributor ; and so toties
quoties, on pre-established
terms.
A contributor to be at liberty to pay in hrs coutrrbuuon
m small sums, according to hIS convenience: as
soon as It amounts to an even sum of'a certain
magnitude, [say ;£ I,) credit to be given him for
a superannuation annuity to a certain amouut,
to commence at such age as he chooses; the
amount being consequently adapted to the age
of commencement, according to a table previously constructed for that purpose: the option
being given to lnm on each occasion, as between the increasing the quantum of the proVision already made, or acceleratmg the commencement of it:-and
so for every £1. he contributes, at the same, or any other time.
Example of divers shapes into which contnbutions might be convertible, at the option of
the contributor, at any time, in whole or part.
1. An annuity for an existing Wife, in the event
of her becommg a man's widow, commencing at
her age of superannuation, or else at his death.
2. In the case of a married man, having or
not yet having a child or children, an annuity,
during the time that each child, or each child
above a certain number, shall continue under a
certain age, considered as the commencement
of complete or partial self-maintenance.
3. It might serve as a pledge on which he
might borrow money of the Company, to supply a demand created by any species of exigency that may chance to present itself:
whether It be ,·rguhtrl." accrllinq, such as the
above, or purely cosuol , and in either case,
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whether it be of the affiicti~e class, (such as
failure of employment, or sickness, as above,
or any other of the causes of impouriBhmem
as exhibited iu the Table of Cases caUing for
Relief,) or of the lucrati're kind-e-exigencies
constituted by the opportunity, or supposed
opportunity, of deriving a positive and extraordinary advantage from the use of a sum
thus required.
For this he may be made to
pay common interest, to cover which the greatest sum lent may be restricted to an amount
not quite equal to the amount of his contribunon.
If, at compound interest, the amount of
his debt comes at any time to equal the
I amount of his contribution, the annuity is
I thereupon
forfeited, but the debt is cancelled.
'When the money wanted to be borrowed, exceeds the amount of the least portion of purchase-money received-{ 'riz. the above-supposed £1 )-he
may have the option of selling
Instead of pled!ltng so many of hIS elementary
annuities as correspond to it: which would be
i the simpler mode, though, upou calculation, if
the lapse of time since the purchase has been
I considerable,
not quite so advantageous.
i 4. By selling a certain number of these elei mentary anmnties, a man would at any time
! be able to raise money, to sene as a 1naTl'lage
fund -nor
ought such alieuatton to be accounted bad economy; smce, to a bachelor, or
i a maiden, this nearer and more agreeable object would naturally be the foremost of the
two, the other of superannuation being chosen
at that early period m no other VIeW than
that of securmg the money, aud placing it out
to advantage in the meantame.c--The
age at
which the formation of such a fund may be
expected to commence, may be, in males. from
sixteen to eighteen or mneteen: when the
amount of earnings has got the start of the
amount of ph~ "leal wants, and the youthful
eye has begun to turn itself towards the opposite sex. The idea of the attractmg object,
especially 11' determinate, will be a neverfailmg encouragement to perseverence :--eontests may come to take place amongst suitors,
which shall have given the strongest proof of
attachment, by laymg up the largest marriagefund in proportion to Ius means. The publicity inherent to all transactions in which the
Company is a party, will of course (unless
otherwise ordered m the present case for special reason) give a correspondent pubhcity to
these exertions of individual VIrtue :-that
the
degree of exertion may be indicated, as well
as the magnitude of the result, the total
amount of the earnings may be iu a line with
the amount of the savings thus applied: the
degree of frugality being thus measured and
exhibited, a high degree may become proportionably honourable :-not to be upon the list
may even become disreputable.
A maiden
known to have lovers, may come to take a
pride in the magnitude of such their respective
sacrifiees ; and to make a point of honour not
to yield her hand till the degree of attachment
I

I

I
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thus demonstrated has risen to a certain pitch.
-Frugality,
being thus brought forward by
desire, as it were in a hot-bed, in the spring
of life, will maintain itself without difficulty
in the maturer seasons.
What has been withdrawn by mama,ge from the provision for old
age, will gradually be restored, and finally
with increase.
Throughout
the circle of domestic expenditure,
the future will rise in its
value in its comparison with the prue1/l,:in England, perhaps one day as high as in
Scotland it appears to stand already:
and
wha.tever is taken from the distant future to
be given to immediate comfort, will be invested in articles of durable use, rather than
Iarished upon the short-lived instruments
of
momentary gratification.
Section IV. Friendly Society Banks illatUquate :-shown
by reference to the above hst
of properties. *
I. Solidity-as against the several causes
of failure.-Causes
of failure to which a frugality-bank
stands exposed.-l.
Terms too
favourable
to the customer:
the result of
want of calculation, ill-constructed
calculation, or ill-grounded
calculation:
the last a
cause liable to take place in as far as the
accessible stock of data, or facts requisite to
constitute a proper and sufficient ground, happen to be defective.
To all these sources of
profusion, the solvency of the Friendly Societies, taken III a mass, appears to stand exposed.
For the principles of calculation, they have
access indeed, to the works of the respectable
authors who have laid the foundation of this
branch of traffic: but whether, in each instance, they have taken these authors, or any
other competent persons, for their guides in
these dangerous and slippery paths, or whether
they have taken any guide at all, any other
than the over-weaning
presumptions
of such
uninformed individuals to whose guidance the
rest of the members may have happened to
commit themselves, is a matter which not only
had been from the beginning, but after all the
attention that has been bestowed upon them
by government,
still continues a matter of

cha.nce. Against SO much of the danger a.s
depends upon the wa.nt of da3a, it is not in the
power of skill to afford any adequate assistance. In the case of superannua.tion-provision
and widow-provision (the two most important
of the exigencies for which provision is made
by any of these societies) the whole stock of
data known to exist seems deplorably deficient, nor is the deficiency such as can be
supplied without the aid of govemment.t

+

The set of facts that appear requisite for this
purpose are such as, taken together, shall afford a
sufficient indication of the rate of VItality or mortality, in the whole, and in each distinguishable
part of the territory of South Britain, as di versified
by local situation, age, sex, eondition in respect of
marriage, and occupation, But if place drffers materially from place ID healthiness, it is not the rate
of mortality in anyone place that can afford an adequate mdrcation of the rate of mortality for the
whole territory taken together, much less for each
separate part of it: if the proportions of mortality,
as between age and age in different places, are msterially different, It is not the proportion in any
one place that can afford an adequate indication of
the proportion for the whole territory together,
much less for each separate part of It. If the rate
of mortality, all ages taken together, is in all places
taken together, or m any particular place, different
as between occupatum and occupation, an average
rate made out from all occupations taken tog~ther
will not, in any place, SUIt the case of him whose
occupation is of the healthtest cast, nor of him
whose occupation IS of the unhealthiest cast. In
particular, so great have been the differences observed III the rate of mortality, as between place
and place, that there cannot anvwhere be that
place, the rate of mortality in which, how accurately soever ascertained, and for whatever length
of time, can present any tolerable assurance of Its
affordmg an adequate sample of the average or mean
rate for the whole territory taken together, much
less a sample that shall at once be adequate for the
most unhealthy and the most healthy situationsfor great towns, and for countryylaees-for
marshes,
and for mountains.c-The rate 0 mortality employed
by Dr Pnce, and adopted by Mr Morgan, is that
which is exhibited by Northampton: and the rate
pitched upon by these celebrated calculators, is that
which bids the fairest chance for being assumed, at
Ieast presents the fairest claim to be assumed, by
* The inadequacy of these institutions, compared each of the several Fnendly Socienes, wherever
as well with what have been, as with migld have situated. Y et, in Northampton, the number of the
been their objects, reflects nothiug like imputation
living IS to the number of annual deaths, (accordupon the members, contnvers, promoters, or pa- ing to Dr Price,) no more than as 26 and a fraction
trons, of these truly useful and meritonous associ- to I: but, at the same time, in the average of seven
ations, They worked, as they had to work, by the places reported by Mr Howlett, (See Howlett on
existing lights, with the existmg materials, in the the Poor, 1788, p. 93,) two of them in Su1folk,
existing state of things. [By the new system ap- and h ve in Glamorganshire, the number of the li vpheable to savmg's banks, by the 9 Geo. IV. c.9"2, ing was to the num her of annual deaths, as 54 and
and the 3 and 4 Wm. IV. c. 14, a remedy is ap- a fraction to 1 ; in the parish where highest, as 59
plied to several of the defects here noticed, especi- one-third to 1 :-population
of the seven places
ally iu the provisions for vesting the funds m Go- taken together, about equal to that of Northampvernment Stock. Like improvements have also, ton :-the probability of life consequently more than
to a certain extent, been extended to Friendly So- twice as high as in the spot which seems likely to
cieties.
The deficiency of uniform information
have been taken for a general standard. This is
mentioned in the Immediately following note, IS not a place to in"estigate the consequences of the
now in the course of being supplied by the Regtstra- error, supposing the IiIorthampton standard to be
tion system estahlished by the G and 7 Will. IV. c. an unsuitable one : but that it gives the rate of vi!la.-Ed.]
tality-the
probability of life-too
low for the
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2. Further cause of failure, embezzlement
or dissipation:
embezzlement in the ha.nds of
whole kinltdom taken together, ma'" be suspected
from the above instances; much mo~ for all country places taken together iu contradistinction to
toWD8, and still more for sitnatioDl! above par in
point of healthiness: and if there be an error, the
amount of it, may, it is evident, be very eonsiderable.-Dr Price (p, 140, 5th editiou) proposes a
plan for a society, in which surrannuation annnities are to be combined wit weekly payments
during sickness. .. If th!, probabilities of life" (he
concludes) .. are lower among the labouri~ poor,
than among the geuerality of mankind, thlB plan
will be surer of succeeding:"-meaning,
bymcceeding, not the formation of the bank, but the preservation of its solvency. This is as much as to say,
that if, in any place, the probabilities of life are
/tigMr among the labounng poor, than among. the
" generality of mankind," (i. e. persoDl!of all classes
taken together,) at Northampton, thrs same plan
will in such place be so much the surer of not succeeding. But in the seven places above-mentioned,
the probabilities of life, takmg the whole population
together, are, as we have seeu, more than twice as
high as at his standard place, Northampton.
What
elleet an error to thiS amount, VIZ.upwa.rds of cent.
per cent. (and which certainly is not by a great
deal the greatest to be found) in the general rate of
mortality, may have upon the solvency of a bank
of the kind m question, IS what I have not taken
upon me to investigate :-not so great I suspect as
upon this statement it may be apt to appear :-but
what we cannot at least avoid suspectmg is, that,
according to the Doctor's own notions, a society for
the purpose in question, instituted upon hi. plan, in
any of the above, or any other of the situations in
which the probabihty ot life is from tWice to thrice
as great as in this his standard place, would be
little less than sure of not succeeding. In these
seven places, it is true, the whole population of all
ranks IS comprised:-but
so is It at NC'rthampton:
--and as the labouring poor alone are to the whole
population in the one case, so are they, probably,
with little or no difference in the other: and since
in all places the labouring poor constitute the great
bulk ofthe population, the difference between the
rate of mortality among the sum total of the labouring poor, and the rate among the sum total of the
populatIon, cannot, in any place, be very great.-In
the case of provision for a widow, by annuity,
commencing at widowhood, the commencement of
the burden upon the fund being not only distant, as
in case of superannuation annuines, but subject to
contingency upon contmgency, self-partial-hope has
so much the Wider field to ran~ in. Of the several widow-provision banks which had been opened
before the entrance of Dr Price into this field of
inquiry, such as had arrived at the trying penod of
their existence, had all been broken up through the
experienced insufficiency of their fund, and the rest
have been broken up smee by the assurance of the
futnre insufficiency of it, as demonstrated by Dr
Price ; thongh constituted by societies of a. magnitude in many instances much superior to any that
appears to be common or even to have an example
among what are termed the FrUmdly Soetet_. (See
the histories of these failures in Dale and Price.)
The protraction of the solvency of a bank of thiS
kind too advantageous to the customer to be secure,
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some unfaithful member, or dissipation by the
insolvency of some third person to whom the
fund has been lent, for the purpose of obtaining an interest from it.
3. Another cause of fail~ssolution
of
the society, in consequence of disagreements
among the members.-Of
the influence manifested by these two last causes among the
Friertdly Societies, examples, but too numerous,
are to be found in Eden.
How sure a refuge
might not they have found in a bank, kept by
the proposed Company!
II. Plow of p1'01lisWn all-comprehenriu and
changeable at the will of the otutomer. Under
this head the plans of the Friendly Societies
appear to be considerably diversified, but where
the plan is most comprehensive, it is far from
being adequately so: and as to the faculty of
transmutation, it is probably without example.
The exigeucy provided against is, in some instances rickneu alone :-in
some, possibly,
iUperanlluationalone
:-in more, probably, rickflUB and BUperann'Uation
together :-in others,
Bicknus and tlidwkood together :-in others,
perhaps, all three :-m
some, (perhaps the
greater number,) these useful objects are unhappily combined with an ostentatious
and
expensive burial.
In no instance does the
plan extend to the affording a provision for
the expenses of marriage-agamst
failure of
employment, unaccompanied
by sickness-or
against the temporary burden resultmg from
an extra number of children under the selfmaintaining
age.
In the two first of these
instances, the smallness of the fund, in the
case of these local sssocianons, is an invincible
obstacle to the making provision for the exigency; since, in this lme of hfe more particularly, it is con'l'enient to a man at least, that
his contribution
be received from him in any
quantities;
and in the hst of exigencies there
are several demands to the satisfaction of which
It is _ntW
that it be returned to him in auy
proportion and at any time, he pleases.
But
a fund composed altogether of the petty and
unincreasable contributions of a small and determinate number of individuals, can leave no
such room for individual
will to operate:
whether the eontribunon
be in the form of a.
gross sum, or in that of a chain of payments,
or in a compound of both forms, no part of it
can ever be given back, but in the case of the
particular exigency against which it provides :
if it be a cham of payments, the cham must
depends upon the influx of succeeding customers:
if the influx eontmues copious and steady enough,
the original members, hy their representatives, reap
the benefit of the deception: if the influx fails at a
certain period, the deception recoils upou the authors. Of the societies instituted for secunng a proVISionfor ole!age, a great part, perhaps the greatest
part, appear .. ow to be exposed to the same danger:
-the sufferers in those past instance» amounted to
hundreds; the predestined sufferers lD these fotllrfJ
instancee may amount already to myriads.
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continue unbroken, and the links undiminished,
or all security is at an end.
But great as is the mass of population thus
provided for in the whole, it is still not near
so great as It might be, if the comprehensiveness of the scheme, in regard to persons, were
not reduced by a variety of conditions, limitations, exceptions, and exclusrons : some direct
and mtennonal ; others, indirect and nnthought
of. The members being to pass more or less
of their time in company WIth each other, they
must not be unacceptalle to each other; hence
acception of persons, and occasioual rejection
of individuals.
In some places, community of
occupation is regarded as a necessary bond of
union; in that case the benefit IS confined to a
few of the most populous occupations.
Differences resulting from sex, religion, party, and a
variety of other sources, add to the causes by
which not only scattered Individual", but whole
majorities are excluded: for if forty are nccessary to make up a society, and out of the only
forty whom the vicimty would have afforded,
a SIngle one stands excluded, the exclusion envelops In effect the other thirty-nine.c=Among
the unperceived, or at least undesigned causes
of exclusion, may be reckoned the comprehending under one association objects which In this
POInt of view are repugnant to each other: an
indivrdual who WIth reference to one of these
objects would be an acceptable associate, being
an unacceptable one WIth reference to another.
Thus a man, who by reason of occupation or
constitutron ISregarded as a bad life, would not

'*

on that account be a member the less acceptable, but the more acceptable, to a society confinmg itself in its object to provision for old
aqe. As It happens, -the only society within
his reach, is a society which to that remote object, adds the immediate .one of a provision
during sickness. But the same cause which
brings death pear, IS apt enough to render sickness habitually frequent.
Apprehension of a
man's adding to the immediate burden, occasions him to be regarded as a dangerous associate, and he thence becomes excluded from
taking his chance for the more distant benefit,
for which he would have been an acceptable
co-adventurer, had he stood alone.
When pro-'
vision for U"idolCS,to commence with the death
of the husband, IS confined with provision for
old age, 111 the shape of a superannuation
allnutty payable to the man, the case may be
much the same.
To a society confined in its
object to provision for old age, an unhealthy
man would appear a valuable member. on account of the apparent Improbability of his ever
reaching that age: but the only society situate
within hIS reach happens to umte both objects,
and the apparent goodness of hIS WIfe's hfe,
when coupled With his own unhealthiness. more
than compensates the advantage promised by
the apparent badness of his own life. The two
benefits not being to be purchased but m conjunction,
he thence becomes debarred
from
both, by his unacceptableness
WIth reference
to one."
III. Scale of dealing accommodated to the pc-

Comparotn
e "'leW ~f A'-;u-h.'11rS:-'-JJ1'01_'lszon.Superannuation-promsum,
and lVl(Jo'U'-}J1'Ot'/~IU1l plans, III
respect of tlu: requisites for thcu: belllY conducted
aidl: culcuntuqc, and tke,» fit lies. jor be!llYllIcluded
in one contract,

I. Stckness-Prcmsum,

II.

III. U-"luu-PrOVl>IOII.

SUl'eraIl1WaIWII-Prn1"lSwn.

1. Reqmres butasnwllfund
but that always at command.

1. Requrres a larocfund but
which, .•, to the capital or pnncIpal, need never be at command.

1. Require, a laroc fund
hut
wluch a to the capital or pi merpal, need nev er be ..t command.

2. Requires no stock of data, upon a nanonal "calc, '" grounds for
calculation.

? Requires a copunc, stor k of
data, upon a national seale, as
ground" lor l.11wl.,tI011.

~. Requires a copious stock of
daltl, upon a national
scale, as

3. Requires a strict scrutl1l.'l into a man's condrtion in point of
health, as a quahncation for ad-

110 scruiunt
a to
point ot I" alth, .1, a
tor adnnttance ; the
more unhealthv, the more heneticial a member, because the less
hkely to attain the supe,.."nnuJ.tion age.

:1. Requires

condrti on
quahtication

rmttance,

4. Requires (besides a scrutiny
into healthiness previously to admi-ston) a scrut"'!1 of the utmost
strictness into the tule to the receipt of the benefit, upon each occaston=-stncter
than can well he
expected on the part of the rnanagers of a fund instituted for any
other purpose.

I

I

III

4. Require' no other scmtin!)
into the title to the receipt of the
benefit than what concerns the
tune of the party's birth i-:« fact
of the <rmplest nature, and ascerminable at a penod prevwu< to
that of the contract ot adrmssron.

,,,,[I

.s. WIll have the better chance
.S. Its chance of heing
'·011of being well conducted, the smalducted has no connexion WIth the
fer the society, since, the smaller , magnitude of the society: but It

gi ounds lor calculutiou,
3.

Rt't}1lIfl''''

a ,..t rict

f,f·rutlll,1/

in-

to a man \~ condition In point of
hcalil. a\ a qualmcation lor admittance
more so than III ca....e
of su-knesx-prov ision, on account
of the ,upellor magnitude
ot the

stake,
4. Requires not a scrutiny of
any ruccty : after the scrutiny 1lIto he"lth' pre, ious to admi.>II111,
the only w{,;c'lund objects ot inquiry being matter>. of tact of a
nature little exposed to dispute->
viz. the celebration of m.u ruure
between two per-ens, and the
death of one of them.
5. It, chance of being 1("(·11,·.. /1has n" connexion WIth the
magnitude of the society. hut it
dueled
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~I/,niary faculties of each customer.
This property 18 scarcely possessed, or so much as capable of being possessed by a Friendly Society
bank: not only the original calculations, but
the current accounts, would be too complicated
for any hterary talents, or at least too operose
for any time, which such an associanou could
In I!;eneral be expected
to afford. The contributton IS paid at so much per week, or per
month, the same for each contributor, though
in some Instances the amount of the earnings
from whence It is drawn may be some number
of times greater than IU others.
In general,
compared to earnings, the amount of It appears
to be very small; from 3d. to Is. a-week, where
the earnmgs may run from (;s. to 36s. or more:
so that frugality, though mvited to raise Itself
to this low "Itch, IS m a manner kept from rrsmg higher: Its claims havmg been acceded to
up to this standard height, will be apt to be
looked upon as satisfied: and thus a man who
might by possibihty lay up above £90 a year,
and with comfort and decency £iO or £80 IS
supposed to have done enough when he has
laid up two and fifty slnllings.v-On the other
hand, small as the contribution is, It may yet
be too much for an indrvidual already burdened With a numerous family, and belongmg to
the lowest-paid class; hence another source of
unobserved exclusions:
though, for the same
individual, before marriage;a eontribution some
number of tunes greater might not have been
too great.
IV. Terms of dealinq sufficiently adraniaoe0". to tho! customer. Thl_ property antacon izes
With, and forms the limit of,the more Important
property of solidit.~ due provision bemg made
for that superior object. then and not till then,
the more advantageous the terms can be made
the better.
As to the Friendly Societies, It IS
not natural that they should be found deficient
under this head :-the
danger IS (as we have
seen) that of their promising more than they
Will be able to pay, rather than not so much.
The mischief resultmg from want of calculation, ill-constructed calculation. or ill-grounded
calculation, vibrates between these two dangers :-in one place too much IS allowed 1lI return for contnbunon,
and there bankruptcy IS
the consequcnce : III another, nut so much as
the society, the greater the mteterest wlnch prompt; to scrutiny.
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might have been allowed, and there a proportionable part of the benefit is lost.- The scale
of variation being so great, stretching from below twenty to one, to above sixty to one, the
co-existence of these two opposite mischiefs
seems an inevitable result of the assumpnon of
a common standard for all places, even though
that standard were the exact representative
of the national rate.
In the case of a national
Frugality-Bank,
such as that proposed, If the
standard be but just, both mischief, are completely obviated .,
V. VI. Y I 1. Place of transacting
business
SUItable In other points, as well as that of
I VICInity-Mode of transacting business prompt,
I as well
a, accommodatmf/,
in regard to times
I and quantities of receipts and payments. Amoug
the Friendly Societres, with few, or perhaps no
exceptions, the office of this sort of the Frugality-Bank is at a public-house
for here It must
be, or nowhere; this being the only sort of
house to which It IS convenient to be thus employed: at the same time, if there were any
option in the case, choosmg a tipplmg-house for
a school of frugality, would be like choosmg a
brothel for a school of' continence.
The saeriflee a man 1'; enabled to make to that virtue IS
, small and lmnted : the sacrifice he IS perpetu' ally sohcited to make to a habit which ts the
most formidable adversary of this virtue, has
no bounds.
The obhgation (commonly annexed) of spending at this office not less than a
certain quantity of money, (perhaps 3d.) for
: every shilhng saved, as well as a certain quan, tity of time, (an evenmg 1lI every month, or
I every week,)
would be a very heavy tax on the
contnbution to frugality. If the eontributron it, self were not so slight 1lI proportion to the
I means;
and If. either already, or in consequence
of a man's adnnssion into the society, the tax
were 110t so unhappily habitual and congemal
to mclinatron. as to present Itself as If divested
of all Its burdonsomeness.
Be this as It may,
here comes 1lI another addition to the hst
of unperceived
exclusions ; since, whatev er
may be the benefit, no man IS admitted to the
purchase of It, who "nil not frequent an alehouse.
A" to Ticinit.l/, the associations in question
are thus far exempt from disadvantage on that

I

i

j WIll be the

securer asamst msol- I Will be the securer against msolvencv th rnuzh ca-ual excess of i vency through casual excess of
mortality,
the larger the society. ' mortality, the larger the SOCIety.

i
6. A bank for this purpo'e may
6. A bank for this purpose can 1
6. A bank for this purpose can
be broken up at an.'! tune, withou; I ne>"(r I", broken up, without I "cur he broken up. WIthout
any breach of e1l!l"p,"nu'nl. and breach of en,'agemellt'. or with- I breach of (·ngagements. or W1~hWIthout prejudice to the eflectuout the utter frustration
of Its : out the utter Irustration
of Its
anon of the object, '0 long as It object,
' object.
lasts.
* Superannuation age. suppa<. si rtv-five . age of commencement of contribution. from twenty to
thlrty:-If
none live beyond SlxtV-IIH', the fund will go on aceumulatmg lor eyer; and If all were to
hve up to srxtv-five, It would accumulate but so much the I.,,~er -on the other hand, If all die
withl1~ a few years after they have begun contnbutmg, except those ,,~o live beyond sixty-five, and
they live on to elghtv or nmetv, the msolvonev, under a plan of calculation grounded on au average of
age$, and a s\lppo:'e,i regular seal., of mortality, as between af'c and age, "ill be certain and enormous.

I
I

I

I
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score, that the members, in their quality of
bankers, are in every such society sufficiently
within reach of one another, in their quality of
customers to the bank: but this circumstance
is in effect but another cause of exclusion, under the mask of a convenience; since, in as far
as this condition fails, the society fails of extendmg Itself.
At the same time, it may be
owing, in no small degree, to the difliculty of
collecting together members within reach of
one another, (that is, within reach of the common office, the pubhc-house.) in number sufficient to form a society for this purpose, and
capable of sparing the necessary proportion of
the workmg time, that the benefit, such as it
is, Ib mostly confined to towns.
As to the times for receiving contributions,
and paying allowances, these are points tha.t,
in the instance of these societies, must be fixed
by general regulanon, and in respect of which
httle or no indulgence
can accordingly
be
shown to individual convenience.
The contnbutton must be so much a week, or so much a
month. less cannot be accepted, for no further advantage
can be allowed :-the
time
must he the periodical time of meeting, and
no other.
AR to the Company's system of FrugalityBanks, III point of mere vicinity, if confined to
the system of Industry-houses,
they certainly
would be in no small degree inferior to the
system of public houses which officiate in that
capacity to the existing societies: but even
were no further accommodanon provided, the
advantages it would have in those other respects seem to be more than an adequate compensation for tlus head of disadvantage.
No
tax,-no
obligation to dnnk ;-neJther
obligation nor invitation to rob the domestic Circle
of a regularly recurring evenmg.
Ten miles,
the utmost distance :-times
more or less frequent, governed altogether by individual convenience:-the
time consumed by the augmentation of distance might, in many instances,
be made up for by the diminution in the number of attendances;
and the time of the week
might be the day (for wherefore should it not
be I) on which time, considered in a pecuniary
light, hag no value.
Should tlns not be enough, the vestry-room
of each place of worship presents an office as
near, and the clerk an officer, or sub-agent, as
surtable as can be desired.
The minister and
churchwardens
would be his natural inspectors.
In a place in which he is already stationed by his existing and more important
duties, the smallest coin current, multiplied
by the number of members, and that by the
number of times of payment, in the instance
of each, would afford a compensation
more
than adequate to his trouble.
For the service
thus rendered to morality, religion need not
go unrewarded:
attendance
on the service of
the day might be a condition precedent, and
its ojJkes rendered preparatory,
to the exercise of this virtue.
Money transactions
are

neither ill-suited nor foreign to the ma.in business of the day, when sanctified by the occarioft,
or the _:
witness surplice-fees, communion
offerings, collections on briefs:-and
if a money
transaction be sanctified by charib', why not
by a virtue which stands paramount to charity herself, by preventing the mischief for
which her best exertions are but a palliative.
VIII. Mode of Book-keeping clear and sati8factory.-In
the instance of the existing societies, the provision made in favour of frugality
being so inadequate, the plan of book-keeping
necessary will be proportionably simple: and
indeed so simple, that the stock of literary acquirements existing in each society does not,
it is true, appear likely to be found in many
instances inadequate
tv the task.
But the
proposed Company, in their quality of keepers
of a universal frugality-bank,
would not extend their scheme of provision without providing a system of book-keeping
altogether
competent to the purpose.
Under their management, that degree of competeucy, which at
present is exposed everywhere to contingencies, would be certain and universal.
IX. Exemption from coUateral Inwnuniences.-Collateral
mischiefs,
to which the
management
of the Friendly
Societies is
liable to give birth, (as appears by examples
from Eden.) and from all which, by the management of the proposed Company, the bUSIness would be cleared: 1. DrunJcenne8s and
Dissipation, as above. 2. Disagruments and
quarrels-results
mischievous to themselves,
besides operating occasionally in quality of
causes of dissolution, as above.
3. Combinations for sinister purposes, of a professional
or other comparatively primte nature :-sueh
as rise of wages, (always in favour of occupations already overpaid,) or diminution of working hours.*
4. Combinanons for simster purposes of a publIC nature-s-the raging malady
of the times.
Section VII. E:rigencit8to 1Xhichthe Company'.
Bank is least compet~nt.-These are such, and
such only, in wluch the result of the largeness
of the society may be the danger of its not defending Itself, with sufficient Vigilance, against
the arts of customers:
the interest of each
associate, in each transaction,
decreasing as
the multitude of associates mcreases.
Among these cases would evidently be to
be found those of simple failure of employment, Sickness, and provision for widows, on
the supposition that, in return for the consideration-money
received, the burden to an
unlimited amount-to
a value not limited by
that of the consideration-money
in each instance-is
to be borne by the Company-I.
As to failure of employment, the exigency itself is so absolutely dependent on the will of
the customer, as to be palpably unsusceptible
.. Combinations of this tendency, and of the
most pernicious kind, are said to exist among the
aocieties composed of Londo» _nls.
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of being insured against on such terms.
To a
man who luu an employment, which fills up
his time, and affords him the means of living,
it will not commonly be a. very easy matter to
appear to have none: but there is no man
who could not 80 manage matters as not to
have any such employment.
2. Sickness indeed is not altogether in this ca.se; bnt it is
too much so to be capable of being provided
against upon these terms, by so large a company, without an evident danger of incalculable
loss. 3. Even in the case of provision for
widows, though the e1)ont from which the
actual commencement of the burden takes its
date, is not to be considered as being (as in
the former cases) dependent upon the will of
the customer; yet the knowledge of the matter of fact, in regard to constitution,
occupation, &c., on which the probable duration of
life depends, and thence on which the terms
of the contract, or even the reception of a candidate, in his proffered quality of customer,
may be made to depend-and
therefore, in
this way, the probable commencement of the
burden, in each instance, are in no small degree dependent on his will." Against the danger
.. Child-maintenance provision, where the demand for it results from the eo-existence of an extra number of children under the self-maintaining
age, is an exigency not altogether incapable of being
thus provided for on its own bottom, and even In
the way of Insurance. For howeve- the reducmo
the amount of the exigency below any given amount
may, physically speaking, not be out of the power
of the parties, (such a result being attainable by abstinences repugnant to the object of the institution,)
yet the increlUtng the amount of the exigency, that is,
the number of the children produced by any given
marriage, is a result not subject to the will of the
individual, as marriage itself, apparent idleness, or
apparent failure of employment are. Whatever
were the chance, in respeet of the co-existent number of burdensome children found to obtain at any
period, mIght therefore be safely taken as the permanent amount of the chance; SInce no other cause
than the desirable event of a general increase In the
national rate of VItality could occasion it to be exceeded. But the calculations would be complicated; and the stock of data requisite in the capacity
of grounds for calculation IS such, as is not to be
obtained without the aid of government: inasmuch
as a complete enumerstion
of the whole population
would b. absolutely indispensable ; and when once
made, it were better, for thrs as well as so many
other purposes, that it should be regularly kept up.
At any rate the sale of annuities co-enduring with
this exigency, would, it is evident, be a business of
too much eompheatron
and delicacy, and would
require funds of too great a magnitude, to he witlun
the sphere of ability of any of the local associations.
But by the proposed Company, (supposing the data
to be but obtamed.)
it might be conducted with
perfect safety and regularity, to the great advantage
of the industrious and frugal individual, as also of
the Company, if the company thought fit to take
a share in it.
Among the cluster of donations, proposed with too
little thought of the ways and means, and among
the least exceptionable 1D its principle, was that of
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here in qnestion, in the ease of provrsion
against sickness, there seems to be but one
remedy, viz. the calling in the aid of the dlltyafll1r.iflterut juMtion principle, and taking for
sharers in the bargain some individual, or small
assemblage of individuals, whose personal interest In the event of ea.ch bargain shall be
adequate to the purpose :-in the case of provision for widows, there is, besides the above
remedy, that of reducing the burden of the
allowance to a rate adjusted to the supposed
utmost efficacy of the cause of disadvantage,
and for that purpose supposing the lives of
husbands (among the cnstomers of the bank)
to be as much worse than ordinary, and that
of wives as much better than ordinary, as the
purpose shall be found to require.
If the latter remedy be not employed, there remams
still unprovided against, in the case of this
mode of provision for widows, the danger of
a sinister and secret interest, on the part of
the agent, strong enough to overcome the
known and legitimate Interest by which his
fidelity is endeavoured
to be insured;
and,
upon the whole, these are the branches of the
trade of assurance which appear the least
adapted of any to the constrtution of the proposed Company.
In the case of a provision
for widows In no other shape than that of a
superannuation-annuity,
as the commencement
of the burden depends---not (as before) upon
the badness of the life of the man, but upon the
goodness of the life of the woman, the danger
of imposrtion has no place.
This, as well as
every other case of a superannuation-annuity,
is as competent to the constitution of the Company as any branch of assurance can be: and
as competent to the constitunon of the proposed Company, as to any other Company,
existing or proposable :-and
this is the only
shape In which prOVISIOnfor widows is adapted
to the situation of the lowest-paid classes, that
is, to the bulk of self-mamtaming
hands: for
surely it is not a matter even to be Wished for,
that a woman who dunng her husband's life
has been subjected to labour, should be raised
above it by his death.
In those cases to which the Company's management is applicable with least advantage, it
is not that this management is less competent
to the enabling an individual to make provision for the txtgefICY, but only as to the makmg provision against it in a particular tIIOdeviz. in the way of insurance :-for,
to a party
II gratuItous allowance for extra-children altogether
at the public charge. A bounty to a more supportable amount, upon that same principle, might be
afforded, by enabling the Company, at the public
expense, to insure a family agaInst the burden for
a premium in such proportion
inferior to what
would be an equivalent, as should be thonght fit.
But whether this expensive mode of affordIng relief
would be preferable to the unexpensive mode of administering it by the taking of extra-children
upon
the footing of Company's apprentices, the reader 18
by this tinIe in a coadmon to judge.
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who IS content to be his own insurer, the Company's bank, (as we have seen,) holds out
agamst this, as well as so many other exigencies, a provision not to be derived from any
other source.
If a man has tim" before-hand,
it enables him to lay up a fund of self-relief, by
means of which he may be provided for in his
own way, at his own time :-if, for want of
time, or otherwise, he has laid up no such fund,
at the worst It provides for him, on the selfliberation plan, in an industry-house.
Compared with self-insurance,
insurance by contract, as mother
cases, so, more particularly
in this, seems, It IS true, most favourable to
happiness upon the whole: the distribution of
good and evil being in this way more equable:
-for though what there is of personal suffering in the case is incapable of being distributed,
yet its concomitant, the pecuniary burden, IS
distributed by this means; and, by being distrrbuted, the pressnre of it upon the whole IS
lessened :-and the strength given by exercise
to the benevolent affections, and to the habit
of beneficence, is a kmd of indirect advantage,
which, in a moral point of VIew, is not to be
contemned.
To this mode of provision, the
Company, though it were not itself to embark
in the adventurous
part, might afford very
considerable
eucouragement
and assistance.
By undertakmg,
III terms
attended with no
risk to itself, but with a moderate advantage,
the receipt of contributions,
the payment of
allowances, and the charge of book-keeping,
the Company would case the associations of
all danger and apprehension of embezzlement
and d Iss/pat ion . It might release them of a
great part of the burden of attendance, and
exempt them from the dangers of discord. and
dissolution.
It would contribute,
III a great
variety of way .., to increase the amount of the
population thus associated : It might reduce,
the number necessary to the formmg an a500- i
elation, by taking for itself (which It might do
Without danger) a certam proporuon of the
shares i-as far as ten (suppo,;e) out of forty;
-by enabhng those to form a common ])urs<,
who, by reason of any of the cau-es of separatron above spoken of-(a", rchgion, party, private disagreement,
and the hkej=-nugh;
have
been prevented from formmg a common ([SSP'I}l/,/.~
-Ill a word, It might remove, alrno-t WIthout exception, the various causes of latent exclusion above exemplified or alluded to.
So III the case of associations bound for annuities to commence at Widowhood-the
Cumpany might perhaps not tlunk It advisable ever
to contract any obligation of that sort on its
own account :-at
any rate It could never
pJedge itself for the di;charge of obhgatrons
already contracted
011 this score of existmg
associations :-hut
it might take their funds
mto its OWll hands, keep account of the produce, and undertake
for the discharge of tile
engagements, as far as that produce extended,
and no further.
The benefit that has resulted from these as-

sociations is as important as it is extensive .
the principle of frugality being rendered popular, the foundation is laid, the chief difficulty
removed.
What, regards relief under sickness
is unmixed good :-thousands
and tens of thousands must have been preserved by it from
death, misery, and pensioned idleness.-But,
of what concerns provision against distant
contingencies,
the result is in the clouds.
It
is in vain to inquire into remote effects, when
the state even of existing causes is wrapt in
darkness.
Who can say to what extravagancies overweaning hope may not have soared, while unlettered
nnnds have been left to
wander m the field of calculation without a
guide I-Take
even the oldest of these bodies,
the past prosperity, were It ever so universal,
can scarce as yet have afforded any pledge of
future.
The oldest cannot as yet have reached the agf' of trral."
Meantime, safe or unsafe, how little they have done or can do towards sansfymg the demands of frugality in
their fullest extent, and m all their diversity
of shape, has been already seeu. The body of
collateral mischief of which they may prove
pregnant, appears not to be mconsiderable.fBut whatever there may be of danger in the
institution,
results from circumstances
that
are altogether
accidental to It-the
multrtudinous and unbridled concourse of rough and
uncultivated
minds :-democracy
is no more
of the essence of frugality, than It IS of prudence, tranquillity,
or science.
The benefits
result from the object itself, the disposition to
frugahty: the rruschiefs, from the means which
chance has hitherto furnished for the exercise
of that virtue.
Under the management of the
proposed Company, the mrsclnets would drop
off of course: the benefit would remain=-wrth
vast increase of magnitude, and ill Its most
perfect purity.
'Were the disadvantages
attached to these
petty Frugality Banks, a q compared with the
propu-ed General Frugahty Bank, ever so consrderable , It does not follow that it would be
abstractedly
useful, any more than honestly
practicable, to employ the hand ot government
Coicemmg the age of trial, see Dale and Price.
Whatever
mav he the amount of this collateral
rrnsehief, nothing
imprudence
or oversight can,
WIth ju-tu-o, he laid on this account to the score of
government.
Government did not make these FOcieties, It found them ready made. B) the special
protection It II01<b out to them, It has afforded Itself Its surest chance for their attachment,
as well
as a peculiar trtle to their allegiance. After all,
"hat It glyes as a boon to this pnvileged part of its
subjects m the shape of a reward for virtue, IS no
more than what government owes as a debt to all
subjects without drsnnction=-ccces .. ble justICe and
Idli'llN of residence th e last, a blessing, the 10ss of
which, the baneful fruit of the existing poor laws,
is a mistortune peculiar to thi-, land of otherwise so
Justly boasted liherty: a hle»mg which, by the
proposed piau, and by nothmg hut the proposed
plan, would effectually be restored,
'I'

t
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to break them up. The Company's General
Bank being added, and these particular banks
remaining as they are, the customer, in this,
as in most cases, could not but be a gainer by
the competition.
Whatever part of this business they chose should be done for them by
the Company's Bank, it would always be ready
to do for them on pre-adjusted
terms: whatever part they either found they could not do
or conceived that the Company would do for
them better than they could do for themselves,
they would of course give the doing of It to the
Company: and if, in any instance, the result
of their choosing to do their own business, instead of turning it over to the Company, should
be its being ill done, they could only have
themselves to thank for it. The cases in which
it is not better for a man to suffer by his own
will, than to be saved against his will, are
neither many, nor very easy to determme.
In
every shape in which assistance could be wished
-instruction-legal
powers-pecuniary
funds
-trust-worthy
hands-the
Company, with
its all-comprehensive
and omnipresent Bank,
would never cease to hold out to them a sure
and mexhaustible
resource.
Chap. VI. Pecuniary Remittance facilitated
to the Poor.-Dlsadvantage
the poorest and
most numerous classes labour under, III this
respect, the relatiee of expense of remittance
increasing as the sum to be remitted decreases.
A considerable proportion of the self-maintaining poor of this country are stationed habituaIly at a distance from their dearest connexions. In this humble line of life, so small a
sum as a crown, or half-crown, might be no inconsiderable assistance-i-from
a parent to a
child-from
a child to an infirm parent, or
grand-parent-from
a sister to a SIster, &c.There are individuals in this country, to whose
expenditure
£500 does not bear so great a
proportion as half-a-crown does to the expenditure of many an individual among the selfmaintaining poor.-Useful
arrangements taken
by the post-office relative to this head, since
the first penning of this paper."
But these,
arrangements
do not altogether come up to
the present purpose: neither the least sum nor
the retribution being quite small enough: nor
.. By a l"el1:Ulationof very recent date, the intervention of the different classes of officers, which
Government, for other purposes, has occasion to
station, in spots more numerous than those of the
proposed industry-houses, (though still not 80 numerous as the parishes,) have been employed for
t~e purpose of ena~ling seamen in the ,king's ~rvice to C?rresp?nd, I~ ~he way of pec~Dlary remittance, 'WItht~elr f..milies, w?erever SItuated. .The
benefit ~f this arrangement I~ beyo~d calculatlO.n:
-moralIty, as _well as convemence, IS served by It :
-m8JIY a family, which used to be a burden to the
public, derives now its nourishment from the natural source; and no inconsrdersble portion of national wealth, which used to be worse than thrown
away, is now applied to purposes of real and necesary use.
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does the post, in all places, reach the cottage
of the poor.t This part of the business of remittance might be managed by the assistance of the Company, in and from the several
mdustry-houses,
for the benefit of the lowest
paid classes, with proper checks, (such as the
letters being sent open, &c.) to save the benefit from bemg usurped by those who have no
need of it. Ti¥J accommodation will of course
be the more valuable, the more frequent and
regular the intercourse
between the several
industry-houses
and the parishes within their
respective circuits.
By the use proposed to
be made of each vestry-room in the quality of
a sub-office to the proposed system of Fruqality Banks, the demand for this intercourse
would naturally be increased.
Leaving other
days to casual opportunity,
Sunday, the day
of universal leisure and social intercourse
among the poor, might be a day of regular
communication,
between each industry-house
and the several parishes Within its circuit.
Special messengers would seldom be necessary.
The visits which the inhabitants
of each industry-house
would of their own accord be
making to their friends in the respective
parishes, would in general, be sufficient for
executing these and such other commissions as
there might be occasion to give them from the
house.-For
the facihties that might be given
to conveyance, see the next chapter.
Chap. VII.
Distant Conuyance facilitated
to the Poor.-Use
of the industry-houses in the
! capacity of frugality-inns and frugal-oonuy-i ance-staqes.-Mean
distance from house to
i house, on one supposition, fifteen miles; on
i another, but ten miles and two-thirds.
Inns
i are altogether unnecessary, where, comparing
t the distance between house and house, with the
ability of the traveller III respect of self-conveyance, he can make his way from house to house
without stopping for anight's rest. But houses
for stopping at in the day time are not necessary to the poor traveller.
Repose he finds,
at the worst, upon the ground; food he carnes in his pocket, from the industry-house
i where he slept.
The cheapest beasts of draught
i (asses) might be kept, at a small expense, in
sufficient number for those who by childhood
or infirmity were disqualified for self-convey-

I

ance.
.
I
I
I. U BeS tn the Mance of the nd~'"Y.-hOtUtl
Poor.-1. The tramfer~ble classes distributed
all over the country Without expense, whereever food is cheapest, or labour, such as they
have respectively to bestow, most in demand.
2. A pauper, on his becoming burdensome,
conveyed from his last abode to one of the
nearest industry-houses without charge; su1llcient conductors, where requisite, being always
to be found among the populanon of the house.
t Defects in the post-office arrangement hav~,
in this respect, during the present year, (1841,) 8JId
the immedIately preceding, been matenalIyamended by reducing the rate of commiJSion.-E'd.
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3. A well-behaved pauper,on his petinon.conveyed, by indulgence of the Company, to the
abode, or to the industry-bouse
nearest to the
abode, of any of his near connex.ions, whom
he wishes to visit, though it were at the remotest part of South Britain.
If able, no loss,
for want of his labour, need be incurred. Ten,
or even fifteen miles a-day, would scarcely
make too large an addition to his ordinary
day's labour, even if it were of the hard-work
kind; none at all, if it were of the sitting work,
or other alight-work kind. When not employed
for travelling, as above, the asses, attached to
proper vehicles, might serve for giving open air,
in conjunction with exercise, to the children
beneath the self-conveying age, and to the bedridden-especiallyon
Sundays.-(See
Book iv.

man were thus led to visit, so many establishments, alike prepared, in the capacity of frugality-bank.
and remittanee-ofoeB,
to enable
him to lay up, improve, or remit, whatever
savings he may have m&de.-(See
Ch. v. and
vi.)
IV. Confined Hand_PerBOm traulling I,.
CU$tody.-l.
Suspected hands, arrested, and to
be passed, on mesne process, or in execution.
2. Delinquents, by delinquencies of an inferior
class, arrested, and to be passed, on mesne process, or in execution.
3. Ddxors, arrested, and
to be passed.on mesne process, or in execution:
-the debtor having the option to bait at an industry-house, or at a public-house :-an important saving to poor debtors, and thence to their
poor creditors :-each industry-house
containing a strong ward, with provision for approPAUPER CoMFORTS.)
II. Use to the selj-maintaining Poor-Trapnate separation and aggregation,carried to the
velling all over the country, wherever their oc- utmost extent, (see Book ii, Ch. iL) and cacasions lead them ;-settingout
without money,
pable of affording assistance, upon occasion, to
and arriving with money in their pockets.* At constables and bailiffs.
Thus would be superpresent this cannot be done, because there is seded the necessity of irons for suspected hands,
nobody in a condition to give employment at and the expense of occasional extra guards for
confined hands of all classes. Debts tDOuld thus
such short tearning,in large or small quantities,
as it may happen, to persons unknown, coming
be payable by industry-houses,
though not by
the ensuing chapter.
in any number.
A man, having money in his prisons.-See
Chap. VIII. Imprisonment
rendered 'Unez..
pocket, might work or not work, as he chose:
causes of
-taking
the 'benefit of the diet and lodging at pensiu and ,·eformatiu.-Efficient
eorruption-l.
Idleness (i. e. want of/&onelt octhe cheap price of the honse, instead of using
a public-house, under the obligation of paying
cupation.)
2. Corruptive aggregation.
3. Exfor expensive food and liquors.
Domestic ties emption from tutelary inspection.
4. Access
would be strengthened,
and social affections
to the means of intoxication.-Efficient
causes
cherished, by laying open, in this way, to the of reformation, the reverse of the above.
1.
poor, those opportunities
of occasional interIndustry (i. e. honest and profit-yielding oeeucourse and uninterrupted
sympathy, which at pation.)
2. Tutelary as well as innoxious agpresent are monopolized by aftluence.
gregation.
3. Constant tutelary
inspection.
Persons 'Under engagement to, or in relation
4. Seclusion from the means of intoxica.tion.to whom this accommodation
might be partiThe preaence of all these causes of corruption
cularly convenient-l.
Soldiers;
2. Militiais of the essence of a prison: a few of the lately
men; 3. Seamen; 4. Marines :--on furlough,
improved prisons excepted, where an imperfect
or when disbanded :-and with or without their
dose of the efficient causes of reforma~ion, (viz.
children.-No
expense to the public-no
scan- industry, absence of corruptive aggregation,
dal of begging-no
danger of stealing or rob- and seclusion from the means of intoxication,
bing, on pretence of begging.
but without tutelary aggregation,
or constant
III. Persons not 'Under Engagement.-l.
and inspection,) is purchased, by means of separate
2. Welsh and Irish harvesters,
periodically
lodgment, and thence at an enormous price.
visiting-3.
Settlers and employment-seekers
The perfect abllinee of all the efficient causes of
from Scotland-4.
Accepters of offers of em- corruption, the perfect presence of all the effiployment in the several branches of industry,
cient causes of r1ormation-is
equally of the
to and from every part of England, as adveressence of a proposed industry-house:"
None
used in the Company's Employment-Gazetteof these requisites of a prison (except confine(See Ch. i.}-So
many industry-houses
as a ment) are to be found in any ordinary prison:
all of them would be to be found in eM'!I inPractical
consequenee-ecom* Expense of a day's maintenance for a man, not dustry-house.
so much as 4d. ;-but say 6d.:-worth
of day's mon prisons ought to be extirpated as common
work, not so little as Is. :-a, quarter of each day nuisances: and their function supplied by 110
expended in travelling from house to house ;-this
would leave three-quarters of a day to work in, and
earn 9d.-At this rate, a poor man might work his
Unceasing inspection, conjoined with approway on from house to house, any number of days priate se}l"'l""tlOnand aggregation, does "Whatever
together, without intermission, putting 3d. a day good sohtary confinement can do-c-does what it can
into his pocket to his journey's Jlnd, instead of be- not do-can he eonnnued for any length of time
ing at any expense.-In
the case of a woman, ex- without mischief-and
is free from the unsurpense 3d. ;-but My 4d. :~y's
earniags, 8d.:- mountable objections to which the latter is exposed,
three-quarters ditto, 6d. :-money in pocket each under the head of expense.-Solitary
confinement,
day,2d.
like mercury, is good, not for diet, but Co: medicine.
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Rrong fMrd in each of the proposed industryhouses.
An industry-house
would need no
Howard-no
Paul-no
Pitt.-Every
man
might be a Howard without danger, difficulty,
trouble, or merit.
Any man by looking at the
Company's Journal might know incomparably
more of t'M'!I industry-house, the prisoner-part
of its inhabitants included, than Howard could
ever know of any prison: the passing moment
filled the measure of his knowledge.-Terror
and safe custody are the only purposes answered at present by the use of ordinary prisous:
those securities being indispensable, pnsons of
some sort or other :must still be employed,
though corruption, instead of reformation,
be
the price paid for the advantage.
Some men
must be sent there, or the fear of being sent
there would not find its way into the bosoms
of the rest. Prisons are what they are, because
they ka~ been what they are: when prisons
were first built, not an idea of the system of
antiseptiCB here exhibited had ever presented
itself to view.
In process of time the whole system of imprisonment might be undertaken by the Company, to the universal advantage of all parties
interested.-Debtors
and delmquents from the
higher lines of life, are the only classes of prisoners who could not be accommodated to advantage in a proposed industry-house, without
additions for the purpose.
Precedent debts, due to creditors at large,
might as well be worked out upon the uifliberation plan, as debts due to the Company
for sickness-relief administered in advance."
Chap. IX. Domutio Moralit!! enforoed.-At
present, ualess the disease be violent indeed,
imprisonment, the only remedy, (besides being
mostly placed out of reach by the expenses,
natural and artificial, of procedure,) being but
an aggravation of the disease, domestic disorders, are, as it were, without remedy. A fit remedy would, for the first time, be brought into
existence by the proposed industry-houses.
I. Classes to whom an industry-house might
be of use in the capacity of a refomlation-/wvle
-1. Bad apprentices-at
the instance of the
master.-2.
Bad children-at
the instance of
the father or guardian.-S.
Bad wives-at
the
instance of the husband.-At
the instance of the
father, by the mere parental authority-in
the
other cases, by adjudication of one or two magistra.tes.
.. Not a debt paid by the hnmane and respectable society illlltituted for that purpose, but might
have been paid with still more advantage by the
debtor himself, in a proposed induatry-house.
In
two months the largest conrt of conscience debt
would be worked out, though the eharJ:e of maintenance were as high as 4d. a dar, and the earnings
no more than Is. Number relieved to 4th April,
1798, 15,827: average amount of debt, costs included, £2, lOs. ald. [Herald, 16th April, 1798.]
-Excellent
this! ~,how
much more excellent,
that he who owed his imprisonment to his own act,
should owe his deliverance to his own industry.
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II. Conversely, it might be httle less useful
in the capacity of an a.y[um against domestic
tyranny :-1. From the power of a bad master
-2. a bad father or guardian-So
or a bad
husband.-In
this latter case, adjudication,
it
should seem, would be scarcely necessary.
Without serious ill-treatment,
a wife would
hardly exchange matrimonial comforts, an independent abode, and the government of a family, for celibacy under inspection-in
company of her own sex only, and not of her own
choice. Spite, or a project of governing the
husband by fear of the privation would hardly
go such lengths :-neither
malice nor ambition
are to such a degree stronger than self-regard.
-Prefera.bleness
of such an asylum to a domestic one in the present case, though it were
under the protection of a parent, or elder relation of the same sex.-Elopement,
though it
were to the house of a natural guardian, is seldom exempt from danger, never from suspicion,
during the attractive age:
Infidelity, when it
was not the cause, being in such circumstances
but too natural an effect.
On reconciliation, the industry-honse,
like a
well-regulated
convent, but free from the objectious that attach on convents, would restore
the fugitive, without spot or suspicion, to the
marital &rIDs.t
There, as in a convent, conjugal infidelity,
become scandalous, might moreover receive Its
punishment. from a tribunal of magistratessittmg in private, unless publicity, with or
without the intervention
of the ecclesiastieal
court or a jury, be reclaimed by either of the

parties.f
Ill. Utility of the industry-house

regimen,
to drvers classes, comprised within the principal design of it, in the character of a oerlificate,
as well as of a pledge, of good behaviour, in
their respective spheres.
1.and 2. To out-ofplace domestio servants of the female sex, it
would be a preservation of chastity and of reputation of chastity:
80 of the habit of industry and regular obedience, in both sexes.
3.
and 4. To repentant prostitntes, and to friendUSB females, at the approach of the perilous
age, it wonld be an alglum for the benefit of
the lower classes, that is, the great bulk of
the community; doing, upon a universal scale,
and without expense, that sort of good which
is endeavoured to be done upon a minute scale,
but at no minute expense, by two magnificent
as.well as benevolent institutions-in
a style of
accommodation, congenial (as is but natural)
to the habits and sentiments-not
so much of
the classes into which they are to be returned,

t In this ease, as in many others, the legal remedy-dioorc" a mensa et toro proptu -uiamis rendered altogether inaccessible to the self-maintaining poor-that is, to the great bulk of the community-by the artificial e~ses
of procedure.
::: The exhibition of a Wife, sold like a beast
with a halter about her neck, in a public market,
would not then, as at present, offend the moral eye.
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as of'those higher classes to which they are
indebted for their support.
IV. Under the plan already traced, the Employment Gazette Itself (see Ch. i.) will be a
perpetual school of morality-an
inexhaustible
fund of unexpensive premiums for good behaviour.
The more points of good character a
man can muster, the better and speedier his
chance for employment,
and the better the
terms upon which he will be received.
The
inference is natural from theory; and there
will be the evidence of experrence.s=publlshed
experience,-to
show whether it be not just.
Let it not be imagined, that because the
place is the same, the treatment given in it may
not be infinitely diversified.
There is nothmg
either in relief or in correction, that should
render them incapable of being admimsteredadministered
to the pinnacle of perfecnon=within the compass of the same walls.
Even
now, the same chamber is witness to the caresses given to the dutiful, and the chastisement given to the froward child.
It is in
truth but through want of wisdom, not by any
law of nature, that the disparity has remained
hitherto so WIde between penal justice and
domestic discipline.
Good order is a condition
not less necessary to the delicacies of domestic
comfort, than to the utmost severines of public
justice.
The presence of the fostermg hand is
not less necessary to the infant, of the feeding
hand to the hungry, of the assisting hand to
the infirm, of the healing hand to the sick, of
the soothmg hand to the afflrcted, or of the
ministenng hand to the luxurious, than that of
the avenging hand to the crnninal who is to be
punished for his crimes.
The one thing needful was a perfect and general instrument
of
good order ;-an
instrument
not to be constructed without the aid of the inspection-architecture, The desideratum being found, good
order may be introduced
into any system of
management, and applied to all purposes that
end in utility, however wide of each other they
may appear to spread at the first stage.
Chap. X. National Force strengthened witk(Jut Ezpense.-Section
1. Land Force.-Another collateral
benefit, of a most important
nature, deducible from the proposed industryhouse system-without
effort-without
diS-j
bureement=-wnhout
expense to anybody j-a
nursery-a
supplement-and,
in part, a succedaneu.m-to
the existing system of national
defence.
One of the members of the official establishment a drill-serjeant
:-on Sundays to act as
such, in trammg the fencible part of the apprentice-stock, after an appropriate prayer:on week-days, in the capacity of a clerk.Arms for exercise, whatever have been condemned as unserviceable, as far as they will
go.-Age
oftraining, from fourteen, or earlier:
-age of requisition, from eighteen, seventeen,
or even sixteen :-numbers
to be expected, by
the time the accumulation of the apprenticestock has attained its maxunum (according to
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a basis of' calculation not now relied upon, but
to which the eventual number, if deficient,
might, by the means of extension hereinafter
suggested, beyond a doubt be raised) from sixteen to eighteen, 29,296 j from eighteen to
twenty-one, 42,841 j from sixteen to twentyone, 72,137.
The establishment of officers would be framed, of course, upon the existing constitutional
plan :-some of the inferior, the Crown might
perhaps find a convenience m selecting out of
the official establishments,
to whose authority
those privates will have been in the ha.bit of
paymg such unvarying obedience j-the supenor, from the landed strength of the country,
as at present.
Utility of a corps thus constituted, not only
agamst the rare and contmgent danger of invasion, but as an eligible and universally present succedaneum to the less popular assistance
of the regular force, against casual tumults,
the result of sudden and partial discontents.
Sequestered from the world at large, the intercourse, as between house and house, written
as well as personal, being altogether at the
Company's
command, (that is, through the
Company, at the command of Government,
and of that Public on wluch Government depends for its existence.) no exisnng body of
military force could be equally proof agamst
seductions
and combinations.
Completely
trained by so many years of exercise, at the
expiration of their apprenticeship,
and consequent diffusion into the mass of the population,
they would form an ample fund of disciplmed
force, ever ready in the hour of exigency.
Not the slightest idea of hardship could attach upon this gentle and self-executing institution.
Under the military conscripnons that
prevail in Russia, Austria, and Prussia, the
discipline is severe, the service constant and
frequently foreign, the danger frequent, and in
full prospect. Here the service is purely homeservice, the duties occasional only, the dangers
no other than what they WIll have been prepared
for from birth ; and those contingent, and, unless at a moment like the present, scarcely to
be looked upon as probable :-the whole concern, (instead of a terror,) an exercise, a pa8time, and a spectacle.-No
need of their lodging, any of them, anywhere out of an industryhouse, unless in case of an immediate approaching invasion.
Were even the service ever so
irksome, and the dangers ever so serious, there
are none, surely, on whom the lot could faU
WIth equal justice, as upon those who, indebted
to public chanty, all of them for maintenance
and education, many of them for life itself,
may literally be termed the fOlter-children of
the country.
Inconveniences attending the militia establishment, on its present footing.-The
obligation falling by lot on individuals, many of t~lem
ill-adapted to it by disposition, none of them
prepared for it by education :-married
mea
taken from their families, and the burden of
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maintaining
those families thrown upon the
public ;-a great and recent addition to the
burden of the poor-rates :-a11 of them exposed
to the influence of corruptive aggregation,
and
initiated (since such is the custom) mto habits
of idleness and dissipation :-all thrown out of
employment ;-a means of existence which, on
their return to their families and homes, many
of them may find it difficult to recover."
Section II. Naeo! Fo-rce.-The maritime
industry-houses
adjacent to the sea-coast, or
great rivers, would be a natural nursery for
the navy-private
as well as public.-A
suitable tum might be given to the education of
the apprentice-stock-Swimming
universal.t
-Here
they might be initiated, from the earhest age, in the exercise of the handicraft arts
pracnsed on ship-board.e=Examples-e-Oakumpickmg-rope-splicing-sail-making-netweaving--even
ship and boat-carpentry:
alternately with land trades, in peace tIme: practised exclusively, in war time.-(See
Book ii.
Ch. viii.)-Navigation,
the hterary part of It,
might be added here to whatever school-learning were taught on Sundays, on the principle
of the Sunday schoola==Mmds as well as bodies
being thus prepared for this branch of service,
by original destination,
education, example,
and habit, the male youth of the maritime induatry-houses would constitute a sort of naval
militia :-bnt
should, at the same time, be
trained to the land exercise, as well as those
of the inland houses.
In srtuations
where the fishing business
could be carried on at ordinary times WIthout
loss, upon occasion of a glut, instead of degrading thIS valuable food to a manure, the opportumty might be embraced of victualling the
circumjacent industry-houses
to a considerable
distance-c-inland
as well as coastwise.:::
Could any use be derived from the maritime
industry-houses
towards forming a chain of
signals!
The chain of maritime industry-houses might
form a valuable addition to the existing stock
of sources of relief against ship-distress and
shipwreck.
By means of an out-post or two,
bere and there, betwixt house and house, a
chain of telegraphic communication,embracing
the whole coast, might thus be kept up at a
comparatively
small expense.
Section III. Nosal. Timber.-By
Report
11th of the Commissioners for inquiring into the
Land Revenue, (printed in li92,) the stock of

* For the advantages of taking ihe earliest youth
for the period of mihtary service, see a very ingenious, judicious, and well-written paper, in Roederer's Journ&! d'Eeonomie politique.
t On board of king's ships, not half, seareely &.
third, (I have been assured.) can swim, FIve or
SIXhave been known to be drowned in the eourse
of a voyage.
::: At &. pouud a·day per head, (adults and nonadults together,) two carts, holdmg half a ton each,
with an ass to each. would carry, m a day, ada ...••
provision fro 111 one house to another.
•
•

ship-timber in the country is lessening and
growing precarious.-The
nature of the propnetorship, in the case of the proposed Company, would be peculiarly favourable to the
rearing and maintaming of a stock that can be
depended upon.
The landlord here would
neither be forced by necessity, nor so much as
have it in his power, to cut timber at a premature growth.-Elaewhere
it requires a numerous and uninterrupted
succession of frugal
and uninterruptedly
prosperous landlords, to
preserve an oak to its full size. Here the vegetable hopes of the nation would not be left
at the mercy of careless, malicious, or predatory tenants:
no persons having access to the
plantations but such as would be more under
command than either the neighbours
or the
inhabitants of a private estate, and incapable
of enjoying the frurt of depredation
WIthout
discovery. The preservation of the plantations
might be rendered the Joint interest and con'I cern of the Company and Government.
The
Company, at the same time, might lie under a
perpetual injunction as to the cutting of timber, otherwise than WIth the allowance of government;
and might be under an obhgatron
to keep a perpetual account of it, tree by tree:
-a sort of obligation to which ordinary proprietors cannot be subjected.
A periodical
state of the timber, verified by oath of proper
eye-witnesses, might be Included in the Company's periodical Reports.
The plan of bookkeeping would of course be extended to this
most valuable part of the stock.
The plantations delineated upon a, scale in which, from
the first, the number of plants within a given
square, and, after thinmug, the place of each
remammg plant might be marked, and the
plant denominated
by a number.-Annual
surveys, enumeratIons, and valua.tions.-Plantation book,-in
which every plant, as it dISappears, shall be marked off, and the cause,
or supposed cause, of its disappearance entered
under heads :-as, natural decay-biown
dOIrn
-destroyed
by aaimals-(naming
the animals,
when ascertainable, as hares, rabbits, &c.)Places for a plantation in every industry-house
demesne, where soil and SItuation permitted,
would be, 1. The icard-separation belt-2. The
e.derior-sequestration belt; viz. the belt planted
for the purpose of contributing to the general
design of sequestering
the apprentice-stock
from promiscuous association with individuals
at large.-(See
Book ii. Ch. ii, and iii.]
Chap. XI. Rats of Lnfau: Mortality diminu!.ed.- Under the head of CkUd-flumng,
(Book ii. Ch. ix.) together with what hears reIation to that subject, in the chapter on the
Principle. of .Management, (Ch, iv.) a. plan has
been sketched out, by which the rate of mortality, during the whole of the apprenticeperiod, but more particularly during the trying period of infancy, bids fair for being reduced to its lowest terms :-lower,
much lower
-fur what should hinder it!-in
this hitherto
neglected line of life, than in those higher
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lines,-the
highest not excepted,-which
command every attention that opulence can procure.
Under the head of Education,
including
what bears relation to that subject in the chapters on the Principles of Management, and on
Employment, a plan has been sketched out, by
which, under that important head, the condition of the Company's wards promises to be
placed upon a footing obvrously more eligible
than that of the children of the self-maintaining poor, even in the highest-paid
classes.*Condition in life IS better and better, in the ratio
of the stock of ways and means to that of wants.
Here the ratio is increased at both ends. The
stock of wants reduced to the lowest limits,
by bemg confined, from the beginning, within
the circle traced out by nature : the stock of
ways and means, on the other hand, augmented
by a multiplication of talents and employments,
and thence of securities for future hvelihood,
hitherto without example.
But should it appear, that the condition of
a Company's apprentice
is more eligible in
every point of view-probability
of life and
health, good conduct, and assurance of future
livelihood, than that of his fellows withoutdoors: and of this superiority, such part as is
demonstrable (which is the case with so much
as regards hfe and health) should stand continually demonstrated
to the eyes of all men,
upon the face of the Reports, natural affection,
would in many cases join with economy, in disposing a prudent parent to put his children in
possession of the same advantages.
An arrangement
of this kind would operate
to the unspeakable
advantage of all parties.
The causes of good management would be reacted upon and strengthened by this collateral
effect.
Good management
bestowed on the
indispensable
or free-school part of the r.onadult stock-the
bound apprentices-would
procure a stock of volunteers in the character
of boarders: and as the profits derivable to the
Company and its agents, from these boarders,
would operate when the time came, so would
the prospect of it operate, from the beginning,
as an incentive, calling forth and applying
their utmost exertions to the rendering the
condition of these their wards as advantageous,
in every respect, and as conspicuously and unquestionably 50, as possible. By the reduction
of infant mortality among the pauper stock,
the way would thus be paved to a similar reduction among the offspring of the self-maintaining stock ;. and the prospect of this latter
.reduction, and of the profit that might accompany it, would tend in the most powerful degree to promote and increase the original reduction, in the instance of the pauper stock.
Sow CGUU6, and you will reap ifect6.-Can
it
be wondered at, tha.t the crop of good effects
.. For a summary but detailed and comprehensive VIew of the advantage. peculiar to this and
other branches of the Company's population-stock,
see Book iv. PAUPER COMFORTS.

should in this field have hitherto been 50 scanty,
when the list of good causes sown is so mere
a blank!
By the defalcation of all factitious wants,by the reduction in the expense of inspection,
-(the
result of the inspection-architecture
principle, and of the advantage of operating
on a large scale,)--the
expense of rearing
youth, in the best manner, may not only, without the sma.llest prejudice in regard to probabilIty of life, health, or comfort, but with increased benefit in all those respects, be reduced to a pitch considerably below the amount
of what a sufficient allowance of the stock of
articles deemed neoessaries, according to the
customary mode of living a.mong the working
classes.could be a.fforded for in a private family
of the working class. The difference betwixt
the oustomary expense of maintenance,
and
the neoessary expense of maintenance, upon an
imprO'!led plan, would be found so great, as to
admit of the Company's reimbursing the amonnt
of the receipts upon as many of their boarders
as happen to die under their care, reserving
still a profit sufficient to afford to the Company, and its agents, an ample recompense for
every exertion they can bestow.+
Here, or hereabout, might be the maxilllltfn
rate of receipt and profit.-Under
this, the

t &ample

of the profit denroble to the Companll,
and, at the same time, of the 84'11"'9 obta.,.'&
by the parent, on a child tkus taken I'll to board,
-begtnmng at the first year of O{}e.
Per Week.
£ s. d.

Expense paid for a pauper
in some of the London
parishes.
.
•
Price to be charged by the
Company, say
.
Expense to the Company,
say
.
.
•
(Expense
at Glasgow,
among the self-maintaining poor, as per Ch. v.)
Deduct for deaths, ten per
cent.
.
•
•
Remains, neat profit, ninetr
per cent. upon the £0,
18s. 9d..
•
•

Per Year.
£ s. d.

0

3

6

9 2

0

2

8

6 18 8

4

3 9 4

0

0 0 6i

0

8 2

0 13 10.
2 15 5.

In Halley'S Breslau Table, the rate of mortality
withm that period In Breslau, the capital of Srlesia, is fourteen and a half per cant.-but
the proposed industry-houses are all in tbe country-and
the attention paid WIll be beyond what can be ~d,
even in the country, among the self-maintaining
poor.-If the children dying within the year, were
to die equally in all days of the year, it would come
to the same thing as if each had lived, and the expense upon it been contmued but half of the year:
but of those who die in the year, more than half
die within the first quarter, (See the Chester Table.
in Price on AnnUIties,) so that the deduction of
£10 per cent. is III truth too large.-RemaIll8 £90
per cent.- This for the first year of age: in the
subsequent years, up to the period of self-maintenanee, the neeessary expense Is not greater, and the
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terms might be accommodated to the circumstances of the parents, a.t the discretion of the
Company, in favour of the lowest-paid classes.
As to the state of those circumstances, in each
instance, the Company being master of its own
favours upon its own terms, there could be no
di1Iiculty about evidence. The existence of a
positive value, in the case of an average child
in this situation, for the period between birth
and twenty-one, being a point snpposed to be
established, the child would stand as a security for the expense of its board: on this condition, the terms of payment might be accommodated to the convenience of the child's
friends; except that if the score were not
cleared by the end of a certain time, (say a
twelvemonth,)thechildshouldbecomefoifeited,
i. e. considered as bound till twenty-one, in the
character of an apprentice. Regular payment
should be required, at any rate, for some of
the first weeks, lest a child supposed to be
likely to die should be brought to the Company,
for the purpose of its dying under their care:
a result by which (besides the expense of
burial, &c.) the reputation of the management,
in this respect, would be injured. At whatever age a boarder of this sort happens to die,
under the charge of the Company, the whole
of the money that has ever been paid with him
should be retnrned: though it then will, of
course, make the reduction greater and greater
the older the child is at the time of his death,
it will not, however, by the time of his arrival
at the age of self-maintenance, have reduced
the profit 80 low as to eighty per cent. For
the purpose of this eventual receipt, a testamentary guardian, appointed by the will of
the surviving parent, might stand in the parent's
place: in default of such appointment, the
money might lapse to the Company, and the
child remain to the Company on the footing of
1m apprentice. The older the child, when first
placed with the Company on this footing, the
greater, of course, the advantage to the Company; since so much more of the expense of
the unproductive period will have been defrayed, and 80 much more of the period of
greatest mortality will have been got through.
If a parent, able to pay in this way for a
child's board, chooses rather to bind him to
the Company on the footing of an apprentice,
the money that would otherwise have been
employed in paying for his board, would, if
invested in ille Frugality-Bank, have produced,
by the time of his arrival at twenty-one, a
very considerable sum, which at that time
might even serve as a capital to set him up in
business; or, in case of a female, would afford
her a marriage-portion :-without
interest,
£145 : 128.: with benefit of compound interest, at four per cent. about £219 :-at five
per cent. about £247.-On this plan, in the
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event of the death of the child before his arrival at full age, the parent would, in compensation for the wound suffered by his all'ections, find himself not only relieved in pocket,
but enriched.
Examples of classes of persons, in whose
circumstances it might be particularly eligible
to a man, to have his children taken care of,
from birth, or soon afterwards, for the first
years, (say the first two, three, four, five, six,
or more years,) according to circumstances ;
and who would naturally be disposed to profit
by the opportunity, could they have, and at
the same time be known to have, as full assurance of the child's being preserved in life,
health, strength, and good habits, as they could
have were it to be kept at their own homes, or
at any other private house.-1. Domestic servants--in whose case it would have the farther
good effect of removing an obstacle to marriage. 2. Widowers among the self-maintaining poor, left with small children. 3. More
especially widowers of the seafaring and other
classes, whose occupations carry them frequently to a wide distance from home. 4.
MarrIed men, with young children, and diseased, infirm, or ill-behaved wives. 5. Married men whose wives were engaged in business for themselves, or whose whole time was
wanted for the assistance of their husbands.
6. Fathers who, having young children, have
given them step-mothers.
In proportion as the success of the plan
came to be demonstrated, and the proposition
established, that a Child', probability of life is
greater in an indmtry-nOflBe than elseft!Mre,
parents even of the superior classes, who otherwise would have put their children out to
nurse, or to an early boarding-school upon the
ordinary footing, would see the advantage of
trusting them to the Company in preference;
at least up to that period at which a child begins to require, &8 supposed, a mode of treatment adapted, in point of society and instruction, to the rank and circumstances of the
circle in which it will afterward bave to mix :
and if averse to avail himself of the pecuniary
saving, a man might make wha.t further recompense he thought proper to the Company
or its agents, or give the whole, or any part
of it, to be applied in his own way, in augmentation of the fund for pauper extra-comforts.
-See Book iv.
Means of ascertaining the rate of mortality,
particularly at the first years of life, in the
community at large, to serve as 1m object of
comparison with that of the pauper eommunity, particularly at the same years of age,
under the Company's care, for the purposes
above proposed-The Company, by its agents,
at the respective industry-houses, to procure,
at stated periods, copies, or sufficient abstracts,
of the registers of the several parishes comrate of mortality much less: in Christ's Hospital, prised within the circuit of each industrythough in London. never morethan one and a half house. Such copies or abstracts, attested, in
each case, by the resident minister and parish
per cent.
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clerk, might be periodically
transmitted
by
the clerk to the chaplain of the house; each
parish being visited for that purpose by a pauper of the house, whose connexions lay that
way. *-(See
Ch. v.)-From
these returns,
tables to be made, under the care of the chaplain, exhibiting
the rates of mortality,
absolute and comparative,
for the several ages, as
between the population of the industry-house,
and the general population of the industryhouse circuit, in which it stands.
Of these
tables, regularly published at weekly or monthly intervals, the result might be read and exposed to view in the churches, (as proposed in
Ch. i.) and would thus be perpetually presenting itself to the eyes, as well as the ears, of
parents of all classes, the poorest not excepted.
Such are the documents necessary for demonstratron ; and for which, therefore, it would
be necessary for a parent to wait, if nothmg
less than demonstration
could satisfy him in
such a case.
Yet where the security is m itself so strong, and the appearance it affords of
attention, at least, so much beyond anything
that is to be had from any other quarter, the
number, to all appearance, would not be small,
to whom the prmciple Itself, Without waitmg
for the result, would appear a sufficient ground
for confidence.
The above securities for infant life not only
have hitherto lain altogether out of the reach
of parents, but are not so much as capable, in
their full extent, of being afforded on any
other than the plan here proposed.-RequiSItes, the concurr ..nce of WhICh IS necessary to
this purpose.
1. Capital for the maintenance
of a stock of children in sufflcient number to
fill up the whole time of a set of nurses, acting
as checks upon one another, several at a time,
and rehevmg one another in such manner as
to continue the attendance
without interruption, night as well as day. 2. Ditto, for the
maintenance and pay of the nurses themselves.
3. Ditto, for a sufficient stock of SUitable superintendence,
medical as well as economical,
constantly
present.
4. Ditto, for a building
adequate, in point of magnitude, to the above
purposes.
5. Ditto, for ditto, SUitable in point
of construction, i. e. constructed upon the central-inspection
plan. 6. System of book-keeping regular, SUitable, and all-comprehensive.
7. Means of exhibiting the relative rate of
infant mortality m the establishment,
as compared With the average rate without doors.Where children are taken in to nurse, on the
ordinary plan, the nurse having a house and
a family to manage besides, can spare but a
part of her time for attendance
on the children, and is therefore scarcely looked upon as

* Parishes and parish-like districts, about 15,000:
number of industry-houses, at the greatest, five
hundred: number of parishes, &c. to an mdustryhouse circuit, or district, on that supposition, about
thirty '-at the least, two hundred and fiftv: pa_
rishes, on that supposition, sixty.
.
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capable of taking care of so many as from six
to eight children at a time: what she receives
for these children must therefore, besides defraying the expense of their maintenauce, be
sufficient to defray the personal and house expenses of the nurse.
Not being secure of a.
sufficient number for a constancy, she could
not afford to take them upon the life-assurance
principle:
hence, when the preservation of infant life has been made a capital object, (as in
the Foundling Hopital,)
and the employment
of the duty-and-mterest-junction
principle recurred to as a means, the only modification of it
employed has been the giving extra pay, in the
way of a premium, in the instances where the
object has been accomplished :-that
IS, when
the child has been kept alive to a certain age.
Though the terms and place of boardrng
would be peculiar to the establishment,
the
method of treatment would, if crowned with
success, spread itself, of course, in the community at large, by means of the girls employed in the house as nurse/·J/-girls; who, when
out of their time, or, by the allowance of the
Company, before that period, would naturally
be sought after in private families.
Hence,
too, one sort of post-emancipation
provision
for thrs part of the apprentice-stock.
To exlnbit the rate of mortality, under this management, in private families, returns might be requrred to be made, by each nursery-girl,ofthe
result of her management
in every family she
served-stating
how long she served in each
-whether
she left the child dead or aliveIf alive, whether in good health, or under any,
and what infirmity, &c. From these returns,
it might be collected how much was owmg to
local situation, or mode of life observed III the
family, and how much to management-except
in as far as the plan of management learned in
the industry- house happened to be counteracted by the family.
For obtaining these returns, so long as a nursery-girl
contmued in
the service of the Company on the apprenticeship footmg, the authority
of the Company
would suffice; to insure the communication
after the expiration of the apprenticeship,
the
Company might be empowered to cause a bond
to be given by each girl, conditioned for her
making the proposed returns :-a
certificate
of good behaviour would, If customarily given
by the Company, come of course to be required
by each private mistress; upon this certificate
might be printed a memorandum of the bond,
With instructions
how to make the entries accordingly, and blanks for the making of them:
by this means a girl could never avail herself
of her certificate, without exhibiting to view
the obhgation imposed on her in that respect,
and showing how far she had fulfilled it.
Chap. XII.
Useful Kflowkdge
augment.d
and diueminated.-ObservatlOn
and experiment compose the basis ofall knowledge.
'I'lns
baSIS, in proportion as it spreads in extent,
swells in solidity and value.
Hitherto
the
stock of relative data, or known facts, the
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ma.terials of which this ba.sis is composed, has -the
dietetic branch, (a) as to what concerns
been in almost every line, and more especially
food.-Sources
of information-The
mess-booh,
in the most useful lmes, scanty, accidental,
as compared with the side-books and the proirregular,
incomplete,
both as to time and greu-bOOks-exhibiting
the effects of food upon
health and strength, under the diversities, in
place,-the
scattered fruit of the uncombined
exertions of unconnected individuals.
The in- point of quality and quantity, established for
stitution of the proposed Company would af- this purpose.
(b) Drink-result
of the total
ford the first opportunity
ever presented to abstinence from fermented liquors, in the inmankind, of enriching the treasury of useful
stance of at least the apprentice-stock,
and
knowledge
by contributions
furnished on a nelD-coming stock, of all ages: to which might
national scale, and on a regular and all-embe added, by way of contrast, the result of the
bracing plan; andwould thus form an epoch
indulgence that might be given in respect to
-not
only m political economy, but in many
the whole or a part of the old-staqers.-Source.
and many another branch of scieuce.
The SCI- of information as before.-(c)
Temperatureences which now await this epoch, for a degree
Some of the apartments
kept uniformly hotof improvement altogether unattainable by any ter, for this purpose-some
uniformly colderother means, would thus be raised to a pitch
others alternating.-Sources
of information as
of certainty,
to which neither example, nor, before: with the addition of the uninterrupted
till now, so much as conception, has perhaps
course of thermometrical observations;
also of
ever reached.
the entries in the houSfJ-u:arming, or fuel books.
The advancement of knowledge is performed
(d) Commencement of sexual intercourse.-Re-partly
m the way of extension or augmentasuit of the early marnages proposed to be pertion-partly
in the way of propagation or dis- nutted and encouraged in the apprentice-stock,
semination ·-in the way of extension, in pro- previous to the proposed respective periods of
portion as new lights are added to the old emancipation of the two sexes.-Sources
of instock; in the way of dissemmation, in propor- formation, the sick and aUlng books, and protion as the multitude of iudividuals, to whom gress books, as before.
3. and 4. _;Jlechanicsand Chemmry.-See
Doany part of the existmg stock of lights has
been communicated, IS increased.
mestic Economy, Technical Economy, andHtubandr»,
I. .Augmentation of useful Knou:ledge.-Examples of branches of science in respect of
5 . .Domestic Economy ·-in
relation to (a)
which the proposed institution ma,- be made food c=Sources of illforntation- The meu books,
productive
of this effect.
1. Medicine-the
as compared With the housekeeper's
tllaintetherapeutic
branch, surgery included.
The nance-consumption books in relation to the raw
collection of mk and ailing books of the in- ingredients, and thefuelbook.-(b)
Fuel, burnt
dustry-houses,
kept according to a universally
for heat.-Source.s
of 111formation- The fuel or
pre-established
plan, With proper abstracts,
house-u'a1'1ning books, as compared with that
part of the furniture inuntory, which contains
penodically
made and pubhshed=-exlubitmg,
a description of the stoves, &c.-the
house rein the instance of a multitude of individuals,
amountmg at the outset to (suppose) forty or
fifty thousand, and capable of being increased,
er, QT. from out-door to in-door. c. Abatement of
by the accumulation
of the apprentice-stock,
work, by defalcation from the ordinary number of
to a million and upwards--congregated
in working hours. d. DItto, by defalcation from the
from two hundred and fifty to eight hundred
quantrty of piece-work.c--t In the three last Inestablishments,
spread over the surface of the stances, It IS a case for the aUlng itst,H.
Precountry, at uniform distances."
2. Medicine
scription m regard to diet-s-a, Diminunon or increase of quantity. b. Change of quality. 5. Pre.. Heads for a book, of the elementaru class, (see scription m respect of medicine. 6. Esecution of
Book ii. Ch. x.) exhibiting the journal of an m- the preseription, in regard to employment, diet, and
divldusl, when put upon the szck-ltst.-B:; way of medicine, as above.c-Change of temperature, by
table, descnption of the person, III respect of name, clothing or fuel, pnttmg to bed, &c. may be consex, age, statIOn, &e. as per entrance-book, WIth the sidered as comprised under the head of medicme.)
day 01 the admission on the sick-hst, I First day -7. Subsequent symptoms during the. day-dI8of the disease.-Heads--1.
Supposed name of the tmguishmg such as appear to be the result of the
prescrlption.--II.
Second, and every subsequent
disease. 2. Symptoms, in a set of subordinate
columns, sufflcient for the reception of as many day, same heads repeated, muiailsmutandzs.--IIL
1. Cure
classes of symptoms as the human frame has been Last dav-d.fferent modes of termmation,
observed to be ordinarily susceptible of -[ A table complete, thence remstatement on the ordmaru or
of symptoms, aJready constructed for this purpose, healthy, and thence on the full-work hst, 2. Cure
with columns, sixteen In number, may be seen in partial, or approaching--thence transfer to the aila paper by Dr George Forduee, published in the Ing list. 3. Supervent.on of, or change to another
Traft8acil0n8 ofthe Medica; Soctdy--London, 1793 disorder, deemed not mcurable. 4. Ditto of, or to
--'Under th., title of '~n Attempt to Improve the ditto, deemed incurable. 5. Death.
An elementary admo-booi: Will (it appears aJEvide1lCtl of Medictne."-Printed
for Johnson: of
whom may be had "Blank &lteme.s (or talang ready) be a book of a compound form, comprismg
tbe heads of an elementary or individual's progressChses," according to the plan there exhIbIted.]book, or tcorlarlfJ-book,together WIth those of IUl
3. Prescription in respect of employment-viz.
elementary sick-book, as above exhibited.
o. Oeesatron from all work. b. Change of work:
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and meteorological iouNla1
for the temperature without doors." (c) Ditto,
burnt for light.-Source
of information-The
lunue-lighting book.1'-Soin regard to tne other
branches of maintenance-wmvmption
expenditure. (d) Child-management:-the
physical
branch-Sources of information-Child', pr0gress book': compared with the children's mess
books, distinguished according to sexes and
ages, and the children's division of the rick and
ailing books, distinguished in like manner.For the intellectual or didactic branch of childmanagement, see article Logic, farther on.
6. Technical Economy.-Under
this head
may be compared the management observed in
the several branches of manufacture carried
on in the system of industry-houses. Everything that concerns management in manufactures, belongs either to mechanics or to chemistry, or to both together. What comes under the department of mechanics, is in general
too well ascertained to afford much matter for
registration: but this is not the case with
what comes under the department of chemistry:-Examples:
Brick-making, lime-burning,
mortar and plaister-making, pigments or impregnations for wood, glass-making, pottery,
tanning, bleeching, paper-making, &c. &c., all
of them included in the system of pauper-employment, by the principle of self-supply. Appropriate details cannot be given without
plunging into the details of particular manufactures.-For analogous examples, see what
has been said in relation to the several branches
of domestic economy, as above.-Sources of informationThe several manufacturing progress
gister o/temperature,

" See this speciesof information exemplifiedin
the accountgiven by the Foundlmg Hospital ofthe
savingsby a kitchen on Count Rumford's plan, as
advertised in the newspapersof 1797.
t For the sake of experiment, the expenditure
under this head might be compared with the results of a pkotometei-, or instrument for mea.suring
the degree of illumination, invented and namedby
Count Rumford, and published in the Philosopbical Transactions.
:::Or Calendar of Hehe-so called by analogyto
the Calendar of Flora; a term used by botaniststo
express a journal of the progress of vegetation.(Hebe the goddess of youth, as Flora of flowers.)
-Example of heads for a Calendar of Hebe, arranged in two classes-I. Advances independent
of instruction:-First mdicanon of fear; smilIng;
recognising persons; indication of a preferencefor
a particular person; indication of dislike to a particularperson; attention to musical sounds; crowing; appearanceof first tooth; appearanceof each
of the successiveteeth; duration and degreeofpain
and illness in cuttmg teeth; giving food or toys to
others; attempt to Imitate sound; laughing; general progressin bodily or intellectual acquirements,
whether uniform, or by sudden degrees.-2. Advances dependent on mstructlon:---8tandlDgsupported by one arm; standmJI: supporting itself, by
resting the hands; token 01 obedienceto the will
of others; commandof natural evacuations; walking, supporting itself by ehairs ; standing alone;
walking alone; pomtmg out the seat of pain, &c.

books, as compared with the manufacturing001lBV711ptionbooks; to which may be added
such particular derivations, according to the
nature of the subject, as may come from time
to time to be minuted down by zealous and
intelligent superintendents in the di1ferent
branches, at the instance of the Company, or
of their own accord.
7. Husbandry-including
agriculture and
gardening.-Sources
of information-Husbandry-progress books, compared with the husbandry-stock books: also the meteorological jour-

nal, or register of the weather, as below.-The
framing a set of husbandry books, with instructions for the use of them, would be a.
noble field for the exertions of the Board of
Agriculture.§-- Abstracts of the results of these
books, when kept, to be periodically ma.dea.nd
published under the direction of the Board.Utility of an official relation between the
Company's Direction-Board and the Board of
Agriculture.-The Board of Agriculture, as a.
department of Government, to operate as a.
Board of Control over the Agricultural proceedings of the Company, so far as concerns
the reporting opinions to the King and Council, and to Parliament, as to the national consequences of any extensive measure, but without the power of directing or negativingbeing thus to the Company's agriculture, what
the Board of Trade is to trade in genen,l.Unexampled interest, as well as facility, which
the Company would possess, with regard to
the devising, ordering, and registering agricultural experiments, weighing the result, and
applying it upon the most extended scale, to
practice. The benefit and opportunity of extension being greater than what exists in the
instance of any individual landholder, or landowner, in the proportion of the number of indU$lry-house farms (from two hundred and
fifty to five hundred) to one.
8. Meteorology-a
branch of science, eonsisting chiefly in mere observation without
experiment, but subservient to medicine, domestio economy, technical, and other branches
of chemistry, and h?Ubandry, in a vanety of
ways. Sources of information-The
meteorological journal of the house, or register of the
weather-to
be kept by the medical curator,
with the privity of the chaplain; whose assent
to, dissent from, or absence, at the time of
each entry, might be noted in the book.]
§ For the importance, difficulty,and mrity, of
a good system of agricultural book-keepmg, see
ANNALSOF AGRICULTURE,
voL xxviii.-a paper
by the Editor. What pen so well able to cope
with the difficultIes,as that by which they have
been so well delineated?
IIA check upon carelessnesson the part of the
medical curator, who otherwise, to save himself
trouble, might make entries without due regard to
a.ccuracy.-If the meteorologicaljournal of a 8in¥le
spot be worth the placewhich it regularlyoccupies
in the Transaction« of the Royal Socieiy, howmilch
greater the value of II similar set of Journals,for a
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house, non-adults,
and others, of &11 ages,
among the self-maintaining poor without doors,
compared with the benefit derived from them
might be admitted on these occasions, in quain practice, in respect of the goodness of the lity of auditors.
This, by mea.ns of the struomanagement,undereveryhea.d:
a result which,
ture of the building, (see the plate,) might
according to the plan of book-keeping pro- easily be a.rra.nged, without any infringement
posed, will be constantly apparent under every
on the separation-priuciple.
4. What was
head, upon the face of the Company's periodilearnt by the house poor, rather by habitual
cal accounts, as published in the Company's
practice than positive precept, might in some
Gazette.
instances be communicated
to those without
10. Logio-In
respect of a division of the doors, in the way of lesson, by courses of inbranch of it termed by Bacon ars traditiro,struction directed especially to that purpose.
the art of communicating ideas :-in the preIII • .DiIJSeminati.on of K nOVJledgecontinued.
sent instance, the art of communicating ideas
-Bra.nches
of knowledge, in relation to which
instruction might be given, in a. special degree,
to uninformed minds.-SourUl
of information
-School-progreu book: containing minutes of to visiters from without doors, beyond what
the course of instruction pursued m each in- came, of course, to be administered to the podustry-houee.Inrelanon
to the several branches
pulation of the house,
The art of madwine, (in the most extenin which instruction
is administered
to the
Don-adult class-regard
being had to age,sex,
sive sense of the word,) as applied to the sechoice and order of subject-matters
of instrucveral sorts of animals maintained for the use
tion, quantity of time employed, Dumber of of man.;:: The medical curator of the house,
scholars to a teacher, and mode of teaching
(if he has received that course of instruction,
observed in each instance, with the results in without which he ought not to be received into
point of success, absolute and comparative."
the house,) cannot be altogether a stranger to
II. Dissemination of K n01JJledge.-l. Whatthis important branch of science :-and a part
ever branches of instruction were expressly
of the qualification required of him, might be
the having given himself the benefit of the
tanght, or points of management
practised,
valuable course of instruction, which of late
with success in the above or any other ways,
of the metropolis,
in the system of industry-houses,
would, upon years the neighbourhood
the emancipation of the apprentice-stock,
be but of the metropolis only, has afforded in this
Opportunities,
more or less ample, of
disseminated,
along with them, through the line.
community at large.
2. They would in a less keeping up and enlarging his acquisitions in
direct and certain way be dissemmated, more
this way, will be afforded by the live stock of
the industry-house
farm.
These acqmsitions
or less, in the way of adoption and imitation,
it might be made part of his duty to commuthrough the bulk of the self-maintaining
poor;
and in both eases to a degree of extent, and nicate to visiters from without doors, in &
with a degree of rapidity, proportioned to the course of lectures, to be read on any day of
universal leisure, on the principle of the Sunnumber of central points (the industry-houses)
day schools
Pursuing the plan originally dewhich the light of instruction would thus have
vised by the learned and truly reverend Dr
to issue from.t
3. In the ease where lessons
Derham, the instruction, rendered not merely
were given in form to the apprentice-stock,
or any other branches of the population of the physical but physico-theological, might be impregnated by the spirit, and rendered subsernumber of from 250 to 500 spots, equally distri- vient to the sacred purpose of the day. Prebuted over the whole surface of the country?
vious attendance on divine servieeyin the chapel
* An elementary book of this kmd-(see the of the house, might be made an indispensable
chapter on Book-/reeping)-a Calendar of MlnertXl, condition :-a small fee, applicable to the augas it might he termed, would he a sequel, as well mentation of the stock of pauper eztra-romas in some measure a concomitant to the Child's- forts, (of which in the next book,) might be re~
book, or Calendar of Hebe above-menquired, or not, from visiters of the superior
tioned.
from
For examples of the success of the fellow-in- classes, and a ticket of recommendation
•truction principle, (employing children soon after the inferior classes .
A system of instruction being thus provided,
they have received any branch of instruction in the
ca~ity of learners, to communicate it to other and rendered universally accessible, the having
ehildren in the capacity of teachers,) see Dr Bell's partaken of the benefit of it might be rendered
acco\mt of the ckarity-scJwols at Madras-London,
a condition necessary to the faculty of prac1787--and a paper in the &pository, (a penodieal
tising anywhere in the character of a farrier.
collection in two volumes, published ten or twel ve This might be accomplished, in the instance of
years ago,) giving an account of the result of the this occupation, without private hardship, or
use maCle of that principle, in a charity-school of public expense; which, in regard to occupathe higher class, in the neighbourhood of Paris.
The mode of managing infants, as earned on
:::The fJ6lerinary art-the term commonly emby the usistanee of the nursery-girls, may aerve as
an example of the indirect dissemination of tha.t ployed on this occaaion-e:s:tends not, in its proper
signification, at least, heyond beasts of burden: it
branch of knowledge, in both these ways.-See
eaves out sheep, hogs, poultry, dogs, bees, &c.
Chap. xi.
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tions in general, has been so vainly aimed at, of families for a multitude of years: and the
and at the expense of such an enormous mass account, when obtained, at the end of a eerof hardship, by the statute of apprentioeships.
tain number of years, and at this expense,
Private zeal, sharpened, if necessary, by en- exists after all but in manuscript,
among the
couragement from the Company, would exert
rubbish of an office.-Under
the Company,
itself in bringing in, as occasion served, those
everything of this sort would find its place,
necessary materials, which in this, as m so of course, in the most diffused of all publicamany other instances, may be termed the food
tions, the Company's Gazette.
of science. A domestic animal, overtaken by
2. Another and very important
assistance
natural death, would, instead of bemg thrown
is by conveying, to the hands of the poor unby,oremployed
at once as carrion, be conveyed
der Its care, a very large mass of the fruits of
to the nearest industry-house,
that the seat private charity, which, though destined for the
and causes of the disease may be subjected to use of the burdensome poor, has, by a strange
examination, and the loss sustained by the in- though scarcely avoidable fatality, been interdividual compensated, in some degree, by the cepted by the whole body of the rich. Whataccession derived from it to the general stock
ever falls in from any casual fund, so much
of useful knowledge.
In this way the good the less comes to be drawn for upon the standwhich has been the object of so much exertiou,
ing fund: whatever
donation, therefore,
is
on the part of a respectable
society, as well meant for the poor in general, and unaccomas of parliamentary
encouragement,
bestowed I panied by the designation of the individuals
with so much judgment. though at the pubhc
who are to receive it, scarce ever fiuds its
expense, might, without further expense to the way. and mdeed on any other than the propublic, be multiplied from two hundred and posed plan, could scarcely ever find its way,
fifty to two hundred fold.
m any case, to the hands for which alone it
So much for the augmentation and dissemi- has been designed.
A sum in gross (say £50)
nation of useful knowledge.
On this collateis sunk til toto: an annual sum, given in anral topic, thus much must suffice at present.
nuities amounting to less per head than the
Were this application of the proposed industrynecessary
expense of pauper maintenance,
house system the only use, might it not even (suppose 40s.) sinks in the same manner: &
then be styled a polychrest-an instrument of sum about equal to that expense (say £5) promany uses? In this point of view, at least,
duces, where there is a poor-house, the diffeBacon, from whom the word is taken. would renee in point of comfort between home-mainnot have regarded it with indifFerence.-Would
tenance and community-maintenance
in the
the several uses in any respect impede-would
poor-house: the pecuniary benefit being shared
they not rather promote and fortify each other 1 in toto among the body of the rich. If (to supTo the several scientific societies-medical,
pose the most favourable case, but that a rare
philosophical,
and economical-this
sourceone) the amount of the annuity rises as high
this inexhaustible source of information, would
as to twice the necessary expense of maintebe a perpetual treasure.-Nor
is it in the na- I nance, (say to £10) then mdeed the poor, for
ture of SCIence to be ungrateful for the assis- 'I whom the whole was designed, do profit by it,
tanee she would thus receive. So many classes
viz. to the amount of half; the remainder, a.
of well-informed,
inquisitive, and cornmunicatax of £50 per cent. being levied upon tho
tive observers, to whom an iuterest would thus patrimony of the poor, for the usc and benefit
be given in the copiousness and accuracy of of the rich.
Where, m the view of guarding
the information
brought to ,iew,-so
many
against this rrusapplication,
the benefaction
unpaid and incorruptible inspectors-so
many
has been appropriated,
by the terms of it, to
discerning censors, and enhghtened applauders
poor persons not receidng pari{;/t allowance, the
-so many ready instructors and advisers-of
effect of the appropriation has still been rather
the varIOUS classes of persons from whom the nominal than real.
At the time of his bemg
information would have to come.
pitched upon for the benefaction, a man has not
Chap. XIII.
Voluntary Chrtrityas8istedand as yet become burdensome to the pansh ; yet,
4irected.-1. Officiating m the character of had it not been for the benefaction, he might
trustee, is one mode in which the Company may have become so, perhaps immediately.
afford an indisputable
and much wanted asUnder the proposed system, though scarcely
sistance to the purposes of private charity.
under any other, this grievance is capable of
What is every man's business bemg no man's
receiving, and may easily receive, an effectual
business, funds bestowed for this purpose are remedy.
Every circumstance,
by which the
universally and notoriously exposed to deprecondition of an individual can be influenced,
dation.
No adequate or comparable security
being remarked and inventoried,
nothing beis afforded by the existing order of things.
iug left to chance, caprice, or unguided disPrivate trustees render no account but to the I cretion, everything
being surveyed and set
Court of Chancery; nor to that, unless called
down III dimension, number, weight, and meaupon by some individual, who, for the chance I sure, a certain mass of comforts is marked out,
o~ obtaining that satisfaction, must begin with I under the name of comforts of COOTIe, as what
dividing between government and the profes- . shall be inseparably annexed to the lot of a
Ilion a sum sufficient to maintain a multitude'
pauper, under the Company's mangement, and
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served out by means of their efficient causes
sions. It is the observation of some particular
to all individuals without distinction, at the want-some
particular
instance of distressCompany's expense.
Other articles, which,
that gives birth to that pain of '!J'mpatky,
though of less necessary complexion, are not which can no otherwise obtain relief than by
incompatible with the plans and arrangements
the idea of the cessation of the suifering thus
of the Company, may in the instance of each witnessed or imagined.
To be assured, that
individua.l be added, or not, according as the not only the condition of the object will upon
amount of the expense necessary for the pro- the whole be meliorated by what is given, but
viding of them can be obtained from the vol un- meliorated in that particular way-mehorated
tary charity of individuals, or from any other
by the removal of that very distress, to the
of the sources of estra-comforts, the hst of idea of which the pam of commiseration a.nd
which will be exhibited
in its place.
The the consequent desire of aifording relief owed
ground being purposely and carefully prepared
its birth-e-such an assurance is not only the
for the reception of the superstructure,
what
most suitable, but the only perfect satisfaction
comes to be given with the view of Its being
which that desire can receive.
applied to the use of the poor, and of the poor
Even setting aside any particular distresses,
only, in augmentation
of the stock of ordmary
which m their intense degrees, a man may
and universally-imparted
comforts, may thus
have witnessed or Imagined on the part of
be certain of being conveyed to its destmation,
others, those which in an inferior degree he
without misdirection or loss.-Borne
aloft up- may have experienced in his own person, (an
on the platform of public charity, what private
experience which the most opulent are not exchanty gams thus in power, is like what the empt from occasionally partaking of,) will have
dwarf acquired in prospect, when mounted on a particular
tendency to summon the hand of
the giant's shoulders.
charity to their relief.
Chillinus will thus
In the arrangement of the proposed industrysuggest to charity the importance
of warm
house plan, special care is taken that each dIS- clotking.-Good appetite, or a love of good
tinct claim to extra comforts, whether on the cheer, will propose additions under the head
ground of special merit, or past pro.'l'erity, or of diet.-An experience of the discomforts of
pccuiiarlyajflictice in.lirmity, shall be held up to disagreeable SOCIety, WIll produce oblanons to
notice, in the view of receiving, though it were
the fund for augmeutmg the number of pecuat the Company's expense, the indulgence com- !tum huts, or out-lyinq cottages;-and
so on.
peteut to it. The existmg poor-houses know of Charity, in a word, will act WIth the utmost
no such distinctions ; they know of no such advantage possible, when thus enabled to adclaims, Everythmg Ires prostrate upon the same
dress herself to each mdividual by his partidead and dreary level : the virtuous and the cular experiences and sensibihtias."
VIcious, the habitual beggar and the man of
Even the propensity to censure may thus be
fallen fortunes, the healthy and the agomzmg-cproductive of useful frurt, and lend ItS aid to
all are confounded together, in the poor-bouse
the purposes of benevolence.
Be the scheme
as in the grave.
of provision ever so perfect, it is not in the
The above-promised
list of extra-comforts
nature either of man or things, that It should
will be of use to private charity-not
only by gIve satisfaction to every mdrvidual on every
serving to guide the application of voluntary
point.
To some, it will appear deficient in
donations, but even by swellmg the amount.
one article-to
others, m another.
Of the obEach article of comfort might have its re- serva.tion of any defect, a natural consequence
ceici7l'l-box appropriated to it : the boxes ranged
is-a wish to see it corrected.
Every such
by the side of one another, and over them an wish is, as it were, a handmaid in the traiu of
assurance, that whatsoever should be put into charity.-The
existing system chills in a vaeach should be faithfully and exclusively ap- I netyofwaysthespiritofbenevolence:-under
propria ted to the destined purpose.
Along I' the proposed system, it is kept to work, and
with these particular boxes a general one, to , preserved in its full vigour.
receive such donations,
the application
of
which shall have been trusted by the donors
* It is to the power which distress acquires over
to the discretion of the government
of the the sympathetic affections, by presenting Itself in
house.
a specific shape, that we are mdebted to the multiAccounts to be regularly published of the tude of specific chanties that have started up of
produce of each box, and of the application
late years. Chanty for the relief of ruptured pamade of it, that the charitably-dtsposed,
before I tients---ch~rity for the education of the deaJ and
they give in their eontributrons to any head of I dumb--phtlantltroplc societies for the education and
comfort, may see what degree of supply the
relief ofthe famihes 01 convicts and other malefacwant in question has received in comparison
tors-not to me~tlOn as!llums-smal.'-poz hospiia!. h
. h l~
-t_real hospltals-1'l'''fr1n hospitals, and duWIt the other arncles m t e 1St.
pensanes, without number.
To a second. glance, at least, the eif~c~ of
Who does not remember the subscription in the
the.5e specifleations may not appear so. trI~ng
hard winter, for the benefit of the soldiery servlDg
as It may be apt to do to a first.
PIty, like in Flanders? when flannel was bought for jackets,
other emotions, is never so strong as when
and ladles of quality turned tailors, and, instead
called forth and excited by particular impresof money or flannel, sent in the jackets ready-made..
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3. Lastly, a very great though indirect assistance will ha.ve been given to the fund a.pplica.ble to the purposes of priva.te cha.rity,
by the extirpa.tion of mendicity.
The money
which is now so much worse than thrown a.wa.y
on beggars, will then be left free to be a.pplied,
still under the orders of charity, to purposes
of pure and real use.
BOOK IV.

COlUORTB.

PAUPER COMFORTS.

Section 1. I ntroduction.- W e now stand
upon proud ground. Having elsewhere plucked
the mask from the visage of folie charity, the
arch enemy no less of comfort than of industry,
let us take up true charity and seat her on her
throne.
Eaonomy too shall have her day. But her
place is but in the second rank. Charity is the
end; economy but the tnealU.
Comforts destined for our pauper-community have already presented themselves as occasion served; comforts not despicable either
in weight or number.
With a few added
articles, let us here bind them up into a wreath
-an offering not to be disdained by the a.!tar
of Beneficence.
Reader, observe and judge, how little comfort depends on money, and how much on the
attention
and felicity with which it is bestowed.
Section II. COMFORTSOF COURSE,extended to all
Classes :-together with the seteral Pointe of
][anagernent from v:l.ich, as from their EFFICIENT CAUSES. tltey may reryectiuly be ex-

pected.
COMFORTS.

1. Extraordinary
security in respect
of health-the
first
of all blessings, and
without which all
others put together
are as nothing-bettersecuritynot
only
than IS to be found
in a poor-house under the existing order of things, but
than can ordinarily
be found within the
circle of a private
family, even in a
high sphere, not to
sa.y the highest.

EFFICIENT CAUSES.
1. Diet-Species
of it
regulated with an express
view to health. Goodness
of it, in its kind, secured
by official examination,
checked by right of complaint. Book ii. Ch. iv,
vi. and x.-No
fermented
liquors. Book iI.Ch.iv.-No ezcesse« of any kind:
qnantityoffood not stimuating enough to invite to
excess
Irregularities
of
the impure classexcluded
by the inspection-architecture, and the separation and aggregation principle. Book ii. Ch.ii. and
iii. - Ventilation
constant,and regulated upon
scientific principles. Book
ii. Ch. iii.-Temperature
regulated with a view to
comfort as well as health.
Book iii. Ch. xii.-Constant and universal cleanliness. See below.-'l'he
lltate of the whole eom-

I
2. Consciousness
ofa superior probability of long life
and health.

3.SeCUrityagainst}
want of every kind.
4. Consciousness
of security against
want.

EFFICIENT CAUSES.
mUnity,inthis respect, incessa.ntly exposed to the
view of the whole oflieia.l
establishment,
the manager, chaplain, medical curator, &c. as well as of
the visiters provided for
the inspection of their
management.-All
causes
of disease systematically
guarded
against.
Sickness provided against in
the way of prevention as
well as cure.-Every
attack from disease combated at its commencement.-No
unhealthy occupation,
no excessive
labour, prescribed, or 80
much as permitted.
The
healthiest of all employments, lJ9ricuitltre, the
principal
one; but the
violence of its exertions
tempered by a frequent
intermixture
of domestic
and slight-work employments.-No
disorder capable of happening, or at
least of continuing, for
want of attention,
the
state of health in every
house being regularly reported and made public.
2. Premiums
to the
amount of some thousands
a-year annually distributed among the medical
curators, &c. of such of
the industry-houses
(say
10) in which the degree
of vitality (all classes included) shall have been
highest, and the superiority evidently the result of attention and good
conduct bestowed on this
part of the management.
Book ii. Ch. iv.-Could
the idea of a regulation
such as this ever present
itself to the mind of a.
pauper, without producing a confidence in the
exertions of which it cannot but be productive for
his benefit, as well as gratitude towards the fountain from which theyflowt
3. and 4. Peculiar, as
compared with the eondition of the self-maintaining classes, though not in
general,as compared with
such of the burdensome

PAUPER

5. Constant cleanliness and tidiness.

6. Employment
favourabletchealth
and recreanon.

7. Nights
fortable.

MANAGEMENT.

EFFICIENT CAUSBS.

COMFORTS.

com-

poor as are maintained in
the way of communitymaintenance
in poorhouses.
S. Facility given to the
enforcing of regulations
to thrs purpose, by the
central position and omnipresence of the official
establishment,
the result
of the inspection-architecture principle. Book 11.
Ch.iii.-1nterest
given to
the governor, governess,
chaplain.and
medical curator, in the enforcing as
well as instituting regulations to this effect, by
the centrality
of their
position, and their omnipresence, as before: and
by the attention
in the
plan of management
to
promote a concourse of
visiters.
Book ii. Ch. iv.
and v.
6. No unhealthy occupations, no excessive labour, so much as permitted- Employmentsof different kinds,out-door
and
in-door, hard work and
slight work, sitting work,
and moving work, alternating-and
operating,
with reference
to each
other, in the way of recreation. Book ii. Ch. iv.
and viii.
7. Beds separate. Book
ii. Ch.vii. "-Temperature
regulated,
as beforeVermin, of course, extirpated.
See No.2. and 5.

Health and Cleanlineu.
8. Security against
annoyance, as from
fellow paupers.See below, under

.Apprentica.

9. Security against
oppression from officers.-See
below,
under .Apprentice..

8. Centrality
of position, and omnipresence of
the official establishment,
as before. Appropriate
aggregation,
as between
class and class among the
paupers themselves. Book
ii. Ch. ii. - Right and
facilityofcomplaint.
Book
ii. Ch. x. (p. 393.)
9. Centrality and omnipresence,as before. The
officers constantly in the
presence of each other-Incapacity on the part of

.. Not two, three, or even four, jammed together
in the same bed, as in some of the existmg poorhouses, in a manner equally repugnant to comfort
and decency
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each to exercise any act
of oppression without the
immediate knowledge of
the rest. RIght, facility,
and publicityof complaint
to the public at largefrom the institution ofthe
complaint-books. Bookiv.
Ch. x.-.Influence
of the
concourse
of travellers
and other visiters, and
the regular publication of
the conduct observed in
the management
under
every head.
10. Entertain10. Psalmody and other
suitable music. Concourse
of various
ment
kinds, a day ill a drawn by the music, phyweek.
sico-theological
lectures,
and other
exhibitions.
Book ii. Ch. iv. and xii.
Book iii. Ch. xii.
11. Seclusion from in11. A clear concentives to 8lD, and opSCIence, brightened
portunities
of sinnmg-sby religious hopes.
the result of the sobriety
of the regimen, the omnipresence of the rulers,and
the aggreganon and mIXture of the guardian
classes of the paupers
themselves with the susceptible classes.-Unmterrupted
benefit of divineservice.t
See below,
Section ii.
12. Consolidation
of
12. Occasional
the burden of maintefaculty of visiting
nance, and assessment of
and being visited
it on one fund :-thence
by friends and relathe local situation of the
tives wheresoever
situated, and how- pauper a matter of indifference in point of insoever dispersed.
terest to those on whom
the nomination
of his
place of residence
depends.
Book i. Sect. i.
ii.-System
of cheap conveyance attached to each
industry-house.
Book iii.
Ch. vii.-Equahty
of distance between industryhouse and industry-house.
Book. ii. Ch. iii.-Disposition to indulgence, in
relation to this comfort,
maintained
by II clause
in the director's oath of
office. Book i. Sect. xi.

t " Blessed are the poor," says the gospel, "for
theirs is the kingdom of heaven. "-Of all descnptions of the I?oor, surely none that would possess a
more promising claim to the benefit of this beatitude.

POOR
COMFORTS.

13. Prospect
of
melioration of fare.

14. Tranquillity
-theresultofsecurity agamst that deterioration of condition, which, in the
existing
order of
things, is liable to
take place in all
manner of ways and
degrees, in consequence of changes
in the parochial government.
15. To those who
have remains of property, preservation
of the use of that
property
in kind,
where the nature
of it allows of its
admission into the
poor-house.

EFFICIENT CA.USES.

13. Prospect ofsuccess
from the undertakings for
catching and curing fish,
from the maritime industry-houses.
Book ii. Ch.
vi.,(p.388.)
Meat in additional quantity, in the
event of a certain degree
of profit resulting from
the agricultural
labour
of the pauper population
of the house.
14. Unity and permanence of the body possessing the government
in
chief, -Determinateness,
fixity, and consistency
of the fundamental principles of management.
Book vi. Ch. i. h.-In
this subordinate community, steadiness of management
will be what
security for property
IS
in the community
at

large."
15. Establishment
of
the all-employing
principle, and principle of sobriery. - Hence no fear
that persons possessed of
property will come to the
Company to be maintained In Idleness, as they
would be apt to do,
spending their property
in strong liquors, if the

.. The perpetual revolutions to which the affairs
of the pauper-commumty are subject, In the existing order of thmgs, are not among the least dIStressing features of It. Change of persons, incessant, periodical,
annual :-change of plans, and
measures, frequent-from the workmg system, to
the no-employment system-from the small establishment, or workhouse system, to the large estabhshment, or industry-house system-from the uninterested-management system, to the interestedmanagement, or farming system, and (unless m
the few places where the industry-house system is
established) back agam, with alterations contmually liable to be repeated. In these obscure and
partial, but always disastrous revolutions every
change brmgs suffering III its train: changes for
the worse, immediately; even changes for the better, remotely; the deterioration, that sooner or
later never fails to succeed It, being rendered in
the latter case the more bitter, by the contrast it
makes with the less uncomfortable state that went
before it.
One revolution the proposed system (it must be
confessed) supposes and proposes, and this too an
universal one. But it is meant at least to be, and
(may I not add) holds out a tolerably promising
prospect of proving, a final one: and it ensures the
community agamat annual, besides contingent one8.

LAW.
COMFORTS.

EFFICIENT CA.USES.

opposite rule were not established in the existing
poor-houses.jApPROPRIATE CoMFORTS; e.r:tmded
bY'Pecial Care to ClaB8eBordinarily bereft of

SectionIII.
them.

1. Feeble hands, incapable of selj-collTiiJyance.
COMFORTS.

1. Faculty of
partaking of the
benefits
service.

of divine

2. Opportunities
of air and exercise.

EFFICIENT

CA.USES.

1. Centrality

of the
chapel part-thence
the
paupers, In the several
divisions all round, within SIght and hearing of
themmisterwithout
quitting their seats.
Book
ri, Ch, iti.t
2. Faculty
of being
stationed for the purpose

t Nothing is in fact lost by this indulgence: since
the Company, were they to claim the money, would
never reap any ""hantage from their claim. A man
who, when the distress for subsistence came upon
him, had property, such as a cottage, or its furniture, or both, would sell it and spend the money,
before he came into the house. If his property
carne to him after hIS betakmg himself to the house,
he would go out, and live upon the money till It
was gone.
Past-prosperity hands will frequently be in po!seSSIOU of some little article or two, of ancient,
perhaps family property, the saleable value of
which, bears no proportion
to the value set upon
It by the propnetor; were it confiscated and sold,
the difference between the saleable value and tlns
relative v .. lue, this value of affictwn, would be so
much lost, As far as room could he spared, It
should be among the standing orders, to afford to a
pauper of this class houseroom for such articles, A
person of this descnption would naturally be indulged with the use of a peculnan abode of some
sort or other. In that case there would be a quantIty of room, such as in the common apartments
could not be spared.
Where property thus reserved as a peculium
happens to be In the shape of income, (the rentfor
example of a cottage,) there WIll be some who
would wish to hve upon It for a propornonable
part of the year, In the circle of their friends, This
mdulgence might hkewise be afiorded.-See farther
on, Extra-romforts.
t To those who, regarding the salvation of souls
as an object, regard the habrt of devotion as a
means, this smgle advan~e, unenjoyed under the
existing community-provision system, uncommunicable to the house-provision system, or to the selfmaintaming poor, not to mention the rich, should
seem enough to command their approbation and assistance.
A regulation one meets with in poor-houses having
chapels within themselves is, that all that are well
enough to quit their rooms shall pay attendance on
drvme service :-the benefit being thus sought to
be impa.rted to all-except those whose case stands
most In need of it, and among whom are likely to
be found thO/le who are moat desirous of it.
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of superintendence
in the
union among persons thus
moveable watch-houses,
circumstanced,especially
adding at night to the
in the case of the poor,
number of pecuiium. awhether charity-fed, or of
bodes.
Book ii. Ch. iii.
self-maintaining families,
-Opportumtles
of being
are thus removed.
sent on errands to the cireumjacent parishes, or in- Section IV. EXTRA.COMFORTS:-to beiml'artedto
dustry-houses,
by means
more or fewer, according to Claims, Meam,
of the system of cheap
and Opportunities.
conveyance. Book Iii. Ch.
Yli.-"Means
of air and
1. Peculium habitations-occupiable
at all
exercise, even in rainy
hours but working hours: -ciz. infirmary huts,
weather, iu the corridor.
when not occupied as such. Book ii. Ch. ill.
Book ii. Ch. iii.
- 2. Moveable inspection - houses, or field
3. Largeness
of the watch-houses-when
not occupied as such.3. Opportunities
of management,
I 3. Out-lymg
cottages.
Book ii. Ch. iu.-4.
of constant
occu- scale
Peculium garden-plots :-wlth
or without the
pation,
suited to thence faculty of finding
then remaming fa- suitable employment for i use of the huts or cottages.-5.
Power or
culties.
every remnant of ability, I choosing a partner for the peculium habitahowever circumstanced.
tions or garden-plot s. t-6. Faculty of bemg
Book ii. Ch. iv. Book vi. chosen as a fellow-occupant
of a peculium
Ch. i.
habitation
or garden-plot.-7.
Extra allowance III the way of clotlung.-8.
Bedding.-9.
II. Infirm and lick persons labouring under
Diet.-IO.
Pocket-money.-ll.
Holiday times,
in the manner
of school-holidays, for a temcases of peculiar difficult!!.
porary residence III the circle of a man's
COMFORTS.
EFFICIENT
CAUSES.
friends.
4. Superior chance
4. Publicity of the maThe number of out-lying cottages may come
of medical relief.
nagement in a medical as to be extended-and
that to an indefimte
well as all other points I amount-by
a demand created by persons able
of view-hence
the at-I and willing to pay an adequate rent.
The
tention and beneficence
industry-house
management
affording on the
for which the medical one hand employment to hands of all descripfaculty are so pecuharly
tions-to
many, who through one accident or
conspicuous, attracted to another, could no longer get employment, or
all such cases.
Book iii. at least adequate employment,
at their reCh. xii.* (p, 42i.)
spective homes-and,
on the other hand, affording maintenance cheaper than it can be obIII. and IV. Persons deaf and dtl1nh.-Pe,·- tamed in a private cottage, many persons so
would be disposed to settle
suns born blind, ontricken Itith blll1dness ulule circumstanced
under the wing of the Company, could they
umnarr"d.
enjoy the privileges of a separate abode.-So,
COMFORTS.
EFFICIE:.r CAt"SES.
of two near relations, one of them incapable,
the other capable of self-maintenance
out of
5. Facility in re5. Advantages of being
the house ; the self-mamtaming
one, rather
gard to obtaining
educated
or associated
the comforts of ma- With persons of the op- than part company, might be happy to accomposite sex, partakers
of
tnmony.
the same mfirmrty. Book
.
.
..
,t
Makmg the habitations to hold two persons,
11. Ch.
XI. - A v alue,
doubles the quantity of accommodation, WIth httle
scarce yieldmg to that : or no addition to the expen;e. Taking one of the
of ordinary ~abour, being
two for the principal person, and grvmg him the
moreover given to the
choice of ill' fellow-inmate, doubles the value of
labour of persons thus
the habrtation, besides the power it confers: an
circumstanced,
the diffi- article capable of constituting a valuable ;um in
culnes which stand in the catalogue of rewards: nammg each Without
the way of matrnnonial
consideration of the other, would be little less than
destructive of that value -An aged married couple
-a pair of sisters-c-an aunt and mace-might thus
* Cases of peculiar difficulty are apt to be cases find the prmcipal comforts of horne-mamtenance,
of peeuhar amictlOn. To obtain .. ccnsultation of transplanted for their benefit into the Company's
three or four physicrans, is regarded as no small demesnes.
effort among the most opulent, Among our poor,
The benefit of all this mass of comfort WIll far
cases of this descnpnon will naturally enJoy the outstretch the expense, Hope WIll multiply It.
Ioenefit of a sort of general consultation, callmg Each possession in hand "Ill draw a numeroua
Iorth the united powers of the whole faculty.
knot of expectancies in It, tram.
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pany the other to an industry-house,
where
the facnlty of self-maintenance,
coupled with
the comforts of a common residence, separate
from that of the multitude, might still be enjoyed by both.
Taking ten per cent. in the
way of rent for capital thus invested-taking
208. a-year, for instance, for a cottage that
cost £IO-the
Company would, in little more
than ten years, have reimbursed itself for the
expense:
at that period it could very well
afford to add one out of every two of these
rented cottages to the list of peculium habitations allowed rent-free.
The place of outhouse» being supplied by the industry-house
ltself, ten pounds would be sufficient for a cottage capable of lodging two persons witbout
inconvenience.
(See Book ii. Ch. iii.) This
is according to the London prices.
But where
brick and lime were to be had upon the spot,
or at no greater distance than that of one of
the immediately circumjacentindustry-houses,
and by means of a competent portion of the
apprentice strength of each house, bricklayers
and other building hands come to be had for
3d. or 4d. a-day, it may be conceived to what
an expanse this capital source of pauper-comforts may easily be extended.
Is not this
rather more eligible than the all-devouring
and everlastingly-increasing
and encroaching
system of pensioned idleness, in a private cottage t
By original property-by
savings-by
donations, or by earnings while in the house, a man
might, after the extinction of his capacity of
self- maintenance, possess an income sufficient
to maintain him out of the house for a part of
the year-for
so many weeks or for so many
months-though
not for the whole of it. Property being preserved to him, as above, a correspondent
portion of the summer, which
(besides being the pleasantest
time, and the
best adapted for travelling)
is the least expensive, might thus be enjoyed by him in the
bosom of his family: the winter part, which is
the most expensive, being the part spent by
preference in the industry-house.
Section V. Funds and Grounds of Title in

regard to Enro-eomforu.
Funds for the EJ."}'Jense Correspondent Grounds,
of Extra-comforts.
orefficient Causes of Title.
1. Remains
perty.

of pro-

1. Legal title, confirmed by the indulgence of the Company.
2. Legal title, created by the allowance
of the Company.

2. )loney earnt by
this or that individual
in the way of encouragement-money,
in the
nature of a per centage
on the value of work
done for the Company,
3. Poor's share in ~ GroundB of title, or
forfeitures, as by the
claifllll to the fund,
existing law.
3,4, 5, and 6.

LAW.
Funds for the ~nse
COI·respondentGrounds,or
of P.rdra-comf0rt6.
ejficwat causesofTdle.
4. Existing
founds- a. Palt pr<nperity'tions, and other beneespecially
if aefactions for the benefit
companied with,
of parish poor.
b. Decayed gentility.
5. Benefactions
by c. Infirmity partieuvisiters
admitted
on
larly severe.
Sundays and other ce- d.Extraordinaryage.
lebrities.*
Book ii. e. ExemplarycharacCh. iv. Book iii. Ch. xii.
ter before admisxiii.
sion.
6. Extra-establishf.Exemplary conduct
ment, instituted by the
since admission.
Company, at its own g. Seniority-claims
expense.
}
grounded as above
being satisfied, and
the general fund
not exhausted.t
* Necessary admission price very low, that the
number admitted may be the greater; but increasable, of course, at the pleasure of the guest.
t All these grounds of claim agree in this, viz.
in reducing the number cof the claimants, and thereby the expense. Elsewhere, gratuitous bounty
would operate, and does operate, and with irremediable efficacy, in relaxation of industry: persons
whose eases proved thus distinguished not being
excepted. Here, no such consequence can ensue.
Work, such as a man '8 facultietl are equal to and
suitable to, being secured by the regimen of the
house :-by the application of the all-en.ploying
and earnt-jir8t principles. Book. ii, Ch. iv.
In the cases of past prospenty and decayed gentility, (the latter an aggravated modification of the
fonner,) the demand for extm-allowance is the
greater, inasmuch as money, or money's worth, bestowed to equal amount on this class as on another,
would not be productive of equal comfort: opzmon
having here Joined with habii, in adding to the
mass of wants created by nature.
In the case of infirmity particularl!! Bever., the
demand stands upon a similar, and commoulya still
higher footing: the mass of comfort being more depressed by the infinmty, than, generally speaking,
it is even in the power of charity to raise It.
Etrtraordinary age, besides a title similar in
kind, though inferior in' degree, to what exists in
the t...o preceding cases, possesses this recommendation, that, being inde~ndent of human will, it
is not capable of being either counterfeited or fabricated , either by study or neglect.
In the case of e:xemplary conduct, whether before
or after admission, the operation of the bonnty i.
better than Simply mnocent: without doors, as well
as in the house, its direct tendency is, to increase
the stock of virtue. But to obviate injustice, and
the Imputation of injustice, and that the quality
promoted may not be idleness in the name of virtue, the description of the efficient cause of title in
this case should not ftoat in the air, if possible, but
ground itself in some specific act or habit: examples
of which ma;r be found in the transactions of some
of the societies expressly fonned for thIS amongst
other laudable purposes.
Where senwrit!! is the leading ground, goodness
of character should to a certam degree be combined
with it. In the instance of a man who stood first
in point of age, anythmg particularly objectionable
ill his character might be admitted as a ground for

PAUPER MANAGEMENT.
Fundsfor Ike E.rpeme OorrupondentGrounds,or
of Eztra-comffJrls.
t1Jicient Causes of Title.
7. Foundation in fa7. Donation, convour of this or that
firmed by the allowclass of paupers,
by anee of the Company.
private
benefactors.
Book iii. Ch, xiii,
8. Private
bounty
8. Ditto.
bestowed
on this or
that individual, in the
way of foundation, or
casual donation, by an
individual friend."

I

Necessaries, together with the stock of comforts of OOUTse, ingrafted on them, as It were,
by the system of management, being afforded
as above, to all without distinction, and provision made for the specific claims Just now
enumerated, these extra-comforts,
and whatever else is beyond necessaries-everything
that comes under the head of superfluity and
Iu;rury-howcver
mnocent, and how much 80ever the utmost possible extension of such
benefit. be to be wished-may
be left,it should
seem, not only With strict propriety, but with
very tolerable security, to rest upon no firmer
nor broader basis than that of contingent and
spontaneous beneficence.
Every indulgence a
man is witness to, will either m possession or
prospect be his own: and when the difference
between prospect and possession is the only
difference, inequality,
though It were much
greater than here, call scarcely be looked upon
a, a grievance.
The real grievance would be,
if here, as in other countries, existence itself
were to be left to the choice of others, and to
chance.
Section VI. Company's .Apprentices-their
ConditwlI in Point of Uomfort, The comforts
of course, which the apprentice class Will posIus IOSlllg hIS claim to the species of promotion

t In regard to all these particulars, the lot of the
Company's apprentIces will show to advantage, not
only when compared to the lot of a pauper youth
nnder the existing order of thmgs, but when compared to the lot of a youth of the same age among
the superior classes.
In a school, private or public, the quantity as
well 8.5 species of correction administered, depends
-not upon the real demand tor correcnon, but upon the habits and temper of the master and his subordinates. Even in a private family, the mildness
or harshness,

In

question, either altogether, or for a certain number
of turns. or even WIthout any specific assignable
objection, a man might be set aside in favour of
another, who, being in point of character decidedly
superior, should happen to stand next In age.
It might operate as an addinonal secunty for
quiet and respectful behaviour on the part of the
paupers towards the officers, mdivrduallv considered as well as collectively, if a rccomrncndauon from
an officer (the privilege to be shared by turns) were
to be received as a ground of appointment, to such
lots of extra-comfort as remained unoccupied by
the prior titles ahove-mentioned.
* The separate possession of one of the outlying
cottages, WIth or without the additiou of other artides in the list of estra-comforis, would, when
mounted, as it were, upon the ordmary plan of maintenance, form a comfortable provision for a man to
make for a sup"crannuated servant, or other dependant, in a simtlar line of life. Many a master and
mistress would at once be able and glad to do thus
much, who, now that tbere is no other alternative
than between the leaving a servant to share in the
undistingui8hing provision of a common poor-house,
andgivinghimacompletemaintenanee,doesuothing.
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sess in common with the rest of the population,
but to the value of which they cannot, for the
want of experience, be expected to be in every
instance equally sensible, may be passed over
almost without notiee.c-Of this kind are, 1.
Security in point of health.
2. Consciousness
of superior probability of long life and health.
3 and 4. Security against want of every kind,
and consciousness of that secunty. 5. Constant
cleanliness and tidiness.
6. System of employment favourable to health and recreation.
7.
Nights rendered comfortable by separation and
cleanliness. 8. Security against annoyance and
oppression from fellow-paupers,and
especially
from fellow-apprentices.
9. Security against
oppression from officers+
10. Sunday enter-

I

reasonahieness

or unreasonableness,

steadiness or unsteadmess, of the treatment gwen to
the child, depends m c,ery point on the temper and
humour of the parents, or those who stand III the
place of parents; on whose part every degree of
caprice and tyranny, so long as it keeps clear of mjUlleS threatemng danger to hfc and limb, may
vent itself WIthout control. And as to what depends upon tbe conduct of the youths themsel yes
towards one another, that IS, of the stronger towards
the weaker, even those great schools winch bear
the name of 1,ubltc school», are known, perhaps
without
exception, to enclose an enormous and
never-ceasing mass of unobserved and undivulged
oppressIOn one of the fl1-,;t lessons practised III
these senunaries bemg that of endnrmg tyranny-one of the last, that of mfhctmg It ;-both together
rom!nring to mstal mto the suscepnble mind an inscnsilnhty and mdiflerence to justice, Here no instance of any act of authority,or exercise of coercion,
on the part of anybody towards anybody, but what
WIll be immediately and universally known;therefore, humanly speaking, no possilnhty of abuse,
A. to punishments, no ad of that kind but will
he entered, 01 course, 111 the book called the PUIlIs/mu'n/-I,oal., (see Book ii. Ch. x, 11001.-lr'-epmp,)
and by that means forwarded to the cogmzanee of
the General Board. On eomparmg the books of
the several industry-houses, observatron will be
made which exhibits the greatest number of instances of punishment, which the least. Compare
theu the state of these two industry-houses III other
respects : observe which upon the whole exhibits
the fairest picture. If,m that which has afforded
the least punishment, the result should happen to
be fairer than in that which bas afforded the most
pumshment, th .. Circumstance alone, Wlthont further inquiry, would afford a strong ground for suspicion, that III this abundance of pumshment there
bas been more or less that might have been spared.
I speak of punishment, because punishment is, III
the existmg order of things, a thing of course. Here,
however, how can pumslnnent gam admiuance P-«
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tamments suitable to the day.
11. The comCOMFORTS.
fort of a. clear conscience, brightened by religions hopes, the result ofremoteness from temptation.
12. Prospect of melioration of fare.
13. Tranquillity
as against the apprehension
ofchange.*
Of the several articles classed under the
head of extra comforts, (unless perhaps it be
2. No sense of
such an article as that of a peculium ga.rden- privation:
none of
plot,) scarce any account need be taken m the the pains attendant
case of the present class; partly because they
on the emotions of
cannot be afforded; partly because, through
regret
discontent,
want of contrary experiences, they would be and envy on that
little relished;
partly because, for the same i score.
'
reason, they would be not at all desired.
The comforts of which a distmct mention
will be made under this head, accompanied
with an indication of their respective efficient
causes, as discoverable in the plan of management, are such the value of which, to render I
3. Reereation in
it particularly
apparent, requires a comparison I the way of bathing
to be made under the same heads between the (to both sexes.)
condinon of these children of the Company,
4. Secunty agamst
and that of their fellows In age, whether in danger of droWlling
their own, or in ever so much higher rank> -by
practice and
of life.
instruction
in the
art of swimming.
COMFORTS.
I:FFICIEl'T CAUSES.

I

1. Diet.-No deficiency-no
want
of the means of
health and strength
at the ages most apt
to be stmted m the
economy of the selfmaintaining
poor:
<rtz.
all the ages
pnor to the selfmaintaining age.

1. That part of the
system of management,
which proposes that the
allotments made of quantity according
to age,
should lean to the safe,
that is, to the superabundant side; and that which
proposes that allotments
differing from one another
in quantity.shall
be made
to different assemblages

EFFICIENT

ClUSES.

of children of the same
age, for the purpose of
ascertaining
by experimentthe most advantageous quantity for each age.
Book ii. Ch. vi.
2. Inexperience and ignorance of any fare more
palatable than what they
possess-the
result of that
part of the plan of management which prescribes
the separation of the apprentice-stock, especially
the indigenous, and quasiindigenous branches of it,
from the world at large.
Book ii, Ch. ii.
3 and 4. Bath proposed
to be made, if possible, in
the land attached to each
industry
house-secluded from the access of
strangers ; and, by being
allotted to the different
sexes at different times,
and by the constant presence of guardian elders of
the same sex, clear of objection on the score of deceney.fBook ii. Ch. ii.
iii. xu. Book iii. Ch. x.

t Swimming ISto most young people a most delightful as well as healthful exercise : whenever it
is m their power, they are in general ready enough
to avail themselves of It. But for the most part
they are debarred from it'-in
many instances by
the want of water ;-in other instances by the anxiety of parents on the score of danger ;--in others,
by the repugnance of the elder part of the comfor from what occasion can it arise? No cessation of mumty at large, on the score of decency.
Females are, by the latter consideration, univerinspection, no transgression
i-no transgression, DO
sally debarred from it ;-unless It be in very few
punishment,
If security against everything that savour. of instances indeed, among the most opulent classes,
tyranny he liberty, hberty, ill the instance of thrs in which the inducements happen to be strong
hitherto luckless class of human beings, can scarcely enough to counterbalance the expense of a retired
CHr have yet existed in anything ncar so perfect a or covered bath, WIth SUItable attendance.
Removed to a sufhcient distance from the house,
shape.
But liberty, m a favourite sense of it, means law- and secluded from view by proper fences, one bath,
[es« power: m this sense, It must be confessed, there
used at different times nnght serve for both the
Will not only be little hberty, but 111 plain truth sexes.
there Will be none.
The advantage of bathing, with comfort and con., In tbe instance of St James's, Westminster, a vernence, is among the attractions that draw the
pattern of such good management as IS compatible higher classes to "hat are called the watenngwith the exrstmg order of thmgs, observe the ex- places; and such is the activity of charity in this
pense of boarding the pauper children of the metro- country, that it has even found out a meansof displaypol" in the circumjacent
villages; 38. 3d. a-week, ing Itself bv facihtanng the access to these places m
besides contingeneies,
What does all this expense favour of the inferior classes. Agamst particular
term mate in '-what,
in the account that has been diseases, fresh-water bathing is not. It is true, lookpublished
by the instrtutors of this management,
ed upon as standing npon a par With sea bathing ;
is very Justly termed" a. dreadful period: "-" The yet even against diseases-to say nothmg of genetime when these children were to be brought home ral health and strength,-fresh-hatlung
1& not alto(SIX or seven years of age) was a dreadful period to
gether without Its use.
The existing charity gives sea-bathing to a few
the children, and to the feelingmind."-[ANNALS,
xxvin. l67.]-The
Company's children have no score perhaps m a year; the proposed charity gl\ es
such penod.
With them it is all eountry c=no fresh-water bathing to some hundreds of thousanda
of the pauper-commUllity all the year round; and
transition from rural liberty to town confinement.

PAUPER
EFFICIENT

COMFORTS.

5. Exemption from
intellectual
exertions of the most
painful kind.
6. Comforts
of
matrimony
allowed at the earliest
period compa.tible
With health."

MANAGEllENT.

CA.USES.

5. Exemption from the
obligation of learning languages (especially dead
languages) by grammatical rules.
6. Removal of all difficulties and uncertainties
with regard
to subsistence :-the result of the
frugalIty
of the plan

COMFORTS.
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of maintenance,
con pled
with the certainty of giving to the labour of each
existing order of things, that the management of
his conduct will be in his own hands.

In regard to health. at what precise point the
line shall be drawn, will be matter of consideration.
-It bemg a point not capable of being determined
otherwise than by experunent, It ought to be-It
must be=-comrmtted to experiment. Nature shows
the commencement of the abihty-e-nature shows
for the benefit of the self-maintaining poor all round, the commencement of the desrre -How long must
every one of the two hundred and hfty industry- the ability continue useless? How long must the
houses may be a uxitcrmq-place;
desire be a source ot vexation, instead of enJoy.. The maximum of clear happiness is the object, ment ?--Questions,
snrely, not umnterestmgand the sole object, of every rational plan of con- surely, not undeserving ot solution l-To gwe th«
duct, public or private.
solution, I see but one course -to take the visible
In this line, as in every other-concomitant
and commencement of physical matunty in each indiconsequent inconveniences out of the question-e-the
vidual for the standard and basis of expenment·
maximum of enjoyment gives the maximum of from this starting-post to mark out penods of delay
clear happiness. But the longer the duratum of -three months=-six months-nme
months-and
any source of enjoyment, nothmg bemg lost m other so on, for a small-it surely need not be a largerespects, the greater the sum of enjoyment: and the number of years-twenty-one
m the male might be
duration IS the longer, nothing being lost in other the utmost. From thenceforward observe the conrespects, the earlier the commencement.
dition of the classe<;--see whether there be any and
Pecumary difficulties bemg removed (as they are what perceptible differences m point of health and
here) the mconveniences to be considered and strength, as between class and class.
guarded against are-I.
PhYSICal-the danger to
Fiat 1=, were the words of the Almighty:health and strength from a too early mdulgence, of Hat erperimentum, were the words of the bnghtest
which, amongst other ill consequences, premature
genIUs he ever made. 0 chemists l-much have
termmation nught be one ·-2.lIforal-such.ifany,
vour crucibles shown us of dead matter ;-but our
as may be to be apprehended from the entering into industry-house IS a crucible for men 1
a state of power, as well as independence, before the
" The Chinese (says Sir George Staunton, vol.
intellectual faculties have attained a growth com- ii. p. 194, 8vo.) are, perhaps, upon an average, betmensurate to that state. 'Whatever may be the ter able to support moderate labour, WIth little inpenod suggested by a due consideration
of the de- terrmssion, than many of the lower classes in
lay nece.sary to the avoidance of these inconvemEurope. They are bred m better and sounder
enees, thus much will not be liable to disputehabits, and continue longer under the direction of
VIZ.that every portion of time, which, without in- their parents. They are for the most part sober:
currmg them, nnght have been passed in the social
they marrv earlv . they are less exposed to the
state, and yet is suffered to pass away in celibacy, temptatrons of debauchery: they are less liable to
IS so much lost to happiness.
contract diseases which corrupt the SprlUgsof hfe :
In the world at large, what may be the ave~
their lives are more regular and uniform .,
amount of this loss, in the instance of the class m
And, 10 another place, (vol, n, p. 38.';,) "The
question, is one of the many interestmg objects ob- marrlages m China are. in fact, observed to be pr<>servable in the pohtical lme, of which no account, Iifie,"" well as early."
and scarcely so much as any notice, hath as yet
In France.c-when France was France,--among
been taken. A great comfort Is-that
owing to the first famihes 10 the nation, and in others, as far
causes sufficiently ObVIOUS,
and which are not to as economy was supposed to permit, regard to
the present purpose=-tlus loss IS not quite so hizh health as well as happiness hxed for the period of
in tlns lowest and most numerous. as in the hlgh'er matrimonial union the earliest age to whrch health,
class e S, Yet, even m this class. and in this coun - regarded In another pomt of view., was supposed to
try, the number of years thus lost, must, upon any gl\ e a permit for that purpose. Sixteen scarce an
calculation,
or rather WIthout any calculanon, leave earlv one ;-four!een not an uncommon one. 'What,
a blank much to be regretted in the book of hfe.
under the French monarchy, was the best privilege
In the proposed order of tlungs. among our ap- of the Prince, IS In our Utopia the universal lot of
prentJces-there need be no such loss at all. Re- the "hole community. And to "hat would they
"ard to health-this
one prudential consideration,
he indebted for this gentlest of all revolutlOns?and this alone, WIll, in this pnvileged situation,
To what but to economv P Which dreads no
draw the hne. In private life, considerations
of longer the mulnphcatron oj man. now that she has
the intellectual and moral kind conspire to keep shown by what secure and unperishable means Illback the period of social happiness, Facultres, fant man, a drug at present so much WOl'5ethan
moral as well as intellectual, must be ripe for the worthless, may be endowed with an mdubitable and
business of government :-the

business not of self-

government only, hut of farmly-government,
At
one-and-twenty, a vouth will be allowed to be, in
general, alike fit lor self-government and for the
government of the little family empire: and, whether married or single, it IS at this age, and not before, aeeording' to the proposed plan, &8 under the I

universal

value,

Turn now to the palace, and behold what a fund
it affords for pity, when confronted with our industry-house. Prmces unmatched, or late matched,
or unprosperously matched, ormcongruously matched.-Pnnce sses-hve remainmg-all
rIpe, but all
too high, for happmess.

POOR
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7. Ultenor prospects-cha.nce
of
rising to superior
stations, by the cultiva.tion of any natural talents that
may happen to dISplay themselveshence
hope
and
emulation.

C.\USES.

individual a value secured
against depreciation
and
want of employ, by the
principle of self-supply,
with a sufficient stock of
land for it to operate upon. Book i. Section 6.
Book ii. Ch. iii. iv. Book
v. Ch.ii.
Continuance of
the married apprentices
under equal subjection
before as after marriage,
until the age of emancipauon=-thence
removal'
of the difficulties attendant on self-government
at that early period. Right
possessed
by the nonadult parents of having
their children taken care
of in the same way they
themselves had been, and
at the same time in the
same house, and under
their own eyes.
7. Universal publicity
of the conduct of the whole
system.-General
concourse of strangers
expeered to each house.On the part of the officers
and their subordinates,
opportunities easy, perpetual, and universal, of remarking anything extraordinary that may present
itself in the way of natural talent on the part of
the apprentices.
Appropriate culture of extraordmary talents.should
it
be thought advisable: and
even a system of experiment, for the purpose of
bringing
latent talents
and capacities into light.
Book in, Ch. xii.

Comforu, or other Ad'Dantages, applyzng fTclurilJllly to the Female
Part oj the Apprentice
Stock.

Effu;ient Causes of

1. Security against seduction,and its attendant
misenes.c=Opportunities
of conversation with the
other sex, as in wellregulated
families. in a
safe manner, and at safe
times: the degree ofsafety
even superior to anything
which commonly is, or
easily can be, afforded in

1. Uninterrupted
presence of the governess and her subordinates;
also of
guardian
elders of
the proper sex-as
before.

•the seteral

Ad-

-r,mtages.
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Comforts, or other Adeontaqes, applying exdusilJllly to the Female
Part of the Apprentice
Stock.

Etrl-OMnt

C(!ffse!

of

-the se1Jll7"alAdeantaqe«.

the best regulated, and
even the highest families.
2 Proposed
re2. Preparation for the
of the
married state. Instruc- gulations
Manner in
tion and experience
in house.
which the populathe duties of the housetion of the house
maid, the kitchen-maid,
the nursery-maid.and
the is composed-comprising a numerous
sick-nurse,
by alternate
stock of infants, as
employment in the perwell as of the sick
formance of the family
and infirm of all
business of the house.and
in attendance on the in- descriptions.
fant part of the society,
and on the sick. Lessons
of economy
in every
branch of domestic msnagement - cooking warming - lighting clothing, &c., drawn from
the mosrapprovedsourcee
of instmction-digested
into general mles-and
illustrated and inculcated
by practice."
This important point duly attended to and
provided for (as It easily 'might, and, after
warning such as this, and suitable regulations
deduced from it, naturally would be) an inspection industry-house would add to Its hst of
collateral uses that of serving as a school of
domestic economy for the use of all classes but
more especially for that of the self-maintaining
poor.
Works are already in existence,amongwhich
Count Rumford's Essays relative to the Poor,
are entitled to a distinguished place, in which
these principles have been carried to a state
very.little, if anything, short of perfection, in
relation to some of the most important points:
-works,
and, what is more, practice according
to these works,t and these, in exhibiting the
. " Partly for want of subjects to practise uponsome measure, perhaps, from the want of the
species of forecast here insisted on-in Borne very
expensi ve retreats that have been prepared by prIvate munificence for female innocence, the condinon of these nurselings, in point of suitable acquirements, at the period of their emersion mto the
world at large, nas been observed (I have been assured) to exhibit but an indifferent result. Pampered, unexercised, and uninstructed in the arts assorted to their subsequent destinations and resources, they make (it is said) but indifferent
servants, nurses, or IDothers.-A female course of
education-a female apprenticeship, excluding from
i~ exercises the characteristic and appropnate functions of the sex, must be a sad education-e-a sad
apprenticeship indeed !
t See Reports of the Society for bettering the
Condinon of the Poor.
III

PAUPER MANAGEMENT.
improvements that have been devised, show
how great the room for improvementis under
the current practice.
Comparenow the lot of the Company's apprentices with that of any other class of the
same age, the very highest not excepted-snrvey it in its whole extent-probe it to the OOttom-and judge whether they are so much to
be pitied as to be envied.
Against pains of all sorts, better security
than is to be found in any existing situation,
without exception.
Desires not crossed, but prevented :-obstacles not moral, but physical ;-not terror,
but ignorance.
Amongenjoyments,the coarser,thoughmore
indispensable-( those which attend the satisfaction of the appetites of hunger and thirst}purified-I mean from pains: the moreexquisite-{for I speak of nothing that is not common to the species-notlung that is the peeu-

I
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liar fruit of extra culture in particular minds
being to the purpose here :}-the more exquisite, not only in like manner purified, but aceelerated :-increased at the earliest and best
stage,-at the stage at which their intensity is
at the highest :-increased in the only way in
which the mass of them is susceptible of being
increased.
In the article of diet, no unsatisfied longings, no repinings :-notlung within knowledge
that is not withm reach.-That he who has
been habituated to poignancy and variety of
diet, sufferson being reducedto simple and insipid fare, is not to be doubted; but that the
enjoyment of him who has never known any
sort but one, though it were the most insipid
sort, does not yield in anything to that of the
most luxurious feeder, seems equally out of
doubt :-m this way all the efforts of art are
but a vain struggle to pass the limits set to enjoyment by the hand of nature.

"" * In the original there is an intimation that the communicationsare "to be continued;"
but though the matter of Booksv. and vi. is unsupplied, there are no farther papers on the subject in the Annals of Agriculture b)' the author. The last of this unfinishedseries, containing
Section 6 of Book iv., as above, is m vol. xxxi. of the Annals, p. 273 to 288.-Ed.

OBSERVATIONS ON THE POOR BILL,
INTRODUCED BY THE

RIGHT HONOURABLE WILLIAM: PITT
(WRITTEN, FEBRUARY, li9i.)

NOTE BY THE EDITOR OF AN EDITION PRINTED
CIRCULATION IN 1838.

THE" Observations" were written forty years
ago, and were recently found amongst Mr
Bentham's manuscripts.
They have never
been printed; but from some correspondence
it appears that he was in communication with
some of the in:8.uential members of the Legislature, and that the" Observations" powerfully contributed to the abandonment of the
measure in question.
The provisions of the Bill, as compared with
the principles set forth m the" Observations,"
may be adduced as a specimen of empiric as
compared with scientific legislation. To those
who may be masters of the principles of the
New Poor Law it will be manifest that, had
the measures embodied in Mr Pitt's Bill been
brought into general operation for any length
of time, the effects would have been more disastrous to property, and, through nroperty, to
the ultimate welfare of the labouring classes,
than the most disastrous revolution in modern
times. The New Poor Law is, perhaps, the
first piece of legislation based upon scientific
or economical principles; the main principle
for the administration of the law being, however, a principle which neither Mr Ricardo
nor Mr Malthus had seen when they gave the

weight of their opinions against the institution
of a legal provision for the compulsory rehef
of the poor. The preparation of the new measure by labonous inductions from a large mass
of facts specially examined may be recommended for imitation where safe legislation IS
required for large subjects.
To those who are unacquainted with Mr
Bentham's works, as the greater number even
of his professed followers uudoubtedly are,
(smce the best refutation of some of their favourite doctriues are to be found in his writings,) the "ObservatIOns" will furnish a fair
specrmen of his mode of treating such subjects.
Another of numerous Instances of his great
perspicuity for practical purposes is to be
found In his plan of frugalIty banks, published
during the year 1798. [See above, p.409.]
In this plan will be found the anncipanon of
the improvements which some years of trial
have suggested in the institution of savings'
banks, particularly the addition of the provisions for annuities to the labounng classes,
made by the act of 3 Will. IV. c. 14.
7th May 1838.

CHAPTER
INTRODuCtION.*

1.

for the purpose of this Bill, or at least as ha,ying been steadily pursued throughout the
course of it, the whole matter of it at least
may be conceived as distributable under fOG,.

THOUGH
no determinate system of arrangement presents itself as having been adopted

* Before I engage in the discussionof particular
clauses,I find it indispensablynecessaryto state an
apprehension I have throughout been labourin
under; the apprehensionof doingan uDlntention~

FOR PRIVATE

I

injustice to the Bill by mis-stating from time to
time the intended import of it. The truth is, the
degreeof difficultyI have e rieneedin the course
of my endeavours to comp~nd that import, has
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In Section 4, a provision is made that proheads or compartments:
one part taking up
perty," visible property," though it amonnt to
the out-allowance or kome-prONion
system,
and opening new sources of relief in that shape ; £30, or perhaps more, shall not operate in exelusion of relief, This may be termed the rea. second, taking up the home-proNion
system
lief-eztension, or opulence-relie] clause.
and the small * establishment system jointly
And in Section 23, provision is made for
and in a system of working places under the
conferring on the scholars of these schools, in
names of Schools of Industry,
establishing
certain cases, the benefit of apprenticeship at
throughout the southern division of the united
kingdoms a system of employment and indus- the public expense. 'I'lns I shall term the aptrial education, of which the scene IS to shift prenticeship clause.
I shall now consider the several clauses in
ir; a manner between the public school-room
and the private home; a third occupied in the order III which they have just been brought
establishing
a system of superintendence
to to view.t
watch over the management
of these schools
CHAPTER
II.
of industry;
and the fourth taken up with a
set of regulations in the way of procedure and
a few other arrangements
of a tech.meal nature,
I. Under-Ability,
or Supplemental- Tt'ages
such as it IScommonly deemed necessary to tack
Clause.
to the end of statutes creative of new powers
"LIV.
And be it further enacted, That If
to be exercised by particular authoritres.
any poor person residing m any parish under
On looking into the portion of matter relathe authority of this Act, and not bemg able
tive to the subject of home prodswn,
we shall i to earn the full rate or wages usually given
find it distmguishable
into two main drnsrons : i in such parish, or the parish or panshes umted
the one occupied in the distribution
of occa- therewith, shall, With the preVIOUS consent of
sional or temporary allowances;
the other m the person or persons appointed to the mangivmg commencement or security to a system
agement of the poor of any such parish or
of what may be termed snperannuation alllluiunited parishes, contract and agree to work at
ties, humanely destined to diffuse a gleam of any inferior rate or wages, which wages shall
comfort over the evenmg of life.
not be sufficient for the maintenance and supOn looking into the amendments applied by port of such poor person singly, or in conjuncthe Bill to the plan of relief afforded b)' the tion With his or her family, It shall and may
home-proc~ion system in the presen: state of be lawful for such officers of the poor, WIth the
the law, we shall find them introducnve of the approbation of one or more justice or justices
followmg extensions.
of the peace in the district, to make up such
In Section 2, a sllpplement IS meant to be deflciency a" may be necessary for the support
provided for whatever deficiency, m point of of such poor person, and his or her family,
earnings, may result from any deficiency in (regard being had to the earnmgs of such fapoint of ability WIth reference to work.
This
mily.) out of the rates made for the relief of
clause I shall take the liberty of distmguishthe poor, without compelling such poor person
ing by the name of the under-abiluy,
or supto be employed III any school of industry, or
I'lemental-v:ages clause.
in any other manner under the authority of
In Section 1, another supplement for whatthis Act."
ever deficiency, in respect to the means of
t In th-~-B-i-II-i-tb-e-lf-t-h-e-s-e-ct-,o-ns-ar-e-n-o-t-n-u-m-b-~-rmaintenance, may be produced in families by ed ; it ISnot the usage: sections are never numbered
an O1Jercharge of helpless children.
ThIS may
either III an Act (I speak of the authentic manube termed the family-rdl£f,
or extra-children
scnpt) or III a Bill; I have taken upon me to numclause.
ber them at a venture, knowing no other means of
In Section 3, power is given (to whom not disnnguishmg them III the way of reference. My
mentioned) to administer relief in the shape of pnnciple of distrthutron has been the recurrence of
capital, to be employed in the purchase of "a
the introductory surplusage, .. arid be tt [uriher encow, or other animal Yleldlll.g profit."
This
acted." coupled WIth the consideration of those
may be termed the colc-money clause.
diseontinuanees or breaks m the lme of text, which
are the mechanical result of the operations of the
been as extreme as those endeavours have been press.
sincere. Whatever, therefore, is herem advanced
This privation of the physical possibility of beas conveying my own sense of the import of the comlllg the subject-matter of reference; this proBill, must be understood to be submitted all along hfic cause and certain pledge of uncertainty, disto ccrrecaon=-to whatever correction may be order, and mconsisteney each III the extreme; this
thought fit to be administered by stronger ramds,
pnvation of one of the many helps to intellection,
* So termed here, III contradistmcnon to the the exclusion of which is pecuhar to that .pecles of
large-establ<shment
system, by which IS meant that composition in which the Importance of the qualibranch of the pubhc-establu.h7lullit system as contra- ties of order, preclSIon, and conciseness, stands at
distinguished from the system of out-allotrances, the very highest pitch ; this deficiency, if It be a
according to wluch the establishments would sepa- fault, IS not the particular fault of ilus Bill or of
rately considered beuponalmye scale. such as that anyone concerned III It. It IS the fli;ultof ert"rpof a country workhouse, or even a system of work- body, and thence of nob(xl.l/. [See Nomography,
houses, of which four, suppose, should be allowed vol, III. p. 233. It has of late become the pracuce
to a county upon an average.
I to number the sections of BIlls.-Ed.
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By the under-ability, or supplemental-wages
clause, provision is made that "if any poor
person entitled to the benefit ofthis Act," (the
efficient came of title is not otherwise specified,)
" not able to earn the full rate or wages, shall
agree to work at an under rate, the deficiency
may be made up to him out of the poor rates,
tcithout rompelling BUel! poor person to be employed in any manner
this Act."

under

the authority

of

"What sort of persons this class is intended
to be composed of is a question respecting
which 1 must confess myself unable to satisfy
myself, not being able to collect who the persons are "entitled to the benefit of this Act;"
thus much, however, I understand from the
clause, that there is a class of persous to every
one of whom, upon condition of their working
in any manner, and receiving for their work a
rate or wages fallinq short to any amount of
the "full rate usually gi7Jen in the parish,"
somebody or other (I do not perfectly see who)
shall have it in his power to make up the deficiency at the public charge.
The inability of the lowest class (I mean
the worst paid class) of working hands in this
country, viz. the labourers in husbandry, to
make such provision for the sustenance of
themselves and families as shall be constant! y
adequate to the purpose,-that is, under every
variation which the abUity as to work, the facility of obtaininq work, and the tn.agnitude of
the burden resulting from the condttwn and
multitude of the infants and other helpless
branches of the family are susceptible of~-is
a point which 1fear has been but too incontestably established.*
To this inconvenience such remedies as in
the course of the preceding observations presented themselves as the proper and only proper remedies, have already been pointed out.
The remedies proposed by the Bill in general,
and the part now in question in particular,
must be confessed to be of a different stamp.
As to the casual inadequacy of the earnings
of the individual compared with the demand
for subsistence on the part of that same individual, two expedients have presented themselves: one is to fix the rate of wages, and
thereby of earnings, viz. of the rate to be paid
to individual labourers by indiridual
employers; the other is leaving the rate indefinite, to make up the deficiency, whatsoever in
each individual instance it may happen to
amount to, at the public charge.
The fixation of wages is an operation which
on different occasions has been proposed, and
on some occasions even practised with opposite views,-to prevent what has been looked
upon as e;r,cess, and to cure what has been looked upon as defect. It is with the latter view
that it has lately been proposed with reference
to the case now before \lS.
• Particularly in the case of labourers in husbandry, by the Rev. David Davies, 17!l5, 4to.

Against the fixation of wages with a view
to prevent deficiency there is, however, this
objection, viz. that thereby you exclude from
employment many persons who might otherwise have obtained it. You aggra'Mte the
distress of the f!ery persons, or at least a considerable proportion of the persons, whose condition you propose to meliorate.
What you
can do (let it be admitted) is so to order matters in behalf of the object of your benevolence,
that if he receives anything he shall not receive l_ than what you wish him to receive;
but what you cannot do is so to order matters
as that, under these circumstances, he shall reoeive anything at all. To qire him that sufficient rate of wages is an obligation not imposed
upon any employer whatsoever; it is therefore an expense to which NO employer who
does not think he shall find his account in It,
will ever think of subjecting himself.
In a word, a regulation fixing tbe rate of
wages so as to prevent its falling below a certain rate, is, in effect, a regulation of the prohibitive kind, excluding from employment all
such hands the value of whose labour does not
rise to a leeel with that rate; a prohibition enforced by a specific and unavoidable penalty,
and that penalty is the differenu (whatsoever
it may be in each case) between the highe#
sum which the labour of the 'ICOrk7lWn is worth,
and the lorrest sum which the employer is allowed to give.
True it is that, upon a minute scrutiny, the
exclusion will not be found altogether 80 universal as at fira glance it might appear. III
some instances (partly from motives of a personal nature under the difficulty of getting another hand, but at an extra price, partly from
motives of compassion, rather than have an mdustrious workman destitute) an employer,
who otherwise might have got the labour of
the feeble hand in question at an under rate,
proportioned to his diminution in point of a.bihty, will pay him that full and intended legal
rate which, with reference to that ability, will
be an extra rate. But the effect of the principle thus operating in limitation of the exclusion has its bounds. An employer ma.,! give
9s. a week, for example, to a labourer whose
labour is worth but 8s. or 7s., but he will not
give the 9s. to a labourer whose labour is
worth but 38. or 4s. He will rather give for
his 9s. worth of labour lOs. or Lls, or 12s. to
one workman in full ability, (importing him,
if necessary, from another parish,) than 278.
among three labourers whose labour taken altogether is worth no more than the 9s.
Besides the general danger (the danger of
idleness) inseparable from the home-prtlmsiofl
system, a particular source of danger seems to
be opened by the particular wording of this
clause. By his character for negligence or
idleness, a man, though in respect of bodll»
ability not unequal, perhaps, to the fullat rat!'
of earnings, shall have so ordered matters that
no master will employ him but at a rate more
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or less inferior to that rate.
In that case it
will be perfectly true that, to use the words
of the Bill, he ia " not aOle to earn the full rate
or wages wually giren:" for, whatever may
ha.ve been the original oauu of the inability,
the uilltenoe of it is not the less real.
So far,
then, as this cause of mability extends, that is
so far as the class of the idle, the negligent, and
the dissolute extends, (a multitude, the increase
of which seems but too much to be apprehended
from the operation of tlus clause.) the effect of
it seems to be the putting the idle and neoligent exactly upon a footmg in pomt of prosperity and reward With the diligent and in-

dustrious.
If conjecture may be allowed, the circumstance that gave rise to this clause m the breasts
of those who framed It seems to have been the
humane consideration
that, when a man does
his utmost, it is hard to leave him in a worse
condrtiou than Ins neighbours on account of an
infirmity which is his misfortune merely, not
ills fault.
But the extreme difficulty of forming in each individual instance a well-grounded
judgment (to whomsoever it belongs to form
it) in the question fault or 110 fault, and if
fault, in what degree, may, perhaps, by this
time have been perceived.
Bnt faul; will not,
ought not to be, imputed without special and
full proof: and, perhaps, the blameable conduct, the blameable cause of the inability, the
bad character in which the inabihty to obtain
the ordinary rate of wages originated,-this
cause, though contmuing and operating in full
force, is susceptible of no proof but "hat is
confined to a period long since past. This bemg the ease, and supposmg all possible abihty
as well as integrity on the part of those by
whom the claim to this bounty is to be determined, I must confess I do not see how It can
be otherwise than a frequent, not to say gweral case, that idleness should, upon the estabhshment of this clause, find itself in as guod
phght as illdustry.
Under this difficulty of drawing the lme, an
expedient which I must confess I expected to
have found adopted, was the confining the tiue
to some such efficient cause or causes as should
be out of the reach of counterfeiting as weH as
of fabncanon ; old a!/e stands m this respect
on the highest ground in point of eligibility;
after that come specific modifications of infirmity, such as loss of hmbs, loss of the use of
limbs, rupture,
epilepsy, nervous afflicnons,
complaints which, according to the greater or
less diffi{;ulty of lt$urtai,.ing the matter offact,
will constitute sc many efficrent causes of mability more or less clearly, and certainly exempt
from blame-more
or less exempt from the
danger of opening an inlet to abuse.
Whether all the precautions that could be
taken, all the precautions which the nature of
the case admits of, would be sufficient to confine the mischief withm any tolerable bounds,
is what I cannot but entertain some doubts of;
but at any rate so 10Il/( I\S no such checks are ap-
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plied, the danger from this clause, supposing it
to stand, seems very serions; for how opposite
soever the views and intentions of the contrivers in the two cases, the equalization sy,tem,
as applied to 'Wages, seems hardly less threatening to indwtry, and thence to property. (to
say nothing of the expense,) than, as applied
to property, It would be toproperty, and thence
to industry.
Against these and all other dangers of abuse
the dependence for a remedy and safeguard IS
of course on the wisdom and integrity of those
into whose hands the execution of the Act may
come from time to time to fall: but, (not to
mention how multifanous the ingredients sine
quibus 1I0n of the mixed class called 'Wisdom
I are,) wisdlfm may be wanting in lfne quarter, inteqr't.1f m another, both together in a third, and
after all we know not who they are.
Besides
I that, as we have seen, the cases are various
i and of frequent occurrence where the nmon of
bulh qualities, and both in the highest degree,
would be of no avail. To oppose all new powers
on no distmcter ground than that all powers
are open to abuse, would be the effusion of undi3tinguishing imbecility or of political jealousy
run mad.
But when a system of provision is
on the carpet, involving III its essence a system
of powers particularly ope,. to abuse, the danger may at least operate as a motive for illqui,.y, whether there may not be found some
other system less obnoxious to abuse.
What, in such case, shall be deemed this
"full rate or 'Iroges," which IS to be made up
at all events I. another point that seems as
necessary as it may be found d i.Jficult to be
settled. In the compass of Eugland and ll',t/('s
some hundred thousands a-year may be at
stake upon this single pomt, I. Is It the full rate
or wages of the h~l"est paid species of labour
m the district in question!
Certainly not I!~
aery case. 2. Is It the "full rate or 'Wa<les
of the highest paid species of labour where the
employment of the illdl'l'idual in question happens to be of that species!
If so we may
have bad ship-wriqlds pensioned at 9s. a-week
or a guinea, (accordmg as day work or piece
work IS taken for the standard.) or bad mathematical i7l$trull1ent makers at half as much;
this therefore was not intended.
iI. Is It the
" .. ul] rate or 'Wages" according to an arera,!,
taken of the earnmgs of all the specI!" of ernployment exercised within the district put
together? 'I'his, requinng a vast previ~us aosembla.ge of higltly mtert'stt1lg but hitherto
uncollected documents, is what (for that as
well as other reasons) can hardly have been
intended.
4. Is it the" full rate or IlYlges"
earli-ed in the species of employment uu»!
abundant in the district, as the words .. IJ."Ilally
"Win" might seem to import!
I should suppose nor that neither.
5. Is it the "full rat.,
or 1fafV.s" earned in the lowest (meaning the
lou cs! paid) species of employment .therem
exercised? 'flus I should rather tlunk IS what
IS meant, (or at least 111'011 /Ii i~ ri, II' of the
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di-oer8ity trould be meant,) because this construction would be the least dangerous; but
this is not anywhere expreued.
Take even the lowe8t paid species of employment, the quantum of the earnings will be
found to admit of great variation m great towns
(the metropolis for example) compared with
distant country places.
There are country
places in which it IS not higher than Is. a-day;
in London and the neighbourhood it can hardly
be reckoned lower than 2s. With all this
enormous difference in the habitual rate of BUpply the necessary means of living are scarcely
cheaper anywhere than in London.
Are so
many thousands of bad workmen then, with
or without families to receive near £32 a-year
as a min.mum, when less than £16 a-year is
proved by experience to be enough for good
ones 1 And who will stay in the country at
single allowance if he can secure double allowance only by coming up to London, which
partly by a late Act, partly by this intended
Act, everybody is enabled to do without disturbance!
An answer is, that as at present and in practice necessity is tneasured for the purpObe of
relief, so in future and under this Act will
wages be measured for the same purpose. The
reply is, no such thing. As far as the intended
law is obeyed, as far as it produces the effect
it aims at, the measure at present, used for
this purpose will not be employed but laid
aside. Under the existing order of things the
relief granted is measured by and adjusted to
what (in the breasts of those to whom it belongs to judge) is the proper quantum of the
demand on the score of indigence.
But this
mode of measurement
is precisely that which
will not satisfy the liberahty of the framer of
the Act, for this is what the Act declares, if
it declares anything.
Full is a word not only
of precision, but of energy. The "full rate,"
that and nothing less, IS the rate without
which the legislator
has declared he WIll not
in future be satisfied ; and whosoever presnmes to give less than that full rate dis()beys.
That such disobedience would not be uncommon is what I will not say either I should
hope or I should fear, but what at any rate I
should expect. But where would be the expediency of that lap of which the Bole trust
were to be in the disobedience it might excite 1 Meantime
disobedience,
eligible or
Inehgible, pardonable
or unpardonable,
will
not be uni-r:ersal.
Fixe standards
(as we
have seen) for the measurement of the bounty, five standards
rismg one above another
in liberality,
will be in every parish open
to a man's choice.
In each instance, be hIS
inclinations what they may, ever so 'Weak, ever
so la~ish, ever so heedless, within the prodigions scale raised up by these five standards, a
man may WIthout much straining find a warrant in this part of the intended Act; but at
any rate, to one or other of them he m ,LSI; conform himself if he pars any regard to the Act; I

I

I

I

-five
standards,
the lowest of them little
less than snfficient, as we have seen, to double
the poor rates, overwhelm the metropolis, and
depopulate whatever part of the country is not
covered by a town.

CHAPTER
2. Family-Relief,

III.

or Extra-Cltildren

Clause.

" XXXVII.
And be it further enacted,
That any father entitled to the benefit of this
Act, and having more than two children under
the respective ages of five years, and part of
hIS family unable to maintain themselves; and
any widow being so entitled, and having more
than one such child, and part of her family,
shall have such allowances from the parish or
united parishes where he or she shall reside,
in respect of all such children of such father
beyond the number of two; and in respect of
all such children of such widow beyoud the
number of one; to such amount as the perBon or persons appointed to the management
of the poor of such parish or united parishes,
with the consent of the vrsiters of the district
in rotation or any two of them, shall deem
sufficient for the maintenance of such child or
children under all circumstances, or as two justices of the peace in the district on appeal
from the allowances made by the consent of
the said visiters, shall order and direct; and
that such allowances so made shall continue
in respect of such child or children above the
number of two and one respectively, until such
child or children, in respect of whom such allowances are made, can and shall maintain
themselves by their labour; and that all and
every the child or children of any such father
or widow being respectively of the age of five
years or upwards, in respect of whom any such
allowance as aforesaid shall be paid, shall,
upon request made in pursuance of this Act,
be sent into the school or schools of industry
established In or for any parish or united parishes, and shall be received into such school
or schools of industry to be instructed and employed in such business as shall be suited to
the age and strength of such child or children,
and not dangerous or j-rejudicial to the health
of such child or children, unless the parent or
parents of him, her, or them, will undertake
diligently to instruct and employ, and shall
diligently instruct and employ such child or
children at their own homes in such business
as the person or persons appointed to the management of the poor of such parish or united
parishes, or the manager of the said school or
schools of industry, shall from time to time
direct; and which such persons respectively
are hereby authorized
to direct to be done
in conformity to the provisions of this Act,
and that such allowances
so directed shall
continue to be paid until such respective ohildrcn ran maintain themselves by their labour,
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and that the earnings of every such child, to
whom any such allowance shall be directed to
be paid, except such part thereof as is hereinafter directed to be allowed to the parent or
parents of any child or children who shall be
industrious
and conform to the rules estsblished by or in pursuance of this Act, shall,
duriug the continuance
of the same, go iu aid
of the fund for the support of the said school
or schools of industry;
and that any child or
children whose parent or parents is or are not
able to maintain them, and m respect of whom
no such allowance shall be paid or payable by
virtue of this Act, may be received into such
school of industry, to be therein instructed
and employed in such work or employment as
shall be SUIted to such child or children as before directed, or in such other place and under
such instrucnon as shall be agreed upon in the
manner before directed, and under such terms
and conditions or at such rate or wages, as
shall, in pursuance of this Act, be settled to
be paid and performed in consideration of the
work done by such child. or children; and the
earnings of such last-mentioned
child or chrldren, except such part thereof as shall be allowed as aforesaid, shall go in aid of the fund
for the support of such school or schools of
mdustry."
In this Section (clause 1) two classes of persons are mstituted, who, on the condition of
their respectively having a certain number of
children, parts of their respective "families,
and unable to maintain themselU$," shall be
entitled to a weekly allowance, considered in
respect to its quantum; this allowance is not
to amount at any rate to 1~88 than Is. a-week
for each extra child, and it may amount to
ever so much more. Considered in respect to
its duratwn, it is to contmue not only till each
such extra child shall be able to maintain itself by its own labour, but till it actually shall
maintain itself by Its own labour,-"
can and
shall mamtain themselves by their labour,"
says the Act.
1. Measuring the extent of this clause, we
shall find it, I much fear, at once too ample
and too narrOI£: too ample to be reconcileable
to the interests of private industry or of pubhc
economy; too narrow to cover the extent of
the demand for the relief which itself provides.
To judge of the demand in point of neuuity
and utility for the bounties given by this clause,
let us observe upon what footing the title to
relief stands nnder the existinq order of thmgs.
At present, supposing the discretion properly
and suceessfully exercised, demand and supply are proportioned to each other: from those
who have fIOt wherewithal
to maintain themselves and f&milies, be those families ever so
tmall, relief will not be tcitlJkolden; to those
Who kau wherewithal to maintain themselves
and f&milies, be those families ever so large,
relief will !lOt be giun. Under this clause a
family may labour under the severest diltrt#,
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and derive flO benefit from the intended Act.
A family may wallow in abundance, and derive an enormous pension from it. To entitle
the head of the family to the allowance-to
the pension or congeries of pensions thus provided, it is not necessary that the family taken
toqether should be unable otherwise to maintain itself. It is sufficient If the extra children,
the children taken in the extra number.should,
separately taken, be unable to mamtam themselves.
The heads of famibes m question as
described are, first, e father having more than
tuo " children unable to maintain themselves;"
and, second, "a u:idow having more than one
such child."
As to the difference made here
between fathers and widol£s, that in general
the ability of the male sex in this respect will
be greater than that of the female IS not to be
disputed.
But will It in erery Instance be exactly in that proportion 1 May not there be
some instances in which a tl'oman WIth a aood
trade will be better able to mamtam tl£O children than a man to maintain the same number
with a bad one 1 May not the instances be
many in which a man WIth or WIthout a rife
shall be better able to mamtain three children
than a widoUl to maintain tuot
And may not
there be instances where a widow WIth tu:o
children shall be better able to maintain herself and family, than a WIdow left pregnant
for instance WIth one child in arms, or in a
state requiring still more attendance, may be
able to maintain herself and that one?
Doubts remain with regard to the imporl
that are material to the effect. ThIS mabihty
WIth regard to the maintaining themselves, is
it sufficient if it extend to the $1lpernumerary
children, or must it extend to all the children t
And in either case is it sufficient if it be partial, or must it be entire 2
2. As to the quantum of the pension. Under
the e:r:uting system if 6d. a-week (for example)
per child be requisitR and sllffident to make up
for the deficiency of earnings, 6d. a-week may,
WIthout any further addition, be allowed. Under this Bill Is. a-week, requisite or not requisite, mUM, if anything, be allowed.
Shillings
in any number may be allowed, and that more
than one .Iwuld in general, or at least frequentIy, be allowed, seems to be intended:
for that
less than Is. requisite or not requisite should
not in any case be allowed is apre..<$ly stipulated.
A shilling a-week IS £2, 12s. a-year;
6d. a-week is £1, 6s.; 9d. a-week is £1, 19s.;
3d. a-week is 13s. Thirty-nine shilhngs, (almost £2 a-year.) or even 26s., or even 13s. ayear, repeated upon forty or fifty thousand
children, amounts to no small sum. Granting
(what is a good deal to grant) that less than
the shilling a-week cannot in any situation, or
at any age, be made to suffice for the maintenance of any child,-what
cannot pouibly be
granted is, that this deficiency in the amount
of earnings cannot exist in the shape of any
leu sum than the entire amount of the sum necessary for the child's maintenance.
In situ-
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ations where money is oftener reckoned by
millions and thousands than by pounds and
shillmgs, the saving that might be made upon
a pitiful shilling a-week is apt to appear as
nothing ; but where a penny comes so often
to be repeated, an error to the amount of a
few pence in this low pension-list may amount
to a source of profusion not only more abundant in quantity, but much less warranted by
use as well as much more pregnant with misduef, than even the hu,h pension-hst which is
the object of so much jealousy as well as so
much envy.
3. The duration of the allowance presents
another tOPIC of observation.
The continuance
is to be until the children in question actually
"shall
maintain
themsel res by their labour:"
while their earning anything will depend of
course upon the head of the family, who,
through wilfulness, or negligence, or indolence,
may keep the children either in idleness or employed in labour, which, however useful to the
tauuly, cannot or need not be brought to account m the shape of afi~
8um so long as the
allowance, excessive or moderate, IS to contmue.
The maintenance, it may be said, will be afforded, and that in the fixed shape III question,
by the wages which the child will receive for
the work which the head of the family must
send the child to perform at the school of industry on pain of receiving none of the benefits of the Act.
It may be so ; but, however,
It may be otherwise. The children may, some
or all of them, be under the age, (five years IS
the age at which this schoohng is to commence,
sec. 20.) In a thinly-peopled part ofthe country the burthen of the school, with Ita schoolIlutster and schoolmistress, and scarehouse and
uarehouse-keeper, will, if the parish be sinqle,
be by far too heavy for it: if several parishes
are put together, the school, put it uhere you
WIll, by its distance will be rendered
iuaccessible to a great part of Its scholars.
The
pensions are to commence in July next, (Sec.
1,67.) Not a school can be begun to be built
till at the end of a chain of administrative
operations, such as in known instances has taken
up years, and of which the first link cannot take
place till after Michaelmas, (Sec. 10,) and it
is in aid of the " fund fur the support of the
Echools," and not in aid of this pension-fund,
that the earnings, whenever they do take place,
are after all to be applied.
A circumstance that renders the danger the
more formidable
is, that the tuo currents of
profusion, the allowance on the score of extra
ohildren, and the allowance on the score of
IlUpplemental tMges, may, for anything that appears to the contrary, mingle together, and flow
with united force.
First comes the pay of the
idler, made up to an equality with the earnings
of the industrious; then come the eztra children of the idler to be put in whatsoever number upon the pension-list.
"Regard" (it is provided) shall be " had to the

earnings of the family."
Regard (it is provided) shall be had to the allowance from a
fund. not named, but which appears to be what
I call the superannuation fund; but of any
"regard uhieh flUl!Jbe had" to any such allowance as that on the score of extra children, 1'0
mention is to be found.
No deduction
is,
therefore, intended to be made on any such
score.
The over-narrowness
of the provision with
reference to its evident object, the scantiness of
it in a particular pomt of View, comes now to
be considered.
To characterize the head of a.
family on whose labour the subsistence of the
family is considered as depending, " father" if of
the male sex, "Icidow" if of the female, are the
only terms employed.
But there are other reIations which are either chorqcd by law, or at
least apt to be engal/'(/ by shame or offectwn III
the maintenance,
or at any rate III the guardianship of their infant or OTHER HELPLESS relatives.
Withm this sphere of duty, perfect or
imperfect, (for I will not plunge into discussions of pusitire law for the purpose of drawing
the line,) grandfather and qrandmotker, brother
and nster, uncle and aunt, may at any rate be
considered as comprised.
In whatever point
of view the matter be considered, if the claims
of the tll'O relations specified are to be regarded
as strong enouqh with reference to the intended
bounty, those of the six relanons not specified
present themselves as still stronger.
In the instance of these comparatively distant relatives, if bound by law, the burthen of
the obli!/ation, unaccompanied
as it is in therr
case With those matrimonial
comforts which
constitute
the equrvalent
for parental
burthens, IS so much the harder: if not bound, the
act of takinq up the burthen IS so much the
more meritorlOlls, and stands 80 much the more
III need of foreign inducements
to give it birth.
To give consistenry to the provision by the
supply of these O'm issiolU!IS a task which, though
certainly not nnpracticable, would be found not
unaccompanied u:uh di.ffieult!J, and if the ezpeduneyof the provision considered in substance
be liable to d01lbts, this difficulty will add force
to them.
ComplICation is of ihdf an evil, and
such an evil as required no inconsiderable mass
of benefit to outu:eigh It.

CHAPTER

IV.

3. Cow-Money Clawu.
" LXVII. And be it further enacted, That
whenever any poor person entitled to the benefit of this Act, shall want relief for himself or
herself, or his or her famrly, and such person
shall be possessed or can obtain possession of
land, or is entitled nnto common of pasture
sufficient to maintain a cow, or other a.nimal
yielding profit, whereby such poor person by
care and industry might, in addition to their
other earnings, acquire a competence to main-
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taiu himself or herself, and his 01' her family
The cow dk8 or is stole», or (what 1&much
without further parochial relief, It shall and more likely) is supposed to be stolen, being
may be lawful for any two justices of the peace
clandestinely sold to an obliging purchaser at
III the district,
on the recommendation
of the a distance.
What is to be done 1 "Want
of
persons appointed to the management
of the relief" warranted the first cow; the same cause
poor m such parish or united parishes aforesaid,
will necessitate a second-limit
who can the
and of two of the visrters of the district in ro- succeeding series of cows: The disappearance
tation, certifying that such person is of good of the .first cow (It may be said) Will excite
character, and that, in their opinion, an ad- .uspicwn;
the disappearance of a second cow
vance in money for the purpose mentioned in Will strengthen suspiCIOn; true, but upon a mere
the said certificate (and which purpose shall be suspicion without proof will a family be left to
set forth m the certificate of such persons ap- staree!
The utmost security then amounts to
pointed to the management of the said poor)
tl,is, that to a certain number of successive
might tend to increase the income of such per- pensions thus bouflht out will succeed a pension
son, and thereby ultimately tend to dimnush
which will not be bought out."
the parochial burthens, and which certificate
By donations or loans of this sort, made by
shall be in the form No.
, in the Schedule
gentlemen, of high amount to deserving indrvihereunto annexed.
And which justices are duals, selected trom such of their tenants or
hereby authorized and empowered, on receipt
dependants as have been fortunate enough to
of such certificate, and on due consideration,
be comprised within the circle of their notice,
to order and direct the payment of such money qood IS said to have been done in certain inIII advance, as in the judgment
of such justices
stances.
I make no doubt of It. Milk is a
will be necessary for the purchase of such cow wholesome as well as pleasant beverage; milk
or other animal, or to direct secunty to be liS particularly good for children. Thirty pounds,
given for the rent of such land, and which
twenty pounds, or even ten pounds, cannot but
money so to be allowed shall not exceed what
form a very comfortable aCCeS&1011
to the proshall be necessary to increase the income of perty of an individual who happens at the time
such person by the profits to arise therefrom,
to be suffering under the pressure of indigence,
to the amount to which such person would be When at his Olt'll expense a man admunsters
entitled to relief for himself or herself, or for charity in so large a mass, it would be extrahis or her family,"
ordinary indeed If he did not pay a considerable attention to the propriety of the applicaI now come to the cow-money clause.
The I tion of it ; and should the object prove legs debenerdence
which suggested this clause is ex- saring than was supposed, or the benefit less
pressed in the most conspicuous characters;
permanent
than was hoped, there IS at least no
on the question of poltcy, the followmg obserimmedwte perceptible harm done to any assignrations have presented themselves.
able individual. But while the hands by which
Hitherto the danger of profusion has con- the bounty is to be dealt out remain in the
fined itself to income. it now threatens capital, clouds, or were they even lying upon the table,
In the prec-eding clauses the allowances authoit seems rather too much to expect equal atrized, how much soever too ample, contmued
tention, or even in ~eneral sufficient attention,
to be, as they are under the existing system.In
when the prats< and the thanks are reaped by
the first instance occasional ouly, at the worst
the hands which thus d.sseminats the bounty,
gradual, accommodated
as to their rate of
efliux to the influx of the fund from which alone
.. The quart/urn of the capital thus to be hazarded
they could be derived.
Here capital IS given
under the very OOIM of capital, and as a sub- IS no light matter. A fnend of mme, who at this
present time happens to be lookmg out for a cow,
stitute to income.
The pension durlflg pleaassures me he C.lO hear of 110 animal uf that kind
sure is instantly converted into a pension fur
years or durinq I ife, and that pension at tile to he sold for less than £30 that can be depended
upon for I!1VIDg milk sufficient to pay for her keep,
salM instant bought out by a gross sum, leavfor"
prn/it;' to use the expression rn the
ing the demand for a fresh pension to recur at BIll. . The t~"'R,',t IS true, IS a dear one; and the
any time, to be again bought off, and so toties place, the vrctmtv of the metropolis. But to tlns
ql/otm.
The spigot was there opened, here the purpose, withm what may be termed the tlICimty
bung-hole.
of the metropolis, a circle of at least twenty miles
A cow which
It would be sollletlting in the way of secu- radius must surelv he compnsed,
IS
worth £30 m the heart of this southern division
rity, though surely not much, if the cow were bu t
of
the
two
united
kingdoms,
can
hardly
be worth
safely lodged in the cow-house of the indigent
to whom the possession of her is to be an in- less than £ 15 at th e very furthest extremity; beexhaustible spring of afliuence.
But even this cause a differeoee much less than that of £15 ahead would, upon a very moderate number of cows,
security, slender as it IS, is not provided.
The abundantly pay for the e>.pense of driving them
capital is to be advanced, not in the shape of up to London. from even the most distant parts of
the cotD, but in the shape of hard mOfley, With England. This £30 prICe (Iet us hope) will not
which the object of this extraordinary
bounty
u/u",,,. contmue; but at the most favourable seais left perfectly at liberty to lay in a fund son, ~hould It fall to £:.'0, the reduction will be full
as much, I fear, as can reasonably he expected.
either in milk or gin, accordmg to his taste.
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while the bvrthen of it rests on the shoulders
of third fJM',om.
Over and above the general love of popularity, motives of a more personal nature may
intervene, and that most naturally and frequently to no such light amount, A man to
all appearance wanting" relief" for" him" ...
" self" or his" family," and who to all appearance "would be enabled by the advance of
money for purchasing a cow" "to maintain
him" .." self" and his "family" without further" parochial relief," may, besides being to
all appearance a very industrious and deserving man, have the good fortune to possess a
-rote. No matter what the situation, high or
low-parliamentary
or having nothing to do
with parliament, for a county, for a borough,
or for one of those Situations which gives votes
for boroughs. If he himself does not possess
the vote, the father, or his son, or his brother,
or the father or brother of his wife or sweetheart may, which may come to much the same
thing. To any man thus circumstanced (and
the multitude of men thus circumstanced is
not likely to be small) this cow-money clause
will be a matter of particular convenience. To
give the value of a dinner to such a purpose
might be an act of imprudence as well as a
matter of expense, and as (experience has
shown) might be fatal to the cause. A bounty
for good votes, a bounty to the amount of £10,
as we have seen, or £20, or £30, might, under
favour of this clause, be given with the most
perfect safety, and without a farthing expense.
It is the profusion, I must confess, that
frightens me ; the topic of corruption Ilea ve
to more brilliant pens. Figures of arithmetic,
and not of speech, are the figures that govern
me. Standing even upon this frigid ground, I
can see no bounds, I must confess, to the profusion, where the incentive remaining in full
force, the main checks, all the checks which
preserve any tolerable uniformity of operation,
are thus to be taken away.
Even the shape of the bounty seems to my
unfortunate apprehension as objectionable as
the quantum of It. If the £10, or the £20, or
the £30, must be given, I had rather have seen
the disposal of it left altogether to the dispensing hand than clogged with the condition enforced or not enforced of converting it into a
cow.

1. A resource which is to supply a permanent
deficiency should be permanent as that deficiency. Here the deficiency is deemed permanent, since an ocoasional or temporar!J allowance is deemed inadequate to the supply
of it. The probable remainder of the life of
a cow, already in a condition to yield an annuity in the shape of milk, is limited, sickness
and casualties apart, to about eight years,
after which she may sell for about half price.
2. A resource which is to supply a permanent deficiency should in the variations, if any,
to which the amount of it is SUbjected or exposed, ~ep pace with any variation in the de-

ficiency, or, if that cannot be, should remain
constant and inMriable, so as to aft'ord a solid
ground of dependence without any partial,
much less total, cessation during the period
that the demand continues in unabated force.
But the annuity paid by a cow undergoes
a necessary suapenaicn.c-frequently of four
months' continuance, never of less than two
months,-average, (say) three months, or a.
quarter of a year.
3. A supply allotted as a resource to indigence should be of a nature rather to strengthen
by exercise, than to wea~n by omission or disuse, the spirit and habit of industry.
A dairy
of cows would do this. Attendance upon a.
single cow is a species of industry, if industry
it can be called, which is, of anything that oan
bear that name, the nearest of kin to idleness.
4. In the general account of the national
wellbeing nothing is gained, but a good deal
lost, if Paul be stript of as much as is bestowed
on Peter. Setting aside the accidental faculty
of profiting by the too-little-known opportunities afforded by husbandry in its highest and
freshest state of improvement-s-to the maintenance of a cow the possession of land will
be indispensable. This land must either be
land in separate olMU!rship, or land in the state
of uxute, and common land. Of land in separate oumersltip about three acres is looked upon
as necessary to the constant maintenance of a.
cow. Those three acres, how are they to be
had 1 are they to be bought and giun along
with the cow! This the clause does not go so
far as to say. Are they to be hired, and the
rent paid for them 1-not to mention cow-house
and dairy, for which articles shifts (It may be
said) will be made. Nor for this neither does
the clause go so far as to make provision. The
cow, then, is to be turned upon the common;
but no sooner is the cow upon the common tha.n
the expiration of the annuity of at least by far
the greatest part of it, five,six, or seven-eighths,
is certain and near at hand. In the existing
state of population on the one hand, and hU8bandry on the other, It is a point pretty well
ascertained,-a
common will aft'ord airing
ground to a milch cow, but it will not aft'ord
maintenance.
It !£ill keep the animal alrve ;
but it will not keep alive in her the capacity
of yielding milk in a quantity amounting to a
resource. While the annuity is thus sinking,
so is the value of the capital itself. After a
year's existence upon a common, a well-fed
cow turned out in the increasing vigour of her
youth will instead of gaining have lost in value.
But before the cow was surned upon the
common the common was already overcharged.
The common which is not already in this state
it will I believe be difficult to find. The aCCMsion of this new mouth will not add to the
quantity of the pasture.
So much, therefore,
as the owner of this tmD gets, 80 much do the
owners of other cows lose.
Capital, therefore, cannot be given in this
shape without being paid for at least twice OM',
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(even laying out of the question the certain
and enormous depreciation in value:) once by
the amount of the purchase-money, again by
the amount of the annuity or rent charge thrown
by the depreciation of the amount of the pasture upon the oth.er commons: a depreciation
equal at least to the utmost gain accruing to
the oomf1lO1ll thus fa'l!OIIred. If £10 then be
the money paid, and £10 be the value of the
cow to the individual on whom she is bestowed,
£20 at least would be the loss to the oommunity, the receiver of the bounty deducted :£10, the clear loss to the whole community, the
receiver of the bounty included.
By donations in any shape you may take a
few favoured individuals out of the class of
poor, and place them in the class of people of
easy circumstances. But this, which is only
the system of monastic charity upon a great
seale, giving the beef whole instead of dealing
it out in broth, is limited in its extent as well
as pernicious in its effects, and in relieving
present indigence sows the seed of future.
The system to be sought for is a system
which shall make the snpply of means keep
pace with that of wants, and that by a preestablished chain of causes and effects, whatever be the rapidity or anoma.1ityof the progression. This problem has been the object of
a good deal of reflection, embracing the subject in all its relations and dependencies, and
the solution of it is supposed to be effected.
ConBiItency may be another point to be considered. While the Bill with this clause in it
for the surcharging of common lands is depending, another Bill is depending, or at least in
contempla.tion, the professed and sole object
of which is the diminutwn of the quantity of
the land thus circumstanced. The principle
in the one case is, that the existence of land
in this state is adIJautageous to the community;
in the other case, that it is disadvantageous.
An option between these two conflicting measures seems very requisite to be made.
The tendency of the General EnolQsure Bill
seems alike favourable to the interests of the
rick and poor. It does, perhaps, without much
seeking, all that can be done, of what appears
to be sougkt to be done by the present Bill. Its
most direct and prominent object is the giving
facility to the tualtky towards the augmentation of their wealth. Dut at the same instant
it effects with equal certainty an object of still
higher amount, the raising of the wages of labour in favour of a class among the poor, and
that the only one in which the wages of labour
have been shown to be in many cases unavoidably inadequate to the purpose of maintenance.
I confine myself to the cow, because the cow
alone occupies the foreground; there are indeed other animals in the offscape, but the
species are indiscernible, and I have already
plunged but too deep into the details of husbandry.
I should incline to the BQW as absorbing less
capital, as Kiviug more exercise to industry,
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and affording a resource less precarious in its
nature. But there are those that will tell me
that in the government of the dairy swine are
dependent upon cows; nor will the expeusive
beneficence of the author of this clause content
itself with so inferior a resource. Looking
beyond the sow Isee everything or nothing. A
rattle-snake is "yielding profit" to the hand
that shows it, and no oomflWn is surcharged
by it.
The resource presented by a loom is a permanent one: it may be rendered an vnfluctuating one. A loom eats nothing; is not apt to
be sick; does not sink in value by under-feeding; has no legs to be driven away upon; and
is not exposed to sndden death. The working
of one loom need not hinder the working of
another.
A loom is but one example of a machine.
But protesting against the donation of capital
in any shape, protesting against the principle,
I will not dive further into the mode.*
CHAPTER V.
4. Relief- E:.ctenswn, or Opule1UJe-Relief

cw,UI!e.

"LXVIII. And be it further enacted, That
no person shall be excluded from parochial relief, or the benefit of this Act in any particular
before-mentioned, on account of any real estate
hereinafter-mentioned, or on a.ceount of any
visible property not exceeding the value of
£
ill the whole, and of the description
hereinafter mentioned, that is to say, if sneh
property shall consist of a tenement or cottage
with the appurtenances, whether such person
shall hold the same or any part thereof in his
or her own right, or in the right of his wife,
and whether severally or sa joint tenant, or as
tenant in common, or shill occupy any tenement or cottage with the appurtenances, belonging to his or her lawful child or children,
or the issue of such child or children being respectively part of his or her family, and whether
as guardians or otherwise, of whatever value
the said tenement or cottage with the appurtenances may be,and also if such property shall
conaistof toolsor implements oftrade, or household furniture, wearing apparel, or other necessaries suitable to the condition of such poor
person, not exceeding in value in the whole the
sum of £
, but that every person in the
situation and condition before-mentioned, and
not able from other circumstances to maintain
himself or herself, or his or her family, shall be
* Some five-and-twenty years ago, I remember
seeing In Elmsley's window, fresh imported from
Germany, a book with this title, "Means of Enriching SlaWs," bv an Aulic Counsellor to one of
the Margraves. it wasseizedwith an avidity proportionedto the importsnceofthe discovery. The
secret had been tried, and had succeeded. It consisted in stockingyourfarms wcU witb cows. But
the difficultywas to get the cows,
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entitled to the benefit of this Act as fully and
effectua.lly as if such person was not possessed
of such property as aforesaid."
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every man the undiminished
possession of
against misfortnne and imprudence, as it guarautees to him the possession of his two arms
and his two legs against the attacks of injury.
We come now to the relief-e:rtewion clause,
The apprehension of doing undesigned inor optdetllJe-relief clause. In reading the above justice to the intentions of the Bill is an apsystem of donations, a natural, and I am apt prehension that pursues me through the whole
to think, a. scarcely avoidable supposition IS, tenor of it, but really 1 know of no means of
that it is for the indigent, and the indigent oniy, coming at the intention of an instrument, unthat they could ha.ve been intended; whether
less it be through the words. Judging of it,
then, from the words, £30 is the mass of prothey are really confined to the indigent, whether
the field open to them be not so ample as to perty which eur!f person without exception may
comprise what in the instance of people of the it is supposed possess, and yet be in It state of
tIJOrking class may be styled opulence is a ques- indigence: in a. state so low, so mueh below
tion on which it will rest with the reader to the natural state of man, as ought not to be
suffered to contiuue.
This minimum, the guadecide.
The proviso is "that no person shall be ex- rantee we see thus made of it, is not confined
cluded from parochial relief or any of the bene- to families collectiuly taken; it is not confined
jUs of this Aa, on account of the possession of to heads of families; it extends to every human
being whatsoever, having a. family or none,
any tenement or cottage with its appurtenances,
fDhate'/ler ,nay be hi.s or her estate or interest living under the head. of a family, or living by
himself. A head of a family may have his own
therein, or on account of any other msibk property not exceeding in tke Irhole the ealne of £30,
£30,-£300
may be the amount of the family
which shall consist either of tools or implements
estate, and all the while the family hanging
on the parish.
of trade or household furniture, wearing apparel,
or other necessaries suitable to the condition of
If consistency be an object in legislation, it
luch poor persons."
may be worth while to compare this intended
pauper relicfwith
the Pauper Law Relief Act
Under these words, what seems tolerably
clear is that a. man may be worth £30 of" ri- of Geo, I., which exempts, or seeks to exempt
sib18 property," (to say nothing of concealed or persons, whose circumstances fall below a cernon-apparent
property,) and still come with as tain pitch of supposed indigence, from the sort
of general outlawry in which that proportion
irrecusable claim to the above list of pensions
and donations as if he had not property to the of the people stands involved; against which
value of a single farthing.
What to myself the weight of the expense, howsoever heaped
(1 mnst confess) is not by any means clear, is together, has shut the doors of justice.
Five
to what higher pitch the opulence may rise pounds is the sum assigned in that ease, £30
withont striking the proprietor's
name out of (not to say £300) is the sum assigned in the
present case; according to this proportion it
the book of indigence.
Let us consider it, in the first place, as not will be matter of some curiosity to observe
how much easier a man will find it to get
exceeding £30. A document naturally enough
to be WIshed for by one who would wish to other people's money than his own, and how
many there will be In possession of the former
form a just estimate of the effect of this clause,
is a. comparative statement, setting forth on faculty, while they stand excluded from the
one hand the number actual or probable of in- latter.
dividuals whose property rises to the height of
That it is by no means clear that under this
this minimum, on the other hand the number
clause the specified sum of £30 is the highest
of those whose property fallulwrtofit.
Should
which a man might retain of his Otm while he
the indigent list, as thus defined, be found, as was maintained at the charge of other., baa
I cannot help vehemently suspecting it would been already hinted; and the more closely the
be found, to include a vast majority of the clause is scrutinized into, the greater the difthe real limit will apgood people of England, :five, six, or seven ficulty of ascertaining
millions for example, the system of home pro- pear.
1'irion, as thus explained, would be found (I
My doubt is, in the :first place, whether in
much fear) to amount to a plan for throwing the computa.tion of the visible property the
moveable is, or is not, to be added to the imthe parish upon the parilh.
The nature of the process by which the mass movea.ble; whether the words « in the tekok,"
ofnational wealthisacowmtdated
was ( I doubt) are meant to be confined to the «ot1er 'I'i.ribk
not snfficiently considered in the formation of property," or to be extended to the ee-ent
or «cottage."
That they were not meant to
this Bill. To judge by this clause in particnIar, it looks as if certain hypotheses 8Omewha.t extend to the tenement or cottage, and that
of kin to the following had been assnmedtherefore a man may, without standing excluded from any of these bounties, be possessed
that wealth is the gift of nature, not the fruit
property in
of industry; that every human creature, male of £30 worth of visible ~
addition to the fee-simple of a cottage, may be
as well as female, comes into the world with
thus argued.
£30 in its pocket; and that this sum is what
From the word .t appurtelllolloes," it may be
it belongs to the government to guarantee to
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inferred that the cottage may have more or
less land annexed to it, especially when it is
considered tliat under the cow-mone!!ciatl$/?, it
is intended a man shall keep a. cow. But even
without land, 408. or even 50s. a-year is but
an ordinary rent, but an ordinary annual value,
for a cottage; and as in the instance of immoveable property, small concerns (coming
within the reach of a greater proportion of
purchasers) are apt to sell for more years' purchase tlian large ones, twenty years' purchase
upon 40s. a-year, that is £40, may be taken
for rather a low estimate.
Allow but the £30
for the value of the dwelling, this will not
leave a farthing for the furmture, tools, clothes,
and other necessaries.
It does not seem to
accord with the views manifested in this Bill,
tliat the property of the cottage a man lives
in, altogether
unaccompanied
with any other
necessary ,should debar altogether from a share
in the bonnty so liberally bestowed, when the
annual value of the house is no more than the
ordinary rent of the abodes of the IDOr8t paid
class of labourers.
But if the value of the cottage is not to be
inelud6d in the £30, it is then to be added to
the £30; £40 worth of immoveable property
upon a low estimate may thus be added to £30
of immoveable property, and the possessor not
excluded by this £70 from the right of obtaining cows, supplemental
wages, and pensions,
on the plea of indigence.
The pursuit of the strict rules of grammar
might raise up other difficulties in abundance,
on the ground of this nngle elanse: but this
specimen may suffice.
The more conspicuous the spirit of humanity
tliat shines through every clause, the more
sincerely one regrets to see it in such straits.
Wliat seems to have led the author of the BIll
into the difficulty in the present instance, IS
the often painted, and always melancholy, picture of'an mdustrious family, reduced by blameless misfortnne from a state of comfort and independence to a state, perhaps, of confinement,
at a.ny rate of wretched dependence,from which
a small relief, if administered
in time, might
have rescued them; dependence on scanty and,
in point of quantity, precarious charity, confinement to the idleness, and discomfort, and
ignominy of an ordinary poor-house,-Come
in

and giu flP your all, or sta!! out and staru;
such is the harsh though nnavoidable alternative presented by poor-house charity in the
existing state of things; an alternative
the
more excrucia.ting when the aU thus to be
given up for a mess of pottage is (as it sometimes will be found to be) the sad remnant of
fallen opulence, sufficient at one time to place
its possessor above the necessity of manual
labour.
This is one of the ma.ny cases in which compassion is as laudable, as in a feeling heart, it
is unavoidable.
But compassion is one thing ;
relief, efficacions and unmischievous relief, a
very dj1ferent thing: the one may be al!M!!~
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bestowed and. in any quantity; the other should
never be attempted to be bestowed, especially
at the expeme of the community, and upon a
scale extending over the 'Whole community, till
after the strictest and most comprehensive inquiry whether the undertaking lies within the
sphere of practicability,
and whether the removal of the evil, if possible, be not inseparably
connected with the introduction of still heavier
and more extensive, though less permanent
and immediate, evils. We commiserate DanUB, we commiserate Lear, but it is not in the
power of parishes to give kingdoms. To banish
not only indigem;e but dependence, it would be
necessary to banish not only misfortune but
improcidence. To guarantee to every man a.
subsistence is practicable and procused ; to
guarantee to every man the perpetnity of his
station in the scale of opulence would be altogether impracticable, the very attempt muchie'IlOUS and perseterenoe ruinous.
What seems not to have been sufficiently
considered is, that betwixt the absolute rifuwl
of relief and the exaction of the absolute BUrrender of permanent property, in return for
trannent relief, there is a medium, which is the
granting the relief to the extent of the property on the footing of a loan. This middle
course, the only feasible one, the only unpernicious one, is practicable, for it is practised,
A mode of practising it, and practising it without expense, forms one leading feature of the
large.atablWtlnent
system in the shape and
magnitude herein-above supposed.
Meantime, although it were regarded as an
established point that cottages, any more than
kingdoms, cannot by the hand of public charity
be secured against decline, let ns not conclude
tliat the misfortune is altogether beyond the
relief of remedy.
It is in this quarter of the
region of distress that we may behold a part
of the extensive field in which pri'llate charity,
as well as domestic friendship. may exercise
and feast itself without prejudice either to illdUBtr!! or justice; nor let it remain unheeded
that so long as there is propriety or even established CHARACTER,
with but a tolerable
prospect of repaymetlt, if no assisting hand can
be obtained either from domestic connexion,
from neighbourly intimacy, from special patronage, or from wide-spreading
though private charity, the presumption, though not absolutely conclusive, is at a.ny rate not wea.k,
not only that extraordinary
merit, but tha.t
ordinary good conduct, has been wanting; sad
that the pangs of falling prosperty are but the
just and useful punishment of improbity or improvidence.

Thus stands the account of the mischief, the
apprehension
of which has been excited by
the view of the destined amendments to the
existing system of out-al101MttCa. What posSIble good can arise out of those amendments
in any instance, I must confess myself unable
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to conceive. Under the existing system indigence does actually receive :mdt, and, taken in
the lump, at least as much relief :1S is 1ICussary.
The plan of distribution remaining untouched,
what was the task that could remain for these
amendments l Either to do nothing, or to administer relief where it is not necessary.
Against the system of oui-allouances (setting
aside these objections on the score of economy
and industry, which have been urged by way
of objection to the system itself) the great and
general complaint, as far as I have had occasion to observe, is, not that it is i7IBUjficient,
but that it should be neceslUry; that is, that
many industrious hands should be continually
thrown upon the pamh, (as the phrase is,) who
ought (as certainly they ought, if poslible) to
be enabled to maintain themselves without being subjected to any such degrading obligation. But the keeping them from thus fallIng
upon the pansh is what the Bill neither docs,
nor so much as professes to do. So far from
it, as far as it does anything, it thrOWll them
there, it throws them in greater numbers; it
throws them with greater weight. The griel'a7It!C is that the industrious poor should be
so liable to be indigent, that the indepemknt
hand should be so liable to fall into depemk7lt!C.
Whether the cure be possible is another question; but be that as it may the Bill does not
attempt it.
What I had all along been considering as a
point understood to have been established, was
the inferiority of the wages of hu.bandry as
compared with those of other labour. What
I had in consequence understood to have been
the object of the Bill, as far as out-alloteaMes
are concerned, was to confine the bounty to
the class which presents the title to it. But
unless the benefit of the eou:-money clause be
thus confined, I.which it can ouly be by forced
implication, for there are no words of limitation, to perform the office,)I can see no branch
of the bounty to which working hands in general have not a claim as irrecusable as any that
can be made by this partieilMr, though not
very ample class: all are equally in'lJited, none
excepted; manufacturers, handicraftsmen, even
domestic servants, and others, the high paid
and pampered inhabitants of large towns.
If 1IUe#ity (it may be said) be equal, no
matter what the class. True, but in any other
class necessity is not eqnal ; at the same time
that in el'ery class, "the full rate or 'lMges,"
(whatever be the class and whatever be the
rate,) the full rate or wages, be the work worth
anything or nothing, is guaranteed by the Bill
to every hand without exception, which with
ever so little good-will or fruit will set itself
to work. The bounties it provides are bestowed (for anything that appears) not only
upon the wont paid classes, but upon e'Cery
better paid class, up to the belt paid. And upon these the quantum of the bounty it bestows
is not a quantity limited by that which is neeessary, but a superfotoUl quantity ribing up

to the height of the highest pitch of superfluity
which the earnings of the best paid class are
capable of furnishing. It relieves them not according to the measure of their necessities, nor
according to the quantity of relief they really
want, but according to the" full rate or -wages
usually gi'1!e1l,"-gioon one knows not to whom,
unless to them; in a word, according to the
means they have had in their hands of placing
themsel'Dt!sabove the necessity and above the
bounty.
CHAPTER VI.
5. .Al'prentit!CShip Clause.
"XL
And be it further enacted, That all
poor children, who shall at any time have received employment under or by virtue of this
Act, and shall obtain a certificate of his or her
good behaviour during the time of such employment from the person or persons appointed
to the management of the poor of any parish
or united parishes, with the consent of two of
the visiters of the district in rotation, and confirmed by the guardian of the poor for the
county or division, shall be entitled to be put
out as apprentices or hired servants by the
person or persons appointed to the management of the said poor, with such rewards as
hereinafter mentioned, by writing under their
hands, aeeordmg to the Form No.
and
No.
in the Schedule hereunto annexed,
or to that or the like effect; and that every
male child of the age of fourteen years, and
every female child of the age of twelve years,
or at an earlier age if it shall be thought fit,
may be bound apprentice to any reputable
person in Great Britain, to be taught any art,
trade, mystery, or occupation, or any handicraft business or manufacture, which they are
respectively fit for, for any term not exceeding seven years, and so that the term of such
apprenticeship shall not endure beyond the
age of twenty-one years for male children, and
of nineteen years for female children, and in
any employment of husbandry for such time
not less than three years for such child or
children respectively, and as the major part
of the persons hereby authorized to bind such
apprentices shall think most suited to the circumstances of such respective child or children,
or uatil such child or children respectively
shall attain the ages, if a male, of twenty-one
years, or, being a female, of nineteen years ;
or such persons respectively may, if they
shall think the strength or capacity of any
male child Of children suited thereto, cause
him or them to be employed and bound as apprentices in the sea service for the time and in
manner aforesaid, and according to the laws
in force for binding poor apprentices to the
sea service; and that every writing made in
pursuance of this Act shall be as binding as an
indenture between the master, mistress, and
apprentice, and the guardian of the poor for
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the county or division confirming the same, as an apprentice or hired servant, with certain
and his successors; and shall in all respects
advantages not specified.
have the same effect, and operate as an inThis clause being bnt a frame, and the picdenture for apprenticing poor children, whose ture not hung up (but why not hung up 1) a
parents are not able to provide for them, made criticism on the picture may appear chargeable
and executed in conformity to any of the laws with precipitation.
now in force relating thereto, and shall be enReasoning under this disadvantage,
what
forced in like manner by the guardian of the occurs to me on the subject is as follows:poor for the county or division for the time be- In the matter of apprenticeship,
three points
ing, according to the directions of this Act may be distinguished;
the legal subjection
herein given, with relation to any property be- durmg the contmuanee of the relation thus
longing to any parish in such county or divi- contracted-the
exclusive privileges attached
sion. And all and every child or children, of to that relation by a particular law ID a numethe respective ages before-mentioned,
or at an rous class of instances=-and
the comparative
earlier age if it shall be thought fit, may be rank in life it confers in a still more extensive
hired to any reputable
householder or hus- class of instances as compared With the condibandman in Great Britain by such persons as tion of an unprivileged hand occupied in ordiaforesaid, with such allowance of the visiters
nary labour.
as before is mentioned, to be domestic or menial
1. Of the utility of the legal subordination
servants lD husbandry, housewifery, or othermy conception IS the same WIth that which
wise, for any term not less than one year, or stands apparent on the face of the bill. Conuntil such child or children shall respectively
eeiving of It as calculated to operate in a. cerattain their ages, if male, of twenty-one years,
tain degree as a. source of im;tructiun, and in a
or, if a female, of nineteen years, or until mar- yet higher degree in the still more Important
riage, at such competent rote of wa.ges as shall function of a security for gnod bchariour, every
be In that behalf ab'Teed upon; and at the end accession to the-number of the instances of Its
or other expiration of such hmng, may be taken
existence presents itself to me in the shape of
into employment in the said school or schools a public benefit.
of industry, or otherwise, under the authority
2. As an instance of the monopoly in trade,
of this Art, or may be again hired for such I know of but one opinion relative to it-opterm as aforesaid, and so from time to time, pression, in the instance of the mdividuals exuntrl they shall respectively arrive at such ages eluded from the occupation thus engrossedas aforesaid. And that, upon every such bind- excessive earnmgs, m the instance of the paring or hirmg as aforesaid, the persons joining
takers of the pnvilege; whence the alternation
m such contracts, on the behalf of such poor of penury WIth excessive plenty in a rank of
apprentices or servants, shall take care tha.t life where sensual excesses supply the demand
they shall be sufficiently clothed and main- for occupation in a vacant muul :-enhancetained according to their respective wants and ment of prices in every article connected with
conditions, and that the wa.ges (if any) to be the subject-matter of the monopcly s=-such appaid to them shall be pard to or laid out for pear to be the consequences to the several parthe use and benefit of such child or children: \ ties interested-to
mdividuals excluded, mdiand the said person having authority to join viduals favoured, and the community at large.
in making such contracts may, WIth such con3. As a source of exultanon, so long as the
sent as aforesaid, payout of the funds provi- superiority it confers is confined to that which
ded for the relief of the poor by virtue of this is the natural result of the Improvement and
Act, or any the laws now in force, such rea- augmentation of natural powers, the situation
sonable fee or consideration
for the binding
presents nothiug but what appears to be the
out of such poor apprentices
as they shall unavoidable consequence of any such improvedeem necessary ; and may also provide such ment-a
consequence beneflcial, perhaps, ill
poor cluld or children, so bound out as apprensome points of view, permcrous 111 uone : but
trees or hired as servants, with such suitable
so far from being either necessary or useful, it
clothiug as shall be necessary, at the expense of seems pernicious, to wit, on the accounts just
the parish or united parishes, and as a reward
mentioned, if many respect it be the result of
for the good behaviour of such child or children
coercive law. But this property is what may
during their said employment ill such school be attributed to It III either of two cases; if a
or schools of industry, or other places afore- man be excluded from the situation by a direct
said, in which they shall have been employed
prohibition to engage in it, or if pubhc money
hefore the commencement of such apprenticebe employed to pay a man for helping a boy to
ship or luring as aforesard ; and that such fee get mto it; in the one case the coercion takes
or eousideranon ;;0 paid or contracted for, or the shape of restraint, In the other cast! of
such suitable clothiug so provided, shall 1I0t eompulsion ; in the one case the monopoly I~
be charged or chargeable with any stamp duty a direct one, in the other C.1bC an unhrect 0111',
whatever."
produced by an addiuon 11l:L,[C to the gcncrul
mass uf taxes,
tins clause ('\CI'Y child of .1 certain deCousidercd as confined to the lowest; that
sertptiuu ib declared to bc (ulltltd to he put out is, the IOWCll! pard class 01 working hands 1
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see an uncertain chance of improvement, in
point of morality, to be bought at a certain
expense. I am not disposed to underrate morality, but in the present instance I am not
a.ble to obtain what to me appears a requisite
assurance that the chance purchased will be
worth the price. In the instance of each apprentice thus taken in consideration of so much
public money, I want suffiCientmeans of assuring myself in relation to both of two points;
that an apprentice would not have been taken
without the money, and that the portion of
morality paid for by the money will be worth
it. In the first case, the business seems exposed to the following dilemma: if the fee be
small, it will not be sufficient to tum the scale;
it will produce no more apprenticeships than
would have been produced without it: if it be
la.rge, it opens a propornonably wide door to
profusion and abuse. In the second ease, the
fee, large or small, holds out to improper hands
a. temptation, which without it does not exist.
He who takes the apprentice without money
can propose to himself no other advantage
than what is to be derived from the service;
and thence the Instruction, employment, and
morality of the apprentice. He who takes the
apprentice with and for money, ma.y have employment for the money without having any
for the apprentice.
All this while, let it not be forgotten, there
are existing laws under which the taking of
apprentices, in the employment in question,
Without money, is compellable, and which are
more or less enforced. Hence a source of complaint and jealousy and injustice, real or Imagined, while one man in a parish is compelled
to do for nothing that which another man IS
paid for.
Under these doubts, though really they are
but doubts, with regard to the value of the
purchase, the 1Minertial would, I think, if it
depended on me, be sufficient to keep the money in my pocket, especially while there are
so many purchases to be made with It, the
value of which is beyond doubt; among which
the purchase of so much security in respect of
property, as is constituted by the leaving the
money In the pockets of the contributors, ought
not to be forgotten.
To judge of the clear benefit resulting from
this or that application of a sum of money,
compare the gross benefit with the miscluef of
the most mischievous tax-for instance, the
taxes operating in prohibition of justice. ThIS
test I consider as a principle in finance, and it
is, for aught I know, a. new one :-iJf the expenditure that will abide it, the utility ought,
it should seem, to stand pretty clear of doubt.
If the occupations into which It IS proposed
to force hands by public money be of the high
paid class, the question of the expediency of the
provision presents itself under a different shape.
If the individual thus forced into apprenticeship in this class by dint of the fee be one more
than would have existed in the class without

the fee, this addition, as far as its inBuence extends, goes to the reduction of the monopoly,
and tends accordingly, though in a microscopic
degree, to the diminution of the mischiefs of
it. If, on the contrary, he makes no addition
to the number of the sharers in the monopoly,
but only occupies the place of some other individual, who, but for the fee would have occupied it, then no effect is produced, but the
throwing away of so much money.
Reasons for apprehending that the addition
upon the whole may be rather apparent than
real, are not wanting. This expedient for forcing hands into the class of employment in question has no tendency to increase the quantity
of employment in the species of employments
belonging to that claas : its real tendency is of
the opposite kind, to send hands to the employment, not employment to the hands. But
viewing the whole mas, of employment, of the
species in question, in the lump, while the demand for the work-for the produce of the
employment-is not increased, no fresh hand
can be forced into the employment in question
without forcibly keeping some other out of it.
The individual who would thus have been kept
out, in any instance, by force of the bountythe individual who but for this bounty would
have been received into this extra paid and
superior class-is more likely to be one belonging to that same class than one belonging
to the inferior class. For no reason can be assigned why the superior class should not in the
way of natural increase be as capable of keeping up its numbers as the inferior class; and
the offspring of the superior class has better
opportunity of an introduction into his own
superior class than is likely to fall to the share
of a member of the inferior class.
If tlus then be the case, it seems to follow
that as often as the child of the labourer or
impoverished tradesman thus gets a lift, the
consequence is, that some other child of a
tradesman, by finding the condition of the
tradesman shut against him, must receive a.
fall.
Let me not be understood as pleading in favour of any forced system of casts; all I contend for is a system of equal and unexpensive
liberty. Where no partitions are set up or
kept up by the hand of law, good fortune and
merit on the one hand, ill fortune and improvidence on the other, will keep up every degree of mixture which the interests of hope
and industry can require.
The conclusion seems to be, that in this instance, as in the other, no advantage is near
so certain as the expense.
If the bargain,-natural
advantages ami
bounty taken together-be worth making, candidates for a share in it are not likely on either part-oil the part of master or apprentIce-to be wanting. The individuals it hes
open to are" every child who shall at an,!! tillle
have received employment by virtue of this
Act, and shall obtain a certificate of his or her
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good behaviour during the time of such employment, according to the form, No. (
) in
the schedule annexed."
If then £5, for example, be the apprentice fee, £5 may be the
pnce (If a day's service. While a patron exists
in whose judgment
a douceur of this kind,
whatever may be the amount of it, may be
worth the acceptance of an obsequious client,
howsoever it be With other manufactures,
the
manufacture of apprentices need not stagnate.
Whether an article of this sort be worth throwing into any such fund as the election fund, IS
a question that must wait its answer till the
picture above spoken ofhas been inserted into
Its as yet vacant frame.
The facility thus provided might have been
regarded and intended I1l either of two lights:
in the hght of a distinction or reward, or in
the light of a general benefit.
In either case
it may have been regarded as an instrument of
morality, though exercising its operation a.t a
different period in the two cases: m the one
case, at the period previous to the apprenticecontract, actmg upon the indivrduals concerned
in the quahty of candidates for the advantage;
ill the other case, at the period subsequent to
the formation of the contract, acung upon them
in the quality of persons subject to the powers
conferred by the contract.
In which of these two lights It was considered IS what I do not clearly Fee: the question is not altogether immaterial : for the purposes do not exactly harmonize, at least III the
quantity of expense they call, for there IS a
considerable drfference ; III the one way the
magnitude of the benefit IS in the direct ratro,
in the other in the inverse ratio of the numbers on whom it IS conferred.
The facihtv of
admission being so great, the attainment or'the
advantage being &0 easy, it follows that unless
the facihty were the result of inadvertence, the
direct general benefit rather than the indirect
one resulting from the nporatron of the distinction in the character of a reward, was the object principally in view; for the certificate of
general good behavrour bemg a matter of
course, unless where some very flagrant and
special instance of ill-behaviour can be proved,
can scarcely be considered as drawing an)"
other than an accidental line.
The difference between the quantity of money that may be requisite III the two case is
such as may render tlus point, minute as it
may seem, worth settling.
Call the average
number of panshes in an union five; this for
the 10,000 parishes 111 England (Wales ineluded) makes ::WOO unions. Annual avenge number of boys and girls capable of being put out,
apprentices III each uuion, suppose ten, 20,000
in the whole. Aunual total amount of appreutice-fees at £,'>, £100,000;
at £10, £200,000.
Suppose drstincnon and reward to be the
object rather than immediate and universal
benefit, then instead of the five, one apprentrceship for each five in the course of the year
will (let us say) suffice: III this way the ex-
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pense would he reduced from the £1 00,000, or
the £200,000 to £20,000 or £40,000.
The refusal of the certificate will be a. stigma: fewer or more, what is to become of the
mdividuals thus stigma.tlZed t Who will give
them employment t Who will have anythtng to
do with them that can help it t They who have
been thus pronounced unfit either for apprenticeship or service t Those for whose good behaviour security is most wanted, these are
they 111 whose instances the secunty is refused.
Once more, what should we say to that pharmacopceia which, for those who are in good
health, should provide aurum poidJUe, and
other expensive drugs; but for those who are
sick, uothmg l whether found sick, or made
sick by It as hera,
The considerations thus brought under review will be apt to appear minute and somewhat vague; but that the utility of a. provision
should turn upon considerations to which those
epithets arc applicable, and that too a provision by winch public money is scattered without being weighed or counted,-is
not that a
ciroumstance sufficient of Itself to present the
prOVI8101i
III a questionable
shape 1
Is the supposinon above made of the ten
apprentrceable youths per union to be regarded
as a reasonable one! Thrs IS but one out of a
multitude of arithmetical questions all equally
pertinent,
which may have presented
them-el ves 111 crowds under this as well as every
other of the clauses touched npon.
For all
such questions, I must confess myself to have
but one answer-utter
ignorance.
The blame,
however, If I may venture to say as much. lies
not with tlus humble comment. but with the
text, which, while heaping up '0 Immense a
mass of bounty, knows nothmg of the numbers of those by the number of which that
bounty IS to be multiplied, nor consequently of
the expense,
Gcueral Remarks on Home Prorisiol1.
The grant of tlns indulgence is Iinuted, it is
true, to the case of a man's hemg "a person
entitled to the benefit of this Act," but how
this point IS to be ascertained I. a matter which
I am much inclined to beheve WIll be found
beyond the eomprehension of those who are to
.Judge-It most eertamly 15 beyond nune-s-and,
III the
meantime, the family must not be left
to starve.
But for all those bounties a. fund, it may be
said, IS provided, and that an ample one, the
fund ansmg from the whole stock of as yet unemployed ability, now for the first time to be
! turned to usc
II
To tlus I feel myself compelled to make two
answ ers: one is, that I doubt the real produce
of this stock when put 111 motion Will turn out
to be httle or notlnug, to say no worse; allother is, that. be it ultimately what it may, It
cannot for a long time be in readiness to honour the drafts thus largely made upon It.
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On the first of these points I shall have occasion to touch separately; the other is more
particularly to the purpose here.
The impedimenta to the union of profit with
relief-employmeut, and thence all profit to be
drawn from employment on the one hand, and
relief and the distribution of the bounties on
the other, are these :1st. That the distribution of the bounties is
to commence at the very commencement of
the Act, viz. on the lOth of July in the present
year. But, by section 10, it is not till after
the 29th September following that the first
link in the long and complicated chain of causes
and effects, on which the commencement of
the means of employment is to depend, can be
begun upon; a work which, where it finds
willingness on the part of the great variety of
persons whose co-operation is necessary, can
scarcely do otherwise than take up years; and
which in those districts in which there is any
want of such necessary co-operation will, so
long as such want continues, not be begun upon a.t all.
.
Meantime the distribution of the bounties is
running on full swing, for immediately "from
and after the C01llmelUJemcntof tile Ae:" as
aforesaid, it begins as soon as "any father" is
"entitled to the benefit thereof according to
the provisions hereinafter-mentioned."
For the purpose of entitling a man to the
benefit of the Act there is nothing anywhere
specified, from the beginning to the end of the
Act, unless it be the qualification of wanting
rehef, the qualification spoken of in the 16th
section; nor yet to disentitle a man, but the
act of refusing employment or instruction, the
disquahfication specified in section 21. On
such refusal a man is made to stand precluded
not only from the "benefit of the Act;" in
short, not at all from the benefit of the Act by
name, but from relief itself, from every species
and degree of relief whatever,
But till a man has made the refusal in questiou the disqualification does not take place,
and till tender shall have been made refusal
cannot have taken place. But tender of employment cannot be made till the means of
employment exist; that is, till the establishment for affording employment has been set
upon its legs. The ouly assignable disquahflcation then cannot take place in auy district
till nobody can say when, while the only assignable qualification, the wanting relief, exists
in itself already, and exists in the shape of a
qualification under the Act, as soon as the Act
itself comes iuto existence-that is, on the lOth
of July next.
Another circumstance that stands in the way
of the coincidence between disbursement and
supply is the impracticability of performing the
condition on which the bounties are made to
depend, viz. the acceptance of the instructiou
and employment, an impracticability that will
be found to take place in many cases. That
the children are not to be lodged in the schools

in which they are to work seems pretty clear ;
that the adults are to be lodged in 311ysuch
common dwelling does not appear. The districts, though not upon a.nything like what I
have termed the large-establishment scale, will,
so it seems, eonsist of a. considerable number
of parishes laid together. The grea.ter the
number of parishes that ma.y,eome to be laid
together, the greater the distance between the
school wheresoever situated, and the houses of
the greatest pa.rt of the number of the scholars,
who are to be of all ages from five years upwards. Here then comes a sort of dilemma.
If the district is small, the expenses necessitated by those parts of the establishment, of
which the expense is incapable of diminution,
will be so great as to cut out every possible
profit that could be made out of the eammgs
of so small a number of working hands, If
the district is large, whether from the proportion of the time consumed on the journey to
and fro, or from inability to perform it, or inability on the part of the parents or managers
to enforce the perfurmance of it, the labour of
a great part of the intended scholars will be
out of the reach of being collected.
The exclusion thus put by distance in the
instance of infancy is co-extensive, it is evident, with the inability, whatever be the source.
But wherever the performance of the condition meant to be annexed to the receipt of the
bounty is or is deemed impracticable, and that
without any supposed fault on the part of the
iutended object of the bounty, the condition
sinks of course, and the bounty stands alone.
After what has been said on topics of so
much more weight, a hint of this topic will
probably be deemed sufflcient ; to follow it up
and apply it in the way of calculation would
be matter of some difficulty, and occupy more
space than can be allotted to it here.
A third reason is, that from the mode of payment a large proportion of the hands must be
fully paid, while their work is worth nothing,
so far from being worth euough to pay for its
own charges. The mode of payment prescribed, and prescribed without limitation or exception, is payment by the piece, I do not
say that this is not the best mode of payment
iu many instances, perhaps in by far the greatest number of instances; but in some instances
it is impracticable, because the degree of advance made in quautity of work doue is unsusceptible of mensuration ; in other instances
it is apt to be disadvantageous, on account of
the difficulty of ascertaining the goodness and
quality of what is done, and in proportion to
the difficulty of ascertaimng quality will be
the certainty of bad work; and work may in
many instances be so bad, as not only to afford
no profit but to destroy the value of the materials. But in all instances there will be a certain period, the period of instruction, during
which, with all Imaginable diligence and honesty on the part of the workmen, the work will
be worth nothing. BlI.t while the work IS ac-
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will be made to live. Aeeordingly, by section
19, if "the sum allotted for the support and
maintenance" of the family, whether under the
name of wages, earnings, or allowances, proves
deficient, the deficiency is to be made up. Payment by time, instead of the piece, will then
take place in the first instance through necessity, and, having taken root, the interest which
idleness will give a man in its continuance will
render it not very easy to eradicate.
I do not
dispute but that it may in most instances be
eradicated
under a proper system of regulations and inducements adapted to the nature
of the case; all I mean is, that I see no great
probability of the growth of any such good
economy, under the auspices or rather the,rod
of a system of legislation, which after enacting
that, practicable or not practicable, the working hands, that they may do so much the more
work, shall be paid according to what they do,
enacts, in the same breath, that they shall go
on for an indefiuite time, receiving whatsoever
may be thonght proper to allow them under
the name of maintenance, although what they
do shall continue to be worth nothing; and
this without so much as the inconvenience of
quittmg their own homes.
Had the application been left to individual
discretion, a hint, coming from so high a quarter, might as a hint have been of no small use;
but the precept being thus peremptory and unbending, its tendency would rather be to bring
the principle into discredit than to promote
the use of It.
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benefit of the Act. The first time the phrase
occurs, whieh is at the very opeuing of the
Act, a sort of promise is made to give the
elucidation here sought: « .Any father entitled
to the benefit thereaf," viz. of this Act, "aecording to the prO'llisionshereinafter mentioned." The
accomplishment
of this promise, if it be one,
is unfortunately
forgotten.
Provisions there
a.re enough which speak of this benefit, which
allude to it, which, like this provision, speak
of it as indicated, but there are none that indicate it.
Had the task been mine, having settled with
myself who the persons were whom it was my
view to benefit, my first care I must confess
would have been either to have found or to
have made for them a name. This name, aud
no other, is the name I should have called
them by as often as oecasion recurred for speaking of them.
Having fixed a name for them, little should
I think of discarding that name for any circumlocution, much less a circumlocution
so
enigmatical as that contained in the words,
«the persons entitled to the benefit of this
Act:" a designation of this sort may be pleasant in a riddle; but, whether pleasant or no,
18 certainly
not profitable in an Act of Parliament.
If it seemed to me a fit occasion for a riddle, I should, at any rate, thmk it incumbent
on me to give the key to it; and, how little
soever conformable it be to the usage of riddles, I would give the key along WIth the riddie in the first instance.
I would say, the PIT10m entitled to the benefit of this Act are such
Essay on the quesrtion,- Who are the persons and such persO'fl,$. But it IS evident how much
better it would be to say, simply, such and
for whim! the tel!erallwunties prol'ided by this
mck person» at once, leaving the benefit to
Bill are intended?
speak for itself. To state who the persons are
When a system of bounties so various in its who are intended to be bound by an Act is
appearance, so vast in its magnitude, and in matter of necessity-e-of equal necessity and
its apparent burthensomeness to the public 50 fa.cihty, because when new obligations are
formidable, is provided, a natural question is, meant to be imposed, if nobody is bound by
Who are the persons destined to partake of it l them, nothing is done. But to state and disThe answer I must confess myselfunable to give:
criminate who the parties intended to be benehad I been able, it is the answer I should have fited by it are, is, perhaps, never a necessary
given, not this essay, or, rather, as the ques- task, and would seldom be found an altogether
easy one. The very existence of benefit in any
tion would have been needless, the question
shape may be problematical;
and, supposing
would not have been started.
"The benefit of the Act :"-tbe word benefit, it ever so undisputed, the wider it is in ItS exin its conseas employed with reference either to the Act tent, and the more pregnant
in general, or to some part of Its contents, oc- quences, the more difficult it is to trace. Should
curs either in the singular or the plural num- the benefits of this Act prove such as the beber in nine sections: in five of them (1, 2, 3, nevolenee of the authors of it has been expect19,20) in the singular;
on which five occa- ing to see, and such as the author of this essay
sions such of the effects of the Act as are con- on it would most sincerely wish to see result
sidered as being of a beneficial nature are con- from it, the more rich the benefit, the more
difficult to discriminate.
Of this Aet it aught
sidered as comprising one entire undistributed,
undiversified mass of benefit: in two others in truly be said as is said by the poet of, I forget
the plural (sections 4, 17); and in the two re- what else,maining ones the benefits spoken of are spoken
lEque pauperibus prodest, locupletibus reque,
of as resulting from particular provisions therelEque neglectum pueris sembusque noeebu.
in mentioned, and not as resulting from the
So diversified, so extensive, so lasting, so proentire body of the Act. In neither of these
two sections, therefore,
is to be found the hflc, the benefit, it would be difficult to say
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whether rich or poor, old or young, enjoyed
the largest share of it.
But little as it seems necessary in the text
of an Act to make mention of its benefits, what
seems indispensably necessary is to state, and
that in the clearest terms, who the persons are
who may be considered as entitled to such of
the benefits or supposedbenefits of it for which
there is anything to be done: in other words,
how a man may know whether he is or is not
entitled to whatever he may be disposed to
claim under the notion of its being a benefit;
and, consequently, if anything for that purpose
is to be done, what that is which becomesthus
requisite to be done.
The necessity of being thus explicit will
appear the more indispensable when it is considered out of what description of personsthose
for whom the most immediate and largest share
of the benefit appears to be intended are to
eome=-the class of all others to and for whom
information of every kind is most wanting and
most necessary. In such mouths a most natural, and surely not altogether an unreasonable, question is, If the writer knew which of
us he meant, why did he not tell us, and if he
did not, could he expect that we should l
Whatever situation in life be considered,
that of the poor or lowly who are to receive
the main benefit of the Act, or that of the
exalted or magistrates who are to dispense
them-of this, as of every other Act, all and
smgular the benefits depend upon its being
understood, and its being understood depends
upon its being intelligible.
Whatever is given in such abundance by the
Act-head-money for children-supplemental
wages, in default of abihty and mdustrycow-money-is expressly confinedto those who
are entitled to the benefit of the Act. Who
are they! I don't know. Where is it said
who the persons are that are to be considered
as entitled to this benefit 1 Nowhere.
In five of the Sections, as we have seen
(Sections I, 2, 3, 19, and 20,) the beneficial
result of the Act-is spoken of as one undiversified, indivisible, or, at least, undivided mass,
and then the persons in question, the persons
alluded to, are spoken of as entitled to it, viz.
to the whole of it, insomuch that nobody who
has any part of it can have, or at least is intended to have, less than the whole of it.
In two other Sections (4 and I i) benefits in
a countless, or at least uncounted, multitude
are spoken of as flowing from the Act; and
now a man may have some of them without
having others. By Section 4, " no person shall
be excluded from parochial relief or any of
the benefits of this Act" on any of the accounts
there specified.
By Section 17, employment and instruction
-employment and instruction, two most desirable benefits, are destined for certain persons. But, to come in for his share of the
benefits, it is expressly provided that a man
must be "entitled to all the benefits of this

Act." Before he can have these two, or either
of them, he must take out his title to every
other. Before he can obtain the smallest particle either of employment or of instruction,
this vacant, this neglected, this uninstructed,
this altogether unfurnished mind mnst possess
a degree of instruction-I fear to state it-a.
degree of instruction, with respect I speak it,
such as does not appear to be possessedby even
the legislator himself-a degree of instruction
(I much fear) beyond the power of any man
that lives. He must have comprehended the
Act; comprehended it in all its parts, traced
it through all its consequences, investigated
and catalogued without exception "aU its benefits;" and this as an operation preliminary
to the inquiry whether it be his good fortune
to be entitled to any the smallest share in so
rich a prize.
Confessing myself not possessedof anything
like the degree of instrnction exacted with so
little mercy of the forloru objects of the intended bonnty, I will endeavour, to the best
of my ability, to make out the list of these
benefits.
1. Articles which in themselves would appear to be entitled to be comprehended under
the list of benefits, though not expressly characterized by that appellation, bnt rather expressly excluded out of it.
1. Benefit of receiving head-money for supernumerary children.
2. Benefit of receiving supplemental wages
at the pubho charge, in addition to such wages
as individuals will give.
3. Benefit of receiving cow-money-money
to buy a cow-Section 3. ThIS is, however,
expressly mentioned as neither constituting
the benefit of the Act, nor so much as any part
of It; since the being "entitled to the benefit
of the Act" is mentioned as oue of two conditions which must concur in order to give a man
Ius chance for receiving this species of bounty.
The same observation is equally applicable to
both those other clauses.
In one sentence our inquirer might be tempted, for a moment,to fancy lnmself on the point
of possessing the object of his wishes,-but
disappointment would be the termination of
his hopes. In Section 68, after providing that
"no person shall be excluded from parochial
relief, or any of the benefits of this Act, on
account of the possessionof" certain property
therein described, it goes on and adds," but
that every person in the situation and condition before-mentioned,and not able, from other
circumstances, to maintain him or herself, or
his or her family, shall be entitled to all the
benefits of this Act." Absolntely t If this
be the case, then, the problem is solved. 1.
it, then, absolutely I Alas! no; but oomparatil!dy only, Section 68,"as fully and effectually
as if such person was not possessed of such
property as aforesaid." Property, or no property, 80 the property be not above the mark,
a man will be equally entitled to these bene-
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fitl!: but still the question remains unanswer- ed he should have it, and if he does not want
ed, What mUll!I do to be entitled 1
it he will not ask for it.
If this concluding reference bad not put out
Unfortunately weare still at sea. The hope
the light which for a moment appeared to show of a safe landing, though at such an expense
itself, the introductory one would have done of words, and after so much buffeting from
the business,-would have been snfficient to clause to clause, is still but a pleasing dream.
render the obscurity equally impenetrable. To The want of relief is not sufficient to entitle a.
be entitled to all the benefits of the Act, it is man to the benefit after all ; for in the 19th
necessary a man should be in the situation and Section the case is put of a man wanting relief;
condition above-mentioned: and in travelling and it is, if not expressly stated, yet necessarily
over the three preceding sections to see what implied, that a man may want relief, and yet
that situation and condition is, it appears to not be a person entitled to the benefit of the
be the situation and condition of him who is Act," in case (says the Bill) the person wantentitled to the benefit of the Act. Who, then, ing relief shall be a person entitled to the beis a person entitled to the benefit of the Act t nefit of the Act;" so that now we are as much
Who! why a person entitled to the benefit of at a loss as ever.
the Act.
Moreover, in Section 3, the being" entitled
In one place (Section 16) a case is mentioned to the benefit of this Act" is one thing, and the
in which a certain class of persons therein wanting relief another; for both conditions,it
specifiedmay receive certain advantages there- is there expressly provided, must concur, bein specified; and a sort of person therein also fore a man can be admitted to receive the
specified" shall," (it is said.) with the consent bounty there provided, namely, money to bny
of two other persons therein specified, (two a cow.
justices of the peace in the district,) "take
Another thing which we learn from that
order for" the administering to them these same clause concerning the benefitof this Act,
benefits. This, though something like light, is, that the receiving money to buy a cowdoes
and the most like it of anything that ISto be not constitute the benefit of this Act, nor, infound in the whole compass of the Bill, is not, deed, so much as any part of it, smce the behowever, thai; hght, The advantages there nefit of this Act is a distinct tlung, which a
spoken of are special in their nature, the de- man must absolutely be entitled to before he
scription of them being contained in, and con- can take his chance for receiving this money
fined within that single clause; neither are for the purchase of a cow.
they spokenof under the name of benefits• They
I said but now, ~fthu clause u to be trusted
are benefits, if to be instructed, and employed, I to; but that this clause is not altogether nor
and maintained, are benefits: but they are not exclusively to be trusted to, will appear from
therein spoken of nnder the name of benefits; another secnon to which, however, It makes no
much less as the benefits comprising the bene- reference. Should anyone, III the course of
fit of the Act.
his pursuit after the true intent aut! meaning
If they were, we might cry with Archimedes, of the Bill, be led to take any such stride as
'''e'''''''', we have found it: for to these benefits that from the 16th Section to the ~lst, he will
the statement of the title is as explicit as could there find it written, that in regard to rehef, if
be wished. Who are the persons entitled to that be the benefit, or among the benefits of
these benefits~Answer, All persons tcantin,<1 the Act, in order to be entitled to this benefit,
relief.
If these were the same persons as those for such It will not be denied to be, whatever
alluded to by the expression, an!! person en- may be thought of the benefitsof the Act, it is
titled to the benefit of thu Act, With what ad- not altogether sufficientto be a person,nor yet
vantage, in point of brevity as well as preci- to be a person wannng relief; for that there
sion, might the former expression have been is a sort of person who, be his want what it
substituted to this latter.
may, is not to be considered as "entitled to
If, then, it be really the case that by-the any relief from any pansh or united parishes."
words" every person entitled to the benefit of -" No poor person who shall refuse any work
tins Act," is meant neither more nor less than offered to him or her under the authority of
"all persons wantill:l rcli<f," the secret is out, this Act, which he or she is able to execute, or
=-the mystery is unravelled. But if all per- to receiveinstructions for executing such work,
sons wanting relief are really to be let in, why or who shall not, on request made, according
are they to be thus muffledup! why all this to the directions of this Act, permit all or any
pains to put them in masquerade! Throwing of his or her family, who are able to work and
away the surplusage about benejit$ and tales, cannot otherwise support themselves,to be emwhy not say simply," All persons wannng re- ployed under the authorrty of this Act, shall
lief;" or even mort' simply still, "all persons;" be entitled to ask, demand, or receive any refor if relief is to be had III such quantity, and lief
. . except as hereinafter is proon such terms, it may be difficultto say who it vided."
is that will fto( be " tranti/lll" it. The adjunct
Here, If anywhere, one shouldhave thought
'If'tlntill'l relief, may be the' mort' easily spared was the place for speaking of the ben~fit.• (If
and added to the heap of discarded surplusage, tltiS Act; III which ease, if we had not learnt
masmueh as if a man wants relief it is intendiu direct terms who are enjitled to those bene-
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fits, we should at any ra.te have lea.rnt who are
flot, which is one step towards it. Instead of
that we have the very general and extensive
word relief. Thus mnch the mention of the
word relief will be apt to do, to put a man in
mind of the benefits of the Act; but this is to
ra.ise doubts, not to solve them. Is relwf precisely the same thing with the benefits of this
Act! It eovers a. great deal of the same
ground certa.inly; but, if tried in the geometrical way of superposition, we should find it,
in some parts of its extent perhaps, overhanging the benefit, in other parts, a.t any rate, falling short of it. The advantage of being put
out apprentice can hardly be termed relief;
and yet this, wherever the Bill has more benefits than one belonging to it, is surely one of
them. Instruction, if instruction be a benefit,
is another of the benefits of the Act; yet this
is certainly not comprehended under relief,for
it is expressly put in eontradistinction to it:
no instruction, no relief; and so with regard
to employment. Besides, in the cow-money
clause, (Section 3,) as we have already seen,
the benefit of the Act is one thing, relief another thing; the benefit is a sort of thing he
must be entitled to, the relief a sort of thing he
must want, in order to take his chance for
getting the cow-money. Yet, while it thus
falls short of the full measure of the benefit or
benefits of the Act, it extends, or at least wears
the appearance of extending, beyond the Act,
for it extends to whatever relief can be found
to be provided by all the existing Poor Laws
put together. This sends our inquirer upon
the hunt over the whole body of the Poor Laws,
for the purpose of picking up the several crumbs
of relief, the several constituent elements of the
general mass of relief provided by those laws,
for the purpose of taking measure of the aggregate, and comparing it with the aggregate mass
of the benefit or benefits provided by this Act.
It may here occur, that in proportion as the
difficulty of finding out receivers for the bounty
increases, the arguments that turn upon the
alarming magnitude of the bounty will be losing their force; and that, if, after all, no claimants for it should be found, the mischief of which
so much has been said in this comment will be
as ideal as the benefit of which so much is said
in the Act. But not to mention that the benefit of a parliamentary revisal is yet in store,
let it not be thonght that, because the draftsman has not perfectly succeeded in finding out
the objects of his bounty Bill, there may not
be others who will find them for him.
"Hunger," says the proverb, "will break
through stone walls;" it will find still less
difficulty in making its way through mists:
and whether it be from humanity, (for humanity, howsoever misguided, ought not to be
robbed of its name,) whether it be from humauity, or from some of the less pure motives
above hinted at, the efforts of those who may
conceive themselves invited to put in their
claun to the bounty, are not likely to pass

everywhere unseeonded by the eorresponding
efforts of those who may eonceive themselves
called npon to dispense it. In a word, the obscurity may plague the magistrate, but it will
not prevent the mischief. Obscurity is the
source of every mischief; it is a.remedy to none.
The conclusion is, that I am altogether ignorant who they are that are entitled to the
benefits of the Act, and how to find them; and
in this I am altogether positive. Should anybody else be more fortunate, (it is not easy to
be more diligent,)-any one of the million, for
example, who have been set a gaping for these
benefits,-let him accept my congratulations
and my envy: I envy him and give him joy.
Conclusion.
To give a short specimen of prolixity, to
give a clear picture of confusion is no easy
task. One efficient cause of unintelligibility
pervades the whole Bill. Open it where you
will, you find a. benefit or supposed benefit
spoken of as designed for somebody. Who is
that somebody! The sort of person for whom
the benefit is designed. Question. What is
to accommodate! Answer. To accommodate
is to accommodate. Explanation. As if I
were to accommodate you, or you were to accommodate me. Question 2. Who then is
the person to be accommodated! Answer.
The person to be accommodated. Explanation.
The person entitled to the aceommodation
given by the Act, the person for whom the
benefit of the Act is intended. It would be
something, if there were but one benefit, or
BOi-diBant benefit running through the whole;
unfortunately, there are as many benefits or
supposed benefits almost as clauses, WIth as
many different sorts of persons, into whose
laps they are showered down by the hand
of the learned draftsman, who, through the
whole of its vast expanse, ma.y be seen dealing out his favour like Merlin in the masquerade, in the character of Fortune.
Howsoever it may be with regard to contrivance, there is no want, at least, of felicity
in the result. A composition of such bulk and
such texture is examination proof; the lightest
comment would find itself Bunkdown WIthout
redemption to the very bottom of the gnlf of
oblivion by the ponderosity of the text.
When observations to this effect, having
this or any other production of the same pen
for their subject, are made, (and the occasion
presents itself as often as any such production
presents itself,) one answer is ready, and a
distinction is at hand. How much the world
of industry is a gainer by the division of labour
is well known: it can be no secret to anyone
who has ever opened a page of Adam Smith.
It is thus, that in one branch of the department of the revenue, the province of the cocket
reader has been separated from that of the
cocket writer; it is thus, that in a higher branch
of the same department, the offices of btatute
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writer and statute interpreter, with or without if there were not such thing as a word of surthat of statute understander annexed, have plusage to be found in it. On the contrary, so
undergone a similar separation; the latter rich is it in surplusage, that a man might find
having, by an arrangement of some years' enough In it and to spare, not only for a Bill
standing, been allotted exclusivelyto the Noble or for an Act, but for a whole session fuJI of
and Learned Lord who presides so worthily in Acts; and as to heads, a head is the thing of
the Court of King's Bench, At the end of a all others of which there is the least trace or
certain number of months or years, and at the appearance to be fouud.
end of a certain number of hundreds of pounds
In certain circumstances, to denominate is
a-piece, the poor of this country, such of them to characterize; to class is in effectto criticise.
as have more money than they know what to This and this alone is the sort of cnticism
do with, may know by a knock at the noble which a work of the nature, I mean of the
interpreter's great gate, which of them this bulk and texture, of that which I have before
and that benefit was intended for: and then me, will admit of.
it Willbe, as if this or that mountain of words
had been left out, and this or that word or two
were inserted, which, to a plain and unlearned
With this single dissertation, the reader is
understanding, might as well have been re- now let off; want of the necessary time, despecttvely left out or inserted in the first in- spair of attention, despair of fruit; to these
stance.
he is indebted for his dismission,even at this
This being the case, so long as Westminster late period: certainly not, by any means, to
Hall, the great mine of certainty, is open to any want of matter in the text. Fifty is the
all who have a golden spade to dig in it with, number of pages here bestowed on it, eonsiit seemsperfectly well understood,as well at the ! dered in this limited point of view. Considered
Treasury as in Westminster Hall, that whether in the same point of view, the same or therea Dill or an Act be or be not intelligible in abouts is the number of volumes that might
the first instance is a matter of indifference. have been bestowed on it, and WIthabout equal
To enrich it with a proper quantity of surplus- cause. The same is about the number of
age IS a necessary work: but to drop into it volumes that may at any time be bestowed
a single grain of original intelligibility would with about equal cause, on almost every law,
be a work of supererogation. Cerium est, says while the form in which laws have hitherto
a maxim oflaw, quod cerium reddi palest: cer- been expressed continues to be observed. Retain is that which certain can be made. The formin the modeof composingthe laws, reform
capacity of being rendered intelligible is an in the laws considered as laws, is reform in
attribute that constitutes the proprium in the instrument, in the very instrument by
modo, as logicians term it, of an Act; since, which all the work is done. Reform in the
whether it has or has not a. meaning of its Poor Laws, or in any other branch of the laws,
own, the Court are bound to construe it, that is but a reform in this or that branch of the
is, to find a meaning for it; so that, in fact, work. Bad instruments can make nothing
it would be but an idle sort of business to be but bad works. Reform in the instrument,
at the pains of giving a meaning to a composi- how remote soever in apparent use, is, in fact,
tion, which, whether it have a meaning or no, prior in importance and in necessity to any
can never be in want of one.
reform that can be conceived to be called for
Carrying modesty to excess, it assumes no in this or that comer of the field of legislative
other title than that of " Heads of a Bill," as labour.
I
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To those who have formed any conception,
how shght soever, of the state of political society in Spain, and in particular of the enormity of the shares, possessedby the privileged
orders, III the landed property of the countzy :
-by the clergy, not less than a third of the
whole; by nobles of different classes, estates
equal in extent in some instances to an average English county, and those estates so entailed as to be unalieuablej-c-to any person so
informed, it can scarcely be matter of wonder
thar endeavours should have been employed
to insert mto the Spanish Constitution, in addition to the assembly composedof the Representatrves of the whole people, pnvileged and
unprrvileged together, an assembly composed
exclusively of the Representatives of that
comparetively small, though still too large
portion, with powers to this small part, in pursuit of Its own particular and thence sinister
interest, to frustrate all measures proposed by
the Representatives of the whole for the good
of the whole. This is legitimacy and social
order, under the matchless constitution, the
envy and admiration of the worlu, This is
what accordingly was proposed to be made
legitimacy and SOCialorder in Spain. A curious question is-how it should have happened
that the Old Man of the Sea, whose gripe
still continues on the neck of the modern Utopia, should not, in the early days of the Spanish national assembly, have fastened himself
upon the neck of Spain. Yet, somehow or
other, such is the escape on which Spain, from
early times, and, from her Portugal, in these
times, have respectively to congratulate them-
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I selves.
That,
such a state of society, endeavours to that end should have beeu employ1ll

ed, is notlnng wonderful: the wonder would
haw been, if they had not been employed: the
wonder is, how they should have failedof being
successful.
While corruptionish and then- dupes are
in extasy at the sight of their Utopia with her
stag-neck, and three Old Men of the Sea
fastened upon it, Spain and Portugal are congratulating themselves on having each but one
of them, and his hold growingevery day looser
and looser,while they are cheered by Yankeeland, whose neck has, for these forty years,
been free from all such vermm, and who bids
the habitable globe observe and declare, whether, in any and what respect, she is the worse
for it.
At a time when these prospects, which are
now so happily realized, had not 50 much as
opened, the name of Bentham had becomefamiliar to whatever was liberal in the great
southern peninsula of Europe. That exclusion
which the system of corruption has hitherto
put upon It in England, the united force of
Censorshipsand Inquisitions has never been
able to effect either in Spain or Portugal.
Spite of both those bars, scarcely had those
works of his, which werc edited in 1802 by
M. Dumont, made their appearance in France,
than they found their way mto both the two adjoining kingdoms. Those works, with which,
neither in Oxford where he took his degrees,
nor in either of the other Church of England
Universities,not to speak of Scottish ones,any
candidate for the loaves and fishes could con-

.. Second, viz.in allusionto the Tract on the Libertyofthe Press,see vol, ii, p. 27';.
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fess an acquaintance, without blasting the prospectsofhis life,-not onlynow are, but, almost
immediately after their publication, were,
taken in hand and fed upon at Salamanca and
Coimbra: fed upon with a delight, the fruits
of which have in both countries manifested
themselves in the acts of the sovereign body,
as well as in the speeches made in it; and,
ere these pages have Issued from the press,
will probably in this country meet the public
eye. In different parts of Spain, were read,
(It may be imagined with what secrecy.)
courses of lectures, of which those works
formed the text-books: lectures, upon those
gratuitous terms which, to patnotism and philanthropy, are so natural, to legitimacy and
social order, so suspected and formidable.
One of these lectures had a Lawyer for its
reader; it was that Mora above-mentioned;
another a Churchman: for it IS only in England, that to Lawyers and Churchmen, With
only here and there an exception, and still
fewer that dare show themselves, everything
that tends to reform or genuine improvement
=-cverything, in a word, that tendo to the advancement of the greatest happiness of the
greatest number-is an object of horror and
abhorrence. Of the above-mentioned works
of Bentham, notice has reached this country
of no fewer than three, if not four translations,
as being finished and ready for the press, besides extracts in periodicals. But, on the one
hand, such IS the unavoidable bulk of those
works, on the other hand, such the scarcity of
money, and the smallness of the market for
hterary productions in general, nothing in
that way from the Spanish press has yet
reached this country, except a sort of analytical view, in a hundred and forty 8vo pages,
having for a first title, Espiritu de Bentham,
and for a second title, Systema de la Ciencia
Social,por el Dr D. Toribio N unez,J urisconsulto
Espanol, breathing in every page the most

rapturous admiration, and devoting to public
reproach the government of his country, in case
of their neglecting to make their utmost profit
of the treasures thus offered to their hands.
Under these circumstances, it is not impossible that the Portuguese language may get
the start of the Spamsh : the Regency of Por- i
tu al havm in obedience to a special order I
g
g,
.'
from the ~rtes dated the 13th of April last,
already given commencementto a tr~nslatlOn
of the whole assemblage of B~chof his orks
as are not entirely out of prmt, according to
the list that will be added to these pages.
While the great question above spoken of
was in agitation, the distinguished Spaniard
spoken of in the former tract just published,
was urgent with Mr Bentham to comeforward
and throw his weight into that one of the two
contending scales, towards which the inclinanon of his opinion was so naturally anticipated.
Of that application the present tract is the
result. Upon its arrival at Madrid, it was

with all despatch translated into Spanish, DY
the gentleman by whom it had, as above, been
called for. As soon as an opportunity could
be found, a plan of proceeding having been
settled amongst some leading members of the
Cortes, it was read in full assembly, in its character of an Address from Mr Bentham to the
Cortes, and received with loud, abundant, and
all but unanimous applause. An entry, there
ISreason to believe, was made of the transaction in the Journals of that House. But, whatever be the cause, as yet no copy of any such
entry has in this country been received.
A document, expressive of the sensation
made by it in one of the most distinguished
and influential of the political clubs, by WhICh
the power of the tribunal of public opinionwas
then, and by some of them continues still to
be, exercised at Madrid, had better fate. Bemg read at one of the meetmgs of the celebrated club mentioned In our newspapers as
being held at the sign of the Cr088 of Malta,
it was commented upon in an unvaned strain
of eulogy. In conclusion,It procured for the
author the quality of Honorary Member of
that Society, as testified by a letter, the translation of which is subjoined below," accompamed with a formal instrument of adoption,
conceived in diplomatic language.
Some
months, however, had elapsed before the instrument reached London: such is the difficulty and uncertainty With which the intercourse between tills country and that inla.nd
capital ISembarrassed.
Before the advice, thus submitted by Mr
Bentham to the sovereign body of Spain, had
been presented to that Assembly, advice of a
contrary tendency had, as may naturally be
imagined, not been altogether wanting. All
illustrious house in this country has the reputation-If not of giving birth to it, at least of
having, With no small care and fondness, fostered it.
Be this as it may, some time before the
question was brought before the Cortes, endeavours were used to form a ground for the pro-
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., "The Patrioti~Societyof the Friends of the
Constrtution, e~tabhshedat the Mal!"Coffee-house,

has heardpubliclyread,fromIts tribune,the -:vork
whichyouhaveconsecratedto the serviceof SpanIsh freedom: and, III proof of the gratitude with
which the people III ~eneral,and this Society in
particular, have received,and the estrmation III
which they holdthis fruit of your illustnouslabourg,dothemselvesthe honourof tra.nsmIttmgto
you the title of honorary associate,saluting you
with the feelingsof the mostcordialfrstermey,
" Madrid,18th Sept.1820.
"El CiudadanoPresidente
PATRICIO
MOORE.
"ANDRESRooo DELG~MVA,
.. Seeretano.
"MANUELBARCELO,
Secretario."
"CiuMda.noJEREMIAS
BENTHA.M,"

"
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posed Institution, by a reference to the place
It occupies in the frame of the English Government.
Of panegyric, there was of course
no deficiency.
Of the existence of a determinate Constitution, as belonging to that Government, the never-failing assumption was of
course made.
The opulence, power, and prospenty, in every shape so conspicuous in England, were on this occasion, as on so many other
similar ones, brought to view, and magmfied.
The fallacy so regularly employed on those
occasions, was employed on this. Of causes,
obstacles, and unmfluencing
circumstances,
the usual olio was made.
Whatever feature
or degree of prosperity the institution in question had not been able to exclude, it received
of course the credit of. If not in Spanish, at
any rate in French, there was Blackstone, and
there was De Lolme.
Upou this stock, with
the addition of whatever assistance may have
been received from the above-mentioned
great
bouse, a man of distinguished
literary celebnty and mfluence, Don Felix Jose Reynoso,
set to work, and, under the title of "Ex-

amen de 10.'Del ito» de Jnfidelidad," (Exam.nation 0/ the Offenca of Infidelity,) published
a book in which the desirableness of an Upper
House m the Representative
system of Spain
was much insisted upon.
What was the precise species of transgression
meant on this oceasion to be designated by the word, "infidelidad," (the same in root, and everything but
termination, as our Enghsh word injidelity,)to what part of the field of thought and actron
the error thus imputed was meant to be represented as belongmg-whether
to that which
regards conduct, or that which regards opinion
-is more than can here be stated: nor, under
that or any other interpretation,
does it seem
altogether
easy, to discover the course taken
by the ingenuity of the author, in making out
the eonnexion, if any such there be. between
either of the alleged errors above-mentioned,
and the service promised to the people, by the,
introduction of a set of delegates, chosen by a
comparatively small portion ofthe people, with
interests opposite to those of the greater number, and with power to frustrate every endeavour which should have the greatest happiness
of that greater number for its end in view.
Whatever was the course so taken, the ingenuity displayed on tlus occasion, by the Spanish admirer of English Monarchical and Aristocratical vetos, in his endeavours to involve
the subject in the customary cloud, seems not
to have been altogether unsuccessful.
At the
then approaching election of Deputies from the,
province of Seville to the Cortes, a man, of
whose regard for the greatest happiness of the
greatest number, no doubt seems C' er to have
been entertained,
Riego, so well known in
England as well as everywhere else, as one of
the three military men to whom Spain is prin-
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cipally indebted for her deliverance, scrupled
not to propose him as bemg pre-eminently fit
to serve in the Cortes for that Province, nor, on
that occasion, to support him with all his influence.
The virtues, moral as well as intellectual, of the illusrnous publicist, were, by the
still more Illustrious soldier, enlarged upon in
the warmest strain of panegyric.
Whatsoever
may have been the case with regard to the
moral class of these Virtues, to whatsoever was
said in attestation and praise of those of the
intellectual
class, the most unqualified assent
appears to have been attached.
The more irresistible his power" of persuasion, the greater
(It was said) Will be the danger, If in such a
Situation they should come to be employed in
givmg their support to such a cause: to a proposed new part, by which, so sure as iutroduced, the force and effect of whatever is good
in any of the other parts of the fabric, would
be destroved.
The opinion of the people in question had
been formed: formed, after everything that
had been said to them hy the eeho of the great
English House against the offence of Co. i4idelidad," and 1IJ favour of an addrtional sovereign body, composed of, and chosen by, a set
of laymen, already favoured above the rest of
their countrymen, nobody could say why, and
a set of churchmen, of whom the best that
could be hoped for was-that,
as in England,
Deans, Prebendaries,
and Canons are, they
should be Sinecunsts.
All that the fehcrty of
Don Felix could find to say on that side, they
had heard: and, for anythmg that hath as yet
appeared, nothing had been said to them in
print by anybody on the other side. All this
notwrthstanding,
their opunon was decided
against tile Spanish House of Lords. Whether
that opinion wa- altogether a groundless one
is a question, In findmg an answer to which,
it seems not impossible that the followmg tract
may afford to the English reader some assistance, To the English reader, the question C:1nnot indeed be anything more than a mere matter of curiosity:
80 closely does he feel himself held in the embrace of the grand Boa Con\ stricter with a coronet on his head.
Not so
to the man of Norway:
for, somehow or other,
in that country, whether for want of food, or
, from what other cause, the crested and bonecrushing dragon is found not to thrive.
On
the declivity of an elevated rock, scarce able
to keep his hold, he may be seen lying in a.
languishing state: the men, whose bones he
would once have crushed, have become too
many for him. 'I'he sceptre indeed, as it co?ld
not fail to be, is outstretched
to save him.
I Glory to, t~e man, should any such arls,e, by
whom this instrument of despotism and mlsr.ule
shall have been rightly dealt with: dealt With,
as the Boa, where he is m vigour, deals With
the people's bones.
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TRACT, No. I.
Leuer tv the Spanillh Nation on a then (Anno 1820) proposed House oj Lords.
MEN
of Madrid,
Members of the Cortes,
People of Spain I-if the old man who thus
addresses yon is au intruder, listen to him with
indnlgence.
He is not a spontaneous one; he
would not have spoken had he not been called.
Among the subjects which I understand are
before you, none is of more importance-none
perhaps of so much importance-c-as the quesnon, whether, in addition to a Sovereign Assembly composed of representatives,
whom the
subject lIlfUl.~ have appointed and can remove,
there shall be another; composed ofthose whom
the sll~iectIltallY neither will be able to remove,
nor will so much as have appomted!
If I may
rely on the perhaps too partial anticipations
of some amongst yon,-my
works on legis lation having been fortunate enough, some of
them, to be honoured
by your notice, and,
among the work" of men foreign to your nation,
these having been the only ones thus honoured
-even my opinion, though It were bnt an opinion and nothing more, might, for the present,
have its use.
In presentmg you WIth it,naked, or httle better than naked, of reasons,
as Y011 WIll see it,-the
necessity of the case
compels me to break through a habit, which,
till now, has been a law to me. I mean, that
of placing my whole reliance on the force of
specrfio reason-, keeping my own insignificant
personality a, completely out of view a8 possible. '1'0 coyer With these reasons, to the best
of my ability, the whole field of legislation,
has been the labour of my whole life. On these
reasons, on every part of that field, I have
placed my sole dependence.
As to opinion
-my
own opmiou=-considered
III the charaetel' of an aut/tOrttf/-o!' a ieaninq-stock for the
opinion of other men-let
any man set. it at as
Iowa degree as he may in the scale of value,
he cannot set it lower than it is set by myself,
Such as it is, however, I have been called
upon to give It. Whosoever among you may
be pleased thus to honour me. may behold it
in this page.
In addition to a Supreme Assembly composed of agent- whom the subject many have
appointed and can remove, shall there be another composed of men whom they will not
haveappointed,norwl1leverbeabletoremove!
Spaniards!
by the simple statement of it, is
not the qnesnon already answered 1 Spaniards ! thmk for yourselves! think whether.between an assembly of the ruling few thus constituted on the one part, and the interests of
the subject many on the other part, there exists
not a point-blank oppositiou, and that opposition an unchangeable
one 1 Think whether
there be a single reform-think whether there
be a single considerable improument ill any
sbape=-whrch
a body of rulers, unappointcd

I

and irremoveable by the people, Will not, 011
one account or another, deem it for their interest to oppose, and oppose with full effect t
For this they Will have avowedly fnll power;
and for what purpose can any such powerfor what purpose can a 1'eto--be asked for, but
to be used 1 So far as, in their own view,
their own interests coincide with yonrs, so far
indeed they will go. But, the unchangeable
nature of man considered, can yon, on any
substantial ground, entertain any the slightest
expectation of their going any further!
AmI
the rendering the separation of their own interests from yours as complete anduswide aspossible, that yours may be made a sacrifice to theirs,
can this ever fall to be their constant study!
Their study, will it not on every occasion be,
to give to the expenditure of government, and
thence to the burtheus that press upou you, the
greatest extent possible, that, out of that expeuse, they may, in the shape of officral emolument, extract the greatest possible profit for
themselves and their connexions ! Lawyers
themselves, or III league with lawyers, their
determinatiou
will it not be-to
keep the
amount of expense in judicial procedure, and
thence of factitrous delay and vexation, as high
as possible, for the sake of lawyer's profit extracted out of the expense?
For tlns cause
will they not be inexorable in the determinabon to keep exposing the unopulent many to
remediless injury, at tire hands of the opulent,
and, at the head of them, the 1'uling Jew; deDying justice tu all but these few, and selling
it to them at a price which they would not endure to pay, but for the Impunity and the
power of oppression which they buy with it ?
To keep the necessity of having reconrse to
lawyers as cogent as possible, will they not
kf'ep the rule of actioT! in a state of as complete uncertainty
as possible! will t;u'y not
even keep that indispensable
instrument
of
securit.~ from so much as coming into existence 1 The boon, which even Napoleon granted
-the
matchless boon of a really existing and
accessible body of laws-will
they not remain
for eyer determined
to refnse!
If, on these
points, yonr own experience will not suffice
for you, look around you: look to the men
alike situated, the meu cast in the same mould,
the men of law in every other country, and in
particular in that from which I write.
You have heard of our English Constitution
-of
lligh-born'l'irtue as the cause of it, alit!
consummate happiness as the fruit of it. Circumstances have, it is true, rendered the government of the Je!c less bad here than in any
other country: that happy America alone excepted, which took from it all the good, leaving all the bad behind.
Circumstances have
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rendered it less bad here than elsewhere; but
destroy ers themsel ves. Scarcelv out of our
as to 1lirtue, judge of it from one fact :-you
seventeen milhons could )'OU find a thousand
have heard of our two partif's, the Tories and men blind enough not to see this:" neither,
the WIngs: the Tones, oppressors and plunthen, hare we any such design, nor can you
derersinpossessioll;theWhigstheirsuccessors
liere we have.
But this design which you so
III expectancy.
Can you believe it? Accordshamelessly impute to us-this
design which,
ing to a set of principles, openly and delibercarried to the extent you speak of, and in the
ately avowed by both parties, making fortunes
situation of the persons on whom you throw
for the ruling few, at the expense of the sub- the imputation of It, is so plainly impossible-cjed many, is the very end of government.
this design of enriching one's self at the exYou must, all of you, have heard of our late
pense of others-this
very design, not only you
minister, lVilliam Pitt; you must, some of yourselves have from first to last been harbouryou, have heard of his right-hand man, George ing it, but you have all along been carrying
Rose; both leaders of the Tories. You must, It on: carrying it on to the utmost extent
all of you, have heard of Burke, Ednuaui. which you have found possible. For us to enBurke, the most illustrious of writers among
rich ourselrcs at your expense is not possible ;
the Whigs.
Each of these men published, at for you to enrich .lfOurselres at our expense, III
different times, his pamphlet on the subject of a design not only possible, but actually and
finance-each
of them, such is the depravity of continually
earned into effect: carried into
the ruling few, feared not to speak of this as an I effect, and to the utmost extent to which it has
acknowledged principle. I,formypart,
have.at i been possible.
Of late years, since the French
different times, published two Defences of Eco- I revolution afforded you a pretence, so rapid
nomu : one against that same George Rose, I have been your advances, that the increase of
another against that same Edmund Burke;
waste and corrupnon=-waste
for the purpose
for, long before the Tory pamphlet was wrrtten ] of corruption, corruption for the purpose of
or thought of, Burke, addmg treachery and i waste, and both for the purpose of depredation
imposture to rapacity, had constituted lumseif ' =-has almost reached ltb hunts : taxe- are addan advocate for economy, for the very purpose
ed to taxes, and produce IS not added to prod uce,
of betraying it, I consigned these papers to a i
Wlth the exception of the few that have
penodical publication, called the Panq.hieucr, 'owed their rise to trade, tInnk whether among
mixing them thus with Goverument pamph- I those fanulies which we behold seated on the
lets, that they might present themselves un- II summit of that enunence which I~ composed of
awares to this or that eye which, by interest, , power, opulence, and factitious dignity, there
or interest-begotten
prejudice, would other- i can have been any who have been raised by any
wise have been closed against them,
I have
thing better than depredatron : hcensed and
there shown, that, consistently with the con- irresistible depredanon ; depredation
by that
duct, or even with the avowed principles, of ' swarm of harpies which, lU the field of governthese men, not a tnaraudi would be left 1lI ' ment.have never been fabuloub-by
the harpy
the pockets of the people-not
a maravcdi,
in the shape of the Soldier, by the harpy III
which the ruling .tiwwould be able to extract,
the shape of the Lawyer. by the harpy 1lI the
for their own usc. But III this unhappy COUII- i shape of the Placeman, by the harpy 11\ the
try, to stop the progress of irresistrble oppre=shape of the Priest.
Thus it has surely been
610n and depredation,
what signifies what I, ! With u= : tlunk whether It can hale been otherwhat anybody, can write!
The contest I.OW ' WISt' WIth you: think whether it can h.ive been
is-not between Tories and 'Wlugs: for. though
any otherwi-e WIth any pure monarchy, with
divided against one another ill the contest for an) aristocracy, WIth any mixed monarchy, WIth
plunderage,
these, it has been for somctune
any other govermuent, than the pure represeen, are, by a stronger comruumty of 'mister
sentatrvc democracy-the
truly matchle», and
interest, united agalllf<t the people.
!'I 0 : 1I0t uupcrr-hable
government
of the Arnerrcau
between Tories and \Vhl!;,; but between the
United States. Leave.then, to each individual
'l"ulillg J~-IC on the one part. and the enlncc!
harpy the undisturbed
po-session of what he
many on the other, IS the real contest.
The, lra-.. leave it to him, 011 the sole condition of
subject many, if you behovo their enemies, are i hrs remaunng quiet.
nut do not equip hun
enemies to property:
their aim Is-to
take! for fresh nnscluef, as 01l1' cock-fighters do their
it, all 01 it, from its present OWlI('T<, and divulc
cocks : do not, ill nddition to the claws wluch
it amongst one another.
.. ]1\0," sav the -ub- he 1/(1.<,
ann hnn with 11<'lr and Iron ones : do not
jed many, "no such desrgu either ever wngive him a rdv - a' ('to upon every eonstitutrou,
or ever could be, entertamed by anybody:
by that can tend to set hunts to the plunderage
any body of men large enough to make any
)Iagnalllmous Spamard-, , for year" to come,
the smallest commeucemeut
toward" It; for, not to say ages, in ) ou is our best, if not our
long before the property could have got into only hope! to you, who have bern the nlO-t
the undisturbed possession of the supposed in- oppressed of slaves, to you it belongs to ~d~e
tended sharers, the destruction
of property
hherty to Europe.
Y es : to a11 Europe l nor
would be complete: all property destroyed,
in Europe is there that other nation that has
all hfe would be destroved wrth it: and.earher
a more mcoutestabl .. or more nrzent need of
than those of the proprietors, the lives of the it than that 111 which 1 write. Nu" I, ) our
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time or never.
Fear not from this country
any effectual opposition.
True it is that the
worst mischief the French ever did you was
kindness in comparison with that which our
rulers would do to you, rather than you should
save yourselves.
As they dealt with Genoa,
as they dealt with Naples, as they dealt with
the Netherlands,
as they dealt with Poland,
as they dealt with Germany, so would they
deal with you: so, and as much worse as were
necessary to prevent your salvation.
Cooler,
more determined, more inexorable
enemies
mankind never had, nor ever can have.
But
no snch mischief, no, nor any considerable mischief is it in their power to do to you. True
it IS, that neither against French, any more
ihan against English rulers, could you have
any security but from their impotence.
This,
however, you most happily have at present,
and this you will continue to have long enough
for the consolidation
of your independence.
True It is, that the despots have, each gang
of them, force enough for the destruction of Its
own subjects.
But they have not, any of them
-no,
nor all of them tugether-force
enough
to destroy you. Men indeed-oh
yes, melt
they have, and in superabundance.
But money
they have none ; and without money, and money
in large masses, men cannot be made to move.
Oh yes, my friends! put everything to hazard, rather than let in the menaced reto : the
many-headed, the all-devouring, the insatiable
monster, worthy successor of the Trojan Horse.
In vain would anyone pretend that its interest is the same WIth yours.
To be free from
arbitrary imprisonment, from forfeiture, from
death, from torture, this, it is true, is their
interest not less than yours.
True, but then,
in their own eyes at least, they have to themselves a dearer and counter interest, by which
this vulgar and common interest is sure to be
eclipsed.
The securitythe blessing which
they could not hold WIthout having you to
share it with them-this
they behold WIth
disdain, this is without value in their eyes.
The power-the
factitious dignity by wluch
they are distinguished-e-distingurshed
from
you and above you-this
'l£itl. tl.em is everything.
For his own security then, will each of
them be content to trust to other sources: to
his own good fortune, to his own address, to
that prostration before the footstool of power
-to that "prostration
of understanding
and
will," to which, to make everything else snre,
he is determined
there shall be no bonnds:
that" prostration of understanding
and will,"
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which, in so many words, his Lordship of
London preaches to us.
Spaniards! in you is our hope; for this long
time our only hope: save ,!!ourself!es, you sau
113; save YQundf!es, or we sink. What you, till
so lately were, we at this time are. If you had
your slaughterers,
we have ours: if you had
your torturers, wc have ours: if you have your
embroiderers, we have our tailors.
As to our
libertiee=-our
so much vaunted liberties-inadequate as they always were, they are gone:
corruption has completely rotted them: preserved they cannot be; if ever in future possessed by us, they must be regained.
Our government is already become a military one: if
but a child cries, a troop is sent to quiet it.
As to our Lawyers, they, whether on Benches
or on Seats, are what they have always been,
and, so long as monarchy lasts, always will be,
-tools
of power, tools to the Goverumeut, all
of them, as soon as they can get into it; tools
to the Opposition, some of them, that they
may show themselves, and till they can sell
themselves.
Even in our Soldiers more hope
have the friends of good government than in
our Lawyers.
As it is, the forms of it are all
that remain; the substance is all gone: the
shell we make a show with, the kernel is rotten.
Seated-not
by us, but by money or
by terror, or at the best by themselves or one
another, we behold in our representatrves,
as
they call themselves, the most mischievous and
most implacable of our enemies.
I who write this, haste to write to YOll
while I am still able; I say, while I am still
able: for all sense of security has long been fled
from me. Cartwright, Burdett, are under prosecution. HobllOuse has already endured, manfully endured. his punishment:
and, unless he
saves himself by silence or desertion, punished
over and over again, it seems his destiny to be.
AR to me, who, I hear It said contmually, am
more criminal than any of them-me,
for the
fruit of whose labours, crnnmal as they are
styled, the honestest and WIsest among yon are,
at tins moment, if I have been rightly informed, calling aloud that they may press it to their
lips; there is sometlnng-it
belongs not to me
to say what-that
hitherto has saved me. But
my hour cannot be far distant.
Already, for
what I have written, others have been punished. Not in the hermitage from which I write,
but in some prison shall I die. I could not
dre in greater comfort than by dying in your
service.
JERE...'\1.Y BENTHAM.

TO TRACT THE SECOND.

The occasion, on which the paper that forms
the snbject of these remarks, was published,
is that of the ever-memorable massacre perpe·
trated at Cadiz, the principal sea-port in Spain,

the principal seat of commerce in that country
-the city next in popnlation to the Capital.
TIlt' day on which this tragedy WaR acted, was
the tenth of March, 1820. For its declared
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object it had the preservation of that state of
things which, under a despotism, is designated
by the words social order ;-for its perpetrators, those who profit by-those
whose particular and sinister interest is interwoven WIth
-the
maintenance of that order; for its instrnments, perfidy and treachery.
In the great contest wlnch, now for about
half a century, has been carrying on in the
field of the habitable globe-in
the contest between the many and the few-this has not been
one of the least conspicuous scenes.
Impatience and cruelty have everywhere characterized the deportment of the ruling few, longsuffering and forbearance that of the subject
many.
In this contest, the object of the greatest number has, of course, all along, been that
which, on pam of their extinction, It can never
cease to be-the
greatest
happiness of the
greatest number: of the ruling few, under the
like impulse, the greatest happiness of the
ruling few. By the greatest number-by
the
subject many-their object-their
real object
-has nowhere--has
never-been
disavowed:
it has not been, it never can be, an object for
them to be ashamed of. Bv no motive could
they have been led to dlSayO~ it. By the most
irresistible impulses, they have, everywhere
and at all times, been impelJed to the avowal
of it: all their prospects of success have depended on the extent given to the avowal made
of it. Not so the ruling few. Consistently
With common decency, consistently With common prudence, consistently with any hope of
advantage, consistently WIth any assurance of
security to themselves, at no tune, nor anywhere, can their object have been, or in future
be, avowed: to say to the subject many, sacrifice your happiness to ours, would be to say,
be fools, that we, for our own profit, and at
your expense, may be knaves.
Being thus, by the very nature of their claim,
precluded from the use of reason in support of
it, they have been driven by necessity to lay
hold on custom, as the oaly support that could
be fouud for it. The government-the
unbridled govemment--of
one, bemg the simplest
possible form of government,and
that to which,
In the early stages of society, each horde found
itself, under pain of immediate extirpation,
necessitated to submit itself during its warfare
with the neighbouring
hordes. of which warfare either the existence or the immediate expectation was incessant,-tlus
was the form
of government that succeeded everywhere to
primeval anarchy.
For a long time, if, on any
occasion, power felt any such sense as that of
restraint,
it was only from momentary and
easily assuageable
dissatisfaction:
not till
&fter a long eourse of mutual and variously
terminating stmggles, could it have anywhere,
as here and there it has done, found Itself uuder the necessity of submitting to any determinate and settled limitations.
In comparison
with the political communities in which all such
limitations remain still unknown, few are those
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in which any such galling shackles have had
or have place.
Hence it is that, subject or
not subject to this or that hmitation, submitted to for the purchase of the voluntary support of the sub-ruling few, everywhere has the
government of one had custom for Its support.
Hence it is likewise that, while Monarchy and
Custom have everywhere had Reason for their
adversary, with excepnons toa correspondently
small extent, and those of scarce anvother than
a recent date, they have had reasoning and reasoners for their support.
Everything being to
be hoped from the support given to the claims
of the one and the few, nothing to be hoped,
but everythmg to be feared.from snpport given
to the cause of the many, and on this part
of the field of discourse, the great mass of
the language, as it stands, having had for its
manufacturers those reasoners upon paper, who
all the while have been reasonmg under the
yoke of this sinister influence, the language
furnished by custom for the occasion, has
been everywhere a tissue of fallacies, spread
abroad for the support of It.
Hence. ah part and parcel of that tissue, the
jargon, the contents of which, on this field,
Custom has engaged men to accept at one another's hands, in heu of reason.
Over and
above those fallacies, which require, each of
them, a sentence, or perhaps a paragraph, to
give expression to it, and of which a list IU
some detail has been given in another work,"
-hence
those still more commodious fallacies,
for the propagation of which a single phrase,
or even a single word. is sufficient.
WItness,
dtgnity of the crOlCn. dl~mity of the throne, splendour ofthc croum, splendour oftlte throne, matchless Con$titution, Er!gl1s1. tnstitutions.
Witness kgitul!acy, order, social order.
By a CUbtom, commenced by paid and enlisted, reinforced by gratUltous and deluded scribes, all
these imagmary and verbal blessmgs have been
placed in the catalogue of things to be cherished
and maintained:
to be maintained, all of them,
with equally ardent devotion, and indefatigable perseverance.
Of the greatest happiness
of the greatest number, nowhere, till of late
years in the united Auglo-Amencan
states,
nowhere, without absurdity could It anywhere
have been stated as belonging to the . nu~ber
I of those thmgs which ought to be ,muntalned.
Why it could not, will be seen as soon as menboned: that which is nowhere establtslud, callnot anywhere be maintained.
No objection,
it is true, is this to Its being put upon the list
of those things WhICh ought to be established.
Accordingly, now that III that only seat of
established
good government, it is already
upon the ~ist of those thmgs ~hlCh oug~t. to
be mamtained, and now that, m some political
communities, It has been put upon the list of
those things which ought to be established,

• See The Book of Fallacies, in vel, ii. of this
collection.
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and which with all their energy, men are labouring to establish,-even the best paid, even
the most hungry, even the most strenuous supporters of the claims of the ruling one and the
sub-ruling few, see no hope of advantage from
any direct denial opposed to so uncontrovertible !L position, as that the greatest happiness
of the greatest number ought everywhere to
be established. In the diverting of men's attention from that sole basis of good government, is their only hope; and hence it IS thD.t,
from Thrones, and Houses, and Benches, the
earsof the people are so indefatigably plied with
the confused and senseless din, composed of
matchless Constitution, English institutions,
wisdom of Ancestors, dignity of the Crown,
splendour of the Crown, dignity of the Throne,
splendour of the Throne, balance, mixture of
classes, wash (or something else) that" works
well," Holy Religion, Licentiousness, Blasphemy, Atheism, Jacobinism, Legitimacy,
Order, Social Order, with et oeteras upon et ceteras.
Let Reaso»

be fruitful,
Guston!' barren, is
among the aphorisms of Lord Bacon. In saying tlus, he said what he wished to see, assuredly not what he saw: in the field of government-e-in this field, beyond all others-Reason
(and we have seen why) breeds like a shemartin; custom, like a doe-rabbit.
Fmding themselves hemmed in on all sides
-sure of discomfiture and overthrow, should
they, on any occasion, venture to act upon the
field of reason-always dissatisfied with themselves-always condemned by conscience, always beholding, in the prevalence of reason
and the spread of intellectual light, the downfal of their power-the
temper prevalent
among the oppressing tribe has, always and
everywhere, been congenial to this their situation; their conduct to their temper: their
temper feverish, their conduct sanguinary and
atrocious. In the many, the sacrifice of whose
interest to their own has been their constant
object and perpetual occupatron, they could
do no otherwise than behold so many constant
objects of their contempt and hatred: of
contempt for their actual patience, of hatred
and that, notwithstanding the contempt, never
altogether clear of alarm, from the unassua.geable apprehension of the ultimate cessation of
that patience. Makers and Masters of the
laws, death and torture, in rich variety of
shape, they have spread over the whole contexture of those laws, for the gratification of
those angry passions, and for the maintenance
of that order, to which every word from the
voice of Reason, sounded in their ears as pregnant with disturbance. Hence the apparatus
of gibbets, halters, axes, pillories, chams, and
dungeons: hence the anxiety and abundance
with which the musket and the sabre are at
all times kept in store; kept in store, and, by
the despatch and extent given to their operanons, held in preparation to anticipate, support, and relieve the labours of the judicatory.

Hence the implacable enmity to the liberty of
the press: hence the indefatigable exertions
for the extinction of it. Hence the Association, self-styled Constitutional, headed by the
heads of factitious religion and sta,ndingarmies,
at the invitation, and to the emolument, of
lawyers: the too rea) association, formed for
the protection of anon-entity, by the destruction of whatever good was ever spoken of as
belonging to it.
The causes have now been seen of that contrast which, since the commencement of the
great contest above spoken of, has, at all times,
been exhibited, between the conduct of the
ruling one and sub-ruling few on the one hand,
and that of the subject and suffering many on
the other.
Of the two so opposite systems of political
action-that which has for its object the greatest happiness of the ruling few, and that which
has fOI:its object the greatest happiness of the
subject many-would you see at one view an
exemplification as striking as it is instructive!
Look to the now 80 happily independent Anglo-American States. Look back to the state
of things in that country, at the period of the
great contest, of which it was the scene. Note
well the several systems of warfare, on which
the two contending parties were prepared to
act. Look first to legitimacy, and matchless
constitution: mark the fate, which, in case of
success to their side, they had prepared for
their adversaries: strangulation for necks, amputation for heads, laceration for bowels, severance and dispersion for quarters: and, less
all this should not be sufficient for the punishment of the so-styled guilty, denial of justice
for creditors, purposed indigence for untried
and unaccused wives and children, purposed
indigence even for indeterminately distant
kindred, whether sharers in, unapprized of,
or even adverse to, their designs :-for all
these, in indeterminable and unheeded multitudes: for, such is the inscrutably complicated result-wire-drawn,
nobody kuows
when, by nobody knows what Kmg's creatures, in the situation of ever removeable
Judges, out of so short and irrelevant IL
phrase as corruption of blood: a phrase, invented by the corrupt III will and understanding, for a mask to the atrocity, by winch, in
such countless multitudes, the confessedly innocent are pierced through and through, for
the chance of conveying an additional pang to
the bosom of the so-styled guilty, whose proper powers of sufferance, it is thus proved,
were still, after being put to the utmost
stretch, insufficient for satiating the appetite
of groundless vengeance: vengea.nce, against
which it wa.s assumed that notlling could be
said-because law had been made the instrument of it, and all-comprehensiveness and perpetuity had been given to it.
Such being the system, in pursuance of
which, in case of success, under the orders of
the all-ruling one, the ruling few were on that
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occasion prepared to act, as in such contests
free and voluntary confederacy, open toall whom
they never have failed, nor in case of success
situationpermittedandaffectiondi~posedtoenever can fail to act,-mark
now the system of ~er into It, behold the oppressed many,rising up
counteraction,
employed in that country, by In arms. Scarce had they begun to show themthe oppressed and subject many, for their pro- selves, when, without a life sacrificed, WIthout a
tection against those destined perpetually im- blow struck,theysa.w the votaries of corruption,
pending, and perpetually threatened
horrors.
by themere apprehension of what they were able
Look in the first place to the commencement of to do and of what had beeu deserved at their
the contest: mark well the character of the hands, laid prostrate at their feet.
For five
measures of resistance, organized and put in years and more, by the confession of the most
action, before the sword was as yet resorted
adverse parties, by the testimony of all jourto. To treason-law, as above described, m- nalists, of all hIstonans-the
whole power of
eluding corruption of blood as above described,
the country was in their hands.
What was
what was it they opposed ~ Neither more nor the use they made of it 1 What use, III the
less than the mfliction called tarring and zenith of their power, did these Irish InsurfeatkeriR.'l.
And thrs tarring and feathering,
gents make of those English supports of legiwhat was it? The substituting, to a part of nmacy and SOCial order-axes,
and gibbets,
the sufferer's usual clothing, a covering com- WIth their et ccteras as above 1 'What use
posed of feathers, made to adhere to hIS body made they even of the American instruments
by a coatmg of tar.
Humiliation,
by means
of self-preservanou-e-tar
and feathers 1 None.
of scorn and derision, was accordingly, it may
What, in fine, VIewed in every point of view,
well be concluded, a suffering actually 6U8- was the true, the universally undisputed, the
tained.
But, to this mental, what corporal I mdisputably proper appellation of tlns penud
sufferance was added 2 None whatever.
To! of Insh history 1 Yes: It was the golden pethe sufferance thus inflicted in the name of I riod, the 110 longerfabulous--the
visrnle golden
punishment on the person of the alleged offen- ; age + Behold now the sad reverse.
Unhapder, to this propertp-seated pumahment-c-what
: pily for buth islands, peace was at length readdition was made in the shape of tIIls-uated I stored to England.
The hands of English
punishment?
what punishmeut was purposely : tyrants were thus set free.
'Vhat was the
inflicted on those to whom no offence was &0 II consequence to Ireland?
The golden age vamuch as imputed?
None whatever.
nished: the agl' of Iron returned:
the age of
Look, III conclusion, to the termination of; Iron, and, WIth It, that scene of oppression and
the contest: look to Saraioaa
luok to York I legalized depredauon-xof
insolence on the one
Toxn. What, in the eyes of the victors, were hand, of ever Just and ever boilmg howsoever
the prostrate vanquished ! Not rebels, not smothered indignation on the other; thereupon
traitors : not anything but what Enghshmen
came that conspiracy among the feu , having
have been wont to be to French Victors, for Its avowed object the exterrmnation of' the
Frenchmen
to Englrsh victors-e-unfortunate,
IJIaIlP .-that
conspiracy, of which it b so well
yet not the less respected, enemies.
! known to everybody that It need nut be said
Of the manner III which, III the season of by anybody, who the men are, who so lately
ascendancy the subject many bear their facul- ! were avowedly, and because not now avowedties, would you see another exemplification ! , ly, are not the less determinately
and effecCast a momentary glance on Ireland."
Behold i trvely at the head,
the vast majority of the people III that country, I Thus much as to the catastrophe,
Now as
objects of inveterate oppressIOn and legalized I to the actors.
The men, by whom this golden
depredation,
victims of a system of studied I age was thus created and su long preservedand inexorable
misrule, carried on through I what were they!
What, but the men of Ulll
centuries.
Under such provocation, mark their
versal suffrage 1 Yes: and by them in that
deportment, when circumstances
had placed i island, and from that Island III this, within a
the power of retahation in their hanis.
Look, f few years after its estabhshment
III V mted
in the first place, to the five or six years' period I America, would the system of universality,
between the years 17iB and 17B3. Compare I' secrecy, equality and annuality of suffrage
the state of the country III that period with
have been estabhshed, and the no longer fabuthe state of It 110t only before but ever since : ! Ions golden age have been thus extended and
compare the conduct mamtamed there in ret See the Whig BIography of Mr Hardy, the
lation to one another by those same universally
contrasted
parties, both of them having the Tory Observation. on Insh affairs by Lord Shetheld,
and even the ToI')' History of Mr Adolphus. "Let
contest ill America, and latterly the terminathose who sneer at the Volunteer Institution, point
tion of it, full in view.
out
the days," (says Mr Hardy, L!fe of Lord 01<11Favoured by circumstances, favoured by the
ICIJU>I1t, p. 19i,) " not merely 1Il the irish, but all:1
happy weakness of their tyrant neighbours,
historv, when decorous measures kept more even
Imked in the bands of a no less peaceful than
pact' vnth the best chanties of life, when crime
found less countenance, and law more reverence .,
.. Sec f.nth~r, with reference to Ireland and the -" Private property," (I'. 193,) .. pnvato peace,
V olunteors, •. Radicalism not dangerous," vol. v, p. w....e everywhere w.achcd over hy the volunteers
';99, e~.elJ.
with a filial and l'IOU; care.'
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perpetuated, but for the unhappily restored
peace above-mentioned, in conjunction with
the treachery of certain of the people's pretended friends; one of whom, in the teeth of
that same fiveyears' fresh experience, had the
effrontery to speak of universal division and
consequent destruction of property, as the cerbin consequenceof that very state of things,
which, having under the eyes of all men, but
in a more particular manner under his own,
been so recently experienced, had produced
none but the most opposite-unprecedentedly
opposite effects.
Look at this moment to Portngal: behold
that now magnanimousand regenerated nation,
casting off at once the double yoke of a domestic and foreign despotism. Before the
auspicious day arrived, think what had been
the oppression on the one hand, the forbearance on the other, the wretchedness in consequence: read it in the documents of the time.
Since that auspicious day, inquire what has
been the vengeance: inquire ever so sharply,
no such thing will you find.
Warmed by the subject, the pen has been
running riot. Recollection commands it back
to Cadiz,
On the lOth of March, 1820, at a moment
or general festivity,-the assembled multitude
bemg no less peaceful, no less unsuspecting,
no less crowded, no less defenceless,than, in
the preceding August, they had been at Manchester,--at the mstigation-e-not of a simple
Priest, but of a Bishop-a selection, carefully
made from the refuse of the army, fell upon
the people,and, not with cutting weapons only,
but with fire-arms, commencedan equally indiscriminating slaughter. As to the number
of those slam on the spot, accounts vary from
three hundred to between four and five hundred; as to the wounded, they agree in estimating it at a thousand.
The triumph was not of long duration. The
cause of the people finally prevailed; the authority of the law, such as in that country it
is, was restored. But the law thus restored,
was Itself the law of tyranny. It was a 8yS-

I tem of law, which had for its end in view the

!

same as that of matchless constitution, envy
and admiration of the world: which had for
its end in view, in a word, (need it be mentioned t) the establishment of the greatest ha.ppiness of the rnliny one and the .ub-ruling
few, at the expense, and by the sacrificeof the
greatest happiness of the greatest number.
Amongst other tribes of the ruling few, the
establishment of the greatest happiness of the
lawyer-tribe,-manufacturers of an unassailable tyranny, the necessary and ever ready
instrument of every other tyranny.
In Spain, as, WIth scarce an exception, in
every other of the countries governed by
Rome-bred law,--effectual care had been
taken, that, in all cases, in which the sinister
interest of the ruling one was concerned, the
fate of the accusedshould be completelyat the
disposal of an ever-obsequious instrument of
that same ruling one: a judge, nominated,
and at all times removeable, by his fiat: and
that, for that purpose, the proceedings in general, and the collection of the evidence m
particular-of that mass of information, on
the collection of which the result of every
cause necessarily depends,-should, from first
to last, remain covered with a veil of impenetrable secrecy. In England, only in cases
where property is at stake, doesthis last-menboned security, for injustice, corruption, and
official depredation-e-tlns secrecy in the collection of evidence, stand as yet established:
any designs formed by the head of the la.w
upon jury trial-any such designs, howsoever
intimated,nothavingas yutbeen particularized
and brought forward: and though when the
whole of the richest man's property is at stake,
property is thus disposed of by the instrumentahtyofsecretly collected,or,as in bankruptcy
cases, by that of uncrossexaminable evidences
-still, m smaller masses, it is left to be d18posed of, by a system of evidence,which, how
replete soever with absurdity and inconsrstency, is, upon the whole, somewhat less flagrantly and completely hostile to justice."

TRACT, No. II.
Obser'lJations on Judge Adrorote Hermosa's Paneqyric on Judicial Delays; iJ'n tke OCCCI$ionof
the Impunity as '!let gi1Jen by kim to the loyal Authors of the Cadiz Ma~re,
a coullt~rpart to
the M anckester Massacre; espla in ing, lIIoreour, the Effects of secrecy in judicature.
Complaints, I observe, have been made, of
the delay experienced in the case of the Cadiz
massacre. Of a. paper, signed, accordmg to
the English translation, " Sanlucar de Barrameda, 20th August, 1820, the judge of instruction, Cormel Fiscal Gaspar Hermosa," the professed object, is-to satisfy the Spanish people,
that, from this delay, misconductis not, in any

shape, justly imputable to that judge. The
business m question, is the business of the day.
" It beingthe author's intimateconviction,deduced from the eonsideraticn,as well of the UDlversalnatureof man,as of the wholecompages of
particularfacts,that onthe onehandin Radicalism
there IS notldnu d01l£lf'1'otlS to propertyor general
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But, on the occasion of this business, I see
Yes: when a man is really innocent, the
principles avowed, the influence of which is of course he takes will, naturally speaking, be
as lasting a nature as that of the system of exactly the reverse of the course thus taken.
law, of which they make a part, and from which
It will not consist of rogue qeneraliue« such as
they were imbibed.
the above: of aphorisms, without applications.
" I remind the public," (says this judge,)
No: but, as far as time and space will permit,
" I remind the public, that delay in judicial
he will hold up to view, In all their circumproceedmgs, is a tribute which is due to justice,
stances, the individual facts by which his innoand, as it were, the pru;e at which the seencence may be made manifest.
In the present
rity of the citizen is purchased: that the judiinstance, for example, number of days of siteialform« are "-(if, instead of are, he had said ting, and hours in each day: number of perought to be, his proposition wonld have stood sons that have been examined on the several
rather clearer of dispute)--" that the judicial
days: nnmber of persons that, as far as known,
forms are-the shields of liberty, and precipi- remained to be examined, &c. &c.
tatWII the most dangerous rock in the way of
Instead of this, or anything like it, what does
justice."
this judge!
Addressing himself to the SpaThis defence of his excepted, from no indi- nish public, as a schoolmaster to his scholars,
vidual fa.ct do I see any reason for snspecting
he recalls to there minds, in the form of
that the functionary in question is chargeable
maxims, certain lessons which, in his VIew of
with misconduct in any shape: that, for ex- the matter, are in danger of not bemg suffiample, he has any improper connexion with
ciently present to their memories. To each of
the parties accused, or any of them: any im- these several maxims, I shall proceed to give
proper eonnexion either by complicity, unity
a separate examinanon : namely to the cud
of affecnon, fear of displeasure, bribery, or that it may be seen how far they are condueorrupnon in any other shape.
Of the particive, or repugnant, to the incontestably proper
cular facts belonging to the individual case, ends of judicature.
all that is known to me is known to everyIf, in my view of them, the evn tendency of
body: and they are, all of them, in hIS favour:
the principles thus inculcated were confined to
namely, that, on this melancholy occasion,
the screening of one individual, or a limited
both actors and witnesses must have been, m number of assignable individuals, from just
a degree seldom if ever exemplified in the an- censure, never would this pen have employed
nals of judicature, numerous:
and that, whatitself, in a task so ill-adapted to the situaever be the occasion, the greater the number
tion of one who is a stranger to the country
of the persons to be examined, the greater,
in which the facts had place.
But, in my
c~teris paribus, must have been, the quantity
VIew of them, the tendency, though it were
of time requisite to be occupied in the examitoo much to say the object, is-to
provide a
nation.
screen for malpractice, In every shape, on the
What, on the other hand, is but too true, is part of all Judges, to the prejudice of the sub-that
Ii, to a man in hIS situation, the above ject many in all places, and at all times: a
ehargeswere, all of them, justly applicable, and
screen for all individuals in that situation, and,
accordingly
appIied,-this
is the exact com- at the same time, for the system under which
plexion of the sort of defence, that he would
they act: a system which, in my view of it,
make.
It is the sort of defence, which any has, all along, had misrule, in that shape, for
man, in what degree soever guilty, wonld
its very object, as well as for Its effect: a 8yShave it in his power to make, and which every
tem, on the ntter extirpation of which, in my
man, who is guilty, would, if he saw any pro- view of it, the ultimate salvation of Spam, and
bability of its being received and productive
of every country that has broke loose from the
of effect, be sure to make.
It is the sort of trammels of despotism, depends.
defence, which I will not say no man, who is
1. Maxim the First :-maXIm as to delay.
innocent, would ever make, (for innocence does "Delay in judicial proceedings, is a tribute,"
not necessarily give right discernment, either
(says he,) " wluch is due to justice, and, as it
to the person who pleads, or to those before
were, the price at which the securrty of the
whom he pleads,) but which an innocent man, citizen is purchased."
if he has right discernment, would naturally
That, to the operations, in the performance
avoid employing:
and for this plain reasonof which judicial procedure consists, as to opebecause it is the interest, and necessary ob- , rations of every other kind, time is necessary,
ject, of the man who is innocent, to render his I is a truth, of which, if that was his meaning,
case as clearly distinguishable as possible from it needed not a remark from a public functionthat of the man who is guilty.
ary to remind us. But, by the mention of the
. .
.
word price, what is insinuated IS this-namely,
secunty m.any shape, on ~he other hand, In Despot- that whatsoever be the occasron, the greater
u~ there IS that whIch IS everlastmgly and ~ost
the quantity of time is that elapses before a.
seriously dangerous to ztseIf, he had made consider. .
...'
h
be
able advance in both resea~hes, when stopt for the definitive decision IS known to a:v~ .en propresent at least, by other calls of a~till more urgent nounce~, .the g:eater the probability !S, ~ha~
nature. To see both topics in other and abler the decision will be conformable to justice ;
hands would alford him the sincerest pleasure.
for, generally speaking, the higher the pnce
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you are content to pay for yonr goods, the delay without excess: therefore, 80" (say they)
better the goods are that you will have. But " is delay in excess; for delay in excess, is deif, in the case of delay, this were true, the lay; and delay, you cannot deny, is necessary
surest way of pronouncing a right decision to justice." Such is their argument; and such
would be, never to pronounce any decision at the logic of it.
all: for, in that case, the price paid would be
On the present occasion,speaking as he does,
the very highest price possible.
of delay as a tribute due to justice, in which
On the other hand may be seen a truth or of these two senses would this professor of
two, of which our instructor himself seems to justice wish us to understand the term he thus
stand somewhat in need of being reminded: employs! Delay without excess 1 the proponamely-that, though operations are perform- sition is a nugatory one. What ought to be
ed in time, they are not performed by time; done, ought to be done: such is the instruction
that the professing to be employing one's self conveyed by it. Delay in excess1 the propoin the performance of an operation, and the sition is an absurd and false one.
being actually so employed,are not exactly the
2. Maxim the Second. Precipitation is the
same thing; that. while delay increases, recol- mos: danaerous rock in the way of justice. Here,
lection weakens, and the very sources of evi- after another subject (of which presently) has
dence vanish; that delay in judicature is, so been passed on to, up comes the same fallacy
long as it lasts, denial of justice, and that a again in other words. Precipuauon t What
panegyric on delay is, therefore,a panegyric on can be meant by it, but d.:spatch, or promptidenial ofjustice.
tude in excess?
True it is that to the quantity of delay, that,
As to the maxim, setting aside the rhetoric
by possibility, may be necessary to rectitude of it, what is the plain import of It 1 That the
of decision, there is no certain limit. Why! quantity of time you employ-or at least proBecause there is no certain limit to the quan- fess to employ-m the operations ofjudicature,
tity of time that may be necessary to the col- ought not to be insufficient: it ought not to be
lection of this or that piece of evidence.
But what it ought not to be.
mind the artifice. Under the sanction of the
Let it but mean anything-give it but a
pretence formed by vague generalities such as determinate meaning-the very reverse of it
these, what is true of no more than one cause will be seen to be true. Numerous, indeed,
out of a hundred. is applied to the hundred: a are the modes of mal-practice to which the
cause which might be despatched in twenty term precipitation might, without impropriety,
minutes--( and of this sort is by far the greater be applied; speakingin general terms,in regard
number of causesj-e-is made to occupytwenty to any operation whatever, that, in the case in
years: and a cause, which, by the attendance question, happens to be necessary to right deciof both parties, in the presence of a single sion, the omitting to employ the whole or any
judge, in an open judicatory, the bystanders, part of the quantity of time uecessaryto the perrendering the service that is pretended to be formance of the operation, and thereby putting
done, but never can be done by a judicatory an exclusion upon the operation itself: in parof appeal, might be terminated without ex- ticular, putting, in this way, an exclusion upon
pense-is, for the sake of the profit upon the such or such an evidentiary document; upon the
expense, nursed and kept alive; kept alive i attendance of suchor such a witness; upon such
till the party, whose condition, in respect of or such a material question to such or such an
pecuniary circumstances, is least favourable,is attending witness; upon the answer, or any
-ifalive,alive in the pit of ruin, and his adver- part of the answer, that would or might have
sary more or less near to it.
been given by him to such or such a question;
Unfortunately for justice and for mankind, upon suchor sucha commentthat would otherin regard to the use made of the word ddr.ty, wise have been made upon ilis evidence. But
an imperfectionthere is, under which, language the sense, in which, of all imaginable senses,
seems, very generally, to labour. Two objects it seems most likely to be understood, is-the
there are, for the designation of which there is omitting to employ more or less of the whole
but this one word, though, between the objects time that would have been necessary to a man,
themselves,the distinction is not only clear and to form,by means of reflection, a right decision,
perfect, but, for the most important purposes, on such grounds of decrsion as, in all shapes
is continually requiring to be brought to view: taken together, have been actually presented
namely, on the onehand, an addition stated as to his view: in a word, a deficiencyin the time
being made to an already allotted quantity necessary for reflection.
of time; that statement not being accompanied
Precipitation in judicature being thus underwith any consideration of the propriety of the stood, and admitted to be a rock, now let us
so allotted quantity; on the other hand, an see whether, of all imaginable rocks, this is
addmon, the quantity of which is considered really the most dangerous.
as bemg exccBSire. In this unfortunate ambiLook to English judicature. Adverse as, in
guity, the supporters of all systems of judica- 80 large a part of its extent, the system isture contrary to the ends of justice, find a uncontrovertibly adverse-to the ends of jusmost useful instrument of defence. "Delay tice-still, taken as a whole, it is, perhaps. the
is, frequently, necessary to justice: namely, least so of any as Jet anywhere established:
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strange indeed it would be, if it were not much
In regard to delay, thus it is as to its imless so than that of Spain.
Of the two distinmediate effects, iu both branches penal and
guishable branches of this system of procedure,
non-penal taken together, and considered with
namely, the natural and the technical.the only reference to its effect in the particular cause
branch commonly In view is the technical
III wluch it has place.
In the penal branch,
branch: of this branch, the part most highly,
consider now Its effects on the whole commost generally, an' I least undeservedly esteemplexion and character of that branch.
In SO
ed, is that in which the Judicatory 15 composed far as punishment has place, from delay in exof a professional judge, with a company of cess comes scun.ty in excess : for by delay, and
non-professional
judge, under the name of a m proportion to the delay, the salue, and effec.i"rH: the jury, 1Il the exercise of their func- trve Influence of the punishment IS dnnmished :
tlOIIS, acting, in so far as it is their choice to dmnnished, by dimmuuon of propiuq« ItH, aud
do so, under the guidance of the judge.
Now
thence abo of ccruuntp,
But, on the back of
then, III this case, how stands the dangeroustlus evil, comes another ev I!. What Ib wantness / If, in the business of judicial procemg in proJ'llIQlllfH and ccrtainiu IS then endeadure, the danger from precipitation
were so voured to be made up for III WIU"tllld,'. anti
great a& suppo-cd ; In other words, if the nns- I thus we have saait.¥ III excess,
chief from It IS so great and so frequent as
But, again, from Strerlt,u III excess, and
<upposed, here, it will be been, we have a case thence, as above, from dda.'/lll exce-v, comes
in which It would display Itself 111 Its utmost I in<'.lficicnc./f. For, a- the puuishment increases
possible m.igmtu.le
But how stand" the fact I i ui uuunutudc, here a,!!am It lo-es 111 c, rtoints),
So smull, II':UIY,I" the mischief', that III no one
For the effictcncy of the punishment depends,
1l1<t,HWCperhaps a& yet, has It ever so much a;, I cater, l"'ri~II', upon the frequency of the
.'ttrad(,.1 IWtJ('C· III 110 une mstance, at any knowu nu-taur-e- oruvmfhctron.compared
wrth
r"(r.l~complamt known tohave heen produced i that of the known or su-pected m-t.nices of thehy It. Now then, nnti- how the case stands: ! delllH!UCIICYwhich ca llcd for It. But mfhction
No ,0Ul1('1 I- th« ('\ rdvuce with Fouchcomments,
depend-, upon convict ron, and conviction deIf ally,.b
han> hoeu made 011 It hy the partrepend, upon the cn-oporatrou of' all operators
01' :"l\'h"ltc, 011 both 'Hleb clu-ed, than, wrth- , nec cs-ary : ncce-sary.m the several eharnrters
out s» nuu-h 3.'"' a moment's drlt,p taken for re- ! of informerarrest.itor-.
witnes-es, Jl1dge~,
t!edwlI
COIll(", if at all, the 011l1l1O1lof the, and functionane
actma under the command
.Judge: opuunn or no opnuon, numediately ! of Judge,:
and, III .dl these clas-es, to :111 ex:11!:l1Il, COllie" thereupon, as often a., not, till'
tent proportioned
to the degree of humanity
<i," "'011 of the jury.
The prornptrtude thus , that h.u- place III the character of the age and
dl'l'i.I!,'<l-l' It III till' power uf }Jl,'c'jltta' : eountry, those who would otherwi-e be cot iou, taken even ll1 tlu- had sense, to exceed:
operators, shrink from the t.i--k." In Spain,
It'
'l'he s.nuc promptrtude, ag:l.lu, 11.18 It ever, ; of all countrros, waru JlHlf!f':-- ..lgaln~t precrpi011 tll,' flJrt of any person, heen the subject of ,t~tIon'
Warn then the ,,1I.111 agalU,t runmug
""Illl'laillt / No, nev er. When promptitude,
! her-elf of!' her lcg-<.
111 thi« tie!!;rcc, ha-s pl.icc, docs It e'er
enter I
Rhetoricran ' If yo,j mu-t haw a rock, keep
into :my olle', nnnd, that any such condernun- I t» your rock then, but reverse the name of It.
tory or .h-approbanve
appellattve a' I't> npi- : For }'r, r>1,it'ltIPII say <1.1".1/, anti you w ill speak
1.111011 i" on that
account, applicable to It I true.
}ldaH not 1.nr;1,if',lwlI, will then be
N», never.
If promptitude, UI such a de~rl."'('~( your name for your h luu~t da/i~/t"vUS rock iu
(.lIlti, In no lughcr deurce can it hale placc.) is ! tk, 1rup {!( jnstu:c:"
'I'hus, then, yon have a,
Ilrf rl/,ttatwn, precipitation .. so far from l'l'utg ; rock, on \\111t'h, In Spain, ever SInce 11o)Jl('-IJ1"t-d
the mo-t dangerous rock on which judicature
law, with It" system (It procedure, has b"PII
can stnke, nught, With much more propriety, I ruhng, Justice hat' been <phttuur : a rock on
III the language of the same rhetoric, hI' spoken
which, un II's:; that chaos, WIth Its rocks, he
of 3" the harbour towards which It I> to be speedily aumhrlated,
justice Will, ere long,
ori4/",{ that Its course should be directed.
>pht to pieces, and the constitutiou along
Never, surely, "as nphorrsm more nnfortuWith It.
nate ! What IS the 1.'\ II to which, in the scale
When the justice necessary to the keeplllg of
of evil, the hlghe't
place is assrgned b) It. society together cannot be had from jurhcaturc,
TIll' wry evil which not ouly is, ill every COUD- It If-looked for from despotism. Then doe. destry, the least mischievous, but III the country,
pot ism Itself, as being the mmorevil, put ou not
III which the wanung
is thus gwen, the least
only the colour, but even the character of good:
probable.
as such, It is looked for, called for, exercised,
Delay, as above-s-delay, SO long as it lasts
- i- mjustice : tor It is denial of justice : and,
~ In so far as repros severity of excess, its power
whether blame accompany it or not, the effect in strikmg the law with impotence. stands m the
to th" parties IB the same.
eye" of all, and by the ackno\\letlgment of ill, c"\In precipitation, unless misdecision be the emphtied in Engl;",,,l, and more parlleularly at this
result of it, there is no injustice : with It. there time. Applied to forgery, the mere name of pulila \' be folly, but, from it, there is no IllJUS- nishment.c=the punishment of death,-has given
increase to the number of iorgcflcs.
tu e
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and, not altogether without cause, even applauded.
And this is among the causes why,
in the eyes of the lovers of despotism, a. system of procedure repugnant in the extreme to
the only true ends of judicature,
is an object
of indifference, or even of complacency.
Those who will have rocks cannot object to
harbours. When factitious delay, the artificial
rock set up by the confederated
ingenuity of
official and professional artists, stands in the
way of justice-s-despotism,
calm unruffled despotism, is the harbour, in which, whatever security is regarded as obtainable, will be sought.
To the artists themselves,
the change would
be no evil, were they the only harbour-masters.
But when in the hands of lawyers, despotism
fails, recourse is had to priests and soldiers,
3. Maxim the third.
"'1'/,e judicial forms
are the s],ields of liberty."
The judicial forms?-lVhat
judicial forms 1
What, is not said, but what is insinuated, and
doubtless meant to be understood,
is-that
such are the judicial forms of the Spanish edrnon of the system of Rome-bred procedure:the system, under which the preacher of wisdom, in this shape, was acting, and under
which, by the help of these convenient and
well-worn aphorisms, he IS thus endeavouring
to find shelter.
Liberty, indeed!
What liberty 1 whose hberty l Wha.t in his dictionary means liberty? What 1 unless it be liberty
to rulers to oppress subjects, aud to lawyers
to plunder suitors 1 Liberty, indeed!
Why
thus keep hovering over our heads in the region of vague generalities,
but that he finds
his procedure unable to stand its ground on
the terra firma of individual and appropriate
facts!
Be this as it may, how stands the case in
reality!
These judicial forms, what are they 1
What, but the means employed by judges
in their progress towards the ends or objects,
to which the course of the proceeding is directed, whatsoever are these ends.
Now, under the Rome-bred system of procedure in general, and under the Spanish edition of it more particularly, what are the ends
towards which the course pursued by those
who framed it, has at all tunes been directed 1
by those who, from time to time, have been
employed in the framing of it, not to speak of
the course pursued by those who, from time to
time, have been actmg under it. I will tell
him what are these ends- they are the ends
diametrically
opposite to the ends of justice:
they are the ends pointed out by the personal
and other private interests of those by whom this
power has been exercised:
ends standing in
constant opposition to the interests of the rest
of the community, bnt more particularly to the
interests of the BUbject many, in respect of the
ends of justice: they are the sinister ends, to
the pursuit of which the ends of justice have,
to a. greater or less extent, been everywhere
made, and still continue to be made, a. continually repeated sacrifice.
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Liberty, indeed! shields of liberty! nnder
the Rome-bred
procedure anywhere-under
the Spanish edition of it more particnlarlyis it of liberty that the forms employed are the
shield 1 0 yes! if, instead of liberty, we may
read despotism, oppression, depredation,
and
corruption:
with this one amendment, the
maxim may be subscribed to without any the
smallest difficulty.
What are the ends-the
proper-the
only
defensible ends of judicial procedure 1 Direct,
all-comprehensive,
and positive end-reetitude
of decision: collateral and negative ends, reducing, to the least possible quantity, the evils
unavoidably
produced by the pursuit of the
drrect end; namely, the evils comprised nnder
the three heads, of delay, -rexation, and e:rpeTile.
Such being the only prop"T ends, what, then,
are the actual ends=-the ends actually pursued
by those, by whom, in tlus, as in every other
instance, the system of judicial procedure has
been framed?
If they have been men, these
ends have everywhere been their own personal
euds: the advancement of their own particular interests.
And what have been those particular interests!
On every occasion on which,
in each man's view of it, his interest would be
better served by misdecision,-misdecision
accordingly: on all other occasions, rectitude of
decision; tins being pursued, according to the
best of the man's judgment, for reputation's
sake: for reputation's sake, that so, by probity,
practised where it might be practised without
sacrifice, power might be increased:
tha.t
power, (for reputation is power,) under favour
of which, improbity, coupled with impunity,
might be practised, as often as advantage presented itself, III any sufficiently tempting shape,
as the fruit of it. Thus much as to what regards
thedtrectendofjustice:
then, as to what regards
the collateral ends, the swelling, to the utmost
amount, the aggregate mass of delay, vexation,
and expense: the expense for the sake of the
lawyer's profit extractable out of it : the delay,
with its attendant vexation, for the sake of the
opportunities which it affords for addition, to
the amount of profit-YIelding expense; of profit-yielding expense, in all cases; and of misdecision in every case, in which it presents
itself as prescribed by personal interest in any
shape, as above.
The founders of this same system, were they
men! or, if not, what were they? If roen, then
so it is that, in the circumstances in which they
acted, unchecked as they were, free as they
were from all check, applied or applicable by
the subject many, whose interests they were
thus disposing of-such,
in the framing of the
system, could not but have been the entU that,
from first to last, they had in view.
For, on
the constantly prevailing habit of self-preference, does the human species depend--depend,
not merely for its happiness, but for its existence.
No rule more important for the legislator's guidance;
no rule, on which, with
stronger determination,
his eyes, should, OD
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every occasion,remain fixed; no rule, against is it derived! From those things wluch are
which the eyes of menin general are more ob- actually done! In a small degree, yes; but
stinately closed. Yes: self-preservation it is in a very small degree: in a much greater dethat is the meeuary occupation,and, with the gree, from those things which, In the case in
exception of maternal care, the only necessary questionit is how erroneouslysoeversupposed,
occupation: Yes; on any extensive seale,social would, if the experiment were made, be done.
sympathy, and the conduct that flows from it,
In the teeth of their own experience, deis an article of luxury-the luxury of tbe most luded by tbose false eonesptions, which, in
highly polished life: the habitual enjoyment of books and speeches,the lawyer-tribe, with one
it, the privileged endowmentof here and there accord, are so indefatigable in disseminating,
a superior and superiorly cultivated mind.
it ISamong the expectanons, for example, of
Delay, uzation, and e.rpense,-these, in con- Englishmen in general, that, for injury in any
junction WIth Inisdecision, compose, in all its shape, law will afford them an adequate commodifications,the aggregate mass of all the pensation. All the while, the fact, the inconevils to which, taken by Itself, the system of tested and incontestable fact is, that to a vast
judicial procedure ISliable to give birth. Add proportion, probably to more than nine-tenths
flflcertainty, an evil, in the generation of which, of their number, the obtainment of any such
the main body of the law, whether by its compensation is, in every case, impossible.
silence or by Its language, shares and vies WIth And, for the opposinga perpetual bar to any
the system of procedure: add these together, increase in the number of those to whom it
you have the aggregate mass of evil, of which shall be possible, leaders in both factions. coris composed the patrimony of the fraternity rupuonists in possession,and corruptionists in
of lawyers: of the man oflaw, in all his shapes: expectancy, stood up but t'other day, stood
of lawyers, of all classes, and all ranks: of up in declared confederacy. Stood up, and
the attorney, of the advocate, of the Judge, of where Y Even in that House, the very name
his mimsterial instru:nents: of these, and, of which IS so happily become a name of reabove them all, of the patron. by "hom the proach in Europe.
judge, in all his shapes, ISappointed. Delay,
Thns stands the matter in England; the
vexation, and expense, as well in their natural country in which, till the birth of the Angloand inevitable, as m their factrnous, and pur- American United States, the plague of lawposely organized, forms: of evil in all these yers was least destructive. But, if thus in
shape" :I.S wcll III that III which it ISthe pur- England, how in Spain can it fall to be still
posed work of man, as that In which it is the worse!
work of that power, into the designs of which
To return to our officialpreacher of delay,
110 human eye can penetrate. No: ill no branch 1 the no less learned than gallant advocate of
whatever, III no place, at no tnne whatever, call Forms, in the great cause of Forms against
any system of government, that we see, or ever Substance.
The body of his sermon, ISnow,It
have seenestablished, havebeendirected toany IS hoped, understood. Come we now to the
other ohject than the particular good of those praencal mferences.
by whom it has been established: to the good
On my zeal, says llC," I exhort them" (the
ofthe su1dect many, no further than m as far as public)" to depend." On hi, zeal, for what t
it appeared to the rullll!/ (II', that, by serving Thus the explanation 15 at the same time
those beneath them, tlIPYwere, m some shape gncn: Ius zeal to do what he is professingto
or other, rendering RCl"YlCe to themselves. From do:" placing myself," says he, ,-above the inthe eyes of the multitude, these truths, incon- fluence of the passions,and hstenmg only to
testable as they are, have almost urn versally the vorceof justice 1"' And tins zeal-by what
been hidden: hidden by a covering of the was it called into action t By those laws, of
thickest and most universally and mdefati- course, under which he was actmg: by the
gahly employed imposture. Yet, only m pro- laws he speaks of, as those ., which regulate
portion as those same eyes are open to these the order of proceeding," those "IDviolable
same truths, can man be freed from the op- laws" (so he terms them)" which;' he says,
pression, depredation, and debasement, under .. are the only safeguard of liberty."
which, in every country, he still labours. In
Neither with the person of the gentleman in
every country! yes: even in the Anglo-Arnequestron have I any acquamtauce, nor, In rerican United States. For, though not at all lation to the reputation he bears, have I reby'despots, nor much by priests, even there is ceived any the slightest intimation: in rela~ion
he "deluded. Yeo: deluded he there is; and in to him, all that I have any eoncepnon of ISproportion to the delusion, preyed upon and the officialsituation he was occupying,and the
oppressed by lawyers ; by England-bred law- principles of the system of l~w nnde~which
yers, whose iron-rod, having been in the night he was acting. Now, of that ~ltuatIon,.mdeed,
of servitude, is still in the days of indepen- my concepuon wants something of b~lng dedence suffered to be wire-drawn out of a sys- terminate: but, of the system of law m questem of sham law, and that of foreign growthtion, my conception,is, so far as regards the
the English commonlaw.
present purpose, as determinate as I could
The good, whatever it be, that is derived desire it to be. This premised, ~twill, I hope.
from the judicial system, from whence, then, be sufficientlyunderstood, that, in whatever I
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may find oecasion to sa,y of him, it is to the
species only, and not to the individual, tha,t it
can have been intended to be applied.
And
so then, of this string of phrases is composed
the ground, on which the gentleman expects
us, our eyes shut all the while aga,inst the
manifold matters of fact which the case furnishes us WIth, expects us to rest the unbounded confidence which, by the word depend,
he calls upon us to repose: as if these words
were not just as easy to write as an- equal
number of other words of the same length: as
if acting were less common upon a bench than
upon a stage: as if it were not just as ca,sy
for the most dishonest, as for the most honest
man upon earth, to commit to paper,or to the
air, phrases of this sort, in whatever quantity
the purpose were thought to require: as if the
most notoriously rapacious and sordid hypocrites this country knows, were not every day,
not only pouring forth professions of virtue
such as these, but confirming them with appeals to God, and ever-ready tears,
In answer to this call, as one of the public, I will
here take the liberty of stating to him my
conception of the course WhICh, under the 111vitatron given him by those same" U!riulable
laU's," I "del'en(l"
upon his having pursued.
For the gratificatron of those same" passiolls"
to the influence of which, for no other reason
than that he has been at the trouble of saying so, he desires us to believe him to be so
effectually superior, he has been employing
these facilities which. for that same purpose,
under the cover of that \ oil of Impenetrable
secrecy, which they hav e 50 religiously thrown
over all Judicial proceedings, those same laws
have, in their bounty and their Wisdom,
been 80 careful to place m Ius hands.
Proceeding then, according to established order,
(for everything is 30Snothing in comparison
With established order,) he has begun With
taking an account of all such delmquents,
whose power of hurting him is such as to
exempt them from the necessity of coming
to market for his services: in favour of these,
the power, the unlimited and irresponsible
power of pardon, which, by the wisdom of
those same 130ws, has, by Its not being nominal, been rendered but the more effectually real-has
been exercised gratis.
Another
class, which he may, or he may not, have
taken the trouble of forming, has been composed of those, towards whom he has found,
in the sentiment of sympathy-in
any shape,
public or private - a, motive, of sufficient
strength to engage his exercising the godlike
attnbute
upon the same disinterested
and
magnanimous terms.
These two unprofitable
classes being deducted, remained the class
composed of all such other persons, in whose
Instance, upon due inquiry, a capacity of showing gratitude, in the pecuniary, or any other
more refined, though not less valuable shape,
has been found: and, in these instances, he
would have been wanting in what was due to

both parties, if he had not taken the requisite
measures for improving the capacity into act,
Uniting in his person, (if my inference from his
official title be not erroneous,) the military
character to the judicial, he would have been
an offender against the laws of gallantry, had
he neglected the opportunity afforded him by
those same "inciolable law," for applying
beauty to its appropriate use. In civil eases,
under the French edition of Rome-bred procedure, the goodness of a man's title depended,
nominally,
upon contracts
or conveyances,
really upon the beauty of a wife, sister, or
daughter, in the eyes of the most influential
Judge.
It was manifestly for this, amongst
other reasons, (for there could not have been a.
better,) that, under that system, personal solicitation was not only permitted but exacted.
When using the word " depend," I saidthis is the sort of conduct that I should depend,
upon his having pursued, it was because, in
the translation
of the judicial document in
question, depend was the word I saw before
me. Here, lest I should be doing injustice as
well to the gallant and learned gentleman as
to myself, depend, it may be proper I should
confess, would, in my view of the matter, be
rather too strong a word for the case. Dependence on the part of the contemplating
mind corresponds to certainty, on the part of
the event contemplated:
probability, though a
greatly preponderant
probability, IS all tha,t
I see here.
Such are the diversities in human
character, that, when corrupt laws, the fruit
of corruption, have done their utmost to lead
men into temptation,
this or that mdrvidual
there will still be, in whose instance effectual
resistance will have had place,
But, utterly
unacquainted
30"I am With everything belonging to the Gentleman in question, except his
situation, and the system of law under which
he has been acting, if I were obhged to lay 30
wager, I would lay at least twenty to one, not
to say a hundred to one, that, With any such
degree of mflexibility as that in which we have
seen han professing resistance, he has not resisted.
To make anything like a complete statement
of the ~rounds of this above-mentioned persuasion, would require a volume: it would require
a complete exposure of the system of those
same" inriolable laus:"
But, for the justification of such a persuasion, one single feature
in that system is quite sufficient j and that is
-the impenetrable darkness in which the whole
procedure is enveloped. You have seen already
the use and reason of this darkness.
In Spain,
30man must be more or less than man, if he
does not put it to this use. For Spain, put
Portugal, Italy, Germany: take any country
where Rome-bred law reigns; the case will be
little varied.
Cases excepted too minute to
be here worth mentioning, take this for an meontestible rule- ·Where there is no publicity.
(1 speak of judicatories.)
there i. '/'10 jmtiCC.
Oppression, depredation,
corruption-all
that
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thereis-everythingratberthanjustice.
Under
Rome-bred law,in the pleadings of advocates,
in here and there an instance perhaps, you will
see publicity admitted.
In pleadings, yes:
but upon what ground! Upon no other ground
than that which is formed by evidence, manufactured at pleasure under the veil of secrecy:
the cause thus corrupted m Its vitals, and in
the judicatory,
responsibility
destroyed:
destroyed-the
thing itself, and thence the sense
of it-by
the multitude of the judges.
From
the stage, at which, by forming a sort of partial succadaneum.howmadequate
soever, to an
ungarbled public, the multiplicity
of Judges
might apply some restraint to corruptionfrom this stage It stands excluded: the stage
at which it cannot be of any such use, that IS
the stage at which it is admitted.
By the
presence of almost any man, much more by the
presence of one invested With equal authority,
a Judge might, by the fear of divulgation, be
deterred from any such palpable injustice, as
the putting an ungrounded exclusion upon a
witness, or suppressing or falsifying any part
of hIS evidence.
But when, after a decision
already pronounced by one judicatory, a question comes in the way of appeal before another, and that other a many-seated
one, nothing IS there to hinder anyone member of it
from giving to his vote the direction, whatever
it be, that corruption indicates.
As to fear of
diru/gatlOn, no place is there for any such
thing.
How should there be! there ISnothing
to di1)ulqe.
So far as concerns individuals all this being
mere supposition, let us close WIth another
supposition which, to every generous and feeling mmd, will be a so much more acceptable
one. The conduct of the functionary is now
in perfect conformity WIth his professions: it
is without spot.
How irksome must it then
not be to him, to be all along actmg under a
system, under which, while he is acting, he cannot, by any discerning mmd, be regarded as
otherwise than more or less corrupt!
A system, by which he is placed in so degrading a situation-how
odious must It not be In
Ins eyes 1 how anxious must he not be, to embrace with the utmost promptitude
every the
smallest chance for seemg substituted
to this
foul and technical system a pure and natural
one! "Foul,"
I have said, and" technical."
But, when applied to a system of judicial procedure,foul
and technical will one day be universally understood to be synonymous terms:
teohnical being said of It, foul will be put aside
as superfluous.
As to the screen for corruption-the
screen
made out of the panegyric on delay and forms,
I have seen it in use these five and fifty years:
the name of the manufactory is visible on it.
Esprit des loiJ: the manufactory:
M ontesquuu
and Co. the name of the firm: a more convenient or fashionable article was never made.
In Montesquieu, as in Blackstone, whosoever ha.s_.tJlisrule m any shape to attack or to
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defend, may find this and that and t'other
t~ng,.that,
with more or less exactness of application may be seen or made to fit his purpose. If your wish is to pnt the business oft',
quote Montesquieu-you
may put it oft' as long
as you please: if your wish IS that it shall
come to nothmg, there is Montesquieu who
will do this for you Irkewise.
In addition to
increase of delay, vexation, and expense, the
forms invented by the lawyer tribe have had
everywhere for their object the enablinz them
to brmg a suit to nothing whenever they are
so disposed.
\Vhat has been done is found to
be unconformable to this or that same rule or
form: to a rule or form already made, If there
be an already made rule or form that is near
enough to the purpose; if not, to a new form,
which, on pretence of bemg found ready made,
is made to SUIt the purpose.
Behold here the
key, to a part, perhaps the greatest part, of
the absurdities, portentous as they are, which
may be seen swarmmg in every system of procedure that was ever made.
Made: to which
must be added-or
pretended to have been
made, in so far as it IS not exhibited in any
other shape than that of common, ahasuntN'itten,
alias imagInary, alias sham and counterfeit
law.
Montesquieu was a man of gallantry-a
bet
esprit-a fiue gentleman, and a philosopher.
But, before he was anything of all this, he was
a lawyer: a lawyer, bred up in the corruptions of Rome-bred judicature:
a French
Judge \\ ith the rank of President, in one of
those oppressive and predatory corporations
called Parliamente ; a name which, In all its
senses, WIll one day be as universally a term of
reproach as the Inquisitiol11salready.
WIthal!
his merits-and
pre-eminent most unquestronably they were-it
could not escape his sagacity, how intimate the connexion was between
his rank in society, and the respect entertained
for the abuses by which that rank was conferred.
A man, who has an abuse to defend, must
for that purpose, were it only for decency's
sake, ha-re a something with which he may be
supposed satisfied.
A~ to the something here
III question, If our Colonel Fiscal was more of
a Fiscal than of a Colonel, it IS no more than
he himself may naturally have provided himself with, and kept for use: If he was more of
a Colonel than of a FIscal, some other person
who was a fiscal without beiug a colonel, put
it perhaps into hIS hands.
It will continue to
be needed and to be used, so long as auy particle, either of the nuisance called Roman comman laU',orofthe nmsancecalledEnglish
comIIWI1 lau, remains unextirpated.
The disorder has been seen: it admits but
of one remedy. The disorder has for Its cause
a system of procedure, produced iu a dark age
by interests and designs, directed to ends opposite, In the degree that has been seen, to the
ends of justice.
The remedy, if it ever has
any, will be constituted by a system of proee-
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dure, produced in an enlightened age by interests and designs, directed from the first towards those only legitimate ends, and, from
first to last, pursuing the same undeviating
course. Thedifferencebetweenaworkdirected

to the one, and a work direeted to the other of
these opposite objects, will, in and by sucb a
work, have been rendered visibletoalleyea. In
the hands in which the power of the country is
-in these hands, will be then the choice.

ADVERTISEMENT TO TRACT THE THIRD.
In the beginning of November 1820, not long
after the time when the last of the four letters
just published" On tke Liberty of the Pre8Band
Public DiIroUSBion," was sent to Spain-the
letter, now for the first time printed in the
original, was sent by a mercantile friend of
Mr Bentham's to a correspondent at Lisbon,
to the intent that it might be there translated
into Portuguese, and the translation published.
Of that paper, whatever was the cause of the
failure, no tidings could ever be obtained.
When a.Il prospect of its answering its purpose
at Lisbon was at an end, another copy was at
length sent in the same manner to Oporto, and
had better fate, That at Oporto it found a
translator, and the translator a printer; and
that copies of it found their way to Lisbon, is
out of doubt. Of that translation, indeed, no
copy is yet known to have reached England.
What is much more to its advantage, the work
has, however, since then, received a translation, and that translation publication, from the
masterly pen of Dr Rocha, in his monthly paper, intitnled "0 Portuguese:" in which the

matter of it is applied and enforced by comments, as well as recommended by the warmest eulogiums.
Not long after the news arrived in London
of the formation of the Portuguese Cortes at
Lisbon, a packet, containing a copy of Mr
Bentham's works, such of them as could be
collected, was sent for that metropolis in the
same mauner. The design was--that communication should be made of the contents in such
manner as should be found practicable, and
judged most proper, to the newly constituted
authorities :-it was equa.Ilyunfortunate. The
failure being at length ascertained, &nother
such parcel was sent, and produced that sensation, of which a communication to Mr Bentham from the Cortes, a translation whereof is
annexed in the form of an Appendix to this
paper contains the expression. By him, nothing had been written on the occasion or on
the subject either time, to any person either
here or in Portugal.
lit July, 1821.

TRACT, No. III.
Letter to the Portugueu Nation, em antUJuated Comtitutiom; on the SpaniJ. Oomtitutiem conndered as a tiIwle, and em urtain defecu ob.erwble in it; in particular, the immutability-enacting, or infallibility-assuming, the non-re-eligibility-enacting, the Bkep-eompelling, and the bienfliality-enacting

claum.

PORTUGUESE!
You hear me from England. You will have
heard of me from Spain. Hear the voice of an
unbought,an unexpecta.nt friend. Hear a voice,
which, for more than fifty years, has been labouring to qualify itself for addressing you as
it does now.
1. First, as to Constitution. Take example
by your friends in Na.ples. Do as they did.
Adopt it as a mass: time admits not of picking a.nd choosing. Exceptions, few in number,
simple in conception, mighty in import, I will
point out presently. In the scheme of representation, you see the basis. Take it for all
iu all, nothing as yet practicable can be so
good for you. For them it is good; for you it
will be still better: this you shaJl see. To
find ready made a work already so suitable, is
a blessing too great for expectation; an adva.nta.ge beyond all price. Somewhat which

I should otherwise have said, I am stopped
from saying by an odd accident. With the excaption of some details, which necessity exeluded from Spain, it is exactly the same with
the scheme which, without concert, I was planning exactly at the same time. Mine, ere you
receive this, will be courting your acceptance.
In both, you may see uni'l!enality, _ecy,
equality, and annuality or bienniality of suffrage; in mine, annualit!l; in the Spanish,
bienniality, substituted to annua.lity by a local
necessity-a necessity which you will see:
and which, unless you make it so, is not yours.
In mine, as in the English, OM stage of election: In this Spanish, four. Oh monstrons
complication! But perhaps it conld not there
be otherwise. I am sure it could Dot have
been as mine is.
2. Now secondly as to Cortes. Look abroad
or not, a Cortes you have of course. But, un-
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der the ome name, lurks the difference bePortuguese! thank heaven! this reason aptween life and death. The question is between plies not to you. You are not cursed with the
fresh and stale. The stale was bad, even everlasting presence of an arch-enemy: an
when fresh: what then would it be now! The enemy who, if a man, is, in his situation, nelast you had was in 1640: 1640 is not 1820: cessarily an implacable one.
these figures suffice for proof. The Cortes of
2. Exception the second: the fWn-re-eligibi1640 is that which the late regency would lity clause: Articles 108, llO, the clause which
have given you; it therefore suited their pur- excludes from the next Cortes all the members
pose; it therefore would have defeated yours: of the first. Experience is the mother of wisanother short argument, yet of itself a suffi- dom, says a proverb which can hardly be pecient one. Before that ofl640, had there been culiar to the English language. No, says the
a thousand, in none of them would the inte- author of this arrangement: not Experience,
rest of the ,u~ct many have been the first ob- but Inexperience. Either that is what he says,
ject of regard: in none of them any other than or thiB:- In a Iegislatire assembly, wisdom is
that of the ruling one, and that of the 8flb-rttl- worse than useless.
ing felD. The one thing needful is that by
Oh but (says somebody) men might, but for
which the interest of ruler is made the same this, give, each of them, perpetuity to hIS
with that of subject; of representative with power. Oh yes, so they might, and would:
that of constituent. ThIs is what the Spanish were it not for the power which you give to
constitution may be brought to do for you. the people-that power of removing them-all
This iswha.tyourold stale constitution never did, and each of them-at the end of every two
nor ever would be brought to do, for any body. years: which two years, were it not for UltraExcepnons I have prepared you for.
maria, would be but one year. What! is it
Exception 1. The immutability-enacting, then so sure a thing, that, under a free mode
alias the infalhbility-assunung clause. This of election, should the majority of the repreis what my respect for Spam makes me almost sentatives show themselves unfit, the majority
ashamed to name. Amendment-none for of their constituents would re-elect them noteight years to come, and nobody can say for withstanding, and that such would be the orhow much longer! As well might it have dinary result! If so,then not only is this sysbeen said, no amendment till the end of time. tem of representation radically a. bad one, but
The longer the thing continued without change, so is every system of representation whatsothe stronger would be the reasons against ever.
change: the longer would be the experience of
Appropriate moral aptitude-appropriate
the needlessness of change. Immutability in intellectual aptitllde--appropriate active tathe work, assumes infallibility in the work- lent-in these may be seen the three elements,
man: infallibility, (for such was the hurry.) of which, in this as in every other situation,
without so much as time for thought. I, who the perfection of appropriate aptitude is comhave been thinking of such matters for more posed. Which of these elements is it that, by
thanfifty years, would no more think ofgiving a this exclusion, it is intended to secure! As
twelvemonth's immutability to any such work to appropriate moral aptitude-the
inhibition
of mine, than I would set myself up for that does not merely prefer untried men to tried;
Being who is as immutable as infallible. Nor, it puts an inexorable exclusion upon whoever
though infallibility were conceded, would it i has been tried; either it prefers chance to eerreconcile the arrangement with sanity. Tying tamty; or, to secure certainty, it excludes
up all other hands, the legislator tied up his it. Apply this to appropriat<J intellectual apown in the same bonds. The infallible of to- titude, or (to use the word of parade) lDiBdom:
day, will he not be at least as infallible to- here the absurdity is still more glaring. M0morrow! Or would infallibility decrease as ral aptitud6, or if you please, probity, haVIng
experience increased.
more in it of a negative than a positive aspect,
Alas! this is not the only instance in which i if, at the commencement of a man's career, it
what IS most absurd upou the face of it may is entire, habit cannot, as to its principal part,
be made not only reasonable but necessary, by make any addition to it. Not so intdleotual
a reason which is not, because it cannot be, aptitude. Especially with reference to a situavowed. For this absurdity, glaring as it is, anon such as that in question, is it possible,
Spaniards (80 they tell me) had a reason, and decay of faculties apart, that at the end of the
I fear too good an one. What was feared was man's career, be it long or short, it should not
a relapse. The resource was-to anchor the be greater than at the commencement ¥ And,
constitution at the highest mark at whIch the in regard to adioo talent, the case is too nearly
flux should carry it, and thus to guard against the same to need distinguishing.
the reflux which the remnant of despotism
If rawness is a. security for aptitude, let not
could not but labour to produce. The anchor the public, in any part of the field of thought
dropped, &8 often as any retrograde proposi- and action, be Without the benefit of it. Aption shall be made, a short answer is now ply it to the fine arts: apply it to the ordinary
ready for it. "The eonsntution is unchange- arts. When a history painter has practis~d
able: you have sworn to it: this measure would painting for two yea.rs-(I should have said
ehauge it."
for eight months, for in the Spanish Cortel!
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year, there are bnt'four months}-inhibit him
then from practising it any longer: at any rate,
till an interval of two years has elapsed: and
80 in the case of the smith, the carpenter, and
the weaver. Or is the perfection of appropriate aptitude so much more quickly as well as
surely attained in legislator's work, than in
smith's and carpenter's work!
Note now the application which this same
flO1I-re-eligibility clause makes of the power of
punishment and rewards. When no delinquency is so much as imputed, it intlicts punishment without mercy. The utmost punishment which it is in the power of constituents
to intlict on representatives in case of the most
enormous and flagrant breach of trust, is-forbearing to re-elect them. This punishment
the clause inflicts without discrimination upon
the most guilty and the most meritorious:
upon the most meritorious, upon no other
ground than that of a possibility of their having
been guilty, refusing to them the possibility of
proving themselves not to have been guilty, in
the eyes of their natural Judges; those Judges
who, in each individual case,have before them
a.llthe means of judging which the case affords,
while the legislator has not any.
Trne it is, that, after two years of destitntion, the capacity of being re-elected revives.
But this circumstance only gives complication
to the case, without making any material
change in the mass of argument, and without
making any change in the practical conclusion.
Thus to neglect details and proportions, is
among the effects and marks of rawness in the
business of legislanon. Agamst some experienced or apprehended evil, an expedient presents itself, as affording the promise of a remedy. Imagination, heated by self-love, swells
it; it takes possession of the mind, fills up the
cavity, and keeps the door fast shut against
all counter-considerations.
In case of delinquency, deemed such by the
competent judges, in case of delinquency, how
pernicious and flagrant soever, it secures the
delinquent against the natural punishment-the punishment flowing, without need of prosecution-flowing as it were of itself, out of
the offence;-arising without any of that uncertainty, delay, vexation, and expense, which
in a greater or less proportion is inseparable
from judicial procedure: and which, in the
system most eulogised is swelled by an enormous mass of all those evils artificially accumulated. This punishment consists in the
suffering produced by the loss of the power 80
misused: a result, for the production of which
nothing more is needed than a sort of negative
operation, if so it may be called, in the situation to which the power stands attached.
On the other hand, at the same time, in case
of good conduct, it excludes him from the correspoudent and natural reward: in ease of
good conduct, how pre-eminently meritorious
soever.
To obtain admission for such a regulation,

something more must, of course, have been
said. But I should be curious to see this something: and to see it confronted with what is
above.
Let me recollect. A something more, I
think, I have sometimes heard of. Of the annual recurrence of the capacity of being removed, the result (I have heard say) is the
perpetuity of inaptitude. To its paradoxicality does this position seem to me indebted
for whatever reception it may have obtained.
When, from a miud to which a. certain degree
of sagacity is ascribed, a position wearing upon
the face of it a hue of absurdity is seen to
come, credit is apt to be given for somelatent
truth at the bottom of it. But, in this case,
mark the logic. Of the supposed effect--namely,inaptitude in some shape or other-the existeuce is, in the first place, taken for granted.
Taken for granted! But on what ground t
For it, there is no evidence: against it, there
is-there never cau fail to be, a host of evidences-the opinions of all who, by concurring
in the election, have giveu their attestation to
the man's aptitude. Sitting in his closet, taking in hand this or that individual case, the
author of the paradox takes representatives in
the lump, without evidence, and without other
ground than this theory of his, pronounces
them unapt. And what representatives 1 All
that have ever sitten, or can ever sit a second
year, after having sitten a first: or, if these
numbers be objected to, let him change them,
till he comes to say-all who have sitten a
fifty-first year after sitting a fiftieth. Individually taken, what does he know of them t
next to nothing; perhaps nothing; while the
electors know, each of them, of the representative he had voted for, as much as he pleases.
But the electors, those too in their situation
he pronounces unapt : unapt to form any judgment respecting the aptitude of their 'representatives. These electors-how many of
them does he know-know in auy such sort as
to be qualified for pronouncing a judgmeut on
their aptitude! not one perhaps in a. hundred.
3. Exception the Third; the ,leep-compeUing
clause. Articles 106, 107: duration of the time
for business, three months of each year in
course; one month more at the utmost; nor
this, but at the instance of the king, or of twothirds of the deputies: forced sleep, eight
months or nine months. So much for actual
law: now as to reason and eqJedieficy.
If there be one thing more impossible than
another, surely it will be-the saying at any
time of the year, upon any sure grounds, what
time may be requisite and sufficient to the
business: to the business that may, in the
course of the remainder, happen to require to
be doue. If such must still be the case-in a
year when everything has long been settled,
how much more necessarily mnst it not be the
case, at a time at which scarce anything has
as yet been settled! If such be the case,
where the business is familiar to the ma.jority
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of the hands, how much more necessarily must
it not be the case, when, as yet, whether by
necessity, or, as above, by institution, there
can be no hands to It, but new ones! If such
be the case, In a nation which (lIke the French)
is more apt to go beyond the proper pace than
fall short of it, in how much greater a degree
must It not be the case In a nation, which, if
proverbs arc not slanderers, is so much more
apt to fall short of the mark, than to go beyond
it!
Under these circumstances,
comes the
Spamsh legislator, and inhibits himself and his
fellow-workmen from working more than three
months out of the twelve in ordinary cases,
more than four month. at the utmost in the
most extraordmary
cases.
Thus then it is,
that the union of Kmg and Cortes-=the supreme
power in the state, IS doomed to impotence.
To Impotence, and by what!
By a spell comPOBI'U of half a dozen hnes, for which, at any
rate, not a gram of reason has been assigned or
produced, w hatever may have been" found.
4. Example the Fourth;
the biemuaiity
clause.
Another amendment, my friends, you may'
perhaps see reason to make: though it shrmks
into msrguificance when brought mto comparison With anyone of the three former.
ThIS
is, the subsntutmg annuality of election to the
Spanish bienniahty,
Of the bicnmahty, the
cause is evident enough: it hes in Ultra maria.
Had the duration grven to the trust been no
longer than one year, a quantity of time equal
to the whole of the time allotted to the business they Will be sent for. might have been
consumed III voyages and Journeys to and fro:
as it 1&, scarcely more than half this propertion of time will perhaps be thus wasted.
Ultramana
being thus mentioned, let me
congratulate
you, my friends, on your being
unencumbered with this nuisance,
The King
of the Brazile has already eased you of so much
of It: of' that part, in comparison With which all
t lre rest is next to nothmg.
This remnant, I
take for granted, you Will sit still, and see lum
keep or take, Without any attempt to hinder
hun. John the Sixth will not wage war with
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John the Sixth: the European King with his
American self; the constitutional
King, with
the as yet non-constitutional
KIng. You will
look down with an eye of sympathy on your
neighbours
the Spaniards, who are still encumbered and drained by the sort of nuisance
of which you are rid. Unite yourselves to
those same neighbours by the closest bonds.
I dare not speak the nature of them. You
have the same Interests: you have the same
dangers: at the worst, forbear to add to those
dangers by any disagreement between one half
of the peninsula and the other half.
Note now, one in particular, of the bad effects
of an immutability-enactmg
clause. Inhibitmg
leqal, It necessitates
and produces anti-leoai
changes. To amendment,it substitutes VIOlatIOn
-VIOlatIOn of the law-and
by whom 7 By the
legislator himself': by him whose example ISthe
highest and most impressrve of all examples.
If, in his breast, the propensity to violation
finds no bar, how can it be expected It should
I in any inferior
ones!
Such, then, is the tenI deney at least of an immutability-exactmg
clause, to plant anarchy, and to destroy con: fidence.
I
Now for an example.
In article 108," the
deputies," it IS said, "shall be renewed entireiu,
every two years."
Lest this should not be
precise enough, by artrcle 110, the deputies
i cannot be elected" a second time Without another deputation intervening;"
that I", (adds
the zeal of the English translator.}' a member
is not eligible to two successive parliaments."
Thus stands the law. How, under this law,
stands the fact 1 Amongst Its members, this
second Cortes beholds in multitudes, and beholds with universal congratulanon,
those who
had sitten In the last precedmg Cortes. In the
, decree, by which the constitution was estabI lished,
was any amendment made as to this
clause 1 If yes, then was the nnmutabihty
clause violated; if no, then was the non-re-eligibihty clause violated.* 'Yhleh of the two was
the case, has not reached the ear of
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JEREMY

BENTHAU.

"* * In the original edition there is an Appendix of documents relating to a " Commuuication from the Portnguese Cortes to Mr Bentham, respectmg the Translation of the whole Collecuon of his works into Portuguese by order of the Government."
These will be found already

" On the subject of non-re-ehgibility, the author will be found to have modified his views when he
eame to express them more dehmtively In the Constitutional Code --See Book ii. Ch. vi. Sect. 25,
(vol, ix p.172.)
The grounds on which he chiefly founded his plan of exceptIOns to re-ehgibihty are,
that" supply of competent and experienced persons may by means of it .be kept in existence to alford
the electors a free ehoice : and the arguments employed are not contradictory to those gIVen above.1:.(1.
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The Appendix

is fol-

In the TraWler of Tnesday, Jnly 17, 1821, appeared, and from thenee in other pape1'll appeared, the following pa.ra.gra.ph sent from the Post-OiIi.ce as being a translation from a Portuguese paper :" Lisbon, -Inne 29.-1n the Sitting of the Cortes of the 26th, a letter from Mr Jeremy Bentham was read, and the President sa.id, the Assembly could not but be highly gratified with
the approbation given to their labours by the first political writer of Europe.
It was ordered
to be printed in Portuguese and English, not to lose the force and beauty of the expression."
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LETTERS TO THE CONDE DE TORENO.
ADVERTISEMENT.
THE history of the present publication is as
follows:
At the writing of the ensuing Letter, in so
far as ajudgment, which it has more than once
happened to me to hear pronounced, is correct,
-the
writer of it-the
Conde de TorenQ~ne
of the Deputies to the Spanish Cortes from the
province of Asturias, of the 149 European Deputies the only one whose name is a titled
name,-was
one of the most influential men,
not to say the most influential man, in all
Spain.
On the 9th of August, 1821, without any
antecedentintercourse,orpreYiousexpectation
on my part, I had the honour of receiving it
from him. It is in the following terms :PARIS, Ie 6 .AoUt 1821.
Monsieur J. Bentham,
MONSIEUR,
Notre commun ami Mr Bowring veut bien
se charger de vous faire passer le volume cijomt, qui comprend le projet du Code penal
presente par Ie Comite .. la deliberation
de
Cortes, qUI doit aVOIr heu l'hiver prochain.
Vous y verrez des choses bonnes, d'autres fort
mauvaises,
N'allez pas pourtant vous effrayer, Monsieur, des articles qui parlent sur la
relIgion: eel .. ne passera pas: le tems des persecutions en Espagne n'existe plus, et, malgre
toutes les lois, il y a dans le fait nne tolerance
tres grande.
Je soumets, Monsieur, .. vos lnmieres et a la profondeur de votre esprit, et de
vos connaissances, ce projet.
Ayez Ia complaisanee de me faire passer vos observations
, "
.'
d I~I aux derniers jours de Se,ptembre, que Je
dois ,retourner en Espagn~.: Je vous e~ serai
ext~eme~ent
redev~ble:
J ~n. profiterai ?ans
la dISCUSSion. A qUI pourrais-je en effet mieux
m'adresser, qu'au constant defenseur de l'humanite, et au profond ecrivain de tant d'ouvrages celebres sur la Iegrslation l
Soyez sur, Monsieur, du plaisir, et meme du
devoir, que je me ferai, d'ecouter YOSconseils
et d I'empressement
que
d. ans ce tt ~ rna tiere
.Ie,
e
"
Je mettrai 1?UJo.urs de vous ofi'rir I hommage
d~ m?n a~mU'atlOn, et de ma. profonde eonsideration,
LE COlIITEDE TORENO.
.. TRASSI..\TIO".

P ARI~, otlt .flIpll.t. 111'21.
lIlr J. Bentham,
SIR
Our common friend }lr Bowring has the good-

I

I

On the 22d of tha.t same month (August,
1821,) and not before, I received the work
which it announces.
On the 11th of September 1821, the Count
being still at Paris, I sent off In manuscript,
directed to him at that capital, by the post,
the first of these seven Letters.
The succeeding ones were directed either to him at Paris,
to the care of the Spanish Mission there, or to
him at Madrid.
The day, on which the last
of them was sent off, was the second of November, 1821.
The reader, as he proceeds, can scarce fail
to be more or less curious, to have some conesption of the result produced by it, on the
part of the two distingurshed statesmen pnncipally concerned :-Comte Toreno, at whose
instance, the observations were made and communicated; and .Jlr Calatrara, Chairman of
the Legislation Committee of Cortes, composed
of five members, by whose names the work
which is the subject of them stands authenticated.
To this curiosity, such imperfect satisfaction,
as is in my power, IS here afforded.
Its principal aliment will be-a second Letter, of the
26th September, 1821,from the same illustrious
hand.
The reader Will naturally enough exness to undertake to forward to you the accompanymg volume, containmg the project of the Penal
Code, present<;i hy the Committee for t.he dehbera~lOn o! the Cortes, at Its next winter S meetmg.
You WIll see In It some good t~IDgs. others very
bad. Do, not however frrghten ) ourself, SIr, aho~t
those articles which speak of rehgion: they WIll
not pass' in Spain the time of persecutions IS no
longer m existence: and. spite of all laws, a very
extensive toleration has place in fact. I submit
this proposed Code, SIr, to the consideration of
your enlightened mind, Do me the favour to convey to me your observations on It between this and
the last days of September, at which tIm~ I shall
be on my return t~ SpaID. I shall be highly obhged ~y your so doing, I shall make my profit of
them lD the course of the dISCUSSIOn.An address
of this sort-to whom could It be made with more
propriety, than to the constant defender of the
principles of humanity, to the profoundly thmking
author of so many celebrated works Oil legislatIon?
Be assured, SIr, of the pleasure, and even of the
sense of dutv, WIth WhICh I shall attend to your
suggestIOns on this subject, and of the eagerness
WIth VI hieh I shall embrace every occasion 01 offerIllg to you the homage of my admiration and of my
high consideration,
LE COllTE In: TORE:\O.
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pect to find it in tbis place. But as, at that
time, the three first of these Letters of mine
were on Count Toreno's table, any conception, which could be conveyed by that Letter
of his to a person not acquainted with the
contents of those same Letters to which his
bears reference, would be altogether inadequate. For this reason,-this, together with
all such further explanations as can be given,
are referred to the conclusion of these Letters,
and will be found under the head of Supplemental AlherliBement. Suffice it in this place
to mention, that, by that second letter of the
Count's, his consent to that intention of publication, which the reader will find declared by
me, is Signified.
Note.-In Letter I. (p. 491,) the reader will
see certain positions, mentioned as designed to
accompany the offer of an all-comprehensive
and rationalized Code; and to serve as heads
to so many sections in that address. In the
list of these positions, though substantially
they remain the same, considerable changes in
respect of order and expression have presented
themselves: and the tenor of the offer is intended to undergo a correspondent change.
In the four first, no change is proposed to be
made. But to the seven succeeding ones, the
eight which here follow are now intended to
be substituted.
5. The greatest happiness of the greatest
number requires-that, for the function exercised by the drawing of the original draught
of such a Code, the competitors admitted be
as many as, without reward at the public
expense, can be obtained: and so for that of

proposing alterations in such draught as shall
have been adopted. Plan for obtaining competitors.
6. The greatest happiness of the greatest
number requires-that, for the drawing of any
such draught, no reward at the public expense
be given.
7. The greatest happiness of the greatest
number requires-that, every draught so given
in be, from beginning to end, if possible, the
work of a single hand.
8. The greatest happiness of the greatest
number requires-that, such original draught
being the work of a single hand, it be known
to be so.
9. The greatest happiness of the greatest
number requires-that, such original draught,
being the work of a single hand, it be known
whose the hand is.
10. The greatest happiness of the greatest
number requires-that, for the drawing of the
original draught, all foreigners be admitted
into the competition: and that in so far as applieable,-uniess it be in all particulars taken
together decidedly inferior, the draught of a
foreigner be employed in preference.
11. On the part of an ind~al,
proposing
himself as draughtsman for the original draught
of a Code of laws, williugness or unwillingness
to interweave in his draught a rationale as
above, is the most conclusive preliminary test,
and that an indispensable one, of appropriate
aptitude in relation to it.
12. On the part of a Mer, willingness or
unwillingness to see established an all-comprehensive Code, with its rationale as above, is
among the most conclusive tests of appropriate
aptitude, in relation to such his situa.tion.

LETTER I.
Oacasion.-lnadequate thu E.romination.-A pre-Established Standard 'lMnting.-A
an_Md.-Thill
Corruporulenoe
mUll be publio- Why.
QUEEN'S

SQUARE PLACE, WESTXINIlTBR,

&pt. 11, 1821.

SIR,-On the 9th last, I received, in due
course, through the House of our friend, the
letter with which you have been pleased to
honour me. On the 22d last, and not before, I
received the work which it announced (" Proyecto de Codigo Penal,") and to which it bears
reference. So far as regards myself, that letter of yours will assuredly not be lost: nor
yet to the world at large, so far as there is any
truth in the supposition, that any beneficial
effect in any shape will be produced by any
thing that comes from my pen: for, among the
testuncnialswhich I may ere Iong have occasron
to produce, it will shine with its due lustre.
When, in speaking of the effects producible by the treasures you have put in my
hands, I have said thus much, I have, I
fear, said little less than all whieh there is

Standard,

to be said; for, by any particular remarks
which I could find occasion to make on the
work in question, I see, I must confess, but
very little probability of my being able to render any service worth your notice. No such
remarks could present any chance of being of
use, otherwise than by means of a reference
made by them, expressly or tacitly, to some
standard of right and wrong, considered as
already established. Of no attempt towards
the establishment of any such standard do I
know, other than that which is contained in
my own works: which standard I am about
to endeavour at the completion of, and, should
life last me a year or two longer, not altogether without hope of success. This standard I
term the Rationale of the Code: and, in the
Code which I am about to begin to draw up,
the matter of it will be interwoven throughout
with that of the several proposed arr&n&e-
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ments, which it is employed to explain, justify, and show the grounds of. Here then, apt
or nnapt, will be a standard, by which, if it
be thought worth while, the work in question
may in any part be judged of: but, without
it, were I to take the proposed Code in hand,
with a view to the making remarks on particular parts of it, I should never know where
or how either to begin or end.
By the whole tenor of your letter, as well
as the declared and only possible object of it,
I am not only authorized but compelled to believe, that the more extenAive any communication made by me on the subject may be, the
more acceptable it will be to you; for, the
subject to which you are pleased to invite my
attention is no less than the whole of the projected Penal Code, not merely this or that one
of the particular arrangements
contained in
it. Now, then as to this matter, the case stands
thus-Exactly
what you express your wishes
to see me do, it is not in my power to do, with
any the least prospect of good effect : in process of time, however, I am not only willing
and desirous, but actually endeavouring to do
that and a great deal more. In the following
poritions, which form the heads 01' titles of so
many seotions, the sort of work I am alluding
to is expressed more correctly as well as concisely than I could in any other way express it.
Positions, designed to accompany the offer
of an all-comprehensive and rationalized Code.
They form the titles of so many seotions, the
,/latter of which gives the proofs.
Section 1. In every political state, the
grea.test happiness of the greatest number requires, that it be provided with an all-oomprehermre body of law.
2. The greatest happiness of the greatest
number requires, that such body of law be
throughout accompanied by its rationale: i. e.
with an indication of the reason« on which
the several arrangements
contained in it are
grounded, and by which they are elucidated
and justified.
3. The greatest happiness of the greatest
number requires, that these reasons be such
throughout as shall show the conduci!le1leu of
those several arrangements
to the all-comprehensive and only defensible end thus expressed.
4. The greatest happiness of the greatest
number requires, that in this rationa-le, the
severa.! reasom or sets of reasons be contiguously attached, to the several arrangements
to
which they respectively apply.
* 5. The greatest happiness of the greatest
number requires, that, of this all-comprehensive body of law, with its rationale, the whole
ground-work or first draught be, if possible,
the work of a M7I1le hand.
6. The greatest happiness of the greatest
• See above, p. 490, where in the a.dvertisement
of the first edition other positions are declared to
be substituted for all after the 4th.-E<I.
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nnmber requires, that, being the work of a.
single hand, the work in question be k1W1J!1I to
be so.
7. The greatest happiness of the greatest
number requires, that the work in question
being the work of a single hand, and known
to be so, it be known whose that hand is.
8. The greatest happiness of the greatest
number requires, that, aptitude in other respects not being inferior, the hand, of which
the discourse in question is the work, be that
of a foreigner, rather than that of a native.
9. The greatest happiness of the greatest
number requires, that the work be, if possible,
performed in the ordinary sense of the word
qratuitousl!J: in such sort, that no determinate
factitious reward, in any shape, at the hand of
any person, shall be either received or expected for it; but that, under that restnction,
the number of rival works be the greatest obtainable.
10. On the part of any proposed draughtsman, willingness, or unwillingness
to interweave in his draught a rationale, as above, is
the most conclusive test, and that an indispensable one, of appropriate
aptitude in relation
to it.
11. On the part of a ruler, teillingness, or
unwillingness
to see established an all-comprehensive Code with its rationale, as above,
IS among the most conclusive
tests of appropriate aptitude, with reference to such his
situation.
Of these positions the design is, to form the
ground of an offer to compose the sort of work
therein described; viz. the first draught of au
all-comprehenriu
and rationalized Code for
whatever nation or nations it may find able
and willing to give acceptance to it. This
paper is very nearly finished; and, when revised, endeavours will be used to get a copy
or copies of it conveyed to Madrid, If in print,
as I believe it must be, copies shall be endeavoured to be sent to you, in any number you
may be pleased to command, and through any
channel or channels you may be pleased to indicate.
Copies will likewise be sent to Portugal: where, consistently With the disposrtion
already manifested, acceptance can scarcely
be refused. As to anv other countries to which
It may happen to them to be conveyed, the
nature of the case renders any express mention
of them unnecessary.
On this occasion, an idea I must beg of you
to bear in mind is--that,
in whatever I write
with a view to Spanish law as above, the greatest happiness of the greatest number, as per
articles 4 and 13 of the Constitution,
is the
object I have in view, and employ my labours,
such as they are, in the endeavour to give increase to: and that accordmgly, subordmate to
that end must necessarily be, whatever I can
do in compliance with the wishes of this or
that individual, how exalted soever Ius situation and reputation may be.
Sometime ago. I received from Mr Antonio
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Argut'lles the honour of an invitation simila.r
to this of yours. It had, however a determinate and compara.tivelylimited subject-matter,
-the use proper to be made of the institution
of a. Jury. Tha.t gentleman had already received copies of'all such of my works as I had
been able to collect. He had even, without my
knowledge, from the spontaneous and self-sacrificing generosity of a. friend of mine, received duplicates of a considera.ble number of
them. Not long after my receipt of his letter,
a work of mine on a part of that subject, viz.
Special Juries, a work, which, a.fter having
been printed, had for ten years been suppressed by the fears of a bookseller, was obtained of that bookseller by another, and published. The Spanish mission took charge of a
copy for Mr Arguelles: no letter accompanied
it. I have not heard whether it has been received. Taken up out of its proper order, anythmg that I could find to say on that or any
other particular subject, without reference to
the tout-ensemble, could not be anything like
satisfactory to my own mind: it could not
contain anything that I should choose to abide
by. I have, however, at different times dieta.ted to an amanuensis a few premature and
undigested thoughts, which I may perhaps
endeavour to forward to him: but whether in
manuscript or print I cannot yet determine:
at any rate, sooner or later, they are intended
to appear in print.
On the occasion of an intercourse such as
this, public virtue and the greatest happiness
of the greatest number, stand exposed to a
danger of which, Sir, you are perhaps not
aware. The functionary consultin.q has points
of his own to compass. For support, he looks
out for tlus or that individual, whose reputanon with reference to the subject IS more or
less established. He applies to him for his
opinions-e-on the whole subject-matter, or on
particular parts or points in it. The opinions
come. What is the consequence 1 In so far as
they suit Ius views, he makes use of them: in
so far as the name of the author appears needful to give support to the opinions, mention is
made of It: in so far as this is not the case,
the matter is sunk or appears under another
name.
A short supposition will serve to exemplify
my conception of the effect. I say-Let the
Code pass: but the duration given to it will
be, I hope, but temporary . You say-Let the
Code pass: even Bentham, after all he has
said against it, says so. Supposing this your
wish, what should hinder you 1 who could even
blame you! All this you see is but supposition: but it will serve to convey to you my
conception of the mischief in question, just as
well as if it were fact ; as in part indeed you
will find it to be.
So much for the functionary
consulting.
Now as to the individual consulted. Flattered
with the notice taken of him, he gives opinions,
and to whatever extent suits his purposes.

But whether for the sake of the public or no,
at any ra.te for the sake of his own reputation,
and the pleasure of seeing exercise given to
his power, his wish is, to see effect given to
the thoughts he communicates. In respect of
these his wishes, he feels himself at the same
time in a state of entire dependence on the individual by whom he has been consulted. To
render his communications as acceptable as
may be to this patron of his, is therefore an
object he must not lose sight of. How is that
to be done l By rendering his suggestions as
favourable as may'be to the patron's supposed
wishes, that is, to his supposed particular interests and prepossessions. If no opinion contra.ry to his own is delivered in this view, at.
any ra.te he forbears to give any opinion which
in hie expectation would give offence. Towha.t
good end indeed should he! Nothing that the
functionary consulting finds unpleasant to him,
can the individual thus consulted entertain
any reasonable expectation of seeing employed
by him.
Here then is an individual, native or foreigner no matter, whose thoughts on the subject in question, on the supposition of his competence, the statesman in office is desirous of
seeing. Is it for his own sake t His desire
will be to see no more of them than what may
suit his partieular purposes, and these he will
keep to himself, or make use of in such proportion and manner as may be best adapted to
that purpose. Is it for the sake of the public!
His desire will be to see the whole Without
limitation, to see it displayed to the best advantage, and to see the whole public in possession of it.
Proceeding upon the supposition, that my
notions on the subject of Legislation have been
fortunate enough to obtain a place in your reregard, all, therefore that I can do consistently
with the principles above submitted to yon, all
that I can do (I mean except the trifle which
I shall mention presently, and which I cannot.
do but in the particular way which I shall
also mention, and I have accordingly taken
measures for it) is to beg your acceptance of a.
copy of three pamphlets, in which I have at
different times used my endeavours, but as yet
for the most part with very little success, to
submit to the Spanish nation my ideas on severa.l points of cardinal importance.
They are as follows :
1. The tract on the once proposed chamber
of the privileged orders in the Cortes. (This
stands first in one of those three pamphlets.)
A translation, for which I was indebted to the
pen of Mr Mora., was read, if I may believe
the newspapers, in the Cortes: it was even
fortunate enough to be followed by unequivocal tokens of approbation on the pa.rt of tha.t
august assembly, if I may believe the information received through various cha.nnels,
public and private, unconfirmed as it is by
any communication from the assembly itself.
2. Observations on Judgt' Advocate Hermo-
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om's panegyric on Jttdicial delays, &c. (It
stands second. in the a.bove-mentioned pamphlet.) A copy was, with a view to publication,
sent to Mr Mora, and in process of time, on
presumption of its failure, another copy was
sent by our friend to a friend of his at Cadiz.
I am not certain whether the receipt of the first
copy has ever been acknowledged, and I am
certain that no acknowledgment of the receipt
of the second copy has been received here.
3. The letter to the Portuguese
Nation,
chiefly turning on some supposed imperfections
in the Spanish Constitutional Code. (It stands
3rd and last in the above-mennoned
pamPh-1
let.)
This found I know not what translator
and publisher at Oporto: it would therefore
be rather extraordmary,
if some copies of the
translation
have not long before this found
their way to Madrid.
4. The pamphlet on the Liberty of the Press
and Public Discuuion."
Of this, two copies,
the second on the presumption of the failure
of the first, were Bent to Madrid, addressed
also to Mr Mora, and in a letter written by
that gentleman, (I believe it was during the
time of his being in confinement,) he mentions
his having gone about half way ill a translation of it.
5. The remaining pamphlet of the three,
intituled Ob.erMtions on the restriatire and
proJtibitory commercial system, especially !Dith
reference to the Decree of the Spanish Cortes of
July 1820,t was not, like the above-mentioned
ones, sent to Spain, or anywhere else, in manuscript.
At a time eonsrderably posterior to
the transmission of the latest of the abovementioned tracts, by the spontaneous care of
my friend Mr Bowring, whose name stands on
the title page, it was committed in the first
instance with additions from him, to the English press: and, if I am not much disappointed,
a copy must ere now have reached your hands.
(So lIkewise of the two others.)
Of this, you
will, ere long, I have reason to think, see a
Spanish translation
in print, if the Spanish
press be open to it.
In addition to the above-mentioned
little
assemblages of my ideas, covering as they do
but a small, howsoever important, pornon of,
the field of penal legislation,-you
have all
along, through that language of which you are
80 perfect a master, had, in common with that
part of the Spanish public which is acquainted
with that language, access to those assem-
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blages of my ideas, by which in a certain way
the whole of that field is covered.
In detail,
it is true, not much: but in principle, in a
manner more or less particular,
indication of
not much less than everything
that comes
within the field of the officially proposed Penal
Code, is there given. If the opinion, expressed
in terms so flattering to me, continues to be
entertained,
what I have just indicated will
afford an ample stock of matter, by means
of which that opinion may manifest itself in
practice.
All this while, my wish is-to
pay what
obedience is in my power, to commands so
honourable to me, and at the same time withlout exposing either of us to any such imputations as those above-described.
For this
purpose, should I on the present occasion find
any use in submitting to you (principally, I
must confess, with a view to my above-mentioned offer) a few scattered thoughts,-an
effectual, and the only effectual course that
the nature of the case admits of, and which I
shall accordingly take, is-the
givmg to our
correspondence
whatever publicity It is susceptible of. In the liberty I thus venture to
take, you will not, I am confident, see any
cause of complaint on your part.
On no anterior occasion, either in person or in writing,
has any intercourse had place between us. In
this letter of yours, no desire of secrecy is expressed: no reason for ascribing to you any
such desire on my part do I see in it. On any
future occasion, should it happen to me to receive the honour of auy further communication
from you, accompanied with an intimation,
that in the whole or any part of it secrecy is
desired, your commands to any such effect shall
most punctually be observed.
On ruuning over the remarks, which a few
irregular dips into the document in question,
' made in the double view already mentioned,
have already suggested, I find the aggregate
quantity too bulky by a great deal to be forced
into the compass of the present letter.
With
as much despatch as weak eyes, the labour of
I which, in the revision of the work of a copyist,
: is indispensable, will admit,-I
propose, however, to transmit the substance of them in a
series of future letters, of the respective contents of which some idea may, in how imperfeet soever a manner, be conveyed by the following titIes.-[Here
follow the titles of the
succeeding Letters.]

I

LETTER II.
On the Course taken by t1u Leqislatiu
Committee, to preeent, otherlrise than by Punishmmt
nomine, the free Examination
of their proposed Penal Code.
SIR !-I continue.
On the subject of the
word free, as here applied, a word or two in

• See vol. ii. p. 2i 5.

+

See vol. iii. p. 85.

eo

explanation may have its use: misconception
and ungrounded imputation of error may be
obviated by it.
When, 1Il speaking of acnon on the field of
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govemment, use is made of the word freedom,
-of freedom considered as designative of a
possession capable of being infringed or 1Mlatd-it is pretty generalIyunderstood, thongh
perhaps not quite so generally as it were to be
wished, that it is not merely by physical force,
or fear, or sufferance of e'Dil in this OJ' that
shape, but likewise by hope or receipt of good,
that the infringement or violation of it is capable of being produced. It is in the case of
Election to Ujfice, that this extended acceptation seems to be most distinct and general:
but, in regard to formation and manifestation
of opinion, be the subject of consideration what
it may, it will be found no less proper and
needful. As evil is more easily producible,
and capable of being carried to a higher pitch
of intensity, than good, fear of evil, as applied
to the purpose in question, is upon the whole
the more efficient instrument of the two. But,
though there are some cases in which the
smoother instrument cannot be employed at
all, and others in which both may be employed
together, other cases again are not wanting,
in which, while the rougher is altogether inapplicable, the smoother may be employed,
and is continually employed, with perfect fa.cility and sure effect. Examples may perhaps
offer themselves, Sir, to your view before this
letter closes.
I proceed: In my desire to give the utmost
extent in my power, to whatever service my
labours may be capable of rendering to my
fellow-creatures,-neither
the nation, nor the
government of which yon bear so distinguished
a part, could fail to be included. To the endeavours, already directed by me to this particular effect, you are not altogether a stranger;
nor yet, I believe, to the difficulties which
hitherto these same endeavours have found in
their way. Of these difficulties of course not
the least effective has been, the aversion with
which the foreign productions in question have
but too unquestionably been regarded-regarded by that same Committee, on whose
work you were pleased to call for my observations: and, to speak plainly, yet I hope not
improperly, the consequence is-my fixed apprehension, and that a Tery serious one, that
as far as depends upon the gentlemen in question, anless some change should take plsee in
their sentiments, the Spanish mind will be
rendered Inaceeseible to me.
The liberty of the press is a topic, on which
(as above) I have already touched, in one of
those recent tracts which I hope are, ere this,
in your hands. But that little work was
completed and printed before this authorita.tive work of the Spanish Legislation Committee was in mine. So paramount in my eyes
is the importance of this liberty to good govemment-more
so perhaps, supposing the
1!eparation possible, than even the form of
government itself,-ao intimate, at the same
time, the connexion, between the liberty thus
denominated, and whatever chance any work

of mine may otherwise have, of becoming productive, in Spain, of any part of the efFect
aimed at by ito-that, on thil occasion, in the
course of my endea.vours to obtain the a.ceess
in question, I find myself unavoida.bly led to
make some addition to what I have there
8&id; and, what renders me the less scmpulous about troubling you on the subject, is
-tha.t thereby, to how small an extent soever, my remarks, as far as they go, will be
so many testimonies of my desire and endeavour to pay obedience to the commands,
with which, Sir, you have been pleased to
honour me.
The subject-matter in question being a proposed Code of Law, sure, like every other
human work, to have its imperfections, the
consequence is,-that if any remarks on it
come to be received as desired, only in so far
as, to an extent more or Iess considerable, indication is given of its imperfections, can any
such remarks be productive of any use. Of
any suoh imperfections, simple indication is of
some use, and, by an operation of this sort,
some service is rendered. To propose a corresponding alteration, if, and in proportion as,
the alteration is well a.da.ptedto the purpose,
is to render an ulterior and still greater service. On the presumption of its contributing
to the melioration of the subject-matter, alteration is in the language of English legislation,
adopted into the French, termed amendment.
Amendment is either omission, insertion, or,
which is a compound of the two, substitution.
If this be tme, of this cast therefore, and this
only,-of this disapprobative cast, and not
of the approbative c&Bt,-are the remarks
which a workman, really solicitous for the
ultimate goodness of his work, will be desirons of receiving, and use his endeavours to
receive.
To the tmth of the above position, one exception indeed there is: and to preserve the
statement from the imputation of error or oversight, thongh the exception has no place in
the present case, I will mention it. If so it
be, that the work in question has been made
the subject of delnsive remarks, or insufficiently-grounded conclusions of the disapprobath'e cast, then so it is, that by counter
remarks of an approbative tendency,-in a
word, by remarks of a juBtificatiu cast with
reference to the work, service may &lao be
rendered.
Such then, and such alone, are the sort of
remarks by the communication or receipt of
which the greatest happiness of the greatesi
number can on the present occasion be promoted: receipt, namely, by the two descriptions of persons, to whom in their respective
situations it belongs to judge: by the legisl....
tors, that, for the benefit of their constituents,
they may themselves put the remarks to use :
by their constituents, that they may judge how
far their representatives have put to use the
information furniahed to them, and thence how
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far they have given themselves a title to a
renewal of confidence.
Unfort1l1lAtely, in the eyes of legislators
themselves, in the eyes of public trustees in
whatever situation, no remarks of any such
disapprobative
cast is it their interest to see
received by their principals:
no such remarks
would it be altogether
agreeable to them to
receive themselves, even if (what can scarcely
be) they were assured that the remarks so received would not ever find their way to any
one of those same principals.
As to what
regards liberty of discussion, the truth is, (how
should it be otherwise l) in every country (so
is human nature constituted) what every man
desires is, to see all other men in possession of
the most perfect liberty of makmg public all
such ideas, by the publication of which the accomplishment of his views and purposes would,
iu his view of the matter, be promoted; to see
no man in possession of any such liberty as
that of making public any such ideas, by the
publication of which the accomplishment
of
hie views and purposes would, in his view of
the matter, be impeded.
If it be of human
beings that the population of Spain is composed,
this account of the matter will be no less applicable to that country than to any other.
In every political state, without exception,
it has been the practice of rulers to employ the
power attached to their situation, in the endeavour to give effect to this desire in both its
branches; in every political state but one, this
is ,till their practice.
You will not, I hope,
Sir, insist on my speaking of Spain as being
that Ollt!. In my pamphlet on the liberty of
the press and public discussion, I have already
pointed it out: the Anglo-American
United
States.
Correspondent to this desire is, in that same
commanding situation, the regard entertained
for all such useful truths in general as belong
to the field of government.
Ever anxious is
this regard: but the expedient employed for
securing access and acceptance
to all such
truths, at the hands of other men, is, in case
of diversity of opinion, actual or possible, to
prevent men from hearing anything about the
matter from any other than one side. What
that side is may without much difficulty be
imagined.
As this one side is of course the side fixed
upon by these same tenderly-solicitous
and
all-commanding
functionaries,
the partiality
thus manifested might be productive of some
danger, were it not for that conjunction of infallibility
with impeccability,
the belief of
which it is their equally solicitous and allcomprehensive endeavour to inculcate into the
minds of men in general; but of course more
particularly into the minds of all those, whose
happiness it is to live in subjectIon to their
power.
Twenty years, if I misrecollect not, was the
term during which it was at one time the determination of a National Assembly of France,
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that the Constitutional Code framed by them
should continue exempt from all alteration at
the hands of any set of men; and in particular
of any set of men elected by their Constituents, in the same way as they themselves had
been. Not quite 80 intense perhaps was the
persuasion of their being in possession of the
same useful pair of attributes,
in the breasts
of the authors of your already established Constitutional Code. Not greater than eight years
was the term appointed for this purpose: this
for a finite term; but, at the end of this fimte
quantity, came another, on the face of which
a colour, not altogether
unlike that of infinity, is visible.
But of this I have spoken
in one of those tracts of mine already mentioned.
It cannot, I think, appear questionable to
you, Sir, that it is by these same universally
prevalent dispositions, that, on the occasion in
question, the conduct of the gentlemen of the
Committee in question has, WIth no small degree of exactness, been regulated:
regulated,
in relation to two kindred objects, to the connexion between which your attention has been
above invited, namely, the liberty of the press
in general, and the faculty desired by me of
submitting to the consideration of the whole
body of the representatives
of the Spanish nation a series of works, the first of them having
the same subject-matter
as that of the work
laid before them by that same Committee.
When brought home to individuals, the idea,
which on the present occasion stands aSSOCIated with it, is not a pleasant one: yet, for clearness, and that the state of the case may be
immediately and distinctly seen, I must e'en
ascribe to it its proper relative character, and
call it a work coming in competitwn with
theirs: a work which, with reference to theirs,
is a rirol work.
I shall first speak of the policy in question,
as it may be seen applying itself to the more
extensive and major object, the liberty of the
press at large.
I shall then take leave to request your more particular attention, for the
bearing which it has upon the particular work
in question-the
proposed rival work: but
even from the first, this minor object will unavoidably be ever and anon peeping out, and
offering itself to view.
Good, operating in the way of reward, evil,
operating in the way of punishment :-these
I
think have been already mentioned, as the instruments, and the two only instruments, by
which, on an occasion such as that in question,
for a purpose such as that in question, the
minds in question could in any direct way be
operated upon.
Applied to the purpose here in question, the
matter of reward not only admits but requires
some refinement in the mode of applying it.
On the present occasion, the object which gave
room for such an application was, the obtaining
at the hands of the Cortes at large in the first
instance, and ultimately
and finally at the
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hands of their constituents, the people at large,
acceptance for the proposed work.
Though not in name, nor in the shape of a
determinate sum of money already deposited
in a bag, the faculty of making application of
the matter of reward, in its principal shapes,
money, power, and reputation, could not, in
the nature of things, fail to be virtually at the
disposal of men in the situation in which the
gentlemen in question were acting. Between
the whole legislative body, ofwluch they were
and are such distinguished members; between
this body on the one part, and the immediate
and avowed givers of all the above-mentioned
political good gifts, namely, the Monarch, &c.,
on the other, I need scarce remind you how
intimate the connexion is, which cannot but
have place.
Turning to Article 171, to the King, by his
sole authority, I Beeit belongs (No. 16) to nominate and remove (if separar means to re_)
the Ministers of State and Despatch,
namely, the seven mir.istera, of whom (Art.
222) the Gobierno is composed; (No.5) to
fill up (if prouer means to fill up) all civil
and military employments; (No.8) to command the army and navy, and to appoint the
commanders; (No. 19) to nominate ambassadors, ministers, and consuls; (No. 12) to order the application of the funds, appropriated
to each branch of the public admmistranon ;
(No. 7) to grant honours and distinctions of
every class according to law; (No. 13) to pardon delinquents accordmg to law. Now then,
Sir, it being 80 completely in the power of the
members of the Cortes to obtain for themselves, and their connexrous, an undefined indeed but thence a boundless share in the aggregate mass of all these good things; and
this, in the instance of each of them, without
so much as a pretence of meritorious service
in any individual shape, or of any probable
expectation of any such service, must it not,
if there be any difference, be matter of increased facility to them, to obtain for other persons,
shares, in that same vast mass, by reference
made to incontestably existing service I service
rendered in such well defined as well as universally conspicuous shapes, as those which
stand recorded in so many portions of written
discourse, having for their subjects, matters so
superior in extent and importance to those
which form the ordinary subjects of officialservice !
The gentlemen in qnestion may perhaps assure you, Sir, (and I should not wonder ifthey
did.) that this notion of their having any such
good things at command is my mistake: for
that in articles 129, 130, the Constitution has,
by express prohibition, taken care to preserve
their virtue against temptation in every such
shape; and that in article 202 of their own
proposed Penal Code,by forfeiture, infamy and
expulsion, it has been their care that that same
article in the Constitutional Code shall not bt>
a dead letter. A prohibition! Excuse me, Sir,

speaking with respect, the mistake is not mine,
but theirs. Not prohibition, but permission
is the effect (and can I avoid adding the objed?) of these same self-denying ordinances:
-of the severe virtue, thus displayed by the
constitution-makers of the first Cortes, and of
the rigour with which the gentlemen in question have proposed to enforce it. True it is,
that by article 129 no deputy, 1IJhile mck,
can receive for himself any employment of
the number of those which are conferred by
the king! Alas! no: if he is unfortunate
enough not to see any person whom he can
trust to receive it for him, he must e'en wait
for it till the unexpired part of the term of his
deputyship, namely till from two days to not
much less than two years, has elapsed. By the
next article (130) if a pension or a lot of factitWIUl dignity be the object of his wishes, he must
even wait one year longer for the fulfilment of
them. Moreover, what he is there declared
incapable of receiving for himself, (admitir,
OOtenir,) he is by both articles taken together
prohibited, and during the same length of time,
from soliciting for another. Solicit 1 No, to
be sure, no such thing ought he ever to do: it
would be beneath his dignity. It is for the
creatures of the Crown to Bolicit, and at
hands, the honour which a member of the legislative body would do to them by his acceptance. So much for the process of solicitation:
a process, it must be acknowledged, ill suited
to a person so exalted: accordingly the trouble and humiliation of it is saved to him, the
benefit remains untouched and pure.
The severity thus displayed is indeed mosi
exemplary: but the act in the proscription of
which it expends itself, is an event that can
never happen. What! can solicitation be necessary to a man, to produce the supposition
that money, power, or factitious dignity, for
himself or his connezion, are among the things
he would like to have! Such, Sir, is the foo~
ing on which the prohibition (meaning alway!!
the permiuion) stands in the Constitutional
Code. This is the footmg on which, in the
projected Penal Code, gentlemen found it
placed; and on this same footing have they
left it.
The faculty, which, under your constitution,
the representatives ofthe people have, ofmakin«
their bargains with the advisers of the Crown,
and thereby, so it be in a number sufficient to
compose a majority, employing the whole force
of government, in the exercise of depredation,
and of oppression in all its other shapes, at the
expense of 'heir constituents,-this disastro1ll8
faculty comes in here, it must be confessed, but
as in a parenthesis. It is, however, that sort
of parenthesis, which can scareely, on any occasion, avoid obtruding itself: for, what is the
occasion in which the state of things thus alluded to will not be exercising its irresistible
influence ! Yes, Sir, it is the necessary result
of the existence of any race of irremoveable
functionaries whatsoever, with a. certain qUail-
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tity of the objects of general desire at their
disposal. The legislator who gives to any such
race this power, gives the invitation.
The
people's representative, who is content to act
as such, without usmg any endeavours to remove the power, out of the hands so situated
and so filled, gives his acceptance; a tacit
indeed, but not the less effectual acceptance.
Whether,inyourcircumstances,anythingbetter
could have been done, is another question:
meantime, be it ever so bad, that which is
done, is not the less done.
On the part of the representatives
of the
people, during the first days of such a constitution, before thmgs are come to a settlement,
and persons are come to an understanding, fear
or ambition may produce refractoriness. Little
by little, however, if the constitntion keeps
upon its legs, by mutual interest a sort of
agreement will be produced, and a sort of
partnership concern, always at the expense of
the people, established, and carried on' partnership, carried on, and, in some proportion or
other, variable according as individual character varies,-divl8lon
of the common stock of
the objects of general desire continually made.
Day by day, stock, and power of enlarging It,
will receive increase. day by day, the purse of
government will be replenished: day by day,
the hands of government will be strengthened:
strengthened by that course, which, death III
hand, death for everything, gentlemen (I see)
have already been exerting themselves with so
much energy in markmg out: an energy. some
samples of which it will he in my way, Sir, to
submit to your consideration. Yes, SIr, a state
of contest, and ill-humour, such as seems to
have place at present, or a state of agreement
such as that I have just been giving intimation
of, and gentlemen with their code have thus:
been making preparation for-such,
in every
nation on whose shoulders an irremoveable
chief, clothed with any such body of power as
above, or anythmg approaching to it, is fastelled,-such,
Sir, IS the only alternative.
Well, SIr, my parenthesis is at an end.
But (says somebody) this reward that you
speak of, as being held out to annotators-lll
what shape is it that you see it held out! SIr,
in no shape: in no shape, and thereby in all
shapes: in all shape", III which It may be regarded as being, either immediately or by the
intervention of other hands. capable of being'
admimstered to such as shall use their endeavours to be thought to merit It. From no such
quarter as that in question can be int'itation
given, but reeard, of itself, places itself at the
back of it. Seemg the invitation, you see the
reward: seeing the reward, you see It in all the
shapes, that imagination, warmed b)' hope, can
give to it.
Now then as to the invitation itself. In the
preface to this proposed Code, (see the preface.
p. ltii.,) you may see the invitation in question
given. Invitation! and to what service I To
the service tl1&t would be rendered by the
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compositiou of an entire work on the subject
in quesnon t of any work fashioned throughout by a single hand!
Of the advantage attendant on this plan of operation you see,
Sir, the exposinon I have announced.
Rival
works indeed I On this, or any other occasron,
have gentlemen given encouragement in any
shape to rival works l Not they indeed. And
why not! The answer is almost too ObVIOUS
to
bear mentiomng.
Suppose a rival work produced-a
work to any amount, howsoever
great, more eminently conducive than theirs t9
the end professed to be aimed at,-suppose
this
done, the work would not have been theirs,
the praise would not have been theirs, the rewards, in whatsoever shape looked for, would
not have been theus.v-at
any rate would not
I have all of them been theirs. How then could
any such idea as that of a rival work have
been an endurable one j
Be this as it may, this was not the service
called for. See then what 'It'as that service. It
was the taking In hand the existing work, the
only work wlnch.so far as depended upon them,
gentlemen would suffer to come Into existence;
the taking III hand this work, and the seuding
m remarks upon It. Remarks.-but
of what
description 1 Of that descnptron, which alone
could, with reference to the greatest happiness of the greatest number of your fellowcountrymen, SIr, be of any use 1 remarks, in &
: word, of the disapprobative cast already menboned?
remarks indicative of imperfection,
with or WIthout proposed amendments l Oh,
no: such was not the sort of remarks wished
for. To remarks of this cast no prohibitive
bar. it is true. stands opposed. But to what
purpose should any such bar have been opposed I what need of it could the nature of the
case admit of! In what shape, by any man of
common sense, could reward III any shape be
I expected from any such remarks l Yes, peri adventure, from indication given of this or that
little spot, or supposed spot, in the sun, just
for the sake of showing what It might be in the
power of the observer to discover in other luminaries, if it were made worth his while. Yes:
a drop or two of gentle censure, but tempered
with becoming diffidence and apology, sweetened by an ample infusion of panegyric, and
atoned for by intimations of more unreserved
: obsequiousness on a more favourable opportunit)'.
I 'rhus it is that, even supposing it were in
I the terms of it held out to all, a reward offered
i for such a service would, in the mterpretation
I put upon it, be unavoidably narrowed:
narrowed by the consideration of the situation
from whence it came. The situanon.as above
described,collsidered,-descriptIOns
of persons,
more than one, may be named, from whom,
how well soever qualified, the probability could
not, in the eyes of the gentlemen 111 question,
be great, that without special invitation any
such remarks should come. Take, for an example of one of these classes, natives known to
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be not well affected to the rIlently introduced
order of things: take for another example, foreigners : to them, unless the design had been
to prevent rema.rks from being sent in by them,
-to them should special invitations have been
addressed. And why not! why not, even to
the most hostile t From a hostile hand, out
of a hundred rema.rks, suppose ninety-nine not
only in their form hostile, but in their tendency
mischievous: so long as there is one that is
beneficial, to reject it for no better reason than
that of its coming from a hostile quarter, is it
consistent with common sense! because tlus
or that man has laboured to hurt you, is that
a reason why you should refuse to convey a
benefit to those. for whom you are in trust 1
So much as to undoubted enemies. But
from the foreigner, as such, nothing of hostility
could have been apprehended. Knowing the
prepossessions he would have to encounter, by
what inducement, but the hope of Tendering,
or that of bemg thought to have rendered,
useful service, could he have been led to impose upon himself the labour, necessary to the
makmg trial, whether it would be permitted
to him to render it 1
Such, if I do not mistake the matter, being
the course which a preferable regard for the
greatest happiness of the peate~t number of
Spanish citizens, would, on the occasion iu
question, have caused to be taken in relation
to foreigners, be pleased now, Sir, to observe
the course actually taken.
Advertisemeuts were proposed to be inserted, and doubtless were inserted, in the Na.tional Gazette:-advertisements
inviting remarks from all hands, inviting them with the
most eloquent energy imaginable.
Tercero says (page xx.) Q,ue asimismo, por
(Ulunoio en la gaceta" se invite, Ii todos los literatoB y perlanas inltruidas
que de aU modo
quieran emeurrir Ii una empresa tan recomendohle y de tanto interu para toda la Meion,
upandole que lm Cortu apreciaran sabre ma-

nera el que 10 ejecuten, y den ute tutilllOOio de
PATRIOTlSlllO
Y amor a la cawa publica.
At that very time, one hand was not unknown-one hand, from wluch, with wellgrounded assurance, gentlemen might have
expected-if not exactly the sort, much more
than the sort, of service thus called for. The
interval, and more than the interval, allowed
for these communications, namely, between
some day pre1Jio1u to the 21st of April, 1821,
and the lst of July, 1821, had passed !l.way;
and by that hand no intimation to any such
effect had been received. Whatever information, now in the middle of September, the individual in question is possessed of, it is to
yourself, Sir, that, viz. on the 22d of August,
and not before, he became indebted for it.
Was it that his name, or his works, were unknown to them! No, assuredly. For in the
bearing of the gentlemen in question, one of
those works had been read: with others he is
not without reason for believing, that of old

some of them had been familiar. Others again,
and in no small number, had, to their knowledge, been presented to the illustrious body,
of which they are such distinguished members;
and, if he has not been egregiously misinformed, presented, and, with no very commontokens
of approbation, accepted. Is it that the way
to the scene of his labours,-is it that the way
to his hermitage-was unknowable or unknown
to them 1 Sir, (not to speak of private correspondence through the Spanish mission at the
Court of London,) the Finance Minister of the
day in his public caP&Clty, the Minister of
the Interior ofthe day in his private capacity,
the whole Gobiemo of the day, the whole
septemvirate of Ministers, had found the way
to it.
But no: not merely on that OM foreigner,no, but on all foreigners without exception,
was the exclusion meant to be put: witness
the word patriotimw; for, the Spanish being
the nation in question, whatsoever were the
service rendered by any foreign hand, whatsoever were the generous affection manifested by
any such service, it ib not any such word as
patriotism that could be the name for it.
On this word patriotiBnlO a not uninstructive comment is supplied, by the a.fth>ntput,
through the medium of the French papers, on
one of the members of the French legislative
assembly, and on the present which, doubtless
in the presumption of a due regard on the part
of the constituted authorities of Spain for the
interest of their principles-he had ventured
to make to the Cortes: little, of course, could
that distinguished representative of the French
people think, that for the good he was seeking
to do to the Spanish nation, evil in that or any
other shape would be the reqnital. This, of
course, has for its ground the supposition of a
participation, on the part of the gentlemen in
question, in the affront so given: what truth
there may be in it can scarcely be unknown to
a person in your position, Sir, but is altogether
unknown to me: only from what is known to
me, namely that which is known to everybody,
can any judgment of mine be formed. In that
case, what there was of purposed attront out
of the question, if any real injury was done,
to what party or parties was it done' to the
individual, by whom the information, whatever
it was, was thus presented I No, but to the
people, who see in the gentlemen III question
their appointed agents and trustees. Is it not
to them, Sir, that the injury, if any, was done!
-au injury, the magnitude of which will be in
the direct ratio of the relative usefnlness of the
information thus rejected.
Oh! but, Spanish wisdom! such is the transcendency of Spanish wisdom 1 by it all the
assistance that could be had from the whole
world besides, is rendered supedluous and useless ! Thus it is that self-regard and self-sufficiency think to hide themselves under" cloak
of patriotism. To every man's vanity & bribe
is thus offered in the shape of a compliJDeDt;
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and such a compliment! And for this bribe it, was to have the forceof law,-no such needit is, that he is called upon to give the reins less encumbrancehad ever been seen attached.
to particular and sinister interest in the breast From that situation, prisons and gibbets, such
of these his agents, and to make sacrifice of as the gentlemen in question have prepared
whatever benefit, to an amount altogether such abundant work for, they saw everywhere
boundless, might have been the result of the set up in the place of re<U<mS; and by those
assistauce it accepted: assistance given to in- irresistible instruments, the proverbiallyfeeble
experience by experience on a field of action, one, as they saw but too plainly, has in all
at oncethe most important and the most difli- suchworks been, in the judgment of the workcult that can be named.
men at least, rendered needless and superTrue it is that, in a certain way, I'll speak- fluous.
ing of what they have already done, mention
Thus it is, that, in a kindred and congenial
is made by them, but in the most general sinister interest, the sinister interest to the
terms imaginable, of their having taken cog- operation of which the gentlemen in question,
nizance of foreign Codes,-an alleged token of in their situation, stood so inevitably ezposed,
zeal, industry, magnanimity,and prudence, for found a natural ally: while the indiserimiwhich, by the veTYmention made of it, praise nating prejudice, winch power, by whomsoever
is claimed. As this was no more than what possessed, and how III so ever exercised, has
eveTYeye would look to them for as a duty, everywhere found meaus to establish in favour
no praise was to be had for the avoidance of of itself and its own operations, gave its saneit: on the contrary, it was only from the al- tion to the expectation that, in works of that
leged performance of the task that anything description, fit models and objects of imitation
in the way of praise could be expected.
for their own work would be viewed: works
But information in the field of legislation of which, accordingly,in that character, I canbeing the thing to be looked for, for what rea- not but hope to find, Sir, that in your opinion
son look for it in the works of men clothed in but too much use has been made.
power,-in works, too, in and by which that
The truth is-who can deny it !-one excepveTYpower has been exercised-for what rea- tion alone excepted-as between the rulers of
son look for it to such works, not only in pre- every nation and the rulers of every other,
ference to, but even to the exclusion of, the there exists a communityof sinister interest,
works of men not so distinguished! Suppes- and correspondent sympathy. In particular,
ing the greatest happiness of the greatest num- in the union of impeccabilitywith infallibility,
ber of their constituents their end in view, may be seen a pair of attributes, the belief in
there were two reasons,why to unofficialeven winch is to all of them alike convenient: and
the preference should have been given over all m the assumpnon of which they accordingly
such official productions. In the veTYnature fail not, any of them, to join, with equally
of the situation from which they have come, plenary and unqualified self-satisfaction and
what is made manifest by all such officialpro- assurance. True It is, that to be inferior in the
duetions, is-that they were produced under conjunct scales of moral and intellectual virthe irresistible influence of a sinister interest : tue to those whose place is inferior to their
an interest separate from, and throughout the own in the conjunct scales of power and opuwhole fieldof legislation, in numerous and im- lence, is a condition entailed upon them by
portant points, diametrically opposite to, that the unalterable nature of things: for in the
of the greatest number: in a word, a particu- direct and not in the inverse ratio of the need
lar interest, to which, throughout the whole he has of voluntary good officesat the hands
extent of such opposition, the universal inte-I' of his fellow-creatures, will be the strength of
rest would of course be sacrificed. In regard a man's solicitude and endeavours to stand
to the officialproductions, this was matter of high in their esteem, and to deserve well at
('erta.inty: it could not be otherwise: in regard I their hands. But, the certificate to the conto the unofflcial productions, though, by the trary, which, with an unanimity that oDl!
unavoidable exposure to the temptations held within these few years has begun to eXJ>.Cnout by the ambition of having a place among ence any disturbance--this most eonrenient
the ruling few, the like result is in each man's and comforta.blecertificate, which, under the
case rendered but too probable, yet there was same sinister influence, has been signed by
no such certainty as in the other case.
almost all writers, fromwhoseworks men have
So much as to what depends upon moral, derived that instruction by which mind is
now as to what depends upon intellectual, ap- formed,-ha.s as yet kept minds for the most
titude.
part shut against a truth, which, when once
From the situation of the unofficial publi- received,will be found pregnant with all comeist, something in the way of a rationale might prehensive practice.
be expected: expected, and even with full asUpon the sort of service in question,.ai the
aursnce. Why! Because on this would be his hands of foreigners, friendly or unfrlendly,
sole dependancefor whatever influencehe could with what pretension to consistency, ~u!d an
hope to exercise. To the work of the oflicial exclusion,in any shape, direct or thus lIldirect,
publicist in question,-if the writer whose be thus put! I mean a.Jwayson any sneh supwriting, whatsoever might be the purport of position as that the greatest happiness of the
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grelttest number of their constituents was the any information on the subject to be delivered
end in view. For, that they derived whatever in from them within the appointed time: that
service was in their eyes capable of being de- is to say, of all of them in the lump: those
rived from foreign Codes, is what gentlemen only excepted, to whom, in a number scarcely
themselves declare, (p. xii.,) and even give equal to that of Frenchmen, It may have hapthemselves credit for. By any such accidental pened during the interval to have had their
circumstance as that of its having received the residence within the Spanish part of the Pensanction of a government in a foreign country, insula. No political bar, it is true, here: no-is it in the nature of the case, that the utility thing more than a physical bar. But the
of any arrangement with reference to Spain physical bar is as insuperable as those politishall have received increase ~ Aud in that cal bars which your legislature (pardon me,
case, let the draughtsman have been who he Sir) has been m so much haste to set up-I
may, was he anything more than one out of an mean those which belong to the prohibitive
indefinite number ofhis countrymen, from each and restrictive anti-commercial system-are
of whom equally well-grounded expectation of feeble and inefficacious. Your thus excluded
the like service might with equal reason, not fellow-citizens, such of them as still remain to
to speak of the superior reason above-men- you,-what think you will they say to this 1 to
tioned, have been entertained! With perfect a proceeding, In which, so far as regards them,
consistency, however,it must be acknowledged, even the common exterior forms have not been
might that be done which was done, on the observed l If Spaniards are lovers of formssupposition that it was their own particular and they have not unsparingly been spoken of
interest, in preference to, and to the exclusion as being rather too much so for their own inof that all-comprehensive interest that gen- terest-if Spaniards are lovers of forms, how
tlemen had in view. For in the case of the will the matter be taken by these your disCodes, the service, said in general terms to tant kinsmen 1 Are they Spaniards! are they
be profited by, being already rendered, W3,S a non-Sparuards 1 If Spaniards, what treatment
service, the rendering of which it was not in is tlus that has been given to them 1 If nontheir power to prevent coming into existence : Spaniards, where is your right to legislate over
and the mdividual by whom it had been ren- them ~ where is so much as your pretence'
dered not being known, could not rob them of
When speaking of information from foreign
any part of the looked-for rewards in any hands, it is of themselves (p. xii.) that, of course,
shape: whereas iu the case of any foreigner they speak, as the persons of all others to
by whom an invrtation given by them had been adopt whatsoever shall be "most analogous to
accepted, the individual by whom the service the political state of the nation." Ah, Sir!
had been rendered would have possessed, and should you ever see the remarks I have vennaturally speaking have exercised, the faculty tured to make, and the arrangements I have
of making himself known, and thereby have ventured to propose, with an equal view to
come in for his due share, whatever It might the greatest happiness of Peninsular and Ul.
have been, of the reward: at all)' rate of the tramanan Spaniards,' you will see perhaps
praise.
"how much more analogous to the political
As to foreignership at large-foreignership
state" of the greatest number, is the system
in unofficial situanons=-tlns condition, which, proposed by one foreigner at least, than the
by the gentlemen m question, has been taken one proposed by these so highly distinguished
for a cause of effective exclusion, is the very and selected Spanish citizens. Yes, Sir; with
one which, in the paper above referred to, you no eye other than an equal eye, could a permay have observed me employmg in the char- son not exposed either to sinister influence or
acter of a ground for preference. The reason to interest-begotten prejudice, have considered
is-the comparative inaccessibility of that si- the interests and claims of the two so unhaptuation to all corruptive influence. After what pily conflicting parties: and in the unendurhas been said, I would rather hear you an- ableness of all useful and impartial information
swer, than say myself, whether it was not by on that subject, may not the aversion to rethe consideration of this very inaccessibility ceive any such service from any such hand,
among other circumstances, that the exclusion have had One at least of its causes I
was determined.
Ah, Sir! it is not only from what it may he
But not only is the door thus shut by them in men's power to do, but likewise from what
against all informanon from foreigners and it may be in their inclination to do, that, to
from opponent fellow-citizens, but with still have any chance of proving correct, our infermore effective and inexorable rigour is It shut ences must be deduced. And whatever be the
against the greater number of those indivi- meaning of the phrase" analogo al eltado poliduals, how well soever affected, whose happi- tico de la nacion-" whatsoever be the meaning
ness it cannot but have been gentlemen's Wish of this 80 conveniently nebulous insmuanon-eshould be understood to have been their end think, Sir, if in all its parts your system of
tn view. You see already, Sir, that it is of legislation were equally" analogOtia to the poliultramariaas that I speak: of such of those
whose distance from the seat of legislation
* Seethe Constitution&!Code, in this collection.
precluded them from the possibility of causing I =-Ed.
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tical state " of those Spaniards, who in greater
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neration, all regard for truth is completely
number are inhabitants of Ultramarian Spain, eradicated-a profession,by which insincerity
as of those who in lesser numbers are inhabi- is by the same means, with correspondent
tants of Peninsular Spain, where would be the effect, injected and fixed, is it not the profesadvantage that could possibly be derived by sian of the law! If there be a profession,by
the lesser number from the dominion claimed which, by the same perpetually recurring opeby them over the greater! But this ISamong ration, a man is more effectuallyprepared than
the parts of the field of thought and action, on by any other for the letting his faculties out
which, that their view of them may be the to any person, for any purpose for which reclearer, men in your country, as in every other, ward in apposite shape and adequate quantity
are so unhappily confirmed in the habit of is to be got-if there be a profession,by which,
shutting their eyes; at any rate of striving, for even the most inconsiderable reward, a.
might and main, to keep shut the eyes of their man is prepared, so it be without personal
fellow-citizens. 0 yes! if Ultramarian could hazard to himself, at the instance of anyone
as easily be shut as Peninsular eyes! then who is able and willing to give him that rewould all be peace and amity.
ward, to render to the greatest amount a.
Such being the descriptions of persons sacrifice. of the greatest happiness of the
against whom, with their remarks, the door greatest number,-is it not the professionof
is shut, a word as to those to whom it is left the law!
open. These are natives of the Peninsular
These considerations-all which stand on
Spain at large, and one particular class-the
the surface of the case-these eonsiderations,
class of lalDJler •• (See p. XIX.) To the invita- which so stare every man in the face, can they
tion given to natives at large, apply those ob- I have been a secret to the gentlemen of whom
servations which need not be repeated.
' I speak 1 Was it possible for them to donbt
As to lawyers, being already comprehended of the object and tendency of any remark, that,
in that general description, to them no special, consistently with the nature of man, could
invitation, no second invitation, could naturally I come from such a source1 Was it possiblefor
have been given, but for somespecial purpose. them to be uninformedof the alliance between
\Vlw,t can have been that purpose!
the particular and sinister interest of this class
If there be a class of men whose particular of men, and whatever particular and sinister
interest is in a state of diametrical and im- interest their own situation exposed them to
moveable opposinon to the best mterests and the action of!
greatest happiness of the greatest number, it
I shall presently, Sir, have to request your
is the class of lawyers; it is their interest that, notice, for a sort of auction which, in this prein regard to every possession,for the security face of theirs, gentlemen have set up ;-an
of wluch men look to law, uncertainty ShOUld!auction, at which the lots on sale are combe at the highest degree of the scale at which posed of recommendations,to be given by them
It can be, eousisteutly with the sufficiencyof I to the favour of the givers of good gifts, and
the fund, from winch the professional profit ' the biddings are to be in expressions of praise
must be drawn; it 15 their interest that the bestowed upon this their own work; the first
expense, with its sources aud accompaniments, bidding, above which all others are to rise in
the delays and vexations attached to the pur- a sort of indefimte height, having, as you will
chase of a man's claim for justice, be as abun- see, been made by themselves. Supposingthe
dant as possible, for the sake of the profit auction to find bidders, can there have been
extracnble out of the expense.
any doubt in gentlemen's minds, of the spirit
In this profession, the state of the mind-is
with which biddings would come from tho
it not, to a first view, that of a perfect indiffe- class of purchasers thus exclusively distinrenee as between right and wrong, for the de- guished 1
fence of either of which, as it may happen, a
Not tJlat the door ought to have been shut
man is hired 1 to a nearer view, a predilection against lawyers, any more than against an)'
ill favour of tl'rong, as being the most depen- less determined enemies of good government
dent and most profitable customer ! The as- and good laws; only tha.t it should not have
sassin 80 called.js the malefactor, who, for the been thrown opeu to them so much wider than
hire he receives, risks Ius life; the lawyer IS to friends; in a word, than to all the world
the malefactor, who, for the lure he receives, besides.
risks nothmg : risks nothing; but, on the conOn an occasion such as this, in the force of
trary, like the conqueror, obtams at the hands public opinion,any man, even though a Ill.wyer,
of'the foolishand corrupted multitude applause would, If it were in his own single person that
and admiration, in the direct ratio of the quan- he came forward with his remarks, find some
tity of human misery he has produced.
restraint: some restraint on the effusion of
If there be a profession, by which a man is particular and sinister interest in one situation
prepared for the perpetration of mischief, in seeking to be admitted into partnership with
a profitable, so it be an unpunishable shape, is particular and sinister interest In & situation
it not the profession of the bw! If there be more elevated and effective. Even of this rea profession by which, by tile power of con- straint, on looking at the terms of the special
tmual practice and continually received remu- invitation thus addressed to lawyers, it seems
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u if the removal were among their objects.
Copies of the proposed Code are ordered by
them to be sent-Sent
whither!
To the three
sorts of bodies corporate thus denominated;
namely, "Universities, Tribunals, and Colleges
of Advocates."
By whom, in such a ease,
might it most na.tura.Ily have been expected,
that the returns, if any, made to all this magnanimity, would be made 1 By whom! unless
it be by the several bodies, to whom before all
other persons, if not to the exclusion of all
other persons, it was to be, and I cannot but
conclude has been, made known.
But by any
body in the situation of this Committee,-irom
any of the bodies so addressed by it, what,
consistently with the universal principles of
human nature, as evidenced by universal practice, could be expected!
what, unless in the
accidental case of discord produced by particular interests, could be expected, but one uninterrupted chorus of ecstatic praise !
Will it be said, that by the words employed
in the designation of these bodies, nothing
more was meant than to make known the
channels employed for conveying the great
work to the cognizance of indrvrduals, and
that it was from the members in their individual capacity, and not from the bodies, (that
is to say, not from some of the leading memhers, released by their uuion from all respousibrlity as towards public opinion,) that the
remarks were looked for!
Hut had this been
the meaning, where could have been the difficulty of finding expression for it!
Whether
this could have been their meaning, you, SIr,
from your situation, perhaps know; by us, at
our distance, no conjecture can be made, but
from such details respecting lengths of time,
compared with lengths of work and space, as
gentlemen themselves have been pleased to
supply us with.
I say from lengths of time, &c. The twentyfirst day of April is the day of the date attached to their preliminary
discourse:
and
thereupon come the authenticating
signatures,
latest day allowed for the sending in of remarks, the first of July then ensuing: interval,
two months and nine days.
The document,
to which on that day these signatures were
affixed-in
what state on that same day was
it 1 111 the manuscript or in the printed state!
If in the manuscript state, then to find the
time left for distribution, receipt, and composition and transmission of remarks, will be to
be deducted the time employed in the printing
of the work: of a work containing in the preliminary discourse 20, in the body of the work
248, 4to pages. In either case, it IS from «the
secretary of this same committee," or "through
the In~dillln of the Gobierno," the septemvirate
of Ministers, that the packets had to go: to
go to the utmost bounds of your extensive
country, not very advantageously distingnished
for the goodness of its roads, or for the facility
of Its communications of any kind.
Now 8UpFMO one of these packets arrived at tho resi-

dence of the official person to whom it has been
addressed:
thereupon, whatever further distribution it can have has to wait his leisure,
and the determination of the individuals, within
whose reach the several copies shall be placed,
will depend more or less upon his choice: upon
his choice, either singly or in conjunction with
the individuals, whoever they may be, in whom
he sees his necessarily consultabie colleagues.
Now, Sir, within any such space of time,
taking it at its maximum, to this display of
condescending ma.gna.nimlty, what was the sort
of return-the
only sort of return-that
could
have been looked for! Indication given of particular imperfections, with or without indication of means of remedy, grounded on the separate consideration
of the several articles!
could any such instructive indication have been
of the number of the communications that were
expected, or of the communications that could
have been made!
No, surely.
Hut if not,
what others!
The answer is sufficiently obvious. In the form of addresses, laudatory orations, conceived in the most general terms, and
vieing with one another in intensity of admiration as above: of time for these, whensoever
inclination had place-for
these in any number,
there could be no want: for no remarks of the
other cast, in a condition fit to make their appearance-for
no remarks of any such unwelcome cast, even supposing inclination ever so
alert, could there have been anything approaching to a sufficiency of time.
Thus it is that, independently
of all those
other secunties, under the ingenuity thus displayed, the mere circumstance of time served
to secure to whatever communications could 00
received, that Ia.udatory character which, if any,
it had been determined they should possess.
Praise was the one thing needful:
praise
was a thing gentlemen were determined
to
have.
This I have been forced to say over
and over again. But what I have not yet said,
or, if I have, not yet shown, is-that
for fear
of accidents, some they were determined
to
have that should be of their own making.
I
have spoken of the auction, of the lots to be
sold at it, and of the prices in expectation of
which the lots were put up to sale: I have
spoken of therr being themselves the first bidders, and of their bidding as being the price
at which each lot was put up. Be pleased
now, Sir, to look 3 t the terms of it.
" It will be worthy of being reckoned (says
p. xix.) among the most celebrated Codes of
eulnvated Europe: it will merit the esteem of
wise nations; It will merit the gratitude ofthe
Spanish nation: it will ment the veneration of
the present age; it will perpetuate the memory
of the legislature of 1821 in all future gener
ations." Now, wha.t, Sir, is the work thus
spoken of! What is it but th:Lt which has been
the fruit of the united wisdom of the gentlemen themselves, who are pleased thus to speak
of it !
True it is, that before it has been raised to
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this pitch in the scale of excellence, not to
speak of the remarks sent in, in no time, as
above, it will have had the benefit of such remarks and consequent amendments as shall
have been made by the legislature at large:
but the remarks and amendments made on it
by the legislature, what will they have had
for their groundwork! This same work of
the gentlemen in question: this, and nothing
else. Now what at the utmost can be the
amount of any alterations, whieh, after anything like an adequate discusaion, can by possibility be made within the quantity of employable time, so anxiously and effectually
narrowed as it has been by the Constitutional
Code' Time su1lieient for adopting each several article by acclamation :-yes; even on the
suppoSition that before the a.eclamation each
article is not only to be read, but read well :
for this operation the quantity of time left applicable to the business may be sufficient. But
suppose anything that could be called a dilou,riott to have place, long before the first title
could have received any tolerably well-considered amendments, the whole quantity of time
applicable to the business will have been consumed.
All this while, self-abasement there is-and
that in no small quantity as well as intensity:
magnification of the burthen, and of their inability to bear up under it: great reliance professed in the assistance looked for from without; looked for from the zeal, not only of
eolleagues and fellow-cii.izens,but offoreigners.
Speaking of the heavy charge (14 paad4 carga) which they felt pressing on their shoulders,
and of the debility of those same shoulders,
(" que gramtaba IVbre ... d.ebilu lwmbros,")
they speak on the other hand of the alleviation
which they promise themselves from the assistance or well-informed men of divers descriptions, concluding with eltraRgeros. But all
this is in p. xi.: and page xix, is the page in
whieh, this self-confidence having m the interval risen to the degree just mentioned, the desire ofreeeiving assistance from strangers gives
way to the anxiety for the exclusion of it.
The self-diffidence has the air of an introduction, employed to prepare the way for the selfconfidence. The self-diffidence looks as if
drawn from some treatise of rhetoric; the selfconfidence as if drawn from some other source.
Such as you have been seeing, Sir, is gentlemen's persuasion of their own appropriate aptitudc; thus transcendant and consummate is
it in their own eyes! But, not to speak of
their colleagues in the legislature, their constituents,-if
eyes they have, what will it be
in the eyes of their consntuents t For the
support of any such claim, not a particle of
ground, as far as I can find, ha.ve they, any of
them, in any shape, at any time, made anywhere. Right of succession! can that be their
ground!
Impossible: for you will see how
energetically th&y have negatived it. If that
were their ground,-a.t the very lowest point,
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if they themselves are to be believed, would
their sta.tion be in the seale of aptitude. If
to their judgment, if to their pointedly declared
judgment, any confidence is due, down to the
moment at which this function devolved upon
them, never can there have been anything more
conSDnlmatethan the inaptitude, by which the
productions of all who have gone before them
in the same track have been characterized.
Their constituents-what
will they say to
them t The assent of their constituents-will
that be given to this judgment of condemnation,
to a condemnation so severe, so universal, and
at the same time so pregnant with practical
inference! Well, suppose the assent given.
The gentlemen themselves=-what will they be
the better for it! From this mIe, sweeping
&8 it is, the confidence with which they look
for an exception in their own favour is indeed
entire. But this confidence-on what ground
does it stand I None, as I have already said;
-none whatever have they made for it. Of
their aptitude, of the existence of which in their
imagination everybody stands persuadedpersuaded, as if it had been made manifest by
the strongest evidence, what evidence have
they to show! Have they so much as their
own evidence! Not they mdeed: not so much
as their own evidence: unless an event altogether supernatural and miraculous be to be
believed: believed upon the ground of this
same evidence. True it is, that while page
xix. was writing, their persuasion of then own
aptitude was such as is there described. But,
at the time when page xii, was writing,-what
was it! This too you have seen: so that, if
they are to be believed, the change from a
state of self-lamenting debility to a sta.te of
exulting vigour, took place within the interval
occupied by the composition of these seven
pages.
It is from Spaniards, be pleased to observe,
-from these same Spaniards, that, with a declared exception in favour of themselves, and
one other which the mIes of politeness could
not fail to add in favour of the company present, and a presuma.ble one in favour of the
author of the Constitutional Code, this assertion comes, of a universal state of inaptitude,
with reference to the work of Iegislanon on
the part of all Spaniards.
So much for these Spaniards. Now, as to
this same point, what would naturally be the
judgment of an impartial foreigner! As, down
to this moment, according to their own conviction, men born and bred nnder Spanish government have been in so eminent a degree unskilful,the probability is, (he wonld say,) that even
now, at this moment, they are not so consummately skilful, that assistance from abroad
should be peremptorily rejected: rejected,
under any such notion as that of its not dordiog so much as a chance of being of any nse.
On their own assertion, as you have seen,
rests the notion of their own aptitude: upon
their own assertion, and that a aelf-consra-
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dieted one: for to no other proof have they so
much as made reference. Of the inaptitude
of their predecessors, their notion stands on
somewhat better ground. In proof of this,
they have given statements and references, of
which I cannot resist the temptation, Sir, of
presenting you WIthsomespecimens. Scarcely
can language furnish expressions more energetically declarative of consummate ....orthlessness. The essence of the national legislative
wisdom they found concentrated, they inform
you, in a compilation-s-the work of the then
Impeccable and infallible, but now extinct
€<mncil of Castile: a mass composed (say
they, p. xi.) of collectionsmade with a view to
the amendment of the law. Disgust is the
sensation declared to have been produced by
its contents: a parcel of rough drafts, loose
remarks, incoherent and undigested pages:
dissertations half religious, half political. extracts from various penal laws, with notes exhibiting coincidences and repugnances. Apparent destination of the whole, furnishing
patchwork for insertron into a new edition of
the statutes at large. (Recopilacion.) Plan,
the old plan: "salutary innovation, none :
eonvenient reform, none : sole object, preserving and givmg support to the antiquated and
vitious system: basis, the same: punishments,
the same: with a vast heap of laws and titles
unsuited to the present day."
Under the notion of reform, the best thing
that had been thus proposed to be done wasthe giving a new edition of the old system in
the old spirit, and upon the old plan: of which
old system they had already, in p. vi., spoken
in terms in which every vinous quality a system of law is susceptible of, is spoken of as
exemplified by it in the highest degree conceivable: incomprehensibility in the style, absurdity and iniquity in the regulations, atrocity in the punishments employed for giving
effect to them; and so forth.
At the end of what is sard of the above plan
for the amendment of those same laws, (p. xii.)
-that the spirit of them may be anticipated
from the nature of the subjects, examples of
those subjects are brought to view.
« Holy Trinity-Catholic faith--Jews, and
their expulsion from the kingdom-Moors and
Moriscos-l:Ieretics and persons excommunicated-e-oiviners, sorcerers, and soothsayers-oaths and periurlee=saeeilege-c-money-lending and usury-e-eccentricrtiea of the sexual
appetites in respect of species and sex: these
and others which" (they conclude with saying) " onght not to have any place or direct
insertion in any good criminal Code."
Thereupon, Sir, comes a natural question:
-what answer shall I give to it! The depravity, so' unreservedly ascribed to the whole
body of the law-to the whole of the law then
and even still in existence-by what causes
was it produced! Was it not by sinister interest 1 by interest-begotten prejudice I by aut.hority-begottenprejudice t by inbred intellec-

tual weakness, the fruit of bad education, in a
eountry into which no good book, unless by
stealth, could ever penetrate! of a. mind-debilitating and mind-perverting system of education, and those habits of thinking and acting,
that could not but have kept flowing from it
throughout life! All these causes of inaptitude
-is it in the nature of man, that, at any point
of time whatever, the influence should all on
the sudden cease! The explosion, by which
someof the Instruments of tyranny were driven
from about the throne, and some of its victims
cast into their places-this or any other political convulsion, is it in the nature of it to
change with equal rapidity the whole texture
of men's minds!
Gentlemen speak of new lights, (p. vii. ix.
xix.:) even the Kmg's Proclamation to the
Ultramarians (April 27, 1820) speaks of new
hghts, It was by these new lights (or if not,
by what else!) that this self-confidence, of
which, Sir, you have been seeing such abundant testimony, was inspired. But, these new
lights-from what sources were they derived!
From Spanish sources1 No: even by gentlemen themselves this supposition, you have
seen, is energetically negatived. From what
sources then! From what but foreign ones!
Yet, that from these sources-from the only
sources,from which the lights which form their
sole dependance have ever come-any fresh
hghts should come, this is what they cannot
endure the thoughts of.
Instead of eulogy, suppose melioration the
thing desired,-what, in advernsing for remarks, would have been the course taken 1
Wonld it have been any such close course t
No, Sir: it would have been a course as open
as the nature of the case eould possibly have
admitted. "Send in your remarks," (it would
have been said.) « send in your remarks, whoever you are, they shall be printed: not only
to our eyes shall they be presented, but to the
eyes of all our constituents; of all our and
your fellow-citizens; in a word, of all mankind; of all those beings, on whose eondition,
in respect of happiness, your remarks will
exercise their influence: exercise it t Yes:in proportion to the value possessed by them,
in the first place in the eyes of the selected
and official judges, in the next place in the
eyes of all men sitting as judges in the tribunal of public opimon. Send in, each of you
his work, without name or other token, by
which, antecedently to the time for its being
put to use, the judgment passed upon it might
be perverted: perverted by good or ill-will as
towards the person of the workman. Send it
in withont a.ny such public notification: and
be assured, that if, for drawing aside the imparnallty-securing veil, any private intimation
be conveyed,-the avenging eye of the public
will be on him by whom the corruptive information is conveyed, and on him, whoever he
be, on whom it is productive of the effect it
aims at."
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P. S. I should be curious, Sir, to know, if
the thing were possible, how many and what
the communications are, that, in pursuance of
the invitation to send in remarks on their
draught, have been received by the legislative
committee: received, antecedently to the appointed da.y, July the first, or a.t a.ny time
since: what received, and from what public
bodies, and 'IV hat individua.ls respectively sent
in, and from what places: and, of those re-
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ceived, what have been printed a.nd published
for the information of constituents,
beginning
with the people of Madrid.
It might to any
one be matter of curiosity, to say 110 more, to
see what sert of agreement there bas been,
between the facts and the inductions above
hazarded in relation to them: ha.za.rded by a
ma.n, whose eyes or ears no positive information whatever ha.d ever reached.

LETTER III.
On the CQIINe taken for pre-renting, by meam of Punilhment, eo nomine, all,.effectual Indication
of Imperfections in the uisting political S!lltem, the proposed. Penal Code included.
SIR !- The efficient power of the matter of re-,
In the midst of a.11the care thus taken of
ward is great, but its apphcability is limited:
the liberty of the press, an apprehension apit is limited by the limits which the nature of pears to have presented itself: an appreheuthings bas set to the quantIty of the matter of I sion, of a certain overweening eerupuloeity, to
good to which this destina.tion can be given,
say no worse, on the pa.rt of this or that judge,
and by the number of the persons to whom it the effect of which might b~
exempt the
is possible to flatter themselves with the hope " traitor" (for such is the na.me given to the
of a share in it. In the present instance, their
offender) from the lot so justly merited.
For
number falls short-very
short-of
the whole
the tranquillizing, as it should seem, any such
number, of those on whose pa.rt, for the attainapprehension, (for in whatever I say in regard
ment of the end, acquiescence at least has to a.ny of the designs that seem to be indicated
been regarded as necessary.
To produce ac- in and by this Code, I speak with unfeigned
quiescence a.t the hands of the va.st majority,
dIffidence,) for greater security a.t a.ny rate,no instrument of less force and applicability
by article 213, provision is ma.de of a. more
than punishment was looked upon as sufficient.
lenient visitation:
six years' seclusion in &
Follow a few samples of the use ma.de of it. fortress.
Nothing more than this, except that
Of the acts marked out for punishment, one the situation of the fortress may be, and is to
is-that
which consists in the endeavour to be, in one of the islauds: the quantum of the
make an alteration of any kind in the political
suffering being accordmgly susceptible of such
constitution of the Spanish Monarchy,
For
undescribed and uudescnbable
additions, a.s
this offence, the punishment appointed is death,
the case may be. found to require, without a.ny
The article, by which the a.nxiety to secure
of those unsuitable a.lleviations, which the eye
obsequiousness is thus expressed, is the very
of so tronblesome a public as the public of
first in the whole Code: and, as in this, as in Madrid, might be disposed to look out for, if
any other work, the commencement
is that access were possible to it.
part to which the attention of the workma.u
True it is tha.t, to the sort of offence which
will naturally have been most closely applied,
seem! to have been in View in both cases, the
it ma.y, a.t least Without intentiona.l injustice,
wording given in this latter case is (by article
be taken for a. sort of sample of the whole.
213) not exactly the same as tha.t given in the
Whatsoever ma.y ha.ve been the desigu,-here
former case (by article 191.) In tha.t former
alrea.dy, so far as regards effect and tendency,
case, a characteristic
word is aiterar, to a.lter:
two intimately connected objects may be sta.ted III this latter case, guard.ane, to be kept: but
as being in a certain wa.y provided for: na.mely, tha.t, by this cha.nge in the la.ugnage, any
the securing order in the legitilllate style, and change is meant to be made in the idea conthe keeping at a distauce two troublesome sets veyed, is more than I can see.
()f men-impartia.l
critics, and impertinent and
Not that, in this case any more than in the
presumptuous competitors.
other, I can take upon me to sa.y, but that, in
Indication of a.lleged imperfections, indicathe view taken of the matter by this or that
tion of arrangements
calculated to effect the person, in the situation of legislator, or in the
remova.l of those sa.me imperfections, indicasituation of judge, a milder might eventua.lly,
tions of other Codes in and by which the re- in preference to the more efficient interpretamoval or exclusion of those same imperfections
tiou, be the proper one. But here comes in
bas been effected-of
indica.tions of a.ny one of the misfortnne, if not the policy: two periods
these three sorts separately,at
any ra.te of a.ny are here in question: the period anterior,and
two or of all three conjnnctly, if the design be the period posterior, to the sanctionment of
not to produce alteration in the system of which
the law. To the anterior period lest Iegislathey are the subject, I know not what design
tor, or constituents
should be more or less
they can have.
I alarmed.
the milder interpreta.tion is, without
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doubt or difficulty,the best suited. Comesthe
posterior period, and then, according as the
decision falls to the lot of this or that judge,
and according as the side, in support of which
the obnoxious act has been done, ill the wrong
side or the right side, the interpretation put
upon the words is the milder of the two, or the
more efficient.
When confronted with some of the other
articles, by which tongues and pens are endeavoured to be tied, this article 213, with
the word glWrdarse iu it, throws me into no
small perplexity. By this article, every Spaniard, who, by word of mouth or in writing,
shall endeavour to produce any such persuasion (tratore de persuadir) as that, in Spain
or in any of her provinces, the pohtical Constitution of the monarchy, in the whole or in
part, ought not to be kept l'luardarse,) is to be
chastised (castigado) as a subrersor ofthat same
Constitution in the first degree, (whatever be
meant by the first degree, for the explanation
of which no reference do I see,) and suffer imprisonment for six years: which, ifit be in the
Peninsula that he has been condemned, is to
be ill some fortress in one of the adjacent
islands, as above: not to speak of et ct1!teras.
But, by article 191 as above, if a man do but
eompire to Il'IIburt this sameConstitution, (trastoroor,) he is to suffer death: much more,
surely, by parity of reason, must lie, on the
assumption made by that same article, (213,)
namely, that he has actually been a subversor
of it, which being admitted, he, whether the
fact be so or not, is to be deemed and taken
to have subverted it. Under the two articles
taken together, what then is to be done With
him! Under article 213, he is in the first
place to be put to death,-put to death in the
first degree, or put to death as if he had been
(though he has not been) a subvertor of the
Constitution in the first degree: whatever is
meant by the first degree, which is more than
I can take upon me to divine: and, when the
breath is out of his body, then it is that he is to
be shut up in the fortress, and soforth, as above.
Now, Sir, suppose prosecution under these
two articles, one or both of them. Figure to
yourself advocates pleading, and think what
a widow's cruise of learned arguments! learned arguments upon the proper meaning of the
two momentouswords trastornar and suburtir,
whence subllersor: learned arguments, for the
purpose of settling whether the two modes of
action, thus differently designated, are different
or the same.
But two articles after that, comes another,
(Art. 215,) according to which every Spaniard,
who, by word of month or by writing, propagates any other ma.rim or doctrine, which has a
direct tendency to destroy or subvert (destruir .;
trastornar) that same Constitution, is to suffer
imprisonment: imprisonment, from two to six
years, besides loss ofemployment, and soforth j
but nothing is here saidoffortresses or adjacent
isles. As to other, it means (as it should seem,

though this is not said) other than what is specified in the last preceding article (214.) More
learning, poured forth uponthe questionjwherein consists the difference,-the dift'erencebetween the endeavouring to persuade men thai
the Constitution OUGHT Mt to be kept, and the
propagating a ma.rim or doctrine tending to destroy or B1llnert that same Constitution?
Supposing adift'erence,the latter of the two offences
seems, to a plain understanding, to have in it
the larger dose of ill-will, and, if there be any
mischief in the case, of mischief. For my own
part, I have had the misfortune to conceive,
and the temerity to declare in print, an opinion
that in this same Constitution there is this and
that article, that had better tlot be kept than
kept: but, notwithstanding all the imperfecnons I think I see in this same Constituuon, I
set much too high a value on it to use my endeavours, or so much as to harbour a wish, to
see any such fate as can be aptly expressed by
the words destruction or subversion,befall any
part that to me seems good in it.
Not more than three articles after this,
comes article 218, which says, "Whatever
person," (and this is not confinedto Spaniards)
"whatever person, by word of mouth or by
writing, shall provoke anyone to the nonobservance of the Constitution, tcitk satires
or inuctius," shall suffer-what! death, and
then imprisonment, as above! Oh, no! in the
course of half a page, all such severity seems
already to have been forgotten. What he is
to do now, is to pay a fine of from ten to fifty
dollars (duras,) or else suffer arrest (arre3to)
for from fifteen days to four months; and, if
he be a public functionary, the punishment is
in both cases to be doubled.
To 80 pla.ina man as myself,the endeavouring to provoke men to a purposed tI()fI·ooserronce (inobservancia) of the Constitution-under which words I should suppose that any
open and avowed disobedience to this or that
one of its ordinances would be regarded as
comprehended,--seems to have rather more of
mischief in it than the using a discourse, the
object of which were Simply to produce an
opinion, that it ought not to be kept; under
which words, it would seem to me that any
discourse might be comprehended, having for
its object to show that it would be for the advantage of the nation, that by the competent
authority, this or that article in it should be
repealed or altered. If 80, I do IIOtsee, how,
in any view commonly taken of the matter,how it is, that by the employing on this occasion satires or inrectius, (whatever be meant
by satires or inrectireB, words loose enough to
call forth learning in abundance.) how it is,
that by the employing of poisoned weapons
in either of these shapes, the malignity or the
mischievousness of the oft'ence, if it has any
should be diminished.
It seems to be by some principle, though
from a principle which I am altogether unable to reach so much as hy conjecture, that
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the compa.r&tive enoourasement
thus given to
MJtiru and iMeCti_, loas prescribed.
In
Article 327, compared with that which stands
next after il, I fiDd another proof of the influenoe of this same principle, whatever it be.
By Article 327, the offence described is that
of him, who" by word of mouth sba.lJ. excite
or provoke directly (dirutaflle1lie) to disobedience to the Government (GolMrrao) or to any
public Iluthority."
This is one branch of the
offence: then comes a second, " or to resist or
impede the execution of any law, or other act,
of those" (acto de los: quere, whether those actB
or those persom1) "expressed
(e.pre8ado1) in
Article 325."
So much for the description of
the offence. Thereupon comes the description
ofthe punishment:
"reclusion or prison (priaWn,) for from six to eighteen months, if the
excitation or provocation has not taken effect:
in the opposite case, (so I understand peru en
ute caBO,) from one yeM to four ye&rS."
Thns much for Article 327, in which nothing
is said of mtirel or inuctitlel. Then comes
Article 328. Here the description of the offence &grees, as to part of it, with the description given, in the last preceding article, of the
first branch of the offence created by it. He
who" by word of mouth or by writing" (as
before) "shall provoke" (the word excite is
now omitted)" with satires or invectives to disobedience to any laIC, or to theGohiemo,orother
public authority."
So much for the offence.
Now for the punishment.
Instead of reclusion
or pririon for from six to eighteen months,
arreot for from fifteen days to two months
a.t the utmost, with an alternative of a. mulct
of 180 dollars, with 10RS of employment, &c.,
if the offender be a. public functionary, &c.; the
wording and pointing being so ambiguous, as
to leave it at the option of the judge to let off
the offender with the fine, in case of his not
being a public functionary, &c.
Thus then you see, Sir, if, in the endeavours
used by him to provoke men to the disobedience in question, a man abstains from all satires and invectives, he may suffer as much as
eighteen months of reclusion or imprisonment,
nor can he suffer less than six months; but if,
on this same occasion. he indulges himself in
satirel and iIJuctius, in this case his arrest
cannot last longer than two months, and may
be limited to fifteen days.
Note, that &8 to what is meant by the laws
or other acts, said &8 above in Article 327, to
be "expressed
in Article 325," you are sent
for it of course to Art. 325: when you have
got there, you are sent to Article 290; and
when you are at 290, you find yourself in a
labyrinth, the clue to which I should scarce
hope to be able to find, if my life depended on
it; but at the end of it what I do find is four
years of reclusion.
Next to this article, and
for the declared purpose of an explanation of
it, comes Article 291: for the meaning of
which you Me further sent to four articles
more, all in the lump, namely, 326, 341, 353,
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and 356: when you are at 353, you are B8si
to 346, and to 3«; when you are at 346, YOI1
are sent to the whole cluster of articles COiltained in Title iii. of Part ii.; and te another
cluster, contained in Chapter iii. of Title Ti. of
thai sa.me Part ii.
Inthe entanglemellt, producedbythe indiree~
mode of designation above exemplified, may be
seen a sort of instrument, ot' which, conkidered
as applied to the field of legislation, the gentlemen in question, so fM as recollection serves
me, are the inventors.
In some instances, the
reference is in the simple form: from one rorticle you are simply sent on to another: and
here you suffer nothing worse than useless Iabour. But, in other instances, and these most
unhappily numerous, words significative of relation are employed,-equally
(igvalmente), in
the aame manner.
Whatsoever
may be the
decoration added by this contrivance, not IIlDAlI
is the price paid for it: paid for it by the subject citizen, in the shape of serious inconvenience suffered. By it, is thus imposed upon the
reader, the task of comparing the article which
is clearly to the purpose, with another which
may be to the purpose, or not, &8 it may happen; and in either case the task of establishiog the fact of the identity of signification, or,
in case of difference, the nature and extent of
the dlfl'erence: neither in the memory nor in
the conception, can an article be lodged, without being coupled with another, or others,
which do not belong to it. Thus, a burthen,
which, taken at its minimum, is but too heavy,
receives from ihis artificial contriva.nce an indefinite increase: and, as the result may, in
each instance, be a degree of perplexity and
uncertainty, to which no limits can be assigned,
as little can any linnts short of death be assigned to the mischief, to which, in case of an
interpretation
deemed erroneous by the judge,
the citizen may be subjected: for, such may
be the mischief, in a case in which death is
the appointed
punishment;
which case, &8
above, is that provided for by Art. 191-the
very first of the offence-creating articles in the
Code.
The citizen, when thus perplexed, it
rich enough to t&ke the chance for saving
himself, repairs to a lawyer:
which lawyer
perhaps finds hunself equally perplexed.
But,
for the suffering of the perplexed lawyer, compensation to his own satisfaction,
is made:
while by his unhappy client, in addition to his
perplexity, comes, instead of compensation, the
burthen of affording the compensation to the
professional man, by whom the perplexity has
or has not been decreased, and by whom security against the mischief has or has not been
afforded_
(.Arimimw) as well (tambie#) and
so forth: and here, to the simple labour are
added, not unfrequently,
perplexity and uncertainty to an indefinite degree.
Such is the entanglement
that has place,
wheo there Me but two articles thus unnecess&rily and incommodiously connected;
when,
with the article with which you have to do, no
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more than one other with which you have nothing to do, is linked. What jhen must be the
embarrassment, when, from the only one with
which you have anything to do, you are sent
on pain of not knowing what it means, to a
second, with which you have nothing to do;
from the second to a third; from the third to a
cluster of others; from each of them perhaps
to another or others! But, such is the frequency with which this mode of designation
occurs in this same Code, that scarcely have I
opened a page without finding instances of the
employment given to it. Q,uite sufficient (one
should have thought) are the difficulties inseparable from the subject, without its being
clogged by any such useless and factrtious instruments of uncertainty and embarrassment.
Having no example in anything that was
ever written on the subject, nor any particular
use tha.t I can discover, this mode of expression
presents itself to me as having something of a
cuUoquial cast : as such, it operates in eonflrmation of the suspicion before intimated, that
in the course of gentlemen's studies, the fascinating art of rhetoric has obtained rather too
much of their attentron, at the expense of the
repulsive art of logic.
Thus much, by the by, for a specimen of
the use made of references. But, of the proposed Code there are certain parts, which. it
should seem, gentlemen make sure of finding
lodged in the memory of every individual,
who stands exposed to the temptation of committing an offence ill any shape. Of these
parts, one is-that in which an enumeration is
made of the several modes of pnnishment.
Being able to read, and havmg time sufficient
to dip into some parts of this composition,
though not to read so much as perhaps a
twentieth part of it. my good fortune had conducted me to page 10, in which that enumeration is commenced. I was thus preserved from
an error into which I might have fallen otherwise. Seeing how far this composition was
from any steady observance of that indrspensably useful instrument of certainty in a law,
ideis eisdem »erba eadem, to the same ideas the
I!am.ewords. the words reclusion, pru.ioll, a rresto, might have passed upon me, as meant to
be designative of the same punishment. Turning, however, to Ar~. 29, I found that reclusion is one sort of pumshment, the scene of it
being a house of hard labour ; prision, another; the scene of it a fortress' both of them
ranged under the head of corporal punish»
ments. Looking for arrrsto, I fonnd it, to my
no small surprise, at a distance from the other
two, and nnder the head of punis/t,¥l.e/lt8 nut
corporal: and in explanation of tlus word, it
was that I found, but in words of the loosest
texture, Intimation given of some further punishments, which were to be considered as attached to all punishments ranged under the
head of corporal l)1misltm.ents. For the conveying of this intnuatiou, the words ci1'il rffccts
are the words employed j aud for showing what

is to be understood by these civil eft"ects,no
reference do I see.
In my Code, every word, the signification
of which is not beyond all danger of dispute
settled by universal usage, receives a definition: and all words so defined, stand distinguished by one and the same particular type:
and thus, by means of an alphabetical index,
ail ambiguity and obscurity may be cleared up
in the shortest space of time. In the Code is
thus contained a Law Dictionary; that dietiona.ry a complete one, and having the same
authority as the text, WIth every word of which
it has been confronted.
Sir, what you have seen hitherto, is no more
than a part of what I was led to by Art. l!)],
being the very first of all the articles in which
any description is given of particular offences.
When I have done with this same proposed
Code, scarcely perhaps shall I have read onetwentieth part of it. To what end should I!
No use would there be in my reading it, any
further than as I write about it: and if my
determination was to go through with it, and
say all that it occurred to me to say of it, my
life would assuredly be at an end, before my
comments were at an end. Sir, you have already had before you that one specimen: before I have done, you may perhaps have be, fore yon a few others. What if the whole work
should be found to be of a piece with these specimens of it 1

I

«Oh

I

but this is not tehat

fL'e

meant· tee meant

and 110." This is what I fignre to myself
gentlemen saying, should it happen to you, Sir,
to present to their view this or that passage,
in which it might happen to them to suspect
that a change might be made, not altogether
to its disadvantage. «Gentlemen, only from
what the Code itself says, not from wh:t.t,
either in private or even in public, you may,
any of you, be pleased to say, your meaning was
while peunii-g It,--only from what, in the eyes
of everybody, the Code itself says, to the exelusion of whatever may have been said of it
by tlus or that individual, can the meaning of
it, in any part of it, be understood."
Sir, there is a very dry, dry indeed, but at
the same time not unuseful branch of art and
science, denominated Loqic: upon it, where
government IS the ficl.l of operation.s=upon it,
:tb well a" upon pohtics and morals,-hangs
life and everything else that man holds dear
to him. Upon it, depends the choice of words:
of those words by which, aceor.Img to the interpretation put upon them, man is destroyed
or saved. If, in the instance of the gentlemen
III question, this.wearisome and unamusing art
has been among the objects of their studies,
the success of those studies has not, I fear,
been quite so great as their constitnents may,
perhaps, see reason to WIsh it had been. Of
all the several articles by which either partieular delinquency is described, or particular
punishment appointed, the very first (you see
Sir.) is among those in which this laxity on
SO
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the one part, so incompatible with security on
the other, has been manifested. To inquire
how far onwards a habit so unfortunate has
extended its influence, belongs not to the present occa.sion, nor on any occasion, to any design of mine: to speak of it in the gross, in my
view of the matter, it is a radical indisposition,
having its root m the method which has been
pursued, and not curable, but by another and
very different one. Of this imperfection.if it be
one, 1may perhaps, have occasion, Sir, to submit
to you, here and there, a few other indications.
Opposite stands a very brilliant and fascina.ting art, called Rhetoric, in which the preliminary discourse 1 have had such occasion
to advert to, evidences no ordinary proficiency:
if the time bestowed upon this instrument of
fascination had been bestowed upon the instrument of sound instruction, the character of the
proposed rule of action would naturally have
been somewhat different, and as far as regards
national peace.security ,and contentment, would
not (so it seems to me) have been the worse.
If by Rhetoric men are sometimes saved from
destruction, as well as sometimes consigned to it,
it must be by logic, and m proportion as it is
well applied, if they are secured against it.
In their preface, (page xii.,) Gentlemen state
the manner in which the whole of their work
was parcelled out amongst the five. If so It
be that of that same work, the method is not
altogether what might have been Wished, of
whatever imperfection there may be in it, one
cause 1 am inclined to think might be found
in tlus partitron treaty_In
the observatrous
made III support of my Codification Offer, Section 7, (Draughtsman why single, &c.)* the
disadvantages thought to be attached to every
such plan of operation are brought to view.
Apropos of" doctriues or maxims."
What If the doctrines or mazims, call them
which you please, "the direct tendency of
which is to destroy or subvert the pohtical
eonstltunon of the monarchy"-wbat,
if these
doctrines or maxims, for the propagation of
which every Spanish propagator IS by article
215, to suffer imprisonment from two to six
years, with et caJteras, should be found in the
Constitution itself'! In such a case is the
punishment to receive an inexorable application! By its doctrines being to be found in
that place, does it the less come under the
description here given of the offence! For an
example of a. thus destructive or subversive
doctrine or maxim, take the doctrines or
maxims by which, in articles 4 and 13, the
greatest happiness of the greatest number is
stated as being the only proper end of government. For an example of the tendency of
such a doctrine to destroy or subvert the political constitution of the monarchy, namely, by
putting the office of monarch out of it, take
the following consideration. By a statement
which 1have before me, taken in the years 1787,
.. See vol. iv. 1'- 554.
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1788, from Spanish sources, the expense of
maintaining that one functionary was about
one-fourth part of that of the whole expenditure ofgovernment: that is to say, the ordinary,
avowed, settled, and officially stated expense,
over and above whatever was extraordinary
and unavowed, though not the less constantly
repeated. At present 1 should not expect to
find it quite so much: but, be it what it may,
an inference presents itself, as one, the conclusiveness of which would not be materially
varied by any denomination, which that portion of the public expenditure has experienced,
or seems to be in any likelihood of experiencing. The giving any such application to any
part of the public expense, how (may it not be
asked 1) is it conducive to the greatest happiness of the greatest number l Especially when
the whole income is not sufficient for the effective protection of the people against the neighbourmg pirates, not to speak of the insurgent
privateers; or, of the expense of defending almost all Ultramaria against its inhabitants.
Of the office thus endowed, what is the
specific beneficial effectproduced m any shape 1
What effect more obvious or more indubitable,
than the giving establishment to a set of men,
who, partly by legal power, partly by force,
partly by corruption, have it so completely in
their power to weaken, and III time to destroy,
the constitutit:e power given to the people!to destroy it 1 Yes: and through the medium
of the share possessed in the operati u power
by their representatives.
Two authorities
does this projected Code exhibit-two conflictmg authonties, who the one of them With one
portion of it in hand, the other with that which
is next to it, will, if it be but sanctioned and
carried mto execution, be waging a war of extermination, till the one or the other of them
IS exterminated.
In the political constitution of the AngloAmerican United States there is no such office:
and, for this omission, in what respect is anybody the worse!
Of the arrangements thus proposed, for putting to death all persons, by whom any conjunct endeavours shall have been employed
for remedying any imperfections in the Constitution, what was the object! To preserve the
liberty of the nation, if the gentlemen in question are to be believed. Contrary to the liberty
of the nation, according to them, is any such
endeavour: for, at the very head ofthe offences
against the liberty of the nation, do 1 see it
placed - Tit. 1. Cap. 1. "Capitulo Primero.
De los delitos contra la libertad de la nacion."
As to this word liberty, it is a word, the
import of which is of so loose a texture, that,
in studied discourses on political subjects, I
am not (I must confess) very fond of employing it, or of seeing it employed: ucurity is a
word, in which, in most cases, I find an advantageous substitute for it: stet/ritg against misdeeds by individuals at large: secllrity against
misdeeds by public functionaries: security
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again~t misdeeds by foreign adversaries-as
the case may be. In the present instance, if,
by the word libe,1y, as thus employed, security
in any shape-security
against persons of any
description,
considered in the character
of
public functionaries, or persons acting under
the orders, or in support, of public functionaries-was
intended and meant to be afforded,
-it must have been seourity not only for individuals, but for a certain class of public
functionaries, against enterprises on the part
of another class of public functionaries.
Be it
security, be it liberty, that was the blessing
here in view, I should not, I must confess,
have supposed, that anything in favour of it
had been intended to be done, by any such
arrangement,
as that to which I hwe had occasion, Sir, to request your attention, had it not
been for the assurance gIVen in this same tt tle,
Seeing the course taken by Gentlemen in
their endeavours to preserve the "libert!1 of
tile nati'JIl;' I could not but be alarmed, when
I found, that-not
content with preserving In
their way the liberty of the nation, they had
taken up the determination
to preserve in the
same way the liberty of the press. I should
have said, indeed, the preservation
of that
liberty against abuse.
Still, however, it is the
liberty of the press that, in a section of the
Code exclusively allotted to the purpose, I Bee
taken in hand.
"Titulo
noveno.
De los delitos y culpas de los impresores, libreros y
otras personas en el abuso de la Iibertad de
imprenta, Cap. unico : Art. 172." Such being
the hands into which I saw this instrument of
liberty taken-taken
by means of a body of arrangements
separated and distinguished from
all others by a title of its own, I could not but
tremble for the fate of it.
Nor, after a glance at the contents, has my
anxiety been removed.
Sir, I know of one
indi1:idual, of whose desire to see the press in
possession of all that liberty which is conducive to the greatest happiness of the greatest
Humber, and of no more than all that liberty,
I cannot entertain a doubt: it is your humble
servant.
In no Code drawn by him will there
be any such title.
I know even of a grroernment, of whose desire to see the press in possession of all that liberty which is conducive to
the greatest happiness of the greatest number,
and of no more than all that liberty, I cannot entertain a doubt. It 13 the government of the Anglo- American United States: Sir, in their Code,
there is no such title.
For the state of the law in that seat of ever
undisturbed internal peace, concord, tranquillityand amity, I must e'en beg leave once more
to refer you to that one of my pamphlets, which
has for its subject the Liberty of the Press and
Public Discussion.
Under that government,
from the 14th of July, 1798, to the 3d of March,
1801, there existed a law having much the
same objects as Titles i. and iii. and ix, of the
proposed Code. Viewing the whole of it together, and comparing it with the matter of those

titles taken together-viewing
both ill the lump
(for of any such task as that of analyzing either
of them there would be no end) its utmost rigour
(you will see) was teuder mercy. Being, however, the whole of it, plainly useless, and much
worse than useless,-creative
of a. disease, which
otherwise would not have had existence,having hut one good thing belonging to it,
which was its temporariness as above,-it
was
suffered to expire: the authors of it, at that
time the leaders of one of the two then contending parties, lost thereby the public confidence,and with it their pohtical influence. That
party (the aristocratieal]
having expired,-ask
there for parti.es, no such thing will you find.
In every Code, in which I see any such title
as the liberty of tke press, I look of course for
the destruetron of it. I look to the committee's
Code, and I have not been disappointed.
In
no oue of all the Anglo-American United States
IS any desire more universal,
or more intense,
than that of seeing this liberty preserved.
Accordingly in no one of the Codes is there
any such title.
What I shall have to say on
the subject comes in of course, and no otherwise than in an incidental way, under the head
of offences aqaina reputation.
To offences of
this class, where the individuals injured are
public functionaries
considered as such, my
Code, so far from regarding the circumstance
as a cause of aggravation,
gives some indulgence.
The indulgence has for its ground the
great importance it is of, that no misdeeds of
men in that situation should remain unknown,
and the more than ordinary facility, which,
in case of the groundlessness of the imputanon, they have for defendiug themselves:
for
defending themselves, or rather of being defended by others, without having the trouble
to defend themselves.
See my accompanying
tract on the liberty of the press.
But this Indulgeuce I confine to the case of temerity: for,
in the case where the falsehood disseminated
by the disseminator himself is known to be a
falsehood, though in this case disproof and refutation are so much more easy to men in
power than to men not in power, still I see no
need, nor therefore any warrant, for manifesting indulgence to immorality In a shape 80
mischievous.
A distinction which on this occasion I am careful to make, is t/tat between
defamation and rituperation:
defamation, the
imputing to the person In question, the having
done this or that specific act of a punishable
or disreputable nature; vituperation, the mere
expression of dislike to the individual, in terms
of a reproachful
and offensive nature.
Of
these, in proportion as they are understood to
be unmerited, the punishment naturally attached, falls of itself on the head of the offender, and with small, if any, assistance from
factitious punishment, suffices for the purpose.
III case of defamation, the law of England (It
is that part of the law which is made by judges
and reporters of their decisions] disallows the
proof of the truth of the imputation 1U the
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character of a cause of exemption from punishment: for the law made by these creatures
and dependants of the Monarch, has for one of
its effects (it is needless to add its objects) the
providing a screen for delinquency in every
shape, on the part of themselves, and of their
associates in the system of misrule.
Bad as
it was In principle, even the exploded AngloAmencan law just mentioned gives express
allowance to this proof.
[* A rule which has been established
by
lawyers in England, and which I should expect
to find adopted by the fraternity in the United
States, prohibits indeed, in case of defamation,
the interrogation of the party defamed, for the
purpose of proving the truth of the fact imputed to him: and prohibits it,-not
only in a
civil suit In which he is the a.vowed plaintiff,
but also in a criminal suit, which, while it has
the king for the nominal, has the individual
for the real, plaintiff.
My Code a.llows it in
most cases, and in particular where the party
defamed is a public functionary, defamed as
such. In one of the two above-mentioned cases,
the prohibition has Its foundation in an ill-expressed Latin rule, made nobody knows when,
by nobody knows who, namely, Nemo telletur
le-ipBUm accmare· as if eonfeseion were accusation.
In proportion as laws are tyrannical,
this coutrivance for giving impunity to deliaquents is beneficial: nor conld I think of expunging it out of any such system of law as in
England we have, or from any such as if the
force of law is given to this proposed Code,
Spain will have : suppose the laws not tyrannical, the rule, and the imaginary law made
out of it, is purely mischievous:
on better
ground, in tenderness to the accused defendant, would all other testimony be excluded:
for who is so little likely to give false testimonyto a man's disadvantage as the man himself is ~ But, in such a government as we have,
and Spain seems in danger of having, in a word
in a government which has for its object the
sacrifice of the many to the few, the best thing
that can happen is-that
all offences that are
such merely against government,
should go
unpunished, and be followed by their designed
effect. Of this portentously absurd rule, those,
according to whom the greatest happiness of
the greatest number is the only proper end of
government, lay fast hold, for the sake of the
application made of it to offences against government :-to
offences against those laws
which, having for their end in view the sacrifiee of the happiness of the greatest number to
the separate
interest of the ruling few by
whom they were made, would of course, if
carried into anything like full effect, render
the greatest number miserable.
Lovers of the
people cherish the absurd rule, for the sake of
thi& particular application which cannot be refused to it. Lawyers cherish it, for the sake
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of the protection and encouragement
it gives
to delinquency in all shapes, giving proportionable increase to the number of their eustomers.
For this reason, in every country, it
is the interest of lawyers to see depravity consummate: accordingly in every country, it is,
to the ntmost of their power, their endeavour
to keep or render it so.]
This collection of arrangements,
in which
such special care is taken of the press--such
anxiety manifested for presernng
Its liberty
from abuse,-thia
collection of arrangements
=-stands exhibited in 12 articles, namely, those
from 592 to 604 Inclusive; and occupies 4 out
of the 240 pages of the Code. I have glanced
,over it. The result is-a continuation of the
I conception above brought to VIew: namely,
that, at a.ny rate on the 21st of April, 1821,
that being the declared day of signature, the
WIsh and endeavour of the gentlemen in question was, at the prices there expressed in the
shape of capital and other pumshments,
to
prevent as far as possible the diffusion of all
Ideas whatsoever, that should, in any degree,
be productive of sensations of an unpleasant
nature in their own minds, or in the minds of
any person in connexion WIth them: trusting,
as they would naturally do, that by the same
interests, prepossessions and affectJOns,-their
successors, whosoever they were, would, by so
universally convenient an arrangement as this
of theirs, be fixed in those same WIshes and
endeavours: that, in this view, their endeavour
was-to keep the eyes of therr fellow-cinsens
. for ever hermetically sealed, against all writ: ten or printed discourses, the tendency of which
I' should be to produce
any such unpleasant effeet: and that it is in this same view that, by
I article 602, they have extended the exclusion to
discourses, in the Spanish language, printed elsewhere than in Spain, and byarticles598and601,
to discourses of the like tendency inany language
other than the Spanish, wheresoever printed.
If there be anyone
foreigner who, more
than any other, not to say more than all others
put together, has been the object of their jealousy, who can it be, Sir, but your unfortunate
humble servant! And if such were their wishes
in relation to him even from the first, what will
they be, should ever any such provocation
1 meet their eyes, as cannct but be afforded by
so unwelcome a proof as tlns is which is now
i given in obedience to your commands!
For the purpose of keeping matter such as the
above from the eyes of constituents, what then
is the punishment which the proposed Code
provides'
Sir, you have seen already-the
punishment of death.
From this punishment,
fortunately for him, true it is that, by remoteness from your country, the per$on of your
above-mentioned humble servant is kept safe.
But, by the terror of that same puuishment,
any the most useful of communicanons which
in his eyes it would be worth his while to make,
• In the original letter> this passage which is in are not the less effectually excluded.
hrackets, was omitted
On this occasion permit me, Sir, to recall to
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your view that same leading article (article any other may be in my power, could seareely
191) in which death is the punishment, ap- by any means set itself to work. And thus it
pointed for every person by whom endeavours is, that if the wish that seems to be entershall have been used to bring about any alte- tained as to this matter, by the gentlemen in
ration in the political constitution of the question, as evidenced by this part of their
Spanish Monarchy. In speaking of that arti- proposed Code, is carried into effect,-mine
cle, one word, nor that an altogether immate- stands on the verge of hopelessness.
rial one, I must acknowledge the having omitEven if the net, spread by the word alterar
ted the mention of. This 18 the word conspi- in article 191, were not sufficient to catch us,
rare-to
conspire. The omission had not for (I mean myself and my aocomplices.) another
its cause either oversight or any deceptious net of not much less amplitude, I see spread
design: or m short any other cause than the for us, in the next article, by the words emconvenience there IS in speaking of no more barazar sus sesiones y deliberaciones: penalty,
than one thmg at a time. No such effect had death as before. For, of the arrangements
it (no such effect had the omission I mean) as that my temerity might find to propose, what
that of narrowing or otherwise varying the embarrassment it might happen to this or that
description of the offence, unless, in the breast one to produce in the deliberations of the auof a man who IS not insane, any such endea- gnst body, should they ever come under its
vour or design can be supposed to have place, view, if It were during the time of its having
as that of effecting an alteration of the kind in the happiness of numbermg the gentlemen in
question by his own single power, without aid question among its number, I tremble but to
from anyone else.
think of.
The truth is-that, on this occasion, it was
On this occasion, one little difficulty in parmy own unfortunate case that occupied the ticular there is, the effect of which could
first place m my view: for, saving all proper scarcely fat! to produce, more or less of emexceptions, such is the nature of man, self will oorrass7Iumt in the deliberations in question,
on every occasion be intruding Itself. Among should any endeavour be thought fit to be
my own endea1)ours as well as designs, has been used for the solution of it. In pursuance of
that of causing to be printed in the Spanish any such mortally wicked design as those
language and circulated in Spain, written dis- above described, should a man content himself
courses more than one, in relation to which I with doing what at present I am doing-that
cannot flatter myself with any the faintest hope, is, with the employing a non-Spanish language
that, in the minds of gentlemen, the sight of I in the composition of such his political poisons,
them could fail of producing, though to my I -in this case, such is the lenity manifested,
own most sincere regret, sensatrons of a cast by article 598, Ins portion of punishment is to
more or less unpleasant: nor, in regard to some be no more than the half of that which he
of those same writings, can I help being Sin-I would suffer were it in the Spanish language.
cerely apprehensive, that, in the eyes of the Duree, yes: aliOS, yes .... but I hope I am not
gentlemen m question, the endeavouring to using satire, and I am sure I am not using i7lgive publicity to them, would be the endea- rectire, when I observe, that neither in Euclid,
vouring to produce an "alteration" in that nor in any other book, would gentlemen be able
same political constitution.
to find any process, for the bissection of a punTrue it is, that on this occasion, so far as ishment, of which death is to be the result.
regards my own personal safety, I do not, from
One manifestation more, and that a finishany such conception in those or any other ing one, of the care taken by gentlemen for the
Spanish breasts, see any cause for apprehen- preservation of the press from abuse, remains
sion. But an endeavour of this sort could not yet to be brought to view. It is the establishbe used without assistants: without assistants, ing - Yes, the establishing in regenerated
who, in the language of the proposed Code, Spain-an I nde» Expurgatoriu8. An Index
would be accomplices' nor, by and between Expnrgatorius! and by whom composed! comthe principal and such his accomplices, could I posed by no less an authority than a new
any correspondence be carried on without that species of supreme legislature, proposed to be
which in the same language would be a COII- established for this single purpose: a. legislaspiracy. Among these accomplices would in ture, in which the initiative function is to be
this case be a tran .•lator, a printer and a book- exclusively in the Goinerno, (the septemvirate
seller. Of these the translator might possibly of ministers, every one of them appointed and
be one, who would not be in any greater dan- at pleasure removeable by the kIng:) the iniger of death, or whatever were the other pun- tiative function m this Gobierno, and the conishment, than myself: and to the case of the summative in the Cortes. Of this proposed
printer, the same consoling possibility may be new legislature, I find mention made-not only
found applicable.
Still there remains the in the cluster of articles, which form part of
bookseller, without whose assistance my plot those especially destined to the preservation
for the contributing, in conformity to articles of the liberty of the press from abuse, namely,
4 and 13 of your Constitution, to the greatest in articles 599, 600: but in that preceding
happiness of the greatest number of your fel- cluster, which has for its special destination
low-citizens, whatsoever ill this shape or in the preservation of the Spanish mind from
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error on the field of religion: and, on both
occasions, the existence of an instrument
of
this sort, framed by the new authority just
mentioned, is supposed,and in a manner taken
for granted.
It IS therefore in their zeal in support of religioustruth,that,in
the exercise of the conjunct
attributes ofimpeccahilityand infallibility above
spoken of, this manifestation of zeal for truth in
general, in the breasts of the gentlemen in question, appears to have taken its rise: and what
cannot be denied, is-that
by him, whoever he
maybe, by whom,for the happiness of mankind,
those same divine attributes happen to be possessed, exercise too extensive cannot be given
to them. But in proof of a man's being so
gifted, evidence, something more conclusive
than his own insinuation, nay even than his
owna.ssertion, however positive, may, it should
seem, not altogether unreasonably be required.
Before this finishing measure for the consummation of political security receive the
sanction of law, there is one other thing, Sir,
which I conld not but be glad to see recommended to the consideration of the august assembly, not to speak of the supremely influential body-the
Gobiemo, of whatever individuals it may at this moment be composed.
This is-supposing
this extraordinary
duty on
their shoulders, and anything like adequate
time for discussion allotted to the business,whether from year's end to year's end, for the
fulfilment of their ordinary duties, there would
be so much as a single moment of time left.
I have spoken of logic, as an art, which,
though not quite so agreeable, has, with reference to the greatest happiness of the greatest
number, rather more of the useful in it than
the brilliant art of rhetoric.
There is moreover another dull and plodding kind of art,
which, if a reeommendstioa
from me could
promise to itself any weight, I would take 00easion, from the incident here in question, to
recommend to the attention of gentlemen in
your exalted station.
It is the art of mensuration: I do not mean as applied to land or
timber, but as applied to tillle: to time on the
one hand, compared with the quantity of business to be done in it on the other.
From a
want of proflcienoy in this art, such as it is,
two effects both of them of rather an unpleaII&Iltnature, are liable to be produced: the exelusion of good measures, and the adoption of
bad ones: the exclusion of good ones, for want
of their being so much as proposed for consideration; the adoption of bad ones, for want of
their being in a sufficient manner made the
subjects of consideration.
If, of this last-mentioned effect, an example should be desired, a
not uninstructive
one may, I am inclined to
think, be found without much difficulty, in the
recently established prohibitive and restrictive
commercial, or, as I shonld rather say, anticommercial system, under which, trade was to
have been increased by the exclusion of cos-
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Gentlemen having, in the manner you have
been seeing, Sir, shown their sense of the necessity as well as importance of the office of
Censor,-having
moreover assigned, as and for
the whole or a part of its business, the composition and continual completion of this same
instrument
of legitimate order, I mean the
purifying I ndex,-H bemg also considered how
natural, on the part of the inventor of any instrument, the wish is-to
see the application
of it placed in his own hands,-what
if the
powers-the
whole powers of it were to be
conferred on the gentlemen in question, I
mean on all five of them, and in a state of
exemption from all other cares, during their
respective lives'
In this power, for further
security.nngbt be included not only all actually
existing works in their entire state, but all such
doctrines or " mazims," as, if they were in existence, wonld be possessed of the" destnwtiu "
or subursiu tendency so often mentioned.
In
I this
case, however if it were in my power to
I make conditions, one little condition I wonld
venture to propose to them, and that is,-that
they would not insist upon attaching to the
publication of the books in question, or of the
maxims or doctrines m question, any of those
severities, by the proposal of which their religious and patriotic zeal has on the present
occasion manifested Itself. No, Sir: if in the
eyes of the public at large, their intellectual
worth be but half as great, as, from the above
quoted passage in their preface, it should seem
to be in their own, the authority of their
names, when employed in marking out for
exclusion from all eyes and ears the obnoxious works, will be quite sufficient, Without
the aid of penal visitation or physical repression, performed 1D the proposed or any other
shapes.
After all, thus much must be confessed :be the instrument what it may, destroy the
instrument you prevent the abuse of it: destroy eyes, you prevent the abuse of eyes: destroy ears, you prevent the abuse of ears:
destroy hands, you prevent the abuse of hands.
destroy liberty, you prevent the abuse of Iiberty. Such would be the effect, supposing the
destruction total, and thence impartial.
But,
so far as either the liberty of the press, or the
liberty of discourse through the medium of any
other instrmnWlt, is the subject, the destruction which the gentlemen in question aim at
effecting - the destruction,
which they even
profess to aim at effecting-is
not total and
thence impartial, but decidedly partial:
and
being so, the effect of it, in so far as it has
any, will be-not
to prevent, but to establish
and secure, the abuse of the liberty of the
press; in a word, of the liberty of discourse:
of the whole of that branch of liberty which
they thus take in hand.
For wheresoever, by
any person, on any controverted point, a judgment is to be pronounced.e-what can be a
greater abuse of the faculty of discourse, than
the keeping all the arguments en one SIde in a.
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Bta.teof Buppression, or though it be but restriction, while those on the other are left in a
Bta.teof liberty! of absolute, or even though it
were but comparative, libertyl
In regard to this matter, one very simply
expressible mistake seems, from first to last, to
have taken possession of gentlemen's minds,
and guided their operations: I mean, the mrstaking a cause for a remedy: the taking, for a
remedy to the disease they have had in view
-for a remedy and that a.n indispensable one
that very morbific cause, but for which the

disease would not have had existence. Supposing that to be the case, apply the supposed
remedy, you produce the disease: burn the
remedy, you kill the disease. Such, after a
three years' experience of the imagined remedy
was the practice of the Anglo-American United
States: and, after twenty years of uninterrupted experience, the salutary efficacyof that
same practice bas received in the face of all
mankind as complete perhaps a confirmation,
as any practice, political or even physical, ever
yet exhibited.

LETTER IV.
On the se'Derity of the ulterior means, employed for securing against amendment, all imperfectio1Ul
in the political ,ystem, and for pre'eentiflg the flational will from manifesting itselj:
Sm,-In the title of this fourth letter, as it
is announced in the firs" the words se1!erity of
the were, I fear, omitted. They are requisite,
however, for giving expression to the idea,
WhICh,in reviewmg that part of the matter,
and penning a title for it, was uppermost in
my mind. On a second glance, along with
what bears special reference to that circumstance, I find some matters, of which the same
thing cannot, I must confess, be said with equal
propriety.
On the other hand, the subject, on which it
touches, is one of which special notice is taken
in your letter: what is said in relation to
it will help to prove the respect with which
your commands have been attended to; and
whatever may be the offence committed against
the laws of method as above, it is on tlus Circumstance I must rely for whatever atonement it may be in my power to make.
Pena de muertet Pena de muerte! Pena de
muerte! By these words, I see, with grief of
heart, a war of mutual extermination organized; Code in hand, I see partisans of the
king and partisans of the people, under the
name of partisans of the Constitution, slaughtering each other, and thus maintaining order
in the legitimate style. No man can serve two
masters. So at least I have read somewhere:
and I am inclined to think there may be some
truth in it. Looking to the 4PCopleof your
peninsula, I see two masters made for them:
one all head without body: the other all body
without head. No man being able to serve both
masters, I can see no man who is safe. In the
Anglo-American Union, no man has any master; and there everybody is safe.
In that seat of universal security, there
were, for a course of years, two parties, and
between them war was waged with a fury not
to be exceeded, even among you. The weapons, however, were words only, not swords or
bullets: "satires and invectives" met in incessa.nt clouds! but they met tax-free: no dtlros
were ever paid for them: ink flowed in tor-

rents: ink on both sides: but, of blood, not a
drop on either side. Little by little, the less
liberal party was silently absorbed into the
more liberal: finally there is no party, and
now, even in words, it is all peace.
Yes, Sir, between the death to preserve
"liberty" (Tit.!. Cap. 1.) and the death to
preserve" Monarchy," (Tit. 1. Cap. 2.) I see
every man between two fires.
Remembering the use made, on a former
occasion, of the word oorporation, as mentioned in my tract on the liberty of the press,
&c., I see in Article 191 a somewhat more effident use found for it. A sympathy, I hope
not unpardonable, places before me, on this
occasion, my brethren of the Cross of Malta.
If they are tired of life, the words "/) Ii que
I se radiqttefl en otraB corporaciones 6 indimduos,"
may upon occasion help them to get rid of it.
But, perhaps, the citizens who, all over the
kingdom (if our newspapers do not deceive
me) are still meeting for the purpose of considering what, nnder articles 4 and 13 of the
Constitution, may be most conducive to the
greatest happiness of the greatest number, if
it were only that they may learn how to give
their votes,-may not be quite so eager to see
themselves killed, as the Committee seems to
be to see them killed: and, if they are not altogether pleased at the thoughts of being
killed under the name of citizens, I should not
expect to find that the thoughts of being killed
uuder the na.me of members of eorporations
would render them more so.
For how many things which they themselves
have done, and which I cannot but applaud
them for having done, do I not see gentlemen
appointing this same punishment of death! the
only punishment, the mischief of which is, in
case of misapplication, altogether out of the
reach of remedy! Right, that which at the
moment suits ns: wrong, that which does not
suit us:-this, or something like it, is it no;
the principle1
As it is with vituperation and defamation,
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much dilf'erenee, is it with sedition, insurrection, and their et etete1'lUl. In a
government that has for its object the greatest
happiness of the greatest number, little or no
need is there for any such denominations with
exclusively appropriated punishments. A public functionary is a man: gentlemen do not
seem to me to be altogether
aware of this:
with my respectful
compliments, do me the
favour, Sir, to convey to them the informa.tion of it. A public functionary is a man.
Not only is his reputation the reputation,
but
his person the person, his property the property, of a man.
By sedition and so forth, if
any real mischief is done by it, it is to the person or the property of some man that the mischief is done.
III indeed mnst the public
functionary,
whoever he is---the Monarch if
there be one, ill indeed mnst he have comported himself, if, on the part of the people at
large, there is not, on every occasion, and in
all manner of ways, more promptitude
to afford protection against injury, in this or any
other shape, to him, than to an individual not
so distinguished.
In a country, the government of which has
for its end in view the greatest happiness of
the greatest number, let a man seditionizelet a man insurrect-see
what he will get by it.
He will be laughed at: laughed at, as an untoward Jamb might be, if seen running and
butting against its mother: he would be laughed
at, and there wonld be an end of it. Colonel
Burr insurrected:
Colonel Burr tried to make
himself Emperor of Mexico:
Colonel Burr
thought to make himself Emperor of the United
States: many is the laugh I have had with him
about all this--- I, who write to you. In the
United States, has he had his entrails tom out
of his body t a man in his place would have
been so dealt with in England: has he seen
them burnt before his face 1 No: there he is
in New York, subsisting quietly, as other la.wyent do, upon the indiscriminate defence of right
or wroug, now at the end of his career, just as
he did a.t the commencement of it. Ask Miss
Wright, Sir, if it be not so--see what her hook,
(Views of Society and Manners in America, by
an Englishwoman,)
translated
ere this into
French, says of him in one of the notes.
Ont of the 639,-tliat being the whole number of the articles in the Code, deduction made
of those general ones, 190 in nnmber, which are
not occupied in the creation ofparticuJa.r olfenees, or the a.ppointment of particular punishmeuts,--out
of this number of 639, not more
than 89 had I run over before I had counted
21 as the number of times in which this same
punishment of death had been attached to so
manydilf'erentolfences.
True it is that,in speaking of penal laws, to speak of the multitude of
the laws as a conclusive proof of severity on
the part of the whole system,-to
speak of multitude in this ease without notice taken of ~
tmt,-is,
I am fully a.ware, a mode of speaking
no less pregnant with miaeonoeption than it is
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frequent.
In the English chaos, for example,
where stealing or destruction is the mischief
to be obviated, you have one la.w for one sort
of vegetable, another for another:
and so
throughout:
a. plan, according to which, the
vegetable kingdom would of itself, if all other
penal laws were abrogated, furnish matter for
between 50,000 and 100,000 of them, and still
leave all but a small part of the field of mischievous delinquency uncovered.
But in the
present instance, the rigour of the punishment
will be found not mismatched by the amplitude of its extent.
But the striking and deplorable
circumstance, is-to find the highest lot in the scale
of punishment attached to so great an extent,
to acts, in regard to which, in that system of
law which is productive of the happiest effects,
it is after such a length of experience universally understood and acknowledged, that there
exists not any demand for punishment in any
shape.
As to the taking of these cases, or any of
them, one by one, and, by a regn1a.r a.pplica.tion
made of pre-established
principles, considering, in the first place, whether the act ought
to be placed upon the list of offences, in the
next place, whether death would be an apt
punishment for it, and If not what other would
be,-no
such discussion, Sir, can I, upon the
present occasion, think of attempting to trouble
you with.
In any Code of my drawing, this
would be done, and in a manner which in my
eyes would be complete, at a much less expense
of words than the least that could be bestowed
upon it in any work having for its subject &
Code by another hand, even supposing the particular arrangements
determined by a set of
pre-established
and declared principles: and
not, like the one in question, so completely and
even avowedly unprincipled,
that & volume
might be occupied in the endeavour to reach
by conjectures, antecedently
to examination,
the considerations
that, in the character of
,.easom, may have given birth to this or that
one &rUde.
On the subject of religion indeed, it being the
only one which has received any special mention in your letter, I had, at the time when the
first of these of mine were sent olf, written a
few pages, to which I thought of giving insertion in this.
But, by a second glance on this
pa.rt of the proposed Code, observation was msensibly and perhaps unfortunately
elicited, in
a qua.ntity much too great to be consigned to
a letter, in which any other subject were brought
to view. Should it ever reach your hands, Sir,
it will a.ecordingly be in the form of a 7th letter, written in addition to those announced in
the first.
One word more about death: about the grim
tyrant, and the once established and, established or not, everywhere hououred Code, by
which the door was shut against him. Seeing
the use made by the gentlemen in question of
this instrument, hardly should I have expected
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to find that of these "most esteemed European
Codes," the wisdom of which (as p. xii, of their
Preliminary
Discourse informs us) they had
made theirs, this same Tuscan Code had been
one: this same Tuscan Code, in which, of this
same instrument,
no use at all was made.
Either my memory deceives me greatly, or, in
some authentic statements made at the time, I
read, that after the mnovation thus introduced,
-though
anything like the whole of the benefit which by its leniency the Code was calculated to produce, had not yet had time to
manifest itself,-the
number of those crimes,
to which the punishment of death had been
nsed to be attached, had not received increase ..
Yet so it is, that not only the Code of the
French Constitutional
Assembly of 1791, but
this same celebrated Tuscan Code, had passed
under their review.
So m page xv. of their
Preliminary
Discourse they expressly tell-----us
I was going to say-I
beg their pardon, Sir, I
should have said t('lI-tl.eir
colleagues.
P. S. Before this letter goes to the post, I
have just time to acknowledge the receipt of a
2d letter from you, dated Paris, 26 Sep. 1821.
Though what was said of me by our friend
was the pure result of his own generous zeal,
and altogether Without warrant from me,-the
consequence which has resulted from it isnot III the less, but in the greater degree, a
source of gratitude iu my mind as towards him,
as well as satisfaction and pnde on my own
account: for, never was declaration more sincere than mine was, when I spoke of myself as

I

I

receiving honour as well as pleasure from such
a correspondence.
Few things could have contributed more strongly to confirm me in that
sentiment, than the frankness of yonr consent,
to that publicity, by which, whatsoever service
such a correspondence may be capable of rendermg to that country which is the object of
our common affection, will be so effectually
cleared, of the inconveniences
with which it
would otherwise have been clogged.
At the same time, believe me, SIr, it is not
without the smcerest sympathy and unfeigned
uneasiness that I can reflect, as I have but too
much and too frequent occasion to do, on the
mvidious and unpleasant srtuation in which it
has been impossible for me to avoid placing
you, by the necessarily unwelcome freedom,
which I have all along found myself compelled
to use in speaking of this production of your
ilInstrious colleagues.
For, how can they do
otherwise than behold in you the cause of so
many strictures,
of which, should they be
thought to amount to anything, sensations, of
a nature very far from pleasant, cannot but be
the result!
But, in the opposite case, and in
proportion to the importance of any of the suggestions which it has fallen in my way to submit to you, the warmer your love for that
country of which you are one of the most conspicuous and brightest ornaments, the more
valuable in your account will be the indemnification, which, in the character of a Spanish
citizen and a representative
of the Spanish
nation, you will receive.

LETTER Y.
Further

qround» for the apprehension that, by the proposed Code, the interest of the subject many
is, designedly or und~signedly, sacrificed to that of the ruling few.

STRANGEindeed, unexampled indeed, would
the case be, if it were otherwise:
but, so far
from being a reason for the omitting the
mention of any instances ill which it is exemplified, the strength of the propensity in human
nature to produce such sacrifices, is a reason
why the search after them should be the more
rigid, and the drsplayof them the more complete.
To attempt to bnng to view the several particulars, by the observation of which a supicion
to this effect was produced, would be to attempt
to bring to view little less than the whole contents of that same official and pre-eminently important work.
I must conteut myself with a
few samples.
But they shall be such as are
either all-comprehensive
in their extent, or do
not want much of being so.
Example 1. Fundamental principle neglected.
·What I have here in view is-the
profound
silence as to the fundamental
principle of the
Constitutional
Code: as to the two leading
articles 4 and 13, into which by far the greatest
part of its merit and beneficial influence is condensed: namely, the so often mentioned pnn-

ciple, by which the greatest h(fl'pinr~ of the
greatest number IS laid down III form ill the
character of the proper end of government, and
as the object to the attamment of which the
several arrangements of detail included in that
same Code, were meant to be understood as
having accordingly been directed.
The application, which this your troublesome
humble
servant makes, of tlns instrument of Spanish
construction-you
see, Sir, how continual and
indefatigable it is: it is a light, by which every
step in his career is lighted.
Such is the use
made of it by an Enghshman.
The gentlemen
in question being Spaniards, how comes it that,
all the time that they have been at their work,
this matchless Spanish instrument
has been
lying in its case! how comes it, that these
articles, to WhICh, from first to last, reference
express or tacit could not consistently with
consistency have been omitted, remains from
first to last a dead letter in their hands!
These same articles of this Code,-for
what
purpose were they put there!
Was it only
for show!
The authors of that same ('.ode-
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was it not their intention the principle should
or untDillingneu to illtenceau in his draught, a
be made use of 1 The articles--were
they rationale /U ab01Je, i8 the most concluriu preliplaced there in no other character than that of minary tell, and that an indispe1lBable one, of
80 many Bowers of rhetoric t
appropriate aptitude in relation to it; Section
But, the authors of this proposed penal Code, II. On the part of a ruler, willingnelB or untcilit is with them that our concern is at present.
lingnillB to see established an aU-comprehensiu
Of the neglect in which they have left this light
Code,tcithitsrationate,as
aOO/!e, ••• isamongthe
of lights, what can have been the cause 1 SIr, mostconcluri'!letests of appropriate aptitndctcUh
can it have been any other than this; namely,
referenutosuchhissituation."*
.Among the most
that it did not suit their purposes!
From
conclusive, I said: speaking ofa ruler, in whatwhat follows, your judgment on this point may ever rank and in whatever department:
and,
perhaps acquire some assistance.
when speaking of a ruler in the rank ofsupreme
Example 2. Rationale rejected. What is legialator, or in that of possessor of a share in
above leads me immediately to the matter of that all-commanding power, might I not have
the rationale.
said absolutely the most conclusive!
Of my plan, the rationale is an essential, I
Sir, the time, at which these propositions with
should rather say tke characteristic, feature.
the demonstration of them were penned, was by
But what does It consist m 1 In neither more a long time anterior to that in which, by your
nor less than the undiscontinued application of , favour, the proposed Code with the preliminary
the above-mentioned fundamental principle: an I discourse prefixed to it came mto my hands.
application of this baSIS of your constrtution to To my mind, no otherwise were the authors of
every the minutest line in the several arrangethat work present, than all other men, by whom
ments, by the making of winch, the operations
that same or the like pre-eminent situation shall
of the legislator are carried on. In the very have been filled, were,are, and will be present.
act of proposing this accompaniment, a sort of But, If and so far as that which of all men with.
challenge to all legislative draughtsmen was out exception in their situation is there said, is
contained.
From the challenge thus grven, the true,-of
them ID particular it is true: nor call
gentlemen in qnestion shrunk.
Why, Sir, did it, consistently either with sincerity or consisthey shrink from it ! To their constituents, as tency, be retracted.
I have shown, to the subject-citizen as such, it
In that work of mine, in which, of the sort
would have been at once a source of interpreof instrument in question, With its use, a detation-a fund of instruction, moral as well as scription more or less perticular is given,-in
political-a
source of Becunty, satisfaction and that work, the existence of which was assuredly
comfort: a source of secunty against arbitrary
no secret to any member of the Spauish Cortes,
rule in the hands of the legilllator,and agamst nor to any of the gentlemen in question inpartiarbitrary interpretation
in the mouth of the cular--m that work is even contained a sample
judge. to the judge, a continual quide, but at of the application made of this same instrument :
the same trme as continual a bridle: to the body -a sample of the mode of applying it, and of the
of the law, in the whole and every part of it, an sort of work produced by it. To judge from a.
anchor, giving stability,just
110 far, and no furparagraph
in their preliminary
discourse, it
ther, as reason, assisted by experience, shall looks as if somebody or other had even been
have shown that stability will be conducive to troublesome enough to endeavour to draw their
the all-comprehensive and all-commanding end attention to this same part of that same work:
60 often mentioned.
This being among the un- ---mId" What say you to t.his? will not you give
deniable properties of the instrument in ques- us something of this sort ID your Code 1"-one
tion, why, Sir, I ask once more, did gentlemen
would think these or some such questions had
shrink from it when offered to their hands! Sir, been put to them: put to them, and in so troubleI will tell you plainly.
They had two ,.e/U01IB, some a way, that, to this matter, in that same prefor turning their backs upon an instrument, the liminary discourse, something, by way of excuse
matter of which is composed of rea,01IB in an- for their silence on the subject, was thought neother sense. In it they saw a guide, but a guide
cessary : at any rate, that on this snbject somewhose course it did not on every occasion suit thing should be said. Be this as it may, in that
them to pursue. In it they saw a guide, but in same page of theirs, on this same subject, someit they at the same time felt a bridle: and all thing actually is said.
this in both their capacities, that of legislative
What is it! Sir, it is what I am truly glad
dranghtsmen, and that of sanctionative legislato see. For, (as you have seen already, in the
tors. To which may perhaps be added, that,
way of aUu$ion at least, statement being renat impossibly in their view of the matter, to ferred to in another paper,) as in this way, in
construct, and make undiscontinued application
my dull logic, you have seen reasonsfor the use
of, an instrument of this nature, was not quite of reasons,-so
here, in their brilliant rhetoric,
so easy as to propose it.
we have gentlemen's reasons agai1lBt the use of
In that paper of mine, the heads of which I reasons.
have bad occasion to submit to you m the first
First comes their all-comprehensive
deterof these my letters, the two last heads are Sec- mination-their
determination, respecting all
tion 10. "On the part of an indiridual propo,ing kiuuelf a8 draugkuman, <ie., rillillgnc8s
.. See vol. iv , p. 563-4.
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such parts taken together as come within the
field of their labours: then come exceptions.six
in number: exceptions, speaking of six points
in particular, in relation to which, thus as it
were in a parenthesis, such reasons, as it has
seemed good to them to aubnnt to your consideration, follow.
With regard to thp tout ensemble, their determination being-not
to give any reasons bearmg separately upon the several arrangements, or
any of them, WIth the exception of the six just
mentioned,-in
the place of the excluded reasons, they give you one reason--one
reason,
which in their view is a conclusive one-for not
giving them. This reason, what is it 1 Ah! Sir,
disallow it if you cl1n,--disallow it, if you can
find it in your heart to be so ungenerous.
Sir,
in the all-sufficiency of that unerring test of
right and wrong, which you all, Sir, have the
self-satisfaction
of bearing in your own breast
-it is in that security that they find a succedaneum, to everything, which, on any occasion,
it would be in their power to find III the shape
of a reason: a succedaneum so fully adequate
-a substitute so much better than merely adequate, that anything III that way on their part
would be worse than useless.
To the conclusiveness of tins antirational reason, what objection can yon oppose!
Sincerity will suffice to
prevent your disputing it in your own instance;
politeness, in that of any of your colleagues.
After an observation, respectmg the matter
of the Title termed by them the Preliminary
Title,-namely,
that, giving as they do the
whole of it, they do not give any part of it over
again, regarding as they do any such repetition
as nseless,-"
because," say they, "we regard
every such addition as useless" (a conception,
in which no man can, I think, refuse concurring with them) after so sayiug, they go on in
page xiii. and Bay, " As httle will the Committee-as
little will It give any exposition of
the reaBOUS(raziones) on which it has grounded
the several articles respectively, for that tlle.1I
(meaning doubtless the reasons in question)
cannot have kept themselves hidden from the
superior perspicacity (iUustracion) of the Congress :" meaning the Cortes, into the ears of
which, in full assembly, the stream of this eloquence, I take for granted, was pouring itself
forth.
By this illmtracion, a term for which, in the
sense in which it seems here to be employed, I
find not, in my own language, any exact equivalent-for
illustration will not serve-by
this
one endowment, that which gentlemen appear
evidently enough to have in VIew, is-the pair
of contiguous organs, to which I had occasion
to make allusion in the second of these letters :
namely, the same to which Dr Spnrzheim
would, after a sufficient inspection, give the
denomination of the organs of impeccability and
infallibility:
organs, which, without need of
any such aasistanee as that of the ingenious
anatomist, all rnlers in chief, except of late
years those of the Anglo-American
United

States, have so universally felt upon their own
foreheads; and of the extraordinary promiuence
of which, in their own instance, the authors of
your Constitutional Code, so well followed up
by these successors of theirs, have given such
extraordinarily
prominent demonstrations.
Now, Sir, as to these same colleagues of
yours, the matter must be left to themselves.
But as to yonrself,Sir,pardonme,-if
so it really
be that you are a sharer with them in the good
fortune of being in possession of these same organs, or either of them, it is plainly more than
you yourself know of: you might as well not
have had any such things.
Of the possession
of any such useful implements had it happened
to yon to be conscious, never could I have received any sueh letter, as that, by the receipt
of which, your humble servant received that
honour, of hIS gratitude for which you bee the
fruits.
In the course of the contest for your
favour, here, Sir, you have two compliments to
choose out of: which of them is most in accordance WIth truth I which of them is most in
accordance with yonr taste!
For the reason above-mentioned, to their colleagues, say the gentlemen in question-to
all
these representatives
of the Spanish nation
without excepnon=-any such implement as that
same rationale wonld have been useless. Well,
for the moment, and for the purpose of the argument, be it so. But these same distinguished
citizens, whom, to the number of from 150 to
200, they are thus addressing-in
the whole
Spanish nation, were they the only individuals,
by whom either the faculty called reason, or the
faculty called sensibility, W!\S possessed!
The
privileged organs in question, by which governors have hitherto regarded themselves as distingnished, are they in your country in the possession of the governed likewise ! If so, what
need can there be of governors!
And here,
alas ! comes one of the proofs of the position
which gives title to this letter :-D8Jllely, that,
in and by the official work in question, the interest of the subject many is, desiguedly or
nndesiguedly, sacrificed throughout to the interest of the ruling few.
Look, Sir, to the
excluded foreigner: look to these your select,
your native legislators :-the whole body of their
fellow-countrymen,
their security, their satisfaction, their insrrucnon=which
of all these
objects has ever been forgotten by the foreigner'
which of all of them was remembered by these
their representatives
in this effusion of their
eloquence!
But their colleagues, for whose
ears the compliment had been composed-these
colleagues were preseut objects; constituents,
all of them distant ones-all
of them distant
from their thoughts :-by the interest of the
select and present and assoeiatedfew, the whole
field of their vision was pre-occupied; the interest of all was, in their eyes, too mmute an
object to be a peroeptible one.
Six, however, though no greater than six, is
the number of those points, to which, in the
opinions of these your selected colleagues, )"our
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all-81lfB.ciency,Sir, (youn is of course here
plural,) did not, at that time, extend. Accordingly, in relation to these several points, they
proceed, or at least profess, to lay before you
their reasons. Why! because these were the
points, in relation to which, amongst certain
persons not named or indicated, the most considerable controversy had had place. In this
controversy it is that they find the source of
an obligation, by which they feel themselves
called upon to be thus particular: " $Olo ee eree
obligada II illdicarloB moti_ que en algunos
I'v.u;. mvy controtl6Tturo. La indinaroll II la
opinion que ka abrozadc." p. xiii. The points
are in brief as follow:
1 Drunk
Shall 't .
ha
.
enness.~ In any. ~e . ve
the effe~t of wa~tmg
an.yn;tlbgatlOnof
the pUDIB~ent. ~wer.
No.
2. Transportatlo~Shall
I~be employed as ~
pUDlShmen~
. Answer. At present, no .
m the .con~illgentfutu~e, yes.
3. Stl~atlZ&tlOn.-:Shall It be emp!oyed ~
an ingredient ill an~ lot of punishment .
Answer: Yes; bu~ In no other case than
~at of condemnation to hard labour for

~19

applicable here; and with this the present
letter will close.
Example 3. MetW allti-popidar em1Jlotted:
-method, indicative of disregard to die interests of the subject many. In my own Code,
the method pursued was suggested, partly by
considerations of a purely logical nature, partly
by considerations of a moral and political nature. Those of a purely logical nature belong
not to the present occasion: those of a mixed
nature, partly logical, partly moral and political, apply to it: and by a principle of connexion, of which it has not happened to me to
see any notice taken elsewhere.
In regard to the order to be given to the
several groups of acts, converted by prohibition and punishment into o1fenca, consrderations of a moral and political, concurred with.
I those of a logical nature, in producing the deI termination that was pursued.
Where, of one of two objects, a perfect concepnon may be conveyed, without any con.
ception conveyed or entertained of the other,
while the converse of this does not hold good
-give the first place to that one, the con:
ception of which is thus independent of that
life,
.•
of the other. On the opposite plan, two ob4. Asy.lum.~
the grou~d of Its connexton jects will unavoidably be spoken of at the
With. religious worship, shall any place same time: the one directly and explicitly,
?ont!nue ~ possess t~e prope~y of afford- the other indirectly, and in the way of allusion:
mg Imp~Ulty ~ delinquents. Answer: and confusion will thus throw its clouds on the
No. This nn&nlmous..
.
whole texture of the discourse.
5. Pardo~.-Power of pardoning, shall It be
To the domain of logic belongs this rule. By
continn~d to the Monarch",~swer: Yes; it has arithmetic been guided in the order
b.ut ~ubJect to certa~ restrictions, All~. given to the numbers in the numeration table.
sion 18 made to them, but no reference m
Apply this to the matter of & Penal Code.
~s.
.,
Of offences against individuals-against
indi6. Judlcatones of exeeptiou.e=Shal! there.~
vidnals determinate and assigtIable-the misany! Answer:. T~o only;. ';lamely, mil!- chief is intelligible to all: intelligible in all its
t:""Y and eccleslastlca~. ~htary, for~. shapes, upon the bare mention of It; intelligihtary offences; ecclesiastical, for ecclesi- ble, without any the least need of reference to
astlcal.
offences against this or that particular class of
Now then comes a question. All-81lflicient not assignable individuals, or to any of those
With regard to all other points in the Iegisla- against the government, or the nation at large ~
tive compass, how comes It that gentlemen's the offences of which two last divisions have
organs fail them when applied to this half- for their common character, that the mischief
dozen' Compared to what is left untouched, produced by them affects not anyone indivithese are but as 60 many drops, in that ocean, dual or class exclusively, but, if it affects any
to which, as above, they have given the char- one, affects the whole. Of offencesof the first
acter of the Pacijic. And so, in the concep- description, the mischief may be said to be
tion of these gentlemen, only in so far as con- actttal: in the case of those of the two last detroversy has had place, can there be any de- scriptions considered as such, it is only in teamand for reason!
Sir, among the points dem:y that the act is mischievous. In this or
touched upon in my Code, whatever may be that instance, the mischief which is but in tenthe nnmber of those to which it has happened dency may indeed have actual mischief to any
to have produced controversy, the number amonnt for its accompaniment: in which case,
of those to which no such accident has hap- the author may be dealt with accordingly:
pened, I should expect to find still greater. Is but, when it stands clear of any such aceomit only as an instrument of victory, Sir, that paniment, the demand, whatever it be, for
reason is of any use 1
prohibition and punishment, may still remain ~
On the above points of exception, to say any- of that mischief which is in tendency only, the
thing more would be wandering from the an- correspondent actual mischief forms the sole
nounced purpose of this letter. One alone, and indispensable basis. From those of which
namely, Jvdiootoriel oj uception, npon looking the mischief is but in tendency, suppose i~
into the article on this subject in the proposed ascertained that no actual mischief can in.
Code, presented matter which seemed not in- any sha.pe result, the ground for placing them
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in the catalogue of punishable
offences vanishes.
Note that, to be actual, mischief must consist either of pain or loss of pleasure: pain in
some determinate and assiguable shape, or loss
of pleasure in some determinate
and assignable shape.
Such bemg the order prescribed in the first
instance by logic, observe now the consequence
of it with regard to morals and polities.
At and from the very commencement, of a
Code commencing in this waY,--every
man
perceives, at first view, the benefit it has conferred on him, the care which the legislator
has taken of his interest-of
his happiness.
Let a man but open the Code, by the very
first glance he casts npon it, a conception thus
satisfactory, how can it fail to be conveyed to
him!
What man is there, that has not, in
some shape or other, a body, a mind, a reputation, property, a condttion 111 life I In the prolubinon and pr niahment, attached to acts, by
which, through injury done to those several possessions of his, his happiness is liable
to be diminished, he sees the protection which,
in these several shapes, has been provided for
him by the law.
In the legislator he beholds
a kind guardian, to whom his welfare, in all
its shapes, has been an object of all-comprehensive and laborious solicitude.
Instead of offences agaInst individuals, let
offences against the government now occupy
the first place. Everywhere but in the AngloAmerican United States, religion being seized
on and converted into a state-engine, employed in giving support to the power of the rulers,
-the care for the support of religion in this
character, will, in some way or other, be combined with the care for the support of government.
The protection
he now sees afforded, to
whom does he see it afforded!
To himself!
No.
But either to an Almighty Being, to
whom it cannot be of any use, or to another
man or set of men among whom he is not included.
Here then you see, Sir, the advantages that have just been brought to view
vanish.
Returning now to the former case,-suppose
the legislator, by what considerations
soever
induced, whether by the above logical rule, or
by the political consideration
rcgard for the
greatest happiness of the greatest numbersuppose him to have, in his Penal Code, begun
with giving the first place to the class of offences agamst individuals.
This point settled,
suppose him to have taken up the subject of
offences against government.
The government
in question is (suppose) a monarchy:
chief
functionary,
the monarch.
What follows!
Seeing in this man neither more nor less than
a man, he would, perhaps, as in the AngloAmerican United States, have regarded the
security of this man as being sufficiently provided for, when provided for
exact I)' the
I!ame way as that of all other men: if not, he
v
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would at any rate have inquired, whether in
this case any difference should be made: and
if yes, what, and on which side, and on what
account: and so on, in regard to all classes of
persons, functionaries or not, by whom, or in
whose behalf, he found primlege in any shape
enjoyed.
Unfortunately, in those same Codes of greatest credit and "reputation in Europe," (p.xii.)
drawn as they have all been by men, employed
by a supremely ruling one, and themselves belonging to the class of the ruling few;-and
of
course careless to what degree they made sacrifice of the interests of the subject many, to
the interests, real or supposed, of the said ruling few and supremely rulmg one;-in
these
exclusively consulted Codes no such simple
and natural order of insertion has been observed.
How should it have been!
No such
order would have SUIted the purposes the ordainers of them had in view.
In my view of the matter, title to regard is
determined, and degree of regard measured,
by the numeration
table: two have title to
twice as much regard as one: three, to thrice
as much; and so on. Accordingly in my Penal
Code, my first care being to make provision in
the most immediate way for the secnrity of all,
-thus
it is that, no objection to this plan of
arrangement presenting itself, nor any special
use as derivable from any different one, it IS
by the cluster of arrangements
employed in
the establishment
of this security, that the
first place in that same Code is occupied.
And
thus, by this political consideration,
has the
order originally suggested by the logical consideration, in my view of the matter, been confirmed.
Not so, in the view taken of the matter by
the bespeakers, nor consequently by the makers,
of those same supremely accredited Codes. In
their view of the matter, title to regard IS determined and measured by DIGNITY: a sort of
phantasm created by Power, in the imagiuanon of Imbecility, for its own use.
Shaping their practice to this theory,-in
the ruling one-in the monarch, who IS upon
earth-they
have seen the vicegerent and express image of the person of him who is in
heaven: in him they have seen the one for
whose use all others were created; in the subject many, those who were created for his use.
In him they have seen all excellence; in them
all depravity: between the one and the other
they have seen an intermediate
class, composed of indmduals, whose respective places,
in the scale of excellence, moral and political,
are in correspondence with their places in the
conjunct scales of power, opulence, and factitIOUS dignity :-endowments,
derived all of
them from the grace and pleasure of the ruling one.
or this theory, an immediate practical eonsequence always more or less acted upon, and
sometimes even avowed, is--that
in the instance of every person to whom the protection
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is afl'orded, the punishment, employed in the
affording it, ought to be high, in proportion to
the height of the level, occupied by him, as
above, in that same conjunct seale. Looking
then, in the first place, to the heavenly monarch,-in his instance, taking for his opulence,
that which it has pleased him to make over to
his professional servants, they behold power
and dignity infinite. Looking in the next place
to his earthly representative, they behold power,
opulence, and dignity next to his. In both
cases, the practical consequence follows as of
course. As for the protection of the mind, the
reputa.tion,and the peculiar property of the heavenly mona.rch,-so for the protection of the
body,and condition in life,as well as of the mind,
reputation, and property, of Ius earthly representative,-no punishment can be too afflictive,
Buonaparte
and his draughtsmen saw in
every Regicide a paricide.
A more convenient vision has been seldom seen. III this same
vision, the gentlemen in question (I see) have
been partakers, And so-to beget and to kill,
to feed and to exhaust, to clothe and to strip,
to love and to despise, are one and the same
thing. Buona.parte-O" most puissant Prince!"
- Buonaparte, npon looking ronnd him, fonnd
he had begotten all whom he had left unslaughtered. Thus it is that Rhetoric-O ever ready
prostitute I-prostitutes herself to despotism.
By the purely logical consideration, if I remember right, was the order of consideration
and expression here in question suggested to
me :-by the clearness, which, not only in this
but in all other eases, IS "the result of that
course of consideration, in which things connected With one another are taken, as far as
may be, one at a time. Ample at the same time
was the confirmation, which, in the present
ease, the logical rule was found to receive,
from those considerations, of a moral and political nature, which belong, in a peculiar if not exclusive manner, to this same case. Intimate accordingly, III thiscase,is theconnexion between
the logical and the political considerations.
By the logiool rule It stood ordained, that,
in the arrangements by which protection and
security were in the way in question afforded,
all men without exception shonld come in in
the first place, before any place was assigned
to any such arrangements, as those by which
additional protection and security came to be
aWorded, to men standing III this or that particular situation.
But, thereupon comes the pditiool consideratiou :-in so far as distinction and opposition
between interest and interest has place, by
whom is presented the best title to regard at
the hands of the impa.rtiallegisla.tor! by whom
is presented the title to a preference! by the
fe", as such! or by the malty as such! The
question once put, the anawer could not be
dubious: the question itselfpreeented it. To me
it was presented between50a.nd 60 years ago, by
I know not what little pamphlet of Dr Priestley's: by your Cortes (A. D. 1812) it was
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adopted, and in articles 4 and 13 of yaur Constitutional Code, it stands established. And
thus it is, that not only for order of consideration and discourse, but for title to regard and
degree of regard, you have at once a standard
and an example in the numeration table. A
plainer, t. more universally known, a more familiar, a more universally understood, a more
indisputable, standard-s-can it be desired!
Judging of everything by this standard, I
saw that, if, to anyone more than another,
power in an)' shape were given to be exercised
over the rest, it could not, consistently with
this standard principle, be given to him in any
other character than that of Agent, and Trustee, and in that shape Servant, to the rest.
Hence, for as much as, 1ll respect of money,
power, or factitious dignity, nothing could by
any legislator be done for, or iu relation to
those same servants of the people, but at
the expeuse of their prmcipals-c-henee, in my
view of the matter, judging by that standard,
for these same servants, so long as the iuterest
of their principals was equally well provided
for, too little could not be done. Not so in the
view taken of the matter b)' the gentlemen In
question :-uot so in the view taken of the
matter in an)' of those most" accredited Codes
of cimlized Europe," from the VIrtue and wisdom of which, a portion more or less considerable of theirs had been imbibed. No, Sir:
onthat subject-as everybody knows and feels-son that subject, everywhere but in the AngloAmerican Umted States, the universal and allruling notion, is-that for these same serronu
it is not possible to do too much: and accordingly, the first thing that is done--everywhere
done-for them, is-to declare them masters.
Masters! Yes, and in such sort masters, that
the character in which their natural masters,
thus converted into servants, ought to be considered, is---that of so many animals of an inferior nature, created b)' an all-benevoleut and
all-wise being, for the use of these same selfconstituted masters: their masters; or, as the
more polished language of English aristocracy
sometimes phrases it, their betters.
Such then are the beings who, in the first
place, together with whatever belongs to them,
are to be taken into account, spoken of, and
provided for.
In the first place are stationed their peculiar
endowments-the power, the wealth, the factitious dignity, with which they are invested:
the peculiar endowments, together with the
peculiar protection employed in aWording a.
peculiar degree of security to the possessorsof
these same endowments: the peculiar protection and security, and thence the peculiar punishments, by the terror of which, all hands
tha.t might otherwise be tempted to make any
motion, by which the enjoyment derived from
these endowments, might be lessened, are to
be arrested.
Under the late ncu-constitutional monarchy,
the object of the first care, not to say the only
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care, was the providing this security for the a.nything, nothing surely can dord a jtutijimonarch and his particular connexions.
cation, the wisdom of the most accredited
Under the existing constitutiona.lmonarchy, Codes of cultivated Europe, at any rate,the objects of gentlemen's first care, is-s-the leaving out of the case the most celebrated of
power of that illustrious class of citizens, of any of them-the Tusca.n,-afI"ords,it must be
whom they themselves constitute so distin- confessed, but too natural a caltBe; and, not
guished a part: the care taken of this objectis, only but too natural a CGttBe, but, in so far as,
in their language, the care taken for" the liberty on the part of those, in whose hands the care
of the nation." Their next care is, for the of the happiness of millions is intrusted, blind
power and person of the monarch, who, from imitation affordsan excuse, but too good an
the condrtion of absolute, has by a precedent excuse,
care been removed into the situation of eonstiTrue it is, that, for giving security in its
tutional, king.
several shapes to the whole number of those of
Correspondent,in the eyes of the bespeak- whom the community is composed, appointers and framers of" the most accredited Codes ment must be made, of somemen in particular,
of cultivated Europe," and consequentlyin the to whom, in various capacities and ranks, this
eyes of the authors of this wluch is so soonto occupation shall, in a more especial manner,
be nnmbered among those same accredited be assigned : not less true is it, that nothmg
Codes,-correspondent to the excellenceofthe could be more palpably absurd and mischievillustrious masters, is the depravity of those ous than such a denial, if to those by whom
inferiors, who, in the character of servants, security is thus affordedto others,that security
are placed under their rule: inbred IS the re- which is necessary for themselves should, in
fractoriness of those unworthy servants; wil- any shape or III any degree, be denied. Bnt
ful and perverse the blindness, by which that even supposing,what is more easily supposed
excellence is concealed from their perception: than proved, that, in the instance of these
insolent, obstmate and incessant, the efforts Trustees, any additional security, over and
they ever have been and ever will be in the above what is given to them as principals, is
habit of making, III the flaginous endeavour to 1 necessary, still it will remain to be shown by
withdraw their necks from under the too well anyone who thinks he can show It, what use
deserved and altogether necessary yoke. For there can be in setting this ultra-security to
stoppmg a propensity thus perverse, what stand first.
chance can be afforded,by any image less apHow naturally and frequently does the mispalling than that of the dance of death, per- chief aimed at by injustice recoil upon itself!
petually staring them m the face!
how natural and frequent an effect of the too
Full of these Ideas, sword awl axe in hand, much. is the too little I
gentlemen fall to work accordingly. They
When it ISin no other character than that
begin with killing all those, who, in any view, of a member of the commumty, that a public
and in particular in the view ofreinstatmg the functionary applies for protection against inking in the defalcated portion of his power, jury,-all affections,all hearts, and all hands,
have the audacity to meditate any diminution are on his side: when it is in a. distinct and
of tkeire, to make any" alteratIOn," in any of privileged character, many hands, as well as
all those things that have been done in their many more hearts, will pretty certainly be
favour.
against him. Well would It be for the counWhen these are despatched,the next set to be try, whatever it be, if on this occasioninstead
disposed of, are-all those by whom a.nything of many one might say all. This, however, is
has been done, to the prejudice of the sovereign unhappily not the case: since, be the distmepartnership concern, against the person or au- tion ever so absurd and mischievous, a.nd in
thority of the original parties, whose names consequenceof It the conduct of the functionsta.ndat present but secondm the firm. Death, ary in question ever so unwarrantable, so it is
on the one hand, for all those, by whom, to- that, in every country, by the laws of which,
wards the restoration of the old authority, any- such distmctions are made, communityof sinisthmg shall be attempted or conspired to be ter interests will have secured to him partisans
attempted, in diminution of the new: death, and supporters in vast multitudes,and intereston the other hand, for all those, by whom, for begottenprejudice&-the prejudicesbegottenby
the augmentation of the new authority, or any that same smister interest-perhaps still more.
other purpose, anything shall be attempted or
So much for theory. Look now, Sir, to exconspired to be attempted, in further diminu- perience.
bon of the old.
In the Anglo-American United States, no
When, under chapter first of this title, one instrument of ultra seourity has place. None
half of the people whose greatest happiness is whatever. And what is the consequence! that
gentlemen's object, are disposed of, and under the security enjoyed by the functionaries in
chapter ii. the other half,what will be the num- question-that the security enjoyed by the
ber left alive !-For the solution of this ques- community of which they are fonctionarie&tion, no nry deep skill in arithmetic seemsne- is the less entire! No: but that it is much
ccssary.
more so. Take for example the chief. For
For all this riddance, though, if life be worth injury done or intended in any shape to the
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president of the United States, no greater or
other is the punishment provided, than for the
like injury, to the man, if there be a man, who
blacks his shoes. What is the consequence t
is he the less safe 1 Not to speak of Asia, exists
there in all Europe, a monarch by whom anythmg like equa.l security is enjoyed t Oh, no:
nor ever will or can there be. The monarch
is a mark for every madman to shoot at: and
not only for every madman, but for every man
who, in his own eyes, has reason to regard
himself as snffering injury at the hands of the
uncontrolled arbiter of his fate.
And to what
place can the monarch betake himself, without
being encompassed by multitudes,
to whose
minds, notions to that effect may, for aught he
can tell, be incessantly present!
Vainly would anyone say-Ours
is a Monarchy, and in a Monarchy these distinctions,
together with a thousand others in the same
strain, are indispensably necessary.
This necessity, so lightly assumed, how comes it to
be known to you t What ground have yon
assigned, what ground can you assign, for it!
Absolutely none :-what
experience there is,
is all against you: expenence for you there
is none.
Suppose it were even as you say, what would
it prove! only that monarchy is no fit form of
government:
and that this part of your constitution
stands in need of alteration:
and
certainly not the less for the slaughter which
gentlemen have been employing in their endeavours to prevent it. Were they aware-were they not awar8----{)f the importance of
the limitation, when, to the field of that legislative wisdom to which theirs disdained not to
have regard, they assigned the limits which
Europe has for its bounds t Be this as it may,
had Amerioa--free
and liberalized America
--been within their view, and taken for their
model,-Sir,
you see the consequence.
Taking
Europe for their model, they violated the
Spanish Constitution in its most essential and
fundamental articles: they took for their end
in view, how erroneous soever may have been
their conception of it, the greatest happiness
of the ruling few :-of that class of which
they themselves are such distingnished ornaments: had they taken for their gnide those
essential articles of their own Constitution,
they would have taken for their end in view
the greatest happiness of the greatest number,
and no such articles as those with which these
two chapters of their Code are filled, would
have been found in it.
Sir, it was their own doing-it
was their
own spontaneous
doing-the
heaping up all
this pile of so much worse than useless punishments.
By no article in the ConstitutIonal
Code were they compelled to it. By the Code,
the fJ01Mf" were indeed created and conferred:
but &8 to the pv"ilAmellts, if any, which should
be employed in the endeavour to give effect to
those powers,-on
this head nothing can I discover but a blank.
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Nor, because accordant with and confirmed
by a principle of a democratical
character, is
there anything in this plan of arrangement,in this order of insertion-that
should prevent
it from being pursued in a monarchy: in a
monarchy, limited or even absolute: in a. word,
under any other form of government.
For
some time to come, it is not by every nation,
that so much as the desire of living under a
democratical government will be entertained:
and of those by which it is entertained, it is
not by every one that the faculty, of giving to
any such desire its gratificatron, will be possessed. But, to no government-democratical,
limitedlymonarchica.l,or
unlimitedly mcnarchicat-to
no government, however extensively
and constantly determined in its conduct by
regard for the separate and sinister interest of
the ruling few and the supremely ruling one,
to no government can it naturally be a discordant and unacceptable spectacle, to see the
rule of action-at
any rate thiB part of it-not
only intelligible to all, but satisfactory to all:
I in no government can it be otherwise than
satisfactory to its rulers to see their own personal security standing on its steadiest and
surest basis.
Order of insertion is one thing: classiflcation and nomenclature-(
for they are scarcely
separable) classification and nomenclature, by
natural philosophers commonly comprehended
under one name method, with or without regard to order of precedence, another.
Of a
rationale, formed by the undiscontinued application of the 50 often mentioned fundamental
principle of your constitution, a correspondent
method of classification and nomenclature, is
a natural, not to say an inseparable, accompaniment and instrument.
But, to the gentlemen in question, even without, still more with,
this accompaniment, a rationale would have
been a bridle: and, as I have so often had
occasion to say, gentlemen did not want a.
bridle: no man in their situation does. ~VOr
tural and rational are attributes,
by which,
with incontestible,
and even with exclusive
propriety, a method thus deduced and accompanied, may assuredly stand designated.
Thts
natural and rational method-apply
it to the
penal code, you will in 80 doing have gone the
greatest part of the way, towards the applying
it to the two others.
According to the abovementioned fundamental
principle, OifetloeB is
the name given in common to all acts, which,
being regarded as productive of a balanee on
the side of mischief, are taken for the subjects
of prohibition and thence of punishment.
Mischief is, by the amount of it, a defalcation
made from the greatest happiness of the greatest number: and to be real, it must, as abovenoticed, consist exclusively either of pain in
some detenninate shape, or of loss of pleasure
in some determinate
shape: and in both its
forms, or else it will not be prevented in ad,
it must, &8 above, throughout the whole of th"
field be opposed while as yet but in tendUiCY:
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opposed,and to a considerable extent by means
of punishment.
According to this principle, offences there
can he none, but what are offences against individuals :-acts
which, in act or in tendency,
are productive of mischief, in this or that determinate shape, to individuals:
to individuals
-meanmg
rational beings: to which, if it be
agreeable to you to add to a certaiu extent
irrational ones, 1 would with pleasure, so they
be sensitive ones, join with you, (as we have
begun to do in England,) were it only for the
sake of rational ones. To these, I am perfectly ready to add the Almighty Being, the
very instant you have shown me that he IS
susceptible of pain or 10sRof pleasure through
human agency, and at the same time unable
to afford sufficient protection
and security
to himself. E>o likewise, but always under the
same condition, to fictinous entities: such as
reliqion, order, guod order, "puiitieal order,"
"pl!blic order," or as many other orders as
geutlemen please: in short, (but always under
the same condition,) to fictinous entitles, of
any other sort, and III any number, that they
please.
In act, or, in a distinctly perceptible and
assignable way in tendency, every act, if fit to
be, by means of pumshment, erected into an
offence, and thus placed upon the list of punishable offences, must, according to the above
principle, be an offence against an individual
or mdividuals :-an act productive of mischief,
as above, to an individual or individuals.
But,
at the tune of commuting the act, these individuals may either be assignable or unassignable: when unassignable, they may be either
comprised or not within a class less extensive
than the class composed of the whole community-for
instance, a class constituted by professional oocupation, or a class constituted by
vicimty of residence.
And thus you have the
three first and all-comprehensrve
divisions of
offences: namely, I. Private offences=offences,
the mischief of which applies to assignable mdividuals : II. Semi-public offeneee=-offences,
the mischief of which is in its range confined
to such unassignable
individuals as are comprehended within a particular class. III. Public offenees=-offenees, the mischief of which
extends in tendency to all the individuals, to
all without exception or limitation, of whom
the whole community is composed.
(Note,
that in an offence of a semi-public or public
character, a private offence will frequently be
included.)
Looking now to offences against individuals,
you will find them distinguishable into offences
against person, offences against reputation,
offences against property, and offences against
condition in life: and if, to any individual,
mischief be done in any shape, you will, I beheve, Sir, find it comprehendible under one or
other of those divisions. Offences against person, you will find a convenience in distinguishiug into offences injurious to bod», and offence.

injurious to milld: 1I0t that body and mind are
ever seen walking-the
one oue way, the other
the other ;-nor
that pain or loss of pleasure
can affect the body without affecting the mind;
-but that iu some cases the mischief will have
its seat in the body only, from thence affecting
the mind; while in others it will have its seat
only in the mind. Lookmg to offences against
reputation, you will (I must confess) see in
reputation
nothing more than a fictitious entity.
But the adoption of it was found uecessary, for the grvmg an intelligible and familiar
appellation
to a class of mischievous acts,
which could not otherwise have been distinctly designated : and as this reputation is the
reputation of a man, and a man is a real entity, you are not by this denomination put 1H
danger of beiug bent in chase of clouds or shadows, as in those other cases: and, though of
the mischief done to a man's reputation, the
seat cannot be elsewhere than either in his
body or his mind, nor commonly very distinctly percepnble elsewhere than in his mind,yet, for the reason just mentioned, you will, I
I believe,
find a convenience in distinguishing
it from all other offences, the mischief of which
has its seat in the mind.
Lookingatoffences
againstproperty,-inproperty, If all the shapes mto which It has been
commonly cast are to be comprised, you will
see objects, for the declaration or conception of
which, yon will not find it possible to speak,
I or even think, without making use of the flctitious entities, which, on this occasion, in such
abundant variety, the authors oflangnage have
been under the necessity of creatmg for the
purposes of discourse : you will see-not
only
real entities-thmgs
styled immouable, relatively Immoveable pornons of our ever-moving
planet-and
those other real entities styled
things InO'Ceable,-but the fictitious entities
styled services, and rights of way, and rents,
and tolls, and annurties and so forth, without
end. But still, by no such flctinous entities,
Sir, will you be put in any danger of being
led away, from the consideration
of the real
and only really existing mischief-pain
or loss
of pleasure, of body or mind, or both-the
only
really existing mischief, that can be occasioned, or be in a way to be occasioned, to one or
more of the really existing and human beings,
whose good fortune it is to have you for their
representative;
and who, 1ll a shape 80 honourable to you, have a sort of propert.1f in your
serrices, in the very best shape in which it is
in your power to render them.
Looking to offences against condition, you
will find the like necessity, and thence the like
justification,
for the nominal existence given
to this fictitious entity: for, though to a man's
condition in hfe )'OU will find that no mischief
can be done, by any act, any otherwise than
through the medium of his property, or in some
shape or other of hIS reputation,
or of both,
{for of the shapes in which property has place,
property in human serrice, dependent in many
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instances in no small degree on reputation, is
one,)-nor
then, without producing pain or
loss of pleasure, to body or mind, or both,-yet
here, as before, you will find, in but too great
abundance, acts, the effects of which, may with
truth be said to be mischievous to a man in
respect of his condition in life, but which, at
the same time, having or not having their seat
in the mind, could not be said to be mischievous to him in respect of property in any particular shape, or in respect of reputation alone:
though perhaps they are so at the same time
in respect of reputation, and in respect of property in a variety of shapes: the case bemg,
that, on account of some peculiarities in the
nature of the mischief, or in the manner III
which it is produced, it requires to be distinguished by a separate denommation from the
aggregate stock of the offences comprehended
in the before-mentioned
denominations.
Take for examples, conditions genealogical,
such as the pair of correlative conditions belonging to husband and 1rife, together with
the several others which, springing out of them,
constitute the genealogical tree.
Add those
other conditions, which, without being genealogical, may be styled domestic, such as those
of master and serrant : add again those other
condmons, which, like the former, are not political, and are still of a private nature, but are
not necessarily correlative: I mean those· composed of occupations of all sorts, other than
those of public functionaries considered as such:
add lastly, conditionsl'oiitical,all
of them corresponding to, and constituted
by, so many
modes of serrantship, as towards the community at large, cousulered 1D the character of
master, of these last. the" hole aggregate may
be •hvided into J'IIUic and semi-public, as in
the case of 0ffel1ces.
In all these several cases, the chief value of
the condition, in respect of benefit, and in respect of burt hen, will be composed of serric,,·
in so far as the rendering of the services is
obligatory, the possession of the condition will
invohe a rig/It to the services in question : a
sort of j,roperly, of which those services are the
subject-matter:
in this case, for example, are
the corr-Iutire conditions above-mennoned : in
80 f31 as the rendermg of the seml."ts to which
the oeeupation owes its value is not obligatory,
the value of it consists mostly of a sort of
chance for obtaining free services, in exchange
for other free services: in this case are the
various occupations exercised by workmen and
traders of all classes.
In this process, Sir, if your patience has
been persevering enough to carry you through
with It, you have seen logic employed in clas~ijication, and thereby in tileory: in payment
for this labour, you will now, I hope, have the
satisfaction
of seeing some good effects producible from it in practice.
In 50 far as, in a system of penal law, the
denominations thus employed, afford, as above,
indication of the nature of the mischief, in eon-
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sideration of which, the acts in question have
been placed upon the listofpunishable
offences;
~f the nature of the mischief, and consequently
of the existence of mischief in that shape,-in
so far as this indication is afforded, every denomination, by which no such indication is afforded, will mmnatch with them, and, on the
part of the acts which it denonunates, present
a sort of presumptive proof, of want of title to
be admitted into the company of the rest.
In
such a method, every such instructive denomination stands therefore as a sort of security
agamst the admission of any group of acts, in
which no determinately
nnschrevous character
can be found.
Take away the security, give admittance to
ads, by the denominations of which, no such
indication IS afforded,-put
aside the only natural and rational method,-then
comes in as
above-then
comes in, as of course-some
unnatural, irrational, and arbitrary one. Then
come in, at every turn,-as
snuster interest,
or interest-begotten
prejudice dictates,-acts
which, not being productive of mischief to any
SUe/I amount,
that the nnsclnef of the least
pumshment, by which any dimmution could be
produced in it, would not be still greater,~r
even not being prodncnve of mischief to any
amount at all,-afford
no sufficient warrant
for the application of punishment.
For the
designation
of these same innoxious acts,since, by the supposition, no apt word, expressive of miscluef in any shape, as being produced
by them is to be found,-the
words employed
are such as are designative of this or that
vague generality
to which every man feels
himself at liberty to attach whatever interpretation best suits his views: every man, and III
particular every man who has It in his power,
to give to his own interpretation the desired
effect. Of these convenient generalities, Sir,
would you sec an example!
Examples more
than oue-examples
sufficient for Illustration
-may
be seen in the system of classification
and designation employed by the Committee.
Witness Title I. Offences against political order : Title II I. Offences against public order.
Title VII. Offences against buonas costumbre«,
which, I presume, is a translation given to the
Latin phrase bonos tnClres; and wInch, I mfer
from the use thus made of it. is in Spain become
familiar to unlearned ears.
In English, good
customs-the
literal translation of the Spanish
words taken in their separate sense, would not
serve :~ffences
against good cu<~toms-would
not pass: still less would good tnannerl'-another of the literal translatrons of the two
Latin words: In a boarding school, yes: but,
in a penal Code, offences against flood tnllnne,"S
would not pass. To an English ear. by neither of these phrases would a sufficiently plausible pretence be afforded for "mal ~isitatioll .
-to use a recently invented, religiously and
hypocritically cruel, rhetorical phrase.
Accordingly, when, for the affording, by political power, a gratification
to this or that
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personal or individual antipathy, a formulary
is wanted, the Latin phrase-bonol
moru, by
which the obnoxious act is enveloped in a cloud
of convenieni mystery ,-offers a formulary, the
suitableness of which has been proved by experience.
As to the phrase offence. agaiut good CUItomI, it carries upon the face of it an objection
against itself. Because A and B chose to do
a thing, why lay hold on C who does not chose
to do it, and punish him for not doing it!
And so in case of omission or forbearance.
What ground can the mere exercise of liberty
by one man, or any number of men, afford, for
imposing obligation on any other!
Of this, and of every other objection, but
that of meaning nothing, and thence anything,
-anything
which it may snit the purpose of
tyranny to make it mean, the word order stands
altogether clear.
Allow to the legislator the
unlimited use and application of but this one
word, nothing more is wanted to fit him out
in the completest manner in the character of
a despot, and that despot a tyrannical
one.
The a.cts which draw down upon innocent men
the vengeance of the most atrocious tyrants
upon record, can there have been anyone of
them that was not an offence against order?
against the order, established by the tyrant by
whom the man was punished for them! Tiberins, Nero, Domitian, Commodus, Caraealla,
Charles the Nmth of France, Lewis the Fourteenth of France, Philip the Second of your
own country and Belgmm- Phihp the Second,
not to come down any lower-in
the word
order, had not they, for punishing everyone
of those whom it was their pleasure to punish,
as good a wa.rrant, as gentlemen have given
themselves by the use made of this word in
their Code!
By the word good, when prefixed, as it some-.
times is, to the word order, intimation of something like a reference to public opinion seems
conveyed.
But, not even this little softening
would gentlemen vouchsafe to apply to the
despotism it proclaims.
Let me not, Sir, be misconceived.
What I
do not mean to say is-that
among the acts, to
which a title is given by them with the word
order in it, there are not any to which it is fit
that the character of punishable offences should
be given; on the contrary, there are perhaps
not many, to which, if it depended upon me,
I myself should not give that character.
All
I mean to say is-that
if an act's being an
offence against order is admitted as a sufficient
warrant for plaeing it on the list of punishable
acts, the consequence will be-that,
along with
acts affording a fit demand for punishment,
others that afford no such demand may in any
numberbe slipt into the list with little difficulty.
By a natural and rational method as above
described, not only is a bar opposed to acts
that are Rot mischievous, but so likewise is a
thread afforded for the investigation and find·
ing out of such as are.

In a. method, thnB formed by the application
which, on each occasion, is made, of one snd
the same simple principle,-in
every such method, by the relatiou which every offenee bears
to every other and to the whole catalogue of offences, you are no less naturally led to the disc0very of undue omissions, than to that of undue
insertions.
In a catalogue of offences, in the
formation of which no such instrument of indica.tion has been employed, there may be gaps
to any amount unfilled: to any extent, modifications, of maleficence, to which no penal bar
has been opposed: deflcienees ever so numerous and so extensive, and yet no indication
of them afforded.
And as it is in regard to offences themselves,
so is it in regard to other extensive objects,
for the application
of winch a demand is
created by the catalogue of offences. Witness
causes of satisfaction for injury, causes of justification,aggravation,
extennation: causes for
pardon, total and partial, formal and virtual.
Thus, not only in a direct way, by the application made of it to each particular ease,
but in an additional way by means of the method to which it giTt's birth, does the principle
of the greatest happiness of the greatest number, cover the whole field of legislation with
its salutary influence.
By a method deduced
from this principle, a bar is in every part opposed to the introduction of arbitrary arrangements in any shape, a thread a.ft'orded for the
investigation and introduction of suitable ones,
and in every part information given of the design pursued throughout the whole, and of the
relation which each part bears to every other.
By no mode of arrangement, not deduced from
that aU-vivifying and all-directing principle,
can any such satisfaction be afforded. In every
part, you see groups of offences, for the insertion of which no reason is visible: in the whole,
you see a receptacle, into which, for the purpose of giving to them this disastrous effect,acts
of any description-acts
the most purely innocent-may
with equal propriety, for anything
that appears, be inserted.
No, Sir: without a good method for your
penal Code, no good penal Code can you have:
without a rationak, deduced from the fundamental principle of your Constitutional Code
-greatest
happiness of greatest nwnber,-no
good method can you have.
Gentlemen saw before them a method, of
which the principle of the greatest happiness
of the greatest number-the
polar star of your
and their Constitutional Code-was
the object
of actual and perpetual
observation.
Why
would not they employ it! The answer is obvious, and but too uncontrovertible:
Becsese
it would not suit their purposes.
4. Example fourth and laIt. All Spaniards
put under ma.rtiallaw.
In the Preliminary
Discourse, (p. xviii.)
"th ejurisdiction
of the military courts eontinues," they say, "on their plan, confined to
military offences :" that is to say (so they add
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by way of explanation)
" to infraction and
transgression
of military discipline and orde.wnw," in English, O'f'der or ordinancu, I cannot absolutely take upon me to sa.y which.
For a promise, sa.tisfactory enough this promise. But how is it performed 1 Answer. By
placing the civil authorities in subordination
to the mihtary : and in particular, by making
military men, in so far as it shall please them
to come into conflict with non-military men,
judges in their own cause.
There, Sir, you see the position.
Now for
proof.
Turning to Preliminary
Title, Chapter xiii,
Articles 187, 188, I find as follows"Reserved equally (igualmente) for the military authority and jurisdiction, in quality of
military offences, are the following :-"
" Firstly: acts of disrespect (los desacatos)
or violence, committed by any person v:natsoeoer, against military men who are found"
(que Be hallen) (meaning it is hoped amy at
t/,e time of their being oocupied) "in an armed
state in military service."
WIthout this limitation in point of nme=-a limitation which,
under this wording, a judge may apply or not
apply as he feels disposed-any
person whatsoever may be punished in a military manner
by a military man for any act deemed by him
an act of disrespect towards a military man.
" Secondly: those" (offences) "which
are
committed in like manner" (tambien) "by any
person whatsoerer, either within the quarters,
riding-schools, magazines, and other military
edifices, or to the damage of any effects which
are therein kept."
" Thirdly:
acts committed by any person
whatsoever in aid of a foreign enemy."
By this third clause, compared with Title ii,
Chapter i. articles from 252 to 261, a fair sparring match might seem to be set on foot, between judicatories military and civil, on this
part of the field. But, as the hands of the
civilians (it has been or will be seen) are tied
behind them, no mutual bruises need be apprehended.
Now, then, Sir-on
any account whatever,
-by behaviour ever so bad, or by behaviour
ever so meritorious,-suppose
a non-military
man to have rendered himself obnoxious, to a
man, or to a certain body of men, in the military service. Under the second clause, if by
any means they can contrive to get him, at any
time, within their" quarters," (whatever may
be their" quarters,") or when they are upon a
march, orin short upon duty, anywhere,-what
is the injury it will not be in their power, in
virtue of this article, to inflict on him, and
withont possibility of redress t-But
no: they
need not be &t any such trouble.
Let him be
where he will, they have but to pick a quarrel with him-to
bestow on him any such
treatment,
as may bave the effect of drawing
from him words of a " diwupectfvl" nature,
he is thereby placed at their disposa.l.
A judge upon the beneh-suppose
an OIlC&-
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sion to present itself, in which it may appear
to him matter of duty, to express, in relation
to the conduct of any man of the military order, any such sentiment of disapprobation as
a judicatory composed of men of that same
order shall be pleased to regard as being expressive of disrespect· tlus judge, if he be a.
person (persona )-this judge-though
he be of
the highest order of judges, nay the minister
of justice himself,-is
he not, Sir, by this article, placed no less absolutely at their mercy
than the meanest citizen!
In all these several cases, not only is the
judicatory to be military; the punishment is
to be so likewise.
The association is formed
by igualmente :--one of the instruments of entanglement,
which the genius of confusion,
under the gnise of the genius of eloquence, has
contrived to put into gentlemen's hands.
By this instrument It is-by their igualments
-lodged
as it is in article 18S-by this it is
that, ere we can obtain an adequate comprehension of what is done by this same article
188, we are made to go back to article 187:
in which article the first word I see is a tambien, by which I am sent further back to the
tWO first articles
of the same 13th chapter,
namely, articles 185 and 186; which same
article 186 has nothing to do WIth the subject,
bemg confined to ecclesiastical
persons and
ecclesiastical offences: for this same article 185,
conceived as It is in general terms, seems to be
inserted by way of ornament, the general terms
not adding, as far as I can perceive, anything
to the mass of the more particular arrangements wlnch follow it.
Of the words which the also-Tambien
(or
in like~ manner) in article 187, serve to introduce,- the followmg, in so far as my interpretation of them is correct, IS a translation as literal
as possible. "Reserved to the military authority
and jurisdicnon is the cognizance and cnastUiement (castigo) of the offences (delUoll, culpas y
fall4s) * wlnch, "contrary
to their dISCIpline
• To these words, meant all of them to designate
so many species of the genus oifenc'l,-to these
words, to gIve the equivalent in Enghsh words, is
not possible. The intention of them seems to be,
to deSIgnate three de~s
of crimmality - in general, the highest standing first. But this drstmetion
has nothing to do with the nature of the offence:
!. takes that offence for the greatest, to which it
has been the pleasure of the despot to attach the
greatest punishment,
This was the distinetion
established by Na.poleon. In the climax established in his penal Code, you have COf1traventum, deiit,
crime. Of this order, that which is here in view
in your proposed Spanish Code seems to be the
reverse. By the word culpas, I was led to suspect
the distinction to have been borrowed from the
Roman law. But, though the ideas seem so to be
in both instances, in one of them the word is not.
The word culpas corresponds indeed to the Roman
culpa: but the word delitos does not eorrespond
to the Roman doltul: which word--{a. word that,
eonsidering its meani~ in the ordinary~,
namely dece1t, was ml!6lably ill-choseD by ilIa
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respectively, military persons commit."
In the
word CMtigo, may be seen the demand created
for the referenee thus made from the 188th to
this same 187th article: for, thus it appears,
that, by this word as inserted in 187, and, by
the word igualmente in article 188 applied to
and ingrafted upon this same article 188,-not
only is the judicatory, by which persons not
military are in these cases to be tried, appointed
to be a military judicatory, but, as I set out
with saying, the punishments which they are to
suffer.are appointed to be military punishments.
Note that, by being thus subjected to the military authority as exercised by courts martial,
the civil Judges of all classes are subjected to
the arbitrary power of the monarch.
For, in
the Constitutional Code, by article 171, number
the 8th, to the monarch it belongs to command
the army and navy, and to appoint the generals
and admirals: under which provision mnst be
understood to be comprehended, (though forgotten to be expressed.) the removal of them,
or else I do not understand how the command
given to him over them can be exercised :-if
not removeable, a commander in chief, when
once appointed, will be absolute.
For this subjection of the civil judicatories
to the arbitrary power of the Kmg-for
this
subjection, thus established in an indirect way,
through the medium of his necessarily arbitrary authority over the military judicatories,
the constitution and the people would not, it is
true, be much the worse, if those same civil
authorities were, in a direct way, in a state of
equally effectual subjection to that same power.
But this is not the case. For, by that same
article 171, number 4th, it is not by the king
alone that the magistrates
(MagiBtraiios inlawyer tribe) so far as in their language it means
anything, means crimmal consciousness, their culpa
meaning terMrit,'1 pure from enminal consciousness:
a distmetion piteously ill-adapted to the denoting
or different classes of misdeeds, it being applicable
alike to all classes. In gentlemen's propc?sedCode,
the first chapter, consistmg of one article, has for
its title, De los defitos !I culpas: neither in the
title, nor in the body of the article, is there any
such word asfaltas: Of delito a definition 18 given,
whereby the conception, so far as discernible, appears to correspond With that of criminal conscWU$1UJ8S.
and in hke manner culpa With terMrli!l. To
these definitions, such as they are, no reference is
made either III the articles here in question, namely,
185, 186, 187, 188, or in any other of the articles
in which the words are employed :-words to which
meamngs are attributed, so different from any that
any man can have found attached to them in ordinary dISCOUrse. In relation to the first article, the
supposition thus proceeded upon, is-that
every
man carries it at all times in his head. In the instance of the five honourable draughtsmen themselves, or anyone of them, can it, Sir, have been
a true one?
In articles 189, loo, being the remaining ones
of this chapter, I find not only the word (altas
dropt, but also the word culpas, Was this by design, or b)' inadvertence?

eluding I suppose judges) of all the civil and
criminal tribunals are to be nominated, but by
the king at the presentation of the council of
State, in the appointment of the members of
which, by articles 233, 234, he has no other
share than the choice of the number in question out of thrice the number presented to him
by the Cortes.
Thus as to appointment:
and
as to re'llW1lal, "magistraotes and judges" (says
article 252,judges being now inserted -for thus
are your immutable laws drawn up) "magistrates and judges cannot be deprived of their
situations, without cause legally proved, and
stated in their sentence: nor suspended, unless
in consequenee of accusation legally instituted."
Whether, for words deemed wanting in respect applied to a soldier, a court martial shall
be pleased to flog or beat the Judges of the
supreme court of justice erected under Article
259 of the Constitutional
Code, or content
themselves with imprisoning them,-regard
for
the constitution will, I make no doubt, suffice
for preventing the military Judge from signing,
either a sentence of forfeiture, or so much as
an order of suspension in their ease. But, by
any such regard for the constitution,
it does
not appear to me, how the mischief, if any, from
the subjection of the civil judicial authorities
to the arbitrary will of the monarch,-through
the medium of his courts-martial,
as above,will be very materially diminished.
Was it by design, Sir, was It by inadvertence, that the sort of arrangement
you have
seen, was proposed by gentlemen for your
adoption!
In either case, what say !/01L to it t
In either case, at the elections before the next
Cortes but one, what will their constituents
say to it!
Nothmg of professional or other prejudicenothing of exaggeration, Sir,-need
you fea.r in
me. Knowing something of your non-military
judicatories
in so far as they are upon the
Roma.n models--lrnowing
something of these
and next to nothing of your milita.ry ones,for the present, and until your judicial esta.bliBhment, and system of judicial procedure,
have been put upon a footing very dilferent
from that in which I understand them to stand
at present,-supposing
professional sympathies
and antipathies out of the question, I have more
confidence in the military than in the nonmilitary ones. Why!
Because the military
ones have at any rate this distinguishing character in their favour, 80 at least I take for
granted, namely, that by delay, vexation, and
factitious expense, they have nothing to gain,
while the non-military
ones have everything
to gain.
To real justice,-not
only among us,
as far as little less than sixty years of pretty
close attention has enabled me to judge, but
among you, as far as depends either upon the
system of procedure or the ordinary dispositions of the jodge,-to
real justice the citizen
has, I should expect to find, a better chance in
a milita.ry judicatory, than in the highest ordinary judicatory that is not military.
If I have
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not been misinformed, in the cue of offences
of an insurrectionary nature, leaving or not
leaving the cognizance of them to be shared by
the non·military judicatories, you have, by a
recent decree, given the cognizance of them to
judicatories of a military cast :-to judicatories,
in which, whether the judges be or be not of
the military profession, (for I know not which
is the ease.) the mode of procedure is at any
rate military.
To me this information, taken
according to such conception as I was m a way
to form ill relation to it, was I confess not unsatisfactory.
Now, sa.id I to myself, there seems
a probability of a decision: till now there has
been no chance. Of this conception, nght or
wrong, my observations on Judge Hermosa's
panegyric on judicial forms and delays, may
help to show the grounds.
In the present state of civil judicature,even to give to military men the cognizance of
disputes,onwhateyersubject,b~tweennon-military men and 'llilitary men, might for aught I
an say be an improvement.
But, so long as
there are judicatures not military, to which
the cognizance of causes of any kind continues
to be intrusted,-to
think of intrusting to military judicatures the cognizance of causes arising out of disputes between non-mill tar)' men
on the oue side and military on the other, this
is what I must leave to the gentlemen in question, and to the construction put by them upon
the Articles relative to the greatest happiness
of the greatest number, if the remembrance of
it has not dropt altogether out of their minds.
Among the sources of" controzerted points,"
this topic relative to judicatories of exception"
as you may remember, we have found reckoned:
but no ground do I, on this occasion, find for
any such supposition, as that the question
whether the civil authority should be subject
to the military, or the military to the civil, was
of the number of these same controverted
points. Unanimous, as far as appears, has been
the opinion, by which the civil authority is
placed, as above, in subjection to the military:
the opinion unanimous, and the propriety of it
too plainly manifest to star-d in any need of
support from reasons.
Sir, this is going even beyond fU!. Even in
our government, military as, under our "best
of kings," it is become, non-military men have
not yet been delivered up to military judicatories.
A servant of the king gives orders for
killing us, and we are killed: but should a
military man, by whom, without provocation
we have been killed, be called to account for,
it, it would be in some ordinary and non-mili-I
tary judicatory that the account would be rendered, and to some non-military functionary or
functionaries that the giving him impunity
would be consigned: to the king's attorneygeneral, by means of an instrument called a
'IOU prouqui or a rwlle prosequi; to the chancellor with the king's signature, by means of
an express pardon, or (what is more commodious) to the judge, by whom the man is tried,
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by means of a virtual pardon, manufactured
out of a quibble :-out of some recondite rule
of evidence, or other rule of procedure, which,
if it has not yet been made, can at any time be
made for the purpose: just as penal law to
any extent is, in the name of common law, made,
every day, by this or that dependent creature
of the king in the situation of judge, without
puttmg the legislature to the trouble.
We have priests, to order unarmed and unoffending men, with women and children, to be
killed.and ministers with kings at their backs
to reward them for 80 doing: we have posts,
by the reeeipt of which men are entitled to
receive sinecures of thousands a-year for such
services.
All this may be done, and is done. But what
with us remains as yet to be done IS-to subject men not military, for offences not military,
to be tried, without any such formahty as that
of jury trial, by a court-martial composed of
I military
officers. Yes, Sir: as yet,-though
I
cannot take upon me to promise how long it
Will continue sO,-as yet for an offence not military,be it what itmay,-and
be the individual
specially injured, If there be one, who he may,
-a military man, be he who he may, may be
tried, and IS tried, by a judicatory not military :
no non-military man is, for any offence, be it
what It may, tried by a military judicatory.
Though you must have quitted Paris,-taking for granted that you have given directions
for the transmission of my letters,-not
having
been forbidden, I give them and shall continue
to give them the same direction as before.
One observation or two more, before I quit
I the subject of method altogether.
In different places of the proposed Code, I
see a number of articles, encumbered, each of
them, with a clause, by which, where the offender is a public functionary, an ultra punishment is added. Witness Articles 202,203,204,
206,207,213,214:
and in short such seems to
be the method pursued throughout: also a separate clause to the like effect applying to ecelesiastics ; as If an ecclesiastic, as such, were
not a pubiic "/unctwnary."
But perhaps that
title Vl'lISregarded as not belonging to ],[ o7lk<l
or Sinecurist<l: and, in the apprehensions in
whichthepunishmelltsorigmated,foreignecclesiastics.not beneficed in Spain, would naturally
be included.
Vanous are the inconveniences resulting from
i this practice :-by it, the conception and me.
I mory, of individuals at large, is burthened with
matter with which they have no concern: the
bulk of the whole receives a useless increase :
and, by a want of uniformity and correctness
I in the mode of expression, imperfections, too
II various to be here
brought to view, are liable
to be produced.
In another part of this same Code, I see a
compartment, by the consistent and comprehensive use of which the inconvenience might
at any rate have been lessened.
I mean-in
Part I, Title vi., containing, in 12 chapters, Ar'1
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ticles 76, namely,from 493 to 528. Itis headed
-" Of (Jffenou of Public Functicnaries in the
uerciu of their duties." Offences,namely, delitllS y cUlpas: fattas being, on this occasion, as
on the one above noticed, omitted. Here then is
a place,into which the matter relative to public
functionaries, as above, should naturally have
bad edmissiour at any rate, supposing the words
.. in the exercise of their dutil's," omitted: as they
might have been without inconvenience. Unhappily, there is no reference from either of
these places to the other: the consequeace isthat,-ere he can be assured of his having
information of the whole of the burthen, for
ignorance of WhICh,or any part of it, he is exposed to be punished, in many perhaps most instances by loss of office,-a public functionary
must have hunted through the whole Code,
By the title thus given to that diVISIOn
of the
Code, is not a presumption, Sir, afforded, that,
by the matter of it, information, m some shape
or other, was meant to be given, to all the several individuals so denominated, of the whole
mass of the obligations respectively imposed
upon them! For, unless it be in proportion as
such information IS possessed, how is It that, by
the community at large, the benefit, expected
from the fulfilment of these same obligations,
can be received! the afilictlve pumshmeuts,appointed in proportion to non-fulfilment, be
avoided 1
But, if so, how happens it, t.hat no reference
is there made, to so many other articles, in
which other obligations not less serious are imposed upon the same persons! Thus faint are
the traces, which in that part the proposed !lenal
Code affords, of any regard for the two chara.cteristic and fundamental articles of the Constitutional Code.
To confront with the method thus exemplified,-allow me, Sir, to submit to you the two
short rules, by which the disposition of the matter, in the whole body of the law, has been go'Verned,-in a Code, in the penning of which,
that all-illuminatmg principle has never been
for a moment out of sight.
Rule 1. Make known to every man what belongs to him.
Rule 2. Burthen no man with anything that
does not belong to him.
Would it be agreeable to you, Sir, to see
them both in a nutshell! Behold them then in
a Latin one. Rule 1, SUUfl~ cuique: Rule 2,
non

tutlm

llulli.

1. Make known to everyman what it belongs
to him to know. Functionary or non-functionary, no more would I think of making a man
suffer, for non-observance of:m article of law,
unless it had been put mto his hands, having
first been cleared of all matter m which he had
no concern, than I would think of punishing a
child, for the not having performed a lesson
that had never been set him. " No more," did
I say! I should have said-muc1t las. Think,
Sir, of the difference as to the penal eonsequences I

I

A few observatioD8~-showing, on the one
hand, the all-embracing application eapable of
being made of these two short roles, on the
other hand, the aspect borne towards them by
this work of your illustrious colleagues,-I
know not, Sir, how to forbear troubling you
with.
Be the Code what it may, if, of the class to
which the individual in question belongs mention is made, he is in point of interest either
concerned or not concerned in it: if concerned,
he is so either in quality of party burtkened,
or in quality of party faroured, or in both
qualities.
Taking into-mind the entire mass of the ma.ttel' of law,including not only that portion which
at the time in question happens to be actually
in existence,but also whatsoever other matter
there be, a demand tor which may eventually
come to be found to have place,-in a word,
taking into mind the whole body of the law eetea! and desirable together,-leta man consider
it with reference to the number and description of the persons affected in point of interest
by the several distmgmshable parts of it, he
will find it, according to a principle of division,
at once natural and all-comprehensive,divisible
into the general Code, and the system or assemblage of particular Codes,
In the general Code,-saving a few exeeptions, which on inspection will be obvious to
every eye,-the two opposite and correlative
Situations of party benefited and party burthened will be seen to belong alike to every
member of the commumty: in so far as protection is afforded him from mischief at large, and
in particular from whatever mischief he stands
exposed to suffer from the effecrs of mischievous acts on the part of other men, the situation
a man occupies is that of party benefitld: in
so far as coercion, whether in the shape of restraint or constraint, is imposed upon him,whether for the purpose ofpreventmg him from
being an instrument of mischief, or causing him
to be an instrument of good, to other men,-or
for any other purposes, all manner of had purposes included,-the situation he occupies is
that of party burthened. To the extent thereforeof the whole fieldof the general Code,every
man has this double interest in being acquainted
with the matter of it: this double cause, for
wishing to be acquainted with it. In any partieular part of it, according to circumstances,
it may be in the one or the other capacity, tha.t
the interest he thus has in being acquainted
with it is greatest.
In the system of particular Codes, may be
seen that one of the two great masses, which in
this respect presents the greatest differences.
Persons taxed, &C. public junctionariu, and
partie. to c<lntraau-by these denominations are
brought toview the three most extemive classe8
of persons, who, in the situation of parties apecially burthened, have respectively an interest
in the matter of this or th4:t Code belongiog to
the Ry~tf>mof porticvUtr Coda.
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By this I mean the
persons of various classes, that of public functionaries not excepted, on whom, for the benefit
of the community at large, or of this or that
portion of it, the obligation of rendering se1'1lice,
in the shape of payment of InlJney, or any other
shape, is imposed.
In the particular Codes, by which taxes are
imposed, for the use of the community at large,
the several persons on whom respectively the
contribution in its several shapes is imposedthese, commonly with the addition of others,
to whom, on each several occasion, it happens
to be in some way or other respectively connected with them,-are
the partie, thus specially bu1'tkelted: the party benefited being, as
just mentioned, tbe community at large. Where,
instead of the community at large, the party
benefited is either a particular class, or a particular individual,-his
description receives the
changes thus indicated.
To impose a tax, &c., is to impose the obhgation of rendering to a party of this or that
description as above, sertioe in this or that
shape: and of pernice, the simplest and most
comprehensive shape is that which consists m
the transfer of money.
In this one group will be comprehended, it
is evident, a numerous and ever variable multitude of particular Codes, in each of which, in
the character of party burthened, a class more
or less numerous of individuals will find itself
interested:
and, in the instance of each individual, there will be an assemblage of Codes,
more or less numerous, and ever variable, in
which he will find himself to have an interest.
II. Public Functionariu. In a particular
Code, in which anything is ordained that bears
upon the situanon of a public functionary, or a
elassof publie functionaries, as such,-the
functionary, in respect of any obligations imposed
upon him, is the party specially burthened: if,
iu return for the services expected at his bands,
the matter of reward in any shape is placed
within his reach, he is in so far a party speciallyfaT:oured.
If, to enable him to fulfil any
obligation imposed upon him, or in a word any
service expected at his hands, pencer in any
shape is conferred on him,-ne
is, in that character also, a party specially faeoured,
In respect of the reward, he may be said to be not
only specially jaroured, but moreover specially
benejittd: not so in the case of the power, if
considered as charged with the obligation, and
not accompanied with the reward.
But note,
that in many shapes, in many eyes, the power,
though not accompanied with any distinct reward, and notwithstanding
every obligation it
is charged with, has the effect of reward.
Unless it be in the case of a monarchy,concomitant to power in every shape, is, or is
supposed to be, obligation in the correspondent
shape-obligation
to direct the exercise of the
power to the rendering of the services, by
which the function is characterized.
III. Pencru mgag«l it! COllt1'('UJU. In the
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case of a contract, the same person has place
in the two opposite and correspondent characters: namely, that of party benefited as well
as favoured. and that of party burthened.
In
the benefit expected from it, each party sees
the inducement, by which he was led to take
upon himself the burthen : and, unless in hia
eyes the benefit from the transaction
had at
the time been greater tha11 'he burthen, he
would not have engaged in it.
Of the several col/ditwns in life, the two
most important and most extensively entered
into-namely,
that of hlUband and wife, and
that of t1Iast,r and serront, are respectively
the result of a correspondent contract.
In the
case of father and child, the two opposite and
correspondent conditions,-though
not ccnstituted by a contract, to which the persons so
related were both of them parties,-derive
their existence from contract, namely that to
which the two parents were parties, and in
which the child was eventually
among the
subject-matters
of it.
That on the one hand the burthen upon the conception and the memory, on the other hand the
burthen upon the purse, may be as endurable a.8
possible, in the giving expression to this matter
of the body of the law, repetition will of course
be to be avoided as much as possible.
If-in
every particular Code headed by the name of
the class it belongs to, not only the whole of
the matter in respect of which a man belonging to that class IS party benefited, but the
whole of the matter In which he is party
burthened, were Inserted at length,-no
small
portion would thus be to be printed twiee over:
and the burthen, as well upon the purse as
upon the conception and the memory, would,
in a proportion more or less considerable, be
increased.
In the instance of every particular
class of persons.-in
the Code, the matter of
which belongs to that class, and on that account will require to be denominated from It,
-in respect of some part of that matter, the
individuals
belonging
to that class will be
parties specially benejited, or at any rate parties specially fazoured ; in respect of other
parts, parties bound.
In whichever of the two
characters
a person is concerned, it is alike
requisite, that information of the concern he
has in it should be in hIS hand.
In the Code
denominated from the class to whieh he belongs, all such information must accordingly
m some shape or other be contained:
but, in
that same Code, what part shall be inserted
at length, what part no otherwise than by reference to the Code or Codes, denominated
from this or that other class concerned in that
same matter in a manner which is correspondent and opposite,-will
depend upon particular convenience, as indicated by parncular
circumstances.
Note on this occasion, that by
one and the same group of legislative arrangements by which the man of but one class IS a.
party burthened, men of diM'l other classes
may be parties benefited:
IUld so W.e ~
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In the ease of a member of the judicial establishment, may be seen that of a public functionary, who, together with the power, being
charged with the obligation of contributing,
according to the nature and extent of his jurisdiction, to the giving execution and e!fect to
the Whole body of the law, or to this or that
part of it, is therefore,-not only in a general
way in his quality of member of the community, at once party benefited and party bound
with relation to the whole matter of the general CjIde,-but likewise, with relation to the
whole of the matter of the system of particular
Codes.specially favOI,red in respect of the abovementioned power, and specially bllrtkened: burthened with the obligation of eventually giving
execution and eil'ect to it, and to that end, of
lodging and keeping in his mind the import of it.
Only in proportion as it is known, can the
law or any part of it, be an instrument of
good in any shape. But,-with every degree
of compression that can be given to it,-the
difficulty, of grvmg to the knowledge of it this
necessa.ry extent, cannot be inconsiderable.
Any expedient, which promises to contribute
in any degree to the lessenmg of this difficulty
-ought it, Sir, to be left unemployed 1-0f
some of these expedients, I proceed to submit
to you, Sir, a faint sketch.
I. Laws of C<mItant concernment-laws of
incident<d and contingent coucernment :-by
the distinction thus expressed, one instrument
for the diminution of the burthen upon the
conception and the memory, may be brought
to view. In the case of a law of incidental
concernment,-if the ease be such, that the
demand for attention to it will not be presented, till after a certain state of things has
taken place,-a state of things, notice of which
cannot fail of being received by the parties,
who, whether it be in the character of party
burthened or party benefited, are parties concerned,-a consequence ;8-that of this part
of the Code, be it the general, be it any particular one, the expression at length need Mt
be given in every edition of this same Code:
by indication, given in the way of reference,
to a more enlarged edition in which the part
in question is given at length, the purpose of
conducting the mind to it will be answered:
and, in the case of no individual, with reference
to whom this state of things never does take
place, will the Code, out of which the matter
in question is omitted, be incomplete.
First instrument ofreduction or compression
as above-distinction between articles of constant concernment and articles of incidental
and contingent concernment. This distinction
applies ahke to the general Codes and to the
system of particular Codes.
II. Second instrument of reduction or compression-distinction between main tezt,e.rpOBitorymatter,andrationale.*
Onmy plan, the mat": See the ConstitutionalCode, in vol. ix, of this
COlledIOD.-Ed.

ter of each oCthe three Codes-penal, civil, and
constitutional, is divided into general titles and
particular titles:-or into partiCUlar titles and
general titles: for it is not as yet &ltogether
elea.r, which of the two orders will in each
instance be most convenient. Take, for example, the penal Code. In the particular titles,
the main text is composed principally of the
denominations given to the several oifences:
denominations, followed each of them by a.
definition, and coupled with intimation given,
of the punishments respectively attached to
those offenoes. In some cases to the name of
a genus of offence thus marked out, may be
added-added
in form,-other more particular denominations, declared to be indicative
of so many species of acts contained under
that genus. Be this as it may, by every distinguishable portion of the expository matter,
designation will be made, of some particular
species of act contained within that same genlU:
made by the very nature of the case, whether
mentioned or not mentioned as being made.
Compared with the bulk of the whole, the
bulk of the main text will lie in a very narrow compass. The particulars, contained in
the expository matter, are employed in giving
clearness and precision to the import of the
name of the offence, and of the definitio;..given
of it. When, of this expository matter, a conception has once been obtained,-it will thenceforward, with more or less clearness, correctness, or completeness, be suggested by the
name alone; still more effectually by the
name with the definition added to it: and,
the more completely this eifect is produced,
the more eifectually will the main text answer
the intended purpose, when the expository
matter is detached from it.
So likewise as to the rationale.
The use of
the definition is-to distinguish the offence
defined, from all objects with which it is likely
to be confounded: in the first place, from &II
acts to which punishment is not meant to be
attached in any shape-in the next place, from
acts, in respect of which, for the purpose of
punishment or any other purposes, arrangements in any way different are meant to be
made. Take, for example the offence oftl~~ft.
Neither in the Roman nor in the English law,
-neither by any definition that has ever been
given either in the way of statute la.w, or in
the way of common law,-nor by any lights,
alforded by reports of judicial decisions,-has
any clear line been ever drawn, between a.noncriminal taking, namely, on the supposition of
rigkt to do so, on the one hand,-and
the
taking by means of consent obtained by fraud,
on the other. The expository matter will, in
its own way, contribute to fix in the memory,
when once let in by the conception, the idea
of the true character of the oifence: the rationale will, in another wa.y, contribute to the
same desirable end. But, moreover conversely,
the effect of the association being mutu&l,proportioned to the clearness, correctness, and
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completeness, of tile view which these instru- I portions of discourse, by reference to which the
ments of elucidation have given of the object, ' fate of the cause, and thence of the parties, will
as designated by its denomination and Its de- be determined:
an index-differing
no otherfinitlOn,-will
be the facility, with which,
wise, from the sort of Implement more nsually
upon every oecasion, the import, of these same designated by this name, than by being more
instruments
respectively,
will be recalled:
ample, and cast into a logical form instead of
recalled, by the denomination
and definition
the alphabetical.
together, or even by the denomination alone.
In the rules Sllum cuique and non S!lum null.
In this way, SIr, in my penal Code, you see is included, you bee, Sir, tlus instruction to the
three distinguishable
parts, contained under
legislator.e=So order matters, that, in addinon
the head of each genus of offeuce : the second, to the general Code in which all have a conand third.e--each m its own way, throwing
cern, each one -hall have-s-have actually in
light upon the first, and thus forming a useful hIS hands-every
particular Code in which he
accompaniment to it,-but
each of them cap- has any concern: and dud 11l a state separate
able of being detached from It. On this plan,
from every particular Code in WhICh he has not
in so far as there may be any use in separating
any concern.
them, nothing ran be more easy: every prinThe all-comprehensive
survey, thus and for
ter will be competent to It. If there be any such this purpose taken of the field of Iegrslation=use, it will be in the way of lessening the bur- the division thereupon made of the rule of acthen: the burthen, whether it be on the conception into general Code and system of particular
tion, the memory, the pocket, or the shelf: not Codes-was
there no use in it, Sir!
Was it
to speak of tile pocket in the literal sense.
mere theory 1 had it no bearing upon pracOf both expositor!! matter and rationale, partree 1 no influence on the greatest happiness of
ticular samples may be seen, in the first of the greatest number!
To the gentlemen in
those works of mine that have been edited in quesnon=-was
it unknown, SIr 1 No, Sir, it
French by M. Dumont."
You will assuredly'
was not, it could not be, unknown to them: it
neither expect nor wish, Sir, to see anything of stared them in the face: it stared so strongly
either of them here. What the relation maybe,
that they shut their eyes against it. It came
hetween what is said there on the subject and from the intrusive foreigner: it was not of
what I have said here, I know not. Neither
their starting:
It would have given them too
eyes nor time will admit of my looking at it.
much trouble :-in a word, it suited not their
Other instruments of compression I employ:
purpose.
I t was put aside accordingly. There,
But,by any attempt to convey any conception of Sir, you see the cause.-No
such thing was to
them here, I know not what further addition
be found in any of the most accredited Codes:
might be required, to aload which perhaps may -there,
Sir, you see a pretence.
already have been put aside as unsupportable.
Such is the omission.
Now for one little
You see already, that either the main text
example of the consequences.
alone, or the main text with the expository
On my plan, under the head of Husband aNd
matter, may be considered as an abridpment
Tl'Ve, In a particular Code so denominated, a
of the whole.
Here then you see a sort of document, in which all benefits and all burabridgment
of the legislator's
work:
an thens, attached by law to those two correlative
abridgment
made by the legislator himself.
conditions, are set forth, would be found.
If
On this oecasion, permit me, Sir, to observe,
it depended upon me,-on
entrance into that
that the legislator's is the only hand, by which
contract, into the hand of every man and that
an abridgment
can be made. on which any of every woman, should a copy of It be placed,
dependence can be placed with safety-can
be or no such contract should be entered into: if
placed without imprudence.
Let the work at i some time before the ceremonyv so much the
large be ever so replete WIth imperfections.->
I better.
They would then enter into the enan abridgment,
in which those imperfections
gagement with their eyes open, and not as at
were removed, would, to him who trusted to present, blindfold.
An instrument of this sort
it, be no less mischievous, than one, in which
-would
It be less instructive, less useful than
the multitude of the imperfecnons
had in the a ring l Hut rings were made before Codes
same proportion received increase.
How can were maul': before Codes were made, or the
it be otherwise t Incaseoflitigation,-notbythe
press for the printing of them invented.
But
abridgment good or bad-not
by the abndgmoreover, from the relations between hnsment, but by the authentic work at large,-will
band and wife come eventually those between
the lot of the parties litigant be determined.
father and child: of the particular
Code mThus in case of statute law.
As to common
tituled Late ot' father and c!tild. aotice would
law-in
this case, an abridgment
is an ima- accordingly be ghen in the parncular Code ingina.tion of an Imagination.
tituled Lau: of kU$hatld and ...it;.· with or withIn either case, in what charaeter is an abridgout mtimation, more or less particular, of the
ment capable of being of usc!
Only, Sir, in details.
that ofan index: an index, for giving informaIn the Committee's proposed Code, arrangetion, of the places in which may he found those ments relative to this pair of correlative con-----------.----- - -' - --ditions, have place.
Under what head!
Un• See in this collection, vol. i. p. J 61.
der that of " Offences against buenn« C{lstUI/!-
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bru:" Artleles 559, 560, 561, 562: offences ing in each ease the demaud for legislation,
against good morall or good custOml. But, on that are peculiar to Spaniards: to them, yes;
or before entrance into this engagement,to him, not.-Be it so, Sir. But,by him who,
what man, what woman, should this same Code having complete knowledge, will not make appass, would think of buying a copy of it, and plication of it, or by him who, having but inreading it! Even if they did set about read- complete knowledge, would make applica.tion
ing it, would not they, to save trouble, be apt of it to the nttermost of his power-by which
to glance over the titles t Glancing over the of the two, with reference to the purpose,
tltles, would they see anyone of them, in which whatever It be, is most service likely to be
either the word husband or the word wife is rendered! On the part of the foreigner, the
mentioned' Not seeing any such title, but kuowledge of the circumstances peculiar to
seeing the title offencu against buentJI costum- Spain was wanting: relation being had to
bru, would they be led by it, to expect to find in Spain, imperfections in any work of his would
it anything that they would have more concern thence have been inevitable. Admitted. But,
whatever would have been these imperfections,
in after their marriage than they had before I
One little example more.-Knowing that, could there have been, on the part of the genin the Code in question, there is 0. compart- tlemen in question, any want either of the inment, in the title of which functionaries in clination, or of the power, necessary to the
general are mentioned,-every man, to whom correction of them t Thus stood the matter at
that denomination belongs, will of course un- the first. But, at present, and in future, wha.tderstand, that in some way or other he can ever wisdom it may be, that, in their instance,
BC3rcelyfail to have a personal interest, in composes the fruit of this indispensable local
anaking himself acquainted with the contents. knowledge, it is now visible: Itis seen in their
But, from any such title as that of offencu proposed Code, and all foreigners, as well &8
tJgainstthe liberty of the nation, what IS there that all Spaniards, have it before them.
should lead him to make any such inference t
Two rules you have already, Sir, in a nutIn the Committee's proposed Code, I see a shell: permit me to slip into it one other such
division thus inntuled-s-" Of the offences," little pair, and I have done.
Rule 3. IdeiI iildem, urba eadem. -or thua
(delitoa y culpa,,) " of public functionaries in
the exercise of their offices:"-Chapters xii.; -Eadem natura, eadmi nomenclatura. Of this
pages 23, from 132 to 155 inclusive; articles the converse is=-Rale 4. Ideil diurN, -rerba
76, from 453 to 528 inclusive. After so much di."er8a: or thu&-Alia naturd, alia RomeIIsaid on the subject under its own name,clatura. Change the expression, can anyone
who, without notice given, would expect to avoid suspecting at least, that the ideas you
lee anything more about it under any other meant to convey are changed likewise t Supna.me1 Yet, under other names, more there posing it your intention to convey different
is in abundance,-and no warning given of It: idea.s, could you take any other means than
and, in particular, under that of offencu against that of using different words t If you could
not, then is the use you have made of different
the liberty of the RatioR, as above.
Whatsoever be the benefits, undertaken to words a certifica.te of diversity in the ideas;
be conferred on a man by auy part of the law and this certificate is a, false one. If these rules
-whatsoever be the burthens imposed upon be conducive to the ends of language, and the
him by force of punishment,-do gentlemen opposite course repugnant to the ends of Ianknow of any means a man has of making him- gua.ge, try them, Sir, upon the proposed Code:
eelf secure,-secnre,
either of enjoying the try them throughout upon that great work,
benefit or of escaping from the punishment,and see what will become of it. Of this I
Without reference made to the law 1 Where- have already submitted to you a. few exemplifore then did they decline taking the measure fications.
necessary foJ' the putting this saving knowThus is it, as I have so often had occasion to
ledge within every man's power 1 Wherefore t observe-thus is it, Sir, that in every page the
-bnt that-either
absolutely, or in eompari- same unfortunate spectacle is bnt too visible:
IOnwith some nearer object,-the greatest hap- -knees bent, before the fascinating art of
piness of the greatest number was, in their Rhetoric: backs turned, upon her formal, bu~
eyes, an object of indifference.
honest, sister, LtJgic. Good this in poets: but
Giving to a man this double security-givis it so in legislators I
ing to lIury human being that could read it,
Ideil iiBdem, M'ba eadem; ideil di'Derlil,
or hear it read, this double security-giving
'l'erba di_there,
Sir, you see two rules of
to the whole body of the law all this effiCiency ezpremo., two rules for the expression to be
-a service such as this, would it, Sir, be a given to the matter of the law. Saam caique;
service without value t This service, the in- Ron "vm flulli--tbere you have two rules of
trnsive foreigner would have rendered, and distribution: two rnles, for the distribution to
would yet render, to your nation. This ser- be given, to that same matter, on the possesnee, gentlemen would not themselTe8 render, sion of which, to so vast an extent, the differDOrwould they suffer him to render it.
ence between happiness &lidmisery, in the inThey are Spaniards: to them it belongs to stance of every huma.n being, depends. Pr0be apprized of all those circumstances, a.fl'ect- ceeding thus, what LiflltGlVf did for na.tural
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history-what
&uMgu did for the nosological
branch of medicine,-that
will this your troublesome correspondent do, Sir, for legislation,
so far as life and faculties suffice. And already, though it were by nothing more than
these four short rules, is not some little progress made ~
Lawyers, employed by the ruling few, with
or Without cognizance taken by a supremely
ruling one-lawyers,
linked with these their
employers by a community of simster interests-such
are the men, by whose particular
wills, governed by their particular and thence
ainister interests, on this as on every other
occasion, as far as has depended upon the
state of the law, the condinon of the millions
has been disposed of. But, With the ex-
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ception of those violences, from which the danger, to every man's person and property is
serious and manifest, their own included,-it
is
the interest of lawyers, that the multitude of
offences In all shapes should be at its maximum,-in
such sort as that the profit, from defending the injured against the injurer, and
the injurer against the injured, shall be so
Iikewise.
Thus it is, that, With the above excepnon, misclnef, in whatever shape produced
by Ignorance of the law, is by professional
draughtsmen
viewed with dehght:
and, it
bemg to their high seated employers matter of
indifference, hence it is, that we see it left,
upon the footing at which It suits the interest
of the lawyer class, that it should everlastingly
be kept.

LETTER VI.
On tke annet!! of tke Legislation

Cotnlllittee to keep the door of the Cortes Bhut, against teorh com·
in" into compefitioll with their oIDn. Conditio1l8 on tehw. Sanetiuliment
is recommended.
[Neceuity ofthe free tone oft/use Letters.]

Sm,-Such,
with the exception of the words
in brackets, was the title of this my sixth letter as announced in the first.
Meantime, the
matter itself has undergone no small change.
Of the anxiety of the gentlemen in question to
keep out of the sight of their colleagues, and
thence of their constituents, rival productions
in general, and in particular your humble servant's actually existing works, and future
contingent Codes, you have already heard more
than enough.
The anxiety on his part not to
be so kept out of sight-this
is the only anxiety
which, in the course of this letter, will give you
any further trouble.
Before I take my leave of theirs altogether,
I must however, submit to you, in the way of
contrast, a short recapitulatory
sketch, of the
principal objects, to the accomplishment
of
which, the opposite anxieties may have been
observed directing themselves, and the different arrangements, of which the pursuit of the
respective objects bas been productive.
1. My object being the greatest hsppiaess of
the greatest
number-the
same which, in
articles 4 and 13 of your Constitutional Code,
stands proclaimed as the all-comprehensive
object of that official work, I have on every
occasion beld it up to view and made applicatiQl1 of it.
Gentlemen's object being-what
I will leave
to themselves,or some one for them, to state,they have not, on any occasion, as far as I can
see, taken any the smallest notice of it.
2. As one means towards that same end,
for the purpose of securing the aptitude of the
work in relation to it-namely,
in so far as
depends upon appropriate
moral aptitude on
the part of the framers of the first draught,
and for that purpose to shut the door against
all particular and thence sinister looaJ inte-

rest, backed with power sufficient to give effect
to it,-I
make offer of a foreign hand, secured
by its position from all sinister interest.
Gentlemen's object being still what I will
leave to some one else to name,-and,
by that
organ of unpeccabihty, to which as far as appears they trust, their minds being, to their
own sansfacuoa,
sufficiently secured against
all seduction from sinister interest,-thelr
anxiety has, for all ulterior object, the keepmg
all such troublesome intrusion as effectually
excluded as possible.
3. In further pursuit of that same end,-to
secure aptitude to the work,-Ill
so far as depends upon the above and the two other
branches of appropriate aptitude on the pan of
the workman or workmen, namely,intelJectual
aptitude and active talent,-another
object of
mine, IS-SO to order matters, that no distinguishable arrangement
shall be proposed, that
has not for its support a distingursbable
and
openly expressed reason or set of rea8Olls: and
this security, the hand I offer is accordingly
prepared to afford.
Gentlemen's object being still what I must
leave to themselves or some one else to name,
-their
anxiety is-~o to order matters, that
no arrangement
which in your nation is to
have the force of law, shall have anyone assigned reason for its support:
in such sort,
that whether there be any reason or reasons
for it at all, and If yes what, shall remain for
everlasting,
a subject of unsatisfiable
doubt
and boundless conjecture.
4. In further pursuit of that same end,regarding
consistency
of design, 8S highly
conducive, not to say necesssry, to the attainment of it,-lest,
while in one part, the end,
whatever it be, is pursued by one course, in
another part it he pursued by an indetenni-
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nately difFerent course,-my anxiety is-that,
theirs, with reference to me, is----topromote in
throughout the whole field. the groundwork a variety of ways that mtrusive design which
thus lsid shall, if possible, be the work of one is giving you, Sir, so much trouble.
and the same hand.
1. It will, to an extent more or less eonsidGentlemen's object being still what I must erable, lay opeu to my viewthose local circumleave to some one else to say in a positive stances, in the exclusive knowledge of which,
ma.nner,-but, as far as appears to me, from gentlemen's modesty has found a support to
their own declarations, coupled with the na- their claim of exclusive privilege.
ture of their situanon, wha.t may be called
2. It thereby lays before me, as well as be,nutual a.ccommodation-divislOnof the whole fore the nation which it is my ambition to
stock of power and glory, upon the principle serve, a complete map of those parts of the
of a partition treaty,-their anxiety has been field of law, to which, if to any, the objection
-to secure, and they have secured according- derived from foreignership can have a.nyapplily, to themselves a.nd one another, this same cation. Spreading out the map before me, it
means of mutual sceommodatiou. And, of the enables me, on each occasion,to make those
result, and of the influence,which, if tlua work references-those clear and exact references-of theirs should become law, may be expected of which you mayha.vebeen seeing,Sir, somany
to be exercised by it on the greatest happiuess more examples than it can have been agreeable
of the greatest number, samples have already to any eye in the situation of yours to see.
been brought to view, and in greater number
3. In a word, it lays before me-it lays bethan can naturally be welcome.
fore the members of the existing Cortes-it
5. Still, in pursuit of that same end,-taking
lays before their constituents,-it lays before
into consideration, with reference to works of the succeeding Cortes-it lays before the 80
the description in question, the immensity of deeply interested and observant nation, the
the demand for appropriate intellectual apti- only existing production, with which a.nyone
tude and appropriate actrve talent on the part of those that I have in preparation has as yet
of the workman, and at the same time the de- i to contend. It is not necessary for me, to atplorable scantiness of the supply everywhere I tempt to affix any precise value to the use
in conjunctionwith appropriate moral aptitude which this circumstance may be found to give
in the same breast--yes-everywhere, Spain to it with reference to my intru~ive purpose.
itself (forgive me, Sir, for saying 80) not ex- Sufficeit to observe, that the less the value of
cepted,-my strongly manifested anxiety has the production in the eyes of the nation to
from the first been, and continues to be, to se- which it looks for support, the greater will be
cure to your country, as well as to every other, its value with reference to the purpose ofe"ery
now and at all times, the greatest obtainable intrusive rival.
number of works of the above-mentioned deActual satisfaction at seeing the Code in its
scription, by hands of the above description, candidate state is one thing: eventual satisfor those to whom it belongs to choose out of: faction at seeing it in an ekc:td state is anaad, towards the fulfilmentof this wish, I have other. By the title of this Letter, as announced
laboured with as much energy as ever monopo- in my first, you may have been prepared, Sir,
list employed III his endeavours to secure his for a certain eventual satisfaction on my part,
monopoly. Witness the secondof my letters to even in the event of my seeing the sanction of
Emperor Alexander as published in my "Pa- law given to the proposed Code in the exact
pers on Codification."
state, in which it has been the subject of all
Gentlemen, in their anxiety to keep out of , the freedom you have seen taken with it. Of
the wa.ythe competitor from whose intrusion this same satisfaction you may at the same
most trouble seems to have been apprehended, time have observed, that it is not altogether
-took the measures, explained in the second absolute and unconditional,but limited by conof these my letters to yourself,Sir,-being such dinons more than one. At that time, eondimeasures, as promised at least equal success tiona more than one I had accordinglyin view.
against all similar intruders.
But, on a nearer inspection, that my chance
Under these circumstances, despatch would for satisfaction may be as favourable as JlOSSinaturally be, in their eyes, no inconsiderable bIe, I have settled with myself to put aside
object: and by the principle of the difli8icl1, of these same conditions,all but one. Sanction
labour, applied as it appears to have been ap- then I say this proposed Code-Yes, and IS
plied, not only was harmony promoted, but soon as may be: if, within the time, the imdespatch likewise.
perfections, which you yourself, Sir, have had
But enough now, Sir, of anxieties: prepare the frankness to lay your finger upon, can,
yourself, for gladness. Whether, in the ho- any or all of them, be removed, 80 much the
nourable breasts in questionany such sensation better; not to speak of any of those supposed
is likely to be produced by the sight of any ones, which my own presumption represents
Code of my drawing, you are in a. condition to itself as having given indication of. But, if
imagine. In mine, the sight of theirs has been nothing of this can be done, sanction it evenas
and is a source of real satisfaction.
it stands at present,
The case is-in my way of viewing the
Now then for the condition: it is neither
matter, the teadencv of this production of more nor less than this-instead of the more
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commonly looked for everluting
duration,
give it but a. temporary, and tha.t a short ODe.
When experience,-and
a long one need not
be insisted upon,-ha.s
demonstrated
its usefulness, then will be the time for giving to it
tha.t eternity, which will be so much more to
the taste of its honourable authors.
Considering the terms, in whlcll your letter
speaks of this proposed Code,-were
I even to
indulge a serious expectation
of seeing tills
condition annexed to the passing of it, I hope,
Sir, you would not find it altogether an immoderate one. Such is the presumptrveuess of
my hope, it extends even to thi~-namely,
that,
in the endeavour to cause this eonditiou to be
annexed, your influence, which fame represents
to me as 80 powerful, will not be wrthholden.
That, on the part of the gentlemen in question, any willing consent to tlus effect will be
given, is, I must confess, rather too much for
my hope.
Feehug, each of them, on his own
forehead, seeing III virtue of the partition
treaty, each of them on that of every other,
those two most instructive organs, which there
has been such frequent occasion to touch upon
-the organs of impeccability and infallibility,
-they
will feel themselves under an incapaoity of conceiving, how, in any such troublesome limitation, there can be an)' use. Alas!
The closer I look into this matter, the less
sanguine is my hope.
Turnmg to their" most
accredited
Codes," whose Wisdom they have
made theirs, I have found no precedent on
which my hope can anchor itself.
To the best
of my recollecnon, on the foreheads of all perSOD8 concerned
in the manufacturmg
of all
ihese several Codes, servants as well as mast~T8, the two organs have been alike prominent.
Whither then shall this same hope of mme
betake itself!
The answer is not difficult :
to United
Anglo-America,
resting-place
as
well &II cradle of all honest political hope. An
example then I have already, in tha.t rashly
begotten, and happily expired, act of Congress,
to which I have already had occasion, SIr, to
solicit your attention, and to which, without
fear of contradiction from that Ultramaria, I
gave, or might have grven, the denomination
of the liberncid« laIC.
Here Sits my hope
quietly for the first moment.
Oh but, [cries
a voice,) that state is a democracy : oUTS
is a monarchy:
it is only in a monarchy
that any sueh organs are seen. The illustrious Gall, by whom the organs of this class
were fir,t discoverede= did not the empire
of Austria give him birth!
Under the notion
of promoting the ~reatest happiness of the
greatest
number, do not tilt' .Tulers in that
American scat of anarchy, make the condition
of that same greatest number, depend upon the
will of that greatest number t Can anything
be more absurd!
As for UR, we make the rondition of the greatest number-Oh,
yes=-and
of all the rest-s-depend
upon the will of one
mdividual --one single individual, ttit!:Ol,fWhoIn
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nothing ean be done, and by whom everything
can be done: everything, so it be with that
proper and necessary assistance, for the purchase of which it is that we have placed at hi.
disposal the good thmgs of this wicked world
in all requisite abundance.
In some countries
there might be danger in such an arrangement:
but in ours there," none.
In some countries,
all men's first care is for themselves, and their
own particular connexions.
But, m our' country, when a man gets into an office,-if
it be
of a certain height, he forgets he has a self
belongmg to him: Kmg and country are the
sole objects of his care.
Well, Sir, be this as it may, I will not deliver myself up absolutely to despair.
One
other precedent I have m store, I should bave
said a mme of precedents:
for such it is and
a most abundant one. It IS the practice of
the governmeut under which I write.
Rotten as it is,-and
hastening as it appears to me
to be, to a change which cannot be for the
worse,-saerificmg
as it does on all points of
contrariety
the greatest
happiness
of the
greatest number to the supposed happiness of
the ruhug few and the supremely ruling one.
=-still.on points on which no such contrariety
has place, examples of prudence, the fruit or
long experience,
are here and there to be
found : and this is not the least conspicuous
nor the least incontestable.
Coda, it IS true,
we have none: the very word is horrible to
us. Statutes, however, we have every year.
and every' year in II. heap such as would outweigh a hundred of your Codes. No, Sir: no$
a year passes, but amongst these statutes there
are-I
fear to say how many-for
I ha.ve
neither time nor eyes to count them-but
I
can venture to say multitudes, of each of whieh
the duration is limited to a time certain, and
that a short one. Wrtness even the Six AeU,
which, for your information, I must call by
the aggregate name of the liberucide acts, but
which among us, are sufficiently known by the
more concise and merely numerical
name:
Acts, which had the same object as that American Act, which by its death has been rendered the pride of that happy people, of which.
during its life, it was the shame.
Even the statute, on which the standing
army depends for Its conunuanee-s-that
standing army, by the dissolution of which the government would, If it. own fears are Just, be
" .. solved-c-oven this statute (It is called tlte
.Vfltill!l Act,) lives but from one year to another.
'I'ru-t not to me, SIr, for this: uk
anybody-c-ask
our Mllll!>ter at your Court,
whoever ho Illa~ happen to be. Not that, in
the possessiou of any sueh expatriated
court
favourite, )"011 WIll be likely to find any such
dry and bulky matter as the matter of our
Statutes at large,
But, that which everybody
knows, you Will find kim knowmg: and for
thn- purpose it will suffice.
Here, then, Slr,-under
a government, of the
.jptPrmmation of which, on eTPry poiut of een-
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met, to sacrifice the greatest happiness of the
grea.test number to that of the rnling few, you
C&Ilnotentertain a doubt-under this government, the life of which is iu its own persuasion,
DO less inseparably attached to that of a particular law, than that of Meleager was to the
log which somebody threw into the fire-under this government you see no such fear has
place, as that of mischief to itself, from thus
rendering the law capable of going out at the
end of a twelvemonth. What say they then!
Were it only for appearance sake, cannot
gentlemen be prevailed upon to assign to this
Code some experimental duration ¥ If yes,
say then one year, say two years: and, in
either case, from thence,as is the custom with
DS, to the end of the then next Cortes.
You see, Sir, how mistaken the notion would
be-that, between this exertion of self-dimdence and prudence, and the practice of depredation, to an amount so far above anything
that in yonr country men can have any conception of, there could be anything of practical inconsistency. Those who require such
comfort, let this comfort them.
But, (methinks, Sir, I hear yon saying to
me,) tJus contentment on your part, is it in
any degree consistent, with the opinion, of
which such copious intimation is given m your
preceding Letters!
Sir, I will tell you simply how that matter
stands. Good and evil may be considered in
an absolute point of view, or in a comparative:
compared with a greater, a lesser evil is good.
No mass of law so bad, that I would not vote
for it, on condition of its taking the place of a
worse.
Of the state, in which the penal branch of
law exists at present in your country, gentlemen have, in their preface,-though but in the
way of allusion, as to a state of things out of
dispnte,-given that account, to which, in the
second of these Letters, I had occasion to allude. All circumstances considered, I can
scarcely entertain a doubt, but that, in comparison with such a Code, even that, which I
have been so tedionsly commenting upon, would
be a blessing.
From yourself, moreover. I learn, Sir, that
-to an extent, the precise limits of which are
not known to me, but which appears not to be
a narrow one-the existing atrocities a.lluded
to fail of receiving execution and effect. Here
then is my hope and my consolation. Ofthe e;r;iBtirag Code, the articles which in their view are
unfit to receive execution, have, to a considerable degree, &<\tuallyfailed ofrecei ving it.
An inference I indulge in is this: of the projected Code, the articles which, in my view, are
unfit to receive execution, would, to an amount
more or less considerable, in the event of its
becoming law, be in that same case.
In a certain state of the law, the existence
of the human species depends upon the degree
of execution ~ven to the law: or, at any rate,
the more exact the execution, the greater ia

the happinesa of the greatest number in the
community in question. In this state is the
law, for example, in the Anglo-American
United States: notwithstanding the remnant
of that poisonous matter, which was originally
imported from the Augean stable on the other
side of the water; and which the lawyers, who
fatten upon it, still keep, on the penal and civil
part of the field, unexpelled.
In another state of the law, the existence of
the species depends upon the non-execution of
the law, and the consequent impotence of the
ruling tribe: of the ruling few, under the supremely ruling one. In this state, for example, is the law, in a country which it would
be superfluous to name. Carried into full execution and effect, libel law would of itself suffice for the extirpation of the inhabitants: for
the eonversron of all dwellings into jails, of all
the inhabitants into jailors or prisoners; and,
-by giving this destination, to all those on
whose productive labour, themselves and their
fellow-countrymen depend for subsistence,substituting starvation to existence.
In your country, though utterers and readers
of libels, all newspapers without exception included, are not so numerous as in the one just
alluded to, laws, I cannot doubt, might be
found, by the aggregate virtue of which, if
fully executed, an equally complete clearance
would be effected.
Wherever Roman law has reigned,-in addition to a functionary, by whom, under his
own name, power of pardoning, applicable to
offences in general, has been avowedly possessed and exercised,-otherfunctionariesthere
are, by whom, without the name, that same
power has beeu possessed and exercised. Where
the judicatories have not possessed the power
of giving execution to penal laws of their own
moticne--nor without being called upon by a
servant of the Monarch in the situation of
prosecutor-general,-the whole of thIs covertly
pardoning power has had his single breast for
the seat of it. In so far as this has been exercisable by them at their own motion, this mode
of proceeding has been styled the inquiritorial;
and, within their several ranges, the power of
the prosecntor-genera.! has had the judges of
the several judicatories for sharers in it. According to Ballllw, thus, for example. if my
recollection does not deceive me, stood the
matter in the Austrian dominions; according
to Boehmer, in the Prussian. I should expect
to find the case standing on much the same
footing among you: not to speak of the rest of
Enrope.
With us, the ma.tter stands as yet upon not
quite so bad a footing: the power of giving
effect to the laws on which personal security
depends is not made an object of monopoly:
our Monarch being God upon earth, as we are
all of us taught from Blackstone, our lawyers,
as far as depends upon them, have, it is true,
given to him the power of putting to death
every man it would 00 agreeable to him to pu'
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to death, on condition of finding one hand to
do the job, and another, by the counter-signature of a pardon, to concur in giving impunity
to it. But, commodious as upon this statement it may seem, this mode of proceeding,signatures and counter-signatnres
being visible
things,-has
not yet become a customary one:
modes not less effective hut less conspicuous
ha.ve hitherto obtained the preference:
discrimina.ting slaughter has not yet been visibly
added to indiscriminate.
Matters, however,
are in preparation for it. Recent progress has
been made.
The last session but oue or two
produced a statute, by which the right of certain relatives to prosecute for the murder of
the correlative WIthout permission from the
Monarch,-in
which case, on conviction, a
pardon from him was without effect,-was
abrogated.
Since then, the life of every man
in the kingdom hangs by a thread, which a
word from the kmg may cut at any time.
Mine, Sir, remaining as you see still uncut,
wha.t gratitude do I not owe 1
I beg your pardon, Sir-I
have been digressing.
What belongs to ~'our case is this.
Under a government,
which has for its real
object the supposed happiness of the ruhng
few throngh the sacrifice of the real happiness
of the subject many,-the
system of law being
to such a degree bad, that the execution of It
if complete would suffice for the extirpation of
the species,-in
such a state of things, if the
species remains in part unextirpated,
It must
be indebted for its existence to some arbitrary
power, by which the purposes proposed by the
makers of the law are prevented from being
carried into effect. While your judicial establishment, and your system of Judicial prooedure,remain upon their present footing, or upon
any footing standing on a ground of Rome-bred
law,-the
otherwise natural effects, of codes
drawn from that source-of
codes such as the
one I have before we-will,in
arbitrary powers
such as those I have been speaking of, find a
palliative. And on this palliative rests the confidence I entertain, of seeing your country still
inha.bited, even supposing the code in question
to pass in its own words unchanged.
You are now, Sir, in a condition to judge,
whether, on the satisfaction above declared, m
what degree soever well or ill grounded, inconsistency can be charged.
Though, beyond the above-mentioned
temporariness, lest you should be asking too much,
I should be sorry to see you asking for anythmg
in the character of a con<iition,-a. few other
things there are, which I will venture to mention in the character of simple propositions.
1. One is-tha.t of an Article, declaring, that
for giving increase to the quantity of punishment appointed in any case by the new Code,
no recourse shall be had to any at present
existing portion of statute law: any more than
for applying punishment, in any shape or degree, to any act to which this same new Code
has not applied punishment. Something in this
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view I should expect to find actually done, bui
time and eyes forbid the search.
In TItle I. chapter xiii. as above-mentioned,
I see a chapter, entitled"
On delinquencies
(deiit08) and delinquents not comprehended in
this Code :" and therein, besides laws relative
to matters ecclesiastical
and ordinances relative to matters military, I find-namely
in Article 185, over and above dditml,mentlOn made
of culpas as being comnnssible against the regulanoas or ordinances which govern (rijan en)
any matters or branches of the pubhe admmistration. But. of these non-comprehended
portions of law, I see no more particular designstion given.
For the purpose here in question, the more
obvious, as well as the shorter and at the same
time the more complete course would be-a
general clause, kilhng at one stroke, with the
exception of such as were kept alive by a list
made out for that purpose, the whole body of
the penal laws found in existence.
ThIS would
be the only endurable course, supposing the
survey, taken on this occasion of the field of
penal law, an all-comprehensive
one. But, to
the gentlemen in question,-if
the troth may
be confessed, this same idea of all-comprehensiveness, considering how natural It IS for a
man to measure all other men's faculties by
his own, scarcely should I expect to find it an
endurable one: and, at the hands of him by
whom accomplishment
is regarded all impossible, accomphshment
cannot reasonably
be
looked for.
Even among us, among whom, how ill soever
applied, experience in the field of Iegislanon is
so much more abundant than with you,-men,
in other respects not destitute of intelligence,
are not wanting, to whom the idea of setting,
in any such way, any precise bounds to the dema.nd for punishment and coercion, is an intolerable one.
" Not being myself (without more trouble
than I choose to bestow) able to descry any
such limits, the thought that, by any labour he
can bestow, it should be in the power of any
other man to trace them out, is intolerable to
me." Such is the confession, involved in every
declaration, of the impossibility of substituting
on the field in question light to everlasting
darkness. What is above said with relation to
your Statute Law, or, as it is called, Written,
-may,
with little or no difference, be found
applicable to your CommonLair, or, as lawyers
love to call it, (because there is so much writing in it,) UntrrittenLaw.
I mean the Romebred, commonly called the Roman Law. In it
I behold a still more vivacious, all well as
venomous hydra, than in your statute law. A
hydra, yes :-but,
unfortunately,
not in your
Legislation Committee--no,not
even m its President, wha.tever he may behold in a Iookmgglass, can I behold a Hercules.
What if, by their Code,-after
the stonn of
horror and contempt poured forth upon the
system of penal law which they found in exis-
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tence,-Gentlemen shouldbe found to have left to be inserted, or an Article to be repealed.
it in a state of undisturbed existence; adding Take in the first place the case of insertion.
thus, instead of substituting, the new load of Suppose the insertion made at the end of the
their own framing, to a burthen declared by series, the system of designation receives no
themselves to be an intolerable one 1 Should disturbance. But, suppose it made at the comsuch an omission be found actually to have mencement of the series, the consequencei.&place, your exertions, Sir, will, I hope, not be that, if the numerical order is still preserved
wanting for the repair of it.
throughout the whole of the series thus conDo what you can, Sir, I cannot very well see structed, the numerical names by which the
how.in the situation of Advocates,a set of men, Articles were originally designated are now all
nurtured in Rome-bred law,can effectually be erroneous: and, to the number of each, the
preveuted, from pointing, if not in a direct, in number of that which was next in the series
a little less effectual though indirect way, to must be substituted, or confusionwill be the
the old hag for an interpretation of it: nor,result: and, in whatever part of the series the
without which the call would be hopeless,- new Article is inserted, the numerical names
men, in the situation of Judges, impregnated of all above it remain indeed unaffected,but
with the same poisonous milk, be prevented those of all below it require to be subjected to
from giving ear to it. Thence it is, that, for the change: so, in case of a repeal, the consesubstituting certainty to uncertainty, cognosci- quence is-a state of things which is the conbility to uncognoscibility,there exists not any oerse of the above. In practice what will be
possibleinstrument, other thana complete mass the result l That no such insertion or expuncof expository matter, subjoinedall along to the tion will have place. Whatever IS therefore
main text, and intervening between the main done, must be done by an independent law,
text and the Rationale, interwoven, as in my leaving the numerical arrangement nndisturbabove-mentionedFrench works,stands not only ed. But, in this way, the logicalarrangement,
proposed, but, if I do not misrecollect, exem- which has been given to the existing series of
plified.
Articles, cannot be extended to any suppleYes, Sir, when completed, the collectionof mental ones. Now,-instead of the arithmetiCodesshould, either in the way of insertion or cal arrangement throughout, with the logical
in the way of reference, contain everything, to arrangement here and there jostling it,-supwhich the force oflaw IS given by goverument: pose the usual logical arrangement had been
and, while it embraces everything in existence employed, with the arithmetical, as usual, in
by its power, it should embrace the whole con- subordination to it. In any Title, and in any
tingeut future by its providence,
Chapter of that TItle, suppose a new Article
Onelittle proposedarrangement I would not added: at the end of the series of Articles conventure, Sir, to trouble you with, were it not tained iu that Chapter let the addition be
for the facility with which-and, I hope, with- made,-the classificationwill be still preserved,
out any very sensiblewound to national honour and everything left unchanged and undisturband glory, or soreness in the organ of infalli- ed.-C~nversely, suppose repeal made of an
bility--effect might be given to it. In this Article in that same Chapter,-at the end of
Code, the numbering of the Articles goes on, I the series of Articles belongingto that Chapter
observe, in one and the same series, from first insert an Article. gtving notice that the Article
to last: number of the last Article, 829. In III question is repealed. In case of substituthis arrangement no method has place but tion, the notificationwill be-" to such an Arthat of the numeration table, nothing of what ticle (designating it by its number) substitute
is meant by clcusification. But, along with this the following."
arrangement, comes a system of classification
With that same method of theirs, it being
in the customary form; or, at any rate, a form theirs, the Honourable authors ot the logical
resembling what is customary. First comesa method in questiou were, it must be presumed,
Part styled The Preliminary Part; then come not ill satisfied. The little alteration here subPart the first and Part the second. Under mitted has no other object than the giving to
Part the first, I find eight Titles; under Part that same method of theirs a degree of undisthe second, three: under every Title, except turbed continuancesuch as it could not possess
Title eighth and Title ninth, I find Chapters otherwise. If not adoption, this little intrusion
more than one: and, under every Chapter I may at any rate, I hope, obtainforgiulleu.
suppose there may be, under little less than
As to the origin of this change-excluding
every chapter I am sure there are, Articles method,-in the organ of infallibility I cannot
more than one.
but suspect it might be to be found.-Question
This being the case,the little arrangement I to the Genitu of tke organ: To a work thus
would veuture to propose is--that, to the num- perfect, the Demon of presumption himself,
ber of the Article, reckoning from the first in could he ever have the effrontery to propose,
the whole work,-be added, or substituted, the in any part, a change!-.Amwer: Impossible.
number of the Article, reckoning from the first
Under the inspiration of this same Genius it
in the Chapter of which it forms a part.
was, that the authors of the ConstitutionalCode
Supposethis not done, note, Sir, the incon- ordained in positive terms that no change
venience. In process of time, comes an Article , should have place for eight years: tacking, at
I
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the sa.me time, by a stroke of refined policy, to
the end of that period, an indefinite one. And,
with the inspirations of this same Genius, the
honourable authors of this same projected Penal
Code appear to be no less sufficiently lmpregnated.
Quitting the allegro, I must return to the
pCl1SerOSQ.

Proportioned
to the severity, if there be
any, in the above remarks,-especially
if in
any degree it should be felt to be warranted
by justice,-will
naturally be-the
sensation
of chagrin, produced in the breasts, of whatever persons are, in virtue of the parts respectively taken by them in the work, the subjects
of them.
Believe me, Sir, or believe me not,
it is not without a correspondent
chagrin on
my part, that any such unpleasant
sensation
can ever present itself to my mind.
Imagmation finds no difficulty in placing me m their
situation.
Triumph, were I assured of it,triumph on any occasion, and in any shape, if
the persons triumphed over were present, would
to me have more of concern than jO)' in it.
In no sensitive being could I ever yet witness pam,-whether
body and mmd, or miud
alone, were the seat of It,-without
catching,
as if by contagion, a portion more or less considerable of It. It is thus that I am constituted: that I am so, is it not known to all
that have ever lived with me t
The consequence is,-that
in the present
instance, lest I should fail in the fulfilment of
what appears to me my duty towards your
nation and mankind at large, it is all along
necessary for me, to keep my mind abstracted
from any effect it may have upon them in any
such unpleasant
way, as completely as possible.
All tins while, in supposing the production of chagrin by such a cause, I looknot to the honourable gentlemen in question,
of none of whom have I the honour to know
anything but what I see in public documents,
-but
to the universal and unchangeable nature of man, in the situation in which I see
them placed. It IS to this cause, as much perhaps as to any other, that we are indebted for
libel law: it is for this cause, that men in such
a.bundance-(and
the gentlemen m question
could direct your regard to some examples)-are so ea.ger in their endeavours, to consign
to ignominious death, those whose misfortune
it is to differ from them.
In speaking of
chagrin from such a cause, I speak of that
which, it seems to me, can scarcely fail to
exist: not of a.nything which I should expect
to see declared.
How it is with man IU such
a situation, often have I had occasron to observe.
Ask him, while the animadversion
is
applying itself-speak
of the effect naturally
produced by it, and express your own regret
at the thoughts of it--you will be taken up
short, your sympa.thy will be taken for insult:
and the more acute the feeling is, the more decided will be the protestations of indIfference.
Among the eft'ects of these operations of
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mine, if any effects they have, I cannot therefore but number these unpleasant ones. As
to their original cause, operations and effects
together, it is no other than that which, on
every occasron, has place in the case of the
medical operator.
Exactly as much unkind
feeling, and no more, have I towards the
gentlemen in questron, collectively and mdividually, as the surgeon has towards his patient.
'When the surgeon operates, it is for the good
of the individual operated upon, and, with the
exception
of Ins particular
connexrons, no
others.
In my case, It has been for the good
of all Spamards of both hemispheres, that, in
Wish and endeavour at least, I have been
operating, and through Spain, sooner or later,
for the good of the whole human race.
Considermg that, in all tlus, I make no personal
sacrifice in any shape worth mentioumg, Judge,
Sir, whether, Without much danger from the
nnputanon of credulity you may not venture
to believe me.
Be that as It may, judge then, Sir, whether,
by the contemplation
of any such universally
: encountered
uneasiness, as above, I should
! have been Justified m turning my back upon
I the unmeasureable
mass of misery, which these
I remarks
of mine, such as they are, have been
labouring to alleviate, and in the production
of winch I should have been a participator, if,
by any such narrow sympathy, my pen, such
as it is.had been stopped.
Think, SIr, whether,
! by a single instance of execution given to a.
single one of the one-and-twenty
homicidal
articles above spoken of,--€very one of them,
in the view of so many other atteutrve observers of human nature as well as myself, so
much worse than useless,-suffering
could fail
of being produced, to a greater amount, than
11l all five of these same illustrious
breasts put
together, could be produced, by anything that
has been said, or ever could be said, by the
I unknown stranger,-placed
as he is forever
lout of their sight as effectually ali if by the
I hand of death.
Ere tins, your inward sanction cannot, I
thmk, Sir, but, to an extent more or less considerable, have been given, to the persuasion,
in which, on my part, this correspondence commeneed : I mean, the persuasion of the inevitable disadvantage, with which, with reference
to the greatest happiness of the greatest number, it could not but have been carried on, had
my part III it been to be strained through a
censor's sieve, though a Conde de Toreno'« had
been the hand that held it. Thus much I can
venture to affirm, and without fear of contradiction,-that,
in the multitude of remarks,
the freedom of which, be the justice of them
what it may, has been so undeniable,-there
exist, IU no small proportion, such as, even in
the persuasion of their justice, a prudent man,
in your situation, could not have brought himself to give utterance to. Wha.tever were the
demand for animadversion,
could any such
man hav= ponred forth any such body of ani-
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from the subjecting all to the will or one or of
a few, the happiness of the greatest number
can receive increase.
True it is, that by no man has any attempt
been ever made-by no man will any attempt
be ever made-to show how, by giving everything to one or to a few, or by placing' everything withiu the grasp of one or of a few,subsistence, abundance, or security in any
shape, can, any more than equality, be afforded
to all, or to 110 much as the greatest number.
True it is, that by no man has any attempt
been ever made to show-by no man will any
attempt be ever made to show-that, in any
instance, in which the ruling few were not dependent on the will of the subject many for
their continuance in rule, they ever failed to
give to their own interest the preference OTer
that of the subject many; or how,-in case of
every such constant preference of every one else
to self as they pretend to give,-the human
species could so much as continue in existence.
Is it in human nature,-tha.t a monarch,
full of resentment for restraint endured-restramt, which in every shape is in his eyes an
injury-is it in human nature,-tha.t a man so
situated should, by anything but terror or
impotence, be induced to part with any the
least particle of power, which he has been in
use to exercise, or so much as to wish for 1
Is it in human nature,-that,
in a state of
indigence, (and so long as he has anything that
is not his own, every monarch is in a state of
indigence,) a.ny such man, in any such indigence, should ever, with patience, behold himself reduced to a state of still more pinching
indigence!
All this, Sir, withont much strain upon the
fancy, you may actually hear me saying: but
still what you do not hear me saying i&-Rid
younelTJel of your Monarchy.
Regulated plunderage, to whatever extent
carried on, is still a. less evil than unregulated
plunderage to the same extent 18.
Conducive to the grea.test happiness or the
greatest number no government can be-if,
and so long as, the greatest number think the
contrary: for, can any ma.n be happy, any further than in his own opinion he is so 1 And,
on this subject, or any other subject, sitting
where I do, how can I tell what they think J
Whatsoever care has even as yet been employed npon their minds, has it not been employed to make them think wrong, or, rather
than that they should not think wrong, to
prevent them from thinking at all t--No, Sir,
-in a few yea.rs, in no eyes in which the
greatest happiness of the greatest number is
the only legitimate end of government,-will
any government, other than that of a representative democracy as in the Anglo-American
United States, be legitifltClU. But, either in
• Though written at the time, the paragraphs one body, or in a cluster of confederated b0between this and the bracket in p. 6(3 were not dies, have you,-in any such proportion as tM,
inserted in the Lettfortl as lent to the Conde de had it, or in any other su1Ileient proportion.
TorellO.
-the
siutl' of which representative demo-

madversion, on this same work of your selected
colleagues, either in their presence or out of it t
In your situation, could a man have spoken in
any such strain, of the object of such extensive idolatry-(oh, that there were none worse
grounded!) your Constitutional Code t In
your sitnation could a man have spoken in
any such strain of aristocracy at large t In
your situation, could a man have spoken of
the order of lawyers in particular, as I have
found it so continually and indispensably necessary to speak of them 1 Iu your situation,
could a man have spoken of the order of
churchmen, as I have already begun to speak,
and shall have to speak again, in my next and
as it were postscript letter! In your situation, could a man bare spoken of the situation
in which your Cortes is doomed to sit, breathing an atmosphere, loaded, as I have shown it
to be, with the fumes of sinister and corruptive interest t exposed to a miasma, against
which scarce could a Fontana d' oro, in the
metropolis of every province, afford a sufficiently powerful antidote! In your situation,
could a man have anything near so strongly
invited attention, as at every tnrn I have seen
reason to do, to the union of the most perfectly unrestrained discussion, with the perfection of security, harmony, public economy and
good government in every imaginable shape,
in the instance of the Anglo-American United
States t In a word, in your situation, could a
man have spoken, as I have found but too much
oeeasion to speak, ofmonarehy t--ofmonarchy,
in any the least absurd and mischievous form
iu which that disastrous result, of primmval
necessity in the infancy of society, can possibly present itselft
[In * your situation, could a man, Sir, have
spoken, as I have found but too much occasion
to speak, of monarchy t Fancy not, however,
from anything I have said-fancy not, Sir,
that you have been hearing me say-Rid
youneltJU of your monarchy. True it is, that
no government, to which the name of monarch
ever has been or ever can be applicable, ever
has been or ever can be anything better than
a system of established plunderage: plunderage-regulated indeed, but only because,unless it be in this as in every case regulated,
-the matter of plunderage, and with it the
profit, must soon cease. In Spain, monarch's
established share,-aecording
to official accounts, taken and made public here about the
rear 1787,-one-fourth of the whole expenditure of the government e besides ulterior expenditure, to an amount unascertainable and
unlimited.
True it is, that by no man has any attempt
been ever made-by no man willlldlY attempt
be ever made-to show in what way it is that,
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eraeies are made t A representative
demo- not, Sir, be a glorious atonement t By such
cracy, not less necessarily perhaps than a mo- sin, followed by such atonement, would not
narchy, must have a chief. The Americans
more merit be made manifest, more magnanihad their Washington:
and, in defa.ult of him, mity displayed. more admiration deserved and
with the exception of his next successor, every
called forth, than if in no shape sin had maniPresident
they have ever had, would have
fested itself!
ma.de a Washington.
But, among you! is
Condemned, on the occasion of I forget
there anything out of which a WQ,Shington
what controversy:
with BO$luet-condemned
could be made l-There
may be, for aught I by the constituted
authorities of the country
know: but how can I know 1
and the time,-Fenelon,
Archbishop
as he
Desirable or undesirable,
in a constitution
was, of his own motion, ascended hrs own pul-made,
of materials such as yours IS made of pit, and, in the face of the assembled multi-materia.ls
so irreconcileably
discordant,tude, read his own condemnanon,
together
change, in one direction or in the other, 18 in my With the retractation
he disdained not to make
eyes altogether unavoidable. Saying this, what
in consequence. It IS for the multitude at large
I do not say, is-Rid
yourllel'Ce$ of Monarchy.
I bring this anecdote to mmd : for to yourself,
But what I do say, is-Whatever
change you Sir, it can scarcely, I think, be new. On a
ma.ke, be it in favour of the greatest happifield of controversy such as that was=-on the
ness of the greatest number,-not
of the rul- part of a nand such as that of the author of
ing few, or of the supremely ruling one: be it, Telemachus was-e-smeerity may, to some eyes,
towards a form by which all causes of insecuappear not altogether
exempt from dispute.
rity and discontent are excluded, rather than
Not so either self-command or enlightened potowards that form, under which among you, licy. Matchless is as yet the splendour, With
they were so recently operating;
operating, all which the heroism of the man, displayed in a
together, and with a 50 disastrously effective
shape so unexampled, stands Illuminated.
Of
victory over others, you ma.y see almost as
force.]
many examples as you see contests.
ExamNow, Sir, permit me for a moment to indulge
ples of victory over self, you may look for till
in a supposition, which, in its matter, whatever in your eyes may be the probability of It, you are tired. The retractation made by Fenewill, I am confident, not be, in every part, dis- lon, was made under the eye, and in conforpleasing to you: it is this.
After sight of the mity to the known pleasure of a man, from
whom, on his part as on the part of everyobjections brought to view,-Gentlemen,
being
in their own nunds satisfied of the reasonablebody he ever saw, everything imaginable was
If, in consequence
ness of them to an extent more or less consi- to be hoped and feared.
derable, come forward,-and,
on such consideof any of the arguments submitted to yourra.tions as, in their judgment,
shall be best self, Sir, in the first place, to the gentlemen
suited to the occasion, declare themselves con- themselves in the next place, any such selftent, or desirous, as they think best, that this sacrifice as above suggested should come to be
made,-it
will, by an admiring public, be seen
wo!k of theirs shall sleep a while on the shelf:
or, (to take another supposition, and which, for to have had anything rather than hope or fear,
the reason above given, may be perhaps a pre- looking to the individual, at whose suggestion
ferable one,) to an extent more or less eonsi- it Will have been made.
Well, Sir, if, In the honourable eyes in quesderable,-amendment.~,
of the nature of those
tion, all this inducement is not yet enough,
which I have ventured
to submit, together
here IS something more.
Over the world of
with others that may perhaps be suggested,
having been made,-the
proposed Code, at Ideas, with this their instrur.uent of conquest
in hand, their aim has been (in their preface
their presentation,
passes: but with a clause
does it not stand sufficiently avowed f) uniconfinmg the duration of it to a certain limitIf. without any to share in it,
ed time, and that, as above, not a long one. versal empire.
it be III their eyes sufficiently within their
To these two suppositions, have patience with
me, Sir, while I add one more.
At the sug- reach, they will continue still to strive for it.
In the other case, puttmg off Don Quixote,
gestion of these same most competent hands,
and puttmg on Sancho Panca, permit me to
not only is the door thrown open, but invrtasay, Half a loaf is better than no bread.
So
tion given-given
to every ma.n whom it shall
says our English proverb, for which there can,
find disposed to accept it-to
deliver in, with
or without further remarks on the only as yet I think, scarce fail to be a Spanish one. If,
leaving to some other, as it may happen, that
proposed Code, a Code of his own penning,
with or without an interwoven rationale, as he lower part of the honour which belongs to the
fll.ndator incipien., gentlemen's
magnanimity
shall be advised.
Whatever may have been the sins found to can content itself with that npper part which
highhave been hitherto manifested, (always sup- belongs to the .fv.ndator perycielll,-that
posing that into a political situation so ele- est part may be still their own. Let expevated i~ is possible for political sin to have rience, Sir, declare whether this sort of peacefound entrance,) whatever may have been the ful conquest be quite 60 remote from the reBins ma.nifested,_
confession, such as the
.. The ... Iebrated dispute .. to QuietillDl.-Ed.
above, would it not be an ample-would
it
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gion of probabilities as somewould be glad to
Believe me, Sir, neither is the uneerta.inty
see it. By a.ra.re union of merit with fortune, I spea.kof in any degree a feigned one. I see
circumstances favouring, the Spanish Consti- wha.t the present is; but, until the millstone,
tutional Code-s-hasit not already found nume- whichthe Committee,with but too much counterous adopters! adopters in all nations by whom nancefromtheir colleagues.havesuspendedover
the attempt has been made to render Monar- your press, has either been set aside, or beenlet
chy (Oh, Herculean, or rather Sisyphian la- down upon it and crushed it,-I am unable to
bour!) consistent with the greatest happiness see, in anything that is either past or present,
of the grea.test number t Let them have re- any security for the future. Of the most comceived a. plan, in which the dictates of that , prehensive of those works of mine tha.t are in
principle are pursued with undeviating con- i French, the first volume,thanks to the zeal and
sistency-pursued over the two remaining ! talent of Dr Toribio Nunez, has been some
parts of the field of law-the Penal and the J time in Spanish: the others may, by this time,
Ci~il,-think, Sir, to what extent, sooner or I for aught I know have followed it. True it
later, Spain may not, by their hands, have is, that, to the functionaries,whoever they may
spread over the willing nations, the blessing be, whom the Legislation Committee looks to
of her laws!
for glvmg execution and effect to its Code, I
Whatever may be their determination on should not expect to find, that in my Penal
that question, in mine their can be no diffleul- Code, even with the rationale standing part of
ty. If life and faculties continue, my Codes it, there is anything that will give any heavier
will successively be drawn up. The encou- offence, than may have been given to them
ragement, which, from so many quarters, I already by those works,or eventhan that which
have received, would, of itself, ha.ve been a may cometo be given to them by these present
sufficient 8timulus.
The discouragement, re- Letters. But, in this respect, the lot of this
ceived at the hands of the Legislative Commit- little work remains as yet in total darkness;
tee of the existing Cortes,-not to speak of and, supposingtlus darkness cleared away, and
the Cortes itself, which on this ground knows cleared away in my favour, still the like darknothing of what it ha.sseen, heard, or received, ness would cover those so much more extensive
-has been an additional stimulus. As the work and important future works. If I have not,
proceeds,it will find its way into various lan- in either instance, any assurance of proseripguages : the SpanishWIll not be the last.
tion,-still, in tha.t quarter, in neither instance,
Into your Ultramaria-including
all that have I anything like an assurance of toleration.
fMS your Ultramaria.--It will, in that aswell as
How is it possible, Sir, that I should! If,
other dresses, find its way without difficulty. with the functionaries in question. matters for
Thus far my determination reaches. But that purpose, are already, or shall have come
now commencemy uncertainty, and my desire to have been, arranged,-what man,whosemisof information, in so far as, in a case such as fortune it is to give pubhcity to anything by
tha.t in question, information is possible. Is which their displeasure shall have been called
it through the regular channels-or is it in the forth, can have any sufficiently grounded exway of contraband, with other piece-goods, pectation of being sufferedto live! not to speak
tha.t the fruit of my endeavours to serve your of incarceration in its most hideous forms,and
constituents will have to make its way, to for never ending terms. Suburtir, trastornar,
them, and to their paulo-post-future represen- aleerar,embarazar, guanMN&-&nyoneofthose
tatives! I am prepared for both sides of the words, not to look for others, would it not be
alternative; but it would be a convenience to sufflcrent, SIr, for the fatal purpose t
me to know, in which of the two the greatest
True it IS,that the Gobierno of the day, the
probability is to be found.
septemvirate of Ministers,-if I maybelievethe
Sir, when in dernier resort, for giving effect officialassuranceofoneofthem,entertained,not
to wha.teverendeavours can be used to serve many months ago a.desire to see these projected
your country, I put on the garb of a malefactor works of mine; a desire which they were acand assume an attitude of defiance,it is not-- cordmgly pleased to ma.kecommunicationof to
indeed it is not--with a light heart. But, in the Kmg. But, besidestha.tthe offence,which
the state in which your legislation still is: I cannot but be too well assured cannot fail to
still is,and for I know not what further length I be gIven by these letters of mine, ha.dnot then
of time seems doomed to be,-what else, by a ' any existence,-the gentlemen, of whom the
man whose first regard is neither for la.wsnor government of tha.t day was composed,have
makers of law, but for those for whom such for some time been-what, in a few months,
laws, in as far as they are anything better than the Gentlemen of the Legislation Committee
nuisances, must be made,-what else, what in question will be; and, under the proposed
better, Sir, can be done t If you are fed, must Articles in question, I see nothing that should
it not be against law! if you are clothed, must prevent these my quondam honoura.bleand ofit not be against law! as if in one word pro- ficial supporters, from being involved in that
hibition were contained the united powers of same fate, which, but for the circumstance of
capital, skill, and access to market! If you distance, might so naturally be mine.
are instructed, no wonder, then, if this too
True it is again, tha.t for any such work there
must be against law.
could not, I should suppose, be much to fear,
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supposing the circulation of these letters to ' impossible to receive liberty but from some
remain unrepressed. But, unless it be from opposing pressure.
yourself, Sir,-for this, even in the present
In the assembly of the deputies of the people
state of things, I cannot see any tolerably you cannot take your seat, but encompassed
well-grounded assurance. How much less can by colleagues, from whom, in all varieties of
I, under the proposed Code in question, if, in form, you Will hear this III substance-" Leave
anything like its present state, it shall have the intruding foreigner unnoticed. Let him
become law~
write on at his peril. The constituted authoNow then, Sir, comes a fresh vexation, which rities will take charge of him: What is he to
I know not how to avoid exposing you to: a us! What need Spaniards care for foreigners !
request for answers, to a few unavoidably Let him remain unanswered, Least Bald is
troublesome, and therefore sincerely reluctant soonest mended, What a pity you thus noquestions. The uncertainty above spoken of, treed him! But this will be a lesson to you,
it being the cause and reason of them, will, I and to all of us in future."
hope, be received as an excuse, or I have none.
In the midst of all this (for how guarded
Not to take, for the subject of the desired soever the expression, you see the meaning
information, a work that as yet has no exis- that is at the bottom of it )-after such a.
tence, I will take for a representative of it those warnmg from the highest but narrowest secLetters which have already given you so much tion of the tribunal of public opmion-c-ie it in
trouble: and hereupon it is that I take the : the nature of the case, that a man In your situliberty of submitting to you the questions that ation should feel himself in possession of real
here follow. To this work I might add those and effective liberty 1
other tracts of mine on Spanish and Portuguese
Oh no! It is impossible. I see virtue strugaffairs, which in the original English have for glmg, but tottermg. Now then for a support.
sometime been (as you inform me) in your
Where the desire exists to maintain a line
hands,-were it not that, if this little work is of conduct, which, in the nature of the case,
tolerated, there can be no fear for either of cannot but be in contrariety to the wills and
those lesser ones.
opmions, to which a man is under the neces1. Without special interference, on the part sity of showing a certain deference,-a sense
of yourself, Sir, or any other person in parti- of superior duty presents not only a justifiable
cular, is it your opinion that they will, or that cause, but may frequently be fouud a convenithey Will not, be suffered to circulate unre- ent and allowed plea, for yielding to it; and
smcted 1 to be bought and sold freely, and all thus, out of obligation, real or though but apover the country, as books in general are 1 and parent, springs real liberty.
this without danger in any shape to any perIn the tribunal of public opinion-the only
sons by whom, in any part of Spain, any part efficient guardian of political virtue-there are
shall have been borne IIIthe publication of them 1 (I believe I have already made my bow to the
2. If there be any such impediment to their superior of them) two grand secnons, Iu your
diffusion, may I be warranted III any such hope, situation, on a thousand occasions, the suffrages
as that the influence of your declared opinion I of that one section are irresistibly forced from
and Wishes Will be employed III the endeavour I the line of rectitude by the pressure of a swarm
to remove it ~
I of particular interests. In the Inferior and
One word more, Sir, and the experiment, so , more numerous section, is the only steady seat
unexpectedly made upon your patience and of that virtue, which has for its object the
power of forgiveness, is at au end.
greatest happiness of the greatest number.
Prepare yourself now, Sir, for what I am
At Pans, sits one of the most respectable
sure you cannot be accustomed to receivecommittees of this multitudinous body. Paris,
and what I myself am as httle accustomed to Sir, is not unknown to you: in Paris you begive as to receive-a menace. Menace as it hold, Sir, or report has been misled, a not alis, it is however of that sort, a man's sensi- together unattractive residence ... " If I decline
tiveness to which is-not in the inverse but doing what is thus asked of me, what will Paris
in the direct ratio, of the elevation of the place say to me 1" This, Sir, is a question you need
he possesses in the scale of public estimation, not be ashamed to put to any of your coland of the goodness of his title to possess it. leagues. Now then, Sir, for my menace-ReIt is of that sort, or you would not have it to turn to Paris when you will,-these letters, in
encounter, I believe, from anybody, and I am a French dress, will meet you there.
sure not from me. Nor yet from me, but for
Now then, Sir, you are free: free to prefer
the weakness of my position, would you be publie good to private considerations. Now,
troubled with it.
Sir, you stand at your ease, and armed. ReThat which, in my cha.ra.cter of unretained ceive at length in form, the assurance of that
but not the less zealous advocate of your na- respect, tokens of which, so much more demontion, I have need of, so far as you are con- strative than any express declarations can be,
eemed, is-to see you at liberty: at real, and have in no part of this long address (I stand
not merely a.pparent liberty. But, to a. man persuaded) been found wanting, from
in 8. situation such as yours, exposed to so much
JEREMY BENTHAM:.
pressure in so many sinister directions, it is
To the Comte de Toreno, &0. &c. &c.
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LETTER VII.
On .&ligion, and tM Plan pvl"l'lUd in the p,.oposed Code,jor tM ItIpporl of it by death CllIIloeAer
p'UfluhmentB.
RELIGION-Catholio
Religion-Pena
de
fllverU-Death (so says Article 230) death, the
portion of every one, who, directly and by deed
shall conspire to utahlish (utablecer) in any
part of Spain (en las Espanas) any religion
other than the Catholic (Spanish Ultramaria
included or not inclu-led :-1 should expect to
find it included.) Establish 1 What is to utablish 1 A set of men who, in a house, appropria.ted or not appropriated to the purpose of
religious worship, or let it be in open air, perform religious worship in a way of their own,
-may not they, under this Article, by a willing Judge, without much difficulty, be killed
for doing so t
On this subject, Sir, I should hardly have
thought it worth while to trouble you with
any observations on my part,-but
for the
words, by which, speaking of" UtS .Artioks qui
paTlent su,. la Religion," you encourage me
with the assurance--" oela fiepassera pas." As
to its being meant to apply to all these Arti·
eles without exception, this could scarcely, I
think, have been your meaning: but, at any
rate, I hope the prophecy will prove a true
one, if applied, as I hope it was meant to be,
to this same 230th Article. It being no more
my intention to say anything, either in this
letter, or in any code of my drawing, against
the Catholic Religion, than to run my head
against a wall,-I find no difficulty, Sir, in
submitting to you, in relation to this subject,
a few scattered observations.
To every sincere and at the same time firm
believer in the Christian Religion in general,
and in the Catholic edition of it in particular,
-it cannot, I think, but be matter of sad eoncern, to see the testimony of so many illuatrious names, attached,-a.s in the Articles 230,
231, 232, 233, 234, 235, 236, and I know not
how many besides, in the Chapter declared to
be appropriated to that subject,-to any such
declaration, as that, in their opinion, without
support from temporal punishment inflicted on
gainsayers, the belief in it would not be able
to stand its ground.-Not stand its ground t
Not in Spain! What should hinder it! In
Ireland, as so many Irishmen settled in Spain
can testify to you, it not only stands its ground,
but gains ground: and that not only without
support from oppression, but in spite of it.
"What t" (says somebody)" and, among all
the sorts of acts, to which the Chapter on Religion seeks to apply prevention, and for the
purpose of prevention, punishment,-is there
a.bsolutely not anyone to which, if it depended
upon you, you would apply prevention, and
even in some shape or other, punishment!"
o yes, some there are unquestionably: namely,
all those acts by wbieh, to human beings to an

indefinite or other adequately large extent, I
see any real evil,-in a word, any sensation of
an uneasy nature, to a.certain degree of intensity,-produced.
Here, then, is a line drawn.
which, if drawn, on the proper plan, would be
at any rate a tolerably plain and clear one.
All exhibitions, which, being to tbe minds of
individuals taken in any considerable number.
produetive of uneasiness on a rehgious account,
are oft'ered to their senses in such m8.llller as
that the unpleasant sensation produced by
them, whatever it be, is unavoidable-a.ll such
acts are, in my view of the matter, objects
calling for prevention by means of punishment;
and, in this consideration, I C8.llll0tbut approve
of the principle acted on in Articles 237, 238,
and 239 of the proposed Code.
Why' Because man is a being bui too suseeptible of uneasiness, and the more of it he
can be saved from the better. But-the AImighty-is he a.being suseeptible of uneasiness
in any shape! For my part, I ca.n:notfind
any su1licient reason for believing him so to
be: however, if on this point, tbe CorteB,by
means of information received from those to
whom it belongs to give it, have been more
fortunate,-this
point must be considered as
settled. But, this point being supposed to be
thus settled, then come two or three others.
The Almighty being susceptible of uneasiness,
and in particular of uneasiness produced by
words employed by men, in speaking to or of
him,-is it his Almighty will to be saved from
such uneasiness or not! if yes, does he stand
in need of any human power, and in particuIar of that of the Cortes, to grve eft'ect to such
his will! if, on the contrary, it is his Almighty
will not to be saved from such uneasiness, but
to continue suft'ering under it, does it become
the Cortes to endeavour to oppose their power
to such his Almighty will! and if yes, does
such opposition alford any considerable promise of proving eft'ectual t Corresponding
questions, in regard to the Saints; to whom
also, meaning doubtless the departed Saints,
the protection provided for the Almighty is,
in Article 237, (I pereeive,) extended. Having ventured so far as to submit to your view
these questions, the answers I must be content to leave, which I do without reluctance,
to the competent authorities.
These things considered-" blaIpAt7Iltel," or
«imprecations,"
(Article 237,) or whatever
else be the denomination given, to portions ot
discourse, by which, with or without produotion of uneasiness, oft'ence has been supposed
to be given to God, or to the Saints, or to both,
_
long &8 they are confined to writing or
printed books,-or to priva.te conferences. noi
open to the public at large, into which he, to

RELIGION.
whom what is said is productive of uneasiness,
entered of his own free choice, without being
obliged to repair thither in prosecution of any
matter of business ;-to no such discourses,
how revolting soever to myself, could I, if it
depended on me, think of applying punishment
in any shape. But, in a promiscuous multitude,-in
church suppose, a judicatory, or
any other public building, or in a road or markat-place, or a ship,-suppose
such language
nttered, uneasiness to men may be produced,
and with it demand for punishment.
Whatsoever may be the justrce=-with which
the above observations may be found to apply
to offensive audible exhibitions,-with
eorrespondent justice they will, I think, be fonnd
to apply to i>i.sible exhibitions : it matters not
through what sense the wonnd passes to the
mind, if the mind is wounded.
Whatever difficulty may have been prodnced in Gentlemen's minds, by offences styled
offences agaiMt Religion, considered as commissible by individuals at large,-it
is but a
small matter (I should suppose) in eomparisonwitbthatproduced
by offences throughReligion: offences apprehended at the hands of
that particular order of men, in whom, among
you, the votaries of religion are wont to behold its special and little less than exclusively
authorized guardians.
Ai! to myself,-reference
always made to
the greatest happiness of the greatest number,
-I
beheld as issuing from this source two
widely different mischiefs: the one temporary
in its nature, the other permanent.
1. By the
temporary mischief, 1 mean, that which consists in opposition made by this particular class
of functionaries, to the government composed
of all the other classes of functionaries: a mrschief which, to the greatest number of the
people, is great, in proportion as the conduct
of the present government is, in a higher degree than that of the late, conducive to that
same greatest happiness.
2. The permanent
mischief is--that which I apprehend, from the
junction of the body of the sacred functionaries with the profane ones: the junction, of
the two particular interests of these two sections of the ruling few, into a body of particuI.&r and thence sinister interest, which will
thereby be so much the more effectually enabled,-a.s, if the body be composed of men, it
ea.nnot but be as surely disposed,-to
sacrifice
to its own supposed greater happiness, the
greatest happiness of the greatest number:or, if intawt be the word, the universal interesi.
Supposing the old government to continue
nnrestored,-the
temporary mischief, as above
described, will be growing less and less every
day, as the functionaries established under the
old government drop oir, and as the pubhe
mind grows more and more enlightened.
In
corresponding proportion will the permanent
misehief take its place; and, when it has once
IIWa.llowed up its present opponent the tem-
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porary misehief,-will
remain in possession of
the field, without anything, unless it be the
spirit of the people, to oppose it. In a word,
the temporary mischief is-superstitious
infiuence: the permanent mischief, corruptive
in:fI.uence.
In the temporary mischief I see nothing
very formidable: nothing but what, under the
constitution as it stands, may admit of a
remedy: an easy, a gentle, and an effectual
remedy.
This remedy, Sir, I shall proceed to
submit to you: and With the less diffidence,
considering how near on some points it comes
to that which I see employed by the Committee.
For conciseness 1 shall put it into a form in
some respects similar to what I should pursue
in the penning of the correspondent part of a
Code. But, I must beg of. you not to consider
it, as anything like an adequate sample of such
a Code. To give to it anytlung like the precision and conciseness, that would be given to
it in a regular work of that kind of which it
would form a part, is altogether impossible.
In any such fabric of my construction, the
form of each part would be dependent on that
of every other.
General description of the proposed remedy.
1. With the exception of ecclesiastical functionaries in general, and bishops in particular,
addressing themselves 1U prmt or writing to
the people withm the range of their authority,
in the exercise of their official functIons,leave to persons of all descripaons-c-ecclesiaatics of a.ll classes as well as others-the
complete liberty of publislung whatsoever they
please on the subject of religion, without exposure to punishment in any shape, or impediment to the circulation of such their disconrses.
N. B. Such,-only Without the exeeptionj-e-ia
the state of the law in the Anglo-American
United States: and no mischief in any shape,
-no such mischief as that of oppression by
government, or disaffection towards rulers, or
discord as between citizen and citizen through
the instrumentality
of religiony=-is produced
by it, or has place there.
2. On the part of an ecclesiastical functionary of whatever class, let the publication of
any instrument,-on
the face, or on the oecssion, of which, either by his proper name, or
the name of his function, he stands designated,
either as sole author, or partaker in the authorship or publication, of such instrument,--designated whether in the direct way, or in any
way howsoever indirect,-stand
interdicted:
unless and until it shall have received a license
in writing, under the hand of a functionary of
the temporal class :-8ay the political cluef of
the province.
In this ca.se,-though the composition of the
instrument is, as consistently With the religion
in question it cannot but be, the sole act of the
ecclesiastical functionary ,-yet the publication
of it may be considered as the joint act of the
I ecdesiasiica.l functionary and the temporal:
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or a relative censorship may be considered as
established, with the temporal functionary for
censor. The operation is the same, in whichever light considered.
N. B. To this purpose must be considerednot beneficed ecclesrastica only, but all eeclesiasties whatsoever, regular as well as secular.
For, it is-not only from special power or
dignity, but from the sacred character common
to them all, that their influence is, in the instance of each, wont to be derived. Co-eatensiveisthedesignationemployedintheproposed
Code, Article 213.
I. Reasom for the general liberty.
1. Against vexation to the feelings of individnals, secnrity will be sufficiently afforded,
by the above proposed interdiction, of discourse, visible as well as audible, and of all
ether objects of an anti-religious nature, if exhibited in any such manner as to be open, to
eyes to which they are disagreeable.
2. Against miscluef by the propagation of
mischievous errors, security will be afforded,
by the nnbounded faculty of refutation, left to
all persons in whose eyes they possess that
quality: and, of inducement adequate to the
production of such refutation, in so far as the
nature of the case admits of refutation, no deficiency can reasonably be apprehended: if
there were any, nothing could be easier to govemment, than the providing an adequate
supply to it. See the Tract on the Libertyof
the Press, and Public Discussion.
3. Any fear, real or pretended, of seeing
the will of the Almighty, in this or any other
particular, overpowered and frustrated by human agency, is too palpably self-contradictory
and absurd, to be defendible :-or to be aecounted for, otherwise than by long-contmued
custom produced in its origin by the union
of force and fraud, with or without superstitious terror.
4. Of the fear of seeing the will of the Almighty frustrated, in the particular instance
of the existence and extent of the religion of
Jesus,-the
groundlessuess is moreover demonstrated by experience, in the case of the
Anglo-American United States.
5. Of the fear of seeing the will of the AImighty frustrated, in the still more particular
instance of the existence and extent of the
Catholic edition of the religion of Jesus,-the
groundlessness is moreover further demonstrated by experience, in the case of Irela'lid,
as noticed above.
II. Reasom, against eur1f lUck attempt, (II
that of daignating,for tire purpore of punishtRent, the sort of IItIpposed mischieOOtU diBcovrre,
tReant to be interdWted on the ,C(We of opporition to the e.riBting gournment, on the part of
ecckriaItical fuMtionarie8, ~king
(II 311M.
1. Such designation is, as to a part of the extent, fIUIlle#. In 80 far as such discourse has
for its immediate tendency to engage men in
the commission of acts injurious to person or
property,-ihe offence is met by the laws ap-
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plying to such offences, taken in their utmost
latitude.
2. As to the rest of the extent, it is itAp08sible. The above case excepted,-it is not possible to reach by any description, the sort of
discourses in question, when emaning or sppearing to emane, from any person invested
with the consecrated character. Outofphra.ses,
extracted either from the Fathers,or even from
the Bible,-in a word, from any writings, whatever they may be, which in the religion in question are held as sacred,-out of phrases thus
extracted, may be composed, by anyone who
shall think it worth his while, a oenio, abundantly sufficient for any such mischievons purposes. Of the portions of discourse thus extracted and employed, the application thus
made will be a misapplication. True: but the
source from whence they were extracted will
not have been the less sacred. Too great to be
contended against, will be the difficulty of passing condemnation, on matter extracted from
such sacred sources,-when seen, or beheved to
be, extracted by such consecrated hands.
3. Uniform conviction will be hopeless. Howsoever, in such a case, a judge, zealous to a eertain degree on the side of the existing rulers,
may be disposed to pronounce conviction,-a
judge, inwardly hostile or less zealous, can
scarcely be punished for not doing so. Such
(says the obnoxious ecclesiastical functionary
to the judge) is the interpretation pnt by me:
if my interpretation is erroneons, does it belong
to you-not ouly to put an opposite Interpretatron upon the sacred text, but to punish me,
only because mine is different from yours! Then
comes the judge and says to his snperiors, Can
you punish me, layman as I am, for not punishing, on the ground of its being a misinterpretation, an interpretation put by a consecrated
person on these sacred texts t
As to the particular restraint,-note, in the
first place, the assumption on which the demand for it is grounded: it is-that, from the
class of persons in question, under existing eircnmstances, hostility to the new order of things
is naturally to be apprehended.
Grounds for the assumption are these: viz.
1. Hostility, from this quarter, has actually
been manifested to a very considerable extent.
2. It is but natural, and even, morally speakiog, excusable,-that,
having been admitted
into their respective functions when the former
order of things was in force,-they should, by
sense of doty, and thence by reflection, as well
as by particular self-regarding interest, be attached to it, and led to give snpport to it.
III. Rem01ll for the restraint.
1. Addition of what is wanting, to the perfeet freedom of discussion, which, by the supposition, was meant to be established by the
general provision relative to this subjeet. The
power,-exercised over the judgment of the
people at large, by means of the fears, derived
from the source in question, and infused into
their breasts,-is a power by whieh inward
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freedom of eonsideration is liable to stand excluded, and the mind to be rendered insensible
to the force of argument on the other side.
2. From the freedom of discussion, no defa.lcation is thus ma.de. Not even on the part of
these functionaries themselves:
since, for the
giving support to their opinion, it leaves to
them whatever liberty is possessed by a.ny other
citizen.
They may give currency to whatever
arguments they please, so &8 they do not make
it known from what privileged source they
come: the a.rgnments will then opera.te With
whatever rational force properly belongs to
them, and no more.
3. E:t:clmionofuselesspunishment.
If'punishment were ordained to be apphed to all such
discourse, &8, emanating from the quarter in
question, shall, according to a description given
of it, be deemed mischievous, it might, under
the uncertainties above-mentioned, come to be
now and then inflicted. This punishment, being
upon the whole inefficacious, would be useless,
and expended in waste: evil, produced Without preponderant good.
Look, on the other hand, to the case, where
the offence to which the punishment IS apphed,
is the offence of pubhshmg Without the reqnired license. In this case, the fact is S'O easily
ascertainable,
and so completely unexposed to
dispute, that, by a presumption
by no means
unreasonable, it may be assumed that the offence will scarce ever be committed.
If the
instrument is not regarded as commg from the
ecclesiastical functionary in question, it IS not
productive of the mischievous
effect apprehended: as little IS it, if, on bemg interrogated
whether It has his sanction, he denies It :-If,
on the other hand, he avers that it has his sanction, in this case, having by the supposition no
license to produce, he plainly incurs the pumshment.
Under these circumstances, how small
the probability is that a man should thus expose himself, is manifest.
True it is,- that, by tlns restriction, confined
as it necessarily IS to discourse m a written
state, mischievous discourse from the quarter
in quesnon, not uttered otherwise than by word
of mouth, is not reached.
But,
1. For the repression of all actual mischief
-all
mischief m a tangible shape-all
nuschief, which is anything more than mischief in
tendency-all
mischief, m a word, which has
for its subject-matter
either person or propertp,
--provision
is made, by the general and standing laws, by which, acts mischievous to person
or property are erected into offences, and, as
such, made punishable.
2. The mischievous discourse m qnestion
being, by the supposition, not committed to
writlllg,-the
effect of it will be propornonately uncertain and transient,
3. In so far as any reports made of the purport of it find their way into print,-they
will
have to encounter the arguments, which,--()n
the side, that, by the supposition, is not only
the right side, but the side which has the re-
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munera.tory power of government for its support,--cannot,
as above shown, be reasonably
expected to be deficient: and as, by the supposition, the mischievous matter will not be
avowed by the functionary from whom it is reported to have come, they will not operate with
more than their proper and reasonable force.
IV. Punishment, proposed far promulgation
tDitkout lUck license.
1. Banishment, for a term to be limited,from
every part of the Spanish territory.
2. Forfeiture of all ecclesiastical benefices
situated within the Spanish territory, i. e. of
the temporalities thereto belonging.
N.B. If,
by the ecclesiastical law recognised in Spain,
any difficulty be opposed to such forfetturee->
for example, a difficulty as to the separation of
the temporalities from the sprritualitiesj-c-this
point will require to be settled.
3. In case of damage, produced to person or
property, by means of any incitement, regarded as having been given by the unlicensed instrumentc=-obhganon
to make compensation
for the inj ury.
Reas011 for article 1 of the Punishment.
Power of reoffendmg cut off III pa rt.
Reason for article 2 of the Punishment.
Power of reoffendmg cutoff m other part.
Rea sans for article 3 of the Pnnislunent.
1. The Justice of the arrangement manifest
to all eyes. N.ll. But this supposes, that the
eonnexron.-c-between
the pubhcation of the
unlicensed instrument and the physical damage
III question.c-In
the character of cause and effect, has been sufficiently ascertained.
2. ASSistance necessary to the law more cffectually secured: secured, on the part of the
persons, whose subserviency ISnecessary to the
execution of It: necessary-in
the several
characters of Witnesses, and informers or prosecutors,
N.B. Capital punishment makes martyrs:
a martyr may be more mischrevous after death
than during life. Neither by bamshment-->
nor bv forfeiture of the ill bestowed invrtanons
to Idleness and anti-chnsnnn
luxury-=nor
by
obligation of making amends for mjury,-lIor
by all together,-is
any such instrument
of
good or evil as a mart.vr manufactured,
V. Punishment for the Political C!tief, in
case of hts giring a Iicense to all instrument of
the sort in question, 'll:hich, In respect of the mi.!chierolls tel.denoy imputed to 11, shall hate been
deemed unfit to recel1~ea license.
In case" of actual damage produced to person or property,-obligation
to make compensation :-a8 1U the case of the ecclesiastical
functionary, as above.
N.B. If, in the case in which no such damage
has been produced, it be thought fit to apply
punishment to the case of the temporal licensing funcnonaryv-ca
description of the nature
of the offence, committed by the improperly
licensed spiritual functionary, will require to
Le given : a description, the difficulty of which
has been above brought to view. But, in com-
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parison witn the peril that has place in the case
of the improperly licensed spiritual functionary,-the utmost peril, that can have place in
the case of the licensing temporal functionary,
is very inconsiderable.
The inducement, by
which a. person in the situation of the ecclesiastical creature of the former government iR
naturally stimulated to the commission of the
offence,-hllS no place in the situation of the
temporal creature of the new government by
which the former government has been supplanted. Whatevcr therefore be the description given of the offence,..-very inconsiderable
is the probability, of Its being, in any such situation as that of the temporal functionary in
question, ever committed.
Suppose even that, in the text of the law,
no penalty is attached to the supposed mischievous conduct III question, on the part of
the temporal functionary,-even in thts case,
the requisite means of repression will scarcely
fail of being applied. For this purpose, the
power of removal, belonging to the superiors
in the executive department, might, it should
seem, suffice.
VI. Punishment for the Politirol Chief, in
the case of his refusing a license to an instrument of the sort in question, to tellich it is tltaught
a licl'me Qftght not to lla'Debeen refused by lti111.

In this case, there seems 110tto be any adequate demand for punishment. The situation
in question would be too perilous,-if, for two
offences of an opposite nature,-one of them
so difficultly susceptible of precise description
-punishment were thus menacing a man on
both sides.
To put an extreme case. Suppose the resnlt
to be-that, from the quarter in question, no
written instrument of the sort in question ever
emanes. The greatest possible evil that could
result from such deficiency does not present
itself as very serious. From the same quarter
there would remain, in uulimited quantity, in
the oral form, instructions to any cffect wished
to be communicated, and in the written form,
instructions equally unlimited, so it be in an
anonymous state :-in that state, in which it
will carry with it, no more indeed than the
weight, but yet all the weight, that properly
belongs to it.
VII. Reason for tile proposed temporarineu
of the restriction.
1. Restnction, howsoever applied, being so

much evil,-ought not to stand applied, but in
so far as it has the effect of excluding evil to
a. greater amount. For the exclusion of the
evil in quesnon, the most perfectly effectual
course would be-to continue the restriction so
long as anyone functionary, admitted into the
order in question under the former state of
things, continued alive. But, were the duration given to it thus protracted, the restriction
would continue long after the need of it had
ceased to exist. Threescore, or as far as fourscore years, might be the dura.tion of it. Even
supposing unaba.ted hostility sure in the in-

stance of every one of them,-it is not by one,
nor by a. small number, that in this way any
considerable mischief would be produced. In
a torch, though lighted, there is nothing dangerouB,-except in so far as combustible matter, in a. qua.ntity sufficient for mischievous
effect, is within reach of it, Say then in ten,
sa.y in twenty-sa.y at the utmost in thirty
years,-with the hope, even the desire, of producing mischief in this shape, it seems reasonable to believe, would be effectually extinguished: if not in all, at any rate in so large a.
proportion of the whole number, as to leave
the rest in a. state of sufflcrent impotence.
I was about to speak, somewhat at large,
upon the permanent mischief, in regard to
which gentlemen of the Committee arc so much
at their ease, and your humble servant so full
of apprehension: I had even written more than
as much again as, on the conclusion of this
Letter, you will now have been troubled with.
What has saved you is-the recollection, that
in the composition of the mischief in question,
the mass of the matter of corruptive mfiuence
in the hands of the clergy is but one element
out of a number: and that therefore, under
the head of Religion, discussions on this subject would not have their proper place.
I will not attempt, Sir, to take np any more
of your time, by offering to your view the
points of difference and the points of agreement-for points of agreement on this subject
there are-between
your Honourable Colleagues, and your troublesome correspondent.
There would be no use in It: and, when confronted, the passages will, I hope, speak sufficiently for themselves.
By one thing or other, I have thus been insensibly led, to the o1!truding upon you, as it
were by a side wind, something like a sample,
of the ma.nner, in which,-in a Code furnished
with a rationale,-the
prmciple ('Ofthe greatest
happiness of the greatest number, would be
applied to the several particular cases: the
several elementary ingredients of the great
compound-I mean the probable feelings of
all individuals coneemed=-belng, to the best
of the operator's ability, looked out for, set
down, numbered up, weighed and measured.
Inadequate in a. lamentable degree must unavoidably be any such sample. In an entire
work of this kind, constructed in pursuance of
an uniform design, that degree of condensation
is practicable, which in any part taken by itself is impossible: condensation-a quality in
tlus ClISeso indispensable-to precision, comprehensiveness, and consistency, as well as
notification. On the same subject,-you and
your honourable colleagues, Sir, have before
you a work, of whieh, in this place, I need say
no more, than that, compared with their proposed Code, it is a different one. The eyes of
"cultivated Europe"- Yes, and of the so much
better cultivated America--not to speak: of
that which is beginning to be cultivated--are
fixed upon you. You will ma.ke your choice.

SUPPLEMENTAL
And now at length, Sir, a period is put, to the
course of continually increa.eing vexation,which, by the philanthropic and spontaneous
zeal of a common friend, has,-tluch have all
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along been my apprehensions,-been unawares
imposed upon you, at the hands of your not
the less sincerely respectful correspondent,
JEREMY BENTHAM.

SUPPLEMENTAL ADVERTISEMENT.
l!fthe preceding Advertisement,some account
undertaken to be given of the effect of
these Letters, so far as regards the honourable
gentlemen at whose instance they were written, and the other honourable gentlemen who
has been seen bearing a principal part in the
dra.wing up and ushering in the important
'Workwhich has been the subject of them.
Letter after letter went, and no acknowledgment came of the receipt of them. The
Count's residence at Paris being but temporary, and no &ddresshaving been given to me,
the course I had taken was-after directmg
the letters To Count Toreno at Paris, to add
in French, To THE CARE OF the Spanish .Mission.
At this time, fortune favoured me so far, as to
station at Paris, a correspondent on whose
punctUality I could depend :-Miss Frances
Wright, author of that so justly admired and
pre-eminently interesting work- VielD of So(Jiety aM Manners in the .American United
Statu, a second edition of which has, at the end
of a few months, just succeeded the first. At
my request, that lady did me the favour to see
the Count, and deliver into hIS hands, a letter
of which the following is a copy :W&II

M r Bentham to the Comte de Toreno.
QUlI:IU"S SQU.'RE PLACl<, WltSt'>UNSTlta,

&pl. 18th, 1821.

5111.,-This goes to you, I hope, by a private
hand. In obedience to your commands, as
signified by your letter of last month, and in
consequence of your obliging present received
on the 22d, I addressed to you by the post on
the 11th of this month"the first of six intended letters, and on the 14th, the greater part of
the second: the conclusion of the second I shall
send this night by the post, not being able to
finish the revision of it tune enough to send it
by the present private conveyance. The third
and fourth will follow it in a very few days
more. In the first or second of these letters,
reference is made to two pamphlets, which
Miss Wright, a young lady who was going
from hence on a visit to General La Fayette,
W&II kind enongh to take charge of.
Itwould
be a great satisfaction to me to hear that anything of all this has been received by you, (II
1i1:etNe to reMu your dirutioM rupeeting the
COfWIjJ to be takell for the ooll«yanoe
of the remaini"9 letters.· Your letter to me not containing any directions on this subject, nor be.. This satiSaction I was not destined to receive.

ing dated from any street or other place at
Pans, I could think of no course so proper, or
so likely to succeed, as that which is expressed
in the direction given to this letter, and which
direction I have accordingly pursued in every
instance. To Miss Wright, I gave in charge
nothing more than the pamphlets in question,
not having at that time been able to decide
what course my letter to you should take.
Understanding that the Cortes were to meet
to do business so soon as the 24th of this
month, I should not have sent a letter to you
at Paris thus late in the month, but for those
words in which you say in your letter" d'ici
aux derniers jours de Septembre, que je dois
retourner en Espagne." With the truest respect, I am, SIr, Yours,
J EREHY BENTHAlII.
Under these circumstances I could not help
considering myself as bemg in no inconsiderable degree indebted to Miss Wright for the
Spanish letter underneath, ofwhich the following is a tra.nslation:PAJU8, September 26th, 1821.

51&,- Perceiving from the quotations in your
three valuable letters, the acquaintance youhave
with the language of the nation I belong to, I
employ it on this occasion, in preference to
any foreign one; following in this particular
the example you have set me. Never should
I have thonght of making any such attempt
upon your time, had It not been for my friend
Mr Bowring, and the assurances he gave me,
that you would with pleasure do whatever it
might lie in your power to do, in compliance
with any request, which, for a purpose such
as that in question, I might be disposed to
make to you. Under this assurance, it seemed to me that I could not have a more favourable occasion, for addressing myself to the illnstrious writer, the celebrated Mr Bentham,
whose works have spread so much light over
the field of legislation, and thereby made such
large contribution to the welfare of mankind.
1_, hOfl'e'Ur,that the alent of the tvbjeot,
and, ab01¥ all, a sort. of dUtrttBt Ort your pan
(II tovxJrdB
the ftlnotionanu tMo cOfllldt yOtl,
ha1M gi'fJeft their oolcvr to yo"r mode of complyirag 1Cith my reqvut; altllC»tf1A it dcu not
appear to me that "the illdicidllal til.. 0011ndUd" mould hau _grovndlfordiBtnuti"9
"the fundionary comv1ting."
The latter of these will, with pleasure, quote
with dne respect the person by whom he is
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thus honoured: it accords not with his principles or his habits to attempt to gam reputation by hiding, diminishing, or appropriating
to himself the merits of other men. With
that urbanity which from such a. quarter could
not but be expected, it has been your care to
avoid including me in any such imputation:
I
mean, by the testimony you give to the fact,
that I have not the honour of knowing or being known to you, or of ever having written
to you: by this testimony, coupled with the
intimation of your opinion, that there was nothing about me that could have given room for
any such particular
distrust on your part towards myself.
Be assured.Sir, that I am duly
sensible to the value of the expectations you
hold out to me, of your having in haud a work
on this same subject.
Not less so am I to the
justice of those already published observations
of yours, of which certain articles in our constitution are the subjects, confirmed as It is to
me, by those which a pretty extensive course
of experience has led me to make on the practice of legislative bodies.
The non-re-ehgibility of deputies is a most serious evil ; detrimental, as it so manifestly IS, to that stability
and consistency which are so essential in men's
proceedings in general, and more parucularly
in such in whrch the public interest IS concerned. Although my first letter was not written
under any such expectation as that of its meeting the public eye, you have not the less my
free consent, Sir, to send it to the press, so as
the present letter be an accompamment to it.
It is with great pleasure that I shall always
receive any such communicanons
as you may
be pleased to make to me: persuaded as I am,
that whatsoever labour may have been employed upon them will not be labour lost.
I am, Sir, &c.
(Signed)
EL Coxm: DE TORESO.
P.S. Miss Wright has the goodness to take
charge of this letter for you.
Mr J. Bentham.
PAR'", Srptembre 26, de 1821.

MUI SENOR MIO,
Viendo por las citas que VMd haee en sus
tres apreciables, 10 bien que entiende el espanol ; prefiero escribirle en nn lengua a valerme
de otra extrafia, siguiendo en esto el exemplo
de VMd. N unca hubiera yo molestado su atencion, ni atrevidome Ii distraerle de sus impOr-j
tantes tareas, SI nuestro amigo Mr Bowring no
me hubrera animado a ello, manifestandome el
gusto conque VMd satisfaria mis deseos-En
virtud de esto nada crei mas oportuno en el
asuntodequl'setratabaquedirigirmealescritor
ilustre, al celebre Mr Bentham, que por medio
de sus obras habia procurado en materias de
legislacion, difundir ideas lummosas y contribuir de este modo al bien de 130 humanidadYeo sinembargo que 10 extenso del asnnto, y
sobre todo un cierto genero de desconfianza
que tiene VMd en los funcionanos que con-

sulta, le han impedido contestar A 10 que Ie
preguntaba, si bien nada hubiera. tenido que
recelar delfunctiOllMY oomulting el indi'lJidual
thus consulted.
El primero cltara con gusto la.
persona que Ie ilustre, no fundando su gloria.
en ocultar, disminuir, 6 quitar, el merito de las
demas - VMd con 130 urbanidad propia. de hombre tan distinguido, no me comprehende en BU
asercion ; y en verdad no habiendo tenido la.
honra de conocer antes a VMd, ni de escribirle
directamente, como VMd mismo nota, no ha.bia.
antecedente alguno que diese lugar a esta desconfianza.
Aprecio de todos modos la promesa que VMd
me haee de una obra que acerca de esta materia escribe.c-Asinnsmo
estimo las observa.ciones generales sobre algunos articulos de la
constltucion; entre elias hallo algunas bastante
justas, segun 10 que me ha ensefiado una larga
expenencia
de lo que son los cuerpos legislativos-La
no-re-eleccion
de diputados es un
grave mal, pues falta aquel pnncipio de estabilidad y con sequencia tan necesario en todos los
asuntos, y sobre todo en los de publico interes.
Aunque nu pnmera carta no fue eserita con
el obgeto de que viese la luz publica, es VMd
mui duefio de rmprimirla con tal que imprima.
igualmente esta que ahora le escribo.
'I'endre siempre mucho gusto en recibir las
observaciones que tenga VMd a bien comunicarme ; y estando seguro de que no seran sin
fruto me ofrezco de VMd at" seg" serv" L. B.

S. M.

EL

CONDE DE TORENO.

Miss Wright tiene 130 bondad
VMd esta carta.

de dmgir
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No other acknowledgment,
nor any further
instruction arnving,-on
the 11th of October, I
sent for Madrid by the post the following Letter, directed"
A Monsieur M.le Comte de Tureno, &c. &c. &c. Madrid."
Oct.

11, 1821.

A Monsieur M. Le Comte de Toreno, &c. &c. &c.
SIR,
I
Circumstances
considered, it seems to me
that there may be a use, in my making this Becond acknowledgment
of the honour done me
by your second letter bearing date, Paris, Sep.
26. The first acknowledgment
was made in a.
postcript to letter the 4th, being the 3rd of the
series of letters announced
in letter
Ist,
Whether, besides that 1st letter, you had, before your leaving Paris, received any others, I
cannot be sure: though, from a passage in your
above-mennoned
2d letter, I am inclined to
think you had received one at least:* of the
6 sent or announced as above, 4 have already
gone to Paris at different times, all of them
directed in the same words as the one of which
you mentioned the receipt: so Iikewise a pm
of letter the 5th. The whole, or near the whole,
of the remainder, will go to-morrow (Friday) ;

* This doubt was a misconception of mine'
Count's Spanish Letter acknowledges three.

the
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letter 6th, which a.t present at least is but a
So much for not guilty. Now for jutijicashort one, will follow it the next Paris post- tioll.-SuppreSBiou-suppression, to an amouut
day, which is Tuesda.yOct. 16: and, the same more or less considerable-is charged, as havday or the next, the supplemental letter on ing, in the pa.ssa.gescomplainedof, beeustated,
Religion (letter 7th) announced in one of the as au undesirable, but at the same time a too
preceding ones. I am, Sir, with all respect, certain result,-supposing the correspondence
your obedient servant,
not submitted to the public eye. Such then
JEREIIIY BENTHAll.being the alleged probable, what has been the
P.S. The followingare the days on whichthe actual, result t This security against suppresseveral letters were sent to our London Post sion-such security as is afforded by the asOffice.
suranee of future publication-tlus security.
as far as it goes, has been obtained; and still,
1821. Sept. IIth, Letter 1.
so far as has depended on the honourablecomSept. 14th, Letter 2 (first part.)
plainant, suppression has actually been the
Sept. 18th, Letter 2 (la.st part.)
result: suppression,not partial only, but total,
Sept. 27th, Letter 3.
in the onlyplace in which publicity could have
Oct. 2d, Letter 4.
been productive of any immediate effect on
Oct. 15th, Letter 5 (first part.)
practice. Of the seven letters which the reader
Oct. lOth, Letter 5 [last part.)
has hefore him, three (he has seen) have heen
The honourable gentleman speaks of dis- acknowledged. But he has moreover seelltrnst: of distrust on my part: and, as in his si- how and by what means they were caused to
tuation would very naturally be the case,seems be acknowledged: fortune having,in the manto be not altogether pleased WIthit. Distrust ner that has been seen, favoured me, and conon my part! 0 yes: that there was: distrust veyed through the Count's key-hole, a sylph,
not entertained only but declared: the reader to whose questions a yes or a no could not be
may have observedhowexplicitly declared. It refused. It is moreover to her account that
is for this distrust that I see a sort of action my suspicion cannot forbear placing that same
brought against me in the Court of Public license,whereby publication stands authorized.
Opinion: though, such ISthe honourableplain- Since that day, (Sept. 26th, 1821,) neither in
tiff's eandour, I cannot complain of the rate at black and white, nor by word of mouth, has
which the damages appear to be laid. To this a syllable from him on the subject been exaction, such as It is, my pleas are-in the Ian- tracnble. The letter, with which he was preguage of English law-Not guilty, and a justi- sented, or at least endeavoured to be presentpion.
1. Not guilty. For,-the object of this ed, upon his return to Madrid, the reader has
distrust of mine-what is it! Not the indi- seen hkewise. Mr Bowring, by another such
vidual, but the genus and the species:-man, favour of fortune, was sent to meet him there.
the genus; statesman, the species: and, such Have you seen the Count! What has he reas the imputation IS,we are-both of us-not
ceived! What says he to it! To quesnons
he the plaintiff alone, but I the defendant also to tlns effect, put by me to my friend, an an-declaredly included in it. I will even go swer eould not be refused. One alone could
further-I aver even ultra-innounce. If, on be given-Il1'l:'i$ible.
Invisible! How so,
my part, in a case like thi«, the eye of SUSP1- unless that. by the Count, my good genius,
cion could have been closed, In few instances I though so lately Ius own likewise, was now
could it have been so nearly so, as in the pre- taken for his evil genius!
sent. I turned in the first place to the Cortes
'I'hus it is, that in the case in question,
at large. In the instance of these real repre- while all use to the Spanish nanon was depensentatives of the Spanish people, when com- dent upon and proportioned to publicity,---on
pared with the sham representatives of this the one part has been seen exertion for the
and that other nation, I could not but see a securing of it, on the other part silence and
ground for comparative confidence--appro- secrecy, continuing from beginning to end.
priate confidence-a ground alike obviousand
In letter sixth, may have been observed two
incontestable. In the instance of CountToreno concluding questions put to the Count. l.
in particular, this ground presented an aspect Think you, Sir, that, WIthoutany interposition
of peculiar strength. Him alone I saw break- on your part, circulation will be permitted to
ing through the trammels of national vamty, these letters! 2. If not, will your influence
and national prejudice. Him alone I saw look- be employed in the endeavour to procure ,.
ing round for useful information: looking to permit, or at least a connivance,for the article
whatsoever quarter presented a chance of fur- you have been pleased to bespeakof me! Still,
Dishingit. To whatever presumed source of for answer, silence: and in such a case, silence
information the call for it had heen directed, (it need scarce be said) is a negative. Now
the magnanimity manifested by such a call as to the effect of this same negative. Nor
would have produced,in my mmd, that degree yet, if report be to be credited, is silence on
of appropriate confidencewhich wasso natural: his own part the only instrument of suppresand whether, by the consideration of the indi- sion my honourable correspondent has at his
vidnal source applied to, that confidencecould command. In Madrid, as elsewhere, sits &
have been lessened, anyone may judge.
Board, for the securing of whatsoever requires
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to he secured, in relation to the press: on the
part of all constituted authorities, good eonduet, at all times, and in every shape: and
for this purpose-for there, II.S elsewhere, such
are the means employed-eoncealment of every
such instance of bad conduct, as may at any
time ha.ve had place. For a gilding to the
pill, here as elsewhere, Jury, if I mistake not,
is the title conferred upon this Board.
At
Madrid, report gives to Count Toreno the direction of this instrument: and such is the
hold taken upon men's minds by this apprehension, I am assured that, should It happen
to any of these letters to make their appearance at that chief seat of Spanish liberty,
amendments adapted to existing circumstances
must and will, in the first place, have been
made in them: so that, to an extent more or
less considerable, what I am thus seen to have
said will be-not what I har:e said, but what
I ought to have said.
All this while, let not injustice be done, in
any shape, to my honourable correspondent.
On nothing which he has done or left undone, is
any breach of promise chargeable. What he
promised, was-that he would hi1TUlelfpay attention to what he received from me: wha.t he
did not promise, wa.s--that anyone else should
have it in his power to do so.
Curious enough, unless my information is
substantially incorrect, is the contrast exhibited by the effect of these Letters on the two
most conspicuous characters in the Cortes,Count Toreno, and M. Ca.latrava.: that Mr
Cala.trava, who, on the occasions of greatest
importance, has been seen taking the lead.
"Yesterday,"(sa.ysaprlva.teMa.dridletterof
Dec. 17,) "Yesterday, Calatra.va. made, I am
told, a most eloquent eulogium on 'the illustrious, the learned, the humane Bentham.'''
How dift'erent this result from anything tha.t
could naturally ha.ve been expected! In the
ca.seof my honourable correspondent, gratitude
for the distinction conferred on me, added to
esteem for the liberality ma.nifested by an application such as hath been seen, could not but
concur in giving a certain smoothness to every
passa.ge, by which, in the course of the discussion, his individuality was brought to view.
In the case of the chief penman of the Pro-

Ijeeted
Code,-&fter every smoothing-iron that
presented itself had been employed, necessity
still gave to everything an irremediable aspe-rity. Far indeed from pleasant to the author
of the Letters was the invidious office, which,
as the work advanced, after the promise of it
had been made, the na.ture of the case was
seen to have forced upon him: the office of
mischief-maker between two colleagues. Never
accordmgly was sympathy more sincere than
was mine, as often as the predicament, in
which the two great statesmen had been
placed by me, offered itself to my view. But,
on the one hand, on a point of the most extensive influence, stood the interest of the
whole Spanish nation: not to speak of so many
other nations in the background: on the other
hand, the transient feelings, of two individuals,
whose situations could not but be frequently
exposing them to similar ones.
As to Mr Calatrava's knowledge of the
treatment he had been receiving at my hands,
-it is scarce necessary to observe, that, while
Count Toreno was sitting at his elbow, and it
was known to other members of the Cortes
that a Spanish translation was in hand, few
things could be less improba.ble,than that a.nything which the honoura.ble gentlemen was
drspoaed to know of the matter, should be unknown to him, The more tha.n friendly Iangua.ge, in which, as a.bove, the author of the
provoca.tion wall spoken of-spoken
of by
him who was the object of it--should be
present to the reader's mind, as often as any
of the particulars, by which the provocation
was given, present themselves to his eye or
to his memory. Yet have I seen a letter
(It was indeed from a fellow-countryman or
his, and a decla.red adversa.ry) in which this
forgiving statesman is charged with being of
the number of those, who do not bea.r their
faculties altogether so meekly as could be
wished. Magnanimity-prudence
in this or
that shape-e-tc which of these two virtues, or
to a ha.ppy mixture of both, shall so rare and
exemplary a return of good for evil be aseribed l To the Hermit a.t London in his hermita.ge, all this ma.tter is perfectly opaque: at
Madrid it is perhaps transparent.
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NOTE BY THE EDITOR.
THE papers from which the following pages are extracted bear different dates, ranging
from August 1822 to February 1823. With the exception of the matter of Chapter IV., the
originals are in detached ma.sses, to whlch the Author does not seem to have applied any
system of arrangement: probably owing to the circumstance that the work was abruptly
interrupted, either because he found it could not be immediately applied to practical use, or
for some other cause. The value of this fourth chapter, which contains the securities in terminil, is in the skill with which it is adapted to the uses of any reforming and enlightened
monarch of a Mahommedan and semi-barbarous country, who may wish to give his subjects the
utmost advantages of a civilized and constitutional government, which he can convey to them
without resigning his own authority or infringing on the religious observances and national habits
of the people. The other chapters will be found to contain,-a short analysis of the forms
which misrule adopts under arbitrary governments; a demonstration that any remedies that
may be adopted must depend for their efficacy and existence on the force of public opinion j
an account of the manner in which that force may be brought to bear most efficaciouslyin such
.. direction j and a calculation of the chances which any such project as that propounded has
of being sincerely adopted. Besides the papers here printed, there are in the same collection
many others having particular reference to the state of the Pachalic of Tripoli, and to indi"vidualsconnected with its government at the time when the author wrote. Finding these to
possess only a local interest, which the lapse of time has materially diminished, the Editor
considered that the better course would be to omit them. The information contained in them
was furnished by Hassuna D'Ghies, Ambassador from Tripoli to London, at whose request,
indeed, the Author had entered on the subject. This man had, by his amiable disposition,
extensil'e accomplishments, and singularly enlightened political "views,endeared himself to
many Europeans, who have lately had to lament his Budden death, under circumstances which
caused .. suspiciou that he was poisoned. He W&8 about thirty years old when he became
aoqu&inted with Bentham, Mld had been eight years resident in Europe. On his return to the
East, he became Editor of the Newspaper published at Smyrna by the Turkish Government.
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SECURITIES AGAINST MISRULE.
CHAPTER

1.

at that rate till they are exhausted with vociferation and rage; and, when they have done,
be no nearer to the commg to a mutual conSECrION 1.
ception and agreement than they were before.
On the other hand, if no demand for secuVJOrd Securities: its suptriority to others
rity againt misrule can have place, until and
used for the like purpose.
except in so far as some law IS VIOlated, no
GENERALLY
speaking, legislative arrangesuch security can possibly be obtained In the
ments that have been established, or endeavcase in which It is most needed: for the case
oured to he established, for the security of the in which it is most needed 15 that, in which,
governed against the governors, have, for their
the laws being altogether at the command of
success, trusted to force actually in hand: if the rulers, the very work of their hands, no
not to force in a state of independence, as in violation of law can be needed for the sccomthe Anglo-American
United States, at any plishment of the misrule: on the contrary, the
rate, to force in a state of resistance, as in more frequent and extensive the violations of
England, in the Petition
of Rights under
the law are, the more extensive is the mitigaCharles 1., and the Bill of Rights, passed on non thus given to the evil, for the production of
the transference of the Crown from James II.
which they were estabhahed,
to William III.: and in France, in the DeclaraBy the phrase-securities
against misrule,
tion des Droits de I'Homme, passed by the all this perplexity is avoided.
earliest of the successive national assemblies.
But the great advantage of it with reference
ThIs sort of title has III itself one radical de- to practice is--that It is employable, and with
fect: it presents no conception of the object
equally indisputable
aptitude, in every state
wlnch it has in view.
The object which it of the society: whatsoever
is the condition
really has in view is, as here expressed, the of the governed under or in relation to the
affording to the governed security against mis- governors.
It may be employed by a sovereign
rule--that
is bad government--on
the part of representative
body, on the occasion of the
the governors.
Nothing can be clearer than
establishment of the constrtution of the state.
the meaning given of the word security: no- It may be employed, not only under a monthing for the present purpose can be clearer
archy, but by a monarch altogether
absothan the meaning given to the words bad go- lute, unless in so far as by the arrangements
urnment: or,as their signification is expressed
in question a limit, or at least a sort of bridle,
by a single word, misrule.
to his authority is regarded as bemg applied.
When, Instead of the word securities and
For the subjects to say to the sovereign,misrule, you employ such a word as right, a. This or that is our right--say
or do what you
cloud, and that of a black hue, overshadows
will-is
as much as to say, you are no longer
the whole field.
The attitude you take is sovereign.
For the sovereign to be made to
restless, hostile, and uneasy.
You show that
say-You
have such and such a right 809
you are in discontent, but you show no clear
against me, or I have not such and such a.
grounds for your discontent.
What you give right as against you, is as much as to say, I
intimation of-though
even to this no explicit
am no longer your sovereign.
expression is given, is-that
some rights of
On the occasion of the here proposed aryours have been violated, and that a determirangements, the course taken is-to put them
nation has been formed by you not to sit still
in such a form that, with the government still
and see them violated any longer.
But these
in the state of an abstract monarchy, they may
rights, the violation of which is thus declared
possess whatever chance of acceptance can, in
-from
what source is it that they are de- the nature of the case, be possessed by any
rived!
To any such word as right, no other
arrangements
of the same or equally eft'ectual
conception can ever be attached but through
import, aiming at the same object: but if, even
the medium of a law, or something to which
in so unfavourable a state of things, a paper
the force of law is given: from a real law in this form may possess a chance of aceepcomes a real right; from an imagined law no- tance answering its wished for purpose,-in
thing more substantial
can come than a. cor- proportion as the state of things is more and
respondently imagined right.
Layout of the more favourable, its aptitude will be still less
question the idea of law, and all that you get and less exposed to doubt.
by the use of the word right, is a sound to disThat, otherwise than by fear of evil, a eovepute about.
1 say I have a. right: I say you reign can be brought in any way knowingly
have no such right: men may keep taJ.king on to tie up his own hands is, generally speaking.
PRELIMINARY
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too much to expect. But what without such
fear he may perhaps be brought to consent to
-with less reluctance at least, is, to tie up in
the way in question the hands of his agents:
in wluch ea=e matters may be so managed, as
that without knowing it he may thus be made
to throw obstacles m the way of his own steps,
in so far as they proceed m a sinister direction.
SECTION

Misrule

II.

defined. and explained.

Misrule is bad government: it comprehends
whatsoever is opposite to good government.
A government is good in proportion as It contributes to the greatest happiness of the greatest
number; namely, of the members of the commnnity in which it has place. Rule may therefore come under the denomination of misrule in
either of two ways: either by takmg for its
object the happmess of any other number than
the greatest, or by being more or less unsuccessful in its endeavours to contribute to the
greatest happiness of tre greatest number.
No government having anywhere had place
that had for its main object any other than the
greatest happiness of those among whom the
powers of government have from time to time
been shared, all governments that have hitherto
had existence have had more or less of bad in
them. Of all governments, the worst have nniformly been those Ia which the powers of government have-all of them-been in the hands of
one; because in that case such government has
had for its object the greatest happiness of
that one member: and to that object the happiness of all the other members has of course
been made a contin ual sacrifice.
'rake any government whatever: by rendering it less bad than it is, whatsoever means
are capable of being proposed or so much as
thonght of, are reducible to one or other of
two heads :-liit, arrangements by which a
change will be effected on the form of the
government; 2d, arrangements by which a
check will be applied to the power of the ruling
functionary or functionaries without any such
change. Arrangements which belong to the
first of these heads constitute a seperate subject of consideration. The set of arrangements
herein proposed under the notion of their serving more or less in the character of securities
against misgovernment otherwise called misrule, require not any such changes. The supposition on which they are grounded is that by
one means or other, without any such change,
the ruler or rulers may, by one consideration or
other be induced to lend their power, to the
purpose of giving them the sanction of law.
Not therefore to misrule in every shape is it in
the nature of the here proposed arrangements
to apply a remedy; at least in a direct and
immediate way. Not to misrule in any of
those shapes in which it bears npon the members of the commnnity in an undistinguishable
mass : not, for example, to lavish expenditure,

and to unnecessary and therefore unjust war ;
evils, towards obviating which, nothing can be
done by any means other than a change in the
very form of government. To those cases alone
has it any direct and immediate application, in
which the evil comes home to the feelings of
particular.and those determinate, and in each
case assignable individuals.
Considered in its application to assignable
individuals, misrule may be termed 'Dezation:
the persons considered as the authors of it being persons clothed with power, the vexation
may be termed oppression.
In so far as from
the burden thus imposed, benefit in any shape
is received by the authors, or by any whom
they are in this way disposed to favour, the
oppression is depredation.
As to the authors, though to a boundless degree, and in a conspicuous and avowed manner, the only persons in whom oppression and
thence depredation can have for its authors are
those by whom in the state in question the
supreme power is possessed, yet to a great and
indeterminate amount, not only their several
subordmates=-matrnments of, and sharers in,
that same power-but the rich in general possess as such, and to an amount rising in proportion to their riches, in addition to that
desire which is in all men, the faCfJ.lty of giving
birth to those same evils.
The shapes In which vexation is here attempted to be combated, are not all the shapes
In which the evil is capable of showing itself;
for against these thus taken in the aggregate,
secunty more or less effectnal is already in
every country taken, and must therefore, in the
conntry in qnestion, be on the present occasion
supposed provided by the existing laws. Calumnies, for example, or personal injuries, or
injuries to mental or personal rights,are among
the subjects not here taken on hand, as being
of snch a nature that the particular remedies
here provided are either needless or inapplicable, with relation to them. The only vexanons belonging to the present purpose,are those
which, on those over whom power is exercised,
are in a. particular manner liable to be inflicted by those by whom the same power is
possessed. Meantime these being the same
persons, at whose disposal everything is that
bears the name of law, to seek to afford, by
means of new laws, secnrity against those persons: to seek to afford, by means of new laws,
secnrity against those at whose disposal those
laws will be when made,is an enterprise which,
to a first view, can scarcely fail to wear the
face of absurdity. As well, may it be said, seek
to obtain security against the attacks of an
armed man, by means of other arms placed in
that same man's hands. Such (it must be confessed) would be the absurdity, if it were necessary that the armour, in the manufacturing
of which he will be requested to concur, should
be armour of the offensive kind, or even of the
effectually defensive kind, and that intended to
be in any manner employed against himself.

PRELIMINARY
But on his part this conception is not a necessary, nor altogether certain one. Against depredation and oppression, from wInch he derives not, in any shape, any benefit-against
depredation and oppression, exercised by, and
for the benefit of, the rich in general, or by even
his own instrnments, and other subordinates in
particular, it may happen to him not to have
any strong or detemunate reluctance to see a
tolerably essential security provided: and "lS
against any oppression which it is, or may have
come to be, his pleasure to exercise, what may
happen is-that
it will not be very plainly
visible to him, how it is possible that any supposed security can m reality be efficacious. But
more of this when the proposed remedy, together with the evil in all its shapes, have been
distinctly brought to view.
Whatsoever may
be the chance which the here proposed remedy
affords of being productive
of the wished
effects, the smallness of it affords not any
ground of objection to it: for, under a monarchy, such being the nature of the case, as
not to admit of any other, the option is-this
or none.
The great difficulty is in obtaining
the concession.
Should that point be accomplished, its efficacy to no inconsiderable degree
need not be despaired of. Abundant are the
instances, which history affords, of concessions
having the same object: some in which the
engagements
taken by these concessions have
been grossly and continually violated.
Still,
however, there is sufficient reason to think,
that without this safeguard, such as it was, the
instances of oppression would have been still
more numerous and afthctive.
The charters
by which the concessions were expressed, afforded a determinate
standard of referencea rallying point.
If, even in this case, paper,
when employed in the character of a breastplate of defence against the sword, was not altogether destitute of efficacy, still less need its
efficacy be despaired of in the prescnt case:
for in none of these instances was any such attention applied to the making the most of the
only possible remedy, as will be seen employed
in the system of arrangements here proposed.
SECTION

Miwtde-its

III.
Shap&.

The here proposed system of arrangements
bas for its object, as above set forth, the applying, to such of the evils as are most apt to
be produced by the immediate agency of the
Monarch, or those in anthority under him, such
remedies as present the least unpromising
chance of obtaining the application of them at
his hands.
One word-miwule-will
serve for conveying a general conception of the disease: another
word-publicity,
for conveying the like conception of the remedy: the only remedy which,
(it will be seen,) without a change in the form
of the government, the nature of the disease
admits of.
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Thus much for a general conception.
But,
under both heads, some explanations
present
themselves as necessary: necessary, in the first
place, for rendering the ideas clear and determinate: in the next place, for showing that it
is to this one recipe, publicity, that relief, in
every shape in which the nature of the disease
admits of it, is referable.
Some observations
will follow, in the view of showing in what
way application may be made of It to most advantage; having for their object the showing
what the chance is, that the remedy will be
found obtainable.
First, as to the shapes in which the evil is
capable of presenting itself.
Shape 1. Sufferers all determinate:
the individuals all determinate and assignable. Examples- Homicide, confinement, banishment.
In the aggregate of this suffering, consists the
evil of the first order: for distinction's sake, it
may be called purely private.
Shape 2. Sufferers, altogether
indeterminate.
Examples-Waste
of public money:
act of engaging in an unnecessary war.
In
this case, the evil may be called purely public.
Shape 3. Immediate sufferers determinate,
but the greater part of the evil composed of
the suffermgs of individuals altogether indeterminate.
Examples-I.
Political Gagging:
i. e. obstructing in any way the communication between mind and mind, for the melioration of the common lot, on any subject of discourse; more especially on a political subject.
2. N a1ional debilitation-weakening
the means
of defence and security, in the hands of the
people, against injury at whatsoever
other
hands, those of the rulers themselves not excepted.
In this case, the evil may be B&1dto
be fIIizea; or public through the medium of
private.
Through the sides of one individual
the public IS wounded:
that is to say, all
other individuals are: as well those who do
not feel the wound, as those who do.
Under the general name ~ion,
may be
included every political evil, in so far as the
consideration of it is confined to the sufferings
of determinate
and assignable individuals:
namely, the individual persons who are the
immedIate sufferers by the individual mischievous act in question.
Opprmion is weation, considered in so far
as the hand of power is considered as occupied
in the production of it. Thus, ifinfhcted Without sufficient warrant, i. e. without being necessary to the preserving the community from
evil of still superior ma.gnitude,-komicide,
confinement, and oonWunellt, &re,-if produced
by a hand not armed with legal power, acts of
vexation simply, if by a hand armed with legal
power,-if
for example by the hand of the
sovereign, acts of oppreuifJe wea1i<m, or in one
word, opprurion.
In oppression by the hands of rulers, two
stages are discernible, and require to be distinguished.
By oppression in its jim stage,
the disease is produced as above.
By 0PPres-
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sion in the second and la.st stage, the remedy
is excluded, or endeavoured to be excluded.
By the same act, whereby oppression in this
its Iast stage is exercised, oppression in the
first stage may also be exercised:
it is so in
most instances, In those several cases, in which
the evil has been spoken of as being of a mixed or public and private nature: the affucting hand wounding the public through the sides
of individuals.
Examples-I.
Political gagging; 2. National debilitation, as above.
In so far as the suffering, by loss or otherwise, to the party vexed and oppressed, is attended with profit to the oppressor or other
vexer, or any one whom it is his design thereby to favour, oppression has the effect of de-

predation."
Thus it is, that, in the case where a, community is plundered by its rulers, by the support gIven to an unnecessary war, suppose two
such wars, and the sums extorted for the purpose of the war the same in both, the one in
which depredation to the greatest amount has
had place, is thus far the least mischievous.
If, durmg the course of the war, a milhon
of money is paid for gunpowder to the makers,
better It IS for the community that the half of
it be put in the shape of profit into the pocket
of the makers, than that the whole be converted into gas, producing or not producing
the destruction which it was Intended to produce.
Only to aid conception are the above suppositions put: for, how far they are from being ever exemplified, is sufficiently manifest.
The modes of oppression against which security is here endeavoured to be provided, may
be more particularly enumerated as follows: t
1. Vexation on the account of reliqion : or
say, Religious persecution.
KB. In this particular case, what may hap.. Note, that in so far as all future evil IS out of
the question, the loss to sufferers being supposed
the same, the evil produced by depredation IS less
than that produced by barren vexation, by destruction and otherwise; for III the case of depredatron,
though the enjoyment produced IS less than the
suffering, still to set agamst the suffering, there is
the enjoyment.
But, when the future is taken iuto the account,
the future, pregnant With the danger and the alarm
-then it is that the evil from depredation may be
seen to be greater than that from barren vexation; the
inducement that excites men to the productive Illjury, bemg so much more extensive and constant,
as well as commonly stronger in its operation, than
that which excites them to the barren one.
The analysis which immediately follows, bears,
in the original MSS.,a date two months apart from
the more general analysis given above; and perhaps the author would not himself have promulgated them in juxtaposition, without some explanatory remarks as to the different arrangement adopted
in the two cases. It will be remarked that neither
of them follows the exact order adopted in giving
the securities in detail, but they both go over the
laDle ground.-Ed.
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pen, is--that the sovereign, if from oppression
on this account, he does not derive any pa.rticular gratification,
may be content to deprive
his successors of it: while by his own act he
stands deprived of the power, only because he
has no desire to make use of it, they will by
the same act stand deprived of it, even though
they should have the desire to make use of it.
In this case, therefore, a. direct promise of nonexercise, or even a direct appropriate abdication may not without hope be sued for at his
hands.
2. Secret oonjinement, viz. of the person of
an individual: eonfinement, namely within the
walls of a prison, or withm any other less narrow place.
3. Secret banishment: i, e. by forcible exportation, or in any other way exclusion of an
individual, from the whole of the dominion of
the state ill question, or from this or that part
of It.

4. Secret homicide:t
5. Jfystericus disappearance: namely, disappearance
of an individual from a cause as
yet unknown:
it must be any of the above
three----confinement, banishment, or death.

6. Offictal depredation.§
7. Extortion of personal BerMee.\I
8. Obstructionof intellectual oommumoation.~
::: Against vexation in these three shapes provision is of course already made in the existing system of law, whatever it may be-s-and the vexatious
act bemg made punishable, secrecy IS of course an
accompaniment endeavoured to be given to it. But
when hands by which the injury is mfheted are of
the number of those wluch are armed with power,
that power extends to the gwmg to the whole
operation a degree of secrecy beyond any which
could be given to it by ordinary and powerless
hands: and for the maintenance of secrecy, even
where power is irresistible, the avoidance of odium
affords commonly an adequate mrlucernent. By
the arrangements proposed under these heads, secrecy Will he found combated by mstruments of
elucidation of which none are everywhere muse,
and of which some are not anywhere as yet in use.
§ If exercised hy the sovereign himself, the nature of the case admits not of a remedy. But, If
exercised by this or that funcnonary subordinate
to him, a not impossible event is that this or that
other functionary equally subordinate to him,-for
example, a judicial functionary or set of functionaries, shall hold themsel yes warranted-on the supposition, that bemg unjust, the sovereign has no
participation in it,-m declaring this supposition,
and proceeding upon It accordiugly: that is to say,
unless and until compelled hy irresistable means to
know, that the sovereign himself is the person, or
of the number of the persons, from whose will the
vexation has ema.na.ted.
\I This article IS necessary to complete the description of depredations; the subject-matter of
wealth is composed either of things or of the services performed by persons.
~ To this head belong all measures of suppression
or restraint, applied to public discussion, or to the
use of the pen or the press, on the subject of political measures and men, or to communication on
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9. N atiollal debilitatwli. *
10. Violation of prieate doclllJlents.t
CHAPTER
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Thus much as to the disease; now as to the
remedy: of the two only accessible remedies
that the nature of the case admits of, the only
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one that belongs to the present purpose.
For
conveymg a general idea of the remedy, a
single word-publicity-may
for the moment
serve: but before the nature and operation of
it can be conceived with any tolerable degree
of distinctness and clearness, considerable explanations will unavoidably be necessary.
Publicity! but to what acts applied 1 Answer.
In the first place to the acts of rulers :
in the next place to the opinions formed in
relation to them by SUbjects: publicity to the
acts,-k;nowledg~
of the acts bemg necessary
to the existence of the opinions.
The existence of such publicity being supposed, and the degree of It perfect, in what
way does it contribute to the object in question,-namely
the affordmg security against
misrule 1 Answer. Be the acts of the Government ever so arbitrary, the subject many, in
proportion as they form and make public their
respective opimons, in relation to them, act in
so far, in the character of judges: jndges sitting m judgment over the conduct of, and in
this way exercising rule over, the rulers themselves.
Exercising in any way rule over their rulers :
how then IS it that they can remain subjects!
Answer.
In the way of direct mandate and
coercive powers ;-no:
in no such way can
they give direction to the conduct of these
same rulers.
Yes: in the way of indirect and
gentle power, or in one word, infiuence: for
in this way do our children, at an age in which
nature places them under the absolute dominion of their parents, operate on the conduct
of those same parents.
But the particular
way in which the effect is brought about,!naY
call for further explanation.
Operating thus as judges, the members of
this same community may, in their aggregate
capacity, be considered as constituting
a sort
of judicatory or tribunal:
call it for example
The Public-Opinion
Tribunal.
Taken in its utmost latitude, this tribunal
would include all of them without exception.
But, of no question, on any occasion, can any
such multitude,
in such their capacity, by
physical possibility, actually take cognizance.
Those less than a certain age,and the infirm,for
example, not to mention any other classes,
cannot but be excepted.
Only to a certain
part of the whole number, and that perhaps
generally speaking the smallest, will the physical faculty of taking cognizance of any such
political question be confined.
If then, all
the members of the community without exception were to be considered as members of this
same half and half imaginary tribunal, those
who are not physically incapable of taking part
in its deliberations, must be considered as constituting a committee of that same aggregate
and multitudinous body-i-acomnuttee
invested

those subjects in the way of epistolary eorrespondenceor personal intercourse by persons in any numbers.
* To this head belong all measures of suppression or restmint applied to the practice of openly
carrying arms offensive and defensive' or that of
being trained in the use of them in conjunction
w:th other men in any numbers.
Say openl!!: for of arms secretly worn, the only
purpose IS individual assassinatron, It IS not by
daggers that the defensive force of a people against
misrule can be augmented. For defence against malefactors no use can there be in any such concealment. .AI; to the case of a whole people, kept ill
an oppressed state by an irresistible military force
foreign or domestic, it is here noticed, but this IS
not a place for the consideration of it.
t To this head belongs what is sometimes designated by the madequate expression of seIZure of
papers. This mode of oppressIOn has for Its subject
such letters, memorandums, and other visible and
tangible Instruments of discourse, by the eommumcation of which, to persons other than those for
whose eves they were intended, vexation in almost
any shaPe and to any amount, in anyone of an
mtimtely dwersifiable vanetv of ways, IS liable
to be produced. So far as the only effect as well
as object of the invasion is the furnishing evidence
of a misdeed committed or meditated, the vex&tion,
whatsoever might be the shape or the amount of it,
could not with propriety be spoken of, by the appellation of oppression: nor yet where, as betweeu
individual and individual, of the poraon of VISIbly
expressed discourse thus dealt with, no other use
is made, other than the causing it to be subjected
to inspection for a judicial purpose, in the character or for the discovery of evidence; of evidence
tending to give validity or mvahdity to this or that
claim of right.
But by vexat:on, committed in this sha\l" by
public functionanes without control, oppressIOn to
an indefinite amount is capable of being produced.
On the occasion or on pretence of a search for eVIdence of a misdeed in this or that shape committed
or not committed, writmgs of all sorts and in any
numbers might be destroyed, damaged, carried off,
or inspected: Inspected and the contents divulgated,
Commercial credit might be ruined, enmities eXcited, peace and reputation of families destroyed,
and so forth. On pretence of search for evidence,
alleged to be in the possession of the person In question, papers or other objects not found in his pos- friendly deceit practised by Joseph upon his brethsession might by the authors of a pretended search ren might in this way be practised for a. hostile and
be inserted ~ong such as were found in it: the homicidal purpose.
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with the powers of the whole: a committee in
which, as In a sort of committee every now and
then exemplified in the proceedings of the
English House of Commons, as many of the
members of the house as enter have voices.
Again, take this or that particular operation.
Of those who, all of them, possess the physical
capacity of entering on it,ll. certain portion only,
and that most commonly the smallest portion,
will actually take cognizance of it: if then,
those who might take such cognizance are
considered as constituting a committee of that
same body, then those who thus actually do
take part In the business may be considered as
constituting a sub-committee.
The greater the suffering produced by any
act of oppression, the greater, provided it has
been made known to them, IS the number of
the individuals who, In the character of
members of this committee, are likely to take
cognizance of the affair in the first instance.
The greater the number of these members of
this committee, who having JOInedIn the cognizance thus taken, pass condemnation on the
deed, the greater the number of those other
persons who on the authority of this report
take cognizance, not of the affair at large, but
of the conduct of the actors, whoever they
may be, in the act of oppression, so far as to
concur in the opinion-the judgment, the sentence ofcondemnation,-passed upon those oppressive agents in consideration of their oppressive act.
The greater the number of those who concur and join in the provisional sentence, the
greater the number of those who are hkely to
concur and JOInin the definitive sentence. As
to the sentence, whatsoever may be the individual gradation of punishment, the ultimate
punishment which it is In the power of this
tribunal to inflict on the oppressors, whosoever
they may be, consists in the withdrawing from
them altogether that obedience to the extent
of which that of their power is correspondent
and commensurate. The subtraction of obedience, suppose it universal,-the corresponding power is by the very supposition at an end.
This same subtraction is according to the
description thus given of it, a mere negative
act. But In the production of the effect arrived
at by it, positive acts directed to the same end
have place or come to be exercised. The extinction of the life of the oppressor-in-chief, for
example, may be the punishment indicated by
the sentence; executioners, any number of the
members appointed for the purpose, or even
this or that single one of them. By the adherents of the oppressor, the correspondmg sentence with the execution of it, will, of course,
be objected to on the ground of irregularity.
But to act against this word irregulanty, some
other will be found by the concurrers in and
approvers of the sentence.
In England, for example, if the king were
among the individuals upon whom the supposed
sentence had been passed, and execution gil en

to it accordingly, a. natural and constitutional
objection would be, that to render it regular
and constitutional, an act, called a.n act of
attainder, was necessary,-an act of attainder
passed like every other act of parliament by
the joint consent and concurrence of the King's
Most Excellent Majesty, as well as that of the
Lords and Commonsof Great Britain and Ireland, almost all of them in one way or other in
a state of dependence on his good pleasure;
and that, His Majesty not having been pleased
to give his consent to allYsuch act, the sentences
so passed and executed are thereby null and
void. By any regular Tribunal composed of
Judges placed by Ins said Most Excellent Majesty,this objection would be held valid: and on
the individual by whom the sentence in question
had so been executed on the body of his said
Majesty, a sentence, including amongst other
thmgs the extinction of the life of this irregularly commissioned executioner, would accordingly be executed. On the other hand, by the
member or members of the irregularly constituted Tribunal of Public Opinion, under whose
authority the sentence vf extinction against the
Monarch had so been executed, the objection
would as surely be overruled. On the part
of this, or any other malefactor, it would have
been perfectly regular for him to have given
his assent to the sentence passed upon himself.
But though perfectly regular, it is by no means
usual. It is so far from being so, that if any
such assent were waited for, it may be stated
as a matter of certainty that neither to this
purpose of extinction of life, nor to the purpose
of any the slightest restriction, would any
bar be opposed m any case to the utmost quantity of suffering which it would be, physically
speaking, in the power of the supreme ruler to
inflict on the indrviduals subject to his power,
in the legal sense of that same imposing appellation.
In the above strain, for example, thought and
acted the Members of that section of the PublicOpinion Tribunal, by whose warrant, by the denomination of a warrant by the Members of
the High Court of Justice, the life of Charles
the First of England was extinguished at Westminster in the year 1649.
Of this sort, among the punishments which
it belongs to the power of the Tribunal of Public Opinion to inflict, IS that which stands highest in the scale. But beneath it stand others
III number and variety indefinite. Among them
are-I.
All obstrucnona to the exaction of
contributions, the produce of which is placed
at the disposal of the Sovereign: 2. All obstructions capable of being opposed to the execution of the judgments of the several regnlarly constituted Tribunals: 3. All modes of
annoya.nce, by which, in retribution for the
demonstrations of hatred and contempt received, demonstrations of correspondent hatred
and contempt are rendered: 4. Invectives said
and sung: 5. Invectives written and posted up:
6. Of whatever liberty is left to the subjects,
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to the members of the community at large, by
the laws and practices of the government,-use
made to the purpose of opposing, and, so far as
may be, frnstrating these same laws and that
same practice. All this while, be the quantity
of sufi'ering ever so enermoas, so long as
regularity,
and nothing else is looked to,all this while to the Acts of Government, by
which all this misery is produced, on the
score of regularity at least, nothing can be excepted. Of wha.tsoever is done by the superior
authority of the State, or by any subordinate
authority by its order, or with its allowance,
in how great a degree soever productive of human sufi'ering, and destrnctive of human happiness, regularity is an inseparable quality and
accompaniment:
irregularity of whatsoever is
done by the Tribunal of Public Opinion, in opposition to anything which is done by the constituted anthorities.
Irregular it is in wha.tsoever degree it has the effect of diminishing
the quantity of suffering produced by the regular Tribunals, and is in this, or any other
way, productive of addition to the net amount
of human happiness. In so far, then, as, by the
rnling Members of this irregular Tnbunal, their
own interest is rightly understood, the option
Is throughout between regularity and happiness. By those by whom regularity is preferred to happiness, this same irregular Tribunal
will be ha.ted, even in so far as fear permitsdespised, and everything done that can be done
to diminish,and,ifpossible,
annihilate its power.
Those who desire to see any check wha.tsoever to the power of the government under
which they live, or any limit to their sufi'erings
snder it, must look for such check and limit to
the source of the Public-Opinion Tribunal, irregular though it be,and, to the degree in which it
has been seen, fictitious: to this place of refuge,
or to none; for no other has the nature of things
afforded. To this Tribunal they must, on every
occasion, make appeal.
To this Tribunal they
must, on every occasion, give what contribution it is in their power to give: for do what
they can, never can they give to it too much
praise: never can they ever give to it enough:
never can they give to it so much as, for the
greatest happiness of the greatest number, it
would be desirable that it should have.
In the assertion implied in the giving, as
above, to a certain portion of the members of
the community, the several denominations-Public-Opinion
Tribunal-Committee
of the
Public-Opinion Tribunal-and
Sub-committee
of the Public-Opinion
Tribunal-there
is a
mixture of the real and the fietitious. In this
statement, what, it may be asked, then, are the
points that are real, what those which are fictitious?
Why with tha.t which is real mix up
anything fictitious!
Of these two questions,
the latter may with more convenience be answered first; say, then, from the necessity of
the case: for of that which is real, it is not
possible to give any clear expla.n.a.tion, but by
the help of something which is fictitious. The
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imperfection is one that is inherent in the very
nature of language. Too often is the language
of fiction employed for no other purpose than
deceit: but this case is not of the number. Not
so much for avoidance of imputation, as for
clearness of explananon,
an endeavour will
now be ma.de to draw the line of separation
throughout: to point out, in these appella.tives,
what there is that agrees with abstract troth,what there is tha.t is metaphysical and fictitious.
For this purpose, the plainest course that
can be taken is to confront the scattered body
thus newly placed upon the list of judicatones,
with those to which the title will not, by any
one, be refused: to bring them to view in conjunction, giving Indieanon, all along, of their
several pomts of agreement and difference under 80 many determinate heads: placing, of
course, in front the ordinary sort of judicatory,
and making it the standard ofreference.
SECTION

II.

Attributes of a Judicatory.
The more closely the nature of the PublicOpinion Tribunal is looked into, the more clear
and strong will be the conception of its efficiency, and consequently its existence.
When announced, it will be apt to present
itself &8 nothing more than the offspring of
imagination and language.
The cause and
reason of this is, that on no occasion are the
several members of it seen sitting altogether;
nor in their official and judicial capacity are
they so much &8 capable of sitting and taking
part in the business at the same time, or in
the same edifice or enclosure; or, when at a
distance, of maintaining anything like a regular course of correspondence.
It wears, therefore, the colour of fictitiousness, but It possesses
the substance of reality. This will be rendered
manifest in proportion as observa.tion is taken
of the operations, by the performance of which
the ordInary judicatories, commonly so called,
-those in the instance of which no one could
think of contesting the denomination,-are
characterized.
To a judicatory,
as such, belong certain
functions;
these functions are exercised by
the performance of correspondent operations.
To a. judicatory, as such, belongs a certain
mass of power: namely, the power necessary
to the performance of these same operations.
To the will of the several members of every
judicatory applies, moreover, a certain mass
of ruling interest:
and in the exercise of
their power they will, of course, be guided by
the direction in which their will is acted on
by this same rnling interest.
To the head of ruling interest belongs that
of pay, since the ruhng interest by which
they are respectively actua.ted, depends in a
grea.t degree on their pay, if pay they have:
on the manner in which it is connected with
their continuance in their situations, and the
line of conduct therein maintained by them.
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As to the operations or functions, they may
be thus enumerated.
1. Receiving claims and accusations: claims
referring to what is called the civil branch, i. e.
the non-penal branch of judicature-accusations to the penal.
2. Receiving oppositions and defences,oppositions to claims, defences against accu-
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power of this unofficial judicatory-the
PublicOpinion Tribunal.
As to ruling interest, it is a topic that will
be apt to present Itself as more new than
agreeable when applied to an official judicatory; it does not.however, the less indisputably
belong to It, as well as to this all-comprehensive, though unofficial judica.tory, the Publicsations.
Opinion Tribunal; and in this one of its at3. Receiving, compiling, collecting, and stor- tributes will this all-comprehensive
though
ing, evidence, viz. in support of oppositions as unofficial judicatory
be seen to possess its
well as claims, of defences as well as accusastrongest title to regard.
The interest of the
tions.
Public-Opinion
Tribunal-that
is to say, of
4. Hearing or reading arguments,
or say the aggregate
number of its members-the
reasons, of parties, or advocates, or both.
ruling interest, can never be In discordance
S. Formmg on each occasion an opinion, or WIth the interest of the aggregate number of
say a judgment, with a correspondent WIll.
the members of the particular
state or com6. Giving expression to such judgment and mumty in question:
whereas, the interest,WIll.
whether we take the aggregate interest of the
7. Giving execution and effect to such judgwhole number of official tribunals, or their
ment and will.
several particular
and distinct mterests; that
Among different judicatories, It is evident,
is to say, the aggregate of the interests of the
may these functions in various ways be distriseveral members.-can
never be in complete
buted.
But, to the attainment of the ends of accordance with that same universal interest.
justice, it is necessary that m some way or
Such is the Identity on the part of the real
other they should be all performed.
net interest:
and in so far as correctly underAttached to these essential operations may stood, and capable of being pursued, it is the
be other incidental ones, such as entertainmg
net interest that, in every indrvidual and 1Il
applications for delay, and so forth; but to every aggregate of individuals, will, on each
the catalogue of essential ones it Will be found
occasion, be the actual ruling interest.
that the above belong, and that there are no
As to the attribute of power, the existence
others that do belong to it.
of it WIll be more readily recognised in the
As to the word power, before it can serve gross, namely, by the contemplation
of its
to bring to VIew, in any distmct fonn, the at- effects, than comprehended
In detail, by retributes comprehended under it, certam partiference made to the corresponding
elements
culars, serving as sonrces of diVISIOn, will in the power of a judicatory
of the official
require to be brought to view: namely, I, The kind.
But to its being clearly apprehended
several fields over which it exercises itself:
and conceived, a glance at these details is in2, The means of efficiency-mean.
by the use dispensable.
In the first instance, however,
of'which it gives to Itself execution and effect. thus much may be remarked of It m the gross,
1. As to fields of exercise. To the power of namely. that by its effects the reahty of the
every efficient official judicatory,
belong two power Itself IS demonstrated, and by the reality
distinguishable fields; 1, the local, which may of the power, the reahty of the judicatory to
also be termed the territorial,
topographical,
which the power is ascribed and attributed;
or geographical
field: 2, the logical, tenned
for of that which has no existence there can
also the metaphysical.
In the logical may, be no attributes.
moreover, be distmguished,
1, the corporeal
subjects included in it, namely, the persons
SECTION III.
and thmgs: 2, the incorporeal subjects, namely,
COI!.nitution
of
thu! unofficial Judicatory.
the suits or demands of which cognizance is
To every official judicatory, the above sevetaken, i. e. the claims and accusations.
ral attributes will be allowed to belong with2. As to means of efficiency, they are the means
out dispute.
No less truly will they be seen
of operating with effect on the above-mentionto belong to the' unofficial judicatory.
ed subjects: namely,-on
immoveable portions
FIrst as to the members.
In this first point
of territory,
moveable things, and persons:
will be seen to lie the greatest, or rather the
on things by means operating on body alone,
only difficulty.
In this part of the picture,
namely, physical force; on persons by these
same means, with the addition of forces ope- reality wears somewhat the air of fiction.
Of
rating on mind, namely, prospect of punishthe object designated by the appellation of
Public-Opinion Tribunal,familiar
as the expresmeut, (i. e. of eventual evil In any shape,) and
prospect of reward.
On the aggregate am- sion is, the existence will be apt to be susplitude of these several fields and means of pected of being no other than figurative, and
efficiency depends the aggregate amplitude, or merely nominal: on the other hand the n&1l1e
sa.y the magnitude, of the mass of power be- of it is not more perfectly familiar, than the
longing to any official judicatory;
in the same
existence of its power is universally recogniselements will be found the measure of the ed; and of an object, the power of which is
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admitted, to deny the existence, would be selfcontradiction.
Even in regard to members,
the only difficulty lies in the determination of
the individua.ls to whom, on each occasion, the
appellation can without impropriety be ascribed; and even on this point, the uncertainty
lIlay not unfrequently be seen shared in by the
oflicial judie&tories.
Be this as it may, a. fanction supposes a
fllBctionary~ne
functionazy at the least; an
operation an operator.
Ere any a.ccount can
be rendered of the operation of the unofficial
judicatory,80me
individual or individuals must
be brought to view, as and for so many members of this judicatory-members
by whom
the several eperanons are performed.
At the
head of these, as exercising the function m
question in a maaner the most conspicuous,
sits the editor of a newspaper, in which the
press, however legally handcuffed otherwise,
is to the purpose of being capable of affording
an example of this sort of judicature,
practically free. Say, for example, an English newspaper.
An Anglo-American
United States
newspaper is to this purpose legally as well
as practically free; bat it being in Europe less
known, the English newspaper will be the
more convenient standard of reference.
But of the unofficial judicatory, an English
newspaper editor is but one member amongst
millions. To show in what way he is the head,
it will be necessary to show in what relation
this one individual stands to the millions: in
a word, of what different classes in relation to
so lI1&I1ydifferent purposes, this judicatory,
taken in its totality, is composed; to show, in
short, the composition of the whole judicatory.
Take any political community-the
British
Empire for example: of the aggregate of all
the persons belonging to it, ruler a.nd subjects
taken together, will the Public-Opinion Tribunal be composed; and not only the inltabitants
of the two islands, but the inha.bitants of the
several distant dependencies in the once four
quarters-now
five grea.t portio~fthe
globe,
must to this, as to other purposes, be considered as included.
But not to speak of those
who do not take a part in the consideration of
subject-matters
of the sort in question, a. large
proportion of the number-to
wit children below a certain age, is composed of those who
by physical incapacity are rendered physically
ineapeble of taking such part.
Distinction 1.
Those members who belong to the TribllBal
in respect of interest and future practice only,
and those who belong to it in respect of personal practice.*
Among those who belong to
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it, in respect of personal practice, may aga.in be
distinguished these classes-viz.
1. The merely speaking members; 2. Those who are not
only speaking but also rea.ding members; 3.
Those who are not only speaking and reading,
but a.lso writing members; 4. ThOBe who are
not only speaking, reading, and writing, but
also printing a.nd pubhshmg members.
The class of merely speakmg members forms
the basis of the several others: it cannot anywhere at any time be extinguished:
if it could
be extinguished,
European governments
are
not wantmg in which it would most assuredly
be extinguished-at
least endeavoured to be
BO.
For mstance, by cutting tongues out, it
might be, and would most effectually be, extingnished.
But tongues and the use of them
are indispensable to the performance of the
labour, without which the stock of the several
instruments of feliCity, by means of which the
felicity of the ruling one and of the subruhng
few is reaped, could not be brought into existence.
By any such extinction as this, the interest of these same rulers would, accordmg
to their conception of it, be not served but disserved.
Accordingly no such extmction has
ever yet been endeavoured at, or seems at all
likely ever to be endeavoured at. Not so by
the general extinction of those other classes,
saving and excepting such a portion ofthem respectively,as under the directionofthe supreme
ruler may be necessary to be employed in the
production and preparation of these same nseful
and necessary instruments, and securing him
in the undisturbed possession of them, and in
the application of them by him and for !um to
their respectively appropriate purposes.
So long as human beings come m presence
of each other, it is impossible, generally speaking, to prevent their conversing With each
other, and 80 long as they converse with each
other on any subject, it is not possible to prevent them from conversing occasionally upon
political subjects.
In the interior of a palace,
even Without the trouble of cutting their tongues
out, men may be converted into mutes.
Accordingly in palaces, in which the art and
science of legitimate rule has been carried to
perfection, a.transformation of this sort is known
to have been accomplished.
But in places
other than palaces, for preventing conversation
from taking any such daogerous direction, no
means does the na.ture of the case afford, bui
the employment of spies. But here occur divers
difficulties.
Spies adequate to the purpose
would require to be no less numerous than
soldiers, and to be even more highly pa.id.
And how well soever paid, among them-no
one can say in how large a proportion-might
* Not excluded from this iudicatory are persoua be those who, seeing it necessary to deceive
of the felll&!e sex as such. From the exercise of a somebody, would prefer deceiving the univer.hare in the col18titutive power, by means of votes sal enemy to deceiving their respective friends.
in the election of thepol!Sessorllof the supreme opera.tive power,they, tbe greater half of tbespecies, ata.nd Moreover, the more strict and e1l'ective the
as yet exclnded by tyranny &lid prejudice. But
from a. abare in the power of the judicatory of judica- judice,ever h&vealtogetberexeluded them&llywber...
lories,not even the united force of tyranny and pre- much less will henceforward ever exclucle them
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system of discipline employed in the extinction
of the several classes of publishers, writers,
and readers, the more apt would this policy
be to become the subject of frequent, not to
say constant conversation, among the classes
of speakers, whose existence it would never be
possible to extinguish.
If all the members of the political community in question be considered as being every
one of them so many members of the PublicOpinion Tribunal, those who art', physically
speaking, not incapable of actmg as such, ma.y
be considered as constituting a standing committee of the whole body mvested with the
powers of the whole. What would,however,be
more simple in conception, and would be more
exactly conformable to direct truth, would be to
consider the whole aggregate of those who are,
physically spea.king, not incapable of taking a
part in the consideration of public affairs, as
composing and constituting the entire judicatory: invested with the power in trust for
themselves and the several other members of
the community at large.
These, then, constituting the entire body, a
committee of that same body will be the aggregate, composed of all those who, at any
given point of time, do actually concur in taking cognizance of the affairs in question.or any
part of them; and that, whether in the way of
publication, writing, reading, or oral converse:
and, of the general committee, so many subcommittees may be conceived as constitutedso many sub-committees as there are aggregates of individuals who, on any occasion, in
any place, take actual cognizance of this or
that pohtical operation, to whatever part of
the field of government it appertams,
Of these several subcommittees, the several
individuals by whom, respectively, a literary
work of any kind, bearing in any way upon any
part of the field of government, IS published,
may be considered as so many presiding, or
say leading members, or, in one word, presidents. But, among these presidents, a pohtical newspaper editor, bemg the only one in
constant authority, is, as it were, president of
all these presidents; king of these kmgs; lord
of these lords of the domimon of liberty and
independence; real and not sham representatives of all who buy, and of all who read with
sympathy,theirrespectivepublications,theproduct of their respective labours.
Among the infinity of subcommittees of the
Public-Opinion Tribunal, as above indicated,
three, as being the most efficient ones, require
to be distinguished: these are1 The Subcommittee of General Superintendance. President, a newspaper editor.
Other members, his customers and readers,and
in particular his correspondents. These last
belong to the catalogue of lea.dmg members.
2. Subcommittees of Justice, or say Judica.ture. Members, the several individuals who,
being present in the several judicatories during tue carrying on of the sereral businesses,
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take interest in what is going forward, in such
sort as to form an opinion of approbation or
disapprobation, in relation to any part of it.
3. Subcommittees of Religion. Members,
the persons present at the several sermons or
ether discourses held on the subject of religion by the several officiatingpriests: also those
by whom the several works on that subject lire
read or heard In places other than those which
are appropriated to this sort of occupation.
In one and the same number of an English
newspaper ma.y commonly be seen the united
product of the labours of a number of these
subcommittees.
Thus much may, it is hoped, suffice for the
purpose of illustration, and for the giving to
OUT conception of the subject such degree of
clearness, as the nature of the case admits.
SECTION

I

IV.

Functions or Operations of the Supreme Unofficial, compared tritl. those of the Official
Judicatories.
The several operations included in this part
of the business of an English newspaper, being
thus taken, as and for a specimen and sample
of the functions of a sub-committee ofthe Publie-Opinion Tribunal, let us see in what way
the mode in which these several functions, as
thus performed by it, agrees with, and in what
way It differs from, the mode in which these
same functions are most commonly performed,
in and by an official judicatory.
To the present purpose they may be enumerated as follows:1. Receiving claims and accusations.
2. Receiving oppositions and defences.
3. Receiving, compelling, collecting, and
storing, evidence.
4. Receiving; and hearing or reading, arguments of parties litigant, or advocates.
5. Forming opinions or judgments on these,
with correspondent 1Dill.
6. Giving expression to such judgments lind
will.
7. Giving impression to such expression.
8. Giving diffusion to such impression.
9. Giving execunon and effect to such judgments and will.
Distinct in themselves are all these several
operations, and, by the ordinary Judicatones,
who have the time of other men as well as
their own at their disposal, as well as the
channels of communication at command, they
are performed at different times, and in regular succession, as a.bove displayed.
In and by the Public-Opinion Tribunal, a.
member of it not having, generally speaking, any channel of communication, or the time
of any other person at his command, these several operations cannot respectively be performed but as occasion offers; and when oeeasion does offer, it must be made the most of, lind
the several operations, a.ll of them, or as many
as can with advantage, be performed at once.
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Follow, under the above several heads, a
few observations, having for their object the
bringing to view the prmcipal points of agreement and dift'erence between the one sort of
Judicature
and the other.
1. Receiving accusations."
In the newspaper in question, an allegation
is made of misconduct in a certain shape, as
ha.ving had place on the part of a certain functionary or set of functionaries:
the accuser,
whether the editor himself or a correspondent,
makes to newspapers no difference.
Here the
function of receiving accusations stands exemplified.
2. Receiving Defences. Of the exemplification made of the exercise of this function, indication will be made presently.
3. On this same occasion, a correspondent
perhaps makes mention of this or that particular, as having fallen within his own knowledge: the name though not signed,-havmg
for the security of editor and printer, or not
having, been privately communicated.
Here
the funetion of reception of evidence, and at
the same time that of the impression of it, and
that of the diffusion of it, stand exemplified.
At the same time, whether directly by means
of appropriate and direct questions, or at any
rate, indirectly and virtually by means of apposite affirmations as above, the party accused
is called on either to confess the act thus indicated, with the iueulpative
circumstances,
and at the same time directly or virtually to
confess the culpability of It, or to deny the
act, or some inculpative circumstance or circumstances belongiug to it, or admitting what
is above, to argue in justification of the act.
The next day, or next but one, suppose, the
party thus called on argues injustification of the
act; and at the same time either directly avers
the having done it, or by his silence, or the
turn given to his argument, virtually admits
it: here the function of compelling evidence
stands exemplified.
On the former day, intimation was moreover
given of certain other persons, as having been
percipient witnesses of the act, or thia or that
inculpative circumstance
belonging to It, and
as being thereby rendered capable, if so disposed, of becoming in relation thereto reporting, narrating,
or Bay, deposing witnesses.
Here a. commencement of the function of collecting evidence stands exemplified.
Purchasers,
in number more or less considerable, being in the habit of filing and preserving the numbers of the newspa.per in question as they come out, here the function of keeping in store-in
a word, of storing the stock
of evidence in question stands exemplified.
4. With the evidence thus received, compelled, collected, and kept in store, is commonly at the same time mixed up, 801:\dthus
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of II claim, conception not being
simple, it lI1&y for the purpose of the preexemplification be put aside.
10
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received and kept in store in some proportion or other, matter on both sides bearing the
character of argument: argument havmgfor its
object the bringing to view either the probability or improbability of the alleged act, or of
the alleged inculpatory circumstances,
or the
rmpropnety or propriety of it or both together: each party, by the argument he delivers,
directly or virtually calling for counter-argument on the other side. Here then the funcnon of receiving arguments at the hands of
parties litigant or their advocates, or both,
stands exemplified.
The function of reading
or hearing these arguments-tills
mass of argument, together with the correspondent mass
of evidence is,in this case, left to the purchasers
and other readers or hearers of the newspaper,
each one exercising it for himself, or this or
that of his associates.
5 and 6. Having received from his correspondent the above-mennoned letter and thereupon the several other masses of evidence and
argument above-mentioned,
the editor in the
course of the controversy forms and declares
some opinion, or say judgment, of his own,
provisional or definitive, in favour of the accusing or the defending Side. Here the function offorming,and that of giving expression to,
such opinion and judgment, stand exemplified.
The judgment, suppose, is a judgment declaring conviction, and passing sentence of
condemnation on the party so accused.
But
in such judgment and sentence of condemna.tion, IS included an opinion, that by the party
thus condemned, a disreputable
act has been
committed:
an act whereby he Will be lowered
in the estimation
of other members of this
same unofficial judicatory in an indeterminable
and incalculable
number, in consequence of
which depression, he will in the natural course
of things, be deprived in some sort and purpose or other of theu good offices, and upon
occasion even be exposed, in some sort or purpose, to positive ill offices at their hands: and
1D such Judgment
is naturally at least, if not
necessarily and virtually included, the declaration of a will, or say, a. desire that such shall
be the result.
By this president and lea.ding member of
this subcommittee of the Public-Opinion Tribunal, by which cognizance is taken of this affair-by
him, not to speak of others who agree
with him-expression
is given to the judgment
80 formed. But by others in unealeulable
number, by whom no judgment is expressed,_
judgment on the subject-the
like judgment
suppose-is
formed.
But, in such instances
the judgment being formed, though no expression is ever given to it, a correspondent
will
!l.S above is naturally
formed,-a
correspondent
will-whence
result subtraction of good offices
and performance of ill offices, as above.
7 and 8. From the newspa.per editor the
aggregate of this mixed mass of evidence and
argument, together with the accompa.nying
preliminary matter as above, and the ezpres-
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sion given to the judgment and will as above,
receive of course impression and diffusion in
the way of his business.
Here then the several functions of giving Impression and diffusion to the judgment
and will, and to the
expression given to them, stand exemplified.
9. In ways and by members of this same
unofficial judica.tory, in a number altogether
out of the reach, not only of general perceptive
enumeration, but of calculation, execution and
effect will continually, and as it were of course,
be given to the judgment in question, namely,
by the consequent will and ill offices, positive
a.nd negative, as above.
Here, then, the function of giving effect and execution to the opinion, or say the judgment in question, stands
exemplified.
From a review of the above several functions or operations, may be formed a deduction of no small practical moment.
This is,
the prodigious importance,
absolute and comparative, of the situation and functions of this
president and leading member of so many subcommittees of this not the less supreme and
all-comprehensive
because unofficial judicatory: the importance absolute, and more particularly in a comparative point of view: comparison had with all other members of all other
and whatsoever classes, as above-mentioned.
Next to him In the orderofimportance
comes
the author of this or that work belonging to
some department
of the field of pohtIcB-of
that vast field, the whole of which lies within
the dominion and IS every day coming under
the survey, of the unofficial functionary.

able to subject the common subject or subordinate.
Compare now, under these several heads,
the condition of the unofficial judicatory with
that of the official ones considered separately
or in the aggregate.
1. In respect of the number of persons disposed, in the character of agents, to concur in
glVmg execution and effect to the opmions,
judgments, and wills in question. In this particular the advantage which the unofficial judicatory possesses, when compared with the
offlcia! judicatories,
all of them put together,
is at first mention manifest. Of those by whom
on any occasion the judgment and will of the
former have been formed, and those whom it.
finds disposed to concur in giving sanction and
effect to them, some with more energy, others
with less, the number is exactly the same; it
is the aggregate number of the whole community.
2. The same may be said of the aggregate
amount of internal force, physical and mental.
3. The same may be said of that portion of
the aggregate means of execution which is
composed of objects belonging to the class of
things: for to the aggregate of the indivlduals
above-mentioned, as belonging on this occasion
to the class of persons, belongs the aggregate
of the individual objects belonging to the class
of things.
6... So likewise as to the magnitude of theeril
to which in quality of possessors of the power,
that is to Bay, of the above-mentioned
elementary ingredients of It, the members of the judicatory in question have the physical fa.culty
of subjecting those at whose charge the exeSECTION V.
cution and effect in question are to be given in
Pouer of the Unofficial compared with that of case of non-compliance or disobedience.
For
the Official Judicatory.
in this magnitude is comprehended, without any
I. Means of execution and effect. Among the exception or limitation, the aggregate amount
elements constitutive
of political power, this, of all the evil to which, in what shape soever,
though in the list of them it occupies the last
it is in the power of man to subject man.
place, is the first to be looked to, this being
7. So likewise in the case of competition, as
the effectual one, without a clear conception
to the magnitude
of the evil to which the
of which no clear conception of the others can members of this unofficial judicatory,
and the
be formed.
members of the several official judicatories, its
Of the means of execution and effect, the rivals, are capable separately and collec.tively
aggregate efficiency will depend, 1. upon the to produce at the charge of any individual or
number of persons disposed to concur in con- individuals considered in the character of their
tnbuting to the effect; 2. partly upon the In- common subjects.
ternal force, physical and mental, of each;
II. Personal branch of the corporeal field of
3. partly upon the quantity of external physithe power of a judicatory.
cal force at the command of each, i. e. of the
Under the head which applies to members,
sorts of things capable of giving increase to has been brought to view the all-comprehensiveness of this branch of the unofficial judicahuman physical force, snch as arms, ammunition, &c. ; 4. partly upon the facility of actmg tory, as compared with any official judicanot only sharers of this
in concert; 5. partly upon the smallness of all tory or judicatories;
opposing force; 6. partly upon the magnitude of power, but contributors to its magnitude, bethe evil, to which the possessor of the powerhas
cause so many ready executors of its will, are
the physical faculty of subjecting the indivithe members of this unofficial judicatory every
duals subject to it in case of non-compliance
one of them.
Under that same head has also
a.nd obedience; 7. partly upon the comparative
magnitude of such evil, viz. as compared with
.. For No.4 and 5 6I4l below, 118 to the points in
the magnitude of the evil to which, in the case which the unofficial is infenoe to the official judiof a rival possessor of power, such rival is catory.
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been brought to view the faeulty whieh in
eaeh politiea.i eommunity this unofficial judicatory has of receiving reinforcements to an
unlimited amount from the members of the
like judicatories in the several other political
communities having place on the surface of
the globe.
Compare this element of its power with the
correspondent element of the most powerful
official judicatory in the same political state.
The power of the official judicatory will be
still the inferior: no such faculty of receiving
reinforcements to an unlimited amount from
other states belongs to it.
Correspondent to the extent in respect of
the number of the individuals of whose force
the force of this aggregate is composed, is the
extent of the number of those on whom the
force is capable of being exercised. On the one
hand, all enter into the composition of the public force: so, on the other hand, all behold all in
a. state of subjection to this same public force.
III. Incorporeal field of jurisdiction of a
judicatory-utent
of the classes of suits or
causes appertaining to it, i. e, of the rights on
which claims may be grounded, and the wrongs
on which accusations may be grounded.
In the case of the official judicatories, the
rights which their field of jurisdiction embraces
are those only in which, proceeding according
to the system of procedure pursued by them,
more good than evil, with reference to the interests they are employed to support, may, it
is supposed, be produced by their interfercnce;
and so in the case of accusations. By the unofficial judicatory cognizance is taken, not only
of all these same rights and wrongs, claims
and accusations, but also of &11others in which
the interests of the commuuity, in respect of
the several individuals included in it, are, in
the opinion of the several members of the
standing committee of the judicatory, and of
its several subcommittees, as above, concerned.
Thus much as to the points in which this
unofficial judicatory is superior to the official
judicatories, Now as to those inwhich it lies
under a disadvantage.
1. In the first place, taken in its totality, it
labours under a division-a constant and invariably established division, in respect of interests. Two parties constitutiug so many sections-the democratical and the aristocratJ.cal,
are destined, in all communities and at all times,
to have place in it. The interests of the few
-the extra-opulent, and therefore, if by no
other means, the powerful few, being in a
state of opposition to that of the many, that
of the consuming class which produces nothing to that of the producing class, which
produces more than it consumes,-hence it is
that, whatever power is in the hands of the
aristoera.tical class, over and above that which
is in the hands of the same number of those of
the democratical class, constitutes & sort of
disease with which the body politic, taken in
its totality, is amicted.
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By the original structure of its eonstitunon,
this body is destined to labour under two distinguishable diseases, having for their cause
or C&BSeS the inward resistance of two intestine sets of enemies; one set composed of the
ultra-indigent class of malefactors, who, being
&8 snch weak and powerless, and objects of
general disgust, are thereby exposed to punishment: the other, composed of the ultra-opulent, who being as such powerful and objects
of general respect, are thereby exempted and
preserved from punishment. Of both of these,
depredation is the characteristic occupation:
by the ultra-indigent it is ever acted on upon
a small scale, by the ultra-opulent upon the
largest scale.
Intestine depredators of this class being
innate accompaniments of the constitution of
every political community, they exist, nor can
they ever cease to exist, in a representative
democracy, even though constituted in the
purest form possible. In that form they may
be kept under in such sort &8 not to be produenve of any considerable mischief; but they
cannot, consistently with the security of the
whole, ever be altogether extirpated. Thus
stands the matter in the ouly sort of government which has for its object the greatest happiness of the greatest number: for &8 to all
others they have for their object the greatest
happiness of the smaller number, at the expense of that of the greater.
In a monarchy, at the head of the highest
predatory clase is stationed the arch-depredator the Monarch: a creature in whose devouring and consuming maw, for the small chance
of giving increase to the fehcity of that one being, the substances of thousands and tens of
thousands of others whose claims are as good
as his are consumed.
The analogy between the innate disease of
the body politic, and one of the diseases which,
in the body natural, though frequent, is but
casual, cannot have escaped the observing eye:
in the cl&8B of malefactors 80 called and treated
as such, may be seen the lUCarideB by which
the several parts of the intestinal caMI are
occupied and infested: in the higher partsin the aristocrats-may be seen the teretes, the
smooth and polished sort, as the name imports:
in the monarch the solitary worm or grub, in
French _ lIOlitai,.e, no constitution being
equal to the endurance of more than one, the
extraction of which is at once so difficult, so
perilous, and yet 80 nece.18&ry. An emblem is
not a. proof, nor is it here meant as such; but
if furnished by the nature of the ease, and
happily chosen, it will contribnte elearness and
strength to the conception, and for this purpose alone is it here brought to view.
Ha.ppily, the disease, such as it is, is in a
particular degree tha.t of infancy: sooner or
later the body politic, if Dot killed by it, outgroWIIit. Every addition made to the number
of readers is an addition to the number of persons capable of reading books on political sub-
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jects, and of so becoming members of sub-committees of the unofficial Judicatory:
while by
the same means an addition is made to the
number of persons by whom discourse is held
on that subject in public, or at any rate, in
private, and consequently
to the number of
sub-committee-men,
as above. Every addition
made to the number of persons becoming inhabitants of towns, in 'Contradistinction to the
being inhabitants
of the country, separated
from one another by distances more or less
considerable, becomes an addition to the number of readers of politics, as above, or at least,
to the number of hearers of political discussion.
Every addition thus made to the number of
the persons habituated or disposed to the constituting themselves members of these unofficral committees, is an addition made to the
number of those capable of taking cognizance,
and likely to take cognizance of any appeal
made to this tribunal by any members of the
Government,-by
any offlcial functionaries
when disagreeing with one another. By every
such disagreement
an addition is, therefore,
naturally made to the power of this Judlcatory=-of the only body, the interest of which
is not in discordance, but in accordance with,
as being the same thing With, the interest of
the greatest number of the members of the
political community in question, whatever it
be: even by every verbal discussion held between man and man, among the people at large,
on that same subject, an appeal of this sort is
made.
Accordingly, by every such disagreement, so as the subject-matter
and the particulars of It do but transpire, a service is rendered to the public interest-to
the greatest
happiness of the greatest number.
No such
service IS commonly intended, but how far soever from being intended, it is not the less
rendered.
Of such disagreement the causes are happily
not a few.
1. In a monarchy a disputed succession is
liable to have place.
2. A minority-the
nonage of the monarch.
3. The manifest mental debility of the monarch, whether from old age, permanent bodily
ill health or mental derangement.
Manifest It
must be, and undlsgurseably so, to constitute
anything that can be regarded as a particular,
and incidental, and extraordinary
case: for as
to intellectual inferiority, comparison had with
the ordinary herd, it is among the necessary
results of the situation itself.
4. Between any two branches of the monarch's family, any disagreement
in which the
monarch takes, or is thought to take a part.
S. A disagreement
between the sovereign
in possession and the monareh in expectancy,
-between
tbe monarch on the throne and the
next heir-apparent
or presumptive.
6. Disagreement
among the members of an
administration,
or as between the members of
the existing administration, and the other men
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of rank and opulence, who are habitually collected within the field of the sovereign's observation.
In a mixed monarchy, the existence of disagreement between the constituent parts of it
IS of the very essence of the species.
True it
is that another property belonging to the
essence of the species is the having a bond of
union, a sinister interest in which they share
-a sinister interest acting in evident opposition to the interest of the greatest happiness
of the greatest number: and by this unity of
interest, the government may, for a length of
time more or less considerable, be kept from
dissolution.
Not less true is it, however, that
in a government of this species, not less considerable are the causes of disagreement that
have place.
If, between the power of the monarch and
whatsoever power there is by which his is kept
in cheek, the limits are not sufficiently defined,
thereupon come contentions between the oue
power and the other.
So, if between two powers subordinate to
that of the monarch, if so It be that the mouarch takes a part on the one side or the other,
which is what can scarcely fail to have place.
By a certain degree of prudence, disagreement from anyone of the above three causes
may be kept from breaking out: one cause,
however, there remains, which is of the essence
of the species, and which cannot by any human prudence be at any time altogether excluded.
This is the competition for power as
between party and party in the class of statesmen.
The matter of good in the shape of matter
of corruption is, suppose, even the whole of it
in the hands of the monarch, or at his disposal, Still, be it ever so vast, and be his desire
of satisfying everybody ever so ardent, to give
satisfaction to that desire, is at all times plainly
impossible.
So far from decreasing, as the
quantity at his disposal, and accordingly, disposed of, increases, the aggregate amount of
the appetite increases in that same ratio: the
more there is to be had of it, the greater is
the number of those, each of whom beholds
for himself a probability of obtaining a share
of it.
Thus then, between the party by whom this
mass IS shared (including those who, by their
means, are in certain expectation of succeeding
to a share in it) on the one hand, and the party
to whom, neither in possession nor in immediate expectancy, is any share in view, strife, constant and interminable, has place,-constantly
is the excluded party occupied in forcing itself
in. For doing so it has no means but that of
preferring against the party in possession, accusations, matter for which never has been,
nor in such a form of government ever can by
any possibility be wanting.
But for the bringing and prosecuting these accusations, there
exists but one possible tribunal, and this isthe Public-Opinion
Tribunal.
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Difficult, however, is the game which has at
In every government but a democracy, the
all times to be played by the corruptionist in interest of the ruling few being in a state of
expectancy.
Otherwise than by appeal to the opposition to the general interest, the eonsepower of the unofficial Judicatory, in no way
quence is, that in every species of government
can he do anything towards the forwarding of but that one, the class of functionaries beholds
his wisheli. But to carry on any such appeal
in the Public-Opinion Trihunal not a support,
is to a.ct as accuser, either of the functionbut an adverse power: a power capable of bearies who act under the form of government, or coming superior to its own, capable not only of
of the form of government itself, or both.
As opposing hmits to it, but of extmguishmg
it,
to the pointing of the accusation against the and commonly the only one that is so: the only
individuals their rivals, if that were all, in this one WIthout exception in the supposition that
it is not in the nature of the case that there
the political state in question has nothing of the
should be anything that is not perfectly agreesort to fear from any foreign State or States.
a.ble to them: what is thus aimed at is all profit,
Hence, consequently, with the governing body
no loss. But under such a government the of every State but that one, it is a constant
utmost mischief that is ever done beyond that
object to throw in the way of such commumcawhich the government itself affords a warra.nt
tion, so far as applied to political purposes, i. e.
for, is in comparison with that which is done so far as applied to the formation of subcomwith a sufficient warrant from the form of mittees of the unofficial Judicatory
in quesgovernment very inconsiderable,
Depredation,
tion, every difficulty possible.
and with it oppressron m every other imaginIn the course of these endeavours it finds
able shape, may be carried on to any extent,
two natural interferences and difficulties: the
and yet nothing be done in which condemnaodium attendant on it, and the obstacles thrown
tion in any shape is passed by either the letter
in the way of communication for such transacor the spirit of the law, or the usage of governnons as are regarded as being serviceable to
ment m or under it. Meantime that same load its interests, and as such approved of.
will be at all times pressing, and with everAs to the odium, it will be m intensity and
increasing weight; and those men being, by extent exactly m the ratio of the degree in
their hapless condition, condemned to keep up which the qualities of probity and intelligence
the continued profession of being friends to the I have place m the community.
By no governpeople, no sooner does any particular instance
ment which is not an enemy, an uncontrollable
of nnsmle in either of these shapes come to enemy, to the rest of the community, can any
light, than all eyes are turned to them in ex- ' such endeavour be ever employed: by every
pectation of their takmg up the accuemg part.
such endeavour an avowal is made of snch
In truth, the depredation and oppression exerenmity, consequently of such inaptitude, and
cised.bavmg all of it the form of the government
of Its being the interest of all men subject to it
for its cause, it is never possible that the con- to put it down with all possible speed, and by
nexion between the e!fect and the cause can whatsoever means appear to be at the same
escape all eyes.
time the most efficacious, and in the shape of
2. Second point of disadvantage--compara.evil in all shapes least expensrve : an avowal
trre incapacity of a.cting in concert.
not in words, it is true, but in deeds; in deeds
Of this disadvantage there are two sorts of by which of the state of the agent's mind on
causes, the one natural, the other factitions.
every occasion evidence IS afforded to snch a
Of the natural causes, the radical and prin- degree conclusive, that the most probative that
cipal one is local, diBtallCf.
It presses, of in the nature of the case can be a!forded by
course, with particular weight on the condition
words alone, shrinks into insignifica.nce; and,
of the inhabitants of the country, as compared I in truth, sinks into nothing at all when opposed
and contrasted with that of the inhabitants of II to the above-mentioned practical evidence.
towns. In both cases its pressure is in the
The other impediment consrsts in the diftiinverse mtio of the density of the population,
culty of preventing or obstructing eommnnicaand, as between town and town, in the inverse
non for this unacceptable
purpose, without
ratio of the number of inhabitants in each.
preventing or obstructing it in Its application to
Of this cause the efficiency is capable of be- others that are regarded by the government &II
ing countera.cted and disturbed, by every cir- serviceable to its interests, or even necessary
cumstance by which either facility is given'to
to its existence.
the means of communication,
or a counterTake, for instance, the English Government,
advantage afforded by means of profit in a. with its Tax upon Newspapers,
An. 1801,
pecuniary or any other shape, from frequent
£200,000;
do. An. 1821, £400,000."
In any
interoourse.
By water earriage, for example,
coolly reflecting mind, no doubt can have place
whether it be by sea. or inland navigation that
that were it not for this counter-consideration,
the facility is atrorded,-by
mutual a.dvantage
every newspaper, the editor of which a.cts in
in the way of trade, the counter-advantage
is
.. The sum realized by the stamp-duty on nema!forded.
papers, for the financial year 1640, wall £238~4,
Of this same disa.dva.nt.a.ge the factitious
the
duty having been reduced in 1836, from 4d.
ea.uses are those whith are produced by prohibi(with a discount of 25 per cent.) to Id.-Ed.
tions a.nd restrictions imposed by governments.
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the character of leading member of a subcommittee of that Public-Opinion 'l'ribunal, would
long ago have been extinguished. The odium
=-had that been all-the government would
have been content to subject itself to; but
the odium with the loss of so large a sum
added to it, and at a period of so much financia! pressure and difficulty, would have been
decidedly more than could be afforded to be
paid even for so mighty and decisive an advantage.
CHAPTER I II.
NOTIFIC.lTION

.lNt> PUBLICA.TIOS

IN

REFERESCE

TO SECURITIES.
SECTION

I.

Subjects of flotijiootion, and thence publicity.

1. Ordinances. 2. Transgressions, or any violations of those same ordinancea.
3. Suffrages,
or opimons formed by the several members of
the Public-Opinion Tribunal, on the subject of
or in relation to some transgression, as compared with those same ordinances.
Transgression supposes something transgressed; in the instance here in question that
something is something having or designed to
ha.ve the authority of law.
1. In the first place come the several ordifta1lCel, of which misrule in each of the several
shapes against which a security is by this system endeavoured to be provided will have been
a transgression: ordinances, or supposed rules
having the eifect of ordinances--of ordmances
interdictive ofvexation and oppression in all its
several shapes. If at the time of giving establishment to security in those several shapes,
ordinances adapted to the purpose are already
in existence, it is well; if not, fresh ordinances
for the purpose must in this case be provided.
2. In the next place come whatsoever instances of transgression happen to take place.
If none, so much the better; the ordinances
have in the completest manner possible fulfilled
their purpose. If any transgressions within
the law in question have had place, the number of them being given, the greater the number to which notification and publicity have
been secured as compared with the total number that have had place, the better.
3. Suffrages. Understand by suifrages, the
opinions produced in the minds of the several
members of this same tribunal by the cognizance of the several transgressions. As applied
to persons taking cognizance of the several
transgressions, the degree of publicity will be
as the number of their suffrages.
Note, that in the number of the members of
this same tribunal, is included the number of
all those on whose obedience or will depends
the effect, of the several general salutary tutelary ordinances by which vexation is prohibited,
as also of any particular acts or particular or-

dinanees, in consequence of which any acts of
vexation and oppression are exercised in violation and t-ansgression of these same general
and salutary ordinances. Power on the one
part is constituted by and is in greater or less
proportion to obedience on the other. It is in
the direct ratio of the obedience, and in the
I inverse ratio of resistance.
But the greater
the number of the members of the whole community to whom the existence of an act of oppression has been made known, the greater is
the number of those by whom, on the occasion
of an endeavour to exercise other acts of a
SImilar nature, supposing the first act notified
to them, not only may obedience be with101den
but resistance opposed.
Rule: abstraction made of the several degrees of influence possessed-influence of understanding on understanding, and inflnence of
will on will included, the actual power of the
Public-Opinion Tribunal will be as the number
of the suffrages, actually declared in the minds
of the several members: its power, as supposed
by other persons, and, in particular, the several functionarles to whose transgressions it is
the object of the securities to oppose a check,
will be as the number of the suffrages which
they expect to find formed and delivered.
This influence with its several possible degrees it may be said may be laid out of the
account altogether. For of the persons on
whom by possibility it is capable of being exercised, the only persons here in question are
the members of the political community in
question, considered in the character of members of the Public-Opinion Tribunal belonging
to it. Thus, accordingly when considered In a.
general point of view for the most part does
the matter stand. One point however there
remains in relation to which the sort of influence in question is capable of having a.distinct
operation. The suifrages, suppose, of all the
members of this tribunal take the same direction, they being all of them pronounced in condemnation of the oppressive act in question.
Therefore, as between suffrage and suffrage,
it makes no difference which of them was the
result of a self-formed opinion-which of them
the result of an opinion derived from the influence exercised on the mind in question by that
of some other member: exercised whether on
will, or on understanding, or on both together.
But, though, by the supposition, the direction
taken by the sutlrages is the same, and the
ultimate number of them, by what cause soever produced is the number in question, yet
the degree of energy with which upon occasion they may respectively be disposed to act
in conformity to these same suffrages may be
to any amount di1ferent: and in each ease this
degree of energy may be greater or less according to the nature and force of the influence
received.
Note, that to simplify the conception, the direction taken by the suffrages in question is, on
this occasion, supposed to be the same in the
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instance of every one of them.
But as by this
supposition the subject of these suft"rages is in
every instance some act of oppreBBion exercised
by the sovereign or individuals, there is nothing in this supposition that seems to be in
any very considerable
degree wide of the
truth.
So much for the several subjeet-matter-,
to
which the act of notification may have need to
apply itself. Now, as to the several successive
operations, the performance of which may be
necessary to the production of the eft"ect-of
the eft"ect, by whatsoever
name designated,
whether notification or publicity.
These preparatory
operations will be in a.
considerable degree different, according to the
nature of the subject-matter,
according as it
comes under one or other of the three abovenamed denominations,
namely, ordinances,
transgressions, or suft"rages.
SEctTON

II.

N otijiootion, 1Cith respect to ordinances.
First, let them be supposed already in existence, and possessed of binding force.
If, so far as regards the purpose here in
question, they are already present to every
mind capable of taking cognizance of the matter,it IS well. Unfortunately,
there IS not anywhere, on tile surface of the globe, any country
in which this sort of omnipresence, or anything
like it, has place; not even in that country,
the Anglo-American
United States, in which
the productions of the printing-press are most
extensively dispersed: much less in Northern
AfrIca, where even the mstrument itself has
never yet heen m use.
Necessary to the existence of an ordinance
in a bmdmg state are three distinguishable
opsranons : namely, scription, sanctionment,
and registration.
1. &riptio".
By this understand the act of
composing and committing to writmg the matter in question.
2. ,s,lIIc/lOnllum. By this understand the investing it, with bmdmg force, by some person
or persons generally recognised as bemg possessed of a correspondent power.
3. .Registration, or say recordation.
By this
understand the deposrtmg and keeping, in some
appropriate
receptacle, the indrvidual instrument to which the Act of Sanctionment
has
been applied.
But for this the correctness and
even genuineness of all copies, written or printed, might stand exposed to doubt and dispute.
Minute and useless will the distinction thus
brought to view be apt at first Sight to appear.
Upon a second view nothing, It will be seen,
can be farther from being BO. Sca.rcely will
that country be seen in which, throughout a
vast and indeterminate portion of the field of
action and legisla.tion, an operation so essential
as sanctioument
will not be seen wanting to
that matter to which is given nevertheless the
name and binding form of law.
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Thus far ordinances, appropriate and adequate to the nature of the exigency, have been
supposed to be already in existence.
If so, it
is well. But, suppose the state of things to be
a contrary case, what then is to be done 1
Case 1. In relation to the matter in question, yet no ordinance of the above descnption
in existence; but in the case of judicial decisions, the standard of reference, composed of
anterior decisions, or inferences deduced from
them. In the European governments, with the
exception of the few instances, if any, In which
codification has had place, such is the state of
the rule of action, when it is in the state of
what is called common law, or unwritten law.
On most parts of the field of law, a quantity of
matter has been written-written
by men not
invested, or so much as pretending to be invested with the legislative authority;
and out
of this huge and shapeless mass of writing, the
judge on each occasion makes choice of such
portions as appear to him best adapted to hili
purpose; to the purpose which is most agreeable to him, whatever it may happen to be. In
this state of things, singularly unfortunate, if
not unskrlfu], must that Judge be who, out of
so rich a granary, falls, on any occasion, to
find tnat which IS most agreeable to his wishes,
whatsoever they may happen to be-to
his
Wishes, guided, as they cannot but be, by wha\
at the moment he looks upon as being his interest.
In the countries in question, if I understand
the matter right, some of those memorials have
I been collected, which in England, over so large
a portion of the field of thought and action,
occupy the place of law. I mean that sort of
matter which consrsta=-of' statements of cases
by which judicial decision has been called for,
the particular
decision pronounced in each
case.and the general positions which have been
brought forward by the judge in support and
justification of his particular decisionj-e-or of
such general posrtrons as, ID the way of inference, have been deduced from it by men 1'0lenter dwertantel-rulers
not invested with
any such authonty as that of a judge.
Case 2. The standard of reference referred to
in judicial decisions, composed of inferences
drawn, not from fonner decisions, but from an
original standard, composed in a time of remote
antiquity.
In the country in question, the standard of
reference is, it seems, of this sort, and consists
of the matter following:- There stands the
Koran, the work of Mahomet, the universally
acknowledged
standard of opinion and practice in all matters of religion, as well as law.
But, for a great portion of these particular
cases, to which the occurrences of life are continually giving bJrth,-in
this book, the matter
being for the most part of a nature extremely
general, is not capable of an application parncular enough to serve as an a.dequately determinate guide. Influenced by this view, different
persons, without concert with each other, have
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at various times set themselves to work to fill
up the vacuities, all of them agreeing in the
homage paid to the general positions discoverable in the sacred text, but differing from one
another in no inconsiderable degree, in respect
of the inferences drawn from these important
positions, of which, as being included within
them, application has been made. With reference to the sacred text, these works of inferior authority stand in the relation of commentaries. Throughout the dominion of the
Koran,fourofthese commentaries have obtained
the pre-eminence over all the others. Such is
the degree of that pre-eminence as to have given
rise, as it were, to two classes of commentaries; commentaries of the first order, and
commentaries of the second order. Those of
the second order being not exclusively,at least,
commentaries on the sacred text, but commentaries upon those of the first order. Commentators of the first order, four as above. Commentators of the second order, not as few as
seven hundred.
Though clear of confusion from that source
of which indication has been given, as above,
in the case of the European, and especially the
Enghsh Books of Reports, and Treatises deduced from them, the eastern system fails not,
however, to labour under very obvious, and
such as cannot but be very grievous inconveniences.
In the first place, no one of them having
taken for its object of pursuit the greatest happiness of the greatest number, none can, except by accident, have made any clearly defined
provision for it in the course of such arrangements of detail as are to be found deducible
from it.
In the next place, in opening out the thread
of inferences, they have all of them taken, on
various occasions.courses more or less different.
From all these diversities, two evil consequences, to an extent more or less considerable, cannot but have taken place. So indeterminate, in this or that case, is the bearing of
some or all of these previous commentaries
upon the case, that the judge, be his probity
ever 80 great, finds more or less difficulty in
determinmg in what manner he shall make
application of them to the case.
The other consequence IS, that amidst such
diversity the judge, in so far as the union of
disposition and opportunity produces, on his
part, an inclination for corruption, seldom finds
any difficulty in gratifying It.
With regard to aptitude of phraseologyaptitude of phraseology on the part of the rule
of action, the source of security on the part
of the members of the commumty,-thus much
may with confidence be asserted, with reference to the most aptly penned codes of European law; na.mely, that, m respect of determinateness of designation, as well as aptitude,
with relation to the only proper end of legislation, the greatest happiness of the greatest
number, they are in a deplorable degree deft-

cient. Continuing to apply the words which
custom has applied to the several occasions,
on each occasion the assumption they proceed
upon is, that of the word in question the import is adequately determinate,-and scarcely,
perhaps, in a single instance is that assumption
true.
If such is the case in the instance of those
bodies of law, the authors of which, during
the penning of them, set and kept before them,
all along, a determinate object of pursuit,
namely, the greatest happiness of somebodythe greatest happiness of the Monarch whose
power was employed in giving birth to them
and binding force; still more assuredly must it
be the case in the instances in which the rule
of acnon has, from time to time, been spun out,
in the way of inference, from a rule which,
whatever 1I1ayhave been the talent employed
in the making of it, was yet of a mixed character; having something of religion in it, and
something of law in it, with here and there a
passage of history; springing the whole texture
of it out of the occurrences of the day, and that
day a very remote one with reference to present days, the state of society being, at the
same time, in a great variety of particulars,
widely different from what It IS at present:
widely different, and, amongst other points of
difference, far less diversified.
Be the inquiry, however, ever so pressing,
be the demand for new and precise definition
of bmdmg terms ever so urgent, everything
cannot be done at once. With the stock of
those terms, whatsoever may be the extent of
it, with this stock of instruments, in the penning of the proposed securities must the scribe
content himself, putting them to use in the
best manner he IS able.
In the character of a guide to Judges, the
necessity of a collection of ordinances has just
been brought to view,-of ordinances iu the
form of ordonnances,-of an all-comprehensive
collection, covering the whole field of Legislation, and putting an exclusion upon every
standard of reference that is not in that exclusively adequate guide.
But if necessary even to the Judge,-to
the functionary to whose funcnon it belongs
to decide upon the conduct of the members
of the community at large, pronouncing that
decision which never can be pronounced without producing suffering in some shape or other
from the lowest to the highest degree,-to
a party or parties on one side or the other,how much more necessary must it not be to
an individual in the situation of one who every
day of his life is exposed to the danger of being party to a suit for the want of being able
to have access to a document which would
enable him by anticipation to preserve himself
from the sufferings which otherwise cannot but
await him at the hand of the Judge.
Ifnecessary to the right termination of these
a.ffiictive processes called causes or suits at
law, how much more strictly necessary are they
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not to the prevention of them.
Without any I
such forewarning and trusty instructive guides,
8. termination
in some way or other, these
courses of suffering cannot but receive; but by
no other means than these means of timely information can they be a.nticipa.ted a.nd prennted.
It may be matter for consideration whether
to this fundamental and all-important institunon of rational government,
the form of a
charter-the
form of a declaration of rights, or
the form of a contract should be given.
If obtainable, the form of a contract will
unquestionably be the more beneficial: whatsoever securities are afforded will thus be fixt
upon the firmer basis.
The case of a. charter
remains always more or less exposed to one
cause of failure: being the free and sole act of
the Sovereign, whatsoever is granted by him on
anyone day may be taken back by him on any
other: when he granted it, it was on the supposition that no bad consequences would result from it: but that supposition being disproved, necessity compels him to revoke it.
To this effect are the words which at any time
may just as easily be uttered as any others of
the same length and number: and wheresoever and by whomsoever in the situation in
question uttered, no want of voices to echo
them need ever be feared.
So much for charters.
Charters the people
in quesnon cannot have been much used to.
Contracts-com
pacts-all
people are more or
less used to: more or less in the use and expectation of seeing them kept: and, at any
rate, of regarding the infraction of them as an
act of injustice, and a reasonable cause of displeasnre and discontent: a reasonable cause
for endeavour to obtain remedy.
In the ease of a charter, if it be regarded
as really obligatory, there is but one party on
whom any obligation attaches. in the case of
a contract, there are two parties: the people
formmg one of them.
If then the contract
form he the form employed, consistency would
seem to require that, on the occasion of the
solemnity from which it appears to derive Its
sanction, there should be given by and on the
part of the people, thanks to the Sovereign
for his entering into hIS part in it :-thanks
with acclamations.
Thanks to the Sovereign
-to
God-to
the prophet-to
everybodynothing of this sort need be grudged.
But on
their part, if anything, what more can be done
with safety and advantage!
Promise to obey
him and all his descendants to the end of time 1
this would be too much: too much even although, on the part of those potentates, the
condition of their performing their part of the
contract were attached to the promise on the
part of the people.
For-what
if another
form of government should come to be regarded as in a greater degree contributory to
the greatest happiness of the greatest number! Promise to obey his descendants so long
ss the ecntract were on their part kept inviolate,
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and so long as Monarch) contmued to be the
form of Government!
This is exactly what
seems desirable: but unfortunately,
the more
desirable on the one part, the less likely to be
acceded to on the other.
In the case of England, the Whig Monarchists who brought about the Revolution
in
the time of James II. saw the advantage attached, as above, to the contract form; and
in their arguments employed it accordingly.
Theircontract, however ,-the original contract
they called It-was
a mere fiction: and of its
being a mere fiction an evil consequence was
-that,
on each occasion, the terms of it reo
maming to be felgued,-they
made them whatsoever seemed to them most advantageous to
their own particular
interests,
But, in the
case here in questron, there would be no fienon, a.nd there being two contracting parties
to this contract, the terms of It might, by mutual consent of both parties, be changed at any
time. So long as the terms were kept by the
Monarch, the people would not be likely to
feel much inclmation to change: but, supposmg them at any tune infringed by lum, it
would he for them to make themselves amends,
and provide for that purpose whatsoever security seemed to them most efficient: for example, the change from the mixed Monarchy to
a Repreaentatrve Democracy: and for the bringing about such change, the securities here in
question would prepare them, by giving them
power in every shape.
SF£TJOS

III.

.Jlean.. of .Multiplication

of Ordinances.

In the country in question, written discourse,
though uot printed discourse, bemg in use, of
whatsoever
ordinances are III force as such,
copies, one or more, cannot but be in existence
somewhere. In the metropolis of the country of
conrse. In the seat of the principal judicatory
of the country of course.
In the case here in
question, the first operation therefore that requires to be performed is mulnphcanon,
For
this purpose the newly invented instrument,
called the lithographic press, seems for a beginuing preferable
to the ordinary printing
press, not that there should be any reason why
either should put an exclusion upon the other.
The advantages which at the outset it presents itself as III possession of are the following:
1. It is by much the cheaper.
2. It requires for the production of the effect a much less numerous association of Arts,
and thence of different artists,
3. Bemg with difficulty distinguishable from
ordinary manuscript, the use of It will be less
alarming tha-n the use of the printing press, to
artists who at present are employed in the
transcription of manuscript writing.
On the occasion of this as of every other
mode employable for the abridgement
of human labour, an effect which can never be
too scrupulously attended to, and which at the
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sa.me time has been almost universally turned
aside from, is its effect on the interest-on the
very means of subsistence of the working
hands, tbe whole of whose subsistence is derived from the practice of the art in its present state. In varions countries of Enrope, in
Engla.nd more perhaps tha.n in a.ny other, prodigious is tbe mass of misery that has been
produced by this means.
First bra.neh of the evil, the distress of the
labouring hands whom the introduction of the
new art causes to be dismissed, and thus deprives of the means of subsistence. Second
branch of tha.t same evil, suffering in the shape
of pecunia.ry loss and other shapes, sustained
by those who, trusting to profit by the new a.rt,
disnnss in a proportion more or less considerable those ha.nds whom they were wont to occupy in the course of the old esta.blished one:
suffering, namely produced by the hostility of
those who are thus deprived of the means of
Bubsistence,-hostility exercised under the notion of its being in exercise of retributive justice.
To the great capitalist, the sufferings of
these his discarded servants, to how many hundreds soever they may amount, has, generally
speaking, been oflittle or no importance. But
to no one of all these human beings, strange
a.s it may be in his eyes, is it a. matter of no
importance. To each of these discarded servants, the difference between comfortable subsistence, and death, or sca.nty subsistence from
the parish funds, 15, in reality,ofmuch greater
importance than is to the capitalist the difference between the old established rule of
profit to which he has been accustomed, and
the new rule of profit to which he aspires.
The law relative to the subject being uniformly
the expression of the will, either of himself or
of one belonging to a class still more insensible
than he is to the miseries of men less fortunate
than themselves, the act by which he deprives
them of the whole of their subsistence, is never
treated on the footing of a crime, or even of an
offence. On the other hand, any act whereby
the men, who by him have been deprived of
the whole of their subsistence, shall endeavour
to retaliate, by depriving him of ever so small
a part of his vast opulence, is treated on the
footing of a crime, and deep is the turpitude
imputed to those who have defiled themselves
with it.
As to the depravity, whatsoever may be the
amount of it, one thing is undeniable, namely,
that he in whose 108s it is manifested under
the circumsta.nce of neglect in question, is the
a.uthor of it, and has himself to thank for it.
In his own eyes, as also in those of his superiors,on whom the state of the laws depends,
the heart of the ma.n of opulence is no less full
of virtue tha.n his purse of money. To himself the difference in respect of profit is no object; but tbe public, the sole object of his rega.rd,-the public is enriched by it. The discarded labourers, a mea.n and grovelling race,

who care nothing about the public, experience
nothing but what they deserve.
In the insta.nce here in question, happily the
evil here in question, if so it be that it requires
a.ny cure for the existence of it, requires no
such cure as in the cases just mentioned. Supposing the securities in question gra.nted, the
copies the production of which will be completed, will furnish of themselves a. fresh demand, for which no adequate means of supply
can at the time, when the dema.nd commences,
be in existence.
But, whatsoever be the improved mode of
multiplication employed, lithographic press 01'
ordinary press, care should be taken that the
employment given to it should not be such
as to throw out of employment any of the existing scribes, except in so far as other employment' not less advantageous, is found for them.
-Measures should at the same time be taken
to prevent the influx of fresh hands into their
business. If certificate of the stoppage of the
dema.nd for this art be not sufficient, even prohibinon might be employed: prohibition absolute, or unless by license.
Next to the operation of multiplying the
copies of these literary instruments of national
security against misrule, comes the method of
their distribution. Distribution is either gratuitous, or for a. price,-for example, in the
way of public sale.
Of copies to a. limited amount, the distribution, it is true, might be gratuitous. Bnt in
such a case the demand might be indefinite;
for to no ma.n, able or not to read the eharaeters on it, could a quantity of paper be without its uses. Exposure to sale, therefore, presents itself as an indispensable mode. But the
price demanded should not at a.ny rate be to
any the least amount greater tha.n what will
suffice to cover the expense. Ifit were insufficient, it might be so much the better. On
the side of convenience, all that is essential, is
that it be not so small as that for purposes
other tha.n that of reading, it should be worth
a man's while to purchase it.
Obvious and unanswerable is the reason why,
so it tioes but prevent undue application to
purposes other than those designed, the price
cannot be too small. The usefulness a.nd the
efficiency-the usefulness of these securities
will be as the number of the minds by which
cognizance of them is taken. On this ultimate
security depends the efficiency of whatsoever
else can be designated by that name. For
the benefit of this security, no expense that
ean be incurred by a number of copies, equal
to those of the individuals able to read them,
can be too great.
SECl'ION
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1. By this means, a conception of the master
document in question may be conveyed to
minds in vast multitudes, to which, by any
other means, it would not be possible to convey it.
2. It is not necessarily attended with any
expense.
3. It is susceptible of any additaments applied to it in the view of rendering it the more
impressive: of these presently.
On the other hand, the signs by means of
which the conception is conveyed, or endeavoured to be conveyed, to the minds in
question, being of the supremely fugitive
and transient kind, their existence ceasing
as soon as it has commenced, deplorably inadequate will this mode of communication
uniformly be, in comparison with that which
operates by signs, susceptible of indefinite permanency.
Nor even for the single instant in
which the communication takes place, can the
conception derived be generally expected to
equal that which has place in the other case,
ill any of the qualities requisite; namely, in
clearness, correctness, or comprehensiveness:
much less at any instant separated from that
first instant by any considerable interval of
time.
Now as to impressiveness.
This quality is
capable of being raised above the ordinary
standard by anyone of the following circumstances:
1. The rank of the person by whom the recitation is performed.
2. An extraordinary degree of aptitude on
his part, in respect of the properties desirable
on the part of a public reader or speaker: for
example, clearness of pronunciation, strength
and agreeableness of voice, propriety of mtonation with reference to the occasion.
3. The place at which the recitation is made.
4. Any circumstance of ceremony with which
it may be thought advisable to accompany the
operation.
The discourse in question being drawn up
and agreed on, the sovereign, for example, in
the principal mosque, stationed in an elevated
station, in which he maybe seen by the whole
assembly, takes the paper in hand, and reads
it in a voice suited to his convemence. When
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seal by which .his acts as soverel~ are. m u~e
to be authentlc~ted;
he t~uches It. Wlt~ his
seal, and that mstant a Signal being given,
notification is conveyed to the greatest distance
by the firing of artillery, and musketry, and
the sounding of drums and trumpets, or whatever wind instruments of music are in use.
After this, for the more effectual information
f th
unding audience the best reader
? e S~lTO
,
ID all points taken together as abo,:e, that can
be ~ou.nd, reads the paper over agam, and the
notifYlug sounds, as above, are repeated.
The
ceremony might be preceded and followed by
a procession from the palace of the sovereign
to the mosque, and back again.
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After the reading has been performed, any
such declarations of censure 011 all infractors
may be added as the forms of the religion and
the usages of the country will admit of.4
In those Monarchies of Europe which are
called Constitutional, in them, and in those
which have elsewhere sprung from them,ithas
been customary for the Monarch to open and
close the legislative assemblies by a speech
from the throne-a
speech of which, though
not so much as supposed to have been the
framer, he is himself the recitator.
But of all
these general speeches one general character
may be given. For the most part they contain
nothing but vague generalities.
They contain
no enactments.
They are not intended to give
expression to any specific engagements.
Indeed the manifest and scarcely dissembled object IS to avoid binding the Royal speaker to
anything-to
keep his hands as free as possible. If on any occasion they amount to anything, it IS when the object of them is to notify, though in the most general terms, the
assent of the Monarch to a new Constitutional
Code, or to any particular law to which a preeminent degree of importance is attached; or
to propose, in the most general terms possible, a
subject for deliberation and eventual enactment.
In the case of Tnpoli, should the consent of
the Sovereign to the proposed system of securities be obtained, the design, if I understand
aright, is to endeavour to prevail upon him to
re-echo from his own lips, not merely a form
of words expressive of his assent, but the whole
contents of the discourse, unless the length of
\ it should be such as to present an insurmountable obstacle to the physical exertion necessary.
For this purpose, the example, as above, of
the Sovereigns of Europe might perhaps contribute more or less to the surmounting of any
reluctance of which the novelty of the proposal may have been productive in his mind.
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By transgression, understand, as above, instances in which thetutelaryordmances,having
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and afterwards by hIS son Henry the
Third, copIes were ordered to be deposited in certain monasteries: also public maledictions to be
pronounced at certain times ag&mst all infractor'.
These means of publicity and impressiveness proved
lamentably insufficient, as the numerous recorded
mfraetions ~d renewals ofthes~ charters (such was
the name gIven to the wntten instruments) abundantly demonstrate.. But the means ~f 1'.ublicity
and pennane~ce whIch then had place 1': t;ngland,
were as nothing compared WIth those which at present have place at Tripoli' not to speak of the
ulterior ones which it might be made to have. Besides that there was no printing press, the arts of
reading and writing were not to the amount of a
tenth or twentieth part, or more, so extensively in
use.
n
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been established, as above, a.ets of oppression, ! more dispersed their severaI8ituations-me&nabove cha.racterized, happen, notwithsta.nding their topographical
situations.
For the
ing, to have place.
higher their official situation and the greater
Unfortnna.tely in this second instance, the the number of the persons occupying those
placing the matter in question in broad day- several situations, the more dangerous will it
light, is not altogether so safe, nor yet so e&BY, be for the oppressor to endeavour to extend to
as in the former instance,
them his oppressmg hand: the higher and
To an operation of this description, the na- more numerous the more dangerous, and the
ture of the case will be seen opposing these
more dispersed the more difficult.
obvious opponents; namely, fear, indolence,
Suppose, for example, by one such functionand poverty.
It remams for inquiry what can ary, or set of functionaries, information of an
be done towards the surmountmg of these se- act of oppression received and committed to
veral obstacles.
writing.
If their situation is that of a set of
Ist. Obstacle-s-fear.
To observe where the functionaries constituting a. Judica.tory of the
fear attaches, we have but to observe the parhigher order, then suppose a. copy sent to every
ties whose conjunct labours are necessary to -Iudicatory in the Dominion, and by the jomt
the production of this result.
.
authority of them all made public at one and
These are, l st. The person or persons from the same time: made public by wha.tsoever
whom in each instance the information should
means of publicity happen to be at their comcome; 2d. The person or persons by whom it mand,
Here the security against vengeance
should be received.
Furmsher of the informafrom the oppressor is at its ma.ximum: unless
tion any person ma.y be: a receiver of it is as It should be deemed advisable, that from this
such a. sort of public functionary;
at any rate,
branch of the authority of the State, communiif so it be that he does what IS required to the cation be also made to the MIlitary.
giving publicrty to it, as he must do sooner or
2d. A Case may be supposed in which
later, or he might as well not receive it.
whether fear have place or no, indolence may
In comparison With that which is offered by oppose a. bar, more or less powerful, to comfear, the force of all other obstacles put to- munication.
Suppose the oppressed
pa.rty
gether IS inconsiderable.
alive and in condinon to act, indolence is not
Fear is the expectation of eventual evil, evil in his instance very likely to ta.ke place,
For
a.t the hand of all those to whom publicity, in affording the requisite excitement, the desire
relation to the event III question, may come to of compensation and vengeance will, generally
be disagreeable.
Against all such fear, the speaking, be sufficient.
But to him, even
most effectual of all secunties IS concealment:
though hving, it may happen that the mjury is
concealment of every person by whom anything
not for some time known; and the case in
has been contributed
to the publicity of the which the oppression-c-the
injury-is
at ita
obnoxious state of things.
maximum, is that in which adequate exciteKnownitisnecessa.rytheyshouldbe-known
ment is most apt to be wanting.
This is the
to the functionary by whom the information is case in which, by the oppressive act, the life of
received or extracted, were it only for the sake
the victim has been made a sacrifice.
In this
of eventual responsibihty, in case of disturbcase, whether any connexion of his disposed to
ance given to the peace of the commnnitya.nd
come forward and seek redress, be in existence,
of individuals, by false accounts,
To one func- will be matter of accident.
In one case, and
tionary, or perhaps one set of functionaries, it that not a very uncommon one,thenon-existence
IS necessary
that for this purpose every person of a.ny such person will be an occurrence
contributing
to the furnishing of the lnformaaltogether natural.
A dead body, say at the
non, should be adequately known: known to dawn of da.y,-the dead body of a. man is found
the purpose of being eventually forthcoming
lying on a. high road or some such public plaee,
to the purpose of being subjected to punishand for some time nobody knowing whose it is,
ment,in case of mendacity or injurious temerity.
by no connexion of his is the catastrophe known
But to no other person is it necessary that he or suspected.
should be known,
In a ease of this sort, the object is to obtain
Next come the several persons by whom a.ny information from the first person to whose
part is borne towa.rds the giving permanent
senses the spectacle has happened to present
and appropriate
publicity to the information
itself in the first instance.
Here, for SUTwhen received.
At one sta.ge or other, some mounting the resisting force of indolence, three
one person at least there must be-na.tura.lly
active forces present themselves:
appeal to
persons more than one-whose
agency in the the social affections by a. standing a.uthoritabusiness cannot be kept concea.led: eoncealed,
tive and appropriate
discourse, punishment in
that is to sa.y from those from whose power ven- the case of non-performance, and reward in the
geanee willna.tura.lly be to be apprehended, But
case of performance, of this public service.
Of
when a.ny one person is known, as ha.ving borne
these instruments, whether one or more, or all,
a pa.rt in it, the greater the number of the per- may with most propriety be applied, will desons thus known to have done so the better:
pend upon circumstances;
circumstances
too
the grea.terthe number, the higher their situaparticular to lay claim to a pla.ee here.
tion (meaning their official situa.tion) and the I
3d. Obsta.cle-poverty.
Understand
rels&B
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tive poverty-inability to defray the expense,
whatever it may be. Of the operations necessarily preparatory to the ultimate publication
above brought to view, an indefinite number
may, any or all of them, be unavoidably attended with an indefinite amount of expense.
1. Collecting from places in indefinite number, each of them iudefinitely distant, persons
capable of serving in the character of reporting,
or say, deposing witnesses. 2. Committing to
writing the result of their respective depositions. 3. Transmittmg from JUdicatory to
Judicatory, from office to office, copies of the
written instrument to which the statement of
the case was first consigned.
Though provision might, in some way or
other, be made for them, the case required
that these several sources of expense should
be brought to view. In what particular way
any such provision may most conveniently be
made will depend upon local circumstances,
such as are not within the cognizance of him
by whom these particulars are offered to view.
Note here, that as well upon those who are
likely to be most willing, as upon those who
are likely to be most unwilling, should the
tone of whatever ordinances are issued for providing publication be as forcibly imperative as
possible. The more irrisistible in appearance
the coercive process, the greater will be the
security given to him in whose breast any desire to co-operate towards the beneficial effect
in question has place: against the wrath of the
offended and denounced oppressor he has coercion to plead as his exouse.
SECTION

VI.

Notijica;tion and Publicity as to Suffrage.-Ne'l£spapers: Letter Post,
To the subject-matter thus denominated,
the operations which apply to the purpose m
hand will be seen to be the following, viz. 1.
Extraction. 2. Registration. 3. Multiplication. 4. Transmission or say diffusion.
For all these several operations one and the
same instrument presents Itself as the efficient
aad the only efficient instrument. This instrument is no other than a Newspaper: multitude of instruments of this same sort employed by so many different sorts of hands,
and multitude of copies of each, as great as
possible.
In this instrument may be seen not only an
appropriate organ of the Public-Opinion Tribunal, but the only regularly and constantly
acting visible one.
In this same tribunal it is by the Newspaper Editor that in each case the motion in
which the decision originates is made: and
thus much of the matter is no fiction, but the
exact truth. Thereupon oome the suffrages;
-sutrn.ges given by those members of the
community being at the same time readers of
the NeWl'~per, or in converse with those that
are,-so when it happens to take cognizance of
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the matter. These suffrages being, from the
nature of the case, incapable of being collected,
the number of them must in each case be left to
inference and conjecture. Meantime thus much
may be remarked, namely, that m the instance
of each person it 18 -by the real and true opinion, the real and inward affection, not the
opinion and affection declared and avowed, that
the salutary effector the check applied to misrule
is produced: for it is by opmion and affection
really entertained, and not by the opinion and
affection professed to be entertained by a man
that an action in the shape in question is produced.
Newspapers, suppose, two taking different
sides of the question in each case: one suppose the Side of the suffering people; the other
the side of the oppressmg Sovereign and his
misrule. Here the case is rendered more comphcated ; motions the tenor of them in every
instance visible and permauent. Suffrages expressed or not expressed, i. e. with or without
tenor, but in both cases, invisible and evanescent. Of these suffrages some are on the side
of one of the writers, others on that of the
other.
Greater is the efficiency of this one sort of
written instrument than that of all other written instruments put together. On this and
that question pamphlets and books, works,
small and great, may be written. But by no
one of them is any regular cognizance taken
of the several occurrences as they take place:
for by any publication, suppose any such regularity and constancy of attention kept np, it
becomes the very thing here ill question, i. e.
a Newspaper.
In a Representative Government, at any
rate in a Representative Democracy, with the
exception of the function of the principal Minister,more important is the funetion of this unofficialfunctionary than that of any official one.
More important, that is to say, in particular
to the great purpose here in question-that of
making application of the power of the PublicOpinion Tribunal in its highest character and
by far the most beneficial one, of a check upon misrule. Of this superiority the causes are
-1. In each individual instance the greater
number of the suffrages on which the motions
made by these Representatives of the people
are taken for their ground, the motions made
by these unofficial compared with those made
by any official representatrve. By the Prime
Minister impulse is given to the machinery of
the political sanetion: by the Editor of the prime
popular Newspaper to that of the Social Sanetion.-But, 2. more particularly the constancy
and continuity of action which has place in
this case-sources of influence in respect of
which no official Representative limited &8
his motions and discourses are, to particular
and scattered reasons and scattered points of
form can hold comparison with him.
The aptitude of the Newspaper in question.
with reference to the greatest happinesa of the
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greatest number being given, its usefulness tha.t without more than that sixth it is not
will be as the extent to which the diffusionof obtainable.
it has place: in other words, as the number of
When this variety of entertainment is kept
the persons to whose minds it finds its way.
up, no imaginaiJleliterary compositioncan, in
The circumstances on which the degree of respect of a.ttractiveness, by possibility enter
that extent depends, in particular at the out- into competition with this, nor, in particular,
set of the sort of institution in question are, with reference to the uses here in question.
Ist, the constancy; 2, the frequency, of its From the physrcal association-the contiguity
publication; 3, its mixture with matters of a of the natural and visiblesigns-c-anassociation
nature universally interesting; 4, its cheap- is instantly formed between the ideas of which
ness-the smallness of the price; 5, the im- they are respectively the representatives. Ta.kpartiality of its procedure in respect of the ad- ing np the newspaper, each one is upon the
mission or rejection of articles; 6, the mode- look-out for the ma.ter of that sort in which
ration of its language, i. e. its purity from ex- he takes a more particular interest; but while
pressions of vague and ungrounded vitupera- he is upon the look-out for that, matter of all
tion and laudation of men and measures.
other sorts is continually offenng itself to his
Of the several qualities the three first are eyes. Little by little the dryness and repulat the same time the most essential, and the siveness of each wear away; each, in some
most easily secured to it, as being those that degree or other, becomes more and more famiare the most completely independent of the hsr to him. And even supposing that matters
mental qualities, moral and intellectual, of in- in which he takes no interest at all, are regularly passed over without a glance, still of
dividuals.
1. As to constancy. This quality is of all those in which he takes some interest, the inothers the easiest to secure. It is moreover terest is, little by little, increased.
In what abundance, by the mere circuma matter of prime necessity that the institution be so conducted. The interest created stance of the being among the contents of his
and kept up by It cannot but be in the closest newspaper, a man is led to the reading of artidegree dependent upon the assurance with cles for which he would not ever have looked
which, on the occasionof each paper, a reader in any publication exclusively appropriated to
looks forward to a. regular succession of the the reception of them, is a. circumstance which
like entertainment provided by the samehands. can scarcely have escaped a.ny person's exSo invariably is this property possessedby this perience.
species of discourse wherever it has place, that
5. Impartiality,-its
uses. Wheresoever
the absence of it not being presented by ex- there are newspapers, there Will be, or rather
perience, is not easily presented to view by are already, parnes ; and wherever there are
imagination.
parties, all minor divisions naturally fall under
2. Next, in the order of importance, comes one all-comprehensivedivision,-the assailants
the quality of frequency. The number of and the supporters of the party which has the
readers being given, the greater the frequency power of the country III its hands. It there
of its appearance, the greater the degree of be any tolerable degree of freedom, a newsdiffusion. Nor, in the instance of the aliment paper can hardly have place for any length of
thus administered to the mind, is the appetite tnne, but rival newspapers, one or more, will
Be the number of newsslackened by the frequency of its application, start up Iikewise.
as in the case of the aliment admimstered to papers ever so great or ever so small, great
the bodily frame. On the contrary, it is ra- would be the advantage, in respect of extent
ther kept alive and mvlgoratedv=the meal of of currency, if the editor could prevail upon
each day operating as an excitement to look himself to keep up an impartial course between
the two parties,-to give equal admission to
out for that of the next day following.
3. Variety, admixture of the pohtical matter attacks and to defences. ObvIOUSaltogether
with matters of other sorts, in the greatest is the advantage which the course thus prevariety possible. What gives this property an scribed byjustice would secure to him. Readers
essentral claim to notice, Is-besides the de- of all partres would be invited. No readers of
gree in which the amount of diffusiondepends any party would be repelled. Number of
npon it-that it is so little dependent upon readers of each party suppose equal; on this
impartial plan, the number would be the double
the talent employed in the conducting of it.
Suppose, for example, six sorts of matter, of that which it IS un the ordinary partial plan.
But, for securing to the instrument of ineach of them interesting to one class of readers,
no one sort interesting to classes more than struction this at once most respectable and
one. By this means, you have SIX times as most difficult endowment-and this withont
many readers, and regular purchasers, as if prejudice to the diffusion of it-what would
there were no more sorts of matter in it than be the most eligible course t not to make conone. Each class stands assnred of having troversial matter on either side, but to admit
something in which he takes an interest. As it on both sides. By the sacrifice of this stiit is on no other terms that he can get any- mulating matter, the publieanon would be
thing, no one of them is debarred from the rendered, by the double and reciprocal inserpurchase of his one-sixth by the consideration tion, doubly excitative and a.ttractive.
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On the part of a newspaper editor, nothing
is more easy than to profess impartiality;
few
things more difficult than to maintain it. But
if, in the highest degree, utility depends npon
impartiahty-npon
actual impartiality-in
a
110tmuch inferrer degree does it depend upon
the reputation of impartiality,-upon
the proportion between those of his readers, in whose
eyes he is impartial, and the number of those
in whose eyes he fails in respect of a quality
so highly desirable: and unhappily he may be
in ever so high a degree actually Impartial,
and yet, and even from that very cause, be
partial in the eyes of both.
For keeping up Impartiality without diminution of frequency, the most effectual course,
supposing extent of sale to permit, would be
for the proprietor of the newspaper to employ
two editors, one whose assertions were on the
one side, the other whose assertions were on
the opposite side: the number of days III the
year allotted to each being the same. Why
not!
The answer is, lest III that case there
should be a correspondent alteration and division among the customers: one bet buying the
paper on the government day and not on the
opposition day: the other on the opposition
day and not on the government day. Not
that the greater part of the readers would
thus content themselves WIth no more than
half the aggregate stock of facts. But still
some there would be, and antecedently to experience It would not be possible to say how
many. As to any endeavour to conceal this
part of the arrangement it would neither be
practicable nor desirable.
To exclude fraud
and injustice, and to secure harmony, some arrangements of detail would be necessary; nor
does the securing such as would be adequate
present to view a task of any considerable
difficulty.
6, Moderation, or say good temper.
Unhappily for securmg this quality, important
as It is, there IS no such Simple and effectual recipe as hath been shown to have place
ill the case of impartiality.
Of moderation, the SImplest and clearest
description, as far as It goes, that can be given
i,-the
avoiding to employ for the giving
expression of disapprobanon, whether of men,
or measures, or modes of action, any words
or phrases of vague and violent vituperation, that express aversion or displeasure,
without any precise designation of the cause
of it.
Of every violation of the laws of moderation,
various and serious are apt to be the evil consequences.
I. By the disgust which it cannot but produee It tends to exclude readers to a number
altogether unascertainable and unlimited: and
among them not only those who are decidedly
attached to the party whose sensibihty is thus
wounded, but others who are neutral, indifferent, or undecided.
:! By the hostility thus mamfc-tcd corre-
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spondent hostility on the opposite side cannot
bnt be provoked.
3. Among the consequences of such hostrlity prosecutions-attacks
III the field of J udicature will, with more or less frequency, have
place.
Hints respecting the best pia II for the conductin9
of a Keu:spaper.
1. One sort of article by which au interest,
more or less exclusive, cannot fail to be excited, is-an
indication of SIghts to be seen:
' things offered for purchase or hire: prices of
goods of various sorts at various places: probabilmes in respect of future increase and
diminution of price.
2. Accidents.
At alltimes, by occurrences
of this sort, more or less of'iuterest can scarcely
fail to be excited in most breasts. The greater
the interest taken, the greater the assistance
and encouragement afforded to the sympatheI trc affection : that affection, upon the strength
, of which morality and felicity so essentially
depend.
a. Ofenees. Of matter under thi- head, the
usefulness ISof prime Importance with reference
to the particular design here in question.
Of
the misdeeds of various sorts from time to time
committed, few in comparison, at the utmost
will be those committed by the order of the
sovereign, or which it is matter of pleasure or
advantage to him to see committed.
For the
greater part they will be of that class by
which, while no profit III any shape IS produced to men m power, as such, suffering is
produced to indrviduals, and through mdrviduals, danger and alarm to the community at
large, and thereby to the !\Iembers of Government in the quality of members of the community at large.
This bemg the case, to the
publication of misdeeds in general no aversion
will be excited in their mmds, no objection
will have place in their eyes. But the habit
of writmg and reading accounts of misdeeds of
all sorts being once established, mention of the
misdeeds committed by or agreeable to men
in power, will find their way m along with the
rest-will
slide in unobserved by the editor,
or at least, as if unobserved.
And thus the
way will be paved for the general admission
of misdeeds, in the commission of which the
man in power has an interest, or Imagines he
has an interest.
4. Proceedinos of Cou11s of Justice. especially that of the Cadi in the metropohs : bemg
that by the proceedings of which the greatest
interest WIll naturally be excited.
5. Deaths. Number of m the metropolis,
and other principal towns : according to a
periodical enumeration, if obtainable.
In the
case of those of remarkable persons, their
names given With any particulars that can be
collected of their characters.
6. Births. Those of persons of the male sex
may be ascertained by the acts of circumcision:
of which a register, if not actually kept, might,
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it is aupposed, without much difficulty, be
Mused to be kept, by the Imans and Notaries
of the several mosques.
7. The like occurrences in the domains of
the neighbouring states,
8. Parallels between the particulars indicative of the state of society and manners, &8
between the st&te in question and other Mahometan States on the one part, and Christian
States in general, or in particular, on the
other.
1. Points on which the advantage appears
to be on the side of the Mahometa,n States.
2. Points on which the advantage appears
to be on the side of the Christian States.
In all these cases, constant standard of reference the greatest happiness of the greatest
number.
9. Indications of physical inconveniency;
with or without hints respecting the most eligible means of remedy.
To each class of articles, as above, there
might be a use in prefixing the denomination
of it on a separate line and larger type; as
thus :-ACCIDENTS j OFFENCES; DEATns.
By
this means, 1. Readers would be directed instantaneously to the class, whatever it were,
in which he happened to have an interest. 2.
The attention would, by this perpetually recurring excitement, be kept awake. 3. By
these exemplifications the minds of the readers
would be familiarized with the practice and
general conception of commanding arrangements.
A degree of diffusion sufficient for continuance being supposed to be already established,
now then comes the question,-concerning the
general usefulness of it, by what means it may
be raised to the highest pitch.
In the first place, as to the only right and
proper end of sound action, the greatest happiness of the greatest number. This all-ruling,
all-comprehensive, and all-important principle,
though not on every occasion brought forward
and held up to view in its own name, should,
on every occasion, be inwardly kept in view:
and even by name, the greater the number of
the occasions on which, WIthout exciting abuse
and disgust, it can be brought to view the
better. For by it a standard is held up, the
only legitimate standard by which the mischievousness of misdeeds can be proved, and
the degree of it measured and indicated.
Every occasion should be embraced of makinp; application of the greatest happiness principle to the individual occurrences of the day,
showing, 1. How morality and happiness depend upon the notoriety of the rule of action
referred to by the Judicatories. 2. The advantage of the greatest degree of equality eonsisdi ib t
fth
te nt WIith secunit ym the
.e.Uls~n u lon.o eexte;nall~struments offelieity in all their shapes: ~n
part.lcular, power and the .matter of weaJ.th 1D
all Its shapes. 3. Showmg how eompensation to all sufferers by a misdeed in any shape
ought to take place of punishment, because ,
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the burden of affording compensation operates as punishment so far as it goes; how
punishment should be adapted to misdoing,
that by allotting to the more mischievous misdeeds, the more severe punishment, those who
cannot reform from misdoing altogether, may
be induced to commit the less mischievous in
preference to the more mischievous, &c. &c.
Particulars of the mass of literary capital
to be provided antecedently to the commencement of the publication of a work of this sort.
Antecedently to the setting up any such newspaper, it would be highly advisable to have a
stock more or less extensive of foreign newspapers, to serve as sources out of which head.
of information would be brought to view, and
might be selected. Of all newspapers the English are by far the most instructive. Next to
them, those of the Anglo-American United
States. In comparison with these the French
are worth but little; the newspapers of all
other nations put together nothing at all. The
public demand which it is hoped will accompany the paper, will serve to show the prodigious number of articles of this sort that are
every year published in England ;-also the
enormous revenue derived from them: always
remembered, tha.t this is among the worst of all
sources of revenue, and more especially so
would it be in 8.nycountry in which newspapers
are set up for the first time. The reason is, that
to an extent more or less considerable, every
tax operates as a prohibition, 8. prohibition
applied to the sort of articles taxed: as in the
instance in question, though a bounty would
not be necessary, a bounty would be less monstrous than 8.prohibition.*
Suppose a dozen boys receiving a.t the school
in questiont their education, the most useful
and thence the highest occupation which the
best head among them could be put to, would
be tbat of editing a newspaper on his return
io his own country. The master might choose
for this purpose the most promising, and he
might be trained to it even at the school itself
before his return.
Antecedently to the setting up as above, a
stock of matter should be prepared and kept
in re&diness: various kinds of matter being
tried for the purpose of observing and knowing which of them excited the most interest.
As the publication went on, various articles
of every sort, advertisements in partieulsr,
would of course be sent in by those whose taste
were pleased, or their interest, as it seemed to
them served. As thus miscellaneous and ever
highly interesting matter by degrees came in,
the less interesting matter belonging to the

* 8 farth
thi
bi t 571
ee ,.." er on 18 SU Jec p.
, supra.
t From the memoranda&ltdcorrespondenceot
the author in connexionwith this subject,it would
appear that fart of his pro~ectwas the education
of young natIVes of Tripoli, 111 Britain; hut he does
not appear to have put this pa.rt of his reeommendation definitivelyinto form.-Ed
L
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original stock would give way to it. It is of
the utmost consequence that on no appointed
da.y whatsoever any failure of the appearance
of the paper should take place: and by the
preparatory stock in question, all such failure
might effectually be prevented.
Production and multiplication
are effected
by newspapers: conveyance by the letter post."
These and whatever other documents require,
for the production of their intended effect, to
be sent to a distance, are of no use, but in propertron as they are conveyed to their respective
destinations.
Between any two places in the
dominion in question, is there any such establishment as a post for letters!
A messenger
or chain of messengers travelling at stated intervals between the one and the other t Between the capital, for instance, and the two
Universities, or one and which of them!
The
first thing to be done in this way would be to
establish a system of commumcation
of this
kind between the office of the Cadi at the capital, and the several judicatories,
Next to
that would be the establishing the like between
eaehjudicatory
and the several mosques within
its territorial field of jurisdiction, messengers
one or more going the circuit among the mosques.
In time, pay received for letters sent from
individuals to individuals,
might lessen the
expense to government.
As the number of
persons who read and write receives increase,
110 will the receipts
of every such establishment.
But at no time should any of these receipts be made a source of revenue.
A tax on
the intercourse between man and man being
& prohibition
on all who cannot alford to pay
the tax, cripples social intercourse:
cripples
it for all sorts of purposes, and nips all
provement in the bud.
Of the proposed system of communication.
the direct as being the most important object
ill--personal security; and in particular seenrity against oppression by the hands of rulers.
But a system of communicanon, if once established for the major purpose, will apply itself
of itself to all minor purposes.
It will contribute to the efficiency of the judicial power
lI.t! applied to its more obvious and more ordinary purposes.
It will contribute to the security of individuals as against injury by individuals.
It will contribute to the increase of commerce:
in regard to each article, making
known to each possessor of a surplus beyond
his occasion, where those individuals are to be
found, who, to the desire of pcssessmg the article, add the means of paying for it. Whe-

I

im-l
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ther for the mere chance of finding individual»
in sufficient number able and willing to make
use of it for merely commercial purposes, it
would be worth while to establish a system of
communication in the first instance, would be
matter of uncertainty calling for calenlation ;
but, on the supposition that It would be worth
while to establish it for the sake of secnnty
alone, any the least chance of its being contributory to the Increase of commerce, that IS to
say to the increase of opulence, cannot but
operate as an additional probable benefit, and
as an additional inducement.
Meantime, in the early state of the establishment, by whom shall the expense, whatever
may be the amount of it, be defrayed!
A
question this which, where any advance is proposed to be made in the track of civilisation,
is unhappily obtruding itself at every step. As
to the sovereign, the funds of the state, which
are all of them his funds, are never sufficient
for so much as his own personal expenses;
never sufficient, as yet, nor in the nature of the
case, under such a form of government, ever
likely to be so,
Soldiers in a certain number-say
8000, are
at present kept up. If of these a certain number were regularly employed as letter-earners,
they would not be the less fit for sen-ice in the
character of soldiers: they would be the more
fit. By thus changing their situation, these
messengers would thus become every day better and better acquainted with the country;
and In that way as well as others, be by so
much the fitter for service in their character
of soldiers.
A slow conveyance, so it were but regnlar
and constant; a slow conveyance extending
over a large portion of the territory, might be
preferable to a more expeditious one extending over a less portion of territory.
Forquick
conveyance, horses, mules, or dromedaries,
would be necessary; but by this means the
expense would perhaps be doubled.
In certain districts, camels would be necessary for
the carriage of the water necessary for subsistence; but this would be only In certain dietricts.
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• What follows was written, as appears from
the dates on the MSS., some months previously to
the above consideranons as to newspapers: and
the cireumstancethat the subjects though mtimately
connected with each other were separately treated
at ditTerent periods, will account for any want of
conuexion that may appear In the arrangement.
-Ed.
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J~e.ratlOnon .Account of
ReligwlI.

ART. I. Provided that it be in a chamber enclosed and covered, and tha t the eyes of the true
believer be not annoyed by public ceremonies
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or processions, with religion for their cause or
pretext, or his ears by the sound of bells or
other noises: provided also, that by no religion shall any justifying
cause be made for
causing suffering in any shape to any individual m respect of person, property, reputation, or condition in life:-Every
person is at
liberty to perform divine service after his own
manner. For this purpose any persons without
exception may assemble together in private or
in public.
ART. 2. Every person is at liberty to write
and publish whatever he pleases on the subject of religion, even although the truth and
the goodness of the only true religion be impugned thereby:
by the true believer, that
which is adverse to the only true religion, will
either not be read at all, or read with the merited contempt.
Counter-Security.
Provided that no writing
or imitative figure, containing matter thus
odious to the only true religion, be exposed
anywhere to view in such manner as to be offensive to the eye of the true believer as he
passes.
For any such exposure, any person is
responsible to the purposes of punishment.
ART. 3. Every person is at liberty to speak
what he pleases on the subject of religion,
even although the truth or the goodness of
the only true religion be impugned thereby:
by the true believer, that which is adverse to
the only true religion will either not be heard
at all, or heard with the merited contempt.
Counter-&curity.
Provided
that no discourse whereby either the truth or the goodness of the only true religion is impeached, be
uttered in any public place in such manner as
to be offensive to the ear of the true believer
as he passes: or in the presence and to the
displeasure of any true believer in any private
place.
The utterance of any such discourse
in the hearing of a true believer is an injury
to him, and as such may be punished according to law.
SECTION

II.

&curitie8 against N ationaJ Gaqgl7l</: or seeurltg for Appeal to Public Opinion and tke
Pouer of the Law, on the subject of the conduct of all persons wtatsoerer, functionarie8
as u:dl as nonjunctionariel.
ART. 1. Every man is at liberty to express
as well by visible as by audible signs, and in
any way and to any extent to make public,
whatsoever in his judgment it will be contributory to the greatest happiness of the greatest number to be informed of: and this although disapprobation
be thereby expressed
towards persons in authority, or any of them,
whether on account of the general tenor of
their conduct, or on account of their conduct
on this or that occasion in particular.
Counter-Secltrity.
Provided
always, that
for any injury thereby done to the reputation
of any individual by false imputations,
every
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person concerned in the doing of such injury
is responsible to the purpose of reparation and
punishment at the suit and for the benefit of
any individual
or individuals
injured:
and
that, for anything which being so expressed,
has for its object the exciting men to the
commission of this or that particular
offence,
any man shall be responsible as above, according to the nature of such offence.
ART. 2. If, on account of any indication
given of supposed delinquency in any shape on
the part of any person, non-functionary
or
functionary,
a party be proceeded against at
law as for injury to reputation,
proof of the
delinquency so indicated shall be received as a
cause of justification;
and for the making of
such proof, the testimony of that same individual on whom the delinquency is charged,
may be extracted in the same manner as that
of any other person.
ART. 3. All persons are at liberty at all
times and in any number, to hold converse
with one another on all subjects in general,
and on the subject of the conduct of persons
in authority in particular:
and on the means
of rectifying whatever may be amiss either in
the conduct of rulers or in the form of the government, to hold converse, namely, as well in
the way of correspondence at a distance, as in
presence: and if at a distance, and thence
through the intervention of others, as well by
written as by oral discourse.
Counter-&curity.
Provided always, that if
for the prevention of evil to person or property,it
shall at any time be thought good by the proper
authority,
for limited nme, to prevent or inhibit persons at large from coming together in
numbers greater than are capable of hearing
from begmning to end, the discourse of the
same speaker at the same time,-especially
in
the night-time,
and with arms about their
persons: in any such case, that which shall be
so done to this purpose, shall not be considered
as done in breach of this article.
ART. 4. Every act having for its object the production ofthe effect thus denounced, under the
term National Gagging, is placed as above in
the list of injurious acts.
Every person who
has knowingly any part in the production of
it is accordingly punishable by the obligation
of making reparation, with or without punishment in another shape, according to the shape
in which the injurious act has shown itself.
The right of which the offence thus denominated is the infringement, is the right of exercising influence in the choice of the whole
number of those members of the community
by whom a public function in any shape is exercised, and of declaring an opinion on their
conduct, as well as that of every other individual in whose good conduct all members
without exception have an interest; the right
of censorship, including the right of receiving
and writing communication relating to the information which, to be just, ~he exercise of
this function requires a man to be possessed
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of: in short, the possessing on each occasion duced by the exercisers or any supporters of
in a manner sufficiently correct and extensive, theirs in the way of self-defence, is lawful and
the proper grounds of censorship.
unpunishable: but if produced by the disturbRiglt
kcogniBed.
Giving expression and ers on the persons of the exercisers, unlawful
publicity to all facts and observations which, and punishable: punishable in the same manin the judgment of the individual in question, ner and degree as if no such pretence had been
promises to be eontribu tory to the grail. test set up.
happiness of the grea.test number: whether
ART.6. On the occasion of any such contest,
the tendency of the correspondent information all persons are warranted in giving assistance
be to raise or depress this or that person in to the exercisers: no person is warranted in
the scale of public estimation.
grving assistance to the obstructors.
Correspondent acts of power prohibit<?d, as
ART.7. So in regard to damage done to
being VIOlationsof these rights, and thereby property in any such bodily contest: damage
put upon the footing of punishable offencesunavoidably done by .the exercisers or their
punishable in the same manner as they would assistants to property of the obstructors is lawbe if exercised by persons not invested with ful and unpunishable: damage done by the obany such power.
structors or their assistants is unlawful and
1. Punishing, or endeavouring to contribute punishable.
to the pnnishmg of, any person for having
given utterance to any discourse to the effect
Sscrrox III.
in question, expressed by audible signs.
2. Punishing any person for giving expres- Securities a!}aillst National Disarmament and
sion to such discourse by visible signs: that is
Debilitation.
16'l&y,in characters wntten or printed.
ART.1. All persons are at liberty to keep
3. Punishing any person for transferring to arms of all sorts, to wit, either in their own
another for a time, or in perpetnity, either habitations or elsewhere, at their choice : also
gratis or for a price, :l.llypaper m which such 16 exercise themselves, and cause themselves
signs stand VIsible.
to be trained, in the use of arms, whether It be
4. Seizing, detaining, destroying, or damag- separately or III any numbers.
ing any paper or other substance, on which
ART.2. Also, smgly or in compames of any
MgnS expressive of the sort of discourse in
number, to carry arms about them for their
question are marked. Issuing or contributing to own defence
the issuing of any order for such seizure, deC{)unter SeC1lrity. Provided always that If
tention, destruction, or dcterroratrou+ giviug , for guardmg agaInst temporary oppression of
or contributing to give execution to such order. the greater number by sudden insurrection of
5. Obstructing by force, intimidation, or de- the smaller number under favour of surprise,
ceit, the meeting of persons in any number, III it shall at any time be thought good for the
any place in which they have indmdually any proper authority to inlnbit such assemblies
nght to station themselves.s-obstruetmg them from havlllg place otherwise than after due
while in the act of making communication of notice, neither shall any such inhibition, nor
such their observations, and the opinions and any necessary measures taken for gIVingeffect
wishes suggested by them. In a case where to It, be considered as amounting to a breach
physical force is thus employed, the act of ap- of tlus arncle.
plying it is a corporal injury: where the same
So if to prevent slaughter, spoliation, or
effect is attempted to be produced by deceit, oppression of Individuals by individuals, It
it is a fraud.
shall seem good to the proper authority to
6. Seizing the body of any person so occu- I prohibit the carrying of offensive arms in this
pied, thereby infringing his liberty of locomo- ' or that particular place, or by this or that partion. Corresponding offence-s-injurious confine- ticular person or set of persons, or Oil this or
ment.
that particular occasion, or during tIns or that
i. Seizing any paper, writing, printed book, particular time; or to prolubit all persons from
or other VIsibleinstrument of discourse, having carrying any offensivearms in a concealed manfor its object the making two or more persons ner at any time.
assemble for any such purpose as above. CorOtherwise than as above, every act having
responding offence-violation of private writ- for its object the production of the effect of
ings-of visible mstruments of commuuieation national disarmament and debihtation.rs placed
between man and mall.
in the catalogue of injurious acts.
8, Consequences in respect of eventual acts
The rights of which, the offence thus denoof corporal injunation, {homicide included.) in mmated ISa violation, are :prosecution of the above forbidden designs;1. The right of puttmg and keeping one's
ART.5. In case ofany bodily contest between self in a state of aptitude, in the character of
persons occupied in the exercise of any of the a member of the armed force of the community.
above rights, and other persons, functionaries
2. The right of exercising one's self, and beor non-functionaries, occupied in the endea- ing exercised in the use of arms.
vour to give disturbance to such exercise, any
Correspondent acts of power prohibited,
wound or other suffermg unavoidably pro- rendered unlawful, and as ouch pumshable as
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being acts of violation with reference to the
above rights:
punishable as if exercised by
persons not invested with power.
1. Punishing any person for having been occupied in trainmg himself, or being so trained,
or in training any other person.
2. Punishing any person for repairing, for
the purpose of being trained, to any place in
which for any other purpose he had a right to
station himself.
3. Punishing any person for giving invitation
to others in any shape, either oral or graphical,
to engage in any such exercise, or to meet others
for the purpose of such exercise,
4. Obstructing, or endeavouring to obstruct,
by force, intimidation, or deceit, the meeting of
persons in any number for this purpose.
5. Obstructing
them as above In the commencement, or continuance, of the set of operations here in question.
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1.
General Declaratory

I~DIVIDCALS.

SECTION

Vie.,.

ART. 1. No person shall, against his will, or
against the will of those under whose guardianship he is placed, as the case may be, be
arrested, imprisoned,
or otherwise confined,
except for the purposes, and on the occasions,
and in the manner, determined and declared
by law.
ART. 2. No person shall, against his will,
or against the will of those under whose guardianship he is placed, as the case may be, be
sent or kept out of the dominion of the State,
or any part thereof, except for the purposes,
and on the occasions, &c. (as above.)
ART. 3. No person shall be put to death,
but for the purposes and on the occasions, &c.
(as above.)
ART. 4. No person shall be mutilated, disabled, bruised, wounded, or otherwise made to
suffer in any part of his body, except for the purposes, and on the occasions, &c. (as above.)
ART. 5. Of no man shall any personal service in any shape be exacted, except for the
purposes, and on the occasions, &c. (as above.)
ART. 6. On the security of no man's property shall any infringement bemade,except
for
the purposes and on the occasions, &c. (as above.)
ART. 7. On the security of no man's private
writings shall any infnngement
be made, except for the purposes and on the occasions, &c.
(as above.)
Of the security of a man's private writings
it may be an infringement, if, against his will
declared or justly presumable, they be placed
or kept out of his custody, within or without
the dominions of the State, or destroyed, or inspected, or seized, for whichsoever of these or
any other purposes it be.
ART. 8. When, for giving execution and effect
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to the law, it becomes necessary, in virtue of the
exceptions mentioned in the above articles, to
make infringement on the security of body or
goods, no such infringement shall be made beyond what the necessity of the case requires.
For any farther injury to body or goods, all
persons therein concerned, functionaries
or
non-functionaries,
shall be deemed trespassers,
and as such responsible in respect of burthen
of compensation and punishment, in the same
manner as wrong-doers at large.
SECTION

II.

Securitie. against lecret confinement: for proteeti<Jn of tke pe1'B01lSof indifJidua18 agaifUt
oppression by perso1lS {n authM'ity, tcit1wut,
or eren tNtk the 1cMteledge of the loureign.
ART. 1. Wherever, on the alleged gronnd
of its being in furtherance of the purposes of
justice, the person of any man is put under
confinement, information thereof shall be given
in the most public manner, to the end that all
persons taking an interest in his welfare, may
have it in their power to take lawful measures
for securing him against injustice.
ART. 2. To this end the name and situation
of every habitation, designed by authority to
be used as a place of confinement, whether on
the score of delinquency or of insanity, shall
be entered in an appropriate register, an exemplar of which shall be kept in the metropolis
in the office of the chief Judicatory:
and of
this exemplar a copy shall be kept in the office
of every other Judica.tory.
ART. 3. On the commitment of an individual
to any such place of confinement, entry of snch
commitmeut shall be made in a register to be
therein kept for that purpose, mentioning the
name by which, on his own declaration or memoir.suehindividual
IS distinguished:
the person
or persons by whose hand he has been brought
to prison: the person or persons by whose authority he has been brought to prison: the cause
for which he is so committed:
the time for
which he is I!O committed:
and the evidence
on which such commitment has been grounded,
-a sufficient description by name and memoir
of every person on whose testimony the commitment has had place being added, as also
the cause for which the individual has been
committed.
ART. 4. Within [
] hours after the commitment of the prisoner, a copy of such entry
shall be pasted up over the door of the Judicatory,in such characters and situation that it
shall be legible to all passengers.
ART. 5. If at any time, by any special
necessity, the commitment of the prisoner
to the appropriate
prison be rendered
impracticable
or improper, any other building,
public or private, may, for the time, be employed for the purpose, care being taken tba.t
the vexation thereby occasioned, as well to the
occupant of such building, as to the prisoner, be
as little as possible; and that at the expense of
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the prisoner, if fonnd guilty, or otherwise at the
public expense, (if there be funds sufficient,)
compensation be made to the occupant for the
vexation: for which reason also, that building
which for this purpose may be employed with
least vexation-eompensated
or uneompensa.ted, to the occupant, must be in each case
preferred.
ART. 6. Cases for which, instead of the
ordinary appropriate prison, an extraordinary
prison as above may be employed, are as follows:1. The ordinary prison being rendered inca.pa.bleofholding the prisoners without danger
to health or safe custody, by reason of its fulness.
2. --or by want ofrepair.
3. --or by unhealthiness,- produced, for example, by contagions disease.
4. The ordiuary prison rendered by distance
inaccessible without halting for repose.
5. --or rendered inaccessible by
hostility on the part of enemies, foreign or
domestic.
6. --or by danger of forcible rescue.
ART.7. If in any such occa-sional prison a
person be detained more than (24) hours, over
the door there shall be posted up a paper, such
as that described by Article 4 in the case of
&11 ordina.ry prison, and for the framing or
attestation thereof, the assistance of some Iman
be invited: that of the Iman of the nearest
mosque in preference.
ART.8. On the commitment of a person to
any such extraordmary prison, the bnnger shall
give the earliest possible notice to the keeper
of the ordinary prison, and to the President of
the Judicatory in whose district the extraordinary prison is,-of the fact of the detention, together Withthe CRuseby which it was rendered
necessary, and whether such notice as should
have been fixed up, as above, is or is not fixed
up, and if not, why not.
ART. 9. The bringer shall make known to
saeh keeper of the ordinary prison, and such
judge, the fact of such detention at the extraordmary prison, together with the causes and
circumstances of It: if he omit SQ to do, the
detention shall, during the omission, be deemed
unlawful.
ART. 10. Every person who knowingly and
wilfully has been contributory to the injunous
imprisoument of any person, shall himself suffer
imprisonment for a length of time equal to that
dnring which the party so injured was imprisoned; and shall, moreover, to the extent of his
means, be compelled to furnish compensation,
in a pecuniary shape, for the mjury.
ART. II. Any person by whom it shall be
known or suspected that, in a certain building,
or other receptacle, a certain person is kept in
confinement, may repair to the keeper, and require to be informed by him whether such person is actually under his custody. If, being so
interrogated, the keeper refuse or forbear to
make answer,or make a false answer. he shall
Bulfer condign punishment, and if. at the time
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of the iuterrogation, the person in queation WIU
actually in his custody, shall be punished lUI
having been guilty of injunons imprisonment.
ART. 12. To the interrogation, whether the
person in question be at that very time in the
custody of such keeper, may be added the interrogatron, whether, at any, and what time,
he had been m such custody: and If yes, in
what manner, and by what means, he ceased
to be 80.
ART.13. For prevention of vexation and impertment inquiry, the keeper, before he makes
reply to any such interrogatory, as above, may
requue the applicant to make himself known,
to the purpose of eventual responsibility.
ART. 14. Any person to whom, by any such
keeper, any such acknowledgment has been
made, may repair to the judicatory of the district in which such place of confinement ISsituated, and there require of the judge that the
person so under confinement may be produced
before him, and that, at a pubhc audience, Inquiry be made into the cause of such confinement: which inquiry made, the person shall be
remanded or set at liberty, or otherwise dealt
with as the case may require.
ART. 15. What is here said of a prison shall
be understood of any other place in which.
whether accordmg, or not according to law
the person in question is under confinement.
ART. 16. If, to avoid hrs being produced to
the judica.tory, as above, a prisoner is shifted
from place to place, all persons concerned in
such shifting, and conscious of its having that
for its purpose, shall be responsible as for injurious imprisonment.
SECTIOl'i

I
I
I

III.

Securities against il1jflriOUS banishm~lIt.
Definitionll. Injurious banishment is where,
without, or otherwise than according to lawful
sentence of a judicatory, a subject of the state
is, to his vexation, by force, unlawful intimidation, or fraud, sent or kept out of the state, or
any part thereof,
If out of the whole territory of tbe state, the
banishment is external: if out of this or that
particular part, internal.
The intimidation is unlawful, if the means
employed be a threat of vexation by unlawful
means, or even of lawful prosecution, for other
cause than injury done to the individual by
whom the comminatory intimation is conveyed,
or to some individual on whose behalf he is entitled to prosecute.
ART. 1. Of any sentence of banishment, external or internal, pronounced by a subordinate
judicatory, notice shall, by the earliest opportunity, be sent to the officeof the head Judge;
nor shall the sentence be executed until COIIfirmed by his signatur -; nor then, uutil thirty
days after the sentence has been read in the
Chamber of Audience.
ART. 2. Every person who knowingly and
wilfully has been contributory to the injnrious
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external ba.nishmentof any person,shall suffer
SECTION
IV.
imprisonmentfor a length of time equal to that
during which such banishment shall have had
&curities against secret and unlawful
Homicide.
place; and shall, moreover, to the extent of
his means, be compelled to contribute to the
ART.1. On the death of every person, exfurnishing compensation,in a pecuniary shape, cept as excepted, notice thereof shall be given
for the injury.
to the Iman of the parish within which the death
took place; if in any dwelling-house,by the 00ObIermtwns on tke subject of pref!entiu measures
cupier thereof, or some other person in whose
against injurious and secret banishment.
presence the death took place: if not in any
For security against secret and injurious dwelling-house, or the ground belonging to a
banishment, two obvious measures of the pre- house, and occupied therewith-as, for examventive class present themselves: one is, prohi- ple, on a journey, if at the time any person or
biting egress, without passports; the other is personswere present, then by someone or a.ny
prohibiting egress without entry of the fact in of the persons present-if the person be found
the OfficialRegister Book.
dead, then by some person by whom the body
It may, perhaps, be too much to say that, in I was found.
no state of things, either of these means ought
ART.2. In every case in which it appears
to be employed; but what may be said, and that in the production of the death of any inwith truth, is, that generally speaking, the evil dividual human agency has in any shape borne
of the remedy will be found to preponderate a part, every person to whose mind or senses
over the good. The state of thmgs will be an appearances tending to giveprobability to such
extraordinary one, if, for one instance in which an incident have presented themselves, is exthe egress is involuntary on the part of the in- pected and required to give to his conception
dividual, there will not be hundreds, Dot to say III relation thereto whatsoever publicity it may
thousands, in which it is voluntary-say, for be in his power to produce.
argument's sake, one thousand. Here, then, in
ART.3. To this end, after making inspecthe hope of saving, from the greater vexation, tion of the dead body, if it be in his power,
a single person, a thousand are subjected to the With his own eyes, let him repair to the nearest
lesser. But, in the case where a passport is mosque with all possible despatch, and comrendered necessary, neither in its length, nor municate to the Iman such observations as he
therefore in its aggregate amount.has the vexa- has made: to the end that this servant of God
non any certain linnt. Power Without limit, may take cognizanceof the facts, and in case
over everyone who has need of the passport, of immoral agency on the part of any indiviis thus given to the functionary or functionaries, dual, do whatsoever may be in his power towhoever they be,whose signature or signatures wards the discovering and punishing of every
are necessary to the giving validity to It; and criminal so concerned.
thus, for the sake of saving one from injurious
ART.4. Having received such communicabanishment, a thousand are exposed to arbi- non, the Iman shall, with all practical dilitrary confinement-confinement not the less gence, repair to the spot on which the body
vexatious for not being against law. In the lies, and there make examination of the state
case where simple registration is all that is re- of the body, and make inquiry in relation to
quired, the power of granting or refusing the the matter at the hands of all persons by whom
passport not being given in a direct way, the appropriate information is offered,or at whose
danger of abuse may seem as if materially les- hands it seems capable of being obtained.
sened, If not removed. It is not, however, by
ART.5. In taking such examination, let
a great deal, so effectually lessened in reality the servant of God proceed as follows:
as in appearance: for still, so longas the minute
1. Except as excepted, let everything done
In question remains unmade, the confinement by him on this occasion be done as publicly as
is as effectual as if the case had been that of a possible.
passport that had been delayed.
2. If, in regard to this or that person, he
The argument from the security thus afford- sees reason to suspect that on seeing what
ed has hitherto been supposed entire. This, passes he may give information thereof to some
however, it cannot be in any case: and the person or persons contributory to the death,
more uncertain the effect of it is, the less the for the purpose of enablmg them to escape, he
utility absolutely considered, and thence com- may keep secret from such person anything
paratively, with reference to the vexation pro- that tends to point suspicion upon the person
duced by it. The efficacywill depend upon the so suspected, until means have been taken for
nature of the communicationwith other conn- his arrestation.
tries, and the efficacyof the means actually em3. Let him, in the name of God and his Proployed for keeping persons and things in a phet, adjure all persons 80 interrogated, to destate of confinement;-true it is that exporta- clare the truth, the, hole truth, and nothing
tion of another person against his will is not, but the truth, in relation to the matter in hand,
in general, so easy to a man as the exportation and that as well spontaneously, as in answer
of his own person, or of an equal mass of m- to all such questions as he shall have to put
animate things.
to them,

DETAILS.
4. In ease of refusal to give information, or
to make answer to this or that question, let
him take note thereof; but if any allegation
in justification of such refusal be made, let
him make mention also of such allegation.
5. So If any means be used to evade giving
such information.
6. So, if after promise to give it, such promise be not fulfilled.
7. Of the demeanour as well as discourse of
every indi vidual at whose hands testimony is
required, as above, let him take account in
writmg, noting as correctly as possible the
very words of everything that is said.
8. In the case of each individual so mterrogated, let him read over to him what has been written: in every mstance where It has been slgnified by the witness that the account so given
by him was m this or that particular mcorrect, and that it ought to have been so and so,
let him make addition accordingly.
But let
him not on this account obliterate anything
that has been written; for any contradiction
that has place between any subsequent part
of the testimony, and any antecedent part, may
help to make known the truth.
9. At the eud of the account thus given of
each person's testimony, let him cause the wrtness, if able, to write his own name in confirmarion thereof: If unable, let the servant of
God write the name, and cause the witness,
in confirmation thereof, to take the pen in hand
and make a mark: and to thie mark let hun
add in his own hand, or the hands of the respective persons, the names of the persons who
saw the mark made: or of a competent number of them, choosing snch whose attestivc
testimony may upon occasion be resorted to
with least inconvenience III every shape.
10. If by any person present a desire be
expressed that a question to tlns or that purport be put to any other person, in relation to
this same business, let the servant of God, if
III his judgment
such question be not irrelevant, or on any other account improper, put
the same ar-eordmgly on the number of the
questions.
If regardmg the same as improper
he declme puttmg it to the Witness, still, if by
him by whom it ISpropounded, or by any other
person present, It be desired that entry be made
of such request and refusal, so be it.
11. Of the names of all persons present during the examination of such witness, let entry
III like manner be made, unless the number be
so great that such entry would occupy too much;
time: in such case the number may be limited
to twelve, unless the persons themselves desire
entry to be made of their names: in which case,
after those by whom no such desire has been
expressed, have been entered to the number of
twelve, entry may be made of tbose by wbom
the desire is expressed till the whole number
amount to twenty-four.
If'by any person complaint be made of partiality in the choice, let note
be made of such complaint, the servant of God
following his own judgment notwithstanding.

I
I

I

Sscriox

v.

Securitic« applicable to the case ojfll!lsterious
duappearance.

ART. 1. In case of unexpected disappearance of any person, if it be known or suspected
that he IS clandestinely kept in confinement
anywhere, or has been secretly put to death,
or by force or fraud sent out of the country:
application being made on his behalf to the
Cadi, or to any inferior judicatory, entry shall
thereof be made m the Register Book of such
judicatory, and means shall be employed for
the recordation and notification of the fact, to
the end that m the case of his being unlawfully confined, he may be hberated or otherwise dealt with; or if unlawfully transported,
he may be brought back; or if unlawfully put
to death, means may be taken for the punishment of all persons concerned in the comnnsSIOI1of the injury.
ART. 2. Sucb application bemg made, the
judge shall hear and make entry thereof in an
appropriate Register Book of the Judicatory,
and shall do whatsoever shall be in his power
towards the causing notification to be made
thereof throughou t the dommion of the state,
ART. 3. At the request of any person so
applying, the Judge shall immediately deliver
to him, or suffer him to take or cause to be
taken, a copy thereof Signed by the said judge.
, Copies many nnmber bemg taken of snch copy,
! the Judge shall, Without delay, cause examma, bon thereof to be made, and as soon as they
' have respectively been found or made correct,
: shall in like manner authenticate them by his
, signature, to the end, that, by the applicant,
i transmission thereof be made to all such judi; eateries and mosques, as the applicant shall be
desirous of sendmg them to: whereupon, imi mediately upon the receipt of each such copy,
I the Irnan of the mosque shall make publicatron thereof, by readmg the contents to the
faithful in full congregation assembled.
ART. 4. In every judicatory, m the office of
which any such copy shall have been received,
the presidmg judge shall cause it to be kept
ill the archives, having, m the first place, made
notiflcanon thereof III the promptest, and at
the same time, in the most public manner that
I the circumstances of time and place admit of.
i
ART. 5. Attached to such record oj disap; pearance, shall be an invitation to all persons
having knowledge of any facts, tending to the
i discovery of tbe authors of the injury, or the
I causing It to cease If the party be alive, to repair to any judicatory, or to any mosque at
their ohoice, there to testify what they know.
Which done, the president of the judicatory,
or the Iman of the mosque, shall, upon his responsibility, use such means as his situation
admits of, to the forwarding to the proper
judicatory the information so obtained.
ART. 6. The petition on which a record of
disappearance is grounded, must be signed by

I
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two copies be taken: one to be delivered to
the individual, the other kept by the functionary.
ART. 4. On each of these let the individual
signify his assent or dissent to the several
statements
therein contained, attesting
the
same by his name or his mark: his name, if
he be unable to write it, being written by, or
by order of, the functionary.
ART. 5. The nature of the service and the
fact of the exaction of it being thus recorded,
it will then be to be compensated for on account of government,
or left uncompensated
according to the nature of the case.
ART. 6. Let the act of acknowledgment,
as
to all particulars
antecedent
to the performance of the service, be made out and signed
antecedently to such performance, or not till
afterwards, according to the nature of the exigence: that is to say, accordmg as this testimony can or cannot be given beforehand withSECTION VI.
out prejudice to the service.
Examples of cases in which it may probably
Securities against Extortion of Personal
not be capable of being given without prejuSermce."
dice to the service:
ART. I. By no person, functionary
or non1. Prevention,
stoppage, or diminution, of
functionary, shall personal service in any shape
damage by any physical calamity, such as that
be exacted of any individual, without givmg
occasioned by fire or inundation.
him in writing a sufficient acknowledgment
2. Prevention,
stoppa.ge, or diminution, of
thereof.
damage to body or goods by delinquency in
ART. 2. In such acknowledgment
shall be any shape-such
as, killing, wounding, or beatcontained the particulars following, namelying, forcible depredation,
destruction or dam1. The name of the individual at whose
nification of goods, by internal rebellion.
hands the service was required.
3. Prevention,
stoppage, or diminution, of
2. The proper name and official name of the damage, in the like shape by foreign enemies.
functionary by whom the service was required.
ART. 7. Where the nature of the service is
3. The particular nature of the service.
such as to require that it be executed by Indl4. The nature of the exigency: i. e. of the viduals in an indeterminate number at the same
demand or need which, on the public account,
time, no such act of acknowledgment
need be
there was for the performance of such service.
given to each one of them.
5. The time, that is to say the year, month,
ART. 8. But in this case let a general stateday, and hour, at which the service was first
ment of the number be committed to writing
required.
by the proper functionary, and deposited either
6. The time during which the service was in the mosque or the judicatory within the disrequired to be continued.
trict of which the matter happened, or both,
7. The willingness or unwillingness
of the
as the case may require.
individual to render the service so required.
ART. 9. If so it be that this or that indivi8. In case of nnwillingness,
the reasons, if dual has, on the occasion of the performance
any, alleged by him, why the service ought not of such service, received any material damage
at all, or ought not at that time, to be exacted
in body or goods, let note, with sufficient atof him.
testation be taken thereof, to the end that he
9. The performance, imperfect performance,
may receive comphsation
in a pecuniary shape
or non-performance, of the service 80 required.
at the hands of government.
10. Collateral
damage, if any, inevitably
ART. 10. So if it be, that by the magnitude
sustained by the individual,
by the perf or- of hazard to body or goods, or by the succe ..
mance of the service.
or energy of his exertions, it has happened to
ART. 3. Of such act of acknowledgment
let this or that individual to distinguish him!elf
in an eminent degree, let note thereof be
taken, and a duly attested copy thereof be de• Extortion of personal service may be consider- livered to him.
In this case, if the degree of
ed as depredation; viz. to the amount of the profit merit manifested be sufficient, let entry be
derived from it on the one hand, and the 1088 or
register to be kept
other sufferance produced by it on the other. In made in an appropriate
It
so far as to the individuals labour is a souree of in every mosque and in every judicatory.
profit, forced labour is loss to an amount equal to may be styled The Register of merit, or The
the profit which in the time so employed by them Regilter of utraordinarily mtritoriOftl ptcblio
urric!.
might have been gained.
lome one person, namely, to the end that, in
case of its being presented through malice, or
otherwise WIthout justification or sufficient excuse, the person presenting It may be responsible to the purpose of pecuniary compensation, with or Without ulterior punishment for
the vexation so produced.
Such petition may
be signed by persons in any number: and in
such case, such signatures may be in lines one
under another, or in lines forming the rays of
a Circle. The use of this radial form is, to
save the individual principally concerned, from
being more exposed than the rest to vindictive treatment at the hands orany functionary
or other person, in whose breast the application might excite displeasure.
ART. 7. In so far as applicants
are unable
to defray the expense of copies and transmission, let. the judicatory defray it out of any
such means as It has in its power.
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S£CTI0~ VII.
&curitia
agaimt Official Depredation.
Dejinitiom.-Official
depredation may have
place at the expense of an individual, or at the
expense of government,-that
is to say, at the
expense of the whole community, at whose expense the money employed in the service of government is collected.
Offlcial depredation at
the expense of government belongs not to this
purpose.
Official depredation has place m so far as
any public functionary avails himself of the
power or influence possessed by him by means
of his office, to obtain from any person money,
money's worth, or beneflcial service in any
shape, not having a right thereto by law.
The instrument whereby this offence is committed, may be either force, intimidation, or
deceit.
Intimidation may be exercised by prodncing
either the fear of some eventual positive evil,
or the fear of failing to obtain the matter of
good which the functionary had no right to
prevent the individual from recernng.
ART. 1. Imposition of secrecy is evidence of
official depredation.
If on the occasion of the
valuable thing or service received, intimation is
by the functionary conveyed to the individual,
that it is the wish of the functionary that the
transaction shonld be 'concealed from anybody,
such declared wish affords presumption of official depredation.
The presumption, if the fact
of the having given intimation of such a wish
is credited, shall be regarded as provisionally
conclusive.
ART. 2. If on account of any service or supposed service, rendered or supposed to have,
been rendered or to be about to be rendered
to an individual, by a pubhc functionary, by
means or in respect of his official power, gift
or service other than what is appointed and
allowed by law be received by him, or to
his use, or for any person specially connected
with him by any tie of interest or sympathy,
intimidation or corruption shall be presumed
to have been exercised by such functionary:
intimidation,
namely by apprehension, lest
evil in some shape in which It ought not to
be inflicted by him on the individual, be
so inflicted, or lest good in some shape in
which it ought to be rendered to the individual by the functionary without such gift or
service, should not be rendered by him accordingly: corruption, in the view of obtaining of
the functionary, at the expense of the public,
the matter of good in some shape in which it
ought not to be so rendered.
ART. 3. In case of intimidation, the gift, or
the equivalent of the service, may be recovered of the functionary or hrs heirs at any time
within (
) years.
ART.•. In ease of corruption it may be recovered for the use of the public treasury.
ART. 5. If by any pnblic functionary, gift
or service not due to the sovereign by law, be
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received or required of any individual, on pretence that it is for the sovereign's use or by
command of the sovereign, the intimation by
which it is asserted or supposed, that the aovereign Issued any such command, or would receive any such gift of service If permitted, shall
be deemed a calumny, and the functionary and
every person wtlhngly contnbutory to the conveymg such mumation, shall be punished as the
author of such calumny.
ART. 6. If on any such occasion, any writing
to any such effect be produced, purportmg to
be authenticated by the signature of the sovereign, the same shall be regarded as a forged
instrument. and the persons concerned m the
exhibition thereof shall be punished as for forgery.
ART. 7. Provided always, that if the sovereign be pleased to appear in the judicatory,
and in the face of the bystanders, declare that
the signature was really his signature, III such
case it shall be acknowledged as such, and all
due obedience shall ensue.
ART. 8. Every functionary by whom, on &Ccount of any branch of the public service,
money or money's worth is required at the
I hands of any individual, shall, on receiving
that which is required, or any part of It, de, liver to the person of whom it has been re! ceived, an appropriate instrument or writing,
II acknowledging
such receipt,
'I'lus instrument
, may be termed an acknO'Wledgtnent of receipt,
~or in one word a receipt.
ART. 9. If no such instrument be delivered,
the act of receipt shall be deemed an act of oiftcia! depredation, or say in one word extortion.
ART. 10. Of every such receipt two copies
shall be made. One of these shall be deliver~ed to the person in whom the requisition is
, made as above; in it shall be written:
1. Name of the place in or at which the requisition is made-e-drstrrct,
town, if any, and
parish.
2. TIme at which the requisition is made.
3. Official name of the funcnonary by whom
the requisition is made.
4. Personal name of the functionary by whom
the requisition is made.
5. Name of the mdividual on whom the requisition is made.
6. The subject-matter
of the requisition 80
made,
7. The branch of the public service for which
the requisition is made-for
example, the
financial, the judicial, or the military.
8. The time on or before which it is required
that the thing in question shall be delivered.
9. The place at which it is required that
the thing in question shall be delivered.
10. If the thing in question be delivered aceordmgly, mention of such delIvery.
ART. 11. If lawful, such requisitien shall be
either specially or generally manifested.
By specially manifested, understand manifested by a requisition made to the particular
individual.
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By generally manifested, understand manifested to all such persons as are within the
description thereupon given-as, for example,
all the persons in a certain district, or all the
persons of a certain class whose ordinary abode
is within that same district.
SECTION

VIII.

Securities in fa'tOur of Pritate Writings: or
Securities for the Writings or other Documents of Indiciduals, against tlJantonor oppreui~e Seizure, Destruction, Damnification,
or I mpection, by N onjunctionaries or Functionaries.
ART. 1. No writing shall, against the will,
known or reasonably presumable of the owner,
be carried or kept out of his custody or power,
or be seized, destroyed, damaged, or inspected,
by or by order of any person in authority: unless
it be in pursuance of the order of a Judicatory.
ART. 2. Such order may be either subsequently to the definitive sentence pronounced in
a suit or cause, and for the purpose of giving
effect to such sentence, or antecedently to such
sentence, and for the purpose of furmshing
due grounds for it in the shape of evidence.
ART. 3. In case of such oppressive seizure,
destruction, damnification, or inspection, any
person concerned in the infliction of the injury
shall be responsible to the purpose of pecuniary
compensation, with or without ulterior punishment, as the case may require.
Note, that the evil produced by such injurious inspection is capable of wearing any
shape in which evil to any person or persons
is capable of having place :-in his person, in
his reputation, in his property, m his condition
in life: in any of these ways an individual is
liable to be made a sufferer from such a cause.
ART. 4. If, by any illegal means, writings
be obtamed contributing to the proof of any
offence, the illegality of the means shall not
have the effect of exempting the possessor from
the punishment adapted to the offence: but in
the adaptation of the punishment, any evil
suffered by him in consequence of the inspeenon thus obtained of any other writmg, shall
be considered.
ART. 5. So, in the case where, as between
two parties who are in a state of dispute with
relation to a certain right, a writing having
for its tendency the giving effect to the claim
of one of the parties, and which, as such, the
other ought to produce, or to have produced,
has been obtained by illegal means: that ISto
say, without sufficiently and properly Issued
warrant. But if it be by wilful falsehood in
any shape that the writing has been obtained,
all persons concerned shall be punished for the
falsehood: and the party, if privy to the falsehood, shall not have the benefit of the evidence
so obtained. But care must be taken, lest, he
not being privy to the falsehood, a false friend
should, by obtaining it by means of falsehood,
deprive him of the benefit ofit.

ART. 6. If,by legal means employed ror the
purpose of obtaining evidence of this or that
act of delinquency, or of the correspondent
non-delinquency, or in respect of this or that
particular right, writings or other documents
capable of serving as evidence respecting any
other supposed offence or right, be obtained,
the evidence thus obtained may be employed
accordingly. But if, in this way, possession
or inspection has been obtained of writings or
other documents, by the publicity of which
evil in any shape has been produced to any
person, without service rendered to justice in
any shape, as above: for such evil, all parties
concerned in the production of it shall be responsible to the purpose of reparation or
punishment, or both, as the case may require.
ART.7. If, for the purpose of producing
serious evil by disclosure of writings or other
documents, evidence not applicable to any
other than a trivial offence or a trivial right
be obtained, although it be by legal means, all
persons knowingly concerned in such inspection or divulgation, shall be responsible to
the purpose of reparation, or punishment, or
both. But from the punishment, deduction
may be made proportioned to any such real
good as shall be deemed to have been produced by the production of such evidence.
Example. For the purpose of causing a person to be disinherited, or otherwise made to
suffer by an over-severe or capricious father,
husband, or master, an adversary obtains by
legal means, in company with documents applicable to the purpose of a trivial offence or
right, others which, by means of some exasperation, produce the evil effect intended, as
above.
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I.

Value of tke COllcessionon the part of the
Sotereiqn,
In the first instance, all that to this eft'ect
can be done by the sovereign-all that can be
asked for at his hands-is resolveable into one
thing-promises.
Towards the performance
of these promises, all that can be done in the
event of a violation of the promises is, the procuring notoriety for the several acts by which
such violation has been effected.
Everything I say that he can do on his part
amounts to a promise, and nothing more. If,
for example, he grants a representative assembly, what he thereby does by such grant
amounts to a promise to suft'er the deputies to
be elected, and to meet, according to forms of
their own choosing, or forms recommended by
him, as the case may be. If, in·the ease of
such invitation er permission, he makes a de-

HOPES OF SLTCESS.
elaration or assurance that, in the event of
their meeting, he will not thenceforward give,
or endeavour to give, execution and effect to
:my laws to which they have not given their
consent, whether antecedently to their receiving his sanction or not till afterwards: here
again is another promise or set of promises.
If what is obtained of him consists of edicts,
interdicting the exercise of any acts by which,
in certain wa.ys therein mentioned, men are
made to suffer in their persons or their property, by whomsoever such acts may have
been exercised,-in this again is comprised a
promise, not only to abstain from such acts
himself, but to punish without exception all
persons by whom they shall be or have been
exercised.
As a security, and that a necessary one, for
the performance of this primary class of promises, comes a sort of secondary class of promises, having for their subject-matter in the
event of any violation of these promises, the
suffering the giving execution and effect to a
set of mandates and permissions, having for
their object the giving to every such mfraction
notoriety to every extent possible.
If, notwithstandmg these promises, explicit
and implied together-promises engagmg not
to give any such predatory or other oppressive
orders, orders to that effect are given by him,
here again is another instance of violatron of
promise on his part. If, notwithstanding the
correspondent order to the citizens of all
classes not to exercise such acts of VIolation,
acts of that sort are exercised, and he omits
to give the requisite orders for appropriate
prosecution and Virtual punishment,-if
to
any exertions made by the injured parties, or
others, for the purpose of mstituting and continuing such prosecution until sentence be pronouneed, and If condemnatory, executed, he,
by himself or others, opposes obstructions in an
immediate and declared, or unimmediate and
undeclared, way----{)bstructions to any endeavours usedforbringing about such punishment;
-here again is another violation of promiseanother instance of perfidy on his part.
Still, in all these cases, everything that is
done by any person other than the sovereign
himself, consists in an appeal made to public
opinion: of everythmg that IS thus done or endeavoured at, the success depends upon the
spirit, the intelhgence, the vigilance, the alertness, the intrepidity, the energy, of those of
whose opinions the public opinon is composed.
As everything depends upon public opinion,
so does everything depend upon notorietynotoriety as above to ordinances, transgressions of these ordinances, and suffrages. And
note here, with regard to transgressions, that
be the instances of violation ever so frequent,
it follows not from such frequence that the
ordinances in question have been altogether
without effect; much less that in the ir own
nature they are inefficient and nugatory. This
m:ty be exemplified in the case of the ordi-

I

nanee whereby assistance given to a person
engaged in the commission of this or that act
of oppression is declared to be criminal and
as such punishable, resistance to it lawfui and
not punishable." Antecedently to such concession, any person by whom any such act of
oppression was witnessed, would regard it as
lawful, and be without hope of any punishment
being inflicted on any person concerned in it.
Suppose, on the other hand, the concession and
the virtue I promise contamed in it made, every
one would, m the first instance, and unless
taught the contrary by experience, entertain
the expectation and hope of seeing it observed:
and 111 pursuance of such hope, individuals
might rise up with one accord, and concur in
opposing effectual resistance: individuals into
whose conception, but for such ordinance, no
idea but that of obedience would have entered.
ThIS VIew of thmgb-this hope-this estimate of the usefulness of solemn monarchical
promises,how flagrantly soever VIOlated,is confirmed by all hrstory-s-by the history of all
nations in winch they have been made.
In England, for example, take themstancesof
Magna Charta, and the Bill of Rights, as already
referred to: Magna Charta, dating near the
commencement of the thirteenth century of the
Christian era, the Bill of Rights towards the
close of the seventeenth. Abundant and frequent have been the violations of both these
clusters of promises: yet is it to them that the
English are indebted for every secunty against
misrule-for every abstraction from misrule
by which their condition is distmguished to
its advantage from that of the inhabitants of
the continent of Europe.
So in France. Take, for instance, the charter
which the conquenng despots forced the peopie to receive at the hands of the reigning
Monarch. The security miserably inadequate
-the principle upon which it IS grounded, a
security for, not against. misrule. The lot of
the whole people declared dependent upon the
arbitrary will ofa single one of them. He, by
his situation, rendered, in every intelligible
sense of the word worst, the worst of all of
them. On every occasion, he would be instrumental ill sacrificing the interest of these thirty
millions of his fellow-countrymen to his own
sinister interest and caprice; yet such IS hIS
benevolence, that cases are mentioned by him
in which he promises, so far, to keep a restraint
upon his desires, as to forbear from making the
sinister sacrifice. Each moment he would be
warranted III taking all they have; yet such IR
his generosity, that, of the fruit of each man's
labour, there is a part which, in so far as it
may happen to the promise to be observed, he
may keep. Even of this scandalous provision,
insulting and grossly inadequate as it is, the
violations are incessant. Still, however, under
this so inadequately bridled mixed monarchy,
the lot of the people is less disastrous than unSee chap. IV. Sect :'. supra p. .'i85
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der the despotismby which the Revolution was that, as far as possible, it shall be impercepproduced.
tible. Accordingly,whatsoever be the obstacle,
on no occasion is it to the person of the sovereign that it is opposed: not to him, either by
SECTIO~ II.
name or description, but to the person conThe probability of the Socereum'» consent
cerned in the vexatious practice, whatsoever it
abstractly considered.
may be. And the practice being not only vexaThe question concerning the probability of tious, but, With reference to determinate indiconsentonthe part of the sovereignwas brought viduals, plainly injurious, that the sovereign
to view at the outset: it has never been out of should, in his own person, be an actor in the
remembrance. Unfortunately. having, as they injury, can scarcely, in decency, be supposed
have. for their object the applying limits to his by anybody, nor will it be expected of these
power, the greater the efficacywhich the se- arrangements that they should have any such
veral proposed arrangements would have, on supposition for their ground. The injurious
the suppositionof his consent, the less sanguine act being brought to light, whatever disrepute
the hopeof ItSbeing obtained cannot but be. As attaches upon it will attach, at any rate, in
to this point, such as they are, they must take the first instance, npon the instruments which
their chance. That hopes have place,that to the he employs. On them he will see it attaching:
purposes here 1D question he may be brought and on them, on the supposition of Its not comto bestow upon the people a benefit so tran- ing home to himself, he WIll, without much
scendant and so unexampled, ISa datum with- concern or resentment, as towards anybody,
out which the work could not have been un- 80 long as it is not seen by him to come home
dertaken.
to himself,see it attach. For its not doingso,
In form and tenor, the object has been to he will naturally be led to trust to the splenrender what is done as little offensive to the dour that environs him, and to the delusion
feelings of a man III the situation in question and awe which It inspires.
as the nature of the case can admit of its bemg:
To a certain degree,what he thus relies upon
of misdeeds and misdoers, a description III the will take place: but, in the meantime, of a fund
several cases is given: If so it be that it is his of discontent in the breasts of individuals not
will and pleasure to give himself a title to that known to him, and therefore not exposed to
appellation, there is no help for it; but to him, punishment, symptoms will be continually
personally and mdrvidually, it is not, on any breaking out. By the obscurity of the source.
occasion,applied.
danger, in the eyes of him on whom it impends.
If to stop the course of justice be his will far from being diminished, is magnified; and
and pleasure, so it must be: all that could be thus it may be that, upon the whole, he will
done is, so to order matters, that the security find his situation more comfortable by abstainthus endeavoured to be afforded, cannot, in ing from injury, than by indulgmg himself 111
any case,be taken away withont Its bemg seen it. Compared with a set of provisions, bearing
by, and known to, the people that it has been expressly upon the person of the sovereign,optaken away.and that, by taking It away.he is position in this mode will be analogous to tha.t
stoppmg or pervertmg the course of justice.
which, in machinery, is opposed by friction,
Not ouly so, but matters are so ordered as compared WIth that which is produced by an
that, unless, in so far as special injunction of opposmg bar.
secrecy has been communicated, whatsoever
Accustomed to contemplate all objects in a
has place is, by the general means of notoriety, general point of view,the draughtsman has had
whatever they are that have been provided, some advantages over the sovereign, who, in
made notorious: to wit, accordmg to the degree his situation, is not accustomed to the labour
of notoriety, whatever it be, which, by these of regarding them in any other than a partisame means, has been established.
cularpointofview. Bythe legislative draughtsBut, in all internal concerns,at least, not to man, the objects that belong to the occasion
speak of international ones, secrecy in the acts ; will be seen, all of them, in a general point of
of constituted authorities, or in the circum- view.-The vexations which, whether in the
stances in which they have been performed, shape of simple vexation, or in that of depreaffords a presumption,-and indeed, with the dation, a man in the situation of the sovereign
exception of certain cases to a comparatively cannot fail, upon occasion, to conceive the
small extent, which may, without difficulty, be I desire of practising: the instruments and other
distinguished and declared, amounts to a con- I favourites, whom, whether on their personal
fession,--of gnilt, of moral and political gnilt: accounts respectively, or in virtue of their coma confession.that the promotron of somesinister mon relation to him, as being part and parcel
interest, and not the universal interest, is the of his property, he will be disposed to let into
object of what is done. A confession of this a participation of these his privileges, (in some
sort, neither the sovereignhimself, nor any sub- instances beforehand, and in the way of preordinate of his, will willingly be seen to make. vious license, in all instances in the way of imA bit of some sort or other, and that an ef- punity, in the event of any endeavours used to
fectual one,the courser must have in his mouth: call them to account;) so, on the other hand,
the object is to render it so soft and smooth the resentment which, by any endeavour or
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I physic-some
as to this matter that of the infant with his
years must have passed over lus

so much as a disposition on the part of the
person injured to obtain rem,.edyor so much as
relief, can scarce faal to be handled in a.breast
so situated.
To the eyes of the sovereignhimself,no such
extensive views will naturally be present.
When the means of securing notoriety to his
proceedingsare proposedto him, if so it be that
there exists no particular act of depreda.tion
or vexation in any shape that he has conceived
the desire to commit, he will not be forward
to suppose tha.t there will be any such in fu- I
ture: he will not be forward to suspect to !
himself a dispositron, which, even in his own I
instance, he could not regard as altogether free '
from blame,
If 80 it be tha.t no individual mstrument or
favourite to whom, in respect of any particular
insta.nceof depredation or oppressionhewould
like to afford license or impunity, happens to
be in the moment in his eye, it will not be
agreeable to him to look backward to past instances of any such undue favour, or forward
to future contingent ones. If so it be that
there exists no particular individual against
whom, by the audacity of his endeavours to
obtain remedy or relief his resentment has
been kindled, he will not find much satisfaction in any such supposition as that of his
being angry Without just and sufficientcause.
Not that in his situation advisers to whose
Situation reflections of a general nature are
more necessary, are likely to be wantmg-advrsers by whom representation WIll be made of
the danger, with which improvement in any
shape, and particularly ill the shape here in
question cannot but be pregnant: nor therefore does there seem any great ground for
hope, that without more special and particularly strong impulse, a concessionso unexampled and naturally so revolting to ruling pride,
will be submitted to. But be it what it may,
this chance is the only one: which being the
case, no argument against the taking It can
be derived from the smallness of it.
Such as above being the securities proposed
as presenting the fairest promisein every point
of View,natural consequencesif conceded,and
probability of success taken together=-only in
proportion as they apply a restrictive check to
the accomplishment of the sovereign's will,
only iu proportion to the extent to which they
operate in this direction, can they be productive of any of those salutary effects for the
purpose of which they are proposed. But the
idea of any effectual opposition to his own will,
inwhatsoever direction operating, is an idea to
which, in a mind so situated, more pain IS atta.ched than can be outweighed by the consideration of any particular pleasure that he
may be capable of deriving from the contemplation of any particular good effects,of which
the creatures subject to his power must receive
their share, before he receives his: their share
being at the same time, if taken in the aggregate, much greater than h18. His situation is

I

head before any such remote contingent and
imperfectly conceived event as the cessation
of the sufferinghe is enduring from the disease
can form of itself an adequate inducement t;
be freely and voluntarily mstrumental in afflictmg himself With the pam so certainly and
immediately attached to the nauseous dose.
The chance of the requisite concessionISnot
equally small m all imaginable cases. To obtain security against vexation m all Its shapes,
and at all times against all persons, but more
particularly against all persons who have It
most particularly in their power to produce it,
is the object of these arrangements: more particularly against vexation at the hands of the
sovereign and those in authority under him:
vexation for the gratification of their respective appetites and passions.
The classes of persons at whose hands It is
most to be apprehended are-I. The sovereign
himself. 2. The sovereign's favourites. 3.
The several functionariesunder him considered
as being on every such occasion employed as
his and their instruments for his and their personal gratificanon, sothese same functionaries
considered as bemg m a condition to employ
their power m the production of vexation and
oppression, for their own gratificanon and
snpposedadvantage
To vexation of this latter descnption, sofar
as confined to this latter purpose, the sovereign will not naturally have any considerable
aversion: what may be the sufferings of the
people taken at large will on this occasion,as
011 every other, be to a mind so Situated a.
matter of indifference: against any sentiment
of sympathy of which they may be the objects,
will be to be set that portion ofsympathywhich
has for its object the enjoyments of a select
set of men, who bemg in a more especial manner in his service, belong to him by a nearer
and dearer tie than the membersof the community at large, removed as they are from hIS
sight and hIScognizance. If there be anything
by wluch his sympathy can be turned in favour of the people, it must be a species of
fear: fear of the unpopularity that by possibility may be turned against his own sacred
bead, by the consideration of the connexion
that has piare, between himself aud those
creatures of his will-the oppressors, whose
power of continuing the oppression, a word
from him would sufficeto terminate.
If then, according to Ins calculation, any
dissatisfaction produced by the divulganon of
instances of oppression,will on every oecasron
take them and them alone for its object: if It
will not rise hi,gher: if it will not rise so hig.h
as to reach hIS own person, or those of hIS
more especial favourites: m such case no very
urgent inducement may be necessary for obtaining his consent. In Tripoli, as in Engla~d,
If at any time he can make the people quiet,
by the sacrificeof a set of instruments in which
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no special favourite is numbered, a compara- i
tIvely small inducement-a
comparatively
slight degree of apprehension may suffice.
Turning out this set, and taking in a different
one, he may, through their mstrumentality,go
on in the same track, beginning only a new
score, Turning out a set of Tories, he may
go on playing the same game with a pack of
Whigs.

in the character of a prize which awaits the
hand of every man who has the spirit to put
in for it. In the situation in question, were it
possible for a man to have any hold on the
general affections of his subjects, this hold
might be a sort of security to him, a sort of
discouragement to every man of adventurous
disposinon, who would feel disposed to put in
for the prize. But no such possibility has
place. By any considerable body of men who
SECTION III.
would embark together for the purpose on the
principle of equality, or by a handful of meu,
I ndltcements by wlLich, in the situation of Sore- if tolerably well trained and placed under the
reiqn of Tripoli. a man 7nay be enqaqed to commandof a single adventurer, induced by
concur, and take the lead in the proposed
regular pay, by hope of plunder, or by perchanqe.
sonal attachment, the miscellaneous unarmed
1. Inducements purely self-regardmg-inand irregularly and unequally-paid body of
ducements applying to him III his personal ca- his present defenders might at any time be
pacity,-to his purely self-regarding interest.
overpowered, and an end-a VIOlentend pnt
Person, reputation, property, domestic rela- to the sovereigu's life.
tions, condition in life; in respect of one or
2. Reputation. In this particular, the admore of these possessions,if in any way, in the, vantage which invites his acceptance is, it will
situation in question, as in any other, Will a ! be seen, altogether matchless. But before any
man's welfare or condition be affected, whe- , thing of detail under this head is brought to
ther it be in an advantageous way, or in a dis- view, there will be a convenience in carrying
advantageous way.
on the inquiry through the other heads that
1st, As to person. Under the existing state have been mentioned. Under this head, sufof things, the person of the sovereigu IS in a , flee it to observe, on the present occasion,that
perpetual state of insecurity. To individuals with a man in such a situation, anything POSIin an indefinite number, inducements for at-I tively good in the way of reputation can
tacking his life are continually presented by scarcely in the general case find a restingboth branches of human appetite, the irascible place. Whatever there may be to which this
and the concupiscable. Under a form of go- appellation can apply will be rather of the
vernment, such as the arbitrary one still in negative than of the positive cast ;-5uch a man
existence, as in all former times, oppressionin has in such a situation done rather less misall its shapes cannot but be matter of continual chief than such another man. Thus, in respect
practice. Of every injury thus sustained, the of this endowment, a man has everything to
sovereign presents himself to the view of the gain by the change, nothing to lose.
injured party as the author. In most mstances
3. Property. Under the present form of
this will be an erroneous view: but in a more government, if in the hands of every inferior
or less considerablenumber, it can scarcelyfall possessor,property in all its shapes is in a state
to have more or less of truth in it. So imper- of insecurity; in the hands of the superior posfectIy defined under such a form of Govern- sessor it can scarcely be said to be in a much
ment are the boundaries which separate right better state. The desires of the man, whoever
and wrong: in particular, those by which he be, by whom the situation of chief rnler IS
rightful occupation is distinguished from de- filled,-the desires of this man, whoever he be,
predation in whatsoever way committed,-whebeing continually out-running the means of
ther without consent and by force as in the satisfying them, the agents employed by him
way of taxation, or with consent, and by a in the collection of his dues are continually
sort of fraud, as by taking up goods in the upon the alert for occasionsand means of addcapacity of a purchaser, but Without ever pay- ing to the amount. But, in such a state of
ing for them.
things, while on the one part there is a conThus much as to the provocation offered to stant endeavour to grasp at more than has
the irascible appetite, in the case of a bound- been wont to be received, so, on the other
less multitude; a multitude to which, at any part, there exists a correspondent endeavour
rate, there are no bonnds but those by which to withdraw from the grasp of the depredator
the population of the country is circumscribed. as much as possible,-not only the more and
Now, as to the provocation offered to the more, continually demanded, over and above
concupiscableappetite. The sovereignnot hav- what has been habitually received,but likewise
ing at present any established and regularly as much as possible of that which has hitherto
disciplined military force for the security of been received. The consequence is, that in
his person, nothing but an uncertain number the midst, or by means of this conflict, seenof irregularly armed retainers and irregularly rity is banished from both sides.
and unequally paid domestics, the sovereignty
In the midst of this conflict, less than he
presents itself at all times to the eyes of a has at present, he may have to any amonnt,
man of ardent a.mbitionor desperate courage, more he cannot have unless his snbject8 have
'I
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it to give to him: and his subjects are at all can be more intimate than the eonnexion betimes prevented from having any more to give tween the interest of the sovereign and that
to him; prevented by that state of inseeurity
of his subjeets taken in the aggregate;
no
whieh is inseparable from their condition. He object more strictly dependent upon another
is indigent, because they are indigent under
than is his opulence upon their opulence.
the existmg form of government;
their indiIn the existing state of things, under the
genee, it will be seen, is perpetual and incurexisting form of government, the sovereign
able: therefore so is his. But on this subject
has at all times extracted from his subjects as
there will be occasion to say more presently.
much as was capable of bemg extracted from
4. Domestic relations and condrtion in life.them.
In this state of things, all ulterior inTo this head may be referred the uncertamties
crease to him without increase to them being
and anxieties which besiege the monarch m hopeless, remams as the only source of hope
his character
of father.
The prospect of a in regard to increase to him, such increase
bloody contest between his sons as being about
whatsoever it may be, as may be derived from
to have place whenever his own hfe is at an a correspondent increase to them.
end.
In every Frank monarchy the order of
But under the existing state of things, any
succession is clearly fixed: no such apprehenvery considerable increase of wealth to them
sion as that of a civil war from any such cause
is Impossible: all such mcrease is altogether
has place.
In the dominion of Tripoli the dependent on a general sense of security.
No
order of succession is not fixed, and in the ex- considerable increase of wealth can take place
isting state of the family, that which in almost
but by means of a proportionate
increase of
every other country would be one of the se- capital. But no considerable increase of capital
verest curses, is even a blessing.
Of his three
employed m givmg increase to the generality
or four sons, the eldest on whom men's eyes of growing wealth. can take place without a
would naturally have fixed themselves in the proportionate
and correspondent
increase in
first place, is at present generally regarded as the sense of security.
Capital is money, or
being decidedly unapt for reigning, by the money's worth, laid out in large masses in the
flagrant atrocity of his disposition. This genehope of reimbursement, With an increase at the
rally, and at present: but when the existing
end of a length of time, more or less considersovereign has quitted the stage, who can say able,-say
six, eight, or ten years: or even withfor certain what turn men's mmds, the minds
out hope of reimbursement,
on the condition
on which such thmgs depend, may take. What
that the returns each year, though perhaps not
an incitement may not such an occasion be, for more than a twentieth, or five-and-twentieth,
some ambitious desperado to come forward
ortlurtieth of the capital advanced shall be perand collect a party, for the support of the na- petuaJ and transferable.
Whatsoever money or
tural or rightful heir to the monarchy, whose
money'sworthaman
has in store, over and above
sins he will pronounce expiated by the dis- what serves him for the current consumption
grace he has endured, and whose disposition
of the year, ifhe cannot obtain security for any
has been molified and cured by the lessons I return that might otherwise be expected from
which, from the silent hand of adversity he I the employment of it, he will either hoard it up
has received.
as a stock to serve him in case of casual demand
II. Extra regarding inducements.-Induceon the score of distress by loss or otherwise;
ments applymg to him III his SOCIal capacity,
or if he employ it, he will employ it in some
viz. in so far as his prosperity IS dependent
other country-employ
it, that IS to say, either
on that of the people.
in grvmg increase to the quantity of national
The same division, the same heads of inquiry
wealth in some other country, or, what comes
that served in the case of his personal interest,
to the same thing, in an indirect way; namely,
will serve now in the case of his SOCialinterest,
by occupying the place of an equal quantity,
In this case, however, the survey will have which may be drawn off from that destination,
little need to touch upon any of the above four and thus giving increase to the quantity of
points, other than that of property' of property
national wealth in that same country as above.
which, in this case, receives the name of the
But by an)' such sense of msecurity, not
matter of National Wealth.
In so far as, in only will capital be prevented from being so
respect of personal condition, reputation,
or employed as to increase the stock of national
condition in hfe, the lot of individuals at large
wealth in the country in question, but it will
considered as members of the same community,
be prevented from coming into existence : the
happens to be an object of interest and soli- adequate motive, the inducement for gi~mg
citude to him, it is well: but in this case it is existence to it being wanting.
By the SIght
to his sympathetic
affections and not to hIS of the external instruments of enjoymentorfeliself-regarding
affections that the interest ap- city,m all their several shapes,everyhuman
beplies,
ing is in a state of constant temptation,solicited
Remains, then, as the sole remaming subject
by these as he is to make acquisition of them,
of consideration in the character of a source of and in the way of consumption employ them aeinducements to the sovereign to give the con- cording to their several qualities and destmasent in question, the Article of National Wealth.
tiona. All Without exception are perpetually
So far as regards hope of increase, nothing
operated upou.and stand exposed to the tempta-
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tion.
For, indeed, not one in a thousand is
in a way to conceive the idea of employing
capital m the purchase of foreign securities.
Not many have the self-denial to sacrifice in any
such way to any considerable extent the present to the contingent future: a future, which
even in a state or country of the grea test
security, is seldom estimated so high as it is
worth, and which, in a country such as this in
question, is worth so little in comparison with
what it IS worth in countnes where subjects
enjoy a very considerable and efficient security
against all irregular and unserviceable exactions by the hand of government, however it
may be as to regular and serviceable ones.
Thus temptation has in every state of things
two branches:
one is that which is presented
by the love of enjoyment in the several shapes
in which it is afforded by the several instruments of enjoyment according to their several
natures;
the other is that which is constituted
by the aursion to labour, or say, by the lote
of ease.
This impossibility of any considerable
increase of wealth to the nation, and thence to
the sovereign, without a correspondent increase
in the article of security,-security
agamst
misrule, the force of the arbitrary power in
the hands of the sovereign, will appear the
more plainly in proportion
as the several
sources from which the matter of wealth is
capable of being extracted, are the more particularly brought to view.
Capital may be employed in giving increase
to the quantity of growing wealth m either of
two ways or situations:
namely, 1st, In the
hands of individuals acting singly, each employmg his capital on his own single account;
2nd, In the hands of individuals. actmg in
associations more or less extensive, the capital
being collected from a number of hands more
or less considerable,
and according to the
magnitude of the concern, employed either by
the same hands by which It is supplied, or by
a lesser number of hands chosen and appointed by the united suffrages of those by whom,
and for whom, it is employed.
•
With the first of these two states of things,
as being the more simple, let us commence the
inquiry; the other will be understood from it
of course.
The first most extensive and most obvious
source of increase to wealth,-is
labour employed immediately upon land.
In this case insecurity may attach upon it
in two ways, either or both of them: namely,
l st, Upon the undisturbed
possession of the
land itself; 2nd, Upon the undisturbed
possessron of the growing produce.
The most
intensely and extensively operative ca.use of
insecurity and of the sense of insecurity, is
that which affects the title to the land; the
title to the perpetual possession, or the title to
the assured possession of it for a fixed and
ascertained number of years, as the case maybe.
Wheresoever
the title to the land may be

deficient, either in respect of certainty, or in
respect of permanence, the inducement to expend any capital in the improvement of it, will
experience proportionate
diminution.
In Tripoli, the title to the land itself is
everywhere more or less exposed to hazard and
loss from two sources: 1. From the arbitrary
power of the sovereign;
2. From attacks in
the way of litigation by individual
counter
claimants.
In the case of lands in general, for the sovereign to take forcible possession of them, without other ground or cause assigned than the
absoluteness of his power is, it is believed, not
a very ordinary occurrence.
Still, however, he
that can do anything whatsoever that can be
done by power, can of course do that whenever he pleases.
Improvements
having land for their immediate subject-matter,
will apply either to the
surface or to the interior.
Improvements
applying to the surface, will
apply either to the soil itself, or to its boundaries, or to its means of communication.
Improvements applying to the soil itself, will
consist either of the addition of manures, or of
the addition or subtraction of water.
Manures are either texture-improving
manures or aliment-supplying,
say m one word
alimentary manures.
Improvements having respect to water, operate either by the subtraction
of it, when in
too great quantity, that is to say by drainage,
or by occasional addition to it, that is to say
by irrigation.
Whether It be to be excluded by draining,
or occasroaally introduced for the purpose of
irrigation, capital, to an amount more or less
considerable, must, it is evident, be expended:
capital, the returns for which will be more or
less distant and uncertain.
Boundaries are either, 1st, For mere demarcation, i. e. showing where property ends; or,
2d, For exclusion of objects, the entrance of
whrch would produce annoyance.
These are, 1. High wmds, i. e. air when in a
certain degree of agitanon : 2. Animals wild
or tame: 3. Human beings, at whose hands
depredation, destruction,
or deterioration
are
apprehended.
Boundaries,
having any such
exclusion for their object are styled fences:"
Some animals there may be, for the sufficient exclusion of which, in some situatrons
and circumstances,
no very considerable
expenditure of capital may be necessary.
But
in other instances the expenditure
necessary
for this purpose, even where this is the only
one, may be very great.
.. In bringing to view improvement in the seveshapes, the object is to render it manifest, that,
saving exceptions to a very inconsiderable amount,
improvement cannot be made without an expenditure of capita.!; of capital mostly to such an amount
as to require several years of succeufullabonr for
the rermbursement of it, with adequate profit correspondent to the degree of retardation and hazard.
raj
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As to human beings, of fences sufficient for
the exclusion of depredators
and deteriorators in this shape, the expense cannot, in any
situation, faillof being very considerable.
For
the effectual exclusion of them, if absolutely
determined to gain entrance, no expense, how
vast soever, can, it is evident, be sufficient.
In the making of fences in this view, a sort of
calculation
sufficiently obvious, is of course
made: on the one side, is set down the estimated value of the damage apprehended from
such intrusion, on the other hand, the estimated expense of such fence as will in general be
sufficient:
sufficient to overbalance
the net
profit looked for by an intruder after deduction of the value of the burthen, composed of
the labour and physical hazard of the enterprise, combined with the eventual evil apprehended in the case of detection and punishment.
Now as to the interior of the earth.
Say,
in the English phrase, the bowels of it: meaning
in general whatever masses of matter lie within
the surface down to which vegetation extends.
Extensive portions of the matter of the earth
considered in this point of view, are called
mines. Such portions as are regarded as consisting of earth concreted into a stony hardness, and not containing
metallic substances
in any proportion
worth regarding,
are, in
English, distinguished
by a particular name,
quarries; and so in other languages.
When separated from other substances, the
several different subjects of the mineral kingdom as it is called, exhibit differences in value
upon a scale of prodigious length: witness at
the one end of It, diamonds and other glittering stones, deriving value from their splendour
combined with their rarity : at the other end,
clay, sand, lime, and coal. Not, however, from
the value of the species of the matter when
obtained separately,
is the value of the mine
that affords It to be estimated, but to that circumstance, combined with the quantity and
quality of the labour employed In effecting the
separation,
and conveying the matter m its
separate state to the several places where it
is put to use. Taking all these circumstances
into consideration,
the working of a diamond
mine, or of a gold mine, may, instead of the
most lucrative of all mining concerns, be a
losing one, and such in many instances it actually has been. Witness, for example, Brazil; as
may be seen in Mr Mawe's interesting travels
in that interesting country.
On the other hand. not only coal and chalk,
but even clay and sand, may be, and in every
well cultivated country actually have been, and
continue to be, extracted with considerable profit. Witness the clay extracted for porcelain
and other pottery.
In England in particular, coal, a substance,
which from the vegetable has, by lapse of time,
past into the mineral kingdom, has, for centuries past, constituted
the foundation of vast
opulence to numerous families: opulence, i&
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masses superior to any that are to be found in
Tripoli, of whatsoever materials composed.
As to stones called precious, and the metals
called by way of distinction precious, although
they are capable of existing m such quantities,
and under such circumstances
as not to pay
for the labour of extraction, yet they are also
capable of existing, and accordingly have been
found to exist, in such proportions and under
such circumstances
as to afford a greater rate
of profit than any other ingredients in the composition of the earth's interior.
Hence It is,
that by men in general, and in particular by
men armed with power, they have been in all
times, and in all places, regarded with peenhar avidity.
Accordmgly,
mines in which
gold has been found, and mines in which silver
has been found, have in many, perhaps most
countrier, been by law and practice, in whose
soever land, and by whomsoever discovered, declared sacred to the use of the sovereign : too
valuable to be capable of passing into any subject hand.
In general, before the peculiar precious substance can be found m any very considerable
quantity, it becomes necessary to penetrate to a
depth where vegetation ends. Here and there,
however, excepnons
to this rule have been
found: gold in particular has, in large quantities, been obtained by extracting and sifting
the earth found at the bottom of shallow rivers.
As to silver, in the mixed masses in which It
is contained, it has been found in a great variety of proportions:
in some instances, in a
proportion
so large, that every other metal
mixed with It has, in the course of the extraction, been driven away and sacrificed to it: in
other instances, it has been, as it were, drowned in the less precious metal: and the less precious metal has been sold at a price no higher
than what would have been asked for it, had
no silver been combined with it. In particular, this in many instances has been the case
with lead in England.
In the case of a mine in which silver is thus
found, in combination with a metal inferior in
separate value, unfortunate may be the condition of the proprietor, who has expended a capital m the extraction of it. Sooner or later
enters the agent of the sovereign and saysthis mine IS a sacred one: sacrilegious the subject-hands that have employed themselves m
the working of it: there must be no more such
sacrilege.
So much for the surface of the earth and its
interior, as an illustration in detail of the ends
to which capital might be employed, were the
system of securities
established.
Of undertakings for private or public benefit, requirmg
the permanent employment of capital, the followmg .may be held as a general enumeration:
I. Manufactories of articles suitable to the
local wants and means of supply.
2. Means of communication,
such as roads,
canals, bridges, improvements in the facihties
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for communication afforded by rivers; source
of profit, money in the shape of tolls.
3. Reservoirs for the preservation of a supply
of water in extraordinary dry seasons: for example, by wells dug in apt places, and waterraised
from them by horse-power or a steam-engine.
4. Embankment of rivers in their course for
the purpose of irrigation, or for giving motion
to mills.
5. Erection of a prison on the Panopticon plan
for deriving profit from the abour of prisoners.
6. Digging of mines: extraction of useful
mineral substances of various kinds from the
bowels of the earth, when, by the use of boring
machines, as directed by geological observation, their residence has been discovered. To
conduct it with advantage, an enterprise of this
sort commonly requires large advances in the
shape of capital.
But to this end all claim to the absolute
ownership of mmes, on the part.of the sovereign, in grounds belonging to indivrduals,
must be solemnly given up. By such snrrender
he might profit to an indefimte amonnt, and
could not lose anything; for the effect of such
claim is neither more nor less than that of an
interdiction, prohibiting the workmg of any
such mines. It would remain for consideration whether any profit could be derived to
the sovereign from a tax upon the produce of
such mines.
In conclusion, supposing the system established, the government, and,above all, the sovereign at the head ofit, would be illustrious among
all, and even above all the sovereigns of Europe
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and the other parts of the Christian; WOJ!ld.
By the supposition, the change is not only on
his part altogether voluntary, but it is his own
work. By the supposition, this being the
truth, there will be no difficulty in making it
known that it is so. All the circumstances by
which it is transacted will be conveyed to
England, and blazoned forth in the English
newspapers: from which they will find their
way into the Anglo-American United States,
and, in the meantime, to the liberal French
newspapers,if, with any tolerable hope of safety,
they can be published there.
Coupled with this intelligence, would be that
of the encouragement given to the useful arts
and sciences of modern European countries, by
the translations made of writers of that class
into Arabic, and the lectures read in the 'I'ripohtan Universrties.
These circumstances, taken together, would
constitute as it were, a pump for capital: a
pump by the force of which, capital would be
drawn into Tripoli from all countries in which
it overflows.
By curiosity, and the desire to see the country in which such moral wonders had been
wrought, travellers from other countries, but
from England in greater numbers than from
all other countries put together, would be
drawn to 'I'npoh ; and as none of them would
go thither without money m their pockets, here
may be seen another channel through which
capital would flow into It: and WIth it those
comforts which are habitually enjoyed in other
countries. and are yet unknown in Tripoli.
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